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What to Text When She Doesn’t Text Back (Just Copy Paste
These!)
March 17, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
It’s annoying when a girl doesn’t reply to your text isn’t it?
You text her, she replies a few times, and then poof… She stops responding altogether. Or maybe she
just never replies at all.
It’s not uncommon.
But worry not, there are many texts you can send to make her text back.
I share with you here a system that will guarantee you the highest chances of rekindling your
interaction.
To begin with, though, I want to tell you this: don’t take a few unanswered texts as a personal
rejection.
No matter the looks, skills, money or personal value, everybody has been there before. Countless of
times :).
Now let’s start by defining the “she stopped replying” situation:

When Can You Consider Her “Non-Replying”?
I will define a woman has gone AWOL on you when:
1. she doesn’t answer after two of your texts a
2. she doesn’t text back after two days.
Now there will be plenty of women that will text you back after a few weeks, days… Or even months
(yep)!
But as a rule of thumb, use the two above as they will cover 95% of your texting situations.

Why Two Texts Is the Threshold
If two texts go unanswered a third text is a big no-no.
It’s because if you sent a third text she will back-rationalize that if she hasn’t replied so far it’s
because she didn’t like you (as explained in: Incognito, The Tao of Dating).
So the rule of thumb is: two unanswered texts, and that medium has been “burned”. You can’t use it
no more.
What do you then?
Read on:
Contents
#1. Drop Texts And Call Her
#2. Switch Texting Medium
#3. Use A Value-Giving Text
#4. “Make Your Move” Text
www.TheRedArchive.com
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Example
#5. Drop It… Then Ping Her
#6. “I Am Gone” Text (Scarcity Principle)
#7. “I’m Worried About You” Text
#8. Text Her 3 Dots
#9. Use Some Text Flirting
#10. Fix The Issue For Good!
Bonus: Never text these
WHEN SHE DOESN’T TEXT BACK: SUMMARY

#1. Drop Texts And Call Her
Bring back the good vibes
The call is probably the very first thing I’d go for after two unanswered messages.
It does a few great things for you:

Why Calling Works
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opens a new channel with a clean slate
It shows you’re not afraid of calling
It brings back the good vibes
Some women prefer calls

Here is an example, and notice that one month and a half had passed between our last text:

If I had
www.TheRedArchive.com
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texted here instead of calling we would have never become lovers
Let’s dig deeper:
Voice addresses a common reason why she hasn’t replied to your texts: feeling dissipation. When
you first met there were good feelings, but they dissipated and now you’re just a few lines of text on
her phone.
The phone call, with your voice and a conversation, is exactly what can bring back those good
feelings in full force.
The last reason is that some women aren’t into texting (mostly older and/or very busy). They consider
it a time wasting and “childlike” medium.
When you call these women they will finally see you as “man enough” to pick up the phone.

If She Picks Up
When she picks up it’s a bit like starting from a clean slate.
I’ve had women propose themselves we should meet after a good phone call, and the unanswered
texts become a thing of the past.
Just to be sure though avoid writing her again on the “burned” medium after the call.

Few Quick Calling Tips
If you’re nervous:
Call while walking
Call in elated states (after work out or big accomplishment)
After a few drinks
The talk:
Have a couple of stories at hand
Keep it brisk/entertaining
Make sure you end the conversation

#2. Switch Texting Medium
Begin with a clean slate
Of course, the call might go unanswered as well.
Or… Let’s be honest, you might be too nervous for the call. No shame, brother :).
If you did call, leave a message on the voice mail -make it cool and nonchalant and tell her to call
you back-.
After a few days, if she hasn’t called back, then switch medium again with a text message.
The best one if going from texts to Whatsapp (or Line or Kakao or whatever is popular).

Why It Works
Since she won’t notice the old unanswered texts:
www.TheRedArchive.com
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Doesn’t fully realize you’re chasing
Won’t make her feel guilty she hasn’t replied so far
Apps are free (some gal can be that broke)
Your nice picture can remind her of positive feelings
New medium means you’re also more novelty

Example
In this example below, she didn’t reply to my last text.
But then, look what a 180 degrees turn when I switched medium: she was thinking about inviting me
for a movie but was afraid I’d refuse.
Wouldn’t it have been simpler scheduling when I asked two weeks earlier?
Yes, but that’s sometimes what happens with texts: it doesn’t progress but it does not necessarily
mean there’s no interest from her side.
And that’s when a Text Medium Switch gives you the biggest bang for the buck.

#3. Use A Value-Giving Text
Give instead of asking: propose something valuable
We have seen in the article of Social Exchange that the best way of getting what you want is to give
other people what they want.
Ideally, in the romantic realm, you won’t provide anything more than being a hot, sexy and charming
man.
But life is rarely about “ideal” situations, and especially after two unanswered texts, it can be a great
strategy to give her something she wants and values.
www.TheRedArchive.com
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Why it Works
Right now she perceives you as a guy who’s asking and taking.
Providing something of value breaks that dynamic and completely flips the scripts. Now you’re a
giver.

Example
The girl from the below text message played and studied a musical instrument.
What could be useful for her?
Some (further) connection in the composing and music industry is a safe bet.
Now we can’t AB test that, but I’m pretty sure that after an unanswered WhatsApp, an unanswered
call and an unanswered text this was a dead one.
So I proceed to invite her to what is useful to her.
Notice that exactly one hour later she promptly calls me back.

Note:
You don’t want to over-provide.
Just give one thing that’s useful for her, hint at something more possible, and then close the deal asap.

#4. “Make Your Move” Text
From chaser to raiser: her turn or that’s it
This is one of the most effective and by far my favorite…
This is another text I use often and with a very good response rate.
Basically you send her a message saying that you’ve tried to reach her a few times but you can’t keep
www.TheRedArchive.com
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going after her and… You will not.
So if she’s not completely against the idea of a coffe.. It’s her turn now.
If she liked you this text can be a major wake up call that she’s losing you.
You go from “guy who’s chasing after her for… Indefinitely”, to the guy who is not going to reach
out anymore and demands of her to make a step instead.
And that’s good.
I especially like to combine this one with “switching medium”. For example when I’ll text twice, call
and still no answer, then I’ll send this one via another messaging app.

Example
And here’s an example of how it works like a charm:

#5. Drop It… Then Ping Her
A Blast from the Past
This has a much lower hit rate.
But your text might land on some perfect timing: recent breakup, or some long drought period.. And
you know you can help with those ;).
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You can use it as a flooding strategy: when you’re in any downtime copy paste the exact same
message and send it to all the old unresponsive numbers.

Example
You can write you were deleting old numbers; or that you either saw her or someone who looked
exactly like her; or that you stumbled by mistake on that old conversation.
Anything which is gives you a plausible way to seem like you stumbled on that number/conversation
by accident.

#6. “I Am Gone” Text (Scarcity Principle)
The Allure of the Impossible
This one works rather well too.
In some instances, it also worked for me without switching medium and after more than 2
unanswered texts (!).
It’s a huge wake-up call for those women who live their dating life very passively, expecting a man
on a white horse will smash their front door and drag them to a fantasy castle (and there are many of
those!).
I’m exaggerating here with the imagery, but in practice, that’s how many women live their dating
life.

Why it Works
It works because now all of a sudden you’re not anymore the guy who’s texting them and whom the
might have one day met.. Now you’re the guy who’s gone, and that’s it.
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All of sudden they remember you were a cool guy, and you become a missed opportunity. And
scarcity and the human tendency of valuing what we can’t have also come to your rescue (check
Influence by Cialdini).
I use it with all the girls I liked but never got around to meet while I travel. If you want to possibly
meet those women when you go back, this text is more powerful than anything else you could write.

The Sneaky Variation
I don’t like lying and only used it when I really left. But nothing stops you from using it with women
from your same city.
If you do, you can tell her one month later you’re back for a few days and you will then try to make
things happen quickly during that time.
Don’t worry about the “truth” emerging later on, if all goes well she’ll be delighted you’re actually
sticking around.

The Power Move Variation
If she’s not very forthcoming it will increase your chances if you further re-balance the relationship.
How do you that?
When she says yes to meeting up, don’t write her anymore. Then write later on, or on some occasion
like her birthday to excuse yourself for not having had the time (read a step by step case study on
how to use special occasions to re-build your value: recovering from a bad date with Facebook).
Power balance restored and your chances of things happening just increased.
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#7. “I’m Worried About You” Text
This is another effective one you can use where you pretend you’re worried about her for whatever
reason.

Why It Works
It positions you as someone who cares about her, which will warm her to you. And as someone who
takes care of the people around them, which is a typical leader behavior –Godfather style-.
Also, bonus points if you do it because you really care.

You will notice she hadn’t replied to 3 of my messages. I had stumbled upon her in person again in
the months after and we agreed for a coffe. But she hadn’t picked up the phone.
And now, after I showed I cared, she was asking questions.

Empathy & Caring as a Screening Tool
It will work more effectively with people who are compassionate and emphatic themselves.
And these are the kind of people you want in your life.
More than a woman also used it with me (1, 2 example), and I cherish and remember these kind of
thoughtful check-ins.
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#8. Text Her 3 Dots
If you were in a conversation, a very effective technique is to simply write her name and three
suspension points.
If she likes you and you didn’t do anything too wrong, this text works very well in getting a reply and
get the conversation back on track.

Read the whole case study on how to text flaky girls.

#9. Use Some Text Flirting
Once you finally brought her to text you back, change the mood of your texts right away.
This is a good video on how to spruce your texts with some flirting and good sexual innuendos:

#10. Fix The Issue For Good!
Permission to be honest?
Alright then, here it is:
Worrying about her replies is pussy’s game.
Don’t worry though: we’ve all been there.
Indeed I don’t mean it in a mean way. As a matter of fact, I’ve been there too.
And if you are ready and willing to walk up the mountain, I’m happy to show you the way.
Read around here and make yourself into a person who doesn’t have to worry anymore about a
couple of silly texts.
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Or even better, accelerate, condense and take your learning to the next level with Social Power:

Bonus: Never text these
After a Google search, I realized there’s a surprising lack of good advice on this topic. However,
there’s a good quantity of cra**y advice and poor understanding that I’ve experienced first hand.
Let’s quickly review some popular cringeworthy stuff hurling around:
“I guess you are busy so I will not trouble you”
This was taken from nothing less than the very first website in the Google search results for women
not texting back.
This is so wrong in so many ways that I won’t even start, but leave a comment if it’s unclear and I’ll
break it down.
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“Hey”
Of course, WikiHow never fails to take a high spot in the race to the bottom. Your texts should
always aim at getting her out with you, or setting up for it. That’s YOUR task as the man. “hey” puts
the burden on the receiver and relinquishes control of the interaction. Oh, and BTW, a woman
sending you this cr*p only ever gets: no reply; a question mark; or a “yo” as a response. Anything
more is out of question.
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Pure
digital pollution, but great for a laugh’s sake
“Why you don’t text me back”
This probably takes the crown for the worst text to send: now she’s searching for reasons WHY she
doesn’t want to text you back. The only way to answer such a text is with a slap.. Hoping it will
inculcate some common sense :).
“You have time to post on X but not to text me back”
Pushy, butthurt, stalk-ey and desperate all rolled into one. This text instills bad feelings in the
receiver. Those bad feelings might push her to reply out of sense of guilt, but she’ll start associating
your texts -and you- with those bad feelings. Also, she’ll feel like your happiness depends on her and
she has to baby you. Hopefully you see why that’s wrong on so many levels :).

Warning: the easiest way to get A girl to text you back..
.. Is by texting another girl
And starting well (instead of fixing)
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Dating, as much as most other things in life, never really stops being a number game and a question
of odds.
These techniques DO work wonders, but the best way to dramatically increase the odds of a girl
replying to your text (and dating you)… Is by having several options.
And of course, this post is about fixing. But fixing is always tricky. Much better to start well.
Consider this guide of texting templates from hello to date. It’s cheap for the information it provides.

Girl Not Texting You Back: The Mindsets
You will notice that some techniques in this post could be used in “sneaky” ways.
But I’m cool with it because, in the greater scheme of things, I know it’s for a good cause.
Your mindset then is that, if you’re a great guy, you’re doing her a favor by making it happen. And if
that means pulling a few strings or bending some truths, then be it.
Of course, that also means it’s our duty to be keep working on bring great guys :).

WHEN SHE DOESN’T TEXT
BACK: SUMMARY
When a girl doesn’t text back some common advice is to “just move on”. That’s an option, of course.
But if you care about meeting pretty girls -or that specific girl- why should you move on right away
when you can still have a fair shot that only costs you a mere minute?
These techniques really do work wonders with unresponsive numbers and I’ve never seen them laid
out anywhere else.
To sum it up:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Two texts after meeting
Call
Switch Medium
Provide what she values
“Not gonna write you any more, it’s your turn” text
“Are you still around” months later
“I’m gone forever text”, which I would use in place of “your turn text”.
(name) …

Ad Maiora,
Lucio
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How To Dominate Debates Like Donald Trump (Case Study)
March 25, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Winning debates is an immensely helpful skill to have in life.
Especially if you’re planning to get into politics (or academia).
And this article is going to show you how to win a debate… Exactly when winning a debate seems
impossible.
Contents
How to Win The Toughest Debate
#1. Strategic Agreement: Take Their Game Away
#2. Fight Fire With Fire: Blame Them of Your Weaknesses
#3. Enter Action with Boldness
#4. Play the Victim
#5. Show They Are Cheap: Then Be Generous
#6. Recruit Neutrals Your Allies
#7. Reveal Your Opponent Tricks
8. Let Others Come To You
#9. Destroy Their Social Proof
Summary

How to Win The Toughest Debate
Trumped headed into the second debate that the wheels were coming off of his political campaign.
He faced sexual assault allegation and one of the biggest uproars a candidate president has ever seen.
Yet, that wasn’t a huge change for Trump.
He always painted himself as an outsider and he always played by his own rules.
“His own rules”, of course, often meant “outside of the rules.
Trump indeed uses a lot of debate tactics and techniques that could be defined as “unfair”.
And this post will show you what those unfair techniques are.

#1. Strategic Agreement: Take Their Game Away
Let Them Charge You… Then Simply Sidestep
Sometimes a politician will derive most of his power not from his own values and personality, but by
positioning themselves against you.
When that’s the case, you have two options:
1. Shows yourself of being the opposite
2. Agree with them.
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When you can show you are the opposite of what they are trying to depict you, they will look silly for
attacking a straw man (Straw Man argument fallacy).
And for trying to push an agenda that you are showing not to be true -with facts-, they are basically
spending marketing money to look insincere and harm themselves.
Trump called Clinton “crooked Hillary”, and Hillary tried to do the same by making “dark Trump”
stick.
While Clinton tried to frame Trump as dark and divisive she positioned her whole campaign as
standing for the opposite of what Trump (supposedly) stood for.
Of course, as soon as the primaries were over, Trump went into overdrive to change that narrative
and did so effectively: “dark Trump” never stuck.
This technique is especially effective during campaigns.
But you might be wondering:
How you can use it to win a debate?
The most effective way of using this technique during a debate is right after they have launched a big
tirade against you.
Or right after they pitched themselves as being the exact opposite of what you (supposedly) stand for.
In the second presidential debate, Hillary is smart enough not to verbalize that her position is against
Trump, but it’s pretty obvious to almost everyone.
Hillary talks about “being great” -VS “make America great again”- of “being good” -as opposed to
“we are doing terrible” and “togetherness” -as opposed to Trump’s alleged divisiveness-.
And what does Trump do?
He takes the stage and agrees with everything she said!
When Trump takes the stage and he just agrees with Hillary, he neutralizes her whole (indirect)
attacked, makes her look terribly silly… and he makes himself more palatable to large swathes of
moderates.
All in one:

#2. Fight Fire With Fire: Blame Them of Your Weaknesses
Show Chinks in Their Armor And Nobody Will Notice Yours
You probably remember children quarreling with each other and repeating to themselves “you are”,
“no you are”, “no you are”.
It can sound silly when it’s done without any supporting argument but add just a little bit of meat
around it, minimize your faults while you exaggerate your opponent’s faults… And you got an
extremely effective weapon to win the argument.
When Trump was accused of sexual assault for his leaked videos talking about “grabbing women’s
pu**y”, he resorted to this technique.
He said his were just words, but Bill Clinton has actually assaulted women with facts.
And Hillary Clinton has defended rapists and laughed about the victims.
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Notice the difference: mine was just locker room talk. They did facts and Clinton even laughed about
defending rapists.
Trump even brought those women on stage.
And since Hillary didn’t defend from Trump’s accusations, it always remained a lingering doubt in
the audience.
This was a very well structured form of “you are, no you are” game and effectively helped Trump to
climb out of the huge hole that the sex assault tape had relegated him in.

#3. Enter Action with Boldness
When All Expect Surrender: Charge
Trump’s whole campaign seemed to be on the verge of disbanding and coming undone.
When you face a similar situation, approaching the situation meekly or with the common “defend and
attack” wouldn’t be enough.
You need something bigger.
You need to where nobody else would dare to go.
Trump needed something huge as well to even the scores.
The 48 Laws of Power suggest to enter action with boldness, and that’s exactly what Trump needed.
As we’ve already mentioned, Trump said Bill Clinton lost his license for sexual assault and says
Hillary laughed at rape victims.
But he didn’t stop.
He then moves on to the email controversy saying that “lives have been ruined for doing a fifth of
what she’s done“.
Trump took a small issue on Hillary’s side and effectively managed to make it seem like a huge
scandal.
And it eventually culminates with his (in)famous retort:
Because you would be in jail

#4. Play the Victim
Make Your Enemy Look Like A Bully & Everyone Will Be With You
We have a strong tendency of sympathizing with people whom we feel are being unjustly oppressed.
It doesn’t work with people who dislike us deeply, but it works with people who like us and,
crucially, with neutral and super-partes observers.
If deployed when there’s no objective oppression it looks lame, pathetic and you look like you’re
making excuses. But when you can spin it well, it works wonders.
In the presidential debate, the female moderator did seem slightly against Trump, or at least she was
at times rather aggressive towards him, which helped Trump hugely in framing himself as the victim
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and the moderator as a Clinton supporter.

#5. Show They Are Cheap: Then Be Generous
Your Generosity Pays Double When Your Opponent is Cheap
Debates can often become confrontations.
When that happens, the party who is able to show the observers that he can preserve a positive and
welcoming attitude no matter what stands to gain big time.
Trump does it masterfully.
It’s challenging to be the first one to offer the olive branch.
It’s challenging because it’s difficult to quickly change your state and there’s always the risk the
other party might NOT reciprocate and use your opening to attack you instead.
Also the first party is more likely to only take a half step towards you rather than a full step.
And therein lies Trump’s Power Move in letting Hillary go first -whether that was intentional or not,
we don’t know-.
When Hillary goes first her “compliment” looks stilted and avoidant.
That’s great for Trump: the lady who presented herself as the party for unity and the president
for everyone was unable to negotiate peace.
She couldn’t even deliver an honest compliment!
Trump takes the stage, looks like a real family man, a proud father and deliver a sincere and honest
compliment to Hillary. Huge point for Trump.

#6. Recruit Neutrals Your Allies
When Neutrals Side With You, You Must be Right
When you’re in a debate there’s a tendency for people to take sides.
Having people in your side support you is great, but it’s also expected: They’re on your side after all.
But when you can get obviously neutral people to support your cause, that’s when you really score
big.
In the case of a debate you will rarely get neutral people openly supporting your view.
But you don’t need open support.
You all need to make it look like they are supporting you (Obama takes full advantage of that as well
here).
Trump does masterfully.
How?
When the moderator asks Hillary about her “too cozy for comfort” relationship with big banks,
Trump says “thank you”.
That “thank you” draws attention to the question, which is a great way of pre-suading by drawing
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attention to it (Pre-Suasion, Cialdini).
And it makes it sound as if the moderator is now supporting Trump’s cause.
The moderator slight laughter also supports that view and Hillary’s big smile -as if she had just been
found out- also help Trump in framing Clinton as the defender of big corporations’ interests.

#7. Reveal Your Opponent Tricks
And Make Them Look Sneaky
All politicians use very common and standard techniques such as:
“defend and attack”
“defend and change topic”
Trump does it almost always, while Clinton does it most of the times (but a few notable times she
didn’t and left her side open to counter-attacks: watch an example here).
This a rather standard procedure in political debates.
However, when your opponent is deflecting a major question or when he didn’t defend properly,
here’s a simple technique to bring the spotlights back where you want them: explain to everyone the
technique they have just used.
It will give you double the points as it will look like your opponent is using unfair debate techniques
to get off the thorny issues.
Watch Trump execute it to perfection and get a major cheer out of it (this is right after the “thank
you” move) :

8. Let Others Come To You
And If There Are Any Doubts To Who’s The Winner, Just LOOK Like The Winner
When there’s an audience watching you don’t win the debate only during the debate.
Everything you do before and after are all part of your show.
At the end of the debate, Hillary is the first to move.
She tries to show herself as social and friendly, but she overdoes it and looks a bit like an overexcited schoolgirl meeting the family after her first class.
Trump instead moves slow -we’ve already spoken about the connection between slow movements
and dominance– and, importantly, STAYS on the stage.
Clinton looks like the typical politician shaking hands, taking pictures and giving away fake smiles and this is a period people are a bit tired of politicians-.
Trump instead looks like the man at the center of the attention, he keeps getting all the limelight he
can and lets others come to him.
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#9. Destroy Their Social Proof
If their friends don’t like them then… Who would?
A common strategy to accrue social power and win debates is to appear like you have a lot of support
from famous people and people who command a certain respect.
Trump used it more than anyone I remember seeing, and often in a very hyperbolic fashion.
But when Hillary used it against him to increase her support, what does he do?
He attacks and undermines that same social proof.
When Hillary mentions Sanders, Trump reminds everyone how Sanders said Hillary is a crooked
politician.
And when Hillary mentions “my friend Michelle Obama“, Trump says it’s no friendship and reminds
us all how Michelle wasn’t really very amiable towards Hillary in the past.
Most people are likely to remember both Sanders’ comments and Michelle Obama ads, so Hillary
now looks like a chess-playing politician with no real friendships.
Such as, a fake person, which is one of the biggest issues Hillary had to contend with during her
campaign.
Deadly effective.

Summary
If you’re here looking on how to win a debate I’d like to point out that some tips here are not always
generalizable.
You will indeed not always be in a situation where you need to attack like a rabid dog.
And when not strictly needed it’s an attitude that can backfire.
However, a few of the other tactics like Strategic Agreement and Recruiting Neutrals will serve you
well in any situation.
Make sure to check out How to Win a Debate (Part I) and Ben Shapiro bullying debate techniques for
more.
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Dirty Debate Tactics (That Win The Presidency)
March 25, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Dirty debate techniques, sadly, can also be extremely effective debate techniques.
And that’s why you must absolutely learn all the possible dirty, unfair, shady and even bullying
debating tactics.
It is a tenet of this website that we desperately need good people to learn how to play the game dirty.
So let’s delve right on, and learn how to do just that.
Contents
Trump Debate Skills: Overview
10 Dirty Debate Tactics
#1. Ignore All Valid Criticism
#2. Reframe Weaknesses as Strengths
#3. Make Her Follow Your Lead
#4. Make Her Agree. Then Show Her Wrong
#5. Lure Her In. Then Attack
#6. Champion People’s Discontent
#7. Speak Over: Seed Doubt in Real Time
#8. Get in The Last Word
#9. Attack: Force your Opponent to Defend
#10. Hide Your Problems Behind Hers
Parting Thoughts

Trump Debate Skills: Overview
Some commentators say Trump has weak debate skills (Example in Quora).
Yet not only he won the election, but he also scored major presidential debate wins against Clinton.
I believe that many people underestimate Trump debate skills simply because they don’t fit the
mainstream idea of “great oratory”, which include large vocabulary, solid content and good structure.
And yes, Donald Trump deployed simpler vocabulary, not very deep content and a bit of an erratic
structure.
But to hell that, he used much deadlier techniques.

10 Dirty Debate Tactics
The following dirty debate techniques are based on Trump’s analysis of the first presidential debate,
but they can be applied to any debate.
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#1. Ignore All Valid Criticism
At the beginning of the debate, Hillary tries to frame Trump as the lucky guy who made it thanks to
daddy’s money.
She does it extremely well, cushioning it in a bigger topic as if it were not a critic but a fact.
And she doesn’t sound critical about it so not to estrange richer Americans. But at the same time, she
shows that Trump cannot represent the average American.
That’s a wonderful move from Clinton.
Now most people here would reply:
Poor debater: “No, that’s not true I didn’t make it thanks to daddy, but bla bla bla”.
What’s the problem with that?
When you address the criticism you elevate its importance.
Addressing and re-stating the opposing view gives it more air-time and cements the question mark it
in people’s minds.
Even if you manage to provide a good answer, your opponent is still going to counterattack or, at
least, fail to provide support for your side of the story.
And that leaves lingering doubt.
Look at how Trump does it instead.
Trump just gives his own view of the accounts, and does so naturally and smoothly, as if he wasn’t
even replying to Clinton’s accusations.
Good move.

#2. Reframe Weaknesses as Strengths
This is the reinterpretation of an old and effective sales technique
Hillary tried to frame Trump and his wealth as the product of luck and something that puts him out of
touch with ordinary people.
Trump reframes his wealth as the sign of business acumen which will allow him to fix the country’s
problem.
It’s a typical sales tactic to take a weakness and find a way to reframe it as a strength, and a very
effective one at that (see Robbins and Tracy)..

#3. Make Her Follow Your Lead
This was the biggest and sneakiest power move of the whole debate.
Trump says:
Trump: In all fairness to secretary Clinton, yes? Is that OK?
He is confident and demanding enough to sound dominant, yet adds enough “sweeteners” to make it
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more likely Clinton will submit.
“in all fairness” sounds as if Trump was exempting Clinton from his critic, a nice gesture.
He points at her with an open palm, a cross-cultural sign of friendliness.
He looks at her with his head tilted down and looking through his forehead -the “forehead bow”-,
which is a signal of submission (The Body Language Project).
And he nods his head as if to invite Clinton to do the same.
Now the natural tendency when someone shows friendly signals is to reciprocate (law of
reciprocation), which Clinton does with both verbals -saying yes- and nonverbal signs -nodding her
head and smiling, both submissive signs-.
Now Trump looks like the leader and Hillary like the follower. That’s only the first part though:

#4. Make Her Agree. Then Show Her Wrong
Now that Trump has Clinton’s blessing and confirmation he then changes tack.
He says:
Trump: good, I want you to be very happy
That’s a mix of dominance -dominant people move other people around and “take care” of themwith a demeaning touch.
And then he proceeds to say Clinton did nothing for thirty years.
All with Hillary’s implicit blessing.
Prince of Darkness move.
Still convinced about the lack of Trump debate skills?

#5. Lure Her In. Then Attack
“Make other people come to you, use bait if necessary”, says Robert Greene in the 48 Laws of Power.
That’s what Trump does when he pretends to ask a question to Hillary. The question is extremely
loaded, rhetorically asking
Trump: You’ve been doing this for 30 years, why are you just thinking of these solutions
right now.
Hillary goes to reply, again following Trump’s lead.
At that point, Trump strikes again, cutting her off with a dominance “excuse me” as he keeps pushing
forward.
The result?
Trump looks dominant, Hillary looks dominated.
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#6. Champion People’s Discontent
But Trump doesn’t just look dominant, he also looks passionate, angry and a people’s champion.
A truly charismatic leader.
He is successfully positioning himself as the champion of the average Joe mad at the political elites.
Political dark horses around the world often win elections by riding the wave of mass discontent.
Politicians are often slow at changing and tend to cling to the status quo.
When waves of discontent and dissatisfaction ripple through nations the charismatic politicians rise to
the top.
These are the ones who look most honest and passionate and the ones who seem to possess hard and
definite answers.
In this example, Trump rides that emotional wave.
Clinton attacks the tax cuts for the higher earners.
Defending lower taxes for the rich is a hard sell to the non-rich majority.
This is a thorny argument!
Why risk it with logic?
Trump charges Clinton for being the typical politician all talk and no action, skirting a thorny topic
and at the same time appealing to the disgruntled masses.
Very effective.
Sure, Trump doesn’t delight people with lofty rhetoric, but emotions trump logic in many a man’s
hearts, and that’s one of the most effective weapons of Trump’s debating tactics.

#7. Speak Over: Seed Doubt in Real Time
Some commentators implied that Trump’s speaking over Clinton’s time was the perfect example of
the baseness of Trump debate skills -or lack thereof-.
Some others said it was the perfect example of Trump losing his plot and hanging himself.
I disagree.
A few times he went overboard, but it was overall extremely effective.

7.1 Retorts
Some of Trump’s retorts have become defining moments of the election.
With one single comeback here he hits Clinton’s at her most debilitating weakness: the idea that she’s
crooked and dishonest (“crooked Hillary”, another genius Trump move).
If he had politely waited for his time to speak he would have missed on what has become the most
famous moment of all televised debates.

7.2 Longer Voice Over
Trump takes any occasion he can to talk on Clinton’s speaking time to strengthen his point, weaken
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her point or muddle the waters to avoid Hillary scores a point.
A few more accomplishment of Trump’s voice over.
He:
Looked like the leader
Speaking over someone is what dominant people do.
And while it can come across as too overbearing, it’s Hillary who made the mistake of making him
look legit.
She does it by replying to Trump on HER speaking time, thus acting as a follower and validating his
intrusions.
Set the agenda by steering the conversation
Hillary repeatedly falls for Trump’s interruptions by talking at length of HER issues.
On the second debate they spent more time talking about emails -and old topic- than they did about
Trump’s video on grabbing women’s vagina which was the newest, hottest, most lethal issue ever.
More exposure for Trump, less for Clinton
It’s a known human tendency that what’s repeated more often also seem truer, and that works
whether or not we are already informed on the facts.
It’s called “mere exposure effect“, and works even when we know it’s not true (Fazio, 2015)!
By using Hillary’s speaking time Trump also makes his point sound truer, all the while robbing
Hillary of that same benefit.

#8. Get in The Last Word
The recency effect tells us that we remember most what comes first and what comes last (Miller and
Campbell).
By often insisting on putting in the last word Trump negates the win for Hillary and allows his point
to linger on in people’s minds.

8.1 Quick Retort
Look at this example where he uses the last word as a defensive mechanism.
Clinton here was the one who made the great pungent retort when she said
Clinton: maybe because you didn’t pay any federal income taxes
That could have become a key moment of the debate and gone viral… IF she had paused and IF
Trump had let it slip (like Hillary would have).
But not only Hillary wasn’t shrewd enough to take advantage of it, but Trump also mitigates it with
the last word.
His retort not as powerful as Hillary’s, but it was extremely effective in taking the edge off Hillary’s
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zinger.
Note:
Hillary didn’t pause because she was hell-bent on making a more complex and logical point, which of
course nobody remembered.
If she had paused instead everyone would have remembered Trump is not paying taxes.
In debates simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

8.2 Longer Speech
Again here is another defensive usage of getting the last word in, but with a longer speaking time.
Hillary was scoring a major point by making Trump look like he is irrational and making no sense, a
very very bad frame for Trump.
But by getting in the last word Trump brings the topic back on a serious tone, re-state his point as
valid and largely negates Hillary a major win.

#9. Attack: Force your Opponent to Defend
This was another extremely powerful debate tactic by The Donald.
Faced with seemingly insurmountable odds, he keeps attacking and, accomplice a meek Hillary,
forcing her on the defensive.
Watch him in this video using all the last 3 debate techniques combined: interrupt, put in the last
word and keep attacking
Yes, he is reprehended by the moderator and looks slightly too aggressive.
But knowing this was just a few days after the huge scandal of grabbing women by the vagina ask
yourself: was he effective in driving Clinton on the defensive?
Was he effective in muddying the water and getting off his huge issue?
Was he effective in shifting the agenda onto Hillary’s issue and keeping it there?
That’s the result of a master debater, not someone lacking in debate skills.

#10. Hide Your Problems Behind Hers
Trump handled well many accusations and issues with his campaigns.
They called him racist, and he quelled it by visiting black churches, they called him dark, and he
shrugged it off by being positive and upbeat.
He couldn’t shake the accusation of his tax returns though, and it kept nagging him all along.
So what does he do when the conversation turns there?
He says he will release his tax returns after Hillary releases her email.
Genius!
When you cannot shake your issues, remember this: misery loves company!
You might not win, but you gotta be strategic: sometimes not losing is like winning.
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Parting Thoughts
Before you go around thinking that unfair debate techniques will hand you the keys of world power,
notice a few things:
Techniques Must Suit Personalities
Some of these tactics would have not worked as well for other politicians. They would have been
counterproductive for Hillary, for example.
But Trump was just Trump being Trump. People knew he was brash, so while for some that still was
overpowering, it was also genuine and sincere (something Hillary never appeared to be).
They can Backfire
Some of these techniques could have backfired if only Hillary knew how to handle them well.
We’ll go over it in a different post, but just as an example: nobody forced her to smile and nod at
Trump. And if she had refused, that would have been her point (look at Obama refusing to follow the
lead).
Learn more
I write extensively on bullying, persuasion, and manipulation.
Also read Carlson unfair debate techniques, Ben Shapiro bullying tactics and check out part II of this
series how to win a debate.
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How to Flirt With a Girl Over Text (Real Texts)
March 26, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for ways to flirt with a girl over text?
You have come to the right place.
My name is Lucio, and I have sent thousands upon thousands of texts (plus I’m a psychology nut and
hold a master in communication).
This article will explain to you all the best techniques on how to flirt with a girl over text.
Contents
Flirting Text Messages
#1. Imply She’s Into Boys
#2. Imply She’s Into You
3. Imply She’s Seducing You
#4. Turn The Boring Into Exciting
#5. Leave Her Aching for More
#6. Hint At Sexuality
#7. Hint At Babies Together
#8. Move From Text Flirting to Meet
And Enjoy Text Flirting
Bonus: These Ain’t Flirting But Cheese
Summary

Flirting Text Messages
Knowing how to flirt with a girl over text is a great skill to have.
It will make your more desirable, more entertaining and, yes, you’ll incidentally also get laid more not that you were after that of course ;)-.
So let’s start with the top text flirting guidelines -all real-life flirting examples from my phone or FB-.

#1. Imply She’s Into Boys
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I bet she does ?
This is a favorite of mine: great upside and no drawbacks.
Women are smothered by the yoke of having to play “innocent” and feign disinterest in sex and
men (Madonna-Whore Dichotomy). Implying they’re into boys (and sex) liberates them by
communicating in flirty style that you “get them”. She lets her hair down, her guard comes down..
And maybe later some clothing item will come down too ;).

She doesn’t care…
Don’t let all those “Hahah” fool you ?

#2. Imply She’s Into You
Flirt by telling her she’s so into you or, even better, that you’re worried she is in danger of falling for
you.
Her mind be running ;).
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When in doubt
whether you’re interested in her or in her venture, imply she’s interested in YOU instead ;).

3. Imply She’s Seducing You
Normally, it’s the man who chases the woman.
The rule of thumb indeed is that man aggresses and the woman plays coy.
When you don’t do it too obviously, sometimes women will try to poke you to get you chasing.
But wouldn’t it be better if she was trying to get you instead?
Exactly!
And that’s what you do with top-notch flirting: you turn the tables.
They’re dressing up?
Just right out of the shower?
Don’t take the bait, go texty caveman and show your cards (leave that for later): tell her she’s using
all tricks in the books to seduce you instead ;).
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“Can’t
wait to see it”? Dull as F! She’s hellbent to seduce you instead ?

#4. Turn The Boring Into Exciting
Flirty guys, the lovers types, don’t dwell on dull stories and negative emotions. They turn the heat on
instead. They turn humdrum bore fests into flirty excitement feasts.
And women love it.
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Sprinkle
a few SICs here and there but you get the point ?

#5. Leave Her Aching for More
And just when fireworks are about to get off and she’s turning into a too hot to handle mess… You
pull back.
Women love the mystery, the hinted. Don’t spoil it by trespassing into the obvious and crude, but kiss
them good night and tuck them up.. :).
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…And guess who they’ll be thinking of when waking up? ?
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#6. Hint At Sexuality
And here is how you effectively inject sex into the conversation:

She mentioned bondage first: safe play ?
And now the big one. Flirting is hinting at sexual. It’s (technically) not flirting anymore if you’re
openly discussing sex.
Rule #1: hints and mystery are sexy, clinical and crude are not.
Rule #2: fully sexual is very risky: proceed with caution.
Exceptions are: she starts it, she sends nudes or she opens up sexually.
Direct sexual flirting works best with:
Older women (you’re the toy boy)
Online dating (filter in DTF, filter out “no ONS”)
Married women (you’re the sexy distraction)
MILFs (got the baby already, no time for games)

#7. Hint At Babies Together
Hinting at the product of sex is a unique, flirtatious way of broaching sex as a foregone conclusion
between you two.
If you’re talking babies, sex obviously is going to happen.
Of course, use it only when it’s abundantly obvious you’re kidding or it’s not flirting but family
planning (and not cool :).
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Perfect for:
A Tinder match opening message
Different “races” where you play the “cute mix card”
Somehow black girls seem to love it

#8. Move From Text Flirting to Meet
Flirting is the preamble of something better -and real- to possibly happen. Imagine text flirting as the
drum-roll. Drum-rolls glorify your daring entrance, but If all you do is drumrolling and no cigar,
then… Then you might as well shoot the football breeze with your pals.
Be a guy who gets the job done instead: flirt a bit and then go for the “date”.
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To do just that, consider this guide. It’s super cheap for the value it offers.

And Enjoy Text Flirting
Flirting excites us, makes us smile and cheers us up.
It’s one of life’s pleasure: adopt this mentality and you’ll flirt better.
I love women who can flirt.
Big grin when she implied her private dance would be “too much for me” :).

From Russia with Dance Moves, what’s not to Love ?

Bonus: These Ain’t Flirting But Cheese
I took a look around before writing this post and I’ve noticed there is some terrible advice from the
most popular sources.
Read below what to avoid and in blue why they’re terrible.
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I know you’re probably thinking of me, so we might as well text
=I was thinking of you but I’m awkwardly hiding behind a smokescreen.
We’re breaking up, you’re too much trouble
=”Funny” relationship push/pull. Not the worst, but the sexiest flirts usually avoid any early
relationship-talk.
And that makes you my third favorite girl to text to
=Good if you’re a teen. Otherwise it implies you text a lot. And no, implying you text a lot to girls is
still not sexy.
You’ll never guess what I’m doing right now
=You’re not doing anything obviously. Except pondering of a cheesy way to contact her, that is.
Any fun / smart way of asking for nudes
=What’s the nudes’ intended use? Because learning how to flirt with a girl over text is about doing
stuff in person.

Summary
Flirting with a girl is a bit of an art, but follow these guidelines and your text flirting will improve
dramatically. And your texts will stand out, because any hint at sex is also a huge attention grabber.
And if she doesn’t text back? Try these techniques or try for the long game.
A parting note: the in-person impression is paramount for effective flirting.
Flirting with a girl over text works best when she thinks you are flirt-worthy… In person.
No excuse for cheese, but at that point, even average stuff becomes strong text flirting.
GET THE FULL TEXTING GUIDE
Short, effective and to the point. You won’t need anything else:
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The Alpha Male Handshake: Eye-opening Defense Tactics
May 27, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The Alpha Male Handshake is a power move that seeks to assert dominance upon first meeting
someone.
This post will show you the different types of alpha males handshakes, and what you can do when
someone is trying to overpower you.
Contents
AMOG Handshake
Alpha Male Handshake at social gatherings
#1 One up him socially
#2: Call out the Power Move
#3: Meta him
The Alpha Male Handshake in the club
#1 Body language & Prevention
#2: Let it be
#3: Attack
The Alpha Male handshake in politics
Alpha Male Handshake contest #1 Trudeau VS Trump
Alpha Male Handshake contest #2 Rahmon VS Trump
Alpha Male Handshake Contest #3 Macron VS Trump
Matching = Winning
Summary

AMOG Handshake
“Alpha Male Handshake” refers to someone purposefully crushing your hand and / or yanking your
arm.
It is one of the bluntest Power Moves out there: very basic and purely physical.
In the past, the early pick-up artists used to refer to these men as “AMOG”, such as “alpha males of
the group” (also read “The Game” and “The Mystery Method“).
Courtesy of Donald Trump, it has recently gone mainstream also into politics and has one of the most
infamous Power Moves.
You will mostly see it from aggressive and socially uncalibrated individuals.
Aggressiveness can be a front for a weak ego in need of validation, and uncalibrated because the rule
of thumb is that the most socially savvy a person is, the more subtle the moves become (just think:
would a top class socialite like George Clooney do that?)
People are more likely to give you an Alpha Male Handshake when:
You’re physically smaller and/or he feels physically stronger
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He feels socially powerful and/or “at home”
There’s an audience and you make a good rug for his social climbing
He “needs” to get territorial (you’re a threat to group dominance, connected to testosterone)
They see you as a threat but believe they can dominate you
And notice that being on the receiving end of an Alpha Male Handshake can often mean you’re a
rather a cool cat. It’s because there’s nothing to gain in belittling individuals with zero social status.
But at the same time, the Alpha Male Handshaker doesn’t think you pose a major opposition or he’d
think twice before alpha-ing you.
In either case, he wants to assert dominance over you. And if you let him, he will.
But I guess you’re not quite cool with that ;).
Ideally, you will see it coming in advance and prepare (see below), but let’s start with when you’re
taken off guard.

Alpha Male Handshake at social gatherings

#1 One up him socially
It was 3 people including me in a semi-circle when the 4th guy, let’s call him Smug, joined.
Smug is buddy buddy with the organizer and a friend of the guy to my right. With brisk pace,
sunglasses on albeit the sun was long gone, Smug barges in interrupting us all.
He was bigger and taller than all of us -albeit that’s no major feat when it comes to me :)and introduces himself with a bone-crushing handshake.
He doesn’t catch my name and now comes the full Alpha Male Handshake: he yanks me in and tells
me to repeat my name (what Allan Pease calls “socket wrencher” in The Definitive Book of Body
Language).
I restate my name –a slight mistake from my side– as I dig in and try to pull him as well, but I’m not
very successful.
The exuberantly happy atmosphere we had before he joined makes perfect ground for my countermove, which comes as soon as we break the handshake.

The counterattack delivery
Oops I didn’t see that coming
With perfectly erect and open posture (posture is correlated to power) I look straight at what ought
to be his eyes beyond the shades and say confidently and loudly:
Me: “Hey man, I hope you don’t wanna take me home or something”
And I begin to laugh as a queue for everyone to join in, which they did (they’ll always do if you
have a good standing in the group).
The joke at his expense is a socially shrewd way of saying: I didn’t like your move, you don’t get
away with it, and I’m making it clear for you (and everyone else) to know.
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Having the group laughing is important because:
1. Everyone laughs at him and on your side, and
2. Makes it difficult for him to retort in a serious tone without breaking mood
The joke worked exceptionally well as it also implied homosexuality on his part -and me spurning the
advance-. Very powerful.
Indeed as we all laugh he replies meekly and deflated:
Him: “No I just wanted to hear your name”
Note: “just” is a defensive word, and “wanted to hear your name” is quite a friendly overture.
What a sudden change from the boisterous dickhead of just a few seconds earlier :).

THE
GREATEST PUNCH
you NEVER THREW
If you executed the move well, you’ve been a tremendous class act. Now be magnanimous in

victory.
High-quality people add value to their group and going on the offensive would not only make an
unnecessary enemy but also bring down everyone’s mood.
Treat him neutrally, and if he offers an olive branch later on, which is likely, go on and accept it.
All went well for our hero here.
But what if you can’t think of a witty retort on the fly?

#2: Call out the Power Move
If you can’t master a pungent retort, then get serious and call him out on his behavior.
It needs some confidence because you will, for a while, break the mood and raise tension.
Don’t pull punches though because he went physical, so you going strong on the verbal level is a
must.
Speak slowly and calmly, very matter of factly and say something like:
You: “hey man, you just yanked my arm like you wanted to harm me or something, (I feel)
that’s very aggressive and unfriendly”
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If he apologizes and backtracks accept the apology and go back to neutral.
But it’s possible that he will hide pretending he was joking, or plainly deny. Very typical of snipers
(and typical of Trump :).
But you go on until he admits and repents, or else you let him walk all over you on the physical
and verbal level.

Force the bully into light
Address his excuse briefly and push forward, like this:
You: hey man, you yanked my arm like you wanted to harm me or something, that’s very
aggressive”
Him: “dude, are you serious, I didn’t hear your name (what’s wrong with you)”
You:”I know you didn’t hear my name, and it still felt very aggressive, did you really mean
it like that or not”
or
Him: “I’m just joking man, it’s a party, we’re having fun”
You: “I know you’re joking and it’s really funny, but that was aggressive, did you mean it
like that or not”
Note: By asking “did you, yes or no”, you help him save face and make it easy for him to say “no I
didn’t mean it like that”.
At this point it’s possible people in the group will intervene. It’s a good thing but do NOT
address them, you want his apologies, not a group talkshow.
Keep insisting a couple of times until he backtracks.
Once he does, add: “cool man, glad to hear” and propose a quick toast so you end the interaction with
a leading move.
And if he keeps denying?
This is the time to Meta-frame.

#3: Meta him
Meta-framing is a technique in which you explain, in lay terms, what’s happening on the harder to
grasp socio-dynamics layer.
A full meta-frame in this scenario would be something like this:
“I’ll tell you what you just did. You came in guns blazing interrupting us all. What you were
doing was trying to assert your social standing as the alpha male of the group in a very
juvenile fashion. I’m not a fan of that behavior, but whatever. Where I do draw the line
though is when you disrespect people, and you have just done that by yanking my arm.
I have given you the chance to apologize and start afresh on friendly terms but you keep
hiding even though everyone here noticed your behavior. You don’t want to excuse
yourself, bad on you, but don’t do that shit again with me.
Note: Refer to the group as if they all stand with you. You want them to mentally nod you as you
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depict us VS him scenario.
Since it’s quite long and people’s attention span is short, a briefer version is preferable:
Look man, I don’t know if you were trying to show off as the alpha male or whatever
rubbish, but what I do know for sure is that you yanked my arm like you wanted to rip it off.
Everyone saw it and that’s extremely rude. And that’s a fact. And instead of apologizing
you are hiding yourself. Whatever. But make sure you don’t do that shit again with me.
You deliver it sternly but unemotionally. You want to look like you mean it and there’s no fucking
around, but you can’t sound like he got under your skin.
If you deliver it even half properly, it’s very powerful.
And then drop the mic.

People will side with you
If he apologies, great.
You won!
If he still doesn’t apologize, you brought his move into broad daylight and the group will be on your
side (example where standing up to the bully made Noah the new group leader) because most people
resent bullies and gratuitous aggression –parallels can be found in primates as well-.
Indeed science tells us people prefer value giving leaders to aggressive ones, and when you
antagonize the bully you’re almost automatically the good leader.

The Alpha Male Handshake in the club
You cannot easily speak in a club or loud environment, so prevention is even more important.
Your best prevention tools will be to:
1. Learn to read body language for prevention
2. Becoming a man people don’t want to tool
That wasn’t certainly me years back in my first encounter with an Alpha Male Handshake.
I was trying to look all cool against the bar when a girl came over and brought me into her group don’t you just love Eastern European girls, albeit we can’t exclude it was all a ploy to make his man
jealous :)-.

#1 Body language & Prevention
Possibly exhausted trying to look cool, and my inebriated mind not helping, I missed the clear signs
of an Alpha Male Handshake coming.
Ant’s usually not difficult to spot.
In my case, the meathead was not that different from the picture below :).
When an Alpha Male Handshake is in the cards here’s a nice trick: don’t engage.
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Don’t shake hands at all.

Just say “hey man” and put two fingers to your forehead.
Or “hey man, nice muscles” and pat him on the back.
And if you fall for it and don’t have power to match… Boy, that’s gonna stretch your learning curve
now :).

#2: Let it be
So here we are, you fell for it. He crushed your hand. And yanked you. A few times. And he’s not
letting go.
Unless you do something, you’re kissing goodbye to any shred of good status in this group.
This is the key word here, because If you don’t care about the group then you can just leave.
Shake your head with a look of contempt, exhale and gesture as if to say “how cheap”.
It won’t be easy rebuilding your self-esteem from there, but it’s great training. Mentally, develop
yourself to decouple self esteem from results.
And then let actions do the talking and go get better opportunities: the best revenge is massive
success.
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#3: Attack
If you care about this group or you know most people around, then you gotta consider your reputation
(5th Law of Power). It means you gotta consider evening the odds and getting physical.
I know, I know, you’re not that kind of person, he’s bigger, there are people… I know there are many
excuses (this cat had all of those and some more).
But here’s a video for something you can do.
You can watch it but you won’t probably remember in the heat of the moment.
But worry not, you don’t need perfect execution and you don’t even need to “win”.
You simply need to send the message you won’t allow anyone to walk all over you without returning
(some) fire.

The Alpha Male handshake in politics
Preparation rules the rooster in politics more than anywhere else. Politicians all prepare, Macron
openly admitted it (not the smartest move, if you ask me).
Here are a few things you can do when facing the possibility of an Alpha Male Handshake:
Get physically closer: you’re not gonna lose your balance
Place one hand on his shoulder
Grab his hand with both your hands
Slip your hand fully into his hand and put more power than you normally would and
Smile with strong unwavering eye contact
Here are some successful real-life examples:

Alpha Male Handshake contest #1 Trudeau VS Trump
Trudeau’s hand on Trump’s shoulder achieves two purposes:
1. Avoids being taken off balance by the yanking and
2. Strikes preemptively entering Trump’s personal space.

Alpha Male Handshake contest #2 Rahmon VS Trump
Pure power in play: look how Tajikistan president played ball:

Alpha Male Handshake Contest #3 Macron VS Trump
Macron got burned on his first outing but learned the lesson: on round 2 he slips his hand fully inside
Trump’s hand, powers his grip, holds longer than expected and adds strong eye contact to boot:
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Read here the full details of Trump VS Macron.

Matching = Winning
When you neutralize a Power Move, YOU end up being on top.
It’s because the Power Mover chose to use shenanigans, not you. He tried and failed, you matched
and succeeded.
It’s like Mohammad Ali famous whispering into his opponent ear:
Ali: That all you got George?
And, inherent to the power of matching and succeeding: who knows, maybe you had some left to
spare in the tank.

Summary
You learned what an Alpha Male Handshake means, that you have to match or retaliate, and you
learned some effective ways to do so.
A quick recap:
Prevent it:
Radiate “friendly confidence” in a way that people won’t wanna mess with you
Read body language and when an Alpha Male Handshake is likely to come:
match power, put a hand on their shoulder and close physical distance or
don’t offer handshake
If you get caught out:
Do your best to match and one up him socially with a well placed joke at his expense or
Call the move out in the open, make him apologize or state that’s the first and last time
he dares
If no verbal counter-move is possible, physically end the grip
Enjoy standing up for yourself ?
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Lowballing Psychology for Effective Negotiation (Case Study)
June 12, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The lowball technique can be a fantastic way to get a bargain.
But it’s a high-risk crapshoot because it annoys the sellers.
What to do then?
This article will walk you through the steps of a psychology-backed, field-proven lowball technique
which works (almost) every time.
Contents
The Lowball Technique: A Walkthrough
#1: Don’t make enemies
#2. Ask a Trojan Question
#3. Make a Trojan Compliment
#4 Leverage Question & Compliment
Lowball Technique: the result
More Negotiation Techniques
SUMMARY

The Lowball Technique: A Walkthrough
This HP Envy on Ebay Classifieds was exactly what I wanted.
Except, you guessed it, for the price.
I will show you now how I used the lowball technique to get it at half the price.

#1: Don’t make enemies
Now what most people would do, and would do wrong, is to lowball right away.
Or, only marginally better, low ball after a neutral question that does nothing useful for you (ie. “is it
still available?“).
Let’s first understand why it’s not the ideal way.

Why you don’t lowball
There’s much truth in the saying that people don’t buy products but they buy people (whom they
like).
But most are much less careful with the other side of the equation: people also sell (to) people (whom
they like).
And often we’d rather lose money than sell to people we don’t like.
This notion has been scientifically proven in many experiments -most famously the “Ultimatum
Game”– and by neuro-science MRI scans showing that lowball offers stimulate the part of the brain
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associated with disgust.
In a nutshell: low ball offers disgust people and make them switch to “vendetta” mode.
No wonder so many low-ball offers end up getting spurned, ignored or, it happened too, provoking
violent reactions.
The great book Never Split the Difference is also based on the principle of not making enemies.
What do you do then?
Enter the psychology of persuasion.

#2. Ask a Trojan Question
Photo by Tama Leaver

To set up the lowball offer ask what I’ve baptized the “Trojan Question”.
A Trojan Question is a question where you already know the answer will highlight defects and
problems.
If you’re buying a house that needs renovation, for example, you don’t attack saying “but it needs
renovation”.
You ask if they think it needs renovation.
Defenses go down and when they say yes, you ask how much it could be. And now you’re safely
hinting at “ask price minus renovation costs”.
Similarly, I ask if the computer has SSD memory, which I already know it hasn’t:
Hello Philipp,
Is the drive SSD or SDRAM?
Many thanks,
Lucio
And as expected he replies it’s not.

NOW, because it doesn’t have the feature you were looking for and you are already engaged in a
conversation -as opposed to starting with a lowball offer-, you won’t raise nearly as much hostility.
And on your next message, you build rapport prepare the ground for a second attack with a Trojan
Compliment.

#3. Make a Trojan Compliment
A Trojan Compliment is a compliment hiding another critic.
This is the best way to safely keep criticizing the product by staying friendly.
If you’re buying a house, you could say
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You: “oh ok, I see, renovations are expensive. Well, I like the location though. And it looks
like the traffic noise is barely audible (said it on a Sunday, with traffic being 3x higher
during weekdays ;)”
With a Trojan Compliment, you fully focus the seller’s mind on the negatives of the product, making
it much more likely he’ll seriously consider your low ball offer.
In our example it went like this:
OK I understand
.But it’s still a good machine, and it looks like it doesn’t have any scratches.
I would offer 280 and can meet you this week and pay.
What do you think?
Apologies for my terrible German and best regards,
Lucio
The passages explained:
“doesn’t have any scratches”: Trojan Compliment as I could see a small one
“ready to move on ASAP”: benefit for him to sell it quickly (maybe he already got a new one?)
“what do you think”: makes the seller feel respected and in charge. You just made an offer
but he is the final decision maker
“280” : even numbers are perceived as bigger and it’s slightly more than half, with half being a
major psychological threshold
“Sorry for my terrible German” : I’m stretching myself to communicate in your language.
Mistakes can be endearing.

#4 Leverage Question & Compliment

He tells me:
it has a small scratch -exactly what I was angling for- and
he accepts my offer if I got pick it up
Bingo. I use both information for another price reduction, which now seems very fair:
Hmmm it’s a bit far. But OK.
Is it OK for you if we make 250 because I’ll need to take time off from work? I can be there
this week, how’s your schedule?.
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And he accepts.
NOTE:
I say it’s far before accepting: I’m highlighting it’s concession, and concession given calls for
concessions back.
“because” always make your point stronger and more likely to be accepted (even when
“because” adds no real information).

Lowball Technique: the result

50% discount on an already fairly priced item + Mouse & Bluetooth dongle gift.
With the next move, sold old laptop above its value and for 76 Euros moved from an old 2010
clunker running Vista to a sleek All In One touch screen quad core 64 bit Windows 10 with remote.
All thanks to great lowball technique -and auction sales techniques-.
Edit:
And that was also, BTW, the computer with which I started this website. A website that two years
later became a viable business and my main source of income.
Fond memories spring to mind :).

More Negotiation Techniques
Since then I have written a lot on the psychology of negotiation.
Check out these articles:
Manipulative negotiation techniques
Negotiating An Unfair Refund Request
Best Negotiation Books (+ free summaries)
20 Manipulative Negotiation Tactics
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SUMMARY
Results will differ from case to case, but you learned the main issues with the lowball technique and
you certainly will improve your hit ratio by doing the following:
1. On your 1st message ask a Trojan Question -a question with negative answer2. Make a Trojan Compliment -compliment hiding a critique-, make your low ball offer and be
kind
3. Use his reply for further discounts / concessions and tell you’re ready to move
And use with ethics ?
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How to Use FB To Recover From Disastrous First Date
June 16, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you just coming from a date with a girl you liked?
And… You know you bombed it?
I know how it feels.
And it’s 10x more painful if you liked her… Or if you were close to having sex with her.
Trust me, I know.
In this post, I will show you how to recover from a bad date.
Contents
Recovering from a bad date
Advantages of Facebook over text
Facebook & law of large numbers
From bad date to sex : a step by step guide
Recovering from a bad date #1 acknowledge it
Recovering from a bad date #2: ignore her
#3: ping her
#4: plan your strike
#5: strike
Should You Even Try to Fix A Bad Date?
SUMMARY

Recovering from a bad date
Recovering from a bad date with Facebook is all about keeping yourself in the circle, and mind, of
the women you know.
And of the women, you had a poor first date with :).
A bad date is defined by a girl who is not replying or who already told you “no” to meeting again. In
these instances you cannot chase for another date: she is not thinking highly of you, and the more you
write her the more you’ll become “that annoying weirdo who just doesn’t let go”.
What do you do, then?
Enter Facebook.
Facebook is your best weapon to let her see what a terrible mistake she made in writing you off. And
the best part? You do so without any chasing and posturing -well OK, a bit of posturing: always make
sure you look good on pictures ;)-.

Advantages of Facebook over text
When the romantic road is bumpy and she’s not replying or already said “no”, Facebook -or social
media in general- is superior to direct messages for a few reasons:
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It’s a low effort medium to “ping”
You weren’t being a stalker on her profile, her post just appeared on your feed and naturally inspired
your witty comment.
A text message, on the other hand, is high effort because you intentionally took time for her and that
says “I was thinking of you”. And when she’s not thinking of you (yet), that screams “stalk-ey”.
You can get “gallant points”
For wishing happy birthday, for example. Or sincerely congratulating her on the new job.
These are also amazing natural conversation starter. “Oh congratulations on the new move, how you
feel about it”.
You showcase your cool life
She will see you enjoying your life. Or what a great artist you are. Or what adventurous trips you’re
taking. And she’ll notice you not contacting her as you enjoy your life. Now get some women in that
life and you’re hot commodity. Did those women made you forget all about her? ?
It’s border-less
People move and travel a lot these days. I do too, and deal with women and people moving all the
times. Add people on Facebook and never worry again about changing phone numbers or forgetting
about each other.
In a nutshell, Facebook is less “you and I” and more social.
Normally you want more “you and I”, but after a bad date you need more social: you need removing
yourself from the “guy who wanted to have sex with me but didn’t” and move into the “cool guy I
know and might meet again in the future”.

Facebook & law of large numbers
Just to be clear: there’s no magic bullet to a poor impression. Your best shot is in person the first time
out. And if you’re can’t meet again quickly, your chances plummet.
But, here’s the silver lining, they don’t go to zero.
And since you can use this strategy with all those unlucky women who don’t become your lovers
right away, you can effectively play the large numbers’ game. Eventually, the number of “somewhat
interested” women in your Facebook periphery will grow to the point that you’ll have the chance of
striking again with some of them.
As this was the case.

From bad date to sex : a step by step guide
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Recovering from a bad date #1 acknowledge it
You two didn’t get along. Or you fucked up.
It happens.
In my case, we had very little words in common but I thought it was clear we were going back to my
place.
So you can imagine how happy I was when, almost in front my place, she goes for the metro instead
:).
I said she could only stay for a drink, it was just 5 minutes etc. etc. but nothing.
We exchanged contact anyway, albeit I was pretty sure that was going to be it, also because she was
leaving town in a few days.
Indeed my two texts went unanswered:
As expected, no biggies.
Keep a learner and outcome independent mindset and.. Plenty of fish in the sea for your rod ;).
But… It’s not over until the fat lady sings, as they say.
Follow the process below and you will maximize your chances of recovering from a bad date.

Recovering from a bad date #2: ignore her

Needless to say, you don’t write anything anymore after two unanswered messages.
Don’t even like any post or, God forbid, any of those sexy pic that got you so incensed for what you
missed (mystery about your will feelings help you).
Just forget about her.

#3: ping her
Around 5 months later it’s her birthday.
A birthday is a perfect occasion to re-send a message.
Everybody loves a good wish, and it’s a natural and caring gesture without the kissing up factor -not
like you were thinking of her, FB told you-.
Also, it’s very likely you’ll get a reply from a birthday wish.
Note:
a reply is very important. Texting after you already got a reply, even if just a “thanks”, represent a
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positive precedent and puts you in an incredibly stronger position.
Power Move Tip:
If you’re in different time zones, send the wishes before it’s her birthday in her time zone or the day
after, so that it will stand out.
Similarly, if you want to use her reply to restart a conversation and then ask her out, which works
especially well if she replies “thank you, how are you”, do it the day after, This way your message
will not get lost in a barrage of incoming notifications.

Same thing for two years.
These were the first steps towards recovering from the bad first date.
In the meanwhile a couple of back and forth comments on some posts, mostly humorous, and some
likes on some posts or picture not showing any skin -the idea is to induce liking by suggesting you
are similar after all-.

#4: plan your strike

But you can’t stay in the periphery all your life of course.
Your goal is to get her out with you again. The best way is to strike up a convo using a catalyst involving
both of you.

Make it seem as if it “just happened”, a coincidence, maybe even destiny: women love “just
happened” and destiny.
Maybe she liked a picture of yours doing some sport, or she signed up to an event you’re also
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planning to attend.
In my case, two years later, I was traveling to her city.
This is a typical scenario with travelers (and if you’re serious about it, note down all women you
wanna have another shot at with basic details and residence. Not that I do that though.. ?
Unluckily she was out of town, but that was our first real conversation since we first met. And it was
clear by then she was fully ready to meet again (insert “sics” a bit all over :).

Note: this was the moment when I completely moved out of the “guy with whom it didn’t work out”
and entered into a more neutral territory -maybe even a slightly positive one given the bubbly replies.
We exchange a few more messages and, a few months later… She’s in my city.

#5: strike
That immediately gave us a reason to speak again, and now from a position of strength: I am a cool
old friend she has a history with and destiny seem to be on our side to finally meet again. You can
use some text flirting to your advantage here.
I sent her a message, we exchanged a few pleasantries and agreed on a time and place to meet.
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We went for a beer, then back home. This time no late train to catch, and we closed the circle.
All thanks to (proper use of) Facebook.

Should You Even Try to Fix A Bad Date?
Recovering from a bad date can be such a daunting task that asking yourself if it’s even worth it is a
fair question.
You could use that time on something else.
And by moving on you might save yourself a lot of heartaches.
Because recovering from a bad date is difficult and, frankly, quite unlikely.
However, sometimes you do can.
This post showed one of the many ways you can do it.
So in the end whether or not you should try to fix a disastrous date, is up to you.

SUMMARY
Recovering from a bad date is a low probability situation (focus on texting right instead).
There’s not so much you can do directly as that will come across as chasing.
Recovering from a bad date with Facebook then is all about reversing the odds indirectly, by staying
in touch and showing your attractive side without chasing.
Like this:
1. Ignore her completely -You’re a busy man and moved on2. Wish happy bdays and drop a rare, witty comment -You have no hard feelings but you’re still
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around!3. Have an interesting profile, have women around highlighting you’re in demand -Oops, are they
prettier than her?4. Find an exciting, sudden event bringing the two of you near again and propose a drink
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What To Do When Someone Mispronounces Your Name
June 20, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What to when someone pronounces your name wrong?
It depends.
But what you do matters.
It can make the difference between being a confident, respected individual… Or someone whom
people pay little attention to.
This article will teach you how to correct people pronouncing your name wrong in a powerful,
confident way.
Contents
Power Dynamics of Mispronouncing Names
Carefree Environment
Official environment
When Someone Asks YOU to Pronounce Their Name Right
Mindset: look at the bigger picture
SUMMARY

Power Dynamics of Mispronouncing Names
Some people mean well and mispronouncing your name wrong is simply a mistake.
But some people do not care about your name because they believe you are “inferior”.
Some people might even mispronounce your name on purpose, just to show they can slight you
because they are more powerful -also read office power moves-.
How to recognize people who are simply making a mistake from those who are doing it as a power
move?
Well, one cue is the environment.
People mispronouncing your name after you meet them the first time at a bar is not the same as at a
business meeting.
And people who are otherwise friendly is not the same as people who are being socially aggressive.
This gives us four different scenarios:
Intention of the interlocutor (Warm VS Vicious)
The environment (Carefree VS Official)
Let’s see what these mean.
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Carefree Environment
Carefree environments are informal places to let one’s hair down, socialize and have a good time.
No-follow brief encounters also fall under this category.
Examples are house parties, bars, check-in counters, cafes where they call your name.

Warm People: Let The Mistake Slip
When your interlocutor mispronounces your name without malice and you’re in a carefree
environment, it’s best to let it slip or, at most, correct it warmly.
If they still get it wrong the same time, your name is either too complex or they just can’t do it.
Let it go, it’s not that important, really.

Focus on adding value
At bars and parties, until proven otherwise, conversations are fleeting and for a good time’s sake.
Getting stuck up on correct pronunciation so early makes you sound very self-centered and with an
entitlement mentality.
Your focus indeed should be on adding value, getting to know them, rewarding, and connecting.
Basically, don’t demand correct name pronunciation, but focus on becoming the kind of person that
people want to get the name pronounced right.
And here’s a nice bonus on not correcting: people like people whose name is easy to pronounce (and
Cialdini said the same).
Bottom line:
In a friendly environment and when you have just met someone, don’t pretend perfect pronunciation
from people you’ve just met

Vicious People: Hit Back
Few times you will meet people pronouncing your name wrong on purpose.
This is a “softer” version of an Alpha Male Handshake where your interlocutor is trying to further his
social standing by one-upping you.
It’s a similar game of pretending to remember your name wrong.
Here’s an example from The Aviator with the “cigarette girl”:
When people purposefully shun your correct name pronunciation, you must react.
If you don’t, you are confirming that yes, they can slight you, that they dominate you, and that you
are the subordinate.
Here’s what you can do:
Do the same with their name
Human beings have a tendency to kiss up to the bullies.
Resist that all costs!
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And as soon as they pronounce your name wrong, do the same with their name.
Just make sure you do it neutrally rather than with a child-like butt-hurt attitude.
Ignore and cut them out
Tell them “nice to meet you” in a very standoffish way. If it’s a group, talk to someone else.
If it’s just the two of you, try this: ask them a question, act bored as they reply, then leave without
replying -or if you really wanna exaggerate, leave while they’re speaking-.
Bottom Line:
if someone pronounces your name wrong on purpose, it’s a power move and you should hit back.

Official environment
Official environments are business meetings, workplace interactions, formal introductions or job
interviews.
You still shouldn’t care but here’s the kicker: in “official” situation you should correct people
pronouncing your name wrong anyway (below is why).
And of course, you will also use this occasion to show your social skills by correcting them warmly
and tactfully:

Warm People: Correct Them Warmly
You will correct them in a warm way.
Such as, in a way that is more about explaining rather than fixing their mistake.
For example:
Her: “It’s great to meet you, Lusio.”
You: (with warm body language) “Thank you so much. Lucio is the Spanish pronunciation,
my name is Lucio, and it’s great to meet you!
Her: “Oh sorry about that!”
You: “No worries at all! It’s good to be here, thank you for inviting me Kate”
Note: some social skills coaches out there advice to correct people indirectly.
Such as, to not correct them directly but to let them understand they’ve done a mistake by using your
own name correctly pronounced.
Like for example “hello Kate, my name is Lucio”.
That’s not good because everyone saw what you did and people might think that you don’t have the
courage to address issues directly.
That’s very passive aggressive and comes across as sneaky.
Don’t hide. Be warm, but direct.

Why You Should Correct People
You correct people mispronouncing your name because of the message it sends about you.
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The message is that you are a person who expects to be treated with respect and that, likely, will do
the same to others.
Imagine the other way around: an interviewer pronounces your name wrong.
And you let it go.
Later she finds out she’s been mispronouncing your name the whole time.
Ouch!
First of all, she feels bad.
And second, it makes her wonder if you didn’t have the courage to correct her in the first place.
Or maybe you are just a bit sloppy.
Either case: you come across poorly.
Nip it in the bud, correct it right away.

Vicious People: Let The (Social) War Start
This category is for bad bosses, terrible neighbors, in-laws, long time frenemies whom you already
corrected many times but still keep mispronouncing your name day in and day out like they couldn’t
care less.
Note of caution: only a tiny minority of people fits in this category.
So before you start considering people as “enemies” ask yourself:
Is my name just too complex for them?
Did I correct them and do they know I care?
If the former, give them more slack. If the latter, make yourself clearer.
But if you made yourself clear and they still snub you, they’re basically insulting you every time they
mispronounce your name.
And you can’t let that happen.
And if you think the below solutions are “too much” because he’s your boss, or your in-law, or
whatever you have, then it means you are endorsing their point of view and you are offending
yourself.
Please don’t you do that yourself and do one of these instead:
Issue a last call
If you’ve corrected them but were a bit weak, make one last extra clear effort:
You: James, I realize my name is complicated but we’ve known each other for while now
and it makes me feel insulted and demeaned that you keep pronouncing my name wrong.
My name is Lucio, not Lusio. Please call me Lucio”
Don’t reply when they call you
Do not reply when they call you with the wrong name.
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Correct them every single time
Every single time they pronounce your name wrong, you correct them. Not angrily, but coldly. And
keep dealing emotionlessly with them.
Threaten tit for tat
Tell them, in private, that if they keep butchering your name you will start doing the same with their
names, effective today. If they don’t get their act right, start.
Implement tit for tat
if none of the above works and they continue to show disrespect, start mispronouncing their name
every time you need to speak to them.
Cut them out of your life
You don’t need in your life people who can’t show you a bare minimum of respect.
Let them slowly but surely disappear from your life.

When Someone Asks YOU to Pronounce Their Name Right
Some times it can be you who is pronouncing someone’s name wrong.
In that case, you might end up in a situation where someone gets hung up on you getting their name
right.
Consciously or subconsciously, that’s a power move and you should not repeat their names on a loop
until you get it right.
You have just met, they have no right to demand so much effort from you.
Just look at how Deniro does it in a similar situation:

Mindset: look at the bigger picture
Taking care of getting a name right does show respect, and it’s what high EQ people do (read:
Emotional Intelligence and Emotional Intellige 2.0).
But many otherwise good people are not high on EQ.
That does not make bad, just a bit clueless when it comes to people and building rapport (or
emotional connection).
Basically, as yourself this: does he mispronounce your name but he’s otherwise kind, respectful, and
caring?
Then why are you so hung up on pronunciation?
Your name does not define you.
Sure, you care because of the power dynamics and because you have life ambitions and goals.
But you shouldn’t care because it hurts your ego.
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If someone steals your identity tomorrow they don’t steal your soul.
People with an anti-fragile ego and healthy self-esteem shouldn’t get hung up on flawless
pronunciation.
I’ll give you one funny example on never correcting a mispronunciation in an otherwise positive and
caring relationship:
We were sitting on a bench -albeit not in an open field :)-. I liked her, and she liked me too.
It was not much after the one month mark, but it had been passionate. And she was already giving the
usual hard time girls give you when they want a more serious commitment.
Funny thing was, she had been pronouncing my name wrong since we first met and I had never
corrected her. Never saw the need and, plus, I found the “new name” amusing.
As we have “the conversation”, I tell her we’ll keep it the way it is until the end of the year because
we both feel it’s great, and then we’ll decide. She agrees.
And then I add “and by the way, my name is Lu-cio, you want a relationship and you don’t even
know my name”.
Long, speechless pause.
That was a fun one :).

SUMMARY
You learned that how you react to people pronouncing your name wrong depends highly on their
intentions and the situations.
Follow these steps to know what’s the appropriate reaction:
1. Make sure you clear out your ego issues first
2. If they’re friendly, let it go in informal scenarios and correct warmly in official settings
3. If they’re Power Moving, mispronounce their name as well or cut them off
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What To Do When People Pretend They Don’t Know You
June 25, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What do you do when someone pretends they don’t know you or don’t remember you?
Someone not remembering you or you not remembering someone is a common occurrence in social
life.
And it’s a crucial moment for your social value.
Get it right, and you’ll take your social skills to the next level.
By the end of this post, you will know exactly how to deal with these sticky social situations.
Contents
Two Different Cases of Forgetfulness
Don’t Remind Them!
Most People Instinctively… Do It Wrong
Why you don’t remind them how you met
When Someone Doesn’t Remember You
#1 Prevention: let them remember you first
#2: Move on quickly (and kindly)
#3: Even the score and move on
#4: Pretend you don’t know them
When You Don’t Remember Someone
#1: Ask nonchalantly
#2: Say “of course”
#3: Move on quickly
#4: Take the blame
SUMMARY

Two Different Cases of Forgetfulness
First of all, there are two different cases of people not remembering you:
They really don’t remember you
They are pretending not to remember you (a Power Move)
How you react will depend on which one you are dealing with.
But whichever case you are dealing with, you still never do this:

Don’t Remind Them!
First rule!
No matter if they are pretending not to remember you or they really don’t, you do not remind them.
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Most People Instinctively… Do It Wrong
This popular post of an otherwise likable chap is the perfect example of what most do wrong when
people don’t remember you.
Basically, when his conversation partner doesn’t seem to remember him he explains all the details of
when, where and how they met.
Nice way of setting yourself up for a triple crown of failure :).
He even suspects some people “forget” him on purpose, and he’s still playing onto their hands -headwall banging-.
Explaining all the details is like saying
I remember everything about you, and I am so insignificant you don’t remember anything
about me?
It’s pleading, it makes you look insecure and it slots you as the subordinate of the relationship.

Why you don’t remind them how you met
Remembering means caring
When someone remembers you well, it’s a way of communicating that they liked you. Or that you
were important for them and that they cared. Or a mix of all of them.
In either case, it’s a positive gesture.
Not remembering means not caring
When someone does not remember you they are communicating you were not important enough.
Pretending not to remember means power move
Pretending not to remember instead means they are willingly trying to make you look bad. Or trying
to make themselves look superior.
It’s a sign of social climbing and socially belligerent attitude.
When you keep reminding of how where and when you met you keep caring for someone who
doesn’t care about you.
Socially, you are giving value while they are taking value from you. Which is the definition of kissing
up.
As an example, take a look at this scene from Play the Game. Who do you think is chasing who here:
Notice that as he reminds her one issue becomes obvious in their relationship: she didn’t care enough
to remember.
On the other hand, he remembered everything about her, thus communicating it was a big thing for
him.
He is heavily invested, she is not.
And now he brought all those issues to the surface, where they are obvious to everyone.
If he had pretended not to remember either, it would have been a neutral interaction instead.
And now the big question is: what you do then?
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When Someone Doesn’t Remember You

#1 Prevention: let them remember you first
If you know someone but they haven’t said hi yet, you can approach warmly as if you were long time
friends and let them do the first move
You (I know this guy but he hasn’t said hi so far): hey man how you doing
Him: hey man, how have you been, I think I know you..
You: yeah I think we met before at Sarah’s party, you’re Matt right? How’s your night
going
Him: bla bla bla
Notice that you say “I think”.
So you are lowering the risk for your social value in case some random guy is going to pretend they
don’t know you.
Or alternatively you can start with “I think”:
You: hey man you seem like a known face…
And then let them make the move.
Prevention is a very defensive mindset though and I wouldn’t recommend it.
One because you should greet people you know warmly, and second… Are you really gonna
pussyfoot afraid someone might not remember you?
Exactly…

#2: Move on quickly (and kindly)
You: Hi, how have you been, I think we’ve met before
Her: hey hi, not sure I remember, I’m really bad with people
You: I think some time ago at some party, but it was quick. How are you doing anyway
HER
Note here that she is very warm. She’d be in a position to “take advantage of you”, but instead she’s
extending an olive branch. With that “I’m really bad with people” she’s indeed slightly demeaning
herself and taking the blame. She’s socially attuned and possibly “protecting your feelings”.
YOU
“I think” is vague and blurry, as if you don’t remember too well either. And “it was quick” is saying
“that’s why you don’t remember, not because you have a bad memory (and.. Not because I’m
unremarkable ;).
And then you quickly move on taking pressure off the slightly awkward moment.
You are both playing a very good and mutually helpful game here.
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#3: Even the score and move on
This one is a bit sneakier, and you will use for people who were colder.
You can’t be always sure whether or not it was a Power Move, but the social consequences are the
same, so you will even the score (same for intros)
You: Hi, I do know you, how have you been
Her: Are you sure we know each other?
You: Hmmm.. Probably I got confused, there are quite a few blondes around here, I’m X
anyway
Note: the blond comment serves to even the scores as it hints at the fact she’s unremarkable.
“Probably” is there to not completely renege your previous sentence: you’re not afraid of telling how
it is, you just got little patience for Power Moves.
That’s it, you take your friendly overture back and match the mood.
Don’t explain how you met, where you met and keep for yourself you remember her because she was
hot ?
And you then move the conversation forward because remember: your goal is building positive
relationships. Be more memorable now and next time she won’t play any game (or chances are, she
will “remember” later on ).

#4: Pretend you don’t know them
This is for when you’re damn sure you’re dealing with a Power Mover: they know you but are
pretending not to.
For whatever reason, they decided to use your warm hello for a good ol’ social climb.
Your thought on that? On your dead body ?
You: “hey, Samantha right? Good to see you, how have you been
Her: “hey, hi, do we know each other?
look at her quizzically, corrugate your forehead, as if you’re trying to remember, then
You: “sorry, I confuse you with someone else. But anyway, how’s your night going”
This way you negate their game by ignoring it (36th law of power). Don’t tell your name at all: it
would give them a chance to “remember” you and fake that it took them a while.
And of course “sorry” is not a real sorry, it’s said neutrally, check how Hashton Kutcher does it.
Then be “friendly cold”, tell them it was great meeting them and end the interaction with a smirk
which says “you’re quite bad aren’t you”. And off you go.

When You Don’t Remember Someone
As we have already seen, when you don’t remember someone you are devaluing them.
Since you want to be a socially confident man who builds people up, you want to take away as little
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social value as possible from people.
How do you do that?
Here is how:

#1: Ask nonchalantly
Know the key here is that the more pressure you put on yourself, the higher the stakes you raise.
If you really don’t remember, it’s OK.
Ask them how you met without any pressure.
You are communicating something like this:
Hey you! Sure you do seem a known face, and sure I will remember you as soon as you
give me more details
This way you take the pressure off and make it seem as if “of course you know you’ve crossed path
before, you just don’t remember the details”.

#2: Say “of course”
After they added some details, you can add, verbally and nonverbally, an “of course expression”.
Here you are communicating something like:
Of course we met there and then, silly me!
Then, move on:

#3: Move on quickly
The more you dwell on how you don’t remember someone, the more value you are taking away
(check the video above again).
Instead, you want to quickly move on so to make the incident seem as small as possible.
Something like this:
Right! Of course! How have you been mate, I haven’t seen you around in a while…

#4: Take the blame
If you just can’t remember, take the blame and say:
My brain is fried
OR:
Early onset of dementia here (and smile)
And then move on quickly.
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The idea here is that you show that you are a socially skilled individual who brings the people around
up, not down.
And when you make a mistake of not remembering, you know how to take the blame without
devaluing people.

SUMMARY
When someone doesn’t remember you it says they didn’t find you remarkable.
And when someone pretends they don’t know you they are pulling a social power move on you.
Either way, it’s best not to remind them how you met or you devalue yourself in the process.
So you don’t remind them, but
1. Move on with the interaction quickly
2. Even the scores (back-handed remark) and move on
3. Pretend you got confused and cut the interaction short
When you don’t remember someone, you want to make it as easy as possible on them. Take the
pressure off, make it look as if it’s just a momentary lapse or communicate that it’s your issue. Then
move on quickly.
You might also like:
How To Make a Powerful First Impression
Please Repeat Dominant Gesture
Alpha Male Handshake
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5 Ways To Turn Down A Date Without Being Awkward
July 8, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you refuse a date and keep the friendship?
It’s not as simple as it might sound, right?
Lots of people have a weak ego. They will get offended and instead of moving on… They will resent
you for making them feel bad.
That’s why it’s always good to know how to let people down easily
By the end of this article, you will know the most socially savvy ways of refusing a date while still
keeping the friendship.
Contents
Why How To Say No To a Date Matters
How to Refuse a Date Gracefully
#1: Say Yes And Do Nothing
#2: Say “We’ll See”
#3: Say You Are Seeing Someone
#4: Say You Rather Keep It As It Is
#5: Say You Are Not Interested
Never Refuse a Date Like This
SUMMARY

Why How To Say No To a Date Matters
Why does it even matter how you refuse a date invitation?
After all we’ve all heard them:
“just be honest”
or
“just say it as it is”
And sure, all your friends swear they’d rather hear the truth, right?
Baloney!
You think I’m fat. Just be honest
Of course, ideally, we’d live in a world where ego-resilient people can take an honest no without
repercussions.
And in that world, how to say no to a date never becomes a relevant question.
But guess what, we don’t live in an ideal world!
In this world people get offended and they will blame you for it.
It’s not so uncommon that some of the most idiotic will even try to hurt you back.
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But knowing how to turn down a date nicely isn’t just a defensive strategy. It’s also a pro-social skill
that will make you more successful in life.
Some advantages of knowing how to turn down a date politely:
It makes you friends
Social mastery is about getting it your way without hurting anyone.
And not hurting people around you allows you to make -or keep- a friend. Good for the world, and
good for you.
It doesn’t make enemies
On the other hand, a flat out “not interested in you” can easily lead to resentment. It can even lead to
more serious issues, like retaliation or stalking.
You keep doors open
Guess what, things can always change.
You might become single, or change your mind about that person. If you don’t burn bridges, you will
have more options in life (and options equal power).
Let’s start:

How to Refuse a Date Gracefully
The 4 categories are designed to turn down a date with the kindest possible way you can get away
with.
They go from kindest to bluntest:

#1: Say Yes And Do Nothing
Allan Pease says that social liars are better liked than people who are always honest.
And it’s tough not to see why: social liars, with their smaller fibs, help save people faces, which is
one of Carnegie’s main tenets to win friends and influence people.
Pursuer: we should get a coffe sometimes
You: Yeah we should do that eventually
And then… Never take any concrete steps to make it happen.
We’ll do it. I’m just a bit slammed this week ya know
People who understand social interactions know that words are just endearing filler and only actions
matter. And they’ll understand and appreciate.
If they don’t get it and ask again, say you’re busy these days.
If they still don’t get it, reply with longer and longer delays or move to #2.
Perfect for:
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Softer asks
These are indirect, social approaches -ie. “we should grab a drink one of these days”. Very easy and
natural to defer into oblivion.
Women asking you
Being rejected is more painful for women but they know how to take a hint. I’ve done it a few times
myself, worked like a charm and kept a good relationship every time.
Your inner circle
If you see them often -colleagues or friends- a softer approach will help you stay friends (if they are
the kind of people who can get a hint, at least).
Exes
Simply the way to go when meeting exes, which can be awkward for some. One proposes a coffe, the
other says “for sure”, and both know it ain’t gonna happen.
Carrie in Sex & The City shows it brilliantly:

#2: Say “We’ll See”
This one helps position yourself as the prize of the relationship, and if they are really interested, it
encourages them to chase you.
It’s a good way to test them, see how truly interested they are. And it also leaves the door open for
you to change your mind.
It’s also good with exes, which is exactly what my ex girlfriend did to me a few months ago when we
met.
First she said “we’ll see about that coffee”, and gave herself an option to do it. Then she probably
thought it over, asked her sister and her girlfriends, and decided for yes:
And if you decide for a no, it’s going to be easier and equally effective to deny the date invitation via
text than in person.
Why making things more complicated when you can have an easy way out and also help people save
face?

#3: Say You Are Seeing Someone
Chances are you probably are “kinda” seeing someone, or thinking about seeing someone, the fault
lines can be blurry when you need them to be ;).
It’s a very pain-free way of turning a date request down and you also come across as caring and
respectful towards the person you’re seeing.
And while “I’m not interested” is often a conversation ender with “I’m (kinda) seeing someone”, you
can easily keep interacting with your pursuer.
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A friendship might blossom, or who knows, maybe you change your mind and suddenly that
“someone” was not so serious anymore?
Perfect for:
Direct approaches from strangers
They have no way to know whether it’s true or not, and it’s enough to stop most socially calibrated
people from pushing further.
Preventing stalkers
There are no studies telling us what’s most effective to prevent stalking. Some suggest clear and
direct “no” while John Moore suggests too direct a no will trigger a hurt ego and, possibly, violence.
Being clear without sub-communicating they are the issue seems a perfect happy medium to me.

#4: Say You Rather Keep It As It Is
It’s a firm no, but rather than stating outright you’re not interested in them, you refer to some rule or
situation beyond you.
For example, you don’t date in your company, or you have a no friends rule, or you are focusing all
your efforts on your project / studies.
It’s strictly business
Perfect for:
Friends
Say you cherish them as friends and want to keep it like that. Chances are he knows about the friend
zone, so you might even add “you know how it is with friends”.
He protects his ego by blaming the “friend zone rule”, you keep a friend without drama.
Win-win.
And of course, he doesn’t need to know you wouldn’t date him anyway, friend or not?
Colleagues
Dating at work can get thorny. I personally have a rule of not to get involved with colleagues (or
anyone too close for that matter).
I also know I’d probably throw that rule away under the right circumstances, and I’d bet it’s the same
for you.
But you can easily use it for anyone falling short of those right circumstances ?

#5: Say You Are Not Interested
No means no, young fella
No excuses, no sugar coating.
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You won’t do it “one day”, you don’t have any rules of not dating colleagues and, as well, you don’t
have time to protect someone’s ego.
Howerver, you can still be super direct and take steps to make your date refusal easier on the refused.
Rather than “not interested in you (that way)”, phrase it this way:
You: Thanks, but I will be honest, you’re not my type.
Less biting, but equally effective.
If they ask “what’s your type”, don’t go into any description or you might get sucked into a
discussion.
Just say “different” or turn the question back to them.
Perfect for:
Strangers / Rude People
Total strangers don’t always need the special treatment reserved for friends.
And of course, rude people can -and should- be treated the same way. So “you really don’t want to be
rude, but a stinking breath is a bit of a deal breaker for you” ;).
People who don’t get it
You tried to be polite, but they just don’t get it and keep bugging you. Fine, you tried, now tell them
like it is.
People hooked on you
Before they find some funny way to embarrass you, get clingy (I had a girl dropping gifts in my
mailbox and showing up uninvited) or too dependent, it’s time for some tough love.
A good way to help people hooked on your is to cut the time together or to show your uglier sides to
help them fall out of love.
Clueless, clingier men are especially good at making women fall out of love.
The opening with:
Yo!
Should be enough to warn you that you should go with the bluntest option here.
No kindness to aholes.

Never Refuse a Date Like This
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Whatever you pick, please avoid these all too common ways to say no to a date:
You’ll find someone eventually
It’s patronizing as F, babying people should not be your default setting.
Who knows, maybe in the future…
You’re placing them as second fiddle and you’re entertaining the possibility of working both side of
the street.
The former doesn’t say good things about them. The latter doesn’t say much good about you.
You’re such a nice guy but / You’re such a great girl but
They are generic and the “but” voids whatever you say before.
If they are great guys and great girl, then say what’s so great about them (and no, “nice” is just too
hopeless to be spun into anything remotely positive).

SUMMARY
How to say no to a date invite is all about letting them down as easily as possible.
It’s good for them, and it’s good for you.
Go with softer versions first and they’ll hopefully take the hint. Otherwise, you’re (kinda) seeing
someone.
If all else fail, well, you did your part and now you got permission to be blunt.
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Example of Dominant Body Language (Pictures)
July 18, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
For a full overview of dominant body language check out:
How dominant men speak
How dominant men move
Alpha male body language
This article is about a specific gesture, which I call the “ear cup, and it’s a specific example of
dominant body language.
Without even touching anyone or saying a single word, it compels people to take action for you (and
jump through your hoops).
But don’t worry: by the end of this article you will know how to respond when people try to use this
body language of domination against you.
Contents
The Story
The Less You Move, The More Dominant You Are
When The Ear-Cup is Friendly
Summary

The Story
I had just finished the most important elevator pitch of my life.
My audience were the top conference speakers, the movers and shakers of the industry.
To a startup sales guy, it’s dream scenario: get in, make friends and pitch the heavy hitters as an
equal.
Or so I thought.
The pitch was done. I ask my key question:
Me: Could that be interesting for you?
And then I drop the mic.
The heavy hitters say nothing.
I say nothing.
Make your move
And then it comes.
“GTFO of Mount Olympus you mere mortal, you’re too beneath us”
he says.
He doesn’t actually say it of course, but worse.
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He slowly raises his hand instead, turns his face, grimaces a bit, and taps his ear.
Boom!
He had just used against me one of the most dominant body language move out there: the ear-cup.

The Less You Move, The More Dominant You Are
Social interactions have this tendency: the most powerful people make other people move, with less.
Think about, what’s the most powerful sign of power? It’s the “pollice verso”, the idea that an ancient
emperor decided upon life and death with a mere hand gesture.
Luckily we don’t face similar scenarios often, but the concept is the same: the bigger the difference
between the dominant gesture and your reaction, the bigger the social status difference.
And that’s why the “Repeat Please” Ear Cup is such a dominant body language gesture: he puts a
finger on his ear (low effort nonverbal), you repeat your whole spiel (high effort).
Here’s a gangster movie example. Paulie’s status as the big boss is conveyed (a bit theatrically) by
the fact he doesn’t move and doesn’t talk.
And who’s the one moving the most? The kid, the dead last in the social ladder.
And now let’s get to the juicy part: how you react.

#1. Submit… At your own volition
Again on Paulie’s intro, have you noticed how one of the top guys responds to Paulie?
He doesn’t flash a quick grin, he doesn’t nod a hundred times. He waits a second. And then he nods,
slowly, thus mimicking Paulie himself. Paulie is the big boss of course, but he’s no fifth wheel either.
This is a great way to submit at your own pace in all situations where you’re not well served by
throwing down the gauntlet -as in the conference opening story for example-.
So you take a second, as if to stress you’re not rushing to obey anyone’s order.
Then you smile a bit, as in saying “I know what you just did there” and slightly touch his arm. The
touch, as a dominant behavior, mitigates your actions.
You say “sorry” slowly (very high rate of speech = low confidence) and neutrally (there’s a relation
between pitch and perceived confidence).
And then you repeat. Shortly. And this time clearly ?.

#2. Hit Back
A good option is to reply something like:
You: Yeah, it’s a a bit of complex topic, I know.
What you’re doing here is implying that it’s not you who wasn’t clear, but that he didn’t get it.
Touch his arm as you speak, lower your gaze for a moment and smile, your expression saying “sorry,
I overestimated you but you’re actually a bit slow“.
And then look mostly at the rest of the group as you re-state: you are not following his lead, just
using the opportunity to speak again.
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#3: Recruit Friends
Don’t bat alone when you got a pal.
You pause for a bit, then turn around to someone you’re closer to in the group and ask:
You: Did you get an idea of what I mean?
If you phrase it that way and ask a friend, you’ll likely get a yes. And you’ll probably also get a
summary of what you just said.
You confirm of course, and keep building on that.
Very leading move: you call into action someone, have him chime in following your lead and resume
talking -and speaking time has direct correlation to dominance-.
You take lead, the Ear Cupping Power Mover takes the group’s dumb@ß role.

#4: Ignore and forge ahead
And, of course, an evergreen, the 36th law of power: you ignore.
You almost always win when someone wants to get a rise out of you and you deftly ignore and move
along.
You can either do nothing and wait for someone to jump in, or better still, take the lead: turn to
someone else in the group and move the conversation along either pretending they got it, or changing
conversation (and don’t worry if nobody got your point, you can repeat to someone else, the key is
you don’t submit to the nonverbal Ear Cupping).
The Power Mover is left in the dust, his gesture completely spurned, while the group moved to a new
topic under your leadership.
Wanna see an example? Look at Mayweather ignoring Conor McGregor (not too good) ear cupping
move.
Note Mayweather could have done even better by smiling a bit: too stiff looks fake and would look
much worse in a more natural setting (also note McGregor takes the final social win by turning first,
getting the crowd cheering and Mayweather following suit, in a clear display of leader/follower
scenario).

When The Ear-Cup is Friendly
Just as a note, the Ear Cupping gesture isn’t always an unfriendly body language gesture.
Like most body language it can also be used to convey warmth, depending on the delivery.
You will easily recognize warmth because he/she will:
Lean toward you
Accompany the gesture with words
Possibly lightly touch you to convey closeness
Maybe add a smile
For your benefit, here’s a video example of a friendly non dominant Ear Cupping.
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Summary
The “repeat please” Ear Cupping gesture is a very dominant body language expression, that’s why
you’ll often see cops using it.
It’s not a good sign when someone does it to you: it means the Power Mover feels so superior that he
can issue nonverbal commands and have you comply.
As always, your goal is to find the most socially shrewd way to not submit and, possibly, hit back in
style.
So you:
Imply the Power Mover is a bit slow
Recruit someone else to isolate the Power Mover
Ignore, forge ahead and change topic leaving the Power Mover in his dust
So long, onwards and upwards :),
Lucio
What? You like this website? Then please share it! ?
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Protected: Alpha Male Poses For Night Venues (Pictures)
August 13, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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Hands in Pockets | Body Language Analysis (Pictures)
August 15, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for information on what hands in pockets mean?
Or how to make it work for you?
Because it’s true that from a body language perspective hands in pockets are not the best.
But there are plenty of ways to make it work.
Hell, hands in pockets can even be sexy!
By the end of this article, you will know what the different types of hands in pockets mean.
And how you can make it work in your body language arsenal.
Contents
Hands in Pockets: Body Language Meaning
Can Hands in Pockets Be Sexy?
2 Types of Hands in Pockets
Both Hands In Pocket – Fingers Out
Great For:
Bad For:
Both Hands In Pocket – Thumbs Out
Great For:
Bad For:
One Hand In Pocket – Fingers Out
Great For:
Bad For:
One Hand in Pocket – Thumb Out
Great For:
Bad For
One Hand In Pocket – All In
Great For:
Both Hands In Pockets – All In
Great For:
Bad For:
Bonus: Hand in Pocket Move

Hands in Pockets: Body Language Meaning
Hands in pockets when standing is usually a no-no in the body language literature.
Vanessa van Edwards says that hands in your pocket murders rapport, makes you come across as
unconfident and is associated with lying and defensiveness.
And she’s is right.
Mark Bowden author of “Winning Body Language” says that showing our hands is one of the most
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crucial aspects of building trust with the people around.
But Lucio Buffalmano says that, as for most things people related, big generalizations are almost
always wrong.
And yes, you can also make hands in pockets work.

Can Hands in Pockets Be Sexy?
Sometimes you don’t want rapport.
Sometimes you don’t want trust.
Sometimes you just want to look cool.
Or sexy.
That also works :).
And hands in pockets can be inherently sexy by drawing attention to your nether regions.

2 Types of Hands in Pockets
There are 3 variables that will determine how confident or un-confident your hands in pockets will
be:
1. Visibility: how deep in the pockets? Do they have a thumb or fingers sticking out? The rule of
thumb -pun intended- is: the more visible your hands and thumb is, the more sexy/confident;
2. Body Language: how’s the rest of the body language? The overall frame will determine if your
hands in pockets are sexy, weak or even strategically deployed to, for example, spice up a bland
outfit or offset an otherwise too imposing frame;
3. Quantity: Both hands in pockets or just one? Usually only one hand in your pocket is sexier
and more confident.

Both Hands In Pocket – Fingers Out
Hoodlum warning!
Both hands with fingers out is probably the most sexually aggressive hands in pockets pose you can
have.
The fingers outside conspicuously draw attention to your genitalia, making it a very gaudy, obvious
pose.
If used while talking to a woman it will also give your game away.

Great For:
Hyper mannish cowboy style
Younger guys
For “play poses”
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Bad For:
Most anyone outside cowboys, juvenile rebels and gay party posters ?
The problem with the cowboy pose is that it’s too obvious. It’s the equivalent of a woman biting and
licking the rim of a glass as she looks at you. Yes many men would happily take that lay, but most
women prefer a bit more subtlety –Undercover Sex Signals and The Art of Seduction both agree too
much and obvious a display of masculinity is a turn off-.

Both Hands In Pocket – Thumbs Out
This is the less extreme version of drawing attention to your nether regions with both hands: thumbs
are less obvious and conspicuous and it’s considered a confident and authoritative position.

Great For:
When you’re posing for a shot,
When you’re cold and hence have a real reason to hide your hands.
With slim fit clothing or hipster styles to get some more mannish edge.
Overcoats, so more mature or “serious” looking men can use it while looking professional
and… Authoritative
Also works well with the shoulder shrug. The thumbs out -confidence- Coupled with the defensive
“head duck” (I don’t know), communicates with endearing cuteness -but still a mannish side- that
you either don’t have much influence on the result or that you got found out. As if to say “Well…
You know how it is”.
She: “who’s this girl texting you?” You: *shoulder shrug*

Bad For:
Interacting with people: you’re better off using hand gesture and possibly touching your
conversation partner;
As your main resting position -Martin Sheen doing it for the whole Badlands movie looked
rebel, but in a non powerful, juvenile fashion.

One Hand In Pocket – Fingers Out
We’re starting to get now to more “usable” daily poses.
One hand in the pocket with fingers sticking out is sexually allusive without being too showy. You
will still rarely see mature men in this position though.
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Great For:
Holding with one hand onto a rail or bar
Impressing a strong sexual vibe on the interaction (imagine yourself reclining against the bar as
you speak to her)

Bad For:
Getting to know people (unless you’re playing the cool guy)
Note: try to keep your fingers together because open fingers are perceived as less powerful (Pease
and Pease).

One Hand in Pocket – Thumb Out
Hand in the pocket with one thumb out is a great all seasons.
This is a common resting position of mine: it’s allusive in a great, slight “under the radar” way.

Great For:
Your go-to resting position
When reclining against the bar

Bad For
Whenever it’s not comfortable (ie. you can barely fit your hand in the pocket)

One Hand In Pocket – All In
With one hand fully in the pocket we start going further down in the “blandness” side of the curve.

Great For:
With a suit and a nice watch, as embodied by James Bond
When holding a drink to look casual or…
When holding a gun to take the edge off (remember this one next time you’re out at the bar ?
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Both Hands In Pockets – All In
Both hands in pockets is at the highest risk of looking unconfident and shifty because we hide our
palms when we want to hide something (Pease and Pease).
But it can still work if you couple it with great posture and relaxed look because hands in pockets is
also non commital, as if to say “whatever”, which can be sexy a comfortable, soothing way. The
secret to make it work is the expression in your face: relaxed and chill.

Great For:
Laid back, hippie types (picture below would have been better with a pendant and a couple
brown wristbands)
When you want to give an aura of “whatever”
Comfortable, casual look
Chill babe, the world ain’t gonna end

Bad For:
When feeling down (it contributes to down-spiraling)
When you tend to slouch (both hands in pockets will make you slouch more)
With any other negative signs such as low gaze, slouched shoulders, downward lips and hips
drawn back (ie.: moving genitals away rather than forward)

Bonus: Hand in Pocket Move
And don’t forget the actual movement. Slow. With a slight smirk for social situations sexiness and a
dead pan face for edgy sexiness. But don’t take my word for it and look at who did it much better
than I have.
Note: here’s an example where the movement gave away nervousness in a “hide my hand” way more
than a “look at my crotch” move.
Also Look At:
How to Walk Sexy
Alpha Male Poses at the Bar
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How to Look Dominant: 10 Moves From The Godfather
August 22, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for power moves to assert dominance?
You have come to the right place.
This article deep dives into one of the most dominant men on record and tells you exactly what
makes him the most feared, respected and revered man in the room.
If you want to see more examples, look into:
Signs of dominance
How to sound dominant
Alpha male body language
Make sure to read until the end because I explain the different styles of dominance.
And now, here are the 10 power moves and body language cues The Godfather uses to assert
dominance:
Contents
#1. Slow Moves
2. Cut People Off (With a Gesture)
3. Pregnant Pauses
4. Dominate By Dis-respecting
Show Disattention
Give Them Your Back
Don’t look at them
5. Highlight Their Submission
6. Manhandle When Needed
#7. Dominate With Intensity
Showy Dominance VS Quiet Dominance
Showy Dominance
Quiet Dominance
Summary

#1. Slow Moves
Slow moves are a cornerstone of dominant men.
Robert Greene says in his 48 Laws of Power says hurrying betrays a lack of control over yourself,
and over time, being at at the mercy of events outside your control. But dominant people are not at
the mercy of anything, they are the masters of their own world. Hence, they don’t rush but move
slowly.
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I pick a scene from The Goodfellas because it makes it crystal clear why dominant men move slowly:
because they don’t have to move for anybody.
Paulie might have moved slow.
But it was only because Paulie didn’t have to move for anybody.
And right there, right then, my friends, in just two words, the key of the power of quiet dominance is
explained.
And it’s exactly why quiet dominance, at the end of the day, always garner more respect and fear
than the showy type of dominance.

2. Cut People Off (With a
Gesture)
Listening to someone intently without interrupting is a sign of respect.
Cutting people off is a sign of dominance. When you cut people off without even addressing them
you show total dominance.
Look at the Godfather cutting Sonny off without even looking at him.

3. Pregnant Pauses
The 4th law of power says to speak little.
And The Godfather certainly abides it.
He uses plenty of pauses between sentences.
And his pregnant pauses serve two functions:
1. Show that he’s not hurried
2. Give more weight to what he’s saying.
Notice how deeper it sinks in as he waits a full 2-3 seconds before finishing the sentence with “ever”.
Never take side against the family… Ever
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4. Dominate By Dis-respecting
Disrespecting someone with impunity can be one of the dark ways of showing dominance.
The Godfather does it mostly in a subtle way. If giving full attention to someone is indeed a sign of
respect, taking that attention away is a sign of disrespect -and dominance-.
For example:

Show Disattention
Interacting with someone while doing something else is a sign of disrespect (ie.: if your date is
checking the phone while you speak, tell him/her to stop).
Here the Godfather feels Bonasera is beneath him.
He shows it by playing with the cat while talking to him, thus not gifting him with undivided
attention.
Vito will later move to higher forms of dominance such as finger pointing, submission requests
(hand-kissing) and then finally escorting him out.

Give Them Your Back
Giving someone our full frontal body is a sign we’re intensely focused on them and can be a sign of
respect.
On the other hand, giving them our back is the complete opposite: a sign we’re not interested. And if
they’re talking to us and we’re listening, it’s a sign of disrespect.
The Godfather uses it a few times during the movie.
Here he is showing Fredo with his body language that he is disrespecting him and punishing him.
And dishing out punishments with impunity is a sign of dominance.
Note:
this position can also be used to void the height advantage taller people might try to use on you when
they want to dominate you (Pease & Pease).

Don’t look at them
Similarly, you will also notice the Godfather often looks away.
While looking away can be a sign of shyness, it can also be a sign of dominance.
Looking at someone a lot builds indeed rapport and says “I like you”. But looking at people less says
they need to make the hard work of showing liking.
Joe Navarro says that while subordinate are supposed to look, dominant men can look wherever they
want.
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Thus, deciding where to look is a way of showing dominance and freely decide not to communicate
liking.
Also, looking at people’s eyes less often allows you to deliver stronger statements once you DO
fixate your eyes on them. Add pregnant pauses, and you get to Godfather’s intensity level:

5. Highlight Their Submission
Emotion is caused by motion, says Tony Robbins. We indeed often feel what we act. And we stick to
what we openly admit (commitment and consistency principle).
Thus, having people verbalize and, even more, act the way you want is very powerful (see one way to
use it: make people verbalize their appreciation).
And the Godfather makes sure the people around him do act dominated in very obvious ways.
Most notably, the hand kissing -“baciamo le mani”-.
Another major advantage of having obvious signs of submissiveness from the people around you is
that we humans are major social creatures, which means that seeing someone submitting makes it
much more likely we’ll do the same (this is the social proof principle).

6. Manhandle When Needed
Quiet dominance doesn’t mean passive or unassertive.
It means the intensity is restrained and under control, but it can always burst through.
Indeed the Godfather has no qualms in invading personal space and manhandling the people around
when the situation calls for it.
Like when a Hollywood finocchio (meaning: gay) starts sobbing a bit too obviously:

#7. Dominate With Intensity
Beneath the quiet surface, another dominant trait of the Godfather is his supreme Intensity. Also
noticed by Nassim Taleb in Antifragile a man unleashing strong emotions when he’s otherwise
mostly calm and controlled is all the more impressive.
Since most people live in a grey, repressed zone most of the times, raw intensity is a trait that can
scare most people off.
And scaring people off is, again, another dark side of dominance (Machiavelli said that being feared
is better than being liked for a king).
Here’s an example: the intensity of Michael Corleone giving the kiss of death to his brother will give
you the chills.
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Almost as much as it gave Fredo the chills:
You Broke My Heart. You Broke My Heart

Showy Dominance VS Quiet Dominance
You see, if you are looking for how to be dominant, you probably shouldn’t just copy someone else’s
style but you should find something more akin to your current personality.
The Godfather has a calm and collected way of showing dominance.
And before starting let’s highlight the difference between “showy dominance” –McGregor style for
example- and quiet dominance, the Godfather style.

Showy Dominance
The showy form of dominance is brash, loud and with hints to physical aggression -or actual physical
aggression-.
This is the greener in the tooth form of dominance.
It’s usually -albeit not always- associated with younger age and more temperamental and impulsive
behavior.
It’s more likely to end up in troubles, to fall head over heels into traps, and even more likely to die.
In The Godfather, this is Sonny and, later, Vincent.
The aggressive style is often less powerful because it is more often associated with people who are
not (yet) at the top or just recently got to the top.
Tim Grover puts it very nicely when he says that the loudest man in the room is the one with the most
to prove.
The loudest man in the room is the one with the most to prove

Quiet Dominance
The calmer way of showing dominance is more often associated with people who’ve been at the top
for a while. Aside from natural temperament, it comes from 4 traits:
Little to Prove: Most people know who’s at the top, so they got little to prove
Little to Gain: Once at the top you have little incentives in rocking the boat
Experience: The “been there done that” effect. It makes you calmer. And it’s also sexy
Social Understanding: A rational or intuitive grasp of the body language of power and
dominance
In The Godfather, of course, this is Vito Corleone -Marlon Brando- and Michael Corleone -Al
Pacino-.
For more information, read:
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The archetypes of dominance

Summary
The Godfather shows dominance in a multitude of ways.
This article is not to be intended as an exhaustive list but more like an analysis of a few key scenes
with a few key principles.
And here’s the corresponding full video:
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How To Deal With Guys Hitting on Your Girlfriend
August 28, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Have you ever experienced the sight of some guys hitting on your girlfriend?
If so you know that it is a highly emotional experience.
This article will teach you how to deal with guys hitting on your girlfriend.
Read it until the end, and you will learn how to come out of the interactions that she will love you
even more.
You can always count on her to defend that guy ?
Contents
Background
#1. Do Nothing And Relax
#2. Flirt With Another Girl
#3. Lead A Group
#4. Bust The Pimp Spank
#5. Say Hi To The Guy
Avoid These Ones!
Bad: Get Aggressive
Bad: This is MY Girlfriend
Bad: Do Nothing ‘Cause You’re Scared
Bad: Walk In Ignoring The Guy
Bad: Stat Making Out With Her
Guys Hit on Your GF All The Time?
Mindsets of Overcoming Jealousy
#1. You Only Focus On Yourself
#2. Ultimate Power Is Making Her Want It
#3. You’re The Giver
#4. She Strays, She Goes. No Stressing
Be Less Jealous Than She Is

Background
We will assume in this guide that:
The man hitting on your girlfriend is not annoying her
You’re in a social setting
The two of them are having a pleasurable conversation -just a bit too flirty and upbeatLet’s start:
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#1. Do Nothing And Relax
For sure, flirting is a sexually charged way of communicating.
But it’s not sex per se nor is it in any way a strong indicator of “willingness to have sex” and, even
less so, “willingness to switch partner”.
People in a relationship flirt and tease as well.
As a matter of fact, you’d be well advised to keep flirting with girls even when you’re in a
relationship.
But that means that you should grant that benefit to your girlfriend as well.
So enjoy the party, talk to other women, enjoy the party and don’t obsess about what your girlfriend
is doing.
What matters is the end result.
And the bottom line is this: she’s coming home with you.
So chill out.
Oh, if you’re not chatting with others, make sure to pick a pose that will have other women look at
you and learn how powerful body language looks like.

#2. Flirt With Another Girl
We want and like what’s scarce and in demand (Cialdini, 1984).
And if she learns that nobody wants you, chances are that she will also want you less.
Needless to say, that’s not what you want.
Ideally, you want a relationship where she’s slightly more apprehensive about you than you are about
her.
And that’s not going to happen if guys are hitting on your girlfriend while you don’t flirt or chat with
any other girl.
So to restore the balance of power, you do this: while a guy is hitting on her, you go find an
attractive girl to engage in a nice and lively conversation.
And with this new girl on your side looking a bit too happy of talking to you she might just be
reminded why she’s with you in the first place ;).
Note: jealousy can help seduction and it can even relationships in small doses.
Just don’t let this become a war to who makes who more jealous: that’s a lose-lose game.

#3. Lead A Group
Women love leaders.
Pick a group, and breath some new life into it.
Have people laugh at your jokes and adding their own jokes as they look for your approval.
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As the group grows louder, she’ll be drawn more and more to your crowd.
Now introduce her as your girlfriend, make the women in the group jealous and she’ll soon be
reminded what a great catch she’s got.
Note: just make sure you don’t overdo it and become the clown of a group.

#4. Bust The Pimp Spank
No women around to talk to?
No groups to enter?
You’re getting more and more worried?
Then it might be time to bust the pimp spank.
Go there, spank her ass and say:
You: Look at you, how popular you are tonight!
This move says “this is MY girlfriend, which is not as good as her proudly claiming you are HER
boyfriend.
But it is so sexually dominant that it can work wonders if executed well.
The guy who was hitting on her just with chit chat will look outgunned and tame by comparison.
At that point, you can honestly befriend him like you’d befriend her gay friend.
Avoid If:
Needless to say, don’t do it in a more formal environment or if there are around her colleagues, boss,
and family.

#5. Say Hi To The Guy
Go in and join the two of them.
You have two possible options depending on the situation:
If it’s a mixer party and they were having a conversation join them as if it were her gay friend
and have an honestly positive conversation.
If it’s an intimate setting being too friendly is at risk of looking submissive and green-lighting
his advances. So in this case, a smooth and socially-savvy beat down is in order.
Ocean’s Eleven has a great example of how to deliver a socially savvy beat down with the dinner
scene.
There is only the Italian version on YouTube but the body language is all you need:
You can tell a lot by his reaction to your entrance.
This is how different types of men will react:
Cool guys: a cool socially savvy guy will understand the situation and if you’re equally cool he
will respect youn. They know that simply means they will just have to keep looking for another
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girl. Those are the guys with whom you can actually make friends
Scared ones: less confident, less experienced guys will act like kids caught with their fingers in
the cookie jar and will either apologize openly and/or slink away
Overpowering: some guy will ignore you, keep focused on your GF or will try to challenge
you.
Now that’s where the fun begins.
If they ignore you, act a bit bored as you stare into space and let your GF re-involve you, which
would be her way of saying “this is my BF and I care about him”.
Then re-enter the conversation and then take her away slightly after.

What if He Challenges You?
Never, ever address his challenges!
Remember, he is the challenger and you’re the one in charge.
You have nothing to gain by taking the gauntlet of those who are beneath you.
Move your head away, staring into space, put a slight smile, as if what he’s trying to do is mildly
amusing to you.
Add “yeah, sure” in a low slow voice as if to say “look at this idiot”.
Alpha females should jump in your defense.
If she is not assertive enough for that, this is the time to pull her away and leave the guy alone.

Avoid These Ones!
There are a few strategies that you definitely want to avoid when some guy is hitting on your
girlfriend.
Here are some of the worst ones:

Bad: Get Aggressive
Look, I’m not generalizing.
In some circumstances, quick and resolute aggression might even be helpful. Aggression is a timetested technique of mate guarding.
However, there are serious issues with it that make it a defensive move even while you’re aggressing
and, ultimately, cost you more than it’s worth it.
One risk, of course, is escalation to violence.
That’s a risk of both physically and legally.
And what are you fighting for? A girl who’s already yours? Dumb move, if you ask me.
Even if you “win” the fight, belligerence and violence are rarely conducive to seduction.
And it’s also bad for what it says about your relationship dynamics.
Aggression communicates that you are afraid of the other guy and that she is higher sexual
value than you are. If you are afraid she will leave, you are indirectly implying the other guy must
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be higher sexual market value than you are.
And if you repeat the same behavior over and over, you also communicate she is higher sexual
market value than you are.
And by now we know that women don’t like men who are “less” than they are.
The “advantage” of getting into a fight and winning it is the enormous display of dominance that
might be attractive to some women.
But it will equally repel others, as studies show women prefer lovers to fighters.
Basically: little upsides and huge downsides risks.
And it always makes you look defensive and like you are the lower quality party in the relationship:
avoid.

Bad: This is MY Girlfriend
Going to the guy and telling “this is my girlfriend” is another relatively bad common theme.
Bad because: It’s similar to getting aggressive, except just tamer.
And relatively easier to sidestep and make you look like a tool.
The guy might reply “oh cool man, we were having a nice chat here“, implying he was not interested
in any sexual way.
And now you’re the guy who got overly defensive and jumped the gun for nothing.
Similar what happened to this man getting protective around Obama
Obama handles it seemingly well but not great.
When he says he was “nice about it” and he calls him a fool he offends the woman and sounds
butthurt himself (also read: social climbing Obama case study)

Bad: Do Nothing ‘Cause You’re Scared
Have you ever had the feeling you were watching over your girlfriend as she talked to some
handsome guys and you couldn’t concentrate on the conversation because you were worried?
It happens a lot, don’t worry.
But unless your girlfriend’s conversation is really too flirty, you are ruining your good reputation
with that behavior.
Bad because: most people will pick up on that. And it will likely shine through with your girlfriend
later on too, as you probably will question her just a little tad too much about that guy.

Bad: Walk In Ignoring The Guy
This is one of the most common I see happening when going out solo.
The guy comes over, leans in to talk to the girl with very closed body language which communicates
fear and discomfort and completely ignores you (Pease, 2004).
It looks like a worried dog running back to the owner afraid that she might lose interest in him.
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Bad because: it pushes the burden onto your girlfriend
The girl now has to juggle the jealous boyfriend and the new acquaintance.
What should she do?
Introducing the boyfriend, excusing herself for talking to someone new? Possibly she’ll have to cut
the new guy off because you’re scared and worried?
But if you are worried and want to make it clear you are the boyfriend, that’s your task, don’t let your
girl do the dirty work for you.

Bad: Stat Making Out With Her
The idea behind this move is to go in and either grope your girl, make out with her or adopt any
obvious couple-like body language.
There are two exceptions when it would work: your girlfriend is obviously not having a good time
and you’re rescuing her or it’s an arousing game you’re playing (see below a game version example).
Bad because: going in with a bold move like making out might make you feel like you’re the man,
but you’re really just marking territory.
Joe Navarro says men are more likely to put their arm around their woman when other men might
approach as a defensive gesture.
And you don’t want to be defensive.
And if your girlfriend was having a good conversation, you are forcing her into a position that she
might not want to be in.
In the worst-case scenario, she might as well spurn your advances and you’ll look incredibly foolish.
Now that we talked about a few good techniques I wanted to get into what’s even more important: the
mindsets and the fundamentals.
Mindsets and fundamentals are what make high-quality men the real leaders of a relationship.

Guys Hit on Your GF All The Time?
This might be an issue because:
1. Those other guys are not respecting you
2. You didn’t pick a great partner
Sorry to be so blunt, but you need to hear it.
The basic fundamentals are who you are -a man women would not cheat on- and the girl you pick -a
girl who doesn’t cheat-.
These two elements will ensure you will NOT have to worry about anything. And both of them are
under your control.

Become a Keeper Type of Guy
Quick question: do you think she’s likely to switch to someone else if you’re the best man she’s ever
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been with?
Not very likely.
That’s why it all starts with you.
Who you are, and who you are becoming.
It’s not even that difficult.
If the average woman has been with around 8-10 men, then you only need to be in the top 10%.
Look around, you can do it.
And what if you were the best man she’s not just been with, but ever met, including her father,
brother, and cousins?
How to be that high sexual market value man?
Now you’re getting in the right mindset.

Pick Her Right
Some women are more likely to stay faithful than others, an obvious point which might be worth
stressing in a society with some strong politically correct shaming going on.
A few points backed by research:
Yes, her past behavior matters: women with lower sexual partner count are less like to stray
Religious girls are more likely to be faithful
Relationships with a friend are more likely to incur cheating
Women in casual relationships are more likely to stray than in “serious” ones
Read these articles on how to find faithful partners and how to prevent cheating
A few points backed by experience:
Hardcore party girls are more likely to stray
Women in poorer countries might be more likely to stray
Women with jobs in highly sexed industries are more likely to sleep around

Mindsets of Overcoming Jealousy
Fear is the breeding ground of jealousy.
To get rid of jealousy, you have to get rid of fear.
This whole post is about defending because the simple question of “how to deal with a man hitting on
my girlfriend” is defensive.
These are some important mindsets for prevention:

#1. You Only Focus On Yourself
You are not interested in controlling her.
You know “these hoes ain’t loyal” is the anthem and outcry of the weak men, the men who’d wish
and believe they are owed loyalty, which is nothing but another form of an entitlement mentality.
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But you, you aren’t even thinking in terms of “owning” her or her loyalty. You understand that
there’s one only simple rule of a great relationship: she will be the happiest girl with you… As long
as you keep being a great man.
Loyalty is the consequence of you being a great man.
Your task is not to control her, not to “defend” her and not to spy on her or spoil her. Your only task
is being a great man.
And keep being a great man.
Then, the only thing you’ll need to worry about is that she might be getting too into you.
Let her go, and if she returns, she’s yours.
Unless she returns and you turned into a pu***

#2. Ultimate Power Is Making Her Want It
You understand that forcing her to stay faithful is seemingly strong, but actually weak (43rd Law of
Power).
You shake your head at men curfewing their women and you know that ultimate power is her
wanting to be faithful. Her wanting to come home early to stay with you.
And If she’s not offering her exclusivity trying to get the same from you, you’re not yet where you
need to be.

#3. You’re The Giver
You are confident you bring a lot of value in her life.
Not in any confrontational or any you’re “better” way. You are glad of giving her a lot and you’re
happy if she’s happy.
But it also means you’re confident you’ll move on if she disrespects you.
Similarly, if you can’t provide what she needs you’ll be sorry to see her go but you will let her go if
that’s better for her. And you’ll be happy for her.

#4. She Strays, She Goes. No Stressing
While you’re very open and libertine, you also have very high standards and set defined boundaries.
You don’t tell her what she can’t do, you only tell her what you expect.
And if you expect her not to sleep around and she does, it will be the end of your relationship. And
you’re at peace with that.

Be Less Jealous Than She Is
You cannot control the relationship if you are the most fearful party.
And jealousy is a proxy for fear.
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Fear belongs to the one who feels he has more to lose.
If you’re the more fearful party, you sub-communicate that she is higher value than you are.
That she can get better.
And since women want men who are better than themselves you never want her to have those doubts.
Ironically, being less jealous is relative.
If she’s nuts jealous, you could be very jealous.
And if she’s very jealous, you could be jealous.
As a matter of fact, showing no jealousy at all can be a sign of non-caring, while showing some
jealousy can be a strong sign of appreciation and get the two of you even closer.

Partying and Power Balance
if you go often to parties and clubs together you can often end up in situations where she’s being hit
on.
And you might not always be able to get the same dynamics on your side or to neutralize the
situation.
That’s why partying together with your girlfriend shifts the balance of power on her side.
Solution: don’t go clubbing with your girlfriend too often.
At least if you care about keeping a neutral balance of power.
At least if you care about keeping a neutral balance of power.
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How to Negotiate Unfair Refund Requests: Case Study
September 2, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
People have a right to request refunds.
And you should give them back their money if they’re not happy.
However, as usual, you meet the assholes who try to take advantage of the system.
And they issue unfair refund requests not because they’re unhappy with the product or service, but
because they’re trying to scam you.
This article takes the side of the seller, but it doesn’t matter much which side you are in.
Because it’s the psychology of negotiating that matters. And psychology is the same on both sides.
Contents
Background: The Unfair Refund Request
How to Negotiate Unfair Refunds
#1. Shame: The Psychology of Negotiating
2. Master The Time: Control The Negotiation
3. Be Nice: Make An Offer They CAN Refuse
4. Play Dumb and Induce Them Into Mistakes
5. Let The Thief Call The Cops: The Trap
6. Play By The Rules: The Rules Are On Your Side
7. Chill: Beaten Dog Shall Come Back To His Master
8. Grand Finale: a Pat on The Good Boy Back
Summary

Background: The Unfair Refund Request
The refund negotiation we are going to analyze is from a physical product sold on eBay.
The Internet indeed is awesome, but one of the few cons is that it also lowered the bar for playing
tricks and games.
It is indeed far easier to open an unfair refund request behind a screen than in person.
Buyers think they can easily get something back with little to no effort, so they exaggerate a small
issue or completely make one up.
If you are selling online it can be an unnerving hassle because they can open a controversy and leave
you a negative public review.
Worry not though, the answer is simple: playing the negotiation game better than they do.

My Mistake
I had uploaded pictures of the iPhone, stated that I wasn’t sure which model it was and told the
buyers to judge by themselves and buy based on pictures.
Then I put as the title my best guess as to which exact model it was and… Well, my best guess was
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wrong.
Technically, I was probably in the wrong.
But morally, I knew I was in the right.

How to Negotiate Unfair Refunds
Let’s see how you handle it:

#1. Shame: The Psychology of Negotiating
You want to show yourself fully open to solve the issue, always.
You show total openness to stave off any risk of bad feedback and for any possible escalation down
the road.
At the same time, you also want to throw in there a line to show it’s their mistake too -and make them
feel guilty for asking a refund-.
Why do you want to instill guilt in them?
For two reasons:
1. It makes it more unlikely they will try to damage you
2. They will ask for less (Guilt makes it more likely they’ll ask for less)
Just make sure you end with the positive: that you’re willing to help.

2. Master The Time: Control The Negotiation
Your main goals as to controlling the time and letting them wait here are different and this is what
you will achieve:
Cool Them Off: Out of Sight, Out of Mind
We are most adamant about anything which is fresh in our mind (Cialdini: the importance of
attention).
The day they received the item they’re all excited about it and salivating at the idea of making it an
even sweeter deal by getting some cash back too. Slurp! After 3 days though their lives goes on. And
now they’re dealing with their partner’s woes, their boss being a bit**, their cat’s diarrhea -that one’s
annoying :)- and… And their refund is suddenly less important. After a week… All the more of that!
No Answer, No Money
If you wait to reply you automatically start venting in their mind the idea they might not be getting
anything.
This is the power of presuasion at work: faced with nothing, something, even something very small,
begins to seem a lot (Cialdini: Pre-Suasion).
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This will work wonders in lowering their demands and expectation and shift further power on your
side.
Let them get used to it
This is similar to the “puppy close” principle: as they start using the product more and more, they get
used to it -including the issues of the product and the made-up issues of the product-.
Plus, they start getting into the mindset they might not be getting anything from you, which will make
your negotiation easier.
Note on Deadlines:
In some cases, you might be negotiating against a refund deadline.
For example, a deadline for refunds or a deadline to leave a feedback.
With a looming deadline, you have to make a judgment call as to who’s the party with the most to
lose.
Secrets of Power Negotiating indeed makes the (correct) point that deadlines favor the party with the
most options (and with the least to lose).

3. Be Nice: Make An Offer They CAN Refuse
Sounds weird?
Hold on for a minute.
Once you reply after 5-7 days or after they send you a reminder, you are absolutely nice to them and
full of understanding about their situation: again, you want to stave off any chance of receiving a
negative feedback.
AND you make an offer they don’t actually want: to send the item back.
You say
Absolutely, I understand your point. I am happy to refund you fully if you send it back in the
same good conditions it was sold.
You don’t talk about partial refunds at all. You just propose something they don’t want: a return. This
will do two great things for you:
1. Show you’re open to solving the issue (will do wonders in case of a controversy)
2. Force them to refuse your offer -similar to Rejection & Retreat technique, a refusal of your
gentle offer will give you negotiation points to spend later3. Suddenly makes something, however small, look great in comparison to something negative
(Law of Contrast)
Chris Voss in Never Split the Difference says that a great way to negotiate is to make the other
person feel empowered.
When you empower someone to say no, chances are they will be kinder to you just (and at the very
least, they will not start behaving like a cornered rat).
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4. Play Dumb and Induce Them Into Mistakes
Note that I say “pick the cheapest shipping option“.
It’s because I know this guy is not experienced and he’s obviously a pinch-penny if he’s playing
games to get a few bucks refunded.
Pretend you’re also clueless and naive, and if he actually goes for the cheapest option it will be a non
tracked package and he won’t have any proof he actually sent the the item back.
If he has no proof he sent back the item, you have him.
Albeit I feel he’s being dishonest I don’t necessarily wanna rip him off back, but I do wanna give
myself all the chances I can of succeeding.
And I’m covering my a** in case he decided to send back an empty package or broken item (a
common Paypal fraud).
Also, and most importantly since I strongly doubt he wants to send the phone back, by offering
something he doesn’t want I’m nudging him exactly where I want him: either giving up or opening
up a controversy.
Once we go into official channels, I know things are more likely to turn positively for me.
NOTE:
ONLY use these moves if you’re convinced of being in the right and/or if you’re convinced the other
person is playing games on you and deserves it.
You can get rich and powerful, but you’ll never be a great man if your aim is to swindle honest
people.

5. Let The Thief Call The Cops: The Trap
Notice you nudge them into an official controversy, you don’t scream to their face to do it.
If you said right away “go ahead, open a controversy” it will sound like you are threatening them and
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that they have no chance to win.
When people feel they have no chance, their only chance is to lash out, and you don’t want that (in
this case, negative feedback).
Robert Green in the 48 Laws of Power says the best deceptions are the ones that seem to give the
others a choice: let them feel like it’s their choice to escalate.
Once they open an official controversy they dig their own grave.
You get the power that be on your side and you will have a much stronger case once they realize a
controversy is a poor option for them-.

Plan to the end: Just make sure you’re in the “legal” right here, which is often not the same as the
moral one.
I knew, for example, Ebay was going to take my offer of full refund very well and likely propose the
buyer to send it back.

6. Play By The Rules: The Rules Are On Your Side
Once they make a mistake or open an official controversy you’re in a much stronger position.
In this case, with an open controversy, say -or imply as in this case- you will play by the rules and
will accept whatever comes out of it.
Easy for you, you know you’re gonna win! But saying it explicitly will do great things for you:
Make a good showing for the people who will be reviewing the case
Stack in your favor the law of reciprocation: you stick by the rules and accept the results in
stride, they’ll feel compelled to be doing the same later on
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7. Chill: Beaten Dog Shall Come Back To His Master
Again, do not proactively propose anything but let them get back to you with the tail between their
legs once they realize it’s not gonna get well with them.
The power is now swinging more and more in your camp, and the beauty of it is that they have no
reason to lash out or leave any negative feedback: you’ve done nothing but being a friendly chap!
Look what a big U-turn this was: all his big complaints and demands turned into a little begging:

Just LOL
Notice that you can get two scenarios at this point:
Some beaten down former big-mouth now begging for some pocket change or
A cornered angry animal who’s resentful towards you.
All our openings and willingness to cooperate have been for us to get the former scenario.
The latter scenario is what the hard-headed sellers or the stickler for the rules will end up with.
They get an unfair refund request, they jump up with their clenched fists in the air and scream “I shall
not yield“.
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And yield they won’t, save ending up angry and unhappy and with a bunch of easily avoidable
negative feedback (I had a few such sellers and might make an article on exactly that in the future).

8. Grand Finale: a Pat on The Good Boy Back
You got it.
If your customers still have the right to leave you a feedback and if the controversy doesn’t allow you
to remove a negative one you might still want to appease them.
Drive a bargain or ask for something back and do it in friendliness.
In my case, I gave him the full 20 in exchange of mutually canceling the transaction, which saves me
more than the 20 I gave him back.
Win-Win.

Note:
Notice how I am actually nicer and more open here at the end than I have ever been before.
At the beginning indeed you don’t want to embolden your sneaky customer with too many niceties
because you never want to appear in retreat, scared, or backing down.
But once it’s crystal clear who’s “won” you want to pander to his feelings and build him back up.
Remember: it’s good for the feedback, but mostly it’s good for your own moral compass.
There’s little to gain or teach in piling up on an already vanquished man. And you want to make
friends, no enemies.

Be bold in battle, relentless in defeat, but magnanimous in victory.
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Summary
When facing an unfair refund request, always keep cool and never let it get to you.
Here’s a nice idea: use it as a practice to test and improve your negotiation skills.
Then:
Highlight it’s also their mistake AND be open to refund
Let them wait, and then:
Don’t offer partial refund but only full refund IF they send it back in good conditions, thus:
You gently move them towards either giving up or an official escalation. Once fully escalated:
Let them come to you with a lowered request
Propose less than what they asked or ask something back
Congratulations on getting this new skill under your belt and spread around the world the message
that sneakiness doesn’t pay :).
You Might Also Be Interested In:
Lowball: the psychology of driving a bargain
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17 Steps to Getting Rid of A Bad Boss (Machiavellian!)
September 9, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you have a terrible boss?
Or are you simply interested in learning how to deal with power plays at work?
Well, you have come to the right place.
Just one nore: this article is not for the faint of heart.
It’s Machiavellian to the core, packed with office power moves and amoral power plays.
If you’re ready, by the end of it, you will be laughing your way to the bank (or your boss’ job).
Contents
Basics of Dealing With a Bad Boss
Prepare For the Final Showdown
#1. Know Your Rights
#2. Induce Him Into Mistakes
#3. Look Dumb
#4. Get Some Sick Evidence
#5. Keep Your Hands Clean
Lifestyle Solutions: Live On Your Terms
#6. You’re Not The Boss’ Victim
#7. Develop Options: Networking
#8. Increase Your Financial Independence
9. Be So Good They Can’t Sack You
#10. Learn The Porcupine Strategy
#11. Turn Colleagues Into Allies
Mindsets: Thank God For The Bad Boss
#12. You’re Free
#13. Win The Mental War: Act, Don’t React
#14. Boss? You Don’t Have a Go**amn Boss!
#15. Reframe It: Your Chance To Learn
Destroying Ahole Is Your Duty
Do Not:
1. Don’t Talk To Him
2. Talk To His Boss
Summary

Basics of Dealing With a Bad Boss
The three main basics of dealing with terrible bosses are:
Be prepared for the worst: When you can handle the worst, you dominate the easy
Have Options: Once you can happily walk away, you can stay on your terms
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Keep Mental Control: Control your mind to control your environment

Prepare For the Final Showdown
Who’s got more power? He who knows that if worst come to worst, he’ll win.
Your boss bosses you around because he believes he can.
And he believes you can do little about it.
That’s great!
You want him to believe that you can do little about it.
And as he keeps believing that, I want you t start building power on your side.
You see, right now your boss has the trump card on you: if things were to escalate, he can fire you
and you can do little about it.
But let’s move the trump card into your stack and we’ll turn that dynamic on its head.
This article is all about moving that trump card from him to you.

Power Dynamics of Trump Cards
Different environment and different situations have different trump cards
Holding the trump card in a street altercation would mean being confident you can hold your own in
a fight.
And it means not being afraid if it came to blows
In the workplace, the trump card means:
Escalating and getting him fired
Escalating and getting fired while knowing you can win a court settlement
Or, at the very least:
Escalating and getting fired while knowing you got other options
Escalating and getting fired while knowing you can hurt him and his team quite bad
So let’s start do just that.
We will give your bad boss a nickname: ahole. And now let’s start digging ahole’s grave:
Let him believe he’s got the gun. A gun with an empty magazine

#1. Know Your Rights
Who lets ahole bosses trample on their rights? Those who don’t know their rights
In the vast majority of countries, and probably in every single one of them, there’s a huge divide
between what’s legal and how things are done.
That divide is your best friend.
Start by knowing your legal rights, ahole legal rights and, most of all, what matters in a court of law:
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1. Consult a lawyer: a 200€ employment lawyer consultation can pay back 100x or more
2. Find a lawyer: before you need one. Knowing you got someone to call on will give you huge
confidence. Consider getting legal insurance too
3. Research online: in the information age, the only upper limit is people’s laziness. Luckily for
you, that’s quite a low bar
4. Ask: ask those who’ve already been there. Process, timelines, hurdles… ?
Start today.
Don’t postpone, don’t dawdle.
Online research and consultation won’t take you longer than a week of slow pace work and it will
serve you for a lifetime.
And you lay the first brick of your Iron Dome.

#2. Induce Him Into Mistakes
Who’s got more power when the sh*t hits the fan? The ones with Evidences
Once you know the law and unbeknownst to a bad boss, start accruing all pieces of evidence that will
help you in a legal tussle.
It’s really easier than most would think.
For example, based on the information you gather, is it illegal in your jurisdiction to:
Work on weekends?
Then do make yourself available to work on the weekend. But do it verbally, and then record all
instances they contact you on weekends
Work longer than 10h a day?
Schedule morning meetings at 9:30.
Now any day with a meeting or work emails after 19:30 is a day to be used against ahole.
Work during holidays?
Schedule an important call during your holiday, do not contact ahole at all. Let him reach out to you
to ask you about that call.
Tell him the line is bad, tell him to email you.
The big blunders
Sometimes you can get a slam dunk with a single mistake.
A threat, or a sexual pass.
Company parties with abundant alcohol can make for the perfect honey trap.
Note:
be careful on what counts as evidence and what carries more weight.
In some countries it’s OK to record conversations, in some others it’s illegal. Do text count as much
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as emails?
That’s all info you need to know and that’s why you consult an employment lawyer within your
jurisdiction.

#3. Look Dumb
Which enemy is easy to beat? The one with his guard down
Law #21 of the 48 laws of Power suggests to play a sucker to catch a sucker.
And that’s true: dumber you seem, the easier for you to spin your web.
Play naïve and forgiving.
Pretend you’re sloppy in your personal life. Show a hippie side that’s all about moving on -and
God forbid, never about suing-.
You can do this with stories and off-hand remarks.
For example:
Tell during team lunch your last landlord didn’t give the rent deposit back to you.
Someone will mention the police and suing and you reply emotionally:
You: man, lawyers only take your money and the last thing I’d do on earth is wasting time
with courts. I leave troubles behind and move on
Showing a “moving on” attitude and a naive worldview will make your background work of evidence
collection loads easier.

#4. Get Some Sick Evidence
Which enemy is easy to beat? The one the jury will hate
Let him commit the most heinous crime: making people sick.
Get sick intermittently, suddenly and when he needs you the most.
This will lead him to contact you while you’re off.
Do your work, just a bit at a slower pace and let him contact you.
Party and sleep little on Sunday, look like a mess when you visit the doctor and get a whole week off
on Monday. Say being bullied at work makes you a nervous wreck.
Go back to the doctor on Wednesday to record a worsening of the symptoms: your boss keeps
chasing you.
Let your doc record everything and use emphatic words such as: bullied, harassed, intimidated.
In most countries, you don’t report what you’re sick of to your employer. Just tell your bad boss it’s
nothing. Actually, say you don’t care about sickness and will get the job done anyway.
That will lead him to contact you anytime you’re off. Exactly what you want.
Oh, the priceless look on his face when he’ll find out.
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#5. Keep Your Hands Clean
Which enemy is unassailable? The one you can’t see. No evidence, no case
Law #26 of the 48 laws of Power says you always must be a paragon of civility and keep a spotless
appearance.
Again, Greene’s advice translates perfectly in dealing with bad managers.
As you induce him into mistakes, you instead stays irreprehensible (from a legal perspective):
BYOD: bring your own device for your personal stuff. Use work equipment only for work stuff
Go early and leave late: work long hours on paper (and do your personal stuff in unrecordable
fashion)
Follow All Guidelines: You know all those password guidelines and filing systems nobody
follows? Well, you will. Every time.

Lifestyle Solutions: Live On Your Terms
Right now you have problems dealing with a bad boss because you have yet to fix deeper issues in
your life.
Fix those same root causes and you will fix with most other problems you have.

#6. You’re Not The Boss’ Victim
Who is a victim? Him who think of himself as a victim
Let’s face it dead on.
You’re a grown up in a free world.
Why are you a victim at all? If you’ve been at the mercy of a bad boss for too long you allowed it.
Thinking any different else is the equivalent giving to your oppressor the power to oppress you.
Are you really willing to give all that power over you to some frustrated mid-level manager?
Extreme ownership mentality, such as accepting that you are responsible for everything happening in
your life is hard to accept at first, but once you embrace it will set you free.
Once you accept that you put yourself in a victim position it will also mean that you have the power
to take yourself out of it.
Starting from now: you’re a free man in a free world, you can move at any time and you can change
your circumstances however you see fit. Internalize that psychology and let’s start to give you
practical options.

#7. Develop Options: Networking
Who stays a victim of bad bosses? Those with no other options
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How do you stay in control of any relationship?
By not needing them.
You might want them, you should want any relationship you’re in, but you are able to walk out and
find other opportunities if the other party crosses your boundaries.
Developing options in work environment this means:
Know everyone in your industry: meet up, events, trade shows
Know every competitor in your city
(Socially) seduce HR people
Know every other boss in your organization (you could work for)
There are plenty of resources on how to network, including Ferrazzi’s “Never Eat Alone“.
But the quick tip here is to follow that suggestion: always use lunch for networking and make as
many contacts as possible.

#8. Increase Your Financial Independence
Who’s afraid of bad bosses? Those who can’t pay rent if they get sacked
Financial independence is a game changer.
Not only to deal with abusive bosses, but also for your own self-confidence and happiness.
While the capacity of generating your own income at will is invaluable, the minimal goal is much
lower.
Save enough that you can survive for at least 6 months without any income.
That’s the minimum threshold to give you the confidence of standing up for yourself.
Here are some ideas for you to consider:
Get a GF who can host you: if worst comes to worst, she always wanted to move in anyway
no? ?
Rent out space: rent (or own) a flat with several rooms and rent them out for a profit
Save money: as simple as that, money is power. Save some power for rainy days
Golden parachute: arrange for a good severance package, use all the legal hacks above

9. Be So Good They Can’t Sack You
Who is at the mercy of the queen? The little value adding pawns
The simplest, and possibly the most useful “hack” is as simple as that: be(come) great at what you do.
Become a Linchpin.
Be so good they can’t ignore you.
Call it however you want, but make it so that losing you is losing an invaluable member of the team.
Deliver so much value that anyone will be afraid at the thought of you leaving.
Do so much that everyone in your organization knows you’re the man.
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If you take this strategy to the extreme you can become more useful to the company than your own
boss is!
And when you become more useful than your boss, then you hold the power.
When that happens, guess who is actually afraid of escalating?
So don’t complain, don’t wait… Start from today with a single-minded goal: become the best at what
you do.

#10. Learn The Porcupine Strategy
Who do bullies pick on? People who can’t defend
It doesn’t matter if you’re the biggest tiger, the king of the Savannah or the deadliest snake on earth.
Nobody’s gonna swallow a porcupine.
Even if on paper they are less powerful porcupines make it hard -and painful- for any wannabe
assailant, and that makes them strong.
Similarly, you wanna make the ahole feel the sting every time he disrespects you.
That’s operant conditioning and trust that, like the Pavlov’s dog, he’ll soon think twice before
harassing you.
Here’s a great example:
How to deal with a boss yelling at you
Just remember: timid reaction calls for harder put-downs. Bold moves take the fire out for good.

#11. Turn Colleagues Into Allies
Who’s easy to pick on? The lonely one with no friends
Phil Jackson said:
The biggest challenge of leadership is keeping the guys who hate you away from those who
are undecided.
Exactly.
And guess what you will do instead?
You will make friends with the whole team and slowly but surely spread the germs of hatred.
You will turn them into allies against the common enemy.
It’s not difficult getting colleagues to dislike average bosses.
It’s a piece of cake turning them against bad ones.
Drop hints if needed, but make someone else admit first they can’t stand the terrible boss.
Spread hatred but never look like you’re driving a personal crusade: people don’t like whiners.
Let them vent while you provide the sounding board to their stories. Do share your part, but never let
your complaints be bigger than theirs.
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Remember: if you want to lead this charge you can’t be a victim, so your message sounds like this:
“Man, this company/team has such great potential and I love you guys.. It is just a pity that
ahole is wasting all our potential”.
You can also orchestrate for a group-wide negative review on Glassdoor.
Openly mention ahole if you can -you can with MDs- or make it indirectly obvious it’s about him.
It will also serve you well in a possible court case -and so will your friendly colleagues-.
And once most of team hates ahole and loves you, you can start thinking about a possible putsch.

Mindsets: Thank God For The Bad Boss
As the great Robert Greene says in The 33 Strategies of War, the war is often more mental than
physical.
So let’s see the mental aspects of dealing with a terrible boss:

#12. You’re Free
Who’s happy in spite of everything? You!
Imagine a place where you’d like to be.
A white sand beach. A snowy mountain. A happy ending massage in Thailand. Or a sunset on the
ocean.
Because you can go there. You can live that. Any time you choose. Any. Time.
Your bad boss simply doesn’t have the power to make your life miserable in a free world.

#13. Win The Mental War: Act, Don’t React
He who makes the other react controls the game.
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Tim Grover says that top performs make others measure up to them, not the other way around.
Don’t ask yourself how to deal with ahole then, think how hard it will be for ahole to deal with you
instead.
This is mostly a mental attitude of course.
It’s crucial not just to deal with a bad boss, but in life, that you stand guard at the gates of your mind.
Do not allow anyone to drag you down or spoil your mood. This is your mind, this your own
f@c**ng turf, YOU call the shots there:
Meditate
Ask empowering questions
Envision the day you’ll sink him
Smile at how much better you’re becoming thanks to him
Do anything, but retain control of your mind and emotions and keep it positive and constructive.

#14. Boss? You Don’t Have a Go**amn Boss!
You never have to deal with a bad boss if you never have a boss
Let’s be honest here:
Having a POS of a boss is demeaning.
Never mentally accept any leadership of any undeserving ahole just because his picture sits above
yours in some meaningless org chart.
One of the best advises I got from Brian Tracey is that you always think of yourself as your own
boss.
You are the president of your own corporation.
If you have a boss, your boss is your final result only.
You’re in:
Sales? The customers are your boss. They’re the ones who pay you.
Research? Are you researching to make our lives better or are you researching to please your
boss? Please get your priorities straight because we really need you to be in the former
category.
Customer Relationship? Are you making your customers happy or your boss? Please the
former, this world really needs people who can make our lives better.
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#15. Reframe It: Your Chance To Learn
Smooth sailing won’t carry you to greatness. Harsh seas and high waves will
Let the victims of this world complain about their hard, hard life.
But not you.
In his masterpiece, The Obstacle Is The Way Ryan Holiday teaches us the Stoic art of looking at
problems as opportunities.
How great would you be if you could become that kind of enlightened, resourceful man who can see
the pros in the seemingly cons of life?
Because you can.
Be the man who’s glad about the hardships of his life because you know hardships are exactly what
makes you stronger and build your character.
A bad boss is your chance of putting into practice skills that will make you great.
Thank you, bad boss, for providing me with the chance of becoming a better (wo)man!
And thank you for letting me learn power dynamics and be my power moves guinea pig.

Destroying Ahole Is Your Duty
If you let amoral bosses accrue power, you’re their accomplice
This is the ultimate mindset.
Most employees put their head down and never do anything because they feel “that’s life”.
“That’s how the cookie crumbles”, you know. You gotta take the abuse.
But that’s not life.
Not only it’s not life, but it’s amoral and unethical not to disempower bad bosses when you have
the chance of doing so.
And that’s why, to operate at the best of your possibilities, you need a “righteous mindset”.
Letting your bad boss run slipshod isn’t just bad for you: it’s bad for everyone.
It’s your moral duty to do anything in your power to destroy him.
It will be good for you, for your colleagues andd, yes, for the world at large.
And that’s the mindset you need to have to operate at the highest level: by destroying your bad boss
you are doing something good for the world.
So go forth my friend, and do this world a favor.

Do Not:
If you research online “how to deal with a bad boss” you will get, of course, a plethora of plain
vanilla, ineffective recommendations.
Some of them are actually counterproductive.
So here’s what you shouldn’t hed from the popular (and poor) common advice:
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1. Don’t Talk To Him
People listen to actions, not words. Don’t plead when you can act
I gotta laugh at this advice.
Next thing you know someone will recommend you to pray and turn your cheek.
Sure, 3% of the time, with the right people and in the right situations it can be helpful.
But you don’t make the rules with the exceptions.
Why “talk to your bad boss” is bad “strategy”?
Because ahole he wouldn’t harass you if he knew any better and/or if he cared about you.
“talk to your bad boss” also presupposes a few things which are more likely to be false than true.
Such as:
Ahole can take negative feedback: Great people take feedback without taking it personally.
But great people are unlikely to be ahole bosses
Ahole will listen: Most people erect ego barriers to painful information. Bad bosses likely fall
in this category
Ahole will “change”: Most people don’t change. And even rarer is that words will change
them
Here’s what’s more likely to happen when you “talk to him’:
Ahole will resent you: If there was a chance he didn’t dislike you before, now he surely will.
Ahole knows you’re enemy: Now you’re on the watch list. Kiss goodbye to any effective silent kill
strategy. And if you do great at work you only become more dangerous to him.

The Great
Popular Advice

2. Talk To His Boss
Here’s another popular advise: “go talk to his boss”.
What are you a kid pleading for daddy’s protection?
Because that’s exactly how you will sound.
As Dan Rust explains in Workplace Poker, upper management doesn’t like people bringing up
problems to them.
Also, be realistic: it’s more likely than not that ahole will eventually know you complained to his
boss and it will complicate matters further.
Exception:
Think execution, not complaint. The time you go over ahole head is when you have enough power or
can rally enough critical mass to oust him.
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Summary
First of all, I want to provide you with a warning.
I am giving for granted here that your bad boss is indeed a terrible boss.
But YOU need to make sure of that.
Ask yourself over and over if the problem might not be you instead. Or both of you as it’s often the
case.
And if that’s the case, all the strategies discussed here become not only unethical and amoral, but also
exponentially less likely to succeed (and more dangerous to deploy).
Legal Note: You might not need to go court at all. Once you start accruing legal knowledge and
proof you might feel confident enough to stand up and solve the problem.
And even if you escalate, a lawyer can also settle for you out of court. And of course, this post is no
legal advice. Do your own research.
Summary: Never let a bad boss get to you.
If you like the company, keep delivering excellent performance. As a matter of fact, USE your hatred
for the bad boss to become even greater.
Only face him directly when you’re powerful enough to oust him or when he’s disrespecting you in
public -you can never allow that-.
Otherwise, be nice enough to leave him unsuspecting as you explore other options, strategize against
him and accrue more power.
Now go get him.
And thank you for making this a better world.
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How to Walk Sexy & Confident: Men’s Guide (W/ Videos)
September 17, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you want to learn a confident and sexy walk for men?
You have landed on the perfect page.
My name is Lucio, I am a social scientist, psychology nut, social skills consultant and eternal
researcher of everything related to people and social dynamics.
This article will tell you what research and body language say about a powerful, confident and sexy
walk.
Contents
1. Move Your Shoulders
2. Pace Your Walk With Your Arms
3. Splay Your Legs
4. Walk With Erect Posture
5. Splay Your Feet Outward
6. Keep Your Gaze Up
Straight and Focused
Chill and Calm: Enjoying Life
7. Smile Slightly
8. A Walk To Pick Up
Walk Past Her
Give a Slight Smile
9. Bounce With Gravity Defying Steps
10. Brisk Walk is a Sexy Walk
Walk Like You Own It: The Mindset
Bonus: Some Less Sexy Walk for Men
Vladimir Putin
John Wayne

1. Move Your Shoulders
A shoulder swag is a crucial aspect of a sexy walk.
Some sources say that swaying the shoulders makes them look broader and highlights a positive
masculine quality.
Shoulder swag is also a sign of energy and vitality.
Opposite to men, women instead sway their hips and bottom to highlight femininity.

2. Pace Your Walk With Your Arms
There are two elements of arms’ movements to walk like a sed God:
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Back and Forth Movement
Distance from the Body
You want to move your arms, at least a bit.
Not moving and standing still is a typical fear response part of the “freeze” category of our reptilian
brain, which is exactly what you do not want to communicate.
Similarly, arms too close to our body signal fear and unconfidence.
It’s when we’re afraid of venturing in the nearby territory indeed that we keep our arms close to our
body?
Why?
Because we unconsciously feel like our arms could be more helpful close by to defend our body.
Again, you don’t want to send the message you are afraid of your surroundings.
For a sexy and confident walk we’ll move our arms and we will spread them farther from our body.

3. Splay Your Legs
We keep our legs crossed when we’re fearful.
And we keep our legs open when we want to show openness and masculinity in what’s often called a
“crotch display”.
Also, as politically uncorrect as it might sound, what’s one of the most stereotypical effeminate walks
you can imagine?
It’s the walk with the thighs rubbing one another of course. Pressing your thighs against your crotch
is a way of negating your sexuality.
Letting some air circulate is a way of displaying manhood instead.
An easy way of adding splayed legs to your budding sexy walk is to avoid your thighs rub each other.

4. Walk With Erect Posture
Slouching and dropping our shoulders it is a way of closing within ourselves and defending our inner
body.
Erect posture is a sign of confidence and it makes you much more attractive.

5. Splay Your Feet Outward
When people open up their feet, they also open up the way to their crotch and make it more visible.
Some men “open” the internal side of their feet when walking and it’s rarer in women -it seems to me
Asian women do it more often-.
And since much of positive sexual communication is about displaying gender differences, splaying
out the feet can be considered a positive masculine sign.
When women do it while sitting it works as a powerful aphrodisiac for many men, as it feels like an
invitation to their vagina (rawer and cruder style, classier women will never do that).
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Warning:
Do it slightly. Some raw, masculine energy of splayed feet is good, but do it too much and not only
you go overboard, but you also show poor physical joint structure.
And physical malformation is rarely attractive.
This video represent a good mix:

6. Keep Your Gaze Up
There are main ways of gazing while walking:

Straight and Focused
This is the “man on a mission” kind of walk.
Look straight on, focused, with the slightly aggressive attitude of the man who knows where he’s
going and wants to get there quick.
Don’t look at people, your expression and demeanor says “get the fu** out of my way” (most will).
Warning:
Don’t use this type of walk in any social setting. It shows a (slight) disdain for people, it will make
you seem unapproachable and it will look incongruent if you want to approach and socialize later on.
Daniel Craig does it great in general, and particularly well here at second 23.
Yours truly gives you below a poorer stylish-wise example but with a better camera angle.

Chill and Calm: Enjoying Life
Sometimes life is to be taken in and enjoyed at a slower pace.
And while the “man on a mission” walk is sexy in a dominant kind of way, the “chill and calm” is
sexy in a more intellectually dominant kind of way.
There are few ways to make the “chill” and “enjoy life” walk work.
The most important part is that you do not look down and that you move your head slowly.
Men darting their eyes around are scanning the environment for opportunities and, more often, for
threats. Not sexy.

7. Smile Slightly
I will have a proper article on smiling, but the short of it is that there are two main ways you can
smile:
“Teethy” Smile
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A genuine smile is wider, larger and it fully shows the teeth.
It’s less sexy, less dominant and more social but can also be attractive.
Note the difference: some smiles are submissive, but if you’re smiling with full gusto out of sincere
enjoyment it says you can let go of yourself, which is sexy.
And it says you’re content with your life.
In a world where most people live a life of quiet desperation -to quote Henry David Thoreau-, we are
naturally attracted to those who have found an inner source of happiness and peace.
Sexy Smile
This is the sexier, smugger version.
A tight-lipped smile says you got some secret in your life that makes you feel confident and superior
and that you will not share (Pease and Pease).
What is he up to, what’s his secret, they’ll be wondering?
One corner of your lips is more raised than the other corner and you don’t show any teeth: it’s an ever
so slight smile.
Warning:
sexier is overall better but doesn’t always attract more women. Some can think you’re too into
yourself, and some others will dislike you for making them feel like you’re out of their league.
When you’re in doubt and want to socialize, it’s safer to err on the more social side.

8. A Walk To Pick Up
Let’s be honest: the reason we care at all about how to walk sexy is for the opposite sex.
There are two main ways you can make an impression which will result in more physical activity
beyond just walking:

Walk Past Her
Keep walking past without looking at her. Your superior, snub style coupled with your sexy strut will
sure as hell make her look at you.
Gianna Nannini has a famous hit song called “bello e impossible“, meaning “handsome and
impossible”.
Why am I telling you this?
Because “impossible” is exactly what you’re angling for here, except… Except you will meet her
later on “accidentally” and if she plays her cards you might become “bello e possible” ;).
The effect is similar to having a cool standing pose: you let them look at you and admire you and the
effect is to “celebrit-ize” you.
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Give a Slight Smile
As you go past her, you turn slightly towards her.
Unsexy guys leering at girls make it wrong because they do it crudely and too obviously -and
sometimes adding the biggest attraction killer ever: the catcall-.
You, instead, you look at them coolly.. Yes, she piqued your interest… Somewhat.
But you’re not fully sold yet, and you know how to play the game.
That’s the message you want to send.
Looking at them this way is also more likely to elicit a reaction, so that your approach will be more
like of a warm approach.
And if she doesn’t look at you at all?
Well, then coolly turn around and go for it anyway, you have nothing to lose.

9. Bounce With Gravity Defying Steps
Has he just had sex?
Guys, if you’re looking for “how to walk cool”, this is your walk.
Energized and confident, this one communicates “the world is mine for the taking, and that makes me
the coolest cat alive”.
Joe Navarro in “What Every BODY is Saying” talks about “gravity-defying” body language.
He says that when we feel energized and confident, we will gesticulate with our arms more often and
we will often swing them from side to side when we walk.
A bouncy sexy walk also tends to move at a quicker speed.
It’s a bit more juvenile and you will rarely see it from more mature men, but it’s very sexy as it
underlines vitality, vigor and a joyful personality.
You do a bouncy sexy walk by moving slightly quicker and adding a bit of a bounce to your steps, as
if you had springs in your shoes.
And feel free to move your arms around, touch your face (in a sexy way) or adjust your clothes.
And don’t forget the mood: you love life.
I’m glad I can show you this walk with one the sexiest men alive:

10. Brisk Walk is a Sexy Walk
Some sources will tell you to move slow and walk slow. Well, that’s true… In some occasions.
In some others, not so much.
How speed relates to sexiness, is indeed highly contextual.
Slow will work great for:
Retired millionaires
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Bigger, chubbier men
Powerful men in slower “lines of work” as we’ve already seen with The Godfather
Men NOT in control of their schedule to show defiance to power and independence -if you
hurry you look “goody two shoes toeing the line” –
Strolling around with your woman
Look at her expression before thinking he was a jerk.
It will also work great for most everyone in more chill settings, like a nighttime lounge, the beach or
a sunny day at the park.
But a healthy man in a busy, bustling city, with people swirling around you? Or when immersed in
work, or partying on the dance floor?
Too slow will make you look silly there.
Like Tom Tucker in Family Guy:
Don’t listen to sources saying “slower is better”: it’s just a bad generalization.
Walking during daytime stick to average speed with good strides or slightly above average speed
underlying your goal orientation and physical fitness if you’re doing stuff.
Slightly lower than average if you’re strolling.

Walk Like You Own It: The Mindset
The mindset of a sexy walk is also what makes you sexy in general.
You believe you are a man with a lot of value to give to any woman -or guy for that matter- and you
are and you feel like you’re in control of your life.
Walking powerfully with a goal in mind means you do have goals you care about in your life; and
walking leisurely means you do enjoy life and know how to enjoy life -which is very sexy-.
Note On Video Examples:
my walks in the video examples are slightly accentuated to show the move more clearly.
For normal daytime and day to day situations I usually rein it in a bit and I would advise you to move
towards those examples without fully reaching them (except for when you wanna play a bit and for
when the time calls for it, then go full power).

Bonus: Some Less Sexy Walk for Men
Here are some examples of famous walks that are not as sexy:

Vladimir Putin
It’s OK to swing one arm more than the other, even advisable maybe. But Putin overdoes it (KGB
training some say) :
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John Wayne
John Wayne is a symbol of manliness, but I wouldn’t copy his walk here.
His upper body arm swings a bit too much in front of his body.
A good erect posture wants your arms more on the side, and arms in front of the body is defensive.
He does much better here though and adds another great nonverbal gesture of dominance: the slight
“get out of my way” hand gesture.
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Neil Strauss Case Study: Dealing With Verbal Bullies
September 21, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Neil Strauss writes in “The Game” that two years in a row he was the “best pick-up artist in the
world”.
Of course, that didn’t say much about his abilities.
The title was awarded on an Internet forum which was likely populated by people who weren’t very
socially skilled.
This post analyzed the power dynamics of Neil Strauss’ appearance on the show “The View”.
Contents
Neil Strauss Bullied
1. Nip It in The Bud: Set The Precedent
The Theory of Aggression
2. Respond in Kind
3. Use Aggressive Behavior to Shame Him
4. Scold Them With Moral Authority
5. Use Nonverbals Against Them
What Neil Strauss Should Have Done
Commit and Stick to it
Don’t Finger Point
Don’t Kiss Up – Just Don’t
POWER DYNAMICS
Host Advantages
Neil Strauss Advantages:
How to Ace Difficult Interviews
Stand by Your Deeds
Nobody Has the Right to Intimidate You

Neil Strauss Bullied
Neil Strauss was bullied on The View.
And he did little to nothing to stop that bullying.
He let himself be bullied while he kept smiling.
First of all, watch this video and see what you can notice:
The short of it is that the host -Star Jones, the de facto “head bit** there- aggress and Neil Strauss
evades.
Neil strategy is to avoid confrontation, try to isolate Star and charm the rest of the group.
Be like water” Bruce Lee would have said, very typical of the Charmer types (The Art of Seduction).
Neil does rather well in charming the group and is relatively successful in isolating Star, but at the
very heavy price of being socially gored by her dominant, vindictive barbs.
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Let’s see then some great strategies Neil Strauss could have used to deal with the aggressive woman:

1. Nip It in The Bud: Set The Precedent
Get Into Fight Stance to Avoid Fighting
The beginning of social interactions sets the tone for what is about to come, and it is particularly true
with an aggressive opponent.
Imagine that beginning as him sniffing you out and testing your mettle.
He will try to make an off hand remark, or maybe force the upper hand in the handshake.
And if you let it slip without doing anything about it the aggressor will feel he’s just been greenlighted to tooling you.

Neil Strauss Is Too Submissive
Neil is too submissive at the beginning and sets a bad precedent.
Star shows the first aggressive sign with a disparaging remark (yeah right): only supremely confident
individuals belittle so openly.
She then uses thumb display, speaks loudly over the hand-clapping, and with a reproaching tone turns
to Neil putting her elbow on the desk.
These are all nonverbal power moves as if to say “what the fu** is that all about, explain!”
Neil’s movements are smooth in his reply, but no good execution will change the fact that the whole
cluster -including his verbals- are submissive.
Here’s what he could have done to show he’s no pushover instead:
Touch Her: Touching first is a sign of dominance and confidence.
He could have smiled -not laughed- at her initial joke while lightly placing a hand on her back
or upper arm. Touching is a simple, not aggressive way of showing confidence and dominance.
Imply She’s Dumb: Instead of saying “I’ll explain” he could have smiled and said “Nice intro.
It’s not exactly like that, lemme clear that up“.
This implies Star got it all wrong with her generalization and sets him as the authority with the
straight facts.

The Theory of Aggression
Before we dig deeper into the practical techniques it’s great to understand the theory behind
aggressive interactions and the escalation they often follow.
1. You’re Dumbstruck and do Nothing
For most people, and especially if you are a non-aggressive person, the moment you are first
aggressed will leave you at a loss of words.
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Most people in this situation withdraw within themselves and move on pretending nothing happened.
2. The Aggressor is Emboldened
Seeing the victim has no answer to their antics emboldens the aggressor and often leads to more
aggression.
This is why you need to push back right on.
If it’s in a romantic relationship, this can often be the woman actually, and her aim is not usually to
hurt you, but a misguided attempt to get you emotionally involved when she feels you are
withdrawing.
Outside of a romantic relationship, the aim is usually to hurt you, make you look bad or dominate you
for their own gain.
3. Aggression Repeats
In either scenario, you will often find yourself in a situation where your boundaries are continually
encroached upon.
You can feel victimized and lost, but since the precedents have been set, you can feel like it’s too late
to do something.
So the victim hopes the aggressor will not exaggerate, that he will he show some restraint and that it
will soon be over.
But it rarely stops by itself: the aggressor often enjoys harassing or he can have something to gain in
keeping a dominant/dominated relationship.
4. The Victim’s Psychology
Some Victims often defend their aggressor to cover up their inability to stand up.
They will say “oh it was nothing” (we’ve already seen this behavior here from Fredo in The
Godfather, check it out again).
What they are really trying to say though is “no, their behavior is OK, it’s not me who can’t do
anything about it“.
When brought to extreme cases, people can even develop real feelings for their harassers (captor
bonding syndrome).
5. Aggression Escalates
The next step is usually much bigger aggression.
It can sometimes happen because the victim tried to undermine the aggressor with passive aggression
or sometimes simply because he’s emboldened enough by the successful previous aggressions to take
it to the next level.
While the smaller previous harassment might have seemed justifiable somewhat, the big one is more
obvious and more humiliating.
For example, your boss was raising your voice in private, but now he just berated you in front of
everyone (read here how to deal with yelling bosses).
In Neil Strauss’ case the first major instance of escalation was when Star Jones shouted orders while
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pouncing the table with her hand:
This is your chance to step up to the plate now. Let’s get back to the techniques:

2. Respond in Kind
Fight Fire with Fire
Responding in kind, in this case, would have meant this:
Neil turned around, started smacking his own hand on the table, leaned on towards Star and said:
“How would you feel if I did this to you lady? Probably bad because it’s very rude and
disrespectful, right?”.
Chances are she would have been dumbfounded on her own and, put on the spot, backtracked with an
apology.
And if she kept up with her offensive antics she’d be playing into your hand: you are painting her as
the ill-manned one and she’s just proving it to everyone.
Keep cool and repeat she’s very rude as she shames herself by raising her tone (repeat: “yes you are”,
“yes you are”).

3. Use Aggressive Behavior to Shame Him
And Recruit Everyone on Your Side
With this technique, you call on everyone around to side with you by playing the “empowered
victim”.
It’s a very neat and effective way of quickly turning the aggressor into the aggressed.
Simply plainly state what she’s just done is very vulgar and uncivil and you feel insulted (notice the
word usage: “uncivil” carries a wallop of power). Demand an explanation of why she’s behaving like
that and be expectant for an apology.
It’s less dominant than Respond in Kind but it can put more pressure on the aggressor because it’s not
anymore “you VS him” but “everyone VS him”.
Watch Tom Cruise executing it:
Notice at the beginning Tom IS falling for the accommodating, victimized road by pretending it was
OK (it’s a natural reaction).
But after the initial surprise, he quickly changes tack and uses the shaming technique. Notice the
people around naturally siding with him.
Note:
he then moves to aggression, which was a mistake as he comes across vindictive and butthurt and he
should have avoided.
To read more on shaming, read the following:
Defending against the moral police attacks
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Anatomy of a shame attack

4. Scold Them With Moral Authority
Hit and Move Along
This is possibly the simplest technique to use.
You state it was rude and then move on.
It’s so powerful because it sets yourself as the judge and the moral authority of the interaction.
It works great when it’s indeed true they were rude because your moral authority is backed by a
powerful ally: reality. And everyone around will be silently agreeing with you.
In Neil Strauss’ case he would have turned around slowly, looked at her for a second, and said:
“Woah, that’s very rude of you”.
And then moved along with his speech. She would have probably gone crazy, but again that would
have been a good thing.
The idea is that you judge and then move along leaving the aggressor in the dust. You communicate
you’re a superior man who doesn’t get dragged in the swaps by the aggressive pigs.
Power Moved!

5. Use Nonverbals Against Them
Getting rid of someone without uttering a word is even more powerful than speaking.
Two options:

Dominate with Touching
In Neil’s situation, he could have turned around while still speaking and without missing a bit put his
palm either on her arm or on her back.
Since she hadn’t touched him yet it would have been a powerful way of invading her personal space
first in a very socially savvy and not overtly aggressive way.
The sub-communication being: “I keep going and ignore it, but you don’t be such a rabid dog, chill”

Shame With Facial Expression
Similar to Moral Authority Judgement, but you point an imaginary finger at them without speaking a
word.
Neil could have stopped for 3 seconds, made a disgusted facial expression and then resumed.
Just make sure that your expression is obvious enough that everyone will notice and take a long
enough pose to highlight it.
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What Neil Strauss Should Have
Done
For your own benefits, here are a few more things Neil Strauss should have done better:

Commit and Stick to it
He says a couple of times “oh my God I can’t believe I’m saying this“, only for Star to prod him and
Neil follows suit.
Tentative decisions make you look insecure.
If you’re on a show to talk about something, talk about it. If you don’t wanna talk about, don’t.
But don’t dilly dally.

Don’t Finger Point
It’s been well researched that using your index finger while speaking makes you less liked by the
audience.

Don’t Kiss Up – Just Don’t
As we’ve already seen at the extreme end of abusive relationships people can grow fondness and love
for their oppressor.
But we all have this tendency even in less extreme situations.
It’s the tendency that, out of fear, makes us hope that if we extend our olive branch and laugh at their
joke, or tell them how cool they are… Then maybe they’ll like us and we can be friends on more
equal footing.
Forget it, you’ll never be on equal footing unless you stand up to them. And bullies will interpret
your friendly gestures as your final capitulation.
Look how Star derides and brushes off Neil Strauss when he kisses up to her:

POWER DYNAMICS
And here are a few more pointers on the power dynamics of the situation:
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Host Advantages
The hosts will most often have a few advantages on you:
Home Advantage Both in terms of comfort levels and even testosterone levels
Final Authority The host has the strong power position of being on his show, making him the
final authority -or feeling as oneAsks Questions The person who asks questions is inherently more powerful than the person
who has to answer.

Neil Strauss Advantages:
He sits in the center
The center position is the position of highest power and influence, and Neil has it.
The Second World War gave the USA the (unofficial) supreme leadership of the (Western) World.
And the below picture is emblematic and representative of that shift of power, with the US president
sitting in the middle and Stalin to his right.
It’s even more powerful when there are more than just two people to your side, because it says you
are the leader of a whole group (just think of Jesus in the Last Supper).
He’s the only man
Being the only one of your gender is a natural attention grabber.
Even normally not so attractive men or women receive an immediate, major attention boost that can
easily propel them at the center of the attention.
Captivating Topic
The topic he talks about captivates and grab people’s attention. Particularly women’s attention, and
he played that card very well to ingratiate the group.
He’s the “Subject Matter Expert”
Neil is the expert of the discussion topic (but just as a note, his book The Game is terrible for dating
advice).
And the one who’s viewed as the expert in the room always has a huge power boost.
If you’re the expert people come to depend on you and listen to your advice, and that naturally gives
you power.
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How to Ace Difficult Interviews
There are two major lessons learned I would take away from this video which you can implement in
your life:

Stand by Your Deeds
Neil Strauss was insecure because he felt weird and ashamed that his book was about picking up
women. He felt like he needed to justify himself.
That was a major reason why he was on the back foot.
To be confident, it’s key that you do what you believe in and that you own up to what you do. Sign
your work at the end of each day, says John Maxwell (Sometimes You Win Sometimes You Learn).
Mistakes and blunders included. When you can do that, your confidence will skyrocket because
you’ll be proud of yourself and you ain’t got nothing to hide.
And the next someone will look at you as if to say “explain” you’ll reply:
“explain what, I don’t have anything to explain and least of all to you, what are you, the
moral police?“.

Nobody Has the Right to Intimidate You
It doesn’t matter whether you expect aggression or not. You are a respectful human being and you
know in your bones that you don’t accept that aggressive and rude behavior.
If it means escalating and walking out from a show, then be it.
Watch the related video break down here:
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The Social Power Dynamics of “Can You Take My Picture”
Requests
September 25, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
You heard this a few times:
Hi, could you please take our pictures?
Maybe you’re at a club and it’s a bunch of drunk girls, or simply some random people in the street.
But in this and ange it’s impossible going through life without someone asking you to snap their
photo.
But what does that request mean from a social power dynamics perspective?
Should you take their picture or should you refuse to?
Contents
Power Dynamics of Picture-Taking: A Story
Should You Say No To Picture Requests?
Effort Levels
How They Ask
Low Effort and Nice Ask: Do it
High Effort and Nice Ask: Ask for Compliance Back
Low Effort and Rude: Refuse
High Effort and Rude: Ignore
The End of the story
How to Turn Down Picture Requests
#1. Use an Excuse
#2. Use Nonverbals
#3. Say “I could… But I think You Should Do It”
#4. Pretend You Didn’t Hear
Summary

Power Dynamics of Picture-Taking: A Story
It was a chilly summer evening in Brandenburg’s Gates, Berlin.
The band had just finished playing and I was looking around.
To be honest, I was a bit on the prowl.
I quickly noticed a girl glancing towards me. Let’s call her Madelaine. Madelaine was looking over
me a bit too often and a bit too obviously to be just random (undercover sex signals).
She was in a mixed group of around 5-6 guys and girls, all still riding high from the parade and the
live band.
I wasn’t too sure about her though, I’m not a fan of groups, and my “silent kill mood” wasn’t
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matching their energy levels.
Suddenly a cute blonde near Madelaine’s group seemed to appear out of nowhere. All by herself.
Nice. I walk straight to her and introduce myself. Her name was Julia. Me and Julia hit it off very
well.
We engage in a fun back and forth with lot of teasing, and something was telling me Madelaine
wasn’t too happy about it.
She was getting louder and louder.
She steps nearby on the edge of our personal zones a few times, absolutely the only one to do so in
her group. I’m starting to think it’s no coincidence and she’s actually actively trying to disturb us,
either out of jealousy or purely out of spite.
Eventually, she finally makes her full move to interrupt us. She barges in and asks loudly:
“Can you take our picture?”
And hands me her camera even before we can consent.

Should You Say No To Picture Requests?
Can a request to take someone’s picture be a power move?
Sure it can.
And it’s the same for any small favor or requests.
There’s an inherent power dynamics in all requests.
Most of the times they are hidden because they are small requests and tend to be low effort.
But once stripped of all cues, at the core, it’s a party asking for compliance, and another party
complying.
The good old dance monkey dance.
There are two different variables you should look at to consider whether you should yes and do the
favor or you should say no and refuse.
They are:
Effort Levels
How They Ask

Effort Levels
Effort levels are key.
They tell us if there is a dancing monkey or if it’s a balanced relationship.
The general rule is that the person who needs something should be putting in more effort or, at
least, being willing to incomodate themselves with their request.
In this case, the person asking you a favor, should be putting in more effort.
It’s important to note that effort has many forms beyond the most obvious physical effort and money
or gift exchange.
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Here are some other forms of effort and goodwill:
Smile
“please”
“thank you”
Head bow
Let’s see how these work in the practical situation of taking a picture:

Low Efforts: Do It
Low efforts situations are those situations where taking the picture is easy for you.
It could be because you don’t need to do much or because they make it easy for you.
Some examples of low efforts situation are those in which:
You don’t need to move
They come to you for the picture
Your weren’t doing anything else

High Effort: Rebalance The Relationship
High effort means you have to put in work or inconvenience yourself.
Examples of high effort situations are:
Sitting (and need to stand up to take the picture)
You are talking to someone (need to stop your convo)
You are far away and they expect you to move
They ask for many pictures
Notice that these are not high effort per se: standing up is something you do all all the times. But it’s
high effort to do when you were not planning to do it, when you do it for someone you barely know
or don’t know at all and when you don’t get anything back.

How They Ask
Nicely / Ask Permission: Do It
Asking nicely and thanking you is a form or repaying your effort, which make the relationship more
even.
Some way of asking nicely:
Emotional effort: non-threatening body language, smile
Asking consent before actually handing the camera
Providing a “why” or saying a few words
Physical effort: walking towards you rather than expecting you to walk
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This guy is expanding efforts in crouching down, explaining how it works and showing submissive
body language (a great way to engage older women whom might be worried or anxious with younger
men) :

Rude: Refuse (Or Rebalance)
Rude can mean actually rude, or not giving anything back for the favor they are asking. Some
examples:
Handing you the camera without you having said yes
No “please”, no smile
Disrespect for your time
It’s worth noting here why implying compliance is rude.
It’s rude because of the social meaning behind it. Implying that you will say yes sub-communicates
that what they need is more important than what you’re doing.
And therein lies the power move.
See, Madelaine, the girl who asked me for a picture in the beginning of the story was not rude in the
way you would define a typical rude behavior.
But by barging in the conversation uninvited, with open body language and by handing the camera
without waiting for our consent she sub-communicated that our conversation was not very important
or, at least, less important than her picture.
Which makes it, effectively, a power move.
Let’s see now a few situations for when and how you can accept and when and how you can say no:

Low Effort and Nice Ask: Do it
They ask nicely, it’s simple for you to do it… Simply do it.
It’s good to be good people.

High Effort and Nice Ask: Ask for Compliance Back
They might be asking nicely, but if you have to put lot of effort you risk looking powerless.
Or that you either don’t have important things to do or that you don’t value your time and effort too
highly.
You can still do it if you’re just enjoying your day or if you like the person asking. But if the moment
you are asked you care about looking powerful and in control at all, watch out that you don’t overcomply and put too much effort.
Here are two ways then to do them a favore while still keeping a balanced exchange: do it on your
terms, or can ask for compliance back.
Do it on your terms
Saying yes but doing it on your terms then means in the picture example that you take the camera, but
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without inconveniencing yourself.
If you’re sitting, you stay seated -or just stand up without moving-. If you were reclining against a
wall, you just take a step forward but no more.
And if you’re talking to someone, you take the camera, take a quick shot and quickly give it back.
Don’t say “sure”, “it was a pleasure”, “do you need one more”. The message you’re sending here is
that you want to be nice enough, but your conversation and your friend are more important and is not
to be kept waiting.
Notice the girl in this Youtube prank example. She’s sitting, the guy moves rather far away for the
picture, but she still stays seated anyway. She’s sub-communicating “sure dude, I can help… Without
being too inconvenienced though, this is where I draw the line”.
Demand Compliance Back
An easy way of not looking like you’re following their lead and putting in more effort is to demand
from them equal compliance and have them follow your lead as well.
It’s easier than it sounds: you simply command them on how to fit and pose the picture.
You’re the one with the camera, don’t let them tell you how to take the picture, YOU tell them
how to move.
If they keep insisting having it their own way say you’re the photographer. If they still keep insisting
tell them to find another photographer.
But you will find the vast majority of people will just follow your suggestions.
Here’s an example:
Not long ago a group of guys asked me to take the picture.
It was night time. Big group of guys, being noisy, taking time as they formed the group.
The social risk for me was that I looked overpowered and like a tool at their disposal.
The guy who gave me the camera told me “go back” so that they could all fit in.
Nice try buddy. I took it saying “no from here it’s good”. Then when I pointed the camera I told
them to move farther back and form two lines.
Power balance restored.

Low Effort and Rude: Refuse
If someone is rude, even if the task is easy, refuse.
Demanding proper and well mannered behavior should be a staple of who you are.
If they comes to you and hand you a phone without a please or without a smile don’t take the phone.
If they ask why not say it’s because they were rude.
And If they look at you with a “why not expression” don’t say anything: you never reply verbally to a
nonverbal gesture.
Either take a step away as if it’s a smelly bum or stay there and shake your head.
It will happen rarely though that someone will come to you and be rude. What can happen a bit more
often though is in the example below:
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High Effort and Rude: Ignore
Here’s the simple rule: if someone needs something from you they should put more effort first, not
the other way around.
You will mostly see this happening in these situations:
Waving you over
This is the worst possible!
Maybe someone is sitting and you’re walking by.
Or it’s a group of people and they call out to you -groups always feel more powerful than single
persons-.
You ignores these requests.
I remember once I was walking in a club and a guy sitting with a girl at bar was waving at me. I
stopped and turned my head towards them. He took the camera out and motioned me to go there.
In these cases, you nod at them as if they just said hi and resume walking. The idea is that you ignore
compliance while helping them save a bit of face so you also avoid making enemies.
Asking for too many pics
It can happen sometimes the high effort is not apparent right off the bat (sometimes it’s used in
deceiving tricks by exploiting the consistency and commitment principle, Cialdini).
In the “take my picture case”, you might be asked to take more pictures than you were expecting to.
In these cases, as soon as they ask for more, you say “last one and then I need to go“. Or “hey girls
I’m too lazy, this is the last one“. Then hand the camera back -and let them walk to you to take it-.

The End of the story
How did I handle the girl coming over and asking me for a picture?
Well, my first mistake was that I should have moved Julia away earlier. Moving her was good both in
terms of her following my lead, in starting to do something together, and in removing us from the
noisy group and jealous girl.
But of course, once Madelaine asked us for a picture it was too late for that.
It was important to me that Julia didn’t think I was prioritizing doing a favor to this unknown girl
over talking to her, which would have sent a bad message about my leadership and about my level of
interest about her.
Also, I didn’t want to look like I was complying too much to this group of unknown people.
Accepting was going to be a risk in that sense.
But I was also wary of denying Madelaine a picture in front of Julia. Julia probably hadn’t picked up
on Madelaine’s not so nice intentions and in that case I would have looked bad and rude -and nobody
likes rude people-.
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See, when you already intimate with a girl, or when you’re with someone you know well, you have
much more leeway to act as you please.
There’s indeed already trust between you two and you can always explain later.
But so early in a conversation, your bond is tenuous and a miscommunication can be fatal to your
interaction.
What did I do then?
I lightly put my hand behind Julia’s back and said
Me: yeah, she will take it
This way I took the lead and avoided both the risk of over-complying to Madelaine and the risk of
having Julia think I was too spineless to let external events get in between us two.
Then I stood beside Julia to make sure she wasn’t going to be drawn for too long and too deeply in
the group dynamics and to send a message the two of us were together.
And as soon as the picture was done I restarted talking to her, minimizing the exposure to the group
and to Madelaine’s meddling.

How to Turn Down Picture Requests
And here are a few techniques to say no in case you feel too much pressure:

#1. Use an Excuse
Ideally, you won’t need to make up stories and lies, but if it’s really too difficult for you to say a
direct no, then make up a story.
In the example of taking a picture:
1. My hand shakes
2. I’m waiting for an important call
3. I’m too busy right now

#2. Use Nonverbals
Put your hand up and lightly shake your head. You don’t even need to say a word like this.

#3. Say “I could… But I think You Should Do It”
If the request is about something that they can easily do, just say
I could do it but why should I do your job. That’s your task
Then let them explain why you should do it. If their explanation convince you, then you can do it.
And it’s a win anyway for you because by explaining they invested energies in the interaction.
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#4. Pretend You Didn’t Hear
If it’s someone bothering you and you’re walking, or if you are working on your laptop very busy,
don’t turn around.
Before asking you to do something they should at least make sure you are ready to listen. If they
don’t, they don’t deserve your full attention.

Summary
From a power dynamics point of view, asking for a picture entails a power dynamic.
Some people, depending on the situation, might also use it for social climbing purposes.
If you take their picture the wrong way, you will lose social power.
But if you handle it well, you might even gain some points.
Cheers,
Lucio
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Social Exchange Theory: Implications & Examples
October 7, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The Social Exchange Theory is crucial to social power.
And if you are interested in persuading people, getting what you want and being liked… Then you
must apply the social exchange theory.
And this article will help you do just that.
Contents
Social Exchange Theory Definition
What The Social Exchange Mean To You
Social Currencies: What People Want
Being VS Appearing: A Question of Social Currencies
Marketability: What Currencies People Seek?
The Relativity of Currency
Currency Values: a Situational Analysis
High Value People: Who are They & What They Want
The Burden of High Value: The Psychology
Value Takers: Who Are They?
Value Taking and First Impressions
Typical Expressions of Value Takers
Takeaywas: Give to Take
Summary

Social Exchange Theory Definition
I will define social exchange theory as:
A unifying framework from sociology, psychology and economics with which to analyze
and understand social dynamics.
It postulates that people seek out partners and relationships where the value exchanged is in
balance.

What The Social Exchange Mean To You
Put simply, it says that social relations are based on exchanges of value.
The three major corollaries are that:
1. To get what you want, you have to give others what they want
2. The most popular and powerful people are those with the most to give
3. Strong and relationships have a balance of give and take (or at least, the people in them
must feel they are balanced)
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Social Currencies: What People Want
There are countless currencies that people exchange in the interpersonal marketplace.
The most helpful and insightful way to understand the social exchange theory is to divide the
currencies in terms of “visibility”, which we’ll call “layers”.

External Layers:
The qualities people usually first notice in you
Beauty
Style
Physical fitness
Body language / Nonverbal cues
Posture
Grooming
Walk and moves

Mid Layer
Not necessary to exchange information, but can be uncovered observing your environment
Money / Resources
People around you (the cooler your group the cooler you’ll be perceived)
Social Proof (people respect you)
Upbeat, positive personality (make people around you smile)
Position in society / venue (owner, professor at uni etc.)

Deeper Layer
To access the deeper layer people need to get to know you
Knowledge
Connections
Great personality
Riveting conversations
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Life experiences
Life achievements
Mastery (of something)
Future potential (to acquire any of the above)

Being VS Appearing: A Question of Social Currencies
When people discuss “being” VS “appearing” they are discussing the visibility of the social exchange
currencies.
In some social situations external layers win the day.
Some people won’t need deeper qualities and the gloss of the external shell will immediately make
you a high value giver for them.
This is why beautiful people sometimes need to fight the idea that they only achieved success
because of their external qualities.
People high in external value tend to resent the people who only want them for their external qualities
because most of us want to be appreciated for our deeper layers.
Example: dating, especially for women, often begins and ends at the superficial layer.
Locations such as noisy clubs also heighten the importance of external layers as it becomes harder to
access them.

External Layers are Pass Through for Deeper Ones
Most people will not be very interested in accessing your deeper qualities if you don’t reach at least a
minimum threshold of external qualities.
External qualities are then what will get your foot in the door.
Have great external qualities and more and more people will be interested in your deeper layers.
Example: how willing are you to talk with a smelly homeless in tattered clothes?
That homeless is the extreme example of someone with highly negative social external currency: just
by being together, he takes social value from you (note: a few people can transcend that but we’re
talking 0.1% here).

Layer Mixup
The usual “appearing VS being” dichotomy is, of course, nonsense.
All layers always influence each other all the times.
Example:
Beautiful people are perceived as smarter, people in authority positions are perceived as taller
(Bowden, 2013), and great personalities who make us feel good are perceived as more attractive.

Marketability: What Currencies People Seek?
Not all currencies have the same value.
A Mastercard with a million USD in the bank lets you buy anything anywhere.
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A million cash also gives you good options.
The equivalent value in Ukrainian Hryvnia gets complicated: you need to find people who want that
currency, or convert it (ie: find a way to present it well).
A million USD worth in, say, Palladium, is even more impractical: how are you even going to
convert it?
Notice all currencies have the same nominal value, they all take the same effort to acquire, but they
heavily differ on how readily they are accepted.
Social currencies are similar.
The external layers such as beauty and grooming tend to be appreciated by everyone.
Deeper layers are more situational and people specific.
Life experiences in travels for example, make your insight and stories hot currency for people who
love travels and adventures or dream of something similar one day.
But people who are not interested in ever leaving their city? Not so much. There it can actually
highlight how the two of you have little in common.

Mid & Deep Layers Marketability
Mid layers don’t show to just about anyone, but they become suddenly visible when you interact with
people.
Conversation skills and social skills, for example, are very attractive social currencies for everyone.
On the other end of the spectrum, if you invest most of your time developing a vast knowledge of,
say, entomology and you become a research professor in that field that will not make you very
interesting outside your classrooms -entomology is the study of insects-.
So you already see the first corollary of getting what you want with the social exchange theory:
develop currencies that most people want.

Mastery’s Broad Appeal: the Halo Effect
There is an exception, though.
If you spend all of your time developing values in areas nobody cares, you can still become attractive
even outside your area of expertise.
Why?
Because peak performers have power.
You’re a developer?
Boring to most anyone. But if you’re a wiz of coding, popular hacker and pioneering a whole new
language, now that changes the game.
It’s because high levels of achievements say great things about you.
For example, it says that you got grit and determination, that you can focus, and that you likely found
your passion. In a world of undecided people who don’t know what they want that makes you stand
out.
And of course, standing above the mediocre masses is often an attractive quality by itself.
Plus, of course, you’re very likely to become rich, successful and powerful.
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The Relativity of Currency
Currencies are very relative.
Nobody would exchange a million in cash for a hunting rifle these days. But if society were to
collapse and we’d get thrown back to the stone age, then a million in cash is useless scrap paper and a
hunting rifle becomes priceless.
Social currency is the same.
Any type of skill is a currency and how people will value is highly dependent on the situation, the
person and the specific need in the specific time.
So for example, if you’re buying a house and someone introduces you to a realtor who can share tips
and knowledge, that realtor is hot currency. But after you bought a house and don’t have a cent left?
That realtor better have something else going on for him.
Subjectivity also plays a role.
There are some standards of beauty and style, but there is also a level of subjectivity.

Currency Values: a Situational Analysis
There’s also a situational element in the value we possess.
A professor can be an idiot most people don’t wanna speak with, but when he steps in his classroom
many students crave his approval.
Or you can be an idiot, but if you bring a date to a club where you skip the line, get served quicker
and everyone says hi to you, you look like you have loads of social value and being with you in that
environment.

High Value People: Who are They & What They Want
High value people have, of course, have lots of value to give.
But guess what?
High value people prefer giving value other high value people.
Why?
Because they can get back more, of course!
The social exchange theory says that people who have a lot to give also demand a lot back.
And if you’re a high-value person, it doesn’t make sense for you to enter into an exchange with
someone who doesn’t have anything to give back.
The rule of social exchange is the reason why people tend to pair up with mates who are similar in
socio-economical background, education and even level of beauty.
Also high value people often experience lower value people trying to piggyback on their success,
their status or their beauty.
It gets tiresome and people with a lot to give tend to be wary and heavily guarded against people who
seem to be just out to take.
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The Burden of High Value: The Psychology
Imagine this situation:
Sara is the head recruiter of a major corporation.
She’s smart, cute and takes care of herself.
She has lots of value, particularly among those looking for employment -or a mate-.
Sara has lots of people pleading for help and then sending poor CVs that only wasted her
time
And of course, some of them are the usual “friends” and friends of friends who ask for a job
and put her in the difficult situation of having to refuse them.
Some colleagues are also out swinging for her sexual value: it’s almost routine that at the
company’s parties someone gets drunk and sloppily makes a pass at her.
She tries to fight it, but she is irritated for being a target to many simply because of her
looks.
“God”, asks Sara, “couldn’t these people see her for who she really is”? <— here Sara is
complaining that people only see her external currencies, nobody being interested in her
deeper layer
She particularly feels a pang of resentment when she sees the eyes of people brightening up
when she mentions her job in recruitment.
She feels they only care about what she can do for them, without giving anything back <—
Sara is complaining about the lack of reciprocity in the social exchange here
That’s how many high value people often feel in the presence of the many value takers.
The value takers are trying to get something from them without giving anything back.
In game theory, these people are also called “free-riders”.
In real life, they are called “freeloaders”.
This is crucial to understand, because this is what many low-value individuals fail to understand:
high-value people don’t want to mingle with low-value people who don’t make an effort to
rebalance the relationship.
The second part is important: maybe you don’t have enough to give back, yet. That’s fine.
But then you should show that you are willing to make an effort. And with that effort, you are
basically communicating that you’re aware of the imbalance and you are willing to make up for it.
Also read:
High-value women
High-value men

Value Takers: Who Are They?
It’s been my experience that the most consistent ones to fall afoul of the rules of social exchange
share the following traits:
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Social Climbers: they see people only for what they can do for them -the ones brightening up
when Sara mentions her jobNervous & Insecure: states are contagious, nervous people make us feel nervous and we don’t
appreciate that
Egocentric: we all are the center of our own worlds and resent the “me, me, me” people who
claim that spot all for themselves
Braggarts: we like people who make us feel important, not those out to prove they are
important
Chatterboxes: we like to be heard, we don’t like to listen to nonstop blabber
Teachers: people who “teach” without first making sure we want to learn. It’s annoying
because the teacher position assumes superiority (and hence our inferiority), and that’s a role
that should be given, not taken.
Socially Oblivious: have no idea of how social dynamics work (one example below)
Socially low-value people don’t even realize they enter relationships by asking without giving.
I, as anyone with a business, has plenty of examples of freeloaders, people attempting to take your
time without giving anything back and not even realizing they’re being a nuisance.
Shy, loners and socially awkward.
This deserves a special mention. While we could argue that some of the above are personality flaws,
being overly shy or socially awkward is more about skills. Shy and socially awkward people can
otherwise be amazing human beings.
But the lack of social skills still makes them a social liability.
I have met many great human beings whom I would have loved to bring with me somewhere.
But then I would think: he/she is going to stand all by himself and will only talk to me.
The socially awkward and overly shy indeed are often overly dependent on you to have a good time
and make you feel like a babysitter.
It might sound harsh to say, but it doesn’t make it any less true: overly shy and socially awkward
people are a bigger social liability than any of the above category: not only they will make you look
bad for having uncool friends, but they will be a drag on your time and freedom.

Value Taking is Relative
Most people tend to cluster around the middle and the average.
Such as, most people are not particularly rich in social value to give and neither are they major social
value takers.
However, these people can still become value takers (or givers) when they go for people who are
much better than they are or when they spend time with those who have much less value.
So here is the funny thing:

Value Taking Can Help You Grow
You have probably heard the self-help gurus saying that if you are the best person in a room, you’re
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in the wrong room, right?
Or more self-help gurus advising to spend time with people who are better and know more than you,
right?
Basically: the self help gurus are advising people to be valued takers.
But here is the important caveat: to access people’s higher value and not be rejected as a social
leecher, you need to find a way to rebalance the social exchange by giving something back.
And that’s what the socially obvliious don’t understand.

Value Taking and First Impressions
The most important instances of value taking happens at the beginning of a relationship.
When a relationship is still fresh, there’s no past history, no favors done and taken and no goodwill.
Also, the balance is exactly at 0.
And the social exchange theory tells us that when people are getting to know each other they are
unconsciously weighing each other up in terms of possible utility.
Conversely, it’s often acceptable to ask and take when you have a solid relationship already in place
because you’ve most likely given already a lot and you will likely give more in the future, so there’s
more leeway.

Typical Expressions of Value Takers
Here are some examples of social exchange deal breakers:
“Lemme know when you’re having some cool party (so I can tag along)”
“Are you doing something tonight (so I can tag along)”
“Can I pick your brain over coffee sometimes (you give, I take)”
“Please, please, please… “
You will recognize that all these messages are requests that don’t give anything back.
Sometimes just a little fix could make them more balanced.
For example the guy who wants to pick your brain could invite you to lunch.
Lunch is a small token, of course, but more than the monetary value it shows that the inviter gets it
and shows respect and consideration for your time and knowledge.
Also read:
Low-value women
Low-value men

Takeaywas: Give to Take
The most important take away is this:
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The more you bring, the more you can take.
The three major corollaries to away from the social exchange theory are:
1. Focus on what you bring to the table: Make this your N.1 rule of social exchange
2. Ask yourself if the relationship is balanced: where the imbalances lie is where social power
lies
3. Assess takers and givers: Are the people around you taking or giving? Cut out the takers, give
more to the givers.
If you understood thus far, then you can move to “value and availability“, which explains another
fundamental concept of social skills and emotional intelligence.

Summary
The social exchange theory is an important theoretical framework with some of the most fundamental
ramifications to get good with people.
Learn it and live and you will become a better -and more powerful- human being.
Read more:
The market exchange of dating
Social Power: your one stop course on social power
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Social Exchange Theory: 5 Laws of Social Success
October 7, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Understanding the Social Exchange Theory is crucial to life success, power, as well as to general life
happiness and satisfaction.
In its simplest form, the social exchange rule is quite simple.
And yet, too many people fail at relationships -and at life- because they don’t get it.
This article is here to help you.
Contents
Social Exchange Theory: Definitions
Social Exchange Laws
Social Currencies: Shallow, or Deep?
Being VS Appearing: A False Dichotomy
The Exchance Sets the Value (Mostly)
The Relativity of Value
Marketability: Selling Your Value Well
High-Value People: Profiling
Value Takers: Profiling the Pariahs
First Impressions In Social Exchanges
Takeaways: Give to Take
Summary

Social Exchange Theory: Definitions
Let’s review the most relevant definitions of the social exchange theory:
The social exchange theory is:
A framework model that looks at social relationships as exchanges among individuals who
seek to maximize their selfish interests.
The social exchange theory starts from the (proven) premise that people seek relationships that add
value to their lives, advance their interests, and generally make them better off.
Value is:
In social exchanges, social value is an umbrella term for everything that makes or
potentially makes people better off (value-positive)
What people want and appreciate is value-positive, and what what they dislike and avoid is valuetaking.
High-value people are generally value-positive people who provide -or who could provide- what
others want.
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For the simple fact that they do -or can- give lots of value, high-value people are wanted and sought
after.
Value-taking people instead make others worse off, and for this simple reason, they are shunned and
avoided.
Being high value, or providing value, creates social capital (see next entry).
Social accounting is:
The amounts and balances (positive or negative) of actual or potential value-giving
transactions (creating social credit) and value-taking transactions (creating social debt) that
people keep track of
Social accounting is based on the premse that people naturally keep track of who is giving and who is
taking, including who could give and who could take.
There is evidence that almost everyone naturally keeps tab of social acccounting in their minds (Buss,
2019).
The computation of social transactions strongly influences our behavior.
When we expect a value-negative transaction, we avoid people. When we expect a value-positive
transaction, we welcome people -or maybe even chase them-. And we are more likely to follow them,
and be influenced by them.
Social capital is:
Social capital is a measure of the social credit (or social debt, in case of negative social
capital) you have with other individuals.
Having lots of social capital means that people see you as someone who has provided them with lots
of value (or who can provide them with lots of value).
It means that people like you, want something from you, wants to be around you, or believe that you
are giving to them.
Having lots of social capital also means you have lots of goodwill, leverage, and influence over
someone. Social capital allows you to ask for something back, and people are far more likely to
give it to you.
You can gain social capital by giving value to others, or simply being a high-value person (“passive
social capital” based on the potential for giving).
Now let’s start.

Social Exchange Laws
The major laws for social success we can tease out from the social exchange theory are:
1. To get what you want, provide others what they want: asking without giving is the
equivalent of a social overdraft. Your request is likely to be denied for “insufficient social
funds” (“socially imbalanced requests”). If instead you give what others want, you are far more
likely to get it (“socially balanced requests”)
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2. To achieve popularity, social influence, and social power, give value, or develop the ability
to give value: people with lots of value to give are walking moneybags. Everyone wants them.
And most people are willing to follow them and do as they ask since they know that the highvalue person can pay them back handsomely
3. To avoid rejections, isolation, and general life failures, avoid taking value from others,
and avoid framing yourself as a taker: since nobody wants to transact, befriend, or date
value-takers, value-takers struggle to develop and/or maintain relationships (that’s why some
psychopath value takers are constantly on the move: they must escape the negative social
account balances they constantly create)
4. To befriend, date, do business, or generally socially-transact with high-value folks as a
lower-status individual, find something to give, make up the difference, or provide future
paybacks: let’s be real now. Everyone wants to get in touch with higher value folks, and that’s
why you’re reading here.
It makes sense: high value people have the most to give. But they don’t want to transact with
everyone. High value folks also stand to potentially lose the most. That’s why they are always
guarded against others, and generally loath the value takers. To transact with with them, you
must avoid framing yourself as a big taker. You must show that you can also give something.
Also, you can show gratitude and loyalty, and that you are willing to pay them back somehow,
either today, or in the future (“promissory social notes”)
5. To develop lasting and happy relationships, keep a positive account for everyone: these are
the “win-win” relationships, the golden standard of social exchanges. Neutral relationships can
also somewhat last, but do not thrive. And win-lose relationships (value-taking for the other
party) end soon because rational individuals do not willingly stay in those relationships

Social Currencies: Shallow, or Deep?
Social currencies are the personal traits, skills, or possessions that people offer and seek.
There are countless currencies that people exchange in the social marketplace.
The most helpful and insightful way to understand the social exchange theory is to divide the
currencies in terms of “visibility”, which we’ll call “layers”.

External Layers:
External layers are the qualities that first notice about you without even having to talk to you.
They include:
Beauty
Style
Physical fitness
Body language / Nonverbal cues
Posture
Grooming
Walk
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Deeper Layer
To access the deeper layer people need to get to know you.
They include:
Humor
Knowledge
Connections
Personality
Life achievements
Mastery (of something)
Future potential (to acquire any of the above)

Being VS Appearing: A False Dichotomy
Now it makes sense, doesn’t it?
When people discuss “being” VS “appearing” they are discussing the visibility of the social
currencies.
“Appearing” refers to the external layers, while “being” refers to the deeper layers.
And, as it’s often the case, people usually scoff at “appearing” and say that they value “being” far
more.
But… Is it true?

Which social currency do you need?
Now the question is:
Which one is more important, superficial layers -appearing- or deeper layers -being-?
In some social situations, external layers win the day.
For example, short-term dating, especially for women, can sometimes begin and end at the superficial
layer.
Locations such as noisy clubs also heighten the importance of external layers as it becomes harder to
access the deeper layers.
And of course, what matters more also depends on people’s personal dispositions.

External Layers are Pass-Through for Deeper Ones
Here’s an important real-life application for you:
Most people will not be interested in accessing your deeper qualities if you don’t reach at least a
minimum threshold of external qualities.
External qualities are then what will get your foot in the door.
Have great external qualities and more and more people will be interested in your deeper ones.
Example: how willing are you to talk with a smelly homeless in tattered clothes?
That homeless man is the extreme example of someone with highly negative social external currency:
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just by being together, he takes social value from you.

Appearing IS Being (& Vice Versa)
The “appearing VS being” dichotomy makes little sense.
All layers always influence each other, and feed into each other.
For example:
Beautiful people are perceived as smarter (Kanazawa, 2004)
People in authority positions are perceived as taller (Bowden, 2013)
Great personalities who make us feel good are also perceived as more attractive (Tornquist,
2015)
For example, I have had several women tell me they loved my muscular body.
Some even made drawings of me.
Now the funny thing about that?
I don’t really have that much of a muscular body. Not even close to what they were referring to, at
least. Especially not like Hugh Jackman, whom a woman told me I was like.
But by then, my deeper qualities that they started appreciating more and more had started coloring
my external ones (that, plus the intimate bonding through oxytocin).
Of course, the opposite is also true.
Value-negative appearances will make you come across as a worst person, and value-negative
personality traits will make you come across as less physically attractive.

The Exchance Sets the Value (Mostly)
In economical terms:
The market determines the value, not the seller
And in social exchange terms:
The people you deal with determine your value offering, not you
Albeit largely true, that is not 100% true.
And if you carry yourself like you’re very valuable, that will influence your actual value.
However, if you overdo it, or if you come across as abrasive, then your attitude can negatively
influence your value.
You come across as stuck-up, overly-entitled, or “crazy” if you’re too out of touch with reality.

PRO Tip: never tell people “I know my value”
Why not?
Because it makes you come across like you’re an entitled status inflater.
This is what it actually says:
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I know my value, HENCE you must give me a lot back
But who says that?
Usually, it’s not people with a lot to give.
Instead, it’s the typical sentence that you hear from people who’ve been reading too much on positive
thinking. And they focused more on thinking positive, rather than on actually delivering more value.
Those words actually say that you focus you get, rather than what you give.
And high-value folks usually stay away from those.
If you know your value, great. Just don’t go around advertising with words, but to so with actions.

The Relativity of Value
Currencies are relative.
In economical terms, a $1.000 hunting rifle is not worth $1.000 cash in terms of value-exchange in
99% of the cases. That rifle has very low value outside of hunting circles and gun enthusiasts clubs.
But if society were to collapse, that hunting rifle would be invaluable.
Currencies in social exchange are similar.
Any type of skill or positive trait is a positive currency.
But how much people actually value them is highly dependent on the situation, the person, and the
specific need in the specific time.
There are countless of examples for this.
So for example, if you’re a realtor and you meet someone who is looking to buy a house your
wisdom and knowledge make you high value. But if that person is not interested in real estate
markets, you better have something else going on for you.
The sexual market value is also similar.
If a man is rich but a lady is just looking for a one night stand, his wealth matters little. Conversely, if
a woman is looking for long term relationships and is low sex drive, then his physical attractiveness
loses some value when a man communicates he is all about short-term sex.
This is why moving to sexual marketplaces that are more in line with your goals is a great sexual
market value hack to increase your returns.

Environmental Relativity
There’s also a situational element in the value we possess.
A professor can be an invisible man most people don’t particularly want to speak with, but when he
steps in his classroom, students crave his approval.
Or one can be a very average uy, but if he brings a date to a club where he skips the line, get served
quicker and everyone says hi to, he looks like he has loads of social power (a form of value), as well
as the qualities to be treated well by others (value through social proof).
Example from Goodfellas:
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Individual Relativity
Subjectivity also plays a role.
There are general standards of beauty and style, but there is also a level of subjectivity.
However, the relativity is not infinitely elastic.
Some social currencies tend to be appreciated by everyone and have a large appeal (“hardcurrencies”), while some others are more situation-specific, or more individual-specific (“soft
currencies”).

PRO Tip: Focus on currencies everyone wants…
So you’re better off working and focusing on those hard currencies who are appreciated by everyone
-say, wealth-, rather than getting great in a niche that nobody cares about -say, becoming the N.1
authority in ant-farming-.
There is an exception, though.

… Unless you can become world-class (The Halo Effect of Peak Performers)
If you spend all of your time developing values in areas nobody cares, you can still become attractive
even outside your area of expertise.
Why?
Because peak performers have power.
Take software developers, for example.
Boring to most anyone outside of developers.
But if you’re a wiz of coding, popular hacker or pioneering a new programming language, now that
changes the game.
Not only you show grit and determination to reach the peak and shape the world around you, but you
also acquire riches, status, and power. And those are all hard-currencies that everyone appreciates.
Also read:
The relativity of social status
Big fish in a small pond
Social Relativity: From Nobody to Superstar

Marketability: Selling Your Value Well
Let’s introduce the topic of “marketability”.
Let’s think in economic terms first:
1 Million USD: a million in United States Dollars cash give you great options to access goods.
And if people don’t take USD, you can easily convert it.
1 Million USD in Ukrainian Hryvnia: it gets complicated now. You need to either be in
Ukraine, or convert it -and few people want to take that-.
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1 million USD in Palladium: it’s even more impractical. You can’t trade it easily, and how are
you even going to convert it?
Please note that all currencies have the same nominal value, they all take the same effort to acquire,
but they heavily differ on how readily they are accepted.
Social currencies are similar.
You have to be able to market your social currencies in a way that people appreciate.

WIIFT: Increasing your value with a mindset shift
This is one of the most important mindsets shift in life.
The easiest way to increase the value of your skills and traits -and your value in general- is to stop
approaching others asking for stuff, but to instead approach social exchange with this mindset:
What can I, including my labor, skills, and traits do for others?
This is the “what’s in it for them” approach to social relationships.
When you think that way, you will automatically think in ways that market your currencies well.
You will think in a way where your skills and traits provide value to others, which in turn allows you
to get more back for yourself.
This leads us to another topic:

Pitching yourself: bragging VS adding value
How do you market your less visible currencies?
Well, you could talk themselves up, like many people do.
But that’s often weak.
Anyone can talk -and lie-. And, even if true, it’s bragging, and it looks like you are trying to gain
their approval, which empowers others, and disempowers you.
How do you do it, then?
Well, this is where advanced social skills come into play.
It’s all about:
Telling stories that hint at your deeper qualities
Baiting others to ask you questions (or bait them to compliment you)
Share your achievements not with a focus on the achievements, but on how you overcame
external problems and personal weaknesses
Indirectly show your refined tastes and good lifestyle by talking about what you like and dislike
And, finally, frame whatever can come across as bragging as advice or lesson learned, rather than
“how great you are”.
See a great example here:
Social media strategy: no to bragging, yes to giving value
Also read:
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Effective self-promotion at work
10 Techniques for Strategic Self-Promotion At Work

High-Value People: Profiling
Here is a high-level definition for high-level people
High-value people are individuals with an abundance of traits, skills, or possessions that
others enjoy, or want
Easy, right?
And the more high-value people you have around your life, the more you become high value.
But guess what?
High-value people prefer giving value to other high-value people.
Why?
Because they can get back more, of course!
The social exchange theory says that people who have a lot to give also demand a lot back.
And if you’re a high-value person, it doesn’t make sense for you to enter into an exchange with
someone who doesn’t have anything to give back.
The law of social exchange is the reason why people tend to pair up with mates who are similar in
socio-economical background, education, and general physical attractiveness.
Also, keep this in mind:
High-value people perceive people with little value to offer as a personal risk.
Low value people trying to hobnob with high-value people get branded as “potential leechers” of
value, people who ask and give nothing.
To get around these people, you have to make it abundantly clear that you are not there to take.
This is true for very successful, rich, high-status, or also very attractive people.

The Burden of High Value: An Example
Imagine this situation:
Sara is the head recruiter of a major corporation.
She’s smart, cute and takes care of herself.
She has lots of value, particularly among those looking for employment -or a mate-.
Sara has lots of people pleading for help and then sending poor CVs that only wasted her
time
And of course, some of them are the usual “friends” and friends of friends who ask for a job
and put her in the difficult situation of having to refuse them.
Some colleagues are also out swinging for her sexual value: it’s almost routine that at the
company’s parties someone gets drunk and sloppily makes a pass at her.
She tries to fight it, but she is irritated for being a target to many simply because of her
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looks.
“God”, asks Sara, “couldn’t these people see her for who she really is”? <— here Sara is
complaining that people only see her external currencies, nobody being interested in her
deeper layer
She particularly feels a pang of resentment when she sees the eyes of people brightening up
when she mentions her job in recruitment.
She feels they only care about what she can do for them, without giving anything back <—
Sara is complaining about the lack of reciprocity in the social exchange here
That’s how many high value people often feel in the presence of the many value takers.
The value takers are trying to get something from them without giving anything back.
In game theory, these people are also called “free-riders”. In normal life, they are called “free riders“,
or leechers.
Independently of the name though, high value people just naturally feel like they need to avoid the
value-takers.

Taking when you got nothing to give: give gratitude
This is what high value people dislike the most:
High value people dislike the most those who give nothing, ask for value, and act as if
it was due to them.
If you need something from someone, it’s OK.
But you should at least be willing to give something back like praise or gratitude.
Except for dating, this is also where a submissive approach can help, since you make the receiver feel
high in power, which can make them more well-disposed towards you.
Praise and gratitude, as opposed to an “entitled value taker” approach, does a few great things for
you:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It shows you understand social dynamics
It makes the receiver feel good
Gratitude works as a promissory note of future support: for the receiver, it’s like making an ally
It shows you are least willing to give something and rebalance the relationship

This is crucial to understand, because this is what keeps many low-value individuals stuck in lowvalue mode. They don’t understand that high-value people don’t want to mingle with low-value
people who don’t make an effort to rebalance the relationship.
Simply showing that you are willing to make an effort can help you go far with high value people.
Also read:
High-value women
High-value men
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Value Takers: Profiling the Pariahs
There are countless ways of being a value taker.
Some of them include:
Nasty Social Climbers: trying to climb status and power hierarchies is normal. But the valuetaking social climbers do so by pushing others down
Complainers: they are not value-taking with other complainers, but they are value-taking with
the go-getters of this world, who ruthlessly cut them out
Nervous & Insecure: states are contagious, nervous people make us feel nervous and social
interactions become unpleasurable
Party poopers / mood dampeners: they take value by making people sadder
Braggarts / status inflaters: we like people who make us feel important, not those out to prove
they are important
Socially Oblivious: have no idea of how social dynamics and power dynamics work (one
example below)
Being socially oblivious is particularly dangerous, since low-value and socially oblivious people
don’t even realize they enter relationships by asking without giving.
Low-value women
Low-value men

Typical Expressions of Value Takers
Here are some examples of social exchange deal breakers:
Value taker: “Lemme know when you’re having some cool party man
High-value person interpretation: yeah, sure, so you can bring your value-taking ass, right?
Value taker: “Matt told me you’re having a housewarming party tonight, is it still on?
High-value person interpretation: you got nothing to do, and want to tag along. But if I wanted you
here, I would have invited you myself
Value taker: “When are you free for a coffee? So I can pick your brain on that business I
want to start”
High-value person interpretation: if I hear “pick your brain” once again, I’m gonna lose it. Why
would I want to sit around for coffeee, expend effort to explain things, while you take as much as you
can without giving?
Value taker: “Please, please, please… “
High-value person interpretation: begging is all you’ve got to offer?
You will recognize that all these messages are requests that don’t give anything back.
Sometimes just a little fix could make them more balanced.
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For example the guy who wants to pick your brain could invite you to lunch.
Lunch is a small token, of course, but more than the monetary value it shows that the inviter gets it
and shows respect and consideration for your time and knowledge.
Also read:
WIIFT Failures: a thread with plenty of examples on value takers

First Impressions In Social Exchanges
The social exchange theory applies the most in fresh relationships.
Why?
Because there is no previous history, and people are on the lookout for potential gains or losses.
The balance is not at zero though.
Usually, there is someone who looks higher value, or who already has good status or reputation, if the
two are meeting within a social circle.
If it’s in a dating or seduction situation, the higher vale person is usually the one that looks more
attractive.
So the higher value person is usually asking himself “is this guy taking, or giving”?
And the lower value person’s job is to make sure that he shows himself as a giver. Or, at least, not as
a value-taker.
Conversely, it’s often acceptable to ask and take when you have a solid relationship already in place
because you’ve most likely given already a lot and you will likely give more in the future, so there’s
more leeway.

Takeaways: Give to Take
The most important take away is this:
The more you bring, the more you can ask for
“Ask for” is also important, since giving makes you entitled to ask. And sometimes you need to
clearly demand for your value back.
Here are important real-life applications from the social exchange theory are:
1. Focus on what you bring to the table: make this your N.1 rule of social exchange
2. Focus on what they bring to the table: as much as you want to bring value, you also want to
avoid value takers
3. Ask yourself if the relationship is balanced: seek to have balanced relationships, are they
stronger and happier. Imbalanced relationships also often hide emotional manipulation or
negative judge roles
4. Strategize for win-win: Are the people around you taking or giving? Cut out the takers, give
more to the givers.
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Read next:
Value and availability: this is another crucial article to understand how value impacts social
dynamics
Value & Availability: Two Foundations of Social Dynamics

Summary
The social exchange theory borrows the approach of game theory and microeconomics (rational
choice theory & Chicago school mostly) to analyze social dynamics.
The social exchange theory is an inherently limited model for human relationships since it does not
account well for crucial aspects such as emotions & feelings, soft power (and judge roles), power
dynamics, or social frames.
Yet, it does provide us with crucial insights to understand how social dynamics work, as well as how
we can be more effective with people, and more successful in life.
This is an excerpt from Power University, where you will find more examples & real-life strategies
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Why Social Climbing Is The Leader’s Biggest Mistake (Obama
Case Study)
October 10, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Why is social climbing so harmful for a leader?
This article will answer that question -plus what you should do instead of social climbing-.
Contents
What is Social Climbing?
Obama’s Social Climbings
1. Piling Up on the Weak: Bullying
2. Throw Social Weight Around
3. Delivering Hurtful Remarks (Masked as Jokes)
4. Physically Exclude, Ignore or Reject
5. Flaunt Superiority With Punishment Threats
6. Exploit Mistakes to Self Aggrandize
Why Leaders Must Avoid Social Climbing
Summary

What is Social Climbing?
Social climbing is the use of socially aggressive behavior to elevate one’s position, lower someone
else position or, most often, both -ie.: raising one’s position at someone else’s expenses.
Such socially aggressive behavior can take the form of derision, bullying, backstabbing, isolating,
physically isolating or verbal assault.
Also read:
Why you must quit social climbing

Obama’s Social Climbings
These are the most typical social power moves people engage when they social climb.
Many of which Obama used over and over:

1. Piling Up on the Weak: Bullying
Of all the Status Power Plays, this takes the crown as the most heinous.
It’s bad enough to status jockey with your peers, but picking on the weakest to score an easy win and
look cool and powerful is simply low, low, low.
Bullying can be either physical or verbal, and it’s more about social status than about bullies’
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insecurities as many psychologists say (CNN study).
To me, this kind of thinking is the sign of excuse making mindset.
Someone is mean or violent and someone who’s afraid of standing up for himself says “deep down
he’s really just a little scared and insecure maybe”.
Well, maybe he is.
Maybe not though.
But for sure it’s because he’s an ahole and for sure you’re a pussy if you let him behave like that
without even trying to do something about it.
The difference between bullying and all the other categories below is that here we’re witnessing a full
on and direct attack. The others instead tend to be more hidden.
Bullying confers the following social points to the misguided perpetrator(s):
1. Strengthen the group by creating an out-group
2. Increase the bully’s own self confidence
3. Raise the value of the group (by communicating people like the victim(s), are not good enough
to be in it)
4. Confers social power to the bully: he can harass with impunity

2. Throw Social Weight Around
Throwing social weight around is a common -and seemingly benign- Status Power Play.
You throw your social weight around when you use your position to pile social pressure on others.
This makes the person socially higher up feeling strong and powerful and it often embarrasses or
diminishes the one on the receiving end.
Throwing social weight around confers social status by highlighting the perpetrator’s position by
showing how giggly/embarrassed/shy/weak at the knee people are around can get.
Many of us have been guilty of it, and I know that I have. It feels particularly good when people are
not very used to their social power, so that wielding that invisible weapon for the first time feels
exciting and builds social confidence.
A typical example is when we make jokes about someone in a group and most people are laughing.
Except the person on the receiving end whom is instead uncomfortable.
And what do many people do?
Of course they keep making those jokes.
The group keeps laughing, increasing the social standing of the person who makes them laugh and
all, of course, at the expense of the butt end of the joke.
See what’s happening in the video?
The people start laughing at the poor girl, who’s so embarrassed and overwhelmed she has a typical
ostrich reaction: hiding her face.
Obama didn’t go in saying “I’m gonna embarrass her”, quite the opposite, he wanted to help.
But he ended up doing just the opposite when he caved in to the sirens promising cool social points.
So he pointed at her and cracked a joke for the amusement of the bystanders. In that moment, he was
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basically communicating “look at her how embarrassed she is for having fallen off stage in my
presence”.

3. Delivering Hurtful Remarks (Masked as Jokes)
Delivering hurtful remarks is one of the nastiest Social Power Plays because it is often less focused
on building one’s own social status than on tearing down others.
The idea is that, if you take social status away from others, but keep yours more or less intact, then
you still gain because someone else has less status now.
It can also be concocted in a way though that you look good by comparison, as in the case below.
Obama attacks the republicans, all of them, by saying they can’t handle “a bunch of CNBC
moderators”.
This is a heavy attack which makes him look good because in a way he is saying that he can handle
world leaders and he would easily chew those CNBC moderators like nobody’s business. He also
looks good by taking away status from Republicans, while democrat’s status stays intact.
In doing so, however, Obama is not only taking a jab at all Republican candidates, but at the same
time he is also lowering the status of all the CNBC moderators, making them look like weak and easy
to dispatch. Nasty.
It’s neatly masked as a joke though, so that people laugh at it.
Notice also Obama uses a Strawman technique here (which you can check it on this YouTube video).

4. Physically Exclude, Ignore or Reject
An easy and obvious way of raising one’s status is to ignore, reject or leave someone out in the cold.
When someone rejects you, ignores you or turn their back to you they are communicating you are not
valuable enough for them, not worth of their attention or not good enough to be in their group. A
rejection immediately places the rejecter above the rejected in the social hierarchy.
Sometimes women will do this by stop talking to you or turning around or raising their hand in front
of you, maybe even very theatrically if their goal is to let everyone know they are rejecting you (nasty
move).
Most of the time it’s physical, but sometimes it can be verbal too.
For example, once I was at a company party with a group of three, and one of the two higher ups
suddenly blurted out:
Well, it was good seeing you
And kept looking at me as if to imply I was supposed to move.
Note though in this case, it’s not the girl who’s being mean or anything, it’s the guy who is being a
social burden.
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5. Flaunt Superiority With Punishment Threats
The leader position sometimes carries with it the possibility of retaliating or using physical or
military force.
The basic concept is that he can do more damage to you than you could possibly do it to him. If he
ever wanted, that is. He might also be nice and just imply it ;).
The Social Status gain here comes from the display of sheer force: if you’re the one who can resort to
force and violence and win, then it’s difficult attacking your position.
Obama in the video below is veeeery subtle about it. Try to watch it before reading below and see if
you can spot it.
Did you try?
So here it is then: Obama has a big-ish ego and always feels the need to hit back and assert his status.
When the guy says “don’t touch my girlfriend” Barack is a bit lost and his first reaction
Obama: I wasn’t really planning to
This is a defensive statement.
But as he regains his bearings, he goes on the attack.
First, he says
Obama: Mike is such a fool
Which was unnecessary and mortifies the already anxious woman.
And he then adds
Obama: fortunately the president was nice about it
And that was the hidden threat (also see: covert power moves).
It was the implication that he, the president, could have NOT been nice about and unleashed some
consequences for the rascal who dared to joke around the president.

6. Exploit Mistakes to Self Aggrandize
This another nasty one.
It highlights the mistake someone has done to make him look poorer and, by comparison, making us
look better.
I have often seen this one in relationships, especially from men who feel the need to somehow
reassert their intellectual superiority on the relationships (read combative relationships).
Needless to say, these aren’t great relationships.
In this clip the guy asked Obama a very silly question, something like plans about nuclear war with
Russia.
So silly indeed it didn’t even deserve comments or wasting any time on.
But Obama pounces on the occasion, raising it to a worthy discussion point, if not only to make
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everyone laugh and gain some “smart ass social points”.
All at the expense of the heckler of course.
We could easily say that the guy had it coming for his nonsense quip, but the best course of action
was different.
When someone has a (brain) fart the highest value behavior is to help them save face and move on.
Exploiting mistakes is weak, and even weaker when they come from easy to attack people.
Typical social status climbing behavior.

Why Leaders Must Avoid Social Climbing
Social climbing shows insecurity.
A leader, by definition, is a high status individual who sits at the top of a social group.
And if you’re “officially” at the top, you shouldn’t need Status Power Plays in the first place.
If you’re at the top and social climbing, you communicate you do not FEEL like you’re at the
top.
And people around will feel like you are overcompensating.
That’s their insecurity.
They’re afraid someone might take their position. Their fear and insecurity, then leads to seeking the
constant validation that comes with re-asserting their superiority.
The team that these leaders “lead” or the relationships they form tend to be combative and ripe with
constant backstabbing and status jockeying.
Not good.
What do the high value leaders do, then? We’ll go over it more in detail eventually, but here’s an
overview.
Effective leaders:
Build people up (not tear them down)
Address major challenges, but ignore minor ones
Help people save face
Make people feel good about themselves

Summary
Social climbing is an attempt at increasing one’s social standing by attacking and taking away other
people’s value.
They are terrible for leaders because a leader, by his own position at the top, should not need to take
away other people’s social value.
An effective leader should instead focus on improving his group, which comes in good part from
building up the people in it.
As a final note, I used Obama as an example because he tends to be more subtle than many others.
And as they say, when you train in hard mode, you dominate the medium and easy mode.
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What To Do When Someone Makes You Wait
October 12, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
It can be damning when someone makes you wait, right?
Maybe they were honestly busy, or maybe they were playing a power game on you.
Sometimes it’s hard to say.
But there you are, waiting for them.
What you do when someone makes you wait determines what kind of relationship you are going
to have.
And it determines how much they are going to respect you (or not going to respect you)
If you handle it well you will send the message that you value your time, that you demand respect
and that this is the last time they will leave you waiting.
In this article, we will explain how to do just that.
WTF dude… Ive been here one hour!
Contents
The Power Dynamics of Making Someone Wait
How to Wait For Someone
#1. Prevention: Meet at Your Convenience
#2. Start Without Them
#3. Busy Yourself
#4. Even The Scores: Let Them Wait
#5. Demand Respect & Let Them Apologize
#6. Let Them Pay
#7. Cut Them Loose
Restoring Power The Right Way
Waiting For Someone: The Mindsets
You’re a Fair Man, You Demand Fair Relationships
No Vendetta: Only a Fair Relationship
Your Time is Valuable
Summary

The Power Dynamics of Making Someone Wait
Making you wait is a common social power move in both business and dating. It shows that the
person letting you wait:
1. Is the chooser, because if they don’t rush and you rushed and are happy to wait, it means you
probably need something from them. Indeed a salesperson does not make the prospect wait, but
the prospect can make the salesperson wait;
2. Is more powerful as it’s a slight sign of disrespect. You don’t let your boss wait usually;
3. Is higher value, by communicating that whatever else they were doing is more important than
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you. And it lowers your value by saying that your time is not as important as theirs.

How to Wait For Someone
Of course, you are not cool with any of those implications, so let’s see how you restore some power
balance.

#1. Prevention: Meet at Your Convenience
Prevention always goes a long way. Here are a few I routinely deploy:
Meet Close to Your Place
Whenever possible, choose meetings which are easy for you.
If you’re a man and we’re talking about dating, always choose a location near your place: it’s best for
both.
Confirm The Meeting
If it’s anything you have to leave the house for, always confirm place and time on the morning of the
schedule meeting. Confirmation will make it harder for them to let you wait without looking
disorganized.
Plan B
“Plan B” is anything allowing you not to waste your time if you have to wait. For example, I always
have noise canceling earphones with a new audiobook in my phone, so worst case scenario I imbibe
knowledge :).

Power Dynamics
The more you inconvenience yourself to meet someone, the more power you are giving them.
Now remember, there are exceptions: if you need something from them, then you should make it easy
for them and meet as close to them as possible.
If it’s a meeting with a friend, meeting middle way or alternating between easy for you and easy for
him is fair.

#2. Start Without Them
You Wait for Nobody
Once they fail to show up in a timely fashion, whenever possible start doing whatever you had
planned doing without waiting.
So if you are sitting at a diner table, order. If waiting outside the office for lunch, go by yourself. If
you are at a meeting, start the meeting without them.
Once people join the meeting later they will feel they have been marginalized and might try to grab
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attention back. They might say “sorry I was very busy”. Or they might try to interrupt your speech
with some made up stuff like “sorry I was busy, where can I sit”.
Don’t dignify their excuse or you are giving them power back.
Instead, say it’s OK, but say so very nonchalantly and then move on. If they ask you a question, don’t
reply verbally or reply the bare minimum.
For example, if they ask where they can sit, keep talking and point to an empty chair.
If they ask for a recap, don’t give a recap and say you will take it off line 1:1 after you’re done. If you
can’t avoid answering, add a little zinger in there. Something like:
“Yes, this is important for you to know so I’ll repeat. Everyone else has already heard it so
I’ll be brief”
You’re communicating here that because of them everyone is being inconvenienced and you’re not
afraid of highlighting it.
Notice: “this is important for you to know so I’ll repeat” is a great way to reduce your compliance to
them. Instead of just following the order you add that you repeat… Because it’s important for them to
know, not because they just told you. Don’t let the late ahole take away your power, but comply
because you want to instead.

Power Dynamics
Waiting dignifies the late party and acknowledges that they, indeed, are important and can keep you
waiting.
It’s also a bad operant conditioning strategy as now everyone will think it’s OK to come late.
And when you fail to educate people to respect your time, you can kiss goodbye to your chances of
ever starting on time -and generally being respected for that matter-.
Starting no matter what instead does the complete opposite. It puts the pressure on them for having
joined late and sends the message that you wait for nobody.
Powerful.
Kabhib did great when he pressed to start the conference on time.

#3. Busy Yourself
You ain’t got time to waste

If you can’t start, use that time.
Bring anything with you that allows you to turn any downtime into productive time -including
waiting for some ahole to play his games-.
If you have a laptop, use it. Or carry an ebook reader, or put an audiobook in your phone you can
listen to.
If all else fail, call someone you had to call or call someone you didn’t have to call just to say hi.
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Power Dynamics
You are communicating here that you are a man who places a high value on his time and is not to be
inconvenienced by their power plays. It will also soften the power of their move as you didn’t feel
any impact.

#4. Even The Scores: Let Them Wait
Tit For That: Fight Fire With Fire
This one comes straight from Allan Pease.
When your beloved Power Mover finally shows up, let him greet you first and be slightly colder than
usual in your greetings.
If you are behind a laptop screen or if you were reading an ebook, don’t raise your head until they say
something. Let them speak first, and then slowly raise your head and slowly pack.
If you were talking to someone, finish the sentence or keep talking for a little bit before you turn
around to say hi: you will communicate that the party who respected your time and presence gets
more respect than the party who let you wait.
If you were on the phone, keep talking for a little bit longer before you hang up and possibly shake
the Power Mover hand while you’re still on the phone -a devilishly sneaky move to lower his status-.
Look at the clip below.
Notice Ashton Kutcher doesn’t say anything when his date arrives late and is rather cold and
standoffish (turns his head the other way, looks ahead in the space).
He puts social pressure on her to speak first, lean towards him and apologize, which helps restore
some power balance.
Note:
She’s very shrewd though, and hell bent on keeping the power on her side. She leads towards the
table first and thus forcing him to follow. But that’s another topic

Power Dynamics
If you greet him first as soon as he arrives, you look like a dog waiting for the owner.
Letting them come to you and greet you first instead is a very easy way of restoring some power
balance.
And of course, make them apologize:

#5. Demand Respect & Let Them Apologize
…And Don’t Rush Saying “It’s OK”
If they enter the room or join you pretending nothing happened, they are disrespecting you.
That’s when you want to straighten things out openly or prod them into an apology.
If you are on the same level or if you are above in the company or social hierarchy, be open and
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direct.
Tell them it was not OK to let you wait and please not do so anymore without any warning. An
apology is almost guaranteed at this point and you can resume being friendly after that.
With fresher acquaintances or with a job interviewer or boss, you want to be more indirect.
For example, you could look at your watch when they enter the room.
A further step below that, here are a couple of nice ways to nudge them towards an apology while at
the same time showing some warmth:
“Hi, pleasure meeting you, I was thinking something happened”
“Hi, good to see you, I was getting worried everything was OK”

Power Dynamics
People who are inconveniencing you should be volunteering apologies for the delay. If they don’t,
it’s only fair you nudge them towards it.

#6. Let Them Pay
How to Restore Power Balance
If we are talking about a major delay and you’re meeting for a coffee or lunch a person looking for a
fair relationship might offer to pay.
At that point, you can go ahead and refuse because what matters most is the gesture.
The gesture, in this case, shows sincere apology and concern, which by itself restores the balance of
power.
If you were the one running late you can actually end up strengthening the relationship when you
volunteer to make it up for them because it’s an opportunity to show that you care.
But “letting them pay” doesn’t have to financial.
If the power mover doesn’t apologize sufficiently, you could for example leave earlier than planned
saying you unluckily have something important to attend and it’s unfortunate you two only had so
little time to share.
He came late, you leave early, 1-1.

#7. Cut Them Loose
Are they doing it over and over?
If you’re dealing with people who repeatedly disrespect your time or who don’t do anything to
excuse their behavior, then it’s time to consider appropriate alternatives.
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It might b

e time to cut them loose.

Here are a few considerations to assess if that’s appropriate.
Excluding people who simply don’t get it, there are two possible scenarios:
1. They don’t value you
2. They are actively trying to undermine you
If they don’t value you, you can keep interacting with them in case you are the only party who’s
getting value from the interaction.
For example, if the other party is your mentor, and he’s always late, you can willingly decide to take
that disrespectful attitude in exchange for his help.
If it’s an otherwise balanced relationship and they still often let you wait, start demanding investment
back to be on an equal footing and if they refuse to stop meeting them on their terms.

Restoring Power The Right Way
Human relationships can be seen as exchanges.
Is it you who needs something from them?
In this case, don’t go overboard with the above tips.
Was it them who wanted something from you?
Then follow each and every step from above and quickly end the relationship if they don’t take major
steps to restore the balance.
And of course, if we’re talking about close relationships, always cut more slack because it’s more
unlikely we’re talking about Power Moves there.

Waiting For Someone: The
Mindsets
As usual, the mindsets are the most important part.
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You’re a Fair Man, You Demand Fair Relationships
You are looking for a fair and balanced relationship.
Even if you’re at a job interview and theoretically you want the position more than they need another
candidate, there’s no excuse for playing power games.
Letting you wait on purpose is indeed a sign they are not looking for a fair relationship.
But that doesn’t change who you are and what you’re after, and that’s why:

No Vendetta: Only a Fair Relationship
You’re not looking for vendetta and you don’t sulk like a wronged kid.
You deploy any method you can to restore the power balance because you always stand up to power
plays and demand win-win relationships.
But once you restore the balance, you stop pushing.
As a matter of fact, once you achieve balance, you turn 360 degrees and make them feel good they
helped you balance the relationship. That’s positive operant conditioning right there.
When you do that, people will feel you’re a man of high value and will feel like idiots they tried to
play you now that you’re so welcoming.

Your Time is Valuable
Finally, you view your time as valuable.
You don’t necessarily want to be mean, but you’re not going to sit at a restaurant table fidgeting
around.

Summary
Making you wait is one of the oldest Power Moves around.
It lowers your value and raise the value of the person making you wait.
Your goal then is to neutralize these effects.
The above techniques are all designed to re-set the power balance and restart afresh towards a winwin relationship.
If they don’t do it, you have to shoulder the whole burden of channeling the relationship in that
direction.
Don’t complain, but smile. That’s the high-value man burden :).
And here’s a real-life example of deliberately letting someone wait in high-level politics:
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What To Do When A Girl Rejects You: Definitive Guide
October 16, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What to do when a girl rejects you?
How do you change her mind?
How to turn those NOes into YESes?
By the end of this article you will know how.
Contents
What to Do When She Rejects You
#1. Prevent The Rejection
#2. Pretend “NO” Never Happened
#3. Take a Step Back
#4. Agree and Redirect
#5. Change Tack
#6. Insist: Get YES With Persistence
#7. Make Your Money Anyway
When a Girl Rejects You: The theory
When She Rejects You
Assess The Intent Behind Her NO
How You Ask
How Coolly You Take The NO
Do You Persist Well?
Common Mistakes When a Girl Rejects You
Arguing Over Nothing
Entrenching Her Positions
No Ladder

What to Do When She Rejects You
This will be a slightly longer post because it addresses the topic of rejection and changing people’s
mind on a deeper level.
The first part deals with the techniques on what to do when a girl rejects you, the second part the
theory of rejection -what makes rejection harder to change and what makes them easier to turn
around-.
Let’s start:

#1. Prevent The Rejection
The easiest way to turn a NO into a YES is to.. Never get a no in the first place.
Here’s how you do it:
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Work Your Way Up In Smaller Steps
Imagine these two scenarios:
1. You meet a girl at the bar, chat for 10 minutes and then invite her home
2. You meet a girl at the bar and ask her about her life. And then:
1. Tell her to see her bracelet;
2. Tell her to come sit with you somewhere;
3. Tell her to watch your stuff while you take a leak;
4. Tell her to go get some air
5. Finally, tell her you should go chill a bit back at yours
The second could take the exact same time, but it’s immensely more likely to end up back at your
pace.
Why?
It’s because it followed a more linear progression where you took the lead role in incremental steps.
She granted you that position and got used to answering yes and to invest more and more.
So the tip is: start early with your questions and work your way up.

Lead Her Towards “Yes”
Some questions make it easier for the girl to say “no” than to say “yes”.
And those are the questions that most men ask.
You want instead to make it easier for her to say yes by making the first move yourself.
Example: Asking Girls Home The Correct Way
I like to ask girls if they want to come over while we’re still walking, not when we’ve stopped.
And sometimes I will ask them after we’ve already passed their metro station.
There’s little pressure on them, we’re already moving and the dynamic expects a yes, which makes it
very easy for them to just say “OK”.
Here’s another simple example.
Instead of saying “do you want to dance with me?” and then wait, tell her “shall we have a dance”
and stick your hand out.
Much easier for her to follow your lead because you don’t place the burden of decision making on
her:
Him: this music, this place… Will you dance with me (and sticks his hand out)

#2. Pretend “NO” Never Happened
If a tree falls in the forest and nobody hears it, did it make a noise?
It’s a moot point.
And similarly, pretending the NO never happened takes away its power.
Paulson and Roloff indeed found out that dealing with the rejection without mentioning the rejection
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at all, resulted in higher compliance rates (Paulson & Roloff, 1997).
No, it’s not crazy or rape-y if you use it well.
Anyone with even slightly above average social skills would gain tremendously by ignoring a lot of
NOes, complaints and snarky comments thrown their way.
See, the problem of reacting to a NO is that it makes the “no” much more real. It gives power to
that “no” and it gives power to her”
She becomes the leader.
And women don’t like sleeping with powerless men who are not leaders.
Here is a good video example:
She is refusing to go along with his observation -the equivalent of a “NO”- and even implies his
insight sounds hollow and worthless.
Most people here would justify themselves -terrible-, tell them to give him some time to finish -bador, worst of all, complain that was rude or aggressive.
And how does Mr Big react instead? He doesn’t even acknowledge it, thus it’s not real. He then
makes up with an actual good observation and… Job done.
Mr Big communicates he’s far too superior to lower himself to trading barbs.

#3. Take a Step Back
A favorite of mine.
This one requires you to see the “no” brooding on the horizon and to change route before it
materializes.
For example:
(…)
You: “hey, I’d like to get a coffee with you one of these days when we have a bit more time”
Her: “Hmm.. I’m quite busy these days”
It’s a polite “no”, but it’s not a “no” yet.
Instead of pushing or accepting the “no”, interact a bit longer, show how cool you are and charge
back later
You: “yeah, I can feel you, I barely got time to eat these days. What are you busy with”
Her: “I’m working on this building model for uni and I have to finish it next week”
You: “Oh cool, what kind of model are you working on”
…..
….
You: “Hey look, we’re both busy, but we can exchange contact and schedule for when we
have a free evening”
I cannot count how many “nos” I have turned around like this.
As you exchange contact try to pin a date anyway.
And if she’s not able to tell you one, tell her you can meet at some specific place and you’ll decide
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the date later on (very dominant).

#4. Agree and Redirect
In some situations, you can agree with her, go along with it and then change direction to something
more fruitful.
For example:
Her: “OK, I need to go see my friends now”
You: “You’re right, this place is too smoky, let’s go outside”
(Start walking with her)
Try to spot when Ashton Kutcher uses the same technique:
Notice she says “I’m leaving”, and he jumps on the occasion to take a huge plunge in the seduction:
going straight home.
Instead of arguing on a possibly losing battle -to stay longer-, agree -leaving- and redirect -leaving
together-.
A similar technique is to agree and pretend it was your idea so that maybe you can have another
chance at a different time. But this is more defensive and we’ll go over it on another article.

#5. Change Tack
This is the bazooka you will use once you’re already knee deep in bad precedents, especially if it’s
over setting up a date or exchanging contacts.
The problem with getting a NO is that it sets a precedent.
And the more “NO” you get, the harder it is to buck the trend.
What you do then is to go for something big that takes her out of her rejection autopilot and turns the
situation on its head.
For example:
….
Her: “I don’t drink coffee”
You: “Well, Katy, I suppose you understand it’s not about the drink we will pick but about
knowing each other, right?”
Her: “Yes, but I live far”
You: “That’s not a real issue, you’re here now, you can come back exactly the same way”
Her: “Yes, but I’m very busy”
You: “Alright Katy, you’re making it unnecessarily difficult. Then let’s not waste any time.
You come straight to my place, we’ll drink a wine together, eat something good and you will
get the most amazing sex experience you have ever had
(slight smile, pause for effect)
This technique scrambles everything and gives you the chance of taking the leadership back. Also, it
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goes from asker -the guy who wants a date- to giver -giving her amazing sex-/

#6. Insist: Get YES With Persistence
Few things are as sexy as wading through resistances, changing a woman’s mind and then giving her
a great time.
The risk of insisting is not just the obvious one of losing the battle, but also that you can come across
as combative.
You (almost) never want a combative dynamic in seduction.
And that’s why you should only insist on make or break situations, like inviting home or escalating
towards sex for the first time.
I’m not too into fun and energetic vibe, but in this case, it’s good to keep it playful and fun.
Avoiding the overly serious is important so that you don’t look too concerned or boring.
And most of hell it staves off any chance she could think you’re annoyed, irritated or angry: women
are naturally afraid of men who lose their temper too easily when sex is at stake because it rings rape
danger bells.
Insisting is an art in itself and deserves its own article, but here’s a quick example:
Her: I really can’t come, I got to wake up early tomorrow for work
You: “Work? Didn’t you just say your boss is a weirdo?”
Her: “Yes, but I need to wake up early”
You: “Yeah, you need to wake up early for Mr asshole so he can make a pass at you (laugh,
then back to more serious) that’s not the kind of life you deserve Kristi. We are having a
great time right now, and if we part ways now, who knows if we’ll ever have another chance
again. Didn’t you say you like adventures, like when you went to Rome all by yourself?”
Her: “Yes, but it’s getting late”
You: “Exactly! And the more time we spend here, the more time we waste. We will go only
for 5 minutes and if being late is a problem I can drive you back. Now wouldn’t it be better
to drive back instead of taking the metro? Exactly!. Come on, let’s go (take her hand)

#7. Make Your Money Anyway
For obvious reasons, this is high-risk, high effort.
See here an example:
I don’t recommend going for the kiss after a rejection as that would be too much of a step.
However, you can still take her hand and say “come on, let’s go” and see if she resists.

When a Girl Rejects You: The
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theory
There are different types of rejections.
Some of there aren’t even rejections at all, but just “fronts’.
Understanding what’s behind that “no” requires emotional intelligence, and it truly is at the core of
what seduction is all about.
Working around that “no” to make her fall your lead requires assertiveness and, as well, emotional
and social intelligence.
The question of whether or not she accepts your compliance is the answer to the question of whether
or not she will accept you as her lover.
And when she says yes, she accepts your leadership and she is submitting to your will.
But when she refuses, she is rejecting your leadership.
This is key because sex, eventually, is the final submission.
Sex is a chain of yesses with a little NO as possible.
So when she accepts your leadership and submits to your will, you are going in the direction of sex.
And when she is refusing your leadership, she is going her own way, which almost never entails you
going along :).

When She Rejects You
With that in mind, let’s look into the variables that influence how meaning her rejection actually is.

No At The Beginning: Move On
A NO very early in the interaction is less damaging, and might even be a shit test.
The reason why it matters less is simple: are you more likely to say NO to a friend or to someone you
don’t know yet?
Most often, you are more likely to say no to someone you don’t know yet.
That’s why an early NO is less damaging: she’s more rejecting a stranger than she’s rejecting you.
And it’s possible that once you two vibe a bit more she’ll be more willing to invest and comply later
on.

No Later On: This Is Damaging
Getting a NO later on is instead more damaging because she has had more time to assess you and it’s
more likely she has made up her mind about you.

Assess The Intent Behind Her NO
“Noes” come in many flavors, and your answer will depend on which point of the interaction you’re
at.
During milestones of the interaction you gently but resolutely push forward on Unsure Noes and
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Masked Yeses because these give you the biggest chance of turning them into full Yeses.
If you don’t attack them, you risk they will solidify into Firm Noes, and you can’t risk that during key
milestones such as inviting home or undressing.

Firm NO
Firm NOes are convinced, full refusal:

Unsure NOes (Maybe)
These can range from more leaning towards full Noes or simply token resistances.
You can ignore them during conversation but attack them during key compliance milestones (moving
with you; coming home; undressing).
Some examples:
“I’m not sure”
“I don’t think we should be doing this… ”
“I would like to, but my last train is about to come.. ”
“I can’t, I can’t control myself.. “

Insist on Masked YESes
Sometimes a full YES can hide behind a question or a request for compliance.
A very typical YES masked in the form of a question is “is it far” at the question “wanna come over”.
Note:
it sounds very cool when James Bond answers very dryly and keeps the social pressure on her by not
saying a word.
It’s a common sales technique, but in my experience works less well in seduction because women
tend to be risk avoidant.
Read here the full analysis.

How You Ask
How you ask also impacts how her possible rejection will harm the seduction.
And if it will harm it at all.
Let’s see:

Big Deal Questions
The more you make a big of a deal out of the question, the more the NO will accrue power.
It’s because when you make a big deal out of it you are communicating it means a lot for you and if
she refuses, she refuses something majorly important.
Basically:
If you make a big deal out of it and she rejects it, then the rejection is a big deal.
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Coming back from Big Deal NOes, then, will be much harder.
A few ways to make a big deal out of a question:
Stop when you ask
Look at her deeply
Show nervousness
Ask in front of people
Look at her expectantly
What you say also matters.
The more you stick your neck out by highlighting it’s a question, the bigger the pressure on both of
you.
Obvious questions tend to raise the stakes higher than statements or half-questions, and increase the
consequences of a NO.
Note:
you do “half questions” by using “wanna”, “shall we”, “will you” etc. And by not raising your voice
as much at the end of the question.
A few ways of making questions a big deal:
“Do you want to come home with me”
“Do you want to come on a date with me”
“Do you want to marry me”

Nonchalant Ask
And the opposite is also true:
The more you make your question a trivial question, the more meaningless a “no” will be.
For example, I often ask girls to come over at my place when we’re walking back towards the metro.
It looks like I’m shipping them home early and that I’m totally cool with it.
And then while we’re still walking or as soon as I stop as if to say goodbye, I add nonchalantly: “hey,
wanna come over for a drink?”

How Coolly You Take The NO
Women are very careful of how men take rejections.
A man who gets angry upon rejections is a dangerous man (and not dangerous in a positive way).
If you get offended, or pout or go off the handle, then you are just making that NO a huge deal.
And of course, you are also showing you’re a man of low value, not in control of your emotions and,
probably, with few options in your life.
On the other hand, if you are super cool and chill with her reply, you communicate it was no big deal
for you.
And the NO will have little meaning and little effects on the balance of power between you two.
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Do You Persist Well?
Persistence is a funny thing.
The basic rule is simple: the more you keep pushing, the bigger of a deal you make it.
So if you still get refused after insisting for a while you’re done and dusted.
But if you get a yes, now you score major, major points: girls love a man who can barge his way
through her resistance.

But You Must Rebuild Goodwill!
But you must make sure you make her feel good about giving in.
What you’re doing here is to avoid looking like you’ve just won a war and you’re now the mean
conqueror.
You want to make her feel good instead that she finally gave in and that she made the right choice.
So be warmer, gentler and funnier.
This is especially true when sex happens after a long push: it’s paramount you make her understand
she made the right choice.
Some trumped up rape allegations might also be the consequence of girls feeling bad and used after
they finally gave in and the guy made her feel bad about it afterward.
Since persistence is riskier, only persist when it’s worth it and when it’s a do or die situation.

Common Mistakes When a Girl Rejects You
After this article you can already understand many most common mistakes. But here are a few
examples of what not to do when a girl rejects you:

Arguing Over Nothing
Sometimes the rejection can be not about you, but about your ideas, opinion, lifestyle or whatever.
You don’t need to agree with her, but it’s paramount you don’t let the disagreement become an
argument and a reason why the two of your can’t be together -if only for a brief night-.
You will see it often from the less socially savvy guys when they escalate their differences into
heated arguments about who’s right or wrong.
I remember years ago going back home to a girl’s place.
As we drank and smoked weed, she started with her left wing tirades and I didn’t resist in raising a
few questions. A little argument ensued and I managed to go back without seeing any action.
God, I was a dumbass :).

Entrenching Her Positions
Sometimes rejections are just stock-sentences without any meaning.
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It’s a huge mistake trying to “convince” her she’s wrong because you force her to repeat over and
over that it’s not going anywhere between the two of you.
A typical example is the girl saying you’re just friends and the man saying it’s not true.
Talking about a losing battle :).
Ryan Gosling makes that mistake in “Crazy Stupid Love”:
The mistake is trying to corner her into admitting that she finds him attractive.
But it’s too early!
As she repeats NO both in her mind and verbally, that only serves to entrench her position.
The more we repeat something, the more real it becomes. And it triggers the Commitment and
Consistency principle, which will make it harder for her to behave later on like she actually likes him.
After saying no it would have been better to smile and add “sure not”, as if to imply she’s just lying
and then move on.

No Ladder
You probably heard about the YES ladder.
Well, the NO ladder works exactly the same way but in the opposite direction.
Some guys make this mistake of confusing persistence with “asking the same thing over and over”,
just changing a few words here and there.
The result is that they get rejected over and over.
As a matter of fact, two NOs in a row are already enough to sink you.
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How to Deal With Dominant Men: Case Study (Putin)
October 20, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Have you ever been wondering how to deal with a dominant man?
This post is just for you.
You will learn how you can interact with a dominant man without ceding one centimeter of social
power through a real-life case study.
If you are looking for generic signs of power, there is much on this website:
Alpha male body language
Signs of a dominant man
How dominant men speak
Alpha male posturing
Contents
The Putin Style of Dominance
#1. Reduce Friendly Signals
#2. Speak Less
#3. Touch Them (Or Avoid All Contact)
#4. Avoid Jokes
Dealing With Dominant Men: Summary

The Putin Style of Dominance
For this case study on handling dominant men, we will be using Vladimir Putin.
Putin is not the kind of “dominant man” who slaps you on the back.
He is the kind of dominant man who dominates by silent intimidation (in my archetypes of
dominance system I call this “cold-blooded” or “icy”).
This case study focuses on his interaction with Barack Obama.
Overall, Putin was markedly more dominant than Obama in pretty much all their recorded
interactions.
One of the reasons why Putin was more dominant is exactly why The Power Moves exists at all:
Obama, like most people, was too friendly in the face of dominant behavior.
Let’s see what we can learn from Putin-Obama interactions to deal with dominant men:

#1. Reduce Friendly Signals
You will notice in their very first meeting that Obama presents all the nonverbal signs of the person
who is raptly listening.
He clenches his hands, visible leans forward and repeatedly nods his head.
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Giving others your full and undivided attention builds their status. Which is great if they do the same,
but which only makes you look submissive if they don’t.
And Putin, indeed, often looks away -when he’s speaking –dominant men can look away– and
doesn’t show half the obsequious signs Obama shows.
Improvable Obama behavior:
Lean less
Nod less
Match their body turn (notice Obama turns visibly more)
Do NOT kiss up (Obama’s “I appreciate you taking the time to meet me”)
Match their gaze behavior (if they don’t look at you, don’t look at them)
Do NOT follow their gestures (Obama opening his jacket right after Putin)
Say “thank you” when you can’t avoid following (this way you frame them like they are
helping you out: imagine like you’d follow a waiter, yes they’re leading you to the table, but
they’re the ones serving you, outline by your “thank you”)

#2. Speak Less
With the quiet style of dominant men who speak little, you should also speak less.
Otherwise, it will look like you’re trying to win their sympathies with words.
A few crucial aspects of the social dynamics of this interaction:
Obama is Shunned
When someone uses your language, he is communicating that your culture is dominant because he
has learned your language (and you haven’t learned his).
Obama tries to speak to Putin in English, and Putin doesn’t reply. Obviously. A man like Putin who
wants to stake a claim on the world and bring back Russia to superpower status will never accept that
sign of cultural dominance.
It looks terrible for Obama because when you speak to someone and you don’t get a reply, you look
powerless and the other party looks either defiant -imagine a kid with a parent- or superior -because
he has the power to ignore you-.
Putin Leads Obama
Obama comes in and tries to tell Putin “where he would like to sit”. Putin barges in, and without
saying a word curtly shows Obama where he should sit.
Obama looks very much dominated here because first he tried to lead, and then he gets told what to
do, thus making it even more obvious who’s the man in charge.
Improvable Obama behavior:
Don’t Speak (in English)
Obama should have known Putin would never reply without a translator.
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And especially so in front of cameras.
He should have avoided addressing Putin before sitting and looking like he was talking to the wind.
As a matter of fact, more silence would have made him look more powerful.
Dominant people often use more nonverbal communication than verbal, so a great way of avoiding to
look like you’re being subservient is to speak less in general.
And this is especially true around people who have a quiet way of being dominant (like The
Godfather)
Don’t Tell Putin Where to Sit
Obama should have avoided telling Putin where to sit.
This is Putin’s place, there’s no way he will accept anyone telling him where to sit in his place.
Obama unleashed on himself Putin’s aggressive reaction.
If Obama really felt the need to say something, he could have spoke to his staff about how beautiful
that place was and bided his time until Putin invited him to sit somewhere, thus looking like he was
the guest treated to a nice local breakfast.

#3. Touch Them (Or Avoid All Contact)
In this clip Obama starts speaking even before he’s fully out of the car.
Dominant people usually take their time, and starting to speak too early can come across as if you’re
overly eager to fill the awkward silences that make us uncomfortable.
Also, he is very far from a nice erect posture, which looks like he’s trying to make himself smaller in
front of the most dominant person.
And finally, and most importantly, he begins a pat on the back but then stops.
It looks like he wanted to look more comfortable, but just couldn’t bring himself to touch Putin (a bit
intimidated?).
This is your rule: if you want to touch and start making the move, then touch.
Otherwise, simply avoid.
Improvable Obama behavior:
Take Time to Speak, Speak Less
People have a tendency to fill silences with words.
And we do especially so when we’re nervous.
Thus, powerful people can look even more powerful and imposing when they speak little. Putin is
one of them.
When you’re facing a man who speaks little like Putin then, you will look like you’re nervously
crumbling under social pressure when you speak too soon and too much.
Chatterboxes are not dominant.
Obama should have taken his time to start speaking, or maybe even waited for Putin to speak first.
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Touch or Don’t Touch: Just do it All the Way
Obama should have touched Putin no matter what when he started that move.
Not making contact made him look like he was intimidated.
And if he wasn’t comfortable touching, he should have kept a frostily-distant exterior demeanor
similar to Putin’s.
Don’t Grin
Showing your full teeth is a submissive sign (Pease, 2016).
Avoid big grins in the presence of alpha-behaving men or you will look like their subordinates.
Don’t Point Outside First
You will notice Obama points away from the two with his hand gesture.
Often people who are nervous or under pressure will talk about some random stuff in the
environment just to shift the focus away from themselves.

#4. Avoid Jokes
Here Obama cracks a joke with the idea of getting a laugh from the press and from Putin himself.
But Putin instead barely laughs and uses the joke to frame Obama as the one “trying to relax him”.
When you say that someone is trying to relax you, you are communicating that you are party with
power and the other one is trying to make you smile so that he can appease you.
Quite something if you consider there are little doubts as to which country is the real superpower
between US and Russia.
Jokes Are Friendly Overture
Jokes are another way of making a friendly overture, and they signal that you’re putting in lots of
effort to appease your speaking partner.
Tha can be great… As long as the other party accepts the overture and shows the same friendliness.
But the problem with controlling people, power-hungry men and people obsessed with power and
dominance, is that they often use jokes to frame you as the weaker and more submissive party.
For example, they will avoid laughing and make you look like you’ve spent all that effort to win them
over for nothing. Or they might outright say it was a bad joke -showing power over you- or outright
say you’re trying to win them over -verbally implying you’re the subordinate party kissing up to
them-.

Dealing With Dominant Men: Summary
If I had to summarize in one sentence what we can learn from the Putin-Obama interactions on how
to effectively deal with dominant men, it would be this:
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Avoid Friendly Signals
That’s the major reason why most people look dominated by the presence of dominant men: they
keep sending friendly signals, and the dominant men just take them without giving back.
With that “give without receiving” dynamic you build up their status while they take your status
away at any chance they get.
Dealing with dominant men instead is all about playing the game the same way they do and behaving
like their peers. It can be taxing having to stay guarded all the time, but that’s the only way to avoid
being slotted as the submissive party.
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How To Fix Combative Relationships: Case Study
October 29, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you stuck in a combative relationship?
Or you have a combative personality and want to change it?
You have found the right article.
By the end of this article, you will know exactly what combative relationships are, and how to fix
them.
Contents
What Are Combative Relationships?
Sign 1: Covert Aggression
How it Should Be
Sign 2: One-Upping
The Psychology of One-Upping
How it Should Be
How To Fix Combative Relationships
If The Combative Partner Is The Man:
If Your Partner Is Combative: Show Them The Alternative
Loving Relationships Mindset
Summary

What Are Combative Relationships?
I will define a combative relationship as:
A relationship where one or both partners are more intent on showing superiority than on
supporting each other
Combative relationships are defined by nasty games of “one upping” and put-downs.
A combative partner will often use verbal and nonverbal attacks as a way of demeaning their partner,
such as:
Making fun
Highlighting partner’s mistakes
Focus on “winning”
Refusing small favors “out of spite”
Diminishing partner’s accomplishments
Belittling partner’s ideas and contributions
…..
Let’s see a few mainstay of a combative relationship:
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Sign 1: Covert Aggression
Partners in combative relationships are in constant bickering.
Criticism is not always an open act of aggression like yelling and shoving though, and that’s why
some people fail to diagnose where the problem lies.
Sometimes the criticism is nasty jokes, backstabbing, indirect criticism, covert aggression and
sarcastic put-downs.
Here is an example to stress the difference.
Imagine in the couple she is having difficulties parking, these are the two different approaches:
Direct Aggression: Of course there’s enough space to park, you’re a terrible driver, switch
seats and lemme do it!
Indirect aggression:
Indirect: “Ahaha are you really asking me if there’s enough space? Ahaha a 30 ton truck
could park there…
The first one could be mean, but the person saying it doesn’t hide himself and is not making fun of
the other.
It deals with the issue straight on and focuses on fixing it.
The second one is sneakier because it undermines your partner in an indirect way by making fun of
her.
It’s also not solution oriented because it doesn’t solve the issue.
Indeed the unconscious aim of the aggressor is to leave the issue open and up for longer discussion or
escalation.
Look at a few real-life examples here:
They all seem like jokes.
But it’s aggression presented in the guise of joking.

Psychology of Covert Aggression
Why do partner resort to passive aggression?
It’s a mix of power and insecurity.
It’s because, by highlighting the partner’s shortcoming the aggressor asserts his superiority in
the relationship.
The aggressor comparative status increases and the aggressed diminishes.
Most people think it’s a question of low self-esteem, but that’s not correct.
It’s egotism with a high but fragile self-esteem which most often leads to aggression.
This is what social psychologist Roy Baumeister writes:
When researchers began to conduct careful prospective studies of family violence, however,
the evidence for low self-esteem disappeared.
The new buzzword among researchers on family violence is status inconsistency.
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(…)
The violent husband is the man who thinks his daily life is not confirming his exalted
opinion of himself.
Status inconsistency refers to the willingness -and belief- that one deserves the leader role in the
relationship.
And whenever he feels under threat by her independence, he needs to lash out to re-assert his power
and control.

The Hide and Seek Game of Covert Abusers
Since combative personalities are often insecure, accusing them usually goes nowhere.
The aggressor will hide behind the smoke screen of “it’s not true, it was just a joke”.
This is a typical passive aggressive technique.
Maybe they will even add a gaslighting zinger such as “don’t be so touchy”, just to push you on the
defensive.

One Aggressive Partner Is Enough
In many combative relationships, it’s not both partners who are aggressive.
It’s instead one partner who feels the need to assert his superiority while the other partners the other
party reacts in defense.
In a way, both are trapped in a combative relationship, but neither knows any better and so it keeps
going on and on for ever.

How it Should Be
A relationship with endemic aggression is a failed relationship.
No relationships, and least of all a romantic one, needs aggression and you should not settle for it.
Your relationship should be your sanctuary of understanding, warmth and support. When you don’t
get warmth and support from your partner you might as well (try to) string a one night stand after the
other.
Read more on how to turn criticism into constructive feedback:
Fixing criticism in relationships

Sign 2: One-Upping
Covert aggression is terrible, but one upping is even sneakier.

The Psychology of One-Upping
The partner one-upping the other is in need of feeling superior and protecting their ego.
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Albeit not exclusively, it is mostly a men’s issue, and it often goes hand in hand with a fixed mindset.
A partner with a fixed mindset believes that their qualities are set in stone, and their qualities define
who they are.
So any time a man sees a woman outperforming him -smarter, more confident, richer etc.-, they feel
inferior to her.
This is hard to swallow for many men and particularly so for fixed mindset men because they see
every single instance as another proof of who they are in general. So every single “loss” mean they
are “losers”.
So they are constantly struggling to prove themselves better than their partners in an endless,
incessant “who’s better” war.
Notice the very first skit here:
Elena brags a bit about her number of followers on Instagram.
Cardone is quick in highlighting how her followers are actually his followers.
He basically negates her notoriety and one-ups her to show he’s the real boss and the real star of the
two.
To address this issue at the core:
Develop a growth mindset

How it Should Be
One upping people means tearing them down.
But people in healthy relationships don’t tear each other down. People in healthy relationships
build each other up.
Confident men who care about their partners don’t negate their wifes’ successes, but compliment,
congratulate them and make them feel great about it.
See the difference:
Weak One-Upping Man:
Her: I have just hit 10k Instagram fans today!
Him: Oh, cool, and do you think that makes you a better person now? Who cares about
followers…
If she’s bragging about, it’s obviously important to her! If she’s bragging about it to you, she cares
about what you think.
The man here probably doesn’t have 10k fans and is afraid of being inferior because of it.
So he tries to tear down her whole metrics of success and, in the process, her whole judgment (very,
very demeaning).
Confident Man :
Her: I have just hit 10k Instagram fans today!
Him: Wow, congratulations baby! Give me a hug, we should have a toast to that! How do
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you feel about it..
The difference is light day and night, right?
Here the man is making her feel great for her accomplishment.
But he is also communicating something deeper: that he appreciates her and her successes and that he
can partake of that success because they are a team.
This second man is the kind of man she will want to be around and share her stories with.
And, very possibly, her whole life.

How To Fix Combative Relationships
First off, you need to understand you’re in a combative relationship.
And if you are the combative personality, you need to admit it to yourself.
If you are reading this article, you either looked for it and you know, or you know now.
So own it.

If The Combative Partner Is The Man:
In all frankness, a proverb springs to mind:
The smallest dogs are the ones who (need to) bark the loudest.
Men who are leaders of their relationship do NOT need to state it and do not need to prove it.
If you are the one aggressing then, you need to work on yourself first and foremost.
In the meanwhile, fake it till you make it:
1. Stop aggressing
2. Consciously replace aggression with warmth
Breaking the vicious circle is sometimes all that’s needed.
Everyone prefers a supportive relationship and once you experience the benefits you will not want to
look back.
You will still probably regress from time to time, but keep staying vigilant and little by little you will
completely stamp out the aggressive behavior.

If Your Partner Is Combative: Show Them The Alternative
If your partner is the aggressor, try this:
Make them feel loved and appreciated in spite of their shortcomings.
People long to be who they are. But they are scared that they are not enough, and that’s why the put
on all that big fight.
But deep down, we all naturally long for a place and a relationship where we can let our guard down
and be loved for who we are.
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Teach Them The Right Way
But of course, before you get there, you might need to do some teaching.
You will not just show warmth, indeed, but you will also “punish” first the bad behavior with some
tough love and operant conditioning.
To show how we will move away from the Instagram example and use the situation from the video
where she rudely refused to give him his pen:
Her (swats his hand away)
Him: (warmly, genuinely hurt) why are you doing that. I need a pen, I would happily lend
you my pen if you needed one
Her: Sorry that was a bit rude, maybe but why should you take my pen, get your own pen
Him: No, I just needed it for a second, but the pen is not the point, it goes deeper and I’ve
seen this dynamic a few times now and I feel we should address it.
The point is that we’re together now and if you needed a pen right now I’d be happy to help
you with a pen right now.
And if tomorrow you need help in some other way I can help you with, say a shoulder to cry
on like it happened last week, I’m happy to help you in that way.
Because I want to see you happy.
I see relationships as a way of helping each other.
So if one day, it’s me who needs your support, I’d also appreciate you to help me too. I
believe those are the best relationships, the ones where we are a team. You’re my co-pilot
and we are stronger as a team. Don’t you think that would be a better relationship?
Her: Yeah.. Sorry I just thought you wanted to steal my pen
Him: All good
The first time you do it, your partner will likely feel ashamed for their behavior.
And that’s great, because it means they understand and care.
Do it a few times and your relationship will quickly grow stronger and more collaborative than you
thought possible
Exceptions:
Of course, not everyone can be fixed.
Fringe cases are the real narcissistic, heavily egocentric, power-hungry, abusive, controlling and
jealous-paranoids.

Loving Relationships Mindset
These are the mindsets of benevolent relationship leaders:
You understand that the mindset of trying to win and showing yourself superior to your partner
is ultimately a weak one driven and motivated by internal deficiencies
You know that strong and confident leaders don’t push other people down and don’t feel the
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need to show their superiority.
You know that enlightened leaders do the exact opposite: they help the people around get
nearer their level, make them feel great and build them up.
Men in great relationships don’t dictate but instead make their woman part of their common decision
making.
Or even delegates to her in any realm where she’s better suited to lead or decide.
Ironically, the moment you stop “proving” yourself superior and focus instead on caring about your
partner is also the moment you become the leader of that relationship.

Summary
Combative relationships are often the consequence of weak egos and keep going out of vicious
circles’ momentum.
But the moment you interrupt it that vicious circle and replace it with something better, chances are
high it will change for the better.
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4 Communication Mistakes Men Do In Relationships (W/
Videos)
October 31, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Some men doom their relationship by repeating the same communication mistakes over and over.
These 4 communication mistakes are possibly the most common and most deadly.
This article wil pvodie you with examples and fixes.
Contents
Relationship Communication Mistakes
1. Interrupting
2. Not Paying Attention
3. Belittling Her Opinion
4. Ignoring Bids of Emotional Connections
Fixing Relationship Communication Mistakes
More Reading

Relationship Communication Mistakes
I had originally titled this section “communication mistakes men make in relationships”.
But I have changed the title since then because albeit men make more of these mistakes, the ladies
aren’t immune either.
There are many different communication mistakes men do in their relationships. Here we will focus a
bit more on the actual conversation, and as usual with plenty of examples.

1. Interrupting
Interrupting when there’s really no need to interrupt is bad for two reasons:
1. It’s disrespectful
2. It’s too dominant and highlights she’s the subordinate
Why both are terrible:

Respect Is The Bedrock of Healthy Relationships
Respect is the bedrock of any good relationship and one of the most fundamental elements. Without
respect, no relationship can even reach a “sufficient” status.

Over-Dominance Breaks Bond & Rapport
Great relationships are often balanced bonds between people who are similar and share affinities.
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The problem with domination is that it highlights instead a huge difference between the two.
I will share a story here of when it happened to me that I ended up dominating my partner too
strongly:
One night me and my ex girlfriend went out to meet an old friend of mine visiting town.
On the way back to my place, my girlfriend was as angry at me as I had ever seen her.
She was not directly lashing out though but expressing it in a very passive aggressive way,
without talking and refusing to help me carry some grocery.
Once I realized she wasn’t yet ready to talk, I didn’t try anymore, but just kept walking
ahead towards home. The big surprise came once we reached the crossroad.
Instead of going straight to my place I turned to the bus stop to send her back home.
You should have seen the look on her face.
I stopped and told her “I’d rather you stay, BUT you have to change your mood and TALK
to me. Normally and politely”.
In a downtrodden and feeble voice she said: “but I cannot change now so suddenly”.
I didn’t accept any compromise, though, if she wanted to stay, she had to pull it off. She
spoke to me, and she stayed.
I had imposed my will out of sheer power.
I had “won”, and she was now a browbeat, dominated woman. Broken, as she said herself
as we walked home.
That was one of my lowest moments, way too much and very unnecessary.
It highlighted she wanted to stay with me more than I wanted her to stay with me -at least for the
night-.
But it did so in a confrontational, unhelpful way.
Terrible.
Also read:
Controlling people
Combative relationships
Dominance creates a chasm.
The man should be the leader, but not the owner of a puppet on a string because, and here’s the key:
there are no subordinates in great relationships.
Great relationships are formed by a captain and a co-captain.
In extreme cases focusing on “winning” and controlling is the sign of an abusive relationship. Read
more:
Relationships with power-hungry partner
Types abusive partners
Signs of abusive relationship
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2. Not Paying Attention
If interrupting communicates “I don’t respect you”, not listening communicates “I don’t care”.
As Brene Brown points in Daring Greatly, stopping to care, or disengagement, is the first sign of
betrayal.
And it’s the first sign the relationship might be in its dying stages.
However, many men aren’t actually interested in ending the relationship, but are actually still very
into their partner.
But they don’t pay attention because they don’t know any better.
And that’s why it’s paramount you don’t fall prey of this pitfall, but show that you care by paying
attention.
Notice how he says “yeah yeah” without really paying attention as he looks down at his cards instead
of looking at her.
He then suddenly turns around and givers her his back. When she’s looking for a word, he repeats
what she said before with a fake ironic grin, communicating he’s not really interested in what she’s
saying.
Last nail on the coffin, he interrupts her and moves the conversation off without letting her finish her
point.

3. Belittling Her Opinion
Our opinions are a manifestation of who we are.
So when we belittle someone’s opinion, especially if it’s opinions they hold dearly, we are also
belittling them.
This is especially pernicious with your partner, where caring for her personality is the main
ingredient of a great relationship.
Basically, when you belittle her personality, you are communicating you are with her only
because she’s got a vagina.
It doesn’t just say bad things about her, but also says terrible things about you.
Namely, that you have low standards, that you are with her out of need –not of out of will- and that
you are probably not able to get any other pu**y if she dumps you.
Here’s a personal story of when it happened to me:
Years ago an ex girlfriend of mine was animatedly talking to me about a writer she was
studying whom had just become her favorite author.
I kept arguing back this author wasn’t so smart if he supported communism.
Eventually after some protracted arguing about the author and the (non) merits of
communism, she snapped saying I didn’t appreciate her and respect her.
Needless to say, I was an idiot back then.
If the same situation happened today I would be curious about her opinion, ask more about
the author and learn a new couple of things.
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Also, I would appreciate that she was drawn to communist-ideals out of a willingness to
help people. I would still fully disagree, but I would not belittle her opinions anymore.
And here’s the example:
Notice her body language: as soon as he spurns and belittles her opinion she crosses her arms moving
to a closed-off position.
She feels under assault, also because he later takes the super sneaky road of “recruiting” the rest of
the team against her when he says “boys, boys, is he done?”.
As if it weren’t enough, he calls the break without even giving her a chance of explaining.

4. Ignoring Bids of Emotional Connections
This is similar to “not paying attention”, but with much higher stakes because deeper feelings are
concerned.
When the conversation turns more emotional it’s because your partner is telling you something
important for her.
If you fail to listen and to connect, you are saying you don’t care about her emotions and you are
snubbing her moment of vulnerability.
That hurts.
She exercised all that emotional effort for nothing, and she feels like she is the only one “making a
real effort” while you stay cold and unaffected.
And when you ignore her emotional opening and connections, you are also communicating that you
two don’t really connect on an emotional level after all.
That is to say, you not a great couple after all.
But what are these bids for emotional connections?
If they’re not obvious enough for you, you can look at the topics. They often concern her, you or the
two of you. For example:
Her past
Difficult life experiences
Feelings (especially if feelings for you)
Embarrassing stories
Anything concerning the two of you
Often emotional physical cues are also present, which can be part of the discomfort, hiding or
“reaching out” clusters. Such as:
Looking down more than usual
Moving body away
Reaching out to touch you physically
Looking at you intensely
Tears
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Here’s an example of an emotional talk. Not all will be so obvious, but you get the point:
And here’s a real life example of failure to connect.
Don’t let the same happen to your partner:
She is sharing with him a major personal feeling.
She says they are so lucky for being on the same page. That’s very deep, she is telling him why she
feels the two of them are so great together. His behavior is just proving otherwise though.
He again uses his typical “yeah yeah”, then looks away while she strives to meet his eyes and he
makes light fun of her with his “are we gushing today”.
She puts a hand on his arm, trying to connect with him physically and hoping to get his full attention.
No such luck, he turns around and checks his computer.

Fixing Relationship Communication Mistakes
The mindset that will help you prevent the communication mistakes men do in relationships is the
same mindset that makes you a top man in a relationship.
That is, you only get into relationships you want, not the ones you need. And you only accept
relationships which fully stimulate you, both physically and intellectually.
That’s the first step.
The second step is that you care about the people around you, both in the sense of getting to know
them and in caring in the sense that you want to see them happy.
Both are traits that you can develop.
Once you have those two elements in place: being in a relationship because you want to, and caring,
you will automatically avoid these mistakes.
Similarly, if you don’t care about your partner, then be brave NOT to have a partner and allow her to
find someone who will actually care about her.

More Reading
If you want to actively work and improve your relationship, this website has a lot of resources, all
based on research and with plenty of examples.
Here are some of them:
Get to know your partner
Turn towards and build emotional connection
Accept influence
Learn conflict management skills
Avoid the 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse (criticism, defensiveness, contempt, stonewalling)
Best relationship ever, one stop shop
Or in one go, get the relationship manual:
Relationship manual
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4 Ways Men Touch Girls Wrong (& How to Fix It)
November 6, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The power of touching a woman is huge.
How you touch a woman makes the difference between happy relationships and sexy seducers who
“get” women and… All the rest.
By the end of this article, you will know the proper way of touching a woman.
Contents
How to Touch Women
#1. Quick Touches
#2. Backhanded Touches
#3. Nagging Touch
#4. Bro Touches
Why They’re Terrible Ways to Touch Girls
When To Use The Bro-Touch
The Power of Touching A Woman

How to Touch Women
Many men touch girls the wrong way: as if girls were their male pals.
It’s usually not the best way to make those women feel cherished and… Well, feeling like women.
And when you treat women like your guy friends, well, that’s also when you enter straight into the
friend zone.
There are four major categories of this so-called “male touch”, which we will also refer to as “brotouch”:

#1. Quick Touches
The Pointed Sisters said the following about their dream lovers:
I want a man with a slow hand
I want a lover with an easy touch
I want somebody who will spend some time
That song might be more than 30 years old, but a few things in human nature change very slowly.
And, pun intended, touching women slowly is one of those evergreen.
Hurrying and quick movements belong maybe to a magician’s slight of hands bag of tricks, but they
have no place in the world of sexy, sensual and romantic.
How to touch girls, then?
Slow.
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A nightmare of many women is out of control men who jump on them too quickly, move straight to
their vagina without any warm up, and then pound them rabbit style only to finish (here’s happening
to Carrie in Sex and the city).
If you noticed any thread in that nightmare is this: everything is too quick.
By moving slow before the actual sex, you communicate you’re one of those men who’s been around
and is in no rush.
One of those men The Point Sisters wanted, a man who can spend some time warming up and
reveling in the pleasure.
And it’s the same for social situations: quick movements communicates you’re nervous.
And in relationships, it communicates you prefer distance to empathic bonding.
For example, quickly patting on someone’s back communicates you want to break the hug and keep
some distance (Lowndes, 2003).
To be avoided both in relationships and in seduction.
Why?
Because the quicker one pats, the more uncomfortable and distant he feels and the more a-sexual he
wants to keep the interaction.
via GIPHY
Notice the difference between the two and what that communicates. He communicates he doesn’t
want to be there to console and support her.
That’s failing to read a bid for connection.

#2. Backhanded Touches
The palm of your hand is the inner part of our hands, and it communicates openness.
The palm of your hand brings the external world inside, it’s warm, communicates trust and welcomes
people in (Bowden, 2013).
Touching people with a full open palm is a sign of deep connections.
Guys avoid hugging other men with the palm of their hand firmly on their back because they are
afraid of looking too chummy, too close and… homosexual.
So they go for the back hand to show distance in a misguided effort to look “super heterosexual”.
The problem is that… They do the same with women, most of the times.
Then they read that they should be touching women and force themselves to go for it…. But they do
it with the back of their hands.
And with that, they communicate they are cold and distant.
Indeed, if you think of the nonverbal message of “whatever, I don’t care”, how do you do it?
With the palm of your hand or with the back of your hand?
Of course with back of your hand:
via GIPHY
And we use the back of our hand to push things away, or to say we don’t want to have anything to do
with certain people.
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via GIPHY
It should already be obvious by now why you don’t want to use the back of your hand with the
woman in your relationship or for the woman you’d want in your relationship.
Here is one example:

#3. Nagging Touch
Nagging touch is used in two occasions:
Friendly jokes
When you’re trying to get someone’s attention
In the friendly case, you look a bit childish.
Can be not too bad, but childish behavior is rarely sexy or romantic.
When you’re trying to get someone’s attention though it’s even worse.
It communicates that their opinion matters hugely, that it’s more important than yours and that you
are having troubles being heard.
None of those say great things about you.
If you really need to interrupt her instead, just hold your finger high, hold your hand on her body, or
start speaking (and then apologize and explain why it was so urgent for you to interrupt).

#4. Bro Touches
Bro greetings are all those ways of greeting someone that men use, mostly among themselves.
Some examples:
High fives
Fist bumps
10 moves handshakes
Clasping hand and touching shoulder
Try to remember someone using those.
And lemme guess, it was rarely women, right? Men mostly, and often young men.
And that’s exactly why you don’t want to use them with your woman.

Why They’re Terrible Ways to Touch Girls
You will notice that all these ways of touching girls are the same ways that guys would use with their
male friends.
But how would you feel if a girl escorted you out of the door with her hand on the small of your
back?
And if she took your hand like in the below picture?
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A bit weird, right?
It’s because she’d be treating you like you would treat a girl.
And it’s the same if you treat her like you would treat your best friend. When you touch women like
you touch your friends you communicate you don’t get women.
And when you overdo the bro touching you are:
Offending her
Because by treating her like a male friend you are negating her sexuality as a woman.
And you are nonverbally negating the possibility of you two getting together, which takes us to our
next point:
Communicating (awkward) friendship
If you wanted to be sexual with her, you are drastically reducing your chances when you use any of
the above mentioned bro-touches.
Touching women like men is the fast way ticket into the dreaded friend zone.
If you already are in a relationship, it’s great if you two can be lovers and friends at the same time,
but that doesn’t mean you should negate her female gender and sexuality.

When To Use The Bro-Touch
Who should you be using these bro-touches with, then?
Well, ideally, you would have a limited use of them with anyone, your guys friends included.
Mostly go for it in locker room situations and when you’re half naked or a bit too physically close for
comfort.
Quick motions, backhands and nagging touch I rarely see the need for.
If some men are your friends, don’t shy away from real hugs when you meet them and don’t be afraid
open palms touches.
Men who are comfortable with their sexuality aren’t usually too scared of looking gay.
It’s guys with lots of sexual hang-ups and closeted homosexuals who are often most afraid of looking
like one (in psychology it’s called “Reaction Formation“).
Look at the Godfather and notice: it’s all open palms.
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Even slight caressing.
And is he worried about and looking gay? No!
He is communicating that he cares, and that he takes care of the people around him, men included.

The Power of Touching A Woman
The biggest takeaway for you from this article is this:
1. Treat women as women, not like your guy pal
2. Slow down your touches
… And you will become a more attractive man.
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Tony Robbins VS Gary Vaynerchuk: The Alpha Gurus
November 13, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Gary Vaynerchuk and Tony Robbins are two of the most popular self-help gurus these days.
They are both very dominant and they are both used to lead and having people follow them.
Thus, their meeting was bound to be a highly entertaining alpha-battle for the dominance of the selfhelp space :).
Contents
Why Vaynerchuk And Tony Robbins
Gary Vaynerchuk VS Tony Robbins
1. Physical Dominance
2. Verbal Dominance: Gary
3. He Who Interrupts Dominates
Overall: Tony Most Dominant & Best Communicator

Why Vaynerchuk And Tony Robbins
There is no better way to learn how to be dominant than to look at two dominant men interact.
Vaynerchuck and Robbins are both alpha males in their fields.
Both are men who are used to control and dominate their interactions, so their meeting was bound to
be extremely interesting.
Also, even more interesting, the two have similar personalities.
Both Robbins and Vaynerchuk are super energetic, sky high in extraversion (see OCEAN personality
types) and major driver personalities (check personality types on Wikipedia).

Gary Vaynerchuk VS Tony Robbins
There are several layers of dominance. In this guide we will go through each one, one by one, and
analyze their interaction

1. Physical Dominance
Tony Robbins dominates the physical interaction at each and every level almost all throughout.

Physical Jostling
Robbins not only touches Gary first and right away, but grabs him and pulls him towards him, you
can see it here.
Of course he does it in a friendly, joking way: any other way would basically be a fight.
But joking or not pulling someone into you is a big display of extreme comfort, strong
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confidence and (physical) dominance.
You also don’t pull in people unless you feel at the very least at the same level with them.
But more often than not, people doing so usually feel both extreme confident and somewhat superior.
Sometimes they might want to make a point of being superior, but they would hardly do it if they
didn’t feel able to enforce their dominance.
Just imagine this: would Tony do that if he was meeting a country’s president, or even a strong moral
authority such as a priest?
Of course not.
And that’s why that communicates Tony Robbins feels superior.
Even more telling than the initial grab and pull for me was the moment Tony grabbed and kissed
Gary on the head.
Kissing someone says you care about them, but also that you take care about them.
Fathers kiss their children, caring teachers kiss (very young pupils). But among grown ups? Very
seldom.
Thus, kissing Gary on the head communicates something “you’re my kid brother” or:
You’re the kiddo, I’m the big daddy here.

Touch: a Master Persuader
Tony touches Gary more often while Gary mostly touches him as an answer to Tony’s touch.
Tony also touches Gary with open palms, which shows a caring touch and a strong, strong
confidence.
Most men are indeed afraid of touching other men with open palms afraid of invading into the sexual
realm or of looking themselves gay (read more here: touching other men). Check it out Tony using
open palms here.
I’d like to draw particular attention to the times Tony touches Gary when he makes a point. This is
master persuasion and something the most charismatic of men do (see below for more).

Gesticulation
It’s not that Gary is not good, he is good.
But Tony is best in class when it comes to hand gestures and accompanying his speech with hand
movements.
Also, Gary commits a few mistakes:
Gary Vaynerchuk:
Fidgets around with a pen or his own hands
Keeps his hands below the table
Sometimes crosses his arms
Fidgeting is a sign of discomfort and of low confidence (What Every Body is Saying), not showing
your palms makes it harder for the audience to trust and connect with you (Winning Body Language)
and crossing your arms of course is defensive (The Definitive Book of Body Language).
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Now I don’t actually think that Gary was nervous.
Gary Vaynerchuk personality types just happens to be hyperactive, and needs to do something at all
times.
However, our subconscious will not necessarily make any justification for fidgeting, so even
hyperactive men stand to gain from learning to stop fidgeting around.
Tony Robbins:
Never fidgets or crosses his arms
Gesticulates a lot and perfectly in sync with verbal production
Shows his hands a lot
Also while keeping your arms close to your body is defensive, using the space around you says that
you are confident enough to let your arms “invade” the outside territory.

Physical Dominance: Last Note
Tony has the advantage of being physically bigger, making easier for him to pull and move Gary.
Gary, however, never, ever looked intimidated or on his back foot.
He kept his behavior constant and never let up on his host’s powers. Gary looks like a man doing his
thing, no matter what happens around him and to him.
There was a specific time instead when Tony did feel the dominant hook thrown by Gary (you can
see it here)

2. Verbal Dominance: Gary
Gary was slightly more dominant when it came to verbal dominance. Of course the fact that he’s the
host is a huge factor.
But he also has a natural advantage because, as an hyperactive man, he’s always so eager to speak
that he often tramples the normally accepted social conventions.
For example, he has issues in waiting for his turn to speak and interjects constantly.
This inclination also brought him to master a few great techniques to take the speaking stage and
defend his speaking time.
However, this same inclination is also a limitation and a drawback for him (see below
“interruptions”).
Here are a few Verbal Power Moves he deployed:

Verbal Dominance Tip: Repetition
Gary is very aggressive in defending his right to weigh in.
It can be very helpful to know how to do it, because it’s a relatively common occurrence that when
you start speaking the other person doesn’t stop.
It can be because you started too early, but it can also be because the other person doesn’t respect you
or wants to display dominance over you.
If it’s the latter, it’s a good idea that you enforce your right to speak. Some people do it by simply
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speaking further, but that’s not ideal and the beginning of your message will get lost. A much more
effective technique instead is to repeat your first word over and over.
By doing so you are basically communicating:
“wait a minute, it’s my turn to speak and I got something important I want to say, lemme
say it please“.
Watch Gary execute it as he repeats first “this is what Buffet” and then “Buffet, Buffet”.
Notice that Tony soon realizes Gary is acting like he has something important to say and that he isn’t
giving up.
Notice indeed Tony quickly wraps up and lowers his voice.
He’s finishing his point while at the same time communicating to Gary he can go ahead and he will
listen.

Verbal Dominance Tip: Keep Speaking to Defend Right of Speech
When you’re speaking, some people might try to interject to make a quick point.
This often happens when people want to:
Correct a mistake you’ve done
Make a joke about what you’re saying
When people stop speaking and either correct themselves or take part in the joke, they are
communicating that what they were saying was not important.
And they are communicating that the interrupter is higher status than they are and he has something
more important to say.
So unless you’ve made a blunder which really needs correcting, it’s a good idea you keep going and
finish your point when people are trying to interrupt you.
At least if you are making an important point, that is.
It’s not rude, or at least it doesn’t have to be.
It’s indeed a good idea that you acknowledge the interrupter. You can do it either with a slight smile
or a nod of your head and then possibly address their point later on verbally.
Gary does it well here, see how he handles it:
These are the correct moves he used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Raises his finger (= nonverbal “wait a minute”)
Says “lemme just.. ” (=wanted to say “lemme just finish”)
Looks at Tony with crazy intensity (=I really want to finish this)
Does not laugh (=I’m not buying into your joke/frame)
Says “yeah right” AND
Diverts his gaze from Tony (=attention withdrawn, I’m cutting you off now) AND
Keeps talking (=I’ve acknowledged you, but now lemme finish)
Touches Tony at the end (=nonverbal way of getting attention: “hear me out”)

With all these steps Gary communicates that he’s not allowing Tony to disrupt his speech and that he
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should cut his interjection short because he’s in the middle of making a point.

Avoid Subordinate Role
Dominating and leading are as much about dominating and leading as they are about… Not being
dominated and led.
If you want to dominate the verbal interaction -and that’s not necessarily a goal you should have!- a
challenge you face is that whenever you ask a question the one answering becomes the teacher and
you become the student who’s learning. The student is the subordinate role.
When that happens, they take the dye facto authority trappings that come with the teacher position.
They are the expert and you’re not, what they say is true and what you say not necessarily true, and
when you two disagree they’re always right.
It also becomes more difficult for you to defend your right to speak and enforce your right to speak
and win arguments.
Why?
Because the people around will perceive you as a nuisance: why should you speak when it’s not you
who’s got the answers and insights?
Why on earth would you think it’s OK to interject if you have no authority there?
Provided you do are also knowledgeable about the topic, you might then want to avoid the
teacher/student dynamic.
A few techniques to avoid a teacher/student dynamic are to either make a debate out of the interview,
or to listen with some perfunctory notes when they’re speaking.
For example you can:
Say you agree (showing you got an opinion as well),
Quote someone (you’re knowledgeable on the topics’ literature)
Add something (you know what they’re talking about)
Slightly correct them (huge authority boost for you)
Gary does well a few times and a bit in his “over the top way” in a few more instances:
He goes a bit overboard with that “of course”, while rolling his eyes up, which is demeaning.
He’s communicating there that what Robbins is saying is so obvious that he is wasting his time.
I would avoid doing that any time you want to keep a good relationship with people.
Of course Tony ignores because he’s a top man, but deep inside he does register that’s not a friendly
sign.
It’s also a behavior that can easily come across as rude and overbearing to the audience.

“Hear Me Out”
This is where Tony is way better than Gary.
Gary is a bit of a steamroller, a bit like a bull in a china shop. Tony has the same sheer power when
he wants, but also has much more finesse.
When he wants to draw attention Tony uses some great techniques that the most charismatic men use,
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which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fully focus
Leaning
Changing voice pitch
Slowing down voice tone
Touching

All of them are basically saying “hey, I’m talking to you, I know my stuff and I’m dropping some
major insight right now, pay attention”.
Watch Tony do it here:

3. He Who Interrupts Dominates
This is the dark side of dominance.
And it’s something you better use with caution or simply avoid any time that it’s not strictly called
for.
Not only it impairs your ability to build relationships, but it also make it difficult for you to win
friends and build allies.
People might respect you out of fear, but deep down all the people you interrupt resent you, and the
audience cannot connect with you at an emotional level (Pease & Pease say everyone secretly hates
the “dominant” back-slappers).
He doesn’t do it as much as on other occasions, but a few times Gary still does it with Tony, here’s an
example:
You don’t usually want to change topic so abruptly without at least acknowledging first what the
person just said.
The problem with those kind of interruptions is that this is what they communicate:
What you said is meaningless, unworthy of my attention and I don’t give a F if you might be
offended about it
Of course you can see why that’s an issue when you want to win people over and make friends :).
Here’s how Gary could have changed topic in a more polite way instead:
(nodding for a few seconds and then turning to Andy) Did you hear that Andy? That’s what
you should do too, do you have any Facebook stock?
That way he would have acknowledged Tony, complimented him for a worthwhile contribution and
gracefully moved out of the topic with a win-win social power move.

Interruptions and Relationships
This is so key for great relationships that I want to make one last note.
You will see this interrupting, jarring behavior from a few types of personalities:
hyperactive
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socially oblivious
self-centered
narcissists
drivers / high extraversion
dominant
rude
Now not all these people are actually rude and not all of them are actually insensitive to other human
beings.
I believe indeed Gary is a good hearted person and someone we can admire. But he’s not helping
himself when he ignores people, interrupts them and abruptly cut them off changing topic.
People who are over-eager to speak without listening indeed have difficulties in forging deeper
relationships.
Remember, people feel connected to people who know them well, not to people whom they know
well.
Hence, deeper human relationships are built on listening more than on speaking (How to Talk to
Anyone, Leil Lowndes).
Also read:
How to bond and emotionally connect
You can see Grant Cardone, a personality similar to Gary, committing those huge blunders in his
personal romantic relationship: Grant Cardone 4 Communication Mistakes.

Overall: Tony Most Dominant & Best Communicator
Overall, in spite of Gary’s slight rudeness in his interruptions and interjections, Tony Robbins still
comes across as the most powerful man in the room.
What’s most impressive, he does it while still keeping an overall vibe that is warm and welcoming.
When you’re a leader who’s dominant and respected but warm, welcoming and caring at the same
time, you’re basically at the pinnacle of social skills.
Tony has indeed higher social intelligence and emotional intelligence: most people meeting both of
them would feel closer to Tony than they feel to Gary.
And the same is probably true also for most audience members just watching,
However, nobody is perfect, and Tony had his muck-ups. Check out:
Tony Robbins “me too” communication blunder
As a last note:
This is a social dynamic breakdown and behavioral analysis, nothing is meant as a personal attack.
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How to Spot a Social Climber (W/ Examples & Solutions)
November 19, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Social climbers are annoying, aren’t they?
And how do you deal with a social climber?
By the end of this post, you will know both how to spot a social climber, and how to deal with one.
Contents
Social Climbing Overview
Why Social Climbing Is Bad
Social Climbing Examples
#1. Direct Attack Social Climb
#2. Denying Skills Social Climb
#3. Cool A*shole Social Climb
#4. “No Harm” Social Climb
Social Climbing: The Exceptions
How to Deal With a Social Cliber
1. Ignore Them
2. Stop Them In Their Track
3. Explain Their Game
4. Confront Them
How to Stop Being A Social Climber
Social Climbing: Summary

Social Climbing Overview
I define social climbing as:
The act of raising one’s own social status by either inflating one’s own virtues and qualities
or, more often, by depressing other people’s social statuses and looking better as a
consequence
We have already talked about social climbing in leadership biggest mistake and, later on, why social
climbing kills your social status.
Today we review the phenomenon of social climbing and we introduce a new type: the “social
climbing in absentia”.
Derived from Latin, “in absentia” means “while absent”.
In this scenario, the social climber picks on someone who is not physically present to push him down
while (he believes), pulling himself up by comparison.
Picking on someone who’s not even there makes the job of the social climber extremely easy
because, well… Absent people can’t reply or hit back.
Social climbing in absentia tends to be mostly verbal because, most of the times, you can’t turn your
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back or ignore someone who isn’t there but you need to mention them and talk about them.

Why Social Climbing Is Bad
All social climbings have one thing in common: they seek to increase the social climber status by
attacking and taking status away from others.
To any observer with even the slightest understanding of social dynamics, Social Climbing In
Absentia makes you look even sneakier and powerless because, well… You’re picking on people
who can’t even defend himself.
Social Climbing In Absentia also includes bragging and playing the lion role when there’s no danger
and no real risk.
It makes me think of this old Family Guy skit:
That’s what social climbing in absentia communicates: you’re puffing your chest up behind people’s
back, which actually makes you look like a coward.
This is the same thing that alpha male posturers do all over the manosphere.
Social cilmbing in absentia communicates the following about the social climber:
Personal Insecurity
People confident and comfortable in their own skin don’t go around demeaning people so that they
can look better by comparison.
Lack of Top Dog Status
Who needs to tell others how great they are? Those who aren’t that great, usually.
People at the top of the hierarchy don’t engage in social climbing because, well… There is nowhere
to go once you’re on top.
And that’s why social climbing communicates you’re probably around the middle of the hierarchy
and craving to be higher.
Sometimes you will see (clueless) top dogs engaging in social climbing though, and that’s because he
is afraid and insecure about his position.
Fear of Status Loss
People who are the top and still social climb communicate that they are afraid of losing status to new
upstarts (see “upcoming young guns“).
That also screams insecurity in their own personal power and a highly defensive attitude with an
unhealthy focus on power (see Obama doing it).
Sneakiness
All social climbing are sneaky.
But Social Climbing In Absentia is especially sneaky.
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Everyone will think he’s picking on the absent because it’s easier and because he’s afraid of saying it
with the person physically present.
Also people who preemptively strike first are afraid of being hit. When you attack and demean the
people around, it says you’re afraid of the competition (as it happens with jealous boyfriends).
Fixed Mindset
People who always need to show how good they are often derive their own self-esteem by being
“good” and “better” than others.
It’s a rather clear sign someone has a fixed mindset (read more: Mindset by Carol Dweck and how to
overcome a fixed mindset)
Cold / Spiteful
As a last note, but also extremely important, social climbing in absentia makes you look like you are
a cold, spiteful person.
Deep, strong relationships are built on positive feelings of rapport, caring and human compassion.
People who demean and viciously attack others show none of these.

Social Climbing Examples
There are different ways of engaging in social climbing.
Here are some of the most typical ones, with examples:

#1. Direct Attack Social Climb
The direct demeaning way includes statements such as:
That guy is an idiot
She’s such bi*ch
He’s so incompetent
They sound more like simple slanderous comment, but the hidden message is alwys “I am better”.

#2. Denying Skills Social Climb
He can’t manage to do it
She doesn’t know any better
If she only knew that..
They are all saying “I could do it (better)”, “I know better”.
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#3. Cool A*shole Social Climb
This is how “Social Climbing In Absentia” usually develops.
And it’s often through telling a favorable story.
The story can then either show the social climber getting mad recognition he doesn’t even care about
or, worse, it will show the social climber belittling others and getting away with it.
The social climber is trying to position himself as the “cool asshole”.
Below is an example of using a story to belittle someone else:
Evan Carmichael brags the handyman recognized him and Evan had no idea who that guy was.
He is drawing social value from the power dynamics of “you know me, I don’t know you“.
When the handyman says he’s a fan and Evan replies “oh that’s great, clean my air filter” he social
climbs with the implication that the handyman is just one of the many (idiots) who seek value and
bonding from him (needy position).
Basically he uses the handyman to paint himself as the cool VIP who’s got no time to waste with
those beneath him.
Just ask yourself:
Would you want to be close with someone treating the people around him like that?
Possibly not, because it also communicates he’s only your friend as long as you’re above him or can
do something for him (read: the theory of social exchange).

#4. “No Harm” Social Climb
The “no harm” social climb is more positive in the sense that it does not directly demean or attack
others.
In this instance the social climber will tell about other people being impressed by his skills or
performance, or cheering him up, or respecting him.
This is the most typical kind of “bragging”.
Some example would be someone saying:
“Everybody was lost, so I just took charge and saved the day”
“God such a good game, I scored 3 and everyone was like “dude, you’re a beast”
“.. Then I whipped off my oversized weenie and she went craaaazy”
Of course, the “no harm” refers to no harm to anyone else.
Because the social climber still harms his own social status.
In the early pick-up artists this was called “demonstrating higher value”, and it was likely destroying
their social value instead.
Of course, that also depends on who the audience is.
High quality men and high quality women see through these games and will think the social climber
is a loser trying too hard.
Lower quality individuals might instead be somewhat impressed.
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Social Climbing: The Exceptions
There are a few situations in which social climbing is OK, or even helpful to your interaction.
They include:
Locker room bantering
The last one, the “no harm bragging” is cute and could even make you endearing to some people and
in some situations.
It’s ok with friends and for “locker room talks”.
As long as you don’t overdo it, when you really feel proud and happy about something, you shouldn’t
refrain from expressing it.
Being yourself is also part of building solid relationships and people close to you will appreciate you
for being genuine (read: Daring Greatly).
In seduction to build an “us VS them” bond
There’s also another exception when demeaning others is OK, and it’s during the early stages of a
romance.
In those cases, it’s OK because it’s more flirting than demeaning and you are going for two possible
frames there:
1. How lucky she is to be with this great guy that you are.
2. Look how great we are in this world of boring people (us VS the world)
All the other situations, social climbing must be eradicated.

How to Deal With a Social Cliber
Now on the other side of the equation: how do you deal with a social climber?
Here are a few great tips:

1. Ignore Them
If they do it not in front of you like in this case, ignore them.
When they engage in social climbing the really socially smart people see that.
Basically, social climbers are taking away their own value: let them do that.
When you recognize their behavior and address it you also dignify their action with your attention.
You bring them to your own level.
Why bother.
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2. Stop Them In Their Track
When people are using you for their social climbing effort, they are actively undermining you, and
you should intervene.
Whatever they say against you, look at them like they said the most stupid thing in the world.
For example:
Social Climber: (looking at someone else in the group, but referring to you) He doesn’t
know any better
You: Mate… Why are you saying that. The way you speak you make me sound like I am an
idiot and I am not cool with that.
Why are you doing that?
Social Climber: ? What do you mean, I just meant…
You: No man, you said I don’t know any better. I don’t know why you feel like you need to
treat people that way. Maybe it’s some inferiority complex or something, but whatever it is,
if you cannot talk to me politely, please don’t talk to me at all.
Also read: how to throw people under the bus.
The last one is my favorite:

3. Explain Their Game
This is a technique we already spoke about in the Alpha Male Handshake.
It consists of you eloquently and openly explaining to everyone what they are up to.
Basically, you summarizes this article explaining what they’re doing it (pushing people down), why
they’re doing it (to gain social status) and why it’s nasty (high quality people pull people up, not
down).
If you execute it well, you will shame the social climber while at the same time shooting your own
value through the roof.

4. Confront Them
While most guides, books and websites recommend you confont them, I don’t actually like this
option.
As I have stated many times already, the social climbers are actively harming themselves and they are
jealous of you.
Going straight to them will not make them stop being jealous of you.
The only time I would recommend you confront them is when what they say is actually, really
harming you (a minority of cases).
Otherwise, if you are angry, I recommend you use that anger to fuel you even further ahead.
Remember, the best revenge is always success.
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Also read:
Dealing with underminers
How to spot a frenemy
How to deal with people who are subtly rude

How to Stop Being A Social Climber
This section will talk about how to eliminate all social climbing tendencies within yourself.
Yes, don’t worry, we all have social climbing tendencies.
And before we address them within others, we must remove it from our system.
John Maxwell says you should sign your work at the end of each day.
Similarly, a good rule for yourself would be: only say what you would say personally to people’s
face.
And only comment if you were willing to write that comment down with your own signature on it.
Even better, eventually, you want to become a genuine person who feels no need to push people
down as much as you have no need to self-aggrandize yourself.
When you become a confident man focused on himself and who is living his life and pursuing his
goals independently of what the people in the grandstands think, you will have no interest in social
climbing.
And when you will become a compassionate man, you will not want to push people down but you
will want to help the people around get better and move up.
That’s the man you have to want to become

Social Climbing: Summary
Social climbing attacks people to remove their status and inflate the attacker’s status.
Social Climbing In Absentia means taking social status away from people who are not physically
present to make the climber look better by comparison.
It’s terrible behavior.
If you catch yourself socially climbing by demeaning others, cut it out. It says terrible things about
you and it’s preventing you from building great relationships, both with friends, family and with
romantic partners.
And if you notice people around you doing it, it’s time to reconsider your friends :).
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Tai Lopez Manipulative Techniques Revealed
November 28, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Is Tai Lopez is a scammer?
I will let you answer that.
What I can tell you, is that Tai Lopez is good at using a lot of persuasion techniques all crammed in
the shortest amount of space possible.
Sometimes those persuasion techniques can become manipulative.
This article shows you all of Tai Lopez’ persuasive and manipulative techniques.
Contents
How to Persuade Like Tai Lopez
Persuasive Techniques Analysis
#1. Scarcity
#2. Authority
#3. Social Proof
#4. Liking
#5. “Secret Insights” Trigger
#6. Repeat Exposure
#7. Strategic Honesty: Building Trust
#8. Self-Prospecting Questions
#9. False Entry Barriers
#10. Use Your Enemies: Outgroup Technique
11. Relatable “you can do it” path
#12. The Charismatic Leader Triggers
#13. Exhaust Your Audience: They’ll Need To Skip (& Buy)
#14. Lies
Tai Lopez Persuasion Techniques

How to Persuade Like Tai Lopez
First of all, why an article on Tai Lopez?
Simple: because the guy is killing it on YouTube (and, likely, with online sales).
Indeed, at the time of writing, Tai Lopez is the biggest self marketer out there.
And let’s be frank, it’s not about content.
His quality content is heavily diluted, and if you really want to learn and develop yourself there are
plenty of better resources out there.
What is it, then?
What allows Tai Lopez to build a huge following and rake in millions of online sales?
It’s his heavy usage of persuasive techniques that allows him to makes more money online than any
other guru.
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Persuasive Techniques Analysis
Persuasive techniques leverage some well known psychological triggers.
We will start with the most obvious ones.
But keep reading for the less known techniques.

#1. Scarcity
You know this one, don’t you?
This is one of the most commonly used techniques the world over to make money online.
And there is a good reason why: it works.
The principle of scarcity, as explained by Cialdini in Influence says that the more something is
scarce, the more we want it.
And Tai Lopez uses this principle any time he can.
The principle of Scarcity has an even stronger appeal when our product is scarce because of high
demand.
And that’s why Tai Lopez often pitches his products as only open to a few people because the
demand is too high and he cannot -or does not want to- cater to everyone.

Can You Abuse The Scarcity Principle?
I believe the abuse of the scarcity principle, which often is also a very easy one to spot, is the single
most important factor why Tai comes across as such a fake snake oil salesman.
And that’s why people like you and I might probably not buy from Tai.
BUT… Not all audiences are smart and educated.
And if you are selling to green-in-the-tooth, not particularly bright individuals, you can probably
make more money online by abusing the principle than by using it, ehm… Judiciously and honestly.

#2. Authority
The principle of authority says we are (much) more likely to listen to someone when we perceive he
has authority.
Especially if we’re dealing in his field of supposed expertise (as explained in Instant Influence).
A cop in uniform for example, or a doctor in a hospital, or the head researcher in the experiment.

Tai Lopez as Authority
Tai Lopez tries to first of all places himself as an authority.
He does it when he says he started as a poor man and showing us all the rich-man trappings, thus
communicating that he knows how to make money.
But he also gets authority when he says he learned hugely from top mentors and that he reads non
stop.
When he says that he is providing credibility to his teacher role because he never stopped studying
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and he learned from the best people out there.
His attitude of always explaining things and standing in front of flip-chart also leads people to believe
he knows what he’s talking about.
All the materialistic possessions he accurately places around him also serve to project him as an
authority.
His villa, his sportcars, the often objectified women.. They are all authority tools because they
communicate that Tai “made it”, so he can speak from a position of experience.

Authorities Endorsing Tai Lopez
Tai Lopez also gets authority when he names-drop supposedly billionaire friends.
People think “wow, if so many rich people as friends he must be good”.
Tai tries to show two things with rich and famous people, such as that they:
Are part of his circle
Respect him and his knowledge
Notice, for example, how non-chalantlty he mentions Elon Musk.
He says “the last time I chatted to Elon Musk”, as if those chats happened often and they’re no big
deal for him (watch the scene here).
Notice when he met Mark Cuban, a famous billionaire, Tai made the video of him opening his own
house door, as if to highlight that it was Mark Cuban who went to him and not the other way around.
That was a huge one for Tai and in a later video where he tried to defend from “fraud allegations” he
mentioned sarcastically that “Mark Cuban stopping by was an impersonator”, as if to say “if I were a
fraud I wouldn’t be able to meet Cuban”.
This is strictly my opinion, but Mark Cuban didn’t look very sharp for going along with that gag and
gave me the impression of a closeted homosexual… And Tai’s a pretty boy :).

Authority From Scientists
But of course, Tai also doesn’t shy away from the most obvious of authority endorsing: the top
scientist
It sounds almost comical when he introduces the “leading scientist” as “having published on all these
top scientific journals”, but it probably works for many people (as a note, I looked that leading
scientist up and all publications I could find where self-published posts on his own Linkedin).

#3. Social Proof
Mortensen in Maximum Influence says that we are social animals and many of our decisions are
based on what other people think and do.
Tai uses social proof in abundance.
He always comments on the huge number of people following him, thanking him and asking for his
suggestion.
The listeners will think that if so many people follow him and write him… He must know what he’s
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talking about.
Of course, very few think it might be a Ponzi Scheme..

Tai Lopez, Hot Women & Cars
Sex can sell fantastically, but the wrong sexual association can also spell doom for products which
are not related to sex (Cialdini, Pre-Suasion).
Tai Lopez makes sure he never comments on him sleeping with many women because it could not
gel well with his “knowledge and teacher image”.
But he makes sure he always has hot women and Italian sports cars around (the two things are
actually very tight in the modern world imagery).
It proves and sub-communicates that he must be very successful with women.
People seeing cars, money, and hot women want to become like him, and the quickest way seems to
be to, well… Buying from him.

#4. Liking
Liking works in two ways:
1. We buy more from those we like
2. We buy more products that those we like also buy
In vulgar language, we could call the second part “rub-off effect”.
And that is why so many brands associate their products with a celebrity.

Linking Celebrities
Tai always tries to make a short video or take a snap of him with some famous well liked and
respected celebrity.
That way he can inflate his own credibility by giving the idea those celebrities know him (and, subcommunicated, endorse him).
Check indeed this picture with Elon Musk and some people wondering “why Elon Musk is endorsing
a scammer”: Quora question (the obvious answer being Elon Musk cannot vet all people taking pics
with him).
And he made his short video with Rihanna his very own channel intro video. That’s how important it
is for Tai being seen as a known and respected man among top celebrities:
Notice Tai will later highlight Rihanna asked him for book recommendations because “she knew he
had the biggest book collection”. Tai is using Rihanna in one single fell swoop for liking, social proof
and authority.
Watch out for leechers when you become a celebrity :).
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#5. “Secret Insights” Trigger
Would you listen to a billionaire who told you that he is going to share his “how to make millions
online” only with you?
You probably would.
And that’s the power of authority combined with the power of “secret insight” trigger.
Our mind is programmed to look for shortcuts and the easiest paths to our goals. Secrets and
information that are still unknown to the masses promise us an easy way to get ahead.
It doesn’t matter that the biggest “secret” to Mastery is effort applied over the long run (read Mastery,
Grit): our subconscious is hypersensitive to keywords such as “tips”, “secrets” and “insider
information”.
Tai Lopez often brands his information as “secret insights”, “insider information” and “new
breakthrough” which are available to a few lucky ones.
I don’t follow Tai online.. And yet I can buy it ?

#6. Repeat Exposure
Warning: you might need major capital to leverage this one.
A message that is repeated time and time again makes people eventually curious to go and find out
who the hell this guy, who has become so present in their life, really is.
That’s basically how Tai Lopez launched himself: with a huge multimilllion dollar marketing ad
campaign that got him in front of the eyes of his target group.
Multiple, multiple times.
With repeat exposure he went from a nobody to an Internet phenomenon. And it didn’t matter that he
paid for that and that he rented the houses and the cars… Sometimes what it seems to be is equivalent
to what it is.
Also the “mere exposure effect” (check Incognito by David Eagleman) says that by simply being
exposed multiple time to a message, or to someone, leads us to like that person more and to believe
that message more (also check the Like Switch)

#7. Strategic Honesty: Building Trust
A great way to build trust is to highlighting a defect of your product (Tony Robbins calls it
preframing in “Power to Influence“).
It does two good things for you:
1. Builds trust, because you are willing to share negative information
2. Takes the objection away from people’s mind because it’s already been discussed
You will notice that Tai sets the bar very low for his courses and implies that if you just follow his
suggestion you will live like he’s living (hopefully that doesn’t mean living on borrowed money :).
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But he still often repeats that “it’s not a guarantee and not everyone will get rich… Not super quick at
least” (let’s give time to the refund period to expire at least :)-.
This make him sound more honest and offsets a little all the other salesy techniques he uses.

This is not a get rich quick scheme..
A special mention goes to his very first ad, the one that was all over the place.
He says “now this is not a get rich quick scheme”, addressing the very first objection people have
when looking at that video.
Of course he then proceeds to re-lower the bar again by saying “I can’t promise you will be able to
buy a Lamborghini tomorrow, but you will be able to buy it much sooner than you think..“.

#8. Self-Prospecting Questions
I love this technique because it’s actually ethical.
Tai Lopez asks questions that are designed to make us answer internally “yes” so that we can selfprospect.
It’s incredibly more powerful than telling and much more powerful than asking direct questions as
well because this way we feel we reached the conclusions all by ourselves.
For example, while telling he didn’t start off rich Tai Lopez will say:
Now I don’t know where you’re starting from…
And when he’s talking about money and he draws dollar signs he says:
Now I don’t know what you want..
Of course the vast majority of people listening to those videos do want to get rich and do are starting
from low levels.
So as they answer in their head “I’m also starting from low (like you)” and “I also want money” they
feel closer to Tai, bond with him and confirm to themselves they are the perfect people to buy Tai
Lopez products.
Very ingenious…

#9. False Entry Barriers
Would you feel cooler if you were admitted into the VIP section of a local club?
Chances are that yes you would, even though there is nothing inherently great with the VIP section.
But we all feel more special when there was a selection to enter and we made it through.
We “made the cut”, we were good.
Tai Lopez often uses false entry barriers to make people feel good about “being good enough to
follow him”.
He does it in his very first advertising.
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He says:
“be an optimist, if you’re a cynic don’t click here”.
Of course the cynics might have clicked but weren’t going to buy.
Now the people who weren’t unsure or the ones who were interested can identify themselves as the
ones who “made the cut”: they’re not cynics, they’re optimists, they can go ahead.
And they feel proud and happy. And closer to Tai Lopez, the man who bestowed upon them the
optimist label -and how is just about to teach them how to make money online… After they give him
money-.

#10. Use Your Enemies: Outgroup Technique
This is an old favorite of crooked politicians the whole world over.
I think this is by far the best move from Tai Lopez.
It’s a form of False Entry Barrier, but the way he uses it with his enemies takes its effectiveness to a
whole new level.
Tai Lopez attracted lots of haters -and a few people willing to show the truthSome of these people found out he rents his place and doesn’t own it, that he pays for women to stand
around him and that he… “bended” some truths.
Well, while pitching one of his product Tai says scathingly and disapprovingly:
I don’t want to deal with a whole bunch of people who are super cynical. If you are one of
those people who thinks that I don’t know what I’m talking about, or this is all rented or this
some kind of an act, then just go off the video, this is for serious people.
Let’s analyze what he did:
No critics ever said he doesn’t know what he’s talking about, they just said he’s a liar and a fraud.
But by mixing true statements with fake ones he makes their objection seem much shakier and the
product of “hatred”.
Then he says if you’re one of them you should stop listen and not join his group please.
That’s the False Entry Barrier because the critics would not buy anyway so he can safely tell them to
go take a hike.
Then he says:
Tai Lopez: “this is for serious people”.
Now the people who are NOT his critics feel a stronger bond and connection to Tai Lopez and
between themselves.
It’s because now there’s an out-group, the haters, and an in-group.
His followers can now identify as the in-group, which happen to have lots of positive characteristics:
they don’t hate, but they are optimists and serious about getting rich (and incidentally buying Tai
Lopez products).
Genius.
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To sum it up, in one fell swoop Tai Lopez:
Makes his enemies’ position shakier
Uses his enemies to create an out-group
Throws a fake disqualifier strengthening people’s resolve to buy
Makes the in-group stronger and prouder to be with Tai Lopez

11. Relatable “you can do it” path
Tai Lopez doesn’t just present himself as a rich man.
He presents himself as a man who started poor and got rich. And that’s why he’s qualified to teach it.
That’s a great pitch because it does three key things:
1. Communicates familiarity: “he was like me”, people think
2. Gives a sense of possibility: “if he did, so can I”
3. Communicates credibility: “he must know what he’s talking about”
Joseph Sugarman lists “familiarity” and “credibility” in his markter’s book Triggers, and they are
both key ingredient in Tai Lopez pitch.

#12. The Charismatic Leader Triggers
Contrarian, rebels and strongly opinionated leaders are the ones commanding the strongest following.
It’s one of the secrets to becoming a charismatic man.
Tai Lopez tries to replicate that hard core fan base with his own version of strong statements and
opinion, but he does it again in a very “marketed” and safe way.
He does it when he says
Tai Lopez: “stops listening, if you’re a cynic, I don’t want you here“.
Or when he’s very caustic with the “generation of self entitled people“.
Of course he takes some aim to the private schoolers out there too, and says that “genius level” smart
people down-perform.
All these seemingly strong positions make him seem contrarian and opinionated, but they are all safe
attacks because most people buying his products are not in private MBAs, not “genius level
smart” and nobody think of themselves as entitled.
And they all strengthen his group of followers who now identify themselves as “those who don’t
have a silver spoon in their mouth”.

#13. Exhaust Your Audience: They’ll Need To Skip (& Buy)
Make things fuzzy and they will pay for clarity.
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Tai Lopez puts out an incredible amount of videos, often hours long. This doesn’t just help him with
the “repeat exposure” we talked early, but also to sell with exhaustion.
People can’t possibly follow all his videos, so they think they must be getting a summary of all his
says in a more concentrated form. With what? With his products of course.
Also his hour long product presentations… I’d love having some statistics but I’m guessing that most
people who buy, buy before the end of the video.
It’s because we don’t have so much time, and after all the sales techniques Tai Lopez uses we would
rather get to the goodies and “start getting rich” rather than wasting time with the watered down
pitch.

#14. Lies
Of course, sometimes if we could just lie it could make it all easier when it comes to influencing
people.
At least in the short term…
And Tai Lopez doesn’t seem to shy away from crossing that line.
He says his videos will only be online for a few days.. And they’re still there after months.
He tells you this opportunity is “only for his followers”, and it’s there for everyone.
Sometimes he will pretend a product is out of stock, and then collects your email to add you to his
newsletter and the product magically reappears the day after…

Tai Lopez Persuasion Techniques
Don’t take this article the wrong way: this is not just about scamming people to make a quick buck
online.
Even if you sell great products you will still need to leverage a few of these techniques. Or lots of
them.
Learning how to build a successful business is all about learning psychology and what makes people
tick.
Tai Lopez has become successful by using a great number of influencing techniques… Constantly.
My main gripe with Tai Lopez is that he has shown no qualms in lying and pulling sneaky tricks as
well.
And that is why, my friend, my friends, we need you to use these techniques to make money with
truly helpful and legit products.
Now go forth and use the force for good :).
Update:
I stayed on Tai’s newsletter for a while.
And here’s the latest one: he launched a course on bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. This is a technique
that marketer Joseph Sugarman calls “link to fad”, which says basically to talk about what is hot so
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that you can ride the wave.
Also see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics
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The Psychology of Avoiding Traffic Tickets (Step-by-Step
Guide)
December 3, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you avoid a traffic ticket when a cop pulls you over?
This article will explain how to do just that.
Contents
Avoid Traffic Tickets: Overview
1. Show Early Compliance: Pull Over Quick
2. Get Out of The Car
3. Show You Are No Threat: Palm Signs
4. Show Deference: Nonverbals
5. Greet The Officer Respectfully
6. Explain Without Excuses: You Are a Sensible Driver
7. Let Them Teach You Instead of Booking You
8. Ask For Help: They’ll Forget About the Fine
9. Become Their Friends
10. Use The Law – Only If Strictly Needed
Summary

Avoid Traffic Tickets: Overview
This is the gist of the psychology of getting off a traffic ticket:
Be confident and friendly at the same time, but let the police officer feel like he’s in charge and that
you respect that.
Basically, you don’t want to seem like you are challenging his authority.
Why?
Because otherwise he will want to prove you wrong and re-assert his authority by, you guessed it,
giving yo ua traffic ticket.
Power indeed is not always about dominating, it’s about getting what you want.
And sometimes being non-threatening and deferring to the authority is really the best way of getting
what you want.

Traffic ticket psychology
The interaction of giving someone a ticket can be inherently unfriendly: a party has supposedly done
something wrong, and the other party punishes him.
It’s not too uncommon drivers overreact or are rude, and the police officer often feels the need he has
to dominate and impose his authority,
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The police officer can then see you as an adversary before the interaction even begins, and possibly
even as a threat.
And as Cialdini explains in Pre-Suasion how people feel before an interaction starts can often make
all the difference.
Your first goal then is to show you’re not a threat and that you’re a friendly person.
Also, without going overboard in submissiveness, you want to show that you respect his authority
and that you’re OK with him being the final decision maker.
The first step takes you away from negative territory and the second takes only slightly into positive
territory.
With the next steps you want to go fully into positive territory.
Your aim then is to shape a good interaction and make the officers feel good. Building rapport and
letting him play a teacher/leader role is a great way of doing so.
In bullet points you want to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Show you’re not a threat
Communicate your respect him and his authority
Build rapport
Make him feel good (let him play the expert/teacher role)

I have been pulled over three times for infractions, twice I got away scot-free and once with a heavily
reduced ticket.
Let’s see how to do it then:

1. Show Early Compliance: Pull Over Quick
Almost no cop will tell you they appreciate you stopping right away -except for the one in the video
below-, but deep down, most will be glad they’re not in for a chase.
Also stopping very quick is your very first sign that you’re not a threat and that you respect their
authority.
https://youtu.be/tyD2-abFGTw?t=6m15s
The “psychology” shown in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas to let the cop wait for you to pull over is
most likely to backfire instead :).

2. Get Out of The Car
Slowly and confidently -but not confrontational- step out of the car.
You get out of the car because when the officer comes to you there are a few bad things happening in
the social dynamics:
1. He has to leave his territory -his car or his checkpoint-, which is uncomfortable
2. He has to approach “your” territory, which unconsciously raise tension for him
3. Worst of all, your car act as a wall between you and him
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Staying in your car you remain an unknown, unfriendly and possibly even dangerous lawbreaker and
you strongly reduce your chances of a friendly resolution.
Your best bet in getting off a ticket is for them to see you as a person instead, and possibly a person
with whom they could be a friend of.
It might be not a coincidence that most friendly encounters I’ve seen in my Youtube research were
with bike driver, where the interaction naturally occurs without the obstruction of the car frame.
NOTE: Get out of the car applies unless you’re in some places where cops expect you to stay in the
car with your hands on the wheel

3. Show You Are No Threat: Palm Signs
When you go out, show the palms of your hands, which is a cross-cultural of showing you’re not a
threat (What Every Body is Saying) and flash your eye brows quickly up, which is a sign of
friendliness (The Like Switch).
Walk and move at medium to low speed, which is a sign you’re in control of yourself and are not
rushing towards them, which can be considered an aggressive sign.
If it’s night time, approach them in the full light of their car headlights, so that they can see you fully.

4. Show Deference: Nonverbals
David Lieberman says that to be forgiven you first have to give people the power to forgive you.
That’s why being confrontational is often a wrong strategy: you are pushing them into a competition
to prove they’re in charge, and they will do so by giving you maximum punishment.
Show them you respect their power instead and chances will increase they will repay by letting you
off the hook.
Allan Pease suggests to stoop your body over to make you smaller and approach with palms up
pleading not to be booked.
I think that’s too much, you’re not a door mat and that’s a full admission of guilt preventing you to
use more powerful tricks (below).
If your infraction is blatant and obvious, there’s little point in denying so you can show both palms up
and say “sorry” with your lips.
If your infraction is not so obvious, then only raise your right hand as if you are saying hi and
acknowledging their presence.
What you want to communicate here is that you respect the fact that they are in charge and they are
the final decision makers.

5. Greet The Officer Respectfully
Say “good day sir” or “good evening officer” and let them talk first, which is another sign of
deference because you let him take the lead.
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Look at the video below and try to notice what the driver did wrong.
“How is it going” is a dominant display when you don’t know the officer and it feels slightly
belittling.
It’s the dominant person who asks questions and the subordinate person who answers.
And it’s the leaders of the pack or the owners of the venues who usually ask people around how they
are doing.
When you take that position, you push the police office to attack back to defend his authority.
You can notice the officer purposefully refuses to answer indeed, which is what you can expect most
times in real life situations too.
What should you say then?
Just stick to “good evening officer”.

6. Explain Without Excuses: You Are a Sensible Driver
Why don’t you want to make too many excuse?
First, because too many excuses too quickly, too strongly, will come across as pushing back and will
start a dynamic of the officer pushing to book you, and you pushing back.
When two parties push, the strongest party wins, and in this case the stronger party isn’t you.
Also, basic rules of rapport and liking apply to any occasion, and people making too many excuses
seem slimy.
What you do then is to first listen to them explain you what was wrong. If it’s not too obvious, you
can pretend you didn’t know or didn’t do it on purpose.
Then give them an explanation of why it has happened in a way that shows you’re a sensible person.

Example of Little Excuses
When I overtook a truck after a bend on a double white lines, a rather major infraction, I didn’t just
excuse myself a thousand times but communicated that I made sure that nobody was coming from the
opposite direction.
Me: “of course officer, I now understand it was an illegal move, I didn’t want to be stuck
behind the truck for ever and trust me that I made 100% sure it was a safe overtake, I would
never put myself and anyone else in danger. But now I realize it was wrong, I’m sorry about
that”.
See what’s the sub-communication here?
It’s that yes, you’ve made a mistake, but you’re an otherwise conscientious driver.
Put that way it looked as if it was me, a sensible driver in a real life situation VS the paper regulation.
Ideally you want them to think they might have done the same in your shoes. After all, those guys
also knew the feeling of being stuck behind a truck.
If you can convey a similar feeling and were also non threatening, respectful and friendly -and seem
like a cool guy-, chances are very high you’ll get a discount or won’t get any ticket at all.
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7. Let Them Teach You Instead of Booking You
If you’re younger, or an inexperienced driver, or are from a different area, you can use that to let
them school you a bit.
In my case I listened to the “double line explanation” as I nodded and paid attention.
In the case below notice the guy saying “really?”.
Small but genius move. The police officer was already explaining, so that “really” felt as an
encouragement to keep going.
It’s a great way of showing you respect their judgement and want to hear more.
And here’s the key: the more he’ll explain and instruct, the more he feels like a teacher (instead of an
enforcer) and the more likely it is that it’s only going to be a verbal warning and not a ticket.

8. Ask For Help: They’ll Forget About the Fine
Another powerful technique is to not only make them feel knowledgeable and in a position to
explain, but to make them feel so powerful as to help you.
Example:
My (rental) car was obviously parked in a no parking zone and, to top it all off, the direction was
opposite of the incoming traffic direction.
As the officers approached me I was coming off a shop carrying a very heavy package, giving
me an obvious extenuating circumstance. I made it obvious the heaviness of the package was
straining me and in my terrible German I explained I only parked there for a couple minutes as I
couldn’t manage farther away with that package.
I acknowledged the mistake, said sorry, heard their explanation… And then during a moment of
silence here comes my power move:
“How do you think is the best way now to drive away from here”?
Of course I would have easily managed on my own, but by empowering them to help me, I made
them feel needed and important.
It was a thing of beauty to see the two of them go up-street to block the incoming traffic just to
make me drive away without any ticket. Not bad considering I didn’t even have my driving
license with me.

9. Become Their Friends
Cops are normal people of course.
And normal people prefer friendly folks.
Plus, cops are likely tired and wary of confrontational folks. As Miller notes, cops deal with bullies
and confrontational people far more than non-cops do.
Sometimes their work is boring, too, and they wish they’d meet someone cool to exchange a laugh or
a more interesting conversation.
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And of course, it’s possible that you’ll meet a chatty one or someone who’s up for a more informal
chat.
Don’t force it if they seem more informal and stern, but if it happens always take those chances.
Imagine you were there for a quick chat and forget about the infraction. Chances are they’ll forget
too.

10. Use The Law – Only If Strictly Needed
There are tens of videos on Youtube of people “owning” a cop by reciting their rights and refusing to
give their ID or to stop recording.
I’m not a big fan of that approach.
One because it fails to see cops as people, and instead frames them as enemies.
And two, because it’s a high-risk approach that immediately escalates the interaction.
Nobody likes to lose a confrontation, so the natural reaction will be to keep escalating as much as
possible.
It means that, if you are not fully in the right, chances are high the cop will give you the biggest
charge possible -or cause the most troubles he can-. Which, by the way, you’d probably deserve for
being such a di**head :).
And if you didn’t do anything wrong, in most cases you’ll get a quicker resolution with a friendly
attitude.
There is also some data for approach. Kevin Dutton showed a bunch of cops (unluckily he doesn’t
say the exact number) two different videos: one with a confrontational driver, and one with a friendly
one.
Then he asked the cops whom they’d give a ticket to, and whom they’d let go. Result? 95% of the
cops said they’d write a ticket to the confrontational guy but they’d let the “nice” one go
(Dutton, 2014).
This is not to say that you should never enforce your boundaries or escalate, though.
It’s also possible you meet an unreasonable cop, or a rude one. And you might not want to be pushed
around (why should you?).

The Power Approach Can Still Be Helpful
Knowing the law, including your rights of filming or not being searched, will always be helpful.
I cannot write much more here because the law varies widely depending on the country, but do your
research.
As much as good citizens have nothing to fear from cops doing their jobs, good cops have nothing to
fear from respectful people who know their rights.

Summary
The basic principles explained here are the same negotiating principle in Never Split the Difference.
In most situations where you are by default the non final decision maker building rapport, a mutually
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respectful relationship and making the other person feel good is often the best strategy -for everyone-.
That’s the best way to avoid a traffic ticket.
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Group Conversation: A Guide (With Examples)
December 10, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Group conversations are daunting for beginners.
But worry not, like most other things in life, it can be learned.
By the end of this post, you will know what are the top mistakes and the golden rules of awesome
group conversations.
Contents
Group Conversation: A Story
Group Conversation Example
Group Conversation: 3 Top Mistakes
1. Beating a Dead Conversation Horse
2. Conversation Dead End
3. Conversation Hijacking – And You Guys Are Out
4. Conversation Social Climbing
How To Converse Well In Groups
1. Passes The Conversation Microphone
2. Refrains From Too Many Comments
3. Brings People Together
4. Asks Deeper questions
Summary

Group Conversation: A Story
Some days ago I was sitting in a cool bar having a beer and laughing along with the guys.
We were all having a great time.
Everyone was engaged, everyone was listening and everyone was ready to jump in with their
opinions.
Of course, the fact that we were talking about women contributed to that group’s engagement, but…
That’s no guarantee of great group conversation as we shall see.

Party Pooper Steals The Show
We will call the socially awkward fella “party pooper”.
And as soon as Party Pooper barged into the conversation, the mood immediately soured.
Some nursed their beer, some looked away.. And everyone disengaged.
Party Pooper had effectively managed to bring the group from cohesive and engaged to removed and
disjointed.
What had happened? How could the mood shift so quickly?
Let’s see:
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Group Conversation Example
I can’t remember the conversation verbatim.
But this one below is a good close approximation:
…
Guy Who Gets It: And what about Cristina, what do you guys think of Cristina
Guy 2: Physically not my type, I like though how she’s always kind and welcoming towards
everyone
Guy Who Gets It: Yeah she is awesome, but I understand if she’s not your type. But what’s
your type then…
Guy 2: blabla
Guy Who Gets It: Oh got it, you’re into X, I like that too, what do you think about Cristina,
Guy 3
Guy 3: I dig her man, nice body shape and the boobs, man, blablabla
Guy Who Gets It: Damn those boobs (smiles). Guy 4 also appreciates her boobs (looks at
Guy 4)
Guy 4: I would blablabla
(Everyone laughs, ready to move on to some other topic / girl, when… )
Clueless Party Pooper: Oh yeah, about Cristina, I met this great guy at the conference in
Rome, Paul. I was having a very deep conversation about her with Paul. We have a very
good understanding, that guy is amazing, turned out both of us…
Everyone: *looking away*

Group Conversation: 3 Top Mistakes
You will notice that the Clueless Party Pooper makes a few mistakes all packed into one sentence.
Let’s see which ones:

1. Beating a Dead Conversation Horse
The first conversation mistake is that he tries to bring back to life an already dead topic.
That’s a mistake people sometimes do when they try to remember something but cannot.
Then they finally do and say it even though the conversation has moved on. When that happens to
you, don’t try to remember anything: you’re better off going with the flow instead.
But it wouldn’t have been the end of the word if he had quickly weighed in with his opinion.
The two bigger issues are:

2. Conversation Dead End
You will notice Party Pooper takes the conversation where it cannot go anywhere else.
Beautiful conversations are like an ebb and flow of an ocean wave. They come and go naturally
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between water and land.
But he doesn’t pass the buck along to anyone else and neither does he throw any new meat on the
conversational fire.
He just goes on a new road, all for himself, and it’s a dead end road.
That’s another common mistake, and when it happens you will notice that there’s a pause within the
group where nobody says anything.
If the group lacks a good conversationalist, an awkward silence will reign.
But if there is a good conversationalist, he will jump in at this point to re-kindle the conversation or
to start a new topic.
However, Party Pooper made a much bigger mistake it that would have made the job of an even
skilled conversationalist much harder.
And it’s this:

3. Conversation Hijacking – And You Guys Are Out
The biggest issue of them all was that Party Pooper took a conversation that was all about the
people in the group and turned into a “me, me, me fest“.
You will notice the conversation was entertaining not only because of the topic, but because everyone
was chipping in.
And everyone’s opinion was being valued and appreciated (that’s the hallmark of a great
conversationalist, as we shall see).
Imagine an inclusive line, and that line was all around the group. Everybody was in it, and that’s one
of the reasons why everyone was so engaged and enraptured.
With Pooper’s interjection it became instead “me and this other guy”.
He basically took that red line and put it around himself and that new guy alien to the group.
This is what he did with a picture:
And that’s why nobody said anything or wanted to add anything.
It’s because everyone had been left out and with no way back in.
And maybe, just maybe, everyone deep down thought what a dumba** move the Pooper had once
again done.
It’s a bit like this “Italian guy” spoofing in Family Guy:
See how unsupportive that is?
It’s the equivalent of saying “you sucked… But me, mate.. Me I’m great”.

4. Conversation Social Climbing
If you dig deeper, you will also notice that this is yet another form of social climbing.
Why?
Because it basically does these three things:
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1. Aggrandizes a non present person
2. Aggrandizes himself by association
3. Demeans the people around
First of all Party Pooper throws a name of a guy at a conference nobody else attended and lavishes
praise on this Paul.
If the person were famous, it would have been typical name-dropping and social climbing by
association (check an example with Tai Lopez).
Since nobody knew this guy, Party Pooper needed to build him up first, which looked like he was
fawning on him with the end result which was possibly even worst then “simple” name dropping.
He then proceeds to build this special connection with this supposedly great guy by associating
himself with him -“deep conversation”, also a slight dig at our conversation-.
As we’ve seen a couple of times, the worst kind of social climbing doesn’t just raise the climber’s
status, but lowers the status of others as well (value-taking social climbing).
Here it’s a bit less obvious, but it’s there.
By hijacking the conversation and building this “special understanding” with this great guy outside of
the group he is indeed also slightly demeaning us.
Nobody in the group was allowed into their little bubble and nobody was given the stage afterward.
Notice also that he doesn’t share what the content of the conversation was, making it seem as if the
group wasn’t exclusive and special enough to hear about it.
For more on social climbing:
Social climbing in absentia
Obama social climbing

Subconscious Fu*k You
Unless you read a website such as The Power Moves -in which case kudos to you :)- most people are
unlikely to consciously understand (or reflect) on what happened.
However, don’t let that fool you: on a less conscious level everyone notices.
And if anyone in that group were to have a party, what do you think are the chances Party Pooper will
be invited? ?
Indeed albeit there’s no conscious understanding, the consequences are very much real and concrete.
People feel zero rapport with individuals who behave like Party Pooper and will most likely not like
them all that much.
What’s the proper way of doing group conversation, then?

How To Converse Well In Groups
How to be successful in group conversations, then?
It’s about bringing a positive mood and having everyone engaged (positive doesn’t necessarily mean
laughing BTW).
Guy Who Gets It, as the name suggests, does a lot of good things.
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let’s see a few of them:

1. Passes The Conversation Microphone
You will notice from the conversation at the beginning that Guy Who Gets It is working as a
connector.
He is asking an opinion to one guy, then adds a bit of comment, and then passes the packet to another
guy to further enrich the conversation.
He is allowing everyone to participate and chip in.
That’s why everyone is drawn in: everyone knows that his opinion matters and that his time to speak
will come soon.
So, in exchange, everyone cares about listening and understanding what the others are saying.

2. Refrains From Too Many Comments
High value men don’t feel the need to always get their ideas validates.
And many high value men would rather take the “moderator role” in group conversations.
People who are dominant enough to take the moderator role and “pass the mic around” should know
the N.1 risk of having group power: that of hogging the conversation.
You will notice indeed that Guy Who Gets It doesn’t talk at length about his own opinions.
He just adds quick remarks on each. And all of them are rapport-building, like: “I like that too”,
“damn those boobs”.
Everyone feels connected to Guy Who Gets It.
And everyone loves him.

3. Brings People Together
The other risk of being the one passing the mic is that you end up with a group which is too
dependent on the moderator.
In that case, the group ends up like this one here (a Star Network type for the geekiest among you):
Star networks are fragile because they’re dependent on the central node.
So for building effective group relationships one should let the other nodes take part as well.
Back to people’s world, that means to let less talkative and shier people chip in and connect directly
between themselves.
You will notice Guy Who Gets It says “Guy 4 Also Appreciate Those Boobs”, basically bringing
Guy 3 and Guy 4 together as two people who both share the same tastes and liking.
Normally Guy 3 and 4 will also look at each other and add a few comments, which brings the two
closer together.
With a good, engaged atmosphere, more people will jump in, thus strengthening the bond between
them and bringing the group further closer together.
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Now it starts looking more like this:
This is also a great way to introduce people by the way.
Find a connection or commonality between them and use it for an introduction. For example:
Guys Who Gets It: Matteo, meet Catherine, she also loves cooking
Or:
Guys Who Gets It: Caterina, meet Matthew, he also plays in a band.
That way you bring the group closer.
And once the group is closer, you can even exit the group because you have made it independent of
yourself.
As John Maxwell said, the true test of leadership is time (meaning: what happens once you leave).

4. Asks Deeper questions
I understand that some people might think this is just a shallow example of group conversation.
Just talking about women with a beer, after all.
Well, I don’t fully agree: these are great types of conversations to bond and connect people together.
Furthermore, notice that Guy Who Gets It still goes for a quick dive into more personal territory.
When Guy 2 says Cristina is not her type of girl, that’s the perfect occasion to go a bit deeper, and
Guy Who Gets It asks what type of girls does he like then.
That’s a deeper question than it might seem at first blush. Brene Brown in Daring Greatly righteously
says we are on this earth looking for connections.
And guess what, romantic connections are some of the deepest connections we form.
Thus, asking about what type of partners one gel with is really getting to know an extremely
important aspect of any individual.

Summary
There are of course several other techniques for successful group socialization.
But this article gave you a good idea on how to prevent some of the most common blunders.
And it gave you a few good ideas on what constitutes a proper group conversation.
The techniques in this article work best for when you’re the group moderator, the most extrovert one,
the one who knows all the others in the group or the most socially powerful group member.
To summarize:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t form “us” groups with people outside the group
Have everyone engaged
Speak little if you’re the moderator
Bring people together with common traits or common stories
Pose quick, deeper questions: those bond the best
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And make friends and spread the good vibes ?
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Gary Vaynerchuk EQ (Or Lack Thereof): An Analysis
December 17, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Gary Vaynerchuk talks a lot about EQ.
Then, it shuld follow he has a lot of it, right?
He always says he loves people and always talk about Emotional Intelligence.
Then… He must be good with people and have EQ in spades.
Right?
Well, no, I don’t think so.
Contents
Why Gary Vee Has Low EQ
#1. Interrupts All The Time (0 Listening Skills)
2. Seeks Differences (instead of building consensus)
3. Gary Vee Breaks Rapport
4. Gary Vee Abuses “NO”
5. Gary Vee Never Goes DEep
Rapport or Honesty?
Gary Vaynerchuk ADHD
Gary Vee EQ: Summary

Why Gary Vee Has Low EQ
Whenever I look at videos online, I analyze patterns.
I look for good communication, for power moves, social dynamics and for dominance signs.
When I saw this interview between Gary Vaynerchuk and Seth Godin I was shocked.
Rarely I had seen such a better example of… Communication breakdown.
No bashing on Gary Vaynerchuk, but when it comes to how to talk to people, he does everything
wrong here. And you don’t need to take my word for it: Seth Godin threatens to get up and leave at a
certain point.
We will use Vaynerchuk basic conversation mistakes, plus a few more examples, to avoid the biggest
conversation pitfalls.
So let’s dive in to make sure you don’t make any of those anymore:

#1. Interrupts All The Time (0 Listening Skills)
This is one of the most important rules of talking to people well.
And one of the biggest reasons why most people fail to have good conversations (as explained in the
fantastic book Difficult Conversations).
Indeed the more we care about a topic, the more emotional we get and the more we want to interject
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and dominate the conversation.
However, this is terrible both from a communication point of view and from a rapport point of view.
Interruptions lead to poor conversations
Our conversation partner will not listen when you interrupt them or monopolize the conversation.
Mental resources are not infinite.
And they will be busy dealing with bad emotions towards you, thinking what to say next or
strategizing to win the argument.
When you let them finish instead, and possibly even help them along the way, their mind will be
clear.
And they’ll like you and respect you a lot more, which translates in more empathic listening.
It’s egocentric people who interrupt
From a rapport point of view, interrupting is terrible because we don’t bond with people whom we
know. We bond with people whom know us. And care about us.
And when you talk too much, people cannot bond with you.
All they hear is an egocentric “me, me, me”.
The second reason is that when you jump with your own opinion you think you know what they
wanted to say, but you often get it wrong.
And it will feel like the two of you are out of sync.
See an example:

Exception: When She Wanna Impress You
Interestingly enough, there’s an exception.
In dating situations it can happen that a girl is so willing to impress you or fix a previous mistake that
she can’t help but jump in.
In that case, you should not take it as an affront, but as a sign that you’re holding sway.
Smile as if to say “you just interrupted me, but you’re adorable so I’ll forgive you”.

2. Seeks Differences (instead of building consensus)
Whenever an idea or an opinion run against what we believe in, our natural tendency is to fight it.
And to prove that we are right.
Ideally, that would be OK and we could all argue hard without any harm to our relationships.
But that’s not the reality of the world we live in.
So choose: you can either have rapport or you can focus on who’s right. 99% of people on this earth
cannot have both.
From the example above, what good does it make when Vaynerchuk says:
Gary Vee: Seth I hate science
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Seth Godin is talking about science, how can he feel when someone says he “hates” what he just said
is one of the coolest things that happened to mankind?
Obviously, he feels like there is no rapport there.
This holds true most everywhere -including at work where it shouldn’t-, but it holds even truer in
(early) romance:

Example: Right…. And Alone
Many years ago I went back to a girl’s place with a bottle of wine as we chatted and flirted
along the way.
That must have been an easy one, right? Well, it should have, yes.
But when she aired her very left wing opinions on genders, gypsies and “integration
policies” this dumbas* escalated what was a bonding conversation into a discussion (super
un-sexy).
I started explaining why my ideas were “right”, and I wanted to prove it. I wanted to win.
Of course, there are no winners in those scenarios, only losers.
Rapport was shattered, romance was gone… And I went home in my hand’s company soon
after :).

3. Gary Vee Breaks Rapport
Gary Vaynerchuk seem to make it a point to disagree, interrupt and seek confrontation.
He is a master rapport breaker.
Look at the video below.
Any “rational” person would agree 100% with Seth Godin. And we could argue he “won” the
argument when he refused to give in -stronger frame- and put science on his side.
The conversation victory comes at the price of destroying rapport.

Example 2 – How to Keep Rapport
This year I had one of the most remarkable dates I have ever had.
She wanted to become a shaman.
She had occult talents, was in touch with otherworldly entities and she was sure aliens live
among us. Or so she professed.
Of course the dumber side of me wanted to debate that. And to possibly prove it wrong
(argh!).
But thanks God this time I knew better.
I told myself I was going to learn from this and stay nonjudgmental, warm and supportive.
So I got curios. I inquired, dug deeper, shared my local stories of occult and.. Rapport and
bonding sore.
They sore very high,,, ;).
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4. Gary Vee Abuses “NO”
A “NO” is a conversation stopper and one of the most powerful verbal weapons.
It communicates you fully disagree, that you know better, and that the two of you are miles apart
(possibly he’s miles behind).

Example 1: Authoritarian Power Move
A “NO” is also often a power move in the sense that it gives power and authority to the person using
it. At the price, of course, of rapport and harmony.
I’ll give you a real life example.
A friend of mine wanted to recruit me for a start up she wanted to launch. We had a brief phone
conversation, which went a bit like this:
Her: (…) And this is my great idea!
Me: Oh that’s cool, seems like mobile marketing will be key to get traction
Her: No, it’s more about partnerships..
Me: Yeah, that too I guess, both are important. Germany would be a great market to start
with
Her: No, I want to start with..
You will notice I don’t answer with “OK” because that would be an admission of submission.
It would communicate that I “OK” her correction and submit to her authority, neither of which was
my intention.
I accept instead, confirm what she says as it was also my opinion and then defend and raise my
opinion adding both are important.
And then I move to another topic to take the pressure off and avoid an escalation.
But again, she keeps “NO-ing” me -probably 3 times during the conversation-. With every NO she
communicates that:
1. I have no idea what I’m talking about;
2. She knows more;
3. She’s the one calling the shots.
Albeit I don’t fully remember the exact words of that conversation I do clearly remember one thing: I
didn’t wanna have anything to do with her project.

Example 2: Never Say NO to Compliments
A “NO” is particularly terrible when people reach out to you with a compliment, a gift or a peaceoverture.
It’s because in those times they are, in a way, either submitting to us or raising us up.
And they expect a reward.
When a “NO” is the answer instead, it punishes us when we least expect it and we regret we even
opened up (and possibly resent them for making us feel bad).
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Whether or not he didn’t believe in the compliment, replying that way feels like a middle finger
answer. It communicates that I don’t get what he’s doing and I don’t know what I’m talking about.
And, second layer, if I don’t get what he’s about, it also implies I’m not close to him.
What to do then? You ALWAYS accept the compliment, even when they make no sense to you.

Example 3: There’s no NO in Sales
If you’re in sales, you should totally ban “NO” from your customers’ conversations. Even when it’s
called for.
For example, when I was selling a complex product I was often faced with people not understanding
it. And they would repeat back to me some nonsensical blabber.
The first reaction would be to say “NO” and correct them. Resist that urge: you never want to break
rapport with customers. Let them finish instead, maybe even nod as they speak.
And then you say:
YES, it’s a bit like that. Basically.. (repeat your pitch in simpler form)
or if they were far off the mark:
-Wow, that would actually be a great idea for a new product. This product here… (repeat in
simpler words)
OR
-Yeah, that’s a bit like what X company does, they’re cool, what we do.. (repeat in simpler
words)
Basically, whatever they say, never answer NO.
If they almost got it, compliment them and then add more information.
If they are far off the mark and you can’t think of anything good about what they said, blame
yourself.

5. Gary Vee Never Goes DEep
Gary has a huge issue in connecting and bonding with people.
He cannot listen, he is always itching to interrupt, he shouts to cut off people and he can never
manage to take a conversation deep.
And when it comes to developing an emotional connection, that’s bad.
Because the deeper we discuss things, the deeper we feel like we connect with someone. Especially if
it’s deep and personal. That’s the feeling that “you’re meant for each other” with a romantic partner.
The best conversationalists never stop at the surface for too long. They prod and dig until they get to
the core of who their conversation partners are.
Staying on the surface is a particularly heinous conversation mistake when people actually want to
get deep with you:
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Example 1 – Kicking Back to Surface
When people start talking, that’s a great thing.
Often it means they’re about to go deep and open up. That’s when you let them speak and encourage
to go further.
When instead you interrupt them, change topic, start sharing your opinion or crack a joke you are
basically forcing them back up to the surface.
They feel not only like you don’t get them, but also that you don’t care.
And it’s an immediate, huge disconnect.
This is exactly what Gary does here. Seth Godin wants to make important points he cares about. He
wants to properly address the questions coming from the audience. But Gary keeps stopping him.
Vaynerchuk is forcing Seth Godin to stay superficial. And he resents him for that.
For more examples on creating a deep connection, check:
How to develop deep emotional connection

Rapport or Honesty?
You might have noticed that conversing well requires you to pause the most controversial sides of
your character.
Or to dig deeper in yourself to fish for different shades of your personality.
Indeed this is an article on rapport, and full or honesty and rapport do not always fully overlap.
But the two are not antithetic either.
Don’t fall for the lie of those lonely, frustrated few who peddle full honesty as their great quality.
As they go around hurting people and picking fights all day they’re just showing rudeness and
stupidity -with other more or less severe personality flaws-.
Indeed, there’s enough overlap between honesty and rapport that you can have both.

Gary Vaynerchuk ADHD
Does Gary Vaynerchuk have ADHD, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder?
I cannot know that for sure, but it definitely seems so.

Gary Vee EQ: Summary
Gary Vee is very good at screaming from a big imaginary megaphone and getting people to like is
posts and soundbites.
But he is terrible when it comes to developing close relationships.
He certainly doesn’t like to hear from people, because it seems more like he’s in love with the sound
of his own voice.
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Maybe Gary Vee really loves people, but probably more those who give him an audience to parade
himself.
Also read:
Albert Einstein emotional idiocy
Elon Musk emotional idiocy
Vaynerchuk VS Tony Robbins
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Here’s What To Do When She Threatens to Break Up
December 19, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Of all the nastiest power moves one can resort to, threatening to break up might the nastiest -and most
toxic to the relationship-.
If you have ever been dealing with breakup threats, you know it can be an emotional, even scary
moment.
In this article, we will deep dive into the manipulative technique that’s sometimes referred to as
“holding the relationship hostage”.
We will see why a partner might threaten to end the relationship and what are the best ways to handle
breakup threats.
One note before we start: this article takes the man’s perspective, but most information is also
applicable when it’s a boyfriend who threatens to break up.
Contents
Why People Threaten to Break Up
Typical Reactions to Break Up Threats
#1. The “Why, Why” Begging Reaction
#2. The Brinkmanship Game
#3. The Steamroller
#4. The Cool Detective
Break Up Threats: What They Mean
Break Up Threats: Are You The Issue?
#1. Mismatch of Needs
#2. You’re Not Seeing The Obvious Issue
#3. Emotional Distance
How to Stop Breakup Threats
#1. The Mindset
#2. The Technical Side
Summary

Why People Threaten to Break Up
Your partner will threaten to break up because of three different reasons:
1. As a power move (manipulation to achieve a goal or accrue more power)
2. Because she is naturally confrontational and/or emotionally unstable
3. Because you or the relationship are not providing for her basic needs
If it’s the first time it happens, you might not be sure which one it is, and that’s exactly what you
need to find out.
But first, lest’s start by exploring the most common reactions to a break-up threat:
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Typical Reactions to Break Up Threats
These are the most common reactions men experience when their women threaten to break up:

#1. The “Why, Why” Begging Reaction
Breakup threats make us emotional.
It’s normal.
Especially the first time you hear a breakup threat it will likely blindside you and you will be lost for
words (watch this video of Elon Musk being threatened to see what “blindsided” means).
The great book Crucial Conversations explains indeed that the more we care about something, the
more likely it is we will be overridden by emotions.
And the bitterly ironic consequence is that the more we care, the worst we to perform (yep,
that evolution shaped us to be the best we can be is just but a silly myth).
That being said, this is no excuse not to bring our very best to the table. Some typical reactions of the
beggars are (click hyperlinks for video examples):
Trying to change her mind
Terrible because a push back is a natural answer to a push. Basically, you become the one who’s
trying to patch it up and she becomes the one convincing you -and herself- that actually breaking up
is a great idea
Asking “why, why, why”
It’s wrong because, of course, now she is looking for reasons why breaking up is a good idea;
Promising change
Communicates that you are indeed at fault and/or not good enough. While that might be the case,
most often than not, it’s not what leads your partner to threaten the end of the relationship.
Being incredulous, stating “we’re good”
Similar to trying to change her mind, with the added bonus that if there indeed issues you look
clueless.
Here’s an example of a man quickly moving to the upper echelons of beggar-dom as soon as she airs
her break up intentions:

Why Begging is Wrong
This should be obvious, but for the sake of clarity:
1. You legitimize her threat
2. You make a very poor showing when you are overridden by emotions and fears
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Any of the above examples ins indeed communicating that you want the relationship more than she
wants it.
Since it’s usually the weaker party who is most desperate of clinging to the status quo, it immediately
places her above you. And women don’t like being with men who are obviously below them.
Thus, the begging reaction confirms to her she should go ahead and enact her threat, which exactly
what happened in the video example.

#2. The Brinkmanship Game
Similarly to the Beggar, the brinksman wants to keep the relationship.
But he knows that trying to change her mind or getting all emotional is the best way to lose her.
What the Brinksman does, then, to quote Eminem, is that he’ll be nervous on the inside but on the
surface he’ll look calm and ready to drop bombs. And he pretends he will be OK if she goes ahead possibly better than she will be-.
A well-executed game of brinkmanship shows power and strength.
If well-executed she will “realize” she is the one most invested in the relationship and will quickly
turn things around (Kezia recommends this approach).
In the brinkmanship game, the one who shows to being least invested wins.
See an example from The Notebook:
In the video they are both in love. He walks away first and “needs to think about it”, which drives her
crazy.
She chases hard, and notice the only time when he actually walks towards her is when she says it’s
over. This video very well explains the power of the first mover when it comes to the hideous games
of brinkmanship.

Why It’s Not Optimal
This is not an optimal solution.
To begin with, the brinkmanship game doesn’t just communicate you need the relationship less, but
also communicates you don’t really care that much about the relationship.
Which is what partially happens in the video example, and one of the reasons why she flies into a
rage, trying to get a reaction out of him.
But most of all, the biggest drawback of the brinkmanship game, even when you win, it’s exactly
that.
It’s all about “winning”.
You “win”.
But great relationships are not zero-sum games, so if you win and she loses it’s still not great for
the relationship.
The relationship becomes a combative relationship of continuous power struggle.
And that sucks.
You deserve better than that.
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Look at another example of brinkmanship escalation: is this a good relationship?

#3. The Steamroller
The Power steamroller does not accept being pushed into a corner and having to take a step back.
He is afraid of any concessions: for him, concessions are a sign of weakness.
So as soon as the woman airs the possibility of a breakup, he sees red and he charges head-on.
He must win that battle.
And so, to prove he’s the man of the relationship, he tells her to go fu** herself before she can do it.
The Power Steamroller sounds like the most powerful answer.
Probably it’s no coincidence that it’s one of the favorite of most gung-ho “dating coaches” (example)
and all the alpha male posturers.
It has a certain pull, I can see that.
Beggars look at the Alpha Steam rollers and think “wow, that guy.. He’s the man”.
Of course, he’s not.
Note:
Just to be sure, showing her the door right away can be a fair answer, but you must first make sure of
that.

Why It’s Not Optimal
The Steamroller is far more concerned with “proving” his power than to make the right decision.
And therein lies the issue.
When faced with a scary outcome the Steamroller type is defensive. But true confident men are not
defensive.
So when the chip falls and it comes to a threat, the steamroller falls into the same bad habits that
plagued him the whole relationship long: a focus on himself and ego protection.
The Steamroller never really paid attention and understood her partner, so what are the chances he’ll
do so now?
And that’s the final and fatal issue with the Steamroller answer: another great occasion to understand
her partner goes to waste.

Example 1: The Godfather
An old school steam roller type is The Godfather.
Instead of telling her to go fu** herself though, he tells her she can’t leave (typical of abusive men by
the way).
Notice the emotionally distant Godfather never really understood his wife. Steamrolling his way into
the final showdown only further highlights the huge chasm between him and her, culminating with
her saying:
Kate: “I feel no love for you anymore”
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Of course she doesn’t, you can’t love an emotionally distant Steamroller!
If there ever was a chance for them to stay together, treating her like an owned object was the last nail
in the coffin:

Example 2: My Story
Years ago an ex girlfriend of mine in rather heavy distress threatened me that, if X happened
(don’t remember what X was), she “wouldn’t control herself” (a veiled hint at possible
violence).
Now there are a few things I don’t tolerate in a relationship, and threats and violence are two of
them.
I paused, looked at her and said “if that ever happens, it’s over”.
As she plunged into silence, lowered her head and looked down, I had won.
But “won” what, exactly?
What a Pyrrhic “victory”, and what an idiot I was.
She had been super sweet until then, what the hell was that?
I had no idea if she was serious, or if she could become abusive in the future.
Or maybe that the topic was just too emotional for her that she was not being herself?
The Steamroller in me never found out.
How to find out, then?
Enter, The Cool Detective:

#4. The Cool Detective
And now we finally come to the optimal way of handling it.
As usual, mindsets are key.
The cool detective knows that a break up threat is a serious infraction in a relationship.
He knows it can be the sign of a major personality flaw and only the first of more problems to come.
He knows it means he might be forced to actually end the relationship.
But he knows it can also be something else.
And he wants to find out.
When she threatens to break up the detective breathes in and pauses for a second, looks at her straight
in the eyes and with slow, neutral voice tone asks her:
Cool Detective: Now, tell me. Why would you ever say that
There aren’t many good examples of this behavior of course, but you can check the Godfather again
using a similar technique in a business setting. It’s the famous senator scene.

Why It’s The Best
When you are faced with a breakup threat you need to take an important decision: whether you want
to stay in the relationship or end it.
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And to make the best information you need to have all the information you can.
Especially since said information is readily available staring straight at you.
The Cool Detective, such as remaining calm and asking for more information, is the only reaction
that will allow you to probe and dig deeper.
It’s the only answer to a breakup threat that lets you better understand where you stand, where she
stands, and what she’s made of.
Douglas Stone explains that in emotionally-laden conversations it’s best to seek to understand first rather than being understood-.
So make sure you let her talk and express freely and safely for as long as it’s needed.
And now let’s see why she would even ever threaten to break up:

Break Up Threats: What They Mean
As we’ve seen at the beginning there are three high-level reasons why she threatens to break up. Let’s
review them better:
She is naturally confrontational
If she sees the relationship as a power struggle, you are probably better off moving on (see Elon
Musk relationship as an example).
Talulah Riley: There’s been so many times where I think “alright, I’m gonna get on a plane
to England and I’m never gonna see him again
From a power dynamics perspective, confrontational women who often threaten breakups feel
superior to you and confident you will yield -or at least that you’ll get scared-.
That means you can probably do better personality-wise (keep reading The Power Moves :).
In case you are also part of that combative attitude, you also need to work on yourself. Check how to
fix combative relationships.
Personality disorders
Breakup threats are common with borderline personality disorders.
If she also engages in suicide threats, self-harm and wild emotional swings, then she may be a BPD.
It’s a power move
Yes, it can be a nasty power move just to get power.
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)
If that’s the case, let her follow through on the breakup. You’re better off alone than with a nasty
partner.
But it also might be using the breakup as a bargaining chip to get to something specific -ie., marriage
or children-.
And that might mean either that the relationship is not very important to her or, more likely, that what
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she is looking for is very important for her.
When that’s the case, either is a poor communicator and has to resort to threats, or you are a bad
listener and have not taken note of her needs.
In the last case, you as the man also share part of the blame -or ever bear most of the blame-.
Let’s dig deeper:

Break Up Threats: Are You The Issue?
Now we get into real relationship talk.
Going full into relationship issues would require a book.
But here are three common scenarios why your partner might have a point when she threatens to
break up:

#1. Mismatch of Needs
You are noncommittal about something important to her (marriage, kids, fidelity… )
You refuse to give in on a major important topic (making it official, allow her to sleep in, meet
her parents etc.)
In The Laws of Social Exchanges we saw that all relationships also have a transactional and selfinterested element.
And if you’re not giving something that is critical for your partner, you should really look within
yourself and decide.
If you want to stay in the relationship, you must provide for her core needs at the very least (here’s an
article to help you decide when it’s best to break up).
And if you cannot, don’t further waste any more of her time.

#2. You’re Not Seeing The Obvious Issue
Men often have a tendency not to see signs of discomfort which women instead believe are pretty
obvious.
She might have tried to “explain” you there was a problem with her behavior, but you failed to
understand it. She thinks it’s clear, he thinks she’s bitc*ing around.
Both are frustrated.
Sometimes she might have tried with words, but she starts the talk too strongly and men end up
defensive, stonewalling or escalating.
The result: arguments multiply and issues don’t get solved (example).

#3. Emotional Distance
You are distant, emotionally unavailable, or generally fail to care about her and the relationship
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(maybe you’re an avoidant and you’re in an anxious/avoidant relationship trap).
She still probably likes you and that’s why she “threatens to break up” instead of just doing it.
Deep down she hopes that threatening to end the relationship will make you realize that you should
take care of her a bit more.
In these cases, the “break up threat” is a communication failure from her side. The threat is actually a
cry for help. It reads “care about me” or “show me you care”.
That was exactly the example we saw earlier from The Notebook.
Bad listeners and emotional distance are the situations where the Cool Detective approach helps you
the most.
It will help you unearth what’s going on, what’s missing, and what you can do to get back on a
positive track.

How to Stop Breakup Threats
This is only going to be relevant if you decided to stay in the relationship.
Which you should only if:
1. Your girlfriend is not playing power games
2. Holding the relationship hostage is not her modus operandi and if
3. You can provide what’s lacking
If you want to keep the relationship, then you might even use the occasion to get better together.
Let’s start:

#1. The Mindset
Your mindset should be to only accept supportive relationships. And to always work and move
towards that ideal relationship.
Bar violence, threatening to break up is the hallmark of the worst kind of combative relationships and
it’s not to be accepted.

#2. The Technical Side
The next step is to let her know just that.
After you let her vent and clarified, say something like this:
Look, I hear you, I understand how important it is for you and I’m very glad we clarified
and can fix this issue.
Now there’s something else I need to add as well.
I can’t deny that when you came up with a threat, because that’s what you did, I was
disappointed. Very disappointed.
As I often tell you, I see relationships as teams, and as a way of adding value to each other. I
only want a relationship where we are a team and we both make each other better.
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Think about it, have I ever threatened you, or do you think it’s likely I ever would?
Exactly.
The point is, in a great relationship there’s no space for threats. And I expect of you that the
next time you’re unhappy you speak to me instead.
Do you understand what I mean?
Do you think you can do that?
Good
And by the way, it’s very powerful having people willingly raise to your level of expectations. She
will only admire you that much more after this.

Summary
A breakup threat is a serious offense, and if you are not doing anything wrong it’s acceptable only
once.
Sometimes though it happens because she sees no other options with you and/or you are not meeting
her basic needs.
How you answer her first threat will set the tone for the rest of your relationship.
And now you have the right tools to answer well.
In a nutshell:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

remain calm
ask “why would you say that”
let all the real issues come to the surface
make your call: end it or addressing the root causes?
If the latter, fix it and let her know from now on only open dialogue and team-spirit are
accepted
6. keep monitoring
And enjoy a much-improved relationship.
-Lucio
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Macron VS Trump: Alpha Male Battle (Case Study)
December 23, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Macron utterly failed to influence Trump.
As a matter of fact, Macron managed to make an enemy out of Trump in a matter of a few days.
This article is a case study on influence, using Macron VS Trump as an example.
It will explain how Macron spectacularly failed to influence Trump and managed to make an enemy
out of him.
By the end of this post you will understand some key principles to influence people.
My name is Lucio, I hold a master degree in communication, I am psychology buff and most of my
time goes into analyzing effective (and not so effective) human behavior.
Contents
Background: Macron Burst Into The Scene
Macron Persuasion Mistakes
#1. Don’t Make Enemies
#2. Don’t Make Them Feel Inferior If You Win
#3. Don’t Induce Them Into Vendetta (Trump Quits Paris Agreement)
#4. Repair Relations (But Macron Escalates Further)
#5. Seek Agreement (Avoid Drawn Out Wars)
#6. Don’t Fight Out of Ego (Trump Shames Macron… Trolling Power Move)
Macron’s Influencing Mistakes
How to Influence People: The Correct Way
Summary

Background: Macron Burst Into The Scene
Emmanuel Macron, France’s president, burst into the political scene hailed by some as the new leader
of the “free” and progressive world.
I don’t know if Macron believed the hype himself, but he certainly barged in with some very bold
moves.
Some of them were bold in a dumb way though.

Macron Persuasion Mistakes
Let’s see, in chronological order, how he spectacularly failed with Donald Trump and the Paris
Agreement negotiation.
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#1. Don’t Make Enemies
Macron didn’t like Trump.
But if you want to influence people, you should not let your personal feelings get the best of you.

The Handshake
Macron went into his first meeting with Donald Trump with a tough-guy mindset.
He knew that Trump often resorts to bullying and aggressive tactics when dealing with others -check
Trump’s Alpha Male handshake– . So he must have thought he should go even aggressive to show
his resolve.
I think he went a bit too far with that handshake and mean look. But, overall, his intention was sound.
It was actually a great tactic.
A show of strength is often indeed a very effective way of handling bullies:
The problem was that he didn’t stop there.

The Swerve & Let Him Wait
Macron goes too far with his “display of strength”.
A few hours later from that handshake, Macron is approaching the group of the various head of states
at the NATO summit.
He seems to be going straight towards Trump.
But he swerves, avoids Trump and goes to Angela Merkel first.
Approaching someone first among a group of people is often a sign your respect him/her the most.
And avoiding to approach someone who’s physically closer to you is a sign you don’t respect him
much or don’t want to deal with him.
On top of moving away from Trump, Macron also let him wait (check what to do when someone
makes you wait).
After Merkel he then greets a man between Merkel and Trump, with the momentum suggesting he’s
about to finally Greet Trump… And instead he goes back to a man to left of Merkel.
Letting Trump wait even longer.
See here:
An ovious sign of disrespect from Macron.
There’s no point in hiding here.
In this era, in any NATO meeting, the US president is the most important man.
Avoiding him and letting him wait like that in front of everyone is most certainly a sign of disrespect.

Trump Hits Back
When finally Macron greets Trump, Trump uses his old “yank and pull” handshake technique.
This is a staple of Trump in asserting physical dominance.
However, given all that preceded I think Trump had to somehow hit back. Macron cornered him and
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was taking away social value from him.
Trump, typical of him, answered too directly obviously.
But he had to do something to restore power balance.
A better alternative for him would have been to start talking to someone nearby and let Macron wait
before shaking his hand.
Or even better, quickly shaking Macron’s hand without even looking at him and then start walking
again as if he had barely noticed him.
Trump didn’t handle it perfectly here.

#2. Don’t Make Them Feel Inferior If You Win
Sometimes you might need to stand your ground.
And you might even win.
But if you want to influence people, you must play down your wins and make friends again (there are
exampels on how to do it in the course).
That’s the best possible scenario, actually.
You show how strong you are, and then you make friends. Win:win, you can influence them with
both fear and friendship.
Not Emmanuel Macron though.
He runs his big mouth to the press about his first handshake (check the main part of the article).
He says Trump believes in the “logic of the trial of strength”.
But it doesn’t bother him, he says, as he won’t let anything pass.
And, in an excess of stupidty, he highlights that his handshake was on purpose, that he wanted to
show he makes no concession.
Basically, Macron publicly talks smack about Trump and shows off how he beat him (at his own
game). And by showing off his “Trump domination” to the press, Macron makes an enemy out
of Trump.
This was his biggest mistake.
Men like Trump who have big ego and a fixed mindset tend to be very touchy.
Trump had already shown, clearly and repeatedly, that he takes things very personally.
And he tends to be very vindictive -the Rosie O’Donnell example, so spiteful it’s actually funny-.

#3. Don’t Induce Them Into Vendetta (Trump Quits Paris
Agreement)
Trump will later quit the Paris Agreement to mitigate global warming.
Some Trump aides says Trump’s mind was mostly made up about the Paris Agreement. But they add
that if he had any doubts, Macron’s behavior cleared them all (here’s the Washington Post article).
Some other political observers went much further and placed the US’ withdrawal blame even more
strongly on Macron.
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Now the story could be over, but out of social dynamics interest, let’s see what happened after and
what we can learn from it:

#4. Repair Relations (But Macron Escalates Further)
Macron, taking his role of leader of the progressive world one step further, prepares a message in
English for the US citizens.
He opens it by saying:
Let me say a few words to our American friends.
Macron speaks as if he were talking to an occupied territory that needs being liberated.
Of course Trump was not going to like that: dah!
Soon after Macron also launched a program and a website inviting American researchers to go to
France to research.
And he writes on his website “to all responsible American citizens”, clearly implying that Trump is
not responsible.
See it here:
Whether or not we agree with Macron on that, that certainly isn’t helping their relationship.

#5. Seek Agreement (Avoid Drawn Out Wars)
War is the antithesis of influence.
When you’re at war, people hate you.
In war people suffer and die just to hurt you.
Macron started a war with Trump.
Macron then invites Trump to Paris for the national celebration. As soon as he’s out of the car Trump
is more dominant, but his main revenge comes later:

#6. Don’t Fight Out of Ego (Trump Shames Macron… Trolling
Power Move)
Now here’s the interesting thing.
Have you noticed how Macron spoke to the press about his Trump handshake?
He was serious and spoke matter of factly about his tactics. Macron revealed all his cards, publicly,
and left no room to imagination.
Trump instead never reveals his cards.
He always covers his tracks and raises dust to hide his real moves.
As the 48 Laws of Power suggests, he conceals his intentions.
And when the press asked him about Macron after the Paris meeting, he hits him indirectly.
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He says that Macron loves holding his hand. And he adds “and that’s good, as far that goes“.
People who are too used to literal talk will say that Trump is, at his usual, talking nonsense.
But he’s actually very effective.
He blames the victim while at the same time taking the pi** out of Mzcron.
Trump pretends it was Macron who wanted to hold his hand in Paris.
And he slightly implies Macron might be a little bit too much into him. It’s even a slight dig at
Macron’s homosexuality –same technique I describe against a guy who wanted to out-alpha me-.
Trump outmaneuvered Macron both physically and socially.

Macron’s Influencing Mistakes
Macron did well in the first encounter.
He proved he was not to be trifled with. That’s where he had to stop.
His mistake was that he kept insisting down that belligerent path in front of the whole group of head
of states.
You get respect when you deal strongly with someone one on one.
You get hatred and rage when you do it in front of others because that becomes shaming.
And then again, bigger still, he brags publicly to the press.
Macron said to the press that he wanted to show he wasn’t going to make any concessions.
And of all the stupid things he said, that was one of the worst.
First of all, a man like Trump prides himself on deal making and negotiation skills.
Macron painting himself like the best, toughest negotiator is like emasculating Trump.
Basically Macron created a win-lose situation.
And when you create win-lose situations with those who are calling the shots, you lose.
Of course, at that point Trump was motivated not to stay in the Paris Agreement as that would have
felt like he was submitting.
And further still, Cialdini shows that the best negotiators are not the tough ones. The best ones do
make concessions.
Making concessions is the best way to reach mutually benefiting agreements.
Macron had to keep his show of strength private. That way he would have gotten Trump’s respect
without souring relations.
When you create win-lose situations… You can lose

How to Influence People: The Correct Way
Now the big question, what should have Macron done?
We’ve already seen that his plan of showing Trump he was no guy to be pushed around was great.
You often get bullies’ respect only after you show strength.
Or after you show you’re not afraid of escalating -and ideally after you beat them-.
After he showed Trump some resolve Macron was in the perfect position to make it up to Trump and
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make him feel good.
Indeed, people don’t respect those complimenting them from a lower position as that feels like
brown-nosing.
But since Macron was now in a position of strength, he could use the full leverage of building Trump
up.
Men with a big ego like Donald Trump are more easily manipulated, and Macron should have used
that to his advantage.
For example, he could have said publicly that “Trump is the most important person in the difficult
quest of saving our planet“.
And then complimented him for how deeply he cares about the common people.
That would have put pressure on Trump to conform and given him an incentive to step up to the
plate.
Such, as the honor of championing a worthy cause.

Summary
Tony Robbins said in one his sales training: selling and influencing is the art of making friends.
He couldn’t have been more right.
Such a simple lesson, and yet so often overlooked.
Macron did the exact opposite. He picked up a fight and backed Trump into a corner.
The Paris Agreement was the collateral damage of Macron’s alpha male posturing.
Here’s what he did:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stood up to Trump
Shamed Trump publicly & made an enemy
Created a win-lose atmosphere saying there are no concessions
Forced Trump to hit back

Here’s a summary of what he should have done:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Showed strength to earn Trump’s respect
Offer an olive branch to make a friend from a position of strength
Strengthen that friendship
Appeal to Trump’s ego to champion a better world

Photo by Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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How to Help People Out of Awkward Social Situations: A
Guide
December 25, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We’ve all been in awkward social situations.
Wouldn’t it have been nice in those situations to have someone to help us and support us?
This article explains how to do just that: helping friends out of awkward social situations (and save
people’s face).
Contents
Rescuing People From Awkward Social Situations
#1. Let Them In
#2. When Ignored, Show Interest
#3. Hurtle Away From Awkward Situations
#4. Put Your Social Weight On Their Side
#5. Undermine Their Attacker
#6. Support Them By Relating With Them
#7. Throw an Emotional Life Preserver
Social Support: The Top Socialite Way
Smoothly & Subtly
Cordially & Quickly
The Social Rescue Equation
Summary

Rescuing People From Awkward Social Situations
These are some of the most common socially awkward situations and how you fix them:

#1. Let Them In
When They’re Standing Outside, You Open The Door
Standing at the edge of a group is a typical awkward social situation for many.
The longer someone stays in the periphery of the group, the stronger the message they are not
welcome is broadcasted. And you don’t want that to happen to your friends.
What you then do is this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take a step back
Put your arm on your friend’s back inviting him to step in
Step back in together with your friend
Introduce him or mention him in what you say next
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Being ostracized and left outside in the cold is a great fear of human beings. Rest assured that people
will remember and cherish those very few who notice and open the social doors for them.

#2. When Ignored, Show Interest
It happens relatively often that someone is telling a story, but the people around start ignoring him.
What to do then?
Here’s an example:
I got a question
A few weeks ago a friend of mine, let’s call him Terry, was telling a story to a group of 4 guys, all
knowing each other, and 2 new girls.
Terry was looking at the two girls as he spoke, but they suddenly turned to each other and started
talking to themselves.
Now the story might not have been the most captivating ever, but that was very socially oblivious and
rather rude of them.
Terry looked shunned and was losing big social points.
The quickest and easiest way to rescue anyone in Terry’s situation then, is to jump in and make a
wrap-up question (read below why wrap up).
This will allow Terry to finish his story, show everyone that he’s not isolated and comfort him that
there people who care.
It looks like this:
Friend: I tried La Casa pizza parlor last week, and it was superb. (nobody listens, tries with
a question) Have you guys ever tried La Casa
Group: (Looking away, starting side conversation)
You: Oh cool man, I’ve heard about that place a few times, how was it
Also read:
Mastering group conversations

#3. Hurtle Away From Awkward Situations
The Shorter The Time, The Less The Embarrassment
A very common way of helping your friends out of awkward situations is to move away from them as
quickly as possible.
You can pretend it never happened, change the topic or keep going.
Leil Lowndes calls it “see no bloopers, hear no bloopers”.
It’s a very easy and simple method that doesn’t require much effort, so in the very worst case
scenario, you can always come back to it.
It works well… A lot of times.
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Exception: When The Blooper is Too Obvious
But you cannot use it when the offenseor blooper was too obvious to ignore.
You can see an example here:
What do you think about this example?
I guess you probably noticed the intrinsic weakness of this technique.
The issue with it is that it lessens the consequences, but it does not address the core issue and doesn’t
really fool anyone.
Everyone knows what happened.

#4. Put Your Social Weight On Their Side
And Openly Take Your Friend’s Side
Most people who put our friends in awkward situations do so with opinions or with out of place
questions.
Imagine they take one side of the scale.
But if you can put your own judgment on the other side of the scale and you have more weight, you
win.
Let’s review the same Sex & The City example:
Antony: Mother of God, what’s with the gut. Well she’s eating something out there
You: Not true at all. I’m just bummed she’s my friend. I hate having hot friends and not
being able to make a move, or I’d be all over that (smile)
Welcome in baby! (Open arms for a warm welcome)
This works particularly well if your opinion is highly regarded in the topic and the attacker’s opinion
not so much.
In this case, for example, it works great if you’re a guy with a good taste, or rumored to sleep around.
Then your opinion on the topic matters. And his opinion as a guy naturally not interested in women
matters much less.

#5. Undermine Their Attacker
No Social Weight, No Harm Done
Opinions and questions that put our friends on the spot often look powerful because, the moment we
set ourselves as judges, we become judges, and acquire huge social power.
If you, on the other hand, can highlight that it was simply an opinion -and a silly one at that-, you
take away power from the judge.
And you relieve the social pressure.
You do so by questioning the attacker on their motives, or undermining their authority.
A great way to do is using humor, so that people will laugh.
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A humorous moment also decreases tensions and helps to move on more quickly.
And, of course, you won’t look butthurt.
Antony: Mother of God, what’s with the gut. Well she’s eating something out there
You: (rolls eyes, speaking as if you don’t wanna be heard, but loud enough that everyone
hears) says the guy highly experienced in women. We’ll ask him when we need an opinion
on di**s. In the meanwhile, come on in Samantha, you look spectacular (hugs her and
welcomes her in)
Notice also this is the same technique Jesus Christ used to save an adulterous woman from being
stoned (talking about awkward social moments lol).
It’s when he said:
Let him who is without sin cast the first stone
With one simple sentence, Jesus put the attackers on the same level as the victim: everyone’s a
sinner.
Once everyone was on the same level, he robbed the attackers of their ability to pass judgments.
And relieved the pressure on the victim.

#6. Support Them By Relating With Them
No Worries, Everybody Poops
Of course, some of the most typical awkward moments involve body functions at the wrong time.
Ideally, your friend will own it without making a big deal about it, but this post is about how we can
help our friends, not how to control their minds.
So a good technique to relieve pressure is to laugh at it… Naturally.
You want to avoid anyone thinks it’s weird, and you to do so you gotta believe it first.
It’s a natural, healthy body function.
Your friend might still feel singled out though. “Yeah sure, it’s a healthy body function, but it was me
who did it and you’re all laughing about what I did”, they might think.
That’s when you relate a short personal story of when you were also embarrassed.
Make others laugh at yourself so you take pressure off of your friend and get your own share of
laughter.
Then you can keep talking about other people embarrassing stories or move on the conversation to
something more relevant.
And this the wrong way to do it (from a silly video of top 10 farts, a typical socially challenging
situation):
https://youtu.be/QdRTa0iK8zs?t=51
The host perks up, all surprised as if to say “oh my God, what have you just done”. That’s the
opposite of helping our friends out of socially awkward situations.
Even worst, he looks around, which is a typical way of showing emotional disconnect.
People who laugh at other people’s expenses start by looking around. They’re looking for others to
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support them and “gang up with” (see more examples in the Social Power course).
All of which of course puts further pressure on the woman (and are rather low-quality behavior)

#7. Throw an Emotional Life Preserver
Problems Are Twice As Small With a Partner
The emotional life preserver is one of my favorites because there are no dangers of escalation, no
losers and it actually strengthens the bond between the group.
Look at the example of Meet The Parents, a fantastic comedy based on awkward social situations and
people more or less dealing badly with them:
Why is it so awkward?
For a few reasons, a big one being that nobody really takes Greg’s side or helps smoothen the
transition.
Ideally, the person who will help us is either the most powerful or the one closest to us. In this case,
imagine if this had happened:
Doctor: oh really what field
Greg: nursing
Doctor: ahahaha. no really, what field
Greg: nursing
Greg’s GF: (gets up, goes to Greg, kisses him on the cheek) Greg is one of the very best
nurses in his hospital. He aced the MCATs but decided to be a nurse to stay closer to the
patients and follow his heart. And that’s why I love him (takes a chair, invites him to sit,
changes topic). Greg, you absolutely have to try this jam, it’s from our aunt’s farm,
Michelle (points to Michelle) and it’s deeeliiicious. Greg also loves natural products auntie.

Social Support: The Top Socialite Way
The top socialite save their friends from awkward situations in two socially savvy ways:

Smoothly & Subtly
Your Friend is Not a Lost Puppet
Subtlety is the name of the game.
Your goal is always to land a hand in the most subtle way possible. And draw the least
possible attention to your social rescue move.
Why?
Because the more obvious your rescue is, the more attention you draw to the social faux pas and the
more you are communicating that your friend made a mistake.
And, of course, more attention to the fact that your friends need your help.
People resent those who help them too obviously, because that’s not real help.
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That’s us showing off our social power.
Do it subtly instead. Help them save face, but making it seem as if nothing happened.

Cordially & Quickly
Save The One Without Destroying The Whole
Ray Dalio says that the whole is more important than the individual person.
If your friend puts himself in awkward social situations, it’s often because he’s made a social faux
pas.
And he is being “socially punished” for that.
If you save him too obviously, that also means that you going against the group.
And you don’t want to antagonize the whole group.
You will notice in the Terry example that the friend helping him asks “how was it”.
He didn’t ask “I’m super curious, tell me all about it”.
Or “oh cool man, do you like Italian food”.
These kinds of questions build up the victim too much, while encouraging them to ramble on.
Terry has made a mistake and the group has already spoken about that. And albeit he might have not
deserved a harsh punishment, you don’t want to keep going against the group.
“How was it” instead is a neutral question that does not build him up, and which invites a quicker
reply, such as “oh it was really good”.
Terry saved faced, the topic is closed… And now we can all happily move on.

The Social Rescue Equation
To generalize, you rescue people in social situations in two ways:
1. Putting your social weight behind them
2. Neutralizing the social threat causing embarrassment
Notice that it doesn’t really matter what the “social threat” causing the awkward situation is.
It can be another person -as in Antony’s case-, a blooper caused by the person himself -passing gasor anything else in the surrounding. But the principle is still always the same.
Example: Blaming the Circumstances
Your friend might be embarrassed because they “walked through” a glass door and hit their face.
The situation is embarrassing because, the mind goes, it’s silly not to see it was a door.
But is it really silly?
You can still single out the door as the “embarrassing agent” and take power away from it to rescue
your friend.
You can say for example that it’s idiotic to use such perfectly transparent glass as a door.
“I would have hit it myself”, you can add.
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Now it’s less about your friend being awkward and more about the safety issue of a transparent door.

Summary
Saving our friends from awkward social situations is about showing we are close to them and then
helping them up.
And, when applicable, by taking pressure off of them and shifting blame to the embarrassing agent.
Always do it as smoothly and quickly and possible. And everyone will love you for that.
For more serious social ju-jitsu also read:
Defending people from social assault
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How to Defend People From Social Assault
December 27, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Social assault is not a popular term (yet).
Therefore, as one of the few websites on power dynamics, I define it as such:
Social assault is an umbrella term covering any form of social attack decreases the social
power and social status of the receiver, while potentially, but not necessarily, increasing the
status and power of the attacker
Social assaults include:
Covert aggression
Rude behavior or expressions
Implied (or explicit) threat
Social climbing
Throwing people under the bus
Undermining
In this article, we will explain a few effective ways to defend people from social assault in a socially
shrewd way.
Contents
1. Physical Proximity
Physical Threat
Emotional Support
2. Show Your Support: Bro Touch
3. Break Pattern
4. Bond With The Victim
5. Attack the Attacker
6. Go Beyond and Mediate
Social Assault Rescue: A Story
Defending From Social Assault: Summary

1. Physical Proximity
Physical proximity says “we’re close”. Depending on how you do it, it can be either a looming threat
on the attacker, or just a support for your friend.
The difference is all in the body language:

Physical Threat
This one happens a lot in physical, high adrenaline settings and it’s a staple of team sports. You have
probably seen hundred of times. This an example of the Italian team defending Francesco Totti when
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the corrupted referee unjustly expelled him (damn you South Korea ? ).
The implied, ancestral implication of physically siding by your friends is one of strength. It says that
if it came to blows, you got your friend’s back and the person threatening your friend will have to
deal with you as well.
When you want to imply a threat, you are more concerned with the person assaulting your friend than
with your friend. Basically you:
looks straight at the threat
position your body towards the threat
often there’s a lot of posturing and huffing and puffing

Emotional Support
The physical proximity without threat is more concerned with your friend and less concerned with the
threat.
Just compare the video below with the one above, especially Maldini’s attitude, and you’ll see the
difference immediately.
You will notice that the girl siding with Emily is not threatening towards Kutcher. She is
communicating “I care about you”. But albeit she’s not aggressive, by completely ignoring Kutcher
she still sends the message that he’s not welcome (for upsetting her friend).

2. Show Your Support: Bro Touch
It’s a natural tendency of humans to stand farther away and to avoid physical contact with people we
don’t like.
Conversely, we stand close and we touch those we do like.
Touching our friend then is a sort of public endorsing: you are communicating to everyone that you
like them. Especially in tense situations, that implicitly cast your vote with your friend.
Works especially well If you have a strong standing in the group, as you automatically raise your
friend’s status as well.
Here it’s Fredo who tries support Mo Greene, and Michael won’t be please about it.
You will notice also that Fredo has little social weight in this situation though and he is largely
ignored.

3. Break Pattern
Often our friends can be mired in dire social situations because both them and the attacker are victims
of their own emotions.
But if someone else jumps in to defend them or to offer an alternative, then it’s a fresh and new
perspective that will change the whole dynamic. Both at a social level and at a neurological one
(Tony Robbins talks about pattern interrupt).
Breaking the aggressive pattern will often indeed switch the attacker’s mind from an emotional state
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to a more rational one. They go from low road amygdala to high road prefrontal cortex (check Social
Intelligence). And that’s already 80% of your work done.
The idea is that if you take someone on a long enough detour, they will forget why they were even on
a war path.
Example from my high school days:
Our high school French teacher, Ms Venerato, was furious with Alessandra. I don’t even
remember what Alessandra had done, but Venerato kept screaming and piling up on her.
Venerato would stop at times, only to restart soon after with renewed rage. The whole class was
silent.
Then, during a tense pause, I chimed in.
“she just forgot to do her homework“.
Other students joined in and the tense atmosphere was suddenly relieved. It became a discussion
and soon after Ms. Venerato was smiling, excusing herself and.. Even telling Alessandra she
should take an interest in me for bravely taking her side.
This is the same that Anthony tries to do in the epic Goodfellas.
It failed, but notice for a couple of seconds that after the interruption the atmosphere changes. It’s a
big respite before going back in. It failed also because Tommy is super adamant in keeping the
pressure on and he immediately cuts Antony and switches back to Harry.
But it was a good move and if Anthony had just replied once more it would have probably distracted
Tommy long enough to work.

4. Bond With The Victim
This is similar to the emotional life preserver we discussed in helping friends out of awkward social
situations.
However, being under attack, differs from awkward situations.
In awkward social situations, you can easily bond with someone without upsetting anyone else. In
social assaults though it’s very easy to upset the attacker because any bonding with the victim is
perceived as taking side against the attacker.
Case in point, you can see Fredo doing it poorly here and, indeed, really not helping anyone but only
raising tensions by unnerving Sonny (minute 1:33) :
If Fredo wanted to help his brother, he should have been less obvious and less direct. And then
maybe later, without Sonny around, shook his brother’s hand and congratulated him.
Bonding with the victim is often more of a palliative than a real solution though, so it’s best used
when the victim actually kinda of deserved the social attack.

5. Attack the Attacker
An obvious way to defend our friends, of course, is to attack the attacker. This works particularly
well if the attacker is going overboard and the situation really needs to be stopped.
It’s also useful in situations where letting things pan out by themselves could be dangerous and you
gotta nit it in the bud. Say, if someone is trying to take the moral high road by shaming you and
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singling you out as a monster, immediately attack the attacker. If you don’t do so, he might be able to
gain momentum, get enough people behind him and ostracize you -or, outside of civilization, even
physically harm you-.
Some great way to attack the attacker are:
blame him back for something worst
blame him of the same exact thing
undermine his authority.
A full-scale counter-social assault and leaving the stage can be powerful and cool, but leave it only
for the most extreme cases:
The advantage of a full-scale attack is that it addresses the rudeness or silliness of their social assault
head-on and it forces everyone to take side, either right there and then, or mentally.
And if you make a good case, they’ll side with you.
Disclaimer: this technique is extreme. Better used when:
the attacker is clearly in the wrong
you can handle an escalation
you expect people around to rally on your side

6. Go Beyond and Mediate
This is probably the favorite of mine. Instead of using your social leverage to take sides… Use your
leverage to go above both.
The supra-partes role goes for win-win situations and mediates peace.
It works great because deep down everyone wants to avoid a fight and everyone craves peace and
accord. But doing it by themselves could be seen as a sign of weakness, so deferring to someone else
saves face to both of them (and gives you loads of social points).
The key to make sure it works is to break their state and take authority at the same time.
To break state either enter action higher energy than they are (example of teacher) or completely
lower energy getting in between (example of guy breaking fight zen style while eating chips).
You can dispense a bit of reprimanding on both sides. As long as it’s not too skewed most will be
happy you jumped in to act as the judge and mediator.
Once the two are cool, mediate peace and end with a hug. That will be the biggest victory for all.

Social Assault Rescue: A Story
I will now tell you a story of the time when I possibly went out of my way the most to socially rescue
someone. Several techniques above described are involved:
It was a warm beautiful night on the Boracay beach.
A black guy, let’s call him John, was chatting with a white girl in the group, whom we’ll call bitc*y.
The two of them seemed really engrossed in the conversation. They really seemed to like each other.
Suddenly, I don’t know what happened, bitc*y decided to cut out the guy. She turned her back on
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him and started chatting to her girlfriend, pretending the guy wasn’t even there (you will see this
sometimes from girls, but almost never from men).
Now John was outside the circle.
Normally, he was blindsided by the swiftness and cruelty of bitc*y’s gesture. So he kept bugging her
to at least get a proper goodbye (if you wondered why the hell any men would waste time after white
bitc*y girls in the Philippines, I wondered that too).
John was clamoring from bitc*y’s attention and insisting she at least gave him a fist bump as a
goodbye.
Bitc*y kept ignoring him pretending she was too absorbed in her conversation with her GF.
I found bitchy’s behavior highly distasteful and needlessly mean. And I hate meanness, so I decided
to step in and throw John a social life preserver:
I give him a fist-bump
my fist bump gave him the opportunity to pretend he wasn’t being shunned by the girl but was
actually my friend.
I stepped back and let him in
So that he could come into my circle
I put my arm around him and welcomed him
that was my way of saying “you’re welcome”, one bitch refuses you, but this other member of the
group is taking you under his wing and vouching for you. Now you’re in.
I comment on bitc*y’s unfriendly behavior
Here I was attacking the attacker to take away social power from her and take the sting out of their
nasty social bites.

Defending From Social Assault: Summary
The three main ways of defending our from social assaults consist of using your social leverage to:
Prop up your friends
Deflate the attacker
Break state and mediate a peace
Whenever possible, mediate a peace as the other two risk of escalating and adding fuel to the fight.
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Hillary Clinton Personality Analysis (& Why She Lost)
December 31, 2017 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are many theories as to why Hillary Clinton lost the election.
As a website on social dynamics I will focus on Hillary Clinton personality and the social aspects of
her campaign.
Overall, one aspect shines pretty clearly: few people really liked Hillary Clinton.
But why?
That’s what we will find out here.
Contents
#1. Hillary Clinton Seems Fake
#2. Many Felt She’s Amoral
#3. Clinton Seemed Sneaky
#4. Hillary Clinton Came Across As Masculine
Where She Got It All Wrong
Likable Trap
Aggressive Trap
Clinton Before Big Time Politics
Hillary Clinton Personality: Summary

#1. Hillary Clinton Seems Fake
Hillary Clinton comes across as fake.
And by fake I mean not natural, not honest and not genuine.
It feels like she always needs to be liked instead of being herself and like she’s always trying to tell
people what they want to hear instead of saying what she believes.

Clinton Fake Smile
This is particularly clear in her smiles, which never seemed genuine and which has already been
scrutinized several times by body language experts (here is an example).

Why It Mattered
We like genuine and honest people and we dislike fake ones.
We cannot trust and rely on fake people.
If they praise us or if they say anything positive today we feel they only say it because it’s good for
themselves.
But if tomorrow stabbing us in the back will pay off, then they’ll stab us in the back.
The most popular word to describe Hillary Clinton was was indeed liar, which is closely related to
fake.
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How To Avoid Being Fake
To avoid being fake, pick a few values you believe in and do not renege them for anybody.
The more you stick to your values even when it would be convenient for you to ditch them, the more
you gain respect.
It’s also helpful if, to quote John Maxwell, that while you think highly of yourself you also think less
of yourself.
Meaning you focus more on your goals and the people around you instead of how you will come
across.
Which, accidentally, makes you come across more genuine.

#2. Many Felt She’s Amoral
By “amoral” I mean it literally.
Hillary Clinton rarely showed any hint of a strong set of morals and values she believes in.
Trump ran against the politician’s clique.
Obama campaigned for change.
But Hillary?
Why was she running?
It felt like she didn’t have a big enough WHY, a reason underpinning her candidacy that was about
the American people.
And since she didn’t have a strong enough “why”, it was easy for people to fill that vacuum with
their own criticism: Clinton’s WHY was winning.
That “winning” was self-referential of course, it was about her.
In that, she seemed like the typical politician who tries to keep it as safe as possible while at the same
time telling you what you want to hear.
This was especially clear with her policies’ flip-flopping when pandering to the audience she had in
front:

Why It Mattered
Liar, dishonest and crooked were the top 3 most common words to describe Clinton.
It might not be a coincidence that most religious people, who tend to care more about values, voted
largely for Trump (check the source).
Compare it to the grassroots movement Bernie Sanders commanded instead.
Sanders had a large grassroots appeal because it was clear he had strong values and beliefs.
It was clear Sanders wanted to get on top to help those on the bottom.
That’s why people were willing to mobilitate and campaign for him.
But those without morals who only care about themselves… ? We are happy to see them bite the
dust.
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How To Avoid Being Amoral
Start caring about something and someone beside yourself.
And drop the mentality of “the end justifies the means”.
Put among your top values some that are about others and helping others. And then stick and honor
them.
Also very useful here what we mentioned before: shift the focus from yourself to others. Tony
Robbins says the best way to be happy is to make others happy.

#3. Clinton Seemed Sneaky
By sneaky I mean trying to avoid direct confrontations and harsh truths, or trying to weasel her way
out of uncomfortable situations.
As also evident by her reaction after the loss, Hillary rarely took full accountability.
And her refusal to face major issues head on helped fueled the flame of her “crooked” nickname.
You might disagree with Trump or Sanders, yet you wouldn’t call them sneaky, right?
Even though Trump is a master power mover, you still wouldn’t call him sneaky (weird people
humans, eh? ? )
Trump’s super successful “crooked” campaign was in good part possible because of Hillary’s own
sneakiness (take a look here at Trump’s Power Moves in the first and second presidential debate).
Hillary indeed was not only unable to attack Trump with the same efficacy, but also unable to
effectively clear her name.
The shadow of her lazy backroom deals and big corporation entanglement never left.
And very much tainted her.
When confronted with the difficult questions, she was always on the defensive and always looked
sneaky.
Notice as she replies she gesticulates, looks down, stutters.
She never addressed the issue convincingly. She changes the topic, but in a rather awkward way that
doesn’t fool anyone.
And also notice how she walks backward at minute 6:52.
We move backward when we are uncertain and we want to move away from our own stories.

Why It Mattered
Nobody wants a crook as a leader.
Many who didn’t want Trump simply couldn’t turn up to vote for Hillary. Notice that Trump lied too
and he was also faced with big, big scandals.
And yet, like it or not, he never looked as sneaky as Hillary did in confronting them.
Yes, he either denied or blatantly lied sometimes, but he didn’t look as sneaky.
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How To Avoid Being Sneaky
When you are accused, attack back if you’re not guilty or own up to your mistakes.
Address the open issues and you get to write the last word.
More times yes than not you can even look better off when you own up to your mistakes (check
Extreme Ownership).
And if you try to sneak your way out, you never clear your name or get to write the word end.
This is especially true in an electoral campaign with people full time busy in throwing dirt at you.
Your issues will just keep popping up.
And Trump never stopped scoring big points at “crooked Hillary”, the shill for big corporations.
For example, she could have said:
Well yes, I did give a speech at Goldman Sachs.
And yes, it was very well paid.
And we can both guess why they paid me a lot: because they probably wanted reassurance I
will not legislate against them.
And I gave the speeches and I took the money.
And you know why?
Because I am running a very expensive presidential campaign and I need all the money I
can get to become president and enact the positive reforms I want.
I don’t want to punish Wall Street, I will enact the reforms that will bring Wall Street to
work for Main Street.
Without getting rich on taxpayer’s money and without leaving anyone behind.
And if to enact my pro-American reforms will take me giving speeches, I am happy to do
that.
A response like that would have addressed the root causes because she would own up to it while at
the same time putting a positive spin to it.
Once she owns it, she can’t be accused of it anymore.

#4. Hillary Clinton Came Across As Masculine
Clinton has often been accused of being overly ambitious.
And some people said the only reason she’s accused of unbridled ambition is that she’s a woman.
And those people are most likely right.
Ambition above a certain a limit is a trait people don’t always appreciate, but as Sheryl Salzberg
notices in Lean In, that’s all the more true for a woman.
But that’s how it is, and you gotta live with reality even when you don’t necessarily like that reality,
as Ray Dalio recommends.
Blaming Americans of misogyny makes no sense: Hillary needed Americans’ vote, not the other way
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around.
It was Hillary who had to convince them, not the Americans who had to change their mindset for
Hillary.
And Hillary Clinton could have done more to seem more likable.
Another masculine trait she embodied a few times and that certainly damaged her is aggression.
Clinton often looked rather ugly with her aggressive bouts towards non-aggressive constituents:
Finger pointing, screaming with voice cracking… As a professional politician, she should know
better than that.
Read more:
How to be a powerful woman and still be feminine

Why It Mattered
Hillary lost big among men, in rural areas and among those with low education.
Exactly with the ones who are most likely to see -and to prefer- women in a more traditional role.

What We Can Learn
Hillary should have avoided shouting, finger pointing and generally looking like an angry hyena.
At all costs. In those situations, she just looked mean.
We also talked about a bit femininity and how to be powerful and feminine at the same time in how
to be feminine.
Photo by Gage Skidmore

Where She Got It All Wrong
Hillary is not a monster.
As a matter of fact, I think she would have been far better for the US and for the world as president.
And she’s probably not a bad person by any stretch. Her biggest weakness was that she trapped
herself into a “need to please” and “need to win”.
I feel like she was trapped into a mindset that she needed to be “better”, which for her translated into
“likable” and “stronger”.
She then swung like a pendulum from trying too hard to please -with all her fake smiles- to being
strong -with the angry shouting-.
That’s also where her nervousness and discomfort came from: it’s because she was not being herself,
she was acting.

Likable Trap
And of course, in her effort to please, she abandoned her morals and values.
When you try to be someone you’re not, you end up being everybody.
And you’re always checking if your actions and beliefs are “good enough”. And when you’re afraid
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they’re not.. You bulk.
And lie.
And sneak…
… And then, you lose the election.

Aggressive Trap
I feel that once she stepped into big time politics “stronger” often led Hillary to be more aggressive.
Since that wasn’t her natural self, she ended up overcompensating.
Some people say indeed behind the curtains Hillary Clinton is warm and charming.
Keith Ferrazzi says Clinton remembered the name of hi kid and asked him how he was doing.
But we’ve rarely got to see the warm and welcoming Hillary during election time.

Clinton Before Big Time Politics
I base this analysis not only on looking at election time Clinton, but especially by comparing election
time Clinton to old time Clinton.
If you look at her old interviews you will notice she was much more natural and she came across as
more genuine, like in this example.
And more feminine even when discussing serious politics like in this example.
She was more vulnerable and likable, and often even more confident.
That’s striking, considering younger Clinton didn’t even have a third of the experience election time
Clinton had.
I think that if Clinton had managed to bring that younger, more natural self to the election, she would
have cleaned it.
Photo by mdfriendofhillary Hillary

with a natural and warm smile

Hillary Clinton Personality: Summary
Hillary Clinton came across as fake, liar, sneaky and self-centered.
Part of it is because she was too focused on trying to tell people what they wanted to hear and, trying
to be who she’s not, was often either too insecure or too aggressive.
As much as I hate this piece of simplistic and often useless advice, it would have probably been great
for Hillary Clinton. And that is: “just be yourself” (and stick to it)”.
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Best Songs For Romance & Make Her Fall In Love
January 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Nothing lubricates the gears of the seduction machine like soft and romantic music.
A great soundtrack is one of your best bets to increase the chances of getting laid, make her fall in
love and give her an unforgettable time.
Even for couples the perfect music will make your evening together all that more special.
So let’s review a few ideas on how you can build a great soundtrack for romancing:
Contents
1. Bruce Springsteen
2. A Song To Dance On
3. Mellow Classics
4. Love Hymns: Your Songs
5. Trance Rhythm
6. Romance From Exotic Sounds
7. A Song For You To Sing On
8. Break Pattern Songs
Avoid These Songs
The Mindset of Romancing
A Man Leading
Passion:
Best Songs for Romance Summary

1. Bruce Springsteen
Romance The Mannish Way: Show Her Who’s The Boss ?
The Boss is passionate and romantic at the same time without ever getting corny.
He’s also a handsome and mannish performer that will reflect well on those who choose him.
An old favorite of mine, here are a few picks:
I’m On Fire: a masterpiece of condensed sexual desire.
“hey little girl is your daddy home, did he go an leave you all alone, I’ve got a bad desire, I’m
on fire”
Tougher Than The Rest: the her asks if she’s for “rough love” in a perfectly romantic tone
Well it ain’t no secret I’ve been around a time or two, Well there’s another dance All you gotta
do is say yes
Human Touch: Smooth and with positive touchy-feely lyrics
You can’t shut off the risk and pain – Without losin’ the love that remains
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2. A Song To Dance On
Dance Is Love… While Standing With Clothes
Of course, when you want to put the full romance moves on, the most archetypal romantic moment
cannot be missed: the dance.
Dancing is a mix of romantic and sexual. It hints at, and can be the prelude of, more carnal, physical
contact to come (damn I wish I could dance :).
Unless you’re prepping out and pre-gaming for clubbing, stick to slow classics.
She might think it’s corny, but if done well it always has a big impact, even when it’s corny.
Here are some good options:
Strangers In The Night
Can’t Help Falling In Love
And here is a great example of “there is no corniness in romance”:
It’s also a good move before sex to start getting in a romantic mood.
And you can use it as a tool to gauge how you stand with her.
If she hugs you tight you can likely go ahead and become lovers soon.
If she stops moving completely and just rests her head on you, she’s smitten and really likes you a lot
(and tread carefully if you’re not into commitments!)

3. Mellow Classics
The Romance Bread & Butter
These will form the bulk of your playlist.
You can talk over them, or cook while you listen or, well… Also get down to it of course.
Expand your romantic playlist with mellow classics until it’s several hours of songs, so it can cover a
whole night.
A good playlist will draw from many different artists and vary the beat.
Pick depending on your tastes here as long as the sound is mellow, romantic and warm.
Ideally, these will be timeless, time-tested songs that parade your romantic heart.
But also melodic and popular enough that she knows at least some of them. That’s why you must
avoid filling your romantic playlist with too many niche songs.
Some ideas:
James Blunt
Dylan: Lay, Lady Lay: a nice ballad
The Cure:
Highwayman: a romantic string of adventures through reincarnation. You know women dig
those ?
Moby, Porcelain:
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Simon & Garfunkel, Scarborough Fair: a transcendental sound for transcendental experience
Pearl Jam:
Classical: if you go classical, pick something easy on the hear or it’ll be too much
Kings of Leon: Closer is about a vampire, a common woman’s fantasy. Perfect to slowly move
closer and kiss/bite her on the neck

4. Love Hymns: Your Songs
The Hymns Of Your Romance
Love Hymns are songs with an “us vibe”.
They either speak to you two or they highlight the Beauty of the fleeting, yet unending romantic
moment.
It’s always good to stress and state openly the positive moments so they get burned into the memory.
But instead of stating it yourself here you will let songs do it for you.
For example, when I was having a relationship with a girl flying to see me, a song that spoke to us
was “leaving on a jet plane” by Peter Paul and Mary.
Or if you meet a woman during your party years, it might be a party song, too (“Sky and Sand” by
Paul Kalkbranner was another big one for me).
When I’m living in Berlin, another popular artist has been David Bowie.
Love Hymns don’t necessarily need to be sentimental in the stereotypical way.
But they must give you two the feeling of being bonded, special, eternal, or living an unforgettable
moment with no past and no future -simply suspended in time-.
The essence of romance.
Some examples of song with a powerful story, songs with a soul:
We Can Be Heroes: Romance for the underground. You two can beat The Man. Just for one
day. Or for ever and ever. The essence of romance.
“We can be heroes, just for one day; we can be heroes for ever and ever“
See what I’m talking about here? We can be heroes. Just for one day, on this very special day you’re
living together.
Or we can be heroes for ever and ever, hinting at possibly budding love story.
Sky & Sand: romance for the party people
Design our own world, Ain’t nobody understand. As long as we are flyin’, All this world
ain’t got no end
See again?
We design our own world, that nobody understands because the two of us, we’re special, we’re living
in a bubble where there is only the two of us.
The more they talk about you two, the better.
Play these songs more than once and she will come to associate that song with the night -or with youwww.TheRedArchive.com
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.
And they can become the songs of your relationship.

5. Trance Rhythm
We’re In Our Own World
Which situations capture our senses the most?
Those that stand out the most from that boring thing called “normal life” of course.
Robert Greene in The Art of Seduction says that the best seduction-inducing alcoves of love are
superficial looking one.
Full of glitter, colors, lights.
The more artificial the better: it must look and feel like a fantasy.
It must block the “real world”, with the need of being serious and.. Conservative.
This is a pic of my room when I go for that atmosphere (it’s not great yet but much better than in the
pics).
Changing lights, booze, futuristic nudes, scented vaporizers and trance music.
The message is that you’re in a different world.
Outside of society’s boundaries. “It’s just you and I my friend” (to quote Springsteen).
Trance music will help you build a theatrical atmosphere where you can both play the role you like.
Or, in a twist of fate, where you won’t actually play anyone.
But simply throw away the masks and be fully yourself.
Carnal desires included ;).

6. Romance From Exotic Sounds
The Romance Of Far Away Lands
Relationships born in the same cultural and socio-economic background are the most common.
And also the most boring.
Give her a dream of a far away place and time instead.
A music from a place with no boring jobs, traffic, and inept men. A music from a land of unending
romance and love
Gondolas in Venice, sopranos in Spain, “elle ne regrette rien avec toi” when it’s hailing from Paris.
If you have nothing that screams romance about your background, weave a story around the song as
it starts playing.
Say what it talks about, what it reminds you of.
Pristine white mountains, sunsets on the beaches, backpacking adventures…

7. A Song For You To Sing On
Taking It To The Next Level
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Put in your playlist a few songs you can sing along with.
Sing them along on your own as they play and you’ll get better.
It wouldn’t hurt to have a great voice but you don’t need to be great.
Actually, you might even get some points for singing badly: it will show you’re not afraid of making
a fool out of yourself.
And sing early if she’s a bit nervous, it will release tension and put her at ease.
Like Ashton Kutcher shows you:
The good thing about singing also is that it shows a positive, happy personality.
An attitude of “Lust For Life” to quote Iggy Pop. That’s a very, very positive trait. We all want to be
around positive people.
I know the lyrics of most songs I like, so I can pick whichever moment I want to make a fool out of
myself.
This one is the most stereotypically romantic song I have in my playlist, which sounds difficult but is
actually rather easy to sing on: The Che Mi Hai Preso Il Cuor.
And bonus points if you have a guitar of course.
Note: we’re talking about just a bit of singing here, a few lines of lyrics. It’s not a performance.

8. Break Pattern Songs
Roller Coaster Ride
If you are staying for long in the same place and keep playing uninterruptedly it’s good to switch
mood.
Too long in the same mood can get heavy and too saccharine.
Mix your playlist with something happy and lively as well.
For example:
Dancing In The Dark: Keep the romance mood but with more rock power
Summer of 69: The melancholy of reminiscing on a great young love mixed with an uplifting
beat. An air of rebellious freedom from the ’60 plus 69 in the title :).
It’s My Life: It’s now or never, I just wanna live while I’m alive, my heart is like an open
highway , an optimistic shout to enjoying the moment
You’re Simply The Best: It’s great using song with highly positives connotations. She’ll think
about it later and associate it to you
Rolling Stones: most from the Stones is great, a great mix of rock and sensual
Libiamo: the perfect classical song for the situation. Explain her it’s about drinking and
enjoying life: you set the right frame and even come across as cultured
Rihanna: there’s something perversely beautiful in the whirlwind romance mixing of
craziness, love and abuse
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Avoid These Songs
Unless you’re already lovers, skip any song with guys who:
Promise they’ll do anything for her
Cry their heart out
Complain about breakups / women / life
They send the wrong message.
And unless you’re thinking about getting serious or are already serious, I would avoid all those
(many) songs falling in this category:
Professing eternal love
I would personally avoid anything too overly sentimental. For example, I used to like Elvis Presley a
lot but too many of his songs are a bit too mushy.

The Mindset of Romancing
The perfect romancing playlist starts with you as the romancer. The best playlist won’t make for a
great evening of romance by itself.
But a cool guy who knows how to move plus a great romantic playlist will take her to heaven.
Here what needs to go along with that romantic playlist:

A Man Leading
You can ask her opinion or also to pick her own songs if you’re having a discussion or are doing
something informal like a picnic.
But once you’re 100% in romancing mode, don’t ask her what she likes it or if the music is OK for
her. This is no “getting to know each other time” or the moment to go for parity of the sexes.
One must let go to fully experience romance. So let her go 100% without worrying about anything.
You let go 90% and with the other 10% make all the rest happen (the songs, the drinks, the dance, the
light conversation and then the love making).
It’s your world she’s stepping into, you’re leading this dance. Take her by the hand and bring her
along on a beautiful journey of romance.

Passion:
You’ll notice this post is not really a list of songs like many you can find on Internet.
It’s because the songs must mean something to you.
Romance is feelings, and feelings are notoriously contagious.
You must love the songs you pick.
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At times you will describe them, explain what’s so great about them, why you like them so much and
sometimes you will sing over them a bit.
Be passionate, love the moment and she’ll be passionate with you.

Best Songs for Romance Summary
Think about most romantic movie scenes you know.
Or some great romance in your life.
Probably there was a song or a few songs linked to them.
Good music is indeed an essential moment to enjoy a great night of romance and you should take
good care of building your own romance playlist.
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How To Spot and Avoid The Ladyboy Surprise – Definitive
Guide
January 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you are traveling around SE Asia -including Thailand- you need to learn a thing or two on how to
avoid ladyboys and transexuals.
Don’t expect them to do it for you.
It’s your duty to learn, because, well… Some of them will lie to you.
Contents
My Experience With Ladyboys
How To Spot a Ladyboy
1. Ladyboys Have Peculiar Voice
2. Male Body Features
3. Ladyboys Tend to Be (Sexually) Trashy
4. Ladyboys Are Way Forward
5. Ladyboys Overreact
6. Ladyboys Try Too Hard to Behave Like Women
7. Share All Contact Info on Dating Apps
8. Ask Her: “Are You A Ladyboy?”
9. “She” Needs Lubes
10. Coping Stratagems
How to Avoid Ladyboys in Thailand
The Man Who Thought He Had Sex With A Woman
Summary

My Experience With Ladyboys
As I write this post I am traveling around SE Asia, which is the region with the highest concentration
of ladyboys.
Ladyboys are so many indeed, and often so indistinguishable from pretty girls, that many guys get a
bit worried.
I’m no stranger to that feeling.
Ladyboys on the hunt are one of the things that make traveling around this world region a real pain in
the ass.
Don’t ask me how I learned this stuff :). But I’ve traveled around here many times already.
And I had a couple of close calls myself. So this is my guide on how to avoid the ladyboy surprise with the hope you won’t need to learn by experience :)-:
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How To Spot a Ladyboy
Here are the major signs of a ladyboy:

1. Ladyboys Have Peculiar Voice
This is probably the biggest giveaway.
Sometimes it’s super obvious, some other times a bit less so. The voice will not necessarily sound
masculine, but it will be “off”.
It often sounds nasal, but there’s no point trying to convey an auditory signal in written form because
it won’t help you much.
Check the video below and, in general, trust your instincts.
Trust your instincts: with women you rarely think their voice is “strange”.
So when you talk to a person who looks like a woman but the voice is somewhat “off”, that’s a big
indicator.
Here is one example:
P.S.: I’m only putting this video here as a resource to recognize a ladyboy’s voice.
It’s a crazy prank, but I also find it somewhat distasteful. It kind of rubs me off the wrong way (but
the ladyboy seemed to enjoy, so it’s all cool).
Of course, this won’t help if you’re doing online dating.

2. Male Body Features
This is the obvious second one and you’ve probably heard them before.
Things such as:
Height
Square jaw
Broad shoulders
Lower eyebrows
Straight waist
Adam’s apple
Hands (shape and feel)
Adam’s apple comes up first often and I’ve heard it many times, but it never helped me much.
I have found hands to be most useful.
Especially at the touch: if they feel like coarse, hardened hands, you might not be the only who’s ever
gotten hard there :).
Whenever I hold a woman’s hand and they’re soft and “womanly”, I breathe a sigh of relief (but
that’s not the ultimate indicator, some take supplements!).
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3. Ladyboys Tend to Be (Sexually) Trashy
Ladyboys often overdo it with their sexuality and show more than most girls would.
Is she:
Licking a lollipop?
Straddling the couch doggie position?
You don’t need much imagination to picture her boobs?
Licking the rim of the glass?
Check, check and check.
A little story from a couple of years ago when my LB spotting skills were hovering around the
absolute zero:
I was sitting with a girl who flat out denied her ladyboys-ness and got offended I even
asked.
Little later, she proudly volunteered to show me a video of some idiot smashing her from
behind.
Now I’ve crossed my path with a fair share of women, including one who recorded our
session, but never a girl showed me her videos having sex.
It doesn’t mean there aren’t such women of course, but when sexuality is thrown at your
face, keep in mind that red flags come with long poles :).
This also includes sending you un-requested pictures of her looking hot and/or skimpily dressed.
Girls will rarely volunteer those pictures before you’re already lovers. Ladyboys do so very gladly.

4. Ladyboys Are Way Forward
Women, even when they like you, tend to be coy and more reserved.
Some women who really like you can even be nervous.
But not ladyboys.
They’re excited you’re considering them and run towards you at 100 km/h.
When is she free? Right now, you silly!
Her number? Why do you need it, I’m free now! Take me!
Oh you need need to run meet your friends? Here the number! When are you going to call,
handsome?
Her schedule? What do you mean, I’m always free (for you)

Watch Out For Hotel Visits
And if you meet online and they agree to come straight to your hotel/place, watch out, that’s another
sign.
Plenty of real women will do it too, granted, so don’t avoid it just out of principle.
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But still, consider it another check for you to worry about. She might bring along a little surprise for
you ?

5. Ladyboys Overreact
If you’re in a committed relationship you’re probably thinking “oh no dude, that’s what all women
do”.
But women at least have the courtesy of roping you tight and strong before regaling you with their
full range of behavior :).
Not ladyboys though. Straight off the gates, they make a big show out of everything: much of what
they do looks like a cheap show they’re putting on.
They are also more easily upset as well, and albeit this is highly unscientific, I’m not the only one
who noticed.

6. Ladyboys Try Too Hard to Behave Like Women
Ladyboys will accentuate any feminine trait while covering up their masculine ones. This means:
Exaggerated hips swaying
Swinging their purses left and right
“Bitchy catwalking style”
Lots of makeup
Basically, anything that looks like someone is trying too hard to look and act like a woman is another
indicator for you to worry about :).

7. Share All Contact Info on Dating Apps
If you’re doing online dating, you will notice that lots of girls these days have their Instagram there or
anything else where you can “follow them” -do not follow them of course :)-.
Ladyboys go one step beyond though.
Eager to move things along with you, they will often also have their contact details such as Line ID,
number, WhatsApp, etc.

7.2. She’s a Freelance Model
Jobs such as “freelance model”, “CEO”, “owner (by myself)”, on top of being an indicator of low
quality women, can also be LB indicator, albeit not as strong as the contact info.

8. Ask Her: “Are You A Ladyboy?”
And of course, I’m not joking here.
Make yourself no qualms.
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If you’re traveling in SE Asia or Thailand Always ask.
Not when you’re unsure, not when you think she might be, but make it a habit.
You’d be astonished how often you can be wrong.
Don’t think the girl will be offended: from personal experience I can tell you they won’t if you ask
un-judgmentally.
If the first time you’re a bit queasy, you can easily spin your question into a compliment.
For example:
You: You never know here, some of the prettiest, best-dressed girls seem to be ladyboys
and you’ve got such a great style.
If she’s a woman she will likely appreciate you’re only into women.
And last but not least, the question serves as a screening device as well: with her answer she had to
“prove” herself to you.
She jumped through your screening hoops and… For that question to be relevant, she also admitted
you two might be getting sexual.
Three birds with a stone.
Any time you get evasive answers, avoid. Chances are it’s not a real woman:
She never replied because she wasn’t a “she”

The Limits of Asking
A few guides and answers around the web present asking as the final solution.
And then they add you can ask to the manager.
These guys are referring of course to paid hookers working at go-go bars. Those working girls are
much less likely to lie about their gender.
But if you’re like me and don’t do pay-per-play, then you can still meet a few bad apples who will lie
about their true gender.
Once I went out to meet a Tinder girl who told me she was a natural girl. She wasn’t.
Oh, and here is one more tip.
If you ask and they reply with a sexy picture, then she is a transgender:

9. “She” Needs Lubes
This is the very final step.
Some ladyboys will be fully post-op in all areas.
And after years of hormone therapy (estrogens), their skin is softer than a real girl.
Technically at that point, they’re not even ladyboys anymore.
However, their surgical vagina still doesn’t get naturally wet.
Which means that if you’re closing in and they tell you they need an external lube… You might
wanna think twice about it.
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10. Coping Stratagems
And what if all else fails?
Keep reading because that’s possible!
I often don’t kiss on the mouth while leading to sex and prefer neck and body kisses instead.
You might not agree with that, but you might want to do it in Thailand, Philippines or any other
region with lots of ladyboys.
Why?
Because none of the previous step is foolproof.
Anybody who’s telling you they can always spot a ladyboy is lying.
When the worst pangs of ladyboy-induced paranoia set in, you might want to do the same.
Start kissing on the neck and remove her panties first. Once you make sure there’s a nice vagina
there… Nice :). Now you can relax and enjoy the ride.
And If you find a surprise instead, smile: I just saved you a make-out session with a man :).

How to Avoid Ladyboys in Thailand
There’s a saying in Italian:
Trusting is good. But not trusting is better.
Most ladyboys will tell you they are ladyboys.
Those are cool.
Most is not all of them though. Some will play offended you even asked and insist they are women.
And I have met those “bad” types of ladyboys most often in Thailand.
Some ladyboys will go as far as scheduling their period and carrying tampons with them.
Don’t count on those to tell you the truth any time soon :).
And many ladyboys in Thailand are very thirsty for di*ks, especially foreign ones.
So as a foreigner you’re a juicy target for ladyboys.
A few guys have that bragging attitude they’d never be fooled.
Most of those guys are the easiest to fool.
It goes beyond ladyboys and to life in general: let people think they’re too smart to be fooled and you
just made it easier for anyone to fool them.
My recommendation to be on the safe side while traveling in Thailand is this: until you see a vagina,
don’t kiss on the mouth.

The Man Who Thought He Had Sex With A Woman
For those of you who still think they can’t be fooled, here is the craziest ladyboy fooling ever
happened:
Shi Pei Pu, a Chinese ladyboy, fooled his French boyfriend for 18 (!) years passing herself for a
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woman.
Shi Pei Pu never even had his penis removed and even kept dressing as a man during the whole time
(!).
And if that’s not crazy enough, She Pei Pu had his beau believe she conceived a son, got doted on for
years and even manipulated him to spy on France.
Read the story on Wikipedia.

Summary
I care about clarifying: this is not an article to hate or judge.
Lying about one’s true gender is not cool, but I wish the vast majority of honest ladyboys all the best:
it’s probably not a super easy life in many ways.
And I’m glad some people like katoeys or don’t mind if they have sex with a woman or with
someone who just looks like a woman.
It’s a good thing these people exist, so they both can make each other happy.
Some others would rather avoid the ladyboy experience though.
And to be the safest, you gotta take that responsibility on yourself.
This article will hopefully help you to stay safe and ladyboy-free.
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How To Turn Down Sex & Get A Relationship
January 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to turn down sex, or at least delay sex, without hurting his ego?
It’s an important question, because if you like a guy but reject him the wrong way, you can
destroy any chances of a relationship.
Luckily, if you turn him down well, you will not only preserve the chances of you two being together,
but you will enhance your chances for a relationship.
By the end of this article, you will know how to turn down sex while also becoming more attractive,
and more long-term material.
Contents
The First Time You Delay Sex Is Make or Break
4 Bad Ways Women Reject Sex
#1. “I Don’t Want You” Rejections
#2. “You Have To Respect Me” Rejection
#3. “Not Yet” Delay Tactic
#4. Spite Check Questioning Delay Tactic
#5. “You’re Not Gonna Get What You Want” Rejection
How Not to Delay Sex: Example
How to Turn Down Sex Properly
#1. The Hug Tackle
#2. Fire First, Water Soon After
#3. Reframe From Short-Term Sexual to Long-Term Romance
Avoid Being One on One
Responsibility For Dating Failures
Summary

The First Time You Delay Sex Is Make or Break
The first time he escalates towards sex is a very emotional, intense moment for him.
He is putting all of himself -no, not just his penis, really all of himself- on the line.
When you turn him down the wrong way it’s like telling him “you suck, I don’t want you”.
And when he feels like that, it can easily make or break the relationship.
Now maybe you understand how it’s possible that two people can like each other and still destroy a
budding relationship when sex rejection happens in the wrong way.
This article will teach you how to turn down sex in two steps:
1. First, we analyze how women turn down sex the wrong way;
2. Second, we’ll show how you can delay sex effectively
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Keep this in mind:
It’s easy to crush a man’s ego with a rejection
Data at hand, In Brene Brown pinpointed “initiating sex” as one the most vulnerable moments in
men’s lives.
That included men in relationships, and it’s all the truer when there is no relationship yet.
Things can easily spiral downwards after critical phases
It’s easy that after a rejection thing will turn sour.
And while you might not care for someone you don’t like, you don’t want that to happen with a guy
you actually like.

4 Bad Ways Women Reject Sex
Do you want to hear a (not so) funny thing?
I was checking what were the most common search terms for this article. In the top 10 there was this
one here:
Her: I rejected him now he rejects me
Now I will show you exactly what those women have done wrong.
Here are four common ways that women sexually reject men the wrong way:

#1. “I Don’t Want You” Rejections
Imagine the following scenario with a new budding relationship:
You’re in a private location -for the first timeYou think this could lead to something physical. You’re not sure about it, but you’re excited and a bit
nervous.
He makes a move
He goes to kiss you.
Deep down you like it that he’s going for it, but it’s a bit too soon. Or you want to play hard to get.
You reject him – the wrong way
You pushed him away.
Or you moved away as if he was a rabid dog.
Maybe you didn’t mean it that way, but you communicated that you don’t want him.
Now it’s weird
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Now he is dejected.
Ooops.
And now?
You don’t know what to say. You fumble something, but you mostly hope he can make it good again.
Things turn sour
He’s not making things better.
He’s more lost than you are. The discomfort grows larger. You want out of this.
Once you leave you’re glad you’re out of it -now it’s over and after all, he turned out a bit of a
weirdo-

The Psychology Of Bad Sex Rejection
Now granted, he might have been an actual, real weirdo.
But… Are you really sure he was?
He wasn’t a weirdo at all until then.
He was a cool guy.
Why is he only a weirdo now?
Psychology is clear on it: we don’t remember whole interactions.
We remember the peaks, what happens last and what’s most emotional.
A bad move from his side and a bad rejection from your side end the interaction on a terrible
emotional low
And that’s all it takes for an otherwise great guys to be passed up.
I’ll come out of the woodwork and say it: I have come across as a weirdo after a few failed
escalations in the past. And some other woman said I was the best man they’ve ever met.
How is that possible?
The difference was all in the rejection and what happened afterward.
Yes, it takes that little.

Why You Reject Him all Wrong
When you reject him you are not communicating your full range of feelings.
You are not saying “I like you overall, but not yet, you’re moving too soon”.
You are only communicating the negative part, the “I don’t want you, go away”.
And that can be painful, and he can have difficulties in recovering from there.
If you like him but you need more time your rejection should communicate that. Your rejection must
deflect the physical escalation while also communicating your positive feelings.

#2. “You Have To Respect Me” Rejection
Some women will try to checkmate men by asking to be respected.
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How dare he come off so strongly, or so quickly?
I’m a lady!
This is a woman’s way to tell the man he needs to wait and maybe he’ll get the candy -if he behaves,
that is-.
In one go the “respect me” gal is setting herself up as saintly (see Madonna/whore), framing herself
as the prize and also taking the lead in the relationship.
It works well with less experienced men as they’ll gobble it up and keep investing in the woman.
It works very poorly with higher quality men who see through it.
You go haughty queen with that move, but only peasants will stick around.
Basically, it works well with the guys you most likely don’t want and works poorly with the men you
most likely want.
Guys who’ve been around the block know that the best way to respect a woman is to bond
emotionally, have a great physical chemistry and then make her come.
And then bond a bit more after that.
They know the best relationships are based on honest communication and entail great chemistry.
When you tell him to respect you, you are communicating the opposite.
This what he will hear:
I’m not that attracted to you
We don’t have a great chemistry
I don’t respect you that much
I’m playing games (see the games women play)

#3. “Not Yet” Delay Tactic
We’re going down the list of minor offenses now.
“Not yet” can work if it’s done correctly and can actually further both your physical connection and
your chances of a relationship.
When done badly though he can easily perceive it as a power move much similar to the “respect me”,
just lighter and less domineering.
The wrong way of stopping him with a “not yet” is by saying it without any emotions and lust.
When you say rationally and unemotionally it feels to him like you’ve got a hidden agenda.
A timeline to respect or something.
It makes him think he’s not hot enough for quick sex and you’re trapping him for a relationship.
The cool guys though are ill at ease with negotiating the details of a relationship with women who are
not into them.

#4. Spite Check Questioning Delay Tactic
Spite check among chess players refers to a player who’s going to lose, knows he’s going to lose, but
he still prolongs the game anyway.
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Some do the equivalent of chess spite check.
Women’s way of slowing down and defuse sexual tension is to talk and ask questions.
“Spite check questions” include:
Why?
But why?
Why do you have X in your room?
But why do you want to make love to me?
But why do you want to take my pants off?
The goal of these questions is to make him talk and frustrate the sexual mood.
And that’s exactly the problem with spite check questions: they frustrate the mood.
Experienced guys of course know better than to reply to those questions.
But even for them, “spite check questions” ruin the mood.
Spite check questioning ruins the mood and sends a negative message both about you and about him.
About you, it makes you come across as slightly childish, unnecessarily nervous, indecisive, and
potentially also frigid.
By frustrating the sexual mood, they communicate that you might not be very much into sex, and not
very much into him.
And he might feel like you don’t like him.
Ideally, if you’ve reached that point, you should know whether or not he’s a guy you’re comfortable
getting together with.
And you should be at least somewhat attracted to him.
Personally, when I’m on the fence about a woman and she seeks to stall me with spite check
conversation, I start getting turned off.
If I like the woman I can find it endearing -up to a certain point-. But that doesn’t mean I don’t pass
some judgment based on it -namely, that she’s a bit of a big baby-.
In either case, she never comes across as a high quality woman.

#5. “You’re Not Gonna Get What You Want” Rejection
Some women love to see men horny about them.
And up until here, all great.
The problem starts with some women who, instead of getting themselves in the mood… They prefer
teasing him and going on a sexual power trip.
Some will say things such as:
“Hmmm you’re so horny, aren’t you” (talking as if they weren’t horny at all)
“I like to see men
“You can call a hooker when I leave”
“You look a bit serious, are you angry you’re not going to get what you want?”
These women like to have power over men.
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They prefer having power over men instead of actually enjoying sex and the sexual mood.
This sexual power trip is often a bit delusional. Especially for men who actually have options.
Personally, few things turn me off as quickly as a woman who talks as she were the ultimate
dispenser of pleasure in this world.
And sure, I’m particularly sensitive to power dynamics, but this technique is poor even for the most
undiscerning man.
Why?
Well, think about it.
The problem with this technique is that it’s sexually confrontational.
This technique says “you want me, I don’t want you… And I am happy to see you suffer”.
Who on earth might want to have a relationship with a woman like that?
It’s not a high quality man, for sure.

How Not to Delay Sex: Example
The messages below come from the worst sex-delaying attempt I have ever experienced.
This was the poster child of doing it all wrong.

This is how she behaved during our intimate time:
1. Before escalation, she looks bored and irritable
2. When I say I like her and imply she feels the same, she vehemently denies it (first rejection
before we even reach sexual escalation)
3. She was taller and during the escalation she keeps repeating “how small I am” (allow me a
clarification: was not talking about my penis ?
4. To keep her pretense of disinterest she finally dresses to leave while she really wanted to stay
5. I am fed up with her and don’t play the game of “stay a bit longer” anymore: I gladly walk her
out
6. Once away, she realizes her mistake and since she actually likes me, writes me to negotiate her
come back (now she looks needy and desperate)
7. She walks back in with the same haughty and distant attitude, undresses and lay on the bed
8. We do it and she shows no passion
9. Finally, she falls in love after she managed to fully estrange me
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Can you see how each step compounded the mistake?
The difference here is that the man knew what he was doing, and that attracted her.
She didn’t know what she was doing and pushed him emotionally away.
Result: he doesn’t want to see her again and she fell in love.
This is an extreme example of course, but many women do at least some of those same mistakes.

Bad Rejections Screen In The Players!
Now you might think:
Wait a second Lucio, it’s a good thing to be harsh so I only get the coolest guys!
Some guys indeed will disregard your rejection, no matter how you slice it.
They’ll take a step back, talk a bit more, chill a bit more, pour one more drink.
And then go for it again.
That’s what I did in the example above, after all.
But if you only end up with those guys, then you’re screening in the players.
Those are the guys who’ve been there a hundred times and know how to make up for the women’s
mistakes.
But if you want a serious relationship, then you can’t hold only onto the womanizers.

And Screening Out The Good Guys!
About the guys who are not whores?
Those are the guys who’ll most likely feel deeply hurt by what they interpret as a strong personal
fu*k you.
They might recover with a bit of time, but the minutes after a failed move are the heaviest.
And the heaviness of that situation often doesn’t afford him the luxury of time.
It’s often over before you two even had a chance.
And it only gets worst when he’s really into you.
You see, the more he is into you, the more your rejection will destroy him.
It might be this guy was just a bit too touchy.
Or he was just too into you. And he’d otherwise be a great guy. But you’ll never know when you turn
him down the wrong way.
Because when you reject too strongly you filter in the players and you filter out the guys really
interested in you!
What’s a gal to do then?
The end of this article answers that.

How to Turn Down Sex Properly
Do you like him?
If you do but you need more time -or want to resist a little bit-, you must slow things down while also
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showing that you like him.
A few techniques to do exactly just that:

#1. The Hug Tackle
A great technique to delay sex and a win-win for everyone.
As he escalates sexually, you deflect moving towards a cuddly hug instead.
If you also rest his head on his shoulder, he might feel like you’re in need of emotional support.
That will also help to awaken his protector feelings, bringing him emotionally closer to you.
Whether you rest your head on him or not, it’s best done all in silence, no words spoken.
The hug tackle switches from sexual to emotional. It slows down the tempo while at the same time
increasing your bonding.
Great technique!

#2. Fire First, Water Soon After
As he kisses you, kiss him back, touch him or pant a bit.
Then all of a sudden, stop and push him back.
Don’t verbalize it, but the feeling you want to convey is this:
You: It’s hot, but I’m a lady and need time, that’s why I must resist.
It’s a bit like she does, but you will do it without giving in:
This works great because you communicate at the same time:
1. You do like him (which men love) +
2. Albeit you like him, you also don’t want to be easy (which men love for long-term girlfriends)
That’s the perfect combo.
Read Madonna / whore seduction for more

#3. Reframe From Short-Term Sexual to Long-Term Romance
This might be the best way of delaying sex.
It’s honest, builds him up, and develops an emotional connection.
Once he accepts your new long-term romance frame, he is also moving closer to being your
boyfriend (if you want him like that of course).
Look how she executes it to perfection:
https://youtu.be/sNcKSvLgglk
Note:
Unluckily the (slight) nudity in the video leads to YB removal (would really like to see who are the
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extra-prudes flagging it).

Avoid Being One on One
Many a great connection died on the altar of a failed sexual escalation.
In my experience going to someone’s place and having an escalation that does not lead to sex almost
always spells doom for the relationship.
If you like him but you’re also sure and positive you don’t want to get physical I recommend you
simply avoid being at your place or to his place.

Responsibility For Dating Failures
This article is to help women (and men) increase their chances of finding the right partner.
It’s not about pointing fingers.
But since men traditionally have the “leading” role in seduction, we could argue most of the “blame”
rests on men.
But no man is flawless. And even the amazing ones, they’re not amazing all the times.
I’m pretty sure many a woman missed a relationship with Clooney or Gere because Clooney or Gere
botched an escalation and she rejected him badly.
I’m pretty sure some women left these guys in disdain.
This is dating.
And ironically, the more you care and the bigger the feelings, the easier it is to derail.
Sometimes a small pebble at a key intersection can derail a train which was on course to beautiful
destinations.
By knowing what the most common issues and pitfalls are, you can give your own contribution to
make sure you give your and your favorite men the best possible shot.
This post is designed in a way the woman can help men run things smoothly.

Summary
If we had to summarize this guide on how to turn a man down in two sentences, it would be these:
1. If you want to turn him down when he escalates physically, make sure you protect his ego:
show that you like him, personally and physically. You just need a bit more time and you’ll get
there together
2. If you want to increase the chances of a relationship, reframe from sex to romance and
emotional bond: with the techniques described above
Further reading:
Biggest early dating mistakes
Should you wait for sex?
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Should you make him chase?
Should you make him invest?
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17 Early Signs She’s a Low Value Woman
January 29, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What are the traits of low quality women?
But most of all, how can you spot a low quality woman as soon as possible?
This post helps you spot and recognize low quality women by the very first date.
Contents
#1. She’s Always Free
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#1. She’s Always Free
Being free for you, can be a sign she likes you.
But if she’s free all the time and you barely know, that’s a first red flag of a cheap girl (and a girl who
knows little of social skills and dating power dynamics).
You won’t see this often from white women in the west -they’re much more attuned to basic game-,
but you’ll see it more often as you travel.
Why is this a trait of a low quality woman?
For the same reason why it’s a low quality trait of a man as well: it communicates she’s not doing
much with her life.
Not good if she has just met you
This one is actually good… If she knows you well. She also added “for you”, which makes it special.
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But if she talks like that and she has just met you.. She says that to pretty much anyone. And that
makes her come across as a cheap girl.

#2. Picks The Most Expensive Dishes Expecting You to Pay
Once you are on a date, watch how she behaves around ordering.
The low quality woman will make no effort to chip in, tip or give back any sort of value -a common
dating mistake-.
That’s already in itself low-value.
Who would want to marry a woman that brings nothing and expects you to pull the whole cart?
The nex level low quality though are women who relish in ordering the most expensive items on the
menu.
The problem with these “give me luxury lifestyle” women is not they want to live well.
That’s a high quality trait.
The problem is that spending for these cheap-at-heart women is a way to define who they are.
This is how they think:
Cheap girl mindset: I buy luxury items, so I’m better than all the rest
The second problem is that they don’t seek to earn that lifestyle by themselves, but they expect to
freeload on men.
These women have a huge case of entitlement mentality. And a bit of entitlement mentality can be
good… If ones also focus on what they can give in exchange for what they way want.
But expecting riches in exchange for an attitude is the hallmark of a low quality woman.
Drop this financial ballast ASAP (or maybe bang her, than drop it like it’s hot).

#3. If She Wears Heels, She Walks Poorly With Them
I know what you’re thinking:
Come on Lucio, now you’re being terribly judgmental, this is insignificant!
But wait a second.
Remember this is about showing you the early signs of low quality women. So you don’t waste time
with them.
Walking poorly on heels isn’t really about walking style. Walking poorly on heels is an indicator of
substance VS appearances.
A woman who walks like a chimp on heels communicates she stays on superficial levels.
It’s the belief that quick fixes -heels- will make her more attractive instead of addressing the core
issue -learning to walk well-.
It’s the good old “solution” of sweeping the dust under the carpet or, if you prefer, of spray-painting a
turd.
The male equivalent is the guy who doesn’t work on himself but sprays half a bottle of Axe,
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believing that the stinky scent is all he needs.
High quality women take the time to learn how to be truly feminine women.
They might put on the high heels… But they also took care to learn how to walk with them.
This is an indicator of one of the most important fundamentals of high value: caring and putting in
the effort.

#4. She Has Poor English
Let’s not be PC: her education matters.
And sure, she might be born in a poor family.
Fair enough, that’s a mitigating factor.
But still, how about self-education?
And maybe you’re thinking: how about non-native speakers?
This is all the more important for non-natives!
Not learning the current global language says she’s a small town gal. Not literally, of course, I’m a
native small-town boy too.
It’s the small-town mindset that is the issue.
Top players want to play on the global stage, and to play on the global stage, you need English.
Do consider though extenuating circumstances for countries farther from Western culture and/or with
strong local cultures. Such as China, Japan and partially Korea.
Within the west also Italy, France, Spain.
This girl had no excuse:
I was about to turn around… ?

#5. During The Date She’s Glued to Her Phone
Sure, this is what most Gen Y and Millennials do.
But not the Gen Y and Millennials who understand basic rules of socialization.
Constantly checking her phone says she’s out of tune with the world around her.
If she does it during the conversation it says she doesn’t understand basic social norms and etiquette.
But most worrying is the lack of human connection. She’s communicating she lets an electronic
device get between you two.
And you thought other men were the danger?
Welcome to the 21st century :).
Get up and let her enjoy phone undisturbed.
Note:
Don’t always jump to conclusions and take responsibility before you call it quits.
Some women will use their phones because they’re nervous. You might also see it as a shit-test:
plenty of women got more attracted to me after I told them to put their phones away.
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#6. She Asks Nothing About You
If you’ve been dating for a while, you must have seen this.
She just sits there, asks no questions and answers with one-liners.
In the worst case scenario, she adds up “playing with food”, chatting on her phone and looking away.
Sure, it can be a sign of disinterest.
But I have gotten intimate with plenty of women who sat there in complete apathy and didn’t ask a
single question.
Heck, I have been with women who wanted a relationship and didn’t know a single thing about me.
And they didn’t even care!
Why does it matter?
Because, as Brene Brown famous said, we are here to connect.
And our partners are some of the most important connections we will ever make.
What does it say of a woman who does not care who her potential lover is?
What does it say of a woman who can’t even make an effort to check her human compatibility
with you?
It says you’re better off with a relationship with your hand.
Try dating a woman who cares, and listens, and with whom you can talk about your job, passions
and, in general, share your life.
And you will see the difference.

#7. She is Rude To Servers
You will see this sometimes from women who come from a caste society.

But of course, rudeness itself doesn’t care

about casts and it knows no borders.

For some deranged women, mistreating who they deem as low value people is a way of showing high
value (social climbing of the worst kind).
Why should you avoid these women?
Non-Christians might have never heard of these words:
What you’ll do to the least of these you do to me
But those words remain true no matter your religion.
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And the day you’ll struggle and you will be a “least” in her eyes, then it will be your turn to get the
whip (hopefully, you got a whip-proof prenup by then).
Otherwise, go for someone with a heart.

#8. She Has No Hobbies, No Passions
There are some women who seem to take pride in “doing nothing”, “working and sleeping” and
“being lazy”.
Those women are more stationary in their self development than planet Earth in the Ptolemaic system
(ie.: Very stationary).
But that might be a positive overstatement, since they are most likely to go backward.
And if you’re reading here, you’re probably aiming a bit higher in life.

8.2.: She Likes Whatever He Likes
Some of these women with no personal passions overlap with apathetic women.
And they seek to take the shape of whoever they are with.
See a dramatized example from “Coming to America”:
Note: inexperienced men will like this type of women.
These women, emblems of submissiveness, communicate to them “sexual availability’ and “ease of
control”.
But for most men with options, this ain’t attractive.

#9. She Is Always Bored
Have you ever dated a woman who constantly complains about “being bored”?
Then you should know better that you don’t want another one.
Apathetic women, “always free women” and women with no passions are also most likely to be
easily bored.
Most of these women will gladly broadcast “how bored they are”.
This is because, not being used to having their own life and being used to other low-quality men
taking ownership of their problems, they expect men to do something to entertain them.
These type of low-quality women don’t even understand how constant boredom is such an
unattractive trait because they don’t understand that it’s a sign of deeper issues and personality flaws
Being bored, among other things, says the following about her:
Needs constant external stimulation
Can’t make herself happy, ie.: she’s not in control of her life
Has no grit, can’t stick to anything
Does not have personal goals, ambitions or passions
In a relationship, she will blame you for her own boredom issue and demand that you do something
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that make her less bored. Or that you entertain here.
Sure, you can entertain her.
For a night.
Two for busty chicks.
Then send her get bored with another man ;).

#10. She Engages In Social Media Whoring

Working
out: to all men please stop harassing us women at the gym
The soap opera gals are a thing of the past (almost).
Huuurray! Less low value women around?
Not so fast.
They have been steadily replaced by the TV series gals and their most perilous sistas: the social
media attention whores.
The social attention whore derives her value by the number of likes, followers and feed activity she
has (all external ego-boosting tools).
Over-reliance on external validation for self-validation is a strong sign of fixed mindset. And almost
always is a way of investing time that brings little to no benefits.
Sorry, that’s a got a different name than “investing”, and it’s “wasting”.
There are different styles of social media whoring, including:
“Gym pictures” after workout
Complaining about men (especially men hitting on them)
Value signaling (mostly with liberal and feminist causes)
Bathroom selfies
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Sexy selfies with “inspirational” quotes
Partaking in seemingly deep, but actually shallow and pointless social media discussions is also a
sign social media whoring:

I guarantee you: people who really are going to make money don’t waste their time social-media
whoring.

#11. Doesn’t Care About Her Looks / Weight
This might seem controversial, so let’s dig deeper.
There are two ways of being overweight:
Little control over body weight (ie.: convert food into fat very easily, child abuse, etc.)
Don’t care (eats junk food, does not exercise, is “happy the way she is”)
Eating junk, not exercising and not making an effort to change communicates she just doesn’t care.
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And if she doesn’t care about herself, what are the chances she’ll care about anything else?
Keep the same distance between you and her as as the distance she keeps between herself and a gym.

#12. She Is Spiteful, Confrontational, Always Angry
Watch out because this is often hidden!
Nobody would admit we’re just full of spite, so people often hide pent up anger behind a cause.
So you get the following masks:
I defend animals no matter what (actually, I don’t like people)
Women must support each other (actually, I just hate men)
Men with a Ferrari are insecure with small dicks (actually, I can’t get a rich man)

Shut up I’m not angry! It’s all men / society
/ Trump / white people / meat eaters / Americans/ capitalists fault. Not mine
As usual, of course, I’m not saying all women passionately defending a cause are spiteful.
But more time than you would think, rage and anger are less a sign of passion and drive for a better
world and more the sign of a spiteful, low value woman.
One way to tell apart spite from passion is to look at who the anger is directed to. If it’s against a few
specific persons or a group of people, that’s a bad sign.
Here is an example of a spiteful, overly aggressive low quality woman:
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#13. She Is Obsessed With Appearances
There’s a seemingly fine line between “caring” and “caring too much”.
But that difference is also the difference between high quality women and low quality women.
People who care, care about other people and what they think. But ultimately, they care more about
what’s right, fair and what helps them achieve their goals.
People who care too much instead allow society to constrain their lives. And they decide based on
what others think.
These are the same women who would not go anywhere not expensive enough, or who will never be
seen near someone who’s not handsome or well dressed enough.
Caring is great, constantly depending on others to define yourself and influence your choices is a
strong low quality signal.

#14. She Never Traveled, And Doesn’t Care To
This is a tricky one.
And I wish it weren’t true, because I can’t stand people who equate traveling with “open
mindedness” or “quality”.
Traveling is not an indicator of quality.
However, I have found over and over that not traveling and not having any interest in traveling can be
symptomatic of, if not straight out low quality, at least a narrow mindset.
If she’s never traveled and she’s not interested in traveling, that’s an indicator of:
Narrow mindset
No drive (no interest for first-hand knowledge)
No lust for life (no interest for experiences)
If she’s from a first world country and never traveled because “here is the best” or only travels to
“equally rich countries” that’s a strong indicator of snobbish and snotty attitude.
It’s an attribute you’ll find in common with the high maintenance woman picking the most expensive
items on the menu.

#15. She Is An Inveterate Game-Player
We all play some games.
And we could argue that navigating the social arena is all about knowing what games people play,
which is a high value trait.
However, not all games are created equal.
There are good social games which make everyone a winner, and there are self serving games -where
one takes value from others with the intention of never giving back-.
The low value woman plays these types of games:
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1. Low level games -communicate social ineptitude2. Self serving games -showing she’s not interested in mutually beneficial relationshipsSelf serving games to take value or resources away from him are typical, but not exclusive, of gold
diggers for example.
Faking busy when you’re trying to schedule a date is a typical example -and a typical mistake– of
low level games.
Case in point: look at this girl, suddenly getting “busy” after I told her I was busy first and then again
ready and open to re-schedule.
She immediately lost heaps of value in my eyes for blatant lying (and low level games).
Also read:
Games women play
Games women play to get commitment

#16. Sells Her Beauty For A Pittance
Whether we like it or not, it’s true that beauty contributes to a woman’s overall quality.
However, how she uses that beauty is very telling about her personality.
The highest value use of beauty is to leverage it as the icing on the cake when you have already
worked on your core traits.
Such as, you’re as good and skilled as you can be. Then on top of skills you add beauty and
femininity for extra edge.
Of course, jealous people will imply you used your beauty or slept around, but that’s fine: the high
value woman knows you can’t win all the haters.
The low value use of beauty instead is as a standalone trait that feeds her today and leaves her hungry
when that beauty will fade.
When she uses her beauty to scrape by out of rich men handouts indeed she’s coasting on superficial
advantages instead of going for depth and substance.
Some typical misuse of beauty include:
Freelance modeling for a pittance
Last link in a beauty network marketing scheme
Skin care beauty ambassador (ie.: retail)
“Image woman” at trade shows
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My dad
always told me I could have been a doctor
Note:
Hookers and gold diggers, albeit we could argue about how high value they are in the dating world,
are not necessarily misusing their beauty.
Hookers securing real estates and gold diggers siphoning off real money might be nesting up on their
beauty and planning early retirement.
They might not be top-shelf wife material, but they are definitely not low quality women: that’s smart
behavior.

17.2. Barters Sex & Beauty for Things
And don’t you ever let me catch you bartering sex, sexual favor or, God forbid, virginity for (cheap)
stuff:
Selling yourself cheap is the sure sign of low-quality
The lady from that picture, was actually a good person.
But yes, a good person can also be a low-quality person.
It amost hurts me to pass this type of judgment about a good person, but the moment she wanted to
exchange her virginity for a stupid holiday, she undoubetly slotted herself as a low-quality woman.
And for sure I had no interest in no present.

Bonus: The Full List
I didn’t include the most obvious indicators as they need no explanation.
But they are:
Personality disorders including:
BPD (uncontrollable emotional swings)
Antisocial / sociopath / power hungry (cannot see relationships as win-win but only as
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win-lose)
Histrionic (endless drama, including public drama while high value people keep private
stuff private)
Flaky / can’t stick to anything (grit is key to success)
Mean streak and tries to hurt you during arguments
External locus of control
Smoker / Drug / alcohol abuse
Low emotional and social IQ
Oblivious to non written rules (loud, swearing, prostitute-style make-up & fashion etc.)
Financially dependent and without good prospects
Note that a bad family or being abused do not make someone low value. They make it more likely
that a woman will turn out to be low value, but not necessarily.

Extenuating Circumstances
Young age, poor upbringing, small town girl, idiotic parents.. These are all major extenuating
circumstances for low quality women.
However, for those extenuating circumstances to apply, she must show a willingness and eagerness to
make up and move beyond her limitations.
If she proudly laughs at her lazy ass while eating McDonald in front of the TV set she’s irredeemable
for the foreseeable future.

Low Value Women F.A.Q.
Q. How Many Red Flags Are Too Many?
A. Two red flags without strong extenuating circumstances are two flags too many.
Q. What do you do when you spot too many red flags during the date?
A. If she hasn’t completely turned you off stop wasting time and give her a whiff of your high quality
tool.
Go for broke, meaning you won’t invest one second more.
You get up and say:
You: We should go
Trashy: Where?
You: (looking as if it was the most stupid question in the world) To my place
Trashy: But I’m not ready
You: You don’t need to be ready, it’s all good. Let’s go (look at her expectantly)
Trashy: But I don’t wanna go to your place now
You: Look, I have noticed that you and I, we don’t fit well. Let’s save our time. I really wish
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you the best.
Q. What do you do when you’re already in a relationship with a poor quality girl?
A. Sorry bro, time for some tough love.
You’re high if you think you’re high quality with a low quality woman (sorry couldn’t resist the pun).
Even Tyson knows better. Get to work on yourself instead and see if she comes along.
Most likely she won’t though, so you gotta go alone.

Low Value Summary
Low quality women are relatively easy to spot.
At least, as long as you know what to look for and know how to vet properly.
If you have average social skills, look for any of the above signs and you’ll nail it by the end of the
first date.
Then head here for the traits of high value women.
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Here’s How You Handle a Drama Queen Public Outburtst
January 30, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Handling public drama and emotional outbursts from your girlfriend can be a very awkward social
situation for most men.
But the most socially skilled men gain points when their girlfriends unleash public drama.
Why?
Because they know how to handle it.
This guide will help you become that type of high quality-man.
We will see through a real-world story I witnessed when I first had the time for this article.
Contents
A Story of Drama Queen Public Outburst
Drama Queen Example
Reflecting On The Public Embarrassment
Handling a Drama Queen in Public
1. Ignoring the Drama
2. Expecting Help From People
3. Badmouthing the Drama Queen
4. Don’t Forget to Apologize
Handling Public Emotional Outbursts
#1. Engage Her
#2. Deal With It One on One
#3. Address Her Concerns
#4. Apologize Or Lead All Through
#5. What To Do With Drama Queens
When The Drama Queen is Out of Order
Summary

A Story of Drama Queen Public Outburst
I am traveling in Bantayan, a semi-empty island in the Philippines.
It’s growing, but as of today it’s so off the maps that my Chrome dictionary here doesn’t even
recognize it as a word.
This morning I was sitting on a wooden bungalow, having breakfast with one of those delicious fresh
fruit shakes on the side.
The bar is one of those hideous white-men frontier alcoves, though.
Exclusively white patrons, costlier than the average, and a TV tuned in on some hideous sports
channel -what the f*ck was I doing there, I know-.
The owner, a big Swedish guy in his 50s whom we’ll call Blonde, is also sitting in front of the bar.
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It looked like an uneventful morning. What could even happen here except for some hangover-fueled,
late morning brawl?
I was about to be surprised.
With the tail of my eyes I notice from across the street a local Philippine woman making a beeline for
the bar.
We’ll call her Drama Queen because drama queen girlfriends are most likely to embarass you in
public.
This is not the place you’d expect locals to hang out though, and much less so single women by
themselves.
What is she coming here for?
Drama Queen looks nervous and purposeful at the same time.
I keep it cool on the outside, but my mind perks up: this could be Power Moves material!
I wasn’t going to be disappointed.

Drama Queen Example
Drama Queen walks up behind an older English man -we’ll call him Lude-.
Lude, like the two other patrons, is sitting with his back towards the entrance and facing the bar
(same angle as the first girl on this picture on the left).
Drama Queen stops a meter away behind Lude and starts talking to him.
Her tone sounds demanding, but her voice gives away her true emotional state: shaken and emotional.
I only get the word “passport” and couldn’t make out the rest of the sentence.
But from body language and demeanor it’s clear Drama Queen felt she had been wronged and was
confronting Lude for his misdeeds.
Lude only briefly turns his head to make sure he knows who’s talking and then returns fully to face
the bar.
Lude is adopting a “pretend she’s not there strategy”.
That strategy rarely works in these cases: she’s already invested too much to let go so easily.
Drama Queen indeed keeps talking, her voice becoming even higher pitched and emotional.
This is not an easy situation for either of them: while all the patrons pretend to keep doing our thing,
everyone knows we are all 100% focused on this public drama.
After a few long seconds of Drama Queen venting Lude turns to the Blonde the owner and tells him
to kick her away.
Blonde doesn’t answer though, and doesn’t move.
It doesn’t look good on Lude.
He resorted to higher authority but higher authority is not on his side.
But it’s not good for Drama Queen either as Lude made his move clear now: his strategy is to treat
her like a ranting bum.
Lude’s move doesn’t come free though.
Any “pretend it’s not happening strategy usually angers the already emotional woman and adds more
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fuel to the dramatic fire.
Drama Queen indeed digs her heels.
She uses defiant words when she says she doesn’t care if they will call security.
But her voice betrays she’s feeling the brunt of the social weight on her small shoulders.
A few seconds later, on the verges of tears, she says:
Drama Queen: if you have an heart you… (couldn’t get what)
And then she finally crumbles under pressure and leaves.
Lude goes after her now and they deal with each other out of earshot and out of sight.
He comes back after barely a minute and quips
Lude: oh well that was quick
With that sentence he’s trying to appear resolute and powerful.
And then moves on talking about which cable TV the bar is using.
He’s trying to move the conversation ahead to relieve pressure from himself and what just happened.

Reflecting On The Public Embarrassment
What do you think of this story?
How did you feel?
Think about it for a second.
Drama Queen had her own share of mistakes, but we’re focusing on Lude here.
Have you noticed the mistakes he made?
Here’s my take: he was right with his comment that “that was quick”.
But not in the way he meant it.
It was quick in the sense that it didn’t take long for everyone around to reach the conclusion of who
he really was.
An old bastard taking advantage of a poor woman.
Now mind you, that might not even be true, but from what people saw there, that’s what most are
going to think.
Here’s the mistakes the Lude has done:

Handling a Drama Queen in Public
Here are the typical mistakes when handling a drama queen public embarrassment:

1. Ignoring the Drama
When you avoid engaging someone who’s emotionally unstable and looking to engage you, what do
you think will happen?
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They’ll calm down by themselves or they’ll increase the effort?
They’ve already initiated the silly move, they’re emotionally unstable at that point… When you don’t
engage of course chances are they’ll keep escalating!
The escalation following a failure to engage can get wild.
Either into emotional collapse (leaves crying/drops on the floor, etc.), emotional (spills out all your
personal stuff public) or even physical (in toxic relationships).
This scene from Blow is an example of physical escalation because he failed to engage her:

2. Expecting Help From People
Or, even worse, asking for help.
When Lude asks for help from the people around, he is deferring to someone else, which does three
bad things:
1. He communicates he has no power
2. He’s bothering someone else with his problems
3. He’s making people think he’s a mean man
This God-forgotten bar doesn’t have any security of course, and the owner doesn’t have to personally
kick out anybody just because this is his place.
Nothing bad happened so far, why should he be asked to take his side at this stage?
Also, since he’s calm and she’s on the verge of crying, he ends up looking like a heartless bastard
when he asked the powers that be to intervene for him.
Especially after she said “if you have a heart”, he looks like an abusive fu*k in everyone’s eyes.
When tyrants suppress the demonstrators with violence, most people end up hating those tyrants.

3. Badmouthing the Drama Queen
Badmouthing the drama queen will only have people think that it’s not the drama queen to be crazy.
It’s the relationship that is crazy. And that includes you.
You want to dump low quality women right away, but handle it publicly like a professional. Keep a
detached public demeanor and wash your dirty clothes in private.
Notice The Godfather looking to his wife after he badmouth his sister, here behaving like a drama
queen.
This was one of the social mistakes The Godfather commits.
When he comes back and says “well that was quick”, he treats her like a silly, worthless problem who
doesn’t deserve any time and further comment.
The problem for him though is that most people are building a very bad impression of him.
And this last comment is the icing on the cake, strengthening the idea he’s a lewd bastard taking
advantage of poor women.
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This was not the time to go for powerful. This was the time to be human.

4. Don’t Forget to Apologize
Lude’s technique of pretending all is good is fake to everyone.
He’s trying to pretend he’s above that little commotion, but since he asked for external help it’s
obvious he wasn’t.
And of course we wouldn’t do anything with his apologies.
But by not acknowledging us and the disturbance he’s created he’s failing to win some easy points
back and ingratiating us.

Handling Public Emotional Outbursts
Here’s the correct way of lude should have dealt with that woman:

#1. Engage Her
If she’s not already out of herself avoid further escalation by engaging her.
A great way to engage her is to:
1. Fully turn towards her (body language speaks the loudest)
2. Quickly greet her with “hey X” (inject some normality in the exchange)
3. Say you can see she’s very upset (you’re attuned to her feelings)
All the steps are executed calmly but not super slow Godfather style.
You want to relate here, not show superiority.
At the same time don’t come across as defensive as that is an admission of guilt and an endorsement
of public drama -something you never want, here’s an example–
If Lude had engaged her, he would have come off as much more of a caring man.
Nobody would have thought he fucked her and took advantage of her, and possibly she would have
changed her mind about him as well.
Importantly, she would have not said the words “if you have a heart”, which made everyone think
he’s a heartless bastard.
Look how quickly Karen takes it down a notch after she notices he’s listening (and he cares):
Note:
Heavy disrespect or upsets without a cause cannot be met with nicety. In that case, you meet her at
her level or it’s OK to ask security to take care of her.

#2. Deal With It One on One
Soon after telling her she looked upset with a calm
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Making a public scene of a private affair is typical of low value women.
If you want to test your girl, you could actually ask her what’s going on there and then in front of
everyone.
If she starts venting private details, she’s a low quality woman.
Calm her down and then drop her.
Otherwise, if you already trust her, invite her closer to you if it’s a loud environment and people
won’t be able to hear.
If not, stand up and move her outside or in a place where you can address her concerns like two
adults.

#3. Address Her Concerns
Once you avoid a full-blown public escalation and you’re one on one, you effectively avoided public
disaster.
If you don’t know what happened, her explanation will make the difference between you keeping her
around or not.

#4. Apologize Or Lead All Through
When you come back from talking to her one to one, don’t pretend nothing happened -it’s obvious to
everyone that’s not the case-.
And don’t attack her unless it’s obvious she was at fault: people can easily think you’re the ahole.
What you do instead is either make light of it and help people move ahead with a laugh, or be serious
and apologize for having inconvenienced everyone.
If it was a major drama, it’s also OK to apologize to the patrons, wish everyone good night and leave.
Note:
the apology is not really about asking sorry.
You did nothing wrong and don’t need to ask for forgiveness. You say sorry with your words but
with an otherwise neutral voice tone. It’s more like a nice gesture to acknowledge them and the
situation.

#5. What To Do With Drama Queens
If you are considering the outburst girl as a mainstay, you need to make sure she doesn’t do her
drama queens antics in public.
Lay down a no public drama rule first thing in a relationship. Failing to meet that criteria is failing to
be in a relationship with you.
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When The Drama Queen is Out of Order
The steps to dealing with a drama queen in this post are specific to this example and they are
accommodating towards the woman.
They’re not to be followed if the Drama Queen is rude and out of order from the start. In that case
you can’t be nice toward rudeness or you show weakness and reward bad behavior.
The steps in this article apply when:
You know you’re in the wrong and
She is still keeping it together or
You’re clueless but you respect her and know she might be onto something
Averting a crisis is the first priority
Averting a crisis might be top priority for example if you’re with your family or at an important
networking event. Or you’re in the same situation as Johnny Depp in the car :).
In those cases, follow the steps to calm her down and cut her loose later on (asap).

Summary
A woman who’s getting more and more emotional needs to feel she’s got access to you. Seeing a shut
door will likely bring further escalation and risks damaging your relationship.
Engage her instead, bring her mood down and then resolve the issue privately.
If she went overboard or if it happens too often, she is not girlfriend material.
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How To Develop a Growth Mindset: Here’s How I Did It
February 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you are looking for ways to develop a growth mindset, you have come to the right place.
I come from a fixed mindset household, I grew up with a fixed mindset… And now I am successfully
moving towards a growth mindset.
It’s a life-long pursuit, of course, but I’m well on the way.
And here I will share with you how you can also get a growth mindset.
Let’s start with a quick recap:
Contents
Fixed Mindset
Social Fixed Mindset
Growth Mindset
Social Growth Mindset
How To Develop A Growth Mindset
#1. Rewrite Painful Past
#2: Associate Pain to Fixed Mindset
#3. Associate Pleasure To Growth Mindset
#4. Associate Your Identity To Growth
#5: Learn The Science Behind It
#4: Change Every Day
#5. Get Excited About Learning
#6. Shield Yourself Against Fixed Mindset
Summary

Fixed Mindset
In a fixed mindset people believe their traits are fixed.
You’re either good at something or you’re not, and there’s no way to change that.
And when you believe your traits are fixed, your traits, skills and qualities, define you.
When your traits and skills define you, any failure stings deeply because it reaches you at the core of
your identity. When you fail, it means that you are a failure.
Can you start seeing how a fixed mindset is deeply harmful for you?
Since failing means you are a failure, fixed mindset people shy away from challenges to protect
their ego and their social standing.
A huge fear of fixed mindset people indeed is failing publicly. When they fail publicly they are
“found out” for the failure they are, and that’s a stigma they’ll never be able to overcome. How could
they? Their traits are fixed!
To avoid ego burns and permanent loss of social standing, fixed mindset people spend their effort
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trying to appear good. They only engage in what they’re already good at, stay in their comfort zone
and and meticulously avoid pushing their limits further.
Maybe they tell themselves “they would be good if they did”, but that’s mostly ego candy stories they
tell themselves to prop their self esteem up. They never really try, because they could fail and then
they can’t tell themselves the fake stories anymore.
When they fail indeed they’ll still try to cling to their stories. They’ll say it was someone else’s fault
and they’ll do their best to shift blame.
That’s the perfect recipe for living wasting a life making excuses instead of living and experiencing
life to the fullest.
Fixed mindset people never grow and commit the ultimate sin: they never realize their full potential.

Social Fixed Mindset
When you combine a fixed mindset with poor social skills, the result is that you will always be stuck
with sub-par social skills.
Fewer friends, fewer and less appealing partners options and, in general, a less satisfying lifestyle
compared to the one you’d have once you reached social proficiency.
When you are in the Any social faux pas means people will see how socially awkward you are so.. So
you never do anything social!
Does the following scenarios sound familiar?
You’d like to attend that event… But you don’t go
You might end up not talking to anyone.
Then you will feel like a reject and everyone around will see what a wallflower you are
You like her, but do nothing
What if she refuses you? It means you’re unattractive. Better not go, so I can keep telling myself she
might have liked me and I can have a chance… Sometimes… In the future…
You’d like to join your friends.. But you don’t go
They’re going playing football, but you don’t go as you fear being poor at it; they go to skydiving but
you’re terrified of showing yourself terrified.
Yo don’t understand, but are afraid of asking questions
Your boss presentation made no sense.
But what if you’ll make a stupid question?
Everyone will think you’re stupid. So you say nothing and never realize nobody else understood
squat.
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Growth Mindset
People with a growth mindset people believe they will improve and get better with practice -and
failures-.
Growth mindset people look forward to challenges because it make them grow and improve.
Make no mistake, failure still can be painful, but failure does not define growth mindset people.
It simply means they aren’t good yet. Yet is the keyword in a growth mindset.
And failure after failure, they will get good.

Social Growth Mindset
Socially awkward people with a growth mindset are much less likely to stay socially awkward for the
long haul.
They’re less likely to hide at home, more likely to take risks and more likely to learn from feedback
as they don’t have the strong need to protect their egos.
They might not enjoy social situations and certainly they won’t enjoy awkward moments.
But they’re no paralyzed by them.
They’re not afraid of being defined by a bad joke, a rejection or by a group of three that doesn’t open
to include them.
An while it may hurt, they know that the more awkward and embarrassing situations they go through,
the more the improve.
That sounds typical self development trite BS, doesn’t it?
Well, it’s with a growth mindset that you lay the foundation for it to stop being trite BS and starts
becoming your reality instead.

Advantages of a growth mindset:
Ability to stare at your reality and weaknesses without pain
Ray Dalio says you must learn to love reality, even when it hurts.
Fixed mindset people can’t manage that: their ego-protecting mechanism will destot reality for them.
If you’re poor socially start telling yourself the truth: you suck right now. And that’s great.
Just imagine how much better your life is going to be. Because now you’re going to change that.
Being not yet good is your starting point, not your destiny
It’s damn freeing to know that however bad you are at anything… That’s not your destiny and that’s
not who you are.
That’s only your current situation, and you always have the power to change that.
Bad social interactions are training
When you start looking at bad social interactions as training, then a magical thing will happen: you
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will look forward to social interactions, be it good or bad.

How To Develop A Growth Mindset
Done with the theory.
I hope you’re now convinced you need to adopt a growth mindset? If not, make sure you do before
proceeding.
Tony Robbins righteously says your willingness to change is the very first step to change.
So if you’re willing to adopt a growth mindset, let’s start:

#1. Rewrite Painful Past
A fixed mindset is propped by fear of looking bad.
And the times in the past when we looked at our worst function as fear-laden baggages.
Like a child who’s been burned by fire our most embarrassing moments have been burned in our
memories and our subconscious do everything to avoid anything similar.
Those memories are the nails on your cross and the clips on your wing preventing you from taking
off.
Let’s begin our change by removing the ballast first.
It will hurt a bit in the beginning, but it’s pain that will set you free.
Start thinking and reliving of all your most embarrassing moments in life:
That time you said hi to your friend but it was someone else (I did that)
When you forgot your lines at the class performance
When you fell and people laughed
When she told you she doesn’t date fat / short / dark / whatever (I’ve been told worse)
When you burped or let one rip a bit too loudly
….
Think about those painful moments.
Don’t put your hands on your face, don’t make weird facial expressions and don’t stop thinking about
it.
Stay with that pain for a while.
It’s not that unbearable after all, is it?
You’re still alive.
Now it’s time to need to start changing what all those moments mean to you.
Pick a a couple of these re-framing techniques that best suit your personality and tell yourself:
I’m glad about them because they made me stronger
I’m proud I can think about them and laugh
It’s providing me with the anger I need to move ahead
I’m proud that I did it no matter the result
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I’m glad it happened, so I can prove to myself I keep going no matter what -that’s the kind of
man I amF*ck that noise. Other weaker men would crow. I’ll do it another thousand times

Share The Pain
Brene Brown in Daring Greatly says that shame is a social feelings and it’s cured with a social balm.
She recommends you share your most embarrassing moments and speak about it.
Shame dies when you openly talk about it and share with people close to you.

Relive Shame With Power
Relive those scenarios while you are in a strong state.
Meditate and imagine you flying like superman.
Then go back to those memories in a powerful state. Imagine a time you felt great and then think
about those memories.
Laugh as you think about them.
Do it enough times and those memories will lose their grip on you.

Change Your Memories
Tony Robbins calls this “erasing technique“.
He says you can change your memories of painful events by re-enacting them differently in your
imagination.
Imagine a silly music was playing.
Imagine you growing bigger like Hulk and punch the motherfu*ker(s) into deep space. Think you
laughed along with everyone else.
Do it enough times and the memory won’t sting anymore.
I prefer not to use this technique as ideally you’ll want to own up to your mistakes.
Ideally you can bear your painful moments and change the way you look at them without “changing
them”.
But if you need it, there’s no shame in this. Just do what works.

#2: Associate Pain to Fixed Mindset
Tony Robbins says to change any neuro-association you have to feel pain and discomfort for what
you want to change.
Look at your life and realize that you’re not living because a fixed mindset. Think of what you don’t
have and what you have missed so far. For example:
Evenings at home
No parties
No partners
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No friends
… Add as much as you can.
Think of your friends instead.
Get jealous!
They’re enjoying life and having a good time.
Trips with girlfriends and boyfriends, parties, networking and career opportunities.
Hate your fixed mindset in your guts.
Now start looking back in disgust, you’re about to change that.

#3. Associate Pleasure To Growth Mindset
Think of what you will get moving to a growth mindset.
Associate pleasure with all the opportunities.
Friends & partners
Growth & improvement
Strength & Resilience
The power of walking to an event on your own and leave with friends
Walk into a bar and -it’s not a joke- leaving with phone numbers

#4. Associate Your Identity To Growth
Identity, how you are and how you consider yourself drives behavior.
Start taking pride in who you are as a man with a growth mindset.
Write down the new you, tell people about the new you and you will also put the Commitment and
Consistency principle on your side.
This man moving forward no matter the obstacles will be the new you. Start taking pride in the new
you.
Also read:
how to develop an antifragile ego

#5: Learn The Science Behind It
In a world full of bling bling and unfulfilled marketing promises it’s useful to know this is not woohoo science.
Read Mindset, Carol Dweck’s research-based book on Growth Mindset.
Do know that the brain IS plastic.
It means it can change, it does change and you can drive that change. The Brain That Changes Itself
explains how neurons that fire together wire together.
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The Talent Code explains myelination, how the more we do something the more natural it becomes.
Ramachandran makes it clear that the brain is a mass of neurons that never sees the light and literally
makes up our reality.
And we can change that reality in ways that suits as best.
That being said, also know the limitations.
Read “pop-psychology myths” and “self-help myths“.
But in spite of the scientific limitations in reproducing the effects of a growth mindsets, they are real
(also read “psychology replication crisis“).

#4: Change Every Day
Charles Duhigg says that habits take and repetition to develop and become natural.
You need to build new neurological pathways and disempower the old ones through disuse.
It simply means you need not to think like used to think and practice your new mindset as much as
possible.
The Power of Habits says that new habits require determination, grit and repetition over time.
But that’s good news: willpower works like a muscle which grows with time, so this is great practice.
For the daily grind Carol Dweck herself advises to:
Hear your fixed mindset voice
Listen daily when your fixed mindset speaks to you.
It will tell you some people are too good and talented. It will tell you better off not trying because you
might fail or embarrass yourself.
When you fail, it will tell you “of course, you have no talent, you better quit”.
Recognize you have a choice
Whether you choose to heed the fixed mindset or you choose to follow the growth mindset is up to
you.
Talk back to the fixed voice with a growth one
Don’t lie or brag, be real.
Say you’re not sure you can manage and you can well fail, but you will learn and you will move
forward. If you don’t try you didn’t save face, you lost anyway.
That’s what shameful for the new you.
Then be proud you’re going forward, this is your new identity, this is what you will build your self
esteem around.
Choose the growth mindset
Go for it.
Learn from the mistakes, accept and learn from the criticism.
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Be proud you’ve gone for it, no matter the result. That’s a new precedent that will reinforce your new
identity.

#5. Get Excited About Learning
This is the most powerful, and resilient growth mindset:
Getting excited at the prospect of growing and learning, and filtering everything through
that opportunity.
In your daily life you will come across feelings associated with fixed mindset thinking.
Always be replacing those feelings with empowering, growth ones.
Here’s some examples:
Jealousy towards someone far better = wow, what can I learn?
Failure = nice I went for it, what candid I learn
Painful criticism with push-back feelings = I’m excited, I’ll listen and soon get better
Pain of finding shortcomings = great, it means there’s room for getting better
You will try to make excuses for your failure, you will avoid difficult situations and you will be
jealous of those who are so much better than you are.
Always replace those feelings with getting excited about your new identity and about being the
learner.
Someone is better than you are? What can you learn?

#6. Shield Yourself Against Fixed Mindset
Most people live with a fixed mindset and/or are not used to be pushing boundaries and making big
demands of themselves.
So in your life many people around you will try to drag you down with their disempowering talk.
Don’t try to change those people, but avoid them and cut them out of your life.
When you hear anything fixed-mindset-like, repeat three times in your head:
I can do it if I want to
I can do it if I want to
I can do it if I want to

Summary
A growth mindset will not give you the strength to go for all the social interactions you need to to get
good socially.
It will make you want to go for it.
So as you improve your social skills, you will also enjoy the struggle.
A growth mindset will also will also make you less afraid of failures and put them in perspective:
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they are there to show you the right path forward.
Sources:
This article is the first part of my social skills guide. Check the full Social Mastery Guide here.
Further resources not linked in the article which I used to write this article:
Quora
Mindset by Carol Dweck
Carol Dweck speech at Stanford
Opencolleges.edu
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The Ultimate Personal Power Tool: The Antifragile Ego
February 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
An antifragile ego is one of the fundamental blocks of personal power.
And I might even classify as the most important building block of mental power.
By the end of this article, you will know what’s an antifragile ego, and how to develop one.
Let’s start with some theory first:
Contents
What’s Ego
Ego VS Self Esteem
Resilient Ego VS Antifragile Ego
Why We Need to Develop a Better Ego
What’s Wrong With Our Ego
Identity Drives Behavior
Low Self Esteem: Gap Between Identity & Behavior
How To Have High Self Esteem
High Self-Esteem NEEDS An Antifragile Ego
How To Change Self Identity
Your New Antifragile Ego
How To Pick Self-Identities
Your New Identity: Assignment
Summary

What’s Ego
Technically, your ego is your sense of self.
It is your identity and your concept of self.
The ego strength is your capacity to keep your ego intact despite psychological distress, internal
turmoil and the changing conditions of the world around you.

Ego VS Self Esteem
If the ego is the sense of self, self-esteem is the measure of how you think of yourself.
A low self-esteem is associated with a poor image of oneself.
While a high self-esteem is associated with a high opinion of oneself.
That being said, the way “ego” is most often interpreted today, it has come to encompass the meaning
of self-esteem as well.
In the rest of this article, I will use the extended meaning of ego which includes our sense of self,
how we view ourself (self-esteem) and the degree of pain and pleasure we derive from our self-
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image.

Resilient Ego VS Antifragile Ego
A resilient ego allows to maintain emotional stability.
Ideally, a high self-esteem associated with a resilient ego allows you to maintain that healthy image
of yourself even despite personal setbacks, bad feedback from the world or a lack of results.
A resilient ego is good, as long as you can also take that feedback into account, is good.
But an antifragile ego is the next step.

Why We Need to Develop a Better Ego
First of all: what’s wrong with our default ego?
Why do we need to change it in the first place?
You probably know this quote:
you are the result of 4 billions yes evolutionary success, act like it
It reflects the view that evolution shaped us as the best possible machines.
But it’s wrong.
We are a remarkable species, but the idea we’re as good as it gets is patently false.
And our ego is the perfect example of how our mind can often work against our own best interests.
Our default ego is stopping us from being the best version of ourselves.
Let’s now see what’s wrong with or default ego and how we can develop an antifragile ego.

What’s Wrong With Our Ego
For our purposes, I will define ego as:
The ensemble of feelings of either pain or pleasure that we derive from who we are, how we
behave and what we achieve.
It’s composed of identity, projected identity, behavior, and connected feelings.
Our default ego is built to project a positive image of ourselves to ourselves as well as to the people
around us.
It doesn’t matter if that projection is fake, it makes us unhappy or if doesn’t help us reach our
goals. Our ego is built to make us look good. To others first, and to ourselves second.
This is how most people’s ego works:
JOY
Be Right

PAIN
Be Wrong
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Consequences
-Seek confirmation, not truth
-Don’t risk anything different, go with the crowd
-Focus on winning, not on best solution
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Be Good

Be Bad

-Look for praise, not truth
-Do what you know, not anything new
-Make up lies of how good you are, never actually try

-Don’t meet anyone new: it’s risky
-Say what people agree with, not your real opinions
You will realize our default ego is not about long term growth, happiness, life enjoyment or
achievement.
Most people’s default ego is about looking good, which most often means “faking it”, short term
thinking and, of course, sacrificing our unique contributions to please the crowd.
Be Accepted Be Rejected

Our default ego sacrifices our true self and our most honest expressions to seek positive confirmation
and people’s approval.
It also makes us less confident, because a major trait of confidence is that of acting accordingly to our
identity.
So let’s now introduce identity.

Identity Drives Behavior
Identity overlaps with “ego”, but it also includes our fixed traits such as nationality and gender and it
includes how we would like to be.
Our identities, who we are, drives our behavior.
Importantly, our identity can drive our behavior even when we don’t feel like doing something.
That makes identity an incredibly powerful tool in reaching our goals.
It’s because we humans have a tendency to seek consistency within ourselves.
When our actions are not aligned with our identity we feel discomfort (called cognitive dissonance
first theorized by Festinger, 1957). The tendency to keep our internal identities, values and actions in
balance is called, as described by Cialdini, is the commitment and consistency principle (Cialdini,
1984).
Note:
Sometimes our “real” identity can be different from who we think we are. Some personality issues
can arise from it (check Reaction Formation in Ramachandran). But for simplicity we will not deal
with it here.

Low Self Esteem: Gap Between Identity & Behavior
As we’ve seen, self-esteem is our evaluation of our own worth.
When we live up and uphold our standards and values no matter what, then we feel worthy.
Our self esteem goes up and we are proud of ourselves.
For most of us, we rarely do and say as our identities tell us though.
That means that for most of us, our behavior is very much out of whack with who we really are.
It’s because identities are deeper, which makes them a bit more impermeable to external influences albeit not fully impermeable-.
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But our actions instead are strongly influenced by the environment and social conditioning, which
leads to a disconnect between identity and our actions.
Basically, in an effort to look good, we want to project a different identity with our words and actions
so that people around will like us, accept us and welcome us.
The problem is that a disconnect between our identity and our actions leads to low self esteem.
It’s because we’re not being true to ourselves and we feel like we are “fake” and not in control of our
lives.
Social conditioning affects behavior more than identity
Do you know what’s the number one regret of dying people?
The biggest regret of dying people is that they’d had the courage to live to their true self!
The first step towards a high self esteem and happy life then is to heed your identity a bit more and a
bit less what people want you do say and do.
Like Tim Grover said, to get what you really want, you first must be who you really are.
To get what you really want, you must first be who you really are

How To Have High Self Esteem
When our behavior is in sync with our identity, we have much higher self esteem.
But don’t jump to conclusions just yet. This is not a post to tell you to “be yourself”.
Scratch that cr*p.
This post wants to take you to a whole new level.
Indeed the very highest self esteem is when our behavior matches our ideal identity.
You probably know the feeling. It happens when you manage to follow through with actions on what
your ideal self would love to do. For example:
You disagreed but were fearful of saying it publicly. But you do it anyway
Confronting your neighbor wasn’t easy, but you did and you’re proud of yourself
She had a boyfriend, but you asked anyway and you’re glad about it

Framework Happiness
When we manage to progressively move towards the person whom want to be, not only we get a
natural high self esteem, but we reach what Tom Bylieu refers to as “framework happiness”.
Framework happiness is the constant joy derived from becoming who you want to be.
The goal of this post then is to remove the most unhelpful bits of your current self-identity and
replace them with your ideal identity.

High Self-Esteem NEEDS An Antifragile Ego
High self-esteem without a growth mindset and an antifragile ego is dangerous.
The idea that self-esteem is always good is one of the worst exmples of pop-psychology and self-help
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myths.
A high self-esteem without an antifragile ego will thwart your learning abilities and can lead to
violence.
As Baumeister says:
Violence ensues when people feel that their favorable views of themselves are threatened or
disputed by others.
As a result, people whose self-esteem is high but lacks a firm basis in genuine
accomplishment are especially prone to be violence because they are most likely to have
their narcissistic bubble burst.
This is the case for people with high but fluctuating self esteem (see Kernis for research on selfesteem stability).
Bullies indeed tend to have high but vulnerable self-esteem (ie.: fragile ego).
Paradoxically then, the higher the self-esteem, the more threats one perceives to his ego, and the more
defensive and possibly aggressive one becomes.
And that’s why to become a high value man you need high self-esteem with an antifragile ego.

How To Change Self Identity
On this guide I will draw a bit from the wonderful Tony Robbins’ Creating Lasting Change.
Also look at how to develop a growth mindset since the changes are similar.

#1. Create Disturbance
First of all, you need to challenge your current identity and limiting beliefs.
Do you see yourself as a guy who is poor socially?
No wonder you avoid social situations!
Think of all the times you were not poor socially.
Think of all the times you enjoyed social situations.
The idea is that you want to draw on so many experiences that you naturally and rationally start
doubting your beliefs.
Maybe there was a time you had a good conversation.
Or maybe there’s someone who likes you.
Think about those daily
If you can’t think of anything, imagine it.

#2. Discover What Shaped Your Identity
If you can go back to childhood and understand why you adopted a certain identity, that can more
easily help you to let go of that identity.

#3. Link Pain & Pleasure
Link pain to your old identity and link pleasure to your new identity.
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Think of the consequences your current identity is bringing you. Think of what you’re missing
because of your limiting belief.
No friends, no partner, no fun.. That sucks.
Now start imagining yourself as a popular man.
How good would that feel. With a growth mindset and an antifragile ego that’s fully within your
reach.
Commit to drop the old identity and embrace the new one.

#4. Change Physiology
Associate a new physiology to the new identity.
The new you moves and speaks differently.
Stand straight, shoulders rolled back in and head held high.
Your new physiology will help break away from the past and serve as a cue for your new mindset as
well.

#5. Say It Out Loud
Repeat to yourself who’s the new you.
A social man who enjoys people. Say it to everyone so you will have peer pressure to keep you no
course as well (Awaken The Giant Within).

#6. Change Your Environment
As we’ve seen the environment plays a big role on your ego pyramid.
Cut out bad influences and make friends with people behaving more like the man you want to be.

#7. Change Your Actions
This is the most important step.
Daryl Bem in 1972 first proposed a radical idea at the time: identity doesn’t just drive actions, but it’s
(also) the other way around: actions drive identity!
It’s because our brain looks at our behaviors and then infers that if we behave a certain way, then it
must because we are a certain way (also read Incognito by Eagleman).
You can then first develop the habits of the man you want to be, which with repetition will solidify
your identity.
Eventually, you will not need to force yourself, because what you do is just… Who you are.
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#8. The Daily Mental Grind
Especially in the beginning you will tend to slip back to your old mental habits.
It’s important you stay vigilant and every time you catch thinking or saying anything not in line with
your new identity, change it immediately.

Your New Antifragile Ego
Some people suggest you should destroy your ego.
That’s wrong.
Terribly wrong.
A healthy ego makes for a healthy human being.
And you better recruit that ego instead of fighting it.
A high self esteem is also useful.
Even pride is useful.
You muse use your ego to propel you forward. An antifragile ego will do just that.
Antifragile is a concept Nassima Taleb came up with in the homonymos book.
Antifragile doesn’t mean strong, because strong is still defined by its breaking point. Antifragile
means the more you attack it, the stronger it gets.
Wouldn’t it be great if the more you fail the stronger you get? It’s not as crazy as it sounds.
Here are a few ideas of antifragile identities you can adopt:
I’m a learner
This is the basic quality of growth mindset. I’m not good, I’m not skilled. I’m an eternal learner.
There’s no glory in being good, the glory is in advancing.
I love finding out my shortcomings because they show how much better I can still get.
I’m for going for it and doing my best no matter the situation
Winning is great.
But that’s not what I take pride on.
I take pride in preparing myself better than anyone else and going for it. As Don Miguel suggests in
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The Four Agreements my only task is doing my best no matter the situation.
When I go for it and fail, I’m proud of myself.
I am proud of my love for the struggle
Some guys are talented.
Good for them.
Me, I love to work hard. It allows me to show to myself what a gritty, tenacious and dogged mofo I
am.
Like Coyle says in The Talent Code, to get good you have to love being bad.
And I’ll outlast any of those talented motha**ckas.
Go ahead and stop “when you’re done”. I love the struggle independently of the result, so I’ll only
stop when I die.
I’m proud of using my worst moments as fuel
I cherish the memories of people rejecting me, putting me down, firing me or tell me off.
When I’m tired and beat, they give me strength to go the last mile.
I’m proud of putting truth first
I could care less who says the right thing or who proposes the best solution. I take pride in going
behind it full energy and full speed if that helps us to move towards our goal.
As Ray Dalio said, I love reality even when it hurts. Especially when it hurts, because it tells me I
found something important.
I enjoy social interactions, even whey they bomb
I enjoy social interactions. Especially when they get difficult because it means I’m pushing my limits
and I’m learning.

How To Pick Self-Identities
Here are some primers to help you choose your new identities:
Process-rewarding
I am in big disagreement with proponents of “only results matter”.
You can’t control all the variables dictating the result, which means your self esteem would depend
on external factors.
Not good: you want to be the master of your world. Better rewarding the process instead.
That’s what Ray Dalio refers to when he says “look at the swing more than the hit”.
Success is not guaranteed, the struggle is. So reward the struggle, not the result.
Choose Antifragile
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Antifragile identities are great especially when you’re facing long odds because they turn failures on
their head.
Example:
I relied on antifragile training in martial arts.
In the beginning I was the guy nobody picked for training. And I went home bruised and battered.
I wouldn’t have endured with a default ego.
But my ego was built on being the guy who sucks and shows up anyway. So I felt great any time I
showed up and that got me over the hump.
Pick Something You Love
It’s best to select the identities of the person you want to be.
When you pick identities that make you behave like your favorite hero it’s easy to follow through
because you’re intrinsically motivated.
Pick Something Not Too Far From Current Identity/Behavior
Sometimes you need a revolution.
But when you have the choice, it will make your job easier to pick an identity not too dissimilar with
your current self.
For example, if you want to get fit and you’ve never watched sports in your life, there’s no need to
pick a “sport buff” identity.
Say instead you’re the kind of person who eats healthy and exercise daily. It’s a much smaller and
easier step, but brings the same results.

Your New Identity: Assignment
Think about who you would like to be and write it down.
Then think about your goals and what identity would help you reach them (for example: being
accurate, staying with a task till its done etc. etc.).
Then select the top 5 and start with them.
Practice and live them for a few months until they become who you are. Then go down the list.
Changing identity is easier than it sounds.
It’s because when you know how it will help you, you will be motivated and you will find pleasure in
the process -that’s the beginning of your framework happiness-.

Summary
Identity drives behavior.
When identity and behavior are in sync, it means we are living to our true self and we have a healthy,
high self esteem.
The highest self esteem is when our behavior matches fully with our ideal identity -the person we
would really love to be-.
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Finally, we can and we should change our identity (ie.: what we build our self esteem around) in a
way that empowers us and best helps us reach our goals.
When you live and act like the person we want to be, you will move towards your goal while living a
naturally fulfilling and joyful life (and with perennial high self esteem).
More Sources:
An antifragile ego is one of the 7 key psychological foundations that will help you achieve self
control and help you lead a truly empowered life.
For the whole list take a look at Ultimate Power
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The Power of Accepting & Leveraging Death to Live Fully
February 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
You probably heard this James Dean quote.
Well, most people only need half of that quote, though.
Most people do dream as if they’d live forever.
The problem is that they do little to make those dreams into a reality in the short time they have
available on earth.
And they also live day by day, as if they’d live for ever.
Which is not really healthy because, well… We don’t live forever.
Contents
The Curse of Avoiding Death
Benefits Of Reflecting Upon Death
Death As A Force For Life
#1. Everything Must Happen Today
#2. Overcome Fear Of Judgement
#3. Remove Social Fear, Get Bolder
#4. Ruthless Prioritization
#5. Despise Time Wasting
#6. Ultimate Source of Strength
The Immortal Mindset
Summary

The Curse of Avoiding Death
A whole book has been written on people’s regrets as they approach their last hours.
And it seems obvious to me that those people probably never reflected on their mortality.
Why?
Becuase they mostly regretted they’d been more true to themselves and spent more time with their
social ties.
Those people, like pretty much everyone else, thought they were going to live forever and they’d find
the time for the things they truly loved… Sometimes in the future.
Failing to reflect on our mortality not only affects us in the wee hours of our existence, but it
conditions our whole existence.
Here’s how neglecting death clips the wings of our life.
We:
Play it too safe
Yield to society and others to fit in
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Postpone what really matters to us
Waste time
Socially speaking, hiding our real self and biding our time for an elusive “tomorrow” are huge
roadblocks in your road to social mastery.
Brene Brown says that to really build social connections we need to remove the masks and be our
real selves.
And of course to even start those social relationships in the first we need to stop postponing and act
now instead.
So let’s get down to it:

Benefits Of Reflecting Upon Death
Death is not sad.
It’s just a fact of life.
It is what it is, as they say.
And reflecting on our mortality instead of sweeping it under the carpet will allow us to get the most
out of life.
The two major benefits of engaging with mortality are:
1. Realizing what you need to focus on
2. Giving you the courage to go for it
To know what you focus on, look a few times at your life not going forward, but going backward.
Ask yourself:
What type of life will make serene and peaceful about my departure when my time comes?
What experiences, emotions, accomplishments and human connections will put a smile on my
face, when I’ll look back on my life?
Once you know the answers, you will know what you need to work on.
Now let’s move to using our mortality as a source of courage.

Death As A Force For Life
Death can be your best friend when you need that proverbial kick in the butt to go for it.
Here’s how:

#1. Everything Must Happen Today
The movie Blow has a great citation in it:
Life passes most people by while they’re making big plans for it.
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That’s so true.
I think it’s mainly for two reasons that we fail to act in a timely fashion:
1. We don’t take time as gravely as we should (failing to account for mortality)
2. To protect our ego in case of failure (read more on solving ego issues)
People who get things done though have a different attitude. They attack their goals and tasks with a
sense of urgency.
I particularly like Tom Bylieu‘s mindset here: work on your thing, every day, as if everything had to
happen in that single day.

#2. Overcome Fear Of Judgement
Seth Godin says we all have a resistance from our reptilian brain.
Our resistance uses fear to keep us safe and steer clear of any social risk and criticism.
The resistance is particularly strong when we work on any emotional product.
And social relations are all emotional products.
Whenever we feel fear in the presence of social judgement and criticism, think again of death.
Death is a fantastic antidote to fear.
Think of future you in his deathbed.
Will you feel any better that you didn’t do what you wanted to do to avoid judgement?
Or do you think you’ll be proud you took your chances?
It’s a rhetorical question of course, you know the answer already…

#3. Remove Social Fear, Get Bolder
Someone might reject you to, someone might use you to social climb.
You might mock up your first attempts at group conversation and someone might not welcome you in
their social groups.
Big fuck*ng deal.
As Ryan Holiday says, someone before you has been in your exact same position having no idea
you’d even exist.
Long after you’re gone someone will be in your exact same position, making a big fuck*ng deal out
of saying hi to some skanky girl, joining a club of drunk idiots or speaking up to a meeting nobody
really gives a fu*k about.
Again, the grim reaper comes to your rescue.
Imagine watching yourself as you crow about social settings.
You’re watching yourself from the afterlife.
Knowing what you will then know -that life is short and that will you regret not taking your chanceswhat would you tell yourself?
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You’d tell yourself to “get a fu**ing grip, and that you’ll be gone before you realize”.
Think about it. Whenever you’re fearful, make afterlife you the angel on your shoulder.

#4. Ruthless Prioritization
Once you know what’s important to you by looking backward, look at your present life.
Are you by any chance doing something that’s not moving towards your goals?
Or are you doing something that doesn’t satisfy you?
While delaying gratification is a cornerstone in achieving your goals, it must not be confused with not
having a road-map or making excuses.
Cubicle doesn’t satisfy you? Don’t pretend it’s OK, DeMarco says you’re wasting your best
years
Not going out because of… “something”? You’re making excuses
No time for family? Or you need to grow a set to say no to your bad boss?
Make what really matters to you your top priority.
And make plans around it that you will put into execution ASAP

#5. Despise Time Wasting
Once you know you won’t forever ever, you want to cram in your life as much of your top priorities
as possible.
That means you maximize your time spent to grow and develop, experience, connect and do your art.
And that also means you start despising and rejecting time wasting.
The next time you’re being lazy, think you’re losing time for what really matters.
And time is the only resource you can never buy back.

#6. Ultimate Source of Strength
They say that people who faced death acquire a certain “edge” in life.
That “edge” is the calmness, coolness of those who take life without as many fears and worries.
You don’t need to risk your life to achieve that same level of coolness and calm.
By taking some time to reflect and realize our own mortality, you will acquire that same “edge”.
Once you come to accept death, you acquire the final trump card of life
Accepting death is the ultimate mental strength.
What’s left to fear?
What’s left to worry about?
What’s stopping you from having those experiences and human connections that will make your life
a worthy and meaningful life?
Again, death becomes the enabler of life.
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The Immortal Mindset
Yes, we are mortal.
But the moment we engage with our own mortality, that’s when we can fully leverage the time we
have to do something beautiful and immortal.
I like the mindset that the best time of our lives, the best experiences and the moments of peak human
connections, those are forever.
Think about it.
No matter how short our existence or how small we are in this universe, nothing can change the fact
that in a certain time, in a certain place, you were great.
And that’s an eternal truth.
Now it’s up to you to fill your life with memorable, immortal moments.

Summary
We only have one life, someone who doesn’t believe in reincarnation said.
But if we spend our time wisely and go for what we want, that’s more than enough.
One of the keys to a meaningful life, as Viktor Frankl explains and as dying patients confirm, are
human relations.
Now that you reflected upon death, you know that taking charge of your social life is a priority for
you. Read the full Social Mastery Guide on how to do just that.
We only have one life. And if you live it well, it’s more than enough
Note:
this article is part of the series Social Mastery Guide.
Note 2: I put that project in mothballs to later work on “Social Power”, this website’s flagship course.
I will eventually resume “Social Mastery” as a free resource on social skills and inner power, but it
will take a while.
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Big Fish in Litte Pond: Escape The Social Status Trap!
February 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you busy chasing social status, the trappings of power, climbing the corporate ladder…?
If so, it’s all OK… That’s what everyone else is also doing.
But if you are reading here, maybe you are becoming aware of the dangers of the Big Fish, Little
Pond Syndrome.
Great!
You might be on your way to becoming a free man.
Keep reading!
And by the end of this article, you will be ready to break free of the pond and become a true, freeroaming global fish.
Contents
The Big Fish, Small Pond Syndrome
Examples of Small Pond Men
Shortcomings Of Small Pond Status
1. Small Pond Status Is Group-Circumscribed
2. Small Ponds Are Time-Limited
3. Small Ponds Limit Your Freedom of Expression
4. Small Ponds Limit Your Freedom of Choice
When The Pond Dries The Fish Dies
Big Fish Outside Small Pond
Post-Pond Depressions
The Big Fish, Small Pond Cycle
1. The I Don’t Belong in The Pond Days:
2. The Exciting “I’m In” Pond Days
3. The Investment And Identity Days
4. The “No Life Beyond The Pond” Days
5. The Pond Sucks Days
How to Stop Being a Big Fish in Small Pond
1. Build Antifragile Ego
2. Join Many Different Ponds
3. Travel Across Small Ponds
4. Develop a Disgust For Small Pond Syndrome
5. Become An Ocean Big Fish
Small Pond Syndrome: Summary

The Big Fish, Small Pond Syndrome
I will define “Small Pond Syndrome” in social contexts as follows:
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The effort, both physical and emotional, that people exert to defend and enhance their social
status within a determined social group.
The “(social) pond” refers to specific and limited social settings.
It can be the workplace, your class, your group of friends or a sports team.
Usually the efforts at social status increase include posturing, social aggression, back stabbing,
rumors spreading and of course all types of social climbing.

Examples of Small Pond Men
Men with Small Pond Syndrome:
1. Use social ponds as major ego validation
2. Tie a big chunk of their identities to small pond exploits
3. Spend time and effort in their ponds
Don’t get me wrong though, this article is not a small pond bashing.
If approached well, small pond domination can be great fun and give you lots of benefits.
Look for example at Henry from the Goodfellas when he takes out his date in his pond:
And it makes you look great when you bring outsiders inside that small pond and they see what a big
fish you are.
Or look at John Travolta, the king of the small pond club:
Being a big fish in your pond works great in getting the girls within that pond to want to mate with
you.
However, small pond men also have major limitations.
Here is how I define big fish-small pond men:
A Big Fish In A Small Pond is a man who has specialized in a specific and limited
environment and has climbed that pond’s hierarchy.
However, that specialization often comes at a price.
Small pond men, even when they achieve big fish status within that pond, have not always developed
themselves to function in most other environments.
Small pond men, even when they get good, risk remaining one-trick ponies.

Shortcomings Of Small Pond Status
Most people who seek status in the small pond do so as if that was the most important thing in the
world.
And they fail to realize a few intrinsic shortcomings of the small pond social environment:
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1. Small Pond Status Is Group-Circumscribed
Social status is almost always limited in time and scope.
It’s limited in scope to the group it refers to and it’s limited in time for as long as that group exists.
Stay in the water pal… You’re nothing outside of it!
In short, no matter how big a fish you’ve become in the small pond, as you soon as you step out
of that social circle, you’re a no fuc*ing body.
For example you can be the life of the party one night when you’re drunk, talking to everyone,
buying people drinks and having guys and girls come to you for some handouts.
The day after though the group doesn’t exist anymore and you’re back to where you were.
Plus a headache and minus a few hundred bills.

2. Small Ponds Are Time-Limited
Some groups might be more long-lived.
Like your university class or your local night scene.
In those cases, you can spend years building a good reputation and being considered “a cool guy” for
quite some time and quite a few people.
It’s great.
It feels like you’re living the life, inhabiting a cool space of endless validation and status.
But the real world looms outside.
It’s only a respite, you can’t escape forever.
Indeed, once you graduate or stop partying you only feel all the emptier.
Your social status vaporizes into thin air, and all you’re left with is reminiscing of cool stories of your
glory days (except they’re only cool for you, because nobody else gives a flying F*ck).

3. Small Ponds Limit Your Freedom of Expression
Small ponds, like most social groups, place limitations on their groups.
And, ironically, the higher up you go, the more you need to be careful about staying the good graces
of that group.
If the group is conservative, you can’t be too libertine. If the group is aggressively open minded, you
can’t say or do anything conservative.
That applies to the big fish of that small pond, too.
The leader of a group depends on his group more than the group depends on him. .
If the group should one day decide to dethrone him -and it happens- he’s screwed.
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4. Small Ponds Limit Your Freedom of Choice
Another problem with being a big fish in a small pond is the replicability.
The company rising star is actually dependent on his company to keep his status.
If he quits, how can he replicate his success somewhere else?
The moment you step out, can you quickly rebuild your status?
Often, pond-men cannot.
The high school prom queen who starts modeling is suddenly not so special among a thousand other
hot women (her looks-only based status is not a guarantee of status).
And the club promoter is a nobody when he hangs his party boots and joins any other group.
It’s a very interesting trip into human psychology when that pond dries up:

When The Pond Dries The Fish Dies
Now when that pond the big fish used to dominate dries up, a funny thing happens.
Many big fishes come to define their identities in relation to their pond.
So they think of themselves as popular, sociable, important.
They strut around even outside their pond… As long as it’s not for too long.
In their short excursions outside the pond they can still draw on those big fish feelings and associated
testosterone.
They know their pond is still there and they’ll soon go back and be important again.
However, that’s a very fragile identity because when you are dependent on external sources you have
no full control over yourself (read on how to build a stronger identity instead).

Big Fish Outside Small Pond
And when the pond disappears, the big fish is in trouble.
Left outside his home environment, the big fish ego is left starved for validation.
Who’s gonna think he’s popular now, who’s gonna greet him, who’s gonna move out of his way?
Uh-oh, that’s when the big fish in a small pond has a small (or big) identity crisis and plunges into a
small (or big) depression.

Post-Pond Depressions
Bruce Springsteen’s “Glory Days” song captures the post-pond depression.
It’s about a former college hottie and a former college jock.
They meet after many years and reminisce on their old and gone “glory days”.
Well there’s a girl that lives up the block
Back in school she could turn all the boy’s heads
Sometimes on a Friday I’ll stop by
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And have a few drinks after she put her kids to bed
Her and her husband Bobby well they split up
I guess it’s two years gone by now
We just sit around talking about the old times,
She says when she feels like crying
She starts laughing thinking about
Have you seen the previous video from Harry?
Look at him after his social pond disappears.
What’s his biggest complaint? It boils down to “I was “somebody”, now I’m a nobody“:
Being in a gang for Harry meant being “somebody” within the organization/pond. Typical small pond
mentality.
The story of Brooks from The Shawshank Redemption is a sadder, more tragical version of the Small
Pond Syndrome.
In jail, where he spent decades, Brooks was somebody. Outside of the jail pond, he was a nobody.
And when he left the pond, he killed himself:
The Small Pond Effect can be so powerful that some ex-convicts end up missing jail.
And my example too:
I’ve been a victim of Small Pond Syndrome too.
During my Erasmus months in Eastern Europe, it was a continuous, perennial party.
Hundreds of students from all over Europe, free money from the program, zero school
challenges, the most libertine environment, and only one mission: have the time of their life.
They were real glory days.
I was known as a cool guy, bit of a quick-witted rebel and rather successful with the gals (not
fully deserved, though).
I used to walk into the local bars and be greeted by everyone, feeling like the big star of the
night.
But Erasmus ends as suddenly as it starts.
And I plunged into the abysses of a post-pond emptiness.
You might even say I later got into a relationship with a fellow Erasmus girl in an unconscious
effort to hold onto those glory days.

The Big Fish, Small Pond Cycle
We don’t join a pond already with a Small Pond Syndrome.
We grow a small pond mindset with exposure, initial excitement and growing investment.
Here are the stages:
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1. The I Don’t Belong in The Pond Days:
Have you ever joined a new company, a club, or went back to an old social environment after many
years?
If so, how did you feel when people shared gossips, talked bitterly about others or bragged about their
status?
You probably felt it was petty and you felt “superior”.
It’s because the pond hasn’t gotten into you, yet.
But don’t worry… It will.

2. The Exciting “I’m In” Pond Days
But when you started sticking with that social pond, people automatically start treating you more like
an insider.
Maybe the compliment you, ask your opinion and made you part of their internal dealings.
You feel like you’re moving ahead in that pond, you’re playing the politics, you’re excited and you
want to keep advancing further and further.
The pond starts to become your environment and you are excited at your prospects of becoming a
bigger and bigger fish in it.

3. The Investment And Identity Days
As time progresses, your identity starts being more and more tied to the pond.
In some ponds, like your company’s pond for example, your life starts hinging more and more on that
pond.
The pond starts meaning more and more to you and you invest more and more in it.
You start calling yourself by your title, maybe.
And you can rest assured that company’s manipulation encourages you to feel part of that pond.

4. The “No Life Beyond The Pond” Days
By now you’ve become a pond-man.
The pond is taking more and more of your mental cycles and your whole life and self-esteem are tied
to whatever happens in the pond.
You get passed up for promotions?
It’s the end of the world.
Bad boss treats you like shit?
You feel sick (or you plot revenge like your life depended on it).
Your company does great?
You are proud, because it reflects well on you.
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And that’s when the pond becomes your only reality.
The pond defines you.

4.2. Mo’ Success, Mo’ Pond Addiction
The more successful you become, the more you get addicted to the pond.
As a matter of fact, as long as one has status in the pond, it doesn’t matter how small the pond might
be.
Studies show that people like it the best when their status in the pond increased even though the size
of the pond decreased (Zell & Lesick, 2020).
Turns out, people love being a huge fish in a puddle.

5. The Pond Sucks Days
Many people stay stuck in the pond for a lifetime.
Or they simply move from pond to pond.
Some others get tired of the social climbing games and grow disillusioned when they understand the
office power moves.
The pond is not the honky dory place it seemed to be. It’s just another f*cked up social environment.
In the best-case scenarios, they will leverage that disillusionment to fuel their own entrepreneurial
pursuits.
Here is how to move beyond the pond:

How to Stop Being a Big Fish in Small Pond
Avoiding the small pond syndrome is easier than it seems.
Here are the steps:

1. Build Antifragile Ego
Build your identities around more controllable, more antifragile identities.
When you don’t derive your self esteem from things such “being popular”, “being the life of the
party” and “being loved”, then you’re also less vulnerable to the Small Pond Syndrome.
Read here to learn more about building an antifragile ego.

2. Join Many Different Ponds
This is a bit like putting your eggs into several baskets.
It means you keep your interests wide and varied among many different ponds.
If you attend 2 different clubs, have one job unconnected to your hobbies and party with a different
bunch of people you will naturally not tie your identity around a single small pond.
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3. Travel Across Small Ponds
There was an Italian author once who said something I loved about traveling.
He said that traveling expands your mind horizons because you leave the stereotypes of your country
and you don’t want to take over the stereotypes of your country’s destination.
That’s exactly the same feeling of when you keep joining new social ponds.
All those social status climbing effort and backstabbing seem petty and low.
Keep that mindset for as long as you can.
Refuse to become one of the social climbers.

4. Develop a Disgust For Small Pond Syndrome
If you want to get rid of small pond syndrome for good.. You must hate small pond syndrome.
Whenever you see people jostling for small pond status, feel in your guts a repulsion for that
behavior.
Think it’s petty, silly and even stupid. Think those guys are gonna be stuck there while you keep an
open world mentality and keep growing.
You know you’re better than small pond mentality and you’re not gonna fall for it.

5. Become An Ocean Big Fish
This is the be-all and end-all game.
There’s a certain overlap between small pond status and overall value.
Such as, big fishes usually are not low-quality individuals.
Yet, a big fish is also not the same of an overall high quality man, as the outside-pond failures of
former big-fishes show.
Why not?
For several reasons.
One of them is that acquiring small pond status gets small-pond fishes in a small-time mindset.
A big fish in a small pond, no matter how good, is inherently different than a blue-ocean, all-world
player.
Let me explain.
Small pond social status is a type status that often needs to be asserted and defended within that pond.
It’s built upon social jostling, constant small-time social warfare and, often, it’s warfare fueled by the
fear that someone new might come in and steal the show.
And that’s inherently weak and defensive.
But if you become a man who’s able to replicate the social results he attains in a specific pond in any
pond, then you become an all-around high value man.
You become the type of man who doesn’t need any specific pond.
These types of people are deeply confident because they can move from group to group without any
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fear.
They can walk in, get some status, take a cool guy’s contact or peel off with a girl and then move
somewhere.
Without nothing to lose, without being afraid of intruders.
This is what some people refer to “omega man”.
I’m not a big fan of that label, but however you wanna call it, it’s much better being this guy than
dropping anchor and focusing all your effort on some ephemeral, shallow small pond.
To get you going on becoming an All-Pond Big Fish, check this website’s main course.

Small Pond Syndrome: Summary
The Big Fish Small Pond Syndrome is the direct consequence of normal human behavior.
That behavior is our inborn drive to rising and “matter”.
But Small Pond Social Climbing is weak because it’s a reflection of a small timer mindset.
The mindset of dominating a small social pond instead of focusing on larger -and nobler- pursuits.
The better alternative is to become an all around social master.
The kind of person who can walk into any pond and make friends with everyone.
Free and unmoored from any restriction.
Be this guy, become a blue ocean shark.
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10 Mindf*ck Ways To Make Him Value You More
February 12, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you wondering how to make him realize your worth?
You have come to the right place.
Before we start, let me warn you: this article is heavy on mind games, and it’s highly manipulative.
As a general rule, I don’t recommend you engage in heavy manipulation and nasty dating power
moves.
But if so far you have been too naive, it can help you understand power dynamics a little bit better,
and defend yourself better.
Contents
Two Ways to Make Him Value More
#1. Let Him Come To You
#2. Disqualify His Crown Jewel
#3. Triangulation: Show Other Men DO See Your True Worth
#4. Tell Him That He Scraped By: You Were The Chooser
#5. Tell Him He Was a Such Dork (But You Loved Him Anyway)
#6. Talk About Your Wonderful Exes
#7. Build Them Up For Unmanly Traits: He’s A Cuddle Monster
#8. Undermine His Achievements
#9. Pinch His Baby Fat
#10. Ashton Kutcher Is The Hottest (Not You)
#11. Break Up With Him
Bonus: You Like Him Because He Recognizes How Great You Are
Please Note:

Two Ways to Make Him Value More
From a general perspective, there are two ways to make him value you more:
1. Increase your (perceived) value
2. Decrease his value
Often, they overlap.
But the second is nasty and rooted in manipulation and games, while the first can be rooted in true
self-development.
Let’s start:

#1. Let Him Come To You
Oh there you are, I hadn’t seen you!
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Kara King in The Power of the Pussy says the natural order of things is that men make the move,
women make the choosing.
That dynamic starts from the smallest detail: who’s looking at whom.
Predators peer at their preys.
Don’t be the predator, let him look at you first.
On for the first date, do what most smart women do: pretend you can’t find him and let him come to
you while you look around, walk or check your phone.
Once a woman I was waiting for at the entrance of an underground station walked a few meters past
me like she was catwalking.
Then she stopped 10 meters ahead, looked around and pretended to stop there waiting.
98% of the guys would have fallen for it, admired her catwalking skills and thought how lucky they
were to go out with her.
Consider doing the same.

#2. Disqualify His Crown Jewel
No, I don’t mean his penis as crown jewel -unless that’s his most obvious quality, in which case, yes,
the penis-.
The crown jewel is the main quality that makes him attractive, the main trait that stands out or the
main posession that he’s most proud of.
The idea is that you take his best quality and trivialize it while at the same time implying he needs
more.
So imagine he’s a very wealthy man and that’s his most glaring quality. So you’d tell him something
like:
You: I hope you’re not one of those guys who thinks money makes him special
It does a few great things for you:
Denies his “advantage”
Tells him he needs to come up with something else (qualifying and complying to you)
Sets yourself as the judge
Communicates you need more
Communicates you look beyond superficial stuff
All in one, nice.
Now, the most astute guys will not jump through your hoops. And yet, even those, they can’t help but
to start valuing you more.
Here’s an example of a girl executing this game with me:
This worked especially well because a few of my pictures tend to be “poser” pictures, so she made
me slightly insecure and gave her more power and control. I cared more for her opinion, wanted more
for her to “accept me” in spite of my pictures, which also made me value her more.
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#3. Triangulation: Show Other Men DO See Your True Worth
You know this one.
Cialdini and countless studies leave little room for doubters: people want what other people also
want.
And the dating marketplace, is no exception.
It might be a bit abused and everyone knows it, so use it with caution.
Best is if you get him to see it first hand.
And that’s why the best places to use this technique are night venues where people naturally
approach each other.
Don’t always stand close to him hand in hand, but take some distance.
Is he going to get drinks? Stand outside the queue and look languishingly at some guy.
When they come to approach you, make polite conversation.
And when he will come back with the drinks and see you talking to another man… You can rest
assured he will get into a more defensive mindset.
And yes, he will also value you more.
You can’t lose if you do it well: no matter how handsome he is, if you dress sexy a woman will
always get more approaches.

#4. Tell Him That He Scraped By: You Were The Chooser
…. He can count his lucky stars!
This is the main idea:
Communicate that you were assessing him hard before you gave him a chance.
One more mistake there, on blunder here… And he would have gotten the chop.
No need to do it confrontationally.
The positive message you want to convey is that you liked him and cheered for him, but you have
very high standards and he had a few moments.
He was under heavy scrutiny. That’s the message.
Look at this Tinder date example. She was too childish and I was close to walking.
But the fact that she displayed such high standards, that was a huge point for her.
Rejecting someone raises your value.
Almost rejecting him raises your value, lowers his… And still makes him happy that he made the cut.
Win, win, and win again!
To communicate high standards, here’s a couple examples:
You: There was that guy with the pony tail hair you were talking to… If he was your friend
I’d never have given you my number
If you’re already in a more advanced stage you can look at some situation in your dating past and say:
You:When I asked you to help me and you weren’t sure… I’m glad you came through or we
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wouldn’t be here now
Now on to the next.

#5. Tell Him He Was a Such Dork (But You Loved Him Anyway)
If the relationship progresses you will eventually get to talk about the first time you meet, and what
you thought about each other.
Never say you thought he was a catch, cool or, God forbid, that you were scheming to meet him.
That makes him the prize of the relationship.
Say you thought he was a bit of a dork instead.
If he was cool, say you weren’t sure about him because he looked so try-hard.
He won you over time instead. You’re super happy with him, but it’s not like he swept you off your
feet… But hey, he’s great.
That’s the message.

#6. Talk About Your Wonderful Exes
There is a tendency for couples to match up around the same overall value.
Thus, having great exes, is a great way to make him realize your worth.
Communicating you had great exes does a few good things:
Signals you’re a high value woman
Implies you can get equally amazing men
And, as well, if he doesn’t have strong inner confidence:
Keeps him insecure
Some men play this on women anyway.
From a message of an ex fling of mine, talking about his new boyfriend:
Man using the male version of “my studdy ex” game
The opposite is also true.
If you make him feel like he is something special compared to your exes he will feel like you are
punching about your weight with him.
Even in the best-case scenario, he might feel like the main rooster in your life, and might let himself
go.
Where else would you go, he will think.
He will acquire an attitude and potentially even treat you more poorly.
Do like Summer instead, that’s a nice roster of exes she parades:
I hope you too, you had a “Puma” of a boyfriend ;).
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#7. Build Them Up For Unmanly Traits: He’s A Cuddle Monster
Some men need to feel superior.
And, unluckily, for the most abusive of them, that means pushing you down.
These guys are egotists.
Meaning they have high self-esteem and big big egos, but also very fragile egos.
You don’t want to enter into a race to who’s lower down, but at the same time you don’t want them
to feel too good, or they will never come to respect you and recognize your value.
Solution?
Build them up.
But NOT for personal qualities which do not help the relationship.
If he’s intelligent and worldy, don’t look at him doe-eyed while he explain things.
That will only make him feel like you’re not smart enough.
If he is a gym type, ripped guy, never show yourself too thirsty or too into his abs, muscles or, God
forbid, package.
Instead, treat him more like a big cuddly bear.
When you negate his mostly mannish qualities and slot him for good in the big teddy bear you
effectively defang him.
And in a very sneaky way, too: he’d never even suspect anything.

#8. Undermine His Achievements
This is nasty.
But the guys who are least likely to recognize your worth often do so because they are too into
themselves.
Blinded by what they believe are their own huge achievements, they fail to even take your value into
account.
To help them value you more, you need to help them down from their own self-constructed high
horse.
You can do it without starting a war by indirectly point out flaws he might be self conscious about.
Example:
Years ago when I was dumb and inexperienced a girl told me we could go somewhere… If I’d go
pick her up.
… And I felt inadequate for not having a car.
You can use the same concept when you need to shorten the distance between you and him.
Ask for things he can’t provide, compare him with people he can’t stack up with, and talk of an
underwhelming past.
All things that will cool down “Mr. too hot to handle”.
The first step, like my former GF’s crush says, is to never show you’re impressed, which lowers
your market value:
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It doesn’t matter how ripped / rich / smart he is. You can always take him down a peg or two by
unearthing some shortcomings:
You: Oh that’s a cool Olympic size swimming pool. Is it warmed up for winter swimming?
Or:
You: Oh, professor and author, nice. Maybe you know X guy in your field who wrote Y
best-seller. I really like him
The secret here is to make your comments seem nonchalant, natural and off-hand.
Powerful stuff.

#9. Pinch His Baby Fat
Here is when I fully realized the insidious power that this mind game has on people:
My ex girlfriend was fit and I loved her legs.
I thought it was fun to grab her well defined calves and comment “chub chub” as a joke. We
both laughed about it.
Then one day she told me to stop or that would make her insecure. She was too embarrassed
to tell me earlier.
There was nothing which could have realistically made her insecure.
But that made me think how even the most innocent looking gesture can have far reaching
consequences.
You can use the same principle to deflate him. Stereotypes are often the easiest to sheath with a
joking semblance:
Scrawny book warm? Tell him if you should also carry his luggage too
Gym rat checking the grocery bill? Stroke his head and joke you’ll call an accountant to
support
Dark-skinned BF gets haughty? He might need some vitamin D shots

#10. Ashton Kutcher Is The Hottest (Not You)
Someone else is on Mount Olympus. He can come back to earth
I like understanding people, and that includes their tastes.
A conversation I like to have early with women is who they think are the hottest men (and women)
around.
I remember asking an ex girlfriend of mine who she thought were the hottest guy on Hollywood. We
were left with two people, so we get to finally crown the N.1.
Me: So who’s the hottest then, X or Kutcher?
She: Well, is there really anyone hotter than Ashton Kutcher?
As you notice, I can’t remember who was the second. But I do somehow remember she was so into
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Kutcher :).
Basically, she had me admit I wasn’t N.1.
You cannot do this with his friends, but with actors and celebs it’s fine (and if it’s not fine you should
re-evaluate him).

#11. Break Up With Him
Super high risk, super high reward.
But some men only realize that they need you when they don’t have you anymore.
And plenty marriages followed a break up, when the woman gained more power and when the man
realized he truly wanted her.
Albeit this might seem like a huge power move, if you are not getting your needs met, I actually
recommend that you break up.
It’s a very strong way of putting the ball in his court.
However, there is a skill in how you use this move.
You need to make him understand that you like him, but that until he is unable to give you what you
need, you simply can’t stay.
Something like this:
You: I love you, and I always will. And at the same time, I also love and respect myself. If
you cannot do the same, then you are forcing me to move on. If in the future you will
change your mind, please let me know. Goodbye my love.
Mic drop, exit.
If he liked you, he will realize your worth when you’re not there.
And if he comes back, chances are that he will treat you much better.

Bonus: You Like Him Because He Recognizes How Great You
Are
This is an interesting gambit.
Dale Carnegie says that to promote the behavior you want to see, you need to tell people they already
have that behavior.
So if he fails to recognize your true worth, maybe you want to suggest him that he is already is seeing
your true worth.
For example, you can tell him that the reason why you like him so much is because both of you
appreciate your true worth.
That he recognizes you that you are an accomplished woman, a pious girl, a respectful lady… Or
whatever it is that you feel sets you apart.
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Please Note:
If you need to use these dark psychology techniques too often, you need to consider you might
be dating a poor partner or that you are a poor partner.
These techniques to make him value more are best served for:
Knowledge sake
Friends / colleagues you can’t avoid
Short term flings
Sparingly with boyfriends who self aggrandize
A swallow doesn’t make summer so even great men can have a moment of weakness or can
unconsciously try to make you feel inferior.
In those cases, it’s good to know how to even the odds and let them have a taste of their own
medicine.
But if you often have to play these games, then you need to reconsider that guy.
If it happens more than very rarely, you’re in a combative relationship or possibly even in an abusive
relationship.
If your man is busier putting you down than building you up. That’s the definition of a toxic
relationship.
And you should probably not look for ways to “balancing it” because it will only take you into you a
downward spiral and will make you a worse human being.
That’s why increasing your value or decreasing his value are actually two faces of the same coin.
It’s because they both focus on who’s better in a sort of competition-fueled race.
The healthy relationship is different. The healthy relationship is about adding value to each other.
He builds you up and you build him up.
That’s the kind of relationship you deserve.
I recommend you also check:
How to control relationships and maintain attraction
How women control relationships
Mind games men play
How to mindf*ck a guy
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You’re Insignificant. The Sooner You Accept It, The More
Powerful You Get
February 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Tomes have been written on the notion that “ego is your enemy“.
I don’t think ego is your enemy.
But it certainly does not help you when that ego becomes too big and when you start feeling like
you’re a true big shot.
Let’s see how that impairs your social skills and your general life-quality.
Contents
How Self-Importance Leads to Social Anxiety
Importance and As*holes
Moving Beyond I’m Important
Why We Don’t Really Matter That Much
Better Alternatives to Being Important
1. What Life Demands Of You
2. You Do Matter
3. You’re A Machine
4. Your Goals Are Bigger Than You
Being Unimportant Is Ultimate Power
Summary

How Self-Importance Leads to Social Anxiety
I used to be conceited, jealous, always guarded and relatively socially anxious.
My brother instead was open, more honest and relaxed. He was more likable and, overall, a much
better human being.
Today I understand what was one of the biggest reasons for our different dispositions.
I was self-centered and I thought I was important.
A song from the Beatles springs to mind: I, me, mine. That was me: a little conceited tw*t who
thought he was “better”.
Everything around me was filtered through the “me lenses”: what it meant for me and for my
reputation.
Since I felt I had a big name and reputation to defend and uphold, I had to be careful.
And “careful” is often synonymous with guarded, calculative and… Rather scared of doing the wrong
thing.
Because when you’re a big deal, everything’s a big deal.
And that’s why your social anxiety goes up when you think you’re important.
My brother wasn’t self centered instead and thought of himself as “just another guy”.
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Can you start to see how that impacted his life and character?
My brother didn’t have a good name to defend, so he didn’t need to look good.
Chill and relaxed were natural consequences of his disposition. He wasn’t afraid of making a fool out
of himself, of looking silly or of being rejected by someone.
Because when you’re not a big deal, nothing is such a big deal.
Let’s dig deeper and let’s see how successful “I’m important” people still fall short of their full
potential:

Importance and As*holes
You can probably see some overlap with the fixed mindset and your identity.
Indeed a high sense of importance is often tied to an “I’m important” identity and it’s the most
paralyzing when coupled with a fixed mindset.
But of course, out of pure randomness and out of sheer ambition, some people will succeed without a
growth mindset or an antifragile identity -albeit they won’t maximize their potential and be as happy
as they could be-.
Some high confidence people will even avoid the social anxiety while still clinging to their belief of
importance.
Which often goes with a more or less open attitude of “you’re not as important as I am” stance.
Those are usually the people you refer to as “as*holes”.
That attitude will attract some people to you. Possibly quite a few people.
But it will mostly be less confident and less socially savvy people who are drawn to what seems like
high confidence and self esteem.
But overall you’d still be at a social loss as it will harm you this way:
Develop jealousy and resentment from less successful individuals
Make other men see you as competition
Repel high caliber individuals
The last one is key.
The highest caliber individuals usually have moved beyond the “I, Me, Mine” stage. Indeed the “I’m
a big shot” stage is associated with immaturity and childishness.
Highly successful men still trapped in this stage can still get high caliber women, but those women
see them like big babies they can’t fully relate to and that can easily be played by their egos.
And that’s exactly what books like Why Men Love Bitc*es, The Power of The Pu**y and Fu*k Him
all recommend: play to his need of importance and you will control him -and they are right-.
Donald and Melania Trump have this kind of shallow relationship in good part because he hasn’t
moved beyond his need of being important, special, and superior.
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Moving Beyond I’m Important
Mark Manson’s book The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck is basically all about moving beyond the
“I’m exceptional” phase which, he says, is mostly a western problem.
Manson says that once you drop the need to be special you will be free to pursue whatever you want
without the fear of judgement and the pressure of having to reach that “you’re special” status.
And it’s when you move beyond “I’m important” that you’ll reach truth and liberation.
Moving beyond the “I’m important” mindset will make you:
Higher value man
More attractive to a larger population
More vulnerable, drop the masks
Able to develop deeper and more meaningful relationships
Don’t take things personally: stronger and more resilient

It’s Not About You: Don’t Take Things Personally
That last point deserves a bit more space.
Don Miguel Ruiz in The Four Agreements says during childhood we pick up the “me, me, me
mentality”.
That mentality leads people to always be on guard, always ready to take offense.
He recommends we move past it and develop a mindset of not taking things personally instead.
Not only I agree, but that’s a great mindset for getting good socially.
The first step to move beyond the “me, me, me” phase is to realize, factually, how little we matter in
the greater scheme of things:

Why We Don’t Really Matter That Much
Let’s start with the idea of “people changing the world”, a typical goal of today’s driven entrepreneur
-and a great corporate manipulation tool to attract naive talent-.

Nobody Changes The World (Single–handedly)
Alexander the Great was the biggest conqueror the world had ever seen.
Unstoppable and undefeated in battle, he built the biggest empire the world had ever seen.
He thought he was the son of a god and wanted to be remembered forever… And you probably
needed to look him up, didn’t you?
Alexander was only one of thousands of “conquerors” whose big empire soon fell to pieces -as they
all do-.
A couple more millennia, less than a blink of an eye, and he won’t even be the single line entry on
history books that he is today -not that any student gives a fu*k about him even today, anyway-.
You don’t need to Google Steve Jobs, another remarkable man.
But it’s only because he’s a contemporary and your friends lust after the latest iPhone.
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But don’t believe the hype of changing the world.
Internet-enabled smartphones were already a widespread tool (ten years before the Iphone) and even
Jobs will be a nobody in just a few generations.
Well, Jesus does seem to last a little bit longer though, right?
When a commandment says killing is a sin, but millions died in the name of God, we could easily
argue people don’t really follow prophets, but use prophets. To justify their own actions and beliefs.
Or just go to Asia and see how well do they really know Jesus.

Time Relativity: nobody remembers you
The Pharaohs took “for ever” to the next level.
Pyramids were built with the idea of lasting forever.
But believing they achieved that goal is a lack of understanding how time really works on a bigger
scale.
Pick anybody you think changed the world.
And see if anybody will remember him in 10.000 years.
Yes?
Try 300.000.
After a few more world wars and another bunch of prophets and despots will have millions up in
arms and millions dying -and a bunch more huge-building projects will be started and then looted and
destroyed-.
Then do one billions years, after a bunch of glacial eras will give way to the sun making the world
too hot to live in.
Two billions and our current world map will be nothing like it’s today (our continents move). All
those battles for a piece of land, this nation against that nation… How ridiculous they are when
looking through the prism of time.
In five billions years the sun will be gone. By then we’re either outta the solar system or we’ll be
gone.
“We” will make no sense by then though. Becuase that will be a totally different species:

Species Relativity: You’re An Amoeba
By the time we either leave earth or die, humanity won’t be anything like it’s today.
By then those creatures will be so different that they will feel as close to “us” as you feel close to an
amoeba.

Size Relativity: You’ll Always Be Small
Size matters if being important is important to you.
But however big you get on this earth… It’s still a laughable matter.

Space Relativity: You’ll Always Be Confined
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In some corner of the universe there might be some interplanetary merging of civilization going on.
If we could watch them, we might realize that if some them are as petty as we are, someone there
might think they matter.
But of course, light travels slow, so as we watch them… They’re all already long dead -or extinct-.
And they really thought they mattered.
We will never know anyway, because our “importance” is physically bound to very, very small
regions of the universe.
And eventually, no matter what, the universe will die out and everything inside of it will go out with
it:

Survival Relativity: On a Long Enough Timeline, We’re All Dead
Freeman Dyson, who famously wrote a paper on life surviving in spite of all stars dying down, is
much bleaker today.
Since the discovery that the universe’s expansion is accelerating, he says that “it’s a rather dismal
situation in the long run”.
Worry not though, we’re all going to die much, much sooner than that.
This all means you’re not that important, but let’s what other positive mindsets we can have:

Better Alternatives to Being Important
Once you drop the need to be important, we don’t want to slide into a nihilist world.
In The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck Manson says he was slipping into such a mindset.
Then he realized that if there’s no reason to do anything, there’s also no reason not do anything.

1. What Life Demands Of You
Viktor Frankl knows a thing or two about the meaning of life.
The survivor of five concentration camps and the founder of the logos’ therapy, Frankl says in Man’s
Search For Meaning that it’s not what you ask of life, but what life asks of you.
Frankl also says love and giving back to the world are great ways of finding meaning in life. I agree
with that. And I personally believe life asks you to be the best man you can be, because:

2. You Do Matter
Don’t let it get to your head but, between us, you do matter.
Not in the sense that people will remember you forever, but in the sense that you matter to the people
around you. Today, right now. And tomorrow.
The lives you touch, the relationships you build.
You owe it to the people around you to be the best person you can be.
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3. You’re A Machine
Ray Dalio in his seminal book Principles proposes an interesting way of looking at yourself: from the
above.
Look at yourself from the top down as if you were a machine.
I think this perspective can be very healthy in going for what you want without allowing emotions to
sap your spirit or make you all haughty and mighty.

4. Your Goals Are Bigger Than You
Finally, even better than looking at yourself as a machine, I like the perspective Tony Robbins
proposes: do it less for yourself and more for others.
That, he says, is the key to happiness.
Make your goals, and the people around you, bigger and more important than you are. That way you
remove fears and social anxiety out of the equation.
It’s important, and you matter in many ways… But it’s not about you anymore.

Being Unimportant Is Ultimate Power
By now you should have realized that this post is not about taking you or anyone else I mentioned
down.
It’s about removing the need of being special and important.
Removing the need for importance will take the pressure and make you freer. And, ultimately, more
powerful.
Paradoxically, the less you think you’re important, the more important you will actually become to
the people around you.
And once you take your own importance out of your way, you can finally start tackling what really
matters in your life.

Summary
Once you get a growth mindset and make your identity antifragile, the last two steps are leveraging
your mortality and leveraging your unimportance.
At this point we can start tackling the hard social skills.
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10 Warning Signs of Emotionally Unavailable Men (W/
Examples)
February 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Emotionally unavailable men make for terrible relationships.
Luckily, it’s not difficult to spot them if you know what to look for.
This article will show you all the signs and provide you with a background behind the psychology of
emotional unavailability.
Contents
Emotionally unavailable men characteristics
#1. Business Above All
2. Stonewalling
3. All Logic And No Feelings
4. Physical Distance
5. Texts Over Face to Face
6. Does Not Turn Towards
7. Forced Calmness
8. Hot & Cold
9. Sudden Coldness
10. Anger to Cover Up More Vulnerable Emotions
Curing Emotional Unavailability
Personality Disorders
Protection Walls
Masks of Masculinity
Achievement First, Love Second
Summary

Emotionally unavailable men characteristics
This post will use quite a few examples from Michael Corleone, the main character of The Godfather.
The reason we use him is simple:
1. He is the archetype of emotional unavailability
2. There are a lot of easily available videos
So let’s start with the main signs and characteristics of emotionally unavailable men:

#1. Business Above All
Business is important, and one can prioritize business and still be emotionally available.
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But when a man can only talk about business, goals or material achievements… That’s a red flag of
emotional unavailability.
Note: this can be simply a phase of life for some men (more details below).
When Michael Corleone first uttered the famous sentence “it’s strictly business”, that’s when we
knew his cold, emotionally unavailable side had taken over.
It’s not personal Sonny, it’s strictly business
That’s when we knew The Godfather had put a defensive layer between and the world and his
true,emotional self.

2. Stonewalling
Wikipedia defines stonewalling as “refusal to communicate and cooperate”.
Stonewalling serves emotionally unavailable men to avoid emotionally difficult topics through
silence, topic changes, leaving the room or, in the most abusive men, lashing out in aggression.
Not all men avoiding intimate topics are emotionally unavailable, but it’s an indicator.
Here is an example of stonewalling from the movie “Crazy, Stupid, Love”:

3. All Logic And No Feelings
There’s nothing wrong with rationality.
Rationality is great.
But when it’s only rationality, always rationality, then it means it must crowd out something else.
That something often is emotions and feelings: there’s no place left for them.
Dealing with a partner’s heavy emotional moments only rationally and matter of factly is a big
indicator of emotional distance.
Notice how Michael Corleone first deals with his sister and then with his wife.
Note: Rational conversation in the face of emotion and worry is also a losing strategy.
His wife will only feel more distant. And it’s the worst possible moment for discussing rules and
demands. It’s not like she is likely to remember, obey and be happy with his “just one time rule”.

4. Physical Distance
Emotionally unavailable people sometimes carry their emotional distance into the physical realm.
It can become a vicious circle where the emotionally open partner, afraid of giving too much and of
being spurned, shows less and less.
Until the partner who is in touch with her emotional side becomes emotionally starved, lonely and
isolated.
Here are some signs:
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Avoiding hugs
Patting on the back (a sign of distance)
Never initiating hand-holding
No caressing / cuddling
Sitting at a distance
Avoiding kisses
Notice here how detached the godfather answer to his sister’s emotional out-pour (he just gives her
his hand):

5. Texts Over Face to Face
Long distance communication medium feels safer to emotionally distant men.
Especially written and asynchronous communication.
When you notice a pattern where your relationship issues end up being discussed over text, that’s a
red flag.

6. Does Not Turn Towards
Turning towards is a concept that relationship researcher John Gottman first came up with.
People who deal with emotionally distant individuals are often worried about seeking fulfillment of
their emotional needs too directly and too openly.
But the fact that they avoid too direct expressions of their emotional needs does not mean they still
don’t have them.
So they will drop hints though in the hope their partner will pick up on them and take the
conversation deeper.
But those hints go always unnoticed.
So when you see yourself trying to broach important issues but you never end up discussing them..
You may now know why.
Your partner either does not understand your hints, or does not have the emotional courage and
vulnerability to act on them.
There is a name for this behavior in relationship literature, and it’s called: turning away.
Notice Fredo here.
When he says “Mikey… I was mad at you”, he wants to open up about his past, about his personal
issues. He is hoping Michael will listen to him, forgive him and welcome him.
But Michael soon moves into business talk (and notice how disappointed Fredo is)
:
I
f the Godfather wanted let Fredo open up he should have asked “you were mad at me.. ?” in a curious
but un-judgmental tone. Fredo would have most likely opened up.
A common mistake would have been instead to ask “why were you mad at me”, which sounds
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inquisitive and would push your partner to defend and backtrack.

7. Forced Calmness
Mirror neurons help us feel what the people around us are feeling.
So when we are very tense, the people around us tend to tense up as well.
And same goes for emotions.
When you’re riding high on emotions or showing plenty love to him, is he always stone cold calm no
matter what?
If so, that’s an indicator he’s out of tune with your feelings and might be emotionally unavailable.
Notice the difference between Kay, nervous, edgy and breathing shallow and Michael.
Total emotional unavailability:

8. Hot & Cold
Sometimes you will see relationships that seem to go well and move forward.
Then suddenly he disappears or “changes”.
Then he goes back to being good.
But you’re never sure, he always seems to teeter between amazing and open to cold and shifty.
This might a positive sign as it shows he’s afraid of emotional commitment, but at least he’s capable
of it.
But it’s still far from certain that he will eventually be fully open (or that it will happen with you).
This might be a case of an avoidant attachment style.
Also read anxious-avoidant relationships.
Ashton Kutcher in the movie Spread is an emotionally unavailable philanderer. Until he meets his
real love (but before that plenty women never saw that emotional side) :
If the underlying issue is solved, these men can move beyond the emotional unavailable stage.
Unless:

9. Sudden Coldness
Narcissists individual will often start relationships “pedal to the metal”.
You will feel like you are being swept off your feet and falling into an abyss of love.
But then he suddenly changes and becomes cold and distant.
Also read:
Signs you’re in a relationship with a sociopath
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10. Anger to Cover Up More Vulnerable Emotions
Anger is an emotion, so it might seem like it’s the domain of emotional people.
However, anger can also serve as a mask to cover emotions which are more difficult to express.
You will recognize the difference when anger is used in situations where despair, tears or sorrow
would be more normal responses.
The Godfather finding out his wife has a miscarriage is such an example:

Curing Emotional Unavailability
Do emotionally unavailable men change?
Yes, that can be the case of course.
But that they can change does not mean they will.
Below are some common sources of emotional unavailability and how to cure them.

Personality Disorders
Sometimes emotional unavailability is the consequences of personality disorders such as narcissism
or, even worst, sociopathy. In those cases, drop the relationship.
Cure:
No cure, just distance yourself. In the worst cases you might want to do it cautiously too as some of
these individuals can be dangerous and abusive.
Also read:
Signs of abusive relationships
Ending a toxic relationship
Should you break up? Diagnostic quiz

Protection Walls
In some cases emotionally unavailable men hide their emotions to protect themselves.
It can be because of past heartbreaks, traumas or because they’re scared of falling in love with you.
Sometimes it’s unconscious, some other times fully conscious.
Example: the last words of a woman I liked before she disappeared from my life a couple years ago
were “I need to protect myself”. Albeit that was a woman, and not a man, the mechanism is the same.
Stay distant and aloof and you won’t get hurt.
Cure:
If you like each other and it’s conscious, give them time and show them your love first.
The feeling that they’re not alone in their emotions will reassure them that it’s safer than they think.
The more they feel safe in the relationship, the more they can lower their wall.
If it’s unconscious or because of past traumas, it might require some therapy.
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Masks of Masculinity
Men can act emotionally unavailable because they think that being distant, fully rational or
unemotional is how real men behave.
They either think it’s what’s expected of them, or believe that’s how the ideal man is.
Lewis Howes recently wrote a book about it and it’s called The Mask of Masculinity.
Cure:
Knowledge, age, experience, and maturity usually cure the mask of masculinity.
It’s difficult to accelerate this process from the outside, and some men might even never complete it.

Achievement First, Love Second
As Harvey righteously points out, some men need to achieve a certain goal or reach a certain
financial stability before they can full allow space for love, family and relationships.
These men won’t feel accomplished enough or “men enough” if first they don’t get that to that
minimum base level.
The base level varies for everyone.
Cure:
Achieving that minimum level of comfort or achievement will automatically free these men to love.
If they are far from their goal and playing second fiddle is too much for you, you might want to move
on.
Otherwise, you can state a minimum love requirement and ride along with them -these are the
beautiful relationships starting when he had nothing and reached the top together-.
Beware also there are some men that never make space for relationship and never stop achieving.
These men often have boundless drive and ambition.

Summary
Emotionally unavailable means he will either never open up to love you, or he will never show it.
Which, we might argue, is almost the same.
It can be a conscious or unconscious choice; genetic or cultural; a phase of life or unchangeable.
Whatever the cause, it must change because there’s no relationship without an emotional bond.
And the closer the relationship is, the more damaging a lack of emotional bond becomes.
Ultimately, Emotional unavailability hurts people and destroys relationships.
If you are in a relationship with an emotionally unavailable man, these are the steps I would
recommend:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assess if you’re dealing with an emotionally unavailable man
Determine why it’s happening
Determine if there’s a solution
Ask yourself if you can or cannot deal with the consequences
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And then you’ll even have your answer if to work on it or move on.
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Why You Should NOT Make Him Wait to Sleep With You
February 25, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Should you make him wait to sleep with you?
If you listen to all the popular dating advice, you should, yes.
The problem with that advice?
It’s nothing more than platitudes and authors’ opinions.
This article will investigate the topic with data and psychology to provide you with a better answer.
And by the end of it, you will know whether or not you should make him wait for sex.
Contents
What The Dating Advice Says
The Case For Making Him Wait
What Happens When You Make Him Wait
1. He Likes You Because You’re Scarce
2. He Likes You Because He Invests
3. You Look More ” Good Girl”
4. You Keep Bargaining Power
It Works in Some Cultures
It Works With Average Guys..
… And the Best Ones Will Disappear
Top Guys Despise The Waiting Game
Late Sex Means No Chemistry
It Doesn’t Work in Difficult Markets
When Sex Means Relationship
What’s The Alternative?
1. Keep The Relationship Balanced
2. You Really Like Him – And Want to Take it Slow
3. Show The Light At The End of The Tunnel
4. Make Sex a Pleasurable, Guilt-Free Experience
5. Best of Both World: Early Sex & Serious Girl
Summary

What The Dating Advice Says
Let him wait for sex.
It’s the battle cry that all the dating best sellers for women chant in unison.
It’s a long list with the same message, but here’s some of the most popular titles:
Ignore The Guy, Get The Guy
Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man
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Fuck Him (yep, even that one tells you to wait)
…
King suggests 60 days minimum; Lambert says get a relationship before sex; Harvey has a 90 days
rule; some other author go indefinite with “as long as you can”.
And in the meanwhile?
All say you focus on getting as much investment as possible.
But why?

The Case For Making Him Wait
The idea of letting him wait for sex is not totally wrong.
It’s based on the theory that men want quick sex and women want relationships.
And, albeit it’s a generalization, there is also quite some truth there.
When you give quick sex, most guides say, men get what they want and have less interest in sticking
around.
And plus, some authors say, men despise “easy” women.
Letting him wait for sex works magic both on you and on him:

What Waiting Does For You
1. Protect your feelings (men don’t bond as much through sex)
2. Filters for serious men (theory being that players won’t wait)
3. Keeps you in control (he’s like the dog waiting for the treat)

What Waiting Does For Him
1. He sees you as “serious” long term material (based on the Madonna-Whore Dichotomy)
2. The more he invests, the more likely he stays after sex (and rationalizes he must like you)

What Happens When You Make Him Wait
The advice of letting him invest works well on paper.
It is founded on solid psychology principles and in some environment and situations, it might indeed
be the best way to go (more on it later).
Here is the science behind the advice of letting him wait to sleep with you:

1. He Likes You Because You’re Scarce
It’s true that people value what’s scarce.
Especially when it’s scarce because of high demand from others (scarcity principle, Cialdini).
This a general rule that few human beings escape.
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2. He Likes You Because He Invests
Several studies confirm that we like more people for whom we invest, and not people who invest in
us.
This one of the consequences of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1985), which postulate that people
often back-rationalize based on their actions (also see Aronson, 1972)
In simple words, he (unconsciously) thinks:
I am investing in her and sticking around even without getting the ultimate prize… Then it
means I must really like her.
In that sense, the more he invests without pay-off, the more he values you.

3. You Look More ” Good Girl”
And it’s true that many (most?) men think along the Madonna/Whore Dichotomy (The Moral Animal
by Robert Wright).
It even affects most men who say they are not affected by that line of thinking.
So in that sense, not getting too wild, too soon, might help you to stay away from the whore side of
the dichotomy.
However, there is a negative side of this equation.
The negative side is the exact same as the positive one: that he will see you as the good, “serious”
girl.
Many a man pay prostitutes because they have a mindset that they “can’t do that with their wives”.
Not good.
Ideally you want a man who sees you for who you really are. A woman with her own defects, needs
and sexuality.

4. You Keep Bargaining Power
We could argue that “having power” might not be the best approach to a relationship.
But if we embrace that theory of sex as an arms’ race between genders, than holding onto the sex
card will give you more bargaining power indeed.
I’m not a big fan of the power argument, though.
And not on the ground of morality. But if your main power is sex, then you lose all your power the
moment you have sex.
Trust me, you don’t want to be the lady whose only allure is sex.
Alright.
So there are many reasons why letting him wait to sleep with you is good.
Why do I urge you to consider to not to let him wait, instead?
Because the theory is based on average men and on specific situations.
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And if you want more than average, then you must learn the exceptions.
So the most important questions become:
1. When does it work?
2. Who does it work with?
Let’s see.

It Works in Some Cultures
I make a long dissertation on the economics of sex here:
How to date effectively: a scientific guide
But here’s the short of it:
When there are more men than women, the culture and the dating dynamics naturally shift towards a
romantic, courtship style of dating with men trying to woo women over the long haul.
That means that when (good quality) women are scarce, you should let him wait.
When there are more women than men, the culture devolves into more of a hookup culture.
In highly libertine cultures, men and women are viewed as more similar, and men aren’t ready,
prepared and willing to do the long-courtship thing.
Even men looking for relationships tend to end up with women who help him along the dating
process.
The most successful women focus on moving forward together instead of “getting as much as
possible” while giving as little as possible.
That means that when (good quality) women are abundant, waiting games are more likely to
backfire.
You should know that in our current environment, especially in the West, good quality women (far)
outstrip good quality men.
Also read “successful women dating“.
Now on the second biggest issue with longer waiting times:

It Works With Average Guys..
Letting him wait to sleep with you while chipping in little in during the courtship process can create a
highly unbalanced relationship.
He invests time, money and effort while you receive and (purposefully) withhold the biggest fruit of
love.
Who do you think is going to stick around with that sucker’s deal?
Millionaires globetrotting the world?
Entrepreneurs building companies?
Driven men too busy to make their dreams a reality?
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Usually not. Higher quality men demand a balance in the relationship (Equity Theory of Love).
But worry not, middle of the pack men will be more than happy to provide and wait for some P.
These are the guys most likely to be OK with the short-changing tactics of letting him wait for as
long as possible.
Here’s an example from “Crazy, Stupid, Love”, a scene that always makes me smile:
It’s the average man who “think he did everything right” and was happy to wait.
The cool guy knew better.
Some of the authors do understand the principle, albeit they don’t apply it.
Kara King, one of the biggest proponent of delayed sex and high investment, writes in The Power of
The Pussy (I paraphrase):
It’s a clear sign you should break up with a guy when you invest a lot in him while he
doesn’t invest in you
I wonder why then she expects men to accept the same?
Indeed the same author a few pages later says you should “lower your expectations”.
Why?
Because, she says:
“a perfect 10” would never open the door for you or do all the nice things for you.
Bingo!
So if a perfect 10 would never invest too much, who would?
Exactly!
If you focus on controlling men… You get easy to control men (not cream of the crop)
In short:
The bad men will stick around.
And the best ones…

… And the Best Ones Will Disappear
The law of social exchange says that no relationship can stay out of balance for too long.
Eventually, you have to reach an equilibrium.
See where I’m going?
If the guy you’re seeing has very little to offer compared to you, he’ll invest a lot.
And wait.
Because he needs to make up for that imbalance.
But of course, women want guys who are “better”.
And high-quality men are least likely to accept those unbalanced relationships.
With those guys, you should aim more for a balance.
Bruce Bryan of Never Chase Men Again is one of the few authors of women’s dating books who gets
this point.
He says:
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High quality men have little tolerance for egocentric women.
Asking for the moon will not make you sound like a prize but like an entitled princess on a
pea
-from “Never Chase Men Again”
And entitlement is a typical trait of low quality women.
Smart men know how to treat you based on who you are and how much they like you, says Bryan.
And he adds that men with a backbone are annoyed when you need to remind them.
Bryan is right.
And indeed, those men with a backbone will flee very soon if you demand without giving.
And withhold sex as a bargaining chip is part and parcel of that mentality of “get without giving”.

Top Guys Despise The Waiting Game
One other issue with the “waiting game” is exactly just that: the “game” part of the equation.
Some games are good and helpful.
But the waiting game is not a good type of game because it seeks control.
And the best guys are not cool with being controlled.

Smart Men Know There Is No Link Between “Waiting Time” and “Piety”
Experienced or more socially aware guys know better.
They know the relation between “slow to sex” and “Madonna” has more holes than an Italian mama
colander.
They know some of the quickest sex happens with inexperienced women and women without second
motives -women whom don’t play games-.
And when they see a girl who’s otherwise been around putting the breaks on them, they’ll think:
Experienced Man Thinking: She’s sampled around, she’s probably had a few lusty
encounters… And now she wants to put me under the yoke and pretend she’s a good gal?
And while some might be OK with that, some others will resent you.
And they’ll plot to wait and then bounce.
See Samantha’s comment on guys disappearing after 10th date sex).
Some other guys might see through it, but for whatever reason still accept it.
However the relationship won’t be built on the solid foundations of full sincerity.

Late Sex Means No Chemistry
And finally we get to talk about sex.
What does waiting for sex say about sex?
Matthew Hussey in Get The Guy writes that sex should happen after an emotional connection has
taken place -albeit he adds that’s unlikely to happen on a first date-.
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And then he says something even smarter, which I paraphrase:
Waiting too long is a mistake because he will feel like he’s not important to you sexually.
And men do get their validation through sex
That much is true.
The longer you wait, the more you communicate that you’re not so attracted to him.
When you wait too long for sex, your relationship resembles more of a friendship.
And that’s not really a dream start, is it?
Then one day he sees a woman looking at him with lusty eyes and he’ll wonder… Damn!
Maybe it’s just my partner who’s a little bit of a frigid?

It Doesn’t Work in Difficult Markets
I define “difficult markets” as environments with an abundance of great women and not many great
guys.
Jon Birger in Date-onomics makes a good case that most women with a degree in the west are in
difficult markets simply because there aren’t that many well educated men.
When good female prospects outnumber men, men tend to become more promiscuous and to expect
early sex as part of the deal.
Most women might recoil in disgust here, and I get you. I would react the exact same way.
However, that doesn’t it make it any less true. And as Ray Dalio says, we can all only gain from
looking at reality as it is.
And the reality is that if there are more equally great women available, it’s fair to expect some of
them will sleep with him sooner and some will sleep with him later.
And who do you think he is more likely to end up in a relationship with?
It’s the woman he is having sex with, of course.

When Sex Means Relationship
For most high-quality modern women this it:
Chances are higher that the woman who moves the slowest will be passed up for the woman with
whom he’s having sex with.
Game theory proves that the more forward women are the ones who get the guy.
And so does simple rationality.
It’s a simple law of momentum and path of least resistance.
He can meet one woman and he needs to court her, bring flowers and then… Then nothing, he goes
home and masturbate.
Or he can meet another woman, enjoy sex, cook a meal together, watch a movie in bed and be his real
self (because men are always more natural and relaxed when sex has already happened).
Who do you he is more likely to end up in a relationship with?
And you can check out my own example from my last relationship.
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What’s The Alternative?
Now a note:
Don’t get this article wrong.
It’s not to say you should rush. Wait as long as you are comfortable with.
But if you are convinced you want to delay sex, then I would strongly recommend you decouple sex
as a bargaining chip to ask for his investment.
Do it like this:

1. Keep The Relationship Balanced
Keep the relationship somewhat balanced.
If he does something nice for you or both of you, appreciate and give back. That’s the best way to
advance a healthy relationship: in lockstep.
And to delay sex effectively here are a few techniques:

2. You Really Like Him – And Want to Take it Slow
Absolutely the best to make him wait. It’s sincere, it builds him up and it deepens your connection all
at the same time.
And that’s a huge step towards a relationship.
Watch her execute it to perfection:
https://youtu.be/sNcKSvLgglk
P.S.:
YB has strict policy and that video has been removed.
Please leave a comment if you’d like to see it and Imight load on a personal sorage.

3. Show The Light At The End of The Tunnel
Say you’re not ready but it will happen soon.
For more, you can read How to Reject Him Properly.
Or alternatively:

4. Make Sex a Pleasurable, Guilt-Free Experience
The Tao of Dating is possibly the best dating book for women.
In there, Aziz recommends you don’t follow any rules but listen to yourself and decide accordingly.
Indeed, great initial sex sends a strong, powerful signal of strong chemistry.
It will show an honest and sincere attraction from your side and, of course, men too love to feel
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wanted.
A woman who lives in the now and can enjoy the beautiful things of life.
My Personal Take
This is just me, I’m not pretending to speak for everyone here, but the only relationships I’ve been in
started with an early bang.
All the rest felt dull to me.

5. Best of Both World: Early Sex & Serious Girl
This is important: if you do early sex well, it’s also possible to enjoy the sex, make him feel great and
also don’t come across as “easy”.
The secret is to alternate resistance to sex with moments of abandon.
Basically, you have to make him feel like you are very attracted to him.
You want to resist -like you usually do-, but he’s just so hot and he’s doing it so well… That
eventually, finally.. You relent.
But just for him ;).
I call this the “Madonna-whore seduction”.
For more details, read:
How to drive him crazy

Summary
Most -basically all- the dating books for women tell you two things: let him wait for sex as much as
possible and make him invest as much as possible.
That’s how you get a guy to stick around, provide and pamper, is the message.
In this article I show you that principle doesn’t work in environments with lots of good female
prospects.
And when you hook some guy in with the “let him wait game”, it might not be the boyfriend you
really want.
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Entitlement Mentality: Signs & Cure (W/ Examples)
February 27, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Entitlement mentality is the state of mind that you are owed something when most people around
would beg to differ.
The second part is of that sentence is the key.
Indeed, the most toxic expression of entitlement mentality is the gap between egotism and reality.
Should you fix your entitlement mentality?
Absolutely!
Untill you get rid of it, you will have difficulties achieving what you want to achieve and it’s unlikely
that you will maximize your true potential.
This article will show you how examples of entitlement mentality and, by the end of it, you will
know how to overcome it.
Contents
A generation of Entitled?
The Entitled Social Life
Entitlement Mentality Examples
Entitlement Self-Hep Examples
What Makes You Entitled?
How Entitlement Eats Away At Your Power
Overcoming Entitlement
Replacing Entitlement
On Your Road to Greatness
Summary

A generation of Entitled?
Some people say that millennia and Generation Z have a huge entitlement mentality.
You’ve maybe seen the now famous speech of Simon Sinek, author of Start With Why.
Frankly though, this video is more of a angry rant than a good analysis.
Mark Manson says that entitlement is the consequence of advertising and fake self help telling you
that yes, “you’re special” and yes “you deserve it”.
And some sources claim that entitlement seems to be an issue of the western world, with its
individualistic and materialistic values.
But still, I say that’s all hogwash.
Not because it’s not true.
But because you don’t need to worry about it.
You are not your generation and you are not your geography!
Why should you care if your generation is X, Y or Z?
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You are an individual, with your own mindset and psychology. You are bigger than your generation.
Wherever you come from and whatever your age, being entitled is not doing you any good in your
life.
And particularly so for your social life and personal power.
So let’s see how to change that.

The Entitled Social Life
In social settings entitlement mentality is particularly unhelpful. Here’s how entitled people
undermine themselves socially:

1. Give Little Recognition to Others
To entitled people what others accomplish, say or do doesn’t matte much.
They filter out the world through the “me” lenses, and hence miss out on the chances of building
others up.

2. Talk Too Much
They believe that attention is owed to them.
And that others must be interested in their stories.
So instead of managing a good back and forth conversational flow, they monopolize the conversation
See group conversation walkthrough for an example

3. Ignore Other’s Opinion
People can often be easily won over to your way of thinking sometimes.
But first they need to feel that you care and understand about their opinion (seek first to understand, 7
Habits).
Entitled people believe their opinions are more important though, so they jump straight to that.

4. Interrupt / Deny / Pontificate
Being social is striking a balance between “I” and “them”. And often more about “them” than “I”.
Of course entitled people struggle with that, and they commit all the most typical rapport breaking
mistakes.
They say “no” (big rapport break), interrupt others; launch with their own stories to “outdo” others.
Check common conversation mistakes.

Entitlement Mentality Examples
Here are a few sentences that reek of entitlement:
“Let’s do it, I know how to market a product” (the “serial entrepreneur” with 3 failed startups)
“No, what you should really tell her is this… ” (the 3 years single guy who didn’t choose
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singledon)
“I’m a woman, he should pay for me” (low value woman to guy who obviously feels the
opposite)
“I deserve it” (but can’t afford it: hilarious example here)
Billy Bats in this Goodfellas scene shows entitlement mentality:
He just looks like an entitlement complainer. Nobody takes you seriously when you talk like that.
Or look at this acquaintance of mine who “deserved” the Louis Vuitton bracelet -but didn’t really
have the money for it-:

Entitlement Self-Hep Examples
There’s a lot of bad self help literature that is all based on entitlement.
This is how it sounds like:
Breakup: You were too good for him
But you’re crying over the breakup
Didn’t get the job: They didn’t deserve you
But you really wanted the job
Looking to improve: no, just be yourself
Even though “being yourself” hasn’t gotten you where you want to be.

What Makes You Entitled?
We could slice and dice entitlement in many ways.
But I will rein in my tendency to over-write :).
This is, in short, the definition of an entitled personality
You believe something is owed to you..
And the second leg of entitlement is this:
…But the world feels otherwise
Let’s analyze some of the above statements with the entitlement X-ray goggles on:
“Let’s do it, I know how to market a product”
Experience entitlement. If you’re barely making ends meet the world doesn’t think you know how to
market a product.
“No, what you should really tell her is this… “
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Attention entitlement. He didn’t ask your opinion, you’re assuming he wants to hear it.
And could be OK if you really had deep insights. But 2 years single not for choice might suggest
otherwise.
“I’m a woman, he should pay for me”
Vagina entitlement. That guy didn’t really feel like he owes you a meal. Become a higher quality
woman or learn to pick better men and the next one probably will.
“I deserve it”
Lifestyle entitlement. Your bank account feels differently pal. Give more to the world and you will be
able to spend more.
Just be yourself
Egocentric entitlement. If she’s crying being herself maybe isn’t delivering. And doing the same and
expecting different results is like asking the world should start treating you differently.
But changing the world is hard because, well… Because the world doesn’t revolve around you.
Change yourself instead.

How Entitlement Eats Away At Your Power
Entitlement can help to acquire power, actually.
In “how to gain power quick” I explained how a sense of entitlement coupled with ballsy and resolute
actions is a key trait to acquire power quickly.
However, entitlement is also the enemy of long-lasting power.
Writes Robert Greene in The Laws of Human Nature:
Whatever the cause, it infects all of us, and we must see this sense of entitlement as a curse.
It makes us ignore the reality—people have no inherent reason to trust or respect us just
because of who we are.
It makes us lazy and contented with the slightest idea or the first draft of our work.
Why do we have to raise our game or strain to improve ourselves when we feel we are
already so great?
It makes us insensitive and self-absorbed.
By feeling that others owe us trust and respect, we negate their willpower, their ability to
judge for themselves, and this is infuriating. We may not see it, but we inspire resentment.
Entitlmenet has lead many a leader and many a dictator to their bitter end.

Overcoming Entitlement
To overcome entitlement you’ll need vulnerability and the initial courage of staring at your current
inadequacies.
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“Love reality even when it hurts”, says Ray Dalio in In Principles: Life and Work.
Let’s start with that:

1. Stare Naked At Reality
Before proven otherwise, this is the default status:
You’re a dime a dozen and you’re not that special
Nobody cares about you
You’re not great
And that’s OK.

2. Pull Your Own Weight
Some cases of entitlement are because of helicopter parents.
Move out or start contributing and helping your parents. Their love might be unconditional, but it’s
unconditionally ahole of you to just take.

3. Wisdom Awaiting Outside Your Comfort Zone
The belief that you are “good” is often a fantasy we build to protect our ego.
We keep that fantasy by not really trying anything difficult and by shielding ourselves from failure.
Do the hard things instead.
Get out your comfort zone and get some wisdom slapped into you by the real world.
And watch your entitlement mentality disappear.

4. Put Yourself in Others’ Shoes
Take a moment to think of typical entitlement behavior:
How do you feel when people ask for more than they contribute?
What do you think when a smug face feels like they cut the line in front of you?
And when they interrupt you because they think they know better?
Yep, that’s how obnoxious entitlement is.

5. Give More To Get More
Peter Diamandis, author of Bold, says that to become a billionaire you have to help a billion people.
Get that mindset!
What you take is what you give.
Socially as well, with such as thing as the law of social exchange. The trick, as Dale Carnegie says, is
to make people want to do things for you.
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Replacing Entitlement
To fully deal with your entitlement mentality and zip past it, you need to to replace it with something
else.
Entitlement mentality is built around the idea that you’re good, important and “better”.
Not only that’s not (always) true, but it makes you act like a moron.
We will replace that with a different identity based around being a:
Learner (read developing a growth mindset)
Someone who never gives up (read Grit by Angela Duckworth)
Read building an antifragile ego which lays out all the steps.

On Your Road to Greatness
Now that you’re not that special anymore… It’s quite a bit freeing, isn’t it?
You’re just a guy/girl who’s finally free to try new things and… Possibly fail.
And now that you’re not so great anymore, you can finally start getting great for real. Because
nothing is owed to you, but everything you want is for the taking when you become the right
person for it.
What would happen if you made your goal to be the best at whatever you do?
It’s not entitlement anymore to believe you’re the best when you’re actually the best.

Summary
Entitlement mentality is costing you in your quality of life, in your achievements, and in your social
relationships.
Get rid of it and you’ll take a further step towards (social) success.
Note: it’s very possible you were too good sometimes. Or that he should have paid for you or that
people should have listened to you. But the question is: is the rest of your life proving that?
Because the onus to prove otherwise is on you.
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Value & Availability: Two Foundations of Social Dynamics
February 28, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Value and availability are two key concepts of social skills.
They have important consequences both for your social success and for your dating success.
Yes, this might sound a bit theoretical, but you still need a solid grasp on them to learn and
understand social dynamics and to increase your mating intelligence.
Contents
Value & Availability: The Theory
Unavailability and Self Rejection
Fixing Availability Issues
People Want With The Highest Available Person Possible
The Value & Availability Matrix
Low Value / Low Availability
Low Value / High Availability
High Value / Low Availability
High Value / High Availability
Availability Influences Value
Maximizing Your Results
Increasing Your Value
Maximizing Your Availability
Availability in Dating
Being a Challenge: The A/V Sweet-spot
Gauging Your A/V Sweetspot
Super High Value / High Availability
Self-Rejection To Make Them Chase
Summary

Value & Availability: The Theory
In The Rule of Social Exchange we explained social dynamics can be seen as a big exchange.
In a nutshell, the Rule of Social Exchange postulates that the more value you have, the more you can
get.
But it’s not always that straightforward. And there’s a caveat. The caveat is: how available that value
is.
Let’s start with the origin first.

Who Came Up With The Concept
Value and availability were originally theorized in pick-up and seduction circles by Sebastian, a
former dating coach in New York.
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It was originally called “value and attainability”, a term that David Tian and Chase Amante, author of
“How to Make Girls Chase“, also contributed to popularize the concept.
My contribution is to enlarge the concept from dating to all social interactions, and to make it part of
larger power-strategies that I call “collaborative frames” and “power and warmth“.
I also rename “value and availability” because it’s just more intuitive.

Value and Availability: Explanation
Imagine the bars below represent the total value of three different folks:
In a digital world free of psychology, both Amber and Christy want Black and pursue black.
And Black could easily get friendship, romance or at least a warm welcome by both Amber and
Coffe.
But in the real world, it’s not as straightforward.
People also have a sense for what their personal value is, and they know that higher value people
might not be thrilled to hobnob with them.
That’s why Amber and Christy might want Black, but not pursue Black. They might act aloof, snub
him, or even be curt towards him so to reject him first.
That’s a case of self-rejection.
If you are high value, self-rejection happens when people don’t think you will accept them, and
they self-reject themselves before you do so.
In the above example, Amber and Christy might think Black is not interested in them, so they selfreject themselves.
It’s also possible that self-reject turns confrontational. Amber and Christy might be hurt by Black’s
(potential) rejection, so they act out their own rejection with their own unfriendly and dismissive
behavior.
In short, it doesn’t just matter how high-value you are.
High value might not be enough, because people only want to enter a meaningful social exchange
if they believe that your value is available to them.
That, in a nutshell, is the concept of perceived value availability.
And that’s one of the reasons why I recommend that as you get better, you mix power with warmth.

Value Availability
What does “making your value available means”?
Well, think of it this way:
Making your value available means “welcoming people into your higher-value world” and
making them feel accepted and valued for who they are.
That’s true no matter if we are talking about a relationship, a friendship, a networking event, or a
seduction.
Let’s now explore value and availability with an example.
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Unavailability and Self Rejection
Imagine Amber (bar A) is out at an event and wants to talk to someone.
But Amber will likely not go for Black because the difference with Black (bar B) is too big. Amber
thinks it’s likely Black will reject her because Black is “too good”.
That’s a typical case of self-rejection. Remember that self-rejection happens when we feel someone
might reject us and we reject them first.
People who self-reject take themselves out of the running, often unconsciously, without even trying.
People who self-reject do so either to protect our ego, which doesn’t help them succeed in life, or to
protect their social standing, which can make sense in case of a possible public rejection.

Self-Rejection Types
How do you recognize if you are pushing someone into self-rejection?
These are some of the signs:
Ignoring you
Being in awe and too nervous to speak to you
Disliking you (even if they haven’t spoken to you yet)
Being rude to you (they feel hurt, you make them feel “not good enough”, so they hurt you
back)
And that’s also one of the reasons why when dealing with underminers, frenemies, or early enemies, I
often recommend trying to be kind and collaborative with them first.
Many of those people are in self-rejection and you can turn them around if you make them feel like
you do not reject them, but value them.

Self-Rejection & Teasing Too Much
Now, what if Black were to approach Amber?
Well, Amber might be elated (and nervous at the same time).
But she might not take him seriously, wondering if he’s toying with her.
It’s also possible though that Amber will be rude or shut Black down. Afraid of being eventually hurt
or let down by Black, she does the rejection first.
The worst thing Black could do is to tease her too much.
Too many guys focus only on building their value as high as possible and coming across as
powerful as possible, but forget about availability.
Seen an example here:
She liked him!
But he keeps being playing too hard to get, too aloof, too rude as well. She thinks she does not like
him, and she self-rejects.
Self rejections tend to be final, so one must always strive to prevent them:
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Fixing Availability Issues
If Black wanted to have a deeper interaction with Amber he should make her feel like he accepts and
respects her.
Ideally, that he values her.
And, if he likes her romantically, also that he likes and is attracted to her.
Black could either come down to her level -for example with humbleness, deprecation or
vulnerability- or, even better, raise Amber to his level -getting to know her, appreciating her etc.-

People Want With The Highest Available Person Possible
Do you know the red pill?
If you have been reading manosphere blogs, you know the mantra around the “female hypergamy“.
The idea is that since women look for the best possible men they can find, then you can never trust
women in relationships.
But albeit female hypergamy is certainly real, it’s not exactly true that women -or men- always look
for the best possible mate.
Instead, people seek the highest possible mate among the ones they feel are available for them (ie.:
the ones they feel they can get and the ones they feel will appreciate them).
Much different.
From even before the approach, people will always be gauging how valuable the other person is and
how available he is.
And during the interaction people use the following signals to gauge availability:

Availability Signs
Warmth
Friendliness
Touching
Effort (to keep the conversation going for example)
Interest in the other

Unavailability Signs
Coldness
Aloofness
Physical distance
No effort (let the conversation die for example)
No interest (no questions, looking away etc.)
On the extreme end, unavailable signs become repulsion instead of no attraction. Then it’s
aggression, disgust etc.
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The Value & Availability Matrix
To make the Value and Availability concept clearer, let’s project it onto a matrix:

Low Value / Low Availability
People in this box aren’t even on the map in either the social or dating world.
They have no quality or skills worth of notice and are unfriendly and socially clueless.

Low Value / High Availability
On the extreme side in this box, imagine fangirls screaming “pick me, pick me” under a singer’s
stage: super available and low value because there’s a hundred of them.
On a more day to day basis, these are people with little going on in their life. They’re always free for
you and are the most likely to chase you.

High Value / Low Availability
These are the people we call haughty, pompous and full of themselves.
Low availability can make the people around jealous and resentful. That’s one of the reasons why
celebs have so many “haters”.

High Value / High Availability
These are people who are high value and welcoming. They make the people around feel accepted and
high value as well.
Bill Clinton is a great example:

Availability Influences Value
Value is also influenced by the availability of the value itself.
Indeed, psychologically, we are programmed to use availability as a shortcut for value. If something
is abundant, we find it less valuable.
If on the other hand something is scarce, our brain tells us that it must be valuable and we want it
more (also see Cialdini).
Hence, it is possible to make our value go up by faking scarcity.
A famous experiment (effects of supply and demand) found out scarcity increases perceived value in
the following order:
1. What’s scarce
2. What has become scarce
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3. What has become scarce because of social demand

Maximizing Your Results
To maximize your results, you should increase your value and find the sweet spot for availability.

Increasing Your Value
Increasing your value should be the core of your efforts.
And it means you become a better person and get more of what other people value.

Maximizing Your Availability
The availability sweetspot is this:
Available enough so that people don’t self reject
Scarce enough that you’re still a challenge.
The availability sweetspot It’s usually less relevant in social settings and friendships -where it’s best
to add value to each other-.
It’s a bit less relevant in good and established relationships -where it’s best to add value to each
other-.
But it’s very relevant in the beginning of dating:

Availability in Dating
The idea of being scarce to be more attractive is an old one.
Virtually all female dating advice center around being scarce to make him chase.
It works in principle.
But has several drawbacks, most notably:
1. You risk the target will stop pursuing (self-rejection)
2. It’s a game everyone plays: more available singles can steal your lunch
Let’s not go into that now but let’s have an overview on availability:

Being a Challenge: The A/V Sweet-spot
Imagine your availability as a peephole to your value.
If what people see is good (your value) and if it’s visible enough (your availability), then it’s exciting
and people will want to get it.
If people can’t see any light at the end of that peephole (zero availability), you’re too hard to get and
they won’t pursue you because they don’t think they have a shot (except of stalkers of course).
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Gauging Your A/V Sweetspot
Remember this:
Your value is relative (social value relativity & sexual market value variability)
People’s confidence in their ability to access your value varies
What does that mean?
It means that you cannot stick with the same strategy with everyone, but you must vary and target
your value and availability to the specific person and situation.
To do that, emotional intelligence and knowing some basics of body language is key.
The rule of thumb is:
Bitterness / Rudeness
When people are bitter and combative towards you, they might be self-rejecting. Be less of a
challenge.
Lukewarm / Unresponsive
When people are not interested in they’ll be rather nice as they don’t want to hurt your feelings. But
they will not want to meet you or move with you.
If that’s the case, you should be more of a challenge.

Super High Value / High Availability
Ideally, the best of the best is to be so great as to wow someone upon approach (super high value and
at risk of self-rejection).
And then proceed to make yourself more available by taking the edge off of yourself with humility
and self-deprecation.
Or even better: build him/her up to your level so that he/she feels he has a shot with you.
On a social scale, this is exactly what Clinton was doing.

Self-Rejection To Make Them Chase
As a last note, I wanted to show you a high-level use of self-rejection.
When someone is being a bit out of order, you can choose to ignore, tell them that’s not cool or…
You can self reject.
If they like you, that will get them chasing.
See a perfect example here:
Did you spot the guy’s (fake) self-rejection? It’s rather easy, at minute 2:07.

Summary
Your value, be it your overall value or your sexual market value, are crucial to do well with others.
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You knew that already.
However, people will often judge your value depending on how available it is for them.
If they think you don’t wanna share your value by talking to them, helping them, being kind to them,
or sleeping them, they might either avoid you, despise you, or self-reject and never even consider you
as a sexual option.
Socially
To make friends, make your social value easy to access -ie.: be approachable and welcoming-.
Also read: mix warmth with power.
Romantically
Romantically, make your value available enough they feel they can get it but not so available they
think you’re too easy.
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WIIFT: When & How to Use It (& When to Avoid It)
February 28, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
WIIFT stands for What’s In It For Them.
It postulates that if you want to influence people, you should highlight what they stand to gain in
doing what you are proposing.
And that makes a lot of sense… Usually.
By the end of this article you will gain a better understanding on when to use WIIFT, how to use it,
and when it’s best not to be so direct.
Contents
When To Avoid WIIFT
WIIFM Examples
How to Show Value: Two Guys Looking For a Room
The “No WIIFM freeloader”
Summary

When To Avoid WIIFT
What’s In It For Them is about being upfront about what you can do for them.
In Value and Availability though we showed that sometimes you want to show yourself not too
available to the other party, especially in romantic situations.
WIIFT is the total opposite. WIIFT is the pinnacle of availability.
WIIFT is also not ideal for political candidates and for leaders, because, well… Often there is little in
it for them and you’re better off leveraging higher ideals (see Drive by Daniel Pink).
When should we use WIIFT, then?
Let’s see:

WIIFT: For When You’re the Asker
You want to start with what’s in it for them in all situations where you play by their rules.
In those cases, you don’t have (yet) the power and social pull to demand something back.
The characteristics of these situations are:
1. Obvious power imbalances: Power imbalances can be so obvious sometimes that there’s no
point in trying to pretend they should be interested in you and that’s why you communicate first and
foremost what’s in it for them
2. Not-in person: When not in person people can’t see or get a sense of your other qualities, so you
have to go right to the point of what you can do for them
3. Time starved: When you have little time you can’t let them slowly discover your qualities, so you
gotta be more obvious.
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Here are some examples:
Swipe-based online dating
Sales cold reach out
Elevator pitches
Emailing for a job
Asking for funding

WIIFT: Logical Interactions
Logic based transactions are transactions where there is no social stigma in being upfront about what
you want and what you can give.
You are looking for something, they are looking for something and you have to prove to each other
you have what it takes to enter into a mutually convenient transaction.
Here you want to be obvious about what you can give and at the same time be obvious and direct
about what you want.
Some examples are:
Some type of sales
Arranged Marriages
Interviewing for jobs

No WIIFT: Social Interactions
In social interactions you want to be more indirect.
You want to show attractive external qualities and drop hints about the less visible parts of your
value.
Let them dig out for more as you slowly reveal more and more about your awesome personality.
“Oh my god” they’ll be thinking, “how many other cool things is this guy hiding“.

No WIIFT: Dating
In dating the script is inverted.
Here ideally you want them to show you what’s in it for you.
Because in dating the one who’s doing the selling is communicating he’s lower in the pecking order.
And people -especially women- are not very attracted to those who are beneath them.
So ideally you want to show your external qualities first and foremost, but without selling yourself on
the deeper ones.
Then you build a connection by being interested in them.
Ideally you will get physical on chemistry attraction even before she finds out about all your other
deeper qualities.
Let’s check a couple of examples now:
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WIIFM Examples
I will show you a couple of examples.

How to Show Value: Two Guys Looking For a Room
This is what happens when you rent a place in a city where everyone is looking for a place to stay:
I ask for a relatively high rent and yet many people always reach out (above are the messages of
people who wrote on Facebook only).
This is the type one, super obvious situation: there’s a clear power imbalance because they ask and I
am the chooser. Plus, it’s not in person and there is high demand.
This is when you have to front-load your value as much as you can.
Let’s see the difference between those who get it and those who are oblivious to the Rules of Social
Exchanges.
The shirtless man with a selfie in front of the mirror is a great example.
I wrote my ad in English, and he writes to me in the local language, which is the first bad sign: you
have to adapt to the chooser when you’re the asker.
Second, he doesn’t make it easy for me to proceed.
What am I supposed to ask him a thousand questions now about when he’s free, what he does and if
he can pay?
Not going to waste my time on that dude.
And of course, he makes the crucial mistake of not leading with what’s in it for me.
“Ich brauche das” literally means “I need it”.
These are the same people who complain that nobody replies to them -and you really gotta wonder
why… -.
If the message wasn’t idiotic enough the emoji sealed the deal ?
Compare it to the two people who get it, which are those I invited over to get to know them.
They quickly show their interesting personalities (social currency), lay out a clear what’s in it for me
(good job and ability to pay, traveling most of the time, no mess in the kitchen) and make it easy for
me to say yes (propose their availability).
Now, even if I didn’t particularly care about their benefits, it shows that these are people who get it.
And we all like people who get it.
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The “No WIIFM freeloader”
Have you read the article on freeloaders?
Check it out, it’s well in depth and “no WIIFM” is the definition of freeloading.
Look at this guy asking for a free month:

He starts off with no “WIIFM”.
And the sentence “the paywall has become an issue for me” tells me this guy does not see that
relationships among strangers require a sort of exchange.
Especially if he had the emotional intelligence to consider that maybe I receive a lot of these emails.
But hey, if I can help, I’m happy to.
So I give him the chance of providing him with a “WIIFM”. And I tell him I’m happy to give it to
him for free… If he would be willing to share the articles he likes the most on his social media.
Simple way to help him out and to help him make this a fair exchange.
Here is his reply:
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He does not get it that I’m offering him the opportunity of a fair exchange in the form of a “WIIFM”.
Instead, he keeps pressing on a deal with no “WIIFM”.
And that worries me, because I’m running values-based business that is all about learning to deal
with people who seek win-lose (instead of win-win).

Summary
In The Rule of Social Exchange we talked a bit about social currencies.
We said there that to get what you want, you have to give what people want.
In this article we differentiate a bit on when to be very direct about what we can offer, and when we
should let them show us what’s in it for us instead.
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How to Make Him Invest in You (The Healthy Way)
March 1, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you interested in ways to make him invest in you?
Great!
You found the right article.
And it will drastically change the way you look at men investing in you.
Contents
How Does A Man Invest In A Woman
Typical Dating Advice On Making Him Invest
Why Everyone Says He Must Invest More
Why It Makes Sense (on paper)
The Drawback of Making Him Invest
Cooler Guys Seek ROI
Making Him Invest: The Right Way
Reciprocal Investment Blueprint
Emotional Investment
Summary

How Does A Man Invest In A Woman
First of all, a quick overview of what “investing in a woman” actually means.
I will define investing in a woman as:
Any act of caring or adding value to her life and well being which requires the expenditure
of effort or resources.
Sounds too abstract and theoretical?
OK, here are some simple examples then:
He initiates calls/texts and always replies
He picks her up / drives her back
He listens and asks questions
He is protective
He offers to help
He seeks to impress or look good
Any act where he inconveniences himself to help and support her
As you can see, investing is mostly good.
Even better, investing in each other is what great relationships!
Common investing might as well be the single most importnat indicator of a great relationship.
But one partner investing a lot in the other without equal investment back…?
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Not so great, as we shall see (and not good for your dating effectiveness, either).

Typical Dating Advice On Making Him Invest
Let’s begin with what the dating literature says on how to make a man invest in you:
Most -if not all- women dating books and resources say that you should let him invest in you as much
as possible.
It’s a common mantra in:
Power of The Pussy
Get The Guy
Ho Tactics
Fuck Him
Most of these books have indeed common the idea that the more you get and the least you give, the
better it is.
Why?

Why Everyone Says He Must Invest More
The idea of letting him invest heavily is that:
1. You weed out the non-serious guys (players etc.)
2. You’ll be in control and won’t fall for him too soon
3. He will like you more
And for the most part, these are all true.

Why It Makes Sense (on paper)
These are the advantages of the typical dating advice on making men invest in you:
You Weed Out Players & Low Investment Guys
Generally, you don’t want men who invest very little because they don’t make for great relationship
partners -and same is true for women-.
And as a rule of thumb, fuckboys and womanizers tend to invest less.
So it might be true that pushing for him to invest more could weed out the players.
However, as we shall see, it also weeds out more discerning and experienced men who are simply not
OK with being “pushed” into more and more investment.
You Will Not Fall In Love
We tend to like less what’s very available (Cialdini), so investing little while receiving lots will
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“safeguard” your feelings indeed.
This is only good if you don’t want to fall in love, though.
He Will Like You More
Studies show that givers feel more committed to the recipient after giving (Horan & BoothButterfield, 2010).
This is probably partially because of sunk costs (Coleman, 2009) and back rationalization (check
Incognito by David Eagleman).
But in a nutshell, it’s true: the more one gives to you, the more he values you.
There are exceptions (especially in difficult markets, read The Eligible Bachelor Paradox), but overall
the theory does make sense.
But now, the big question:
Who does it work with?

The Drawback of Making Him Invest
Social relationships can be seen as big exchange markets.
And the Law of Social Exchange postulates that good relationships tend to reach a balance of value who you are- and investment -what you do for the other-.
One corollary of the social exchange theory is that when one side has some major lack in overall
value, he must make it up with “external value injections”.
Investing is indeed a way of making up for a lack of value.
So when you make him invest a lot, this is what the relationship looks like from a purely exchangedriven model:
Now, can you start seeing what “forcing him to invest a lot can be an issue?
As for anything people-related there are exceptions of course, but, as a rule of thumb: the men who
are OK with investing in you without equal amount back are the ones who are not good enough
for you!
Yes: it’s mostly men who feel they’re not good enough for you will over-invest.
When they cannot bring enough value with who they are, then they throw on the table different kind
of extra services, such as:
Wining and dining
Carrying bags
Fixing stuff
Ready at your beck and call
Emotional tamponing
…
On average, men who invest a lot tend to be less experienced, less valuable and more lower-quality
types of providers (see: providers and lovers).
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In short, they often don’t know any better.
Here’s an example which always cracks me up:
When he says “I thought I did everything right”, he refers to investing a lot.

Cooler Guys Seek ROI
ROI is a financial term that means “return on investment”.
And it applies to dating as well.
We all have an internal system of value exchange, and we all seek to keep balanced.
What does that mean to you?
It means that men who are around your same value or higher are unlikely to invest a lot without
requiring equal amounts back.
This is how it looks like with bar charts:
These guys will invest the first time and then… And then they will expect you to do the same. They
might not be aware of it consciously, but unconsciously they expect something back (unless they read
ThePowerMoves, in which case they will consciously expect it :).
And when they see nothing is coming from you, they will feel something is off.
And what will happen if you keep following the typical dating advice and expect even more without
giving?
Bruce Bryan of Never Chase Men Again hits the nail on the head when he says that men with a
backbone will flee very soon if you demand without giving.
Indeed those guys will think you’re an entitled woman, with big demands and little to show for.
That’s a big trait of socially clueless women and low quality women.
That’s why I highly recommend you don’t seek to make him invest without giving equally back.
Because high-quality man might be very happy to date you… Unless you start demanding and
expecting over-investment, in which case you are driving the very best men away.
Power Move Tip:
Strategically, you can differentiate between men.
You might for example seek investment from the clueless ones who are blind to the imbalance.
While you can seek a balance with the cooler and smarter ones.

Making Him Invest: The Right Way
What’s the alternative then?
The alternative is reciprocal investment escalation.
Let him do the first step, and make sure you reward him and make him feel good, which will
encourage more giving.
Give something too, which will reassure him you’re in it as a contributor as well.
And the virtuous cycle of mutual investment will start feeding on itself.
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Not only this attitude of reciprocal investment will foster more and more giving, but research shows
that partners in equitable relationships are happier and last longer (Equity Theory of Love).
See here a chart bar example of how a woman can lock in a higher quality man (starting from the
bottom):
This is how you move onward and upward together
Let’s now dig deeper on how you can get into a great relationship with the mutual investment
virtuous cycle.

Reciprocal Investment Blueprint
#1. – First meeting:
He: buys you a drink
You: thank him and get to know him
#2. – First date:
He: invites you out and pays for dinner
You: thank him. At the end of the date warmly hug him, look him in the eyes and tell him
you’re happy you two met
#3. – Second date:
He: invite you to some event
You: you offer him a round of drinks and toast with him to such a nice company (building him
up)
# 4. – Third date:
He: invites you somewhere or to a home cooked meal
You: bring him a gift with little money value but that says “I thought about you”
That’s how you show him you’re a keeper.
That’s a woman he feels he can rely on for life, which is indeed a major trait all the male authors
highlighted in women’s dating books.

Emotional Investment
Emotional investment is a subset of overall investment, but it’s the most important.
Bruce Bryan recommends you open up first and show your vulnerability.
If he shows nothing, it’s not a good sign: he might be an emotionally unavailable man or an avoidant
attachment type.
If he does he replies with is own emotional investment (ie.: opens up, listens, asks more questions,
increases intimacy etc.) he’s a keeper.
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I like the idea of making the first move and gauging the reaction.
But whoever makes the first major overture, the pattern is the same: one step each.
Building the tower of a great relationship is a common effort. One brick at a time, one brick each.

One brick each and you go twice higher

Summary
The idea in most dating books for women is that you must make him invest as much as possible and
he’ll fall head over heels for you.
While that’s true, I explain in this post that mostly works for the least outstanding of men.
And while you do want him to give, you should always take warmly, make him feel about giving and
give a little bit back.
Keep escalating in lockstep towards mutual investment and commitment until you step together to the
alter (if that’s what you want).
Also check:
Why you shouldn’t use sex as a bargaining chip.
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Failure & Anger As Fuel for Success: How The Power Moves
Started
March 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Most of us will face challenges in life.
We will face losses, rejections, heartbreaks, pain and failure.
Some of them can bring us to our knees.
That’s OK.
Take your time, cry your eyes out.
There is no need to be “strong”.
As a matter of fact, the more you accept your pain, the better you are going to heal.
This post is here to tell you that not only you can recover, but that those dark days can become the
foundation of your future, upgraded self.
That’s the topic of this article.
Contents
The Victim Mindsets
#1. Don’t Let It Slide
#2. Don’t Pretend You’re OK With It
#3. Don’t Complain & Do Nothing
#4. Don’t Pretend to Move On If You’re Note Yet Ready
#5. Give The Other Cheek
Pain as Catalyst For Greatness: The Dragons
Using Anger As Fuel
1. Getting in The Zone
2. Focus
3. Start!
4. Massive Action
5. Pushing Past Comfort
Turning Pain Into Fuel
The Dark Side of The Power Moves
Owning The Dark Side
Don’t Stay Stuck In The Dark

The Victim Mindsets
Pain, anger, traumas, failure, abuse…. These can be defining moments in our life.
It’s OK to sit wallow in pain for a while.
And most likely you will eventually recover.
What you will do with those dark days is up to you.
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You can simply move on and become a healthier person. Or you can also use them as stepping stones
to greatness.
There are a few wrong ways to approach pain and failure though.
The following are all the ways people let pain drag them down:

#1. Don’t Let It Slide
Most people pretend nothing hurtful happened.
But deep down you know someone hurt you, you know life is not going well.
Example:
He just said you should eat less. It hurts you, but you “just let it go”.
Except, you don’t really let it go.
Don’t pretend you can let it go if you can’t.
Take stock of the situation instead.

#2. Don’t Pretend You’re OK With It
People do this all the time.
Out of fear of change or out of fear to look like victims, they pretend they are OK with whatever is
happening.
Example:
The “friend” making fun of you. He always cracks jokes about you and all the group laughs.
And you laugh along.
Except, you really didn’t feel like laughing at all.
Don’t pretend you’re OK with it.
You’re not.
Recognize and accept that you got shitty friends, a terrible boss. Or that life isn’t going the way you
want.
That’s OK, there is no need to pretend otherwise.

#3. Don’t Complain & Do Nothing
This is another common response for most people.
They complain to themselves, complain to their friends.. And do nothing.
The perfect victim mentality.
Example:
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The boss disrespects you in front of colleagues. But instead of standing up to your boss, you
prefer complaining with your colleagues.
“He’s an asshole”, you say.
But that asshole just owned you.
Remember: there is no issue in being a victim. The real tragedy is being a victim and denying of
being one.
Only once you accept it you can then start moving on.

#4. Don’t Pretend to Move On If You’re Note Yet Ready
It just happened, now you gotta move on, “forget it”.
That’s what everyone’s saying after all, right?
Except you can’t really forget it and just go back living your previous life. Just with one more
baggage and another painful memory.
Example:
She dumped you via text message, is telling her friends you were a mistake. You “move on”,
passively waiting to meet another girl. Just a bit more scared now.
Instead, don’t try to move on when you’re not yet ready.
That time will come.
But sit with the pain a while longer. Pain is OK and once you will be truly ready to move in, you will
move for good.

#5. Give The Other Cheek
It would be a great world a, world where giving the other cheek worked.
Unluckily, most of the times it’s only as likely you’ll get slapped again.
Here are some examples of “giving the other cheek mentality”:
He is weak, that’s why he bullies you (justifying bullying)
Kill them with kindness (give them the other cheek)
The fact that he might have his own problems doesn’t mean he must create problems for you.
And the idea that bullies have low self-esteem is not true, it’s a pop-psychology myth (see
Baumeister, 1997).

Pain as Catalyst For Greatness: The Dragons
I will call the painful events in your life “dragons”.
First, let me define what’s a dragon:
A dragon is a painful experience or memory which you will leverage and use as a driving
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force
Each single painful experience or memory becomes a dragons. And, if you will use it well, the more
and the bigger dragons you have, the more leverage of you can create.

Examples of Dragons
A dragon is a rejection when you were desperate for a yes. It’s a heartbreak when you needed
connection the most.
Or it’s having been the butt of the joke for way too long -too fat, too short, too bald, too ugly, too
gay, too black, or whatever you have it-.
Or it can be deeper and darker.
An abusive parent is a dragon.
Your father telling you that you’d never amount to anything in life is a dragon.
A beautiful dragon, at that.
Those are the dragons who can help you fly the highest.

Leveraging Dragons
Most people try to hide their dragons.
Most people are wired in a race to who hides their dragons best.
Pretending that it never happened, trying to forgive and forget.
What I’m proposing instead is the opposite.
Why?
Because if you don’t accept it first, you will never truly heal.
And second, because you can actually use those dragons to help you grow , improve and drive you
forward.
If you look at the story of some of the biggest achievers, many used their most painful moments for
change.
Tony Robbin‘s mother poured glue in his mouth
Oprah was raped at 9 years old and for years on
David Goggins‘ father beat him mercilessly
These are some people who used the immense pain as fuel for growth.
But don’t think it’s just a few famous guys.
There are countless you and I don’t know who are doing amazing things spurred by their dragons.
The question is, are you going to let your pain devour you or are you going to use it?
It’s OK to be down, depressed or take time off. But the, eventually… Are you going to rise up?
Remember, the night is always darkest before the sun rises.
It is always darkest just before dawn
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Using Anger As Fuel
You might like or not like with Jordan Peterson.
But he is a smart man who knows about psychology.
And his popular book 12 Rules for Life Peterson says that that people repressing all their aggressive
tendencies develop psychological issues.
And he says that aggression can be channeled into meaningful social pursuits or, at the very least, it
can be used and leveraged for standing up to evil.
That much is true.
And it also happens to be one of the founding principles of this website.
Here is how controlled anger can help you fly higher:

1. Getting in The Zone
Tim Grover says it’s anger that gets you in the zone.
It’s anger simmering beneath your skin, barely about to burst, but you keep it under control for laser
focus and peak performance.

2. Focus
When you control anger, you can shut everything down and focus on one thing only: the task at hand.
Simmering anger can help you enter into what psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi dubbed “Flow“.
Example:
I’m writing this post after Amazon mistakenly shut down my referral program account.
If it can’t be fixed it will cost me days of work.
I was struggling to find the right mindset to write this post. Now I use that anger for a full focus
session.

3. Start!
If you struggle to start, turning your dragons into anger can be the best way to start doing.

4. Massive Action
Action helps.
Massive action helps a lot.
Massive action sustained over the long haul build empires.
Angela Duckworth in Grit explains that success is highly correlated to grit and staying power.
Anger is not great to sustain action, but it can serve you as a reminder to get back when you’re
straying.
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Whenever you feel like you’re letting up… Getting angry and renew your focus.

5. Pushing Past Comfort
Doyle in “The Talent Code” says that to learn and grow you must work at the edge of your comfort
zone in repeated and grueling sessions.
Experiments show that people in angry states can resist pain considerably longer than individuals in
non angry states.
Whenever you’re tired, in pain or at your wits’ end: get angry.

Turning Pain Into Fuel
Take that pain and instead of wallowing in it and becoming a passive victim use it.
Use it as a catalyst for change, as your dark side reservoir and as fuel for action.
And whenever you’re depleted, tap into it:
Thank you, dad, for telling me I’d never amount to anything, this last set is for you
Your ex dumped for a richer guy. These last 10 approaches are to show her you can get better
“You’re a social retard”, told you your ex-teacher. Your social transformation is proving her
wrong
Remember: smooth sailing rarely carried anyone to greatness. But men are born and characters are
forged in your darkest hours.
It’s in your darkest hours that men are born and characters are forged.
-Lucio Buffalmano

The Dark Side of The Power Moves
There are many dragons behind the motivation of website as well.
Part of what drives and motivates me is not just about building some good and nice.
Or about “making an impact”.
Arriving to The Power Move was a path of failures and disappointment.
Not all of them were personal though.
Some were general disappointments about some specimen of the human race whom undeservedly
ended up holding positions of power and responsability.
And most of the times, I turned around to realize I was the only one who demanded more of himself,
of society and of the world.
I describe some of those events in this speech here:
I leveraged my self-induced desperation, went into Monk Mode, and created The Power Moves.
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Owning The Dark Side
Tim Grover in Relentless says that all top performers are driven by a dark side.
Michael Jordan was driven by a constant chip on his shoulder.
In his hall of fame enshrinement speech, which is supposed to be about reminiscing, fun and good
memories, Jordan talks about the coach passing him over and Jordan wanting to prove him wrong.
Michael Jordan was mostly driven by dragons
The dark side is something most people would disapprove of and that’s why you don’t see it from
most highly successful individuals.
But if you really want to own your dark side, you can’t be ashamed of it.
You gotta own it within yourself first.
And then you can own it in front of the world, too.

Don’t Stay Stuck In The Dark
Not everything in your dark side is positive.
Some negative examples of the dark side which might lead to negative outcomes include:
Thirst for power
Unquenchable craving for winning
Insecurity
Need for external recognition
But they don’t have to lead to negative outcomes.
How you use it, is up to you.
In any case though, I don’t recommend you stay stuck in your dark side.
Albeit the dark side is helpful in reaching incredible heights, it does not make for a high quality of
life and it’s not very healthy.
I will quote Nietzsche here:
Whoever fights monsters shall see to it that in the process he does not become a monster.
Remember, you never let the dragons control you.
The goal is to harness them, to use them, so they can help you fly farther and higher.
And that’s the ultimate human conquest: harnessing the dark so that you can create more light.
For yourself, and for the world.
Controlling your dragons is about harnessing the dark, so that you can create more
light
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Social Relativity: From Nobody to Superstar
March 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Personal value and social status are always relative.
They are relative because there is no set measure and because they don’t depend only on you.
Indeed, for the most part, they depend on the assessment of the people around.
You can be a star in one group, and a nobody in another one. In the short span of a few minutes.
This post will review social relativity from a groups’ perspective.
Contents
Social Relativity Examples
Interest Groups Afford Power Based On Very Specific Skills And Traits
Some Groups Exclude Based on Lack of Common Traits
Rank-Based Groups Afford Status Based on Rank
Hate Groups: There Is One Hidden in Any Group
Bars & Clubs: Your Status Is Relative to The Other Patrons
Forced Groups Are Free For All
Environmental Impact On Personal Values
Win Every Time: Value Targeting
Social Chameleon
Group Social Value Drawbacks
When Status is LESS Relative
Better Specific Currencies or General Ones?
Summary

Social Relativity Examples
Let’s quickly review different types of groups that will make you valuable -or useless- within them.

Interest Groups Afford Power Based On Very Specific Skills
And Traits
Some groups aggregate around interests.
Being good at whatever skill those groups value will give you status within that specific group.
In a stamp collection club, the guy with the most stamps will see a boost in his social value
In tuning’s groups, the guy with the most powerful car and stereo will probably one of the
coolest guys
And in a group of hooligans it will be fanatism -or violence- that will determine who has the
highest value and most social power
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Some Groups Exclude Based on Lack of Common Traits
Some groups bond around a certain trait.
That trait might not afford an advantage because everyone has it.
But, if you don’t have it, you’re almost automatically excluded.
For example, older people who go to university feel awkward.
Why?
Because they will be the only older ones, same age as the professors but on the part of the students.
But being of a different age almost automatically makes you an outsider to that social hierarchy.
Which basically means: you don’t belong.

Rank-Based Groups Afford Status Based on Rank
In companies a lot of your social status will depend on your position within that company, which is
rather formalized through a title.
As John Maxwell says, titles don’t make leaders, but titles certainly have a major impact in the social
hierarchy within the company -and in the social status too-.

Hate Groups: There Is One Hidden in Any Group
Sometimes groups can get nasty towards outsiders.
As a matter of fact, as Baumeister explains, almost any group has in it the seeds to oppose other
groups.
Hate groups often award the most status to the most extreme members.
The most extreme member might not otherwise shine in no other way than his shallow charisma, hate
and rage.
Hate gorups are most likely to form when:
There is strong pride in what makes them a group
They build their pride around out-group enemies
There is a high similarity among members
Out-groups are seen as dangerous for the group
Here is one example from the movie “School Ties”:
The highest social status is probably going to the one who concocted and prepared the hate banner.

Bars & Clubs: Your Status Is Relative to The Other Patrons
Sometimes you will loosely be part of a group simply because of geographical location or proximity.
In a club, for example, your social status is highly relative to the people who are attending that club,
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and mostly based on looks, clothes, body language, mannerism, display of wealth and group of
friends.
Sometimes that will play well for you, some other times less so.
For example, one evening I ended up in a club in Madrid where the local football players hang out.
Most girls in there were hookers looking for football players.
The social currency there was (football) popularity and money.
I shouldn’t need to tell you I was pretty much a nobody there :).

Forced Groups Are Free For All
Some groups form out of necessity and not of out participants’ own will.
Some examples are:
High school
Military drafts
Prisons
These groups tend to be highly differentiated and there is little overlap between what’s popular in one
group and what works in another group.
Popularity is the high school social currency; strength is the social currency in the military; and
violence and alliances in prisons.

Environmental Impact On Personal Values
Sometimes you will completely change environment without joining any specific group.
For example: when you travel to different countries.
Simply being more exotic can get people to notice you more and make you more interesting.
Or because of stereotypes or real differences, you can be perceived as “better” than the people
around.
Dating is one of the starkest example of social relativity.
A white man, traveling to an African or a South East Asian country will immediately see his boost
boosted.
In some cases, it will skyrocket your value. See this example of this Philippine woman, who had
never seen me nor met me, throwing herself at me:
social relativity can swing to some crazy extremes

Win Every Time: Value Targeting
And now how you can use the theory of social relativity in real life.
To get what you want from people, to start friendships or to start a relationship: get and show them
the currency they specifically value.
For example:
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Get artistic value to date an artist
Do you like artistic folks, do you want to join an art circle and maybe have an artist as a
wife/husband?
Of course they are likely to want people with the same social currencies that they value.
Here’s what you do: start drawing, acting and attending art exhibitions.
You’ll pick the lingo, the common topics and you’ll be able to give the comfort of a shared culture
and passion.
Or learn history of art better than most and teach her about history of art -women dream to sleep with
their professors :)-.

Give business value to get business value
You want to mingle in business circles and attract a top business mentor?
Don’t write you seek employment from them, that’s what everybody does. Speak to him in a
currency he wants instead.
Ideally, you’ll go for an emotional bond and connection. Or he will want to be a father figure to you.
But that’s not easy to achieve.
So the second best option is what all business people appreciate: “what’s in it for them“.
Tell him you’ll work for free for 3 months, and if you’re great and only if you’re great he can start
paying you.
Otherwise, you’ll be happy for having learned from him and he got free labor.
Now he’s going to listen.

Social Chameleon
Being a social chameleon is all about understanding what social currency the people around you
appreciate.
And then playing up those qualities while muting the ones they don’t.
In short: understand the group’s social currency and trade that currency.
A breadth of experience will help you develop lots of reference points so that you will always have
something to offer.

Group Social Value Drawbacks
The very nature of group specificity makes groups’ status less valuable.
In the Small Pond Syndrome we reviewed how some people spend an inordinate amount of energy to
boost and defend their social statuses in some specific groups.
Only to one day move out of those groups and realize that what they had was… Meaningless.
The new group doesn’t know about their previous social status and… They couldn’t care less.
Now they’re back to nobodies.
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That’s why unless you stick to a specific group for your whole life, I would advise caring little of
groups’ internal social status.

When Status is LESS Relative
Alright, here is the good news:
You can develop currencies that will work no matter which you join.
In The Social Exchange Rule we reviewed that social relationships often obey a non-written rule
based on social value exchange.
It postulates that the more social value you possess, the more you can demand from others.
We dubbed that social value “social currency”.
In this article, we saw that the currencies always change depending on the group.
True.
That stands.
However, some currencies are almost always in demand, no matter the group you are in.
Some examples of them are:
Social skills
Conversation skills
Great looks
Lots of resources (or ability to acquire them)
Confidence
When you possess them, you tend to do well in most any social circle you join.

Better Specific Currencies or General Ones?
In some instances groups’ specific currencies, or the qualities that a specific group appreciates, can
count more than the general ones.
And in extreme examples, even subvert them.
For example, a positive and upbeat personality is what most people like.
But if you want to enter a circle of emo and Gothic subcultures your smiles and positive attitude
might make you an outcast.
However, as a rule of thumb, you should put all your effort in developing general-appeal
currencies.
Those allow you to enter and do well in almost any group.
Developing group-specific currencies instead is dangerous and ties all your fortune to a single group.
And you’re better off free as a bird than anchored to the same group for all your life :).
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Summary
We have seen that what people value can be highly relative depending on the groups you join.
Your social status in those groups will hinge on whether or not you have the currencies that group
values.
Most groups however are not very strict and value what most other groups value.
Focus on those general currencies and you’ll do great.
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3 Sex Goddesses Teach You How to Seduce A Man
March 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you secretly searching for information on how to seduce a man?
You have come to the right place.
And I congratulate you.
This world needs more women who can master the art of seduction.
In this article we learn how to seduce a man from three top female seductresses who have proven to
seduce men by the millions.
We will break down exactly what is it that makes them effective.
And then we will explain how you can do the same.
Contents
How to Seduce Men
Marilyn Monroe Seduction Style
1. Orgasmic Faces
2. Innocence
3. Promises of Endless Pleasures
4. Madness
How Marilyn Seduces Men: Summary
Aida Yespica Seduction Style
Try To Guess
1. Hedonistic Playfulness
2. Sexual Inhibition
3. Sexual Provocation
Margarita Levieva Seduction Style
1. Dancing Skills
2. Feminine Body Language
3. Flowing Motion
4. Purring Voice
Summary

How to Seduce Men
First of all, there are several different styles to effectively seduce men.
That means that you don’t need to change your natural self, but you can leverage your strengths.
Indeed, I highly recommend you choose a style that is most similar to your base character: nothing
beats a sexy woman who’s comfortable in her own skin (and game).
Some styles, like Marilyn Monroe, works on virtually every man.
But worry not: each seduction style in this article works on the majority of men.
Even many of those who say “they are not into that”.
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Let’s start then.

Marilyn Monroe Seduction Style
The Sexual Innocence
A guide on female seduction could not start with Marilyn Monroe.
Marilyn’s seduction power plays on the mixed signals of always-on sex vibes coupled with the
defenseless girly attitude.

1. Orgasmic Faces
Look at the first 10 seconds of the video below.
What does it make you, what sensations does it evoke in you?
It’s of a mix of orgasmic and dreamy expressions.
As if she’d just awaken.. Or as if she’d never wake up. She’s always there to take you in her dream
world.

2. Innocence
The second most important element of Marilyn is innocence.
It’s the mix of sex and innocence that is so explosive.
Sex alone is common, and would make her no more than the typical TV soubrette.
Innocence is the element that allows her to scream sex from every pore without looking like a thirsty
wh*re.
Thanks to innocence Marilyn escapes labels: on the Madonna-Whore dichotomy, Monroe takes
both.

Marilyn Seeks Protection, Men Trip Over Themselves
Her natural aura of innocence gives Marilyn a huge advantage over almost any other woman.
With the mix of innocence and sex she seduces men at two different levels:
Carnal desire
Male provider role
At the same time that men want to possess her, they also want to protect her.
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3. Promises of Endless Pleasures
Look at the first 20 seconds of the video below.
Her voice, her softness and demure attitude are already captivating.
Then the interviewer makes a difficult question.
She pauses, without getting defensive or guarded.
She admits she doesn’t know what to answer, showing her vulnerability and inhibition.
Then she cracks a joke… And flashes her orgasmic face.
Marilyn in 20 seconds.
How does it feel?
Does it feel like this woman around the house would nag you about dirty dishes?
Or complain about crumbles in kitchen?
No, it feels like she’d float around, never bothering, never pestering… And never rejecting his man
for sex.

4. Madness
This is the last major pillar of Marilyn’s appeal.
As Greene also explains in The Art of Seduction, men are smothered by the need of always being
rational and in control.
And that’s why irrationality and madness exert such an unconscious pull.
Madness also puts a man slightly on edge.
He never knows what’s coming… And he never feels he fully has her.
All powerful tools to hook him in.
Notice how she lays against him, slightly unnatural. And how she’s short of breath, as if pained by
some mysterious mental issue.

How Marilyn Seduces Men: Summary
If I had to summarize Marilyn feminine seduction powers in one sentence, it would be this: she oozes
sex to make every man think she’s ready to be impregnated, yet they also want to protect her at
the same time.
And here are the steps:
Look like sex
Seem easy
Add innocence
Play the girl in need of protection
Add a touch of madness and unpredictability: you’re not easy to tie down
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Aida Yespica Seduction Style
The Sexual Tease
“Gatte morte” know how to seduce a man.
I know, that’s not English.
There’s no equivalent for that Italian expression. It would be something like a crossover between
“tease” / “feminine” / “coy”.
But we’ll see what that means with examples.
In the latest years, I’ve never seen anyone topping Aida Yespica when it comes to the teasing
seductive style.
Rumors had it she would charge thousands of Euros for her company before she even got famous.
And I still remember my friend’s comment: “I would totally pay it”.
Now why would a penniless -and very handsome- teenager go into debt when he had an abundance of
women -and when equally beautiful hookers were available at less than 100?-.
Because none of them knew how to use teasing to seduce a man, of course.

Try To Guess
Watch this video first, and see if you can guess who’s the seductress we’re talking about.
Don’t just look at bodies.
Look at the overall aura:
Who makes you want to possess her the most?
It’s not even a contest, right?
The girl who grabs her own boobs and shows her tongue is Aida Yespica.
Here is what makes Aida stand out:

1. Hedonistic Playfulness
It’s all a game for her.
Life is dancing, laughing… And very possibly sex, we imagine.
Aida makes you feel like you’re drinking from the source of eternal youth.
Because She is eternal youth and hedonistic passion.
If you want to have the same vibe:
Laugh hard
Dance with abandon
Be positive and upbeat
Socialize, make friends quickly
Be happy, have a lust for life
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2. Sexual Inhibition
Aida emanates confidence in her own body and sexuality.
It feels as if she could do herself, she would.
And as she grabs and touches herself, many men probably imagine her doing just that.
There’s a strong relationship between how much we accept our bodies and how inhibited we can get
in bed.
We know that unconsciously, and that’s why sexually inhibited seducers are so good at arousing men.
See her again in action:
Notice again that sexual liberation is only the first step, but not enough to get you into the Olympus
of top seducers.
It’s the tease and provocation that Aida adds to the mix indeed that takes her to the next level:

3. Sexual Provocation
The way Aida mixes sex and fun is a big provocation.
She puts sex in front of you, then pulls it away as if it was all in jest.
She pokes fun at your manhood.

It’s like telling him:
“I’d go for it… But you were too slow.. We’re just friends now… Unless you’re man enough
to come and get me?”.
That’s the kind of sexual provocation the top coquettes go for.
It’s waving the red flag in front of the bull, only to sidestep at the last second and get him chasing
with his blood roiling.
Here’s an example of the concept from a TEDx talk on seduction:
And now let’s move to the third and most feminine seductive style.

Margarita Levieva Seduction Style
The Essence of Feminity
An article on how to seduce a man could not avoid the most natural of seduction: pure, concentrated
femininity.
It’s Margarita Levieva, pure femininity in motion.
And I wasn’t surprised to read she was born in Russia and was a competitive gymnast.
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1. Dancing Skills
Some art expressions can give you big points when it comes to femininity and seduction.
Singer, violinist, fashion designer are some of them.
And of course, dancing.
Dancing is the public, dressed up expression of lovemaking. Nothing screams femininity like proper
dancing:

2. Feminine Body Language
The devil is in the details.
The best feminine seducers incorporate highly feminine body language into their daily expressions,
making it all-natural.
Even when they don’t look like they’re trying to seduce, they are still seductive.
Here’s an example:
Did you guess it? The cues are: head tilt and a slight sway back posture.

3. Flowing Motion
Men tend to move in blockier fashion.
Some women, too.
And they are not seductresses.
Because the best seductresses move flowingly instead, like colorful butterflies.
Here’s the perfect entrance: no bombast, but 100% femininity:
Notice how she moves like she’s walking on air.
She’s late but still doesn’t hurry: she’s a lady and the man can wait.
And most of all notice how she gets into the chair: she doesn’t use her hands or pull the chair up.
She seductively moves her body.

4. Purring Voice
Notice in the above video her accent on the words “late”, “ever” and “forgive”.
It’s like a cat purr. It’s not about meaning, it’s about sensuality.

Summary
There are many styles and techniques that help women seduce men and make them swoon.
This article focuses mostly on what are very feminine traits:
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Innocence
Teasing & provocation
Femininity
These are all traits that you can easily incorporate in your life. Especially femininity, which is in
rather short supply these days.
If you want to take it now to the next level, check out these articles:
Male seductive types: this same article, but for men
The definitive guide to driving him crazy
How to Mind Fuck a Guy: 12 Techniques (With Examples)
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How to Mind Fuck a Guy: 12 Techniques (With Examples)
March 7, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to make him crazy about you?
Or, how it’s more hip to ask these days: how to mind fuck a guy?
I’m glad you asked.
This post delves deep into the psychological meanders of the male mind to give you all the tricks in
the book to make men obsessed with you.
Warning: this post contains a lot of mind games and mind fuck techniques.
Let’s start:
Contents
#1. The Dionysiac Mind-Fuck
Example
#2. Madonna-Whore Seduction
Example
How To Pull It Off
#3. Push-Pull Seduction
Example
How To
#4. Mixed Signals Seduction
#5. Regression Seduction
Example
Example 2:
How To
Best With
#6. Inverse Regression Seduction
Example
Best For:
Reversal:
#7. Guilt-Trip
Example
How To:
#8. Dangerous Woman Seduction
Example:
#9. Sex and Violence Seduction
Example
How To
#10. Private Area Pokes
Example:
How To
#11. Sex-Talk Seduction
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Example:
#12. Sexual Bursts Seduction
Example:
How To
Bonuses
Summary

#1. The Dionysiac Mind-Fuck
There’s much external pressure on men to appear rational and in control more times than they’d want
to.
That’s why irrationality and a touch of madness can be so appealing to the unconscious.
And a woman who can muster irrational abandon and Dionysiac sexuality will exert and irresistible
pull on him (this is one of the reasons men are attracted to the woman dancing the craziest possible
way in the club).

Example
Look at this example from “Dating In The Dark”.
She uses a dionysiac spirit of irrationality to make him want to possess her.
Notice his reaction, when he says:
Mindfucked guy: In a weird way I’d still like to see Ilona
And then he ends with “damn”.
He’s been taken for a ride. And he just experienced the power of irrationality:
In this example, she makes him want to fuck her, but she also ends up looking like a low-quality girl.
But madness is not synonymous with stupid and you can do the same without looking stupid.
See the example from Aida Yespica in:
3 styles to seduce a Man

#2. Madonna-Whore Seduction
Carnal desire and a powerful sexual chemistry validate men and enslave their minds.
But there is a danger: you might appear too “easy” if it’s too soon (see: Madonna-Whore
Dichotomy).
What’s the solution, then?
As Peter Diamandis says, when you’re faced with a tough choice: take both.
You will resist him AND show an overpowering sexual lust: the best of both worlds.
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Example
This is a quick story of a woman (unconsciously) using the madonna-whore seduction on me:
She wasn’t having any.
So I decided to stop charging and let her do some touching.
I took her hand and started running it across my body.
My abs, then down on my upper leg and thigh. Then slowly back up again.
Finally, I slide her hand across my crotch and erected co*k.
And then back up again.
On the next pass, I let her linger a bit more on my crotch. Then lower down again.
Eventually, I let her slip under the underwear’s elastic band. But just a dip.
A few more motions and then I finally let her lace her fingers around my co*k.
And that’s when she jumped on me, panting heavy and her tongue swirling in my mouth.
She was showing me all the signs of pure sexual abandon.
I’m thinking this is it and we’re ready for the final move: I pushed her on her back, ready to rail
her.
But she snaps back to rational, again resisting me.
Have you figured out which part is the madonna/whore seduction?
Of course her panting and horny is the whore, while resisting again in spite of her dripping sexuality
is the Madonna part.
The succession of unbridled lust and rational resistance lasted for a while. I’m not a fan of women
resisting for long, but of all the resistances I’ve encountered… That was the best lead up to sex I have
ever had.
I sometimes still think about it…

How To Pull It Off
Show powerful sexual attraction while you also fight off the urge.
Let him come to you
Abandon yourself in the heat of the moment
Suddenly “wake up”: it’s not easy but you’re forcing yourself to stop
Rinse and repeat
For more techniques on delaying sex also read: how to turn down sex.
And here is a short video example from the movie “Seduce and Abandoned”:

#3. Push-Pull Seduction
Lust and emotional dependency thrive on mixed feelings.
Anger and lust, passion and fear, warmth and coldness. And, most of all, physical heat and emotional
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distance.
The key is to alternate them.
Give positive feelings, then take it away. Then have lustful sex. Then rinse and repeat.
A mix of strong and positive emotions alternating with negative ones rarely fails to make men lust
and obsess over you.

Example
My date was late and, slightly annoyed, I used that time to shop for groceries.
When I came out, there she stood: a perfect candid baby face with a striped suit (mixed signal).
She didn’t apologize and was cold and distant when I hugged her. That annoyed me once again.
I asked her to help me carry the grocery.
And she refused.
My patience was running out.
I was teetering between telling her to get the fuc* off back home and take her back, rail her, and then
dish the same shit*y treatment back.
Of course I decided for the latter.
We walked without exchanging a single word for a couple of minutes, and then she went from cold to
teasing.
She made fun of sulking me.
She told me I should call her “miss no” and teased me if other women do the same (she sets herself
up as “different” and “superior”).
Then she finally swung the opposite direction.
She apologized, took more than half the grocery and lightly hit me with her leg as if to say “wise up, I
was just fu*king with you”.
I was already horny, but with that turnaround, damn!
I wonder how did I resist from bending her over and possessing her in the street.

How To
Make him feel like the best man in the world, make him feel like he can make you so happy and
satisfied.
Then take it all away and keep him guessing.
Make them angry
Be cold and distant
Have great sex (remember: you’re sexually attracted to him)
Be warm and make them happy (they’ll think they have you)
Rinse and repeat
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#4. Mixed Signals Seduction
Similar as above.
Push and pull is a typical form of mixed signal and the most famous example, but there’s more you
can use:
Angelic face (paternalistic instincts) + naughty undertones
White dress & blonde hair (purity)+ revealing clothes
Baby face (naivety) + suit (seriousness)
Striped suit, back from office (power) + submissively asking him to rail you
The Madonna-whore sexual seduction also leverages push-pull and mixed signals

#5. Regression Seduction
Nobody really ever leaves his mother
Here’s a sum of Western women’s dating strategy:
1. Show no emotions
2. Pretend you’re not into him
3. Make him chase and invest
While that definitely can work (albeit often with the wrong guys!), the opposite strategy can work
even better.
And the opposite is what Robert Greene dubs “regression seduction” in his seminal The Art of
Seduction.
Greene says that the most powerful Regression, the Infantile Regression, is all about unconditional
love.

Example
An ex-girlfriend of mine was a natural when it came to oedipal regression strategy.
This was what my ex did:
Healing Kiss
I woke up one morning with little sleep and dark circles around my eyes. She leaned in and
kissed the area under my eyes
That was unexpected.
I fumbled a “thanks” and a smile.
I couldn’t even remember my mother having done that, and I was smitten by her display of caring.
Sleeping Kiss
During sleep I realized that before going to the bathroom she kissed me on the temple
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Tucking In
When I’d join her in bed, she would raise the cover to help me in
On a night flight, I fell asleep and woke up with the sleeping cover snugly arranged on me (she
did that for me)
You will realize that the above are caring signals the way a mom would care about a baby.
How did that affect me?
It’s easy to tell sex stories, but it’s less easy to be open with emotional ones. But the truth is that I still
feel emotionally connected to my ex. I think of her as “my baby”, but probably the opposite would be
more correct.
And if I have to think of an ex girlfriend with whom to cuddle, it would be her.

Example 2:
It also works the other way around, with women wanting to baby a grown man.
Watch this interview with a former girlfriend of Charlie Sheen.
Listen well to what she says:
She will always love him because she sees little Charlie in need of protection.

How To
You can use this one when you want a strong long lasting relationship.
For the specific moves, you can copy the above examples and add some of these:
Caressing
Remove lints, fixing his clothes
Show unconditional love when he makes a mistake

Best With
It works with everyone.
And it’s especially useful if you want to hook great, wealthy but rascal playboys.
They will use and forget all other women, but they’ll always come back to you.

#6. Inverse Regression Seduction
This is the inverse regression. Here you regress to childlike behavior.
In the presence of youth, men feel like their own youth is coming back.
They get to feel like father and take care of you, but with the addendum of the sexual side.
Mixing sex and innocence is exactly what made Marilyn Monroe so appealing.
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Example
As you can imagine the movie Lolita has tons of great examples.
Only issue is, she is a kid.
This is an example with a mature woman instead.
Notice the man is also partially regressing, but he’s the aggressor:
He is the father figure, while she gets to play the baby
How To:
Play naive, lost… In need of protection and guidance
Laugh out loud and with gusto: you haven’t experienced the darker side of life yet
Feel free to be awkward: you haven’t yet internalized society’s rules of “proper” behavior
Emphasize weaknesses and vulnerabilities
The rules bend with inverse regression.
Don’t worry about entitlement mentality or asking too much: children are egocentric and believe the
world revolves around them.
And he will act accordingly and do everything for you (OK, now I link to Lolita).

Best For:
This is perfect to get a sugar daddies to pamper and spoil you.

Reversal:
Almost every guy will enjoy a bit of childlike spirit, but don’t overdo it.
Men with no pedophile tendencies can be put off (I had to tell a girl playing baby with her Tweety
underwear not to wear them anymore).
And remember, it’s lightheartedness with sex undertones, not full-on baby. The first part here is good,
the last one is too much:
Too much baby games can be off-putting to some men

#7. Guilt-Trip
How to make him crazy about you isn’t necessarily directly related to attraction, sex and seduction.
If you can instill a major sense of guilt in his conscience, that will also push him to you.
Out of guilt, yes, but that doesn’t necessarily need to replace love or sexual attraction, but can be on
top of them.
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Example
There are many sexual moments I’d like to relive in my life.
Some of them, because they were great.
Some others, because I didn’t have her and thought I should have had her.
But if I could go back in time one time, and one time only, that would be to change things with the
woman who told me:
Ex-fling: I wish I had never done it with you.
Something changed the day she uttered those words.
I could no longer look at myself and say I’m a giver.
In a way, those words stole my innocence and burned a little hole in my conscience.
And even to this day, after she forgave me, I still feel I need to make it up to her.

How To:
Let him feel he pushed too hard for sex
Tell him you feel so hurt
Let him know you’re devastated after he cheated
The Cheating Guilt Trip
Steve Harvey in Act Like a Lady Think Like a Man says that men who cheated often go back to
being perfect husbands.
That’s true, but it only happens when she denies him first, lets him see what he’s missing… And
makes him feel guilty about it.

Reversal:
It will not work with narcissists and sociopaths.
Some of them will even see it as a badge of their deceptive skills.

#8. Dangerous Woman Seduction
Danger mixes well with madness and irrationality, and takes it a step further.
Danger is exciting, that’s one of the reasons why heart-breaking players appeal to women and why
James Bond is so alluring.
And, if present, it also plays into possible latent masochistic tendencies.

Example:
We were pillow talking and she was prodding about me and my life -funny how some women
remember to do that after, BTW-.
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I love after sex conversation. You can drop the masks and really be yourself.
But back then “myself” was a bit of a childish tw*t.
So when it came to love and past relationships I delivered my line which I thought was cool as hell:
Me: “just don’t fall in love with me“
With a serious and stern tone she said:
Her: “No, I will fall in love with you and then I will kill you“
I laughed at the beginning thinking how that was the best comeback I had ever heard.
But I also realized later I was perversely more attracted to her.
The “Dangerous Woman Seduction” is also one of the driving seduction forces of the movie “Basic
Instinct”, where in the final sex scene he suspects and fears for his life.

#9. Sex and Violence Seduction
Let’s start with the due disclaimers: violence sucks.
Emotional abuse sucks.
And latent aggression, based on the need to be superior to one’s partner, makes for terrible
relationships and has no seductive appeal whatsoever (check combative relationships for examples).
However, that being said, aggression, violence and attraction can powerfully overlap.
Physical domination appeals to women more than most people would care to admit.
For many women, rape-like sex is a fantasy.
And, sometimes, more than a fantasy. Relationship researcher John Gottman, in The Science of Trust
reveals he was shocked to meet woman after woman confessing that their best sex was right after a
beating.
Men have it too.
Domination impinges on males’ masochistic tendencies.
And many say that the most powerful men have it more often and more strongly.
I wouldn’t recommend going to extremes.
There are no statistics, but I suspect masochists are not a majority -and it’s probably not the
relationship you wanna have-.
Yet, in milder forms, it will get most guys very into you.

Example
Having sex during a fight, or when it seems you two are on the verge of splitting, is extremely
seductive. And so is a mix of sex and aggression.
Do you think this scene is sexy or not:
Notice again the mix of emotions: hate, carnal passion and love.
P.S.: unluckily my own upload with the full sex scene has been flagged (damn you prudes! :), so you
get the PG-13 version here.
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How To
To stay in the safe zone, you can do the following:
Show him some bite and resistance, let him “earn you” in bed with some domination
Pillow fights
Play wrestling

#10. Private Area Pokes
This is a big weapon in the arsenal of the teasing seduction styles (see: seduction styles).
The below the belt touches are a form of waving a red flag in front of him. It’s like saying
Teasing Seductress: I might be into you… Are you gonna be man enough to come get me?
And rest assured he will want to fuck you and obsess over you the whole night (or life) long.
A similar and equally effective technique is “accidentally” rubbing the pelvis or chest against him,
which were rated as the most effective technique to turn him on by David Buss’ research (Buss,
2003).

Example:
See an example from this real-life documentary:
If you want to fuck him, this move will mindfuck him to want to fuck you ?
If you want to be more provocative and you’re in private, you can have grab/poke or touch his private
parts.
Just remember: don’t be too direct or thirsty, this is not you who wants him: this is you making him
want you.

How To
Touch his upper leg when seating
Rest your hand on his inner thigh for a split of a second
Touch the side of his leg while waking
Joking “hit him” below the belt (not necessarily crotch, side of the leg is also fine)

#11. Sex-Talk Seduction
Actions speak louder than words.
But that doesn’t mean that words can’t have their place in making him crazy about you.
Indeed sexually-laden talk is a great, great way to arouse someone. It’s also a game men use with
women, and it works even better from women to men.
As we’ve seen in the text flirting guide, it’s best when implied, understated and hinted.
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Direct can also work, but be aware it’s at a higher danger of slotting you into the short term type of
gal.

Example:
The best way to do it is to pass obvious hints at sex, but without using curse words.
That way, you make him want to fuck while still coming across as a high quality woman.
Notice that when she implies he will masturbate she is also implying he’s attracted to her.
Check this forum entry for a couple more ideas on talking about sex without using curse words.

#12. Sexual Bursts Seduction
Uncover your wild side… Then take it away.
Quick bursts of whirlwind sexual passion will leave him speechless.
Actually, better than speechless: it will leave him dazed and confused, horny and excited.
And that’s when brain neurological patterns are more easily shaped: you’re literally branding him.
Obsession guaranteed.

Example:
Watch Summer’s perfect execution:

How To
Catch him where sex is not to be expected. Then turn him on:
Stroke his package beside a clerk’s counter
A footsie under the table meeting the parents
Throw yourself at him in a fitting room

Bonuses
Some men will love a woman taking charge. The most dominant men might not appreciate it much,
though -especially if it’s the first timeThere are a few more techniques to make him obsess about you and want to fuck you.
I dedicate less space to them as they are either less effective, more destructive, or more tailed to
certain types of men.
They include:
Refuse him (many men have an inborn stalker within them only waiting to be awaken)
Make him feel he’s close to sex, but never deliver it (some gold diggers can effectively use this
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one)
Break up with him (some men only realize what they miss when they don’t have it anymore)
Take charge of the seduction (I never liked it when women did it to me because I’m one of
those guys who like to take charge. But some men will love it)
Triangulation and jealousy games
Here is a triangulation example a woman played with me:
Triangulation makes him defensive and protective
However, the above techniques are nasty and high quality men will not stick around when you play
them.
That’s why I don’t recommend them.

Summary
As strange as it might sound, to make a man sexually addicted to you, sex is just a tiny part.
Sex feels similar to most men, and orgasms are always the same, whether she stands there like a log,
or if she’s got the best twerking game in the world.
It’s what around the sexual act that makes men addicted to you sexually. And this article showed
reliable techniques to get him hooked.
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Flaky Girl Texting: Text-by-Text Case Study
March 10, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What to do if a girl flakes but keeps texting?
First of all, know that it’s a common issue.
I have been there countless of times.
And eventually, I refined a good method that works most of the times.
With this article, you will learn the method through a text-by-text case study.
Contents
What to Text Flaky Girls
#1. First Text: All Seem Good With Flakes
#2. Dealing With The First Flake
#3. Take Pressure OFF After First Flake
#4. Take A Break… Then Go For It Again
#5. Two Flakes: It’s Now Officially A Flaky Girl
#6. Rinse & Repeat: Pressure OFF V.2
#7. Blow Her Off To Regain Power
#8. In or Out Text: You Must Stop The Buck
#9. Capitalize On Any Opening
#10. Strike
What to Text Flaky Girls: Overview
Handling Flaky Girls: Summary

What to Text Flaky Girls
Most guys drop the ball with flaky girls by pushing too hard until the women lose interest.
Or they give up themselves complaining about flakes.
Granted, some flakes you will never meet, but you should at least do your part properly.
Please note she has very bad English. Albeit I believe that a terrible English is an indicator of low
quality women, she was young and learning. And very attractive.

#1. First Text: All Seem Good With Flakes
Our first in-person interaction was very good.
And the fact that she answers to the first text is another major positive sign.
Usually, flaky girls do reply to the first texts because they enjoy that push-pull dynamic going on, and
push-pull starts with a pull.
My plan was to contact her the day after and ask about her schedule.
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#2. Dealing With The First Flake
She misunderstands my request of “what’s your schedule” and/or doesn’t give me a date.
Not the best situation.
I propose a date and she denies it without proposing another date. Not good.
At this point I could have asked her when she comes back, but that would have been quite a lot of
chasing from my side.
I decide to go another route:

#3. Take Pressure OFF After First Flake
Pressure off and I want to get some points back. I want to give her a reason to say something and
engage.
I send a picture of an amazing place which almost everyone would like. You could do the same with
some food: that also almost always works.
Notice I say you should go there with your friends, which is sliiightly dismissive.
After that I don’t reply.
I’m trying to accumulate some brownie points for my next charge by making her write last.

#4. Take A Break… Then Go For It Again
Now I can freely call and go for it again without being too chasey.
She doesn’t pick up: expected.
With my after call text (always write right after the call) I bridge back to the last conversation. It’s
always good to put a bit more meat on the fire so it doesn’t look you’re only and always trying to get
her out.
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She proposes to go with a friend.
This is typical of younger girls and girls who have mixed feelings about you. They like you but
they’re also a bit worried/shy/apprehensive.
I reply I’d rather meet her on her own. It’s a risk you gotta take. I make a slight mistake here though:
I should have asked why she wants to meet with a friend.
That would have uncovered her real issue but at that point I was kinda confident she’d go for it.

#5. Two Flakes: It’s Now Officially A Flaky Girl
We exchanged a couple of texts where she seems positive about meeting.
But again, she flips flops when it’s time to set it up. and doesn’t reply. The whole interaction was
hanging on a thin thread here and it was close to end for good.
Writing her name with a few dots is a good way to resume a conversation when she doesn’t text back.
It works mostly when there was a previous convo.
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Pushing here would have probably been the end of it.
My best bet is to let her re-engage first. I put a crying smiley. It should be obvious I’m exaggerating
but just to be sure I add “lol ok”.
No more, you must remain unaffected.
The day after she comes clean on her real issue: limited language skills. Great, now I can address it:

#6. Rinse & Repeat: Pressure OFF V.2
Telling her “it’s OK, you don’t need to worry and blablabla” is a typical, common mistake.
It would be too much effort and too much push. Make her feel it’s fine by relating to her instead.
And then I go for it again, mildly.
I’m banking on the fact that now that we’ve addressed the issue she’s OK with going ahead. Whether
she is or not, you’ll never know without actually going for it, so you simply have to.
Because pressure is off, yes, but the mantra still applies:
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Always be closing

Her reply is again leading absolutely nowhere.
Replying to that sh*t would be a mistake. It’s the second time she asks, and it’s leading me astray.
Plus you don’t wanna follow her lead and reply to her questions when she’s not following yours
(giving you a date).

#7. Blow Her Off To Regain Power
I have a different plan in mind: blow off her question and get her to follow my lead instead.
She’s Japanese, so I tell her I tried a local Japanese restaurant, which should easily get her to jump on
my topic.
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Which indeed is the case:

#8. In or Out Text: You Must Stop The Buck
Trying to send her a picture here would not be too good because, again, you’d follow her lead when
she’s not following yours.
At this point, it’s time to start getting a bit more disengaged. We’ve exchanged quite a few texts and
you can’t keep chatting with flakes for too long.
So this time I don’t ask her when she’s free but I tell where I will be.
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Notice that I don’t rush to go to her just because she says she’s there.
Never run after flakes: that’s how they string along men for the eternity!
P.S.: the time doesn’t match because of different time zones.

#9. Capitalize On Any Opening
When she says she’s with a friend it’s also a key moment.
If it was at the beginning of interaction it might be OK to tell her she should choose you in a slightly
cheeky way, like for example:
it’s OK, tell your friend you have to to meet a handsome guy
But at this point I’m not gonna invest a zilch anymore. I’ve spent enough time, addressed her
concern, made her invest enough. If she’s into me at all, she should be cool with meeting me.
So I tell her we do our things and we’ll see.
And finally it goes just the way I want. The moment she says “where are you” indeed marks a turning
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point. That’s her putting in effort and chasing me.

I know it will take me longer than half an hour, but now that she’s finally chasing I want to string her
along a bit. I need to make back some points.
However, don’t overdo it. At the end of the day, it should still be a win-win to meet, so don’t go
overboard with ignoring or not showing up at all.
As for most everything in life: balance.

#10. Strike
And finally, we met.
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What to Text Flaky Girls: Overview
I define here flakes as women who never seem to make concrete steps to meet. They seemed
interested, they kinda of reply.. But keep out of reach.
You handle these women like this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go for the meet
Pressure off and let them invest
Don’t reply for a few days
Call and go for it again
If they flake again, let them invest again

If they don’t meet you again, they’re either never gonna meet you, or there’s an issue. So:
1. Uncover the issue (scared, no English, no money.. ?)
2. Address root cause
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3. Go for it again
4. My way or the highway: it’s either it happens now, or you close contact

Handling Flaky Girls: Summary
Texting flaky girls can be (relatively) a lot of work as you can see.
It’s your choice whether or not to engage in it, but know that among flakes there are many girls who
actually like you.
So if you also like them, it could make sense to take some time on it. Just remember the golden rule:
don’t chase too hard, try to rebalance the power and strike as soon as you can.
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7 Texting Mistakes That Turn Guys Off (W/ Examples)
March 11, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This post is a collection of some common texting mistakes that turn guys off.
Contents
#1. Ping Texts
Example
#2. Low Investment Text Messages
#3. Powerless Woman Texts
#4. Rage-Texting
Example
#5. Bored Texts
#6. Talk To Me Texts
Example:
#7. Selfies Texts
7.2. Sexting
Summary

#1. Ping Texts
Ping texts are messages like:
Hey
What’s up
Yo
“the guy’s name”
While it was you who wanted to get in touch, ping texts shift the burden on him to actually come up
with something meaningful.
It screams that you are trying to make him chase and make him invest in you.
But it does so in the wrong way.
Now he’ll be thinking:
Him: Hmmm… She contacted me.
Do I have anything to say?
No, then why should I try at all?
I’m just gonna send the ball back on her court instead (and hopefully she’ll get it)

Example
Notice the girl below makes the same mistake twice.
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The first text was useless and I give her a chance to articulate her thoughts.
But instead of fleshing out a meaningful message, she shift the burden on me once again (demanding
I explain).
Now if we had been close, I might have taken the time to explain. But we weren’t close enough for
her to demand so much investment.
We had a good time and I sincerely wish her well, but that was our last text.
Communicate meaningfully, or forever hold your peace

#2. Low Investment Text Messages
Gimme more messages are messages aimed at making him write as much as possible with as little
effort on your side as possible.
They suffer from the same downside of all the “let him invest tactics”: less discerning men will chase
you.
More socially aware men will get annoyed.
Read more details on why you should aim for balanced investment.
“and..”
“so… ?”
“…”
“?”
Races to the bottom only go one place: to the bottom

#3. Powerless Woman Texts
I used to cal these texts “rudderless boat texts”.
Why?
Because they communicate the woman relinquishes control of her life.
And if she relinquishes control of one of the most important areas of her life, what does that say
about her?
Some rudderless texts are hilarious in their timeless idiocy:
“I like being spontaneous” (like should we wait to run into each other?)
“We’ll see” (see what exactly)
“I’m not sure” (who is sure then)
“I believe in destiny” (and that’s why you’re single)
Even when you’re sincerely on the fence, rudderless texts make you look indecisive.
If they’re excuses because you don’t want to meet him, you can do better. If you’re really not sure,
then think about it and reach a conclusion.
And if you actually like him, then lady up and go for it (or other women will).
No plan is a plan to fail
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#4. Rage-Texting
When you get angry, he is reassured that you are emotionally invested.
That easily translates into the feeling that “he has you”.
Indeed, when you get snippy two possible things happen:
1. The guy backtracks and apologizes -and then you know he’s a wuss2. The guy laughs -and he knows you’re under his thumbAnd, worst of all, you look like a low quality woman who can’t control herself and maintain a
polite, respectful conversation.
High quality men don’t want angry women.
How do you think it’s like to be in a relationship with a woman who often rages and flies off the
handle?
I can tell you that: it sucks.

Example
My reply was a joking way to nudge her into dropping the bragging tone.
But when she got snippy I knew for sure that she was indeed trying to impress me and that she was
emotionally invested.
If she was really bothered, stopping communication would have been a better way of sending the
message.
But the best course of action was to make a joke about it an move on. That would have actually given
her some points.
Something like:
Woman Who Gets It: LOL yeah, I like making sure people know they’re talking to a big
shot :D. Jokes aside…
OR:
Woman Who Gets It:LOL, I want to make sure you know you gotta bring the A game
around me :D. Jokes aside…
Instead her reply communicated that she was totally under my thumb.
And that she would make for a poor relationship partner, too!
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Stay cool or ghost out trying

#5. Bored Texts
Few things scream low quality woman as complaining about being bored.
I’m not even gonna dig on my phone for examples: don’t do it, just don’t do it.

#6. Talk To Me Texts
Talk to me texts let him know that you were thinking about him and that his silence is getting to you.
And maybe both are true and, sometimes, it’s great being sincere and vulnerable.
But do it too often, and they signal insecurity and neediness.
Some examples:
“you don’t talk to me”
“why don’t you reply to me”
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Example:
Notice that the first text, in the second part, could actually be a text you should emulate.
It’s like saying “I’m for real, step up and come get me”.
But the first part ruins it. It says she’s insecure and high maintenance from an emotional point of
view.

Don’t force him; make him want it

#7. Selfies Texts
Unless you’re a teenager and unless you two are already lovers you better avoid texting selfies.
They scream attention seeking and time wasting.
And if he’s a cool guy, chances are he doesn’t know what to do with your pictures before you two are
close.
He should want you physically in real life, not in byte version.

7.2. Sexting
And worst of all, of course, are unrequested (half) naked selfies.
Trust me, that’s what trans and ladyboys do and it’s a major warning signal for guys who’ve been
around the block.
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At 5:56 I knew it was a bad idea..
And unless you’re going to marry and be together happy ever after, who knows where those pictures
are going to end up.
Don’t risk it, and avoid sexting.

Summary
There are many ways to send terrible texts and I could make this list longer.
But I feel these 7 cover some of the most common bad texts I’ve seen around.
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How to Be Feminine: Step-by-Step Guide (Videos & Pics)
March 12, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
I’m glad you’re looking at how to be more feminine.
This world needs more women who know how to be feminine.
By the end of this article, you will know the exact moves, body language and expressions that make
women more feminine.
Contents
Why Being More Feminine
#1. Eradicate Masculinity
#2. Vulnerability
#3. Modesty
#4. Coyness
#5. Flowing Movements
#6. Develop A Feminine Walk
#7. Purring Voice
#8. Feminine Body Language
#9. Simpering Moves
#10. Pick Feminine Careers & Hobbies
#11. Play Up Typically Feminine Qualities
#12. Strategic Submissiveness
How Not to Be Feminine
Femininity: Does it Bother You?
Mindset: Drop Resentment
Femininity Is NOT Weakness
Summary

Why Being More Feminine
Why would you want to be more feminine?
Pat Heim, a female career coach who helps businesswomen become more successful, says this about
femininity:
Your gender is a large part of who you are. You can’t feel good about yourself and not
feel good about your femininity. To be comfortable with her power, a woman must be
both powerful and feminine.
Frankly, I don’t 100% with that.
I don’t build my ego and self-esteem around being “a mannish man”, either.
But there are many practical advantages in a woman being feminine, including:
1. You will gain a huge advantage in the dating marketplace
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2. You will reduce the backlash against powerful women: both men and women cut more slack to
powerful women who retain their femininity
3. You will be more charming, which results in more social power as well
Finally, learning to become more feminine can be a great opportunity for you: since so few women
are feminine these days, you will gain a huge comparative advantage.
So let’s start:

#1. Eradicate Masculinity
The first step to being more feminine is to avoid masculine expressions.
Have you noticed most men make a point of avoiding pink and doing anything effeminate?
You might agree or not agree with that attitude, but you should probably start considering the same
approach.
Example:
One evening I cajoled one of the most feminine woman I’ve ever dated to play football table
with me.
She was very reluctant though because, later I understood, she didn’t want to play typically male
games.
When I high-fived her across the table –a typical male behavior– she drew the line and with a
touch of baby talk and pouting face told me:
Her: “don’t high five me, I’m not a guy”.
Boom!
There she was.
In a country where 95% of women pretend there are no differences between genders, she’s a feminine
woman who wants to be treated as a feminine woman.
I respected her more after that, treated her more like a woman, and even liked her somewhat more.
That girl made a point of being feminine by outright refusing male behavior.
If you are interested in how to be feminine –very feminine- I recommend you take the same
approach.
And actively remind men that “you are not one of the guys”.
Let’s see now more masculine traits to eliminate so that you can troubleshoot yourself:

Shake Hands Like A Woman, Not Like A Man
Are you a businesswoman?
Great!
In business, shake hands like a man.
Outside of business, shake hands like a woman.
This is the business handshake:
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Very common for American women, but avoid it outside of business
And this is how women greet men when they haven’t been instructed to behave like men:
Use this one: rest your hand on his hand
A woman shaking hands as if it were a business transaction can be off-putting.
Especially to more experienced men, who will think “here’s another woman who thinks that proper
socialization means acting like a man”.
Avoid most of all in dating and socialization for potential dating, where it sends a message of cold
distance.
Needless to say, you can keep the business style in business, and then revert to the female style
outside of business.
Also read:
How to be a feminine leader
Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses

Refuse Unfeminine Behavior
One could write a book about what are typical mannish behaviors, but here are some
High-fiving (you’re not one of the guys)
Cussing (leave that to the truck drivers)
Speaking too loudly (leave that to show-off men)
Spreading out (few things are more unfeminine than this)
“Bro hugs”
About the latter, keep in mind also that little distance is very high class.
If you need to be close to someone, put your body close to them instead (Marilyn video below, very
arousing for men) or go arm in arm.

Purge Unfeminine Body Language
We could write a book about masculine body language, but here are some examples:
Hands on hips (AKA akimbo, exceptions for playful akimbo and sensual akimbo)
Walking with spread legs
Arms far from the body’s trunk
Leaning against objects
Jutting chin forward (an aggressive indicator)
This video exaggerates everything about how a woman should not move. Stay away from anything
that looks even mildly similar:
The braggart entrance, the swaying of arms, the bounce of the feet… That’s how men move (and not
even the well-refined ones).
To understand un-feminine body language you can also watch how many female UFC fighters
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behave.

Avoid Aggressive Competition
Ronda Rousey, a former MMA fighter, always tried her hardest to look and sound like a man.
Even saying she would beat men of equal weight.
Do the opposite, and avoid direct competition with men as that makes you more like a man.
Competition is a male trait.
And of course, if you are reading here you want to go places and you must compete.
However, to be feminine, you must compete without looking overly aggressive, overly ambitious, or
too overpowering.
Not easy, I know.
Nobody said being feminine is easy.
Also, avoid competing with the men you are dating.
Trying to be better than the partner is typical low-quality male behavior, so it’s a huge no-no.
That’s not your role, let him compete with the other boys. And let him compete to win you over.
Read more:
How to date as a successful woman
How to express power as a feminine woman (W/ video examples)

Remove Unfeminine Clothing
Avoid neutral clothing as well.
It’s popular among hipsters these days to wear shapeless body bags: please stay away.
They’re the death knell of anything feminine.
Avoid shapeless, straight-line clothing
You can see one more example of bad female style here.
Here are two simple litmus tests:
Would a gender-neutral person wear it? If yes, don’t wear it
Would a stereotypical lesbian wear it? If yes, don’t wear it
And now let’s start with the proper traits of femininity:

#2. Vulnerability
Vulnerability is crucial.
Why?
Because, once you get it correctly, then you can be as courageous, go-getter and strong WITHOUT
being mannish.
Why?
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The answer is in the difference of how men and women display courage and boldness.
Men’s Courage
Men do it as a display of strength, with stress on display. And they do while hiding their emotions
and fear.
Women’s Courage
Instead, the most feminine way of courage is to admit fear and showing up anyway, humbly and
without bombast.
Here’s a really good example from “Dating in the Dark”:
She openly speaks about her fears while also having the courage to show up. Notice the unassuming
way she opens the door, too.
Also notice the different reactions. The guy defends his ego with bragging and boasting:
Braggard man: “I’ll go ahead and close some more women like I usually do”.
When the moderator tells her “she’ll find someone” she doesn’t flaunt her options like he did.
And instead vulnerably replies:
Vulnerable woman: “hopefully yeah”.
Finally, notice that in all her humbleness and vulnerability, she puts the bragging guy to shame,
which is a powerful reminder that femininity does NOT have to mean “less powerful”.

#3. Modesty
Males are naturally showier and more braggard.
That’s where the terms “peacocking” and “cocky” come from. It’s about showing off.
But femininity is often the opposite of mannishness.
And that’s why while humbleness is good for everyone, it’s particularly good to be more feminine.
See an example from Monroe here:
Notice how unassuming Marilyn is when she says “I hope it will be a good picture”. Impossible not
to like her.

#4. Coyness
A touch of coyness and self-consciousness, a well-placed insecurity… All very feminine.
Notice how Angelina Jolie plays it coy by turning her face away. Super attractive to men:
Notice the similarities?
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#5. Flowing Movements
Nothing says feminine like flowing, smooth movements.
Dance and yoga classes can be very useful here.
Here’s an example from Margarita Levieva:
Notice the way she sits in the chair. She doesn’t pull the chair up, she uses it as an occasion to put her
body on display instead.
Perfect.

#6. Develop A Feminine Walk
Body language research says that women who want to appear more appealing sway their hips more.
Indeed there are two major traits of a feminine walk:
1. Hip swaying
2. Small strides
High heels can help with both (Morris et. al., 2013).
See Marilyn Monroe, in high heels, displaying both signs of feminine walk:
Also notice how she has a bit of a “jump” in her steps, visible through her fur movements.
That’s exactly how an ex of mine used to walk by the way, and I could never resist sneaking up from
behind and (jokingly) spank that sexy swaying ass.
Warning:
The wider the angle and the more pronounced the sway, the more “sex” it will scream.
And too wide can go from “feminine” to “whorish”:
Unless you are doing it strategically, for example as a coquettish move to dare a man to rail you hard,
avoid being the lady who screams “sex” too obviously.
Here is a good example of being sexy in a feminine way without looking like a whore:
The secret is that you have to look like it’s just natural to you and you are not trying to draw
attention.

#7. Purring Voice
Go back to the “flowing movements video examples” (N.5).
Have you noticed Levieva’s voice?
She purrs on the words “late”, “ever” and “forgive”.
It’s not so much about what she says, words are an excuse to exhibit her feminine purr.
Wonderful.
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#8. Feminine Body Language
When you make feminine body language part of your repertoire you’ll always be seductive.
Even when you don’t want to seduce.
Here’s an example:
Some more feminine body language:
Head tilt (video above)
Sway back (video above)
Neck show (video above)
Glancing over raised shoulder
Leg twine (examples 1 & 2 are feminine because men cannot do it, and N.3 is sexy for its
coyness and submissivness)
You can of course combine femininity with a more aggressive sexual stance for an explosive mix of
feminine lust:

Check out:
Sexy body language for women

#9. Simpering Moves
Some of the most feminine and attractive women engage in what reminds me of a cat-like behavior.
Here’s a perfect example (click, it’s a video):
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Notice that instead of repeating herself she leans in and prods him with her head -similarly to how a
cat or feline would do-.
Powerful AND feminine at the same time.
I remember one woman before we had sex.
Laying on the bed, she told me how she wanted to be a cat in her next life.
“She does this, and then this”, she said about her cat while she copied some of the moves.
It was a real pleasure making love to that cat-woman :).

#10. Pick Feminine Careers & Hobbies
Your environment matters.
Your environment shapes you and encourages you (or discourages you) to find your femininity and
bask in it.
For example, a female executive at Lockheed Martin (an arms producer) or at Jeep (a typical male
car) will have more difficulties embracing her femininity than a woman owning a hair salon or a
design agency.
The latter will be around more women, more feminine women, and is immersed in an environment
that screams femininity.
The former will have to play down her feminine side, play up her masculine side, and is constantly
immersed in a high testosterone environment.
Indeed, if you read the best business and career books teaching women how to be successful in a
male organization, they are all about teaching how to play the game the man’s way.
It can be hard for you to are more masculine traits at work, and then unplug every day at 6pm and
every week on a Friday, ready to embrace your femininity.
Sure, you can be successful and feminine in male-dominated organizations. And you can unplug
whenever you want.
But you’re not choosing the easier path.
And to make it easier on yourself, you can pick more female-dominated environments.
If you’ve already chosen your job, here are a few more hobbies to consider:
Ballet
Painting/drawing
Languages
Fashion
Music
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There is
nothing more feminine than a woman who can sing or play
I remember many years ago I was hitting it off with a woman at a social function.
Then she went to play the piano… And hordes of men clustered around her.
And if you wanna take it 3 steps farther, pick a languid song and go Jennifer Connelly on it:
Also notice her clothes and her movements

#11. Play Up Typically Feminine Qualities
Typical -and sometimes stereotypically feminine- traits and qualities include:
Caring
Listening
Helping others shine
Seeking middle ground
Tending and befriending
If you’re on a date, you can rest assured men will like nothing more than you asking questions
and making them feel great about what they have to say.
Another smart move to be more feminine is to avoid talking too much, too loudly or taking too
extreme positions. Prioritize bridge-building and harmony, instead.
You can see here a great example:
How she conquered every man’s heart by not picking sides
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#12. Strategic Submissiveness
When it comes to being more feminine the “little girl looking for protection” takes the most flack (see
below).
But a hint of insecurity, admitting your shortcomings, and letting him lead are very feminine traits.
If you’re not comfortable with this one, think of it this way: don’t do the heavy lifting when you can
let a man do it.
Notice Marilyn Monroe resting her head against him. As if to communicate he’s the leader of her
world.
You don’t need to make yourself a full subordinate, but it’s the little details that make the difference:
Lower your gaze first
Laugh at what he says (if it’s funny enough)
Your hand on your neck, covering your belly, closing your jacket as if you sought protection, these
are also very feminine poses which make men want to protect you and take care of you.
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Self-hug and neckmassaging: both very feminine
Pro tip:
At the intersection of coy and submissive and extremely seductive is being naked and covering your
private parts with your hand.
This is also a favorite of mine.
A Note on Submissiveness
Some women will recoil at the word “submissiveness”.
The word has indeed taken negative connotations. In a way, it requires you to give away power, but it
also gives you a different form of power back.
Furthermore, sexual and dating submissiveness is a matter of choice. It’s not about being submissive
to everyone. It’s about choosing who to be submissive to.
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Read more:
Strong women VS submissive women (who wins at dating)
Strategic vulnerability (to make men chase and invest)

How Not to Be Feminine
As much as there are low-quality expressions of mannishness, there are also low-quality expressions
of femininity.
And much as it’s true for men when too much manliness becomes a drawback, extreme expressions
of femininity can also become a drawback.
Here are some examples:
Over the top emotions
Shrill expressions of excitement
Too early, too deep emotional attachment
Too much makeup / too skimpy clothes
Over-the-top plastic surgeries
Demands to be “treated like a lady” (instead of being one and letting the man decide to treat
you as a lady, see how to make him chase)
Too childish / too baby-like behavior
See an example of too childish from “How I Met Your Mother”:
Notice that some men will still appreciate that over-the-top attitude, but it’s a minority.

Femininity: Does it Bother You?
Femininity as a topic annoys some women, who lash out in anger at articles like this one.
Some women get angry for a variety of reasons, including:
Fear of competition (women fear more feminine women because they tend to be more
successful, and attacking articles like this one is a manipulative strategy of intra-sexual
competition, also see “pro-group feints” as manipulation strategies)
Culture & feminism: in some societies feminism has become so widespread to be the cultural
norm for many women, who now feel pressure at rejecting feminity as an outdated,
“patriarchial” value
Wanting to have one’s cake and eat it too: some women want to accrue power, and it bothers
them that they have to lose out in dating
But in part, the push-back against femininity also reflects a truly difficult position for women in
today’s society.
Many women today are expected to work and fend for themselves in a male world while they are also
expected to be feminine when it comes to dating.
It’s not easy to successfully combine the two.
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But it’s paramount that you purge yourself of jealousy and bitterness:

Mindset: Drop Resentment
The fact that someone could point at another woman and say “see? She’s more feminine than you”
hurts them, and anger is a defensive reaction.
It’s the same for men.
And it’s understandable.
Some of these women are smart professionals who had to adapt to male-dominated organizations by
dropping more typical feminine traits and acquiring more masculine ones.
And after they’ve done so much to prove their worth, the idea that their male colleagues might want
to date a woman who plays girly in need of help maddens them.
Albeit understandable, you are still better off dropping the resentment.
It communicates insecurity and spite and it hurts yourself first and foremost.
Plus, look, deep down you already know the truth: men (and women as well) will still prefer more
feminine women.

Femininity Is NOT Weakness
Part of the animosity towards femininity also stems from a misconception.
The misconception is that femininity means dumbing yourself down, becoming less independent, or
becoming weaker.
And albeit marrying power and femininity is not easy, femininity and intelligence, success and power
are NOT antithetical.
And we could argue that women who master femininity are actually better able to get what they want,
which is a definition of power.
Just watch the examples of femininity above and ask yourself if any of those women are “weak” or
“dumb”.
To me, they seem the opposite: high-quality women and human beings who also manage to be
feminine.

Summary
I see very few women these days who can get femininity right.
And the number seems to be dropping further and further.
And that’s great news for you!
It’s a huge opportunity to stand out and make yourself a super high-class woman.
Further Reading:
How to make him obsessed about you (tricks and power moves from the most addictive
women)
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Alpha females
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7 Biggest Dating Mistakes Women Do (Before Sex)
March 12, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
These are some of the most common biggest early dating mistakes.
I have seen them over and over again and they are making countless of women (and men) around the
world unhappy.
Contents
Early Dating Mistakes
1. Playing Unavailable Games
Why It’s Bad
Solution
Exception:
#2. Demanding Too Much
Why It’s Bad
#3. Focus On Getting More, Not on Balance
Why It’s Bad
#4. Too Little Femininity
Why It’s Bad
#5. Combative Stance
Why It’s Bad
#6. Fear: When It’s Too Good
Why It’s Bad
Solution
#7. “It Will Happen When It Will Happen” Mindset
Why It’s Bad
Solution
Example
Summary

Early Dating Mistakes
The biggest dating mistakes I’m focusing on here are those which happen before the relationship
starts getting any serious.
This is a highly critical period because you haven’t developed a bond with a man yet. And any
mistake in early dating is much more likely to lose you an otherwise great partner.
Note: all the tips here are based both on science and data of dating and on personal experience. All
texts are actual texts I received.

1. Playing Unavailable Games
Date Frequently, Date Fast, Date Forward
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I put it first because most sources recommend the opposite: that you should show value through being
unavailable (Glamour cra**y advice example).
I can’t think of anything more counterproductive.
Making yourself unavailable, either when you’re scheduling a date or by playing aloof upon first
meeting, does not do much good to you. If a man is pursuing you it’s because he already likes you
(wants to sleep with you for sure, and very possibly more). Thus, being unavailable or playing too
hard to get gives you limited additional benefits.
Being unavailable and aloof is one of the biggest risks women take in dating because many men
don’t like to chase too hard, and they just stop pursuing. And that is all the truer for higher quality
men with lots of options.

Why It’s Bad
1. Time Passes And You Forget
Early relationships and dating are a bit like clay pigeons shooting. It’s not a very romantic analogy, I
know, but it fits perfectly: from the moment you meet your possible beautiful relationship is hurtling
away. And the more time goes by, the fewer the chances you’ll ever get together. You wanted to play
unavailable, but then you (or him) forget, get busy, it starts feeling stale and less fresh.. And it never
happens.
Like the example below. Don’t let that happen to you!
Strike when it’s hot.
Hard to say if she was playing a game. But since she canceled a few hours before, it’s possible. I
didn’t reply. She wrote me some time later, but we never met. Great chemistry, gone to waste.
2. He Will Self Reject (and Stop Pursuing)
Play coy, fake busy, be unavailable too much and men will self-reject. Such as, they read your
unavailability or postponement as a possible no, and instead of pursuing further and “risking”a full
blow off, they decide to protect their egos and stop pursuing you.
Following the unavailability advice
3. You Will Unconsciously Downgrade Him
Read it as this is possibly new info for you.
Playing unavailable makes him chase and you unconsciously interpret his reach outs as the sign of
him being lower status compared to you -otherwise, he wouldn’t need to chase me, you tell yourself-.
And of course, you want men who are “higher” than you, so very soon you will unconsciously start
liking him less and less.
It probably happened to you that you met a cool guy but he began losing points after a while, right?
Now here’s the funny thing: you changed your own opinion! He probably IS a cool guy but you’ll
never know.
Other women who say yes and meet him quickly will find out for you.
4. Available Women Will Steal Your Lunch
This is particularly true if you are dating in a difficult market.
In difficult markets, women less intent in playing unavailable games will simply tell him when
they’re free. And they will schedule. And they will meet up with him. Like the woman on the right
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side of these two texts behaved. And if he’s as cool as he seemed at first, he might soon be off the
market.
Cool guys don’t stay single indefinitely: go meet him!
It’s not a question of opinions, it’s a simple fact of offer and demand.
See an example, same place, same woman:
At parity fo sexual market value the more available woman will date more, and have more options to
choose from (and jut to be sure: dating more doesn’t have to mean “sleeping” with more men).
The unavailable one, especially if she’s catty, will generally have a harder time.

Solution
Say yes to the men you like when they ask you out.
If there was a good vibe between you two men do NOT interpret eagerness to meet as desperation.
Men interpret eagerness to meet as great chemistry. As a matter of fact, they’ll feed off your
eagerness and get more excited to meet you (look at point 7 for an example and read: waiting for sex
or not?).
Look at this girl.
Her supportive attitude is exactly what made me want to meet her even more:
Or, even better, look at these examples:
Strategically dropping games
One simple text that made me look forward to meeting her
The “Equity Theory of Love” is pretty clear about this: when you demand more and more investment,
you make the relationship unbalanced, and unbalanced relationships are unhappier and shorter.

Exception:
For the sake of clarity, throwing yourself to him IS also a mistake (this message is an example).
Making yourself available because you like him and see potential is one thing, top priority is another.
Top priority has to be earned over time.
It’s also after sex has been consumed that being too easily available, especially for booty calls, risks
lowering your long term girlfriend value (here’s an example).
But 90% of women are instinctively aware of it.

#2. Demanding Too Much
How Do You Take It All? By Not Asking
The second biggest dating mistake women do is Investments Requests, or put simply “demanding too
much”. It’s often jarring for guys when women’s demands are too big or come too early. The most
common demands include:
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To have dinner/drinks paid
That he comes to your chosen spot
That he has to write you first and last (unspoken demand)
To help you with stuff
To do what you say
Having men commit to increasing demands is a sneaky and effective way of getting… Poor quality
mates. Read investment imbalances for more details.

Why It’s Bad
The first reason is that a big imbalance of money spending risks turning the relationship from a
collaborative, loving one into a “market one” (read the psychology in Predictably Irrational).
Second is that when you demand too much too soon it’s either you end up with a puppet or you’ll
drive the cool guys away.
Funny enough, some men will even comply to women’s request, but then resent you for it. An
example from a Dating In The Dark episode:
Note: demands and investment are always a question of balance.
Remember:
1. Men appreciate women who say a genuine thank you when they are invited
2. Men appreciate women who offer to split -even if he ends up paying in the end3. Cool guys don’t appreciate women who expect to be invited and don’t say thank you
Here’s an example from How I Met Your Mother: Ted explains her date the mistake she made and,
later on, Ted decides whose girl he wants to see again.
It’s tongue in cheek, but based on reality.

#3. Focus On Getting More, Not on Balance
NO Begets NO; YES Begets YES
This is the smaller brother of the above.
Most women dating advice book tell women the same things: make him invest, make him chase, be
the prize of the relationship, make him wait for sex.
That’s a mindset of “get as much as possible, give as little as possible”.
Many women in the West seem indeed to follow that rule, and they focus more on “staying ahead”
instead of “staying in balance”.
Some small acts that keep relationships out of balance:
Not letting the guy plan the date
Refusing to comply to small favors
Not chipping in for the date expenses
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This is what you will see a lot from women who are considered “stuck up”.

Why It’s Bad
The problem with refusing investment is that balanced, cooperative investment is one of the major
drivers of relationship growth.
And a refusal to invest is also a refusal of moving the relationship forward.
Look at these messages below and notice both the refusal of investment and the consequences.
Coming after a long first date together and after sex, this was a fairly balanced request: I invite her
over, she brings some food -whatever she likes- and I get the wine.
A win-win collaborative effort to spend a nice evening together to eat, enjoy good wine, get to know
each other better and make love.
That’s the perfect date to deepen the bond.
Her refusal to participate not only stops the relationship from growing, but takes it back onto game
playing and a combative “someone win, someone loses”.
In spite of her great looks, after this message, I wasn’t keen on a closer relationship with her.
The issue I saw here were two:
1. She seemed more hell-bent on power than on collaboration
2. She missed the chance of escalating mutual investment
What could she have done better?
She could have said, “OK, I will bring X, can you make sure you get Y and Z?” Easy and efficient
way to move the relationship forward with mutual investment and mutual acts of caring.

#4. Too Little Femininity
Opposites Attract
There have been cultural and societal shifts that brought women to behave less feminine these days.
One is that more women work today, and many lines of work reward testosterone more than
femininity (Pease & Pease).
The other shift has been feminism, a great and welcome cultural revolution. In some western
countries though feminism reached a stage where it’s not helping women anymore but damaging
them.
Feminism has become the new slut shaming it purported to fight (slut shaming in Wikipedia).
A few examples:
1. My ex German girlfriend had the biggest fallout with her best friend when the friend told her
she wasn’t “emancipated enough”. Apparently, being be too happy about one’s boyfriend is
terrible because it signals a girl “needs” a boyfriend;
2. This year a local girl visiting my room hated the painting on the wall because the woman
figure was too sensual. Apparently, it’s wrong to look “girly” and women should avoid
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sensuality
3. Notice how Charlotte feels guilty for deciding to quit her job instead of simply being free to
do what the hell she likes:
Basically, for some of the current feminists, girls should be more like men and never too sensual.
And a subset of the female population is buying into it.
Here are a few mindsets which aren’t helping women when it comes to dating:
I don’t need a man
I don’t have to take care of myself (for a man)
Men and women are the same
I shouldn’t allow a man to lead or decide for me

Why It’s Bad
There’s no point in pretending it’s not true:
Men are attracted to feminine women.
If you’re a high achiever, it might not be easy to blend femininity and a go-getter career, but it’s not
impossible.
And therein lies your opportunity.
Some articles on femininity and successful women dating:
How to be more feminine
Successful dating for successful women
Sensual body language for women

#5. Combative Stance
Warriors Rarely Find Love
I have seen this dating mistake several times, often from younger / less experienced women.
It’s born out of an internal struggle and out of fear of:
1. Being “one of many” or a quickly forgotten sexual thing
2. Falling in love (too soon)
3. Being not good enough
The first is when the man comes across as a player. She likes him and wants to be with him, but at the
same time she resents him.
The second is when the emotional whirlwind is very intense, she likes him a lot and she’s afraid of
falling head over heels.
For the first two, belligerence is the armor she wears in an effort to push him -and the danger he
represents- away.
The third case is a bit more complex, and she uses a combative stance as a way of getting back at him
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and take power away from him to re-balance the relationship.
This can also happen in already established relationships (video example below with Elon Musk and
Talulah Riley)
Here are a few examples of combative dynamics:
Running Away
Can be physical and quite literally in an effort to make the man chase.
This is childish and I’ve seen it mostly from Asian girls and labile women (picture below).
More commonly it’s emotional and looking for the same reaction but only at an emotional level. Both
try to raise her value and lower his value by making him chase.

Terrible game: she loses high-quality men (who won’t run
after her) and sticks with low-quality ones (who will)
Pushing him Away / Rejecting Him
Rejections hurt, and women are even less used to it.
So when a woman (often mistakenly) feel the man is too good, she will push him away or reject him
before he can reject her.
It’s an unconscious mechanism of ego protection.
Fighting for Wins / Escalating
Fighting for wins and escalating smaller issues into “my way or the highway” are most often the
consequence of feeling unworthy or not cared for enough.
Drama and fights then become a way to force him to pay attention and care (Brene Brown describes a
similar dynamic in Daring Greatly).
More rarely it can happen when she felt sex happened a bit too quickly and/or she feels it’s difficult
to get a relationship with him and now she resents him.
This is the below example, notice that’s both a major escalation AND a refusal to invest.
I let my ego get in the way and I should have understood where she was coming from. But she also
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started an unneeded escalation trying to make me jump through her hoops.
Taking Value Away
When she feels he’s too good -or people think he’s too good-, she will try to make him look bad as a
way of re-balancing the relationship (check combative relationships).
Note she says “she would have said yes to anyone”, basically communicating to him “you’re not
special”. Super mean. And later on she says she sometimes feels like taking a plane and running
away.

Why It’s Bad
A combative attitude is a major dating mistake because high quality men don’t want a relationship
with a combative woman (makes sense, no?).
And once you’re in a relationship (most likely with a low quality man), it’s equally bad because it
leads to toxic relationships.

Solution
When you catch yourself acting combative, stop immediately and assess what’s driving you.
Are you self-sabotaging because you’re you might get hurt?
Are you resentful because you feel he’s too good?
Because you feel he’s a player?
Once you’ll know the reason why you’ll be more able to act accordingly and, if that’s what you’ll
decide, overcome the internal resistance to the two of you getting together.

#6. Fear: When It’s Too Good
I can’t count the interactions I have had with overflowing chemistry.
Big emotions, excitement, the sparkle of a great romance in the air… And yet they never had a
follow-up.
Look at this example below.
She was so overwhelmed that, she admits herself, she couldn’t speak. Theoretically, if this girl were
you, you should be very happy to meet him again, right?
Well, often unluckily, it’s wrong.
She was so nervous and excited she couldn’t speak. Did she come out and meet me again? Nope
Women way too often don’t meet the men that excite them the most because those same big emotions
end up playing against them.
And it’s relatively common. This is one more example.
Let’s see why:
Fear of Getting Hurt
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When you like someone a lot and want something to happen badly… You’re also very afraid it could
go wrong.
Maybe you tell yourself he’s too good.
Or you tell yourself you will say yes… But you’re a bit nervous or emotional to reply now, so you
tell yourself you’ll do it later on. And you put it off.. And then put it off more… And it never
happens.
So instead of going out with the guys with whom it was “soooo good”, you end up going out with the
guys with whom it was “OK”.
Silly, no?
Cognitive Dissonance
Meeting a man with perfect chemistry can be a huge emotional roller coaster.
But emotions can dissipate, or can come crashing down. And that’s where it all goes to waste.
Your rational side takes over.
Now you feel silly, or weak for having being so excited. Maybe you have a more boring boyfriend, or
you see yourself as “rational”. So to avoid he reminds you of your moment of “weakness” you cut
him out (Commitment and Consistency principle, Cialdini).
Rationalization
And if you were horny and nothing happened, guess what?
You get angry, disappointed.
You will ruthlessly cut him out, maybe even being angry at yourself.
You will rationalize your feelings telling yourself something like “I thought he was great but how
silly of me, another good for nothing man..”.
It’s because from an evolutionary perspective a man who can’t capitalize on an horny woman is an
ineffective man.
But here’s the funny thing: your unconscious mind won’t differentiate if you met him half naked in a
cave a hundred thousand years ago or with your mom at the mall -the latter being a bit more difficult
to make it happen right there and then… –
It has a name: left brain interpreter (and more in Incognito by Eagleman)

Why It’s Bad
These are three slightly different instances, with fear probably being the most common.
However, they’re all interlinked as the most damaging early dating mistake you could commit
because they all happen with the men you like the most. Basically, when you give in to fear and fall
prey to cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957), you are missing out on the very best!
Silly, right?
The men that excite you, the men that give you strong emotions and the men with whom you have the
biggest chemistry are also the men with whom you can have the best encounters and the best
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relationships of them all.

Solution
Spend time with him right there and then when possible, and if not possible, make this your new rule:
any time, upon meeting someone, you:
like him
have butterflies
are sexually attracted
there’s strong chemistry
Go meet him no matter how you feel afterward.
Worst case scenario, it will be a new experience and a drink outside. Most likely, you’ll do a favor to
both him and to yourself.

#7. “It Will Happen When It Will Happen” Mindset
Big cities, Tinder and chatting apps trick your brain into believing there are more options than there
really are.
The consequence?
You hold out and pass up good opportunities one after another -the phenomenon has a name: The
Paradox of Choice-.

Why It’s Bad
Put simply, while you’re lazy, other women take charge of their dating life, make things happen and
pair up with the cool guys.
Below an example.
Cheeky, bold and sexy at the same time.
The issue is even worst for appealing and educated women, who mistakenly bide their time confident
in their “strong hand”.
But the opposite happens: more commitment-aggressive women pair up with the cool guys early and
the longer you wait the fewer good men left (game theory for dating).

Solution
The solution? Drop the “waiting” attitude.
You have to help him make it happen.
And when the phone rings it’s time to wake up from the passive dream and do your part to make it a
reality.
Sometimes you won’t feel like, but make an effort if you like him.
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Don’t be like her:

Example
As I was saying in the “unavailability games” this didn’t feel easy or overbearing.
It felt special that she had chosen me in connection to her lofty feelings and emotions.
And it felt like immediate, powerful (sexual) chemistry.
A memorable night followed and a beautiful relationship blossomed from there.
Take a leaf out of her book, be brave and go for it.

Summary
Many women are unhappy being single and many more are not in great relationships.
This post only addresses the mistakes happening early on in the dating process.
But a good start is half the way already.
Quite simply, the women who get the early process right and get the relationships they want are the
women who say yes to the men they like and (help those men) make things happen.
These are the women whom, without necessarily taking an active role, remove the obstacles along the
seduction road (and oftentimes make him feel like he did everything).
These women:
1. Send easy to read signals (men need more than women think)
2. Are pleasant in the first approach and make him feel liked (no aloof games)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Say yes and find the time to meet later on (no unavailable games)
Go meet him
Escalate mutual investment
Keep him by being feminine and making him feel like a man

There are very, very few women like that, and they don’t stay single for long -provided they want a
relationship of course-.
So once you will become one, you’ll definitely stand out.
And once you pair up, you can even chill and enjoy the rainy nights in with him after.
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7 Proven Questions to Spot A Player
March 14, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Spotting a player can be easy… Once you have a bit of experience and know what to look for.
And most articles I have browsed around the web have no clue as to what to look for. But worry not,
I got you covered :).
Contents
Leveraging Players’ Psychology
Questions to Spot a Player
1. Ah, what do you know about women, you’re a guy
2. My ex was such a player. He knew the game, he slept with more than 15 women
3. My girlfriend met Mr. Perfect. She won’t sleep with him so he’ll be serious with her
4. I don’t know, you seem like a guy who would hurt women..
5. I think there are two types of men: long term, for serious stuff; and short term, to have
fun. You look like short term
6. How Do You Spend Most of Your Time
7. Are you a player?
Types of Players
Players Are Vocal Minority
Summary

Leveraging Players’ Psychology
To spot a player, you have to understand the psychology of a player.
Player is indeed more about a state of mind than about the act of bedding women.
And that state of mind is underpinned by a common thread:
Pride
The most inveterate players, those who play out of a drive and lust for women are all proud of their
“player status”.
They are proud of their “skills”, their love for women, their female knowledge or, more crudely,
about their partners’ count.
And pride is what you need to leverage to spot a player.

Questions to Spot a Player
Direct questions won’t work every time.
A few players, some of whom are very high quality players, will tell you very openly that with them
it’s all about a roll in the hay and no more.
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But many will hide their true status.
The best way then is to lure him out.
Remembering that he structures his ego around women, you need to put him in a position to defend
his “honor”.
You must provoke him to prove his worth.
Here are a few great ways:

1. Ah, what do you know about women, you’re a guy
You are prodding his pride here. Provoking him by implying he doesn’t know women.
If he defends his female knowledge, he’s a player.

2. My ex was such a player. He knew the game, he slept with
more than 15 women
Say it with a little disdain.
The boring guys will tell you “poor you”.
The good guys will be interested in how you felt.
But the player?
You just aroused his competing instincts. Now he won’t wanna come second to your ex.
And that’s how you will catch him.
If he laughs or at looks at you with a smirk and asks “oh why, is that a lot?”, then you know he’s a
player.
Only as briefly as a few years ago I wouldn’t have personally resisted this question either and would
likely ask back “and do you think that’s a lot?”.

3. My girlfriend met Mr. Perfect.
She won’t sleep with him so he’ll be serious with her
This is just an example of a dating question.
The idea here is that you indirectly broach the topic of seduction, dating and dating strategies.
Possibly, you might even ask more directly “a guy’s opinion” on what a girlfriend of hers should do
with a guy she is seeing.
If he starts talking at length about it and if he sounds like he knows a lot about the topic, then there
are two options:
1. He has been around a lot (he is or was a player)
2. He is studying the topic (he is or wants to be a player)
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4. I don’t know, you seem like a guy who would hurt women..
Now notice that many guys here will reassure you they are for real. And that they don’t hurt women.
But that’s not how players act and think. They don’t think in terms of “not hurting” and “taking
care”.
They think in terms of giving and “sharing adventures”.
And they will tell you about “giving” whirlwind romance, “giving” passion and great sex.
Or losing themselves in the moment with you.
Tell him that sentence. Then start digging deeper within his answers. It won’t take long till you get to
his “player’s honesty time”.
See here an example of how that looks like from the movie “Forgetting Sarah Marshall”:

5. I think there are two types of men: long term, for serious
stuff; and short term, to have fun. You look like short term
Bingo.
That’s exactly the player’s mentality!
You just did three things when you say that.
You:
1. Stroked his ego
2. Gave him a great reason to come out (ie.: position himself as “for fun”)
3. Make him feel like he can be honest with you
Chances are he will jump on the chance of coming out and he’ll want to actually prove that he’s short
term material.
Once he does that, it’s your call: enjoy the night, or drop him.

6. How Do You Spend Most of Your Time
This question is not for the real players but for the guys who simply end up behaving like players.
These guys might be marriage material… In the future.
But right now they don’t have time for women. They might enjoy women, but his priorities are
different.
If all he’s doing is work, if he has no time for anything outside his passion and goals.. He might see
women the way James Bond does. A good distraction.

7. Are you a player?
You’ll be surprised to see that, contrary to what most other sources online say, many guys are open
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about it.
This can be either because they validate their ego with women, or because they are high-level
womanizers and don’t need to lie.
Read more in Signs of a Fuckboy.

Types of Players
Let’s use the definition of player as:
A man who sleeps with more women than most other guys
We can then differentiate players in four different categories:
Opportunity player (they have the chance and take it)
Love for women player (Casanova types)
Validation player (sleep with women for ego validation)
Sex addicts
Players, per se, does not say much about the overall quality of a man.
Some players can be high quality men, while some other players have little to offer.
For more:
Types of players and their psychology

Players Are Vocal Minority
There are no official statistics, but I’m pretty confident players are a minority.
Most guys indeed do not have very easy access to women, are not hell bent in retching up lays and
are not slaves to women’s beauty the way Casanova was.
But though they’re a minority, with their skills and charm they also make up an important part of the
dating scene.
Since they approach more and interact more with women, you get to see and talk to them more often
than you do with normal guys.
That’s why an underestimated way of spotting a player is to ask yourself how did you meet him.
If he came up to you, if he seemed confident and unafraid, then chances are higher that he is a player.
If he was an old friend, introduced by a common friend or is part of your social circle, then chances
are lower that he is a player.

Summary
Learning how to spot a player is a great skill to learn and it will immensely improve your dating
efficiency.
If you’re not yet looking for “the one” or for a serious relationship, then you need to worry less about
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spotting players and you can simply enjoy the experience.
But the more you want to get serious, the more this skill will come handy.
This post provided you with 7 proven questions to spot a player.
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Womanizers Profiling: The 10 Types of Players (W/Videos)
March 15, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
I was really looking forward to writing this article on the psychology of womanizers.
As you know, I love psychology and I like to use science for all the articles on this website.
I also have a bit of a history as a player, which makes for the perfect combination to write this article.
By the end of this article, you will understand the psychology of players, what types of players are
out there, and what drives and motivates them.
Romantic womanizers are the most dangerous
Contents
Overview
#1. Slaves to Love Womanizer
#2. The Artistic-Soul Womanizer
#3. Opportunistic Womanizer
#4. Infatuation Womanizer
#5. Thrill Seeking Womanizer
#6. Charmer Womanizer
#7. Bigger Pursuit Womanizer
#8. Validation-Seeking Womanizer
#9. Addicts Womanizer
#10. Predatory Womanizers
Womanizers Summary

Overview
Evolutionary psychology (Wright, 1994; Dawkins, 1976) sees animals as maximizers of genes’
reproduction possibilities.
In humans, around the middle of the male parental investment, maximizing the chances of
reproduction comes in two forms:
1. Find (easy) women to impregnate and abandon
2. Get serious with a high-quality woman and grow children with her
However, these are not two antithetical and separate strategies.
Both tendencies, in varying amounts, are present in all men (and, in smaller quantity, in all women,
too).
That means that most guys, even in a relationship, will have an instinctual drive to look for other
women to have sex with (read more on why people cheat).
Especially if those other women are attractive and seemingly easy.
But the opposite is also true.
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Most philanders will somewhat long for a more serious relationship.
Many players indeed have a tendency to stick to some women they cross path with.
The player/relationship guy is a continuum and few, if any, are 100% either of them.
That being said, it’s not true that “all men are the same”.
Albeit there’s almost always some element of both player and relationship-seeker in the same man,
some men tend to be (far) more on the right or (far) more on the left.
Relationship guys tend to provide and invest for their women, and they place a higher value on nonphysical attributes that players do (ie.: personality, intelligence, see Regan, 2000).
While players tend to prefer youth and looks and, on average, provide less.
What players promise is an adventure, a whirlwind of romance and, possibly, great sex.
For a more in-depth analysis and examples see:
Lovers VS players VS friends
This post will provide you now with the archetypes of players:

#1. Slaves to Love Womanizer
I have loved women even to madness..
The above is a quote from the most famous womanizer of all.
And the best of all to epitomize the type of player with a boundless love for women: Giacomo
Casanova.
And I absolutely love that quote.
It’s a myth that all players are manipulative and deceptive, or that they only play games with women,
and it’s also not true that all players “only want to fu*k women”.
Casanova type of players will really love you.
And love you deeply and passionately. But the problem for some of those women is that “women” is
plural. Indeed the next part of Casanovas’s quote is
“.. But I loved freedom above all”.
Casanova types of lovers will remember you forever, think of you fondly, or even get heartbroken
when they depart… But they do depart.
These types of players love the feeling of romance.
And the goodbye is often part of the romance. There is a bitter-sweet, poetic touch in goodbyes.
I know it will sound nonsense to some of you, but some of my favorite moments of a sexual
encounter are walking her back.
And some of my sweetest memories are farewells to lovers who moved away (or stayed when I
moved away).
To you, it means you must watch out.
The Casanova type of player is the kind of player who is most likely to break your heart.
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He will enter into your life with a whirlwind of romance and passion, something you’ve probably
never experienced before.
And it will be amazing… Until he needs to go for another romance.

Do They Stop?
Rarely.
This is the archetype of the “ever-moving womanizer”.
They will always keep an eye open for other women. And if Casanovas stop, they often won’t be
truly happy -and will possibly cheat-.

#2. The Artistic-Soul Womanizer
Life is short, might as well enjoy it
The artistic types love art and beauty.
And women are part of that art and beauty.
Many of them have a touch of madness and irrationality.
This is an example of a boy who’s too much at the mercy of his own emotions to fully cater -or be
swayed- by her.
Which is attractive.
And some even have a mean streak, which is a potent seductive trait for low self-esteem women and
women with masochistic tendencies.
Some are milder, with a brooding personality or a light sadness about them, a veil of depression, a
need to be taken care of -which women love to provide-.
Think of Kurt Cobain, playing “Nevermind” unplugged, lost in his music and with a touch of
lonesome sadness.
The most powerful artistic players are more direct and active though.
This is an example from the movie “Vicky Christina Barcelona”:

Do They Stop?
They might, but that might also mean that as they get tamed, they also lose their best artistic talent.

#3. Opportunistic Womanizer
I’m popular, might as well take advantage of it..
Remember we said there is a player in most men?
But in some men, that player needs to be awakened through easy options and opportunities.
Enter the opportunity players.
The opportunity players are not truly players at heart.
Instead of them shaping their lives into a womanizer’s life, their lives shape them into a player.
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These are men who might become wealthy and powerful, or famous, or mature to be highly attractive
men.
They have many women vying for their manhood and… They simply take advantage of that.
Many men in college -at least the attractive ones- are a type of opportunity players as the
environment tend to be more libertine (at least for the top men).

#3.2. Pig Players
The “pig players”, a subset of “opportunity players” who abuse their position of power to get sex in
exchange for preferential treatment.
Weinstein was such an example.
A true shame for the category.

Do They Stop?
These are “womanizers by opportunity”, and once they get their fill -or once opportunities dwindle-,
they stop, yes.
And if they’re the type of men who want a family, they will stop for sure.
Just make sure they’ve had enough playing time though, and if you can somewhat restrict their
options, that won’t hurt either.

#4. Infatuation Womanizer
Short bursts of relationships
These guys are not notch collectors, but more relationship guys.
We could even argue if they are real players since they tend to stick with one girl.. At least as long as
they’re together.
And that’s the whole point.
These guys are enamored with the infatuation period of love, lasting a max of around 2 years.
After that, they’re onto the next relationship.
Example?
George Clooney.

Do They Stop?
Yes, they can stop.
It will take an amazing woman, as Clooney said… And some years of playtime.
Then, after they’ve strung a few, they will be looking for a woman they can really get along well with
and stop.
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#5. Thrill Seeking Womanizer
Life Is a String of Adventures
These guys are adventurers at heart.
They don’t put women first like the Casanovas.
Women are part of the thrill, but they don’t sweat it too much if their thrills come from something
different and they don’t get too hooked on women when they get them.
They tend indeed to move to the next thrill, whether it’s a girl or not and whether the girl moves with
them or not.

Do They Stop?
Yes, they can.
There are three options:
1. A stable woman between thrills
2. A woman who goes on adventures with them
3. When there are no thrills left or they’ve had their fills
Note that option two can be a bit unstable.
Women tend to reach a point in life when they prefer to settle down. If the man doesn’t reach that
point at the same time, it could create an issue.

#6. Charmer Womanizer
What’s Life Without a Flirt
Some players enjoy the social power of their charm almost as much as they enjoy women.
They are indeed social charmers first and foremost (check The Art of Seduction), and see women as
one of the great pleasures of life.
Jack Nicholson is a good example of this category.
Notice how he relishes his power on her, and see how affable he is with the interviewer

Do They Stop?
Most of these guys do build families, but some fail to adapt to the committed life.
They keep paying flirty compliments to the waitress and throwing sensual smirks at the clerks.
Maybe with their wives on their side.
Quite disrespectful and childish, we could argue.
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#7. Bigger Pursuit Womanizer
A pleasurable break from my other pursuit
This is the James Bond type of players.
But, as much as they might seem on the opposite spectrum to the superficial observer, also Einsteintypes.
This type of player likes women of course, but he has bigger goals and drives in his life and can’t
commit.
He’s a bit like the Casanova type, but not as emotionally dangerous.
And he is a bit like the thrill seeker, but he tends to stick to one single pursuit.
While Casanova lives for women and romance and falls in love passionately, James Bond has a
bigger loyalty to his mission.
Which is also part of his allure.
See an example from James Bond, when his bigger pursuit came up:
P.S.: all players will enjoy the line “I’ll be back”. Players like players’ characters.

Do They Stop?
Yes, they can stop.
That happens when their main hustle becomes not so important anymore. It shouldn’t just be their
main hustle that ends though, but their drive behind the hustle as well, or they might look into
something else.
This might happen if they:
Achieve their goal
Reach a comfortable enough position they’re happy with
Change mindset
With a certain age the urge for family gets bigger than their goal
The woman becomes part of the hustle (ie.: business partner)

#8. Validation-Seeking Womanizer
Whose hole is he filling?
I like keeping it classy, but I couldn’t think of a better pun.
Howes talks about these types of men in his last book.
Validation players need to sleep and get on with women because that’s how they get their validation.
These types of players have a hole to fill, and they think sleeping with women will help them fill that
hole -while making them look cool-.
So they brag about it.
It’s the guys who brag (lie) about sleeping with thousand women.
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Or the Cassanos, Italian football player who laughs talking about his escapades and literally breaking
beds (he says, at least, link is in Italian).

Do they Stop?
Yes.
Some lose their drive eventually and settle down.
Some others slow down once they feel they have slept with enough women, and then they are “free”
to move on to other life pursuits.
The real question though is if they’re good men to stop with.
If their only drive was the validation through women, they might not have much going in their lives.
And that makes them rather low-quality men.
The exceptions are men who reach through maturity and wisdom with age though, as they become
completely different men and, often, true high-quality men.

#9. Addicts Womanizer
Sex addicts need women to appease their urges, whether they seduce them or pay them.
But this category also often mixes sex addicts with substance addicts, in which case it makes these
men very low quality partners.
Charlie Sheen, whom allegedly spent millions hiring prostitutes, is an example.

Do They Stop?
Yes, once they get completely clean.
When that happens, the woman can actually come to replace the drugs and the crazy life. If that’s the
case he will love you above everything else. The woman, in those cases, also comes to be his conduit
to sanity and “clean” life.
And if she leaves them, they might go straight back into drugs.
These relationships are perfect for alpha-females who come to control them and keep them in check.
They become sort of a co-dependent relationship, albeit the “healthy” type of co-dependent :).
Be ready to bounce if they relapse, though: it’s a slippery slope from there and you don’t want to be
dragged down.

#10. Predatory Womanizers
Gold diggers are more frequently women, but that doesn’t mean that no man seeks relationships as a
mean to an end
As a matter of fact, as society moves more and more towards equality, women also become more and
more of a target for their possessions, power, connections, and money.
And, potentially, also the target for psychopaths (see Hare, 1993)
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They don’t usually make for great partners as they can be very materialistic, self-centered and
emotionally vacuous.
And they often have little skills to live on their terms.
That means they become fully dependant on her, which in the long run often turns out to be a turn off
for her.
The movie “Spread” is all about a predatory player (the gold-digger type):
There are slightly different kinds of predatory players:
Power-hungry (seeks satisfaction through control)
Gold-diggers (high-quality gold diggers, seeks money)
Desperate (low-quality gold diggers, seeks shelter)
Narcissist (seeks validation via a trophy partner)
Of course, there is often a comorbidity of traits and they overlap.
These are the worst types of players: avoid at all costs.

Womanizers Summary
“Womanizer” is the end result of chasing and/or sleeping with lots of women.
But the true causes of what brings a man to be a womanizer differ, and they make all the difference in
the makeup of that man personality and overall value.
This article helped you better understand who womanizers are.
And you can practically apply this knowledge to become a better dater, too.
Also read:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!
Types of male seducers: if you’re a man looking for information on how to present yourself,
this is your article
7 signs of a fuckboy
How to spot a player
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8 Proven Signs You’re Dating A Fuckboy (With Examples)
March 17, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you know if you’re dating a fuckboy?
Well, some of the are easy to spot.
But some try to hide their fuckboy true selves.
Experience also helps: once you met a few, you will start growing your fuckboy-spotting antennas.
But until then, this guide is here to help you.
Fuckboys show off abs in the most unlikely places
Contents
8 Signs Of a Fuckboy
#1. The Fuckboy Approaches Quickly
#2. Dress to Impress
#3. Fuckboys Want to Skip Dating
#4. Fuckboys Date Near Their Place
#5. Fuckboys Quickly Make Their Move
#6. After Sex The Fuckboys Only Meets At Home
#7. Fuckboys Lie. A Lot
#8. Fuckboys Puff Up Their Chests With (Fake) Confidence
Fuckboys VS Womanizers
High-Quality Players
Low Quality Fuck Boys
Summary

8 Signs Of a Fuckboy
All the following signs are indicators that you’re dealing with a fuckboy.
None of them by itself is a guarantee, but once you put them all together, they start telling you a
fuckboy story.

#1. The Fuckboy Approaches Quickly
Practice makes smooth
Most men are tense before approaching a girl.
It will show once he actually approaches, and some men will be open and vulnerable about their own
feelings and tension.
But a fuckboy builds his pride around not being tense. He prefers cold approaching, just to show that
he’s a hunter. And he will try his darn best to look ballsy and in control.
If the fuckboy has been around the block, it’s possible he truly feels not much pressure anymore.
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It might be the case that chasing skirts is the fuckboy’s sole occupation, in which case he might have
become well versed at it.
He:
Approached you in “difficult” conditions
Approaches himself (VS sending a friend)
Was out by himself
See an example of a deep-sounding fuckboy from the movie “Vicky Christina Barcelona”:
Low-level, clueless fuckboys are likely to use pick-up lines, while more aggressive fuckboys can
open with sexual compliments about your figure.

#2. Dress to Impress
Better style = easier lays
Fuckboy seeks the “Insta-friendly” artsy shot
Any seducer worth his salt knows that a good style gives a huge leg up in dating.
The fuckboy also tries to have his own style. But he often botches it. He overdoes it, exaggerates the
alpha male poses, comes across as too “macho-man” and, ultimately, you just have to think “what a
fuckboy”.
Players tend to take care of themselves better than the average Joe, and the average fuckboy will
either try to dress to look tough, or adhere to the latest fads.
Often, he does not have his own style but copies whatever is trendy and whatever the latest teen band
is popularizing.
Fuck boys usually prefer street attire, tanktop and/or bad boy style (tattered clothes, leather jackets
etc.).
However, the higher level fuckboys will also know that a solid suit and a classy style works wonders.
See an example from “Crazy, Stupid, Love”:

#3. Fuckboys Want to Skip Dating
Players of a few hundred years ago might have courted you and smothered you with love letters.
But today the game has changed, and fuckboys are a modern, libertine and mostly urban
phenomenon.
In today’s diverse and fast moving societies with lots of options, fuckboys go for quantity, not
quality.
They seek “down to fuck girls”, nad try to screen for them.
Fuckboys will:
Try to get you home as soon as you meet
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Try to schedule a date as soon as you meet
Talk little about you and themselves
They have already place in mind
And they insist on their place because:

#4. Fuckboys Date Near Their Place
And follow a process
Low-level fuckboys are disorganized in their dating as much as in hteir lives.
Don’t expect much from low-level fuckboys neither in terms of conversation, dating and, possibly,
not even sex.
Higher levels fuckboys though are more organized.
When they meet you, players might ask you woudl like to do, but they have something in mind
anyway.
Here are a few fuckboy warning signs for the date day:
Meeting place is close to his place
Gives you a 2-3 options, which can include his place
Knows the staff of your date’s location (goes there often)
Lets you speak and makes questions (more advanced players)
Ends the date himself (more advanced players)
Asks you if you want to go back “for a drink” or “for five minutes”
The fuckboy arranged the date right away and confirms ASAP

#5. Fuckboys Quickly Make Their Move
Comfortable and quick move
Players want to get to sex fast, so they will try to coax you to their place as soon as they feel they
possibly can.
Once at home, if they are experienced, it’s likely they will follow a process. Here are a few signs:
Lets you take shoes off (you commit to stay)
Shows you the house (you get comfortable)
Too good a place (great music, books about tantra and massage etc.)
Stays in the kitchen for a bit (bedroom might be too quick)
Makes a move early
If you reject him, he won’t be flustered but go for it little later (more advanced players)
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#6. After Sex The Fuckboys Only Meets At Home
Sex-based relationships
Have you had sex already?
If so, the fuckboy will try to go for an “sex-at-home based relationship”.
Meaning he will invite you over and go out little, if at all.
The more demanding and entitled fuckoys will even ask you to prepare and bring something to their
place:

A fuckboy-busting countermove

#7. Fuckboys Lie. A Lot
This is the most important part.
And what really differentiates a fuckboy from a high quality womanizer (read more next paragraph).
Fuckboys lie and hide.
They will try to make up for their mistakes with show of affection and love, trying to win you back
and make you feel good.
Alternatively, they will try to make you dependent on them with the opposite behavior: treating you
badly and making you feel unworthy.
But they won’t leave you, because they need you for sex and validation.
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Watch our particularly for small lies and inconsistencies because they hide bigger ones.
Did he say he was meeting Bob but a week later he said he met Alex?
His family was in town for a week but when he talks about it later on it was 10 days?
The more you spot, the more likely it is that he is a low quality fuckboy.

#8. Fuckboys Puff Up Their Chests With (Fake)
Confidence
The fuckboy obeys the mantra that “confidence makes women wet”.
And to look confident they will go to the gym, repeat themselves how great they are and try to fuck
women to get their filly of ego stimulation.
When the fuck boy is inebriated he is at the top of his world. He is less afraid of rejection and can lay
it on thick just the way he likes it.
Here is the cocky fuck boy approach (from the movie 500 Days of Summer):
Liquid confidence swells the of fuckboys in bar and clubs.

The Mysantropic Toxic Fuckboys
There is a more toxic version of fuckboys.
The women-hating fuckboys.
They seek success with as a “revenge” against women and how badly they treated him (often it’s a
huge victim mindset and all in his mind).
They are likely to hang out in communities promoting toxic masculinity, they read women-hating
authors such as Rollo Tomassi and use feminism as an excuse to attack women and paint a society of
“us men VS them women”.
They call themselves alpha males, but are emotionally disturbed are alpha male posturers per
excellence,
Stay as far away from these bitter, low-quality men at all costs.

Fuckboys VS Womanizers
The difference is huge.
I will call fuckboys the low-quality players, and womanizers the high-quality ones.
Most sources online refer to low level fuckboys when talking about players (for example, Wikihow
and Goodmenproject).
But that’s very reductive because high-quality players can make for great short term relationships,
sex, excitement or rebound.
Or, when they stop, they can make for great long term partners, too.
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High-Quality Players
High-quality players have richer lives, have an abundance mentality when it comes to dating and
believe they can give a lot.
Since they feel they are enough and the next woman is behind the corner however it goes with you,
they don’t lie (nearly as much).
Many of them will actually be upfront.
High quality players are also more likely to care about you and your feelings. And they don’t want
you to get hurt.
Rayan Gosling in the example above is actually more on the high quality side than on the fuck boy
side.
In some cases, women with high quality players will actually gain even if the relationship ends
abruptly.
Naomi Campbell, for example, considers his ex playboy boyfriend Flavio Briatore a mentor.
In case of age differences indeed high quality womanizers can be a sort of mentors or father figures.

Low Quality Fuck Boys
The low quality players don’t have a major life goal beyond women and small timing.
They don’t have -or don’t feel they have- that much to offer. Except of a di*k, which is not in short
supply anyway.
Since they often don’t feel they are good enough, they make up for their lack with lies and
shenanigans.
These are the guys who create drama, build two different relationships at the same time and string
women along for as long as possible.
They also often use women to feed their egos (read validation player).
These are the players that will tell you that you’re great, better than your friends, that they love you
etc. etc.
The protagonist of the movie “The Pick Up Artist” is a great example of a fuckboy. Is he a low
quality dude with little going on in his life.
Lies and mind games are his forte:
As for all low-quality fuckboys, lying must be part of his repertoire because who he is as a person
wouldn’t be enough to attract a woman.

Summary
Fuckboys can be all you need for a night.
But you should at least know you’re dealing with one, and you should be able to differentiate
between a low-quality fuckboy and a high=quality fuckboys (womanizer).
The issue with fuck boys, contrary to high quality womanizers, is that they are low quality men
overall.
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Internally conflicted, low level fuckboys get their validation through your emotional attachment (ie.:
“two girls are into me, I must be great!”).
And that can eventually hurt you.
If you missed the fuckboy signs and have already been hurt: don’t let that become bitterness towards
all men.
Fuckboys are just but a tiny minority.
Also read:
How to spot a player
The 10 types of players
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6 Proven Steps to Deal With Judgmental People (W/ Examples)
March 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Judgmental people can be very annoying and easily get under your skin.
This post teaches how to deal with their annoying jugdmental attitude with six simple steps.
We will also use a case study to help you understand the power dynamics of assault/defense that
dealing with judgmental people entails.
Contents
#1. Do Not Give Them Moral Authority!
#2. Refuse to Take The Defendant Position
#3. Dig Up Their Dirt: Show They Are Unfit to Judge
#4. Call Out Their Game: Don’t Allow Them to Shoot & Hide
#5. Stick to Your Guns: Don’t Apologize
6. Keep The Mental Edge: Don’t Let Them Get Under Your Skin
The Power Dynamics of Judgmental People
Summary

#1. Do Not Give Them Moral Authority!
Judgmental people only have power over you if you give them authority.
They need authority to feed their ego, increase their social status, and, of course, to make you feel
bad.
And they usually assume authority based on something a self-appointed superiority.
It can based be skills, results, “being better”… And often it’s simply moral superiority.
They set themselves up on that moral high ground. But only if you allow them to.
Notice the interviewer taking up the authority position:
Why is she appointing herself as the party that needs to be convinced? That’s what Sheene should
have attacked.
There’s rarely an official “moral handover” and it all happens because the entitled attacker takes the
moral superiority.
So the number one step is a mindset:
Never feel like he is superior to you!
And whenever they take an authority position over you, contest it.

#2. Refuse to Take The Defendant Position
The other side of the coin of not giving judgmental people the authority position is to not take the
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subordinate position.
You have to do this consciously and remind yourself about it.
Why?
Because unless you’re already very skilled or self-assured the natural tendency when facing a
judgmental attitude is one of subservience.
Avoid like the plague to:
Follow
Justify / defend yourself
Backtrack
Ask what you should do
Ask what they would do
Instead, a good idea is to cut the topic short while you make it clear their judgement is not welcome.
Say something like:
That’s a fair point but I disagree
I disagree, but thank you for your opinion
I see it otherwise, but thanks for sharing
Or block their judgmental ways with a stronger verbal opposition:
NO, that’s not true
Sorry mate, but lemme be frank here: you don’t know what you’re talking about
(shaking your head, no words spoken)

#3. Dig Up Their Dirt: Show They Are Unfit to Judge
This is a nasty but effective technique.
And it consists of kicking the soapbox off their haughty feet.
Your aim here is to show through their track-record that they are unfit to judge.
If they can’t pontificate, they can’t judge you.
Seen an example:
Nasty, but effective.

#4. Call Out Their Game: Don’t Allow Them to Shoot & Hide
Often judgmental people will make us feel bad without coming out in the open.
They won’t say anything directly in our face but a smirk, a look on their face, an off-hand remark will
sub-communicate they are judging us -and disapproving-.
Exactly what happens in this sex and the city episode:
Notice Miranda’s judgmental comments:
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“Tray suggested… ? “
“Like what… “
She never directly admits her true feelings. She never says that she thinks the idea is silly, but she
makes Charlotte feel under heavy -and negative- scrutiny.
This is called “cover aggression”, because you know the aggression is there, but it’s hidden.
This leads to a fight later as in typical passive-aggressive behavior Charlotte didn’t address the issue
head-on.
You want to do the opposite: take the behavior in full light and address it.
Say something like:
You: I perceive some hostility from you right now. Can you please clarify?
Then keep going until they admit it.
If they keep denying, you still won as they’ve shown they don’t even have the courage to voice their
disagreement.

#5. Stick to Your Guns: Don’t Apologize
Judgmental people have the power to make us feel bad about our choices, our ethics and our
behavior.
But again, only if you give them that power. A great antidote is to answer with full conviction and
pride in your own choices and ethics.
This is particularly important in situations where the judgmental person backs a widely held view in
society.
For example things such as “don’t party too much, don’t sleep around, don’t live unemployed etc.
etc.”
Russel Brand is very good in at this:
That’s some owning up there ?

6. Keep The Mental Edge: Don’t Let Them Get Under Your
Skin
If you overreact, you lose.
Indeed, as George Thompson teaches, it’s crucial that in difficult communication you keep the
mental edge by remaining unaffected.
If you let judgmental people get to you, you are blessing them with a lot of power.
Notice their behavior, maneuver around it, and stay unaffected.
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The Power Dynamics of Judgmental People
Judgmental people are powerful because, with their judgment, they are indirectly saying:
1. I’m better than you
2. You’re not good enough
The first part goes under our skin, while the second part makes us feel unworthy.
Once we feel unworthy, we want to change our behavior to comply with the judgmental person’s
standards.
And that’s why judgmental people are manipulators. Judgemental people seek to make you feel
bad in order to control and manipulate your behavior.
Judgmental people always use a judge frame against you.
They seek to frame themselves as the only ones who hold the true moral and ethical code, and they
seek to frame you as living outside of that moral code, which makes you “not good enough” for them,
for their group, or for society.
To learn the power dynamics of the judge role, please see:
The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control

Summary
The keys to dealing with judgmental people is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Don’t give them power
Put a spotlight on their spiteful attitude
Never apologize: stay proud of who you are
Stay unaffected
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8 Proven Responses to Offensive Jokes (W/ Examples)
March 23, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Dealing with offensive jokes can be difficult if you’re not used to.
As an Italian living in Germany I deal with these on a recurrent basis:
Contents
Offensive Jokes Are Power Moves
Power Dynamics of Offensive Jokes
The Social Consequences of Mean Jokes
Mean Jokes Examples
Dealing With Offensive Jokes
#1. Tit For Tat
#2. Stay Serious
#3. Call Out Their Rudeness
#4. Don’t Accept “I was kidding”
#5. Avoid Exaggerating: But You Can Hint You Could Win Easily
#6. Go Meta
#7. Stay Emotionally Nonreactive
#8. Chill and Relax: Have a Laugh
Exceptions: Jokes You Shouldn’t Get Offended For
SUMMARY

Offensive Jokes Are Power Moves
Racist jokes, offensive remarks, mean comments… These are all a form of social power moves.
Hidden under a sheath of irony, offensive jokes tell the story of a power relation: the joker is the one
taking the dominant position, while the butt end of the joke gets socially demoted.
I will call this technique “social climbing jokes”.

Power Dynamics of Offensive Jokes
Power Moves masked as jokes work by reinforcing a stereotype, prejudice, public perception or
sometimes, let’s be frank here, an uncomfortable truth.
The joking layer with which the power moved is sheathed allows the joker to set the power relation in
a socially acceptable way.
Basically: the attacker hides behind the joke to hurt and social climb.
And it allows him to sidestep any possible backlash behind the joking pretense.
I’m sure you’ve seen these:
Social climber: Hey come on, it was just a joke
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Social climber: God I was just kidding, I actually love Italy (/Africa /women /blacks etc.
etc)
But don’t be fooled by the “joke” pretense, most of the times that’s only the sugar coating for the
dominant power move.

Power Jokes Breakdown:
When you put your social x-ray goggles on this is what a superiority joke really says:
1. I’m superior
2. You’re inferior
3. By accepting the joke you accept that power dynamic
Picture by Dake, Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gun-type_fission_weapon.svg

The Social Consequences of Mean Jokes
The joke can have lasting consequences.
If it’s not met by any backlash, the public opinion can start shifting.
Not only it becomes more OK to throw mean and racist jokes, but some people can start believing
they are actually true.
Equally important, the joker feels more powerful, and the butt of the joke starts feeling inferior.
As the butt of the joke starts buying into that frame the joke becomes more and more reality.
Until the joker doesn’t even need to throw power moves anymore: everyone accepts his superiority.

Mean Jokes Examples
Power jokes happen more often than most people could think.
Some men use this technique to keep control of their relationships (see “combative relationships“).
And when they are successful, the woman can start losing her self-esteem, which might lead to
abusive and toxic relationships.
Or people can use offensive jokes are used to pump their own ego or, of course, for good old social
climbing.
Here are a few examples:

Skin Color Power Move
White guy in Asia: “I’m whiter than you”
Girl: “so what, you think you’re better than me?”
Guy: “ahaha I’m just joking, in Europe it’s actually cool to be tanned”
Result: behind the joke’s smokescreen -and helped by her offended reaction- he slots himself as the
superior one by virtue of skin color.
In the long run she will feel insecure and inferior to him.
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Notice that her overreaction proved to him that she indeed has skin-color hang ups.

Gender Power Move
Guy: “you bought a new pair of shoes?”
Girl: “yes, do you like them”
Guy: “yeah.. And good for my figure you don’t spend as much time in the kitchen as do
with shopping”
Result: he implies she spends too much and that her role is that of cooking (and she’s failing it). In
the long run she might feel insecure and less of a woman for failing in what he presents as her female
duties.

Nationality Power Move
The mean joke in the message example at the beginning of this post was basically saying:
(We) Germans are (economically) superior to you (Italians).
Result: If I left all these jokes slip I would contribute to these type of jokes becoming more and more
pervasive and, worst of all, I might start believing it myself.
Also, I would admit that yes, he’s right, and there are good reasons why Germany is a bigger
economy (namely because Germans are superior).
I don’t know you, but I’m not cool with that.

Dealing With Offensive Jokes
When someone pulls a power move disguised as a joke, you should react.
Because taking the hit without pushing back does a few bad things:
1. Leaves you dealing with resentment
2. Confirms the joke’s status quo (that you indeed are “inferior”)
3. You can internalize the idea of being, indeed, “inferior”
Here are a few ways of hitting back:

#1. Tit For Tat
Make a mean joke back about them, their ethnic group, gender or whatever you can think.
If someone were to exaggerate here with those German / Italian jokes, I would go with something
like this:
The Romans did their best to civilize the barbaric Germanic tribes here. Obviously not
everyone joined the civilized world
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#2. Stay Serious
Don’t laugh. Just look at them and they will understand what’s up.
Or do some expressions like she does:

#3. Call Out Their Rudeness
You can draw attention to their meanness, rudeness and insensibility either with a zinger of a
comeback, another joke or simply seriously pointing it out.
No need for anything too complicated, this is enough:
Sorry man, I don’t see the fun in that. It just feels very rude to me
When you do that you will go from defender to attacker. At which point:

#4. Don’t Accept “I was kidding”
When you accept the “I was kidding” right away you let the power mover get away too quickly and
too easily.
And, most importantly, you let the joke sink in.
Letting the joke sink in means you and the people around accept the power moving consequences of
that joke (ie.: that they’re “better”).
Push back further, let them roast for longer in the apologizing limbo (That’s what I’ve done in the
text above when I said “I wasn’t“).
How do you do it?
Like this:
You: that wasn’t really funny
Joker: come on man, it was just a joke
You: I know you’re joking, but it was offensive
By pretending to buy into their joking excuse while you stick to your guns, you are taking their
excuse away.

#5. Avoid Exaggerating: But You Can Hint You Could Win
Easily
If they went racist 5/10 hitting back at 10/10 might seem an easy solution.
But it’s not.
From the opening example, it might be tempting to drop “nazi” to a German, as that might seem like
an easy win.
But when you do that you show they got to you too powerfully.
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And you let them drag you down to the low level games. Stay superior instead: don’t wallow with the
pigs but fly with the eagles.
You can though hint that you might destroy them easily.
For example, you could say:
Look, answering to that would be too easy, but I don’t stoop lower just because someone
has gone low.
So I will ignore it and move on.

#6. Go Meta
Going meta means that you explain what they just did.
Basically, you give them a shortened form of this article:
Well, not really, people say it was a joke, but the joking form is only a more acceptable
form of sharing racist feelings and aggressive opinions.
If you feel that way about me or about X, you should tell me openly.
And watch them backtrack in shame.

#7. Stay Emotionally Nonreactive
Battles always run at a mental level as well.
When you overreact, you communicate that you are emotionally very sensitive.
And when you’re emotionally very sensitive to something, people will suspect it’s because you
actually feel that way (ie.: if you overreact if someone tells you that Germans are “superior” you
communicate you actually believe in that).
As George Thompson says in Verbal Judo, if you learn not to take things personally, you are 80%
done.

#8. Chill and Relax: Have a Laugh
As a final important remark: not all jokes are power moves and not all jokes are mean.
If you find yourself feeling offended a bit too many times, well, probably it’s not society being wrong
but it’s just you.
Don’t be that guy who always overreacts, always calls out racism and always gets offended for
gender humor.
Nobody wants those people around.
Here are a few examples of innocent stereotype jokes:
Non offensive cultural jokes (food, weather, places of holiday etc.)
Lateness and geography (seemingly the southerner you are the later you’ll arrive)
Women being bad drivers
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Men being braggarts / proud etc.

Exceptions: Jokes You Shouldn’t Get Offended For
Sometimes jokes which might sound offensive can actually help you further your relationship.
For example:

Intimate Offensive Jokes Can Strengthen The Bond
Racy jokes are also a way of getting more intimate.
The more someone can push the boundaries without repercussions, the closer you two are.
Having dated Asians and black women, my jokes with them would have been terribly offensive
outside of our intimate settings.
But by making that joke we entered a frame which communicated that “we can say whatever we want
to each other”.
In that case, racist jokes can only bond you closer.
Of course, the delivery is all that matters: it must come from a position which is not truly racist, but
just fun-making.

Outgroup Mean Jokes Can Help Strengthen Ingroup
Sometimes some people will make a mean joke about a group that neither of you belong to.
Before you get offended and tell him that’s not cool, consider the joker might have actually tried to
get closer to you to form an ingroup with you.
Of course, these jokes are dangerous if you get carried away with them and they become the norm.

SUMMARY
Some mean jokes and racist jokes are masked power moves. Ways of implying the superiority of the
joke teller, of his ethnic group, or of his power position in the relationship.
Never allow those jokes to pass you by or you are tacitly confirming their power play and help
crystallize their position of power over you.
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Jordan Peterson VS Cathy Newman: Power Dynamics Analysis
March 25, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Jordan Peterson vs Cathy Newman was a long awaited match.
If you are looking for a in-depth analysis of Jordan Peterson debating skills and how Jordan Peterson
VS Cathy Newman ended, you have to the right place.
By the end of this article, you will understand exactly how Jordan Peterson destroyed Cathy
Newman.
Contents
Quick Background
Jordan Peterson VS Cathy Newman
1. Straw Man Technique
#2. Block Their Attempt at Undermining Your Authority
#3. Don’t Allow Them to Label You
How Peterson Beat Newman
1. Stay Cool and Collected
2. Showcase Superior Knowledge
SUMMARY

Quick Background
Jordan Peterson, author of 12 Rules for Life, is the new spiritual leader of conservative ideology and
the new bastion against feminism and Marxism (albeit not all women hate him).
Kathy Newman is a combative feminist willing to use any trick in the book to score against her
guests.
Let the battle begin:

Jordan Peterson VS Cathy Newman
We have already seen a few power debate techniques and we have already done a debate analysis in
the the Trump VS Clinton debate.
But I would put Jordan Peterson above anyone else when it comes to debating.
Without using any unfair debating techniques, he simply destroys his opponent by staying in control
and convincing the public that he had leadership qualities.
Cathy Newman on the other was never really looking for a honest debate.
She was looking to score a win and make Peterson look bad.
She might have won. Or at least scored some points against any other opponent. But not Jordan
Peterson.
He was too good for her.
Let’s see.
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1. Straw Man Technique
This is an old technique and you better learn how to watch out for it.
Newman had a simple strategy: try to paint Peterson as a villain, make him an easy target and score
an easy win.
This is a subset of the straw man technique, which consists in refuting an opponent’s view which the
opponent never really had to begin win. Usually unfair debaters pick for their straw man opponent an
easy target, such as a view everyone disagrees with, an opinion everyone hates, or a position which is
easily assailable.

Example: The Gender Pay Gap
Sneaky Warning!
Jordan Peterson’s view on the gender pay gap is that it’s real and it’s the consequence of many
different variables.
One of them is the difference in personality (agreeableness) and part of it is also prejudice.
Overall, it’s a level headed and fact-based opinion.
Cathy Newman however wants to shoehorn Peterson into an extreme position. One that she can
easily rail and pontificate against. She desperately tries to lead him to say something along the lines
of:
The gender pay gap doesn’t exist
Women should put up with it
“I want to defend the pay gap”
If Newman were to manage to make Peterson admit to any of the above, she would score an easy
win.
Watch her try it in an increasingly desperate fashion:

Defense
The straw man technique can be unnerving.
When someone uses it against you many times in a row, you might be tempted to espouse the
extreme positions just so you can raise your voice and get into a fight.
Never do that.
Here’s what you should do instead:
1. Calmly repeat your positions rationally. Over and over again if needed
2. Accuse your opponent of offensiveness
3. Show superior, fact-based knowledge: you look powerful, they look infantile
That’s some powerful way of leveraging vulnerability.
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#2. Block Their Attempt at Undermining Your Authority
Bringing up bad associations is a way to smear the opponent’s persona instead of engaging with his
facts and logic.
The past, some mistakes, friends… Anything that can throw dirt on him. The idea it tries to conjure is
that “once wrong, always wrong”.
Cathy tries to attack Jordan by saying that his followers are all male (!), divisive and abusive.

Defending Against Authority Attacks
Don’t defend yourself (gives credibility to the accuser)
Say you only answer for yourself (or it’s in the past and you’ve moved on)
Refuse to comment further: let them look like vultures scavenging for a non existent scoop

#3. Don’t Allow Them to Label You
Cathy Newman really wanted to corner Peterson.
Unfair debater will try to have you confess or admit on something which the public often frowns
upon so they can make you look bad.
The most dangerous words to label you are emotionally charged ones, such as “racist”, “illegal”,
“addict”, “violent” etc.

Example: Losing the Labeing War
Look at this man.
He “admits” that a leaflet of decades earlier “could be defined as racist”. Big mistake.
He was an honest man, but honesty doesn’t pay with unfair debater.
Notice how she abuses of that admission to continually back him into a corner:
Note: I had to cut the video eventually and the original video I first posted has been taken down.
However, she keeps going much further with the same technique.

Defending Against Labels
1. When you’re unsure never says “yes”: always say no
2. Accuse the interviewer of unfair tactics
3. Refuse to answer, always rephrase
Notices Newman tries to do the same with Peterson, but see how it never works because he always
denies and rephrases:
A “no” makes you look more powerful and in control. And it doesn’t give any ammo to your
opponent.
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How Peterson Beat Newman
Jordan Peterson dominated the debate against Cathy Newman the following ways (in order):

1. Stay Cool and Collected
Getting nervous with an unfair debater like Newman is very easy.
But showing too many emotions is often seen as indicator that you’re not confident enough in your
opinions.
See how Jordan remained confident and calm even when facing the worst slanders:

2. Showcase Superior Knowledge
This goes back to the roots of reaching mastery of anything, from social mastery to winning a debate:
know your stuff better than anyone else. Jordan knows his stuff much much better than Newman.
But “knowing” wouldn’t be enough. Jordan showcases it:

SUMMARY
Jordan Peterson VS Cathy Newman wasn’t even a contest.
Peterson’s debating skills such calmness, logic and superior knowledge, would have been enough to
eat Newman for breakfast.
If that weren’t enough, the failure and conspicuousness of Newman’s unfair debate tactics made her
look like a low level cheat.
Overall, this wasn’t even a contest because Peterson was just too good for Newman.
He dominated it by and large from the beginning to the end.
Adopt Peterson’s techniques, grow a knowledge that matches his, and you’ll be able to do the same
with any unfair debater you’ll ever meet.
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What To Do If Your Boss Shouts at You: Step-By-Step Guide
March 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you ended up here because your boss yelled at you, you know this:
A yelling boss can be a highly distressful experience.
Especially if it’s a public yelling.
Between us, let’s be frank here: it’s demeaning and humiliating.
It can be highly embarrassing, emasculating, and it will often destroy your social status.
But don’t worry.
By the end of this post, you will learn how to put your yelling boss back to his place.
Let’s learn how to demand some proper behavior, shall we
Contents
What Happens When a Boss Shouts At You
#1. Internalize Aggression Is NEVER OK
#2. Internalize Mistakes Are OK
#3. Let Him Yell
#4. Keep Proud Nonverbal
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#7. Don’t Accept “Sorry But You… “
#8. Demand a Public Apology
Boss Yelled At Me: Case Study
Background of The Shouting
When The Boss “Types” His Yelling
Boss Yelling Case Study
Video Example
SUMMARY

What Happens When a Boss Shouts At You
From a psychological point of view, it’s simple:
You enter into the freeze, flight or fight mode.
In lay terms, that means our rational brain leaves us and we can’t think straight.
Since our bosses can fire us, that means “fight” is rarely the preferred option.
So 99% of people revert to one of the following behaviors:
Say nothing, listening with our head down
Meekly excuse ourselves
See an example of meek excuses from the movie “Goodfellas”:
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In dangerous situations, it’s OK to lose face and save your skin. But not always. And since you don’t
work for the mafia, learn to demand some proper behavior.
This post will now teach you how to demand proper behavior and how to stand up for yourself.

#1. Internalize Aggression Is NEVER OK
As usual, mindsets come first.
You have to believe it in your core that:
1. You are worthy, no matter where you stand in the silly org chart
2. It’s NEVER ok for someone disrespects you
That includes when you make a mistake, because:

#2. Internalize Mistakes Are OK
We all make mistakes.
And whenever we commit a mistake, it doesn’t mean we become sub-humans who can be abused.
If your boss is yelling at you, yes, you probably made a mistake.
And you will learn from it. But you need to internalize that mistakes and abusive reaction to mistakes
are not connected.
Mistakes are natural and fair game, verbal aggression is not.
Ignorance does not justify aggression.
Never allow anyone to link mistakes to yelling (read below) and especially do not link them in your
mind.
Yelling is also very poor leadership.
It instills a fear of making more mistakes, which stifles creativity, teamwork and, ironically, is more
likely to induce mistakes.
So here is another mindset for you: it’s your duty to limit the power and scope of poor managers.
If you let them get away it, they will keep abusing people for their whole life.

#3. Let Him Yell
If he’s really furious, let him go ahead.
He’s chipping away at your social status, that’s for sure.
But you’re in for the war, not the battle.
And in the meanwhile he’s also embarrassing himself as he shows no internal control whatsoever.
When you let him yell uninterrupted, you allow everyone to see see he’s a dickhead.
A few minutes from now, everyone will be on your side when you’ll serve him skewered.
The trick here is not listen without listening.
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What do I mean?
To let his words go through you without hurting you and without getting under your skin.
“Be like water”, said Bruce Lee. And Robert Greene in “The 48 Laws of Power“, too.
Toltec expert Miguel Ruiz wrote in his best-seller “The Four Agreements” to never take things
personally.
And more rational communication trainers such as George Thompson and Douglas Stone make
emotional detachment a centerpiece of getting what you want in difficult and tense exchanges.
See?
In short: most smart people agree that a crucial aspect of verbal power and control is being able to not
take things personally.
If you can’t yet, meditate.
The goal is to reach a point where you can remain calm while you plan the exact wording of your
next move, which will come as soon as he stops.
In the meanwhile, while he speaks:

#4. Keep Proud Nonverbal
Jordan Peterson in The 12 Rules for Life says to “stand straight with your shoulders back”.
Exactly what you want to do here.
Don’t look down, don’t droop your shoulders, don’t arch your back.
Stand straight, as if you had an air of defiance -minus the air of defiance in your face-.
Basically, look strong, just without facial signs of aggression.
You avoid facial signs of aggression because first, you don’t want to escalate. And second, you don’t
want to warn him for what’s coming.

#5. State You Are Not OK With Yelling
Now the time has come for you to speak.
Do NOT address your mistakes here: that will make you look weaker and give ammo to the yelling
boss.
Do NOT address the words of what he said: you don’t want a debate.
Once he’s done say instead something like this:
You: I understand you are angry. But I am not OK with you screaming at me
Alternatively, a bit less strong but equally powerful:
You: I understand you are angry. But I feel that yelling is very impolite and aggressive
Then pause.
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#6. Hold Your Own
If you reached this point: congratulations!
Whatever you do now, even if you muck up all the rest, your boss and the people around will already
respect you much, much more.
Now let’s keep going.
Two things can happen here:
He will ignore what you said and resume reaming you for your mistake even harder (don’t
worry: that’s OK)
He will attack what you said and state that it’s not aggressive or impolite
In either case, he will probably perceive what you’ve just done as insubordination and he wants you
ot backtrack.
Here you want to clarify the point that you’re not out for a fight or to deny your mistake.
But you’re demanding fair treatment.
If he says you fuc*ed it up, you answer:
You: I made a mistake, and I own it.
But that does not give you the right to yell at me. That’s very rude and it’s unacceptable
behavior
Whatever he says, keep repeating your point, just with different words:
You: I always strive to improve my performance and I am happy to talk about it in private.
But yelling at me publicly like is completely out of line and I do not accept that kind of
behavior
The more he screams, the more you look powerful and in control: he’s the one flipping out and
you’re the one making him dance at your tune.

#7. Don’t Accept “Sorry But You… “
As we’ve seen mistakes and aggression are two separate things.
But bad bosses will try to use your mistake to justify their aggression.
Never allow that!
If you allow it, you empower them to make you look so bad that it’s your fault that they can’t control
themselves.
So when they say:
Boss: yeah, sorry, BUT you did X / Y, that’s unaccetapble and it’s costing us..
You say:
You: you’re right, and I am happy to discuss my mistake, how to fix it, how to learn from it
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and how to never make it happen again. But these are two different topics.
The other topic is verbal bullying ,and that’s not OK.
Basically: make sure you keep the mistake and the verbal abuse separated.
Dealing with the abuse and the mistake at the same time is nothing but double abuse.
Have you noticed the parallel?
This is the same as saying “OK, she was raped, I’m really sorry, but what was she doing at 2am at the
flat party?”.
That kind of “rationale” humiliates the victim two times.
Don’t allow anyone to do it to you.

#8. Demand a Public Apology
Here what sneaky bosses will do when forced to apologize
They had their aggressive display of strength in public and they will later apologize in private.
An apology is a meaningful step, but you will have to demand a public apology.
Say:
You: Thank you, I appreciate you realizing it wasn’t cool and apologizing. At the same time
though you yellet at me in public, and I lost face in public.
I believe you should apologize in public as well.
If he doesn’t, he’s not a great human being.
His ego is more important to him than respecting the people around and achieving the organization’s
goals.
He probably has a fixed mindset. Good to know.
Learn from bad bosses, too. It will help you become a much better leader once it will be your turn.

Boss Yelled At Me: Case Study
The following is a case study on a boss yelling at me in a Whatsapp group.

Background of The Shouting
This case study relates to Toastmasters, nonprofit organization in which I’m a board member (and
later became president).
Since there are no salaries being paid, the boss’ actual power is not that great from a coercive point of
view.
But usually, that matters little: our brains don’t think in terms of salary and mathematical calculation
of monetary risks.
We are still reacting the same way we’d have reacted in our social evolution.
As a matter of fact, the opposite can be true: salaries and for profit organization give employees even
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more chances of acquiring power.
Linchpin employees, for example, can have as much power, or sometimes even greater power, than
their own bosses.

When The Boss “Types” His Yelling
This is a written form case study.
I prefer videos, but I have never seen anyone handling a yelling boss well on a video or movie.
So in the meanwhile that my Youtube channel grows enough to hire actors, we’ll do a (very good)
written example :).

Boss Yelling Case Study
First, read below and think of ways you would handle the screaming boss:
Now take a look at my reply and try to think of why I said what I said:
Now read the comments and the notes below:

Note: my answer is strong, but not super strong. I had no interest in a big altercation or in shaming
the boss.
But if I wanted to hit harder, in that scenario, it would have also been possible to say:
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That’s an absolutely unacceptable tone.
And if I wanted to power move I would have added:
I am waiting for your apologies
The latter is a genius checkmate, albeit a highly humiliating and risky one:
Checkmate, because once the boss apologizes he is following your orders and your lead. Suddenly
you look like the boss.
Humiliating, because you force the boss to follow a report’s order, calling into question who’s the
real boss there.
Risky, because you escalate. Now the boss might even refuse to apologize not to lose face and it
might come down to a final showdown: who’s leaving, you or him?
Anyway, let’s go on and see what happened:

After the apology I strike a conciliatory tone.
If you have enough power and want to gain so many points that you actually come out undoubtedly
on top avoid the socially friendly “let’s” and say:
OK, make sure it doesn’t happen again and apologies accepted
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Note the video “I’ll do my very best” is a further apology, albeit not a very good one.
To begin with, “doing one’s best” is not enough when you’re serious of not accepting abuse. He must
do it full stop, not doing his best.
And second, “doing one’s best” implies the possibility, and power, of doing it again.
Not too cool. Ideally you want to be near the same level of power as your boss so that he doesn’t
even think that yelling (again) is even a possibility.

Video Example
I have yet to see a proper video or movie scene of someone handling a yelling session well
If you know of any, please do let me know.
In the meanwhile, here my video on the above case study:

SUMMARY
I would like to remind you two major tenets of social power:
1. The power you have is the power you think you have
2. The power you have is a consequence of your leverage and options
Leverage means, basically, that you are needed in the organization; options means that you can walk
away at will.
So to deal with a yelling boss from a position of strength, work on developing your skills and
developing your options.
Read how to deal with a bad boss for more.
And that concludes our overview.
Stay strong guys: never abuse anyone and, by the same token, never accept abuse.
Best,
Lucio
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To Be Good, You First Need to Be Bad: Here’s Why
March 30, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
A big tenet of this website is that to be a force for good in the world, you have to learn how to be bad.
The concept of facing evil as a necessity for good is not simply a matter of philosophy, but there’s
enough empirical evidence to prove it.
The first part of this post will address the quantitative, more empirical side.
The second part will address the question more from the individual point of view.
Contents
An Empirical Case For Mastering Evil
1. Abusive & Too Nice Strategies Die Out
2. Conditional Cooperation Wins
3. Retaliation is Required
Too Nice Is The Root of Evil
The World Needs Good Men With Capacity for Evil
More Evil In Real World
Why You Must Master Evil
1. Mastering Evil Prevents Abuse
2. You Remove Yourself From The Easy Target List
3. You Respect Yourself More
4. The Only Way to Do Good
The Hero Journey
Summary

An Empirical Case For Mastering Evil
The Evolution of Cooperation is a famous paper in Evolutionary Psychology circles.
It has been a great milestone used to explain, with empirical evidence, why humans present altruistic
behavior in the face of otherwise selfish genes (also read: The Moral Animal).
The experiment is a computer program running a simplified version of negotiations also known as
iterated Prisoner’s dilemma.
Many different negotiation strategies were pitted against each other.
By Christopher X Jon Jensen (CXJJensen) & Greg Riestenberg (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia CommonsIn

brief, these were the main types of

strategies:
Some negotiation strategies tried to defect as much as possible to get maximum selfish pay off
(cheating, in human terms);
Some strategies were very highly cooperative (too nice, in human terms);
sSme were middle of the roads (shall we say, assertively win-win, in human terms).
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This study is highly relevant to both social skills and cooperation because:
1. Much of social relations are based on value exchanges
2. We often find ourselves negotiating conflicting interests
The results are also highly interesting in terms of “nice” VS “abusive” strategies as they allow, up to
a certain point, to draw some parallels with human behavior.
And the results are very telling:

1. Abusive & Too Nice Strategies Die Out
After millions of iterations the strategies skewed towards maximum pay off -let’s call them
“abusive”- die out.
And the same fate awaits to highly cooperative strategies -let’s call them “too nice”-.
Who wins, then?

2. Conditional Cooperation Wins
The strategy that won out, TIT FOR THAT, could be interpreted as a middle of the road, sort of an
“assertive win-win”.
Read more on TIT FOR TAT strategies, but in a nutshell it works like this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First it cooperates
It keeps cooperating with those who cooperate
It retaliates with those who cheat
It starts from from scratch after the retaliation

3. Retaliation is Required
“Tit for tat” embodies, empirically, the central thesis of this post (and a central tenet of this website).
And that is that to allow cooperation and win-win you need to be able to punish and cast aside the
abusers of this world.
There have been more elaborate techniques that eventually beat “Tit for tat”, but they all included the
capacity of cooperating as a default while defending and isolating abusers (for a good overview see
Ridley, 1996).
For cooperation to even exist, evil must be met with evil

Too Nice Is The Root of Evil
Helplessness to evil invites evil (and gives evil the world)
As the empirical experiments show, highly cooperative strategies (“very nice”, in human terms) are
the best for everyone IF everyone else around were to be equally very nice.
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But it’s important to notice that, unless forever ring-fenced, naively cooperating environment are
at high danger of being invaded and taken over by opportunistic cheats.
Indeed, as long as an abusive alien force can penetrate a highly agreeable system, the agreeable
players will be relegated to ever increasing indigence, enslavement and, eventually, extinction.
Indeed a dishonest strategy seeping into a cooperative-only strategy (too nice strategy) would make
easy picking of everyone who can’t retaliate.
Unable to defend themselves, the too nice people of this world succumb to the self-centered, evil
player.

The World Needs Good Men With Capacity for Evil
When we extrapolate the results of game theory, we get a bleak outlook for virtues without capacity
for evil.
Because if people with good intentions don’t arm themselves with the tools and knowledge to
mustering evil when it’s necessary, than this world is mathematically doomed to be run by evil
people.
No wonder that so many people around the world lost all faith in the political class: it seems like
getting to the top automatically filters out the good players.
Which is indeed something that happens when systems become rotten to the core.
Mathematically indeed, it’s impossible to infiltrate a cheat-only system with a collaborative strategy
(unless many collaborative players enter it at once).

More Evil In Real World
There’s one more twist.
The simulation probably makes it harder for abuse to pay off.
“Tit for tat” for example plays multiple rounds with fixed payouts.
But what if one could win big once without retribution? Or cheat without anyone else knowing it?
Indeed, abusive behavior is more likely to pay off socially when:
Nobody knows you have cheated
The other player cannot retaliate
You will never meet the other player again
You can win huge and give back little when retaliated against
You will notice that any of the above are common instances in life.
An abuser who is able to legally -but not ethically- take advantage of someone else, for example, will
often face no retribution.
What’s left to do, then?
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Why You Must Master Evil
By mastering evil I am referring to:
1. The ability to recognize evil when you see it
2. The strength, and skills, to withstand it (avoid it or destroy it)
3. The ability to act evil, when needed
Once you can do that, it will do a myriad of great things for you, the people around you, and the
world at large:

1. Mastering Evil Prevents Abuse
When you know how to recognize dishonest players, you are also more likely to defuse them or even
beat them at their own game.
It’s a little bit like martial arts training.
You will be able to spot the signs of aggression and are more likely to respond calmly and
confidently.
Which, overall, lowers the chances a fight will ever be needed.

2. You Remove Yourself From The Easy Target List
Who do abusers prey on?
Mostly on people who are easy to prey on, of course. When you can read the signs of dishonesty and
cruelty and are able to send back equally powerful signals, you are less likely to become a prey.
And if everyone were able to withstand evil, evil will cease to pay off. And cease to exist.
If you’re unable to muster evil, you’re enabling evil to exist

3. You Respect Yourself More
As Jordan Peterson, author of 12 Rules For Life, explains: if you are too nice, too agreeable and too
passive in the face of abuse, you will pay the price emotionally.
All that action that you’re not taking, all that anger you’re bottling up makes you become bitter and
resentful.
Peterson says that if you’re harmless you’re not virtuous. There’s no virtue in being harmless.
But if you’re a monster without acting monstrously, then you’re virtuous. And, I would add, if you
can be a monster and act virtuously, then you’re a hero.
Why don’t you be a hero instead.
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4. The Only Way to Do Good
Ultimately, I believe, you can’t do good in any meaningful way without being able to be bad when
the time calls for it.
I’m afraid it’s again simple logic that supports this statement: the higher you aim, the more you will
have to contend with evil.
Your success will attract lots of great people and great opportunities. But also the swindlers, the
resentful haters, and the vultures looking for easy spoil.
And of course, it might be the case that unfair competitors won’t stop at anything trying to squash
you.
It derives that you cannot spread love at scale if you cannot destroy the evil that stands in the way.
The better angels of our nature are useless if they can’t confront evil

The Hero Journey
If you’re being too agreeable, or have dreams to improve the world for good… Chances are that you
need a dark side to enable your goals to come to fruition.
It’s not necessarily easy. Becoming a hero for good also requires incredible mental power and mental
control.
You must become impermeable and control your state of mind so that dealing with the scum of this
world will not infect your mood and your mission for good.
As Nietzsche says: when you stare into the abyss, the abyss stares back at you. Meaning you risk to
internalize evil in a way that you lose your enlightened way.
But don’t let that stop you: internalizing the power of destruction and aggression, and yet pushing
ahead for good is the ultimate conquest of the hero.
You can do it.
Please do it. We need people like that.
Get your sword. Then keep it sheathed (most of the times).

Summary
We talked about why you need to be bad.
But don’t get this article wrong. This is no place for empty cynicism. There are countless people who
will NOT take advantage of you. Or might even help you asking nothing in return.
These are the great people out there and the kind of person you should strive to become.
But what I’m saying is that you can’t count on that. And that there will be people who DO will take
advantage of you. And you’re better off being prepared for them.
On the same note: don’t forget that giving is the best way forward. TIT FOR THAT gave first. And
as Peter Diamandis, author of Bold said: to become a billionaire, help a billion people.
What I do am saying though, is that on your way to help a billion you’ll meet a few hundred that will
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try to take advantage of you and possibly try to take you down.
With those, you need to be able to play the dirty game.
And that’s one of the very reasons I started this website: spreading the tools to beat and transcend
(social) evil and dishonesty.
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RSD Julien Scandal: Here’s How to Handle Shame Attacks
April 1, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The story of the RSD scandal involving Julien Blanc is the story of a typical shame attack.
The attacker, also called “moral police”, publicly attacked the sacrificial lamb framing him as “bad
beyond reproach”.
Anyone who works and operates outside of the morality of their zeitgeist can be the victim of a
similar scandal.
So it’s good if you prepare yourself.
By the end of this article, you will learn what you should do in a similar situation and how you can
deal and beat the moral police.
Contents
Julien Blanc Scandal: Intro
What’s Moral Police?
#1. Don’t Give Them Moral High Ground
#2. Break The Attack Early
#3. Counterattack: Highlight Moral Police Hypocrisy
#4. Remove Their Power: Agree
#5. Prove The MPs Wrong
#6. Deny, Deny, Deny
#7. Extol Your Virtues (Broken Record Technique)
SUMMARY

Julien Blanc Scandal: Intro
Julien Blanc (previously RSDJulien), was a dating coach at a company called RSD.
He was mired in a scandal for some videos he had done in Japan, and he appeared on CNN for an
interview (you can watch the full version here).
It wasn’t a friendly interview , though.
There were no questions, no letting him explain and no finding out what really went on.
The interviewer at CNN was more out to get him.
Indeed, he demonized Julien, took the worst pictures he could find and bullied him on live TV.
Albeit I believe the interviewer was rather unfair and Julien didn’t deserve that much hate, this post is
not about taking a position on the issue but more to analyze the interview.
The objective is to share and learn how to deal with moral attacks when you actually did do
something wrong.
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What’s Moral Police?
I will define moral policing as such:
The act of shaming someone for breaking an alleged standard of ethics and morals, and
framing him as “unworthy” for that morally just society
The standards of ethics and morals are either the majority’s standards or simply the ones that the
moral police prefers.
Moral policing is a pejorative term, implying that the ethics and morals used as yardsticks are not
necessarily good and positive but can simply be a tool to win an argument and destroy an opponent.
The moral police always takes a judge role against the attacker, framing themselves as “moral and
fair” and framing the attacked as “not good enough” for us.
To learn more about judges please read here:
The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control
We have seen shame attacks and more policing before on this site, for example analyzing the Charlie
Sheene interview.
But this case is different because Julien Blanc did misbehave publicly, so the moral police had an
even easier job.
How do you handle the moral police when you in Julien Blanc’s tough spot?
Here is how you do it:

#1. Don’t Give Them Moral High Ground
This is the very first rule.
Whenever you allow anyone to take the moral high ground on you, you’re going to fight an uphill
battle.
They will be always on the offensive and you will always be on the defensive.
Which is what, partially, happened to Julien Blanc.
See an example of how the interviewer takes the moral high ground by setting himself up as the
defender of “meaningful relationships” VS “whatever Julien preaches”:
The interviewer sets himself up as the judge of “what’s good” and Julien allows it, thus legitimizing
his authority.

#2. Break The Attack Early
The later you act to the moral police’s attacks, the more you’ll be fighting against the momentum.
The key is to react early and nip their attack in the bud.
This is one of the reasons why Julien Blanc was in a difficult spot: the interviewer swung for the
hilltop right off the gates. Julien gave his flank and never recovered from there.
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Do the opposite instead:
Meet them at their same level of nastiness or
Push back and deny accusations
See how Trump did it:
Totally different approach, right? Trump remained in power
Trump: “No I didn’t say that at all, I don’t think you understood what was said, this was
locker room talk“
Rejects, powerfully, and reframes effectively.
Julien Blanc could have done something similar, for example, by saying:
You in Julien’s Place: “not at all, I don’t think that by showing a single snapshot you can
understand the bigger picture.
I was drunk and having fun with some friends around. The girls were also having fun.
I feel bad for the more extreme pictures which are out-of-context snapshots who don’t
represent who I am and what I stand for.
But the truth of what happened is that this was all done in jest and nobody was injured -God
forbid, I hate violence!You are trying to turn me into a villain. But I’m not the villain you are trying to make me
and I can’t allow you to paint me like that

#3. Counterattack: Highlight Moral Police Hypocrisy
As Robert Green explains in “The 33 Strategies of War“, hypocrisy is a super powerful weapon in
moral battles.
Whenever you can point effectively their hypocrisy, you’re halfway through winning.
See how Trump goes for it against Hillary Clinton:
Note: Trump’s move was not the most effective here, but it did help in removing a lot of heat from
himself and opening a new front on Hillary’s side.

#4. Remove Their Power: Agree
Moral police gather power only by virtue of their opponents.
Keep that in mind because that’s crucial to understand the power dynamics of shame attacks.
The moral police only exists thanks to its opponent and only draws power because of its opponent.
Basically, their power is correlated to how bad they can make you out to be. The bigger the villain
you are, the bigger they win.
On the other hand, the more virtuous you can make yourself out to be, the less power they have.
What you will do then is that you will avoid entrenching yourself behind positions that are
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objectively too hard to defend.
It would have been crazy in that situation for Julien to say that some women enjoy aggression for
example. Albeit that’s not fully untrue, it simply wasn’t the place to bring up such a topic.
What you will do instead is that you will agree with some of their most agreeable positions and make
yourself look good by sharing platitudes and public candies.
Appeals to love, unity and togetherness always work.
Julien could have done the same by going deeper on the wedding stories he mentioned and then
adding something like:
You in Julien’s Place: Absolutely many guys meet their partners for life with our seminars.
And I’m so happy for them.
My job at the end of the day is about helping people find love, and that’s what makes my
work so meaningful to me
Look how Trump does it again with Hillary Clinton:
Clinton paints a picture of “togetherness” trying to paint Trump as a divisive dark horse. And what
does Trump do? He agrees

#5. Prove The MPs Wrong
If you’re going into a protracted war, even better than words, is using actions.
When Hillary tried to nickname Trump “dark” he did the opposite, defending the rights of middle
America and showing up around poor minorities.
Do the same. When the moral police tries to paint you as X, you do Y.

#6. Deny, Deny, Deny
Block every jab.
When the moral police won’t be able to attack you head-on, they will try sneaky maneuvers to catch
you off guard and then spin their web around you.
Everything they say, always say “NO”. Or that “it depends”, or tell them to be clearer before you
commit to any answer.
This is exactly the technique Jordan Peterson used against Newman:
Jordan Peterson’s denying strategy never allowed Newman to gain a single small foothold from
which to launch her moral policing campaign

#7. Extol Your Virtues (Broken Record Technique)
Moral police will keep trying to make a villain out of you.
The problem with that?
That if you let them play their game while remaining mostly silent, you do become a villain.
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Don’t allow your silence to solidify their attacks, but deny first and then extol your virtues.
On a loop.
The more you repeat something, the truer it becomes.
See Trump doing it:
When they attack you and you extol your virtue it becomes your word against theirs. If you did a
good job of denying them authority, this technique will give you the edge.

SUMMARY
Julien Blanc had a close encounter with moral police in that CNN interview.
Because the RSD scandal blew out of proportion, that wasn’t an easy chair to sit on, so no judging
here.
This article highlights some pitfalls you should avoid and gave you the basics on how to act when
someone is using moral superiority.
Stay strong my friend, and don’t let the moral police bully you and push you around.
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Spontaneous Girls Are Lying: It’s Just A Dating Mind Game
April 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
It will not take long before you meet a woman who defines herself as “a spontaneous woman”.
Often you will see the “spontaneous girl game” when it comes to dating.
Oh yes, because that is a dating game.
So much so and so widespread indeed that we can even give it its own name: the “spontaneous girl
game”.
This article shows you what this psychological game is all about and how you can deal with it.
Contents
An Example of “Spontaneous Girl” Dating
What Spontaneous Really Means
Who Are Women Spontaneous With?
This Is Who Women Are Spontaneous With
Wrong Ways of Dealing With Spontaneity
Dealing With “I Like Being Spontaneous”
#1. Say Yes & Move On
#2. Leave It Up to Her
#3. Forcing a Decision
Summary

An Example of “Spontaneous Girl” Dating
“I like being spontaneous”
How many times have you heard that sentence from people you’re trying to schedule something
with?
I was having a couple of beers with the guys yesterday evening, making a pleasant exception to my
work schedule and diet regimen.
As we drank and chatted, I asked Mark about Anna, a common acquaintance of ours.
Mark likes Anna, but they’re friends, so it wasn’t a typical case of setting the date.
But don’t get fooled: the dynamics are the same whether it’s friendship or dating.
Dating just happens to be more common and more extreme.
Mark asked Anna for a couple possible dates when she was free and she replied, you guessed it, that
“she prefers being spontaneous”. Mark then did a common mistake guys do: taking her words at face
value.
So he pinged her a couple times “spontaneously” and, since this was friendship, he was finally able to
find a time.
He changed his schedule for Anna, dropped a couple of friends to have some more 1:1 time and
then… Then 30 minutes before the “spontaneous date”… She spontaneously canceled.
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That was the moment when I knew I had to rush out an article on “spontaneous dating”.
So let’s begin this spontaneous dating article:

What Spontaneous Really Means
When someone replies to you they like being spontaneous, don’t read it at face value, but translate it
in your head with one of the following:

#1. I’m not sure about you…
I’m stalling you for a while as I make up my mind
Be advised that “for a while” often ends up being “for ever”.

#2. I’m not sure about my life
I’m not good at reaching decisions. Postponing is my way of deciding.
Spontaneity, on those rare occasions, when it’s actually true, communicates a lack of priorities and a
clear vision for one’s life.
Because, guess what, people with clear goals know what to say yes and no to and they don’t let
chance and “spontaneity” get in the way of their goals.

#4. I’m politely brushing you off
I have difficulties saying no to people. And you’re so cute I’m afraid you might get hurt. So
I give you a future maybe.
Some people have a hard time saying no.
It can be too nice girls, too nice guys or even people with passive aggressive personalities.
And they rather deflect the date than say no right away.

#4. I’m keeping you in the backburner
You’re not my top priority, but I’m keeping you as an option. Maybe you’ll propose to take
me shopping. I’d say yes to that?
This is the so called “friend zone”.
Of course, even if you two are just friends, you still want a relationship of equals, so you shouldn’t be
OK with her dictating the tempo 100%.
Also read:
Friends, lovers and providers

#5. You should chase me: make it easy for me
I’m not gonna block any time for you. Try to ping me and if I’m cool with it and I don’t have
my period… I might consider you.
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Be advised that the more times you ping and the more NOs you get, the more she’ll never be free
(here’s an article on turning around no ladders).

#6. Do more to prove yourself to me
I’m not yet fully open to you but start by jumping through my hoops a bit more first. And if
I’m entertained enough I might consider it.
And here’s a rule of thumb: the more you jump through people’s hoops, the less they respect you.

#7. I’m top dog
“I like being spontaneous” most of the times is an unconscious power move.
But conscious or unconscious, the effects are the same.
The party who likes being spontaneous is the party with more power. And the party who accepts it is
also accepting the subordinate role in the relationship.
After all, think about, who do people want to be spontaneous with?

Who Are Women Spontaneous With?
If you think about it, who do women -or people in general for that matter- usually give the
“spontaneous woman” line to?
Bosses? No
I bet you those spontaneous people don’t show up late at work saying they like being spontaneous.
Even with terrible bosses, if they care about keeping their jobs, they would at least take care of
coming up with a more credible excuse.
People who can’t wait? Nope..
If our spontaneous friends are flying on vacation somewhere, they probably don’t show up one hour
late at the counter telling them they spontaneously wanted to enjoy a wine before checking in.
Boyfriends? Neither these guys..
And if they have a boyfriend they like they probably don’t tell their boyfriends they want to be
spontaneous when he’s organizing a meal together.
As silly as the top 2 might sound, what do all these scenarios have in common?
Bosses have power over them
Planes don’t wait for them
They want to meet their boyfriends (in a healthy relationship, at least)
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This Is Who Women Are Spontaneous With
In short, this is who women (and men as well) pull the spontaneity card with:
People who have little power over them
People who will wait for them
People they are not yet sure are important enough in their life
Not sure however doens’t necessarily mean “no”.
So here comes the juiciest part of this article:

Wrong Ways of Dealing With Spontaneity
Here are the most common bad ways of dealing with the “I like being spontaneous” line:
Accepting it at face value
And chasing after her schedule.
That’s cool, I like spontaneous
Notice there’s a slight jab in “I like being spontaneous”. And that’s that she’s free and rebellious, and
you’re a bit of square.
When you say you like her for that, your are rewarding her for impolite behavior, which is the
opposite of what you should do.
Me too!
When you say “me too”, you’re doing a U-turn: you’re dropping your scheduling ways and
conforming to her free-flowing standards.
And of course, women will like you when you make them U-turn, not when they make you change
opinions.

Dealing With “I Like Being Spontaneous”
You deal with “I like being spontaneous” by refusing to accept it.
Three ways:
1. You say yes and never contact her again
2. You leave it up to her
3. You force a decision

#1. Say Yes & Move On
In the first case, you accept that either you’re not top priority for her, or that she’s a time waster, low
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quality woman and you move on.

#2. Leave It Up to Her
If it’s a friend and you want to stay in touch, I think leaving it up to her (or him) might be the best
way to go.
You simply tell your friend:
You: Hey, I understand that you’re busy and it’s difficult to plan in advance. Tell you what,
if you want to meet up, ping me when you’re good to go and we’ll see if we can set it up
This option tells your friend that you are not going to accept any subordinate role.
You expect her to do what both parties are expected to do in a healthy relationship: chip in and
contribute. So since she’s the party who can’t make plans, it’s also her who must come up with
spontaneous ideas (and not you pinging her).
If it’s a dating scenario, I like the third option best:

#3. Forcing a Decision
I like forcing a decision as you can never be sure who you can move to yes until, well, until you
actually push for a final decision.
To force a decision, you reject the spontaneous gambit and pin her to an exact date (or to a no
thanks).
Here’s a great way to do it:
You: Oh I totally get you.
I used to love being spontaneous too!
Now I’m a bit too busy for spontaneity though and I’m afraid it might never happen if we
don’t plan (and… That could be a pity).
What do you say we set a date instead
I love this one.
It starts by relating to her and pretending you’re going along.
Then it delivers the punch (counter-power move) to re-establish balance in the relationship. That’s
when you’re basically telling her she must not have much going on to be spontaneous. But you do
have much going on and can’t afford spontaneity.
And then it rebuilds her value a bit to avoid ending on a combative tone, which is the part when you
say “I’m afraid it might never happen“.
And ends on a conciliatory tone making it a collaborative effort when you end by asking her to weigh
in.
Deliver this line and chances are you’ll get a yes.
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Example of Effective “Spontaneous Girl Handling”
And here’s is a successful real life texting example:
Note: in text keep it short and not too stern: it’s easy coming across the wrong way in text (this is an
excerpt of my texting guideline from texts to dates).
Also read a case study on handling flaky girls.

Summary
In this article, we saw that “I like being spontaneous” is often either a brush off or a game to put you
in the subordinate role in the relationship.
To avoid it, you must not ping her spontaneously but must put the ball in her court or force her on a
decision.
Best of all, if you deliver it with a counter-power move saying you’re too busy for spontaneity.. But
you’d like to see her. So she better let you know her schedule.
P.S.: for a definitive cure to the spontaneous girls, check out the texting guide.
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How To Get a Girl With a Boyfriend: A Real-Life Guide (W/
Examples)
April 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to get a girl with a boyfriend is a question that attracts a lot of moralization.
We will avoid that topic on topic and focus on actual strategies.
By the end of it, you will know exactly what you need to do to get girls with a boyfriend.

Please use this information cautiously.
Contents
Easy Girls With Boyfriends
How to Get a Girl With a Boyfriend
#1. Stir Doubts
#2. Add Fuel to The Fire
#3. Never Undermine Boyfriends
#4. But Do Undermine Him Indirectly
#5. Don’t Chase
#6. Stay Mysteriously Away
#7. But Show Signs of Interest
#8. Concoct “Destiny” Meetings
#9. The Bold Move
#10. Choose: Quick Lover or Slow Burn
Ethics of Girls With a Boyfriend
SUMMARY

Easy Girls With Boyfriends
Sometimes getting a girl with a boyfriend is a piece of cake and you don’t need a guide.
These easy situations include:
She’s an inveterate cheater
The two of them have an open relationship
She was drunk (and used to cheat)
The two of them are just about to break up
She is looking for a revenge lay
… And you happen to be a cool guy she likes.
In some of the above situations the fact she has a boyfriend actually makes everything easier.
But, on average, it’s not going to be easier.
And article is focused on getting girls with a boyfriend when they are still together and committed.
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How to Get a Girl With a Boyfriend
There are three main ways of sleeping with a girl with a boyfriend:
1. Close friend who slowly takes over
2. Guy in the periphery who strikes when it’s hot
3. Random guy she’ll never meet again who happens to be the right person at the right time
The third doens’t concern us or you wouldn’t be reading here.
The first two styles do present some overlap, but they also present some major differences.
Here we will focus mostly on the guy who sleeps with girls with a boyfriend while staying in the
periphery.
That’s where I have most experience with.
And now let’s start:

#1. Stir Doubts
As you keep being your normal cool self, stir doubts about her relationship.
Ask questions that sow the seed of doubt while making you look better.
For example:
Does it bother you he’s younger?
Was it an issue for you, that you’ve got a master and he doesn’t?
In some relationships it can be an issue he’s making less money. How is it for you…
As soon as you sniff an issue, stop the questions or they’ll arouse suspicion.
If she starts complaining, listen.
Otherwise, just focus on looking like a great catch and standing out by comparison.
On average, relationships tend to grow dull and boring.
So you can gain from positioning yourself as a breath of fresh air.
Say relationships for you are about growing together, sharing adventures, mutual support, traveling to
far away lands… Make it sound amazing and hardly matchable by reality (doesn’t matter if you
actually watch football most nights).
Then go suddenly deep.
Ask point blank:
Have you ever been deeply, passionately in love?
Most women will bulk at the love question, and that’s exactly what you want.
You want her to think “no I haven’t” or even better.. “no I’m not”.
Bingo ?
Of course, exceptions apply.
If her boyfriend is a thrill seeker and she wants more stability, than be the stable guy.
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When She Complains About Boyfriends
If she complains about her woes, all the better.
Gottman, famed relationship researches, says friendships turn into affair when she complains about
her relationship (The Man’s Guide to Women).
Be interested, but not predatory-interested. Say you’re sorry, but without being too affected.
If she’s getting emotional about her boyfriend, get a bit closer to her, but never white knight her with
“poor you”. Avoid saying you would treat her better at this early stage.
Put a hand on her back, a slight rubbing of her upper arm.
Overall make your presence felt by staying calm and collected, a rock in the storm of life.

#2. Add Fuel to The Fire
Whatever she complains about, expand on it.
But don’t just agree with her. That’s weak. Let her flesh it out instead asking questions and listening.
The more she talks about the negatives about her boyfriend, the more her boyfriend will seem like a
bad deal.
Contribute your own if you can add good insights.
If you cannot, you can always describe her situation with words which seem deep and specific, but
which are actually highly genetic platitudes.
For example, tell her people stay “stuck” because changing is scary. You want her to agree with you
here.
Soon after, you will start setting yourself up as the man with better alternatives.

#3. Never Undermine Boyfriends
If you undermine her boyfriend you’re communicating that you want to replace him.
That’s petty and, most of all, it makes her the prize and you the chaser.
And if that weren’t enough, you become dull and rational.
Now she must weigh his pros against yours, and you’ve just moved from an emotional, carnal realm,
into a rational one.
Avoid!
Too direct criticism of the current boyfriend almost always leads women to push back against you.
Avoid it!

#4. But Do Undermine Him Indirectly
While you say nothing bad about his boyfriend, and may sometimes even slightly defend him, you
ACT the opposite of his shortcomings.
Is he poor?
Throw some money around.
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Is he boring?
Show a wild, exciting side.
Is he a stay at home cat?
You’re a tomcat.
Do your taking with action and let her confirm with words.

#5. Don’t Chase
You never wanna chase, but even less so when you want to get girls with a boyfriend.
When you chase and compete, most of the times you lose. She’s got a history with him and she’s still
sleeping with him.
While there you are, expanding efforts to woo her without anything in return.
Of course, the boyfriend looks better off.
With girls with a boyfriend, stay distant and aloof for a while before going for an actual invite.

#6. Stay Mysteriously Away
There are two strategies here depending on the gradient of closeness you have with her:
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Be a Distant Friend…
Be somewhat of a friend.
Don’t be available at all times, but meet her every once in a while.
Say hi through friends in common, grab a coffe or lunch or go for a few drinks.
This is best for girls with boyfriends whom you are already friends with or whom you otherwise often
meet.
It’s also best if you haven’t done an open move yet.
Read more on the friend role VS lover.

… While At The Same Time Rejecting The Friend’s Role
This option is high risks high returns.
And as Casanova said, love is not a place for risk avoiders.
This is perfect for women who are not part of your social circles and when you’ve made a move. It’s
perfect if you made a great impression and she was horny.
It’s very binary, but chances are she’ll be thinking about you and if cracks appear in her relationship
you’ll be the first option.
One of my successes to sleep with a girl with a boyfriend, and one of the girls who chased me the
most, came with this strategy.

How to Reject The Friend Zone
When she told me we could be friend I told her it wouldn’t work.
Then I explained that “yeah, we could be friends”, but my way of being friends.
Such as that if I saw her again, I would do exactly what I had just done (ie.: moving towards sex sex
with her).
She complained and got emotional. Exactly what I wanted. And I stayed firm but very calm:
No, you can of course refuse at any time, but if we meet again, I’ll do exactly the same.
I could see she was horny and could have probably made it happen with a bolder push.
But I didn’t want to cause trouble.
But one month later:
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#7. But Show Signs of Interest
I know, it might sound contradictory to show interest without chasing.
But you have to be able to walk that line.
Without chasing, you do need to let her know there’s interest on your side. What you’re going for is a
mutual understanding of common liking.
You both know it, but the only issue is the boyfriend.
It’s that tacit agreement you want to get going to eventually get a girl with a boyfriend to come to
you. You’ll be her first option as soon as she ends things -which might end quicker thanks to you-.
Because if on the other hand you never show signs of interests, she’ll never really consider you.
And that’s not good.
Women rarely make the first step and you wouldn’t want her to go through a tough period or even
break up and NOT be thinking of you. You want her to think about you both romantically and
sexually.
In this example, I was giving her the chance to open up, which shows a bit of interest from my side
and was moving towards a possible date.
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I didn’t pull the trigger on the date though. I had chased her a taaad bit in the past so I hit with two
dismissive statements to rebalance.
Also, I wanted something more from her.
I’m busy, and spending time in a pretentious sounding cafe’ with sexually confused metrosexuals is
not my definition of fun (and trust me, those are the kind of trendy places here :).
IF you’re in a similar situation though, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check online reviews of that place
Comment on “what you heard from friends about it”
Vibe back with her
Inviting her there if she doesn’t do so herself

Have you noticed what’s point 2?
Why isn’t she going there with her boyfriend?
It’s possibly because he’s not the kind of guy to explore new places. Or not the artistic kind of guy.
That’s your occasion to show the opposite face.

#8. Concoct “Destiny” Meetings
Jack Schafer in The Like Switch talks about seduction from a spy point of view.
Part of the secret formula, he says, is proximity and frequency.
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If you can manage to stay top of mind indeed, it’s all golden. Especially if you can do so with
“random meetings”. Anything that seems spontaneous or “destiny”.
But of course, it’s the appearance of destiny.
Otherwise, fu*k destiny, you make your destiny.
If she works in a cafe, stop by there with a friend. Maybe a pretty friend. Girls do notice.
The girl from the FB message, for example, I saw her walking on the other side of the street a week
or so after our “friends date”. So I ran backward, then crossed the street and pretended to just be
running into her.
It wasn’t an accident either that I saw her.
We walked every day on that street on opposite directions and I kept my eyes very open.

#9. The Bold Move
You will build up to you two becoming lovers almost naturally with these kinds of slower seductions.
She will develop feelings for you and things will naturally lead there.
Otherwise, when you realize her relationship is about the end, invite her over to cook something and
drink a wine.
Put on a nice music list and then one thing will lead to another.

#10. Choose: Quick Lover or Slow Burn
Finally, you must choose.
If you tow are having great chemistry and the tension is high from the very beginning, you probably
gotta close this quick.
Because if she has any morals, she will be feeling guilty once she’s far from you and then you’re
toast.
It happened to to me.
I committed the mistake of letting great chemistry and strong sexual tension dissipate without
consuming our passion, and we never got together:
So if:
You’re outside of her social circle
Sexual tension is high
You just met her randomly and won’t “naturally” see her again…
Then you better sleep with her quick (if she cares at all about being faithful).
If you see her often and you’re in her social circle you can use the above steps instead, and you will
likely have more than once chance.
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Ethics of Girls With a Boyfriend
Guys, I have to admit.
I was looking for some old messages to write this article (but some not so old *cough* *cough*) and
I just had to laugh at some of the crap I spewed.
Then I moved to collect the pics from Facebook… And I laughed no more. I was reminded of what
happened, and it wasn’t that fun anymore.
In that case she didn’t just have a boyfriend, she had a husband. A husband whom she divorced a
little later after we met.
Then the two of us got into a relationship… For a while.
For me, it was one of the best “serious” relationships I’ve ever had.
But she was looking for much longer term and my version of “serious” and “long term” wasn’t nearly
“serious” or long enough for her. And it turned out to be her biggest heartbreak.
Her last email told me in no uncertain terms of how she felt after our “great” relationship:
I still have pangs of guilt assail me.
This remains one of the biggest, most shameful stains of my life.
And the fact that she’s now back with her ex-husband -the same she divorced partially because of
me- makes me think that things weren’t nearly as bad between them.
As you can see, seducing women who have a boyfriend is an emotionally dangerous game.
And I don’t want my material here to be used for evil purposes which increase the pain in this world.
So I re-iterate to use these strategies in the following two scenarios:
1. You DO want a long term relationship (doesn’t mean you guarantee the success of course)
2. If you’re not after a LTR You DO make it clear that you’re not after LTR

SUMMARY
When she is in a committed relationship, dig up dirt.
Present yourself as the new and exciting man.
Show new possibilities, an artistic streak, anything that will look fascinating from the oppressing
boredom of her current relationship.
Specifically, take up traits and characteristics that her boyfriend doesn’t have. A gym rat? Be the
artistic man with a gift of gab.
Artistic wimpy boyfriend? Be the mannish man.
Grow in her life as you make her relationship look worse and worse.
Then when the tide is reaching the tipping point… Slay.
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How to Sell A House Fast With Dark Psychology (Unethical!)
April 10, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you want to sell your house fast and at a high price and have no moral qualms?
Or are you afraid someone is trying to sell you a house a bit too fast?
This article is for you.

Ethical Note
An ethical note first: I do not condone the abuse of others.
Be it physical, psychological, social or financial -as in the case of selling your house at inflated
prices-.
Some of the unethical hacks here are OK and feel free to use them against those who actually deserve
it.
And overall, treat this post as an educational post and as a tool to defend against predatory sellers.
Contents
1. Leverage Human Biases: Bidding Strategy
2. Galvanize Demand: Sandwich Technique
3. Sell to The Heart: The Stooges Strategy
4. Entrenched Interests: Fear Strategy
5. Inflate Neighborhood Value: Raving Reviews
SUMMARY

1. Leverage Human Biases: Bidding Strategy
To sell a house fast, put your starting price low.
Don’t worry, you’re not selling your house low. Quite the opposite: starting low allows you to sell
high.
Here’s why:
Humans overbid under competition
Overbidding in auction is a well known and proven phenomenon.
Further studies show that the phenomenon is accentuated, and not diminished, when bidding for
large-evaluations items (and house sales are large evaluation items).
Don’t worry the seller will back out. He will be looking for justification as to why it’s a good deal
instead (Incognito: Secret Lives of the Brain).
Huge funnel for free
There are many guides online on where to advertise to sell a house fast.
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And they’re helpful.
Of course, the wider the net, the more the fishes.
But why wasting so much time and effort in casting your net as widely as possible?
When you advertise with a low price you get the equal amount of fishes with just one or two ads.
Photo by The Sales Whisperer

2. Galvanize Demand: Sandwich Technique
The real estate literature tend to be against open houses to sell real estate quickly (TheBalance,
Investopedia), unless it’s done right after the house has been put online and on the market (CNBC).
The advantage of open houses is that if you can pack them tight with serious buyers it will show
demand and put buying pressure on the prospects.
But you can do better than open houses and sneak that scarcity and social proof triggers that so much
help in fueling buyer’s frenzy and raise your house selling price.
As Cialdini explains in his seminal book Influence: The Psychology of Persuaion sandwiching the
demand is the best strategy to sell your house fast.

How To Drive Demand Frenzy
One of the most effective realtors I know schedules house viewings back to back, staggering them by
around 45 minutes.
It’s enough time to establish rapport and answer all the main questions.
But it’s also little enough time for overlaps.
Every buyer who comes will see there’s another interested buyer before him. And even better, they
will see there is another interested buyer arriving as they are right after there.
As Robert Greene explains in 33 Strategies of War, encirclement has the biggest leverage on people’s
psyche. You can rest assured interested buyers will be so much more interested when the competition
is squeezing them out.
As you can see it’s quite simple, and works wonders to sell your house fast.

3. Sell to The Heart: The Stooges Strategy
We are getting now into the unethical life hacks to sell your house fast.
How does it work?
Well, it works by circumventing sales resistance.
Sales resistance is a well known and researched phenomenon (Clark and Pinch, 2001). At its core, it
means that buyers resist and discount the sellers’ information as biased.
A huge chunk of the sales industry is built on going around sales resistance. But they all have the
same issue: they deal with the symptoms instead of addressing the root causes.

Addressing Root Causes
The best way of eliminating the issue at the source is to let the information flow either from a super
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partes party, or indirectly from the seller.
And that’s why you will place one or two friends among the visitors.
Your friend will ask you the questions you want to talk about. Or they will drop the comments you’d
wish your prospects would say.
For example:
Hey seller, I’ve seen a lot of houses around here as I like the area. All buildings seem to
have dry rot but this one here seems immune. Is that the case?
Then compliment the stooge for his observation spirit and take the prospects down to show the nice
basement.
So much more powerful than simply stating there’s no dry rot!
You can also combine this strategy with the sandwich technique: the stooge can be the perennial
overlapping prospect who’s lingering longer after the new prospect has come.
Details:
Always have the stooge well dressed and professional. Ask him what he does, and he replies he’s a
manager in a bank nearby.
Ideal if he/she is hot.

4. Entrenched Interests: Fear Strategy
Often the most interested buyers are your own neighbors.
They might want to expand their flat, or place some friends or family members in their vicinity.
That’s great news.
You will first leverage on goodwill and drop a note to each of your neighbors’ houses.
Then, you will start seeding some fears.
Say that, of course, it’s a good place so there are some people who are interested. But you would be
happy to sell to a neighbor.
It’s important here that you seem genuine. Your reason for selling to a neighbor is also self interest!
You will say that selling to someone you kind of already know will make everything easier.
I have one example up in the advanced forum section (for subscribers only).

Using Fear
Fear has been proven as one of the biggest motivator for purchase decisions (Achar, 2016).
The only drawback for fear is for when people don’t see an easy way out and they will pretend the
risk doesn’t exist.
But in our case we will offer an easy way to move out of fear and into bliss: buy buying (high) your
house on sale.
Here’s how you will do it:
Get gypsies to look at the house
Invite friends, let them be rude and noisy, then say they’re interested buyers
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Say there’s a few Mexicans who offered good money to share the house
Again, you want to look spotless. How do you do it?
By pretending you’re feeling guilty and ashamed.

Looking spotless: justification
Say some BS something like:
You know, there are some stereotypes about these people, but it’s not true. They’re very
good people
This way you cover your tracks. Your neighbors will think you’re feeling bad for selling to less than
stellar new tenants and will fall right into your trap.

5. Inflate Neighborhood Value: Raving Reviews
Location, location, location is a huge mantra of real estate selling.
And science says the environment strongly influences our opinion of objects.
Many first time buyers don’t have money to throw around, and they will do deep researches on the
neighborhood.
First time buyers and younger prospects are also most likely to be tech savvy and they’ll be doing
their research online (I did it myself before buying).
How are you going to raise the value of your neighborhood then?
You will use all the emails you have, plus those of your family members, to leave great reviews to all
the nearby restaurant and shops.
By raising the average rating of the nearby shops, you will also increase the value of your house.
And don’t worry too much if you can’t raise the average too much: what comes last commands the
most respect, and your comments will be the latest.
As icing on the cake, you won’t just mention the food or the service, but will drop some nice
comments about how lovely the neighborhood is.

SUMMARY
This unethical guide to selling a house fast is based on sound scientific influencing principles.
But it doesn’t mean I recommend it as your default course of action.
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Dating For Low Self-Esteem Women: Consequences & Fixes
April 13, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Your self esteem and how you perceive yourself has a huge impact on your relationships.
I highly recommend this post if you:
1. Have difficulties in keeping a loving relationship
2. Have a pattern of ending up with jerks
If you’re only looking for solutions you can skip the theory and jumpt straight to the second prat.
Contents
The Theory of Self-Esteem
Low Self Esteem Inhibits Loving Relationships
Low Self Esteem Serves You Jerks
How to Fix Low Self Esteem
1. Accept positive feedback
2. Make yourself useful
3. Build antifragile ego
4. Change your beliefs
5. Be authentic during courtship
6. Get good… At something
Besides Low Self Esteem
Summary

The Theory of Self-Esteem
We like people who build us up and make us feel good.
In psychology, this is sometimes referred to as self-enhancement.
Women with low self esteem abide to the self enhancement theory only at the beginning of dating.
This might be because women during dating are still in “assessment mode” and less focused on
themselves.
But during long term relationships, a switch happens.
Women with low self esteem switch from self-enhnacement (ie.: make me feel good”) to selfverification (ie.: treat me like I deserve).
Self-verification means that people don’t want to be treated well, but they want to be treated the same
way they think they deserve being treated.
Can you see the possible issue there?
If a woman thinks she is not worth of a good man, she will find it difficult dealing with a man who
treats her well.
The man who treats her well feels like
Bobody can exactly say when that shift happens.
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But when it does happen, women with a low self-esteem grow apart from men who love them and
treat them well.
Why?
Because they revert back to their low self-appraisal and their mind goes:
Why does he love me if I’m such a mess?
Why does he think I’m great If I’m terrible?
When that happens cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) takes over. Cognitive dissonance is the
mental discomfort in the presence of two opposing views.
Cognitive dissonance is uncomfortable, and the relationship can enter a rocky stage.
Women with low self-esteem and loving partners feel like their loving partners don’t really get them.
So they lose emotional connection with their spouses and distrust can also set in.

Low Self Esteem Inhibits Loving Relationships
Low self esteem women seek consistency through their men’s action.
Any men who treat them well is not consistent with their own self beliefs. They cannot trust loving
men and cannot feel a connection with loving men.
How could they?
Loving men see them as lovable, but they see themselves as unworthy!
The result?
Low self esteem women sadly cannot hold a happy relationship with loving men over the long haul.

Low Self Esteem Serves You Jerks
A jerk, or any abusive kind of man, behaves in a way that is consistent with a woman’s negative self
image.
This is what she tells herself after the abuse:
He’s right… I am terrible. I deserve it
Yes, being in a relationship with an abusive man does hurt her, but it’s consistent with her own self
image.
Those guys treating her well?
They’re fake and never really understood her.
Unluckily, some controlling men prey on women with low self esteem. They get the power having a
and controlling her, and she cannot easily escape.

How to Fix Low Self Esteem
The solution to an internal problem starts, of course, with an internal solution (deep change always
starts from within, say Covey).
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How do you that?
Here are a few helpful steps:

1. Accept positive feedback
Chronic low self esteem women reject positive feedback.
You will do the opposite and willingly allow it to sink in. As a matter of fact: SEEK positive
feedback.
Do something you’re good at.
Or even better, start improving at something. Join a Toastmasters club and overcome the fear of
public speaking, pick up a hobby… Start showing yourself how you can improve at whatever you
choose.

2. Make yourself useful
We base much of our self esteem on how useful (and needed) we are to others.
Here’s a win-win then: join an organization, engage in service, focus on helping people. Being useful
to the world will lift your spirit like few other things will.

3. Build antifragile ego
It’s easy to break our spirit when our ego is built around “being good” or “making my (abusive) man
happy”.
Self esteen built around being good is easy to destroy: just make a mistake and you’re not good
anymore.
Making a jerk happy is not gonna happen because he’s a weak d*ck who needs to control you.
He wants you to feel terrible, so that’s not going to work, either.
Build your self esteem around concepts that are not assailable instead.
Something like:
1. The only way for me to be bad, is when I willingly hurt others
2. I’m a learner: mistakes don’t define me, but help move forward
Also read “the antifragile ego“.

4. Change your beliefs
The shallower are the beliefs that lead to your self esteem, the easier it easy to change them.
But no matter how deeply rooted they are, with enough work you can make it.
Tony Robbins is a good resource on that.
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5. Be authentic during courtship
The “faker” you are during courtship, the bigger the marriage shift will be when you revert to being
yourself.
Here it is then another great reason for ditching dating games and being genuine.

6. Get good… At something
You probably repeat to yourself a patter of failures.
You need to feed your brain something that you can use to tell yourself “see? I’m not that bad, I
learned and improved on this one thing”.
Then get good at something.
It can be something elaborate like joining a Toastmasters and getting good at public speaking. Or
something simpler, like cooking an awesome dish.
Pick one thing and show yourself that you can learn to be good.

Besides Low Self Esteem
We touched on abusive relationships here. As a last note, I wanted to add that abusive relationships
are complex and this post only covers the self esteem part.
Some other aspects keeping women in abusive relationships:
Sunk costs
I already spent 1 year with him..
Fear of the unknown
What will be of me if i leave him?
I’s surprising how many people suffer under devil they know because they’re scared of the unknown.
Masochistics Streaks
Just today I was reading some bio excerpts of the wonderful Claudia Cardinale, who willfully kept
seeing her rapist as she plunged deeper and deeper into the abyss of pity and self disgust.
Unluckily she’s not alone.
Up and downs are addictive
The power of giving lots of pain and then suddenly giving a shimmer of pleasure can be more
addictive than only giving pleasure. As we’ve also seen in how to drive him crazy.
However, even considering all other factors, don’t discount self esteem. As a matter of fact, self
esteem DOES have a major impact.
Very low self esteem DOES prevent you from having a happy relationship with a loving and great
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man.
And it also DOES contribute to women ending up and sticking with abusive men.

Summary
It’s not true that jerks attract women.
Jerks attract a certain type of women, and very rarely it’s the highest quality type of woman.
It might sound judgmental, and I say it on purpose to spur you. You’re better than that and you have
it in you.
This post explained how low self esteem:
1. Inhibits great relationships
2. Attracts jerks and keeps women in abusive relationships
Finally, we talked about:
How you can increase your self esteem
Use the information here to make the positive changes in your life.
You’re not alone, I for one, I am cheering for you!
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How to Buy A House Cheap With 5 Unethical Life Hacks
April 14, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you want to buy a house as cheaply as possible and have no moral obligations?
Or are you afraid someone might be trying to buy from you unfairly?
This article is for you.
The list below is based on scientific influencing principles mixed with no holds barred, unethical -or
borderline illegal- tricks to sell a house fast.

Ethical Note
I do not condone abuse. Be it physical, psychological, social or financial.
As a matter of fact, this website was born to combat abuse.
I’m a believer that unethical hacks become ethical though when used against abusers. But if that’s not
the case, please only use this guide as a knowledge source and to defend against possible similar
techniques.
Contents
1. Increase Supply: Divide & Conquer
Fake Ads
How To Do It
2. Spread False Rumors
3. Tarnish Online Reputation
4. Lower Neighborhood Value
5. Last 5%: Sunk Costs + Honor
How to Use It
The Steps

1. Increase Supply: Divide & Conquer
Real estate is a sector widely considered inelastic on the supply side (it takes time to build new
houses, Paciorek 2011) and elastic on the demand side (Neil Kokemuller).
A house is a big purchase for most, so it’s normal people scout the market attentively and are very
sensitive to pricing changes.
In a nutshell, it means that cheaper houses on the market will effectively depress the price of the
house you want to buy.

Fake Ads
How will you leverage that information to buy a house cheap?
You will put out online ads for similar looking houses near the house you want to buy. You want
other bidders to start thinking in two helpful directions:
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1. Your favorite house is overpriced
2. There are many options on the market
When other bidders will feel the house you want to buy is overpriced, they will lose interest.
And when they will see there are many similar options, they will lose a sense of urgency.
As the demand collapses in quantity and intent, you will have a swell time in negotiating house price.

How To Do It
Overdoing is the worst way of inflating supply: keep it real instead.
Put a few a new houses every few days and price them at a discount of between 5% to 30%.
Add variety too: same price but better conditions (ie.: box auto option, balcony etc.).
Make plans to schedule viewings too, but delay your answers and set the viewing far away. In the
meanwhile, you will move ahead with the negotiating the house you really want.

2. Spread False Rumors
If you live nearby or have friends living nearby the house you want to buy, do fake ads AND show
the place to interested buyers. Alternatively, you might even pay a flat sum to someone to give the
same pitch to 5 different people.
You will use this technique in combination with some very low pricing. Let’s say 30% discount.
When interested buyers will ask about the price, tell them it’s fair. There’s an issue coming up in the
area and you want to be honest. Here are a few ideas:
Big company moving out, nobody moving in
Huge homeless shelter will be built
Firefighter trucks will be stored nearby and leaving with sirens blasting 24/7
Now everyone who’s seen your flat will actively AVOID the flat you wanna buy.
Enjoy negotiation of your house without competition.

3. Tarnish Online Reputation
Many private buyers will check around the place online before committing to a big ticket purchase (I
know I did).
Go online then and leave a bad review to the best restaurants and shops nearby the house you want to
buy. Don’t just mention the food or service though.
Say something like:
And if the lackluster service weren’t enough, we were mugged right outside. Sigh! This
neighborhood used to be nice not long ago ?
Then leave a few reviews around in Arabic. Just write “Allah Akbar” in Latin letters.
White people be running!
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4. Lower Neighborhood Value
Leave your own old rusty bike on a lamp post near the house you want to buy.
Then remove the front wheel.
Few things say “ghetto” like a bike without a wheel.
All people who will go check the house after you can’t help but subconsciously lower the house’s
value.
Note: this is the nicer version. The nastier one is the guide.

5. Last 5%: Sunk Costs + Honor
The principle of sunk costs basically says that the more someone invests time and money in a deal,
the more they will want to close it (Chester Karass).
It’s a well known phenomenon and it does work. You just have to pay attention that people do not
realize you are using it against them.

How to Use It
Real life example:
This is a trick my former landlord used to buy the house I was previously renting. We’ll call him
for who he was: Old Fox.
Old Fox is an architect and experienced buyer, and he noticed a small issue that hadn’t come up
in the talks. He said nothing though and went ahead with the notary.
Since Old Fox was a foreigner, translators had to be arranged as well. A small details but it
added to the sunk costs of the seller and helped making everything fuzzier.
Old Fox pretended to find out about the issue as the translator read the contract. He pretended
he had no idea and acted annoyed and disappointed and he wasn’t feeling like going ahead with
the purchase.
The combination of sunk costs and guilt-tripping the sellers granted him a further 10k discount.
Not bad for a 2 minutes of acting.
And the seller was even glad they solved it with a mutual accord.

The Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Notice a small issue
Say nothing about it
Bring it up in front of the notary after all the paperwork
Pretend you had no idea: act annoyed but, most of all, disappointed
Say “nonono, sorry, you need to make a discount then”
Dig in your heels

Notice that pretending you had no idea and acting disappointed is key. Do it coldly and you will raise
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competitive feelings in the seller.
And he might walk out just to spite you. It’s a natural human reaction against what we perceive as
unfair (Sanfei et al., 2003).
You want to do the opposite instead: raise guilt in the seller and leverage the human tendency of
conceding when we feel we are in debt (Cialdini)
Get it?
Basically, when you ask for a discount your stance is not “I got the power, give it to me or goodbye”.
But this:
I’m disappointed and offended. I expected better of you. I can’t go ahead like this. You
should make it up to me to make it a fair deal again
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Protected: Zuckerberg Testimony Analysis: Why Facebook
Won
April 15, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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Protected: How to Overcome Social Anxiety With Martial Arts
April 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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11 Good Conversation Starter Working Every Time
April 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The best conversation starters do three things:
Make your entrance seamless and natural
Add value without demanding too much (easy on the receiver)
Makes you look positive and confident
Contents
Best Conversation Starters
Keep The Conversation Going
End The Conversation
Terrible Conversation Starters
Summary

Best Conversation Starters
People on their own are always your best bet.
Walks to someone on his own and:
Hi, I’m Lucio
If you someone near with a drink momentarily on his own raise your drink for a toast and say:
Cheers!
In line for the drinks or as you’re side by side against the bar:
How you doing
To approach a group, hover a few secs on the periphery. If nobody turns, keep moving. If the group
stops:
Hey guys, I’m Lucio, hi (shake hands in circle)
When you want to impose your presence without waiting for anybody, step in the group and say:
Hey, do you mind me joining, I’m Lucio
Or even simpler, which is confident while also building them up at the same time. Put a mischievous
smile on and say:
Hi guys, I wanted to join you ?
At buffets with high tables, any table is an easy island to plant your flag on. Then you’re a micro-host
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of your table-island.
As soon as you see someone interesting passes by, start talking:
Hey, how are you enjoying the event
If the table is busy but there’s enough space for one more go for it. Nobody can refuse space: they are
shared.
Put on a warm smile and put them in front of your fait accompli intrusion:
Hi, I hope you don’t mind me sharing the table
Compliments are another fantastic way of starting a conversation.
Approaching someone who spoke at an event:
I loved your speech. Especially the courage of putting yourself out there: so open and
vulnerable
To anyone who put effort in his appearance:
I love your style man
To the host:
Hey, thank you for organizing and great job, it’s such a great even
Here’s a few tips to keep the conversation going after you’ve delivered your conversation starter

Keep The Conversation Going
Always go for open ended questions that get people talking:
How did you end up here
How come you chose this event
I particularly love to re-open people you spoke to earlier either as part of a group or from a previous
conversation.
Also notice the finessing of saying “I heard it’s a competitive field”, so if it’s not going well you
already offer him an excuse to say it’s not exactly flying ?
How’s that VR company you launched going, I heard it’s a competitive field
Look for interesting bits where to dig deeper:
Oh wow you two were in a relationships and now you go out together as friends? Respect,
how did that work out for you
Look for commonalities:
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Oh you’re also in tech, cool. What kind of tech start up are you in.
P.S.: you can use the above even when you’re not in the same field or have the same interest. Maybe
you worked there in the past, have friends who work there or you’re just interested in it.

End The Conversation
Always end the conversation on a high.
For example:
I see, sounds like a great plan. Hey, I wish you all the best with it, I’ll take a walk and see
you around
Or if you exchanged contacts and agree to meet again:
Cool, I admire your determination. Kate, it was a pleasure! I’ll write you later to schedule
something then
And here are’s the bonus on the conversation starters you want to avoid:

Terrible Conversation Starters
I scoured around the web a little bit and I found some conversation starters which I believe are
terrible.
Some example:
Which [speaker / panel] are you most excited for?
Get real folks!
Few if any really gives a flying F about the speakers.
They’re there to network, enjoy the free food, show their new dress and possibly meet some girl/man.
They’re all focused on themselves and asking about the speakers shows a lack of understanding of
their world.
Tell me about you
What’s wrong with this?
It asks for major investment right off the bat and socially aware people don’t like that (same as for
dating).
This is, effectively, a power move as it asks people to jump through your hoops before you give
anything.
It works well if it’s a dating situation and a man wants to get a woman invest quickly, but otherwise,
avoid!
What’s your story?
Just imagine someone walks up to you and asks you what’s your story. How do you even reply that?
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The only fair reply I can think of is “and who the hell are you“.
Never start telling your story to someone you’ve just met!
What personal passion project are you working on
This the equivalent of Trump describing the way he meets women: grabbing them by their private
parts.
Openers like there indeed are equivalent of conversation starters’ rape.
Open neutrally first, and build up as you go deeper.

Summary
Here’s a step by step to make your conversation starter work well:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nonverbal comes first: warm smile, open body language
Start easy: the most receptive people, the wallflowers etc.
Say “hi, how is it going, my name is“
Talk a bit, then move: socialization is like a snowball: the more momentum you get the better
you perform
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How Women Seek to Become “The Prize” In Relationships
April 19, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you become the relationship prize?
There are different approaches:
By becoming a high-value woman
By dating lower sexual-market value men / clueless men
Or… power moves to inflate one’s own value, or deflate his value
See:
Nasty dating power moves: these are the win-lose games designed to make him chase and
invest
Relationship manipulative games: these are the equivalent games to keep him investing
and pedestalizing
The best, safest, most genuine, more fulfilling and even strongest way is always by improving
yourself and being an overall great person.
But of course, some don’t like the hard work of the holistic approach and instead resort to dark
psychology and relationship power games.
This article deals with relationship power plays.
Contents
How My Ex Set Herself Up As The Prize
The True Meaning Behind Her Power Play
Consequences of “Contest Power Plays”
Reacting to Relationship Prize Power Plays
Nasty Relationship Prize Games
More Relationship Power Plays

How My Ex Set Herself Up As The Prize
Here is how one of my exes; power play to set herself up as the relationship prize:
My first girlfriend, whom we’ll call A, had a very traumatic breakup with her first boyfriend,
whom we’ll call “EX”.
Splitting up took a big emotional tool on A and she lost the childhood “feeling of home” after
that.
EX took full advantage of it whenever he saw fit (read: whenever he wanted to bust a nut). He
kept re-entering G’s life and caused the breakup of two of her new relationships.
Sometimes he re-entered -pun intended- her life sexually and sometimes sexually and in
emotionally destructive fashion (very weak of him BTW).
One evening my ex was talking to me about EX and I told her I didn’t want to hear about him at that
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time.
Sensing that I was a bit peeved about the topic, she replied cheering me up:
Her: But you should be happy: you won!
Interesting statement.
It was the first time I heard that, but not the last.
Now, what does that actually says?

The True Meaning Behind Her Power Play
When a woman communicates to you, directly or indirectly, that you “won” over the competition, she
is doing two things:
1. Implying that she’s in demand
2. Setting herself as the prize of the relationship
In my example, it was very direct.
But some other times, it can be more indirect.
Some examples are:
“I prefer you”
or
“you’re better”
Yes, it’s a way of complimenting you, and yes, it does raise your value (somewhat).
But it raises your value comparing you to other men who were in the running.
She’s still the chooser among several candidates.
And the one who chooses is always the prize in the relationship.
Furthermore, there’s often a darker side implied in the contest power move. And that’s: are those
other men really out of the running or should you stay watchful?
The “contest power play”, as I will call it is a weak form of triangulation, which is a very nasty mind
game women play.
At the end of the day, you’re never in the best position when you get compared to others.
And of course, it does not set a win-win dynamic for the relationship either.
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)

Consequences of “Contest Power Plays”
Contest power plays are so obvious that even clueless me of more than a decade ago could see it from
a mile away.
It bothered me and it only ended up taking points away from her.
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Whenever a girl uses the competition of other men to become the prize in a relationship, she’s not
doing anybody a favor.
Not to the relation, not to you and, ultimately, she’s undermining herself too.
Here’s what it says about her:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

She thinks you’re so dumb you’ll be proud for “winning”
Such low level power plays says bad things about her IQ
Using exes and other men as power plays is rather low
It might be a sign of insecurity
Power plays or building a great relationship: you can’t have both. What is she focusing on?

Overall, it’s a move that a low quality woman would do.

Reacting to Relationship Prize Power Plays
And here’s what you do when she tries to become the prize of the relationship with a contest power
move.
1. Ask her why she’s comparing you to her exes or to other men
2. Go meta (ie.: explain what she’s doing)
3. Show what the proper way of behavior is through your values
In this case, it’s something like this:
I’m not really comfortable with you saying that.
I feel you are stacking me up against exes and making a contest out of it. I have no interest
in being part of a competition of winners and losers.
We are together now, and I hope in the future as well. And that’s what matters.
I see relationships as collaborations to be better… together. and as much as I am very glad
we ended up together, I also believe you won as well.
And unless you’re curious or it’s relevant to the topic, I have no interest in discussing my
exes with you. T
his relationship is about you and I, and I wanna keep it that way. My exes have no part in it.
I’d like if it were the same on your side.
Now that will actually shame her.
She will likely backtrack and make excuses.
And that’s good.
Albeit strong and critical, your message is a collaborative one and the best way of approaching
relationships.
Then watch.
Does she drop the BS going forward? Great.
If not, well… You might want to re-assess your relationship.
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Nasty Relationship Prize Games
The “contest power play” is annoying.
And yet, it’s not the worst kind of relationship power play.
It sets her up as the prize of the relationship but does so by raising your value and complimenting
you.
And that’s inherently a “kinder” type of relationship power play.
But there are of course far nastier power moves that women (or men) use to set themselves up as the
prize of the relationship.
Some of them include:
1. Threatening to end the relationship (breakup threats to keep him on his toes);
2. Devaluing his efforts (hints he’s not being enough for her, also read female relationship
control)
3. Lowering his self-esteem (to keep him dependent on her approval, this is the nastiest side of
soft power)
4. Raising jealousy (= “look at how many options I have, I’m the real prize here”)
Discussing every single one here would transform this article into a book, but as you can see we have
already covered many of these so you can browse around a bit.
Otherwise, I have actually written a book about that, and it’s called, you’d never guess, “dating
power dynamics“.
However, I want to leave you with a quick final warning that is very important.
Differentiating between good power plays and nasty ones makes the difference between a great
relationship with a high-quality woman and a toxic relationship with a low-quality one.
Here is a quick way to differentiate between the two:
1. Fair games: Games to make you value her more without pushing you down are “fair” types of
games, and what any high-quality individual would do
2. Nasty games: Games that bring you down are poisonous and toxic
You can try to educate women who play the first kind of relationship power plays.
But you should be very watchful for the second type and consider dropping her if you spot them in
more than one instance.
Because that’s emotional abuse.
As an example for the second, nastier types of relationship power plays, you can watch this video
analysis of Elon Musk’s relationship:

More Relationship Power Plays
And here are more articles on dating and relationship power plays for you:
“I’m the prize, chase me”: a pictorial tale of “chasing guy” and how he fell for her games
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Make him obsessed about you
One-upping (combative relationships)
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Protected: Berlusconi Power Moves: Stealing The Show (Case
Study)
April 22, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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13 Signs of a Bad Boss (That Got Me to Quit)
April 24, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Being able to read the signs of a bad boss is extremely important for employees.
A bad boss will not only damage your career, but also your personal development and your life
satisfaction.
Ultimately, though, I am grateful for bad bosses. Bad bosses provided me with the anger and fueled
that pushed me into entrepreneurship.
Never forget: you can also fire your boss
Contents
How This Article is Different
1. Takes criticism personally
2. Believes that providing a salary is all that matters
3. Believes a salary is the main motivator
4. You have a “TGIF” mindset
5. Doesn’t know you at all
6. Can’t pronounce your name
7. You don’t respect him
8. Finger pointing
9. No gratitude, no rewards
10. They have favorites
11. Disrespects you
12. Treats employees as expendable pawns
13. Engages in Power Games
Bonus: No Good Bosses
Summary

How This Article is Different
This article does not copy-paste a few annoying traits like most posts on the web do.
This article leverages solid psychology to provide you with a list that underlines the key personality
traits of bad bosses -and, in general, bad people-.
When you see these red flags present in your boss, you should seriously consider moving on because
your bad boss is probably making you a worse person.
Before diving in, I urge you to consider reading right after this article “how to be a great leader“,
which is a psychology-backed article on how to become a great leader and manager.

1. Takes criticism personally
The ideal boss has a moral framework within which he fully focuses on achievement.
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And to achieve at the highest level, as Ray Dalio says, you need to constantly search for the truth
against the backdrop of reality. And that means that you need to put your ego aside.
For the ideal boss, it doesn’t matter whether he’s right or wrong. It only matters what’s the right
answer and what will move him, you and the whole company forward.
It’s a sign of a bad boss instead focusing on being right, having the last word and taking feedback
personally.
All of these, by the way, are the signs of a fixed mindset.
If this is you, don’t worry: it’s common. And it’s fixable.
Read more here:
How to develop a growth mindset

Example
One day I sent an email to my boss with a better description for our Linkedin company page,
which was full of grammar mistakes, and for our website’s SEO (I was already running this
website and could spot some obvious improvement opportunities).
Instead of being excited at the chance of moving forward, he got defensive and aggressive. And
that’s when I had no doubt anymore: I was dealing with an idiot.

2. Believes that providing a salary is all that matters
Look at this scene from “Adman”:
If you know what’s wrong with Don Draper’s approach, then you have a good intuitive grasp of
what’s wrong with bad managers
John Maxwell says in the 21 Irrefutable of Leadership that leaders add value.
But by “value” he refers to both quantititative aspects, such as a salary, and qualittative ones, such as
an emotionally safe environment, a supportive group, and a leadership figure that you can learn from.
If all your boss can provide is a salary, then you have another sign of a bad boss and you probably
shouldn’t be working for him.
As Seth Godin says in Linchpin, if your exchange is only monetary, then you’re basically a prostitute.
And there’s nothing inherently wrong with being a prostitute, but unless you’re making millions
chances are you’re also selling yourself very cheap.
Don’t do that.

3. Believes a salary is the main motivator
Some bad bosses believe that giving you a salary is all they need to provide to keep you chained -and
motivated-.
That a huge failure of understanding basic human psychology and what really drives us. And like
Daniel Pink explains in Drive, that’s often not money.
With a boss like that, you are not learning what makes people tick.
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And you are not maximizing your potential.
And just for you to know, this is the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, as adopted
from Haslam, 2006.

4. You have a “TGIF” mindset
This is an indirect sign of a bad boss.
If you’re looking too much forward to the weekend and if Mondays and your last day of holiday feels
like a small drama, that’s a big sign you have a bad boss and/or a bad job.

5. Doesn’t know you at all
Simon Sinek in Leaders Eat Last says that leaders are not responsible for results.
What are they responsible, then?
Great leaders are responsible for the people who in turn are responsible for the results.
That means taking care of the employees, knowing them as people and not numbers, and appreciating
them for their unique contributions.
Failing to know anything about you is a clear sign that your boss only sees you as an entry in the cost
center and not as a human being.

6. Can’t pronounce your name
This is a corollary of the above and another glaring sign of a bad manager.
Dale Carnegie famously said that the sweetest word in any language, for anyone, is the sound of their
name. And not caring about how to correctly pronounce your name is a big sign they don’t really care
much about you.

Example:
Some weeks ago a friend of mine asked me what could be a good westernized name for her
Chinese name. She needed it because her European boss could not pronounce her name and
needed a westernized version.
I told her she shouldn’t change her name for anybody.
Change boss instead of changing your name. Or better yet, tell him he’s a smart guy and you’re
sure he can learn it… If he only applies himself just a little bit.
Also read:
Office power moves
When people pronounce your name wrong.
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7. You don’t respect him
To have a good relationship with anybody, you need to respect him.
Ask yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do I respect him as a person?
Would he be my friend?
Do I respect him as a leader?
Would I be happy to help him?

One no is not a good sign.
If you answer no twice, you can’t work for that guy.

8. Finger pointing
Mistakes happen. All the time.
They’re the only way we can improve and it’s also the only way we can move forward.
Bosses who cannot accept mistakes and mishaps as a normal part of life fail to understand a basic
truth of life. And they show another terrible sign of bad managers: they focus on negatives and on
blame instead that on solutions.
The great bosses, instead, take responsibility for all failures (read: Extreme Ownership).
Also read:
Archetypes of office players

9. No gratitude, no rewards
Great managers celebrate their team’s achievements and pass the glory to the people around them.
I used to work at a start up as an early employee. At the time I left and after we’d raised double digits
millions in both debt and equity, I was responsible for, numbers at hand, 80% of the revenue.
Not a single time I had ever heard a “well done” from my direct manager.
Not the kind of boss you appreciate, let me tell you.

10. They have favorites
We are humans, obviously we will like someone more than others.
But the ideal manager treats everyone equally.
The worst kind of favoritism is not even based on results, bad on race, gender or simple physical
attraction.
As you can understand from this website, I do like women. But I think few things are as weak as a
boss taking advantage of his position to sleep with his reports.
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Or even worst, flirting or being all nice and tender to the female reports.
A terrible boss playing favorites was one of the main reasons I set out on my own:
If your boss has favorites, it’s another sign of a poor manager.

11. Disrespects you
There are many more ways to subtly (or openly) disrespect you.
For example:
Makes you wait
Types on laptop when talking to you
Doesn’t find the time to speak
Doesn’t introduce you to customers and superiors
…
These are often the signs of a boss who feels superior because of his title. And they’re also the sign of
a bad person, looking at titles instead of human beings.

11.2 Yells at you
Yelling is a common example of open disrespect.
Yelling to adults is an disrespectful and I can think of very few exceptions (life/death scenarios,
military jobs, stealing.. ).
You can read here how to handle a boss yelling at you, but if the problem persists either make sure
your terrible boss gets fired or you find yourself a better alternative.

12. Treats employees as expendable pawns
Some bosses see employees as expandable pawns and cannon fodder to win their own war.

Example
I was once at an interview as a senior candidate and was invited to attend a few strategy meetings
before even joining. The founder referred to employees in what he deemed easy positions as
“monkeys”.
He used to say “we just put need monkeys for those jobs”.
I was really tempted to join from a Power Moves experience perspective, but finally I decided against
it. Our time is too valuable to be spent with terrible managers.
You might not get such a direct example of “take no prisoner attitude”, but here are are a few red
flags:
Profits above all
All their pride is about bottom line achievements
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All credit to themselves
“Collateral damage attitude” towards the victims of their final results
Choice of words (enemies, battlefield, trenches etc.)
Now don’t get this wrong: without profits there’s no company and achieving your results is key. But
if that’s all they brag and care about, it’s a big red flag.
These guys have no loyalty and morals: don’t even think about growing with them. Think instead that
as soon as you don’t serve their final cause, you will become the enemy.
Also read:
Corporate manipulations

13. Engages in Power Games
A leader who is at the top should look for his team.
But a leader who is at the top and looks to defend his turf and increase his social status shows inner
insecurity and lack of basic leadership qualities.
Some signs of power games:
Social climbing
Undermining
Throwing people under the bus
Here is an example from, case in point, “Horrible Bosses”

Bonus: No Good Bosses
At last, I’d like you to consider a completely different perspective.
There are no good bosses.
For the simple fact someone is “your boss”, you need to get rid of him.
This is a great mindset if you’re interested in entrepreneurship and need that final kick to get started.
Alternatively, I like Brian Tracey‘s position when it comes to employment.
He proposes that no matter what’s your company, you always see yourself not as an employee, but as
the president of your own corporation.

Summary
Most signs of a bad boss are also the same signs of a bad person.
That’s why I put a lot of weight on the question “do you respect him” and “would you be his friend”.
The problem of having a bad boss is that, well, life is short.
You will enjoy your work less -or even hate it- and your chances for growth and improvement are
severely impaired.
If your boss is really terrible, I’d suggest you either think about changing job or using the situation to
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your benefit. Either use your bad boss to learn about power moves or to profit personally (read:
dealing with a a bad boss).
Alternatively, you can use as your motivation to become your own man and start your own business.
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9 Common Sex Mistakes Women Do
April 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are a few common mistakes I have noticed in women when it comes to sex.
By “mistakes”, I mean that they either make the men less interested, less attracted or even less horny
and less interested in having sex or in having sex again in the future.
This article will list the common sex mistakes purely based on personal experience.
Contents
Common Sex Mistakes
1. Passionless Resistance to His Advances
2. Going For His Penis Too Quickly
3. “Yuck” Rejections
4. Talking Too Soon After Coitus
5. Asking If It Was OK
6. Assigning Morality to Sex Positions
7. Finger Interlacing During Doggy
8. Dictating The Rhythm
9. Not Allowing Yourself To Let Go

Common Sex Mistakes
Here is the list of the most common sex mistakes:

1. Passionless Resistance to His Advances
The first time a couple has a sex can be a memorable moment.
And resisting a man’s advances without showing any sign of attraction is one of the most common
sex mistakes women do to ruin that moment.
Resist and postpone as long as you want, but if all you do is push him away you:
1. Will make him feel hurt and unwanted
2. Risk he’ll self reject and write you off
3. Sub-communicate you’re not into him or into sex
Much, much better to tell him you’re attracted to him but it’s too early for you (read how to reject
sex) or to reject him while also showing bursts of passion (read Madonna/Whore seduction)

2. Going For His Penis Too Quickly
I was guilty for this one when I first started out:
I remember my first girlfriend proposing me we should play the doctor game.
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“What the hell is she thinking”, I thought.
Then she finally admitted: I was too quick in going for her female parts. And the game was her
way to teach me a more gradual build up.
*Face palm* :).
Today, several years and experiences later, I’ve been on the receiving end of “jump-start sex” more
than once.
Albeit the issue is not as bad for men, it can take a lot away from the overall experiences. Especially
when it repeats over time.
Note: super hot moments of tearing each other’s clothes off are an exception.

3. “Yuck” Rejections
How women rejected men can make or break a seduction:
I couple years ago I crossed path with a fellow countryman while traveling through Thailand. He
liked the local women, he said, because they enjoyed oral sex.
And that was in contrast to his previous Italian girlfriends whom, he said, rejected oral sex
saying “no ma che schifo“. That roughly translates with “yuck no that’s disgusting“.
However open minded a man can be, it’s never a good feeling when a woman says “Yuck” to his
member :).
Of course, don’t do anything you’re not comfortable with, but a bit of tact in turning things down
goes a long way.
A few other expressions to avoid:
It smells
It’s disgusting
I don’t wanna do that with you
I don’t do that on a first date

4. Talking Too Soon After Coitus
This is another relatively common one.
The first couple of minutes after coitus are one of the pleasures of life.
And it’s one of those pleasures that it’s best enjoyed and respected with the utmost silence :).
Right after he has peaked, he wants to enjoy that moment without any distraction. And if you talk to
him, he might see you as a momentary nuisance or, worst, as someone who “doesn’t get him”.
Here’s a rule of thumb, then: no conversation for the first two minutes after sex. If you’re not sure, let
him speak first.
Comments that don’t need a reply are allowed though.
Especially if positive:
That was great
I’ve never come so hard before
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God I feel good now

5. Asking If It Was OK
It’s OK asking if “it was OK”.
But it should be done with tact or you come across as needy -and you might disturb that after-coitus
phase that actually bond partners together.
I was once going for anal sex with an ex girlfriend of mine. But we aborted the mission as it was a bit
too painful for her.
After we were done and laying down, she asked:
Her: Is it OK for you?
Me: Ja
(a few seconds later)
Her: Is it OK that we didn’t do it..
Me: Yes
Asking if it was OK for him right after sex slots you as the one who has to please him. It puts him in
charge and you as the subordinate.
But worst of all, it can make you come across as a bit insecure.
Now mind you, strategic weaknesses can be highly seductive.. As long as you are aware of it.

6. Assigning Morality to Sex Positions
Don’t get this wrong, you refuse whatever you’re not comfortable with.
A few women however refuse some positions -for example from the back- because they see it as
“demeaning” or “unpure”.
Love, caring, compassion… These are all key traits of a relationship. And no sex position takes any
of that away.
If anything, it’s refusing to do something with your partner that might diminish your bond.
And when you slot sex positions into “good” and “bad” categories, that might send the wrong
message to a lot of guys out there.
Including:
Domineering attitude (sex as a power struggle)
Feminist brainwashing (ie.: not from the back because it’s “dominant sex”)
Inability to lose oneself into carnal passion (rational approach)
Possible hang ups about sex

7. Finger Interlacing During Doggy
I’m thinking here to the flat doggy style position, when the man’s hands are sometimes near the face
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of the woman.
Placing your hand on top of his and interlacing fingers could be seen as too cutesy at that point.
Note: this applies more strongly when you’re not in a relationship. And it changes depending on how
you live sex with your partner and what “kind” of sex you’re having (more on the rougher side or
more on the “sex as emotional bonding” type).

8. Dictating The Rhythm
The rule of thumb:
Woman on top, she decides the rhythm.
Other positions, man decides the rhythm.
Plenty of exceptions to the rule of course.
But it’s often off-putting when women try to dictate the rhythm. Sometimes she’s trying to do it for
him, and sometimes after he’s announced that he’s about to come.
At that point, he knows best how to thrust to maximize his pleasure. As tempted as you might be to
show off your pelvic mobility, it can easily end up out of sync and only take away from his pleasure
(and it’s mostly about timing: I’ve experienced some skilled twerkers… Who got the timing all
wrong).
Exception: if you’re in a relationship and want to learn to take it on the next level. Then learning to
time each other’s pleasure can pay off handsomely.
You’ll get it wrong a few times most likely, but once you reach the perfect thrusting-timing for each
other, then… Nice :).

9. Not Allowing Yourself To Let Go
This goes beyond simple “sex mistakes women do” and into a fundamental truth of many women’s
life and psychology.
Men’s sexual skills are important, but even more important are her attitudes towards her body and
towards sex. And her willingness and ability to let herself go correlate highly with those attitudes.
It’s indeed relatively easy to give multiple orgasms to women who have experienced orgasms before.
But it can be very difficult to give orgasms to women who’ve never had an orgasm before.
So the first, and very first thing you can do make your sex life as pleasurable as it should be, both for
yourself and for him… Is to give yourself permission to.
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How to Handle an Unfair Debater: Tucker Carlson Case Study
April 29, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Have you ever wondered how you could handle an aggressive, unfair debater?
It’s not easy, because they are willing to do anything to get under your skin and make you look bad.
However, if you know how to, you can turn their techniques around.
This article will show you how can debate -and win- against an aggressive and unfair debater.
Contents
Background
#1. Strawman Technique
#2. Undermine Credibility
3. Provocation
4. Aggression
Summary

Background
Tucker Carlson is a Fox News host and is often seen as a regarded debater.
He certainly does have some good debating skills.
But at times he uses plenty of underhanded techniques that makes him an unfair debater.
These are four unfair debating techniques that he used in his interview to Lauren Duca:

#1. Strawman Technique
Carlson attacks Lauren not on what she said, but on how he would like her to be.
Which, of course, is nastier and more extreme than who she really is.
Also notice how confirms his own strawman when he says “that’s what you said” (49s).
That’s quite a bit sneaky.

#2. Undermine Credibility
Carlson uses two techniques to undermine Lauren’s credibility:

1. Nitpick quotes from the past
Picking what someone has said in the past is an effective and overused technique to discredit
someone.

2. Undermines her credential
He mentions she writes for Teen Vogue, then quotes her description of Ariana Grande style.
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Then pretends to go back to politics as if that was a normal detour.
Indeed, Carlson undermines her credential in an indirect way, as if the information slipped
incidentally. That way it’s even more powerful as it seems an unbiased information.
But of course, like Lauren herself said, whatever magazine she writes for shouldn’t delegitimize her
in any way (but people’s psychology doesn’t work that way, of course).

3. Provocation
Tucker Carlson is a world class provocateur.
Almost as good as Ben Shapiro.
His fake laughter, pungent sarcasm and out of context quotes can easily drive his guests angry.
And he’s no exception here:

4. Aggression
Tucker Carlson is a powerful debater.
He has lots of energy, speaks loud and when he feels like, he doesn’t shy away from aggressing and
disparaging guests.
Interestingly enough, that’s where Tucker loses most points.
He only wins here in the eyes of the staunchest conservatives who already agrees with him.
But any moderate will find him overbearing and overly aggressive. And they’ll side with the guests.

Summary
Tucker Carlson is a smart guy and a highly skilled debater.
And he’s a very, very aggressive debater.
He doesn’t shy away from using lots of unfair debating techniques though, and he sometimes goes
overboard in aggressing his guests.
And that’s where I feel he is doing no favors to his own conservative camp.
The moderates are more likely to turn away when they see contempt, sneering and aggression.
If you’re interested in debating techniques, also check:
Trump VS Hillary 2
How to debate (and win) against shaming attacks
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How to Find The Perfect Roommate: The Psychology of
Flatsharing
May 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to find the perfect roommate?
If this question is running through your mind, you have to the right place.
Through psychology-backed you will learn all the necessary steps to finding a great flatmate.
Contents
What Most People Do Wrong
My Experience With Flatmates
#1. Match Extroversion Levels
What To Ask:
#2. Match Attitudes Towards Privacy & Personal Space
Example:
What To Ask
#3. Cleanliness Levels
What to Ask
#4. Check for Noise Sensitivity
What to Ask
#4. Match Noise Attitudes
What to Ask
5. Beware of Love & Attraction
6. Avoid Living With Owners
Bad Questions to Ask Potential Roommates
Summary

What Most People Do Wrong
Most people meet once, have a good feeling and proceed to move into a flat (or accept new
roommates).
That’s not a good strategy.
Some others believe they are going deeper with questions on what he does and what he likes.
And that might be even worse.
Much better is to inquire and look for compatibility in the key areas that make for a good life in the
flat.
At the end of the this article you will know exactly what to look for in a roommate to find the best
roommate you can get.
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My Experience With Flatmates
Since I moved out of my parents’ house my life has been a continuous experience in flat-sharing.
I have traveled the world and the seven seas sharing flats, and if I’ve learned anything… No, it’s not
that everybody’s looking for something -albeit that’s also true-, it’s that who you share your space
with matters.
My name is Lucio, I am psychology buff and all of my work is basically about people and human
dynamics.
Through studies and personal experience I realized that to find the perfect roommate you should
match in the following traits:

#1. Match Extroversion Levels
The very first personality trait you must match is your extraversion-introversion levels.
Extraversion is on a continuum:
Few people are 100% introverted or 100% introverted, and people in the middle are often referred to
as “ambivert“.
This is all the more important if you are very introverted or very extroverted, because life together
will be a hell.
The introvert will think the extrovert is annoying and overbearing, and the extrovert will think the
introvert is slippery, “weird” and that he hates him.
Basically, when two people at the opposite end of the extraversion level meet, they end up looking
like an anxious-avoidant relationship: the extrovert chases for talking and connection while the
introvert runs away.
Here is an example of how I, an introvert, immediately spotted that an Airbnb guest of mine was not
going to be the perfect flatmate:
Imagine you are traveling. You’re going to a new country, a new city, a conference in the
pharmaceutical field you love.
Much to visit, much to do, right?
Who is going to say , under those conditions “I can’t wait to spend six nights (!) with you?“.
A super extrovert of course!
And how is an introvert going to react?
By trying to dodge all that connection and chitchat of course!
Look at me trying to avoid too much talk. And notice his reply:
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“Let’s see if we can take then minutes to catch up later”, LOL.
It never dawns on many extroverts that there is an extroversion mismatch and they never realize that
the introvert is, indeed, avoiding them. But not because the introvert doesn’t like the extrovert, it’s
simply because they need their own space.
Finally, when he leaves me a feedback, look at what he writes:
No comments about cleanness, location, the attraction of the new city or anything.
Just says that “I am willing to talk”.
Who provides such a feebdack? An extrovert chasing down an introvert for connection, of course.

What To Ask:
What can you ask to spot if your future BFE (best flatmate ever) is an introvert or an extrovert?
Here are a few good questions:
Do you cook?
Cooking is often more about the shared experience of cooking, talking and then eating. At the very
least, it will tell you if they spend lots of time outside their room.
If you’re introverted, avoid people saying yes.
What type of flat-share do you like?
Extroverts will mention activities within the flat and things they like together with their roommates.
Introverts will mention their activities outside the flat and will talk about what they do.
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Look at Their Behavior
On top of just listening to their replies, notice how the behave.
Extroverts talk a lot. And often they talk a lot about themselves.
If you’re an introvert, avoid gushers. If you’re an extrovert, avoid people who ask lots of question
and talk little.

Extraversion & Introversion Are Relative
Extraversion in a flatshare are patterns of relating between people and not not unchanging constants.
You can become introvert to some super extrovert and be the extrovert one to some super introvert.
So it’s best to pick someone around your extraversion level.

#2. Match Attitudes Towards Privacy & Personal Space
Sharing a flat is about, well… Sharing.
Sharing a space, sharing things in the common areas and also partially sharing our personal spaces.
That’s why finding a good roommate often means finding someone who doesn’t differ too much from
us when ti comes to privacy.

Example:
I am a slightly tilting towards privacy seeker, but without being a nazi about it.
And I have been living with people far on the “communal” line. I can tell you it’s an issue. These
people opened my door without knocking and left their own doors open while studying, playing
video-games and one even while sleeping and… Showering.
Some of these people I could absolutely be friends with… But they were not people I could live with
:).
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What To Ask
Here is what to ask to make sure that you match your future flatmate attitudes towards communal
living:
Do you usually close your door?
Anything but “well of course” tells you they probably have a very communal attitude towards spaces.
It means they will also treat your own space as if it were their own… Unless you teach them.
Sometimes, repeatedly.
Would you mind if I took your stuff sometimes (and you can then take mine)?
Anything but an emphatic “absolutely” tells you they care about their private property.

#3. Cleanliness Levels
Dirty roommates make for terrible roommates for clean people (the opposite holds less true).
As a matter of fact, a very dirty roommate can make living impossible for a very clean person.

What to Ask
Here are the best questions:
How clean is the place for you right now?
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If you’re looking for a good roommate, leave the place at your average cleanliness level and let them
rate it.
If they say it’s very clean, they’re too dirty for you. If they say it’s dirty, they might be too clean for
you
Is this how you keep the place, on average?
If they are offering the room, ask if the current state of the place is what they’re comfortable with and
see if it’s enough for you.
If they cleaned for the occasion, ask:
Can I check your room?
Chances are they cleaned and organized the common areas but not their rooms. Check their room for
a real litmus test on whether they’ll be great roommates or not.
Note: cleanliness correlates highly with organization and house chores, so you don’t need to prod for
all of them.

#4. Check for Noise Sensitivity
Some people ask about circadian rhythms, and albeit that’s a good information to have, it’s not really
crucial… Unless you or your roommate have very light sleep.
In which case, watch out.
What really matters instead is how people are bothered -or not bothered- by noise.
For example, when I moved into my current flat I asked a neighbor how it was for him. He told me he
was just about to move out because the lady from the last floor was so noisy and annoying.
I prodded for more data.
He said that she would listen to the TV at full blast with the window open and the noise would
“bounce back from the building in front” and ruin his whole day.
This guy was on the 3rd floor, talking about a lady on the 5th floor. There was a whole floor in
between and he was talking about “noise bouncing back from the building in front?”.
Obviously a highly noise sensitive guy!
I moved in and it’s been for me one of the quietest places I’ve ever been to -but then again I’ve been
living in Roma with cars honking all over the places and noisy scooters zipping from left and right-.

What to Ask
Do you have a light sleep?
Do you find it annoying if someone is up until late / wakes up very early?
A yes to any of these answer can make for a difficult living together if you stay up until late or go out
a lot.
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#4. Match Noise Attitudes
Does it sound a lot like the previous point?
Nah, it’s similar, but it runs deeper.
Noise seekers fear silence and need their life to be constantly filled with noise.
Many activities they do, they do with a background music. Sometimes they also study with music,
which means an almost constant stream of noise during their wake hours.
The worst example I had, was a guy who would sleep with his hairdryer on, which meant 24h noise!

Noise is highly related to nervous system sensitivity, and people who are very sensitive to noise also
tend to be very sensitive to light, commotion, lots of people, stress, pain, caffeine, emotions etc. etc.
Also read:
The Highly Sensitive Person
Are You Highly Sensitive? Take The Quiz

What to Ask
How important is silence to you?

Watch Out For Personal Loudness
Watch out particularly for a loud tone of voice.
It’s often an easy give away for people who are used to scream to be heard above their background
noises ?
Not that the attitude towards noise is also influenced by the introversion/extroversion personality
type. Research showed that introverts prefer quieter places while extroverts like noisier environment
(Quiet: The Power of Introverts).
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5. Beware of Love & Attraction
I used to be quite open and liberal about the sexual orientation of my flatmates.
But after this awkward experience, I’m not too sure that’s a good idea:
Indeed familiarity and repeat exposure tend to increase liking (The Like Switch). That means that if
there is an even minuscule amount of liking, then living together will likely amplify it.
As a matter of fact, I believe that living together is one of the easiest ways of developing feelings.
Which can also eventually lead to (unreturned) love and lots of troubles.
As much as that might sound unfair, if you’re straight you might want to consider avoiding non
straight men.
And if you’re in a relationship, you might want to avoid members of the opposite sex.
Ultimately, that’s up to you. Just be aware of the dangers though.
Personally, I won’t let one bad experience change my “LGBT friendly policy” and I’m still open to
any gender.

6. Avoid Living With Owners
When you’re a paying flatmate in someone’s house you are officially buying your own space.
But unofficially chances are that you will always feel like a guest.
And that the owner will always feel like an owner.
Especially for long term rents, it’s best if you don’t rent with the owner in the flat.

Bad Questions to Ask Potential Roommates
Many people -and most guides online- focus on personal questions.
Things like:
likes and dislikes
hobbies
profession
aspirations
That stuff is important when you want a friend, but matters little when it comes finding a great
roommate.
If someone is a lawyer, it says very little about how you’ll get along.
If they’re passionate about arts, it won’t make much of a difference in your flatsharing life.
But if he’s a super extrovert lawyer who wants to talk to you about his latest art gallery discovery
when you’d rather enjoy your food by yourself… Then that’s an issue.
These typical “flatshare interviews” tells you nothing about the person.
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Summary
It’s crucial to understand that finding a good roommate is not the same as finding a good friend.
Most people -and online guides- focus on questions and aspects that help you find friends, but that
have little significance when it comes to sharing a flat.
This guide will help you find good roommate.
Up to you then if you want him to also be a friend (or more :).
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Criticism in Relationships: Examples & Solutions
May 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article is an in-depth take on criticism in relationships.
You will see real-life examples of criticism and you will learn why criticism is destructive and how to
properly give feedback without criticizing.
But first of all, I want to give you some motivation to tackle this area of your life and relationships.

Why We Need to Fix Criticism
Relationship skills are some of the most underappreciated -and underdeveloped- skills in the world.
Which is silly, considering relationships are the biggest determinant of a happy and healthy life.
As John Gottman said (I paraphrase):
working on your relationship instead of going to the gym makes you 3 times healthier in a
fraction of the time.

Criticism: Part of a Bigger Problem
Criticism is one of what John Gottman calls “The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse“, which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Criticism
Contempt
Defensiveness
Stonewalling

Why should you know this?
Because when couples engage in any of the above, a break up follows 90%+ of the times. And
couples that don’t split up experience terrible relationships.
So let’s start now.
Contents
What Is Criticism?
Criticism (wrong) VS Complaints (right)
Bad Criticism
Proper Complaint
Why Criticism Dooms Relationships
Examples of Criticism in Relationships
Fix Criticism: Proper Relationship Communication
Rewriting The Criticism Examples
Express Feelings
State Facts
State Need
What It Takes to Move Beyond Criticism
1. Ownership & Team Framing
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2. Vulnerability & Courage
3. Emotional Intelligence & Repair Attempts
4. Practice
It’s Not About Suppressing Emotions
Summary

What Is Criticism?
In Why Marriages Succeed or Fail Gottman introduces criticism as
A global attack on personality or character
Criticizing differs in one important characteristic from a complaint.
A complaint is about specific issues, whereas a criticism is an attack of a defining personality trait.
With a criticism, you attack your partner at an identity level.
Criticism is hurtful and pushes your partner to either defend or counter attack. And that, instead of
helping us solve the issue, escalates the negativity.
Here are some elements that can help you recognize criticism:
Start with “you”
Use absolute adverbs such as “always” and “never”
It’s about them, not the situation

Criticism (wrong) VS Complaints (right)
On the left side, some examples of criticism.
On the right side, how a more emotionally intelligent partner would communicate the same issue.

Bad Criticism

Proper Complaint

I want to hear about your day, I really do.
But I also want to share mine. It makes me feel
You never listen to me, you are so egoistic !
you don’t care about me when you don’t listen.
Can you please listen and pay attention to me?
You always leave a mess! You’re not a
I feel *so* tired and overburdened. And now that
responsible adult , you’re a baby . But I’m not
I see you throwing your socks on the floor I feel
your mom to clean your shit!
like exploding .
You “forgot” what? How can you forget the bills! I am furious you forgot to pay the bills. I want to
Probably too busy thinking what shoes to buy!
discuss this matter deeply with you once I calm
God you are so sloppy it would be funny it
down. For now, this is your issue and I want you
wasn’t tragic
to think of possible solutions
Notice that moving beyond criticism does not mean being nice or taking things lightly.
In the last example, he has taken the matter very seriously. And he lets her feel the brunt of his anger
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and disappointment by refusing to get involved and let her work on it by herself first.
But he still avoids the pitfalls of making it a personal criticism. A personal criticism would have
escalated into an ad hominem argument, poisoning both of their mood and moving them farther away
from a solution (and from each other).

Why Criticism Dooms Relationships
When criticism becomes pervasive the relationships starts becoming toxic.
Three things often happen:
1. Partners behave more like enemies than teammates
2. Criticism begets criticism: fights multiply and good times disappear
3. The sense of “us” disappears and emotional distance grows
In Ten Lessons to Transform Your Marriage Gottman says (I paraphrase for brevity):
We need a supportive partner to share what matters to us: dreams, fears and feelings.
But a criticizing partner makes us feel psychologically unsafe. We fear our vulnerabilities
could be used against us.
So we clam up, and we grow emotionally distant.
And that’s a lonely way to live.

Examples of Criticism in Relationships
And here are a few real life examples of criticism in relationships:

1. Sex And The City – Carrie and Aidan Fight
Aiden: Oh, *your* stuff, *your* bathroom… You always do that, you never want to let me
in”
Carrie: I don’t “always do” anything, and I have.. Let you in
“You always” is an open sign of criticism. And with *your* stuff *your* bathroom, he is
communicating:
You are (always) egoist and self centered
Even more harmful for the relationship, he says she can never manage to let him in.
That’s a defeatist, hopeless expression. When you talk like that, you are verbally admitting your
relationship has no future and you have no power to change it.
From there on the argument only escalates, going into contempt, flooding, and ending with
stonewalling (we’ll deal with them in the next installments).

2. Mrs Doubtifire – Divorce Scene
Miranda: You set me up every time to be the bad guy.
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Daniel: You spend too much time with those corporate clowns you used to despise
Miranda: I spend too much time with you, Daniel.
She says he guilts trip her. Because it’s *every time* it’s not circumstantial, it’s a criticism to his
persona. She is basically saying:
You’re a psychological manipulator
Daniel implies she has become a corporate clown -another personality criticism-.
Note: Daniel has other issues here beyond criticism. He is lacking a spine, especially after the divorce
line (the correctly rewritten script below takes that into account).

3. Sex and The City – Carrie & Miranda Fight
Miranda: Every time you get near him, you turn into this pathetic, needy, insecure victim.
“every time you get near him” is broad enough to qualify as criticism. Especially considering that
what comes next is so aggressive that it would take a zen master not to take it personally.
Carrie: You’re gonna cut me out of your life like you did to Steve? The first sign of any
little weakness or flaw, and you just write people off. My God, Miranda! You are so
judgmental.
Typical of criticism, it leads to an escalation. Carrie’s three hits are slightly different, but all point out
to the same personal criticism, basically telling Miranda:
You are a cold blooded, heartless b*tch
Friendships tend to be more resilient. But if that were a romantic relationship, it might have scarred
them for a long time.

Fix Criticism: Proper Relationship Communication
Here are the step to move beyond relationship criticism:

1. Start With “I“
Effective complaints begin with a soft start-up, often stating your feelings. It might be an emotion or
a physical state.

2. Talk facts
Focus on facts, not on the person.

3. State a positive need
How can your partner -or the both of you- make it better.
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Rewriting The Criticism Examples
And here’s how the above criticism examples would look like by using the correct complaint
mechanism:

Express Feelings

State Facts

State Need

That you label shared areas as
“*yours*”.What the hell is that
Carrie. I feel like you are closing
off to me.And that’s the last
thing we need -> this is “team
framing”

Carrie…(pause for
emphasis) Can you please be
respectful about my things and a
bit more welcoming towards
me? (recruit her help to break
negative cycle)

We are growing apart
Miranda.And that pains me
because I believe we still have a
The way you shut off our party, shot at making a good
that made me feel so crushed
family. (empowering, hopeful
and unworthy
frame) But we’re far from it now
and it will take both of us to
change that. (team framing &
realistic)

Now this is my mess, so I’ll
clean it.(takes responsibility,
relieves her) But after I’d like
you to sit down with me and talk
it through. OK for you?(get
compliance)Cool, go rest now,
it’s been a tense afternoon
(smiles) -> this is repair attempt

The last time you have been
Carrie, I feel so angry right now
with that guy it was terrible on
that I’m about to blow off
you and took a toll on all of us

I don’t want to see you again in
that state.And right now, with
the anger I feel, I don’t feel I
could support you.

I am so annoyed and hurt

What It Takes to Move Beyond Criticism
Moving beyond criticism is not difficult from a technical perspective. Practice it consciously 20 times
and it will start to come natural.
It can be emotionally more difficult though.
Here’s what it takes:

1. Ownership & Team Framing
I statements are a form of ownership. “You” passes the blame along. “I” takes responsibility.
Once you can take ownership of your part, look for ways to take a joint, couple ownership whenever
you can involve both of you.
Vulnerability also plays a role here. It can be hard for ego-protecting people to say “I feel hurt”.
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2. Vulnerability & Courage
Stating your needs can require lots of vulnerability when it’s an emotional need.
In the feminist era it can be hard for some women to say “I feel lonely”. And it’s no better for men.
Hiding behind a mask of masculinity, they often prefer not stating any need at all.
That’s why it’s important to foster an open, criticism-free environment: because the alternative to
vulnerable asking is aggressive fighting.

3. Emotional Intelligence & Repair Attempts
Emotional intelligence is your greatest ally in stopping criticism’s vicious circles. If you are reading,
and thinking of how this article applies to you, you are right now increasing your emotional
intelligence.
With emotional intelligence you can realize what’s going on, step back and deploy repair attempts.
Repair attempts are anything a partner does or say to break the escalation of negativity.
We will discuss it more in depth in another installment. But for now, here’s an example of a
successful repair attempt.

4. Practice
Here’s the good news of this all: the more you use complaints and vulnerability instead of criticism,
the easier it gets.
It’s a virtuous cycle.

It’s Not About Suppressing Emotions
I want to stress this further again.
Fixing criticism is not about being overly nice, “letting your partner off easy” or even suppressing
your anger.
As a matter of fact, you should embrace your feelings and anger (studies show suppressing emotions
is bad for relationships).
Fixing criticism is about channeling your negative feelings away from destructive outlets and into
helpful ones.
And don’t say to your partner that The Power Moves said it, but if you’re in a fiery relationship, it’s
also OK to shout.

Summary
Criticism will make for a terrible relationship at best and soon destroy your relationship at worst.
The solution is swapping criticism with specific complaints. That’s relationship communication 101.
And it’s powerful.
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If you have experienced both criticism-free relationships and heavy criticizing relationships, you
know it.
They’re worlds apart.
You can’t wait to end the former. And the latter are the relationships that make life a pleasure.
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How to Make Someone Your Bitch: Trump Case Study
May 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to make someone your bitch might seem like a weird title.
How do you even do that, how is it possible to consciously make something like that happen?
Well, that’s exactly what Trump did to Macron.
Yes, you heard that right: Trump made Macron his bitch. For everyone to see.
This article will show just how he did that (and how you can avoid becoming anyone’s bitch).
Contents
Background
#1. Preen Him
2. Touch Him With Impunity
3. Talk Of Him In The Third Person While He’s Present
#4. Refuse Their Influence
How to Avoid Being Someone’s Bitch
How to Counteract Preening
How to Counteract Hand-Holding
How to Counteract One Way Influence
How to Counteract Condescending Third-Person Tone
Summary

Background
Macron recently traveled to Washington to meet with Donald Trump.
And the media went beserk about their deep friendship. Bromance, some wrote.
Sometime I’m amazed at how dumb and superficial much of the mainstream media can be.
The New York Times even writes:
Or perhaps mr. Trump was trying to please, or dominate, his guest
As if the pleasing and dominating were synonyms. Or even if there were any doubts Trump was
dominating Macron.
Indeed, unless your idea of friendship consists of one party dominating the other, Trump-Macron is
no friendship. Trump dominates Macron so obviously that you’d be offended… If you happened to
be a Macron, that is.
Let’s quickly analyze the signs:

#1. Preen Him
If you treat him like a GF and he’s OK with it… He’s your bitch.
Preening, as Allan Pease also notes, is typical of couples and romance. And it rarely, if ever, pertains
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to friendship.
And here’s the other thing about preening: while it is a sign of high devotion, it’s also a sign of
ownership. The party preening the other is communicating that “this person belongs to me”.
And when a man does it to another man, it’s awkward at best and a sign of physical domination at
worst.
We all have a personal space indeed, and usually people are wary of invading it. When they are not
wary, it’s because they are either very comfortable with you…. Or not scared in any way.
And not being scared means that they are far above in the dominance hierarchy… And that you are
powerless of hitting back.
See preening in action:

2. Touch Him With Impunity
If you push him around, and he lets you… He’s your bitch
Trump repeatedly touches Macron in a way that communicates “I’m in charge”.
Or, at times, in a way that communicates “you’re my boy Macron (and I’m the boss)”.
Here are some of them:
Special mention, of course, to Trump taking Macron’s hand and carrying him away.
That’s a behavior you expect, again, in couples (hopefully from the man).
When a man does it to another man, it’s both awkward and disrespectful. It shows, in that instance
quite literally, that Trump is the leader and Macron is the follower.
At best.
At worst, it shows that one party is the man of the relationship and the other party is the woman.
And putting another head of state in the position of the girlfriend is not exactly how a “friend” should
behave.

3. Talk Of Him In The Third Person While He’s Present
When you can treat someone like your puppet… They’re also your bitch.
Trump talks about Macron in the third person, as if he weren’t there.
And he does it with a condescending tone.
He makes comments about Macron the same way a crassy boss would do of the latest intern to make
everyone laugh.
Here are a few examples:
Trump: We have to make him perfect. He is perfect
“we have to make him perfect” as Trump pretends to remove a piece of dandruff. That feels like a
father who is sending his boy out on his first date.
And Macron totally acts that part, too.
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Trump: I like him a lot
“I like him a lot” as he points at him. Yes, it’s a compliment, but it’s a domineering compliment.
Just imagine, would you go to your boss or company’s CEO, point at him and say “I like him a lot”?
No, it would feel awkward, right? But the CEO doing that to an employee?
Fair game, it’s a compliment. But it’s a compliment which highlight a power differential.
Trump: He will be a great president. It’s my prediction. It’s only a prediction
This is a compliment similar to the above, again stressing the power differential. But this time Trump
goes one step further: he takes it away in a push/pull power move.
It’s as if he’s telling to everyone “he still has to prove himself (to me)”.

#4. Refuse Their Influence
If he listens to you, but you brush him off… He’s your bitch
Macron went in there mostly to convince Trump about the Iran deal.
If Trump wanted to respect Macron, he wouldn’t make any bold statement that he made up his mind
without at least hinting the two will talk about it.
Instead, he does just the opposite.
Again, Trump is not behaving like a friendly host. He contradicts Macron, cuts him out and makes
“I” statements.
He is basically communicating that Macron’s opinion counts for nothing.

How to Avoid Being Someone’s Bitch
Macron does little to counteract Trump.
To his credit, sometimes he puts his hand on top of Trump or touches him, but it’s almost always as a
follower or in response to Trump.
And Trump power moves are so obvious that Macron’s moves just seem little drops in the ocean.
To be honest, Macron was not in an easy position:
1. He had already chosen the chummy friend role
2. Trump is a power obsessed man
3. He was in the lion’s den
However, fu*k the excuses. People like Trump will treat you how you will let them treat you, so it’s
up to you to stop the deluge.
Here are some ideas.

How to Counteract Preening
During the preening moments Macron could have done a few things:
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Counter-preen
The most obvious. He could have reached to Trump’s jacket and pretend to remove a hair, then make
a joke it was easy to find the blonde hair on the dark jacket.
Without being abrasive or anything of course, but jokingly and in a friendly manner. Maybe even
saying “ahaha thank you, lemme help you out to look perfect as well”.
Laugh, say Trump is always so service oriented
He could have framed Trump as service oriented by saying something like “ahaha thanks, president
Trump is always so helpful with me”, then lightly slap him on the back.
Such as, he would frame Trump as the one working hard for him (the dynamics is: server / boss).

How to Counteract Hand-Holding
Countering the hand holding was a difficult one as any insubordination would have been highly
visible to everyone.
But then again, being taken by the hand was also very visible.
What to do then?
He could have avoided Trump’s hand and lingered a few second longer pretending he wanted to take
another question.
Or even less obvious, as Trump went to grab his hand he could have started speaking and said to the
journalists:
Macron: Alright, thank you everyone, it looks like Mr. President wants to go back in (laugh
here as if you were making light fun of him). Thank you so much, see you later
That way, he would have followed Trump, but without looking like a puppet. He would have taken
the stage, make a light joke about Trump’s domineering stance and “closed the stage”.
All while keeping a friendly tone.

How to Counteract One Way Influence
Macron could have said little while Trump gushed about internal politics and the “terrible” Iran deal.
But he could have done a lot indirectly.
Instead of sitting at the edge of the chair like a nervous schoolboy waiting for the teacher’s question,
he should have sat back.
That way, he wouldn’t look as the insignificant man in the room who has been cut out. He would
have looked as if he was the king kicking it back as Trump sweated out all the questions.
A slightly amused, relaxed smile on his face would have helped the image too.
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How to Counteract Condescending Third-Person Tone
At each condescending remark, he should have bitten back with the same kind of humor.
Example:
Trump: I like him a lot
Macron: (smiling, making it obvious it’s a game he’s not taking seriously) I like him even
more
Note that the above is a follower reaction. It’s OK in this case, you can’t escalate there. He’s the
guest and wants to keep a good relationship.
By saying something back, even as a follower, he’d send the message he’s alive and kicking while
also keeping a friendly tone.
Trump: He will be a great president. It’s only a prediction
Macron: Thank you, thank you. I’m sure he’ll make America great and will be a powerful
candidate in the upcoming election
The latter is a backhanded compliment hinting that he’s not omnipotent but has to go through
elections again. And might not be re-elected.

Summary
Most of the media got the relationship between Trump and Macron completely wrong.
They are not friends.
Trump made Macron his bitch.
This article rectify what has really happened. And gives you a few pointers on what to do when
someone will behave with you the same way as Trump did.
Trump humiliated Macron and got his revenge in full -and then some- from the day Macron
disrespected him at the NATO summit.
And when it comes to us, usual fellow readers: never let anyone run slipshod over you.
And ad maiora!
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Contempt in Relationships: What Is It & How to Fix It (W/
Videos)
May 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What is contempt in relationships and how do you fix it?
That’s the topic of this article.
It will give you concrete examples with videos and tell you the steps you -and your partner- need to
take to move past contempt.
Contents
Why You Must Address Relationship Contempt
What is Contempt
Examples of Contempt
Consequences of Contempt
Examples of Contempt In Relationships
How to Fix Contempt in Relationships
1. Understanding Our Darker Sides
2. Replace Contempt With Direct Communication
3. Change Your Feelings
4. A culture of appreciation
Summary
Further reading:

Why You Must Address Relationship Contempt
Contempt is the single biggest predictor if divorce.
And I said that first to be your motivation.
John Gottman’s research shows that contempt is the single biggest predictor of divorce in both
heterosexual and gay couples.
Contempt is so harmful that it actively makes sick. In one of his many books, Gottman says that
contempt in a relationship erodes our immune system.
So let’s start fixing contempt by first understanding what it exactly is.

What is Contempt
Contempt is a type of communication that attacks our partner with ridicule and sarcasm.
The contemptuous party takes a position of judgmental superiority as it seeks to embarrass and shame
our partner by painting him as unworthy.
Contempt uses sarcasm and cynicism in an indirect way, and it’s a slightly passive aggressive in its
nature. As most passive aggressive communication indeed, it can be difficult for partners to detect
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and directly confront.
Contempt is the opposite of respect.
Here are some signs of contempt:
Derisive humor
Contemptuous facial expressions (eye rolling, sneering, raising upper lip.. )
Exaggerations
Disdain towards partner
Insults and name calling (fat, ugly, bitch, loser etc.)

Examples of Contempt
This is an example of contempt with derisive humor:
I’ve been running around all day, then you come back and all you can do is flop on your
lazy ass. It’s pathetic. Do you want a bib and a biberon too, that way maybe you can
manage to be a bit more pathethic?
This is an example of contempt with exaggeration:
You would rather me to stay in tonight ahaha how unexpected, hooow unexpected (looks
away). If I had to let you decide how to live my social life, I’d be here tied up with a gag
ball in my mouth
And this is an example of contempt with disdain:
You would wish “these people” would sleep on the floor
The last one is a real life example.
That was what the mother of an ex girlfriend of mine said about my parents when she heard they
hadn’t yet booked a place to stay.

Consequences of Contempt
Similar to criticism, but even more powerful, contempt makes relationships unsafe.
And worst than criticism, is makes our partner feel unworthy and inferior.
In that sense, in many ways, contempt is a power move and a tool of soft power (and a very nasty
one, too).
If you let it fester contempt will drive a wedge between you two and break the emotional bond.
The relationship becomes a place where you need to defend and protect yourself. You don’t go home
after a long day and look forward to relaxing.
You go home after a long day and you’re bracing for the next fight. Or walking on eggshells to avoid
the next big painful argument.
And when we cannot be our true selves and when we don’t have an emotional connection, guess
what? You don’t have a relationship.
Remember this:
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Any relationship where distance is safer than closeness is not a relationship.
With time, if you don’t fix contempt, it will make enemies of you two. And at that point breaking up
is not only unavoidable, but actually the best solution for both.
Let’s see now a few contempt examples to better understand this dynamic:

Examples of Contempt In Relationships
Let’s see now some examples of contempt in relationships:

#1. Forgetting Sarah Marshall
This is a typical example where the woman started focusing on the negatives of her partner.
Contempt was the consequence of her seeing her partner in a negative light.
Russel Brand starts off highly critical, but he goes back into a productive stance when he says:
Him: I’ve heard that women do fake orgasms, but I’ve never seen one. It really deeply upset
me
That “it really deeply upset me” is great communication.
It’s when she goes into heavy contempt that the fight moves to a whole new level:
Her: You should have seen yourself at dinner. ‘Oh, I’m Aldous Snow. Bullshit, bullshit,
bullshit. ‘No, no drinks for me, thanks. ‘Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit.’
After that, it’s a vicious circle of contempt and criticism.

#2. Terms of Endearment
Jack Nicholson starts opening up and, as it’s often the case for the very first emotional openings, it’s
not easy for him.
When partners are opening that’s the moment you want to the most un-judgmental and open you
possibly can. Those are the moments that bond partners together.
Contempt during an emotionally charged conversation is the most damaging because your partner
will feel the relationship is not a safe place to be himself.
Let’s watch:
Him: It makes it rough, especially living next door. I’m starting to think I gotta watch what
I’m doing…
Her: (mocking with a disgusted expression) Bla bla bla
He is strong enough to look past the first contemptuous attempt and doesn’t escalate.
But of course he stops opening up. And you sure can’t blame him when he refuses to turn towards her
bid for emotional connection (“I feel humiliated”) and leaves right after.
Note: Jack Nicholson in this movie -and possibly in life- is a type of guy with an avoidant attachment
style. The quickest way to make avoidants drop their partners, of course, is by using contempt.
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#3. The Life of David Gale
This isn’t a relationship -yet- but it’s clear there’s something between the two already.
Gale: (…) It was Berlin
Constance: Ooh great. Oh, that’s great, great. (…) Great. You are so weak.
Gale: You’re not my wife Constance. Thank God!
Contempt is her sneering at him, looking away and repeating “great” in a mocking fashion.
She makes him feel unworthy and “inferior”, and ends with a criticism as icing on the cake (you are
so weak). Gale’s is a typical defensive reaction with aggression.

#4. Nonverbal Expressions of Contempt
Somehow Rihanna often uses nonverbals or contempt (or at least people love highlighting them):
And:

How to Fix Contempt in Relationships
Sometimes contempt is the sign that we don’t appreciate our partner anymore. If that’s the case, you
should wonder if the relationship still makes sense.
At the very least though, you should try your best to rekindle the positive feelings before giving up.
In some other cases, contempt might not necessarily mean we think out partner is pathetic but it’s a
general -and toxic way- people communicate with.
In either case, you are always well served by eliminating contempt from your communication
repertoire.
Below are some practical steps to work both on your relationship and on your communication skills.

1. Understanding Our Darker Sides
Some personalities tend to use contempt more than others.
Here are personalities whom, in my experience, are more likely to resort to contempt:
People with a sarcastic wit (example from SATC)
Passive aggressive people (example from Knocked Up)
People whom we often refer to as “mean”
Haughty people (example of haugthy contempt in picture and in video)
It takes courage to look at ourselves when we behave as any of the above, but that’s the first step to
curing ourselves.
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2. Replace Contempt With Direct Communication
Contempt is indirect criticism.
Express your criticism openly instead. Anything is better than contempt.
But since we’re here, learn to express your anger with the complaint format (I feel + state the fact +
what your partner can do to help you).

3. Change Your Feelings
If contempt is a sign you’re growing to dislike your parter you need to change that ASAP to save
your relationship.
You could consider therapy, but the basics is simple: rid yourself of negative feelings and start liking
your partner again.
Here are a few ways:

3.1 Look for positives
The biggest secret of an happy life is focusing on the positives.
Contempt grows its ugly roots in an environment where we see our partners in a constant negative
light. But it’s rarely the case that our partner is as negative as we sometimes imagine.
Focusing on the positives will not only make your life better overall, it will also help eliminate
contempt and make your relationship better.

3.2 Revisit your past
Gottman says that talking about happy events of the past can help couples reconnect.
Think together of the best moment you’ve had. How you met, your first dates, your honeymoon.

4. A culture of appreciation
As you revisit your past and focus on the positives, build a culture which constantly celebrates the
beauty of your relationship.
Evening rituals, sitting down for lunch, weekend getaways, date nights etc.
Celebrate your partnership and contempt will have no space in a content relationship.

Summary
Contempt in relationships is the biggest predictor of breakups.
And it makes for miserable relationships -and miserable people-.
Sometimes contempt is the sign that we don’t appreciate our partner anymore. Some other times it’s
bad communication habits that we picked up.
In either case, you and your relationship will gain by removing contempt.
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This article shows you how.

Further reading:
Fix the 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse (criticism, defensiveness, contempt, stonewalling)
Make sure you have a positive to negative ratio of 5:1
Get to know your partner
Turn towards and build emotional connection
Get a positive perspective
Accept influence
Learn conflict management skills
Don’t say mean things: they always leave bad scars
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Relationship Destroyer #3: Meanness
May 7, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
It’s understandable to be angry.
And some people, when angry, revert to this conditioning: hurt the person is making us angry as
much as possible.
However, when we are mean in an effort to hurt our partner, we are actively tearing our relationship
apart.
Meanness can sometimes be all that it’s needed to destroy a relationship.
And even if we move on and heal, meanness will leave a scar.
Contents
What Is Meanness in Relationships
What Cruelty Does
Examples of Meanness
Cruelty in Relationships Examples
Fixing Meanness
Summary

What Is Meanness in Relationships
In the previous two installments, we dealt with criticism and contempt.
Both criticism and contempt are part of Gottman’s research.
This is one that I personally added myself. I feel meanness goes beyond criticism and contempt and is
common enough that it deserve its own category.
Meanness -or cruelty- is anything a party says to cause the most possible harm to their partner.
It attacks the most closely held values and undermines people at an identity level. Either the personal
level (“you”) or at the relationship level (“we”).
Cruelty is the opposite of loving and caring.

What Cruelty Does
Cruelty is often a point of no return.
It might be the ending salvo of the relationship. Or it might leave an indelible emotional mark which
prevents the return to a normal, healthy relationship.
Cruelty shows a previous unknown, ugly side of our partner.
And the question emerges: can we really trust our partner when they’re willing to go this far? Maybe
not. And even if they were angry, can we still like them after what we’ve experienced?
The second main problem of cruelty is that it often references something real.
And if our partner really think so lowly of us, why the hell are they with us? That’s the kind of
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question that destroys the emotional connection of a relationship.

Examples of Meanness
Here are some examples of retorts that qualify as overly mean:
Her: And you know what I did? I went to my ex and sucked his big cock while playing
“our” songs.
Whether or not that was true, he will not be able to get that out of his mind. And with just one
sentence, you destroyed your relationship.
Him: Stop acting like you’re an artist, you have no talent whatsoever. And that’s why you
resent me and my business success.
Now she will never again be able to share her work with him and believe that he is honest in his
praises.
Her: And you’re such a limp dick. I faked all my orgasms and I can’t wait to find a real
man!
Tries to attack his manhood. And these often work. Even for men who don’t take it personally, they
will think of you like someone who is untrustworthy when things get tough because all you care
about is “winning” the battle.
Him: I didn’t want to introduce you to my friends because I was embarrassed. You eat like
a pig, snore and have more body hair than I do… You’re not a real woman, you’re a butch!
Same as above, tries to attack her at her identity level (femininity).
Him/Her: I regret that I did it with you (/that we ever got together).
You will notice that a lot of these hurt at a closely held identity level. Masculinity, femininity, what
we stand for, or erases history as a “we”.

Cruelty in Relationships Examples
1# La La Land
Here is a great example of how one single instance of cruelty can mark the point of no return:
Meanness delivered calmly is worst than a heated screaming exchange.
It means you’re saying it rationally and really believe it.
Sebastian: Maybe you liked me more when I was a failure because it made you feel better
about yourself.
This is basically saying that she is a failure. A failure with a terrible character who can’t manage to
be happy for her partner.
Since a healthy relationship is about mutual support and being happy for our partners, this type of
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cruelty spells the end of a (healthy) relationship.

# 2 Forgetting Sarah Marhsall
This scene starts off already very badly. As we’ve previously seen it’s a perfect example of contempt
-and some criticism to boot-.
It moves into cruelty when she says:
Sarah: And that does not make you a citizen of the world. It makes you full of shit.
(…)
Sarah: I hate your music
Russel: Yeah, well, I fucked the housekeeper the other day.
Criticizing his ideology is meanness because, contrary to typical criticism (“you’re so full of shit”),
she tries to undermine all that he stands for. And she’s going out of her way to hurt him emotionally.
After her second attempt at meanness Russel finally adds his own, which puts the final nail in their
relationship coffin.
Could you see this relationship going back to a loving and mutually supporting one after that
exchange?
Or breaking up and staying good friends?
Exactly, that’s the magic of meanness.

Fixing Meanness
Meanness can become a mainstay of the relationship when:
1. Deeply disliking our partner
2. Response to meanness (the case of Russel above)
3. Anger management issue.
If it’s #1 and #2 you should ask yourself if it makes sense staying in the relationship. If you still find
a reason to stay, then it’s time to revamp everything and possibly consider therapy.
If it’s #3 then you have to take responsibility for your personal change.
I had a girlfriend with a trend of burning bridges with family members out anger fits when she would
sink into meanness.
The quickest fix is counting to 10 before speaking or leaving the room when you feel you’re reaching
the boiling point.
Long term anger management therapy, meditation and working on communication skills will also
help.
I remember an ex girlfriend of mine who was once about to blow up. But instead of blowing up, she
simply left the room and went into another room to sit by herself.
My respect for her grew ten-folds after that.
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Summary
There are situations in a relationship when one party will say anything to hurt the other.
These moments can break a relationship in one go, or make a damage for years to come in mere
seconds.
Watch out then if you have a tendency of exaggerating when you’re angry. If that’s the case, it’s best
to walk away and take a pause.
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How to End Defensiveness in Relationships: Examples & Fixes
(W/ Videos)
May 8, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article tackles defensiveness in relationships.
You will learn what defensiveness is, you will see defensiveness examples, non defensive
communication examples, and finally you will learn to move past defensiveness in relationships.
Contents
What’s Defensiveness
Holistic View of Defensiveness
Why We Get Defensive
How Defensiveness Harms Relationships
Consequences of Defensiveness
Examples of Defensiveness in Relationships
Fixing Defensiveness
1. Avoid using criticism
2. Teach your partner about defensiveness
3. Accept differences
4. Soothe yourself
5. Take responsibility
6. Look at underlying concerns
Non Defensive Communication Examples
Defensive
Non-Defensive
Summary

What’s Defensiveness
Defensiveness is a form of self protection that many of us deploy in the face of feedback, criticism
and complaints.
There are three types of defensiveness:

#1. Righteous indignation
Righteous indignation is push back with an “how dare you” message.
An example of righteous indignation:
Her: You work so hard every day that you forget when it’s time to eat together
Him: You mean I work so hard to put our food on the table?
The other type of defensiveness in relationships adds a counterattack:
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#2. Defensive aggressive
The most common type defensiveness in relationships does not simply defend, but includes a
counter-attack.
When we say “it’s not my fault” the effect is that of communicating that “it’s not my fault because
it’s your fault“.
Her: You work so hard every day that you forget when it’s time to eat together
Him: It’s not my fault if I’m the only breadwinner here <- it’s your fault I have to work this
long
And then we have the:

#3. Innocent victim
This technique works like this:
The defensive individual seemingly accepts the feedback and goes one step further.
If the feedback says the dinner is not well cooked, the recipient cries and blames himself for being a
terrible cook and for fallin short of expectations.
What’s the game here?
With tears and self shaming, the defensive individuals feels like he can prevent any further attack and
win our partner’s sympathy.
This is most common for women.

Holistic View of Defensiveness
Defensiveness is one of the Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse.
As per John Gottman research, when the four horsemen of the apocalypse engulf a relationship,
divorce ensues in more than 90% of the times.
The other three horsemen are: criticism, contempt and stonewalling.

Why We Get Defensive
For 99% of us defensiveness is a natural response to criticism, complaints and negative feedback.
Of course different people have different thresholds for defensiveness.
For example people with a fixed mindset are more likely to answer defensively because they always
take criticism personally.
A high tendency towards defensiveness is a major issue when touchy partners get defensive even
with well communicated complaints.

How Defensiveness Harms Relationships
Defensiveness does three bad things:
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1. Tells our partner we don’t care about their feelings
2. Escalates the argument into a fight
3. Destroy any chance of solving the issue as a team

“I Don’t Care About You” Message
Defensiveness in relationships gives our partner the feeling we are not taking their complaints and
their feelings seriously.
Imagine this scenario:
Her: Oh God you’re back, why so late! Everyone’s already there, my parents will be so
disappointed
Him: Oh come on, who cares, it’s just one hour, I had to work hard today
His defensiveness here makes her feel he couldn’t care less about her feelings.

Arguments’ Escalation
Defensiveness escalates fights when we hit back
Her: Did you bring the lemons I asked you do this morning?
Him: No, you know how busy I am, stop asking me sh*t, buy your own grocery, do
something!
This is typical defensive attack. Instead of admitting fault and mistake, he tries to clear himself by
counter-blaming.

Consequences of Defensiveness
The result of defensiveness is:
1. Continuous fighting
2. A sense we’re not being heard, understood and cared for
3. Drying up of good feelings for each other
Not the kind of relationship you want.

Examples of Defensiveness in Relationships
Here are a few defensiveness examples:

#1 – Blue Valentine
This is a great example of defensiveness stemming from a hidden contemptuous and judgmental
attitude.
Her passive aggressive approach is a very damaging way of voicing opinions and concerns.
Let’s watch:
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Albeit her way of communicating is very poor, his defensiveness adds to the problem
Her: It doesn’t ever disappoint you? <- doesn’t make her point clear, it might be a critique?
Him: (starts to get irritated) Why? Why would it disappoint me? <- defensive right away
Her: Because you have all this potential <- still unclear, is she unhappy with her husband
career?
Him: So what? Why do you have to f*cking make money off your potential? <- defensive
counterattack
His whole reaction is pure defensiveness. He probably feels judged feels he need to defend his lack of
ambition.
But he will never know for sure if his life is unhappy because he escalates with defensiveness.
This conversation could have been a chance to understand each other and connect more deeply, but
he will never know.

#2. SATC: Carrie and Aleksandr
This is an example of defensiveness following an attack with emotional out-pour:
Carrie: How could you abandon me like that when I gave up my party for you
Alex: I didn’t abandon you<- defensiveness stripped to the bones ?
Carrie: I sat on a bench, alone, in a museum
Alex: Let’s not do this now. I’m tired. I had a stressful day<- makes her feel uncared for
Leaving the room in the end is an example of refusing to engage, or stonewalling.

#3. The Break Up
The last one is super interesting as it’s both very sneaky and very common.
Men do this most often and that’s how many fights end up looking like he is calm and she overreacts.
Let’s watch:
Her: Oh come on, really? (…) I wanted 12. Baby wanted 12.
Him: Why would you want 12 lemons? <- sneaky defensiveness: pretends he forgot
Her: Because I’m making a 12-lemon centerpiece.
Him: So, no one’s even eating them? They’re just show lemons? <- defends by framing her
will as ludicrous
Her: (..) I’m glad you find that amusing, but I cannot fill a vase with only three lemons <she does great in staying calm
(…)
Him: Let’s scratch the centerpiece, because the chicken could use a little lemon. Guess
what? We make a better meal versus something visually nice to look at <- defends by
disrespecting her idea, a power move
He frames her request as making no sense. That way, he makes her look as if she’s overreacting for
nothing. This is a type of behavior that drives many women in relationships crazy.
When he says “better meal versus something visually nice” he implies her idea was silly and that her
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cooking needs improvement.
That fight was 90% of his making and all because he used defensiveness when he should have owned
up to his mistake.

Fixing Defensiveness
For all the harm that defensiveness causes, don’t worry: there are many ways of extiparting it:

1. Avoid using criticism
A lot of defensiveness happens as a result of criticism and aggressive communication.
Avoid criticism and contempt and you’ll avoid most of the defensiveness as well.

2. Teach your partner about defensiveness
If you’re the one reading these articles and your partner doesn’t, you must take it upon yourself to
teach your partner how to communicate properly.

3. Accept differences
Gender differences are overplayed by books such as Men are From Mars, but there’s no denying they
exist.
He doesn’t care about a centerpiece of lemons. She should be more careful in reminding him how
important it is for her or it’s likely he’ll forget.
Sometimes, you might also consider to simply pick your battles and let something else slip.

4. Soothe yourself
Being criticized is an emotional moment for many of us and that’s when defensiveness becomes our
natural response.
In Why Marriages Succeed or Fail Gottman says that calming yourself is the very first step to avoid
getting defensive.

5. Take responsibility
Sneaky, low value people refuse responsibility. And that’s where most of defensiveness stems from.
Be a real (wo)man and stand behind your f*ck ups.
Developing a growth mindset will help you tremendously in acquiring an “extreme ownership”
mindset and avoiding defensiveness.
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6. Look at underlying concerns
Many fights start because our partner cannot muster the vulnerability to go to the crux of the
problem. And they attack a sign instead of expressing a need.
Instead of addressing the superficial attack, you might want to address the underlying cause right
away. Emotional intelligence is what will help you here.
Example:
Her: you always work so late, I’m tired of it <- the real complaint is that she wants more
time with him
Him: that’s true I’ve been working a lot recently. Do you feel like I’m neglecting you?
And here’s a great video example form Ashton Kutcher.

Non Defensive Communication Examples
Defensive

Non-Defensive

Her: It doesn’t ever disappoint you?
Him : Hmmm what do you mean exactly…
Her : Because you have all this potential.
Her : It doesn’t ever disappoint you?
Him : Thanks! What do you mean by potential
Him : (starts to get irritated) Why? Why would it and what do you think I should do with it
disappoint me?
Her : bla bla bla
(escalation)
Him : I see, you have some good points. And tell
me, does it disappoint you that in your opinion
I’m not using my potential?

Carrie: How could you abandon me like that
Alex : I didn’t abandon you
Carrie : I sat on a bench, alone, in a museum
Alex : Let’s not do this now. I’m tired. I had a
stressful day
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Her: Oh come on, really? (…) I wanted 12. Baby
wanted 12.
Him : Why would you want 12 lemons?
Her : Because I’m making a 12-lemon
centerpiece.
Him : So, no one’s actually even eating them?
They’re just show lemons?
Her : (..) I’m glad you find that amusing, but I
cannot fill a vase with only three lemons.

Her: Oh come on, really? (…) I wanted 12. Baby
wanted 12.
Him : Damn, I forgot! I’m so sorry.
Her : How can I do a centerpiece now
Him : Well, you can’t I suppose, it was so
stressful that it just slipped my mind. I’m sorry.
Was it important for you?
Her : You bet it was!! Bla bla bla…
Him : I understand, now I see your point. Sorry.
What can we do now

Summary
Defensiveness in relationships prevents us from listening and connecting with our partner.
It escalates fight that often would not even need to become fights at all and it prevents us from
solving the problems.
To fix defensiveness work both on how your partner communicates and how you react on it.

More on Improving Relationships:
Te 5:1 healthy relationship ratio
Get to know your partner
How to build emotional connection
Happy together: get a positive perspective
Accept influence
Learn conflict management skills
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Stonewalling in Relationships: Examples and Fixes
May 10, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
In this article you will learn everything about stonewalling in relationships.
What is stonewalling, stonewalling examples, what stonewalling does to relationships and, most of
all, how to fix stonewalling.
So let’s start:
Contents
What’s Stonewalling
Stonewalling: An Holistic Overview
Men Are Usually Stonewallers
When Stonewalling Spells Relationship Doom
Why Partners Stonewall
What Stonewalling Does to Relationships
Stonewalling Examples In Relationships
How to Get Through A Stonewaller
How to End Stonewalling
1. Stop arguing
2. Call a break if you stonewall
3. Practice self soothing
4. Trust yourself and engage
Stonewalling Power Dynamics
Summary
Further Reading:

What’s Stonewalling
In Why Marriages Succeed or Fail, John Gottman defines Stonewalling as:
One partner withdrawing from the conversation and stopping to engage.
Stonewalling is expressed in a variety of different ways:
Turning around and looking away
Silent treatment
Physically leaving the room
Refusing to answer or talking about the issue at hand
Yelling to stop the conversation
Stonewalling often happens often as a consequence of flooding, such as feeling so overwhelmed that
we can’t focus. But instead of exploding, the stonewaller implodes.
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Stonewalling: An Holistic Overview
Stonewalling is the fourth and last Horseman of The Apocalypse, a nickname John Gottman uses also
for Criticism, Contempt and Defensiveness.
The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse often go together and predict divorce in more than 90% of
the cases.
That’s why it’s crucial you fix them.

Men Are Usually Stonewallers
While criticism, contempt and defensiveness are gender neutral, stonewalling is mostly a male
phenomenon. Indeed, men account for 85% of stonewalling cases.
Why is it more men?

Stonewalling Explained Through Evolution
The reason why men are kings of stonewalling harches back to evolution, explains John Gottman in
one of his best books.
Women produce more milk when they’re relaxed and oxytocin flows in the brains. So self soothing
during tense situation was advantageous for women.
Men instead survived more frequently in the wild when they quickly accessed their fight or flight
response -a great state to survive but a terrible one to talk things out-.
Still to this day that holds true: men get flooded more quickly and it takes them longer to soothe and
relax.

When Stonewalling Spells Relationship Doom
Shirley Glass, author of Not Just Friends, says that when wives complain about a lack of emotional
intimacy they are still committed to the relationship.
But when they start withdrawing and stonewalling, it’s a sign that they have become discouraged and
are giving up.
Funny enough, men are happy about female stonewalling in the beginning because they believe the
nagging has stopped and they have finally won some respite.
But it’s a false sense of security: female stonewalling is often the sign the relationship is about to end.

Why Partners Stonewall
There can be different reasons why a partner stonewalls, including:
He can’t take it anymore (honest flooding)
To willingly hurt or win an argument (a power move)
Fear or unwillingness to vulnerably engage (avoidant strategy)
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Feeling of complete powerlessness
To avoid further escalation
The last one is particularly interesting. Many stonewallers indeed erroneously believe that by
withdrawing they are doing their part to make things better.
But they couldn’t be farther from the truth.

What Stonewalling Does to Relationships
When women stonewall, it frustrates men.
But when men stonewall, it can truly hurt women.
Laboratory studies show that when men stonewall women’s heart rate jumps (Levenson & Gottman,
1985).
Unbeknownst to most men, stonewalling is emotionally painful for women and damages
relationships in the following ways:

1. It Escalates Arguments
A partner who refuses to answer can lead the other partner to see their engagement with more and
more vehemence. The result is an escalation of the conflict.
And bitter feelings for both: the wife aggresses to reconnect, and he is more and more indignant by
her reaction.

2. It Leaves Problems Unsolved
Checking out prevents any possible solution to problems and, if anything, it precipitates them and
snowballs problems.

3. It Leads to Emotional Disconnection
With one partner fails to fully engage there can be no emotional connection. And emotional
connections are the bedrock of good relationships.

4. It Triggers Sense of Hopelessness In her
When stonewalling becomes the norm, the couple loses the ability to talk and solve problems.
A sense of hopelessness about the relationship sets in, and that’s the death of the relationship.

Stonewalling Examples In Relationships
And here are a few examples of stonewalling in relationships:

#1. Spread: The Avoidant Stonewalling
Kutcher has a typical avoidant attachment style in the movie Spread. And like many avoidants, he
distances himself from relationships when they start getting too serious.
Stonewalling is one of their ways to keep emotional distance:
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He stonewalls when he leaves.
But notice how by avoiding defensiveness when he’s under attack he manages to stop the escalation.

#2. Spread: Defensive Stonewalling
This is an example of stonewalling with a mix of defensiveness and emotional overload.
Both the critique and the emotional intensity of “I love you” were too much for him to handle.
Let’s watch:
Stonewalling after someone opens up their heart is, needless to say, one of the worst moments to
leave.

#3. SATC: Emotional Overload
This is a more hidden, under the radar example of stonewalling in a relationship. But at the core, he
couldn’t handle her emotions.
Let’s see:
If anything, this is a sneakier form of stonewalling in relationships.
By giving an appearance of caring in the beginning, he makes it seem as if she is overreacting (which
she probably is, BTW :).

#4. The Godfather: Aggressive Stonewalling
Stonewalling isn’t always and necessarily peaceful and quiet.
Trying to forcefully stop the conversation is also a form of stonewalling, as exemplified here:
Godfather: “I don’t wanna hear about it. OVER!”
Maybe not an accident that her first comment after his aggressive stonewalling is “I feel no love for
you anymore”.

#5. Blow: When Stonewalling Escalates Arguments
Albeit this example is way overblown (excuse the pun) as it involves drug usage, it’s an example of
escalation following stonewalling.
Let’s see:
https://youtu.be/vA5159X3mH0?t=21s
She’s still a crazy, low value woman, but if he had fully engaged her, the escalation might have not
happened.

6. Crazy Stupid Love: Powerless Stonewalling
In this example he feels so powerless to listen and engage that he goes out of his way to end the
interaction (another pun, sorry :).
Now that’s some high commitment to stonewalling :).
I don’t want to overload this post with too many examples, but if you’re interested check out again
Cal Weaver, later in that same movie he uses another stonewalling technique: pretending not to hear
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and talking about something else.

How to Get Through A Stonewaller
Let me give you the bad news first:
The best way to deal with a stonewaller is to make the stonewaller want to fix stonewalling.
But I know that’s not always possible or easy.
So here are a quick tips for you:
Start softly
Most men stonewall because they feel they are being overpowered by a barrage of highly-emotional
complaints.
Men take longer to warm up and prep up.
Solution? bite the bullet and go slower.
Talking always beats yelling and the one who goes slow and steady wins the race.
Repair and de-escalate
When you see your partner begins to tense up or when he start getting defensive, it’s not the time to
double down as most people do. It’s time repair and take a step back.
Remember: one step back, two forward.
Remember his ego: paraphrase
Yes, many men (and women) have a fragile ego. Remember that and try to use
If their breath stinks, don’t use the word “stink”, but turn into a positive. Say that you love to kiss
their mouth when it’s fresh right after toothbrush.
Accept influence
Remember that influencing is a two way street. If you accept their needs and wants, they are more
likely to accept yours.
As much as you can, make it a communal problem solving.
Also read this very useful guide on how to argue.
Let him read this guide
As I mentioned before, most men are clueless about stonewalling. They have no idea how painful it is
for women and how deeply it can damage relationships.
If he is open minded, mature and strong enough to accept and incorporate feedback for improvement
-and if you, the man, are reading this, you should be-, chances are he will be willing to help.
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How to End Stonewalling
Once you understand that stonewalling damages your relationship, here’s what you can do to combat
it:

1. Stop arguing
If you notice your partner stonewalls, stop arguing because it will only get worse. Tell him you both
need a break instead.

2. Call a break if you stonewall
If it’s you who stonewalls, heed the signs. Such as, when you feel your heart rate increasing,
diminishing focus and defensiveness kicking in, that’s the moment to call a break.
Here’s a few things you can say:
I want to listen to you but this is getting too intense for me. Let’s take a break and resume in 20
minutes
I feel like I’m about to blow up and I don’t wanna blow up to you. Give me please a few
minutes to recollect
I can’t handle this anymore, please help me soothe and then we’ll continue

3. Practice self soothing
Watch during the break:
Gottman says men are more likely to think negatively about their partner during the break. Those
breaks only make matter worse if you allow negative feelings to fester.
Instead, it’s paramount you don’t ruminate and truly take your mind to a neutral state instead.
Some good activities during the break include:
Working
Reading a magazine or book
Take a walk around
Listen to music
It’s important that you only go back once we are fully calm, and it usually takes more than we think.
Stay 5 minutes longer in the break after you already feel fully calm.

4. Trust yourself and engage
Finally, trust yourself that you can handle emotional arguments. And the more you do it, the better
you become.
And remind yourself that engaging is good everyone: for you, for your partner, and for your
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relationship.

Stonewalling Power Dynamics
Keep this in mind:
Stonewalling communicates powerlessness.
It’s men who have given up to arguing, to negotiating -and to winning- that retreat into a silent world.
As psychologist Shawn Smith explains, it’s men who have given up on their marriage and who are
about to lose their relationship who are also most likely to stonewall and avoid arguments (Smith,
2014).
Men who are in control of their relationships don’t retreat like babies into a silent cave.
They confront the issues and take action.
They are good at controlling frame and enforcing boundaries. If she was wrong, they tell them as
such.
If she was right, they are not afraid of admitting it, and making good on their words.
The good thing is that many conflicts will disappear once men start taking action, because their
wives’ respect for them will increase.
It’s a positive circle: the less he stonewalls, the fewer reasons for stonewalling he will have.
How to Maintain Power & Control in Relationships

Summary
Stonewalling is a refusal of engaging with our partner.
It leaves our partner feeling ignored in the best case, and it actively hurts our partner and escalates the
fight in the worst cases.
And of course, it prevents from actually solving the issue.
In the long run, it leads to emotional death and hopelessness.
In this article, you have learned what’s stonewalling and what you can do to deal with stonewalling in
your relationship.

Further Reading:
Develop intimacy by getting to know your partner
How build emotional connection
Decrease combativeness by accepting influence
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Should I Break Up? Step-by-Step Guide to Overcome
Ambivalence
May 11, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
When to break up is a daunting question, isn’t it?
And the funny thing is that, as psychological research shows, the people least equipped to well
diagnose their relationships are the partners themselves (MacDonald, Ross, 1999).
It’s a daunting decision.
And it’s good to get some expert resources to help.
By the end of this article you will likely know whether to break up or stay together and work on your
relationship.
Contents
When to Breakup
Why You Need to Decide
How to Use This Guide
Diagnostic Questions
#1. Was It Ever Great?
#2. Are There Still Positive Emotions?
#3. Has Your Subconscious Decided?
#4. If There Were No Consequences…
#5. Do You Look Forward to Something Together?
#6. Can You Get Your Main Needs Met?
#7. Does Your Partner Stand in The Way?
#8. Is There Support & Interest For What Matters To You?
#9. Is There a Shared Sense of Mission?
#10. Can You Talk About What Matters?
#11. Acknowledgement, Action & Results
#12. Is Emotional Intimacy Painful?
#13. Affection, Touching & Sex
#14. Is Sexual Attraction Strong?
#15. Are Your Differences Too Big?
#16. Are Your Similarities Too Big to Ignore?
#17. Is It Still Fun?
#18. What Are The Other Options?
#19. Are You Losing Self Respect?
#20. Are You Avoiding Your Partner?
#21. What If He Were Gone?
#22. If All Problems Disappeared…
Wait, Read This Before You Break Up!
Summary
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When to Breakup
This article is not a list of question I randomly came up with.
It’s a guide based on the work and clinical experience of Mira Kirshenbaum and it adds on top my
research on science-based relationship literature.
This article is here to help. But the final decision maker, of course, is you.

Why You Need to Decide
If you are not sure whether or not you should leave or stay in your relationship, you are in a situation
of ambivalence.
Being ambivalent is bad in many ways:
1. You are not committing to your relationship, likely making it worse
2. You do a disservice to both you, your partner and the relationship
3. You destroy your self esteem (it says to yourself you’re indecisive)
Ambivalence is, on average, more of an issue for women, since they tend to be more risk and loss
averse.
But independently of gender, everyone will gain by sitting down one hour or two and coming up with
a decision.

How to Use This Guide
A common mistake people make when they want to decide whether to break up or not is weighing
the cons and the pros.
You will rarely reach a decision like that.
Much better is a diagnostic approach instead, which means looking at key areas of the relationship
looking for a big strike.
One strike in a single major cue means you must go.
On the other hand, no major negative strike and good positive signs mean you have solid
fundamentals and you can work on it.
So let’s start.

Diagnostic Questions
First of all, the basics:
A pattern of violence, substance addiction and complete disregard for your health and safety are
immediate ground for breaking up.
No further ink needed.
If there are no such obvious red flags, then here are the signs for you to weigh:
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#1. Was It Ever Great?
When things between you two were good, were they really good?
The answer to this question is important because you can often fix what’s broken.
But you cannot fix what never worked.
If you look back at your past and see a lukewarm story, then you don’t expect any magic and, if you
want magic, you will probably be happier ending your relationship.

#2. Are There Still Positive Emotions?
Deep down, do you still like your partner, and does he like you?
This is an important question because some people have been so conditioned repeating the “but I love
him (/her)” mantra that they end up losing track of their present feelings.
Pause for a second then, and if you realize that your love is a ghost you will be happier with a
breakup. It’s indeed very rare you will start liking and loving again after you’ve lost the positive
feelings.

#3. Has Your Subconscious Decided?
Have you taken concrete steps towards a life without your partner?
Some people have decided on an unconscious level to end the relationship, but cannot yet fully
process that decision rationally.
Example of unconscious decisions are:
Applying to jobs in different cities (or accepting a job)
Starting divorce papers
Affairs you don’t even care about hiding
If you answer yes the answer to when to break up is “now”.

#4. If There Were No Consequences…
If your parents wouldn’t be disappointed, if kids weren’t there, if you weren’t ashamed, if
God said you can… Would you leave?
Too many people judge their relationship based on the impact it us on other people.
And other people are important. But for a correct diagnosis, first of all, you need to think about you
and you only.
This question will help you obtain that clarity without morals and external influences involved.
A “no” is a very positive sign that your relationship might be too good to leave.
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#5. Do You Look Forward to Something Together?
Do you share, or look forward to sharing any activity which makes you feel close and
happy?
Think about it:
If you share positive experiences that make you forget all your problems and make you feel there’s
still love in the relationships, then you might be onto something.
At the very least, there’s a chance that by fixing the issue you can have an overall happy relationship.
A “no” here still doesn’t doom your relationship, nut at the very least you should be able to discover
(or re-discover) such an activity. If you aren’t even able to find or rediscover a pleasurable activity to
do together, then it’s time to break up.

#6. Can You Get Your Main Needs Met?
Can you get your reasonable needs without a power struggle or being completely ignored?
If anything that is dear to you requires a huge power struggle than chances are this is not a
relationship based on love and mutual support.
Of course, the focus here is on fundamental needs. Not whether or not you get your favorite ice
cream every day.
But if, say, time together with your parents is a huge need of yours, does he at least try to
accommodate some time together?
And if you really want children but your partner doesn’t, then that’s another obvious sign.
If he could not care less about your main needs, you should break up with him/her.

#7. Does Your Partner Stand in The Way?
Does your partner block any need, goal or dream you’d be unsatisfied not to pursue?
Imagine you’re old and grey.
Looking back at your life, would you feel that your life was not satisfying if you didn’t pursue
something that means a lot to you? That’s the kind of need we are talking about here.
If your partner stands in the way or vetoes that option, than you will know you need to break up.
For example:
You’re unhappy at your job and you dream of starting your own company. But your wife threatens to
leave you if you quit. Then you should break up with her.

#8. Is There Support & Interest For What Matters To You?
Does he show interest and concrete support for what’s important to you?
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This is the other side of the coin for the above question.
If he’s interested and supportive of what matters to you or what you’re trying to achieve, then you
have a partner that is there when it counts.
And unless you find any other major strikes, you should probably stop thinking about breakup
because you have a relationship which is too good to leave.

#9. Is There a Shared Sense of Mission?
Does your partner share your same dreams and ambitions, or actively takes part in them?
The next step would not just be a supportive partner, but one who shares the same goals and works
alongside with you.
Pay attention here though: if it’s just about launching a company, then you’re business partners. And
if it’s about winning X trophy, then you’re done after you achieve it.
The best goals and dreams are deep and non-time bound (ie.: spreading ideals, making the world a
better place etc.).

#10. Can You Talk About What Matters?
Can you openly and freely discuss issues, fears, dreams, solutions.. ?
There are many ways your partner can frustrate your attempt to communicate issues which are
important to you.
They include:
Stonewalling
Change topic
Dismiss it and say it’s not important
Pretend to listen while not really listening
Whatever the style, if you can never talk about what’s important to you, then things will hardly ever
get better and you should break up.

#11. Acknowledgement, Action & Results
Does your partner see or admit your problems as a couple? If yes, does he take effective
action?
Maybe your partner can talk, but can he acknowledge there are important issues in your relationship
that you want to address?
Some men and women are so defensive and ego-fragile that they can’t admit there is a problem.
With these partners, you are not going to fix any problem.
And is he taking action? If he’s taking action, are the results making the relationship better?
If he keeps failing to change for the better the last step should be to change with the help of a
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therapist.

#12. Is Emotional Intimacy Painful?
Does it feel that getting emotionally close often results in pain for you?
Kirshenbaum says it’s normal to occasionally get hurt when getting close to someone.
But if you feel hurt too often and it seems your partner’s main interest in getting close is to harm,
then it’s a relationship where you cannot be close. And you’ll be happier to leave.
Distance should never be safer than closeness

#13. Affection, Touching & Sex
Do you both want to touch each other and make efforts to touch each other?
Sex is an indicator of health in a relationship.
In relationshipss that are not going well, you can predict there’s less lovemaking than there used to
be.
And a lack of craving touch for long stretches of time is a deep sign of alienation.
Here’s the answer, then: If you have gone a few months without touching, if you don’t feel like
touching and you don’t see an imminent end to it, then you should break up.

#14. Is Sexual Attraction Strong?
Are you attracted to your partner in a unique, different way than to anyone else?
Most of the relationship literature seems to convene that there isn’t such thing as great enough sex to
salvage a relationship that doesn’t have anything else.
But if you are attracted to your partner in a way that you are not attracted to anyone else, then that’s
something special. And if you don’t have any other major strike that tell you to break up now, you
should stay and work on the rest.

#15. Are Your Differences Too Big?
Are there irreconcilable personality differences that make a happy shared life together?
Differences are OK.
But some differences can loom to large.
By irreconcilable differences I don’t mean typical gender differences -overblown by books such
as Men Are From Mars– or big by society’s standards.
It simply means that the differences go at the core of who you are and how you imagine a happy life.
For example, one could prefer city life and another prefer rural life. And that’s OK… Unless it goes
to the core of how you see the perfect life.
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If one dreams a rural lifestyle and the other cannot live away from the city, then that’s the kind of
irreconcilable difference that makes a break up the best solution.
Your relationships should reflect your idea of life, not the other way around
Conversely, if there are no core differences:

#16. Are Your Similarities Too Big to Ignore?
Do you feel that deep down your partner is like you in some respect that’s important to you?
A deeply shared similarity that make us feel good is a strong sign that your relationship might be too
good to leave.
What do I mean by that?
Liking rafting is not good enough. But if you both like rafting because you both love a life full of
wild emotions, discoveries and thrill-seeking, then that’s deep.
Why is it important?
Because a deep similarity about a core aspect of our personality helps overcome hundreds of
differences. And if you answer yes here, you know that it’s worth staying in your relationship.

#17. Is It Still Fun?
Do you still have fun together?
If you still have a fun together, that’s a strong sign you should not break up but work on your
relationship.
Fun is an often underestimated, but crucial element of a healthy relationship, a happy family and
also one of the most important elements of love.

#18. What Are The Other Options?
Look at the reality of breaking up and ask yourself: does it still make sense?
Shouldn’t deciding when to break up be all about love and the two of you?
Up to a certain point, yes.
But relationships don’t happen in a vacuum and many people who misread the environment ended up
making big mistakes.
Here’s the exercise, then: write down your options and lifestyles in case of a break up. Then write
down your fears. Then research a bit or ask around.
Looking at reality you might realize working on your relationship is better than breaking up.
Example:
A woman might find out her sister’s offer to host her wasn’t that real after all.
And some men divorce thinking they’ll still be able to see the children while dating younger women.
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And they’re often wrong.

#19. Are You Losing Self Respect?
Is your partner making you feel so bad that you started believing those accusations
yourself?
Does your partner make you feel bad?
Is he making feel bad about aspects of your personality that are important to you?
And are you start losing self-confidence in those areas?
If you answered yes to all of them, then you might actually be in a toxic relationship with an abusive
partner.
And chances are that you’ll be happy to break up.

#20. Are You Avoiding Your Partner?
Are you actively trying to avoid your partner?
If your partner is so disrespectful and nasty that you are trying to limit contact with him, you have
another terrible sign. Relationships should be a sanctuary of safety and support.
When you actively avoid your lover you have an enemy in your house, not a partner. And you should
break up.

#21. What If He Were Gone?
If you were to break up, would you lose and miss something important in your life?
If there is nothing about him you would miss, then it’s time to break up.
If there is something about who he is and does for you that you that really matters in your life, that’s
an important positive sign (but not enough to say it’s too good to stay).

#22. If All Problems Disappeared…
If all the problems in your relationship were solved today, would you be happy to stay?
If you’re not sure you want to stay even if nothing were wrong, then you’re not happy with your
partner or your relationship.
And you should break up with him.

Wait, Read This Before You Break Up!
Please note that these questions take for granted that:
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1. You communicated well to your partner what your issues are
2. He is aware of how important they are for you.
If you’re not sure, tell him:
You: “I love you and want to keep loving you, but this current situation is destroying our
relationship and I’m losing my feelings for you.
You gotta help me to change that or I am afraid for our future as a couple. Are you willing
to help me?“
The day after, ask him how much does he think the issue matters to you from 1 to 10.
If he says 9 or 10, then every single question fully applies.

Summary
This article helps you to decide whether you should break up or get back to work on your
relationship.
Most of these questions go to the core of what a good relationship means. If you got even a single
negative answer to any core question, then your only option is to bring the issue to your partner, in
full clarity, and give it another last try for a couple of months.
Failed that, you should really break up.
This article also doesn’t deal with the complexities and costs of divorce, for which you might want to
consult a lawyer.
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Attachment Style Test (Immediate Results, No Email)
May 12, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for a scientific, reliable and free attachment style quiz?
You have come to the right place.
This attachment style quiz will give you an answer to what’s your attachment style like. At the end of
it you will have a much better understanding about yourself and about your relationships.
Note:
The following attachment style quiz is an adaptation -and simplification- of the work of Fraley,
Waller, Breannan. Based on the results it gets for my clients I find it to be highly reliable.
Contents
Attachment Style Quiz
Attachment Style Test Results
Anxious:
Secure:
Avoidant:
What Determines Your Attachment Style
Attachment Styles in Relationships
Summary

Attachment Style Quiz
The quiz is quick, simple.
Below is a list of statements.
If you don’t agree with the statement, simply move on to the next one.
And if you agree with one of the statements, mark down the respective letter next to the statement (A,
B or C).
Answer thinking about you feel towards relationships in general, and not just about your last one.
I’m scared that if we break up I won’t find anyone else (A)
I’m uncomfortable when my partner gets too close (C)
During arguments I tend to say things I later regret (A)
I don’t question the relationship because of a single argument (B)
My partner often urges me to be more intimately close (C)
I worry I am not good looking enough (A)
I might be seen as boring because I’m rather stable (B)
I miss my partner, but when we’re together for long I miss my own space (C)
I’m comfortable speaking up if I disagree with someone (B)
I don’t like the feeling that someone else depends on me (C)
I quickly get over jealousy if someone I’m involved in looks at other people (B)
I am relieved if someone I’m involved with looks at other people because they won’t try to
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make things too serious (C)
I get depressed if someone I’m involved with looks at other people (A)
If someone I’m dating acts cold I wonder what’s happened, but I don’t think it’s about me (B)
If someone I’m dating acts cold I am indifferent. Sometimes even relieved (C).
If someone I’m dating acts cold I worry I’ve done something wrong (A)
If my partner wants to break up I’ll try to show them what they’ll miss (A)
If my partner of a few months wants to break up I’d be hurt but I’d get over it (B)
Sometimes in a relationship I get what I want and then I’m not sure about what I want anymore
(C)
I have no problem in platonically staying in touch with an ex (B)
I don’t create much drama in my relationships (B)
I often worry my partner might get involved with someone else (A)
Emotionally supporting my partner is not easy for me (C)
When I’m single I’m more anxious and “incomplete” (A)
I bounce back quickly after break ups (C)
I fear that if someone knows the real me they won’t like me (A)
It’s easy to be affectionate with my partner (B)
I often worry my partner will stop loving me (A)
I’m comfortable with being dependent on my partner (B)
My independence comes first (C)
I don’t share my deepest feelings with my partner (C)
I’m afraid my partner will not return my feelings if I share them (A)
I’m generally content with my relationships (B)
I often think about my relationships (A)
I don’t like being dependent on my romantic partner (C)
I get attached very quickly (A)
I express my needs and wants rather easily (B)
Sometimes I’m angry and annoyed at my partner without a clear reason (C)
I’m hypersensitive to my partner’s moods (A)
If you’re honest, most people are also honest and dependable (B)
I prefer casual sex to sex in committed relationships (C)
I am comfortable sharing my thoughts and feelings (B)

Attachment Style Test Results
Tally the results.
More A = Anxious attachment style
More B = Secure attachment style
More C = Avoidant attachment style

Anxious:
People with an anxious attachment style have great capacity for emotional intimacy and get attached
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strongly and quickly.
Relationships take up a lot of their mental cycles and a lot of their energy.
They tend to be more temperamental, more sensitive to their partner moods and, along with the
positive feelings of intimacy they experience lots of negative emotions as well, including worrying
their partner does not return their feelings.
They can often get carried away and say mean things that they will later regret. As a result, their
relationships tend to be mercurial and with lots of up and downs and lots of arguments and make ups.
Anxious people will greatly benefit from a relationship with a secure partner because someone with a
secure attachment style will take away many of the worries, anxieties and arguments.
Read more about anxious attachment.

Secure:
Secure people are the most calm and confident of them all.
They are comfortable with intimacy without being overly worried or jealous. They communicate
effectively and they tend to keep an even keel without any major swings of moods or emotions.
Read more about secure attachment.

Avoidant:
Contrary to popular belief, avoidants also have the same needs for emotional connections and
intimacy, but their brains often shuts down or overturns those needs.
So they end up being torn between the willingness for closeness and the rejection of it. They also
have a strong need for keeping their own space on top, which makes for uncomfortable intimacy in
the relationship.
That’s why one of the questions was “you miss your partner, but crave your space when you’re
together for too long”.
Avoidants often put independence and autonomy before their intimate relationships and they don’t
spend much time thinking about their relationships.
These are the “committaphobes” out there.
Read more about the avoidant attachment style and how to spot an avoidant.

What Determines Your Attachment Style
Your attachment style is measured on two different variables:
1. Level of comfort (or discomfort) with intimacy and closeness
2. Anxiety towards your relationship status and partner’s love
The two usually go together, but a low number of the population (4-5%) are both insecure about their
partner’s availability and have high discomfort with intimacy.
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Attachment Styles in Relationships
Often, for a number of reasons, avoidants end up with anxious.
These make for the fieriest of relationships with lots of fights and reconciliations and big emotional
drama.
If you are an anxious, chances are you are more attracted to avoidants. You must overcome that
tendency, because anxious and avoidants together make for very bad relationships.
I highly recommend you read this article to recognize the signs of impending danger:
The hell of an anxious-avoidant relationship

Summary
With this free attachment style quiz you have learned what’s your attachment style.
If it’s the first time you approach this topic you probably learned a lot about your needs, wants and
your past relationships. You now also know which type of partner is best for you.
If you’re interested in relationships and developing the best relationship you possibly can, check the
relationship guide in the store section. It summarizes all the best research and studies to help you
improve your relationship with actionable and science-backed wisdom.
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Attachment Theory Demystified: The 4 Styles (With Examples)
May 12, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Adult attachment theory is crucial to understand both psychology and relationships.
By the end of this article you will know what are the four attachment styles, where do attachment
styles come from, how to recognize the different attachment types and what type of attachment
makes for the best relationship.
Contents
Why You Should Learn About Attachment Theory
What’s an Attachment Style
When Attachment Theory Started
Where Do Attachments Come From
Parental Caring
The Four Attachment Styles
Attachment Styles Distribution
#1. Secure Attachment Style
What Gives People a Secure Attachment
Secure Attachment Style Example
#2. Anxious Attachment Style
Anxious Attachment Style Example
#3. Avoidant Attachment Style
Avoidant Attachment Style Example
#4. Fearful Attachment Style
Attachment Theory: Summary

Why You Should Learn About Attachment Theory
Don’t let that “theory” in “attachment theory” fool you.
Attachment styles are quite well researched and proven, and their consequences are very real.
Different styles influence all that matters the most in relationships: emotional bond, emotional safety,
duration and even one’s own mental health.
With this article you will arm yourself with the knowledge you need to shape the best relationship
you can.

What’s an Attachment Style
Based on the original researchers of attachment theory (Ainsworth, 1973; Bowlby, 1969), we can
define an attachment style as such:
An attachment is a deep and enduring emotional bond that connects one person to another
across time and space
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Albeit most people refer to attachment styles when they talk about relationship, they don’t necessarily
partain to relationships.
You can be attached to a friend, an animal, a person who doesn’t have any emotional bond to you, or,
of course, a parent or a child.

When Attachment Theory Started
Attachment theory was first started by John Bowlby in 1988. Quite surprisingly, there was no
previous comparable theory for emotional attachment.
And it was quite a revolution.
Sue Johnson, author of Hold Me Tight, places Bowlby ahead of Freud when it comes to humans
contributions to our understanding of psychology.

Where Do Attachments Come From
There are different takes on how attachment styles, depending on what they give more weight to:
Genetically and/or pre-programmed at birth
Through parent/child interaction
With life experience
More Freudian authors like Harville Hendrix, author of Getting the Love You Want, says that we
develop our attachment styles depending on how our parent cared for us during childhood.
Other authors like Steven Pinker and Jerome Kagan stressed the importance of later life experience.
While Bowlby himself and Lorenz believed that we are all wired to attach via our genes.

All Influences Matter
Well, as it’s often the case with complex personality trait, it’s very possible, and likely, that it’s a
mixture of them all that contribute to our attachment styles.
Genes, life experience and parental caring (plus more) all contribute to shape our attachment style.
And the proof that genes and parental care are not the be all end all lies in the fact that around
25%-30% of adults change attachment styles based on life experienced and romantic history.
That’s also great news because it means you can change your own attachment style to achieve
healthier intimate relationships.

Attachment System
The attachment system is a patter of emotions and behavior that sets off when our loved ones move
away from us.
It is already evident in children.
When their mother goes away and a child starts crying, that’s his way of “bridging the gap” and reestablish contact.
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The same happens with adults and their romantic partner.

Attachment Styles in Children
Attachment styles can already be recognized in babies.
For example, this is how the different attachment types reacts when the mother leaves the room:
Anxious: becomes extremely distressed when mommy leaves the room. When the mother returns, he
is ambivalent: angry and happy at the same time.
It takes him longer to calm down, and when he finally pacifies he angrily push the mother away,
often followed by more tears.
Secure: is visibly distressed when the mother leaves the room. But when she comes back, he is happy
and calms down.
Avoidant: when the mother leaves and come back, he acts as if nothing happened.
But it’s only a facade: researchers show that the baby’s heart rates is as high as those who show
extreme distress. And their cortisol levels—an indicators of stress—are also high.

Parental Caring
It is a well known fact that parental caring (or lack of it) has a strong influence in our psychological
development.
In the early days of attachment theory researches it was believed that the mother’s caretaking style
was the main determinant of the adult attachment style.
Today we know that there is indeed a statistically significant link between caretaking style and
attachment style.
And this scene from Terms of Endearment shows the best way to make your child insecure (together
with other psychological issues):

The Four Attachment Styles
Your attachment style is measured on two different variables:
1. Craving (or avoidance) for intimacy and closeness
2. Anxiety (or lack thereof) towards your relationship and your partner’s love
And when you plot those variable on the two axis, you get 4 quadrant. Each quadrant represents an
attachment style.
If you are not yet sure which attachment style you are, take a free test here:
Free attachment style quiz

Attachment Styles Distribution
Amir Levine, author of Attached, says that 50% of people have a secure attachment, 25% an avoidant
attachment, 20% anxious attachment, and the rest falls into the fearful category (with unhealthy traits
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from both).

#1. Secure Attachment Style
The secure attachment type is the most sound and grounded.
Secure attachment types enjoy intimacy and are not afraid of opening up. Their relationships tend to
last long and they are the ones with the highest relationship satisfaction.
Secure types play little games because they tend to have a very healthy and mature mindset, similar
to the following:
Secure: “here I am, I like you. If you don’t like me, it will hurt a bit but I’ll understand.
And if you also like me then there’s no need to hide and play games”.
You can work on yourself to become more secure and we’ll talk about it in another article.

What Gives People a Secure Attachment
There are many factors that increase the likelihood of a child being secure, including:
Mothers sensitive to child’s needs
Easy temperament as baby (makes it easier for parents to be responsive)
Good maternal conditions—marital satisfaction, low stress, no depression and social support
Fewer hours with a non-parental caretaker
Genetic predisposition
Life experiences (avoiding big romantic traumas)

Secure Attachment Style Example
Now you might be expecting an example that’s all about being calm and rational.
And that might indeed be a secure attachment type.
But secure people are people just like everybody else. They also get angry, tense and emotional. So
I’ll give you a better example.
The example of a secure attachment type in a very tense, highly emotional situation:
Don’t be fooled: the fact that he is emotional does not preclude he might be a secure man

What makes it secure?
1. Embraces emotions
To begin with, he’s not afraid of his own emotions. He doesn’t hide them, neither to himself nor to
her (hiding emotions, after all, is a way of playing games).
2.Vulnerability
He’s not afraid of asking her “will you stay with me”, which is very vulnerable and something that
only a man who’s not afraid of rejection can pull off.
3. Welcomes intimacy
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He talks to her very openly about the two of them together in a relationship. Only a man who’s not
afraid of intimacy and commitment can do that.
4. Little fear
But he is also secure enough to know -and to say- he’ll get over it if she decides to go.
5. Control
In a situation that is so emotionally charged, he is still relatively in control. And lets her go without
doing any further drama or going crazy.

What about the other attachment types?
An anxious might have started screaming without making any factual points.
Or he might collapse, telling himself she doesn’t want him and he must be bad.
An avoidant would have enjoyed the sex and either be OK with her leaving or, at least not, have
promised to stay together for ever. Also an avoidant would have never shared his feelings so openly.
That being said, The Notebook can be quite of a corny movie, apologies to the male readers :).
Read here for secure attachment drill down.

#2. Anxious Attachment Style
The anxious attachment type can get close -and actually craves getting close-.
Sometimes too much and/or too early.
But at the same time that they want to get close they’re constantly worried about their relationship
status and are afraid their partner might not feel the same.
The are very sensitive to their partner moods and tend to be temperamental. With their doubts,
worries and mood emotional swings they make relationships very fiery. And often not in a good way.

Anxious Attachment Style Example
There are tons of anxious examples in the movies because they make for big entertainment.
This one of from La Dolce Vita.

What makes it anxious?
1. Craves intimacy
She wants so badly.
2. Fear
She’s jealous and afraid of other women. Irrationaly so. And she’s worried about her relationship.
3. Mental cycles
The takes so much of her energies. She can see how passionate and absorbed she is. She probably
spends her whole day thinking about him and their relationship.
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4. Mood swings
She goes from threatening to planning a romantic and loving time together. If you’re into crazy, an
anxious partner will certainly make you happy :).
5. Needs reassurance
She has probably a very low opinion of herself and needs constant reassurance. Low self esteem is
one of the reasons -albeit not the only one- that in the long term anxious women have difficulty
hanging on to secure men (read how low self esteem dooms your relationships).
Read more about:
the anxious attachment style and
the toxic relationship it forms with the avoidant.

#3. Avoidant Attachment Style
Avoidant attachment types are uncomfortable with intimacy and being too close, and they keep
partners at arm’s length.
They don’t open up fully in their relationships and need their own space not to feel suffocated.
From a neurological point of view, researches seem to point to avoidants having the same need for
closeness and intimacy as anybody else, but they suppress those needs. One of the ways they do so, is
by focusing on the negatives of their partners.
In the end, avoidants tend to be less happy in their relationships and to make their partners less happy
as well.
Avoidants tend to be defensive and avoiding to get close is also a form of avoiding pain and rejection.

Avoidant Attachment Style Example
Jack Nicholson in Terms of Endearment is an example of avoidant.
Notice how he tries to make a silent exit as soon as the family reunites:
Jack Nicholson might have been an avoidant in real life as well, and not just in the movies.

Why is it avoidant?
Distance
He is uncomfortable being introduced to the family. That would mean “making it official” and
strengthening the ties.
And he makes a quick exit.
Further reading:
Avoidant attachment types
Signs you’re dealing with an avoidant
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#4. Fearful Attachment Style
The fourth attachment type is also sometimes referred to as “disorganized” or fearful.
It takes the worst of the avoidant and the anxious but luckily it’s much less frequent (4-5% of the
population).
They have a low opinion of themselves and find it hard to get close to their partners.
Unluckily I don’t have in mind a movie example for a fearful attachment style. If you have any idea
lemme know in the comments, I would be very happy to look into it.

Attachment Theory: Summary
Attachment theory will lead you to a better and deeper understanding of people.
But it will also give you a very practical understanding on how to get better relationships.
To do so it is very important to understand your attachment style first and to be able to recognize
other’s attachment style as you date them.
You can begin by taking the attachment quiz here.

Further Reading:
Do women like as*holes or avoidants
How to recognize someone’s attachment style
How to spot an avoidant attachment style
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Throwing Someone Under The Bus: Real Life Example
May 13, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to throw someone under the bus might seem a weird topic.
But there are many social situations when throwing someone under the bus is the best course of
action.
And there some cases when you absolutely have to, else you lose social points because of their
stupidity (or rudeness).
Indeed, knowing when and how to throw someone under the bus is the hallmark of highly socially
intelligent people.
By the end of this article, you will know what throwing under bus mean, how you can throw someone
under the bus and what you can do if someone is throwing you under the bus.
Contents
What Throwing Under The Bus Means
When You Need to Throw Someone Under The Bus
How to Throw Someone Under The Bus
Throwing Someone Under The Bus Example
#1. Flash a Fake Smile
#2. Social Slap (Sarcasm)
#3. Cut Him Out
Saving Someone From The Bus
Summary

What Throwing Under The Bus Means
Let’s attempt a definition of “socially throwing someone under the bus:
Throwing someone under the bus is a social form of punishment which lowers someone’s
social status. It is usually done by ignoring someone, cutting him off the conversation or
social group and/or otherwise punishing him throgh social means
The person you throw under the bus is usually not an open enemy. And sometimes you might even
have a good social relationship with them.
But they have made such a big mistake that they risk dragging you or others down with them.
At that point, as painful as it might be, you need to cut them loose to avoid a domino effect.
And that’s when you have to throw them under the bus.

When You Need to Throw Someone Under The Bus
There are several situations when you need to throw someone under the bus:
They made an offensive comment
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Imagine someone makes an offensive remark, a racist joke, or simply say something stupid.
And then they look at you and smile, expectantly, as if to communicate you two are in cahoots or you
two agree on the topic.
At that point, if you don’t distance yourself from them, it will seem like you are tacitly agreeing with
them.
And in many situations, you might not want that.
Something similar happened to McCain.
One of his own supporter made a silly remark about Obama. It was not an easy situation for McCain:
accepting the comment would have won him points with the lady speaking and, possibly, with the
audience.
But he knew it was not the right thing to do.
And so he chose to throw her under the bus by cutting her short:
Notice though McCain was too rough there. Throwing someone under the bus can be emotionally
painful for people, so if you can somehow help them save face, you should.
They make a socially dangerous comment involving you
Here’s an example that happened to me some time ago.
We were sitting down me, a friend and a couple. The friend made a joke about me being a threat to
their relationship status (for possibly going after her).
That’s a kind of joke when you need to throw your friend under the bus.
They’re butting in on a conversation they have no place to join
You’re having a private conversation, or you are hitting it off with a girl. And here comes a clueless
guy trying to talk to you.
He might not have bad intentions, but at that point it’s either you give up your 1:1 conversation or…
You throw him under the bus.

How to Throw Someone Under The Bus
The general under the bus throwing power move follows this structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Social faux pas from the bus lover
Hit him (socially)
Move on
.. And leave him on the outside with no way of hitting back

Throwing under the bus is not about escalating or making a big fuss. It’s about hitting and then
moving on, leaving the bus lover without recourse.
It’s a ruthless yet subtle move from your side.
Here are a few ways:
Turning your back on them
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Not replying
Pretending they’re not there
Turn your face away
Make a disgusted face for everyone to see
Start a conversation with someone else, leaving him alone
Leaving and letting him stand alone
Etc. Etc.

Throwing Someone Under The Bus Example
Watch this video and see if you can spot the move:
Of course you can, you wouldn’t be reading here otherwise :).
Here’s how she did it:

#1. Flash a Fake Smile
Throwing under the bus usually is not a nasty escalation or an all out war.
In this case, Trump had authority over her, so avoiding any nastiness was a must.
And her smile keeps the semblance of acceptance and goodwill.
A smile or any signs of friendliness is not a necessary must, but without it’s much nastier.
See a great example here:

#2. Social Slap (Sarcasm)
Next comes the hit.
It could be coldly uttering “thanks” or sarcastically saying “very funny”.
In this case, it was nonverbal sarcasm expressed her with her smile.
It’s as if she was saying:
Funny, veeeery funny, Donald
Right after that, she cuts him out.

#3. Cut Him Out
The next move, is to distance yourself from him, or to cut him off from the interaction.
In the Donald Trump example, she turns her face away from him and towards the other guy who was
speaking. That effectively ignores him and cuts him out of the interaction.
It also adds a further social slap as it communicates he’s not worthy of her attention.
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Saving Someone From The Bus
In this case, Donald Trump was partially saved by the man who laughed at his joke. That was a life
preserver that he threw him. On the other hand, she was aided by the cowboy guy who kept speaking
and all the other around who ignored the joke.
Indeed, the people around you can make all the difference in how a social power move will play out.
Read more here:
How to rescue friends from social assaults
Saving friends from socially awkward situations
And that’s one of the advantages of having lots of power: all the sycophants around will side with the
power.

Summary
Throwing someone under the bus is rarely a pleasurable activity.
But sometimes, you just gotta do it to avoid letting the bus lover drag you down. This article showed
you a great example of how to throw someone under the bus with great social grace.
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Anxious-Avoidant Attachment: Analysis & Fixes (W/
Examples)
May 15, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you in an anxious-avoidant relationship?
Or are you worried you might in one, but are not sure?
This article will:
1. Explain what’s an anxious-avoidant relationship
2. Provide you examples
3. Give you the tools to fix the anxious-avoidant trap
Contents
The Anxious Avoidant Trap
#1. Anxious Moves Towards
#2. Avoidant Moves Away
#3. Argument Ensues
#4. Reconciliation
Why Anxious & Avoidant End Up Together
1. Anxious types think it’s love
2. Emotional codependency
3. A question of Numbers
Gender of Anxious & Avoidants?
4 Signs of Anxious Avoidant Relationship
The Anxious Type Loses
Anxious-Avoidant Attachment Examples
Overcoming The Anxious Avoidant Trap
1. The Relationship Can Last Long
2. Be Careful You Don’t Become The Enemy
3. Assess Your Options
4. Don’t Take the Blame!
5. Make More Friends
6. Focus on Quality, Not Quantity
7. Try This Crazy Move!
Don’t Confuse The Trap For These
1. As*holes Are Not Avoidant
2. Borderline Personality Disorder
3. Emotionally Unavailable Men
3. Highly Sensitive People
4. Manipulative Relationships
SUMMARY
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The Anxious Avoidant Trap
The anxious-avoidant relationship, AKA “anxious-avoidant trap”, is one of the most common forms
of dysfunctional relationships.
It binds together an anxious and an avoidant, the two most antithetic of attachment styles.
The anxious-avoidant attachment makes for a terrible relationship because, at the core, the two have
opposing approaches to intimacy.
The anxious moves towards intimacy, and the avoidant moves away from intimacy to regain his
space. The anxious needs intimacy and the avoidant needs to keep independence.
Here is how the trap unfolds on a loop:

#1. Anxious Moves Towards
The anxious type needs and craves lots of intimacy.
And when he doesn’t get it his attachment systems activates. In very simple terms, that basically
means that he needs to get closer to his partner, both physically and emotionally.

#2. Avoidant Moves Away
The problem is that the avoidant partner reacts in the opposite way.
Avoidants get easily overloaded with too much intimacy and need to regain their space and autonomy
by moving away.
When their partner gets too close, or stay close for too long, avoidants start to pull away.

#3. Argument Ensues
When the avoidant partner moves away, the anxious partner starts arguments to get the attention they
are lacking.
Arguments are often a front that doesn’t address the real issue: the lack of intimacy.
Indeed anxious types are often afraid of asking for intimacy because they’re concerned their partner
doesn’t feel the same way.
Often, they do feel the same way, but they just express their love in very different and sometimes
incompatible way.
On the other hand, the avoidant doesn’t address the issues because, well… The avoidant doesn’t want
to solve the issue!
Solving the issue would be easy, but it would mean giving up the physical and emotional buffer that
they need.
Indeed, sometimes the avoidant enjoy the fights. Not that he likes the fights per se, but he enjoys
what the fights can provide him: a good excuse to get more time on his own.
And if she complains, easy excuse for him:
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you started the fight darling and you were rather nasty, now leave me alone!

Arguments Don’t Get Solved Easily
During fights, anxious tend to get flooded (basically, “overwhelmed”, read more on flooding) and to
focus on the negatives.
They overreact and say things they regret (read cruelty and criticism).
After the argument, the opposite happens: the anxious regrets what they said and focus on the
positives on their partner. Now the anxious wants to mend things and get close again.
But avoidants react differently: after an argument, they turn off their attachment system and only
remember the negatives.
Now they want to stay away.. For a while.
Which makes a reconciliation not always straightforward.

#4. Reconciliation
When the reconciliation finally happens, it usually doesn’t last long.
It’s called “anxious-avoidant trap”, but it should be called “anxious-avoidant cycle” instead. Because
it is indeed a repeated pattern, on a loop.
Notice the pattern below: it’s obvious that the unhappy moments far outweigh the positive ones. But
still, couples stay together for far longer than the relationship’s health would warrant -we’ll discuss
later on why-.
The anxious is too much, and the avoidant is not enough
See that caption?
That caption is exactly what an ex-girlfriend of mine once told me.
I’m too much for you and you’re not enough for me.
-My ex
It still rings in my ear.
Back then I didn’t know about attachment styles, and yet I felt that with one single sentence she had
fully summarized all our issues.
That’s indeed a great summary for the anxious-avoidant trap.
Now, would you wanna take a guess as to who was the anxious and who was the avoidant in that
relationship?

Why Anxious & Avoidant End Up Together
If the anxious and avoidants are not compatible, why do they end up together so often?
Here are the main reasons:
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1. Anxious types think it’s love
Some sources, like Amir Levine, say that the anxious type confuses the up and downs of their
activated attachment system for “real love”.
It’s important to notice here that the emotional up and down are the exact reason why the anxious
partner so attached to the avoidant.
Adelyn Birch says that the emotional peak and through and the intermittent rewards produce the
strongest bond -the strongest dysfunctional bond, in some cases-.
And the opposite is also true.
When anxious types meet a secure partner, a partner who’s honest, direct and emotionally present,
they find him more boring.
They don’t feel the “spark” they get with the avoidant and they think that “it must not be real love” but it’s worth repeating that it’s not really a spark with the anxious: it’s just an activated attachment
system going awry-.
It’s a bit like for the ass*ole / nice guy thing where women sometimes find the latter too “plain” and
boring.
Avoidants are not the same as ass*oles, but they overlap sometimes and many often (mistakenly)
equate the two.

2. Emotional codependency
Some avoidants get their sense of self-esteem when they compare their independence and “power” to
how much their partner needs them.
This means that some avoidants only feel strong and independent with a partner who needs and
pleads for them.
A sad reality of some people: feeling strong with the weakness of others.
And that’s one of the reasons why avoidants do not date each other: they don’t get the kicks of being
the strong and dominant ones in the relationship.
In the most extreme cases, this can devolve into a codependent relationship.

3. A question of Numbers
Only 25% of the population is avoidant.
Yet you will meet avoidant attachment types much more often than the raw numbers would suggest.
It’s because they are more often on the single market, they are more likely to “look around” when in
relationships and they don’t date other avoidants.
And they often end up with, guess whom? The anxious, of course.
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Gender of Anxious & Avoidants?
Studies show there are more women who are anxious and more men who are avoidants.
Which means, the chances for the woman being anxious and the man being avoidant are much
higher.
This is not to say though there are no anxious men and no avoidant women. There are, and below
there’s such a video example.

4 Signs of Anxious Avoidant Relationship
By now you probably know if you are or if you’ve ever been in an anxious-avoidant attachment.
Here are a few more signs for you:
Roller-Coaster Effect
There’s a constant alternation of great times followed by bad ones. Like in the circle above, and that’s
why the anxious-avoidant attachment is also called the anxious-avoidant trap.
Constant feeling of instability
Anxious-avoidant relationships often last as long as secure ones. But there’s always an element of
uncertainty which leads to dissatisfaction in both partners.
You feel treated badly
It’s crazy for the anxious attachment type that the avoidant partner treats them more poorly than
people who are not as close. But that’s how it can end up being for the most avoidant types out there:
the closest person can be the biggest threat for them.
You feel trapped
Deep down you know that this partner and this relationship are not right for you. Yet it’s hard for you
to leave. But whether you are aware of it or not, all the up and downs are actually addictive.

The Anxious Type Loses
Since anxious-avoidant relationships often can last long, it’s normal to ask: what happens?
Who gets the upper hand?
Does the avoidant gets the distance he wants or does the anxious get the intimacy they need?
Well, in a way neither wins.
Anxious-avoidant relationships indeed tend to be less satisfactory to both partners. But in the
bleakness of the overall relationship, it’s the anxious who loses the most.
Indeed after every fight, it’s the anxious that has to make concessions to the avoidant to reconcile and
re-establish a minimum of intimacy.
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And she is the one who has to settle for the little intimacy that the avoidant will dish out.
This is really not an ideal situation.
For the anxious, the relationship is mostly a barren desert of unmet needs with small oases of
reconciliation (and again it’s worth repeating: the rare emotional rewards make people addicted in a
similar fashion that drugs make us addicted).
And if you’re an anxious, you might want to ask yourself: could it be that you can do better than that?

Anxious-Avoidant Attachment Examples
Now, we spoke a lot about theory.
Wouldn’t it be cool to have a few examples of Anxious Avoidant relationships in real life?
Well, I’m glad you asked.
Here I break down three famous movies with my own annotation so you can see exactly what we’re
talking about (I just love great real life examples to make everything clear :).

#1. Five Easy Pieces
He is the avoidant type, she is the anxious type.

#2. 500 Days of Summer
As we’ve said, the anxious-avoidant attachment is more typical with him as the avoidant, but there
are plenty of relationships where the roles invert (will put the video example back up as soon as I
can).

#3. La Dolce Vita
La Dolce Vita presents the typical fight-reconciliation loop of the anxious-avoidant attachment, with
a touch of borderline personality disorder as well:

Overcoming The Anxious Avoidant Trap
What should you do when you are in an anxious-avoidant trap?
That’s the one million dollar question and the answer to that, without knowing your situation, can
only be “it’s difficult to say”.
But here are some truths that can help you decide on the best course of action:

1. The Relationship Can Last Long
If the anxious needs for intimacy are not too big and the avoidant need for independence are not
extreme, the relationship can hum along.
Indeed, as perverse as that might sound, anxious and avoidant tend to be long-lasting relationships.
Part of the reason is that the up and downs are addictive, and some anxious believe they might not
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be able to find “so much love” with someone else (don’t fall for that BS).
However, long-lasting is NOT synonymous with good or healthy. And as we saw earlier, the anxious
partner tends to lose out.
So make sure you take the due precautions.

2. Be Careful You Don’t Become The Enemy
In some anxious avoidant relationships, the avoidant partner will become perennially annoyed with
the anxious partner.
We have seen that example in the video above with Jack Nicholson (look at it again, it’s really good
to explain that dynamic).
It’s also possible the avoidant partner will start seeing the anxious partner as an enemy. They will
keep secrets, stop confiding, and actively avoid their spouses.
To avoid it, try to grant the avoidant partner some of his much-needed breaks and avoid thinking in
terms of “I’m right, he needs fixing”.

3. Assess Your Options
Try to detach yourself emotionally and make an assessment of your options.
Here are a couple of helpful articles:
How to decide when it’s time to break up
How to break free of a toxic relationship

4. Don’t Take the Blame!
Many anxious types cannot understand why their avoidant partners are moving away.
They feel rejected, they take the blame and their self-esteem tanks (read how low self-esteem can
open the doors to abuse).
Don’t fall for that trap: it’s not you. And it’s not your partner either, in a way. It’s simply that you are
both wired in a way that makes you two, shall we say, “wired for drama”.
And sure, brain wiring does change and you can change it… But that’s not to say that it’s easy.

5. Make More Friends
There can be more hidden issues compounding an anxious avoidant relationships.
But a more common and more benign “aggravating circumstance” is the mismatch in extroversion
scale. For example, the avoidant might also be introvert and the anxious extrovert.
I have already talked about the issues that extroversion mismatch creates with flatmates, where it
ends looking a lot like an anxious-avoidant relationship.
But the good news if the anxious is also extroverted is that it’s easier to quickly improve the
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relationship.
And you do it by increasing the anxious’ social life.
More friends and acquaintances will help the anxious get her fill of “human connections” outside the
relationship while also giving some more time off to the avoidant.
Win-win.
P.S.:
just watch out one of those connections doesn’t become an emotional affair :)-.

6. Focus on Quality, Not Quantity
Learning to bond and connect with people is a skill for life.
It’s a skill that makes great relationships and which can also help in the anxious-avoidant
relationship.
How can it help?
Here is how: if the avoidant learns to be fully present, to build a human bond and connection, and to
really care about the partner, then chances are that less time together will actually be needed for the
avoidant.
Result: more quality time for the anxious, and more lone time for the avoidant.
And no risks of going wrong or overdoing it here: a focus on quality time can never go wrong.
The quality time technique seen from the avoidant

7. Try This Crazy Move!
Have your avoidant (or anxious) partner read this article, which will probably be an eye-opener.
After all, one of the reasons why it’s so difficult for many couples to survive the anxious avoidant
trap is that neither can understand what’s happening and they both end up blaming each other.
Then tell him, tactfully, that you are worried your relationship isn’t going to last unless you two make
the necessary changes.
If he is in it and acts on it, it’s a very good sign you can fix it.

Don’t Confuse The Trap For These
There are more relationship issues that can compound or which can be confused for the anxious
avoidant attachment.
On top of the extroversion/introversion mismatch we have seen, here are a few:

1. As*holes Are Not Avoidant
The anxious avoidant attachment is a common relationship.
And it’s what some people sometimes mistake it for “being in a relationship with an ass*ole”.
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But while the two can overlap, such as you can have an avoidant who is also an as*hole, an avoidant
is not necessarily and as*hole (and vice versa).
Indeed, many avoidants can also be “nice guys“. And people who look at your relationship from the
outside might even be surprised at your issues with “such a nice guy”, which increases the risks that
the anxious self-blames BTW.
If you are interested, read more here:
do women like ass*oles: what attachment theory says
If I had to pick a partner for an anxious woman, I’d actually pick an ass*ole for her over an avoidant.

2. Borderline Personality Disorder
The anxious partner might be confused, or also present, traits of borderline personality disorder.
BPs also switch from fears of abandonment to engulfment, but the swings tend to be wilder and more
dramatic.
For more info on BPs read:
Stop Walking on Eggshells
I Hate You, Don’t Leave Me (best BPD resource I’ve read)

3. Emotionally Unavailable Men
The avoidant might also be emotionally unavailable because of traumas or personality.
The Godfather is an example of an emotionally unavailable man, as would be Mr. Big from Sex &
The City.
Emotionally unavailable men do miss their partners and do want intimacy.. But then they also miss
their freedom and independence. Or their guard goes up again and take the distance again.
Of course, they might pop up back in your life just when you need them the least:

3. Highly Sensitive People
Similar to introverts, highly sensitive people have a very sensitive nervous system which causes them
to pick up cues from the environments that most other people miss.
However, they also get overwhelmed easily, which means they need to take “breaks” and sit down in
the quietness of their own space -both mentally and physically, sometimes actually sitting down in a
dark, quiet room-.
Highly sensitive people can replicate the anxious avoidant trap by getting close and then needing
“time off”.
This is more a benign type of emotional roller coaster though.
Read more on HSPs here:
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The Highly Sensitive Person
Are You Highly Sensitive? Take The Test

4. Manipulative Relationships
This is a minority of cases, but I need to raise the red flag.
It’s a sad reality of life that there are some sick people who purposefully dish out intermittent rewards
to make people dependent and addicted.
These relationships might look similar to anxious-avoidant relationships as they also present high
emotional highs and deep throughs.
The difference is that they are more extreme and the avoidant is not so much an avoidant as he is an
abuser, a “dark psychologist“, a manipulator… Or call him as you prefer, an asshole, anyway.
Chances are this is not your case, but making sure won’t hurt.
Here are a few articles:
Signs you’re dating a sociopath
30 Covert Emotional Manipulation Tactics
If you suspect this might be the case, I recommend taking the situation very seriously.
You might want to talk to a therapist or to someone who knows how to interpret the signs.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

SUMMARY
This article showed you the inner dynamics of the anxious avoidant relationship.
As a recovering avoidant myself, I know this dynamic all too well and I can empathize with you and
your difficulties.
It’s not a great relationship, and especially not for the anxious partner.
However, whether you are the avoidant or the anxious, the good news is that it’s possible to become
more secure in your attachment. And it’s also possible to improve your anxious-avoidant relationship.
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Avoidant Attachment: The Definitive Guide (W/ Video
Examples)
May 15, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you want to understand what’s an avoidant attachment, you are on the right article.
By the end of this post, you will know what’s an avoidant attachment, how people become avoidant,
what are real life examples of avoidant attachment and, finally, how to overcome an avoidant
attachment.
The avoidant can love… But in her very own way, with emotional pushbacks
Contents
What is Avoidant Attachment
Mental Biases
Examples
Avoidant With other Attachments
Avoindat Goes For Impossible Relationships
Avoidant is More Likely to Cheat
Avoidants Aren’t Really Independent
Avoidant Attachment Examples
Overcoming Avoidant Attachment
1. Work Around The Limitation
2. Associate Avoidance to Weakness
3. Drop Cool
4. Associate A Secure Attachment to Strength
5. Find a Secure Partner
6. Drop The Idea of “The One”
7. Get Closer Indirectly
Don’t Confuse Avoidant Attachment With..
SUMMARY

What is Avoidant Attachment
In a nutshell, avoidants want to avoid too much intimacy in relationships.
Their attachment system works the opposite than for a secure and anxious type: when someone gets
too close, they feel the need to get away.
And that includes of course their relationship partner, who can sometimes end up becoming their
biggest threat for the simple fact of being so close.
Here are the major mental blocks of an avoidant attachment type, which the literature refers to as
“deactivating strategies”.
And on the right a few examples of how that plays out in the avoidant attachment type.
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Mental Biases

Black & White Bias

Generalizations

Threats Bias

Unfavorable Comparisons

Malice Bias

Examples

I could never live with her, this prove it
I knew she wasn’t the right one!

I was born to be alone
We will never get along

She’s controlling my life, I gotta stop it
She always pushes me, I must hit back

My mom is so much kinder
My ex would have never done it

She forgot her purse here on purpose
She’s obviously trying to annoy me

Avoidant With other Attachments
We spoke about the Avoidant Attachment Style in the overview of the four attachment styles.
Avoidants rarely end up in relationships with other avoidants and some authors, like Amir Levine,
claim they become somewhat less avoidant when dating a secure attachment.
It’s not uncommon for avoidants to end up with with an anxious. When avoidants pair with an
anxious, they form the toxic anxious attachment trap.
It’s a type of dysfunctional relationship with lots of drama and lots of up and downs. I welcome you
to check the article so you will know what you need to avoid.
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Avoindat Goes For Impossible Relationships
Sometimes avoidant attachment types will go for long distance and other hopeless relationships. It’s
often an unconscious choice so that they never have to deal with encroachments on their personal
space.

Avoidant is More Likely to Cheat
Avoidant attachment types in a relationship are more interested in individuals of the opposite sex.
This “interest” also translates in a higher incidence of infidelity among avoidants (Dewall et al.
2011).
In some studies, up to twice as much as the other attachment styles.
On the flip side, they are less likely to develop strong feelings for the affair partner (Allen, Baucon,
2004).
If you want to understand the unpleasant phenomenon of cheating a bit more also check the following
How to overcome infidelity
How to prevent cheating
How to forgive a cheater
Why people cheat
Emotional infidelity: what is it and how it happens

Avoidants Aren’t Really Independent
We all have a fascination for autonomy and independence. We admire people who don’t need anyone
else, and hence the avoidant attachment style might provide an appeal to many of us.
However, studies prove that avoidants aren’t really so independent after all.
To begin with, avoidants are as happy to be accepted by others as anyone else to be accepted and
their happiness increases when they know they will be socially successful (Carvallo, Gabriel 2006).
And, under highly stressful scenarios, they actually behave like anxious attachment style types (Amir
Levine, Attached).

Avoidant Attachment Examples
There are many examples of avoidant attachment in the movies. They make for a lot of excitement to watch- and big emotional swings.
Check the article on anxious avoidant trap for a few more video examples on top of the ones here:

#1. Moving Away
Here’s a typical avoidant: Mr Big from Sex and The City.
Not exactly a great relationship, right?
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Typical avoidant: moves away and to regain emotional distance
What makes him avoidant?
When Carrie proposes to move to Paris, he doesn’t want her to move “for him”. He feels the
tightening circle of responsibility closing in on him and has to break free.
The “relationship” he wants is the avoidant utopic relationship. It’s a relationship where he can move
any time he wants, wherever he wants, without considering the impact on the partner.
Carrie is right when she says that it is about them and not about work. She’s not fully correct though
in believing it’s fear that prevents him from getting close.
It’s not so much fear, but more of a “reverse attachment” whereby every avoidant needs to push back
to preserve their space.
Avoidands will miss their partners once they have regained distance. At which point, they will
seek to reel their partners back in, only to need distance later on. And there goes the carousel again.
Note:
When Mr. Big says “I don’t wanna talk about this anymore”, that’s stonewalling behavior right there.

#2. Craving Intimacy… When in Need
Mr Big again, perfect example that avoidant also want intimacy. But in special situations, often when
they’re down in the gutter and need a help up.
When in need an avoidant can look like he’s healed. But it might be just temporary.

Overcoming Avoidant Attachment
To have a happy relationship -and happy life-, you need to overcome the shortcomings of the
avoidant attachment style.
Here are the steps:

1. Work Around The Limitation
Have you learned now the psychology of avoidance?
Good.
Once you become aware of your deactivating strategies, you must ask yourself whether or not your
thoughts are real or if they are exaggerated by your avoidant tendencies.
Are the imperfections you start noticing real deal breakers or is it that you’re overplaying them to
distance yourself?
Mental blocks also include fantasizing of sex with others and thinking she’s pathetic for being so
needy.
Work around them
Once you’re aware of your mental blocks, work around them.
For example, when you feel the urge to pull away, explain what’s happening to your partner. Tell her
you need time on your own.. And that you will be back more energized to spend time together.
As a matter of fact, to help your partner understand, let them read this same article.
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2. Associate Avoidance to Weakness
Knowing the science of the avoidant attachment is also helpful.
And here’s what the science says: avoid ant attachment types also need intimacy. But they repress it
subconsciously.
And as we’ve seen studies show that when a big upset happens in the avoidant attachment type’s life,
they become insecure.
And that’s another reason to strive for a secure attachment.

3. Drop Cool
Some avoidant attachment types think it’s cool to be an avoidant because it makes them stronger.
As we’ve seen above, it makes you weaker. And only hurts the people around you.
Here’s an example of an avoidant hiding behind the mask of coolness:
Until you realize there is nothing in cool in being avoidant, you will never truly emotionally mature

4. Associate A Secure Attachment to Strength
Know this:
A solid relationship with a secure emotional attachment will makes you stronger and more
confident.
Secure attachment types are stronger than avoidant ones, and part of it is because of the solid
foundations they have with their relationship.
Instead of the quest for autonomy, look for a partner with whom to establish a secure attachment.

5. Find a Secure Partner
Secure partners have the power to make the anxious and the avoidant attachment types also more
secure. You will recognize secure because they play little games and talk straight.

6. Drop The Idea of “The One”
Avoidants attachment types often look for mistakes in their partner as a subconscious excuse to move
away. And then they tell themselves she wasn’t the one.
There’s no such as thing as “the one” who is perfect. Understand instead that you’re an active
participant in making the relationship as good as it can be.

7. Get Closer Indirectly
It’s easier for avoidants to get closer if there’s a shared task in between. For example, intimacy while
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cooking dinner and eating together is easier than sitting on a couch and hugging without doing
nothing.
So you can you can ease your way in with shared activities.

Don’t Confuse Avoidant Attachment With..
The avoidant attachment is somewhat similar to an emotionally unavailable man and it’s what
sometimes women refer to as “an ass*ole“.
But it’s neither, really.

Emotionally unavailable
While emotionally unavailable are mostly neutral and cold, avoidant are capable of intimacy… Until
they subconsciously block themselves. And while emotionally unavailable stays on an even keel, the
avoidant goes through cycles of missing and then pushing the partner away.

As*holes
And while as*holes tend to be confident and not to care about their partners, avoidants come in all
shapes and sizes.
They can be confident, but also shy and un-confident. And they can also actually care about their
partner.
But still unable to provide on the intimacy level of the relationship.

SUMMARY
Avoidants are uncomfortable with intimacy and constantly need to defend their space.
They subconsciously repress their needs for intimacy and they focus on they can more easily focus on
the negatives of their partners.
Avoidants attachment types make for really bad relationship, especially when coupled with an
anxious attachment style.
In this article, you learned what you can do to overcome the avoidant attachment style curse.
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10 Steps to End Toxic Relationships You’re Addicted To
May 15, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Getting out of a toxic relationship with someone you are addicted to can be difficult.
But you can do it.
And this post is here to help.
Note: I will write from a woman’s perspective. But the same steps can apply to a man.
Contents
Introduction: It’s Not Love
1. Plan ahead of time
2. Keep a journal
3. Prepare your support network
4. Stop sharing life events
5. Do exciting things with new people
6. Lie to him
7. Give less, be more egoistic
8. Start an affair
9. If sex is great, get a vibrator
10. If you’re on the pill, quit it
11. Get emotionally close to someone else
Should You End a Toxic Relationship?
SUMMARY

Introduction: It’s Not Love
First of all, if you think it’s love, know that it’s probably not love.
Understand that “someone you love” and “toxic relationship” is an oxymoron. Just because you have
feelings for someone it doesn’t mean they are justified.
But, most importantly, it’s not love but your attachment system gone awry. It’s possible that you have
an anxious attachment style and you cannot tolerate the distance.
If he is an abusive partner, it’s also possible that it’s the abuse that is keeping you hooked.
Don’t worry: there is truly no shame in that and it’s more common than you think.
Relationship researcher John Gottman was shocked to hear that woman after woman told him that the
hottest sex they had was right after a beating.
Of course, it was not the sex that was good, it was the perverse attraction of dominance and violence.
That’s fine.
But from now on, you will only accept love from someone who’s able to provide a healthy
relationship.
And now let’s follow the steps for getting you out of this toxic relationship you’re in:
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1. Plan ahead of time
Don’t break up with the abusive partner on a moment’s notice.
The attachment will be too strong and you’ll suffer more. And the risk of getting back will be too
strong.
Start thinking that you will break up instead, and planning your move in advance. The more you think
about the breakup, the more the relationship will become a thing of the past in your mind.
And once you start considering your relationship finished, the act of actually ending it will be much
easier.

2. Keep a journal
Keep a journal.
Why?
Because studies show that partners who keep a journal break up at a higher rate than those who don’t.
But we’ll go one step further.
I don’t want you to keep just a normal journal with ups and downs: in your chronicles you will
mostly focus on the negatives of the toxic relationship.
A journal with a bias on partner’s defects and relationship issues will do two good things:
1. will focus your mind on the negatives and
2. it will build a wall between the two of you.
The journal is your secret to keep away from your partner.
And the more secrets you have, the less connected the two of you are. Use the journal afterwards as
well to remind yourself why, indeed, it was a bad relationship.

3. Prepare your support network
Do you know why lots of people go back to abusive partners?
Because they don’t know what else to do and where else to go!
Crazy, isn’t it?
Don’t fall for that: options are power.
And options will empower you to move on for good.
Build a network of friends and family that will be there for you once you end your toxic relationship.
Don’t underestimate this step: it’s important to have someone to confide with and someone to take
your mind off.
This is one of the reasons women are more socially successful than men: they are better at building
support networks.
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4. Stop sharing life events
Stop confiding with him, stop sharing stories about your day, stop telling your feelings.
Why?
Because it’s that sense that “our partner knows us” that keeps us longing to get back to our partners.
But the opposite is also true.
The less your partner really knows the real you, including what’s going on with your life, the easier it
will be to leave.
The less information you feed your toxic relationship, the easier it will be to detach yourself.

5. Do exciting things with new people
What is it that often breaks people apart?
It’s moving on with our lives while our partners don’t change with us.
Start doing just that!
Go skydiving, start Toastmasters, hit the gym or an oratory club. Whatever it is that you might like
and your partner won’t do.
The more you move ahead without your partner, the more you will get out of your toxic relationship..
Naturally.
And if it involves adrenaline, all the better: it’ll make you feel alive without your partner.
Move forward… And he’ll naturally be rear-view mirror stuff

6. Lie to him
Good relationships are built on honesty.
And dying relationships are built on lies.
When you start building a wall of lies between you and him, the disconnect between you and him will
grow. And the larger it grows, the more farther apart you move.
There is also a psychological factor here that helps, and it’s cognitive dissonance.
Since we usually lie to people we don’t really care too much for, your brain will also think that you
must really dislike him if he’s not worth it of the truth.

7. Give less, be more egoistic
Here is another tip straight from psychology:
The more we give, the more we feel like someone must be worthy to us.
But the opposite is also true: the less you give, the less you think he is worthy.
By giving less, you also set in motion a “vicious circle”. Vicious circles are how most relationships
end, and once you start on… You end up right where you wanted to be.
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8. Start an affair
Simple, yet so effective.
Going home after the high of an exciting affair will quickly drive a wedge between you and the toxic
partner in a way that nothing else can match.
There is a caveat though.
This is only valid if you can start an affair with someone “better”. Don’t make the mistake of just
sleeping with someone random. That will make you feel bad and, icing on the cake, will
subconsciously tell you that your partner is not that bad after all.
But find someone more exciting, and you’re golden.

9. If sex is great, get a vibrator
If sex is one of the things that keeps you close to him, get a vibrator.
If you only had sex with one person so far, it’s easy to forget that orgasm can be had with.. Pretty
much anything.
For men, pay a hooker.
Get the hottest woman you’ve ever had. If you’re into boobs, pick one with huge boobs.
If you’re into assess, pick the finest ass you’ve ever seen.

10. If you’re on the pill, quit it
When you quit the pill, your hormone levels change.
That makes it possible that your feelings for him will change as well.
But getting back to condoms will also help. It will give you the feeling that you two are a bit more
distant.
And it will give you the sensation you two are moving apart, which is exactly what you want.
And if he gets winey: even better. The more you can draw out poor behavior from him, the more
you’ll be able to leave the abuser.

11. Get emotionally close to someone else
Love has a lot of overlap with emotional intimacy. It’s rare that we’re in love with someone without
any emotional connection.
Thus, if you can get emotionally close to someone else, than getting out of your toxic relationship
will happen naturally.
Some smart colleague, someone in your same situation or, better of all, someone from your new
activities is perfect.
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Should You End a Toxic Relationship?
Well, if it’s truly toxic, then yes.
If you are not yet sure, here are a few resources for you:
Avoidant and anxious attachments
Signs of abusive relationships
Jealous boyfriend or paranoid boyfriend?
Signs you’re dating a sociopath
There is a lot more, but those will help you get started.
Most of all, check this article that will help you think through your relationship and come to a
decision:
Should I break up? Diagnostic questions to find out

SUMMARY
Toxic relationships often have a pattern of fighting and making up that’s addictive.
That’s fine, it’s normal, don’t beat yourself up over it.
The secret sauce is to start thinking you will end it beforehand. That will make your partner more and
more alien to you. And in the meanwhile you will start building a life outside your relationship. And
will drive a natural wedge between you two.
Then add the other steps in here and getting out of the toxic relationship will be a breeze of pleasure.
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Relationships’ Four Horsemen The Apocalypse: Video
Examples
May 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The Four Horsemen The Apocalypse is a nickname given to four specific types of destructive
behaviors which are well known to cause relationship failure.
To be precise, Gottman’s research shows that when these four behavior become commonplace in a
relationship, more than 90% of the times they lead to break up.
This article will show you, quickly and efficiently, what these behavior exactly are and what you can
do to fix them.
Contents
What Are The 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse
#1. Criticism
Antidote
#2. Defensiveness
Antidote
#3. Contempt
Antidote
#4. Stonewalling
Antidote
SUMMARY

What Are The 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse
This is a quick overview of Gottman’s four horsemen of the apocalypse.
For each horseman of relationship apocalypse I give you a quick description, an example and a quick
fix.
If you need deeper information, click on the links which drill down on each single behavioral issue so
that you can see more examples and more fixes.

#1. Criticism
Criticism is a global attack on the partner’s personality.
Example:
“you only think about yourself, you’re so selfish”
Video example:
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Antidote
To fix criticism, the fir horseman of the apocalypse, use “I” sentences and only complain about
specific situations instead of generalizing about your partner’s defects.
Read more about criticism here.

#2. Defensiveness
Defensiveness is a typical response to criticism.
Partners resort to defensiveness when they feel they are unjustly or too strongly under attack.
Defensiveness is also more common in people with a fixed mindset and a fragile ego.
When a partner uses defensiveness it communicates that he is more interested in not taking blame
than listening and fixing the issue. And the partner on the receiving end of defensivness feels that
their partner doesn’t care about them, their pain and their gripe.
To make matter worse, defensiveness often does not come alone, but it includes a counterattack.
When that is the case, it often leads to an escalation and a full-blown argument.
Here’s an example from the movie “Blue Valentine”:

Antidote
The antitode to defensiveness is non-defensive listening, understanding your partner point of view
and accepting part of the blame.
Also work on developing and antifragile ego and a growth mindset.
Read more about defensiveness here.

#3. Contempt
Contempt is criticism on steroids.
Contempt adds on top of crticism a judmental and, often, a mean attitude towards our partner.
With contempt we taunt, mock or ridicule our partner in an effort to make them appear inferior and
unworthy.
Here is an example from “Forgetting Sarah Marshall”:

Antidote
To eradicate contempt at the roots you really need to change your attitude towards your partner into
one of appreciation.
Since contempt is often the result of a “willingness to hurt”, it’s people with anger and emotional
management who sometimes resort to it. If you have anger issue, the good old technique of counting
to ten before saying anything cruel will also help.
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Read more about contempt here.

#4. Stonewalling
Stonewalling means to stop engaging with our partner.
We withdraw from the conversation -or argument- either emotionally or physically.
Stonewalling is unnerving for men and emotionally abusive for women.
Here’s a extreme example of stonewalling from the movie “Crazy, Stupid, Love”:

Antidote
The antidote to stonewalling is taking a break from the argument and resuming when you are calm
enough to engage.
Read more about stonewalling here

SUMMARY
Over time the four horseman of the apocalypse will wreck a marriage or relationship.
That’s why it’s important to avoid them or to eradicate them early if you notice them in your
relationship.
If you recognize any of these behavior in your relationship, that’s great! Now you have the chance to
fix them.
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Anxious Attachment Style? This Is How You Should Date
May 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Dating for individuals with an anxious attachment style can be tricky.
And if you follow the standard women dating literature, chances are that you are setting yourself up
for pain and failure.
But don’t worry, by the end of this article, you will know how you can date well as an anxious
person.
Note:
I will write this article from the woman’s perspective because statistically it’s more likely you’re a
woman. But this article applies to both genders.
Contents
Anxious Dating Needs
Why Anxious Should Be Straightforward
1. Common dating advice attracts avoidant partners
2. When you feign disinterest he decides the level of intimacy (without you having a say)
3. Fake beginnings mean future troubles
3. Fakeness smells
4. Lower self esteem
Effective Dating For Anxious Types
1. Accept Your Needs
2. Show Your True Colors
3. Express your needs
4. Find a Secure Partner
SUMMARY

Anxious Dating Needs
In short, this is what an anxious need from dating:
They need intimacy but are afraid of showing their need for intmacy while at the same
fearing that their partner does not want them.
With this premise, the dating literature is not helpful for anxious daters.
As a matter of fact, the common dating advice is dangeorus for anxious types.
If you have been reading any dating books for women, you will realize that most of the most popular
ones can be boiled down to very few tenets they all repeat:
1. Show less interest than he does
2. Be unavailable
3. Pretend you don’t want a relationship
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Amir Levine in his seminal book on attachment styles though righteously points out that’s a very bad
strategy for anyone with an anxious attachment style.
Indeed, you should do the opposite of what the dating literature recommends.

Why Anxious Should Be Straightforward
The idea of being scarcer is a known principle that make us want more of whatever is scarce
(Cialdini).
So, in principle, it also works in dating (but with important exceptions).
However, it doesn’t work too well for the anxious attachment style for following reasons:

1. Common dating advice attracts avoidant partners
When you act like you don’t want and don’t need intimacy, guess who will be comfortable with you?
Of course you will attract partners who want distance
It’s much better instead to show your true colors early on.
When you demand for the intimacy you need right from the beginning it’s more likely you will find
out early if the person you are dating can accommodate you or not.
You want to weed out as soon as possible emotionally unavailable men and avoidant men (with
which you would form the terrible anxious avoidant trap).
Find out here the signs of an avoidant

2. When you feign disinterest he decides the level of intimacy
(without you having a say)
Guess what happens when you don’t demand what you need?
The other party decides it for you.
The common dating advice is to never show interest so that he will show lots of interest, chase you
and seek more intimacy with you.
That might “work”, sometimes, if you meet a guy who chases a lot and wants to see you a lot.
But there is a huge problem with that.
And the problem is that you never get to know the real him, and you risk wasting a lot of time with
someone who is not a good fit.
Worst of all, if you meet an avoidant, then you are allowing him to get his cake and eat it too.
Basically, he can enjoy intimacy when together and then drop off the radar for as long as he wants.
What’s the alternative?
The alternative is that you date more honestly and more respectfully of you needs. Ask and demand
how much you expect of him, so that you can quickly assess if you are compatible.
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3. Fake beginnings mean future troubles
Dating is a bit like weighing each other up at the beginning.
And assessing for compatibility.
It’s normal everyone tries to be in their best behavior.
But if being on your best behavior means behaving the opposite of who you are and what you need…
Then it’s more likely you will end up in all the wrong relationships.
By all means, show yourself at your best because your partner does the same.
But don’t behave the opposite of what you want and need. If you have an anxious attachment style,
pretending that you don’t care is self-defeating.
I can guarantee you that playing the “feigning disinterest game” is self-defeating from personal
experience. One of my girlfriend was hiding her avoidant personality.
It was awesome in the beginning.
She fell in love, I fell in love… And then the train-wreck. Her demands were too much for me. She
was an anxious, I was an avoidant.
Had she been honest from the start we’d have saved time and hearts.

3. Fakeness smells
When you act, you act.
And you can only act for so much and so long before cracks will start to appear. I can tell you as
much as an avoidant myself and I could often see the games sometimes girls were playing.
From the random phone call of her waiting for the bus that, guess what, stops in front of my place to
the text message complaining how busy she is to that forced reminder that “no, she doesn’t think of
me that often”.
Guys with a bit of experience can see through that.

4. Lower self esteem
When we act contrary to our feelings and value, our self esteem tanks (read ego and self esteem).
And you don’t want that.
Low self esteem is also the breeding ground for abusive relationships.

Effective Dating For Anxious Types
And here’s how an anxious attachment style can get better at dating.

1. Accept Your Needs
In 7 biggest mistakes women do in early dating I mentioned an ex girlfriend of mine who always
fought her needs for intimacy trying to appear stronger.
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But that’s not strong, that’s weak.
Most anxious attachment style types indeed often feel the pressure of society -and feminism- on
being more independent-.
But why should you listen to what others tell you to value?
But most importantly, it’s only by getting what you need that you can grow more emotionally stable.
Studies indeed show that when an anxious meets a secure partner who can provide reassurance, they
become less anxious.
Yes you read that right.
The best way to cure anxious attachment is by getting intimacy. Not by trying to repress it.
There is a partner out there who enjoys exactly the same things. No need to change yourself (when
it’s not needed).

2. Show Your True Colors
Once you accept yourself, it’s time to also show your true self.
As usual, the virtue is often in the middle.
If you feel you need to hug someone tight the very first time you meet them, well… That you might
want to resist. And save it for at least until the first date has been going on for a few hours :).

3. Express your needs
If you’ve been dating for a while and need the relationship to move to the next gear, whatever that
means for you, state it.
As Steve Harvey says, demands are often a sign of high quality.

4. Find a Secure Partner
Anxious partners become less anxious when they date a secure partner.
Try to date a secure partner.

SUMMARY
Understanding your needs and attachment style is the very first step to dating well as an anxious (take
the quiz if you’re not sure that’s you).
The anxious attachment style is the one that has to be more careful when it comes to dating as it’s the
style with the biggest needs.
As a man recovering from an avoidant attachment I can tell you that too many women wasted time
and heartache on me.
And they’d avoided that with a more direct communication and by showing their true selves earlier.
Heed these suggestions and you’ll be on your way to much better and fulfilling relationships.
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Anxious Attachment Style: Overview, Examples & Solutions
May 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you have an anxious attachment style?
If you’re not yet sure, here is a quiz.
Otherwise, keep on reading.
This article will provide you a comprehensive overview of the anxious attachment style, including
real-life examples, and what you can do to overcome the anxious’ limitations.
Contents
What Is Anxious Attachment
Anxious Attachment Protest Behavior
Activating Strategies
Protest Behavior
Anxious Attachment Styles by Gender
How Anxious Become Anxious
Anxious Attachment in Relationships
Anxious Attachment With Avoidant Attachment
Anxious Attachment With Secure Attachment
Anxious Attachment
Secure Attachment
Overcoming The Anxious Attachment Style
#1. Become Awarene
2. Show Your True Self
3. Learn to use Direct Communication
4. Differentiate Love From Roller Coaster
5. Pick Partners Based on Intimacy
6. Find a Secure Partner
Anxious Attachment Arguments
SUMMARY

What Is Anxious Attachment
The anxious attachment style, sometimes also referred to as “anxious-ambivalent”, is one of four
possible attachment styles people can have.
Attachment styles refer to patterns of interpersonal relationships, and they are most salient and most
visible in romantic and intimate relationships.
An individual with an anxious attachment style craves and needs intimacy from the partner, but is
fearful (anxious) that the partner does not feels the same.
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Attachment Systems Gone Awry
People with an anxious attachment style have a highly sensitive and often active attachment system.
The attachment system is a natural, inborn mechanism to track the availability of our attachment
figures (that would be: mothers for children and romantic partner in adults).
That means that any slight changes in the availability of the attachment figure -mother or boyfriendmakes the anxious type feel threatened.
And she will not calm down until she gets close to his partner again or until the partner confirms his
availability.
See a good example from the movie “La Dolce Vita”:

Anxious Attachment Protest Behavior
All the thought going through the anxious attachment type when the attachment system is activated
take the name of activating strategies.
And the behavior that follows aimed at getting your partner attention and get back in touch with them
is called protest behavior.

Activating Strategies

Protest Behavior

Constant Contact
- Calling and texting several times a day
- Waiting with bated breath for his text
- Moving around their house or workplace
Mental Cycles
Attention Seeking
- Constantly thinking about him
- Threatening to break up
- Difficulty concentrating on other tasks
- Tell him she’d be better off without him
Hostility
Low Self Esteem
- Fear you’ll never meet someone new
- Arguments out of nothing
- “Maybe he will change… “
- Meanness & contempt (you’ll later regret)
Manipulations
- Faking busy, not texting back, making him
Anxiety & Pain
- Feeling calm only in his presence
jealous
- Discord causes major grief
- Keeping scores & waiting for the other to make
up
It’s rarer, but sometimes the anxious attachment style pulls away instead of moving closer.
I give a few examples of pulling away in my article on the biggest mistakes women do in dating.
Worshiping
- Remembering only good qualities
- Putting partner on a pedestal

Anxious Attachment Styles by Gender
Studies seem to suggest there are more women with an anxious attachment style than men.
And there are more avoidant men, which means anxious women should be very watchful not to end
up with avoidant men.
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How Anxious Become Anxious
The current literature agrees that our attachment is part genes, part life experiences, and part parental
behavior.
In the case of the anxious attachment, it’s possible that we had a distant parent who didn’t soothe us
enough.
That made us slightly “emotionally scarred”, and we seek constant reassurance that yes, our lovely
(mother/partner) is still there.
Dr. Karyl McBride in Will I Ever Be Good Enough says that narcissistic mothers are especially
distant and make their children particularly insecure when it comes to receiving love.
Narcissistic mothers are more likely to raise anxious children.
This scene from “Terms of Endearment” is a great example of behavior with which narcissistic
mothers raise anxious children:

Anxious Attachment in Relationships
Shirley Glass in Not Just Friends says that, in her experience, anxious types tend to marry secure
attachment types.
This is compatible with what Harvile Hendrix says in Getting The Love You Want, such as that
people go after the feeling of “wholeness” and getting what they miss.
However, says Glass, they tend to replicate the maternal avoidant pattern when (and if) they look for
an affair partner.
The anxious type then is likely to develop an emotional bond while the avoidant keeps the distance.

Anxious Attachment With Avoidant Attachment
Amir Levine in Attached says that anxious attachment types often end up with avoidant attachment
types.
In my experience, I have often seen anxious together with avoidants as Amir Levin says.
And the numbers that Levine uses to back is theory also make sense to me.
When the anxious type is removed from their affection, they activate their attachment system. The
attachment system monitors the distance from the loved partner, and when he is not present, it starts
going in alarm mode. That’s why anxious types get very emotional and fearful when their partner is
far away.
The soothe themselves the anxious will then seek to re-establish a connection with their partner.
But when the partner is an avoidant, their attachment system is constantly activated, and the anxious
will experience huge emotional roller coasters.
Now the bad news is that many anxious types mistake the emotional roller coaster for love.
If you are an anxious type and learn one single thing form this article is this: emotional roller coaster
is not love.
Many people indeed when they say that “women love as*holes” often actually mistake bundle
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together in the as*holes term avoidant types.
But more than as*holes women fall for the avoidants who activate their attachment systems.

Anxious Attachment With Secure Attachment
The anxious type is best served in a relationship with a secure attachment.
Secure types are not afraid of intimacy, they play less games and are happier to soothe you.

Anxious Attachment

Secure Attachment

Needs intimacy and closeness

Comfortable with intimacy

Overly sensitive to any possible sign of rejection

Consistent with their messages, don’t push you
away

Find it difficult to speak their mind and use
protest behavior instead to communicate their
needs

Considerate of your well being and it’s possible
you will learn a more direct and open style of
communication with them

Need to be reassured

Happy to provide reassurance, often even early on

Need to know where you are standing in the
relationship

Are happy to label the relationship, to commit, to
make it official and to let you know where they
stand

Overcoming The Anxious Attachment Style
Well, maybe “overcome” is not the right word.
There is nothing inherenly wrong with being anxious.
But it definitely makes for sub-optimal relationships.
And since anxious types tend to be unhappy in relationships, it’s best if you can move past its
limitation and become more secure.
The following steps will help you on the way:

#1. Become Awarene
The very first step is awareness.
The more you know your limitations, the more you can fix them or work around them.
And if you’re not yet sure whether or not you have an anxious attachment style, take the quiz here.
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2. Show Your True Self
Anxious tend to be more afraid their partner will not return their love.
And they tend to buy into the idea they need to feign disinterest and play games to get the love they
want (as peddled by many dating books for women).
And while that can be helpful sometimes (but not always!), that’s a big mistake for anxious
attachment types.
Remember this: to get what you want, you first need to be who you really are.
Read this more on:
Anxious attachment style dating.

3. Learn to use Direct Communication
Direct communication means asking for what you want and what you need.
Use direct communication early, so you can weed out bad partner and you can keep having your
needs met in the relationship.
Every time you find yourself starting a fight to get an emotional connection, remember to state you
would love -or you need- to be close.

4. Differentiate Love From Roller Coaster
Many anxiety attachment types equate love with the heightened feelings of their activated attachment
systems.
And the push and pull of the anxious-avoidant relationship further hooks them in.
But that’s not love. That’s a toxic relationship. Don’t fall for the allure of unavailable men.

5. Pick Partners Based on Intimacy
Pick your partner based on how much he can satisfy your intimacy levels. Notice if he responds to
your appeal, if he gets to the bottom of it and if he tries to satisfy your needs.

6. Find a Secure Partner
Studies show that an anxious partner in a relationship with a secure partner becomes more secure.
So drop the crazy and addictive antics of the anxious-avoidant relationship then and settle down with
a secure partner.
Secure partners communicate directly and openly, don’t play games and don’t shy away from
intimacy.
Read here how to recognize someone’s attachment style.
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Anxious Attachment Arguments
Anxious relationships tend to fall a predictable pattern.
From the outside they can seem neurotic, wild and, often, resemble borderline personality disorder,
with which sometimes they can overlap.

#1. Anxious Creates Arguments
Anxious attachment does not go for direct communication.
Instead, they prefer creating arguments as a cover-up for the intimacy they crave.
Needless to say, that does not work.

#2. Anxious Feels Guilty
After the argument, the anxious partner feels terrible and seeks to mend the relationship.

#3. Anxious Seeks Contact Again
The anxious partner does not get what they want with the fight, and their need for closeness, intimacy
and love only grows larger.
So they seek contact again.
But again direct communication rarely takes place, and the anxious rarely says “I’m sorry” and never
articulates the real reasons for their bad behavior.

#4. Reconciliation
It takes courage and vulnerability to make the first step towards reconciliation, which might lead the
fight to drag longer than it’s needed.
From a power dynamics perspective, the anxious partner needs the contact more than her partner
does, which moves the balance of power on the partner’s side.

#5. Rinse, Repeat
When they finally make good again, it’s only a brief pause before the cycle begins again.

SUMMARY
Your anxious attachment style gives you the opportunity to experience a really close and intimate
relationship. But it also means you have to find a partner with whom to enjoy that intimacy.
This article gives you a deeper understanding of what anxious attachment really means for you.
And it gives you the main information to find a happy relationship: and it’s NOT with avoidant and
emotionally unavailable partners.

Further Reading:
Overview of the four attachment styles
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Toxic avoidant attachment trap
How to spot an avoidant
How to date as an anxious
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9 Easy Signs of Avoidant Attachment Style (From of An
Avoidant)
May 17, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you trying to recognize if your partner or the person you are dating is an avoidant?
Well, it’s not always easy to guess.
But these proven signs of avoidant attachment will help you come up with a fairly reliable selfdiagnosis.
Contents
Why Should You Want to Spot Avoidants?
Signs of Avoidant Attachment Style
1. Sends Mixed Signals
2. Devalues You
3. Values Independence
4. Keeps Ex Partners (and you) Away
5. Keeps Strong Boundaries
6. Has Unrealistic View of Relationships
7. He Is Mistrustful
8. Does Not Communicate His Intentions Clearly
9. Difficulty Discussing Feelings & Intimacy
10. Uneasiness With Your Families, Friends
How to Test For Avoidant Attachment
What to Do If He’s Avoidant
SUMMARY

Why Should You Want to Spot Avoidants?
It’s a fair question:
Why should you even worry about it?
An obvious reason is that avoidant attachment types don’t make for great intimate partners.
So if you care about having a great relationship -and you probably should- and if you care about a
supportive and intimate environment, then you should also care about spotting avoidant types.
Spotting an avoidant attachment becomes even more important if you are an anxious attachment
type since we have seen that anxious and avoidant form a toxic relationships together
If you are not yet sure what attachment type you are, take the attachment style quiz here.

Signs of Avoidant Attachment Style
These are the cues to recognize an avoidant attachment type early on:
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1. Sends Mixed Signals
Talks about moving forward, but somehow it never happens or he gets cold feet
Sometimes he’s very effusive, some other time very distant
Alternates period of lots of calls and attention with periods of no contact

2. Devalues You
This is the dark side of the avoidants.
Not every avoidant has it, but it’s another sign to watch out for (and a sign to watch out for with
anyone, really).
Some of the signs:
Makes fun of your body or your abilities
Undermines you in front of others
Jokes about himself and other women
Talks about you being so into him
Suggests you are overreacting, too needy or too sensitive
He disregards your emotional needs
Also read how to make him respect you more, an article heavy on games but which can be helpful to
understand the most Machiavellian types.

3. Values Independence
Avoidants place independence and, most of all, their own independence, above intimacy.
Many avoidants also value independence as a strong personality trait because they mistake
independence for strength (in truth, as Levine explains, the opposite is true: strong relationship and
strong intimate bonds make people stronger and mentally healthier).
Some of the signs:
Encourages you to be more independent
Looks down on what he calls “neediness”
Has times of the day when it’s best to call and other times when not to call

4. Keeps Ex Partners (and you) Away
You can recognize avoidants because of their refusal to fully commit.
The most obvious signs are:
His past relationships are short lived
He had a long relationship, but never moved in
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His relationships tanked once they moved in
He moves often
Goes on holidays alone
Prefers not sharing a bed
Not taking your hand on his own initiative when walking
You rarely know clearly when you’re going to meet again
Here is an example from Terms of Endearment:

5. Keeps Strong Boundaries
Avoidant types need their space and, when you cross them, they become passive aggressive or
aggressive (or, more rarely, assertive).
Here are signs of avoidant boundaries:
“my things”, “your things”
Wants to keep his family, friends, colleagues and partner as separate entities
Has a strong preference for either his place or your place

6. Has Unrealistic View of Relationships
This one might seem counterintuitive.
But avoidants can sometimes seem romantic. They believe in the perfect partner, in “the one” and
they don’t settle because, well… “it’s not perfect”.
The search for “the one” might be an unconscious mechanism to avoid settling down and getting
intimately close to someone.
Searches for “the one”
Says arguments shouldn’t happen in perfect relationships
Idealizes past relationships
Has a preference for specific type of partners (often not easy to find)

7. He Is Mistrustful
Avoidants are afraid of getting close.
They tend to think that getting close will diminish their power, or that it will make them weak and
prone to manipulation.
Insists on pre-nups or on not marrying to avoid being taken advantage of
Believes partners are out to limit his freedom
Thinks that women act nice… Until marriage, then they change
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8. Does Not Communicate His Intentions Clearly
Secure people know what they want: a strong and happy relationship. And, with time, they are not
afraid of admitting so.
But avoidant never seem to move forward. And when you try to move forward or have “the
conversation”, they will seem elusive and noncommittal.
Some of the signs:
You are not sure where the relationship is going
He leaves things murky and unclear
Never says “I love you”
Talks about possible big changes (relocating, taking a year gap) without consideration of what
that means for you

9. Difficulty Discussing Feelings & Intimacy
He shies away from discussion on feelings, the relationship and the two of you
Makes you feel uncomfortable to bring up topics about the two of you
When you bring up a hot relationship topic, he somehow avoids it
He just doesn’t seem to get what your needs are
He stonewalls or leaves during arguments
Prefers facts over feelings

10. Uneasiness With Your Families, Friends
The avoidant partner will be uneasy around your family and close friends because that’s when he
fears things are getting too close.
He might want to have you a bit closer, but getting to know the in-laws and your circle might be
definitely too much for him.
And of course, he might be afraid that “things are getting too serious”.
Jack Nicholson wants to be an outsider. Because he is not comfortable with being part of the family.
Too much intimacy and “obligation” for him.
He needs his space.

How to Test For Avoidant Attachment
What if you could not just passively look for the avoidant signs but actively test for them?
Well, you can, and I recommend you do it early, before you find yourself mired in a years long
relationship and realizing that you are not happy and can never be happy.
Here are two ideas for you:
Leave on purpose something at his place early in the relationship
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How does he react? Is he annoyed by it?
Do call him whenever you need him – even if it’s early
Why would you hold back? Because women dating books tell you to do so? That might not be a good
idea. You can fake disinterest early, but you only increase the chances of ending up with an avoidant
and being very unhappy later on.
better finding out early!
This is something that Amir Levine, author of Attached also recommends.

What to Do If He’s Avoidant
Now the difficult question.
What should you do if you realize he’s an avoidant?
Well, people can change.
But that doesn’t mean they want to change or that they can change easily.
As a matter of fact, changing is rare and it might be better for you to base your decision on the fact
that he won’t change.
I offer relationship coaching, and of all the anxious-avoidant I have coached not a single one
managed to fix their intimacy issues.
Still, I cannot answer that question for you while writing here. You have to decide that.
I can point you to a few more helpful articles though:
How the anxious avoidant relationship looks like
How to decide when to breakup
How to get out of a toxic relationship

SUMMARY
Spotting an avoidant attachment style is very important to understand how your relationship will look
like. And with an avoidant, that means it’s low on intimacy.
Once you know that, it’s up to you to decide whether you’re OK with it or not.
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Protected: How to Recognize Your Partner Attachment Style
May 17, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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Secure Attachment Style: Overview & Examples
May 17, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The secure attachment style is the most mature, emotionally strongest attachment style you can have.
Would you like to have one?
You should.
And this article is here to help.
Contents
What is Secure Attachment
Mindsets
Explanations
Secure Attachment in Relationships
Where Does Secure Come From?
Science of Secure Attachment
Secure Attachment Examples
Why Secure is Better
How to keep a secure attachment
SUMMARY

What is Secure Attachment
Secure attachment types enjoy intimacy and are comfortable with it.
They are comfortable in asking for intimacy, giving intimacy and talking about intimacy.
They are emotionally centered and tend to trust their partners and their partner’s love without the
need of continuous confirmation.
When secure people like you, they show you so and they are not afraid of saying it.
Secure types also tend to provide more emotional and practical support, without withdrawing or
playing any games.
When secure people date, they look for consistency and reciprocal investment. That means that they
give, but they also expect to get back.
They despise games and don’t make it a big issue to screen out people that don’t respond to them and that’s one of the reasons why I advice that playing daitng games backfires more often than not-.
Are secure types supermen?
No, they’re not supermen, but they do have a higher level of emotional intelligence compared to
other attachment styles, are better at understanding their partners and they make, on average, for
better relationships.
Luckily, this is something you can develop -this is what’s this website is all about after all-.
Here is a quick overview of how secure types are like:
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Mindsets

Explanations

No need for games

Being close is what a relationship is about. I want it and
my partner wants it too. And if not, I need someone else. No
need for games.

Comfortable with
intimacy

I’m not afraid of being hurt -it sucks but I’d get over it- and
I don’t need to run away. So I can fully enjoy intimacy.

Treat partners well

My partner is one of the persons closest to me. I can count
on them and they can count of me. Of course I treat them
well

Give and take

I give in my relationship, and I expect the same from my
partner. Relationship is about mutual support. If they can’t
do that, they go.

Take responsibility

Emotional intelligence

A relationship is built by two individuals. So, at the very
least I control half of it. And I take responsibility for how
my partner feels.

I know that behind a partner’s criticism sometimes there’s
fear, worry or anxiety. I don’t take it personally but help
them express it.

Secure Attachment in Relationships
In a relationship the secure types tend to be:
Very good at conflict management: they don’t feed the need to act defensively or
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counterattack their partners
Quicker to forgive: they tend to a positive outlook of the relationship and of their partner, thus
they blame less and are quicker to forgive
Ready to commit: they tend to view sex and relationship more like two faces of the same coin.
They are not afraid of commitment and “labeling” the relationship
In a relationship with a secure type you will experience less up and downs, and especially so if both
partners are secure types.

Where Does Secure Come From?
Some sources say a secure attachment stems mostly from parenting and to what’s called “attuned
parenting” (read Getting the Love You Want).
But these days that’s considered a limited view and it’s been overseeded by more recent studies.
Today the consensus is that attachment styles are the consequence of several different influences,
including parenting, genetics and life experiences (read Attached).
Here is a list of what contributes to the development of a secure attachment:
Mother sensitive to child’s needs
Easy temperament of the baby (makes it easier for parents to be responsive)
Good maternal conditions—marital satisfaction, low stress, no depression and social support
Fewer hours with a non-parental caretaker
Genetic predisposition
Life experiences (ie.: avoiding big romantic traumas)
If you’re a mother, avoid this behavior (from the movie Terms of Endearment):
Waking up the child and then leaving the room is the opposite of what a mother should do, which is:
help the child get to sleep and leave when the child sleeps.

Science of Secure Attachment
A laboratory experiment showed that secure attachment types have easy access in their brain to
themes such as love, closeness and hugs and they don’t register as easily topics such as abandonment,
loss and separation.
And contrary to avoidants, they still didn’t access those areas when they were distracted. This makes
secure people very confident in their relationship.
They are also more able to switch off negative thoughts patterns when they want to, which makes
them bounce back quicker after an argument. That means that secure people have stronger control of
their emotional selves, and they don’t keep a grudge for days on end.
Definitely something we should all want to emulate.
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Secure Attachment Examples
I love the idea that a picture is worth a thousand words.
And a good video is worth a thousand pictures.
These video examples will clarify for you what’s a secure attachment:

#1. Not Afraid of Emotional Pain
Secure doesn’t mean cool, loving and loved all the times.
It also means asking for the truth when that truth might hurt. It’s the power of vulnerability.
Something that Ted from “How I Met Your Mother” shows very powerfully here:
The willingness to ask, to explore the emotional side of the relationship and the courage to show the
heartbreak are signs of a secure attachment style. When he adds “forget I said anything” is a moment
of weakness, but it’s understandable.

#2. Not Afraid of Emotional Honesty
Unluckily for Kay, The Godfather was a damn badass secure attachment example.
At least in this scene.
Then he changed.
But in this scene, he is very vulnerable like only secure types can be:

#3. Secure is not confident
Let’s dispell this myth.
Since secure speaks his mind, is not afraid of commitment and doesn’t play games people might think
of them as some sort of very confident, super-human types.
But that’s not the case.
There are shy secure, 30 years old virgin secure and even insecure secure. Here’s an example:

Why Secure is Better
Research shows that the best predictor of happiness in a relationship is a secure attachment style.
And the great thing about secure partners is that they have the power to lift up in their relationship
satisfaction levels both anxious and avoidant attachment styles.
Secure is a thing of beauty in relationships.

How to keep a secure attachment
Attachment styles don’t stay fixed for the whole life in every single case. A shift is possible and a
secure attachment could become more anxious.
Secure indeed can exaggerate in feeling like their partner’s well being is their responsibility, and they
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can be overly inclined to forgiving.
One way that can happen is if the secure partner continually respond to their partner’s unacceptable
behavior and keep tolerating it.
That’s more likely to happen in inexperienced secure attachment types, but make a mental note
anyway: too much cr@p, and you cut the cr@p.

Signs to Watch Out For
Here is what to watch out for:
1. If you start getting too jealous or worried (anxious)
2. If you are less trusting, start playing games and find it difficult to talk (avoidant)
Then you’re in the wrong relationship.
Also read:
When to breakup
Ending toxic relationships
Types of toxic relationship dances

SUMMARY
Secure attachment types are comfortable with intimacy and they talk straight.
They have stronger, more stable relationships and are happier in them.
Secure is the way to be and to become, and you can work on that.
If you’re not yet sure where you stand, take the attachment quiz and check here how to spot your
partner’s attachment style.
For those who are already secure, keep in mind that some very poor partner can make you regress to
avoidant or anxious. If you feel you are losing your security, it’s best to end the relationship.
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How to Get Your Ex Lover Back: Case Study (With Exact
Texts)
May 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Getting your ex back is easier than getting a completely new partner.
This article does not necessarily recommend you should try to get your ex back.
But by the of this post, you will learn a reliable system to win your ex back.
Welcome back baby
Contents
How To Get Your Lover Back: Overview
When Is It Official You’ve Lost Your Lover?
1. Understand there’s a problem
2: Address the problem directly
3: Show calm and understanding
4: Empathize with your ex (pressure off!)
5: Offer support
6: Turn the tables
7: Strike
Why This Works to Get Your Ex Back
Should You Try to Get Your Lover Back?
SUMMARY

How To Get Your Lover Back: Overview
My name is Lucio.
I am a man, so this article takes the point of view of a man getting his girlfriend back -or, as more
often was my case, an unofficial lover-.
Some steps can apply to a woman who wants to get back his boyfriend, but I believe this article is
best tailored for men.

When Is It Official You’ve Lost Your Lover?
When does it become “official” that your girlfriend, lover or fuckbuddy, however you call her, is not
“yours” anymore?
Well, when she tells you so for sure.
But communication won’t always be so direct.
When she does not go along with your plans of meeting up without proposing an alternative, that’s
already a strong sign you are losing her.
A second time that she avoids making concrete plans, then you have already more evidence than you
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can possibly need.
Therefore here is the rule: two times that she is not forthcoming about meeting up, and she is (almost)
officially an ex.

1. Understand there’s a problem
If your ex doesn’t want to see you anymore, there is a problem.
And if you want to get your ex back, it’s time to go into problem solving.

2: Address the problem directly
Needles to say, if you just keep trying to meet you will only push your ex further away.
And if you leave the issue unaddressed, you only allow it to fester and grow.
The best thing you can do instead is to address the issue right away.
Simply tell her you’ve noticed a change and you’d like to know how things are on her side.
This is very confidence communication and how people with a secure attachment style communicate.
Notice notice that right away, I take the pressure off.
You don’t wanna meet?
No big deal!
I want to make sure she knows I won’t lash out, go crazy or have any negative feelings towards her.
This way you let your lover free to open up and, of course, she will start getting more positive
feelings about you.

3: Show calm and understanding
When your ex lover tells you what’s the issue, you text that you’re cool with it and that you
understand.
Don’t try to convince her that she’s wrong (yet) and don’t push for a meet (yet).

4: Empathize with your ex (pressure off!)
If she shows an emotional side, or if she discloses some issues she’s having, that’s the perfect
moment to empathize.
Empathizing will bring the two of you closer again, and getting some loving vibes is a great way to
get your lover back.

5: Offer support
Support is the bread and butter of good relationships.
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And it’s the first step towards renewed intimacy.
Of course you want to get your lover back to give her some sexual support as well. And she wants it
too, don’t worry.
But if you were previously lovers, the sexual part is implied. There’s no need to text flirt here, no
need to make silly wink wink or to tell her what you’ll do to her.
That’s more likely to make guys horny. And sometimes women too, but it’s too risky.
Show instead there’s more on your camp.
This is especially important if your ex lover is distancing herself because you were too aloof
(avoidant attachment style).

6: Turn the tables
Don’t make the mistake to try to get your ex back right after empathizing: it’s too early.
Now you will let the pressure off instead.
And the vacuum will give her a chance to come to you.
Alternatively, even higher risk, higher rewards, is to bid her farewell.
This is step here is the time of real reckoning: make it or break it. But as Casanova said, love is not
for the timid of heart :). If she comes to you, chances look good.
If she leaves it there (for now) you must do the same.
Notice there are 3 positive signs that my former lover was changing here:
1. Yeah we’ll have it (good but not enough)
2. Always you offer words of cheer (a compliment: getting better)
3. Give me your positive energy (good enough to strike upon)
How does that old cliche’ go? Oh, right:
Set them free. And when they come back they’re yours

7: Strike
Albeit that can certainly happen, women won’t usually make full U-turns and ask you out.
That’s why, at the first major signs of change, you gotta strike to get your love back into her.
Propose a meet, but don’t be timid.
Ideally you want to re-enter her life by bringing that old whirlwind of passion back.
So propose something highly suggestive of sexual chemistry.
Any meeting is better than no meeting.
But of course, if you can make it to your place (or her place) chances are higher that you will get your
lover back the way it should be done: with fireworks.
I could have taken the beer outside here and I think it would worked well.
But since I don’t have much time to waste, I aim higher:
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Why This Works to Get Your Ex Back
Well, let’s recap what this post to get your lover back shows her.
You are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Attuned to her feelings and quickly recognize something is going on
Addressing it confidently and openly
Cool if she doesn’t wanna see you again..
.. But can still give her great sex
Together with emotional support
And will still be cool whenever she wants to look for something more serious

That’s a rare breed there.
Of course chances are she will be suckered again into your web, you smooth fu*ker.
Which takes us to the next point:

Should You Try to Get Your Lover Back?
In my case here, I had gone traveling for half a year while we were seeing each other.
We had had a great time together as unattached adults and I felt things were cool enough we could
safely reconnect.
Otherwise I would advise to try to get your lover back only in specific cases.
If she broke up because you couldn’t give her the committed relationship she wanted, than let her go
(unless you’re ready to give it now). If she was deeply in love, also let her go.
If you were deeply in love, best not to.

SUMMARY
Winning your ex back is easier than winning a new girlfriend over. The flame was there, so it’s more
about rekindling than starting it from scratch.
If you are dealing with a girl you are not yet sexual with and who has stopped replying to you, check
what to text to make her reply. If it seems hard to meet her, check getting dates with flaky girls.
Or best of all, check the complete guide on texting, from 1st text to date under the “speed learning”
section.
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#1 Reason Relationships Fail: Breaking The Vicious Cycles
May 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are often many factors that lead to relationship failures.
But no matter what those factors are, the ultimate factor is always a vicious cycle.
This post will help you analyze vicious cycles and teach you how to break a vicious cycle in your
relationship.
Contents
What Are Vicious Cycles
How We Get To Cycles Begin
Vicious Cycles of Emotional Withdrawal
Vicious Cycle of Combativeness
Vicious Cycles Examples
How to Break Vicious Cycles
1. Be Proactive
2. Start Well
3. List of Appreciation
4. List of What We Want to Hear
5. Focus on Positives
6. Start Positive Cycles
7. Stubborn Giving
What If You Can’t Give
One Last Effort
SUMMARY

What Are Vicious Cycles
I will define a vicious cycle as:
A vicious cycle is a pattern of thoughts and actions where both partners get stuck in
fighting, revenge and, possibly, negative thinking associated to their partners.
Notice that the most dangerous types of vicious cycles involve feelings.
It’s relatively easier to break up fighting and arguments and move on. But it’s more dangerous when
it starts involving our feelings and our judgment.
Once partners get stuck in negative thinking indeed, it’s possible that the negativity “crowds out
love” and, if it goes on unchecked for too long, it can also kill the love.
And that’s why it’s crucial that you actively break the negative cycles.
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How We Get To Cycles Begin
Healthy relationships start like this:
With a sense and a non-written agreement that both partners will make an effort to support and
contribute for the other (and for the whole).
And they expect their partners to do the same.
Basically, this is the tacit agreement:
We each do our best to respect each other and contribute to our common good
However, this is the tacit corollary to that agreement:
But if you stop doing your best, and if you hurt me or disappoint me, then I might stop
doing my best. And I might try to hurt you back
This second corollary is what allows vicious cycles to take hold and potentially destroy so many
otherwise great relationships.
Can you already see when it’s riskiest that vicious cycles take hold?
Vicious cycles are most dangerous when the relationship is composed of two individuals who
are not willing to forgive.
Of course, sometimes it’s not about “willingness”, but “ability” and “strength” to forgive.
Making that first step back towards reconciliation takes strength.
It takes courage and vulnerability. Be that courageous (wo)man and you’ve already insulated yourself
from vicious cycles.
Let’s now analyze the two types of vicious cycles.

Vicious Cycles of Emotional Withdrawal
Emotional vicious cycles happen when the partners stop supporting each other.
It can start in different ways and at different times in the relationship. It can start with a sexual
rejection in bed, or it can start with criticism and a big argument on a day we’re particularly sensitive.
That day when our partner’s actions are just that little bit more painful, then we will unconsciously
vow that we will make them pay for it.
And we will hurt them by either pulling back or attacking them later on to even the score.
And guess what often happens from then on? A vicious cycle starts.
And when the mutual emotional shutdown starts, each partner feels too hurt and too “in debt” to even
think they need to give to make the relationship whole again.
Mira Kirshenbaum, author of Too Good to Leave Too Bad to Stay, says that she has never seen a
relationship in trouble where mutual shutdown wasn’t working its black magic.

Vicious Cycle of Combativeness
The other reason why relationships fail is when negativity takes hold with arguments and fight.
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Arguments start becoming more and more common, and the good times start becoming less and less.
When the vicious cycle of combativeness reaches its apex, the couple avoid each other. And every
time they meet, their walls are up because they cannot see anything good coming from their partner.
That’s effectively the point when the couple behaves more like enemies than supportive partners.
This is also the case that Gottman discusses in his many books on relationships. The vicious cycle of
negativity does include indeed the four horsemen of the apocalypse. Such as, criticism, contempt,
defensiveness and stonewalling.
Note: Notice indeed that it’s not just about fights and arguments. Arguments are fine.. As long as
couples can go back to being supportive soon afterwards instead of getting bitter. And as long as the
positive times outweigh the negative ones.

Vicious Cycles Examples
And this is an example of the end stages of a vicious cycle. You can see what’s it’s the N.1 reasons
why relationships fail: there’s no good left. Only spite and poison.
And they got there little by little, slipping on the slippery slope of vicious cycle.
I have also done an article on combative relationships, which is another advanced stage of negativity.

How to Break Vicious Cycles
Hitting back when we are hurt is a mutual reflex, so don’t be too hard on yourself if you ended up in
a vicious circle.
Apply instead the exercises below to fix your relationship.

1. Be Proactive
Prevention is the best cure against the N.1 reason why relationships fail.
How do you do that?
Every time you see your partner pull back, every time you see your partner holding a grudge, don’t
do the same.
But force yourself to give.

2. Start Well
A great predictor of how things develop, as Gotman found out, is how they start.
Make sure you start your interactions positively then.
Greet him with a smile and a huge when he comes back at home.
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3. List of Appreciation
Write down a list of what you love about your partner and read it to each other.

4. List of What We Want to Hear
This exercise might sound a bit weird and it’s not would I would personally go for, but Harville
Hendrix, author of Getting the Love You Want recommends it.
Your partner writes a list of what they want to be appreciated for.
Then you read it and tell them every occasion you can remember when they showed those qualities.

5. Focus on Positives
Focus on the positives.
Think back of when things worked and focus on those time instead that on the last fight.
This is especially important for avoidant attachment styles who tend to dwell on the negatives.

6. Start Positive Cycles
People tend to react more more quickly and more strongly to negatives than to positives.
For example, if your partner does something nice for you, you might think “wow that’s nice,” but you
don’t do or say anything.
And that’s exactly what you’ll need to fix. Reward positive behavior as soon as you see one.
As a matter of fact, look and hunt for positive behavior which you can praise!
That will help you starting positive circles.

7. Stubborn Giving
This is my definition for single-handedly breaking down the negativity spiral.
It means that one partner, all by himself, will give and give even in the face of a hostile partner.
Do it for a month and chance are high, very high, that your partner will also start contributing.
Stubborn giving is powerful stuff.
In a nutshell, you will recognize that each single exercise is about going back to positivity.
Indeed, the big secret is making it a habit to be good to each other. Gottman says that successful
relationships have a balance of 5 positive moments to 1 negative. Securing a 5 to 1 ratio will prevent
vicious circle and give you a solid, healthy relationship.

What If You Can’t Give
If you’re in a situation where you simply cannot even imagine of being nice and giving to your
partner, than I see only solution for you: your partner has to do it for you.
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If neither is willing, than vicious circles, the N.1 reason why relationship fail, has destroyed your
relationship to.
It might be the time to break up and take your lesson learned for the future.
If you’re still ambivalent at this stage, take also a look at this article on when it’s time to break up.

One Last Effort
Before giving up, I would suggest you to force yourself into stubborn giving.
Every single person in a relationship with much negativity will answer that “no, they can’t start
giving”.
And they won’t.
And that’s also why most people don’t do much in life at all. They are weak in emotional intelligence
and can’t see beyond their immediate fears and basest feelings.
They would rather not try then risk their ego getting hurt.
I would encourage you to be brave instead and go for it. Give stubbornly for a month. It will be hard.
And if it won’t work, you can tell yourself you’ve done your best.
And much respect to you for trying.
And if works… What a win!
You just single-handedly prevent the N.1 cause of relationship failure to ravage your life.

SUMMARY
The N.1 reason why relationship ends is too much negativity taking hold through vicious cycles.
There are two types of vicious cycles:
1. Emotional withdrawal (at a feeling level, there’s no emotional bond anymore)
2. Combativeness spiral (at the behavioral level, arguments are the only way you communicate)
Things can start off seemingly innocently, but little by little negativity builds upon itself in a vicious
circle until it squeezes out all the good in you and all is left is bitterness and anger.
You fix it by focusing on the positive, giving without keeping score and breaking the negative circle
with “stubborn giving”.
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Do Girls Like Assholes? No, They Like Avoidants
May 19, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do girls like assholes?
It’s a topic that often comes up.
By the end of this article, you will understand that women don’t really like assholes.
But more like some traits of assholes.
That’s the wrong, low-quality way of being a jerk
Contents
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Why Assholes Are Attractive
Assholes Are Not Women’s Magnets
What’s an Asshole?
The Definition of Asshole is Wrong
Girls Don’t Like Aholes, They Like Avoidants
Who Do Avoidants Attract?
Secure Women Don’t Like Assholes
SUMMARY

The Asshole Myth
I remember years ago.
A colleague of mine was complaining about women who, in his mind, “just want to be mistreated”.
And he said:
Really, next time I’ll just go over to a woman and kick her. They always like men who treat
them badly.
Urgh, what a bad attitude!
Was he wrong?
Not 100%, there is a certain latent masochism in some individuals that can get people hooked in the
presence of abuse.
Hopefully, you are not interested in that sub-set.
But was he right for the majority of women?
Not really.
But we need to dig a bit deeper.
In a complex world, black and white thinking is bound to be wrong most of the times.
You see, high quality women don’t really like assholes. And especially not the crudest, more asocial
types.
But they like them just a tad better than too nice guys.
But that does not make assholes great. Just a tad better.
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And women don’t like much of an asshole. Just a few traits.
Let’s see more.
Some assholes are attractive because they’re handsome, and they’d be attractive anyway

Why Assholes Are Attractive
Some of the (potentially) bad qualities of the asshole are attractive.
And those include:
Confidence (but sometimes over-confidence in assholes)
Social skills (but sometimes used to one-up others)
Dominance (or apparent dominance to protect a fragile ego, it depends)
Strength (or apparent strengths)
Some hints of seductive dark triad traits
And, in some cases, it’s not to write off some women’s tendency towards masochism and selffulfilling low self-esteem.
But it’s mostly what the asshole doesn’t show that is attractive.
And those are the negative traits of the pushover.
Things such as:
Yielding to women
Indecisiveness
Putting himself last
Over politeness
All the above traits scream powerless, fear, and subordination.
And of course, women are attracted to the opposite of that: competence, authority, and power.
So it’s mostly what sets the asshole apart from the too nice guys that makes them stand out. And not
really being an asshole per se.
Indeed the asshole attractiveness is often overplayed.
In “Attraction Explained“, psychology researcher Virem Swani well explains that assholes are only
better than pushovers.
And research shows that most women, albeit not all, would otherwise prefer “kind men”.
Here is an example from 500 Days of Summer:
Some guys might even think that guy was cool in his approach.
Because he “had balls”.
But again, that makes him just a tad better than a too nice guy. Otherwise, that’s terribly unattractive.
Even repelling, to some.
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Assholes Are Not Women’s Magnets
The idea that girls like assholes and assholes get women like nobody’s business is also somewhat
wrong.
And it happens because of representatives bias.
Such as, we see lots of too nice guys not being very successful. Then we see a few assholes getting
women and we generalize that all assholes get girls and that all girls like assholes.
Of course, there are many assholes who are very successful and sleep with lots of women.
But there are also many assholes who don’t get any women and end up bitter and on their own.
Example here from Sex and The City:

What’s an Asshole?
There are many characteristics of an assholes.
Some of them include:
Being rude
Putting his needs first
Being unruly
Not listening to people around
Disregarding her needs
Etc. Etc.
But the two major overarching traits of the asshole are the following:
1. Self centered (“me comes first”)
2. Not fully committing -emotionally and physically- to the relationship
However, most people use asshole as an umbrella term. And therein lie the mistake of why so many
people wrongly believe that women do like assholes.

The Definition of Asshole is Wrong
One of the reasons that many think assholes are attractive is because of the vagueness of the term.
Jen Kim, for example, says that many women use the word assholes for pretty much any behavior or
outcome they didn’t want, including non committing.
Someone doesn’t want to commit? He’s an asshole.
He doesn’t call when he says he will? He’s an asshole
Mean? Asshole.
Bitter, inconsiderate, emotionally unavailable, unfaithful… ? Asshole, asshole, asshole and asshole.
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Girls Don’t Like Aholes, They Like Avoidants
We have seen that girls do like some asshole traits associated with the “me comes first” attitude.
But what about the other side of the equation.
Do girls like assholes who can’t commit?
Yes they do. Quite a few of them, at least.
But those guys are not (necessarily) assholes. They have a name, and that’s avoidant attachment men.
Avoidants naturally do the following:
Send off mixed signals
Pull her close.. Then push her away
Keep her at arms’ lenght
Unavailable when she needs him
… And all the other unavailable signals that many label as the umbrella term of “assholes” but which
are actually the typical signs of an avoidant personality.

Who Do Avoidants Attract?
Avoidants are especially addictive to anxious attachment type women.
This is important, because if you’re woman and asking yourself “why do I always end up with
assholes”, well, here is the answer: it can be because you have an anxious attachment style.
Anxious and avoidant, together, form the highly volatile, highly addictive anxious attachment trap.
The anxious attachment trap, such as a relationship where she needs him but he stays noncommittal
and out of reach, is exactly what people mistake as a relationship with an asshole.
People look at that dynamic and believe that assholes are attractive and addictive to women.
And albeit that dynamic of being out of reach is very attractive for many women who keep going
after these guys, not every woman is into it.

Secure Women Don’t Like Assholes
Amir Levine in Attached introduces a secure attachment type woman.
You will see how her mindset would be impervious to assholes.
Here’s what she says (I paraphrase for brevity):
All men I have been with wanted to be with me in a relationship.
I know that I get the message across that I’m someone who’s worth getting to know, that
there’s a treasure to be revealed if they stick around.
But it’s very important to me that the guys don’t play games. When they call me right after,
I show interest in return right away. Only two men in my life waited to call me back. And I
cut any contact with them.
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Notice that her high self esteem doesn’t think it was her who was not good enough.
She thought those guys were playing games, and she is only interested in men who can communicate
her affection openly.
This the type of high-quality girls don’t like assholes. And who rarely fall for them (albeit, never say
never).
And they also tend to be higher quality women.

SUMMARY
So do girls like assholes?
They like them better than the completely spineless guys, yes.
However, assholes are far from the peak of sexual market value.
And the guys that women often get hooked on are not assholes. It’s avoidant men whom they get
hooked on and that erroneously end up being labeled as assholes.
And we have also seen that some of the highest quality girls, those with a secure attachment style,
don’t like either assholes or avoidants.
Hence, often, it’s lower quality women that the assholes end up with.
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How Power Hungry Partners Ruin People & Relationships
May 19, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Power-hungry women and, most often, men, can make your relationship a living hell.
Unless you fully submit to them, that is.
But you prefer a more equitable, supportive, and win-win relationship, this article is here to help.
We will explore:
The psychology of power-hungry individuals
Examples of power-hungry behavior
What you can do with power-hungry people
Power hungry men are Machiavellian
Contents
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Why Do People Stay With Power Hungry?
Fixing a Power Hungry
SUMMARY

Power Hunger In Genders
Power hungry women are less common than power hungry men.
But it can happen to a few male readers that they ended up here because of a power hungry girlfriend,
sometimes referred to as “domineering girlfriend”.
Don’t worry whether I will use “he” or “she” as the concepts apply to both genders.
In case we need to make exceptions for genders, I will specifically write so.
Also, sometimes I will refer to “power hungry’ as “power addict”: they largely mean the same,
except that “addicts” are an extreme form of power hunger.
While power hunger want and crave power, power addicts need to win and exercise power just like,
you guessed it, a drug addict.
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How People Become Power Hungry
Let’s start with some backstory, shall we.
Mira Kirshenbaum, author of Too Good to Leave Too Bad to Stay says there are two major
influences in the formative years of power hungry people:
1. A powerful, power hungry parent
In the first case, the power hungry parent will act towards the child the same way they act towards
their partner.
The child acquires a mindset that in life it’s either escape or victory: cooperation is not possible.
As children they seek the escape route but, as they grow, they start seeking victory, too.
2. A parent schooled in the art of manipulation
The second case is the same, but instead of using more direct raw power and dominance, it uses
covert manipulation, covert aggression and passive-aggressiveness.
Manipulation comes to be seen as normal, as simply the way with which you relate to the world.
This second route takes hold even quicker in children as it fits their style even better: it’s easier for a
child to win with tears and manipulation than through raw dominance.
3. Innate talent & predisposition
And of course, it’s not fashion these days to talk about genes and nature, but that does not make it
any less real.
A good chunk of the power angry personality is simply nature.
Psychopaths and sociopaths often are genetically predisposed power-hungry partners.
For more on manipulation, see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Can You Date Power Hungry Men?
This is the general rule:
The more power hungry they are, the more undateable they are.
To be precise, you can still date them.
And you can also marry them. Many women do.
But many women also realize it was a mistake. The problem is that the relationship with a powerhungry personality pretty much sucks.
The problem with power addiction is that it can truly work as an addiction.
Power addicts feel unsafe unless they’re in control. In a relationship, that means that your needs will
never be cared for -unless they overlap with his need for power-.
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Power Hungry Are Always In Fight Mode
It’s hard having true intimacy with power-hungry men.
For them everything is a fight to win, starting with the toxic mindset of “who needs whom the least”.
Power-hungry men are focused not on win-win and adding more the pie, but on taking as much as
possible from that pie.
If the pie shrinks, such as if the relationship suffers, power-hungry men don’t care: all they
care is that they keep getting bigger slices… Until there is no pie left.
Sometimes it’s hard for normal people to understand power-hungry men. These people fight for a
whole host of things that make no sense to others.

Needless Fights: An Example
For example, imagine Kate, the wife, asks him to take her home when she asks so. Kate has a sister in
the other part of the world and she wants to show Kate the newborn baby. Since Kate cares so much
about family, she wants to take the Skype call on the big screen.
The power hungry man might say yes.
If you’re a normal person and your wife would tell you in advance that being home on time is crucial
for her, you would do so because she pleaded to do so and you agreed.
But a power-hungry person?
On the way home, he might stop at the office. Or stop the car to make a call.
Why on earth would he do that?
It’s because he sees a power struggle in going straight home and do what she asked for.
If she gets home on time when she asked so, in his mind she acquires power. To avoid that, he comes
up with an excuse to reassert his power.
In his mind, it’s as if he was making this statement:
Power Hungry Mindset: “I matter more in this relationship and I can do whatever I please.
I am going to prove it to you now but thwarting your plans and wishes”.

They Never Switch Off “Fight Mode”
They have the same mindset in the office and in their job, too.
There, they come across as dic*heads, but they can manage to be successful (see Trump’s mindset in
“The Art of The Deal“):
But they cannot manage to switch off.
They carry that “need to win attitude” home. But there, it doesn’t work. And they end up with truly
poor relationships

Power Hungry Men Don’t Allow Improvements
The most maddening part of dating a power-hungry man?
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You can’t discuss your issues.
It’s hard fixing issues with them because guess how they interpret any attempt to bring the issue to
the table?
Exactly, like a power struggle they need to win.
They’ll see it as an assault on them and will fight to win.
Power-hungry men have different responses to your attempts at discussing problems.
Some of the most common:
Fly off in a rage
Pretend they agree and then do nothing (or the opposite)
Agree in front of therapist and then refuse to do anymore therapy
Some relationship therapists report of power-hungry men agreeing with their spouses and the
therapist on the need to change.
Then they do the opposite of what they agreed, refuse to see the therapist again, or fly in a rage at
home (the most abusive of them).
The more manipulative might lie, saying that the therapist is “destroying their marriage”, and they
will try to pitch the therapist as the common enemy.
In truth, of course, they just see the therapist as a threat to their dominance and hold of power.
In truth, power-hungry men are powerless to change and improve. And, often, they are powerless to
save their relationships.
Power hungry men are powerless with their need for power

Power Hungry, Domineering Women
Now let’s differentiate a bit between genders.
Power-hungry men are more about winning and exercising control over her, which is the typical
abusive style.
There is certainly an overlap indeed between abuse and hunger for power.
But the way power-hungry women seek power is different.
Women seek to control their men in two ways:
1. Securing his commitment
2. Securing his resources
Sometimes you will see online “funny” videos of women scolding or even hitting their husbands for
dancing with other women.
Those are the women who pussy-whip their men to stay committed.
And I have written a popular article on how women control relationships and his resources.
But here are two video examples to give you an idea on how power-hungry women exercise
relationship control:
Have you noticed the difference?
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The first time is the power-hungry woman who is direct and uses raw power. That’s what you’d call a
“domineering girlfriend”.
The second one instead is using manipulation and soft power.

Power Hungry’s Power Moves
Let’s not review the tools of influence of power-hungry people.
We have already seen in different articles how jealous paranoids, controlling and abusive partners use
power.
So let’s focus here more on the covert aggression techniques.
Here are some of them:

#1. There’s Something Wrong With You
When you talk about something you need, they will say or make you feel like there’s something
wrong with you.
They will label people with that same need are “bitchy”, “neurotic”, “amoral” or whatever.
So to distance yourself from that category you will automatically want to give up your need.

Example
This is my own example, where I unconsciously used a power-hungry tactic:
My ex girlfriend wanted a gift for Saint Valentine.
I gave the usual spiel about “imposed holidays” and how I felt about them.
But most of all, I told her that asking for a gift made me feel like those trashy white guys
traveling in poor Asian countries where trashy local girls ask for gifts in exchange for sex.
My girlfriend was half Asian.
At that one, she gave up.
Note: back then those were my real feelings. Now I realize a compromise like a dinner out would
have been fairer instead than going full-on with my influencing power.
Curing oneself of power-hungry shortcomings is also about awareness, self-awareness, and maturity.

#2. Says Yes – But Don’t Do It
Another great -sarcastic great of course- technique is pretending to go along with it.
And then not doing it. Or doing it their own way.
This is mostly used by less assertive and more submissive partners. And that’s why it’s more
common for power-hungry women.
For example, in her book “Why Men Marry Bitches”, the author recommends women to do exactly
this: say yes and then find a way to do it her way.

#3. Overwhelm Power
The overwhelming tactic can be used in a variety of ways:
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Emotional meltdown
Verbal aggression
A litany of “rational reasons”
Ethical impossibilities
Whatever the technique, it’s a barrage that confuses everything.
What’s sure is that, unless you give up, the consequences will be uncleanly dire.

#4. Badgering Power Move
The power-hungry partner will keep coming and coming at you without end.
They will exasperate you so much that giving in seems like the only viable option.
As the example suggests, this is a favorite one for the very young, budding power personalities.

#5. Power Through Fear
Another technique for the power-hungry is to browbeat the partner with fear.
Power-hungry men might go mad to the point of scaring her.
And power-hungry women might threaten to break up to keep him on his toes.

#6. Victim Manipulation
They will pretend that you are making them sick.

#7. One-Up Power Move
This is the most childish and annoying.
But alas, it exists.
Whatever you say or do, they take it one step further.
You talk about a promotion, they talk about a big career change they have in mind.
You’re tired from work, they are exhausted from work.
Whatever you want to celebrate, they have to make it seem like it’s nothing compared to what they
did.

Is Your Partner a Power Addict?
If you have read so far, you have an idea already.
However, there could be some confusion between power addicts and dominant or strong-willed
personalities.
This section is to help you come up with an answer.

The Power Hungry Test
Try this test.
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Pick an issue where it’s blatantly obvious that they are the one always deciding and then say this:
You: “it’s not fair that you always decide”.
For example, if they always decide what meal to eat, tell them it’s not fair they always pick.
And then watch where it goes from there.
How do they react to your appeal to fairness? Do they take into account? If they try to have you say
that you like their choices, say you like it indeed, but one evening per week you would like to pick.
If they accept your appeal, then maybe you’re not dealing with a power addict.
If they resort to one of the above techniques to have it their way, then you are dealing with a power
addict.

Diagnostic Question
Some power-hungry personalities are great at their game.
So good indeed that they will stop just one whisker away from you quitting the relationship.
They will just give you that one thing every once in a while right before you were about to go.
If that’s the case, then you should ask yourself Mira Kirshenbaum’s diagnostic question:
Diagnostic Question: Do you often feel humiliated? Do you often feel in rage or
depressed? Do you often feel like you’re invisible or that your wants and needs don’t count
at all?
People react to power addicts in two ways:
They want to destroy themselves
They want to destroy their partners
Both are common answers to humiliation.
If the answer to the above question is yes, then you are probably dealing with a power addict.
And don’t feel ashamed if you have thoughts of killing your partner, it’s actually rather common with
power addicts.
And it’s how Melania Trump probably feels every day:
Melania Trump provides a glimpse of how it is to be in a relationship with a power-hungry partner:
constant bickering.

Should You Break Up From a Power Hungry?
As we said, there is an overlap between power-hunger and abuse.
To be precise: abusive men seek power and control over their partner, which makes them almost by
definition power-hungry.
Power-hungry men, on the other hand, are not always abusive, but that also depends on how hungry
for power they are. Hunger for power is a scale after all, and at high levels, it almost always becomes
somewhat abusive.
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If that’s the case, and I don’t usually make recommendations here, you are probably better off
breaking up.
As George Simon explains in “In Sheep’s Clothing“, change is not easy. It requires you to acquaint
yourself with the dynamics of power and take a big, assertive stand.
If your partner is “only” power-hungry and not abusive, you can first try together counseling.
But he has to be open to admit that he has a power addiction first.
For more information read:
When to break up diagnostics
Ending a toxic relationship
Accepting influence (and sharing power)

Why Do People Stay With Power Hungry?
The question comes natural:
Why do people even stick it out so long in a relationship with a power addict?
Well, deep down many of us admire power.
And of course, that’s especially true for women.
They will tell themselves “of course he’s domineering, but he’s also smart, capable and blablabla”.
In a world with a lot of too many too nice men, a man who “always wins” might seem like a strong
man to rely on, after all.
And as much as they hate their power-hungry men, they also admire them.
After years of living in the shadows of their power addict husband some women might even think
they wouldn’t be able to handle life by themselves.

Don’t Fall For The Gambler’s Trap
Another reason why people stay with power-hungry addicts is the revenge factor.
Similarly to the gambler who keeps playing even while losing in the hope of scoring a big win, the
dominated partner stays in the hope of getting their revenge.
Partners of domineering women or men can indeed develop the mindset that the only way to get back
your pride and make up for your humiliation lies in undercutting your power addict partner.
And that’s why they stay: to score a win, save face and get back their pride.

Fixing a Power Hungry
If your partner’s need to win means that you will not get any of your needs met, it’s tough to find a
solution.
If you already calmly discussed the issue with him multiple times, I would suggest you try two
things:
1. Therapy
2. Stubborn giving
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Therapy means you bring your power-hungry partner for couple therapy and see if you can get
anything out of it.
Stubborn giving is something I talked about in the vicious circle of negativity that destroys
relationships.
It means you give and give and give and see if anything changes.
Try it out for two months and see if any changes happen.
If that fails, too, it’s time to pull out the big guns. Tell them this:
You: Either you change, or we must break up
And if he still doesn’t change, then follow-through with your breakup threat.
Make sure you set timelines for change.
If nothing changes and you still feel humiliated, engaging in violent fantasies towards yourself or
your power addict partner, then it might be time to break up.
Indeed, it’s a mistake to think that the worst relationship ends in divorce. The worst relationships
keep going in the face of the daily horror they dish out.

SUMMARY
Sadly, relationships with power-hungry personalities are very difficult to fix.
The power-hungry sees a battle of will everywhere, including in discussing how their power
addiction makes your relationship a living hell.
If you’ve done everything you can and you still feel humiliated with recurring thoughts of violence,
then it’s time to say goodbye to them.
I don’t say this often, but power addicts are really terrible people to have around. Let alone having a
relationship with.
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Am I Wasting My Time On Him? Check These 7 Signs
May 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Is he wasting your time?
This post will help you provide an answer to that question.
You will learn all the major signs of time-wasting guys who are not willing to get serious about long
term commitment.
And you will learn what to do about it.
Contents
Signs He’s Wasting Your Time
#1. He Says He’s Not The Commitment Type
#2. Sends Mixed Signals
#3. He Talks About Other Women
#4. He Has No Jealousy Whatsoever
#5. His Future Doesn’t Include You
#6. There Is No Relationship Growth
#7. He Never Initiates Contact
#8. He Says He Has Past Issues
Look At The Whole
False Signs He’s Wasting Your Time
What To Do When He’s Wasting Your Time
How to Stop Time Wasters
SUMMARY

Signs He’s Wasting Your Time
One swallow does not make spring.
And one sign in isolation does not necessarily mean he does not and will never get serious.
Keep in mind, indeed, that the signs in isolation can be misleading. So you must take that into
account and look for patterns, quantity and frequency.
The more of them you see and the more often you see them, the more likely it is that he is a timewaster.
Let’s start:

#1. He Says He’s Not The Commitment Type
Telling if a guy is wasting your time can be easy sometimes.
As Greg Behrend says in “He’s Not Just That Into You“, if he says he is not the relationship type of
guy, then stop wondering.
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He told you all you need to know.
Don’t be like my ex, who when I told her I wasn’t the relationship type still tried to “reform me”:
That ended up with her heartbreak, and with my own “guilt baggage” (I met her again years later and
it felt great to see she was doing well and I was able to apologize).
However, often, it’s not that cut and dry and some POS of men will not tell you things directly.
Luckily, these are still several strong early indicators to tell you if your boyfriend or sexual partner is
of the “time wasting” kind.

#2. Sends Mixed Signals
Sending mixed signals is a clear sign he’s not yet 100% ready to commit. That might change, but it’s
a first warning sign.
Mixed signals are also a major warning sign of avoidant attachment types, which don’t make good
relationship partners.
What are mixed signals?
Here are some examples:
One day he’s all over you, another day he’s distant
Today he talks about holiday together, then he’s not sure if he’ll have time
Last week he texted 2 times a day, now it’s been 5 days and no single text
Anything that makes feel you like “it’s going somewhere” and then makes you unsure is the concrete
sign of mixed signals.

#3. He Talks About Other Women
If he:
Talks about other women
Points to other women to ask your opinion
Talks a lot about his exes
Comments on other women’s attractiveness in your presence
Chances are he’s got more of a fuckbudy / fun / fuckboy mentality. Or he might be an inveterate
womanizer, or maybe even consciously willing to let you know he’s not serious.
In any case, it’s a strong sign that, if you want commitment, you might have to look for it with
someone else.

#4. He Has No Jealousy Whatsoever
Conversely, if he’s very open to talk about your ex or what you think of other men, that’s a sign that
he’s not jealous at all.
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Little jealousy could be a good thing… But no jealousy at all can also be a sign he doesn’t want
anything serious.
Researcher John Gottman indeed found out that a complete lack of jealousy is often the precursor of a
break up.
Men who want their women for themselves should show at least a hint of protectiveness and
jealousy.
When I was dating around I used ask girls a lot about their exes and their other current options.
One because I’m curious -makes sense I started this website, no?- and two because, in a way, it was
my signal that they should be looking elsewhere for a serious thing.
So no jealousy at all and him asking about other men is are big, big signs that he’s wasting your time.

#5. His Future Doesn’t Include You
If he talks about his future without including you in it, it can be a bad sign. Especially if you’ve been
dating for a while.
If you just started dating, it’s not a big signal as it might simply be a guy who takes his time instead
of rushing in.
These are the signs when he talks about:
The places he wants to see (not the places you should visit together)
His projects and what it means to him (not the two of you)
The cars he wants to buy (and not where he wants to take you with them)
The money he wants to make (and now hot he wants to make you and him better off with that
money)
As a matter of fact, to find out if he is wasting your time encourage him to talk about the future,
and then see how he talks and related to the future.
Is it just him? Or is it both of you?

#6. There Is No Relationship Growth
Relationship that lead to committment often get there following a path.
That path is not carved in stone, but there are a few common milestones that can provide you with
good information.
It’s a bad sign if he avoids anything that would send the message that the two of you are growing
closer, such as:
Avoids doing anything on Saint Valentine
He has no idea where this is going
Never introduces you as either his girlfriend or the one he’s dating
No gifts, ever
The time you spend together stays the same (ie.: at his place and little more)
Has some stupid rules about “no sleep overs”
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“Jokes” about not sleeping over also count. There is always a backdrop of truth in jokes.

#7. He Never Initiates Contact
Men who are serious about relationships and are secure in their attachment don’t play “who texted to
whom” games.
If the only conversation he initiates is about scheduling hook ups, you have another bad sign.
Notice that only meeting for sex might be the start of an actual relationship. But it needs to take off
and expand from there. And to test if he’s serious, you might want to propose doing more things
outside of his place (just don’t propose to exchange BJs for a trip with her like a lady did to me, that’s
truly a terrible game).

#8. He Says He Has Past Issues
Yep, if he’s saying it… Believe him.
You’d be surprised how many people hear those words, but totally ignore them.
They tell themselves “well… Who hasn’t”.
But most people who have “normal” issues and exes don’t talk about buggages.
Men who talk about buggages are often code-communicating they are still into their exes, that they
are not ready to move on and that they truly have commitment troubles.
Don’t listen to your girlfriend sayind it’s OK, they are being bad girlfriends -or at least, bad at giving
advice-.
Instead, consider it for what it is: an important warning sign that he might be wasting your time.

Look At The Whole
It’s worth repeating:
One sign by itself might be misleading.
Don’t stop and don’t stress about each and any single sign.
But look at the whole.
How do you feel, overall?
Let me be frank: if you are asking yourself whether or not is a time waster is already a negative sign.

False Signs He’s Wasting Your Time
There are many articles around the web helping women decode if he’s a time waster.
But they are seldom written by real dating experts and by people who really understand psychology.
That type of advice is not only generic, but often misleading.
Here are some signs that don’t necessarily mean he’s wasting your time:
Meet / Doesn’t Meet Your Friends
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Some guys are naturally outgoing and enjoy crowds and new people.
Some others are shy, introverted or outright antisocial.
Thus meeting or not meeting your friends can often be more a reflection of his personality than his
seriousness about relationships.
Never Takes You Out Anywhere
Some guys love doing things with girls they’ve just met.
Some others are more about chilling because. It’s not that they don’t take you out much, it’s that they
just don’t go out much in general.
So always double check with this one with his lifestyle. If he’s all work, or all work and videogames,
then don’t stress it.
(No) Public Affection
This is another sign that many women mistakenly use an indicator of a guy who’s wasting their time.
It could be, but again, this also often more a reflection of his personality.
Some men are highly effusive in public while some others tend to keep the romance behind the
curtains.
Some men show little public affection, but that doesn’t necessarily mean they’re not serious

What To Do When He’s Wasting Your Time
And now, the big question.
Imagine after this article you realized that yes, he might be wasting your time.
What do you do?
Some very popular dating books for women would let you believe you better never ask for a
relationship.
But that’s the wrong approach.
Consider this: a survey showed that 60% of the women who got married were ready to walk away if
the man wasn’t going to commit. That suggests that those women were not afriad of fielding their
demands.
And as Harvey righteously points out, asking for the commitment what you want is a sign of quality.
It shows you think you are worthy of a stable relationship and that you communicate clearly, without
playing games (that’s how secure attachment types communicate).
Here’s how you can structure it:
You: Tom, we have been seeing each other for a while now. And I really like you and
cherish time this. I feel I need something more tangible and stable out of it. Deep down, I
am looking for a committed relationship. How’s your point of view in this.
Or instead, if you want to be more aggressive, already after the 2nd or 3rd time you meet after sex
you can say what my ex-girlfriends said:
You: I don’t do sex outside of relationships.
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If he replies with anything that’s not a timeline or a tangible sign of commitment, start cutting back
the time you spend together.

How to Stop Time Wasters
Some men are as*holes and some men play a lot of mind games.
These are the reasons why men waste women’s times, including women who seek long-term
commitment and a family:
Ego validation
Safety of emotional attachment
To keep the sex coming
Unluckily, you cannot change that.
You can’t change men, but you can stop men from wasting your time. And, after all, that’s all you
need to do.
The first and most important step is mental.
And it comes with the realization that hoping to only meet high-quality men and real leaders who will
take a personal loss over your well being will not get you anywhere.
Because those men are rare.
You must go from “is he wasting my time” to “am I allowing him to waste my time?”.
The second step is to ask for what you want and need.
I have plenty of articles up on how to do that effectively and while retaining your allure and
femininity, so browse around.
The third step is to have a timeline.
If you don’t get the commitment you want, you must break up (just don’t put in the form of a breakup
threat).
The fourth step is following through with your breakup.
You’d be surprised at how many women get the commitment they wanted after a breakup.
But don’t break up with that mind. Break up with the idea of looking for someone who can give you
what you want.
You must go from “is he wasting my time” to “am I allowing him to waste my time?”.

SUMMARY
No, you’re not being paranoid asking yourself if you’re wasting your time with him.
As a matter of fact, you should be asking yourself that question. And then use this article and your
gut feeling to listen for the answer.
When you’re still not clear: ask for the commitment you want.
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How to Get a Boyfriend ASAP (Scientifically)
May 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Getting a boyfriend is easier than you think.
Most women date badly, so if you follow these simple steps you will naturally put yourself in a
position to get a boyfriend… Fast.
Consider this article a quick primer on effective dating.
Contents
#1. Take Care of Yourself
#2. Go Out A Lot: Help Chance Work Its Magic
#3. Send Available Signals
#4. Position Yourself Well
#5. Help Your Colleagues Make a Move
#6. Use online dating
#7. Give More Men a Chance
#8. Don’t Be AFraid of Showing Excitement
#9. Don’t Flake
#10. Don’t Wait For The Spark: Create it
#11. Don’t Chase Him (Too Much)…
#12. …But Don’t Play Unavailable
#13. Move Forward In Unison
#14. Demand Commitment (Early)
You Got a Boyfriend. Now What?
SUMMARY

#1. Take Care of Yourself
80% of your results come from mastering the basics
When I see a woman with unshaven legs, my heart cries.
I think you know the basics.
Now you must just stick to them.
That’s the ABC and you have to take care of that.
Let’s add something that will really set you apart instead:
Increase your feminine appeal (femininity is in short supply, use it!)
3 effective seductive styles
Seductive body language for women
Avoid these dressing styles (please!)
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#2. Go Out A Lot: Help Chance Work Its Magic
Life is a number’s game. And dating is even more so
Do a lot of events, meetups, mixers and after work drinks. Take up classes.
Which classes to choose?
Well, Data shows environments with more women make men lazy and entitled. Pick something that
is either 50/50 women to men or that has more men in it.
Here are some great ones where you’ll be the big prize in the room:
Tech meetups
Coding classes
Sports-bars (I know, they suck, just give it a try)
Outdoor sports
Then, once you’re there:

#3. Send Available Signals
#1 rule of social skills: make it easy for people to do what you want
Some guys will approach anyway.
But you gotta lower the bar so it won’t just be players and drunk slobs who’ll come your way.
Here are a few signs of availability without looking easy:
Smile a lot & be upbeat
Don’t reject men you don’t like harshly
Talk to your friends and glance at him
Look at him, then look down
Look at him, then smile
For more pictures and videos, check out “does she like me“, where I break down the signals of
attraction.
Tilted head and showing the neck invites him to approach
Now to make sure your potential boyfriend comes to you:

#4. Position Yourself Well
Not even the best womanizers can hit on an hidden woman… Let alone normal guys
I actively seek to meet women when I go out.
And sometimes I’d like to (friendly) slap some women to instill some wisdom.
They stare at a guy, smile, talk to their girlfriend and then look at him again… They give me all the
typical signs of interest.
But they never move from sitting in their big circles of friends! It’s as if they’d be scared to make it
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easy for him to say hi.
Be smarter instead:

Avoid These!
The idea of going out is to increase your chances. If you do any of the following, your chances
plummet:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Going out with guys (men won’t approach)
Sitting the whole time
Staying in the middle of your girlfriends
Getting too drunk
Flirting with everyone and getting to know noone

Do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Go out with just a couple girlfriends
Go to the bar by yourself
Move around a lot
Don’t smoke, but go out in the smoking area
Go to the bathroom often and by yourself
Go outside by yourself for a breath of fresh air
Look at people dancing by yourself
Admire the view (if there’s any)

Don’t be afraid of being a bit by yourself: we are past the jungle age and guys don’t carry a club
anymore.
Not the bad kind at least (allow me at least one bad joke per article :).

#5. Help Your Colleagues Make a Move
Lower the bar in your social circle
Most relationships bloom from workplaces or social circles.
Yet even there, many guys are wary of mucking it up with everyone around knowing it.
The solution?
Tell everyone your colleagues are lovely.. But just as friends. You don’t date colleagues and friends.
It will make you seem more precious and lower the pressure for guys to ask you out. And when you
go out, the more informal dates will give you a better chance of assessing them for who they really
are.
And if you end up hitting it off, it will only seem like you’ve made an exception for them, thus
boosting their self esteem.
Oh, because of course, to hell that rule, you never meant it to begin with. Who says you can’t date
colleagues anyway?
Also read:
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How to hit on colleagues

#6. Use online dating
Which net catches the best fishes? The wide one!
Sometimes women ask me this:
Should I use online dating?
And I can’t believe what I’m hearing. Like, you’re looking for a relationship and you not yet using
online dating??
That’s like saying you have been looking for a job and haven’t prepared your CV yet!
Nonsense!!
Sure, I get why some women aren’t there yet.
I remember laughing once at the online description of a Tinder profile:
I wish you had spoken to me on the metro instead
Yeah, I wished it too he had done that.
Of course in person is ideal and you dream of a finding a boyfriend who’ll sweep you off your feet.
But while we keep that dream alive, be realistic as well.
Hope for the best but also cast your net as wide as possible and you will get as many boyfriends
candidates as possible.

Why Online Dating?
Many great men can be more on the shy side.
And many great men might not even approach at all.
Why should miss on those? It’s a huge market!
And of course, there are many high quality men who are too busy to go to lots of social events.
And maybe they don’t take metro because they got cool cars :).
Plus, as Hussey says in Get The Guy, the guys who are most likely to approach you are also more
likely to be players. And too smooth an approach can be a sign of a womanizer.

#7. Give More Men a Chance
Rejection give women a rush of power… Which they will enjoy all by themselves ?
How to get a boyfriend in the shortest possible time?
Give as many men a chance!

Why It’s Important You Give Chances
The paradox of choice if a well known phenomenon which says that, in front of many options, we
end up unhappy and without picking anything.
Modernity is a huge dating paradox of choice.
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Urban life, dating apps and social media make us feel as if there are good men everywhere.
Hollywood movies and advertising further raise our expectation beyond reality.
The result?
Women wait and wait… And wait.
But the reality might be harsher: there aren’t that many great men. And the more time goes by, the
fewer there will be (math says so!).
Don’t let that happen to you: to get a boyfriend, give those boys a chance.
I’m not sure where to go… Maybe I’ll just stay put for a while

#8. Don’t Be AFraid of Showing Excitement
Emotions are contagious. And honesty is refreshing.
Scarcity does up your value… Up to a very limited point.
But unavailable games are also often abused and misused.
I talk about it more in depth in 7 biggest mistakes women make in dating. For here, suffice to say that
if you really wanna use scarcity, tweak it like this:
You: I’m very busy and don’t have much free time… But I can find some for someone who
deserves it
Bang!
Now you communicated scarcity -if you really need to do that- plus showed him the light at the end
of the tunnel. And you built him up.

What to Text Before the Date
But best of all, in my opinion, is showing candid interest.
Emotions are contagious, so he’ll likely feel the same. Plus a honest gal is so refreshing!
Example:
I wasn’t going to be too moved whether this date was on or not. But after she sent me that message?
A question mark on her “yes”, plus adding she was looking forward… Now me too, I was really
looking forward to it!
Sincere interest gets you happy, interested boyfriends!

#9. Don’t Flake
Not once in history did a woman get a boyfriend by canceling a date
Once you set out the date, don’t flake.
Don’t cancel and try not to reschedule.
The reason is deeply psychological -and scientific-.

The Science Behind It
It’s the sad reality of back-rationalization (Eagleman, 2011).
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If you don’t make it happen soon, your mind will back-rationalize that maybe you didn’t like him that
much.
That’s not true, but that’s how the mind works.

Example: hit when it’s hot
Many times I’ve had underwhelming first encounter. But we met quick and things just happened.
Some other times I have had an amazing first encounter with a woman.
Then something happened that we had to reschedule the date. And we never met again (example
below).

We missed the first try. Missed the second too. And it never happened. It was a great connection, and
maybe she’ll end up with some boring schmuck.

#10. Don’t Wait For The Spark: Create it
The spark is great. But love also builds over time: don’t depend on the sparks, create them
Listen to this story.
Aziz in his book The Tao of Dating talks about a girlfriend of his who had just been on a great date.
The two daters talked for the whole night and they had so much in common.
But… She wasn’t sure she was going to see him again.
The reason? There was no spark.
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Spark’s Great…
Now don’t get me wrong, I love an initial chemistry. It’s amazing.
But The spark is cr@p as a predictor of long lasting love and of commitment. If you are wondering
how to get a boyfriend, that’s NOT by looking at sparks.
Me and this woman had a great spark.
With lots of fireworks soon after, too.
And see how it ended:

.. But love develops over time
Love is often like developing your passion: it builds over time.
People who feel the butterflies are often anxious attachment type dating an avoidant attachment type.
And that’s the recipe for the worst relationship you can have.
Indeed anxious women craving intimacy often pass up the best boyfriends –secure attachment types–
because, well… They’re too stable.

#11. Don’t Chase Him (Too Much)…
Let his momma smother him
This is another very popular basic advice you know already.
And it’s mostly for the girls out there who want to get a boyfriend but get too needy when they’re
about to get one (check Why Men Love Bitches).
However, in my experience, this is a minority of women in the west.
But if it’s you, well, try to keep a balance of contact. Let’s say no more than 1.-2 times for every time
he contacts you.

#12. …But Don’t Play Unavailable
In a world of gamers, honest women shine bright
But don’t play unavailable games either.
The whole dating advice industry is built on two (often wrong) fundamentals:
1. Be unavailable (make him chase)
2. Invest little (and make him invest much)
Both work, but almost nobody says they work only in specific scenarios and, often, with the wrong
kind of guys.
It works with avoidants, the guys who can’t commit, because they will be very happy that you keep
the distance (and if you want to get a boyfriend, you need to screen these guys out).
If you want to get a boyfriend fast, I recommend you do the opposite.
Look at this woman how she sped up the dating while also dropping games (and while also showing
me a lesson and taking control of the dating process):
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The alternative?

#13. Move Forward In Unison
Life is a tango. And there’s no dance if the partner doesn’t dance along
Bruce Bryan in his great Never Chase Men Again says that high quality men have little tolerance
for egocentric women.
Asking for the moon will not make you sound like a prize, but like an entitled princess on a pea (and
entitlement is a typical trait of low quality women).
That’s why you should move the relationship forward together with him. One step him, one step you.
He comes towards you, you move further towards him.
He does something nice, you do something nice back.
That’s how you advance steadily and resolutely towards a committed relationship.
Read more here:
How to get high quality men with reciprocal investment

How Test Men for Relationships
If he doesn’t do much to further the relationship, I like this technique: the big surprise.
For example, invite him home where you have a home cooked dinner with a top wine, candles and
all.
Then, if he appreciates and gives back to you, he’s a keeper.
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If he doesn’t, you might want to drop him.
And that’s how get a boyfriend the smart woman way: screening quickly the time wasters who can’t
commit to quickly find the men who want to be your boyfriend.

#14. Demand Commitment (Early)
Good things come to those who don’t wait
Some best-seller dating books would want you to behave as if you never wanted a relationship in a
million year.
I say I’ve never heard a biggest BS than that.
Some other books swung the opposite direction and would want you to ask for a relationship before
sex. I say that’s way out of line and will only work, again, with men you probably don’t want as
boyfriends (read: should you delay sex).
What The Solution?
Steve Harvey of Act Like a Lady Think Like a Man recommends you ask for a relationship early.
Because demanding commitment shows you’ve got standards. And standards are a sign of quality.
And I couldn’t agree more.
Here’s a quick idea the woman of my last committed relationship used on me:
You: I don’t do sex outside of relationships
We were already intimate, and the fact we were having a great time together was all leverage for her
to come up with that very early -like 3rd date or so-.
She doesn’t threaten anything directly, which you should never do, but does two great things:
1. Shows her value: she’s not a fu*k buddy type of gal
2. Implies we might not see each other without a committment
Shoot. Or get off the range

You Got a Boyfriend. Now What?
Now relationship skills take center stage.
But it would be beyond the scope of this article.
For now, congrats :).
Then later you can start reading on relationship theory here and on practical applications here.
Cheers!

SUMMARY
And here’s a one sentence summary on how to get a boyfriend ASAP:
Cast your net wide: date fast, date many, commit quick or get off the pot.
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Sources:
While this article is primarily my opinion, it is also based on copious amount of dating advise I
investigate, lots of personal experience, years and years of observation and a deeper than average
knowledge of psychology and sociology.
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Love Maps For Everlasting Relationships: Examples &
Exercises
May 21, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
As per John Gottman’s research, love maps are a fundamental element to make relationships work in
the long run.
Taking care of your love maps, or the knowledge you have about your partner, will make sure you
keep a happy, long-lasting relationship.
This article will explain:
What love maps are
Why love maps are important
How you can use love maps to improve your relationship
Contents
What Is a Love Map
Love Map Updates
Why Love Maps Are The Foundation
Love Maps & Love
Love Maps Are Like Insurance
Examples of Love Maps
Updating Love Maps Prevents Affairs
Love Map Questions
Love Maps Games
SUMMARY

What Is a Love Map
John Gottman is funny sometimes.
He seems to have little sense of marketing and uses complex names that bare little resemblance to
reality and which confuse instead of helping.
But the definition of a love map is super simple:
A love map is the knowledge you have about your partner.
Sounds simple?
Yes, because it is!
And what, it gets better: building a love map means getting you your partner.
But don’t close the page just yet.
If it were just that simple, we wouldn’t have even needed an article on it. But there is something more
in store for you.
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The more you know about your partner, the richer your love map is. Here’s some example of what is
inside a love map:
Major events in your partner’s life
Goals and dreams
Worries and fears
Favorite food, cities, holidays etc.

Love Map Updates
The bulk of the love map stays the same.
Once you deeply get to know your partner, you got most of your map. But it doesn’t end there, of
course.
As your partner grows and changes, so should the love maps.
Updating love maps means you stay curious about your partner, and it’s crucial to keep the
relationship strong.
Why?
Because updating love maps sends that message that you care about your partner.

Updates are where most couples slip
At the beginning of a relationship, it’s easier to build love maps.
This might be even more true in more traditional cultures or in cultures with longer dating period
before sex (of course, that’s on average: staying longer without sex is obviously no guarantee that the
couple is any good at building love maps).
As time goes by though it’s unluckily rather common that couples start taking each other for granted
and stop updating their love maps and asking about each other.
As Brene Brown points in Daring Greatly, stopping to care, or disengagement, is the first sign of
betrayal. Indeed as we will see in the examples, that’s the perfect recipe for romance to die -and
extramarital affairs to blossom-.

Why Love Maps Are The Foundation
Gottman says that couples who stay together for the long haul stay together for a reason. And that’s
usually not because of great sex, lack of arguments or power of will.
It’s usually because they like each other. And liking has a strong relationship with how well we know
each other and how well we keep being interested in each other.

Love Maps & Love
Without a love map, you can’t really know your partner. And if you don’t really know someone, how
can you truly love them?
Staying together without love maps indeed sends a very bad message.
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If you don’t care to get to know the person, you basically communicate you are with your partner
because you had no other options. You couldn’t get any better, she’s got a vagina (or penis), and
boom, there you are.
Now, don’t tell your partner, but even if that weren’t true, you can still grow fond of each other.
Deepen those love maps, and start being together growing love and appreciation.

Love Maps Are Like Insurance
In The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work Gottman says that deep love maps give solid
foundations to a marriage. Couples with rich love maps indeed cope better with the stressful events in
their lives.
A strong love map will strengthen the bond, and that bond will keep you going when the going gets
tough.
On the other hand, if you don’t start with deep love maps it will be easy to lose your direction when a
major upset hits you.

Examples of Love Maps
Here are a few examples of love maps from relationships:

#1. Pillow Talk Love Maps
Bedroom conversation can often be the perfect time to expand our love maps. Pillow talk after an
orgasm is also a the perfect time to expand on sexual love maps.
Here is an example from “Crazy Stupid Love”:
Note that the above relationship example is just starting. As we’ve mentioned it’s easier to start with
deep love maps. But it doesn’t mean everyone does it well.
Start well and you’re halfway through!

#2 Deep Romance Love Maps
Before Sunrise is the perfect example of love maps romance.
The whole movie is basically based on the magic and romance of love maps and getting to know the
partner like nobody else has ever known them.
Here is a great example:
The opposite instead are relationships with no love maps, or with zero updates:

# 3. Dead Relationships Lack of Love Maps
The movie Fargo is an example of a completely absent love map.
Notice she tries to build him up without asking him how he feels, which is a bit of an empty support.
But it’s on his side that it gets really terrible.
He knows nothing about his wife’s life and his “I love you” sound empty and meaningless. When we
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love somebody we know nothing about, it’s fair to think we’re in love with our own made up image,
not with the person.

#4. Affair Love Maps
Now it gets even more interesting.
A lack of love maps pushes partners into affairs. Indeed statistics say that most affairs, especially for
women, start in the workplace and with an emotional bond first –read here how emotional affair
begin-.
It’s not uncommon for affair partners to say “you understand me so much better” (love map is not the
same as understanding someone, but you can’t have understanding without love maps).
Here is a good example:

Updating Love Maps Prevents Affairs
Updating love maps is indeed a great antidote to affairs.
It keeps the connection going and the romance fresh. And it creates a “team effect” with which the
couple takes on the world a duo, not as separate entities.

Love Map Questions
To deepen your love maps you can ask each other any kind of question and branch off from there.
I would start from the deeper, most basic stuff.
Here are some examples:

Deep Maps
What did you want to do as a kid
Why you didn’t do that
How did you end up doing what you do now
Does does satisfy you?
If not, what would you want to do now if you could do anything?
Is that your dream?
If not, what would you say is your dream life?
If you could be paid the same you’re paid now, what would you do?
Don’t you think you could that, somehow?
How would you like to be remembered
Do you care about leaving a mark on this world?

Current Maps
What are you busy with these days
What worries you these days
The best thing that happened to you in the last week
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What are you looking forward the most in your daily life
What are you looking forward the most in the upcoming month
You favorite way to spend this evening?

Other People in Their Life
Favorite colleagues
Most hated colleague
Most handsome / beautiful colleague
Best friend
How are your friends doing
What’s your relationship like with your friends now
Has anything happened to your friend
When did you last speak to your family
What did you say
Who do you look forward the most to seeing

Personal Preferences
Best way to soothe?
What dish do you look forward the most
Favorite sexual position
How do you usually orgasm
Best holiday ever
If you could go anywhere, where would you go right now. Why?
The next book you would like to read
What team do you support if your team is out of the competition?
Your most secret ambition you would never tell anyone
A secret you have never told anyone
As you can see you can really go wild about it. And I bet many of these answers are unknown to you
about your partner.

Love Maps Games
Instead of asking your partner, let your partner come up with one of the questions above -or simply
make your own questions-. Then you talk about what you think your partner would reply.
Then listen to what your partner say and use it as a discussion topic to deepen your love maps and to
better get to know your partner.

SUMMARY
In a nutshell, why should you care about love maps and getting to know your partner better and
better?
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This why:
1. The better you know your partner, the more solid your relationship
2. The more you ask, the more you care (and the more your partner feels cared for)
3. The more you share, the deeper the bond and the higher the quality of the relationship
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Turning Towards: Learn How to Use Emotional Bids for
Connection
May 22, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
An emotional connection is what truly makes for great relationships.
And emotional connections are built on emotional bids for connection and learning how to turn
towards those emotional bids.
By the end of this article, you will know how recognize an emotional bid and how to correctly turn
toward.
Contents
What is Emotional Connection
1. Turning Towards
2. Turning Away
3. Turning Against
Emotional Connection & Relationships Impact
Emotional Connection Examples
How to Emotionally Connect
SUMMARY

What is Emotional Connection
Let’s define “emotional connection” as follows:
An emotional connection is the attunement couples have to each other’s feelings.
We connect emotionally every time we recognize that something is meaningful to our partners and
we turn towards them.
Every time our partner wants to connect with us (bid for connection) and we turn towards them, we
build emotional connection.
This example will clear everything out for you:

Turning Towards & Emotional Connection
Turning Towards is the expression John Gottman uses for emotional connection.
This article is based in large part on Gottman’s work, but I will be using the expression “emotional
connection” in place of “turning towards”.

1. Turning Towards
Turning towards is what builds trust and emotional connection. To turn towards, one must first
recognize the bids for connection.
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Recognizing Bids for Connection
Bids for connection are attempts for affection, attention or any type of positive connection.
In The Relationship Cure Gottman says that recognizing bids for connection requires a bit of
emotional intelligence as it’s not always straightforward to recognize a bid for connection.
Sometimes a comment is pure “transactional”, meaning that our partner wants to get something done
or just says something with no feelings or deeper meaning behind it.
However, as you get to your know your partner better -“expand your love maps” in Gottman’s
wording-, you will naturally become better and better at recognizing bids for connection.

Bids for Connection & Gender
As a rule of thumb, women make more bids for connection than men.
Men make less bids for connection when the health of the relationship deteriorates. Women instead
keep making the same amount of bids independently of the health of the relationship.
This gives men a great chance to turn things around by turning towards those bids more often when
things aren’t going well.

When People Miss Bids for Emotional Connections
Missing a bid for connection is the equivalent of turning away.
And it’s important to get bids for emotional connections right because Gottman research shows that
people will not try again 80% of the times.

Recognizing Hidden Bids
Sometimes bids for emotional connection are not even verbally expressed but hide behind a
complaint, a criticism or an argument. In Ten Lessons to Transform Your Marriage Gottman refers to
them as “longing behind the criticism”.
Here’s an example:
Notice how he recognizes her bid for emotional connection beyond her facade aggressiveness.

2. Turning Away
Turning away can happen because the partner:
Lacks emotional sensitivity
Doesn’t care
Is engaging in suppressed negativity (passive aggressiveness, stonewalling)
This is an example of a guy lacking emotional sensitivity and misses all the chances to turn towards
her partner:
Notice his mistakes:
“It’s not that big of a deal”
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And looks away instead of fully engaging
I don’t know what to say, what do you want me to do
He’s obviously not paying attention to the emotional conversation going on. He needs to attune and
turn towards -and she could do a better job to communicate it more clearly-.

Emotional Connection & Infidelity
A lack of emotional connection in the relationship is one of the major causes of infidelity.
The movie The Good Girl is fully based on infidelity born out of emotional disconnection:
How Cheating Happens: The Good Girl Example
This is a great example of how emotional cheating develops
Posted by The Power Moves on Sunday, June 3, 2018

3. Turning Against
Turning against is less often suppressed negativity and more often about full blown belligerence.
This includes the whole gamut of relationship killers: criticism, contempt, defensiveness and
meanness. If belligerence starts to supersede the positive aspects of the relationship it can often give
birth to a vicious circle of negativity.

Emotional Connection & Relationships Impact
John Gottnam followed newly wed couples for 6 years.
At the 6 year mark he noticed that couples who were still married turned towards each other 86% of
the times. And couple that divorced turned towards each other only 33% of the times.
That’s the kind of difference that turning towards each other and building emotional connection does
for a relationship.

Emotional Connection Examples
And as usual, here are some example to better understand through practical examples.

#1. Fake Turn Towards Example
Sweet Dreams (1985) has a great example of what I’d call a “fake turn towards”.
Let’s see:
He turns towards only verbally.
He has no follow up questions and, most of all, he doesn’t turn towards with his body language. She
gives him another chance when she says:
Ask me something else? Come on, let’s have a conversation
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But he turns away once again. And he shows how clueless he is when he says “I don’t want to have a
fight with you”. Of course she doesn’t want a fight, she wanted some attention and emotional
connection.

#2. Turn Away Example
Here’s a real life example of turning away. It needs little explanations:
A good example of how learning to turn towards can drastically improve a relationship.

#3. Sexually Turning Away
Bid for (sexual) connections are particularly obvious when initiating sex.
Turning away or against in this case can be particularly painful for the partner as it’s a double
rejection.
Here is an example from “Wake Up That Libido” (1996):

#4. Turning Towards
And, albeit it was very easy for him to spot, here’s a turning towards example.
Notice that the conversation soon takes a bad turn, but the beginning is typical turning towards.
Learn to turn towards and to stay on that emotional wave, and you’re golden.

How to Emotionally Connect
To emotionally connect better, we can do a few things:
1. Improve your emotional intelligence
We can learn body language, nonverbal and typical situations when people make bids for connection
(ie.: after a loss, when grieving, when feeling lonely etc.)
2. Communicate Clearly
Our partner can’t read our minds and might not be highly emotionally intelligent.
That’s OK, we can help train them!
Instead of hiding behind an argument, we have to make it clear to our partner that we are making a
bid for attention. This is how secure attachment types communicate.
3. Learn about your partner
Here’s how to kill two birds with a stone: the more you know your partner, the stronger your
relationship. And the more you know your partner, the more you will know when they are making a
bid for connection.
Read how to get to know your partner.
4. Listening Without Offering Empty Reassurance
Sometimes it’s difficult listening to our partner’s pain. Especially if we feel like we caused. But
responding with “don’t worry, it will be fine” does not feel like support.
It feels like you don’t want to be bothered by her feelings.
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Much better instead to say something like: “of course you are upset, anyone would be upset”.
5. Don’t Dismiss and Minimize
Many couples fight because men dismiss their partners’ emotions instead of attuning. To avoid
dismissing emotions and keep a strong emotional connection in your relationship, avoid all of the
following when she’s sharing her feelings:
Minimize them (or say she’s exaggerating)
Fix them
Try to distract her from them
Make fun of them
Mock them
Ignore them
Men shouldn’t think of emotions as troubles that need to be fixed, but as opportunities for emotional
connection.
6. Do The Following
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Take turns to speak
Don’t give advice, just listen first (women react more negatively to quick advise)
Force yourself to listen non-defensively even if it’s about something you did wrong
Show genuine interest
Communicate your understanding
Take your partner side
Express a ‘we against others’ attitude
Express affection (say I love you, put arm around them)
Validate emotions (empathize)

SUMMARY
Turning towards our partner when they make a bid for connection increases our emotional connection
in relationships. Emotional connection makes a huge difference between great relationship and
floundering ones.
For creating emotional connection from strangers, read: how to develop deep emotional connection.

Further Reading
Get to know your partner for deeper intimacy
Positive perspective for happy relationships
Accept influence
Learn conflict management skills
Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse (criticism, defensiveness, contempt, stonewalling)
How meanness undermines relationships
And if you want to read everything (and more) tidily organized in one single place, check the
relationship manual in the store.
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Accepting Influence: The Secret of a Successful Relationship
May 23, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Accepting influence, whether from your wife, your girlfriend, or just simply your date, is one of the
cornerstones of a healthy relationship.
This article, based on John Gottman’s research, delves deeper in what accepting our partner’s
influence actually mean.
It will provide you with:
1. The theory of accepting influence
2. Real life examples of accepting and refusing influence
3. How you can become more accepting of your partner’s influence
Listening, caring about her opinion and accepting influence pays off (as long as you’re not kissing
up)
Contents
Why You Should Care About Relationship Influence
What is Relationship Influence
Gender Gap: Accepting Influence Is Harder For Men
It’s Not About Giving Away Power
Influence and Conflict Resolution
What Accepting Influence Does
How to Accept Influence: Mental Shift
Examples of Accepting Influence
Accepting Influence Quiz
People Who Refuse Influence
SUMMARY
Further Reading:

Why You Should Care About Relationship Influence
Let’s start with a big WHY first.
Why should you care and why should you learn to accept influence.
Researches show that there’s a strong correlation between accepting the partner’s influence and both
the level of happiness and the life expectancy of the relationship.
In The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work Gottman says that 81% of couples that don’t
accept influence split up.
And of course, even if you don’t split up, you end in a combative relationship which really does not
make your life a great one.
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What is Relationship Influence
Let seek a definition:
Accepting influence means taking your partner’s opinion into account, and being open to
use her (or his) input to decide together on what to do as a couple.
Basically, it means that for decisions that impact both of you, both of you get a saying.
Sounds fair, right?
And from a power dynamics point of view, accepting influence providers the relationship leader with
more legitimacy and, ultimately, more power.

Gender Gap: Accepting Influence Is Harder For Men
Accepting influence is harder for men.
Research shows that a majority of women—even in unhappy relationships—do accept influence.
It doesn’t mean of course women are always agreeable or make fewer mistakes.
But it does mean they let their men influence their decision making and that they do take their men’s
opinions and feelings into account.
It also seems that it’s mostly and heterosexual men’s issue. Heterosexual men are indeed the very
worst at accepting influence.
Research shows that that same-sex couples, including gays, are far better at sharing power and
influence.

No Men Bashing
If you’ve been reading around, this is not a website to belittle men.
This a website to grow and empower. And empowerment starts from knowledge.
Knowing that we as men have a tendency to resist influence -and that tendency is undermining our
relationships- is the first step towards getting better.
If only one partner wins, then they’re both losing

It’s Not About Giving Away Power
This article is also not to say that men should give up all their power.
Relinquishing all power is the safest way to turn a woman off.
But it does mean that men should share more power and take their partner’s opinion more into
account.

Example of accepting influence from a position of power
In my last relationship, for example, I’d openly tell my girlfriend that the man should be the one in
charge.
But it’s a sharing the decision kind of thing, as she’s the second in command.
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And based on the division of tasks and responsibilities, of course, there are situations where I am the
sole decision maker or she is the sole decision maker.
An the other simply trusts the partner to handle those matters.

Influence and Conflict Resolution
There’s a strong correlation between accepting influence and the ability to tackle issues successfully.
Indeed The Four Horsemen of criticism, contempt, stonewalling and, most of all, defensiveness, are
often the sign that a partner is resisting influence.
And it’s not a coincidence that 65% of men increase negativity during an argument. It’s because they
are resisting influence with a barrage of counterattacks instead.

What Accepting Influence Does
Contrary to what some might think, accepting your partner’s influence is the best way to acquire
more respect, power and influence.
Cialdini in his seminal Influence shows that even in business negotiations, giving and compromising
on something is a great indicator of successful negotiation outcomes.
Women are also more likely to be kinder during confrontations when their partners accept their
influence.

How to Accept Influence: Mental Shift
There is a very, very simple way to fix all influence-related issues in a relationship.
It requires a shift in the way people see the world.
It’s about going from a zero-sum game of win or lose and “I” VS “her” to an “us”.
It’s about deciding together, finding compromises both are happy with and respecting our partner.
We should want our partner to be happy and to participate in the decision.
Anything else is relationship-deranged thinking.

Examples of Accepting Influence
And here are a few ways of dealing with relationship power struggles:

#1. Refusal of Influence
Look at this example.
Grant Cardone utterly refuses her influence on the topic. And goes even one step beyond when he
recruits the help of the people in the audience to isolate her.
Simply terrible.
See if for yourself:
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Her reaction says it all.

#2. Fake Acceptance of Influence
The Godfather alternates from a fake acceptance of influence to outright refusal.
Fake Acceptance
When he says “I will change Kay” he is giving her a front about changing. But it doesn’t sound
sincere.
He doesn’t take the time to listen to her, doesn’t take the time understand her, which would show that
he cares.
It’s no coincidence that when he says: “I know how you felt” he actually totally misses the point.
Refusal of Influence
When he tells her the discussion is over, that’s an obvious refusal of influence.

Accepting Influence Quiz
Ask yourself the following questions about. Does your partner:
Listen attentively to your opinion and needs
Make you feel what you say count
Listen even when you’re having an argument
Takes care you share your point of view
Respects you during disagreements and conflicts
Avoid making it all about winning
Believe in give and take
Believe in “shared leadership”
Use all his persuasion skills when deciding about something
Approaches problems with a win-win mentality
Approaches problems like you need to solve them, not win them
Lets you finish to make your point
Tells you when you have a good idea
Usually looks for points of agreements
Largely avoids getting overly emotional (or hysterical)
If you answer yes, than you (or your partner) are able to accept each other’s influence.
If your answers are mostly no, then you need to work on this. And make sure you or your partner do
not below to the power addict category, in which case external help might be needed:

People Who Refuse Influence
Some people have a domineering, bossy tendency.
These people, who often are power-hungry individuals, have difficulty in accepting influence.
And these are exactly the people who need to work the hardest on themselves and on their
relationships.
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There’s a different, more problematic breed of people who refuse influence though. These are what
we call “power addicts”. For power addicts it’s almost impossible to share power and accept
influence.
I wrote an article on it:
Relationship with a a power addict
In a nutshell, it’s hard to even get these people to change because they see changing/not changing as
another power struggle they need to win (instead of a step towards a better life and relationship).

SUMMARY
Accepting your partner’s influence, deciding together and caring about what she thinks is really one
of the best things you can do in your relationship.
And it’s exactly what high quality men, relationship leaders do.
It’s one of the pillars upon which any healthy relationship rest.
I think the following quote will perfectly summarize this article:
Accepting your partner influence communicates you care and respect her. And it means
being in it together, as an us instead of I.

Further Reading:
Fix the 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse (criticism, defensiveness, contempt, stonewalling)
Make sure you have a positive to negative ratio of 5:1
Get to know your partner
Turn towards and build emotional connection
Get a positive perspective
Learn conflict management skills
Or in one go, get the relationship manual:
Relationship manual
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Fondness and Admiration: Gottman’s Secret to Stay In Love
(Explained)
May 25, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to stay in love might sound like a silly question.
Turns out, it’s true what someone said: there are no silly questions, only silly answers.
And the answer to “how to stay in love” is fondness and admiration.
Let’s go step by step.
Contents
The Beginning of Love
After Limerence
How to Stay In Love
Fondness and Admiration Examples
When Love Expires
Staying In Love Test
Staying in Love Examples
Exercises to Stay In Love
SUMMARY

The Beginning of Love
Limerence is a term coined by psychologist Dorothy Tennov in his book Love and Limerence.
Since then, it has rapidly been accepted in the scientific community as a valid concept.
People sometimes refer to limerence as the “honeymoon phase”, “butterflies in the stomach” or
“puppy love”.
Some sources even list “having a crush” as a form of limerence.
When in limerence we often feel the following:
Happy and upbeat
constant thoughts about our partner
strong sexual attraction for our partner
desire for reciprocation
craving to see our partner
hope and optimism for the future
when reciprocated, a feeling that nothing could tear you apart
Now, that last point is the most important.
Because when limerence is still going strong, we don’t notice much of our partners flaws. And when
we do notice, we also tend to accept them and to be confident that we can overcome them.
But what when limerence ends?
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Turns out, what breaks many relationships is the failed transition between the “butterfly love
face”, or limerence, and the “real” relationship right after.
Let’s dig deeper.

After Limerence
Dorothy Tennov says limerence can last from a few weeks to several decades, but the average is 18
months to three years.
Once limerence is over, our blinders also come off.
Romantic attraction might still be there, but it’s not anymore the main driver that keeps us together.
And all the small issues that bothered us at the beginning start screaming louder and louder.
And if we are not careful contempt, criticism and stonewalling can all plant their ugly roots right after
limerence and poison our relationships.
And to stay together in a happy, healthy relationship we need something else.
What can we do then to keep love alive?

How to Stay In Love
Fondness and admiration are the second layer of the Gottman’s solid foundation for a relationship to
work (the first being love maps).
Fondness and admiration are the perfect antidote to the limerence expiration date and they are the
perfect way to keep us focused on the positives.
Because of the positive atmosphere they foster, they are also the perfect antidote to vicious circles
and contempt as well.

Fondness and Admiration Examples
Being fond of your partner includes the following:
Feeling of pride for your partner
Liking our partner
Attraction for our partner
Here are a few ways to express it:
It drives me wild when you… (come back home and start kissing me)
I’m really proud of you… (getting that promotion)
I love it how you… (smell so good before coming to bed)
I am really impressed by your… (knowledge on X topic)
I really respect you because of… (strong values)
I very much appreciate that you… (work so hard for us)
Thank you for… (admitting that)
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When Love Expires
When love expires without fondness, we could get a vicious spiral into the four horsemen of the
apocalypse and a separation.
But it’s also possible the couple stays together. Indeed, as Mira Kirshenbaum wrote, divorce is an
overrated predictor of poor relationships.
Many poor relationships indeed never end. They just stay poor.
This is a perfect, sad example of a relationship fully devoid of fondness an admiration:

Staying In Love Test
Read the statements below and think whether or not they apply to you.
Do you:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Touch and kiss affectionately
Say “I love you”
Respect each other
Feel loved
Think of your partner fondly when away
Can easily list 3 things you admire about your partner
Feel accepted and liked
Feel proud of your partner
Enjoy his achievements
Can easily say you you dated him
Feel he finds you attractive and sexy
Think there’s fire and passion
Feel turned on by him
Would date him again if you could go back
Feel romance is still alive
Sleep showing affection
Feel glad when you see your partner
Appreciate the things your partner often does
Feel your partner generally likes your personality
Feel satisfied about your sex life

If you can say yes to more than 10 questions, your relationship is very healthy.
If you score poorly, not everything is lost. Sometimes fondness and admiration must be re-discovered
beneath layers negativity.
You can start with the exercise below.

Staying in Love Examples
Here’s an example of appreciation I liked:
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Her: Thank you for admitting that
Coupled with her expression of sincere gratefulness, it makes it a great moment of appreciation and
admiration.
If she wanted to go one step further she could have added “thank you for admitting that. I really love
you when you are so honest”.

Exercises to Stay In Love
In The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work Gottman introduces an exercise helping couples
rediscover fondness and admiration and staying in love.
The idea is to pick 3 a positive adjectives among a list that describe your partner.
Then name situations when your partner recently showed those qualities. And tell them about it.
Loving
Graceful
Thrifty
Strong
Committed
Relaxed
Tender
Powerful
Sexy
The idea of this exercise is not to do it once and end it. The idea is to kick-start an habit.

Creating Shared Meaning
The second level of this exercise is to go deeper. Explore with your partner why you picked the
virtues that you picked.
And articulate why they are important to you. This why you will better get to know your partner and
you will create shared meaning.

SUMMARY
The beginning of love is always great.
But to build strong, healthy and long lasting relationships, we need to throw the basis and foundation
for when the “butterflies phase” runs out.
We do it by building a culture of appreciation, fondness and admiration.
This article gave you a few examples and an exercise on to stay in love forever.
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The Magic Relationship Ratio: How to Stay Together
May 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There’s a magic relationship ratio to stay together, and it was a huge surprise for me.
The relationship ratio tells us that it doesn’t matter whether couples fight a lot or not.
What truly matters, says John Gottman’s research, is that no matter the conflict style the couple has,
they will stay together as long as the positive moments outnumber the negative ones by 5 to 1.
Contents
What The Magic Ratio Tells Us
Why 5:1?
Examples of Negative Interactions
Positivity
How to Stay Together
Where to Start
SUMMARY

What The Magic Ratio Tells Us
Gottman’s research debunked a old myth:
That great couples fight less.
Indeed, in the past, and in large part also today, many believe that strong relationships have little
fights in them. But research has dispelled that myth.
Indeed in Why Marriages Succeed or Fail, John Gottman explains that one type of successful
couples, which he calls “volatile”, fight frequently and, often fight vehemently.
But here is the key: as long as frequently fighting couples kept a ratio of positive to negatives of 5:1
during their arguments they remained happy and stable together.

Why 5:1?
Why 5:1 and not, say, 1,5:1?
Wouldn’t more positive simply be enough to outweigh the negatives?
Well, no.
Negativity has more power to inflict damage than positivity has power to heal and bring us closer.

Relationships As Bank Account
Imagine your relationship as a bank account.
In a way it’s not a big stretch since most social relationships entail a form of exchange.
For every positive interaction and act of caring, you deposit one Dollar. Every negative interaction
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one is worth five Dollars.
To keep it positive, it’s not enough to be slightly kinder than you are mean. It means you need to be
overwhelmingly kind to offset any meanness and contemptuous signs.

Examples of Negative Interactions
This should be obvious, but it’s worth repeating:
It’s impossible to keep a positive balance if negativity permeates our relationships.
The signs of negativity besieging our relationships are The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse:
Criticism
Contempt
Defensiveness
Stonewalling
When they get together and the negatives start outweighting the positive, the relationship can spiral
into a vicious circle and lead to a break up.
And I added:
Meanness
Meanness is a special case of a partner seeking to say the most hurtful thing they can say.
With that type of cruelty, you don’t go to minus five Dollars, but you might as well as go to minus
five hundred Dollars.

Positivity
The examples of positive uinteractions during conflict are the following:
Interest
Asking questions
Kindness
Empathy
Affectionate

How to Stay Together
The analogy of the 1 dollar VS the 5 dollar is a good one because, Gottman says, it’s all indeed about
small daily actions and behavior.
For example:
Turning towards instead of away
A smile
Affirming nod
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Hugging
A kiss when you’re back home
If they don’t come natural to you… Don’t worry. Start by implementing them intentionally and
consistently.
Create a habit of daily, constant positive reinforcements.

Where to Start
How do you start making positive contributions to your relationship account?
Here is what Gottman suggets:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start by getting to your know partner well
Then add a culture of appreciation, fondness and admiraiton
And learn to read your partners’ bid for affections
Learn how to turn towards those bids

If you get those four rights, chances are you will never have to worry about keeping a good
relationship ever again.

SUMMARY
To stay together research has shown that the positives have to vastly outnumber the negatives.
That’s why it’s paramount that you build positive daily habits of doing many small nice things
towards each other.
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Positive Perspective: The Secret to Happy Relationships
May 27, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article is about the the Positive Perspective, a John Gottman’s concept that is the key to happy
relationships.
By the end of this article you will learn how keeping a positive attitude (positive sentiment override)
will make your relationship a paradise.
And how a negative attitude (negative sentiment override) can destroy your relationship (and
happiness).
Contents
What’s Positive Perspective
What a Positive Perspective Does
Keys to a Happy Relationship
Negative Sentiment Override
Vicious Circle VS Negative Sentiment Override
Are You in a Negative Relationship?
Away Time Test
Positive VS Negative Override
SUMMARY

What’s Positive Perspective
The Positive Perspective is the fourth level of the Gottman’s Sound Relationship House.
And it refers to how people see the relationship as a whole.
Basically: do you have a positive impression of your partner and your relationship or do you have a
negative one?
When your relationship has a positive perspective, Gottman calls it “Positive Sentiment Override”

What a Positive Perspective Does
In The Seven Principles to Make Marriage Work Gottman explains the positive impacts of the
positive perspective. I paraphrase for brevity:
When you have a positive image of your partners and your relationship, you will take notice
of the positives and discount the negatives.
But if you have a negative perspective (negative override), you look with suspicion -or disregardanything that your partner does positively.
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Keys to a Happy Relationship
A positive perspective is partly a mental attitude of willingly focusing on the positives of a
relationship.
But it also happens almost automatically if all the previous three level of the sound relationship are
working well.
Such as:
Getting to know your partner
Fondness and admiration
Remind yourself what you appreciate about your partner and say to each other.
Turning towards
Instead of “doing your own thing” you engage with your partner and show that you care.
Letting your partner influence you
On top of the three levels of the sounds relationship house, Gottman also mention the important of
letting your partner influence you.
This means that you accept your partner and their influence in your decision making and in your issue
discussions.
Accepting your partner’s influence takes away the combative element and introduces team work.

Negative Sentiment Override
The opposite of a positive perspective is a negative sentiment override. In Ten Lessons to Transform
Your Marriage Gottman writes:
When the negative thoughts about your partner overwhelm any positive thoughts about you.
You keep track of grievances and offenses.
Basically, when you have a general negative outlook you focus on the negatives you only see the
negatives. Here’s a perfect example of negative sentiment override:
You will get the relationship you think of

Vicious Circle VS Negative Sentiment Override
A vicious circle is somewhat similar to a negative sentiment override. The difference is that a vicious
circle involves both partner and has arguments with the four horsemen of the apocalypse (criticism,
defensiveness, contempt and stonewalling).
Negative sentiment override instead can be from just one partner and it doesn’t necessarily translates
into open fight -just like the example above-.
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Are You in a Negative Relationship?
Think about your current relationship and ask yourself if you often feel the following:
Innocent and unjustly accused
It’s your partner’s fault
Hurt / angry / disappointed
Your partner is a bad person
Your partner is annoying you
There are many bad sides of your partner’s character
Maybe you and your partner don’t fit well
You want to get up and leave
Under attack
Vengeful
Like you want to protect yourself
Your partner is trying to control you
If you answer yes to a lot of the above question, you might either be in negative vicious circle or in a
negative sentiment override.

Away Time Test
Here’s another quick test: when you’re away from your partner, do you think of them positively or
negatively? Do you think of what they do for you or what they don’t do?
Of the good times together or of the bad times?
If you focus on the negativity, you’re probably in negative sentiment override.

Positive VS Negative Override
The movie 500 Days of Summer provides a great example of the difference between a positive and
negative sentiment override.
Often how we view life reflects how we view our relationships. And as much as for anything else, we
see what we feel in relationships. Feel positive, focus on the positives, and you will have a happy
relationship.
This is something Tony Robbins also talks about a lot.

SUMMARY
In life as in relationships, you get what you focus on. If you have an overall positive image of your
relationship, you will naturally focus on the positives. But if you have an overall negative image of
your partner and your relationship, you will only see the negatives.
So if you’re wondering how to have a happy relationship, here are the keys to build a culture of
positivity:
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1. Celebrate the good times together
2. Remind and remember the positive times
3. Give to your partner and be grateful for what they give you
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Solving Relationship Conflict: 7 Proven Steps to Argue Well
May 28, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Great couples are not necessarily devoid of relationship conflict.
But they do know how to argue well.
This article, based on scientific research, will tell you:
What is relationship conflict
What destructive relationship conflict looks like (w/ videos)
The concrete steps of constructive conflict
Contents
What Solving Relationship Conflict Means
Skills to Fix Relationship Conflict
#1. Self Soothing
#2: Soften Start-up
#3: Repair and De-escalate
#4: Look for Underlying Causes
#5: Accept Influence
#6: Compromise
Bonus: Communication Skills
Types of Relationship Conflict
Solving Unsolvable Conflicts
Relationship Conflict Types
Conflict Matrix
Is Zero Conflict Possible?
Emotional Bond & Conflict Management
Conflict Management in Perspective
SUMMARY

What Solving Relationship Conflict Means
First of all, solving relationship conflict doesn’t mean eradicating conflict altogether.
Let’s be clear about something right away: conflict is inevitable.
As a matter of fact, relationship researcher John Gottman says it should probably not be avoided at
all. And conflict per se is not a predictor of break up.
But how you handle conflict is a predictor of breakups.
This article is about handling relationship conflicts in a way that they can be healthy and productive.
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Skills to Fix Relationship Conflict
Let’s get right into it.
Gottman outlines six major skills to handle relationship conflict.
They are:

#1. Self Soothing
During conflict our heart beats faster and, especially if it starts heating up, it’s possible that we enter
into flight or fight.
Gottman refers to flight or fight as “flooding”.
When that happens it’s highly unlikely that we will have a productive conversation and very likely
instead that we will escalate into criticism, contempt, meanness and overall develop a very negative
outlook of our partner and our relationship.
Solution:
The solution is to take a break whenever we feel we are getting to nervous. And this is especially
important for men because they enter into flight or fight much faster than women.

#2: Soften Start-up
Interactions often end the way they began.
So if you begin with a belligerent or contemptuous attitude, it’s not likely to get any better from
there.
How to do that?
For the first three minutes:
Avoid verbally assaulting your partner
Avoid finger pointing body language
Try to start slightly more calmly to avoid a defensive response
There’s also a strong relation between emotional connection and soft start up: the more attuned the
couple is at an emotional level, the more natural a soft startup will happen.

#3: Repair and De-escalate
Repair attempts are all the techniques that strong couples use to de-scalate their conflict.
It’s a fantastic tool of conflict management that avoids spiraling negative cycles.
Here are a few ways with which you can repair and de-escalate an argument heating up a bit too
quickly:
Say you’re getting flooded and need a break
Make a joke
Tell your partner you appreciate how cool she is keeping it
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Say that you understand his point and you would also be angry
Accept responsibility
Ask for forgiveness
But also sentences such as:
OK, I’m not making myself clear enough, sorry, lemme rephrase it. What I mean is
that..
Hmmm It feels to me like we’re talking past each other now. Let’s go about it one at a
time. You tell me everything you wanna say and I will just listen. Then you will listen
to me. OK?
Here’s a great example of repair attempt:
He realized they were going into a vicious circle and he broke the pattern

#4: Look for Underlying Causes
In Ten Lessons to Transform Your Marriage Gottman says that perpetual gridlocked arguments (more
below) often hide feelings and dreams that are not being clearly communicated.
The solution is to listen to our partner to get to know the real them. Once our partners feel safe to
open up, they won’t have to hide their feelings and dreams behind an argument and we can finally
find better compromises.
Some good questions:
OK… It sounds like you really care about, could you explain me why
I really want to understand you here.. Can you tell me why it’s so important to you
OK. Tell, what does it mean to you when I do X
Gottman says there are three levels to support our partners:
1. Listening (without criticizing)
2. Financially supporting them
3. Taking active part in them
Notice that the third is not necessary. But maybe you can still find a little compromise there. For
example, with a sport loving partner you might not want to go run every day, but you could go once a
week and run for half their distance.
Then wait for them at the ice cream parlor.

#5: Accept Influence
Accepting influence is most often -albeit non exclusively- a problem for men.
Not accepting influence is really a bad omen for relationships: 81% of relationships where he doesn’t
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accept her influence end up in divorce.
Notice that accepting influence doesn’t mean you have to agree with your partner’s idea or solution.
Nor does it mean that you are losing power: as a matter of fact accepting influence will give you less
rebellion, more love and more influencing power.
Accepting influence begins with wanting to understand what your partner wants, what her needs are
and what you can do to meet them and make her happy.
Read more here about accepting influence.

#6: Compromise
Relationships where only one party gets his way are not good relationships (read about power
addicts).
To get into a compromise mindset you need to give up the idea that one partner can be a winner and
the other can be a loser.
The only way to win is when both win.

Bonus: Communication Skills
On top of Gottman’s 6 basic skills, I would also add some good communication skills to stave off
The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse.
We talked about it in the article on criticism.
And here’s a quick wrap up:
Use I statements
Complain about specific issues instead of general personal traits
Focus on how you are feeling instead of how bad your partner was
Describe what happened without judging
Make sure you understand before you are understood

Types of Relationship Conflict
In The Seven Principles to Make Marriage Work Gottman introduces the three type of problems a
relationship face:
Solvable problems are about situational issues. It might be what to eat today, or who will pick
up the dry cleaning.
Perpetual problems center around fundamental differences of personalities, lifestyles or
values. Most of the problems -69%- are actually perpetual problems that most couple will
return to over and over again.
Gridlocked perpetual problems are perpetual problems that the couple is not handling well
and have become hot topics that lead to ugly conflicts.
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Example of Unsolvable Gridlocked Conflict
Mrs Doubtfire’s divorce scene is an example of a gridlocked conflict.
It’s recurring, it’s based on personality traits and it has reached a point where she’s lost all respect for
him because of it:
The gridlocked conflict here is along the personality traits of seriousness (being a square) and playful
(childish).

Solving Unsolvable Conflicts
Harville Hendrix, author of Getting The Love You Want, explains we often pick partner with traits
that either remind us of our parents, or that ” complete us”.
This is how it works: at the beginning we admire their different traits because they can make us feel
whole or because we we wish we had their traits.
However, after we’ve been together for a while those same traits start annoying us. And since they’re
so different than how we are, they are the most likely to arise gridlocked conflicts that turn nasty.
Trying to solve unsolvable issues that relate to personalities can be counterproductive. You can rarely
solve them for good and it’s easy to get drawn into personality battles.
Discussing about them can provide an opportunity for understanding and growth.
Here are three strategies:

#1. Listen Without Persuading
Abandon the idea of winning, convincing your partner or making your point across. One of the two of
you will have to only listen until you fully understand your partner.
To make sure you fully understand your partner, you have to repeat your part. This is actually the
most important part.
Since you will not fully solve most unresolvable conflict -but hey, never say never!- the feeling that
our partner understands is often enough.

#2. Find Areas of Flexibility
Once you fully understand your partner, if you have a positive relationship, you should normally
strive to do something to make your partner’s situation better.
Think of where you can compromise.

#3. Thank and Appreciate
Thank your partner for opening up. If no compromise was possible, agree to disagree and learn to
appreciate them for their differences.
Choosing a partner means choosing a set of unsolvable problems
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Relationship Conflict Types
In Why Marriages Succeed or Fail Gottman outlines the different personality types depending on
how they approach conflict in a relationship.
Here are the three types:
Validating (high EQ arguing)
They’re calm and make an effort to understand the partner point of views and their emotions.
Even when disagreeing on the midst of a fight they let their partners know they consider their
emotions and opinion to be valid.
They use a lot of “aha” and “I see” and encourage the partner to share everything.
Validating couples tend to have traditional and defined roles. The wife takes care of children and sees
herself as nurturing, the husband is the final decision maker and sees himself analytical.
They tend to be good friends and value the “we” of their marriage.
Risks: turning the marriage into passionless arrangement and foregoing personal lives and self
development for the “we” cause.
But overall it’s a solid marriage.
Volatile (lots of arguments)
They fight frequently and have an even bigger time making up (which attention, it’s not to say all
fighting couples have stable marriages!).
Their quarrels are heated and they don’t listen to each other: they try to persuade the other right away.
They’re all about winning.
They use a lot of “yes you do” and “no I don’t”, and “you’re wrong”.
They value full honesty and independence.
Risks: Too much bickering can consume their marriage, or lead violence in extreme cases. The
teasing they enjoy can end up hurting
Conflict avoidant
They minimize conflicts and they avoid “unsolvable” issues altogether.
They consider issues “resolved” when they can’t find a middle ground and don’t try to convince the
other.
Avoidant couples prove that a marriage can work even without solving disputes. It’s a different kind
of “we” for avoidant couples: the bond is so strong that it trumps the disagreements.
Risks: They don’t learn to address issues which can be an issue should they need to do have an
argument one day. Also they are low on introspection and understanding, which can lead a partner to
think their spouse doesn’t really understand them.
When someone is too much an avoidant they come to believe there are no relationships conflicts in
great couples. And that’s wrong: conflict is unavoidable in relationships.
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Conflict Matrix
These are the different mixes of personalities we can have.
“You” is the first half:
Conflict Avoider / Volatile
This is a rare mix, and Gottman speculates it’s because it never moves past the dating period. The
avoider feels overwhelmed with the partner’s combativeness. And you can feel they’re too impinging
when they push you to solve conflicts.
Volatile / Conflict Avoider
Your spouse probably feels you always bring conflict in the marriage and that you are overly
emotional
Validator / Volatile
You find your partner argumentative and domineering. You don’t think they give you a chance to
express yourself and you wish you could function more as a unit.
Volatile / Validator
You perceive your partner as too detached. You try to get a raise out of your partner sometimes and
feel like your need for autonomy falls on deaf ears.

Is Zero Conflict Possible?
In a way, the avoidant style couple has very little conflict.
But zero conflict at all, it’s probably not a healthy relationship. Couples need to hear their differences
and they need to raise the issues that are painful for them.
So while disagreement and conflict might make us feel miserable at times, it’s helpful in the long
rum.

Emotional Bond & Conflict Management
Finally, I would like to introduce a different point of view.
All the techniques we discussed are helpful.
But Sue Johnson, author of Hold Me Tight, says that handling conflict is the tip of the iceberg, and
the real core issue a strong emotional bond.
With a strong emotional bond, even poor conflict management skill will give you a solid, healthy
relationship.
I believe conflict management skills are more important than Sue makes them out to be, but I also
agree with her marriage.
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Check this video: no conflict management could save the argument once they realize their emotional
bond has vanished.
On the other hand, a strong emotional bond will automatically secure your relationship.

Conflict Management in Perspective
Conflict management is also one of the key skills of The Sound Relationship House by Gottman, but
not the only one. The others are:
Getting to know your partner
Fondness and admiration
Remind yourself what you appreciate about your partner and say to each other. Fondness and
admiration indeed help emotional bonding.
Turning towards
Instead of “doing your own thing” you engage with your partner and show that you care. This is
another tool to replenish your emotional bank account and show your partner that you care
Positive perspective
Positive perspective ensures that you focus on the positives.

SUMMARY
Knowing how to handle relationship conflict is a key skill for a successful relationship.
But as important as it is, it’s only when it’s part of a bigger strategy of emotional attunement,
appreciation and positive perspective that it can be useful.
This article showed you both how to solve conflicts in your relationship and how to put it in
perspective of an overall healthy relationship.

Further Reading
Get to know your partner
Turn towards and build emotional connection
Get a positive perspective
Or, for an overall overview:
Best relationship ever, one-stop shop
Or in one go, get the relationship guide:
Relationship guide
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How to Develop Deeper Relationship Intimacy: Shared
Meaning
May 29, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Intimacy in a relationship is often correlated with how much shared meaning the couple has.
It plain EngEnglish, it means this: the more in common you have, the more you’ll feel closer to your
partner.
This article describes and explains shared meaning and gives you a few ideas on how you can
improve it to enjoy more relationship intimacy.
Spending time in nature could be part of their shared meaning
Contents
What’s Shared Meaning
Why Building Shared Meaning
Creating Intimacy Via Shared Meaning
#1. Talking about your shared meaning
#2. Share a dream or vision
#3. Develop Daily Rituals
#4. Celebrate Anniversaries
#5. Develop Cultural Artifacts
#6. Start Joint Activities
7. Write Down Your “Couple’s Values”
Some Ideas for Shared Meaning
Intimacy & Shared Meaning Examples
Shared Meaning in Perspective
SUMMARY

What’s Shared Meaning
Shared meaning is all about sharing a common culture.
And what constitutes a common culture in a relationship?
Here are a few examples:
References
Inside jokes
Daily habits
Anniversaries
Symbols and rituals
Foods you both enjoy
Couple secrets
Knowledge of each other’s dreams
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But it’s also all the little things you do sometimes that you don’t even talk about. You might not talk
about how much you enjoy a good Italian wine on the weekend for example. But if you do it
constantly, that’s part of your culture and shared meaning.
And if you are both loud and crass instead of book worms, that’s also shared meaning.

Why Building Shared Meaning
First of all, as we’ve already said, couples who develop shared meaning are much more likely to
develop intimacy.
And second, shared meaning helps form the glue that keeps couples happily together for the long
haul.
A new relationship indeed, with its butterfly love period, is naturally exciting. A new relationship
doesn’t have much shared meaning but it doesn’t need any: limerence makes the couple stick
together.
But limerance, or the puppy love period, ends.
And when it ends, shared meaning helps build a deeper connection that outlasts the initial infatuation.
Shared meaning indeed can create a deeper bond than the initial infatuation.

Shared Meaning is Friendship
Have you heard or read around that friendship is the key of great relationships?
Well, that’s actually true.
But what most articles don’t explain is how to develop that friendship.
A shared meaning, together with knowing your partner well, forms the building block of a friendship.
And friendship is what great couples refer to when they can’t even think about the possibility of their
relationship ending.
It’s because they are so close to their partners and the shared meaning is so deep that losing their
partners would mean losing a part of who they are.

Creating Intimacy Via Shared Meaning
In The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work Gottman says that a shared meaning takes years
to develop.
But there are many ways you can use to make that process faster and more effective.
Here are a few:

#1. Talking about your shared meaning
This one works like a charm.
I know, because I always do it when I am seeing a girl on a constant basis.
Remember the example of the couple enjoying a good Italian wine on the weekend?
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We said that maybe they don’t talk about it, but it’s still shared meaning.
Well, what if they started talking about it instead as “their” thing?
When you talk about it, you make the shared meaning somewhat “official” and you strengthen it. It’s
not about your individual taste which happens to overlap: it’s about the two of you.

#2. Share a dream or vision
Sharing a dream, goal or visions is possibly the biggest shared meaning you can have.
In solving conflicts we talked about how important it is to understand our partner’s dreams. Working
together towards that goal is an even bigger glue.
But it doesn’t have to be something tangible: sharing a vision or common values also creates a larger
meaning in life that transcends the smaller day to day differences.

#3. Develop Daily Rituals
Find out something that you can do at periodical time intervals together. It could be evening dinners,
or weekend getaways.

#4. Celebrate Anniversaries
Wedding anniversaries or birthdays are an example.
But it can go beyond that. It could be a spring picnic, or a winter hot wine at the same Christmas
market.
Or a walk in the woods in autumn.

#5. Develop Cultural Artifacts
Pick something that is meaningful for you and make it a symbol of your relationship.
For example I met my first girlfriend when we were both living in Poland and we both loved it. So
some Polish food and drinks became our relationship symbols.
And of course it can also be movies, cities or songs -which you can start seeding from the dating
period by the way-.

#6. Start Joint Activities
Starting joint activities you can do together is another concrete example of a shared culture.
It could be a sport, or volunteering, or even committing to raising your children with a certain set of
values.
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7. Write Down Your “Couple’s Values”
Some counselor suggest you can also write down the values of your marriage.
I’m not a big fan of this one though.
People develop and writing down things can become constrictive.
If a partner realizes they’re moving on, for example, they might silently start to believe you have no
shared meaning anymore.
I believe it’s best to let your shared meaning grow with you without committing to anything in
writing.

Some Ideas for Shared Meaning
Hug every time you’re back home
Cuddle time before falling asleep
Exercise together
Booking holidays during the same period
Movie nights
Chores together
Taking breaks during heated arguments

Intimacy & Shared Meaning Examples
How I Met Your Mother has an example of inside jokes that fosters shared meaning:
Lily and Marshal also have lots of recurring moments of shared meaning and intimacy during the
show:

Shared Meaning in Perspective
Shared meaning is one of the levels of the sound relationship house of Gottman.
It’s very important, but don’t forget the other layers:
Love maps (knowing each other)
Fondness and admiration (the other building block of long term love)
Turning towards (emotional bank account)
Handling conflicts

SUMMARY
Sharing meaning and building a couple culture is one of the best ways to reliable improve your
relationship’s intimacy and overall health.
It’s one of the layers of the Gottman’s solid relationship house, and this article showed you examples
and tips on how to grow your shared meaning.
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Facts About Cheating & Cheaters (Science VS Myths)
May 31, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Myths about cheating abound.
Facts which are grounded in data and research instead are scarce.
This article will list the most common myths VS the actual facts about cheating.
Contents
#1. Unhappy Marriages Lead to Cheating
#2. Affairs Are Based on Sexual Attraction
#3. An Attentive Partner Can Find Cues
#4. Cheating Decreases Relationship Sex
#5. People Cheat When They Don’t Get Enough X
#6. Cheaters Treat Their Partner Poorly
#7. Men Cheat More Than Women
#8. Cheating Happens Mostly When Drunk / High
#9. It’s Not An Affair Without Sex
#10. Talking About The Affair Makes It Worse
#11. The Cheater Prefers The Affair Partner
#12. Compatibility Is Higher With The Affair Partner
#13. Betrayals Are Not Such a Big Thing: The Cheated Should Get Over it
#14. Cheating is Commonplace / Rare
SUMMARY

#1. Unhappy Marriages Lead to Cheating
Assumption: people cheat because their marriage is unhappy and their spouse doesn’t satisfy them.

Fact:
While unhappy marriages can be a cause of cheating, it’s not one of the major causes. And especially
not for men.

Digging Deeper
Men indeed present little correlation between the level of relationship happiness and the incidence of
cheating.
Shirley Glass, recording decades of couple’s therapy experience, concludes that men who engaged in
sexual affairs were as satisfied with their marriages as faithful men.
The link between health of the relationship and incidence of cheating is stronger in women though.
Women in any kind of extramarital affair were less happy in their marriage than their non-involved
counterparts.
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Why people get this one wrong
Some people believe that marriage dissatisfaction is a major cause of cheating because they hear the
cheating partner complain about their marriage after they initiated an affair.
That’s often back-justification coupled with unfair comparisons (or plain lying).
It makes little sense to compare the thrill of an affair with the daily life with a long term partner.

#2. Affairs Are Based on Sexual Attraction
Assumption: affairs happen because there’s a better sexual chemistry with the affair partner.

Fact:
While a better sexual chemistry can be one of the reasons an affair started, most of the times it’s not.
What draws committed partner in an affair are the following:
Thrill of the forbidden
Exploring new roles
Breaking free of old habits
Rejuvenation
Ego validation

Cheating for ego validation: “I still got it”
The last one is particularly interesting. Often people start a relationship with partners who are more or
less our equals.
But as we grow older we experience more and some of us get wiser and more successful. Younger
people than can look up to us as role models. That’s in stark contrast to our relationship partner, who
keep treating us the same way we were when we started out.
And that’s when affair partners, especially men, begin relationships with younger coworkers.
The younger coworkers are more than a younger piece of meat. They end up being a bit sexual
partners, a bit mentees and a bit providers of ego validation.

Rejuvenation:
And of course, for both genders, a new partner can wake up in us a side of us that we thought dead:
strong sexual attraction, physical performance and the puppy love we thought was only for teenagers.

#3. An Attentive Partner Can Find Cues
Assumption: a cheater will always leave cues, but naive spouses bury their heads in the sand.

Fact:
Most affairs are never detected, and it’s not because anybody put their head in the sand. Some cheater
are just very good liars or very effective at creating double lives.
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#4. Cheating Decreases Relationship Sex
Assumption: a cue that your partner is involved in extramarital relationship is the decrease of sex or
the decrease of sexual attraction.

Fact:
An unfaithful partner might have less sex in the relationship or avoid the official partner. But he can
also have a higher sexual drive and more sex in the relationship.

Digging Deeper:
It’s really hard to tell if a partner is cheating simply by looking at how often he or she initiates sex.
But if you notice major swings compared to the past, either in craving sex or in rejecting sex, that
might be a telltale sign.

#5. People Cheat When They Don’t Get Enough X
Assumption: people cheat because they aren’t getting enough of something in the relationship. Not
enough sex, not enough love, not enough intimacy etc.

Fact:
It’s more likely that the partner who is not giving enough will cheat.

More Info:
Giving creates a deeper bond and make us more invested in the relationship. A partner who gives
nothing is also a partner who cares less about the relationship. This one of the reasons I always
recommend against the typical dating advise of giving as little as possible.

#6. Cheaters Treat Their Partner Poorly
Assumption: you can detect an unfaithful partner because he will treat you poorly.

Fact:
A straying partner might become more bitter and resentful. But could as well swing in the opposite
direction and be much nicer to you. That can happen either out of guilt or to escape detection.

Diggin Deeper:
When you notice swings from bitterness to exaggerated devotion and niceness, that might be a sign.

#7. Men Cheat More Than Women
Assumption: men are naturally hunters and naturally looking for opportunities. Women are naturally
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after love and commitment.

Fact:
While, there’s some truth in the assumption the reality is, as it’s often the case, more complex. In
more open societies such as in the west and among younger generations, the incidences of infidelity
between genders are comparable.

More Info:
Gathering reliable data on relationship infidelity is arduous. But based on the available surveys,
women are catching up on men in the west -at least for the younger age brackets-.
We went from double the rate of affairs of men to women in 1953 (Kinsey report) to approaching
parity in the 1990s (Michael Wiederman, 1996).
In older age brackets though men still cheat more.
This might be possibly due to the fact that men tend to retain sexual market value longer than women.
And of course, the inverse of the coin: women’s tendency to go after power and resources.

#8. Cheating Happens Mostly When Drunk / High
Assumption: most cheating happens when people are drunk, high or partying.

Fact:
It’s actually the growing presence of women in the workplace that has driven the recent increase in
affairs’ incidence. In Shirley Glass’ clinical sample 50% of women and 62% of men met their affair
partners at work.

#9. It’s Not An Affair Without Sex
Assumption: it’s not real cheating unless there is sexual involvement.

Fact:
Extramarital affair is usually defined as sexual intercourse, but that definition is misleading. Indeed,
for evolutionary reasons, emotional cheating is worse for women than sexual cheating (David Buss,
1994).

#10. Talking About The Affair Makes It Worse
Assumption: better to forget about the affair and move on.

Fact:
This is possibly the most damaging myth of them all. Once the affair has been discovered the best
way to mend the relationship is to answer all our partner’s questions and talk about what happened.
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#11. The Cheater Prefers The Affair Partner
Assumption: to cheat people must think that the affair partner is somewhat “better” than their long
term partner.

Fact:
Most affairs don’t happen because the affair partner is “better”.
Frank Pittman indeed observes that the choice of the affair partner is based on how different they are
from the relationship partner.
Another proof the affair partner is not often “better” is that in the vast majority of the cases that an
affair is discovered the unfaithful partner chooses the long term partner.

Digging Deeper:
The affair can be more exciting though not because of real personalty traits, but because of the
affairs’ very nature. The risk, the social hazard, the breaking of rules together…
The affair partner sometimes isn’t even a real person. It’s an idealization and that ideal never gets real
because, well… You never deepen that connection with a life together. You only see the best side of
the affair partner, but rarely the problems.
As someone said:
The grass is always greener when you don’t have to mow it

#12. Compatibility Is Higher With The Affair Partner
Assumption: the cheater has better compatibility with the affair partner

Fact:
Since the affair often rides on high emotions it might feel so. But the truth is different: 75% of
cheaters who marry the affair partner divorce -a much higher incidence than the normal divorce rate-.

#13. Betrayals Are Not Such a Big Thing: The Cheated Should Get Over it
Assumption: a betrayal is not such a big thing, and especially not in modern times. It’s common, so
the betrayed partner should not make it such a big deal.

Fact:
According to therapists who treat couples, infidelity is the second most difficult relationship problem,
second only to domestic violence (Survey of 122 family psychologists, Journal of Family
Psychology,113, 361-366.).
And it often takes years for people to come to terms with betrayal.
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#14. Cheating is Commonplace / Rare
Assumption: cheating is widespread, says the unfaithful partner; cheating is rare, thinks the faithful
partner.

Fact:
Cheaters are highly influenced by the families and environment they grew up in.
The pattern of unfaithfulness can indeed often be traced in the family (Amily Brown, Patterns of
Infidelity and Their Treatment). And cheaters tend to focus on other cheaters, so they end up seeing
more of it. To them, it often really seems like cheating is everywhere.
Conversely, the faithful partner often comes from faithful families, and the people they respect are
other faithful committed partners.
So they end up seeing more faithful people and to them, it seems like cheating is rare and “a big
thing”.
Source: Anthony Thompson, Emotional and sexual components of extramarital relations, Journal of
Marriage and Family, 46, 35-42

SUMMARY
There’s lots of great research and scientific findings on relationships and infidelity. And there’s also a
lot of terrible advise around.
This is article dispels a few common myths around cheating and infidelity.
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13-Steps Guide to Surviving Infidelity As a Couple (ScienceBacked)
June 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Surviving infidelity is not easy.
Discovering an affair is a traumatic event, and to heal properly, you must approach it as the traumatic
event that it is.
This is a guide to survive infidelity as a couple and to build a stronger relationship together. Or,
at last, to give it your best shot.
This guide is not to move on by yourself or detach yourself from your partner. Those may be valid
choices in certain circumstances, but they’re not what’s discussed here.
Contents
How to use this guide
#1. Start Well: Confess The Affair
Unfaithful Partner: Admit It
Betrayed Partner: Channel The Rage
2. Don’t Give up right away!
Unfaithful Partners: Don’t Jump Ship (just yet)
Betrayed Partner: Don’t Slam The Door
3. Arm Yourself of Patience
Unfaithful Partners: Trust Takes Time
Betrayed Partner: It’ll Be Up & Downs
4. Answer Honestly…
Unfaithful Partner: Open Up
5. … But Wait on Graphic Details
Unfaithful Partner: Open to Share.. But in Time
Betrayed Partner: Test & Wait
6. Do a Clean Break
Unfaithful Partner: Cut All Affair Contacts
Betrayed Partner: Ask for Proof
7. Mourn & Use Social Support
Unfaithful Partner: Mourn & Share
Betrayed Partner: Mourn & Share
8. Rebuild Intimacy And “We Spirit”
9. Be all in
Unfaithful Partner: Understand Affair is Unreal
Betrayed Partner: Overcome Ambivalence
10. Swap Bitterns for Kindnes
Unfaithful Partner: Empathy & Boundaries
Betrayed Partner: Out Meanness, In Kindness
11. Explore the Affair History
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How to Improve the Relationship
12. Finally, Forgive
13. Further Help
When Healing is Difficult
Surviving Infidelity: FAQ
SUMMARY

How to use this guide
The guide is backed by some of the best researches and experts’ opinions in the field.
One above all: Shirley Glass, author of Not Just Friends, one of the best books I’ve read about
relationships.
The numbered titles are the steps you need to take in chronological order.
The smaller titles are aimed at either the unfaithful partner (in blue) and the betrayed partner (pink).
But don’t let the colors confuse you: the steps are the same whether the cheating partner is male or
female.
I recommend you share this guide with your partner as well. Two people doing the right thing is not
twice the healing power, it’s 10x.

#1. Start Well: Confess The Affair
When betrayed partner corners the unfaithful spouse, the cheater responds in four different ways.
Here in order of worst to best:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Denial only make the recovery harder and further erodes trust
Stonewalling, communicates he doesn’t care enough to reply
Staggered disclosures: drags the pain further and prolongs the pain
Full honesty: the only way to go

Unfaithful Partner: Admit It
Immediate honesty is the best way to face the problem head on and rebuild trust.

Betrayed Partner: Channel The Rage
Nobody says it’s easy, but I’m talking about what’s useful for recovery here, not what’s easy.
The betrayed partner can make things easier for the unfaithful partner to share the truths by avoiding
some common, bad reactions:
Avoid name calling
Don’t get overly aggressive
Saying things that will scar your relationship
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Anger is a normal feeling, what’s unuseful to recovery though is to launch into the worst offenses
you can muster.
Exaggerated rage will also push your partner into a bigger wall of denials and stonewalling, which
will delay full revelation and recovery.

Example
In the movie This Is 40 the husband finally admits he has been hiding the truth for years because of
her furious reactions.
It’s not so uncommon, and you want to avoid that.

The Ideal Scenario
If you can muster to communicate love and understanding right off the bat, that immediately takes
you into full healing mode.
Here’s an example of what a betrayed partner told her husband (I paraphrase):
Betrayed partner: If she can make you happier, then you should go. If you want to work
on our relationship, I love you and I’m ready
The husband was aghast and immediately valued her so much more. Both went to work on it and not
only saved their marriage, but improved it.
Note: I’m not suggesting that you should the same or that it’s the best way to react. I wouldn’t react
like that in a million years.
But I am saying that if your goal is healing and you still have a functioning relationship, that might be
the quickest way to jump into healing mode.

2. Don’t Give up right away!
The first knee-jerk reaction after a betrayal is to abandon the relationship. While understandable, it’s
best not to jump to emotionally-driven, rush conclusions.
Give it at least three more months before deciding. And if afterwards you still feel like leaving, then
you know your decision is rational.

Unfaithful Partners: Don’t Jump Ship (just yet)
The unfaithful partner is caught between a rock and a hard place.
The pain and suffering that he caused at home on one side and the tough choices he needs to make
between the affair or the relationship.
Statistically speaking leaving the marriage to build a relationship with the affair partner is rarely the
best solution.
You carry the unresolved issues with you and second marriages have an even higher divorce rate than
first marriages (Hatherington, 2003).
And marrying the affair partner has even higher divorce rates.
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Betrayed Partner: Don’t Slam The Door
Shirley Glass, with decades of clinical experience curing unfaithful couples, says that the regret for
not having done enough to save the marriage of extremely common.
Partners who quit too soon find out that being alone is harder and that they miss their partner more
than they ever thought they would.
Giving up right after cheating is buying high and selling low!

3. Arm Yourself of Patience
Healing from cheating takes some time, some effort and some resolve. Sometimes more than some.
As they say, love is not for the faint of hearts. You can do it.

Unfaithful Partners: Trust Takes Time
The unfaithful partner cannot stand to be under heavier scrutiny.
He often resorts to saying things like:
Unfaithful Partner: You gotta trust me. It’s either you trust me, or you don’t.
But there’s no “trust button” in people. Trust takes time.
And lemme be frank: you broke that trust, now you gotta accept it takes time to rebuild it.

Betrayed Partner: It’ll Be Up & Downs
Be ready that you will experience up and downs.
Some days you’ll feel fully healed, but then the day after you’ll feel like a fool for staying with a
partner who cheated.
Especially if your partner hasn’t fully come back to you emotionally yet you’ll be worried and
insecure.
During the final stages of recovery it will be mostly steps forward. But then you’ll have sometimes a
step backwards cancelling all the gain you’ve done. Unluckily negative experiences carry more
powerful than positive ones.
Note: healing comes first in frequency of occurrences and only later in intensity. This means that
months down the road as you think you’re getting better… BAM! There comes a flashback of
stinging pain, anger or disgust.
Don’t worry: eventually also the intensity will dissipate, but it takes longer.

4. Answer Honestly…
Hiding from uncomfortable truths is a natural human reaction. But you have to face up to the issues if
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you want to solve them.

Unfaithful Partner: Open Up
The unfaithful partner has a key role in the healing process. He must stay close to the partner and let
her know he will answer any possible question.
In the beginning share the basics, such as:
The identity of the affair partner
How you met
How long it lasted
Where did you meet
Refusing to share the identity is a common, major mistake. It protects the lover and keeps the spouse
on the outside.
For the unfaithful partner sharing the story also helps close the affair. Daniel Wegner indeed shows
that past relationships that remain secret increase desire and make the partner appear more appealing
(The Allure of Secret Relationships, 1994).

Share Ambivalence
Unfaithful partners fear that sharing their ambivalence and emotional entanglement will upset their
spouse and forestall any improvement.
Well, it will upset your spouse most likely, but the honesty will also rebuild trust. And rebuilding
trust is the most important thing right now.

Overcoming Ambivalence
Here’s what you can do to overcome relationship ambivalence:
Picture your life with the affair partner 5, 10 and 20 years from now
Do you two want the same things?
Does the affair partner what children? And you?
Do you think the traits that attract will annoy you later on (likely)?
How’s your relationship going to be without the excitement of secretly?
What if your affair will be on the same trajectory as your current relationship?
Would you still divorce if it weren’t for the affair partner
Sources:
The importance of transparency and answering all question is backed by Peggy Vaughan’s survey of
1.083 betrayed partners. 86% of couples stayed together and 72% rebuilt trust when the unfaithful
partner answered all the questions. Only 59% stayed together and 31% rebuilt trust when the
unfaithful partner refused to answer questions.
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5. … But Wait on Graphic Details
It’s natural that the betrayed partner will obsess, and it will often be over the most painful bits of
information.
Such as either graphic sexual details or the evidences of love such as texts, gifts or letters.
It’s best to tread lightly here.

Unfaithful Partner: Open to Share.. But in Time
Unfaithful partner should say they are open to share everything their spouse want to know. They
should share right away all the main parts of the affair. But they should avoid the graphic details.
Say something like this:
I will tell you everything you want to know. I am concerned though the details will only
bring unnecessary pain to you and harm our recovery. I’d rather wait a few days. And then
if you still want to know, I’ll tell you.
OK for you?

Betrayed Partner: Test & Wait
In most cases getting all the graphic details is a mistake. And the craving usually disappears as the
relationship improves.
Ask yourself whether the details will really help you move on. And if you are unsure, start with a
single painful detail. If it helps you heal, then get more. If it only brings you pain without any further
improvement, then drop it.

Example:
He feels good as soon as he hears it. But it’s only because of the rush of winning the argument. The
trauma will likely only be bigger for him now that the details are burned in his mind.
He would have most likely bounced back quicker without the graphic details.

6. Do a Clean Break
Healing cannot start in an unsafe environment: a clear cut with the affair partner is a fundamental step
to restore safety and moving forward together.

Unfaithful Partner: Cut All Affair Contacts
The unfaithful partner must cut any relationship with the unfaithful partner.
If your partner so prefer, have the last call in front of them
If it’s a colleague, make it clear it’s only business from then on
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If you stumble upon them, share all meetings with your partner
If you meet them with your partner, stay close to your partner
If you cannot manage a clean break you must be honest about your ambivalence. When you are
honest, you also get closer to your relationship partner because you break walls of secrecy. And, even
if through pain, you become more of a team.

Betrayed Partner: Ask for Proof
You don’t have to, but if it makes you feel better it’s fair for the betrayed partner to ask to be present
when the last communication of break up is sent.
If at all possible it’s also fair for the betrayed partner to ask that the cheating partner stops attending
whatever activity is shared with the affair partner.

7. Mourn & Use Social Support
Take some time to mourn and grieve.
It’s important that you don’t speed this process up to heal properly. This is valid for both the cheater
and the cheated.

Unfaithful Partner: Mourn & Share
Few people will give you the benefit of the pain. They’ll point finger and add you deserve it. But
keep those understanding people close: they’re precious.
Your mourning is about the ending of the affair relationship.

Betrayed Partner: Mourn & Share
Share your grief with some good friends.
For women it’s important an important element of health and mental strength to have other female
friends (Gottman, The Man’s Guide to Women). It helps in healthy relationship and it helps even
more now that you need support.
In this phase strive to view the affair partner as a human being as well. Demonizing the affair partner
is unhealthy for you, for your relationship and also for your partner: it’s an easy way to let them off
the hook.

Keep Family Out
It could be a bad idea to involve your family. It will be hard for them to forgive your partner in case
you decide to stick together.
And keep the children out.
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8. Rebuild Intimacy And “We Spirit”
The steps you have taken so far aim to rebuild intimacy in the relationship. The affair is highly
damaging because it puts a human wedge between you two.
It creates a stronger, more intimate bond with the affair partner and keeps the spouse on the outside.
You need to cut with the affair partner and share everything with the spouse because that way you
move the affair partner out and you rebuild the bond with your spouse.
Understanding the theory is important so that you can put all the practical steps in perspective.
Stop keeping your partner out!

9. Be all in
In Shirley Glass’ clinical sample, 80% of couples starting therapy with high commitment to save the
relationship stayed together.
Less than half of couples who started with low commitment made it together at the end of the
therapy.
Here are some arguments to motivate you and throw more resources and faith into the relationship:

Unfaithful Partner: Understand Affair is Unreal
Your affair wasn’t real.
When the affair is discovered it’s common to say “I love you but I’m not in love with you” to the
spouse. And it’s common to think “you’re in love” with the affair partner.
But that’s likely to be superficial love –the limerence period-. Part of it is fueled by the secrecy and
by the idealization of the romance.
You get to see the best of your affair partner without the downside, which creates an unrealistic
image. As they say, the grass on the other side is always greener because you don’t have to mow it.
Also keep in mind we often pick affair partners who are different than our spouses or different from
ourselves. If that’s the case, experience shows that we will resent those same traits later on (Harville
Hendix, Getting the Love You Want).
At the end of the day, I can’t tell you what to do. But if you want to choose what’s most likely to be
good for you, that might be to relish the experience you had and stick with your long term
relationship.

Betrayed Partner: Overcome Ambivalence
Here are a few exercises to help you decide and overcome ambivalence:
Imagine a future without your partner: how does it feel like?
Picture family events without your partner
How would your children feel differently?
What would you miss about the relationship?
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The grass is always greener when you don’t have to mow it

10. Swap Bitterns for Kindnes
We have seen in a previous article that negative vicious circles are a leading cause of break ups.
And affairs are very likely to lead to vicious circles.
The betrayed partner feels the need for revenge and the unfaithful partner avoids the spouse to avoid
the negativity and the feeling of guilt.

Unfaithful Partner: Empathy & Boundaries
As we’ve seen the unfaithful partner can get impatient when trust takes time.
He would want to be welcomed with open arms, but that takes time.
And to accelerate the process, he must make an effort to resume caring.
If the unfaithful partner cannot manage caring, it can be a sign of lingering emotional attachment to
the affair partner.

Set Boundaries for Disrespect
The unfaithful partner must set boundaries if he’s dealing with continuous verbal abuse.
Crying requires your shoulder, calling you a scumbag for days on end requires you to set boundaries
Here’s one way you can put it:
Cheating Partner: This affair has been disastrous on you, I know. I wish I could undo it…
But I can’t. But that doesn’t give you any right to verbally abuse me.
I want to help you and I want to get back on track, but that behavior only pushes me away.
I want that you make sure this is the last time you use those words with me.
Setting boundaries of respect is something you do for both. Research shows that one put down will
undo hours of kindness (Cliff Notarius, 1994). Also read: meanness has no place in relationships.

Betrayed Partner: Out Meanness, In Kindness
It’s not uncommon the betrayed partner holds back on any warm or caring gesture.
It’s because they can feel as if any sign of kindness is a sign of forgiving.
What’s also common is a sense of entitlement. In the worst cases the cheated partner feels that their
pain gives them a free pass to disrespect and demand without giving.
While that’s completely understandable, it’s super helpful if the betrayed partner moves out of this
mindset as soon as possible.
Resuming caring also helps overcoming ambivalence on both sides.
There can’t be no final healing until caring resumes
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Tips For Kindness
Go First
Both partners look at the other partner for signs to stay and work at it harder. One must make the first
move.
Instead of waiting for the other, start yourself!
Treat Kindness as In The Moment
Separate in your mind forgiveness from kindness. Treat all affection as “in the moment”. If you feel
you need a hug, go for it: it doesn’t mean the cheating didn’t hurt you or that you are forgiving it (not
yet, at least).
Fake It Till You Make It
Behavior can sometimes proceed and lead the way for feelings to follow. Start giving even if you
don’t exactly feel like it and see if that helps (chances are it will).
Choose happiness over righteousness!

11. Explore the Affair History
Trauma experts Diana and Louis Everstine say that telling the story is an essential part of the
recovery (Strategic Intervention for People in Crisis).
And Judith Herman proposes to review the trauma by analyzing the life before the trauma and the
circumstances leading to the traumatic event (Trauma and Recovery).
The best time to get into analysis mode is once you’ve established a safe enough environment. These
are some of the questions you want to explore:
Why did you get involved with someone else?
Did you think about me
What was missing with our marriage
Did I do anything wrong?
What does your betrayal say about you
Both partners should work as a team to find out the answers.

How to Improve the Relationship
Introspection and understanding is helpful per se, but it’s even more powerful when you can use it to
address the weaknesses of your relationship.
Here are some examples of what you can address:
Find new roles
The allure of an affair is to try on new roles for us. For example a serious partner might enjoy being
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more free spirit with a younger partner.
The relationship couple then can try on new roles together instead of looking outside.
Example: I really liked the example of A Walk on The Moon, where the betrayed husband -an overly
serious “square”- shows his willingness to work on the relationship by changing the tune and dancing
to a rock song.
Sexual liberation
Sometimes a partner can feel freer with an affair partner. But sex doesn’t have to stay the same just
because a couple has long been together. This can be an opportunity to look for more liberated sexual
expressions.
Equalize give and take
If there was an imbalance between who gives most in the relationship it’s a great occasion to build a
more equitable relationship.
Empathic listening
A common refrain among betrayals is that the affair partner understands them better. And feeling
accepted after years of no emotional connection can be supremely attractive.
But emotional intelligence and empathic listening are something the couple can learn and implement
in their relationship.
You must be the opposite of this couple:
When you’re in a relationship like the one Warren was in you’re an easy prey of emotional affairs!

12. Finally, Forgive
If you execute together all the steps so far, they should naturally lead, eventually, to forgiveness.
Forgiveness is not essential for personal recovery but it is essential for healing as a couple.
These are the overarching steps you have achieved: so far
1. Let go of anger
2. Create empathy and understanding
3. Create shared meaning
Now, if hasn’t come naturally already, you can consider making a conscious effort to forgive.
Studies show that commitment to relationship will help you forgive , and that forgiveness will further
move you towards full healing (Ysseldyk, R., & Wohl, M. J. A. (2012)
Here’s a post fully dedicated to forgiving:
Forgiving infidelity: the steps you can take as a couple
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13. Further Help
The steps outlined so far are “essential” and basics. But of course, there’s always more you can do.
Here are more tips to stay together after an affair:
Focus on the positive shared past (reminisce, tell stories, look at old pictures together)
Imagine a positive future after all the turmoil
Don’t do solo therapy or you recreate distance (single therapy only to work out ambivalence)
Men should ask about emotional involvement first and women about sexual involvement
Reclaim territory: when ready you can experience the crime scenes together, holding hands
Reclaim memories: do with your spouse what you did with the affair partner, but better and
bigger (power move!)
Build a shared vision of monogamy: the libertine partner should converge towards the stricter
values
If it’s all too difficult a period of separation might help
From what you’ve learned, cheat proof your relationship
Destroy the memories of the affair together as symbolical rite of passage
Here is an example of destroying the signs of the betrayal:

When Healing is Difficult
For completeness of information, here are instances when staying together happens less frequently:
The affair is both sexual and deeply emotional
Unfaithful men describing the affair more emotional than sexual
Both partners had affairs (around half relationship ended in this case)
Unfaithful wives are childless and younger than 31 YO
When cheating happens early (conversely long term couples are more resilient, Gottman)
If you weren’t happy to begin with, this an excellent article on deciding whether to break up or not.
And don’t be discouraged if you’re in any of the above categories: that’s only indicative.

Surviving Infidelity: FAQ
Here are some of the most frequently asked question when it comes to affairs:
How long does it take to overcome cheating?
It depends -you didn’t see this coming, did you :)-.
If it’s a deep emotional wound it’s unrealistic to expect healing in less than a year. It could be years
to fully heal, but here’s the good news: most of the times things get progressively better.
Is it easy?
No, it’s not.
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It’s much, much better if the cheating partner cooperates. And it helps a lot if both partners know
what they’re doing (use this guide for that).
Will things ever be the same?
No, your relationship will never be the same again after you discover an affair.
But asking for “the same” is the wrong approach: a relationship always evolves, even without any
cheating.
And your goal should not be to come out of the affair with the same. That’s weak sauce. Your goal
should be to come out of it with a better relationship. As much as you don’t believe it right now for
many couples an affair was the catalyst for a (much) better relationship.
Can you stay together?
There’s no guarantee, but yes you can: many couples do that. And many couples manage to build a
stronger relationship, too.
Even Gottman reviewing the literature in The Science of Trust concludes that the prognosis of healing
from betrayal is good when both partners are willing to make the journey.

SUMMARY
Affairs are a traumatic event. But you will get through it and many couples manage to build stronger
and happier relationships.
This article showed you how to survive relationship infidelity.
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10 Questions For Your Unfaithful Partner (& Their Ideal
Replies)
June 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Betrayal is a traumatic experience.
The first reaction is that of storming out (for ever), attacking our partner or self-harming.
Resist all of them.
Much better is to get to the bottom of what happened, so that you can make the best possible
decisions.
Contents
Questions to Ask A Cheater
#1. How did you give yourself permission?
#2. Did you feel guilty after sex?
#3. What about previous opportunities? Have you had any, did you think of any?
#4. Why did it last if you knew it was wrong?
#5. Did you think about me at all?
#6. What did you say about us?
#7. Did you talk about a future together?
#8. What did you see in the affair partner?
#9. How were you different in the affair?
#10. Did you have unprotected sex?
What If Your Spouse Lies?
And What To Do Now?

Questions to Ask A Cheater
The following 10 questions are not random.
They are basead on the work of relationship and infidelity researcher Shirley Glass, author of “Not
Just Friends“, the best book on infidelity.
These questions will help you get to the bottom of the infidelity and help you decide whether or not
you should stay in the relationship.

#1. How did you give yourself permission?
Ask them what did they tell themselves.
With this question, you want to gain deeper insights into his morals and values.
If they didn’t think much, or if they never thought it was wrong, they value monogamy and fidelity
very little.
It’s also possible that they value you very little, or that they simply value people in general very little
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(also check: are you dating a sociopath?).

#2. Did you feel guilty after sex?
Similar as the above, but focused on sex.
If they deny or they seem insencere, you might have very different approaches towards sex and
extramarital affairs.
Or you might have very different moral standards.
It doesn’t necessarily mean they are bad.
Some people simply grew up in families were cheating is normal, and that influenced their approach
to monogamy.
Still, it’s something to keep in mind if full monogamy is very important for you.

#3. What about previous opportunities? Have you had any, did
you think of any?
Ask them if they had previous opportunities for infidelity and, if so, how was this different.
You want to understand if your partner is constantly scanning for opportunities or if it was a one off.
It might be the case your partner has had more than one affair, or that he might do it again if it’s
simply a matter of opportunity.
Or it might be that this affair just grew out of weaknesses from your marriage.

Your Opportunity of Developing a Better Relationship
Pay attention here: if your partner says that there is a better connection with the new partner, it might
be the case that the new partner listens and supports them better.
I know it’s hard to admit it right now.
But this is an opportunity for you: if you learn to support and listen, then this is a chance to make
your relationship better.
See an example of this type of emotional infidelity from Jack Nicholson:
Typical example of falling hard for the first woman who happens to truly listen to a man.

#4. Why did it last if you knew it was wrong?
Most partner will not answer they didn’t think much of, and will admit to at least a little bit of guilt.
This question explores whether or not the guilt recedes.
It’s important to know because people react in different ways to ongoing sense of guilt.
1. Suffer continuously and eventually end the affair
2. Get used to it and the guilt recedes (or the involvement increases)
3. Build mental models that allow them to suppress guilt
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You want to know about this because among those mental models is painting the relationship and the
betrayed partner as undeserving.
This is something you need to fix if you want to heal your relationship after a betrayal.

#5. Did you think about me at all?
This is likely to be painful.
The betrayed partners often see themselves as central elements in the affair. But often the unfaithful
partner didn’t think much of the betrayed partner.
If the unfaithful partner got emotionally involved, it will be even more painful to know that they
think of their affair partner when at home but think little of their spouse when with the affair partner.
Part of the reason is because of the secrecy.
Secrecy and thought suppression increases the attraction of the affair partner and (The Link Between
Thought Suppression and Level of Arousal, Debbie Layton-Tholl).
This is one of the reasons why honest communication is crucial to move on and heal.

#6. What did you say about us?
An affair is devastating because it drives a human wedge between the couple.
With this question you want to understand how close the two were and how far off you had drifted.
This question also helps demolish the wall between you two and start getting close again.
That’s key to heal. If you want to heal you need to rebuild the togetherness and to make the
affair partner the one “on the outside”.
Opening up with the spouse and cutting the affair partner out is the best way to do so.

#7. Did you talk about a future together?
This one will tell you a lot about how deep their passion and romance ran.
If their affair was deeply emotional, it’s possible the two of them were planning to escape, elope and
build a new life.
It will be extremely painful to hear, but don’t overplay the significance of their plans: often it’s just
the kid insight of the adult that dreams of a different life.
It doesn’t mean they wanted to escape from you, it’s just a psychological infant within them who
longs of going back in time. Back to teenager-dating and restarting life.
It’s still maddening, I know, but few people are 100% adults, 100% mature.
Since it can be painful to hear the answer to this one, you can consider leaving it for later on, when
the traumatic shock has started to taper off.
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#8. What did you see in the affair partner?
This goes at the core of the personality traits.
Often affair partners are very different from the spouse or from the unfaithful partner.
For the cheater, the difference is exhilarating in the short run, but in the long run it would get
annoying (divorce rate of unfaithful partner with affair partner are the highest).
But few have the foresight to understand that.

#9. How were you different in the affair?
The answer to this question is very important to understand the weaknesses of your marriage.
It’s possible the unfaithful partner was attracted to new roles, or newly found feelings.
For example, a strict and rational man at home, he might enjoy being a free spirit with the affair
partner.
When you know what it was, you can expand your personal roles and try on new personas within the
relationship.

#10. Did you have unprotected sex?
And get ready to get tested.

What If Your Spouse Lies?
It’s certainly possible.
But the way they behave will tell you a lot about the truth.
Lingering silences, pauses and half-sentences will let you know that there is much more that they
don’t have the courage to say.
Big shows of denying and minizing might suggest your spouse is the kind of person who does not
respect truth and honesty.
And on the other hand, strong, unexpected and “hard to swallow” revelations can be seen in a
positive light: your spouse might have cheated. but at least is honest and forthcoming.
Cheating is cheating.
But an honest confession after cheating, in my opinion, gives a lot of points back to your unfaithful
spouse.

And What To Do Now?
If you are interested in at least exploring the possibility of remaining together, I highly recommend
this article:
Surviving infidelity
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Second, it’s also good to explore the overall health of your relationship, as that will tell you a lot
about whether it’s worth the work or not.
Check out this article:
Should I break up or not? Diagnostic questions to help you overcome ambivalence
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Stages Of Emotional Affairs: A Guide (W/ Examples & Cures)
June 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article provides you with an overview of emotional affairs.
You will learn:
The stages of an emotional affair (for both partners)
How emotional affairs start
What’s peculiar of emotional affairs (VS “only-sex affairs”)
Cures and fixes
This article is based on research and data and, first and foremost, on the work of infidelity researcher
Dr. Shirley Glass.
Contents
What’s an Emotional Affair
How Emotional Affairs Start
Stages of Emotional Affairs
Stage 1: Platonic Friends / Secure Relationship
Stage 2: Intimate Friendship / Insecure Marriage
Stage 3: Emotional Affairs / Emotionally Detached Marriage
Stage 4: Sexually Intimate Affair / Threatened Marriage
Examples of Emotional Affair
Cognitive Dissonance of Affairs
The Stages of Revelations
Stage 1: Truth Seeking
Stage 2: Information Seeking
Stage 3: Mutual Understanding
Stage 4: Fixing The Relationship
Stages for Cheated Partner
Stages For Unfaithful Partner
Gender Differences in Affairs
Women Have More Emotional Affairs
Signs of Emotional Affairs
SUMMARY

What’s an Emotional Affair
Let’s start with the definition of an emotional affair:
An emotional affair is a relationship characterized by intimacy and emotional involvement
between a person and someone other than their official partner.
As a rule of thumb:
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The higher the difference in intimacy between the new partner and the official partner, the more
dangerous the affair is to the official relationship.

How Emotional Affairs Start
Before we jump to stages and cures, we must first understand how emotional affairs start.
Not all, but probably a majority of unfaithful partners set out on the emotional slippery slope
without any awareness of how friendships morph into emotional and sexual affairs.
There might be some chemistry, or some liking, but it’s rarely love at first sight or “fatal attraction”.

Where do They Start?
They start in places where interactions happen often.
As Schaefer points out in The Like Switch familiarity is a major element of the like equation, and
emotional affairs are likely to start in places that breed familiarity and continuity of interaction.
If you are guessing “at work”, you are right.
Writes Glass:
Of course the workplace, with its daily interactions and increased female participation, has
been the main driver of the increase in infidelity in the last decades.
Indeed, 82% of all the unfaithful partner Glass treated in her career began as friends
(Shirley Glass, 2004).

Stages of Emotional Affairs
Here are the steps that emotional affairs usually entail:

Stage 1: Platonic Friends / Secure Relationship
Most affairs start as friendships.
People who get involved in emotional affairs might be somewhat attracted to their affair partner in
the beginning, but they don’t usually set out to make their friendships into affairs.

Stage 2: Intimate Friendship / Insecure Marriage
The boundaries shift slowly and it’s hard, if at all possible, to pinpoint a specific moment when the
friendship starts becoming too intimate.
But here are a few signs that you are entering stage 2 and that relationship is morphing into an
emotional affair:
Are you sharing things you don’t tell your partner?
Is your friend sharing details they don’t share with other friends?
Are you looking forward to talking to your friend?
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Do you often think of your friend?
Do you look forward to share events in your life?
Are you hiding this friendship from your partner?
Are you trying to avoid other friends/colleagues see you when meeting?
It’s at this point that the “friendship” starts becoming a wedge between the couple.
When you share things you don’t talk about with your wife, you start creating a bond that is stronger
than the bond you have with your spouse.
This is one of the reasons why a strong friendship and intimate connection in the relationship is one
of the best antidote to an affair.
As a woman in a strong relationship said:
How could I have an affair, my husband is the first person I share all significant events with.
I’d immediately have to run and tell him!
Now that’s an emotional affair-proof bond.

Stage 3: Emotional Affairs / Emotionally Detached Marriage
At this point the new romance starts taking more and more real estate in our minds.
The affair is secret, emotionally intimate and now also abounding in sexual chemistry.
We feel great with our affair partner and we love the feeling that our partner feels the same with us.
Here are signs that you are in stage 3:
You are sexually excited in the presence of your friend
You feel better with your friend than with your spouse
Meetings start happening in secrecy
The emotional distance in your relationship increase
You are annoyed and uncaring in your relationship
This stage is especially dangerous for unhealthy relationships engulfed by criticism, constant fighting
and meanness.
Bad relationships indeed create a bad image of ourselves. When we contrast that with the way the
affair partner makes us feel, it’s like experiencing a rebirth.
This is important because you can’t fully heal from emotional affairs unless you fix your relationship
first.

Stage 4: Sexually Intimate Affair / Threatened Marriage
The affair might have been consumed or not by the step 3. If it’s not, then you reach the final step
once it becomes sexual.
Notice that you’re already having an affair even without sex and some sources put emotional affair
on the same level as emotional + sexual (but I disagree with that).
Interestingly enough, the later sex happens, the more likely it is the affairs will be deeply
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emotional.
It might be counterintuitive, but an emotional affair that is consumed later on will bond the affair
partners much more strongly.

Examples of Emotional Affair
Here are a few examples of how emotional affairs come to happen:

#1. Emotional Affair at Work
The movie “The Good Girl” is a great example of how emotional affairs start at work. Notice first the
major weakness in the relationship that precedes the affair.
That makes her susceptible, even unconsciously looking for, an emotional bond and a sexual release.

#2. Emotional Affairs For Emotionally Starved Partners
Some relationships are at high risk of emotional unfaithfulness for a simple reason:
They had little emotional bonds in them! When a relationship has little emotional intimacy between
the partners, then it’s only normal that one partner will fall hard for a new partner that provides that
emotional aspect that they are missing.
How do you know if your relationship is emotionally weak?
An emotionally weak relationship lacks the following:
Knowledge of the partner (love maps in Gottman’s speak)
Understanding and acceptance
Shared meaning (ie.: a “couple’s culture”)
A positive emotional bank account (ie: fondness, appreciation and liking for our partner)
Emotionally starved partners are highly susceptible to fall for the first person who will listen and
understands.
See here a perfect example:

#3. Isolated and Lacking Human Connection
Emotional affairs can sometimes start when we need the most a human connection.
It’s not by chance that partners who are emotionally starved at home are more likely to fall for it.
Election (1999) is such an example

Cognitive Dissonance of Affairs
Not all, but most people have a sense of guilt when they engage in affairs.
They know it’s wrong at some level, but the emotional bond with the new partner keeps them stuck.
To avoid cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) they lie to themselves or change their own stories.
Here are a few ways they deal with it:
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Hiding the truth
Unfaithful partners often suppress or gloss over any detail that are inconsistent with their values and
wedding vows.
When asked “how could you do that” they have little answer because, well… They meticulously
avoided anything that would help them answer that question.
They tell themselves “everybody’s doing it”
Some people resolve the internal conflict by telling themselves “it’s not so bad, everyone’s doing it”.
And they focus on everybody else who is cheating while disregarding the faithful ones (also see
myths and facts of cheating).
Unconsciously want to get caught
As strange as it might sound at first, some get caught on purpose to release the internal pressure.
Blaming the partner
This is the most pernicious and dangerous one for the relationship.
The unfaithful partner focuses on the faults of the relationship and the shortcoming of his partner.
He tells himself his partner “deserves it”, or he convinces himself that his relationship is dead. It
often becomes a self fulfilling prophecy as he withdraws more and more from his relationship.

The Stages of Revelations
The revelation of the adulterous relationship usually isn’t a smooth process.
It starts with suspicion, and the first confrontations arrive when there’s a little bit of evidence.
At first, it’s adversarial. Then it moves towards information seeking by the cheated partner. And
finally, it reaches the stage of looking for deeper meaning and possibly then fixing the relationship.
Let’s explore the stages of revelations:

Stage 1: Truth Seeking
The beginning of the confrontation is usually a difficult phase resembling a police interrogation.
Except with more rage from the betrayed partner.
Having a softer start up from the betrayed partner and coming clean quickly and honestly from the
unfaithful partner is of huge help in healing the relationship as a couple.
Bad example of truth seeking:
Aggression and verbal abuse make it difficult for the unfaithful partner to be honest. It also starts a
hostile dynamic that makes it difficult to move into a collaborative and healing phase.

Stage 1: Reactions
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These are the most typical reaction to confrontations:
Denying
Most people deny at first.
When there’s lots of evidence, denial adds insult to injury. And when the truth finally surfaces the
betrayed partner has two wounds: the sad reality and the false reassurances.
Partial admissions
Whatever they admit to, is often just a tiny fraction of the reality.
Lying
Denying any emotional attachment or sexual involvement is another common reaction. Lying can be
a sign that the affair partner is not yet ready to end the affair.
Gaslighting
Gaslighting happens when the cheating partner tries to frame the betrayed partner as crazy. If your
partner does it to you, you are probably better off breaking up.
Here is an example from the movie “Goodfellas”:
Sometimes the cheating partners can give in to endless inquisition, or he might come clean to end the
relationship.

Stage 2: Information Seeking
This stage is a bit calmer and neutral.
More lies are usually unearthed and the full truth starts taking shape.
To make the process smoother, show your partner that you will not use any information against him.
And don’t highlight his previous lies.
If it makes you feel better, some of those lies might have also been aimed at shielding you and
rescuing the relationship.
See:
Questions to ask the unfaithful spouse

Stage 3: Mutual Understanding
In this stage you explore the deeper meaning of what the affair meant and what are the weaknesses of
your relationship.
It’s an important part of healing and it will strengthen the relationship by creating shared meaning.
Ideally, this phase also sets the stage for the improvement and strengthening of the relationship.
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Stage 4: Fixing The Relationship
Not all couples make it to this stage.
But all couples should probably at least try.
It’s indeed possible that while working at it, the couple re-discovers deep feelings about each other
and enjoy a new honeymoon time.
If you are interested in at least exploring the possibility of recovering together, I highly recommend
this post:
Healing together from an affair

Stages for Cheated Partner
Affair revelation and discoveries are traumatic events.
Partners who didn’t expect it can experience feelings of unreality, as if they were disconnecting from
the world.

#1. Numbness
Some people can go numb and stay that way for a while without feeling much.
When they start feeling again the feeling won’t be positive, but it’s a step forward nonetheless.

#2. Relief
Surprised to read this one?
Well, this is for specific cases.
If the partner long suspected an affair, the first moments of revelation can be a big relief.
Finally, they can confirm they didn’t imagine everything, they’re not crazy and that, in a twisted way,
they won for being right.
But soon after the relief comes a whirlwind of less positive emotions, including rage, disbelief and a
general feeling that someone pulled the rag under them.

#3. Obsession
Betrayed partners obsessively relive the scene of revelation over and over in their minds.
They add up evidences and suspicion, cross check dates, try to make sense of what happened.
And they picture with horror their spouse with someone else.

#4. Endless Questioning
Betrayed partners have an unquenchable need to know.
Some cannot constrain their deluge of questions, and the interrogation often leaves both exhausted.
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Stages For Unfaithful Partner
Because society disapproves of affairs and cheating, the unfaithful partner can often be very lonely in
his struggle.
Here are the steps they go through:

#1. Shifting Emotions
Sometimes the initial emotions solidify and strengthen in the weeks and months that go by. But some
other times they shift.
Defensiveness can turn into openness -which is good- or into aggression. And ambivalence can turn
into decision paralysis or full clarity.
Here is a good post to diagnose both relationships:
Should I break up?

#2. Realizes How Much He Cares
Sometimes coming out of the closet is like a big truth moment for the unfaithful partner.
He might have been planning to break up and elope with the affair partner, but all of a sudden he
realizes how much he cares about the relationship.

#3. Impatience: When Are We Going to Be Good Again?
If they want to work on the marriage, the unfaithful partner might expect to be welcomed back with
open arms and is annoyed to find now an untrustful and hurt partner.

#4. Grief: Should I Abandon One?
The involved partner mourns the loss of the affair partner.
This can be very painful to witness for the betrayed partner, but it’s a good sign that the affair is over.

#5. Shame & Fear
The cheating partner is sometimes ashamed for his behavior and fearful that it might cost him both
relationships (and a costly divorce).

Gender Differences in Affairs
There are important gender differences in both affairs and emotional affairs.
On average:
Women cheat less when they are in a happy relationship.
Men instead tend to end up in affairs independently of how they rate their relationship.
Many women in very happy relationships have blinders that screen out any potential affair
partner. Even when a man makes a pass at her, she may discount it thinking it was just being
friendly.
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And that’s a great example of how interest creates opportunity: if you’re in a relationship with a
player, he’ll be looking for opportunities everywhere.

When they emotionally detach
Women tend to detach from the relationship before the affair begin. Men tend to detach after the
affair has begun.

Sexual Designation
The two sexes differ as to what they usually consider a sexual affair.
For women any kind of sexual intimacy, including kissing, counts as an entrance into sexual
infidelity. For men the threshold is sexual intercourse.

Women Have More Emotional Affairs
Historically men have had sexual affairs with less emotions and women have had emotional affairs.
But men are now having increasingly emotional affairs as well. In Shirley Glass recorded clinical
sample, 83% of women who had extramarital sexual affairs, also had strong or very strong emotional
attachment VS 58% of men.
Some people begin an affair because of sexual attraction and jump right into sex.
At that point, emotions might or not might not develop.
If they do, they are usually less strong than if the affair had been consumed later on. So, theoretically,
quick sex is better than delayed sex.
Needless to say, emotional plus sexual infidelity is the most damaging to the relationship.

Signs of Emotional Affairs
Here are some cues that can be telltale signs:
They look for more privacy
More time away from home
Refusal or inability to share details about mysterious commitments
Less family involvement
Interests in new activities
Going to the gym, taking care of themselves or buying new clothes / underwear
More undercover expenditures
Opposites pattern of behavior: sometimes too clingy, sometimes far away
Avoids social gathering with spouse or excludes her
Sex can happen more or less frequently and more passionately
Emotional withdrawal and less affection
Emotional withdrawal will be stronger for people who have strong monogamous tendencies.
These partners can’t manage two relationships at the same time and the affair takes over
(Reconstructing marriages after the trauma of infidelity). When people have strong monogamous
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tendencies, you will also notice:
Sex rejection
Less caring
Sometimes high irritability
Forgetfulness
No more saying “I Love you”
The signs are indicative and there is no sure fire way to tell that someone is having an affair. Some
people are very, very good at lying and compartmentalizing lives.
The woman in the movie “Up In The Air” is such an example:
For more about the signs of infidelity, check out “signs your partner is being unfaithful“.

SUMMARY
Emotional affairs often start as friendships with people we interact often with.
They start out as friendships where both partners admire and like each other.
Little by little, they spend more time together, talk more and share more and more about themselves.
The emotional bond deepens, and they become emotional affair.

Further Reading on Inﬁdelity:
How to prevent cheating
Why people cheat
How to pick a loyal partner
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Signs Your Partner is Cheating: The Full List (Science-Based)
June 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Can you always spot the signs that your partner is cheating? Well, not always.
But if you are observant and keep your antennas up, chances are you can catch a cheating partner
more times than not.
After this post you, which leverage scientific literature and data, you will know what signs to look
for.
Contents
Signs of Cheating
#1. Changes in Behavior
#2. Has Less Time For You
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Signs of Cheating
There are many possible signs of cheating, but you should look for clusters and patterns rather than
relying on a single piece of evidence -unless you catch them with their pants down, then you don’t
need anything more :)-.
Here are some key clusters:

#1. Changes in Behavior
The central tenet here is that an affair will change your partner’s behavior.
This is not always true, of course, but it’s a fairly reliable sign of a change in your partner’s life.
Here is what is more likely to change in a cheating partner”
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More critical and unforgiving towards you
Doesn’t talk as much
Unusually apologetic
Excludes partner from social events
Goes out by himself
Refusal to be accountable about their whereabouts

#2. Has Less Time For You
The cheating partner needs to meet the affair partner.
And that time needs to come from somewhere.
That means, less time for you or for activities he used to perform.
These are some common signs related to time:
More work trips
Longer hours at work
Less family involvement
Misses social gathering with spouse or excludes her
More weekend commitments

#3. Renewed Passion for Life
Sometimes life and relationships can grow stale.
An affair can bring a whirlwind of renewed passion and lust for life.
A cheating spouse might:
Start going to the gym
Buy new clothes / underwear / sexy or stylish garments
Interest in new activities
Abandon activities shared with the partner
New diet and efforts to lose weight
Happier, more confident (at least when not dealing with the spouse)
Here’s an example of the dynamic I’m talking about from the movie “Election”.
The man in the video has a boring relationship with his wife and the affair gives him wings:
Note: to fix these affairs, you need to fix your relationship.

#4. Changes In Behavior Towards Money
Unfaithful partners might need more expenditures for their side partner.
This means:
More privacy around money
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Balance not adding up
A different pattern of withdrawals
More money spent on lifestyle and beauty

#5. Explanations Are Too Fuzzy or Too Elaborated
What happens if you confront them?
Well, the cheater will most likely not admit to cheating.
Not right away, at least.
Instead, he/she will come up with some explanations.
And to explain away their changes cheaters might be either overly detailed, or they might use blanket
rules.
The blanket rules sound like these:
New project
I’m stressed out for work
So many more demands with the new responsibility
You can expect lots of details instead from more shrewd individuals.

Changes in Details
It’s an important sign if they were previously sharing stories about work, or a specific person, and
now it doesn’t happen anymore.

#6. More Demand for Privacy
Cheaters need more personal space to carry on communication with the affair partner.
An increased search for privacy or for personal space is a good indicator of betrayal.
Here are some examples:
Locks the door
Goes outside to speak on the phone
Clears the browsing history
Puts a password on his phone (and hides it from you)
Stashes his phone away if you’re looking
Gets nervous is you get close while he’s at the computer

#7. Random Changes
So far we have signs that clearly go in one directio: either increase or decrease.
However, depending on personalities and relationships, some other indicator will just change, and we
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can’t make a blanket rule on whether they increase or decrease, improve or worsen.
Change is the only good indicator for:
Sex frequency
Passion
Sex experimentation
Warmth and kindness
Irritability, meanness, criticism and contempt
Frequency of arguments
Frequency of “I love you”
Stay away from sources that say an increase or decrease of any of the above is a strong sign of
cheating.
That’s just not true.
Different people will react differently when it comes to sex, kindness and, yes, even the frequency of
“I love you”.

Kindness
For example a partner feeling guilty might become nicer to you to overcompensate.
Same for a partner who wants to preserve both relationships: he might be nicer out of fear and
subconscious prevention.
A partner who doesn’t want to be in the relationship anymore and who is emotionally involved in the
affair can instead become irritable and pick more fights than he used to.

Sex
A partner with an awakened sex libido will want to have sex more often, while monogamous partners
might completely avoid sex with you.
Women also have a higher tendency to withdraw from sex with their husband when they engage in
affairs.
On average, though the changes when it comes to sex are not exaggerated. The rule of thumb is that
there is no significant impact on marital sex as long as the affair stays secret.

Strongest Signs of Cheating
Some signs carry a very big weight in assessing whether your partner is having an affair or not.
These are the most obvious signs of cheating:
Proposes you should see other people
Doesn’t want monogamy anymore
Actively avoids talking about certain people or groups
Doesn’t answer when you ask if they are cheating
Accidentally calls you by someone else’s name
Turns down dates more often
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Friends report you they’ve seen them with someone else
Forgets anniversaries
A sexually transmitted disease you didn’t have (doh!)
We will now focus on the different psychological personalities of a cheater.
Understanding where your partner fits will give you strong cues on what to look for.

Monogamous Types
The personality of the monogamous type only allows him to have one partner at a time, and he cannot
compartmentalize two different lives (Glass & Write, 1997).
When the monogamous type cheats, the affair takes over.
It becomes the prime relationship and they struggle in keeping up a facade of love and kindness in the
official relationship.
The monogamous types are more likely to withdraw from sex and affection in the relationship
because they feel unfaithful to the partner with whom they are now emotionally bonded.
The monogamous type:
Withdraws emotionally
Stop or reduces sex
Decreases affection (kisses, hugs)
Forgets anniversaries and special dates
Cares less
Sometimes shows high irritability
No more saying “I Love you”
Note: the monogamous type is not a 0 to 1 switch, but it’s on a scale.
So you can find the signs of the monogamous type, but more or less pronounced, depending on where
your partner sits on the scale monogamous/polyamorous.

Rationalizing The Affair Away
Monogamous cheaters -that name makes little sense I know :)- are also more likely to rewrite their
relationship history because of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).
They are more likely to tell themselves -and you- that they are unhappy, that their partner is not good
enough or even that they never loved their partner.
Don’t necessarily believe that: they need it to appease their cognitive dissonance (commitment and
consistency principle, Cialdini).

They Want to Get Caught
The monogamous type wants to end the dual life which is causing cognitive dissonance.
That’s why when confronted, they usually cannot muster the strength to deny or build a castle of lies.
They are more likely to passively confirm. Or to actively volunteer information.
Example:
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Marshall in How I Met Your Mother is a typical example of monogamous type:
Indeed if you fail to confront them they might either get caught on purpose, start leaving more and
more obvious signs or they might end one of the two relationships.
And when you confront them, they are more likely to admit it (example from A Walk On the Moon).

Player Types
The player types don’t seek outside relationships with emotional involvement but will seek cheating
opportunities nonetheless.
Players will have little or no signs of affairs because they don’t often have emotional affairs but go
for short term flings.

Signs of Players
They will:
Go out by themselves more often
Check out other women (sometimes without hiding)
Have a long history of playing the field
Show love women (plural!)
Make jokes about them and other women
Insist of taking trips on their own
Also read:
Signs of players
A psychological breakdown of players’ mentality
7 questions to unmask a player

Cheater Types
Some inveterate cheaters actively seek to keep simultaneous relationships as a mating strategy.
These are the guys who keep long standing affairs but, at the same time, also want to keep the
relationship with you, and they want you to stay emotionally attached as well.
Exactly: these are the slimiest.
So if they start an affair they are more likely to unconsciously overcompensate with more affection.

Signs of Cheaters
Some cheaters may not increase their affection, but some do:
Say “I love you” more often
Show more caring and affection
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Are unusually happy to be together

Compartimentalizer Types
Some cheaters are very, very good at lying and compartmentalizing lives.
They are so good because it’s not even “lying” for them, it’s just having two separate realities.
They have no intention to abandon the relationship and, as a matter of fact, often take extra steps to
keep their relationship safe.
Emotionally and sexually they show little changes and they often lead lives that allow them to easily
cover their tracks (ie.: business trips, offshore commitments, nomadic lifestyle etc.).
That’s why it’s very difficult to sniff out the cheating signs of a compartimentalizer.
Sometimes the affair partner doesn’t even know they were in a relationship.
Example:
The movie Up In The Air is a great example of a compartimentalizer:

Tips to Uncover Betrayals
And of course, you don’t have to limit yourself to passively analyze information but you can actively
look for the signs of cheating.
Here are some examples:
Check mileage on the odometer
Count condoms (or viagra pills)
Check credit card reports
Hire a detective
Check their phone while they sleep
Voice activated voice recorder (this is the highest rated on Amazon)
You can place it in their car or under the bed when you’re away.
But if you don’t find any signs, you might also want to consider that you’re over-worrying.

Gender of Cheaters
If we look at Google, the searches “what are the signs your husband is cheating” or “signs your
husband is cheating on you” are more popular than the equivalent for wives.
This is an indicator that women worry more.
And indeed data suggest that men still cheat a bit more frequently than women.
However, in the last decades, women have been catching up.
Historically men cheated primarily for sex and women primarily for emotional connection.
Men have been catching to women here and cheating with emotional involvement have been growing
for men.
If you want to understand the unpleasant phenomenon of cheating a bit more also check the following
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How to overcome infidelity
How to prevent cheating
Why people cheat
Emotional infidelity: what is it and how it happens
How to pick a loyal partner

SUMMARY
As we have seen you can’t always and reliably tell if someone’s cheating.
It depends a lot on their personality and psychological make up.
Stay away from articles like “what every man does when he’s cheating” because they are simply
untrue.
This article gave you a good overview of what are some of the most common signs of cheating and of
how the different personalities behave during affairs.
Sources:
This guide references the work of infidelity experts such as Shirley Glass, author of “Not Just
Friends“, empirical researches (such as Cues to infidelity, Personality & Social Psychology Bulletin,
1997), evolutionary psychology sources (such as The Moral Animal) and the author’s knowledge
acquired through personal experiences and delving into psychology and relationship literature.
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This Is Why People Cheat: An Analysis Of Betrayals
June 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article provides an in-depth, psychological and scientific overview to the question “why do
people cheat”.
It explores the psychological personalities, the life events and the mental issues that lead to cheating.
But first, an overview:
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#3. Baby-Envy (parenthood)
#4. Respite Cheating (turbulent teens)
#5. Should I Also Go (launching)
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#6. I Can Still Do it (retirement)
Personal Troubles
#1. I’ve Changed… And You?
#3. Midlife Crisis
#4. Attachment Styles
Relationship Issues
#1. Cheating to Escape
#2. Power Struggles: Cheating to Get Even
#3. Loneliness: Cheating for Emotional Starvation
#4. Child-centered Relationships
#5. So Bad There’s no Escape
SUMMARY

Why Do People Cheat?
The short answer:
Because it’s good for them and because they can.
The slightly more complex answer:
People cheat because it provides advantages from an evolutionary point of view.
Cheating can spread our genes wider, can help us produce better offspring, or both.
Cheating is indeed a common, widespread phenomenon. And, in any large population, you don’t
usually reach a wide “adoption rate” unless it makes sense for the propagation of our genetic makeup.
Example:
Man X sleeps with a woman in a relationship. Let’s call her W.
Man Y in the relationship doesn’t realize and raises the other man’s children. X hasn’t invested any
time and effort, but his genes get a nice “free ride” from Y.
Similarly, W might choose X because of a possibly better genetic makeup. Or simply a different
genetic makeup: diversity is good for the species.
The really complex answer
The really complex answer, well…. This is what this article is about.
Evolutionary psychology provides a good overarching answer. But it’s not enough. As it’s often the
case, reality is too complex for blanket answers.
When you hear things like “everybody cheats”, “monogamy doesn’t work” or “cheating is always
bad”, stay away.
Let’s dig deeper then:

External Factors
A few factors are independent of personality, values and moralities. These factors don’t “force”
anyone to betray, but they increase the likelihood of cheating for everyone.
Here are some of them:
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#1. Lifestyles of Cheating Opportunities
Professions and lifestyle that require lots of time away from our partners, for example:
Regular travels
Conferences attendance
Military personnel in far away basis
Nomadic lifestyles
Long distance relationships
For most people, the workplace with its daily interactions and increased female participation, has
been the main driver of the increase in infidelity in the last decades (Shirley Glass, 2004).
Road warriors and conferences, with alcohol mingling and hotel rooms readily available also lower
the bar for cheating.
Example:
The movie Up In The Air is such an example:

#2. Libertine Social Environments
We are social creatures and we have a strong tendency to accept the values that our society and social
groups embrace.
And also a rather strong tendency to act along the social-sanctioned rules.
A study in The Netherlands confirmed indeed that the sanctions -or lack thereof- from the group
predicted the willingness to engage in extramarital affair (Extradyadic sex: The role of descriptive
and injunctive norms).
That means that if we have a lots of friends who cheat, we are much more likely to cheat. If our
friends don’t cheat, or if grew up in an environment where cheating is highly sanctioned, cheating is
much rarer.

Personality Factors
Some people will cheat almost no matter what. And some other won’t cheat almost no matter what.
Personality is what makes the difference.
We will start with addicts.
Addictions are often relative to addictive personality, which means that addict to one thing is often an
addict for another (Charlie Sheene is such an example).

#1. Thrill Addicts
The biggest appeal for the thrill addict –referred to as Type-T sometimes– is the danger of getting
caught.
As long as they want to stop philandering, thrill seekers are actually easy to cure.
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Example:
Marcello Mastroianni plays a cheating thrill seeker in Casanova 70

#2. Infatuation Addicts
In 10 Types of Players I talked about the “infatuation players”. These are guys who are very eager in
the beginning of a relationship, but lose steam when the relationship gets more serious and
demanding.
These guys have a pattern of “sequential monogamy”, with George Clooney being one such example.
When infatuation addicts stay in a relationship long term, they are more likely to cheat to relive that
initial spark (over and over again).
Also read:
Signs of a player
What to ask to uncover a player

#3. Sex Addicts
Sex addicts seek the orgasmic release to catch that fleeting moment of satisfaction.
But the release is only temporary and the cycle begins again and again.
Some of the signs of sex addicts are:
Pornography
Compulsive masturbation
Massage shops
One nights stands
Sex addicts usually show a pattern of strong sexual desire at the beginning of the relationship, but
have issues integrating love and sexual attraction and often withdraw when the relationship grows
more intimate.
Sometimes sex addicts even abandon marital sex.
The discovery of the affair is shocking for the spouse because she often mistakenly attributes the lack
of sex to a low libido.

Addiction From Abuse
Patrick Carnes’s survey of 600 sex addicts concluded that 73% had been physically abused, and a
whopping 97% emotionally abused (Carnes, Don’t Call it Love).

#4. Love & Romance Addicts
Similar to the infatuation addicts, but these guys are in love with love and romance.
They long for the idea of love the same way a Medieval poet would have. They’re in love with a
fantasy, basically.
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They long for candlelight, roses and moonlight walks.
A “real relationships” with a real bond is too real for them, and that’s why they start romancing
outside of the relationship.
Giacomo Casanova was such an example.

#5. Searching For Ego Boost
Often the affair partners are no more attractive than the relationship spouse. But what really attracts
the unfaithful partner is the gratification and ego stroking of being loved and liked.
The starving ego is particularly sensitive to flattery and admiration.

#6. Victims Of Madonna/Whore Complex
Many men divide women into two categories: Madonnas and whores (The Moral Animal). But for
some that split is so strong that it carries major consequences in their sexual lives.
The women in their relationships become Madonnas. They don’t feel they can engage in unorthodox
sex with them. But they can enjoy loose women on the side.
They don’t think it’s disrespectful because the two are on two different planes anyway.
These are the type of men who would say things like:
I could never say/do that to you: you’re my wife and the mother of my children
Of course it’s a terrible mindset for the women they are with: being a Madonna comes with more
downsides than upsides.

#7. Reluctant Grown-ups
Some people stay mentally childish in the sense that they keep refusing commitments and
responsibilities well into their adult years.
And one way to escape those commitments and responsibilities is by cheating and having
extramarital affairs.

Personality Disorders
Some personality disorders, like the ones in the dark triad, usually show a higher incidence of
cheating.
Part of the reason is the lack of morals and empathy. Morals indeed have a greater “restraining
power” on cheating than even religious beliefs do (Glass, 2004).

#1. Narcissists
Narcissists are self centered and cannot empathize with other people.
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They think of themselves as special and entitled, but their self esteem is fragile and based on constant
recognition from the people around.

#2. Antisocial Types
To oversimplify, antisocial personalities are narcissists on steroids.
They do not accept social moral and values, including legal boundaries. They can be very
manipulative and exploitative in relationships, and cheating is one of the ways they fail to live up to
standard moral code.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#3. Chronic Liars
Chronic lying is different than the situational lying of denying an affair.
The Chronic liars make up stories, lie on tax returns, shift blame, and make up exaggerated stories
sometimes that few ever believe to be true.
They have no guilt of cheating and will make up all kinds of stories to cover their tracks.

The Entitled Cheaters
Some people feel entitled to having multiple partners. Some of them are:

#1. Abusers
Abusive partners, especially men, have a sense of superiority on their partner. They feel they can get
away with whatever they want, including extramarital affairs.
It’s not uncommon for abusers to fly into rages when the partners confronts them about infidelity.
Even if it’s true.

#2. Revenge entitlement
Some people who become rich and successful later in life feel entitled to enjoying multiple women to
make up for years of geekiness and invisibility to the opposite sex.
Sometimes they think of themselves as committed to their relationship and would never grant the
same freedom to their women.
This is mostly true for men, but in couples with a high status woman and low status man -which are
rare anyway-, women also end up having more affairs than men (Adultery: An Analysis Of Love And
Betrayal).
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#3. Highly Successful & Driven Men
Some highly successful and driven men see themselves as entitled to success, money, authority and…
Women.
In evolutionary psychology terms: the more resources one has to spread, the more mates he can
attract.
Jan Halper found indeed a correlation between income and likelihood of cheating (Quiet
Desperation: The Truth About Successful Men).
Usually, women tolerate their philandering because of the unwritten rule the marriage entails: luxury
for freedom. Contemporary examples are Silvio Berlusconi and partially Donald Trump.

#4. The Indulged Child
Not every entitled cheater is rich and successful.
Some adults are ordinary, but were brought up by their parents as if they were special and destined.
Some of them had indeed some trait that set them aside: beauty or a special talent for example. These
“princesses” and “princes” expect now their spouses to grant them all the freedom without the need
for reciprocity.

Family Influences
How we grew up has a huge influence on how we are. Including on how we are when it comes to
fidelity.

#1. Like Father, Like Son
Studies show that affairs and cheating is more likely to occur among individuals who have a history
of affairs in their own family (Emily Brown, Patterns of Infidelity).
And the correlation is quite huge: Bonnie Eaker Weil recorded the data in her clinical experience and
found out that 90% of unfaithful patients had at least one unfaithful parent (Bonnie E. Weil, Adultery:
The Forgivable Sin).

#2. Parents’ Bad Influences
Some influences are unconscious, deeper, or darker:
Uncaring parents
Some parents are very hands off and give their children all the freedom they want. Some children can
take it as a sign of neglection.
If their partners also grants them all the freedom, they might act out more and more to get
reprimanded -a sign of caring-.
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Eventually, they might end up cheating as their ultimate effort to get a sign of love.
I won’t be cheated on: strike first
Sometimes a woman who sees a womanizing father make her mother suffer might vow, consciously
or subconsciously, to never be like her mother.
Which means, she’ll be like her cheating father…
I won’t be dependent like dad
If we see a parent who is stuck in a terrible marriage they have little control on, we might
subconsciouly avoid any strong tie.
Cheating then becomes a way to assert our distance and independence.
Example:
The movie Blow provides such an example
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-Ce48-lh2E
Childhood abuse
Men or women who were sexually abused during childhood may engage in compulsive sexual
behavior. It goes for both men and women (Carol Rinkleib Ellison, 2000).
The movie Mysterious Skin is a good example but it’s too heavy and I won’t post it here.
Emotional incests
Some father snub their wives and shower their daughters with gifts and attention (Patricia Love, The
Emotional Incest Syndrome).
Some other times the daughter sees the father giving all the attention to a lover and not to her mother.
These girls develop the unconscious desire of being the other woman and go after married men.
The caretaker
Some children grow up in an environment that forces them to take care of several members in their
family. They give, give, give and take little or nothing.
Most of the times, it’s women.
These women tend to get stuck with cheating men who give them very little in return.

Female Homewreckers
As much as there are several types of philandering men, there are several types of women who seem
to look for taken men to cheat with.

#1. Women in Competition
The antagonist woman has not sense of identification with her gender and sees other women as rivals
and enemies.
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Taking their men is part of their competitive mindset.

#2. Antitraditionalist
The antitraditionalist scoff as the institution of marriage. And since marriage makes no sense, while
should she restrict herself to single men?

#3. The Sexy Nymphet
A girl who’s grown with the subconscious drive to be the other woman will often present a facade of
high sexuality to lure the men in.
Deep down she longs for more, but when she seeks a deeper connection, men stick with their
relationship.

Relationship Phases
Some transitions can create discomfort and require some adjustments.
The more the couple has difficulties readjusting, the more cheating is likely to happen.
These are the major phases:

#1. Resisting Commitment (young relationship)
The couple hasn’t fully tested yet their compatibility.
If they were wrong and living together proves difficult, partners can start being more open to
extramarital affairs.
And of course, some partner can find solace in cheating when they are afraid of commitment.
Cheating then becomes a sort of escapism.

#2. Run Before It’s Too Late (pregnancy)
The man can feel he’s about to getting trapped for good when the woman is pregnant. Cheating at this
point is a way to break free and re-assert his freedom.

#3. Baby-Envy (parenthood)
The baby usually gets the lion’s share of the woman’s attention when he comes into this world. And
hormonal changes happen.
Here are some common issues:
Some men are less attracted to their women (see Madonna/Whore complex)
Many women have less sex drive after a baby
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Some men are jealous of the mother/baby bond and feel left out

#4. Respite Cheating (turbulent teens)
When children become teenagers the household can experience some turbulent times, and marital
satisfaction is often at its lowest during this period.
Cheating and having an affair can provide some respite. Also, some mother can be reminded of their
sexual yearnings from their own children.
Example:
The movie A Walk on The Moon presents such a case:

#5. Should I Also Go (launching)
When children leave home, another critical phases rushes in.
Couples who experienced friction with their children can experience a re-blooming of their
relationship.
But child-centered relationships where children where the glue can come apart. Or stay together
while looking to outside sources of pleasure.

#6. I Can Still Do it (retirement)
Retirement is another major adjustment period. Some can feel a pang of meaningless, wondering if
there’s nothing more to live for. And an affair can give life the sparkle.
For some others, especially men, it serves to prove they are still young enough to find a mate.

Personal Troubles
As much as the relationship goes through phases, so do the people in those relationships. Cheating is
more likely to happen during these phases.

#1. I’ve Changed… And You?
Sometimes we evolve, but our partner stays the same.
That’s when cheating with a partner who is more like we are becoming is more likely to happen.
Some other times it’s not about how we are becoming but how we would like to be.
Example:
We don’t know if Mrs Doubtfire cheated, but it’s the typical example where an affair is likely to
happen because of how apart the couple grew:
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#3. Midlife Crisis
Midlife crisis can bring a host of issues, including:
Existential crisis: is this is all there is?
Parents death: are we next? Am I doing the best I can do?
Am I still young enough? A younger mate can prove that
Comfort level: not much more to strive for
Example:
The lovely movie Lost in Translation is an example of an affair during middle life crisis:

#4. Attachment Styles
There lots of good articles here on how attachment styles influence relationships and fidelity.
Here’s quick lowdown:
Secure attachment types tend to have one relationship at a time, create a strong and solid emotional
bond and tend to cheat less. The monogamous types we talked about in signs your partner is cheating
are usually secure attachment types.
Anxious attachment types crave emotional closeness but are always afraid their partner might not feel
the same.
They often end up in a relationship with the avoidant types (Amir Levine, Attached), which makes
them feel starved for affection. They might cheat to get the emotional intimacy they crave, and they
get attached very quickly to the affair partner.
Avoidant attachment types are fearful of emotional intimacy. For these types an affair provides a way
to get more autonomy, and researches proves avoidant cheat the most: twice as much as all the other
attachment types. And they are more likely to cheat multiple times and to have more one night stands
(Allen, Baucon, 2004).
Example:
Mastroianni in La Dolce Vita is a great example of a cheater-avoidant attachment type

Relationship Issues
Cheating can be the consequence of troubles in the relationship. And when you can fix those
relationship issues, you can also lower the chances (and the need) for cheating.

#1. Cheating to Escape
Sometimes life in the relationship can become a grey doldrums. And sometimes it can be straight up
painful.
Imagine having to attend to a sick parent, or a child who’s had an accident.
These tragic occurrences can take a huge toll on the couple. Cheating can be a way to escape the
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emotional pain: the lover is the antidepressant.

#2. Power Struggles: Cheating to Get Even
Some spouses can feel smothered under the tight grip of their more powerful partner. Cheating can be
a way to getting back at him and getting even.
You fix this issue by accepting your partner’s influence

#3. Loneliness: Cheating for Emotional Starvation
Some couples spend years or even decades without ever really getting to know each other.
When they finally meet someone who listens, asks questions and wants to know their fears and
dreams, then they are liable to fall for them hard.
Example:
There are many examples in movies, but I like The Good Girl which is basically all about emotional
cheating:
You fix this issue by asking questions, listening empathically and getting to know your partner. And
by learning emotional intelligence and emotionally tuning in to your partner.

#4. Child-centered Relationships
Some relationships put the children above everything else.
That also means though that there’s no space for romance between the spouses.
And when there’s no romance at home, partners look for it outside.

#5. So Bad There’s no Escape
Sometimes people cheat at the end of the umpteenth terrible argument, or when they just can’t take it
anymore and they deeply want to move on.
They can cheat as a way to “force themselves” out of the relationship or to officialize that it’s over.

SUMMARY
To simplify cheating, imagine it like this: when an individual ripe for affair meets opportunity.
The “readiness” is individual by many factors and we analyzed most of them in this article.
Sources:
This guide references the work of infidelity experts such as Shirley Glass, author of “Not Just
Friends“, empirical researches quote throughout the article, evolutionary psychology sources (such as
The Selfish Gene) and the author’s knowledge acquired through personal experiences and delving
into psychology and relationship literature.
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How to Prevent Cheating In Relationships: 12 Steps-Guide
June 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The most effective way to prevent cheating comes down to:
1. know how affairs usually begin
2. build a solid relationship
3. pick the right partner
By the end of this article you will have a much deeper understanding about all three of them.
Contents
How to Prevent Cheating
1. Avoid Emotional Slippery Slope
No Relationship Talk With Opposite Sex
Talk to Friends as a Couple
Attractive People Must Be Friend of The Relationship
2. Form a United Front
3. Stay Away From Old Flames
4. Confess Early Infatuations
5. Avoid Sticky Situations
6. Become Best Friends
7. Don’t Compare!
8. Foster Fondness
9. Fix Relationship Issues
Child-Centered Marriages
Sexual Perspectives
Lack of Common Interests
10. Be Realistic
11. Pick A Safe Partner
12. Improve Your Relationship
SUMMARY

How to Prevent Cheating
This article leverages literature, data and research to give a thorough understanding of the
phenomenon of cheating and infidelity.
It’s a good starting point, and if you want to delve deeper, there are more links you can explore.
Let’s start.
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1. Avoid Emotional Slippery Slope
This is the most critical prevention if both of you want to stay committed.
Both you and your partner should know how cheating usually happens.
As we’ve seen in emotional affairs, most cheating starts as friendships in places of daily interaction often work-.
First there’s maybe some mutual liking. You talk, and you discover some common interest. Then you
share something we wouldn’t share with other people.
And little by little you open up and share things that you don’t share with our partners. Then you start
hiding your meetings… And you both know there’s something going on.
And that’s when the emotional affair has reached the deep waters.
These are the precautions you must take:

No Relationship Talk With Opposite Sex
Anybody who could potentially be an alternative to your spouse doesn’t get to talk about your
relationship with you.
Especially if you want to complain about your relationship. If you want to talk to someone about your
relationship, he or she must be a friend of the relationship, not just one of you.

Talk to Friends as a Couple
Helping a friend of the opposite sex with emotional support, confidentially and without anyone else
knowing is a well-beaten path towards infidelity.
If a friend wants to talk to you about their problems and there is some attraction going on: talk to
him/her as a couple.

Attractive People Must Be Friend of The Relationship
Anyone who can be considerate an attractive alternative must be a friend of the both of you. Pay
especially attention to:
People who are different than yourself and your spouse
Frank Pittman notes that the choice of the affair partner is often not about “superiority” or
attractiveness, bur rather on how different they are (Private Lies: Infidelity and The Betrayal of
Intimacy). Interestingly enough, Henrdix Herville notes that it’s exactly those traits that will later
annoy you the most (Getting the Love You Want).
Friendly men
Women in happy relationship often have blinders that make any potential interested men invisible.
For women friendships are also about being open and self disclosing, but men can read these signs as
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interest.

2. Form a United Front
Strong couples, the couples who stay together and have each other’s back, present a united front to
life.
When you don’t present a united front, it’s easier for life situations and for other people to drive
wedges between you two.
Children especially are particularly apt at pitting the two parents against each other to get what they
want, so make sure you never badmouth your partner in front of the children.
Instead, approach friends, in-laws and children, as a unit.

3. Stay Away From Old Flames
Former lovers are some of the most dangerous individuals for relationship fidelity.
And especially so when years have passed.
When you look into each other’s eyes you often don’t see the problems and hurt and the
shortcomings. You remember the passion and it takes you back to your younger self. It’s a feeling of
both passion and safe familiarity: we are more excited and less afraid of being rejected.
And we long to go back in time.
But wanting to relive the bygone years is a fool’s quest.
Note: if you are single though reconnecting with old lovers could be a good idea. Nancy Kalish’s
survey shows that rekindled romances stay together 72% of the times, much higher than the average.
And if they were first loves, it’s 78% of the times (Nancy Kalish, Lost & Found Lovers).

4. Confess Early Infatuations
The most difficult something is to confess, the more important it is that you do it.
If you started liking someone, don’t feel afraid to tell your partner. It’s only normal that we go
through life being attracted to others.
It’s important that we share feelings because research has proven that secrecy fuels desire and
attraction.
Talking about it decreases attraction while at the same time increase the bond between you two.

5. Avoid Sticky Situations
It’s normal to be attracted to other people. What’s wrong is to have the mindset that “if he/she was
the right one for me, I wouldn’t be attracted to someone else” .
The right mindset instead is to not fantasize about those other people because many affairs start in the
mind before the take place in real life.
And don’t flirt with them, because flirting sends signals of availability.
To recap:
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Attraction is normal
Don’t act on it
Don’t fantasize
Don’t flirt with them
Avoid risky situations such as time alone and drinking together
Make him chase -and you’ll automatically davalue himExample:
Nicole Kidman flirts a lot in this video, but she ends powerfully. By making him chase for a meeting
and closing with a blowing kiss, she ends up like the most powerful of the two. And women don’t
drool after less powerful men.

6. Become Best Friends
It’s a sad reality of many relationships that many topics become taboo and that we talk more freely
with our friends than with our spouses.
Friends can be more friendly and accepting, less judgmental and overall easier to get along with
because they have less expectations from us.
But the more topics you keep off from your spouse, the more likely cheating and emotional affair
become. The more you can behave like good friends, the more likely it is you’re cheat-proofing your
relationship.
In Emotional Affairs I quote one woman saying:
I share all significant events with my husbands. How could I have an affair, I’d have to
immediately run and tell him about it
Now that’s an emotional affair-proof bond.

7. Don’t Compare!
Researches Drigotas and Rusbult introduce a model sometimes called the CL(alt) model (A
Dependence Model of Breakups).
It basically says that people are unhappy when their Comparisons Levels with expectations and
previous experiences are negative for their current relationship. And when they compare their CLs to
seemingly better Alternatives (alt), that’s when they cheat.
I find the mathematical model interesting and, in this case, backing up something that we all can
naturally grasp and understand.
When people compare a potential colleague or friend with their partner they are comparing the
infatuation period, which is usually strong and unrealistic, with a long term relationship.
And they are comparing the best version of the infatuation subject, which is a fantasy, with the reallife reality of their partner.
The comparison is bound to be unfair towards our partner.
Indeed, when people marry affair partners, the divorce rate is considerably higher than the average
(Glass, 2004).
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8. Foster Fondness
Relationship researcher John Gottman says that a big difference in the likelihood of cheating is how
we feel and think about our partners when they’re not there.
If we have a generally low opinion of them it will be easy for us to go along when the opportunity
arises. We might even think that it’s great we’ve had the chance we had.
If we hold our partner in high esteem instead and if we care about them, it’s unlikely that we will
cheat.
Read here more information on how to foster fondness in your relationship.

9. Fix Relationship Issues
The more issues you can transform into strength, the safer -and better- your relationship will be. The
issues below are some of the most critical to make the relationship cheat-free:

Child-Centered Marriages
Child-centered marriages can break the bond between the couple. How do you recognize if you have
a child-centered marriage?
Try to answer the following:
You talk little about your work, your life, your plans
At dinner, you talk about children
You only go out with other couples with children…
… But you don’t go out much at all
Children are the main factor in deciding holidays
Movies are always children’s movies
If you are a child-centered couple, you should build a shared culture as a couple. Or your intimate
bond will disappear and make your relationship more prone to cheating and affairs.

Sexual Perspectives
Steve Harvey says that when a man doesn’t get enough sex, he’ll automatically be looking for more
outside of the relationship.
Well, Steve Harvey is not a researcher, but a different sexual perspective can be an issue. Usually, but
not always, the man wants to have more sex than the woman.
Sometimes women want less sex soon after a child is born, and sometimes the issue is different
approaches to sex.
Men tend to want sex no matter the atmosphere in the relationship, but women want sex when they
feel good about their partners.
And then of course, men are OK to jump right into it while women sometimes prefer a slower start.
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Trying to find a compromise is possible most of the times.
The good news is that sexual drive tends to decrease in men and increase in women, so you only have
to bridge the gap until you’ll naturally converge in perspective :).

Lack of Common Interests
When there’s no common interest, you spend less time with your spouse and have less to talk about.
And it’s more likely you will eventually meet someone with the same interests and with more things
to talk about.
But “lack of common interests” is often more about laziness than an unchangeable state.
Here are a few things you can do:
Shake up your life: take up no hobbies
Join a dance class, Toastmasters or do sport
Go to church together
Do yoga
Start habits together (Saturday night out, Friday wine etc.)

10. Be Realistic
John Gottman says that couples with high expectations tend to be happier.
But Shirley Glass says unrealistically high expectation can lead to affair when they are not met.
A good dose of realism in your high expectation can be healthy then.
A common vulnerability leading to infidelity is the disillusionment that develops when expectations
about marriage are not met. Individuals with high expectations can be easily dissatisfied because they
expect more than any one relationship can reasonably provide. Unrealistically high expectations can
lead to affairs, just as undeniably bad marriages can.
Example:
Maybe her expectations about “love” are a bit unrealistic

11. Pick A Safe Partner
We live in a world where saying that some people are more likely to cheat is almost taboo (also read
The Blank Slate).
Well, don’t be afraid of the “politically correct police”, because different people also differ in their
likelihood to cheat.
Some factors that reduce the likelihood of cheating are:
Parents stayed together and didn’t cheat on each other
Religious background
Conservative political views
Low number of sex partners
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I have written already on the research of cheating and you can read more here:
How to pick a loyal partner

12. Improve Your Relationship
Men tend to cheat when they are happy in the relationship as well, but a bit less. And women cheat
considerably less when in a happy relationship.
That’s another reason to make your relationship great.
I have written a lot on this website on how to improve relationships, and they are all solid articles
based on research.
Instead of writing all of it, I invite you to take a look if you’re not yet experienced in relationship
management:
Get to know your partner
Turn towards and build emotional connection
Get a positive perspective
Accept influence
Learn conflict management skills
Avoid the 4 Horsemen of The Apocalypse (criticism, defensiveness, contempt, stonewalling)
Or, for an overall overview:
Best relationship ever, one stop shop

SUMMARY
This article on how to prevent cheating reviewed a few key areas and common weaknesses in the
relationship that often lead to infidelity.
By addressing them, you will greatly increase the chances that both partners will remain faithful.
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How to Find a Loyal Partner: 99 Traits of Faithfulness
June 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What makes a loyal partner?
How do you recognize and pick a faithful and loyal partner?
This article reviews a number of sources and statistics to answer that question.
Contents
The Traits of Loyal Partners
The Traits of Cheating Partners
Parental Infidelity Is A Factor
Values Trump Religion
Build Your Own Loyalty
Men:
Women:
Both Men and Women:
Build Total Relationships
Inexperienced Partners Cheat Less
Once a Cheater Always a Cheater
Age of First Time Sex: The Higher, The Safer
But Emotional Affairs Are The Exception!
Note: The Danger of Little Experience
Opportunities for Cheating
Gender Differences
Double Standard
SUMMARY

The Traits of Loyal Partners
If you want to pick a loyal mate, statistics say that the following traits correlate with fidelity:
Attends religious services
Age (more mature partners have done enough “assessments”)
Has friends and peers who live monogamously
Lives in a small town
Has a social circle that holds monogamy as a value
Comes from a family who lived monogamously
If she’s a woman, comes from a family with a present father
Works alone
Works close to home
Doesn’t travel much for business
Conservative cultural background
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Introverted
“Options” also enters the picture, especially for men (Birger, 2015).
More female options who are willing and ready to engage in short term sex tends to make men less
likely to stay loyal (on average).
And the political system also provides a cue, with rich and socialist countries decreasing women’s
costs for cheating in case they get caught.

The Traits of Cheating Partners
As much as there are traits that increase the odds of finding a loyal man or woman, there are also
traits which have been shown to correlate with infidelity.
These are the traits which correlate with infidelity and which you should avoid:
Has a libertine social circle
Is high in extraversion
Plays up “exploitability” signals by playing dumb (ie.: “damsel in distress games“)
Previously sought to “poach” someone’s mate
Has been “poached” from an existing relationship (ie.: left a partner for someone else)
Neuroticism (but findings are not consistent across cultures)
Age (younger people are in the “assassment phase”)
Comes right out of divorce (re-enters the “assassment phase”)
Comes right after a painful break up (might be through a crazied phase)
Travels a lot for work
Has attractive and free wheeling colleagues
Does not worship and does not attend religious function
Has a sexually liberated background
Lives in a large metropolitan area
Comes from a family with a history of unfaithfulness
Physical abuse as children (sorry to add insult to injury, but data speaks)
Positive past experiences with cheating
Libertine subculture (ie.: feminist, party, rebel, left wing etc.)
Dark triad (narcissism, sociopathy, Machiavellianism)
As an obligatory cautionary note, none of the above by itself is a strong predictor of unfaithfulness.
But as you keep stacking more of them, then.. Then watch out :).

Parental Infidelity Is A Factor
Parental infidelity deserves a few more lines of explanation.
A pattern of adultery in the family background is a rather big indicator of future infidelity.
However, parental infidelity can also push the children in the very opposite direction.
A parent’s obvious infidelity indeed creates strong impressions on the young children’s brain that can
push into extreme reaction in either following the same path or categorically refusing to be like their
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parents.

The Meaning of A Present Father
Why is a woman raised without a father more likely to cheat?
Well, there are several competing theories in evolutionary psychology.
One is that the woman infers that men are not to be trusted to provide, so she goes for a short term,
casual sex strategy (Buss, 1994).
Another one is that she grows in an harsher environment, and thus matures earlier and starts having
sex earlier (Miller, 2000).
And, finally, it might just be that women born from fathers who are likely to deploy short term,
casual sex strategies, are also more likely to do the same.
In any case, a present father is more likely to do the opposite.
More likely to pass “long-term strategy” genes, more likely to provide a nurturing environment, and
more likely to signal hat men do invest and that cooperation pays.

Values Trump Religion
Does religion help?
Yes, for sure.
But values matter more.
When it comes to finding a loyal partner, Shirley Glass’ clinical experience show that personal values
trump religion.
Albeit religion also helps, it’s been the experience of several relationship counselors that affair
partners met at weekly church functions.
Their spiritual beliefs functioned as a common bonding topic, and then they proceeded to deepen
their bond on their less observant spouses’ backs.
So, what do we mean by “values”?
By values I mean a belief in monogamy, respect towards the institution of marriage (or simply
committment) and having the best interest in mind for both the relationship and the partner (as a side
note, putting the relationship first is also a sign of strong relationships).

Build Your Own Loyalty
This article is around the traits of loyal partners and not so much about what you should do to ensure
loyalty.
So I won’t go much in the details, but here’s a primer for completeness sake:

Men:
Don’t be a whimp
Don’t put up with cr@p
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Be open to her influence and shared decision making
Be the best man she’s ever had
Pay attention to emotional needs

Women:
Keep your financial independence
Keep your social circle of girlfriends (helps both you and the relationship)
Don’t move in into his place (find a new place)
Seek a balance of investment
Be the best woman she’s ever had
Make him feel important

Both Men and Women:
Don’t cheat
Keep taking care of yourself
Learn conflict management skills
Ban criticism, contempt, defensiveness and defensiveness
Keep learning and being curious about each other

Build Total Relationships
Research shows indeed that infidelity was rare in “total marriages”, such as marriages had
psychological, intellectual and recreational compatibility.
That means that when you go strong on an emotional, intellectual and interests’ level, than you have a
total marriage and you have little reasons to cheat.

Inexperienced Partners Cheat Less
Women who have been sleeping around and are looking for a serious mate won’t like this.
But the data is in: there’s a correlation between the number of sexual partners and the likelihood of
infidelity.

Once a Cheater Always a Cheater
Partners who have cheated in the past are also more likely to cheat.
350% more likely, say some source.
That’s one of the reasons why marrying the affair partner might not be a good idea :). But jokes aside,
marriages with affair partners do have a higher incidence of divorce.
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Age of First Time Sex: The Higher, The Safer
Robert J. Levin and Amy Levin ran a survey of 100.000 women and found a strong correlation
between the age at which the woman lost her virginity and the likelihood of extramarital sex.
Only 16% of women reported extramarital sex when they lost their virginity after the age of 21.
Compared to 48% of women who lost their virginity at 15 years old or younger.

But Emotional Affairs Are The Exception!
But emotional affairs which begin slowly are not predicted by the premarital sexual permissiveness
(Glass, 2004).
This means that if you fail to provide a strong relationship and an emotional bond, you’re still at risk
no matter how sexually inexperienced your partner is.
More information:
What are emotional affairs and how they happen
How to structure a cheat-free relationship

Note: The Danger of Little Experience
I haven’t found any statistic on this, but my experience is that inexperienced women are often some
of the quickest to move to sex -at least with more experienced men-.
They have not as many hang-ups in saying “yes” to the invite home and are very curious and eager,
with less resistance, to get intimate.
Also very little experience, like one or two partners, can mean more curiosity to try around. This is
especially true if a woman has never had an orgasm before and has one for the first time with you.
Then it’s “sexual awakening time”.
Therefore, in my very own estimation, conservative women who can orgasm and that stand at
between 3-4 to around 10 partners might the best choice.
Example:
The movie A Walk on The Moon is an example of an unfaithful woman who missed sexual
experience in her younger years

Opportunities for Cheating
There are a few external factors that you can influence less, or that can change after you’ve already
been dating for a while.
One of the biggest is the gender ration, such as how many men per women (or vice versa). For
example, you partner might change company or profession and suddenly have lots of attractive mates
around.
What’s the impact of gender ration?
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Well, it’s huge.
In his wonderful book Date-Onomics Jon Birger explains how the gender ratio completely changes
people’s behavior and attitude towards relationship and sex.
More Men available: women get pickier
On average, women become pickier when there are more men around and men become more
defensive of their partners, more committed and even nicer. Women tend to cheat more, but the
bigger impact is in picking the partner more than on swinging.
More Women available: men cheat more
When there are more women, though, men tend to adopt a “spread the semen” strategy.
They don’t enter a relationship and prefer staying single and having casual sex. In relationships they
are also much more likely to stray.

Gender Differences
In myths and facts of cheating I explain that men on average cheat more, albeit the difference is much
smaller in open culture and younger individuals.
What’s also interesting though is that men and women value different things when it comes to
loyalty. Such as:
Women care more about emotional fidelity
Men care more about sexual fidelity
Loyalty for Men
They also have a different view of loyalty in general. Men can be loyal to a country, a company, or a
team. For men loyalty is important, it’s a characteristic that defines high value men. A loyal man is a
real man.
Loyalty for Women
Women are more eminently practical and her loyalty is more fluid, depending both on her emotions
and on the situation.
She is also seldom loyal to a country, a company or a team and her bonds are more personal.

Double Standard
A last note goes to the double standard.
Such as culture being more accepting of male’s cheating than of women’s cheating.
Ubiquity doesn’t make it something “right”, but that’s something common across many cultures.
Across 62 different cultures to be precise, according to Suzanne Frayser’s study.
The double standard does reduce though at the extremes.
Harold Christensen study shows that permissive Danish culture grants the same level of sexual
liberation to women, while extremely restrictive society are egalitarian in the sense that they don’t
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allow any freedom to men.

SUMMARY
Infidelity is a widespread phenomenon.
How likely it is that your partner will cheat depends on a wide varied of factors.
Some of them are environmental, such as the availability of mates, society’s culture and the
subculture they ascribe to.
Some of them are more personal, ranging from the genetic make up, values to family background.
This article gave you a broad overview of the traits you need to pay attention to if you want a loyal
partner.
Sources:
The sources for this article are wide and varied. If I had to put a source on each single piece of
information, it would have taken me 2 days.
There are no personal claims here and everything’s backed by some studies, research or at the very
least some expert opinion.
Here are a few of the sources:
Lynn Atwater ( 1982) The extramarital connection, New York: Irvington
Emily Brown (1991), Patterns of infidelity and their treatment, New York: Brunner/Mazel
Bonnie E. Weil and R. Winter (1993), Adultery: The forgivable sin, New York: Birch Lane
Press
Carol R. Ellison (2000), Women’s sexualities. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Sally D. Stabb, Brandi Ragsdale, Alison J. Bess, and Heather Weiner (2000), Multigenerational
patterns of infidelity and their relationship to attachment
John F. Cuber and Peggy B. Haroff (1965), The significant Americans: A study of sexual
behavior among the affluent. New York: Appleton Century Crofts
Bonnie E. Weil and R. Winter (1993), Adultery: The forgivable sin, New York: Birch Lane
Press
Carol R. Ellison (2000), Women’s sexualities. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Shirley Glass (2004), Not Just Friends
Todd K. Shackelford et al (2008), Big Five Traits Related to Short-Term Mating: From
Personality to Promiscuity across 46 Nations
Getz et al (2014), The allure of vulnerability: Advertising cues to exploitability as a signal of
sexual accessibility
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How to Forgive a Cheater: The Definitive Guide
June 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Infidelity is a traumatic event, but if you are searching information on forgiving a cheater, you have
already taken a few steps forwards.
Congratulations.
This guide has combed through much literature on infidelity to give you a neat guide on how to
forgive and move on.
Contents
Should You Forgive a Cheater?
Forgiving a Cheater And Recovery
Impediments To Forgiving
1. Victim Mentality
2. Suspicion of Ongoing Cheating
3. Pain From the Past
4. Aggressive Suffering
5. Self-absorbed Perennial Pain
6. Too Early, Fake Forgiveness
Steps Into Forgiveness
#1. Look At Your Contributions
#2. Forgive Yourself
#3. Explore The Betrayal Together
#4. Address Relationships Weaknesses
#5. Accept Amends From Cheating Partner
#6. Ask for Forgiveness
#7. Grant Forgiveness
Rituals of Recommitment
1. Destroy Symbols of Cheating
2. Courtship
3. Renewing Vows
Checklist for Banning Affairs
Summary

Should You Forgive a Cheater?
I cannot answer that question for you.
It’s a fair question and if there were deeper issues in the relationship this is a good moment for you to
take stock of your situation.
I recommend this article to troubleshoot your overall relationship health:
Should I break up or not
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When You Should Forgive
What I can tell you is that if you want to rebuild the relationship, then forgiving is a must.
I’ve seen couples staying together that never moved into forgiveness and kept that constant, burning
rage of resentment within them.
And it’s not pretty.
Forgiving is also the final step to recovery. You can heal without forgiveness, but healing with
forgiveness is the fuller, final stage.
In short: if you don’t want to forgive, it’s a respectable choice and you should breakup. If you want
to reach a fuller level of healing and/or stay together, then you should forgive.

Forgiving a Cheater And Recovery
Keep this in mind:
Forgiveness is trauma recovery.
There’s no independent and parallel track for healing and forgiving: the two work together.
We talked about how to ease the pain of infidelity and how to heal together as a couple. As you heal
together, you are also laying the foundations for forgiveness.
Here are the overarching steps when bundled together:
1. Letting go of anger
When you re-establish safety (contact with the affair partner cut) and restart compassionate
communication, you are letting go of anger.
2. Empathy
When you search for the deeper causes and build shared meaning around the affair and why it
happened, you were building empathy for each other.
3. Caring
With every compassionate listening, with every caring gesture, you are removing the last bits of
revenge-seeking tendencies. And as your resume caring about each other you are moving towards
forgiveness.

Forgiving Timelines
When to forgive is is another difficult question to answer without knowing your situations or
personality.
Here’s what I can tell you though: if you wait too long, you are feeding feelings of despair and
hopelessness. Not good either for your or your relationship.
If you forgive too soon, it’s not real forgiving and you will try to rebuild your relationship on shaky
foundations.
Ultimately, you have to forgive when you are ready to forgive.
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Impediments To Forgiving
Forgiving is not always easy. These are some of the most common pitfalls on the road to forgiving:

1. Victim Mentality
The victim mentality is the one that can never move beyond pain… And beyond accusing the
cheating partner for that pain.
It sounds like this:
-I will never be able to move on from the pain that you have caused me
Or:
-You ruined my life
Sometimes cheated partner have difficulty in moving beyond the victim mentality because they see
themselves as the “good” side of the relationship, the saintly half that did nothing wrong.
As long as you keep dividing the relationship into “good” and “bad” you’re not doing yourself any
favor. Reality is often more complex than that.

2. Suspicion of Ongoing Cheating
Safety is a necessary precondition for healing. You can’t move on and you can’t forgive unless
you’re certain that the cheating has stopped.
It’s a protection mechanism: if you don’t let go of fear, you are in some way shielding yourself if
cheating is once again uncovered.

What to do
If it’s true that cheating has not stopped and your partner is lying, you might consider breaking up
here.
If you’re not sure, it’s fair to find ways to make sure: hiring a detective is a valid option.
A cheating partner should also welcome all chances he has to prove himself to be on the good side:
it’s in everyone’s interest.
Once you make sure cheating has stopped… It’s time to move on.

3. Pain From the Past
If the betrayed partner is mired in anger, suspicion and revenge-seeking in spite everything else is
clear, there might be other issues.
Some possible issues here:
Painful infidelities in the family
Sexual abuse
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Chronic low self esteem
Deep rooted distrust or hatred of men/women
Those should be addressed separately.

4. Aggressive Suffering
Some victims unconsciously wand to hold on to their pain. This is something that happens to victims
of incest and domestic violence, but can happen in very traumatic cases of infidelity as well.
The victims unconsciously believe that a full recovery would mean to let the cheating partner off the
hook. If they’re not in pain anymore, that would send the message that the cheating was not a big
deal.
In a way, this is an aggressive form of pain as it aims to make the cheater feel for ever guilty. Of
course this stance is unhelpful to anyone, first of all the betrayed partner.
You might even push the cheating partner into the more caring embrace of another affair if
aggressive suffering keeps going on indefinitely.

5. Self-absorbed Perennial Pain
Sometimes the betrayed partner cannot forgive because he can only focus on himself. This does not
apply to every case of course, but in many cheating instances the betrayed spouse is also part of the
blame.
For example, a partner cheat after their spouse broke up with them. When they get back together, the
betrayed partner still considers it cheating but fails to realize how his own actions -to breakup- also
caused the cheating -and the pain-.
If that’s the case, allowing yourself to experience part of the cheater’s pain, or to see things from his
point of view, can help you move forward from self-absorbed perennial pain.
Even if you bare little responsibilities though, looking at the situation from the cheater’s eyes is
important: compassion is a major element of forgiveness.

6. Too Early, Fake Forgiveness
Some partners jump into too quick into forgiving as a way to cut through the difficult confrontational
period. It’s a mistake and it doesn’t help anyone.
The betrayed partner will be unhappy in the relationship because they haven’t really moved on. And
they’ll wonder if it was the right decision.
Fake early forgiveness will also send the wrong message to the cheating partner: that cheating wasn’t
so bad.
You can’t and should not pretend that cheating never happened or that it didn’t hurt. It happened, and
it was a mistake.
And it hurt, and that’s OK.
Take the time you need to reach full healing and real forgiving.
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Steps Into Forgiveness
Mutual empathy is the most important ingredient to achieve forgiveness.
Keep in mind you will get there gradually.
It’s a slow and sometimes barely perceptible process, but if you do it right it inexorably advances
until, if you do all the rest right, you will have a stronger and healthier relationship.
These steps will help you get there faster and more deliberately:

#1. Look At Your Contributions
I know this will ruffle the feathers of many cheated partners.
But hold on.
Don’t worry, it wouldn’t even cross my mind to turn the tables on you if it weren’t an helpful part of
recovery.
It will not apply to ALL partners, but before ruling yourself out, please at least consider the
possibility of your contributions: this is an important exercise.
Here are some examples of how the betrayed partner might have unwittingly contributed:
Leaving your partner on the outside of a child-centered relationship
Putting work first, second.. And third
Turning away and missing opportunities for emotional connection
Being generally uncaring and taking the partner for granted

#2. Forgive Yourself
Betrayed spouses rarely feel guilty about their partner’s cheating -but if you do, this applies!-.
But they can often feel guilty about having missed the signs, about having been so gullible, or they
feel guilty for what the whole situation will mean to the people around you.
Before forgiving your partner, then, you must forgive yourself first.
The signs are only obvious in hindsight and you weren’t gullible. And even if you were, let it go, we
all are gullible at times and there’s nothing wrong with it.

#3. Explore The Betrayal Together
Looking into what brought about the affair from a neutral perspective will help replace anger with
understanding.
You should do this exercise with the cheating partner, so that it will also build shared meaning,
increase each other’s knowledge and build a common understanding.
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#4. Address Relationships Weaknesses
An affair is often the contribution of several weaknesses in the cheating partner, the betrayed partner
and the relationship overall.
Looking at cheating as the culmination of several joint weaknesses instead of just the cheater’s fault
will help you expand on compassion and empathy.
As you do it, start addressing and working on those weaknesses.
As the relationship improves, forgiving will be easier within a framework of an healthier, happier
relationship.

#5. Accept Amends From Cheating Partner
The capacity to forgive is highly -very highly- correlated to the willingness and practical steps that
the cheating partner takes in making amends.
Let’s not forget this: the cheating partner must actively seek forgiveness for the mistake.
If they don’t, let them this guide. If they still don’t, they might have a case of entitlmenet mentality
and feel entitled to extramarital affairs.
The more they are willing to make amends, the easier it will be for the betrayed partner to forgive.
Here are some ways the cheating partner can facilitate:
End the affair pronto
Allow the spouse to be present when drafting the final letter or doing the final call
Be more concerned about taking care of the betrayed partner than defending yourself
Show concrete signs you’re working on the relationship
Use your spouse’s language of love to make it up
Prepare and deliver a heartfelt apology
For the betrayed partner: get all the amends you can.
It’s possible that it will be difficult for you to accept early amends as that would mean you’re
forgiving too early and letting them off the hook.
Don’t let that mentality trap you: treat each amend as separately and “in the moment”. As you
welcome them, you will also take gradual steps towards full forgiveness.

#6. Ask for Forgiveness
As a final step, once you’re almost fully ready to forgive, you can reward your partner’s hard work
by asking for your own forgiveness.
Based on the first step when you looked at your own contributions, you can tell your partner what
you’re sorry about.
Don’t underestimate this step: your partner will likely be very touched and it will catapult you into a
renewed level of “we-ness”.
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#7. Grant Forgiveness
Finally, you’re ready for the big step. Granting forgiveness. Here are the steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Acknowledge the pain it all caused
Say how you felt
Tell them you still hold them accountable…
… But that you are no longer angry..
… Because you have now compassion for their weakness and understanding of the situation
Explain forgiveness is for the past, but in the present and the future…
… You won’t tolerate X, Y, Z (for example: further cheating)
Finally, end emphatically by telling them you forgive and are ready to move on
Make a final grand gesture: a hug, pull out a gift, or a card to remember this day
Stop blaming and start living

Rituals of Recommitment
It can also be helpful to perform symbolic rituals to mark the end of the infidelity and recovery and to
kick-start your new and improved relationship.
Here are some ideas:

1. Destroy Symbols of Cheating
Rona Subotnik and Gloria Harris propose to write down a list of all the wrongful acts that happened.
Then tearing it up and throwing it into a river -or alternatively burning it and burying the ashes as a
symbol of death of the affair-.
Note: I might be an hopeless environment friendly guy, but please don’t throw it down a river :).
Burning it should do, then go have a picnic on that river and enjoy it clean and nice.

2. Courtship
Sometimes cheating can be very painful when the betrayed partner discovers typical courtship
activities in the affair relationship.
It’s even more painful if that courtship was missing in their relationship.
In either case, kicking off a renewed period of courtship with dates, romantic movies and candlelight
can benefit any recovering couple.
In case you need some inspiration for the music.

3. Renewing Vows
Renewing wedding vows is another way to strengthen the bond and officialize the new beginning.
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You might also go to a new honeymoon afterwards.

Checklist for Banning Affairs
To prevent future affairs, here’s a brief checklist of what you need to make sure of:
You are aware of your past weaknesses
You are clear of what constitutes unapproriate “friendship” out of the relationship
You present a united front to the world
You agree on what commitment means
You are open to talk about future vulnerabilities and dangers
You make your relationship a priority
For more information read:
How to cheat proof your relationship

Summary
Forgiving the cheater is the final step towards healing from an affair. You can heal without forgiving,
but you cannot rebuild a strong relationship without forgiving.
Whether you want to forgive or not and whether you want to work on the relationship is up to you.
But if you want, this article showed you how to forgive a cheater and build a stronger relationship
together.

Further Reading
How to overcome infidelity
How to prevent cheating
How to forgive a cheater
Why people cheat
Emotional infidelity: what is it and how it happens
How to pick a loyal partner

Resources
Elizabeth Seagull and Arthur A. Seagull (1991), Healing the wound that must not heal:
Psychotherapy with survivors of domestic violence
Rona Subtonik and Gloria Harris (1999) Surviving infidelity: Making decisions, recovering
from the pain, Holbrook, MA: Bob Adams Press
Shirley Glass (2004): Not Just Friends
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7 Types of Dysfunctional Relationships (W/ Examples)
June 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Dysfunctional relationships can lead to toxic relationships, to vicious circles, and ultimately to
breakups.
BUT, if you catch them in time or if you are able to fix them, then you can also fix your relationship.
This article lists 7 of the most common dysfunctional relationship types.
Dysfunctional relationships follow patterns of behavior that are repeated over time, and that’s why
some relationship researcher calls them “dysfunctional relationship dances”.
I will use the same expression for this article.
Contents
What Are Dysfunctional Relationships
The Ugly Side of Dances
Dysfunctional Relationship Dances
#1. Child and Parent
#2. Saint and Sinner
#3. Authority and Rebel
#4. Demand-Withdraw Dance
#5. Pursuer and Distancer
#6. Boxer and Avoider
#7. Reminder and Forgetful
Fixing Dysfunctional Relationships
SUMMARY

What Are Dysfunctional Relationships
Let me say this right away:
Almost every couple develops what some relationship researcher calls “relationship dances”.
Dances are interactions based on traits and behaviors that are repeated in a loop through the years.
There advantages to relationship dances, such as familiarity and building a shared meaning.
Relationship dances can be healthy and helpful.
For example, if every time that one partner is down one cheers the other up, that’s a positive dance.
The disadvantage is that they can become inflexible, and potentially even constrict our personalities
at times that we are growing or want to change -or that we should change-. And that’s when some
partners have affairs: to try on new roles.
And of course, some of these dances are unhealthy and bring unhappiness in the relationship.
This is, then, the definition of a dysfunctional relationship:
A dysfunctional relationship is a relationship where patterns of destructive, harmful or
abusive behaviors, also called “dances”, are repeated over time
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It’s important to distinguish between “one-off” events and patterns of behavior.
A one-off event can be abusive, but it doesn’t qualify as a “dysfunctional relationship” unless it’s
repeated over time.

The Ugly Side of Dances
Harville Hendrix in Getting The Love You Want explains that we naturally seek partners who are
different than we are.
The opposite traits are attractive in the beginning. But in a deteriorating relationship they start to
annoy us, they grow more extreme and they exacerbate the relationship problems.

Dysfunctional Relationship Dances
In dysfunctional relationships partners have their personality defined and validated by the other
partner’s role.
This is a list of the some of the most common and dysfunctional relationship dances:

#1. Child and Parent
In a child/parent relationship the parent is the partner who has the highest authority.
But not only in the relationship, but also in the outside world.
The parent may have a good career, or an authoritative position or hold major responsibilities, and he
is held in high self-esteem by society and by the couple’s social circle.
The child admires his partner, but also resents him.
The parent in exchange envies the freedom and freewheeling spirit of the child.
Albeit these roles were attractive to each other in the beginning, the couple might grow
uncomfortable being in a child/parent relationship. It might feel incestuous, or we might feel our
partner is not up to our level and/or too different.

Age Is No Always A Differentiator
It can be the case that the parent is older.
But it’s not always the case. And sometimes it can also happen the older partner is the baby.
Vasco Rossi, a famous Italian rocker (yes, famous only in Italy :D), sings:
(…) and maybe you’re right, when you say that I’m a child… And you’re 20 years younger
Vasco Rossi, a drug abuser and an alcoholic, is singing about her life partner who is more mature
than he is in spite of the age difference.
Example:
The movie Mrs. Doubtfire is such an example. But Miranda / Steve relationship is even more
obvious:
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#2. Saint and Sinner
In the saint and sinner dysfunctional relationship dance, there’s a “good” partner and “bad” and wild
one.
And the bad one is busy reforming, taming and trying to teach the wild one about the “normal” life
they would like to share.
She might be the party girl and he might be the guy bringing her headache tablets the day after. Or he
might be the philanderer and she the one trying to make him monogamous.
But it’s more codependence in the Saint and Sinner, and it replicates the parent/child relationship of
teenager years.
The sinner rebels, while the saint stays watchful.

#3. Authority and Rebel
In the authority and rebel dance one partner is strong, judgmental and intimidating.
And the other tries to carve his own space by resorting to subterfuge and small acts of rebellion.
The rebel sometimes learned to act behind their parent’s back as a child. When they grow up, instead
of facing their partner openly and voicing their opinion, they might say yes and pretend to go along
with it. Only to then to what they want to do when the partner is not watching.
This is a very bad dynamic that stifles the development of a solid emotional bond. They are also very
prone to affairs and cheating because the rebelling is used to commit and hide small acts of sabotage.

Example: Female Sinner
My father and my mother often tell the story of my mother’s smoking.
My father was in the navy and used to gather all the free cigarettes he didn’t smoke.
One day he picked the stack to give ti some friend. And there and then he realized… They were all
empty.
Instead of coming clean of her smoking habits and risking to face a judgmental husband, she smoked
behind his back.
This example might not qualify today as a saint and sinner, but back then people didn’t think
cigarettes were harmful and women often smoked as a sign of independence.

#4. Demand-Withdraw Dance
This is very common and possibly one of the least destructive of this list.
There are two types of demander and withdrawer:
1. Actual tasks: one partner asks to do a task, and the other postpones
2. Resolution: one partner demands to discuss or fix a problem, while the other withdraws (Papp
et al., 2009)
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Often the woman demands and the man withdraws.

Example:
The Break Up (2006), is a movie featuring a demander and a withdrawer. In the beginning of this
video you can see an example:

#5. Pursuer and Distancer
Somewhat similar to the demand and withdrawal, but the struggle is over a deeper connection and
less about a specific event.
The pursuer, often the woman, seeks an emotional connection or a discussion about relationship
issues. And the man withdraws emotionally or runs away physically.
The running only makes the pursuer chase harder, and that often means an escalation with criticism
and contempt, to which the man responds with defensiveness and stonewalling.
The pursuer and distancer is part and parcel of the “anxious-avoidant trap“.
Watch out: this cycle doesn’t usually go on forever. It usually sets off a vicious cycle that makes the
relationship worse and worse.
As long as the wife keeps chasing, she’s still invested in the relationship. But eventually, she will
stop chasing after him, which means she mentally checked out.
And a break up soon follows suit.
Anxious-Avoidant Attachment: Analysis & Fixes (W/ Examples)

#6. Boxer and Avoider
Gottman talks about boxer and avoider when he describes the “fighting styles” of different couples.
The boxer is the partner who is a conflict engager.
He raises his voice, uses barbed words, and overall tries to get a rise out of the avoider.
The avoider is a conflict avoider though and shies away from any confrontation or tension.
The boxer feels there’s no intimacy in the relationship not because there is no real intimacy, but
because there is a mismatch in argument styles.
From a cultural perspective, the stereotype is that boxers tend to be from Latin or southern European
cultures while the conflict avoiders tend to be from more withdrawn cultures.

#7. Reminder and Forgetful
In the reminder-forgetful dance, one partner is responsible and detail-oriented, while the other
appears a lazy slacker.
It’s similar to the demander and procrastinator, but the demander is not necessarily precise, while the
responsible is all about “doing it properly”.
The demander feels the forgetful is untrustworthy and a slob. The forgetful feels the reminder is an
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annoying square.

Fixing Dysfunctional Relationships
You are not stuck in any position or situation in life, but it’s up to you where you will move and
where you will end up.
The same is true for dysfunctional relationships: it’s wholly up to you to stay stuck in them or to
transform them into healthy and invigorating relationships.
The simplest step is to start meeting half way.
There’s a strong element in dysfunctional relationship dances where the partners expect the other to
be extreme and they automatically go on the other extreme end just to start with an advantage. Or
sometimes just to annoy their partners.
Instead of falling for these hollow power games, start meeting halfway.
The partner who pushes, backs off a bit
The partner who retreats, meets halfway and show more proactiveness
When you moderate yourself, you also make it easier for your partner to moderate themselves.

SUMMARY
Dysfunctional relationship dances entail each partner occupying a different extreme of temperament,
goals or personality.
But since they are not ready to accept their partner as they are, they end up arguing and fighting to get
it their way.
Sources:
Cliff Notarius and Howard Markman ( 1993), We can work it out: Making sense of marital
conflict, New York: Putnam
Gottman, Why Marriages Succeed or Fail , The Seven Principles to Make Marriage Work, Ten
Lessons to Transform Your Marriage
Annette Lawson ( 1988), Adultery: An analysis of love and betrayal, New York: Basic Books
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How to Stop People Undermining You
June 10, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to stop someone from undermining you?
I’m glad you asked.
This article will delve into the nasty social phenomenon of social undermining.
By the end of it, you will know:
What does it mean to undermine someone
Why do some people undermine others
How to stop someone from undermining you
Laughing at someone is one way to undermine someone’s status
Contents
What Does it Mean to Undermine Someone
How to Undermine Someone
Undermining VS Social Climbing
Why do People Undermine Others
Undermining Examples
Why You Must Stop Undermining People
How to Stop Someone From Undermining You
#1. Seek To Turn Them Into Friends
#2. Address it Directly
#3. Take it To the Surface
#4. Ignore It
Don’t Undermine: Build People Up!
Also read:
SUMMARY

What Does it Mean to Undermine Someone
We will work with this definition for “undermining someone:
Someone is undermining you when they say or do anything which decreases your social
status, calls into question your moral and ethics, undermines your authority in a relevant
field or causes third parties to lose respect for you.
Now that’s a mouthful, I know, but it will be much clearer with examples.

How to Undermine Someone
There are countless ways to undermine someone.
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Here are the most popular:
Highlight their mistake
Make a joke at their expense
Directly challenge or attack them
Laugh disproportionately at someone’s mistake (it’s a way to highlight it)
Diminish their achievements (they cheated, lied, didn’t do so great after all)
Adding something after someone’s finished talking
Here is an example from the last one.
Coming from Family Guy it’s ironic and exaggerated, but it makes the point quite well:
Adding something is often a sneaky way of highlighting a mistake and to steal the show.
It’s as if they were saying “good, but you forgot this, now I will fix it”. And that decreases your
authority (and increases theirs).
As you might have noticed, it’s a common cheap shot of workplace warriors.

Undermining VS Social Climbing
In a previous article we have talked about social climbing.
Social climbing is taking value away from someone for our own social gain.
Undermining and social climbing are are similar and there’s often an overlap. Undermining however
doesn’t have to happen in social settings.
It’s because the underminer is not only and not always motivated by social gain, but also by an
(unconscious) need to feel better with himself.
And dragging people down is one way to achieve it, whether it’s in a social setting or not.

Why do People Undermine Others
It’s been my life experience that people undermine when there is envy, animosity, low self esteem or
somewhat of a “competition mentality”.
Envy
People undermine you when you’re in charge or have more social power but they feel close enough
to feel that they could be on top. And they resent it.
Undermining your is their way to bring you down so they can go up.
Low self esteem
Bringing people down is a (sick) way for some to build themselves up. A very sick way. Instead of
working on themselves and building alliances of equally cool people, they try to drag you down to
make themselves feel better.
Socially clueless
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Some people just don’t know any better.
They grew up in family acting in socially retarded way and never realized how damaging it is.
Power move
Undermining is a way of challenging someone and saying “I can tackle you” or “I’m above you /
you’re not that far higher up”.
With these people, you better nip it in the bud or they will see your silence as a sign of weakness.
Never let the power mover smell blood.
But in my experience, power movers are a minority when it comes to undermining, and the majority
are in the first three categories.

Undermining Examples
Here are a few real life examples of undermining someone

#1. The Ironic Underminer
The ironic underminer throws a jab and then hides behind the “it was just a joke” defense.
Here is an example:
It was a hot day a couple weeks ago. But it was a long time I hadn’t rocked my Japanese-styled
overcoat, and I decided to take it for a spin.
When I arrived to my location, I was greeted with a typical ironic undermining move:
Underminer: Did you realize it’s 30 degrees today
Well no, I was freezing, but now that you say it, I suddenly realize it’s quite warm indeed -eye
rolling-.

#2. The Serious Underminer
Has this ever happened to you:
You joke about something, and you think it should be obvious it’s a joke. Then here it comes the guy
who does not get, or pretend he doesn’t get it, and schools you as if you what you had said was not in
jest, but serious.
If you don’t know what I’m talking about, here is a great example.
The topic was that opprobrium that is GDPR:
You can almost see the underminer’s finger being wiggled there
Mine was rather obviously a joke, but the underminer twisted it as if it was a serious comment. And
then proceeded to take the high-authoritative road on me.
This was undermining + power move.
It reminded of this scene in Meet the Parents.

#3. The Inconsequential Mistake Fixer
Some mistakes are inconsequential.
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People busy with their life will let it drop.
And socially skilled people would act like Carnegie suggest in How to Win Friends and help others
save face.
But not the underminer. Any mistake they can fix is too good an occasion to pass up!
Look at this example:
The humorous delivery frames the “I got you SOB” undermining game
Why do some underminers like to fix other people’s mistakes?
Fixing someone’s mistake is a big shot of confidence for the ego starved. It says “I got you, I’m
smarter”.
And the more someone perceives himself being lower on the value scale, the bigger the boost they
get from undermining you.
If you are in a similar situation, deliver your correction in a serious tone, or you risk looking like a
cheap underminer who derives joy from pointing other people’s fault.

#4. Undermining in Relationships
One of the most heinous forms of undermining happens in relationships.
It’s one of the worst because relationships should be the safest place for us, and undermining instead
tells our partners that it’s not really “us”, but it’s you VS me.
Here’s an example:
By saying “36.999 of which are mine” he is undermining her achievements and dragging her down.
Terrible stuff for any relationship, please don’t do that :).

Why You Must Stop Undermining People
If you catch yourself doing any undermining, start by not being too harsh on yourself.
I’ve been there, I sometimes still fall for it.
But at the same time don’t accept that kind of behavior from yourself.
Here’s why we must fix it and eradicate it:

It’s Low Quality
Not undermining is not about being nice and friendly. Undermining is low value behavior.
It’s passive aggressive, sneaky and the most glaring sign of “frenemy”. High value people either
speak directly or ignore.

It Wastes Your Own Resources
When you undermine you waste resources and mental cycles on the negative aspects of life. On
tearing people down instead of increasing your own value.
It makes you bitter and ugly -in the large sense of the word-.
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It Doesn’t Work
Undermining people won’t increase your status. It’s more likely to decrease it!
Not everyone will understand what you’re up to, but they will catch on the negative feeling of disgust
that undermining evokes in most people.

How to Stop Someone From Undermining You
And now here’s the meat of the article.
How to stop people undermining you:

#1. Seek To Turn Them Into Friends
Remember this:
Many underminers are undermining you out of jealousy and envy, plus because they think
you disdain them
In social dynamics, I call this “self-rejection“.
Such as, they think that you will reject them -or have already rejected them-, they feel bad about it,
and so they jump on “social attack mode”.
That’s why I recommend first and foremost to try to extend an olive branch, add more warmth to
your power, and set-up collaborative frames.
Strategically, it pays off to be kind first.
See this chart:
So first, try to mend things.
Yes, you might be angry at the underminer. But remember that he might be undermining because he
thinks you’re an a**hole.
And even if you are a bit of an ahole, this strategy simply works better.
So show him first you can be a good friend, and then if that doesn’t work move to the next steps.

#2. Address it Directly
Prolonged undermining can be annoying and can call into question your actual power, authority, or
willingness to confront disrespect.
That’s why addressing it directly, either publicly or privately, can be a great antidote.
You would start with something like this:
You: Hey, I’d like to talk you about something. It makes me quite uncomfortable when
you…
Two things to remember when you address it directly:
1. Either bring specific, clear and recent examples
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2. Do it as soon as they undermine you
Otherwise, if you do it too long after they will play dumb, pretend it’s not true or say they were “just
joking“.

#3. Take it To the Surface
Undermining comments derive their power by being sneaky and looking almost like normal
comments.
By questioning you want to push the underminer fully into the “bad guy” side, so that he will show
himself for who he is.
At that point, once you make it clear for everyone to see what he was up to, you can either take the
high road and drop it or you can address it directly.
I much recommend the former.
Here’s how that would work with the first example:
Underminer: Do you realize it’s like 30 degrees today?
You: It’s a hot day, yes, why are you saying that
Underminer: you’re wearing a jacket
You: And? Is there something wrong with wearing a jacket on a hot day?
See where you’re going?
Now you’re cornering him.
You’re basically communicating “why the hell are you criticizing me”, but playing his own game,
without being direct.
Now he either comes up with something, and he looks judgmental and narrow-minded, or he has to
backtrack.
If he backtracks, you won.
If he keeps going, you keep cornering him further before he is so over-extended that it’s just natural
to drop your social ax.
Like this:
Underminer: yeah, it makes no sense to wear a jacket when it’s so hot
You: who says that, is there like a law prohibiting to wear a jacket on a hot day
Underminer: not it’s just silly
You: I don’t think so and you sound a bit judgmental today mate. Anyway, good seeing you
You can also use this technique in a bit more of a confrontational tone if the situation calls for it.
Here’s a great example from “Horrible Bosses”:
Notice his facial expression: perfect.
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#4. Ignore It
This is pure basic frame control.
Both socially and mentally, never let an underminer get to you.
If you can’t ignore it and it’s taking a toll on your psychological well being, then you need to address
it with one of the two above options.
But if you can truly and honestly be superior and ignore it without the underminer actually denting
your self-confidence and your social standing, then you’re golden with just moving forward.
You won’t waste energies on it and you can focus on yourself.
Eventually, the underminer will be naturally crushed by the huge distance that you will put between
yourself and him.
And they will be free to move on to undermine someone else a bit more on their level.

Don’t Undermine: Build People Up!
Now, here’s an example of a socially skilled, warm and friendly fella.
Compare the first example of my jacket on a hot day with what another socially smarter guy said that
same day:
Me: Wow, cool jacket man, as usual you’re on top of the game. Where did you get it
Who do you think I liked most?
But also, let’s drop who I liked the most as maybe nobody gives a flying F about who I liked most.
Who brought good vibes for everyone? Who improved the mood and who everyone else also liked
more?
Silly questions, right?
People who make friends, but also people who build alliances and are socially successful don’t
undermine people, they build them up!

How High-Value People Behave
High-value people don’t usually have frenemies who they try to undermine.
They have friends. Or have enemies. Or largely ignore or keep a distance from those they can’t make
enemies, but don’t want to be friends with.
If you have a problem with someone, you talk to them straight.
If you don’t like someone, don’t engage them and ignore them. Or say it to their face.
Like Scarface brilliantly explained:

Also read:
How to spot a frenemy
Dealing with subtly rude people
Leaders who undermine others
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Social climbing
Alpha male posturing (quit that shit)

SUMMARY
This article was originally entitled “how to lose friends and make enemies”.
Then I changed it to make the topic clearer.
But that old title still tells the truth: undermining people will not make you friends and it can easily
make you enemies.
All the while, you poison yourself and you broadcast low-value to the world.
They all sound great reasons to stop undermining and start building up.
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Protected: Trump VS Merkel Picture: Body Language Analysis
June 11, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
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Passive Aggressive Behavior: Signs, Examples & Fixes
June 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Passive aggression is as annoying as it is common.
In a society that encourages competition while looking down on aggression, it might even be on the
rise.
Luckily, there are ways to protect yourself and, if you are passive-aggressive, to cure yourself.
This article will explain how.
Contents
What’s Passive Aggressive
Passive Aggressives Project Their Anger Onto Others
Signs of Passive Aggression
Signs of Passive Aggressive at Work
Causes of Passive Aggression
Passive Aggression Techniques
1. Denying Feelings
2. Delayed Execution
3. Sulking While Faking Resolution
4. Substandard Execution
5. Purposefully “Failing” to Help
6. Defending Themselves
7. Silent Treatment
8. Body Language Subversion
9. Back-Handed Compliments
10. Sarcasm
11. Tentative Aggression
Dealing With Passive Aggression
Passive Aggressive Justice
Passive Aggressive Over Time
Passive Aggressive Relationships
Effects of Passive Aggressive
Effect on Others
Effect on the Passive Aggressive
Passive-Aggressiveness at Work
Passive Aggressive in Relationships
Become the Leader
Enforce Boundaries
Listen to Them
Dealing With Passive-Aggressive People
1. Ignore It
2. Distance Yourself
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3. Use the Same Strategy
4. Confront Them
5. Empower Them
Stopping Your Own Passive Aggression
1. Embrace Conflict
2. Make Your Own Agenda
3. Accept Your Feelings
4. Practice Assertive Communication
5. Compassionate Assertiveness
SUMMARY

What’s Passive Aggressive
This is a definition of passive-aggressive behavior:
Passive aggression refers to types of behavior where resistance, criticism, anger or
resentment are hidden or verbally denied.
The passive-aggressive individual can potentially express that anger in indirect, covert os subversive
fashion.
For example, he might verbally agree on a course of action but then either fail to act in accordance
with the agreement, or act in ways that lead to opposite results.

Passive Aggressives Project Their Anger Onto Others
Passive-aggressive people often project their anger onto the people around them.
They feel like the world is out to get them, and that everyone else communicates anger like they do:
in sneaky and covert fashion.
The other person might not be angry at all, but that can change as they keep interacting with the
passive-aggressive.
What happens is that the passive-aggressive eventually succeeds in annoying the people around,
finally provoking real anger.
Once that anger finally turns into an argument, the passive-aggressive feels validated in their feelings
of unfairness and external aggression.

Passive Aggressives Deny Their Feelings, Too
The people around eventually catch up to the passive-aggressive covert anger, and they might ask
them what’s going on.
But the passive-aggressive is always on the defensive.
They feel like the world is out to abuse them and they don’t feel like sharing their true selves.
And when people keep asking, they feel violated.
What’s the solution?
Before you keep asking and asking, make sure you have a good relationship first, and make sure the
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passive-aggressive feels safe with you. Or don’t keep demanding “how they truly feel” once they first
denied.

Signs of Passive Aggression
Passive aggression manifests in many different ways.
Some of them are:
Ambiguity and avoiding responsibility
Doing less than agreed, doing it late or doing it sloppily
Negativity (pouting, resisting influence or creating arguments)
Covert aggression & covert power moves
Withholding important information
Backhanded compliments
Weak boundaries
Weak boundaries are the essence of passive aggression, so we will dig deeper.

Signs of Weak Boundaries
Passive-aggressives, often fearing confrontation even with disrespectful people, often fail to erect and
enforce their personal boundaries.
Here’s how a passive-aggressive deals with boundaries:
Doesn’t protect personal space
Reveals too much
Get caught up in other people’s troubles
Neglect own needs for others
Tolerates abuse
Easily persuaded by one religious creed or another

Signs of Passive Aggressive at Work
Here are some typical signs of passive aggression at work:
Questioning colleagues or reports in front of others
Refusing to grant holidays or bonuses without proper explanation
Removing a colleague from email communication
Making very difficult questions after a presentation
Arriving late or taking longer lunch breaks
Using notes or e-mail to avoid face-to-face confrontation
Complaining about policies & procedures, but doing nothing to change them
Passive-aggressives rarely attack directly.
But they might be doing so when they feel strong enough or when the pay-offs are particularly big.
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A vengeful boss for example might “punish” a report for what the boss perceives to be a slight or
disrespect, but the employee will never know because the boss will use some other excuse for his
punishment.
Colleagues can turn passive-aggressive out of competition, or sometimes just out of envy.
Also read:
Frenemies
Frenemies: How Are They (& How to Beat Them)

Causes of Passive Aggression
What causes passive aggression?
Almost always it entails a submissive personality or a conflict-avoidant personality.
Clinical Psychologist Jordan Peterson also lists “high in agreeableness” as a possible cause of passive
aggression.
There can be other causes though, including:
Underlying personality disorder
Medication
Envy / Jealousy
Sense of powerlessness / low self-esteem
Fear of losing our partner (can be a sign of anxious attachment style)
Nurture (learned the pattern of behavior from a parent)
Let’s now dig deeper into the childhood as it’s one of the least understood causes:

Learning Passive Aggression At Home
Some present a relationship dance composed of a dominant partner and subversive, passiveaggressive one.
If one of the parents is dominant and the other subservient, then some children are likely to develop
some passive-aggressive personality traits.
Why?
Because the children learn that powerful people shouldn’t be approached directly.
Here’s a key sentence with which people learn passive-aggressiveness:
Mother: OK, but let’s not tell your father
With that, the child learns that people should not deal directly and honestly with authority, but are
instead best served with underhanded tactics and going behind their backs.
The child learns to form coalitions against authority instead of honest conversation
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Passive Aggression Techniques
Passive-aggressive people use similar techniques which are at the same time signs of passive
aggression and, sometimes, their weapon of choice to attack others.
Here are the main ones:

1. Denying Feelings
I’m not mad..
Passive-aggressive people don’t embrace and admit their feelings.
When you question apassive aggressive type about their apparent anger or dissatisfaction, they will
deny it.
Here is a dramatized but great example from the movie “Fargo”:
What a fantastic example of passive-aggressive behavior out of insecurity and low confidence.

2. Delayed Execution
Passive-aggressive people resist change internally, but they will always give you the appearance of
complying and getting along.
That ‘s why they will often say yes while delaying the execution as an act of subversion and/or to get
out of tasks.
This is how many couples get locked in perennial infight. See here an example from the movie “The
Breakup”:
Her: Well, I’m gonna go do the dishes.
Him: Cool
Her: It’d be nice if you helped me
Him: No problem. <- passive aggression
I’ll get them a little bit later. I’m just gonna hit the streets here for a little bit.
Note: passive aggression is a type of communication and pattern of behavior. But it doesn’t mean
necessarily “being wrong”.
The fact that he’s passive-aggressive doesn’t mean that she’s right in asking to do the dishes right
away.
Her: Gary, come on, I don’t want to do them later. Let’s just do them now. It’ll take 15
minutes.
Him: (..) If I could just sit here, let my food digest, and just try to enjoy the quiet for a little
bit.
He keeps being passive-aggressive because, very likely, his intention was never to do the dishes.
Note that he’s not really hoping the issue will go away. Deep down he knows that it’s only likely to
escalate.
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But he’s going for what he perceives to be the path of least resistance.

3. Sulking While Faking Resolution
Fine!
Sometimes the passive-aggressive can stonewall, hide behind silence, and refuse to answer.
But stonewalling is might even be too direct for some extreme passive-aggressive types.
So he prefers to verbally agree while actually sulking and building resentment on the inside.
Him: Fine. I’ll help you do the damn dishes <- passive aggressive: complies while arguing
even harder
Her: Oh, come on. You know what? No. That’s not what I want
Him: You just said that you want me to help you do the dishes
Typical of passive aggressive, he is pretending not to understand. Of course she’s not gonna be happy
with his “resolution”, but he fakes total ignorance to keep getting back at her.
Finally, note that this is also a common female behavior.
See “how women control relationships“.

4. Substandard Execution
I didn’t have time..
Sometimes procrastination is not an option, in which case the passive-aggressive may decide to carry
on the task… In the most sloppy way, he can manage.
Examples:
A student half-bakes his paper project
A husband overcooks the pasta while knowing fully well his wife likes it al dente
Overspending while pretending he didn’t realize there was a cap
Complying with an attitude
See an example from “Raging Bull”:
Her: You want your steak?
Him: Yeah, right now!
Her: Good. There’s your stupid steak. Can’t wait for it to be done?
Him: No, I can’t wait.
Her: Good. Okay? Happy? Happy? <- fake friendliness
When a passive-aggressive is confronted about his sloppy execution, he sometimes accuses back. For
example, he could undermine the decision for the task, saying it made no sense.
Of course, they don’t realize they should have said that before the event.
How to Stop People Undermining You
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5. Purposefully “Failing” to Help
I thought you knew
The passive-aggressive, especially when behaving out of bitterness and envy, can be happy to see you
fail.
That’s when they will not help you avoid a mistake, even it would have been easy for them.
Of course, when you confront them, it will be an excuse-fest:
I thought you knew it
I didn’t notice
Oh I’m sorry, I thought you were doing it on purpose to test things

6. Defending Themselves
I was just…
Her: I was just going to buy some groceries
In the face of obvious evidence to the contrary, the passive-aggressive will try to look innocent. And
might try to frame you as overly abusive, strict, or paranoid.

7. Silent Treatment
Sorry I didn’t see you..
Looking into someone’s eyes and not saying hi is rather direct. The passive-aggressive behavior is
sneakier.
They might pretend to look away, and when confronted they might say they haven’t seen you.

8. Body Language Subversion
OK (rolling her eyes up)…
Sneering, behind the back gestures and other nonverbal signals of disapproval are another typical
passive-aggressive behavior.
In this example, De Niro’s facial expression is a split of a second, but it communicates “you’re
talking smack”.

Preference For Nonverbal Attacks
Why do passive-aggressive people rely more on nonverbal attacks than verbal ones?
First of all, because it’s less likely to cause confrontation.
And second, because they can always deny their action. You cannot deny a clearly stated verbal
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disagreement that everyone hears (unless you’re Trump).
But if you just make a facial gesture and the recipient confronts you, you can always say: “it’s not
true I’m undermining you, where did you get that from“.

9. Back-Handed Compliments
There are two types of backhanded compliments:

Offensive Compliments
Offensive compliments deliver an attack right next to a compliment.
For example:
You landed a great job for your level of education
Not bad for your actual skills

Complimenting someone else
Complimenting someone else, especially if the target has just failed, is a great way for the passiveaggressive to demote the target socially (also read social climbing).
Here’s a great example from “Meet The Parents”:
She: The airline lost his bag.
Mother: Oh! They didn’t!
She: Yeah, they did.
He: What about you, honey?
She: No, l carried on.
He: That’s my girl! <- indirect assault on Greg

10. Sarcasm
I was just kidding…
Sarcasm is another popular tool to hide real feelings of bitterness and, sometimes, hatred.
And if someone calls the funny joker on the inappropriateness of the “joke”, of course, they were just
kidding (read here how to respond to inappropriate jokes).
Here it is Billy Batts using passive aggression on the wrong fella:
Billy: He’d make your shoes look like fuc*ing mirrors. Excuse my language. He was the
best. Made a lot of money too.
Tommy: No more shines. You been away a long time. They didn’t tell you. I don’t shine
shoes anymore.
Billy: Relax. What’s got into you? I’m breaking your balls a little, that’s all. I’m only
kidding with you. <- dang! Passive aggression, hiding his hand
Tommy: Sometimes you don’t sound like it. There’s a lot of people around. <- great move!
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presses on, forces him to apologize again
Billy: I’m only kidding. We’re having a party.
As you can see from this example, passive aggression does not always mean “submissive”, “afraid”,
“beta male” or however you associate it with.
Sometimes it can just be part of a larger social assault, and it can be used smartly.
Notice though that in the end, Batts snaps out of passive-aggressiveness to being purely aggressive.

11. Tentative Aggression
Sometimes it’s not just employees but also bosses who avoid direct confrontation.
They avoid direct confrontation, but they still want to make sure they throw their weight around.
Here is an example from “Office Space”:
This video example is a feast of passive aggression.
If the two bosses feel the employee’s mistake is really that important, they should address it properly.
And if the employee feels he is unjustly targeted, he should be a bit stronger in his replies. Shaking
his head instead is a typical sign that he is building resentment for what he perceives is unfair
nitpicking.

Dealing With Passive Aggression
In this section, we will present passive-aggressive scenarios and how to go address them.

Passive Aggressive Justice
Eva and Christie live together and they do grocery shopping every week when they drive to a mall:
it’s cheaper there.
In the morning Eva goes for the milk only to find there’s nothing inside.
Eva doesn’t drink milk, so she inquires her:
Eva: What happened to the milk
Christie: oh my boyfriend was over yesterday, he probably had some, sorry!
Depending on her personality, Eva can answer in three ways:
Aggressive: well, you should try thinking, if you can figure out how. . Is your boyfriend
contributing to the household budget now? I hope he enjoyed my milk.
(as she throws the milk carton out)
It’s impulsive and emotional: anger is highly visible here.
Passive: That’s OK, I’ll get coffe on the way to work. Have a good day.
This is passive because she doesn’t express her needs or protect her rights. It might be because of low
self-esteem: she is single. Her flatmate must be “better” for having a boyfriend. She feels unworthy
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of even complaining.
Assertive (takes a deep breath): We have to rethink our shopping list I suppose, or shop at
the local market when supplies are running low. But let’s talk it over tonight.
The breath is to release some anger. She makes an effort to be reasonable, but their needs have
collided and it’s time for a discussion. This is a responsible and sensible approach.
Passive Aggressive: Ahm, that’s OK, I’ll find something else for breakfast.
Then she sees of Eva’s yogurt, the last on the shelf. She feels a pang of anger and self-righteousness
and takes it when Christie doesn’t see her.
Typical passive-aggressive behavior: doesn’t say anything directly to her face, but evens the scores
behind her back.
When Christie will ask about her yogurt Eva might reply that “she had to have something for her
cereals”. How could Christie be angry?

Passive Aggressive Over Time
Lucia hates waking up in the morning, and her mother has to call her over and over again.
Lucia replies she will get up soon, but her mother always has to walk to her room to make sure.
With time, Lucia developed an understanding for when her mother reaches the door and gets up right
before she enters.
By complying with a delay, Lucia creates anger in her mother, who eventually tells her she’ll call
only once, and then she’ll have to walk to school.
Now Lucia gets up right on time, but “makes her mother pay” by taking a lot of time in the bathroom.
When she finally comes out, she says:
Lucia: Sorry, I guess it takes time when one is still sleepy
Notice what she’s doing there? She is indirectly blaming her mother for waking her up.
Years later Lucia is in college.
She buys the latest version laptop on her parent’s credit card because she feels entitled to it. After all,
her parents could not send her to the first pick of school.
When her father asks, she replies that it’s almost mandatory for students to have a good laptop. But
deep down, it was probably a bit of a vendetta for her.

Passive Aggressive Relationships
This is a typical dialogue in a relationship with a passive-aggressive personality:
Him: I won two tickets for the football match, not that you would ever care to join
though? <- implies she never wants to accompany him
Her: Sure, why not <- She disregards her own needs and reservations. Maybe to prove him
wrong
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Him: Really? I thought you didn’t like football
Her: Not much but you won the tickets
Him: Then why you said yes. You always say yes and then find some reasons to back out.
Will you really go this time?
Her: Well sure… Unless it’s too cold, I can’t sit outside in the cold
Him: Christie it’s November, it’s going to be cold. Forget it!
Passive aggressiveness in relationships can lead to vicious circles and breakups.

Effects of Passive Aggressive
Passive-aggressive behavior takes a heavy toll on relationships. Both on the side of the passiveaggressive and of their victims.

Effect on Others
Passive-aggressive people can often get under the skin of their victims.
It happens because the passive-aggressive keeps calm and pretends to be shocked when the others
blow up in anger.
As a matter of fact, some passive-aggressive types take pleasure in seeing others overreact and blow
up. Especially if in front of others.
The effect can be similar to gaslighting, as we saw some cheating partners using it in their
relationship.
This is how a blow-up through sneaky passive-aggressive maneuvers would look like:
Notice her face, eyes rolling, his sneaky comment “who talks like that”, which implies that she talks
in that low register, not them.

Effect on the Passive Aggressive
As we’ve seen in the beginning the passive-aggressive is not always in control though.
As a matter of fact, most of the time the passive-aggressive is as much of a victim.
He often suffers in silence indeed, under the belief that he is the one being unfairly treated. He builds
up resentment inside because he has no other safety valve to vent and doesn’t have the strength and
skills to stand up for himself.
It’s not uncommon for passive-aggressive to wish ill fate on their mostly made “enemies”. Or to
imagine of assaulting them.

Passive-Aggressiveness at Work
Passive aggression is commonplace at work for a number of reasons:
1. Display of emotions is frowned upon
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2. Hierarchy makes it difficult for employees to communicate assertively to bosses
3. It’s not easy for bosses to give candid feedback without violating policies
4. There’s a natural competition among peers, but it often must be kept under wrap
That means that workplaces are hotspots for passive aggression. Both up and down the chain and, of
course, laterally with your lovely colleagues.
Here’s an example of passive-aggressiveness out of strong hierarchies:

Passive Aggressive in Relationships
It’s difficult to solve issues when you’re in a relationship with a passive-aggressive partner.
If you can’t have a direct, honest conversation, how can you go to the roots of the problem?
Well, let’s see what you can do about it:

Become the Leader
Andrea Brandt says that a long-lasting relationship with a passive-aggressive needs an enabler.
The enabler has weak boundaries and is usually the follower in the relationship.
To fix it then, you must drop your follower position and either raise up to the level of your partner or
become the leader.

Enforce Boundaries
You must stop allowing your partner to get away with their sneaky aggression tactics.
Enforce your boundaries, call them out on their behavior, and lay the rules on what’s proper
communication (of course this means that you must first understand what proper communication is).

Listen to Them
This is important when you’re the de facto leader but are not being receptive to your partner. More on
this below.

Dealing With Passive-Aggressive People
Here are a few ways to deal with passive-aggressive behavior:

1. Ignore It
Ignore, or at least don’t overreact. When you rage, nag, or criticize, you escalate conflict and give the
passive aggressor a reason to keep up the covert operations.
It’s possible they might drop the behavior if they see it doesn’t get through to you.
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2. Distance Yourself
Stay away from passive-aggressive people whenever you can: they’re not healthy relationships and
you have very little to gain from them.

3. Use the Same Strategy
Robert Greene in the 33 Strategies of War recommends you never attack back directly but use their
same game back on them.
This is especially useful if you are indeed dealing with someone who’s using passive aggression as a
power move.

4. Confront Them
If you are going to confront them, do it exactly when they display passive-aggressive behavior and
explain to them exactly what they’re doing.
Once they understand you know their game and can explain it in detail, chances are they will stop.
People fear those who can call them out -potentially publicly-.

5. Empower Them
Some passive-aggressive individuals resort to indirect communication because they feel powerless.
In those cases, it can help to actually empower them.
Tell your partner that you are listening, tell your colleague you care about their opinion, and give
them credit.
Once they will feel heard their need for passive aggression will disappear.
Look at this example from Elon Musk’s life:
She’s being passive-aggressive undermining his authority.
My guess is that she doesn’t feel “important” enough next to him so she feels the need to back-stab
him.

Stopping Your Own Passive Aggression
Here are a few ways to stop being passive-aggressive if you are one:

1. Embrace Conflict
Don’t be afraid of conflict.
As a matter of fact, overcoming your fear of conflict will go a long way towards making you a strong
communicator and overcoming passive aggression.
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2. Make Your Own Agenda
Some passive-aggressive follow people they don’t want to follow because they don’t have their own
goals and dreams.
Decide what you want out of life instead and go for it. And stop following bosses and leaders that
you don’t respect.

3. Accept Your Feelings
Anger is a fair feeling. Even in romantic relationships, Gottman has long proven that anger in itself is
not dangerous.
Embrace it and channel it productively instead.

4. Practice Assertive Communication
This is a great article on how to communicate your grievances properly in a romantic relationship.
And this article gives you the five best books on communication.

5. Compassionate Assertiveness
Why compassion?
Well, sometimes passive aggression stems out of self-absorption. We think others are out to get us,
out to annoy us, or we make everything about us.
We need then to see the situation from the others’ point of view as well (read how to overcome
entitlement).

SUMMARY
Passive-aggressive behavior undermines your relationships and your own health.
It’s very easy getting frustrated with a passive-aggressive because they will not express how they feel
and when you are overstepping their boundaries.
So they build up lots of resentment that they never let go of. Except for their passive-aggressive,
sneaky ways, that is.
Whether you are on the receiving end or you are passive-aggressive yourself, you must eradicate it
from your life.
This article explained how.
Sources:
The Angry Smile: The Psychology of Passive-Aggressive Behavior (Long, Long & Whitson,
2008)
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Scott Wetzler, Ph.D., Living With the Passive-Aggressive Man
8 Keys to Eliminating Passive-Aggressiveness (Andrea Brandt, 2013)
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15 Signs of Abusive Relationship (W/ Examples)
June 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The signs of an abusive relationship are easy to spot when you know what to look for.
But they’re not always obvious when you are in the relationship.
So this guide is here to help you troubleshoot your relationship. Keep this in mind: you don’t need all
the signs.
One single sign might be enough to tell all you need to know about your partner.
Note: I will use the pronoun “he” because most abusive partners are men.
Contents
1. Controlling Behavior
Fiefdoms of Control
How Control is Exercised
Seeking Power & Defending Ego
2. Possessiveness
Break up and Possessiveness
3. Entitlement Mentality
4. You Cannot Criticize Him
5. He Does Not Accept Your Anger
6. Manipulations
7. He Disrespects You
8. He Has a Sense of Superiority
9. He Strives for Good Public Image
10. Justifies Abusive Through Your Behavior
11. Demands Public Perfection
12. Denies and Minimizes Abuse
13. Sees Direspects Everywhere
14. Escalating Intensity
15. Mutual Escalations
Why Do Women Stay in Abusive Relationships?
SUMMARY

1. Controlling Behavior
Abusive men believe it’s their right to control their partner. What they think, what they say and how
they act.
If they are having an argument, he expects his word to be the last word, and he gets particularly angry
in the face of defiance.
Here are typical attitudes of a controlling, abusive man:
If I insist on something and you disagree, you are wronging me
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I know what’s best for you and the relationship
If you disobey my authority I have the right to take all the steps to re-establish it
Some abusive men can talk about “allowing” their partner this or that freedom. And they feel entitled
to eventually remove the freedoms that they grant.

Example of Controlling Behavior
The most conservative and abusive men want to control when their partner are allowed to speak.
Example from Raging Bull:
Note: don’t get think that abusiveness is always this obvious though. Sometimes it’s much more
subtle. It might a doctor asking you “where did you get that from” to make you feel you’re not
qualified to answer. Or a professor saying that your statement is “unfounded”.

Fiefdoms of Control
Not all abusive men are controlling about the same things, and most pick a few fiefs to establish their
control.
For example:
Decision making: they control all major decision making in the family
Personal freedom: what you wear, where you can go and at what time you’re back

How Control is Exercised
Some might imagine a controlling men to yell and scream his orders. And that might indeed be the
case.
But they can also use:
Criticism: constantly criticizing and ridiculing your friends
Incessant complaints
Claiming it’s in your best interest
Pretending your behavior is hurting them

Seeking Power & Defending Ego
Research on domestic violence often reaches the conclusion that husbands who batter their wives do
so to establish power in the family.
Some authors say that batterers’ wives outclass their men in some sort of significant way for him, for
example earning more or having better education.
Batterers tend to seek power and believe in male superiority.
And when their ego and ideal position as “head of the family” comes under threat, they resort to
violence to re-assert their position.
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However, it’s wrong to think that these men are low in self-esteem. As social psychologist
Baumeister explains, violence is mostly committed by egotistic men with high or relatively high self
esteem.
But while they are high in self-esteem, they also have a very fragile ego they need to defend.

2. Possessiveness
Another big sign of an abusive relationship is abnormal possessiveness.
The abusive partner feels like he owns you, and that he can make decisions on your behalf.
Out of possessiveness, your partner might also try to isolate you from friends and family.
When you are isolated you are easier to control and you are more dependent on him.
Indeed, some abusive men see your friendships are a threat to him.

Example of Abusive Possessiveness
Raging Bull is a feast of controlling and possessive examples.
The first part is possessiveness out of jealousy.

Break up and Possessiveness
Possessiveness is one of the reasons why abusive men fail to see the seriousness of a break up. Or
they fail to accept it.
How can you break up with him, when he believes he owns you?
That’s the twisted mindset of an abusive man.

3. Entitlement Mentality
Entitlement is another huge sign of an abusive relationship.
Abusers don’t always and necessarily have a general entitlement mentality towards the world. But
they do have one towards their partners.
There are several layers to the abusive entitlement:

Entitlment to Relationship
This is an early warning you must heed at all costs.
Some abusive men feel like they are entitled to have the woman. Even when she doesn’t want them.
Here is an example from the movie “Beautiful Girls”:
In a scene little after he will plow snow against her garage door to block her driveway as revenge for
saying no. Another example of abusive behavior. And the movie even portrays as a somewhat likable
character.
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Physical Entitlement
This is mostly valid for the most traditional abusers.
They see you as an unpaid maid.
You might be supposed to clean the kitchen, do the laundry and take care of the kids.
But of course, most important is that you take care of him.

Emotional Entitlement
Some abusers want you to pay attention and to listen to him.
If he accomplished something great at work, you should be happy for him. Even if you have all the
reasons in the world to be sad in that precise moment, it doesn’t matter: the world revolves around
him.
If he wants emotional closeness, you should drop everything you’re doing to soothe him when he’s
down. And he can get aggressive if you failed to understand needs that he hasn’t even expressed.
But no matter how much you give him, it will never make him better.
And it will never be enough for him.

Sexual Entitlement
Whenever he feels like it, you should be ready to go. If he does not feel like it, he won’t move a
finger (figuratively as well as physically).
The craziest thing?
Some abusive men might resent it if you don’t reach an orgasm. Not that they care that much about
you, often, but they might care of seeing themselves as great lovers.

Example of Entitlement
In this scene Carlo feels entitled to ask Connie to make dinner and to leave when the dinner is ready
without having to explain anything.
Expecting his wife to simply accept his behavior is an example of a huge, entrenched form of
entitlement.
You know what will happen afterward, both in the movie and in many -albeit not all- abusive
relationships?
Connie will interpret her own crazy behavior as overreaction and will make excuses for Carlo. She
will actually protect and defend him, saying it was her fault.
Connie might have overreacted indeed, but that does not make Carlo any less abusive.

4. You Cannot Criticize Him
Abusive men are above reproach.
Or at least, they don’t want to hear any.
If you complain about something, however valid, he usually sees it as nagging or provoking.
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I don’t want this scene on my website, but you can click here for an example.
Again, most abusive relationships will reach that level and might not get violent at all. But the threat
of violence or the fear of violence is often present.
Or verbal and emotional abuse can follow when you criticize him.

5. He Does Not Accept Your Anger
Abusive men feel they have a monopoly on anger.
When you do get angry, he will try to squash as soon as he can. And he might use your anger to put
you down as overly emotional, irrational, or “full of spite”.
Holding up on anger is unealthy of course, which might lead you to develop different symptoms,
such as:
depression
emotional numbing
eating and sleeping problems
passive aggression
The icing on the cake? Your abusive partner might use any of the above to belittle you further or
make you feel crazy.

Anger Does Not Caues Abuse
By the way, anger doesn’t cause abuse. And he isn’t abusive because he is angry.
It’s the other way around: it’s his entitlement and unrealistic expectations that cause him to be angry.

Anger Explosions as Control Tool
Adelyn Birch is a woman who dedicated her life to teaching others about the dangers of a relationship
with a psychopath.
And she says that abusive men will use explosive anger to control their partners in through fear.

6. Manipulations
Very few men exclusively rely on verbal abuse, battering and intimidation to control their partners.
After all, the abuser does need some good times to make you stick with him.
That’s why most abusers are well schooled in the art of power moves and mental games.
And the more intelligent and well learned he is, the more refined his manipulations.
Here some typical manipulations:
Mood swings, which keep you off balance
Denying what he has done or said, making you feel crazy
Making you believe it’s best for you to do what he wants
Using guilt and making you feel sorry for him
Shifting the blame to others, including you
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Turning you against your friends or family (divide and conquer)
Spreading rumors about you among friends and neighbors
Accusing you of his own sins

7. He Disrespects You
Disrespect is a major sign of abusive relationships. As a matter of fact, disrespect is at the core of an
abusive relationship.
Disrespect takes many forms and any kind of abuse is a form of disrespect. You never abuse someone
you respect and you don’t respect someone whom you abuse.

De-Humanization to Keep Abusing
Many abusers go on with their abuse and disrespect guilt-free because they de-humanize you and
objectify you.
Dehumanization and depersonalization allow them to sleep well and lead guilt-free lives while they
keep abusing you.
This is the process by which otherwise normal people can act evil (Zimbardo, 2007). And it’s one of
the reasons why abusiveness doesn’t improve by itself.
I have noticed that online communities such as The Red Pill, theoretically there to help improve men,
are actually incubators of misogyny and female dehumanization.

Public Abuse
As we will see later abusive men often care a lot about keeping a spotless public appearance.
But some abusers are more careless and won’t refrain from public abuse either.

8. He Has a Sense of Superiority
A sense of superiority is not a prerogative of abusers: many men see themselves as “above” their
partners.
Yet, when it’s a sense of superiority in many different aspects of life, it’s another indicator of an
abusive relationship.
The abusive man indeed often sees you as beneath him in intelligence, competence, and sometimes
even sensitivity.

Unfavorable Comparisons
Sense of superiority often mixes with disrespect and takes the form of comparisons between what he
does -valuable and hard- and what you do -nothing and easy-.
If he works and you stay at home, you chill all day thanks to his hard work. If you both work, his job
is more demanding and yours is easy.
Note: the character in the movie is not abusive overall, and indeed she’s not afraid in the slightest.
But this scene is abusive.
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She starts the argument with the wrong approach too by assuming guilt. She is a bit contemptuous of
him -which of course doesn’t justify abuse-,

9. He Strives for Good Public Image
Not all abusive men do this, but many seek a public affable image and want others to believe they are
good and respectable men.

You Have Nobody to Turn To
Since people around think that your boyfriend is a good person, that makes it hard for you to even get
support.
Who are you going to talk to?
Some might even think you’re a lucky woman.
The good public image becomes another tool that he uses to keep you locked in the abusive
relationship.

What’s Wrong With Me?
The contrast between a nice public image and behavior and the treatment he reserves for you can be
highly damaging for some women.
They wonder if they are at fault for triggering his buttons.
That further lowers their self esteem, which in turn keeps them tied to the abusive relationship (read
here the link between low self-esteem and abusive relationships).

10. Justifies Abusive Through Your Behavior
The abusive man has always some good justification for his abusive behavior.
And they often include your (made up) shortcoming and/or your machinations:
She knows how to get under my skin
She pushed me too far
There’s only so much I can take
She’s just terrible

Are Abusers Psychopaths?
Well, some of them can be, but the two pathologies are completely different and only seldom overlap
(only around 5% of the times, says abuse researcher Lundy Bancroft).
Most abusers indeed do have a conscience, but use entitlement, dehumanization or made up excuses
to work around it.
Indeed abusers do answer for their actions outside of the relationship. It’s just with their partners that
they make an exception.
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11. Demands Public Perfection
Some men want to parade their women to make them look good.
These men will demand you look great, dress perfectly, and behave impeccably.
Even if you manage to behave at their high level of expectations, they are not really in love with you
but with the image you provide them.
And they will viciously attack you afterward if you’ve had any minor slip up that “made them look
bad”.
They might refer to you “embarrassing them” even though you had no idea.

12. Denies and Minimizes Abuse
If after the abusive incident your partner minimize or denies what happened, you are probably in an
abusive relationship.
Only a few abusive men have borderline personality disorder in which they insulate their
consciousness (less than 10%).
Most other abusive men are consciously lying.

Psychiatric Symptoms
If the abusive partner really convinces her partner that abuse didn’t take place she can develop
psychiatric symptoms.

Non Abusive Reaction:
There is a big difference between an abuser and a non-abuser after any incident which can resemble
an abuse.
A non abusive person will feel bad about it and want to make up for it. Sometimes he can be as
shocked and disturbed as you are.
This is an example of how an abuser would not react:
Note:
his action IS abusive, his reaction is not (yet) abusive. This, of course, doesn’t mean that his action is
justified in any way. But it can help you troubleshoot whether your partner is abusive or not.
With a reaction like Ben Affleck, there is a possibility that the abusive incident is isolated.
With the denial and minimization of the abuser, you can instead expect that the abuse will keep going
and very possibly increase.

13. Sees Direspects Everywhere
Abusers see abuse from their spouse where the was no abuse.
Imagine for example you are having dinner with a couple friends of yours and they talk about a
delicious restaurant they have been to but how incredibly expensive it was.
Your partner turns to you and says you should try. You reply something like “I don’t know dear, it
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sounds awfully expensive”.
For a normal man, there is nothing wrong there.
But an abuser might take it an embarassing, public assault on his manhood for “not being able to
afford the place”.
Writes Baumeister in seminal work “Evil“:
The driving force was his own pride, his high self-esteem, his male ego.
He was so intent on being superior to her that he watched for any little episode or remark
that could possibly be interpreted as reflecting badly on him, and whenever he found one he
turned violent against her in response.
This is why I am personally very wary of “male pride” and alpha male posturing: they are
antechambers to abuse.

14. Escalating Intensity
Be warned:
Research shows that domestic violence usually increases over time.
Couples typical start with insults or cruel remarks, then they might yell, then maybe they threaten to
end the relationship or to get “really angry”.
Then finally they start hitting each other.
If you start seeing an escalation of aggression, don’t hope it will get better: actively work on it (or
end the relationship).

15. Mutual Escalations
Finally, it would be a huge, albeit common mistake, to consider abuse as a male-only problem.
Research by Murray Straus shows that mutual aggression is the norm.
And when only one spouse was abusive, he/she most often reported to be reacting out of injustice
from the other.
Most people want to see violence in morally black and white terms with innocent, victims and evil
abusers.
But most abusers only become violent when they think they have been attacked.
Sure, in many cases as we have seen that wholly in their mind.
But in many other cases, both partners contribute to mutual hurt, violence and aggression.

Why Do Women Stay in Abusive Relationships?
This is a very deep question and would require its own in-depth article.
There is not a one answer fit all, but :
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1. Low Self Esteem
For women with low self esteem abusive relationships become a self-fulfilling prophecy. They don’t
believe they deserve a good man, and will unconsciously rule out better men and/or sabotage
relationships with better men.
A man who mistreats them instead fulfills their own self-narrative of being unworthy.
Low self esteem can sometimes be the consequence of parents who haven’t given enough love or
only gave conditional love (read Will I Ever Be Good Enough?).
Read more here:
How low self esteem leads to abuse

2. Masochism
This is something that few have the courage to admit. But that doesn’t make it any less true.
Relationship Researcher John Gottman admits in The Relationship Cure that he was shocked to hear
women tell him that the best sex they had ever had was right after a beating -albeit that might not
actually be full masochism, read below-.

3. Perverse Attraction
Robin Baker, the author of Sperm Wars, says that women stay with men who successfully raped them
because those men show strength and power over them.
Since rape can, sadly, be a valid strategy for procreation in specific and limited conditions, a man
who is effective at raping can provide her with potentially good genes.
Indeed it seems like the incidence of pregnancies from rape is higher than from routine sex with a
partner.
It’s f*cked up, I know, but don’t shoot the messenger.
And now that you know, this information can actually help you get over an abusive relationship.

4. Fear / Sunk Costs / Change Resistance
There is always some fear connected to change.
There are sunk costs, like the time you’ve spent together, the things you have in common. Maybe
children or a marriage to void.
And the all too human tendency to stick with the devil we know.
The wonderful song Better Man is about an abusive relationship.
But there is otherwise nothing poetic about abusive relationships.
All I want to add here is that you can overcome an move on to a better life.

SUMMARY
The signs of an abusive relationship are obvious for any external observer who knows what to look
for.
But not everybody knows what to look for.
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This article gives you some better tools to troubleshoot your relationship.
If you found out you’re in an abusive relationship, you should know that things rarely change. And
you might better off ending the relationship.
If you don’t think you’re in an abusive relationship but are still unsure, check this article on
overcoming relationship ambivalence.
Sources:
Bancroft L. Why Does He Do That?: Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men (2003)
Evans P. The Verbally Abusive Relationship (2010)
Roy B. Evil: Inside Human Violence and Cruelty (1997)
Birch A. 30 Covert Emotional Manipulation Tactics (2015)
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7 Types of Abusive Men: a Psychological Analysis
June 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Abusive men come in all shapes and sizes.
But we can differentiate a few specific types based on the external expressions of their abusive
tendencies.
This post will provide you with an overview of the types of abusers, their psychology and their
modus operandi.
Contents
Traits of All Abusive Men
1. Demand Man: The Woman Is There to Serve Him
2. The “Padre Padrone”: The Ultimate Authority Of The Whole Family
3. Mr. Right: I Know It All, You Know Nothing
4. The Master Debater: I Must Win All Arguments, You Must Lose Them All
5. The Sensitive Guy: “How Can You Do This to Him”?
6. The Abusive Player: From Object of Desire to Object
7. The Criminal Abuser: 360° of Abuse
Are Abusers Dependent on Women?
Psychopaths VS Violent Men
SUMMARY

Traits of All Abusive Men
First, the most important thing:
The commonalities.
I believe that to truly understand human phenomena, it’s always best to start from the deeper layer.
At the core, abusive men have a very distinct psychological make up which seeks power and control.
All abusive men:
Seek to control her partner
Disrespect her partner
Seek to lower her partner’s self-esteem
Undermine her independence (and independent partner can’t be controlled)
The specifics of an abusive relationship can change because different abusers have different levels for
each trait and they all find different ways to express their abusive “needs”.
Lundy Bancroft, a professional counselor with decades of experience with abusive men, introduces
seven archetypes of abusers.
Here they are:
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1. Demand Man: The Woman Is There to Serve Him
The demand man believes that his woman is on earth to serve him.
His needs and wants take precedence over most anything else. About your own needs, for sure, and
often even above the children’s needs.
If you are in a relationship with an abusive man of this type, he will order you around and expect you
to drop anything else to serve him.
Just like a paid servant waiting on stand-by.
Except he doesn’t pay you, he is always unhappy because his standards are too high to meet, and he
treats you like dirt.
These are his main beliefs:
It’s your job to do things for me
If I fail at something, I’ll still get angry at you
If I’m unsatisfied with anything, it’s your fault
You can’t demand anything of me but I can demand everything of you
Be grateful for whatever scrap I give you
Don’t ever criticize me
In spite of it all, I am a loving person and you’re a lucky woman
The demand man can be less controlling than others… As long as you meet all his needs.

2. The “Padre Padrone”: The Ultimate Authority Of The
Whole Family
Ludy Bancroft calls this type of abuser the “military general”.
The military general is all about control.
And he takes “controlling” to a whole new level.
He wants to know everything you do in your life and most anything requires his approval.
Some of them, but not all, take the same uber-controlling attitude on the whole family, while some
others only focus on their wives.
When he takes control over the whole family, then I call them “padre padrone”.
“Padre padrone” is an Italian term.
It’s a wordplay of “padre”, meaning “father”, and “padrone”, meaning owner.
It’s a great expression because it goes at the core of what this type of abuser is all about: the “padre
padrone” feels like he owns the family, and he acts like he owns the family.

My experience with military generals
My former neighbor used to be a military general with his wife, and he built a custom-made chastity
belt for her (I’m not joking).
And I have once dated the daughter of a padre padrone.
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Without actually knowing anything about the types of abusive men, she said of him that he was “like
a general”.
It pained me to see how deeply that idiot had psychologically impacted her.
I still feel for that woman: that idiot scarred her for life.

Example: The “Padre Padrone”
You will not understand the words, but you will still understand the dynamics:
The “padre padrone” is more common in conservative and religious countries and, most of all, in
“cultures of honors”.
Cultures of honor encourage men to be and act more like “owners”.
Men who don’t act like owners in cultures of honors are mocked as spineless.
The protagonist of the video above later attacks another man and yells at him “are you a man, or are
you a muppet?”. That other man’s fault? He wasn’t controlling his family well enough.
Because real men, like him, control.
“Padre Padrone” are sometimes hyper-jealous and protective of the females in their household, so
they sometimes overlap with the jealous-paranoid abusive type.
The Scarface character is a jealous “padre padrone” towards his sister:
Tony Montana in the movie Scarface also overlaps with the criminal abuser (N.7 on this list).

3. Mr. Right: I Know It All, You Know Nothing
Abusive men don’t always beat their women or yell.
The violent abuser is the favorite representation of TVs and movies, but there are more ways of being
abusive.
Mr. Right takes most of his pride of knowing it all.
He believes he has superior knowledge and intelligence compared to you.
There are different types of “Mr. Right” and some of them pick specific niches of authority.
But the most extreme of “Mr. Rights” are the ultimate authority on… Pretty much everything.
Including your life.
He knows what’s the best course of action for you and he has an easy answer for any of your
problems -you’re just stupid not to see it-.
If you keep arguing with him indeed, you are stupid and you are disrespecting him.
A big area of his expertise, of course, are your shortcomings.

4. The Master Debater: I Must Win All Arguments, You Must
Lose Them All
The “Master Debate” will listen to you.
But not to truly understand you, but to use anything you say against you and to win the argument.
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The master debater does not scream and does not intimidate you -not physically at least-.
His weapon of abuse is different. He is usually very skilled in verbal production and in influencing
people, and he uses all the persuasion and manipulation techniques in the book.
How do you recognize a “Master Debater”?
If a man always gets under your skin and you find yourself angry and resentful without any apparent
reason, chances are you are dealing with the verbal and mental power moves of a master debater.
“Master Debaters” often deploy what has been referred to as “gaslighting”.
How do they do it?
When you blow up and become emotional or aggressive, he uses your (legitimate) reaction as proof
that you are the abusive one.
Women with a master debater are the most likely to blame themselves because his tactics are some of
the hardest to even detect.
It’s hard living with a “Master Debater”, of course. Relationship researcher John Gottman found out
that one of the keys to positive relationships is to accept one’s partner influence.
Exactly what Master Debaters don’t want to do.

Example: Jordan Peterson
If Jordan Peterson were an abusive man, he would be extremely effective at it:
Note: just to be clear, I am NOT saying Peterson is abusive.
What I am saying is that his verbal skills and debating techniques could be used by abusive men to
get under your skin.
And he definitely gets under Newman’s skin here, so this is a great example.

5. The Sensitive Guy: “How Can You Do This to Him”?
The sensitive guy uses guilt to control you.
When we talked about emotional caretaking in signs of an abuser, this is the type of guy who
demands it the most.
He will not scream if your dinner is late, but he will go berserk if you don’t sacrifice yourself for his
emotional well being.
Sensitive abusers tend to know some psychoanalysis and psychologist lingo, which they will use to
play up their pain and to find faults within you.
He blames you for his pain, but when you are hurt, of course, he ignores it or minimizes it.
With time, he can get threatening and intimidating.

Example: The Good Girl
The movie “The Good Girl” has a great example of a sensitive abuser:

The Victim: Sensitive On Steroids
Similar to the sensitive guy, but he plays up his pains.
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For example, to excuse his behavior, he will talk up his childhood abuse, previous women taking
advantage of him or life generally being so harsh on him.
Ben Shapiro uses this technique to verbally abuse his victims.
And here is the example of a woman using this technique with me (and how I handled it):
Her: I just neeed to get out of Jogya right away. I know you can help me and you can afford
me, but you won’t
She is framing herself as in bad need of help. And me as the only savior who can help her.
That technique worked great.
I was feeling really bad about it. But angry at the same time, because I knew the game she was
playing.
And I held strong to my guns -“dominant frame technique“- to break free of that abusive game.
P.S.:
Don’t jump to the conclusion someone is an abuser. Recognize which is which and you might reall
help a poor soul out.

6. The Abusive Player: From Object of Desire to Object
The abusive player tends to look good and to be a sexy man.
In the beginning he can be head over heels for you and you might feel like a lucky woman.
How could this guy possibly be single?
As time goes by though his interest becomes only sexual.
He spends less time with you and does not want any restriction on his freedom.
Many abusive players see women only as sexual objects he uses to feel good about himself, and
sometimes are narcissists and/or present sociopath tendencies.
There is one book dedicated wholly to this type of abusive relationship, and it’s called “Psychopath
Free“.

Example: The Pimp
Pimps can sometimes be a crossover between players and abusive men.
This character in the movie The Pick Up Artist is a good example (it’s the one who pulls a gun of
course):
She is possibly attracted to him. But also completely controlled by him.

Pitching Women Against Each Other
Chronic infidelity is abusive per se.
But the abusive player also manipulates your feelings.
For example, he lies about other women and tries to pitch one woman against another.
This has a name, and it’s called “dread game” in The Red Pill community, where men with abusive
tendencies learn how to become better at it and how to play mind games.
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But the true abusers, the ones with sociopaths and psychopaths tendencies, take it one notch further.
They will say that other women are spreading rumors because they are jealous, or that they are trying
to drive a wedge between you two.
Of course, not all those “other women” must be real.
He might simply make up some stories just to make you jealous, keep you on your toes, and increase
his value.
As a last note, not all players and womanizers are abusive. Read more in “the psychology of a player.

7. The Criminal Abuser: 360° of Abuse
Some abusers are not aggressive only with their partners, but with everyone.
These are the ones who are most likely to have other criminal offenses on their record.
Why do women end up with these type of men?
Well, to begin with, he does not introduce himself like an abusive men who is going to batter and
physically assault her.
He presents himself as a fearless man.
And because of his attitude, he can make women feel protected.
Of course, rationally that makes no sense.
It’s like keeping a grizzly at home because he will keep other grizzlies away. It just doesn’t work like
that: if anything, he is more likely to attract other grizzlies (and behave like a grizzly, of course).
Indeed, this type of abusive man is the most likely to get threatening and physically aggressive.
Here are his central beliefs:
Aggressiveness is good
Anything mannish is good
Anything gay-looking is for fa**ots
Compassion and conflict resolution are terrible
An emotional connection with this type of abusive man is virtually impossible (and we might argue
it’s impossible with any type of abusive man).

Example Raging Bull
Since movies like to focus on the most visible and extreme elements of domestic abuse, there are
plenty of examples of criminal abusers.
One of them is the character of Jake Lamotta, portrayed by Robert Deniro in the movie “Raging
Bull”:

Sadistic Abuser
If there were a scale of the worst types of abusers to live with, well… It would probably be “all of
them”.
But if one were forced to pick one, it would probably be the sadistic abuser.
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The sadistic abuser, similar to the criminal abuser, leverages physical power and threatens you with
physical violence.
But on top of being physically abusive, he also takes pleasure out of inflicting pain.
These are also the guys who can be very dangerous for retaliation after a break-up. If you are engaged
with a sadistic abuser, you must plan your breakup in advance.
Personally -and this is just my opinion here- I would even advise you don’t just rely on the legal
system but move away and make it impossible for him to know your whereabouts.

Are Abusers Dependent on Women?
Patricia Evans, the author of Controlling People, says that abusive men are actually dependent on
their women.
Albeit that’s not the case for all of them, it’s true for many of them.
Abusers sometimes form a sort of co-dependent relationship with their spouses. And they can go into
a tailspin when she tries to leave them.
As crazy as it might sound, Evans makes the case that some abusers are controlling because they are
afraid of losing you and the bond with you -albeit, of course, they are actually destroying that bond
with their behavior-.
For some of them, controlling is the only way of keeping the relationship. As a matter of fact,
controlling can be his way of “working on the relationship”.
Needless to say, explaining a behavior, even when it’s misguided and motivated by the willingness to
be together, does not mean justifying.
No matter what are the reasons behind the abuse, any relationship with an abusive man is a toxic
relationship.

Abusers Have Big, But Fragile Egos
Let’s dispel a myth.
You probably heard this one: abusers are weak and low in self-esteem.
That’s what everyone says, including sometimes therapists.
However, that’s not true. As social psychologist Roy Baumeister well explains, most abusers are
egotists.
Such as, they have high self-esteem, but fragile self-esteem.
That’s why they perceive more threats and feel the need to lash out when something -or someonethreatens their high self-opinion.
They need to maintain their high self-esteem, and women who make them feel less of a man are a
threat to their core identity.

Psychopaths VS Violent Men
Some abusers are psychopaths.
And some others, albeit they might present some psychopathic traits, are
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There is a big difference between the two.
Relationship researcher John Gottman calls them “pitbulls and cobras” (Gottman, 2007). And
psychology researchers Kevin Dutton, tells us that the difference between the two might be in their
level of psychopathy (Dutton, 2012).
See here the difference:
COBRA

PIT BULL

Displays violence toward others

Usually only violent toward partner

Feels little remorse

Shows some level of guilt

Motivated by immediate gratification

Motivated by fear of abandonment

Able to let go and move on

Obsessive; often stalks victim

Feels superior

Adopts the role of “victim”

Fast talker; spins a story for police

Greater emotional lability

Charming and charismatic

Depressed and introverted

Control means “not being told what to do”

Control means “constant monitoring of
partner” (see: jealous BF)

Traumatic upbringing; violence prevalent in family

Some degree of violence in family
background

Impermeable to therapeutic intervention

Sometimes benefits from treatment
programs

Manipulative: partner less likely to leave

Partner more likely to leave

Antisocial: 90%
And this is how they differ in the use of violence:

Antisocial: 33%

COBRA

PIT BULL

Violence: more severe

Violence: less severe

Use of closed-fist / strangling: 91%

Use of closed-fist / strangling: 62%

Threatened partner with knife or gun: 38%

Threatened partner with knife or gun: 4%

Actual use of knife or gun: 9%

Actual use of knife or gun: 0%

Violence outside relationship: 44%
Violence outside the relationship: 3%
You can notice that the psychopaths are “colder” in their controlling ways, and more effective.
The non-psychopaths are more emotional.
Probably, it’s the non-psychopaths who are dependent on their women. But the psychopaths, unable
to form emotional bonds, are not dependent on their women.

SUMMARY
If you have experienced dating an abuser, chances are you can look at one the types and above think
“oh, that was him”.
But of course, there can also be crossovers and overlaps, where one abusive man shows the
characteristics of several types.
In summary, you must distance yourself.
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This is an article on how to safely end an abusive relationship.
Sources:
Bancroft L. Why Does He Do That?: Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men (2003)
Jones A. When Love Goes Wrong: What to Do When You Can’t Do Anything Right (1993)
Roy B. Evil: Inside Human Violence and Cruelty (1997)
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Relationship Problems: The Full List (+ The Cures)
June 21, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article lists all the major relationship problems which have been proven to negatively impact
relationships.
How to use this article
The aim of this article is to give you a quick overview of all the most common relationship problems.
It’s all based on research and data.
It condensates, in a shorter and easier format, all the more in depth articles and books previously
appeared here.
If you need more details, you can then just click on the hyperlinks.
Contents
#1. Lack of Intimacy: Friends But Not Couple
#2. Emotional Unsafety: Fear of Being Vulnerable
#3. Lack of Interest in Partner’s Life
#4. Ignorance of Our Partner: “He Doesn’t Really Know Me”
#5. Unmatched Attachment Styles
#6. Harsh Arguments: It’s Not About Arguing, It’s About How You Argue
#7. Bad Communication: The 4 Horsemen
#8. Negative Outlook: You Get What You Think Of
#9. Vicious Circles: When Everything Positive Goes Out The Window
#10. Refusing Influence: When “Being Right” Kills Cooperation
#11. Power Struggles: When Winning Kills Cooperation
#12. Resentment: When Fights With No Fondness Turn Love Into Bitterness
13. Affairs: The Ultimate Betrayal of Turst & Bond
14. Ambivalence: When Partners Are Not All In
#15. Dysfunctional Relationship Dances: When Couples Get Stuck In Poisous Patterns
#16. Abusive Relationship
SUMMARY

#1. Lack of Intimacy: Friends But Not Couple
John Gottman in The Man’s Guide to Women says that the biggest complaint of women in
relationships is the lack of intimacy and emotional connection.
What men should know is that with more intimacy and connection not only they can also enjoy a
better relationship, but they can also fix their two major complaints: too much arguing and not
enough sex.
Emotional intelligence is key to fix relationship problems related to intimacy. Here are two articles to
help you fix the lack of intimacy:
Build shared meaning
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Turn towards

#2. Emotional Unsafety: Fear of Being Vulnerable
In some bad relationship partners are afraid of opening up and sharing intimate details.
They hold back on affection and signs of love in fear they might be spurned.
Amir Levine in Attached explains that feeling secure in the relationship makes us feel secure in life.
Not feeling secure in our romantic relationships instead make us feel insecure for life.
To fix emotional unsafety both partners need to look and act in the relationship as a sanctuary to
being oneself.
And they both must restrain to use any personal details as a tool to attack and undermine their
partners during arguments -which amounts to emotional abuse-.
Example of emotionally unsafe relationship to avoid

#3. Lack of Interest in Partner’s Life
It’s simple:
When someone is interested in us, we feel like they care. And if they’re not interested, we feel like
they don’t care.
Being interested in our partners also enable intimacy, because it allows us to get to our our partner
more than anyone else.
When we feel like our parnters know us better than anyone else, we feel bonded to them.
Knowing our partner is not something that we do once and forever. It’s a continuous interest and
curiosity that we keep for our partner.
How did their day go
What do they think about the latest scandal
Why did they decide to vote for this candidate
How do they feel about the new boss
…
Keeping curious about our partners is also a way of saying “I care about you”.
As a bonus, a common refrain of people who develop affairs is that “the affair partner understands
me so much better”.
Knowing each other well and updating that knowledge with curiosity also becomes an antidote to
affairs.
As one woman said:
I share all significant events with my husbands. How could I have an affair, I’d have to
immediately run and tell him about it
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#4. Ignorance of Our Partner: “He Doesn’t Really Know Me”
This is the consequence of a lack of interest.
Many relationship experts agree that a crucial element that make couples stick in the long run is a
good friendship.
It can be hard to develop a strong bond though unless we know each other. Couples that don’t know
each other well cannot fell understood and cannot develop a strong bond that transcends all other
relationships.
How to get to know your partner
As an example of how lonely it can be to live with a partner who doesn’t know us, I like this scene
with Jack Nicholson:

#5. Unmatched Attachment Styles
Attachment styles mismatches are an extremely common relationship problem.
Most people miss both the warning signs and the fixes though because, well… Very few people know
about attachment styles.

Attachment styles in a nutshell
In a nutshell, people are categorized through attachment style depending on how they stand in
relation to intimacy (here’s a quiz to find out where you stand).
Some people:
Crave lots intimacy and are afraid of losing it (anxious attachment style)
Are afraid of intimacy and push it away (avoidant attachment style)
Are comfortable with intimacy, both asking for it and giving it (secure attachment style)
You can already see from this description the worst mix you can have is between an anxious who
craves intimacy and an avoidant who pushes back on intimacy.
That’s what I describe in this article of a match made in hell.

#6. Harsh Arguments: It’s Not About Arguing, It’s About How You
Argue
It’s not true that arguments are an issue.
It’s harsh arguments that are an issue when they are not offset but more powerful and more frequent
intimacy-building moments.
Arguments have a strong, strong tendency to start as they start.
That means that couple starting arguments harshly or with a heavy critical tone are likely to spin their
wheels in the ugly swamps of pointless fighting.
Becoming more skilled at having arguments will mean that you will solve more problems, reach
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more resolutions and have less and more pleasant arguments.
Here are the keys to better arguing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start gently
Take a break when things get too heated
De-escalate
Drop meanness and the mindset of hurting your partner

Here’s how you can improve your arguments:
Conflict management in relationships
How to soften our critics

#7. Bad Communication: The 4 Horsemen
Communication.
How often have you heard this is the crux of all relationship problems?
Well, I’ve got news for you, Sue Johnson, author of Hold Me Tight make a compelling case that great
couples don’t communicate any better than poor ones.
The key, she says, is in the emotional connection, not in the communication.

Communication overlaps with emotions
I agree with Jonson, but also partially disagree.
And research seems to be on my side.
Bad communication goes deeper than words and becomes entangled with feelings and emotions.
When you accuse your partner of a global deficiency instead of addressing the issue at hand indeed
you’re not just communicating poorly, but you are also negatively shifting the mood and emotions.

Communication styles to avoid
Avoid what John Gottman refers to as The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse, such as:
Criticism
Contempt
Defensiveness
Stonewalling
And also read:
Relationship unsolvable issues

#8. Negative Outlook: You Get What You Think Of
Negative outlook happens when the relationship has become so bad that we filter everything that
happens through negative lenses.
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Couples who are badly entrenched in their negative outlook see everything that happens through
negative lenses.
That means that you mostly see and focus on the negatives and miss on the positives.
And when you do see a positive, you spin its significance.
For example:
Him: She is being strangely nice… She wants something or she feels guilty for being such a
bitch
Her: He’s being nice because his team won. If he could only care about me as much as his
stupid football team…
The antidote, for your relationship and for a better life as well, is to consciously focus on the positive
instead.
Here’s an in depth article:
The positive perspective

#9. Vicious Circles: When Everything Positive Goes Out The Window
Vicious circles are what happens when you let a negative outlook take over.
Mira Kirshenbaum, author of Too Good to Leave, Too Bad to Stay, says she has never seen a
troubled relationship that wasn’t in the vice of a mutual shutdown -what I call here “vicious circle”-.
When we start a relationship there is a non written rule that we will do our best… As long as our
partner keeps doing their best.
And the unspoken other side of the coin is that we will retaliate if our partner hurts us.
Little by little, each partner feels they are in debt and that they have to receive before they can start
giving again.
But so feels the other partner. The result? There is little giving in the relationship while they are both
acting hurt and entitled.
Here’s how to fix a vicious circle

#10. Refusing Influence: When “Being Right” Kills Cooperation
Accepting influence means to listen to what our partner says and taking it into account.
Not accepting influence means doing it our way without consideration for our partners.
It happens relatively often that, especially men, are not very open to accept their partners’ influence.
And the impact is huge: More than 80% of couples who don’t accept influence split up.

How to accept influence
How do you accept more influence, then? It’s a simple shift, yet one of tectonic proportions: you
must go from “I” to “US”.
And believing that there can be no win unless both partners are either on board or accept the decision.
Here’s more information on the subject, including examples:
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Accepting influence
Power hungry partners

#11. Power Struggles: When Winning Kills Cooperation
A consequence of refusing influence is that of a relationship that becomes a power struggle.
Partner think how they can win in stead of winning together.
Unluckily much dating literature for women and for men focuses on power games which don’t
always lead to the best relationships you can have -unless you’re able to make a U-turn for the
relationship-.
Some manosphere self-improvement circles like The Red Pill also teaches men how to win and how
to control relationships instead of how to be successful at relationships as a team.
Here are some typical power moves:
Becoming the prize
Make him value you more
Break up threats

#12. Resentment: When Fights With No Fondness Turn Love Into
Bitterness
Bitterness is the feeling you get when the relationship is based on power struggles and games.
Partners caught in a vicious circle and mutual shutdown are also often bitter towards each other.
And of course, partners who use the four horsemen of the apocalypse are also often bitter towards
one anther.
The antidote is:
Fondness and admiration

13. Affairs: The Ultimate Betrayal of Turst & Bond
Affairs are traumatic events which in a matter of minutes within the discovery shutter trust and
goodwill.
Signs your partner is cheating
Why do people cheat
The stages of an emotional affair
Myths and facts of infidelity
And most important:
How to prevent cheating
How to recover from affairs
Making your relationship cheat-proof
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14. Ambivalence: When Partners Are Not All In
Ambivalence is straddling on the fence, not knowing whether you want to stay in the relationship or
not.
It’s one of the major relationship problems because you stop giving fully, you second guess
everything and you keep your options open.
The antidote, simply, is to decide.
But of course, deciding is not always is, and this is a really good article to help you decide:
How to know when to break up (or stay)

#15. Dysfunctional Relationship Dances: When Couples Get Stuck In
Poisous Patterns
Dysfunction relationship can actually stay together for a long time. However, they are simply not
optimal.
Growing out of a dysfunctional relationship sometimes means to grow as individuals first and
foremost, because each partner enables the other like two planets in each other’s orbit.
This is an article on some of the most typical dysfunctional relationships:
The most common dysfunctional relationships

#16. Abusive Relationship
Fixing all the relationship problems will NOT help if you are in a relationship with an abusive man.
Doing any fixing with an abusive man is actually likely to make the problem worse because it focuses
on joint responsibility.
And focusing on joint responsibility gives the abusive partner -most often albeit not always, the manall the excuses to keep blaming you.
But you cannot fix anything until you first fix abusiveness -which is difficult and unlikely-.
More information:
The signs of an abusive relationship
The 7 types of abusive men
Early signs of abusive men
And this article might help if you are mired in an abusive relationship (albeit it’s not fully tailored to
abusive relationships):
How to get out of a toxic relationship
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SUMMARY
Guys, this will take you quite some time to read.
If you want to shorten your learning curve, consider getting my overview of the whole relationship
literature in the store.

Sources: this article leverages decades of research and relationship literature. I won’t list each single
source as it would get way too long, but some of them you can check here.
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Best Relationship Ever: The Science of Love
June 21, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This is an overview of the relationship category.
It’s a one-stop with all the information you need to achieve the best relationship ever.
Think of this as a compendium, the only one post you need to improve your relationship.
Contents
Relationship Power Dynamics
Relationship Literature Overview
The Best Relationship Ever Is Within Your Reach
Picking the Best Partner
1. Personal Quality
2. Finding a Loyal Partner
3. Attachment Styles
What Makes Awesome Relationships
1. Accepting Influence
2. Emotional Connection
3. Positive Outlook
4. Fondness and Admiration: Staying in Love
5. Knowing Your Partner (Love Maps)
6. Shared Meaning
7. More Positives to Negatives
8. Share Love Languages
Relationship Breakers
1. Ambivalence
2. Bad Conflict Styles
4. Vicious Circles
Bad Relationships to Avoid
1. Abusive relationships
2. Bad Relationship Dances
3. Combative relationships

Relationship Power Dynamics
We start with what’s relevant to this website: power dynamics.
How to Maintain Attraction: the basics of power, control and attraction in long-term
relationships
The Stages of Power: How power changes in intimate relationships depending on the stage of
the relationship
How women control relationships: in most relationships women are the prize and have true
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power. I call this role “the judge“, and it also exists in social relationships
When men and women struggle for power: this is what happens when there is no clear leader
and man and woman struggle to one-up each other
Power hungry-partners: mostly men, but in a few exceptional cases it can be women. It
describes why people very high in power-seeking don’t usually make for great partners
Below are articles less focused on power dynamics, but equally helpful to master intimate
relationships.

Relationship Literature Overview
There’s no lack of quality information when it comes to relationships.
As a matter of fact, I am blown away by how much I have learned by delving into the literature.
There’s however a lack of great information in digestible and usable format. Such as information that
is brief, clear and with a focus on practical solutions.
That’s what I want to address with my work.

The Best Relationship Ever Is Within Your Reach
The aim of this article is to give you a quick overview of all the most common relationship problems.
Click on whatever interests you most to dig deeper.
It’s all based on research and data. It condensates, in a shorter and easier format, all the more in depth
articles and books previously appeared here.
If you need more details, you can then just click on the hyperlinks.

Picking the Best Partner
There are several layers you want to take into account when looking for a great partner.

1. Personal Quality
Learning to recognize your partner’s quality today is the greatest investment you make in your
tomorrow:
Traits of high quality women
Traits of high quality men
Traits of low quality women
Traits of low quality men

2. Finding a Loyal Partner
Trust is crucial in a relationship.
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And these are the best articles and indicators to find a loyal, trustworthy partner:
How to pick a loyal partner -scientifically
Signs of a fuckboy
Psychology of womanizers
7 Questions to find out if he’s a womanizer
How to overcome infidelity
How to prevent cheating
How to forgive a cheater
10 questions for a cheater
Why people cheat
Emotional infidelity: what is it and how it happens

3. Attachment Styles
One of the most important traits you need to have compatible with your partner is attachment styles.
It’s as important as it is underrated. Few people talk about it because few people know about it.
Read here:
Attachment styles overview
Anxious attachment style
Avoidant attachment style
Secure attachment style
And most important:
Test your attachment style
Anxious avoidant: the match you need to avoid
This is possibly the single most important factor when it comes to matching personality traits for
good relationships.
For more insights, check the relationship guide.

What Makes Awesome Relationships

1. Accepting Influence
Accepting influence means listening to your partner and taking into consideration what they like and
prefer.
Couples who don’t do it split up more than 80% of the times.
Read:
Accepting influence
Power hungry partners
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2. Emotional Connection
Sue Johnson, author of Hold Me Tight says that great couples don’t communicate better than poor
couples.
They are just more emotionally attuned.
Read:
Shared meaning
Emotional connections: turning towards

3. Positive Outlook
Couples who have a strong sense of relationship see each other positively.
And this is true for life in general as it is for relationship. Having a positive outlook means that you
interpret negative behavior as the exception and positive behavior as the norm.
The positive outlook

4. Fondness and Admiration: Staying in Love
A great way to stay focused on the positives and to stay in love for ever is to cultivate a culture of
fondness and admiration for our partners.
Read here how to that:
Fondness and admiration

5. Knowing Your Partner (Love Maps)
Knowing our partner and keep alive the curiosity it takes to updated that knowledge says “I care
about you”.
How to really get to know your partner

6. Shared Meaning
A shared culture tells about your relationship together. The more shared meaning you have, the more
unique and special your bond is.
How to increase your shared meaning

7. More Positives to Negatives
John Gottman found out that there is a “magic ratio” of positive to negatives above which
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relationships are successful.
The magic ratio of long lasting relationships

8. Share Love Languages
Gary Chapman has such a simple and yet so revolutionary concept: if we don’t speak the same love
languages we can’t communicate our love and appreciation to each other.
The 5 Love Languages

Relationship Breakers
And here’s what has been proven to destroy relationships instead (here’s a more in depth overview
article focusing only on relationship destroyers)

1. Ambivalence
Ambivalence is not knowing whether to fully commit or not. You can’t have a good relationship
while being ambivalent.
Fix ambivalence here

2. Bad Conflict Styles
Arguing well is not necessary a plus, but arguing badly does break relationship apart.
The secrets to arguing well
Avoid the following, also called The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse:
Criticism
Contempt
Defensiveness
Stonewalling
Conflict management: how to argue

Unsolvable Issues Bitterness
Conflict resolution is great, but don’t go thinking you’ll solve all problems. Most relationship issues
stem from core differences, which makes them perennial issues.
No worries, you can still have awesome relationships even if those, here’s how:
Solving unsolvable issue
When a partner refuses to change
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4. Vicious Circles
When you argue badly, you accuse your partner for your unsolvable issues, and you lack most of
what makes an awesome relationship, a bad thing start happening: vicious circles.
Vicious circles is how all relationships end.
Understand vicious circles and preventing them

Bad Relationships to Avoid

1. Abusive relationships
Abusive men veeeery rarely change, which means you can’t work on a relationship with an abusive
man. You must avoid these guys altogether:
Signs of abusive relationship
7 types of abusive men
Early signs of abusive men
Paranoid-jealous
And albeit not tailored to abusive relationships:
How to get out of a toxic relationship

2. Bad Relationship Dances
Relationship dances do not necessarily spell doom and some of them are not the end of the world
(parent/child for example).
But still, if your goal is as awesome as you can be:
Read here the bad types of relationship dances

3. Combative relationships
Great relationships should be sanctuaries of safety. That means no one upping, no undermining and
not too many power games.
Combative relationships are how the most seemingly normal relationships end up being
Video examples of a bad relationship
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Social Mastery Guide
June 22, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Contents
Social Mastery Guide
TOC
Mindsets
#1. Develop a Growth Mindset
#2. Develop an Ego to Help You Move Forward
#3. Further Key Mindsets
Social Knowledge
Social Skills
#1. Remove Physical Fear: Martial Arts
#2. Learn How Not to Be a Social Burden

Social Mastery Guide
A Complete, No BS Guide To Mastering Social Skills
Studies show social relationships are the biggest determinant of an happy and satisfactory life (Diener
& Seligman) while Robert Greene says that success without social intelligence is not real and will not
last.
However you slice it, social skills skills are possibly the most importance competence you should
focus on in your life. Social Mastery Guide is here to help you along.
This guide will cover, as quickly as possible, all the basics you need to go from awesome but socially
underdeveloped caterpillar to awesome social master gracing the people around with his presence

TOC
Social Mastery Guide starts from yourself and your mindsets, then goes into the social skills you
need, and finishes with the social knowledge and reading recommendations.
Mindsets
Growth Mindset
Identity
Other useful mindsets
Social Skills
Social Knowledge

Mindsets
Any external improvement goes hand in hand with an internal improvement. And social skills are no
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exception: they start with you.
Below are the most important mindsets you need to develop.

#1. Develop a Growth Mindset
At the core a growth mindset says that you can get better -grow, indeed- in whichever endeavor you
choose.
A growth mindset is at the core of any meaningful improvement effort, including improving your
social skills.
To develop a growth mindset you must..
Read More

#2. Develop an Ego to Help You Move Forward
You probably think of yourself as not good with people.
And you’re ashamed of “looking bad in public”.
That’s all normal, but to improve socially, we need to change.
You will build here an identity that will support your new social persona through beliefs and actions.
You will become the kind of person who enjoys social interactions -both successful and
unsuccessful-.
Your ego will not stand in the way anymore but it will grow stronger with failures.
To do that, you first need to choose the right identities for yourself, which are..
Read More

#3. Further Key Mindsets
The two biggest foundation are growth mindset and identity + ego. The following ones are also very
helpful:
You’ll die… Soonish (and that’s empowering)
You’re not that special after all (and that’s freeing)
Nobody owes you anything (overcome entitlement mentality)
Leverage pain and failure for massive action
Overcome limiting beliefs
Leveraging loneliness to become a better -and more social- person

Social Knowledge
Check out:
The best social skills books
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Social Skills

#1. Remove Physical Fear: Martial Arts
I understand it might be odd that the very first item on a social skills guide is to “learn to fight”. After
all socializing is about making friends, adding value and bringing people up, right?
Right! That’s true.
Yet, when it comes to a lot of social fears people have, it’s often rooted in visceral physical fear, and
that’s where martial arts…
Read More

#2. Learn How Not to Be a Social Burden
Before starting to get good with people, you want to avoid the typical behavior that make you bad
with people.
These articles show you the biggest mistakes that make people social burdens.
Start avoiding all of those traits and behavior, understand the psychology of why they’re bad, and you
will already be in neutral position (quite something!).
Top traits and behaviors of social burdens
Group conversation mistakes
The 4 top communication mistakes in relationships
Social faux pas when an acquaintance shares a problem
Social faux pas to someone who’s mourning
#3.
Social Power Replaces It
My initial goal was to make the best compendium on social skills ever.
Eventually I turned this guide into a much better product, which is now the flagship course of this
website.
Eventually, I will also update this guide with free resources and links to go from social burden to
social master.
Still, the course will take you exactly there and beyond.
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How to be Charming: The Art of Social Seduction
June 25, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Charm is “seduction without sex”, said Robert Greene.
Learning how to be charming indeed will make you more socially popular and sought after.
This article explains what charm is and how you can become more charming.
Burt Lancaster was a charming man in “The Leopard”
Contents
What’s Charm
Traits of Charming
Charms and Social Skills
How to Be Charming
#1. Love People
#2. Converse Well
#3. Build People Up
#4. Remember Names & Details
#5. Acquire As Much Status As Possible
#6. Make Friends
#7. Be Smooth
#8. Stay Positive in Social Adversity
#9. Avoid Social Climbing
#10. Positive Vulnerability
Charming Men Example
#1. Ge
orge Clooney
#2. B
ill Clinton
#3. Leonardo di Caprio
Examples of Non Charming Behavior
Sex Appeal and Charm
Men, Charm & Sex Appeal
Women, Charm & Sex Appeal
Dangers of Charm
Leading in Turbulent Years
SUMMARY

What’s Charm
Google dictionary defines charm in very simple terms.
Very pleasant or attractive
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And that’s exactly how it is.
Pleasant is the most important part: if you are not pleasant you can’t be charming.
But the upper echelons of charming are not “either/or” but are both pleasant and attractive.
Attractive can be, and often is, sexually attractive. But charm does not imply sexual attraction. An old
lady can be attractively charming. Charming is social seduction, not necessarily sexual seduction.
Thus, even sexually unatractive people can also still be charming.

Traits of Charming
The traits of a highly charming personality are a mix of social skills, high personal value and warmth:
Pleasant
Calm and comfortable
Warm & welcoming
Uplifting
Fluid,
Socially in control, confident & calibrated
Bonus: sexy (helps increase the value you share)

Charms and Social Skills
Charming happens at the intersection of highly developed social skills and high personal value. High
personal value includes an element of “comfort within one’s skin” and social confidence.
You can’t be charming indeed if you’re nervous and self-conscious.

Focus on People
Social charmers have very well developed in social skills and they focus on the people around not on
themselves.
They ask questions, take people under their arm, build people up and tell everyone how wonderful it
is to see them. They also save people’s face and help mend disagreement.
If charmers were a book, they would Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends.

Why Charming is Good
When the charmers make people feel good, everyone will love them (law of social exchange). And
the more people will love them, the more they will push the social charmer up in the social hierarchy.
That’s the charmer’s virtuous cycle.

Charmers and Value
Why is it important for charmers to be high value?
It’s because only high value people can effectively build others up. The higher the personal and social
value of the charmer, the more he can build up the people around and make them feel great.
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How to Be Charming
Keep in mind that each single entry here is a skill, a talent or an art in itself. We won’t go into the
details of each one of them, but here’s a quick primer on what you need to be charming:

#1. Love People
You can fake anything in life, of course. And probably many politicians who are labeled as
“charming” do overplay their love for people and social interactions (see politicians’ manipulations).
But in the long run, it’s way better to develop a natural liking for people and social interactions.
Here’s what charmers love:
People
Social interactions
Networking
Getting to know people

#2. Converse Well
Conversation is the invisible glue of social interactions, and being a good conversationalist is the
bread and butter of charming.
Talk Little About Yourself
The world is full of self-absorbed ahole, and none of them is charming.
Talk little about yourself, and be ready to ask questions back.
Focus on Others
Listen to people, ask questions, compliment when you feel they’re looking for approval and take
mental notes on what makes them tick. The more they come to crave your approval, the more power
you get.
Humor
Humor is not necessary, but it helps.
Self-deprecating, uplifting or slightly sexual humor are particularly great.
See an example of Bill Clinton at the inauguration of Bush’s library:
P.S. Laura Bush is charming as hell.

#3. Build People Up
Charming is all about making the people around you feel great.
You can use:
Compliments
Self-deprecating humor
Pompous introductions
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Saying others are way better
Mohammad Ali does it here with Tyson:
Ali is charming because he deprecates, looking humble, and builds Tyson up. Tyson loves it and so
does the crowd (just listen to the cheering).
In turns, Tyson says Ali would win, which makes for a memorable skit that raises both men’s values.
Imagine if instead Ali had answered with “we will never know”.

#4. Remember Names & Details
Remember people’s names and details, then ask more about them as the conversation progresses or
when you see them later on. People will love you for it.

#5. Acquire As Much Status As Possible
The higher you are in the social hierarchy, the easier it is being charming.
One of the less understood reasons is that being high in the social hierarchy allows you to give a
bigger “lift” to the people around you.
It also works socially, as everyone will admire you and think you are tremendously magnanimous and charming-.
Obama does this often, with his famous fist bumps to janitors and small shop stops.
See an example here.

#6. Make Friends
An easy way to be instantly charming is to walk into a place and knowing everyone.
People saying hi to you and you saying hi to everyone will immediately boost your social value (at
least relative to the people in the venue).
A great scene to understand this concept is the scene from “The Goodfellas” where Harry takes
Karen out).

#7. Be Smooth
Sometimes it’s easier to understand things by looking at their opposite. By “smooth” I mean the
opposite of nervous and self conscious.
Charming people relish other people and social interactions, and they happily move around the room
smoothly and fluidly.
Thanks to their social skills they enter and leave groups with ease, flowing gracefully around the
room.
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#8. Stay Positive in Social Adversity
It’s easier being charming when everything is swell and we’re flying.
What differentiates the top charmers from the lucky break charmers is how they keep their
composure when things don’t go their way.
Keep a good attitude in front of a critique, smile at a social jab and you will show charming
superiority.
That’s one way to treat people
That’s a charming way of answering to what might seem a social slight.
It shows superiority and a strong frame in the face of (social) adversity.
Here’s another fantastic example with George Bush.

#9. Avoid Social Climbing
And of course, you must avoid all killers of charm such as:
Social climbing (example with Obama)
Alpha male posturing
Undermining others
These are all signs of combative behavior that makes you come across as unfriendly, bitter and
generally low status.

#10. Positive Vulnerability
Charming is different than the super confident, the cocky or the charismatic.
Charming is about relating to others, and vulnerability helps us relate.
A strong frame of confidence with the odd vulnerability is supremely charming.
Look at the charming master of them all, notice the vulnerability in his aura, how he shows cracks of
discomfort that only make him more charming and attractive:

Charming Men Example
And here are a few example of charming men and women
:

#1. Ge
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orge Clooney
George Clooney is the archetype of the charming man.
Almost any video you take of Clooney and any real life interaction it’s going to be an example of
pure charm.
Good natured, even on questions he doesn’t like, gets a “woooh” from the ladies with the underwear
joke and builds up everyone around him (except for his date, typical of avoidants, but that’s another
top
ic).

#2. B
ill Clinton
If Clooney is the archetype of the charming sexy man, Bill Clinton is the archetype of the charming
political man.
Notice how he meets a random man. And immediately puts his arm around him. And asking “where
are you from”.

#3. Leonardo di Caprio
Catch Me if You Can is a movie highly based on social charm:
Notice the vulnerability at minute 1:05.
If he had pretended not to notice the sexual game, he would have looked stifled or clueless. But if he
had jumped on it, he would have looked to hungry and eager.
His fake coy reaction instead is smothering sexy charming.

#5. A Charming Hostess
I have been looking for a great video of some top charmer woman, ideally one hosting an event and
greeting people.
I couldn’t find one, but I remembered of this amazing story from Leil Lowndes’ How to Talk to
Anyone, I quote without paraphrasing:
The best example I heard of this high sensitivity was from one of my clients.
She was invited to brunch at the home of a wealthy socialite known as “Lady Stephanie.”
Lady Stephanie’s home was filled with beautiful objets d’art. Not the least among them was an
exquisite collection of extremely valuable Fabergé eggs, which all the guests admired.
At the end of the elegant champagne brunch, my client told me she was walking out the door
chatting with several other guests.
Just then, Lady Stephanie sidled up to one woman leaving at the same time as my client. “Oh,
I’m so happy you were admiring my Fabergé collection,” Lady Stephanie said, sliding her hand
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into the pocket of the guest’s mink coat and plucking out one of her priceless eggs. “You must
have wanted to see this one in the sunlight. Come, let us look at it together. It does reflect the
bright light beautifully.”
The mink-clad thief gulped and furtively looked around to see who had witnessed her gentle
entrapment. My client and everyone in the foyer saw what happened, but took Lady Stephanie’s
lead and pretended naïveté of the attempted heist.
Carrying the charade a step further, Lady Stephanie and the sticky-fingered guest “admired the
egg in the sunlight.” Then Lady Stephanie, with her Fabergé egg secured safely between her
perfectly manicured fingers, marched home to put the treasure in its rightful place. The attempted
egg snatcher crawled back to her car, from her last attendance at Lady Stephanie’s coveted
bashes.
The hostess let the foiled filcher get away with a few slivered shreds of her ego left intact.
Why did Lady Stephanie come out ahead? Everyone who witnessed—and subsequently heard
about—the thwarted burglary has renewed respect for Lady Stephanie. Snaring the thief, yet sparing
her pride, helped Lady Stephanie keep her reputation of “hostess with the mostest.

Examples of Non Charming Behavior
And now an example of a behavior where charm was badly needed but everyone failed badly at
social grace.
See the Oscar blunder here:
1. The guy who says “we lost by the way” shows a bad temper about losing
2. The bald one is too socially crude in taking the winner’s card out of Betty’s hands (the
presenter)
3. Beatty is terribly defensive and instead of easing the social tension he increases it
4. The co-hosts screaming “Warren what did you do” comes across as piling up
See here an analysis of that whole situation.

Sex Appeal and Charm
Charm makes both men and women high quality, but not necessarily sexy.
Let’s examine a bit the relation between charm and seductive sex appeal:

Men, Charm & Sex Appeal
For men who want to be successful with women, charm is very helpful, but not necessary.
You can be successful with women going through life as a lone wolf with limited social skills, by
being edgy and even by being an asshole (which is what The Red Pill teaches, but make sure you
move beyond asshole game).
However, that being said, any top high quality man must know how to be charming when needed.
It’s an important trait which highlights social skills and social comfort. A high quality man who
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cannot be charming has a huge chink in his armor.
Here is a great scene of charm with sex appeal from the movie “Eyes Wide Shut”:

Women, Charm & Sex Appeal
Charm in men denotes social confidence and a certain level of social dominance.
Building people up is also usually a sign of either social superiority or social equality (when lower
status men do it it’s kissing up).
When women do it too much, they risk coming across as overbearing, and if they look too dominant
they lose in femininity.
That’s why women who want to keep a broader sex appeal should be careful to adopt a more
feminine style of charming.
That being said, a slightly more demure social charm in women is also a sign of very high quality.

Dangers of Charm
In The Art of Seduction Robert Greene righteously says that some people view charmers as slippery
and deceitful.
This is especially true for very direct people who don’t appreciate much the charmer’s self-effacing
and pleasing attitude.
Charmers tend also to be what during the European religious wars were called “politique”, such as
people who don’t take extremist stances and prefer dialogue and moderation.
This is a another type of crow where charmers don’t do too well in: extremists and hardliners don’t
like them indeed. They tend to see charmers as too intellectual, refined and slippery.

Leading in Turbulent Years
During turbulent years political charmers also suffer. People look for conviction, charisma and
strength in leaders. The appeasing charmers tend to lose out to the charismatic men.
If you want to lead during difficult and revolutionary times, that’s when you should drop your
charming ways, scream louder and embrace strong positions.

SUMMARY
Charming is a mix of social skills, personal value and sharing that value to build people up.
Having a high intrinsic personal value and high social status will indeed greatly increase the social
charmer power in making people feel good. And making people feel good will in turn translate into
increased social status for the charmer.
This post provided you 9 tips on how to be more charming and plenty of examples.
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How to Be Charismatic: A Practical Guide (W/ Examples)
June 29, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Charismatic people are natural leaders who can easily gather a following of ardent supporters and
followers.
Being able to switch on charisma at will is a wonderful skill that will make you more powerful, more
liked and more of a leader.
This article will provide you with traits and examples of charismatic people and provide you an how
to guide on how to become more charismatic.
If you lead people, charisma always helps
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What’s Charisma
Charisma is a presence that excites us.
Charismatic people have something that most other people don’t have. Something they don’t have
and wish they had.
We look up to charismatic people and we can’t resist but following them and idolizing them.
It’s that looking up to the them that gives charismatic men a strong social power.
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Should You Try to Be Charismatic?
Short answer:
Absolutely yes.
Most people would gain from learning to be more charismatic.
Many traits of the charismatic men are indeed high quality traits that will make you an overall better
person.
Confidence, conviction, a vision and a WHY in life, for example, are all high quality traits that will
also make people more charismatic.
And eloquence, the ability to change people’s states and persuade others are crucial life skills which
also happen to be charismatic traits.
So let’s see how to do just that.

How to Be Charismatic
Here are 11 steps to be more charismatic:

#1. Get a Life Purpose
Have something you believe in.
A goal you’re moving towards, a vision you believe in, a change you want to see in the world.
This is a world of lost souls looking for a master. And when you know where you’re going people
will instinctively want to follow you.
Even if you’re not yet clear about the steps, the vision and drive are the most important aspects.
Where you’re going matter less than having a strong cause, an ideal or a vision you communicate
passionately about.
Just look at Greta Thumberg.
She knows sh*t about climate change, but she communicates with purpose and passion and the sheep
follow her.

#2. Show Uncompromising Saintliness
Most people pay lip service to their values.
They say they respect religion, values, honor, etc., but everyone knows it’s just words because,
well… That’s life.
And that’s a great opportunity for those who actually walk the talk.
The few who actually honor their values no matter what impose their bigger than life presence on the
massess of hot hair producers.
And we look up to them.
By putting values and tradition above the baseness of money, The Godfather shows the trait of
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charismatic saintliness.

#3. Go to the Extreme – And Stay There
Most people compromise, change their mind, say one thing and do another, show a face in public and
another in private.
It’s part of life, part of keeping an even keel and staying afloat. We come to accept it as simply how it
is.
But deep down we admire the people who go on the extreme -and stay there no matter what-. They
have guts, we think.
And especially in times of uncertainty and turmoil extremists gather a strong crowd of followers.
Girolamo Savonarola, in the picture, was a dangerously charismatic extremist.
With religious fervor and uncompromising puritanical zeal he set out to undo years of enlightenment
in the world capital of enlightenment: Florence.
And with the zealot that only the most charismatic men can muster, he gathered a crowd of puritanic
idiots to help in the dirty job.
He lacked the strategic oversight to understand when to stop and eventually was executed. But he did
manage to stir much discontent and to burn and destroy much art before it came his turn to burn (dark
pun).

#4. Be Eloquent
Charismatic leaders are masters in using the demonic power of words to elevate, incite, stir anger or
to simply beat their opponents into (verbal) submission.
A good example of eloquence in the service of charisma is Jordan Peterson, author of The 12 Rules
of Life:
Jordan Peterson gathered a huge following becuase he speaks well, with passion, and looks like he
breathes lives into his deep well of knowledge.

#5. Speak With Passion
Eloquence is nice, but by itself it’s just words.
Eloquence by itself make you an academic. But eloquence with passion, purpose and direction, now
that makes you a charismatic leader instead.
This is an example of impassioned speech from the movie Braveheart:
Many charismatic men have led other gullible men to their own death.
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#6. Speak With Conviction
Most people are constantly in doubt.
They don’t know if they’ll manage, they don’t know what they will do with their life… And they
don’t know what they will do later today.
Not the charismatic.
The charismatic has an air of eternal confidence and certitude.
And it’s frankly difficult not to be swept away by the mixture of passion and conviction of some of
the most charismatic men in history.
Sometimes they appeal to nothing concrete.
They call up in arms for honor, “empires”, values… And even peace (!). But they say it so
convincingly passionately that, deep down, we all admire them and want to be on their side.
Benito Mussolini: The keyword is one and one only. Winning. And we will win.
Here’s another great quote from Marshall McLuhan that perfectly sums up the convinced charismatic
man:
I may be wrong, but I’m never in doubt.

Reverse of The Law:
Some charismatic people will speak with conviction even when they have no idea what they’re
talking about.
However, that cannot last long.
If people get to know you well and you keep talking nonsense, your charisma will quickly fade over
time.

#7. Show Muscles When Needed
Pavid, fearful men are not charismatic.
Just think about it:
Would you admire and follow anyone if they withdrew when they’re needed the most?
Probably not, because we want out leader to show strength when strength is needed.
When the chips must fall on the table, you must show your strength and resolve to make things
happen.
People admire and follow those who are in charge. And as Machiavelli said, being feared is better
than being loved. Which is especially true in moments of crisis.
Ben Affleck is not afraid of laying down the law in Boiler Room:
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#8. Display Fearlessness
A step above and beyond muscular leadership is showing fearlessness in the face of danger.
Al Pacino in Scarface can be a good example of fearlessness.

#9. Be Disinhibited
We all fall conventions, afraid of being judged and ridiculed.
Not the most charismatic men among us.
They are who they are and go for what they want without caring about what everyone else thinks.
And that’s supremely attractive.

#10. Play Vulnerability Well
We all put on a mask in public.
We try to hide our emotions, to show ourselves stronger, smarter and better than we really think we
are.
So when someone can show himself (figuratively) naked in front of an audience it impresses us all.
Dropping the mask can be a sign of strength, and it’s also a sign that we are possibly more emotional
than rational.
And again, it’s emotions that appeal us the strongest.
Vulnerability also includes admitting and fessing up to your shortcomings without fears.
Look at Bush doing it here:
Instead of listening, pretending of knowing or agreeing, Bush admits he doesn’t know.
And implies he doesn’t care.
He’s got other priorities, we imagine, and couldn’t care less about the German healthcare system.
Very charismatic in a slightly asshol-ish way.

Reversal of The Law
Vulnerability can be a double-edge sword for the charismatic leader.
People want to believe the charismatc leader to be a sort of God, so you must be careful.
Vulnerability in showing anger and emotions, especially for past events, is OK if you frame it as your
driving force.
But vulnerability as a show of weakness is a no-no.
Also read “vulnerability is not power“.

#11. Be Adventurous
Some of the most charismatic characters show a daredevil side, a rebellious streak.
They live life their own way, sometimes even going against the grain of society.
That’s exactly what makes Han Solo, a Stars Wars character, the most likeable and charismatic man
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in the trilogy:
Never tell me the odds
LOL, so typical Hollywood :). But it shows the adventurous spirit combating against “the timid bore
of numbers and rationality”.

Charismatic Men in History
History is peppered of charismatic men.
Most dictators are charismatic men. They often take the helm of nations by riding the waves of
discontent, rebellion or strong emotions.
They sometimes make up enemies so they can whip the crowd into a frenzy by pointing their fingers
at something else.
They will ride that growing wave and as everyone is taken over by emotions, very few will realize
how poorly equipped they are to actually lead a country.
For Hitler the enemies were Jews, for Lenin it was the rich capitalists oppressing the poor.
Let’s hope we’ll all be smart enough to recognize the next dangerous charismatic man before it’s too
late…
Some other examples of charismatic during histories:
Joan of Arc
Rasputin
Robespierre
Benito Mussolini

Dangers of Extreme Charismatic Leadership
Charisma can turn on you.
Robert Greene in The Art of Seduction uses the chilling example of Robespierre’s own death as an
example of the dangers of extreme charisma in the political arena.
Robespierre rode a wave of highly emotional rebellion that turned nasty with the reign of terror.
Eventually Robespierre kept the heat of the terror on for way too long when the population wanted to
go back to normal life. And in a few months he went from revered charismatic leader to everyone
turning against him.
Charisma is indeed as volatile as the emotions it creates, says Greene.
The charismatic man often wins love and support by barging into a difficult situation as the savior.
He provides a strong guidance and helps everyone right through the turmoil.
But once the people start feeling more secure or feel the times are changing, charisma is less needed
and the charismatic man a thing of the past.
Some charismatic will try to keep the flames of danger and risk ablaze just to stay in power. Or
because they don’t know any better or what else they can do.
But people will tire of it and at the first sign of weakness will turn on you.
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Robert Greene says you should then turn the heat lower when the adventure is over and slowly settle
into a more boring routine.
People will admire your self control and adaptability if done correctly.
The alternative is having an army to prop yourself in power, which you will need as charismatics tend
to make quite a few enemies.

Don’t Follow Charismatic Leaders
Once the dust settles charismatic leaders and rulers tend to leave a mess behind with their wild
personalities.
The one who follows after a charismatic is left with a big clean up to do. Most people fail to
understand how the mess was created in the first place though.
They miss the charismatic leader and blame the successor for the problems.
To avoid this situation Robert Greene suggests instead going in a completely new direction.
In the 48 Laws of Power he explains how Truman escaped that way the charismatic curse of
Theodore Roosevelt.

Charisma and Social Skills
While to be charming it’s imperative that you are socially skilled, people’s skills is not a necessary
requirement to be charismatic.
Indeed a charismatic man might also draw more power from being asocial. That communicates that
you are all too consumed about your art, passion or mission to even care about people.
However, social skills and understanding of social dynamic is what would ultimately allow you to
stay in power (or to stay popular).
If Robespierre and Rasputin had been more socially skilled for example they would have seen the
writing on the wall and adapted their strategies.
But they were too self absorbed and socially unaware to notice…

Why do People Follow Charismatic Leaders?
Charismatic leaders tend to hog all the power.
So why people follow them?
Haslam in the seminal book “The New Psychology of Leadership” says that:
In times of crisis people look at magical-looking leaders to solve unsolvable problems
Followers go after charismatic leaders to fend off a sense of hopelessness
Followers can relinquish the burden of responsibility at a time when they just can’t seem able
to cope
People are so looking for a figure who projects an aura of certainty in uncertain times that we even
help would-be leaders to convince us that yes, they are the asnwer to all our problems.
Lipman-Blumen says that, in the process, we even push charismatic leaders to believe in their own
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infallibility.
Until, eventually, reality catches up with us all.
But by then, lots of damage might have been done…
As Haslam concludes:
The notion of the leader as the hero is bad for leaders, it is bad for followers, but, most of
all, it is bad for the group.

Charisma Is NOT Loudness
Finally, there is a lot of misunderstanding about charisma.
Some people tend to confuse charisma with loudness, over-the-top behavior and, generally attentionseeking behavior.
A lout man might be charismatic, but he might also be un-charismatically obnoxious.
And a quiet man can be charismatic.
To better understand the difference, check out the Charisma University review and the course “Social
Power” on this website.

SUMMARY
Charismatic men are natural born leaders.
People look up to the them because they possess strong qualities and convictions that they wished
they had themselves.
In this article we saw the traits of charisma, the dangers of charisma and how to be charismatic
without any downside.
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How to Set Boundaries With Dominant Bosses: Case Study
July 1, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Setting boundaries can be difficult.
But it’s much more difficult when you are dealing with individuals who are more dominant and who
have more authority.
This article deals with that worst case scenario: setting up boundaries with a boss, who also happens
to be a dominant bully.
As out case study we will be using Trump and Comey.
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SUMMARY

Boundaries With Bossess
Setting up boundaries with your boss is difficult.
And that’s why it’s paramount you learn how to push back against any bullying.
Donald Trump VS James Comey is a great example of how to set boundaries with powerful people.
Trump was annoyed by the FBI continued investigation over the Russian interference in the US
presidential election.
And according to Comey’s autobiographical book A Higher Loyalty, Trump was pressuring him to
drop the investigation and to confirm his allegiance to him.
Not an easy position, but a rather common one.
Theoretically the FBI is independent of the president, but most power struggles are independent of
what the law and regulation dictate.
Furthermore, the president can appoint and fire the FBI director, which makes that independence
even more theoretical.
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When Bosses Encroach Our Boundaries
Comey’s position is nothing unique.
The whole world over, many people find themselves in the exact same situation.
Here are just a couple of examples from the workplace:

Credit Manager Pressured For Returns
Imagine you are a credit risk manager who theoretically should only make sure your company’s
portfolio is safe and sound.
You are the one responsible for financial viability of the outstanding loans and you are the one who
underwrites the credit lines.
But maybe you have a pushy boss who needs to show end of the quarter growth. And he’s pressuring
you to approve far bigger credit lines you’d be comfortable with.
Same situation as Comey VS Trump: your allegiance is theoretically to the company’s financial only,
but your boss can still pressure you with final authority on your job and with “soft power”.

Consultant Pressured To Work Against Client’s Best Interest
Or you might be a consultant, working alongside your customer.
Supposedly you should have the best interests of your client in mind.
That’s what the internal regulations of your own company say as well.
But then your boss starts putting the screws on you and on your team to recommend to your
customers a provider he is friend with.
You don’t particularly like that provider, but your boss is making it clear he “would really appreciate
it” if you could all recommend it and “they are good anyway”.
Again, same situation where, out of personal ethics and values, you need to enforce your boundaries
while also avoiding a full escalation.
Let’s see how Comey did it in a famous recorded video.

Case Study in Setting Boundaries
We know from his autobiography that Comey was hoping not to be called or singled out by Trump
on his inauguration with the highest brass of law enforcement.
And I personally believe him. It fits well with the whole story and with what eventually happened.
And he was also standing very far away, which a clear sign he wanted to stay distant.
But of course, Trump knew he had a riotous, difficult man on his team. He either wanted to send a
signal of his power, or he wanted to offer another olive branch.
The way he spoke and moved, I believe it was a power display more than olive branch.
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1. Trump Power Move: Testing Boundaries
Trump calls Comey over to him.
Comey is on the opposite side of the room and has to walk all the way to greet him.
It’s as strong a sign of power as one can have.
Trump even open his arms, resembling Jesus welcoming the disciples.
As Comey walks over, Trump makes the joke:
You’re more famous than me
This is a typical power compliment.
As he pretends to build him up, he implies he might not like that. And of course, by saying that, he
sets himself up as the yardstick to which everyone else must measure against.

2. Comey Power Move: Show Disagreement
Comey starts his walk with a slight bow of his head, which is a strong deferential sign.
But as soon as he Trump makes his power joke, he slightly shakes his head.
Awesome, awesome move:
Shaking his head Comey shows, in a subtle way, that he disapprove of that joke.
And since flunkies don’t disapprove, he is showing that he is willing to keep a critical stance of the
president.
That’s a subtle, yet very strong public display that he is confident of his own means and that he can
defend his agency.

How insubordination works
Small acts of insubordination are great to send the message that you are were willing -and possibly
able- to defend your boundaries.
A slight critical remark, not laughing at your boss jokes… These are all great way to subtly and semipublicly reaffirm your independence.
Notice that small acts of insubordination while you are still overall complying are examples of
passive aggression.
But that’s OK: passive aggression is terrible in close relationships. But in the workplace and when
you need to stand up for yourself, everything goes.
Small acts of insubordination reaffirm that you:
are not afraid
keep your independence
are a strong character yourself
you’re not be trifled with
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3. Reaffirming Own Boundaries: Body Language
As they shake hands Trump puts a hand on his back. It seems he might have been trying to make it
more friendly than it ended being.
Comey indeed shows all the signs that he wants to keep the distance instead. He:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Extends his arm while still far away
Doesn’t use his other arm to pat Trump
Keeps his eye contact brief and moves to the next person
Says “thank you”, but no more
Tight-lipped smile: only a facade smile
Says hi to the vice president as well, another sign this is not personal
Goes quickly back

Everything Comey does scream “this is strictly business, we are not friends”.
Notice that physical distance is also a sign of emotional distance and, possibly, of dislike.
If Comey had been too friendly and gotten too close, he would have sent the message, to Trump and
to everyone else, that he was submitting and that Trump was going to have influence over him.
This way, with physical distance and “cold professionalism”, he shows that he is adamant to keep his
independence -and, by extension, FBI’s independence-.

4. Showing Your Independence
Finally, Comey is very quick with his salutation and goes back to where he was coming from.
Another sign that yes, he will go to say hi because he’s the president and he has to.
But that’s it about his involvement with Trump.
Quickly going back to his position is another strong signal that he doesn’t want to be too close to
Trump and that he will hold to his position.

Example of NOT setting boundaries
Just look at the huge difference between how Comey behaved and how this other man behaved on
that same day, just a few seconds earlier:
Isn’t it obvious that Trump can easily influence that first man, but not so easily influence Comey?
Don’t you have that same feeling?
Yep, guessed so.

How to Set Boundaries
To set your boundaries with meddling and powerful people, you also need to show some distance and
to display your independence at every opportunity you get.
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Since more powerful people can fire you, harm your or otherwise cause troubles, you want to keep
your displays of independence under wrap.
Overall, you say hi, you respect their authority and their position and you comply with everything
you’re supposed to comply with.
But at the same time you need to show that you are not for sale, that you won’t bend down and that,
yes, they better fly straight too because you’re not that harmless after all.
If they try to get too close like Trump did, operate similarly to how Comey did:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Show respect for his position, but:
Keep your relationship strictly professional
Avoid looking like friends in public (company parties, lunches together etc.)
Keep distance, physical as well

What Will Happen When You Hold Boundaries
If you enforce your boundaries effectively and it’s clear you will hold to your autonomy, two things
can happen:
1. They will try to get rid of you (/fire you)
2. They relent, then leave you alone, then secretly respect and admire you
Whichever the case, you will earn the respect of everyone. Not least, you will earn the respect with
that one person that matters the most: yourself.
Whether you end up with option one or two, depends on a host of things. Not least your social skills,
the number of allies on your side and how strong your position is.

SUMMARY
Having to set your boundaries and defend your autonomy from a powerful individual can be
annoying. It means that someone is trying to push you around and force you into a power struggle.
As much as it’s tiresome, you will learn how to assert yourself and you can take pride in doing what’s
right. And you will grow your self esteem in the process.
This article gave you an example of setting boundaries and a few guidelines you can follow.
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High Value Woman: 12 Traits & Examples
July 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What’s a high-value woman?
How do you recognize the signs of a high-value woman?
If you are pondering these questions, this article is for you.
This post gives you the 12 most important traits that characterize high-value women.
A bit on the snotty side, but definitely conveys high value
Contents
High-Value Woman Traits
#1. She is Feminine
#2. She Takes Care of Her Appearance
#3. Takes Care of Her Health
4. Cares About People
#5. She Is Emotionally Stable
#6. She Has A Good Command of The English Language
#7. She Is On The Happier Side & Has Good Control of Her Emotional States
#8. She Is Socially Skilled
#9. She Plays Little Games…
#10. Knows When to Set Boundaries
#11. She Is Emotionally Intelligent
#12. She Has a Growth Mindset (And Don’t Take Things Personally)
#13. Bonus: The Unapproachable Style
What Are NOT High Value Traits
1. Has a Good Career
2. Has Vast Knowledge
3. Comes From a Good Family
4. Is Smart
SUMMARY

High-Value Woman Traits
This article leverages solid psychology, research, and the author’s own experience.
A high-quality woman with the following traits is great girlfriend material, but also makes for a stable
and reliable business partner, colleague or friend.
Let’s start:

#1. She is Feminine
A high-value woman doesn’t necessarily need to be attractive
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Sure, that’s a big advantage, but it’s not a necessary precondition.
But she definitely needs to be feminine and know how to present herself.
In these days of decreasing male testosterone and female increasing search for independence, men
and women are becoming more and more similar.
And of course, some feminists and equal opportunity pundits will tell you that’s a good thing.
Well, don’t let those people fool you one bit. Let’s drop the PC and let’s state some truth:
Femininity is a must for a high-quality woman.
And that’s great news for women who are willing to work on themselves.
The fact that more and more women are losing touch with their femininity presents a great
opportunity for high-quality women. They will stand out even more and reap more and more rewards.
Marilyn Monroe is a classical example of high femininity:
Monroe is extreme. You don’t need to go that far, as it might even be too much for our current social
environment. But it’s a good example.
But what does feminine mean?
Read:
How to be feminine
Effective seduction examples: the feminine type

#2. She Takes Care of Her Appearance
Yes, I wrote appearance.
A popular nonsense bandied around these days is that “being” really matters while “appearing” is for
the vapid.
Of course, that’s not true because the two are neither separate nor not mutually exclusive.
As a matter of fact, there is a relation between being and appearing. Have you ever heard of this
quote:
Have you ever heard the quote:
You can’t care about others more than you care about yourself
Well, not everyone agrees with it. I don’t fully agree with it either.
But there certainly is a strong relationship between how much you care about yourself and how much
you care about… Pretty much everything else. And caring is a sign of quality, with caring about
yourself being one of the first and major indicators of overall caring.
Women who care about themselves are more likely to care about her career, her family, her goals
and, eventually, her children.
From a dating perspective, a woman who cares about herself sends a powerful message to any men:
the message that she will be a great return on investment.
The man unconsciously knows that, with her, his genetic inheritance is in good hands, and he is more
willing to invest in her to get her.
Remember the rule of thumb: the more you care about yourself, the more valuable you appear,
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and the more people will value you and care about you.
All these external signs are important indicators of self-care:
Personal hygiene
Posture
Voice
Clothing
Make up

… And Doesn’t Hide It
It’s crazy how some women spend so much effort pretending they don’t care about themselves.
Don’t do it.
There is no virtue in being careless.
Pretending you put on the first old scruffy thing you saw in your wardrobe is a low-value way
of trying to hide yourself in the shades of mediocrity.
High-value women don’t do that.
High-value women take pride in caring about herself.
They know that appearances and perception shape reality and they make no mystery they take care of
them.
Look at her.
Sure, she has perfect lips. But how did she apply that lipstick? With millimetric precision.
Nothing’s sexier than perfectly applied lipstick
And it’s not about youth or beauty.
Taking care of yourself is what will keep you a high quality woman no matter the age.
Look at the difference between these 3 women, from lowest quality to highest:
Quality is not about age or beauty
The first one doesn’t even try. The second one tries but doesn’t know how to (average plain cardigan
and ugly sweater beneath). The third one cares and knows how to (and she is the oldest).

Reversal of the law
Just to be clear:
Caring about one’s appearance must not come at the expense of substance.
The high-quality woman is well-mannered, knows to talk and converse, has high social skills and is
well-read and knowledgeable.
And she uses appearance like a high-quality product uses marketing: as two faces of the same coin.

#3. Takes Care of Her Health
Similar to the above, but addressing her body.
She takes care of:
Food she eats (no fast food, no adding kilos of sauce & salt etc.)
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Drinks (avoids pops, colas etc.)
Exercising
Overall, she keeps her body running smoothly.

4. Cares About People
Simon Sinek says that high-quality leaders care about the people they lead.
That much is true.
And women do the same. Albeit in a different fashion than men.
Contrary to what Hussey recommends in Get The Guy, women shouldn’t walk around the bar asking
people how they’re doing as if they owned the place (that’s the man’s way).
But they do let people know they’re happy to see them. Maybe a slight touch on their arm, a warm
smile, a comforting word.
Or a simple “well done, I’m so happy for you”.
See more here on how to combine feminity and power.
Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses

Cares About Her Partner
And of course, she cares about her partner.
And supports him to achieve what he wants to achieve.
With an important caveat, of course: she expects the same kind treatment back.
Like Regena Thomashauer says in “Pussy“, a high quality woman only accepts win-win relationships
that make both partners better off.
That’s why high quality women don’t get stuck in toxic relationships and that’s why asshole game is
a poor style in getting long term relationships with high quality women.

Warning For Men
If a woman couldn’tcare less about your dreams, goals, ambitions… About your health… Then she’s
either extremely self-centered or she lacks empathy.
Either way though, she’s not a high value woman.
And she’s not good relationship material.
Example:
Years ago I went to the hospital to treat a sudden hearing loss.
Once there they told me I should get hospitalized.
I called my girlfriend to ask if she could bring me the laptop and some more clothes.
As soon as she picked up she started talking about her job interview. I waited and waited for her
to ask me how it was going with me.
But it never happened.
Eventually, I had to interrupt her to get a word in about my hospital visit (that she knew full well
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about).
After I hung up I was sadder for the state of my relationship than of my hospitalization. I think I
had never felt more lonely than that day.
And at that point, I knew that relationship had to end.
She had shown very worrying signs of major self-centeredness.
Now on to the next one:

#5. She Is Emotionally Stable
Women tend to have wilder mood swings as compared to men, so they get a bit more leeway.
But a high value woman is still expected to be:
Relatively secure of herself and of her own worth
Not going to make public drama
Not excessively anxious
No wild mood swings (sign of borderline personality)
Generally positive and uplifting
Emotionally stable doesn’t mean she doesn’t cry or that she never gets angry. It doesn’t even mean
she can’t have a nervous breakdown or have bouts of slight depression and self doubt.
Those are normal parts of life and dealing with them openly is actually another sign of high value.
Instead, she should not be like Penelope Cruz in Vicky Cristina Barcelona:
She looks like a borderline personality disorder. But beyond any diagnosis, she is not a high-quality
woman, no matter how “artist” she is.

#6. She Has A Good Command of The English Language
Language highly correlates with intelligence.
But it goes beyond communication skills and intelligence.
It shows that she has read and taken care of her education. And with English being the current lingua
franca of the world, a great command of the language shows an openness to communicate with the
world, and a drive to make herself heard in that world.

Difference Between Men and Women
Note that women and men differ here.
Women often tend to go broad with languages rather than deep.
Such as, it’s more likely for women to speak more languages than it is for men.
More women living abroad will try to pick up the local language as compared to men. This is because
of women’s stronger drive to build social networks.
I pondered whether I should even meet her at all…
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Extenuating Circumstances
Immigrants who live in a non-English speaking country get a pass if they learned the local language.
These women had to focus first and foremost on the local language, so it’s understandable if English
fell of the wayside.
Also a bit more leeway for women from “stronger” or far away cultures, ie: China, Japan, Korea,
France, Italy etc.

#7. She Is On The Happier Side & Has Good Control of Her
Emotional States
Let me explain this.
Men should have a pursuit, a goal, or a major interest.
For women, it’s not as necessary.
Indeed too obstinate a pursuit can become a drawback.
Not that there is anything wrong with obstinately pursuing anything per se, but it’s easy to lose
femininity when on a single-headed warpath.
“Being on the happier side” means that her baseline mood is slightly towards the positive side of the
mood spectrum, and that she interfaces the world with a smile instead of a growl.
Controlling her mood means that she can switch, or at least she makes an effort, to go from bored to
cheerful or from sad to happier.
Without getting into politics, what feelings, state and emotions do you think they evoke on the people
around?
Very different impact, right:
Who of the two lifts people up instead of tearing them down?

Example: When Negativity Is Out of Control
As the opposite end of the spectrum is women who are always angry or bored.
I had a girlfriend who’d often complain to me “I’m bored”. And then expect me to lead her out of her
state.
And when I’d be busy with my own things, she’d get cantankerous, argumentative and bad-tempered.
As you can imagine, when that trend repeats over and over, it’s not just you who helps her out, but
it’s also your partner who drags you down.
Definitely not a high-quality life partner.

#8. She Is Socially Skilled
Great social skills are important for everyone.
And they are even more important for women.
Women, on average, are more skilled than men at building social networks (The Man’s Guide to
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Women) and we could argue that social skills for women have been a matter of survival strategy (The
Moral Animal).
It’s been observed among primates instead that female tend to further their interests -and that of their
families and tribes- by building networks of alliances.
And it’s not that different for humans.
In a way indeed, we can say that the ability to effortlessly form friendships is a sign of femininity.
But what are these “social skills”?

Basic Social Skills
Social skills include:
Conversation
Making friends
Small talk
Getting to know people
Bonding

Advanced Social Skills
And these are the “top socialite” social skills:
Turning down a guy’s advances without hurting his ego (keep a friend)
Release tense social situations
Deflecting inappropriate comments without making enemies
Here’s an example for the last one:
Broderick handled Trump’s inappropriate joke like a truly high-quality champ.

#9. She Plays Little Games…
The women’s dating literature is all about playing games.
By far the three most popular being:
1. Make him wait for sex
2. Pretend you’re not interested
3. Let him invest more
We’ve already debunked the idea of letting him wait for sex, the drawbacks of feigning disinterest
and the issues of making him invest more.
The issue of nasty games is that they are win-lose. And dating win-lose starts win-lose relationships.
This is not to say that high-quality women don’t play any games at all.
Quite the opposite.
Games are part of the marketing package. What I’m truly referring to here are the nasty games.
Instead, the high-quality woman deploys games that build people up and make others feel good.
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And, once in a relationship, she decreases the number of games because she knows that a relationship
based on honesty and mutual support is superior to a relationship where she’s constantly gaming her
partner.
For example, the high-value woman does not:
Try to make you jealous
Threaten to break up
Pretend his exes were better
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)

… And Prefers Collaborative Approaches
Instead, she prefers building his partner up like.
And she is not afraid of showing her fondness and admiration, because she knows that positive
behavior begets more positive behavior.

#10. Knows When to Set Boundaries
The high value woman is pleasant and welcoming, but she’s not pushover and knows when it’s time
to take a stand and defend her boundaries.
If you’re not holding your end of the relationship, she’ll let you know that.
When a boss is disrespectful to her, she knows how to demand the respect she deserves.
Her rule of life is that she is not disrespectful to anyone, and people have no right to be disrespectful
to her.

#11. She Is Emotionally Intelligent
Emotional intelligence is a vast topic, but it can be boiled down to:
1. Understanding and acting on other’s emotions and needs
2. Understanding and acting on one’s own emotions and needs
Example:
Years ago me an ex girlfriend of mine were removing old wallpaper.
I was making fun of her as being largely ineffective.
I was surprised she was taking it so personally, but truth to be told I was also amused by
what I perceived as her large overreaction.
These days I would have spotted the signs it was going too far, but back then I was quite a
bit thicker and I kept going.
Then, at a certain point, said something like this:
Her: My blood is boiling, I’m losing control
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Little later she left the room to go decompress on her own.
I later rejoined her, apologized, explained I didn’t realize I was going too far and then we
resumed without further trouble
The only reason that didn’t turn out to be a big argument and a drawn-out fight was her outstanding
emotional intelligence.
The fact that she was able to realize she was reaching her limits and was able to articulate it is a
major sign of emotional intelligence -and in relationship literature is called a repair attempt-.
And the fact she preferred to go decompress instead of blowing up is another major sign of self
control.
Both are signs of high value women.

#12. She Has a Growth Mindset (And Don’t Take Things
Personally)
I won’t go in detail here, but a growth mindset as explained by Carol Dweck means that people
believe they can get better instead of their traits being cast in stone forever.
It might seem a small detail, but it changes everything.
People with a growth mindset are:
Resilient to criticism
Look for ways to improve
Enjoy challenges
Approach problems with a “we can do it” attitude
And as a man who’s been with a few very touchy women, lemme tell you: being able to speak your
mind without fear of hurting a small China-like ego is really a game-changer (plus this women
usually go places with their lives).

#13. Bonus: The Unapproachable Style
There are two ways of being a high quality woman:
1. Welcoming and uplifting to (almost) everyone
2. Unapproachable and only for selected few ones
I put this one last because some women overdo it and end up looking bitchy and conceited, and that’s
not high quality anyomore but screams “gold-digger with little to offer”.
However, there are ways to look “unapprochable and make it work. Maybe the topic for another
article.
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What Are NOT High Value Traits
The following are sometimes mistaken for signs of high quality. And while the can be, they’re not
necessarily so:

1. Has a Good Career
Historically, men have monopolized the direct control of resources. These days more and more
women have direct access to resources.
Direct access to resources in our society means:
Great job
Top grades in university
Go getter attitude
Top performers in sports
…
While all these attributes are very helpful for a man to be a high quality man, they are much less
crucial for women.
A woman these days has indeed the luxury of choosing between two roads to high quality:
1. Control resources herself
2. Secure (or control) a man who controls resources
An example of the first category would be Amal Clooney, a woman who also manages to keep her
femininity.
An example for the latter is any woman who marries a top man and then… Stays out of the limelight
herself.
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Melania
Trump doesn’t need to fend for herself: she trades her personal value to let someone do it for her

When Career Women Are Not High Value
Career women pay lip service to the idea that fending for herself is not “better” than being a stay at
home woman. But deep down they sometimes think they do are higher quality.
However, when they fall for that line of thinking is exactly when they show a major sign of low
quality: resentment.
They resent women in more traditional roles because they fear those women will make them look
masculine by comparison.

When Career Women Are High Value
However, women who can directly control resources themselves AND stay feminine at the same
time, that’s a major feat there.
Example
She’s possibly a bit too strong and rough around the hedges, but is an interesting mix of go getter
attitude and femininity:
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2. Has Vast Knowledge
Being well-learned, cultured or being “worldly” is important if and only she is supposed to entertain
disparate guests for parties. Or if she is part of very intellectual circles.
Otherwise, it’s a good to have but its absence doesn’t turn a high-value woman into a low-quality
one.

Example
Same for her body, a high-quality woman will not flaunt her superior knowledge.
Showing off is a masculine trait -and often associated with insecurity.
The woman in this example is seemingly high quality, but she’s otherwise being rather masculine and
rude:

3. Comes From a Good Family
We all have a natural tendency to look at the family of origin and draw conclusions.
And don’t get me wrong, this is not the kind of website to tell you “don’t generalize” and “don’t
jump to conclusions”.
Don’t do that indeed… When you have the means to dig deeper.
But when you don’t, in the face of limited information, a badly educated guess is better than not
guessing at all.
That being said, here’s why poor backgrounds are not a sign of personal quality:
Some people overcome it
And when a woman can overcome a bad household of origin, then it becomes an even bigger badge
of quality for her.
Sometimes people swing in opposite direction
While most tend to follow in the footesteps of their family, some swing in the opposite direction.
So for example a woman in a poor household might swear to herself she’ll never be poor again. Or a
woman who witnessed a cheating mother wreck her family will swear she’ll never cheat and never
accept cheating.

4. Is Smart
Intelligence is sometimes overrated.
Some researchers, like Goleman and Bradberry, say that emotional intelligence is vastly more
important than IQ.
And when it comes to success, grit probably also matters much more than IQ.
That’s not to say you must disregard intelligence.
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What I mean is that, from a male perspective, all you need is a level of intelligence that is above a
minimum threshold not too far away from yours.
I usually define it in terms of what you can laugh about.
If she can get your jokes and innuendos and you can laugh together about them, then you’re golden.

SUMMARY
High-value women are feminine women who take care of themselves and also care and take care of
the people around them, there included their partners.
There is a lot of overlap between high quality men and high quality women, but also some major
differences.
These articles provided you with an overview of the traits of high value women.
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Best Power Quotes (Explained)
July 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Powerful quotes on power and quick commentary on what they actually mean.

16.
Power does not corrupt men; fools, however, if they get
into a position of power, corrupt power.
– George Bernard Shaw
Awesome take on the mistaken idea that power must be corruptive, negative, or inherently bad.
Well, don’t take this quote to the extreme: power can corrupt. But it does not have to.
And it’s people unprepared for power who are bad for everyone else.

15.
Being powerful is like being a lady. If you have to tell people you are, you aren’t.
-Margaret Thatcher
Indeed.
This goes back to the back to the old “words are cheap”, and that if you have to say it, it isn’t true.
John Maxwell says the proof of leadership is not in the title, but in the number of those who want to
follow you. Similarly, power is an aura, a state of being and having. You should be able to convey it
without showing your badge.
P.S.: and in case you’re wondering how to spot a lady, withoug asking, we got you covered :).

14.
Everything in the world is about sex. Except sex. Sex is about power.

-Oscar Wilde
Oscar Wilde was a bit of a dandy and always looking for something catchy to say. Not everything in
the world is about sex and not all sex is about power.
BUT… Sex is indeed about power in many instances. Quite a few men use sex as personal validation
and as a way of asserting themselves (read psychology of a player).
And of course, power, submission and domination can be major turn on during sex.

13.
Be nice, be courteous. But always have a plan to kill everyone in the room
-James Mattis
This quotes puts on steroids an Italian saying which I also love: “trusting is good; but not trusting is
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better“.
It’s basically the power moves version of “always have a plan B” and on making sure you don’t get
taken advantage of.

12.
Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac.
-Henry Kissinger
This one makes me think of Tony Montana in Scarface. “first, you get the money, then you get the
power, then you get the girl”
There’s certainly a lot of truth in it, and power is supremely attractive to many women (and some
men).

11.
Choose not to be harmed—and you won’t feel harmed.
Don’t feel harmed—and you haven’t been.
-Marcus Aurelius
I remember as a kid the first time I read Marcus Aurelius in one of those diaries with a quote on each
page.
It immediately stood out among dozens of other quotes. It felt as if this genius personal power quote
was turning the table on life. And it was putting the power square within ourselves!
I ran to tell my parents about it, but they barely noticed.
And it took me a couple more decades to fully realize the power of this concept.
Truly life changing.

10.
You own nothing without the strength to back up your claim
–Il Principe by Niccolo Macchiavelli
I love this quote.
To me, it’s a powerful reminder that without the strength to demand what’s your right to have, you
are basically banking on people’s goodwill.
And it’s not a good type of banking. Begging would probably be a more suited word.

9.
If my strength intimidates you, I hope you realize that’s a weakness of yours
-Anonymous woman
This power quote is a terrific mindset tool for the intimidated ones.
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But it’s not just intimidation for me. This applies to all negative feelings we have in connection to
people around us.
Every time you find yourself being intimidated by someone, jealous of a friend’s success, or trying to
put someone down, stop.
And think.
Why is it so.
Why are you defensive, envious, trying to put them down?
Are they very good at something? Do they make you feel inferior, or unworthy? Do they put you on
the defensive?
Then, realize: it’s not them, it’s you.
Don’t worry though, there’s no shame in that reaction. The only shame is staying with that reaction.
Then change.
If they are trying to dominate you, stand up for yourself. If they make you feel bad for their success,
admire them. Befriend them and learn from them.
As another smart woman said:
“You can tell who the strong women are. They are the ones you see building one another up
instead of tearing each other down“.
Genius.
Your life will improve, your soul will soar.

8.
No one ever seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it.
-1984, George Orwell
Geroge Orwell nails a big truth there. Power can be addictive. Once your enemy grabs it, your only
hope is that they’re going to be enlightened leaders.
But probably better not rest on that hope and build democratic system of check and balances.

7.
It’s not the size of the dog, it’s the size of the fight in the dog
-Mark Twain
We should tattoo that on our arms to remind it ourselves every day.
In spite of the countless examples, we still forget that bigger mass, more money, more resources,
more of anything.. These things are never a guarantee of victory.
And they only make a determined opponent more resolute and determined.

6.
The loudest man in the room is the one with the most to prove.
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–Relentless, Tim Grover
Grover captures a very deep sociological truth in a short sentence here.
It’s the man who is at the bottom of the pile who has to make all the noise to be noticed indeed. He’s
the one who has to rock the boat to have a shot at going up.
The guy at the top with all the power? He doesn’t need much fanfare -and often doesn’t like much
fanfare-. And the longer he’s been there, the quieter he’ll likely be.

5.
If you want to test a man’s character, give him power
-Abraham Lincoln
This quote to me goes much beyond power to enter into an often overlooked psychological truth.
Nice and good people aren’t often nice at all.
They’re just afraid of speaking up.
If one day these shy and too nice people were given all the power, would we see a different side of
them?
Maybe we’d see an angry, vindictive side?
After all, high school shooters are nothing but victims who looked for vengeance behind the hollow
power a gun.
Of course they’d better worked on themselves and heeded the quotes on this page instead, including
the next one:

4.
It’s in your darkest hours that men are born and characters are forged
-The Power Moves
Reflecting on some difficult period in my life I realized they really were blessings. I’d still be a big
baby without all the hardships.
Indeed, someone said that behind every strong soul lies a fearful, broken one who had to be tempered
in adversities. I like that a lot.
As a matter of fact, I wonder if it is even possible to grow without adversities.
My darkest hours made me come into my own and propelled me where I would have never gone
otherwise.
My darkest hours made me come alive.
And I’m not even talking about “blessing in disguise”. I’m honestly grateful for my most difficult
times.
And when you can look at your darkest hours and see a blessing… That’s real power there.
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3.
Own yourself first, or you’ll always be at the mercy of someone else
The 50th Law, Robert Greene
Within the TOP3 best power quotes we start getting into the pure gold.
Owning yourself means first of all understanding who you are and what you want. Then accepting
who you are -or changing what you don’t like-.
And then being yourself no matter what anyone else thinks.
When you can own who you are no matter what, you unlock a level of personal achievement,
confidence and self esteem that very few men reach.

2.
Let him who wants peace, prepare for war
–The 33 Strategies of War, Robert Greene
Robert Greene back to back. He is one of my favorite authors and second to none when it comes to
power quotes.
This one puts two seemingly antithetic concepts in the same sentence.
And yet, they need each other.
That might not say much good about humanity as a specie, but this is where we’re at at this level of
evolution. Maybe it’ll change in a a few millions years.
But now it is the way it is.
And that’s what the hippies never understood.
“Maybe I’m just a dreamer, but I’m not the only one”, sang John Lennon.
And he was right. And yet, the only reason he could enjoy a free world to sing those lyrics is because
of the standing armies that protected that free world.
Not preparing for the worst is not just planning to fail, it’s failing to understand human nature.
It’s probably no coincidence some of the most peaceful times in history came during times of
unchallenged domination. The Pax Romana thanks to Caesar, the Pax Britannica and the Pax
Americana were all based on unmatched power by a (relatively) enlightened reign.
And we might also argue the current long lasting period of peace in the West is the consequence of
the mutual destruction capability of nuclear weapons.

1.
A good person is ruined among the great number of people who are not good
–Il Principe by Niccolo Macchiavelli
Boom.
I. Absolutely. Love. This. Power. Quote.
It’s a topic that Jordan Peterson also often talks about. And in a nutshell, it represents the spirit
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behind The Power Moves.
That is, that to be good, you also need to master the capability of being bad. Because as we’ve seen in
power quote #6 good without strength can easily be repressed evil. And as we’ve seen in power quote
#2, good cannot survive without the capacity for evil.
And this ends our collection on quotes on power. If you have any comment or suggestion or some
great quote you love, do let me know!
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Albert Einstein Letter to His Wife: the Idiocy of A Genius
July 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Many consider Albert Einstein one of the most intelligent men in history.
And few if have any have the honor to see their name associated with “genius” as much as Einstein
has.
Maybe he was a genius.
And as far as I know, he might have also been the most intelligent person on earth (I doubt it, but
who knows..).
But he is also the perfect example that there is no such thing as an all-defining, all-encompassing
intelligence.
Indeed, as much as Einstein was smart with numbers and abstract reasoning, he was rather poor in
both social intelligence and emotional intelligence.
And when it came to relationships, Einstein was as clueless as the next guy.
Actually, he was much more clueless than the next guy.
This is the letter he wrote to his wife.
It outlines Einstein’s conditions that his wife had to meet to keep a happy marriage:
CONDITIONS
A. You will make sure:
1. that my clothes and laundry are kept in good order;
2. that I will receive my three meals regularly in my room;
3. that my bedroom and study are kept neat, and especially that my desk is left for
my use only.
B. You will renounce all personal relations with me insofar as they are not completely
necessary for social reasons.
Speciﬁcally, You will forego:
1. my sitting at home with you;
2. my going out or traveling with you.
C. You will obey the following points in your relations with me:
1. you will not expect any intimacy from me, nor will you reproach me in any way;
2. you will stop talking to me if I request it;
3. you will leave my bedroom or study immediately without protest if I request it.
D. You will undertake not to belittle me in front of our children, either through words
or behavior.
When I first read this letter I had several different reactions at once.
At first, I wanted to laugh at the sheer stupidity and naivety: as if any woman -or human being for
that matter- was going to gladly comply to that tone.
And who sends a letter to the person you are in a romantic relationship with instead of speaking,
anyway?
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But I also felt bad for him, for having so little understanding of human psychology. And of course, I
felt bad for her for having such a husband.
I don’t know any more details, but from that letter, it’s not a hard guess that this was a dysfunctional
relationship. Possibly even an abusive relationship.
What’s most appalling is that not only Einstein didn’t think the rules could backfire, but that he
thought they would fix his relationship.
Obviously, Einstein understood little about people, women and relationships.
At least, he didn’t suffer too much because of it. He was aware of not being very good with people,
and he cherished his time alone.
That makes me think Einstein might have been an introvert and an avoidant when it comes to
attachment styles.
Anyway, back to the story.

Einstein Wife’s Reaction
What do you think his wife did?
She divorced him shortly afterward, of course. And looking at that letter, could we blame her?
Now you might think, “eh, fair enough, I don’t think the dude really wanted to stay in that
relationship anyway so he was probably happy with the result”.
Well, she also took his children though and…. Quite a bit of money from him. I don’t think Einstein
must have been too pleased about that.
So even purely from a cold-hearted, rational perspective, that was a dumb move.
Lesson learned?
To me this story shows that it’s probably true that emotional intelligence accounts more than IQ
when it comes to a life which is successful from all points of views.
But, personally, I wouldn’t make it a question of “IQ” VS “EI”.
That’s a childish game, and we should simply work on both.
However, if you had to pick one priority, science seems to be clear on one thing: relationships are the
biggest factor when it comes to fulfillment and happiness.
So my lesson learned here is that we should make it a priority in developing our social skills and
emotional intelligence.
And of course, watch out who you marry: that might be your gravest decision of them all :).

Elon Musk Like Albert Einstein
Another man often introduced and hailed as a genius is Elon Musk.
I have analyzed Elon Musk emotional intelligence and social skills in this article here:
Elon Musk: genius or idiot?
Or you can watch the video here:
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How to Approach a Girl: 9 Science-Based Steps
July 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are thousands of articles on how to cold approach a girl.
Some are good, some are great, and some are terrible.
This article will take a different approach.
It will mix personal experience with whatever is available from studies and data.
The goal is that by the end of it, you will know what truly works when it comes to effectively
approaching a woman.
Contents
The Science of An Approach
The Basics: Your Fundamentals
How to Approach Her
#1. Pick a Girl You’re Interested
#2. Let Her See You (Being Cool)
#3. Glance at Her
#4. Walk Up to Her
#5. Say Hi
#6. Say This
#7. Start With Light Banter
#8. Get Some Investment
#9. Get to Know Her
SUMMARY

The Science of An Approach
This section will review the scientific research on what makes a good approach:

Before the Approach
There is a famous study called Getting That Female Glance: Patterns and consequences of male
nonverbal behavior in courtship contexts.
The study observed forty men on fourteen evenings in three different bars and recorded their
approaches and success rate.
The men who were the most successful presented a higher incidence of the following behavior prior
to the approach:
Intra-sexual touching
Onlookers tend to perceive nonreciprocal touch as the sign of a dominance-submission pattern or a
major status differential.
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What does that mean to you?
1. If someone is talking to you putting their elbow on your shoulder, touching you a bit too much
or “playfully shoving you”, make them stop or do the same right back to neutralize the effect.
2. Since touchers are perceived as having more status and more social power than do those being
touched, you can consider touching the people around you a bit more.
Note: just make sure not to overdo it.
Open body positioning
Open body is a sign of non-fear and comfort, and both are major signs of status and confidence.
For more on body language also check sexy hands in pockets, how to walk sexy and body language
of dominance.
Open body language
Open VS closed body language is one of the most basic elements of body language.
Read What Every BODY is Saying, The Definitive Book of Body Language and alpha male body
language
Space maximization movements
In many species, humans included, the most dominant member commands the largest space. You can
check a few picture examples here.
However, don’t overdo it: it’s easy to go from comfortable to immature and tacky.
Glancing
Type 1 is sweeping around the room
Type 2 is more towards a target
Eye contact is the most frequently used courtship-initiation tactic. The first type of glancing is to
“scout the room and the surrounding”.
The second is eye contact proper.
Gesticulation
Social power was communicated through the use of frequent and expressive hand gestures. You
might want to add some gesticulation to your interactions.
Self-touching
Touching the beard or growth area, a display of manliness.
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The Basics: Your Fundamentals
These are some of the most important basics that science has proven to increase the chances of your
approach (and subsequent interaction) going well:
Cure appearances & dress well
One research has shown that the biggest turn off for women were men in a disheveled appearance.
Which means: dress well.
Voice
Too many men are swayed by the belief that women prefer men with deeper voices.
Well, that’s true, people usually prefer leaders with deeper voice, but the biggest mistake you can
make is trying to force your voice lower: it’s unnatural, sounds weird and it’s try-hard.
Focus instead of getting your voice right.
Posture
Proper posture is a strong indicator of health, vitality and even status.

How to Approach Her
10 steps for a successful approach:

#1. Pick a Girl You’re Interested
A targeted approach is usually better than talking to anyone.
Talking to a lot of people is great to oil your social muscles, but when you want to approach a girl
romantically, it’s best you have that clear in your mind.
Picking one girl will give you a bit more of a sexual edge.
Note: on the other hand, if you’re too nervous, it’s OK to approach with a friends-first mentality as
that will make you more relaxed.

#2. Let Her See You (Being Cool)
This study confirms something that I always liked to do and that always helped me get me results that
cannot be matched by “random approaches”.
So, what’s the secret?
Simple:
By far the best, best thing you can do to make your approach a welcome success is to have her be
attracted to you before you even approach.
Don’t worry too much about what that “attracted” means: anything is better than her not seeing you at
all.
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As a matter of fact, even her simply seeing you, just seeing you, is much better than appearing in
front of her as a total stranger.
To have her notie you, you can use the behavior we discussed earlier.
Or:
Stand cooly watching at the sunset while you sip your drink
Walk past without looking at her with a confident smile
Talk animatedly with a friend as if you couldn’t care at all about the world around
Most of all, do you own thing without looking at her: let her look at you first.

#3. Glance at Her
There is a caveat here, so bare with me for a second.
The thing with locking eye contact and making it obvious you’re looking at her is that you give your
game away.
If she likes you and you’re an exciting presence you can spark a certain “wolf preying on a lamb
dynamic”. And don’t listen to the PC police, if she’s into you, that can be very exciting.
She’ll be wondering when you’re going to make your move, and she’ll be worried if she’ll be cool
enough for you (that’s ideal, then once you’re there build her up to show that yes, you think she’s at
your level).

Or don’t look at her at all.
Anything less than confident and at the top of your game though, your safest bet is not to look at her.
Indeed, giving your game away if she doesn’t perceive you as awesome (yet) would mean slotting
yourself into the chasing position.
Note: however, it’s still best if she has seen you before. Studies show females report discomfort in
being approached by a male whom she hasn’t seen or not yet made eye contact with (Renninger &
Bradbury).

#4. Walk Up to Her
Here are a few different ways you’ll begin your approach nonverbally:

With Eye Contact: Smile and Walk Directly
If you’re locking eye contact, you can start walking towards her.
However, here’s an important tip: SMILE. If you start walking towards her without smiling it can
seem confrontational.
You want her to be excited, to fear that she might not be up to your level… But you do not want her
to fear you.
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Without Eye Contact: Go to Her Side
You don’t want to open from behind -God forbid- and to stand right in front of her and startle her.
The best approach when she hasn’t seen you yet is from the side (Body Language of Love).

Playing The Game: Pretend You’re There by Chance
Here is an advanced move for you.
What if you haven’t done any eye contact and if you don’t want to signal any interest?
A great move in that case is to pretend you ended up near her “by chance”.
This is how most women will do it with guys they like and this is how you want to do it too.
A few ideas:
Walk past and pretend you’ve just noticed her
Go to the bar while she’s there but pretend you’re only there to get your drink. Then drop a
casual “how’s your night going”
Go to the bathroom 5-6 minutes after she’s gone and greet her as she walks out

#5. Say Hi
Before you say hi, you can face two different alternatives:

Smile And Just Say “Hi” If You’ve Been Exchanging Glances
Now if you have been looking at each, an interesting thing sometimes happens.
It’s a little game I call “you know that I know that you know”.
And it basically that both of you know there is some chemistry and some mutual liking going on.
When you approach the girl after you have been looking at each other, you are walking an easy,
downhill path.
At this point, put on an a sexy smile and you can also not say anything. Just say “hi”.
This is what your smile and nonverbal will communicate:
You know why I’m here, and I know you like me too. And it’s quite exciting
More on what you say later.

Let Her Look at You First If You Haven’t Locked Eye Contact
Who’s looking at who is a sign of who is pursuing who.
If you were looking at her first, it means you noticed her first while she didn’t.
And it subtly but importantly slots you as the party with the lowest value of the two.
Instead, you will slightly nudge her to make her look at you first.
You can do it by placing your hand slightly on her arm, for example. Or you can start talking to her
while look ahead or past her (instead of looking at her like most guys do).
Then when she turns, very quickly, you return your gaze to meet her eyes.
Most of all, you want to avoid the all too uncommon “startling effect”, such that she turns to face you
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and sees you staring at her.
That’s very predatory, and not in the good way.
Just imagine turning around and seeing someone interested in you before you even realize what’s
going on:
When she turns and sees you staring at her

#6. Say This
Plenty of ink has been poured on what to say to women since The Game, which was all about what to
say.
Of course, by now most people know that what you say is less important than how you say it.
However, top performers know that everything is important, including what to say.
If she saw you being cool and and/or if you had strong eye contact and she returned interest, then I
recommend you keep on that good vibe and start strong.
I like starting with a compliment.
If she thinks you’re cool upon approach, you help raise her at your level with a compliment and it
communicates you’re only interested in women you find attractive because of X.
Here are some nice way of starting an approach with a compliment:
You: Hi.
You have the most amazing style of this whole place. That dress is… Fabulous.
Start with an even bigger bang:
You: I have to say… You have the sexiest legs I’ve seen in a while
(pause, she laughs)
My name is Lucio, hi
Starting strong is best and my favorite way. Look Gosling do it:
However, if you were going more under the radar:
How’s your night going
Or if the vibe was just great, go up there and smile without saying nothing (or just say “hey”).
That communicates that you know she’s into you and will start the conversation with a
collaboratively sexual undertone.
On this article a few more ideas of how to start a conversation.

#7. Start With Light Banter
I found that the best way to start an approach is with some humor and some light laughing. It does a
few good things:
Provides a valve to release tension
Show you’re a socially savvy guy, which increases attraction
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If you make her smile, she’s already following your lead
Provides good vibes
Dispel doubts and fears
The last one is important.
The first moment you approach a girl indeed her brain is in full alert. And she is wondering if you
are:
As cool as you seemed
Going to stick to her like glue (socially dangerous)
Weird and causing troubles
She is hoping you’re awesome, but she is also worried you’re lame and she will have to reject you.
Or worse, that you might be a threat.

Avoid Overly Serious
A failure to make the interaction light and fun in the beginning and starting off too serious is a
common mistake.
Many a great couple never got together, sacrificed on the altar of a too serious beginning: don’t fall
for that!

How to Make Light Banter
Flirting is great light banter.
Here are a few lines you can use:
You: And what brought you here. Looking for some boys to have fun?
Or:
Her: And how’s your night going
You: Give me a beer, and I’m always good
(but make sure she knows you’re joking, nobody likes an alcoholic)
Positivity is also a great to show you’re a well-adjusted and likely high-value man:
You: What’s not to love about tonight. An awesome, vibrant city, a light summer breeze, a
beautiful sunset… Life is beautiful
And some more ideas here for you:
Text flirting to get you laid

#8. Get Some Investment
Having women do something for you subconsciously tells them that they must like you.
The earlier you can get her to do something for you and the more significant it is, the faster your
approach will move to seduction.
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For example, you can:
Ask her to move a little bit
Tell her to move with you
Pick the most comfortable position for yourself (she invests more in the interaction if she’s in
the most uncomfortable position)
Tell her to stop talking for a second (you need to have a good reason for this though)
Ask her to show you something (pics of her art on the phone, her bracelet etc.)
Make her talk about herself -ideally, trying to prove to you she’s good enough for youAlso, research shows that a light touch increases compliance.
Before you ask her to move with you, or before you ask her to trade contact information, lightly
touch her on the arm.

#9. Get to Know Her
After the initial banter you want to go a bit deeper.
The idea is that you want to show her that you are only interested in high value women and you will
only show deeper interest after she has proven to you that she is one.
Here are a few keys in getting to know her well:
Talk about personal topics
Talk about emotional topics (no work, weather etc.)
Keep it uplifting
Make it light again for a second when it’s too serious for too long, then go back
Bring the conversation always back to her

How Long Should You Talk?
If you are thinking of sticking with her for the night and try to take her home, just keep going.
Move her along, isolate her and when you see she’s listening and following your lead, tell her you
two should go.
But if you just want to swap contacts, it’s important you don’t make the interaction too long or too
awesome. If you do it and then don’t stick around, she might feel you’re not serious, not ballsy
enough or not interested.
Max 7 minutes if you want to swap contacts. And do this if she says no the first time.

SUMMARY
Approaching a girl successfully starts before the actual approach.
Here are the steps of the ideal approach in summary:
1. Let her see you first being cool and high value
2. Lock eye contact a few times to let her fantasize about your incoming approach
3. Go say hi (best from the side)
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4. Banter and joke in the beginning
5. Get to know her a bid deeper
6. Stick with her if you want to pull or propose you two should meet

Sources
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Sexy Body Language for Women (Feminine & Hot)
July 9, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Feminine body language is sexy body language: the two go hand in hand.
This article will show you what are the traits that make for a feminine and sexy body language,
including examples and videos.
Contents
#1. Body Curves
#2. Flowing Movements
#3. Legs Crossing
#4. “Protect Me & Ravish Me” Gaze
Sexy EC Example: Angelina Jolie
#5. Eye Brow Flash
#6. Hair Flick
#7. Facial Expressions
7.2. Primal Smile
7.3. Lips Moisturizing
7.4. Sexy Winks
#8. Sex Body Language
#9. Attractive Body Language During Sex
#10. More Attractive Body Language
Types of Attractive Female Body Language
1. Sex Body Language
2. Submissive Body Language
3. Aggressive Body Language
4. Teasing
The Sexiness is in The Mix
SUMMARY

#1. Body Curves
Curves are feminine.
Evolutionary psychology postulates that women developed breast and larger buttocks as sexual
attraction tools (Geoffrey Miller, 2000).
Women also have a more pronounced lumbar body curvature to optimize weight distribution during
pregnancy, and men like women who “stick their ass out” more than men do (Lewis et al., 2015).
Source: Lewist et. al., https://doi.org/10.1016/j.evolhumbehav.2015.01.007
See here how the perfect curvature would look like.
Now back to real life:
In short, curves are feminine.
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After all, just think about it: would you imagine a guy standing like in the picture below?
Exactly, me neither.
Because curves are feminine, and the female model below looks ultra-feminine and smoldering hot.
By bending her neck backwards, she is also sending submissive signals for “sex readiness”, and it’s
as if she were inviting men to ravish her.
Curves are sexy
Of course, you probably will not be standing like that any time soon at work or while queuing up for
groceries.
But you can adopt the same principles in more “civilized” and “acceptable” format.
First of all, avoid standing straight like a cadet in front of a general, that’s male-style or gender
neutral.
Instead, do the following:
Take a slight step forward which will rotate your hip a bit
Stand on one leg only and let the other leg loose so your hip is slightly inclined
Arch your back slightly (see the difference below)
You can train in front of a mirror. And you might even want to record yourself.
No need to be shy: that’s exactly what the sexiest women on the planet have done countless of times.

#2. Flowing Movements
Curves in static body language translate into flowing movement while in motion.
Flowing movement, even more than sexy, is what I would call sensual.
Smouldering sensual, if well done.
The best way to learn flowing movement is by learning dance.
Learning to dance does more than simply teach you to move your body, but also help you to get in
touch with your body and feeling comfortable in your own skin.
Here is an example of flowing movement through dancing:
She will not move in her daily life the same way she dances of course, but you can rest assured that it
will rub off and that she comes across as an extremely sensual, feminine and sexy woman.

#2.2. Hips Swaying
This is one of my favorites.
It’s both sexy and feminine to sway hips while walking.
Marilyn Monroe is a typical example here.
If you want to see more, check the feminine seduction in How to Seduce a Man.

#3. Legs Crossing
Men and women diverge hugely in the way they sit.
And since feminine body language is often about accentuating the differences between men and
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women, sitting presents a great opportunity to display some advanced feminine body language.
For exapmle, men don’t sit like this, and that’s why you should (just lose the heinous shoes please!):

Here’s two attractive female poses:

3.2. Leg Twine
The leg twine is exquisitely feminine.
It communicates shyness and possibly discomfort and it does not ooze the sex appeal of a secure
woman.
So, why are we even puttig it here?
Because it’s still very, very attractive. More in a feminine kind of “protect m” kind of way.
And trust me, men love that. It was one of the secret sauces of Monroe’s sex appeal.
So don’t try to suppress it if it’s coming natural to you: it’s endearing.
Leg twine examples (2 sitting, last one is “half-twine” standing)
Or watch Monica Bellucci do it in video:
Perfect legs cross.
Albeit some consider Bellucci the peak of languid seduction, she plopped on that chair too abruptly
though. A more flowing movement would have been even more feminine.

3.3. Parallel Legs
According to Allan Pease in The Definitive Body Language, parallel legs is the seating position that
most men find the most attractive.
Men cannot do parallel legs, so this one screams feminine sex appeal.
Don’t worry if you can’t manage the full parallel legs, “open parallel” is still OK:
Parallel legs for women
In the picture going from perfectly parallel to “open parallel”, which is less “extreme femininity” and
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far better for workplaces.

Legs Cross In Motion: Sharon Stone Example
You are probably aware of the Sharon Stone famous leg cross in Basic Instinct.
The vagina shot though, allegedly one of the most paused scene in movie history, should not
overshadow the erotic charge of the whole leg movements.
The leg rub right from parallel leg position is much more sensual than the open legs shot.

#4. “Protect Me & Ravish Me” Gaze
In body language looking down is a sign of submission.
Two words about that as I know some female readers might bulk at the idea of “submissiveness”.
Some people lament that “in our society” submissiveness is connected to femininity. I see where
they’re coming from and I get their point.
Still, those people don’t understand basic human behavior, drives and psychology.
Submissiveness in seduction is in the nature of things and it’s very localized. It doesn’t really mean
“submissive for life”.
It’s as much a sign of submission as it as a sign of choice (which is empowering).
It’s a way of saying:
OK, I decided you are good enough for me. You got permission to go ahead.
Now that we clarifed that, let’s get back to some real talk.
The best version of looking down is when you follow it a look up.
So it looks like this: look at him, then look down, then look back up at him. Bonus points if you
look back at him with your head tilted down.
In short: up, down, up.
This move is very invigorating for men and makes them feel awesome. It’s possibly the best move
you can make to embolden a man to come to you.
I still remember the first time I received a perfect “up-down-up” gaze.
It was years ago from a beautiful Kazakh brunette in a club in Prague.
Back then I wasn’t as book-smart when it comes to body language, but I immediately had a
visceral pull towards her.
Also read:
Strong VS submissive women in dating
Alpha females (some of them are feminine and submissive)

Sexy EC Example: Angelina Jolie
Angelina Jolie got the “up-down-up” to a science.
She is so smooth in doing it that most people wouldn’t even consciously notice it.
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But it’s one of the main reasons why men are drawn to her like moths to flame.
The first one is subtle and can be used also with men you “only” want to be attracted to you. The
second is more obvious.

#5. Eye Brow Flash
Jack Schaefer in The Like Switch says that the eyebrow flash is a sign of friendship and liking.
Indeed it is, and especially so when used by men.
But with a pesky, slight allusive smile it’s sexy. And it’s sexy in a very jaunty, cheeky way.
Even better and more allusive is if you can pull it off with a single eyebrow up (in which case, drop
me a note in the contact section :):
The above flight attendant example is a 10/10 also because of the perfect voice tonality.

#6. Hair Flick
Oh well, you should know this one.
You’re probably doing it already as most women do it, consciously or unconsciously, pretty often.
But don’t skip it just yet. The fact most women do it naturally doesn’t mean you can’t do it
consciously, better, or both.
It’s a bit like walking and talking: everyone does it and nobody thinks much of it.
Instead, it’s exactly these basic moves that make the difference between sexy women and non sexy
women.
This is an example of hair flick.

#7. Facial Expressions
High value women use facial expressions more often and more expressively than most other women
(and most men).
Let’s review a few staples of sexy female facial expressions:

7.2. Primal Smile
We have seen Angelina Jolie twice already.
Makes sense, right? She is (was) one of the most beautiful women in Hollywood.
Well, here’s the thing though: Angelina Jolie is NOT the sexiest woman because of her beauty. She is
the sexiest woman because of her body language.
If you have ever noticed Angelina Jolie smile, it not a normal smile. It is broad. And wide.
She doesn’t smile like 99.8% of the population smiles. She opens her mouth fully.
Look at her:
Jolie’s smile makes her look slightly out of control and a bit mad (or “dumb”, someone said). But it’s
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sexy. It’s sexy in a primal, carnal way.
Did she carefully pick and trine that “carnal smile” to become who she is? That, I don’t know.
But I personally think so.

7.3. Lips Moisturizing
There is a connection between the size of the lips and the size of the vaginal labia.
And of course, lubricating lips is a not so subtle allusion to sex.

7.4. Sexy Winks
Winks are not the sexiest expressions of feminine body language. They’re more boysh / friendly and
a bit too obvious.
However, anything can be turned into sexy. Best of all, if you combine it with a sensually opening
mouth, which is an obvious hint to the sexual.

#8. Sex Body Language
When you need to go nuclear, you drop the “y” from “sexy” and you go “sex body language.
Suggestive poses, finger in the mouth, orgasmic facial expression all belong to “sex body language”.
Female porn “prepping” also belong to this category.
Signs of open sexuality include:
Sucking a finger
Licking a glass
Faking an orgasm
Mimicking a BJ on a banana or popsicle
Openly touching oneself
They all have a place and they can all be extremely sexy… Under certain circumstances.
When you’re already engrossed in a sexual atmosphere for example, while having sex, when you
want to send a crystal clear message, or maybe with a guy who just doesn’t get it.
This is the sub-communication of open sexuality body language:
I’m a sexual being and I’m horny: fuck me
Sexually explicit body language outside sexually-charged interactions can easily become tacky
though.
And you should be aware that this is something that transexual men often use.
I’d be wary of a woman who uses “sex body language” outside of very specific situations, and this is
something I recommend only if you are a “pro”.
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#9. Attractive Body Language During Sex
Attractive body language is all about alluding to sex.
But what about the actual act of sex?
Well, this is a very interesting topic, but let’s keep this article on more public expressions of
attractive body language.
And maybe I’ll do one post just for “during sex” body language later on.
For now though, enjoying sex, reaching an orgasm and abandoning yourself to it is a very powerful
way to be sexually feminine.
Indeed, we could probably say that an orgasmic face is, well, the peak of sexy body language.
Also on the topic:
Mistakes women do during sex

#10. More Attractive Body Language
Finally, here are a few more that most people are naturally aware of:
Glancing over raised shoulder
Neck touching
Eye batting
Shoe dangling
Fondling a (long) glass
Exposing the side neck
Showing the internal side of the wrist
Example of going from most close and unfriendly (left) to most open (and submissive):

You can see more picture and examples in:
Does She Like Me

Types of Attractive Female Body Language
There are four types of attractive female body language:
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1. Sex Body Language
Attractive female body language is all about hinting to sex or sexuality.
However, when that sexual layer goes from hint to “in your face”, the woman can be perceived as
lower quality as compared to more subtle women.
Sexual body language which is overly obvious will also eclipse everything else.
Your words, your job, your thoughts… They will all disappear when the sexual becomes too obvious.
What to do then?
You need a touch of sexual and you need to reference sexuality. But don’t leave it by itself. Temper it
with mixed signals or with other traits such as submissiveness.

2. Submissive Body Language
Submissive signals communicate sexual accessibility in a way that is coy and mixes the “protect me”
with the “fu*k me”.

3. Aggressive Body Language
Aggressive is openly sexual while being forward and devoid of teasing and submission.
It turns the tables on him and she becomes the aggressor.
When it’s well done, it’s hot as hell and necessarily non-feminine. It can certainly have its place in
steamy encounters, but like the purely sexual it’s best not to be used in public unless you’re already a
pro.
See an example here from “Crazy Stupid Love”:
A good mix of aggressive sexual abandon mixed with push-pull during the first escalation to sex
(read: how to postpone sex).

4. Teasing
Teasing is possibly my favorite.
It’s very powerful and it makes men chase like wild beasts as it sub-communicates the following:
I might be up for it. But will you be man enough to catch me (/fuck me)?
The winks we have seen earlier are examples of good teasing.

The Sexiness is in The Mix
The above categories don’t work in isolation and there is often a mix of the different styles.
The most seductive women manage indeed to send mixed signals from all different categories, and
they can move from one role to the next depending on the occasion.
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As in the following:
Explicit & Teasing
Ayda Yespica whom we reviewed in How to Seduce a Man mixes sex and teasing to perfection.
Explicit & Submissive
This is possibly the most powerful of them all.
Marylin Monroe is the best example as she was high in purely sexual (orgasmic faces) and sky-high
in submissiveness.
The submissive and protection seeking body language would take the edge off of her purely sexual
body language so she wouldn’t look “whorish”.
Explicit and submissive is indeed the only style that can be extremely sexually forward without being
labeled like a whore (this is important because of men’s Madonna-whore complex). Monroe was
indeed considered a high value woman.

SUMMARY
Sexy body language for women must always have:
Femininity
At least a hint of sexual
In this article we reviewed a few practical examples of some attractive body language poses for
women.
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What to Say When Someone Dies (Dos and Don’ts)
July 24, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Few people really know what to say when someone dies.
And to be honest, most of the times there is nothing you can say or do that will magically make
people feel great again.
However, you can avoid making some major mistakes.
And maybe, you can offer some good words of support.
This article will help you do just that.
Contents
#1. I’m Sorry
#2. Know That I Am Here
#3. Know That I’m Close to You
#4. I’m Close to You in This Moment of Pain
#5. You Are in My Thoughts
#6. This Sucks
#7. He Was Such a Wonderful Person
#8. This Must be Hard for You
#9. Share a Memory
Watch Out for These
1. Don’t Say “I’m Sorry for Your Loss”
2. Don’t Ask “How Are You?”
3. Do Not Smile
Always Avoid These
1. Never Say “Now You Can Live Your Life”
2. Avoid “I Know How You’re Feeling”
3. Avoid “He’s in a Better Place”
4. Avoid “You’ll be Better (Soon)”
5. Never Say “If That Happened to Me…”
6. Never Talk About Your Concerns
SUMMARY

#1. I’m Sorry
As simple as that.
Some people think this is “too little”, and that they should do or say more.
And while it’s commendable of anyone to want to do and give more, they sometimes approach the
situation with the wrong mindset. The mindset is that they think that they need to console someone,
or cheer them up.
And don’t get me wrong: the moment to cheer our friends up might come…. But it’s not soon after
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their loss.
Indeed “forcing” people to feel better, trying too hard to change their states might easily feel like a
violence.
What to do instead?

Hug And Say “I’m Sorry”
If you are very close, hug them as you say “I’m sorry”.
And If you are close, hug them, then release.
Then add “I’m sorry” as you keep a hand on their arm to show your support with physical body
language contact.
If you are not close, a handshake will suffice.

#2. Know That I Am Here
If you are close and able to offer your support, this is a great way to add more supportive power to
your “I’m sorry”.
It shows the person grieving that they are not alone and that they can count on someone.
Most of all, it also offers immediate emotional support.
Absolutely use it whenever you can and feel free to modify it with the following:
Know that I am here for you
I am here with you
You are not alone through this
I know it’s a difficult time. When all of this will be over, I’ll be there
The last one is particularly good.
The whole experience of coping with a loss and having to organize the funeral and religious
ceremony is overwhelming.
The bereaved often go ahead out of sheer must, but without fully understanding what’s happening on
an emotional level.
When everyone starts showing up at their doorstep, they also need to face the social jungle and keep a
stiff upper lip.
At least, everyone who shows up is sorry and supportive. But after? It’s the days after that are often
the toughest for the bereaved.
When you tell them you’ll be there, you show empathy and take pressure away from them. It’s not
them who need to attend to you, it’s you who will be taking care of them.
It’s very touching and soothing.

#3. Know That I’m Close to You
“Know that I’m close to you” replaces ” the above “know that I’m here” when you cannot offer your
help or support.
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You can use this one for example to end a non-personal communication such as a text message or an
email.

#4. I’m Close to You in This Moment of Pain
This is similar to the above and you will use it especially when you knew the person who died.
In one sentence, it communicates you are close to them and that you too you are feeling the pain.
It joins the two of you in this moment of sorrow, and it makes the bereaved feel less lonely.

#5. You Are in My Thoughts
This one can be used a bit more freely than three sentences above.
It doesn’t require you to be particularly close to either the person who died or the person who is
mourning.
“You are in my thoughts” is also another great way to end any non-personal communication such as
an email or a text message.

#6. This Sucks
This is more informal and can be used if you are on a very friendly basis with the bereaved.
If you think “this sucks” is too slang and out of place, it might because you don’t talk like that or
because you don’t talk like that with the bereaved.
If that’s the case, you shouldn’t use it.
However, if you do talk informally but think it’s too “slang”, then you are focusing too much on form
and you are making it too much about yourself.
Remember, if you feel the pain, communicating it with your own words and without filter is the best
thing you can do both for yourself and for your friend.
There is no shame in labeling a bad situation for what it is.

#7. He Was Such a Wonderful Person
This is a common, stock expression.
However, it’s fine… As long as you believe it.
Don’t use it though if you didn’t think the deceased was indeed wonderful or if you didn’t know him
well enough.
If you weren’t close and/or didn’t know the person well, it sounds like you are either using cliches or,
worse, that you are being insincere.
If you knew him just from the periphery of your social circle, it’s OK to say “he always struck me as
such a wonderful person” or “he always seemed such a beautiful soul”.
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#8. This Must be Hard for You
Telling your friend you are aware of his feelings shows empathy.
It will move the two of you closer at an emotional level and make him feel less alone in this moment
of hardship.
It also provides the bereaved the safety to act how he feels rather than faking “strength”. And he can
use it as a chance to open up emotionally if he needs to (ie.: yes, it’s incredibly hard).

#9. Share a Memory
If you have a great memory that positively encapsulates who the deceased was for you, you can share
it with some of the family members or you can go up at the funeral ceremony and deliver it for
everyone.
You can rest assured everyone will remember that nice gesture.
However, don’t share it with the bereaved so early as that will hardly console them and might
actually aggravate their pain.

Watch Out for These
While there are often no good words to cheer someone up, there are a few unhappy expressions you
should avoid.
The expressions below either make the situation worse, or make you look bad.
And yes, while the focus is on the deceased, it doesn’t mean we shouldn’t care anymore about our
reputation.

1. Don’t Say “I’m Sorry for Your Loss”
I want to get this one out of the way ASAP.
“I’m sorry for your loss” is a perfect thing to say in a few specific cases. And the cases are:
1. When the death was expected and/or
2. When you didn’t know the person who died
In any other cases that “your loss” part shows a terrible lack of empathy.
If a friend of yours dies you don’t tell her wife about “her loss”. It’s your loss too.
If a child dies, you don’t tell the parents “you’re sorry for their loss”. It’s a tragedy and it should
involve everyone with a heart.

2. Don’t Ask “How Are You?”
How are you can be a fair question if you’re very close or if the death is not devastating.
For example, when my grandmother died of old age it wasn’t a shocking news for anyone.
So I asked exactly that to my mother. It was perfectly befitting because I cared about how she felt and
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because I really wasn’t sure (was she devastated, was she sad, was she sad but overall OK?).
However, when the death is unexpected or obviously devastating and/or you’re not close enough to
ask that, it’s a big mistake.
For example, would you ask your neighbor who’s just lost a child in a car crash “how are you?”.
How do you think she’s doing? And how can she even reply to that? Of course she’s devastated.

3. Do Not Smile
Even if they say something funny or mildly hilarious, it’s always best to flash out a big grin.
Or you’ll end up looking like Michelle Obama, which her smile very much out of place:

Always Avoid These
Always avoid the following, I cannot think of any situation when saying them to a person who has
lost someone would be ok:

1. Never Say “Now You Can Live Your Life”
Some deaths can relieve the family of having to look after the deceased. And it’s true that they will
be able to use more of their free time.
However, soon after the death is not the time to talk about the benefits of a death!
To get back to my example: sure my mother was going to be able to travel and enjoy more her own
retirement. And we all knew it. But was I going to say that when my grandmother passed away?
No!
Both because it wouldn’t have felt good in any way for my mother to hear and because it’s quite
disrespectful towards the deceased.

2. Avoid “I Know How You’re Feeling”
You might know how they’re feeling and you might have been in a very similar situation. But it still
feels condescending and egoistical to the bereaved.
You see, they don’t care that you know how they’re feeling.
Notice that “I know how you’re feeling” might sound similar to the previous “this must be hard for
you”, but it’s not. “This must be hard” is about them and paces their reality.
Plus “must be” is a statement/question which they can deny, correct or explain.
“I know how you’re feeling” instead is about you. And it’s a statement. You don’t even know how to
answer to that. Actually, the only sensible answer would make them sound like complete jackasses
(which is, by the way: “no you don’t”).
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3. Avoid “He’s in a Better Place”
Maybe you believe that. Maybe the bereaved believes that.
Maybe it’s even true!
But still when tragedy happens it’s not the time to say it.
People miss their loved ones and don’t want them in a better place, they want them nearby.
Never broach the “he’s in a better place” topic when the wound is still fresh.

4. Avoid “You’ll be Better (Soon)”
That is true, isn’t it?
Of course they’ll be better. Maybe even soon indeed. But again, this is not the time to say it!
Mourning and grieving will take some time and that time has to be respected and honored. Being sad
is part of life and it’s OK. Saying “you’ll be better” feels like you are not respecting their current
feelings.

5. Never Say “If That Happened to Me…”
Then you’d be destroyed. Or you couldn’t handle it. Or maybe you want to make them a compliment
about how strong they are.
DON’T!
This is about them, and saying anything about you feels like you’re trying to steal the show and make
it about you.
And talking about hijacking the conversation, please don’t:

6. Never Talk About Your Concerns
On the funeral people talk.
And they talk about everything. And that’s OK.
It’s also OK to talk about different issues and help the bereaved clear his mind for a while.
But do not, ever, try to pitch, sell or “make it about you” in any way. That’s terribly insensitive and
they will (righteously) resent you for it.
Here’s an example:

SUMMARY
Most people are worried about what to say when someone dies because because they:
1. Are afraid of saying something wrong (as long as you’re sincere you’ll mostly be fine)
2. Think they have to make the other person feel better (it’s the opposite: it’s trying to make them
feel better that is insensitive)
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3. Feel bad being close to someone who’s in so much pain (pain is a part of life and they will most
likely be better eventually)
Your goal when offering your condolences is simply to express sympathy, compassion and/or share
the pain if you do. This article showed you how to do that well.
Also read: how to console someone.
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How to Comfort Someone: 15 Do’s & Don’ts
July 24, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you comfort someone when they tell you they have cancer, when they cry or when they
despair for losing their job?
What do you say or do?
If you have ever been in such a situation, or if you wonder what you should do, this article is for you.
Contents
#1. Listen & Let Them Talk
#2. Use Open Ended Questions
#3. Give Space and Time: Don’t Rush Solutions
#4. Help Save Face: Mention Your Troubles
#5. Criticize Their Critics First
#6. Say You’re Sorry
What to Avoid
1. Using Their Pain to Troubleshoot
2. I told You! And what did I tell you?
3. Assigning Blame
4. Endless Loop Questions
5. Saying they “had it all” (before their mistake)
6. Making Light of It
7. Fixing It
8. “Oh My God” Reactions
9. Empty Platitudes
SUMMARY

#1. Listen & Let Them Talk
Understand this:
We are social animals.
And oftentimes one of the reasons people feel bad about bad news is not just the bad news in itself,
but having to face their social circle with it.
Indeed, people loath judgement and questioning from inept friends.
Spare your friends the judgmental, disapproving, disappointed and questioning tone.
Surprise your friend with some emotional intelligence, instead.
To begin with, ask fewer questions in the beginning and let them volunteer information.
As a matter of fact, help them volunteer information:
Friend: Everyone is blaming me for our break up and my family just can’t let it go. I didn’t
leave him and I do feel bad he’s taking it so poorly. I wish we could have stayed together,
but we were just too different
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You: Too different?
Friend: Yes, I wanted adventure and variety, but he… Bla bla bla
Asking “what are people blaming you for” would put her in a bad defensive mood.
Another mistake here would have been to truncate the conversation before she’s had a chance to
“exculpate herself”.
Let her make her case from an affirmative, positive place, without pushing her on the defensive,
which is what everyone else is doing.

#2. Use Open Ended Questions
Open ended question allow people the freedom to choose what to say. It gives a feeling of being
appreciated for who they are.
Friend: And the owner evicted me
The mistake here would be to ask:
You didn’t pay rent?
That would put your friend on the defensive. If he didn’t pay rent now he needs to say “no I didn’t,
but it was because bla bla bla”.
Instead, you say:
You: How come…
Friend: I was going through a very rough patch back then..
You: I see. And how are you doing now…
Friend: much better! Bla bla bla…
If they are done telling their story the question is great because it allows them to go from “bad
situation” to positive, which is exactly what you want.

#3. Give Space and Time: Don’t Rush Solutions
Giving space and time means:
Listen
Accept silences
Let them cry / be angry / complain
And it means that you:
Don’t force them to “see the positives” too quickly
Don’t tell them how “it’s going to be better” too quickly
Don’t tell them how to fix it too quickly (most likely they’re not ready for the solution)
Don’t rush your solutions and don’t minimize their pain.
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Give them instead space to be sad, silent or even cry.
It’s most effective to change the state of crying people with light banter, smiling and positivity.
But that’s the mentality that you must fix it for them, and that’s not always the case (especially in
relationships).
The option I like most these days is to stay present and near. Maybe rub their shoulder and back a
little bit, as if to say “it will be OK”.
The idea you want to give is that “I’m here for you… As soon as you are ready. But take your time“.
Crying is actually often therapeutic, so don’t sweat it too much.

#4. Help Save Face: Mention Your Troubles
Sometimes people feel bad for a blunder or a particularly embarrassing situation.
An easy way to smooth out the transition from embarrassment to opening up (or to a laugh) is to
share similar stories that happened to you.
Friend: To be honest, it went bad as I involuntary emitted gas and couldn’t recover from
there (cheeks getting red)
You: Damn, I can imagine. I remember when I once involuntary burped in front of the
whole class. God, I wanted to disappear
Friend: Burping is OK…. I farted!
You: LOL, but you should have heard my burp. Godzilla and King Kong should merge into
a single entity to reach half of that resonance
Friend: Ahaha (now she’s already off the hook, back to normal)
Sharing your similar troubles helps to “normalize” any situation and your friend won’t feel anymore
dumb or isolated.

#5. Criticize Their Critics First
This is real next level social finesse.
If someone has been fired, rejected or harshly criticized, they find themselves between a rock (their
ego) and a hard place (their social circle).
If they criticize their own critics, they look like they are complaining and that they are butthurt.
However, and here is the catch, when we don’t criticize those who refused us it feels like endorsing
or justifying them, which is the equivalent of saying “indeed, I do suck and deserve their rejection”.
So there they are, mumbling some BS like “it’s ok to receive criticism”, “it’s great feedback” or, a bit
better, “you can’t appease everyone”.
Help them out from that mental catch 22 and they’ll love you for it. Here’s how you do it:
Friend: Carl broke up with me
You: I’m sorry and I’m glad you seem OK. Can I be honest now? That guy was an asshole,
how did you manage to stay together until now
Friend: God yes! Listen to what he did… Bla bla bla
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Or:
Friend: No, that job thing didn’t work out (embarrassed about it)
You: Mate, what the f*ck were you even doing with those amateurs. I’ve heard that guy
there, what’s his name, the sloppiest of the bunch, he burned through 3 millions without
getting a single client! Is that true.
Friend: Bro, you can’t even imagine how sloppy they are, bla bla bla
You: Idiots! When are you joining us now
When you attack the people that took value away from your friends you show you’re on their side.
And second and most important, you give them permission to let their anger out and be really frank
about what they think.
Now that’s real bonding!
After they’re done venting, they might even turn around and admit their mistakes.
At that point -and only at that point!- it will be sincere.

#6. Say You’re Sorry
For anything you can do little about, like loss in the family or illnesses, these two little words are
your stock answer:
I’m sorry
Then, depending on how they look like or how fresh the loss is, you can add:
And how are you now
If the loss is fresh and obviously painful you don’t want to ask “how are you”. At that point you can
add:
Man, I can imagine it must be hard. I want you to know that whenever you feel like, I am
here for you. When you need to take your mind off, have a blast or simply just talk about it,
I am here.
Then let them decide whether they want to continue the interaction now or at another time.

What to Avoid
I don’t know how your own experience is so far, but in my case, it feels like more people do it wrong
than right.
Here are the most common mistakes when it comes to consoling someone or helping them out:

1. Using Their Pain to Troubleshoot
This happens whenever we want to make sure that we our save. Our questions aim to relieve
ourselves instead of supporting our friend:
You: I lost all my files in my computer. Weeks and weeks of work, I feel like crying
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Clueless: Argh, how could that happen, didn’t you connect your computer to Dropbox
You: no, otherwise I could recover them now
Clueless: oh good, because I have Dropbox and was getting worried, feeew
This is a bit exaggerated to make my point.
Most people would move back to you after they troubleshoot for themselves.
But granted, there are also many who are really that clueless like in the example.

2. I told You! And what did I tell you?
Few things are as annoying as the friend who always saw your problems coming long before they
materialized.
And his close brother: the friend who warned you in advance.
A special place in hell belongs to those who didn’t even warn you, but still say it anyway, just to
make you feel even worse (this is a power move, BTW).
See a funny example from Family Guy:

3. Assigning Blame
And here comes the “you must have done something wrong” type of friend:
You: I just didn’t make it on time to break and rear-ended him. I have troubles moving my
neck now and I’m even out several thousands. Sheeet!
Clueless: Yes, but were you wearing the seat belts?
You: Yes, but the airbag didn’t go off
Clueless: Oh, I see, you didn’t do the regular inspection did you?
You can see clueless here is more intent in assigning blame than supporting.
Some people do it because they refuse to accept that there is also a lot of randomness in life. You
can’t control everything and assure safety.
Living entail risks. Even when you do everything right. Make your peace with it.

4. Endless Loop Questions
I still remember this one like it was yesterday. I was traveling, had slept very little and was having
some stomach flu because of some bad food I had.
This is what Deborah thought would help:
Me: I’m not feeling too well, I might have some light food poisoning
Deborah: You are sick? Why are you sick… You shouldn’t be sick
Me: ….
Those are not real questions.
Asking “why are you sick” puts the omen on them to explain, again, why they are not well. That’s an
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endless loop question: the is no answer more than “ate some bad food”.
And the icing on the cake is: “you shouldn’t be sick”, which made me feel as if I needed to justify
myself for having chosen to get food poison.

5. Saying they “had it all” (before their mistake)
I remember years ago I was working a goodish company in a good position. And of course, like all
conservative parents, my parents weren’t happy to see me leave big corp.
I was having some issues finding a new job and this is how it went:
Me: I’ve been sending applications. It’s not as easy as I thought though..
Dad: (highly complaining tone) Oh dammit, but you had a good job
(implies I made a mistake not holding onto it)
Me: (eye-roll)
Another one could be:
You: All the good guys are married, all the attractive ones are players and all the single
ones are gays
Clueless: What about your ex, he was a good guy, you two were good, why did you leave
him
In this second example Clueless is forcing you to explain yourself and re-defend your choice.
Chances are you won’t stay good friends for long like that.

6. Making Light of It
Trying to relieve them of their pain too early is another common mistake.
People will get better, but they don’t wanna hear you telling them. Or at least, not so soon.
It makes people feel like you’re not appreciating their difficulties and that you think they are being
weak.
And don’t ever say “it could have been X”:

7. Fixing It
John Gray calls men “mr. Fix it”.
And he is not wrong: it’s often men who fall for the “I need to fix their problem” attitude.
But when you think you can fix their problems in two seconds you are actually saying that you think
they’re incompetent.
And they might be incompetent! But people still don’t want you to make them feel that way (read
How to Win Friends).
I have a friend who always does it:
Clueless: and what did I tell you? Now this is what you do. You go there and tell him
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X,Y,Z
Me: Hmm that’s not a bad idea (mental note: last time I talk to this guy)
Fixing people’s issue is patronizing AF. It doesn’t make you come across as more incompetent. It
makes you come across as socially inept.

8. “Oh My God” Reactions
“Oh my God reactions” are exaggerated reactions to bad news.
Look at this example:
You: no, Frank won’t be coming tonight because we are not together anymore
Clueless: oh myyy God!! are you serious??
You: yes… (A bit peeved, doesn’t know what to add) it was consensual
Clueless: but you were such a great couple!!
You: Well, it looked like, but..
Clueless: How did that happen!!
You: (look around, then loud) is there are any other seat available? I’d like to move
You will notice here that the “Oh my God” reaction is coupled with way too many questions that
push you into defending yourself and your decision.
People facing difficult times need support, not a barrage of questions that makes it harder for them.

9. Empty Platitudes
Please avoid any of the following platitudes:
Everything happens for a reason
What doesn’t break you make you stronger!
It’s always darkest before sunrise. You’ll be happy this happened
And anything God or destiny related:
God doesn’t give anything to those who can’t handle it
It’s in God’s plan
Trust me, even the most God fearing person would be hard pushed not to tell you where to put your
God’s platitudes.

SUMMARY
Comforting someone when they’re feeling down is an important skill in the social master’s arsenal.
This article, inspired by the wonderful book There Is no Good Card for This, taught how to properly
console and support a friend.
Once you have listened and let them off the hook, then you can start moving towards a more positive
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attitude.
And we will focus on that in the next post.
Also read:
Rescuing friends from socially awkward situations
Defending friends from social assault
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How to Build Deep Emotional Connection
July 31, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This world desperately needs men and women who can build an emotional connection.
Without generalizing, this is a world with a vast oversupply of people who scream “me, me, me”,
people who crave to be heard, to be recognized, to be liked and seen.
Entitled people like this do not know how to connect with others.
This leaves millions who are starved for a human connection. And provides provides you with a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
IF you learn how to bond and connect.
Which is what you are going to do here.
Emotional bond between man and woman holding hands
Contents
Developing Emotional Connection
#1. Make People Comfortable to Open Up
#2. Be Empathic and Non-Judgmental
#3. Alternate Depth and Humor
#3. Let Them Speak, Don’t Fix Them
#4. Let the Bond Develop Naturally
#5. Joke and Laugh Together
#6. Build “Us VS The World”
#7. Label and Cement the Emotional Connection
#8. Do Something Crazy and Adventurous
#9. Spend a Whole Perfect Day Together
Fundamentals of Deep Connection
SUMMARY

Developing Emotional Connection
Here’s, step-by-step, how you develop a deep emotional connection with someone:

#1. Make People Comfortable to Open Up
A study by Arthur Aron showed that asking and sharing intimate stories made people feel closer and
more connected.
And the best way to encourage people to share personal stories and drop the mask, is to make them
feel comfortable to talk.
Makes sense, right?
But how do you do it?
Here is how you draw people out:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Ask personal and/or deep questions as if it were the most normal thing in the world
Listen without judging, nod and make them feel understood
Share back your own story, similar or showing similar attitudes and/or results and feelings
Rinse and repeat

That simple.
Of course, the process takes some social skills and emotional dexterity to execute well.
But you can learn it.

If They Don’t Want to Open Up
In a few cases people might be uncomfortable with deep questions.
That’s OK, you might have gone too far, they might be very uptight or it’s too soon and they don’t
trust you enough just yet.
If they push back, this is what you do then:
1. Stay nonplussed saying they’re very normal questions (you hold your frame that “it’s
normal, all is fine”)
2. Answer the question yourself first to show there’s nothing wrong with the topic
If still they dig their heels, which is very rare, this might be the case that you are not comfortable
yourself yet, or you are not projecting an aura of sincerity (read chapter below).
If that’s the case, not all is lost yet. Step back to “safer” chit chat and go deeper again later on.

Internalize That Going Deep is Normal
To execute this part correctly, you have to believe in your core that asking deep questions is normal.
Asking and sharing deep topics is the only way with which you are truly getting to know people.
And the only way you can build deep emotional connections.
All else is a waste of air.
Whenever someone pushes back on me, I usually reply:
What else should we be talking about, the weather outside?
This is how people get to know each, this is what matters to people.
And that’s how I usually old the frame of reference and acquire social power.

Example: How Emotional Connection Looks Like
This is an example of a deep conversation with two people both trusting each other.
This is how a healthy deep connection looks like in the beginning of a love story:
I bet they are both mind-blown by the level of emotionally deep conversation they are having.
Both thinking “my God, I’ve never opened up so much with anyone else”. And they both feel a
“special connection”.
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#2. Be Empathic and Non-Judgmental
See the deep back and forth in the example above?
That only happens when there is a lot of rapport and people trust each other.
Which, in turn, only happens when people feel free of judgement and accepted for who they are.

#3. Alternate Depth and Humor
These days, everyone says you should move beyond chit chat and small talk. And that’s true.
However the mistake that many do -and that certainly I was doing- is that of going deep… And then
staying there for too long.
There are two issues with staying too deep too long:
1. It can feel invasive: Too deep and too personal without a respite, it can feel potentially
invasive. This is especially an issue for those who forget to share about themselves
2. It can feel suffocating: if you stay too deep, too long, you risk that at a certain point it will feel
“too much”. Too serious, too dark, or too grave. People also want to have fun.
What will happen eventually is that the conversation will sputter, the spell will break and neither of
you will know how to save it.
You both will simply know that you had some magic for a while… But now it’s gone.
The solution?
Alternate!
Imagine your conversation is like a free diving experience. Sometimes you must come up for air
again before going deep again.
Alternatively, you can go deep without ever getting “serious”, but keeping humor whole throughout.
Just like in Before Sunrise:
They share very personal stories about themselves and “who they are”, but they do so in a very light
and fun-loving fashion.

The Early Emotional Wall: A Great Technique
Notice what happens at 2:09.
There Ethan first stops short of telling everything about his private life.
He (pretends?) to be a bit too shy to talk about it.
This is a great, great technique.
If he had said everything right away, he would have come across as if he was open to everyone.
If instead he refuses to say everything early on but does open up later, he communicates he has
standards and only opens up to a selected few.
That makes him a high quality man while at the same complimenting her.
I also use this technique often.
For example, I refuse to tell my age to women I have just met. And I always refuse to give a straight
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answer to the omnipresent question if “I have ever dated a girl from her country”.

#3. Let Them Speak, Don’t Fix Them
When they’re about to open up, that’s when you must hold your horses.
Don’t talk about yourself just yet, don’t interrupt and, God forbid, don’t try to fix them.
Before going into details, look at this video first.
What do you notice?
Did you notice her fear is fully irrational, and makes no sense?
Notice how Ethan Hawke does the opposite of what most men would do. Such as:
1. Injecting “rationality”
He doesn’t say something stupid, like “planes are safer”.
Oh yes, Sherlock, are they? Really?
Talking about fears, people don’t want to be be told “the truth” or what’s “rational”.
They want to be understood, and they want to feel accepted.
The “truth” doesn’t matter.
2. Fixing it
Also notice he doesn’t try to fix either her or her situation.
He doesn’t say how she can overcome the fear of death and flying, or that she could drive.
Or, even worse, that “he believes in her and yes, she can do it”.
Notice instead how he is the epitome of full acceptance.
He just says:
I bet
Awesome.
That’s the kind of man she feels like she can say anything to without being judged (and of course it
doesn’t hurt that he’s handsome).
3. Using Vulnerabilities to Look Cool
Last but not least, some men exploit vulnerability as their occasion to look cooler and do some alpha
male posturing.
Fixing it, injecting rationality or looking cool by contrast, are common ways with which men destroy
any true bonding.
For example, they might say:
Doofus: Ehehe OK. I love planes instead. The more the turbulence, the more I sleep.
I’m not afraid of death anyway…
How is she supposed to feel after someone exploits her vulnerability to parades his “superiority”?
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That’s a form of social climbing, and she won’t open up again any time soon.

#4. Let the Bond Develop Naturally
Trying to force the connection is a common mistake.
Bootman says that to make people fall in love, you have to repeat “me too” as often as possible and
as quickly as possible.
Well, I disagree.
I think that’s utter nonsense. Forcing a connection early almost always will link you to superficial
elements of the personality.
Just imagine the following:
You: Maybe we can get an ice cream, what do you think. I love their pistachio ice cream
Her: Me too, I love pistachio!
You: Especially pistachio ice cream with a cone, cones are awesome
Her: Me too, I love cones!
Can you think of a more childlike way of connecting with someone?
Instead, you want to give time to people to come out of their shell and then connect. Then it will be a
deep connection.
The following sentence is also a common mistake people make in trying to force a connection:
I know how you feel
It’s annoying for people to hear and it can spectacularly backfire when you haven’t taken the time to
really understand them.
See here an example:
He jumps in early with “I know how you feel” and builds his own castle on completely wrong
foundations.
That will dispel any doubt in her that there might be any connection at all between them.
And it’s not just me.
Relationship researcher John Gottman says you don’t get any brownie points for “guessing their
feelings right” and you should stop any mind-reading efforts. They’ll be grateful you give them the
time to do so themselves.

#5. Joke and Laugh Together
Did you think connecting emotionally was all about “deep talk” and sharing childhood trauma?
Absolutely not!
The art of charm says you shouldn’t use humor to emotionally connect with someone.
That’s not fully correct. You shouldn’t only use humor, but laughing together is an extremely
powerful way to connect with people.
It releases oxytocin and, even more importantly, it says you share similar personalities. Laughing
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together, to use the words of an ex girlfriend of mine, communicates that you “ride the same wave”.

Unique Humor Bonds You The Most
Notice that the more abstract and weird the humor is, the more you two are bonded.
Laughing watching a comedy together is good, but if you can laugh about the “killer penguin” story
you just made up, it’s even more powerful.
The made up “killer penguin” story creates an “us” bubble and underlines even more powerfully that
you two truly surf the same (humorous) wave.

Politically Incorrect Humor
Politically incorrect humor gets you closer because you don’t usually use it publicly.
It implicitly underlines you two trust each other, that you are both open minded and that you like to
poke fun at the world.
Sometimes I make it a point of being racier and raw early on indeed: PC is for acquaintances. The
“real” you with all its quirks and kinks is where real emotional connection takes place.

#6. Build “Us VS The World”
I remember a late morning of a few years ago.
Me an my ex girlfriend were sitting on a bench after she had spent the night at my place.
We sat in front of a small green lawn, watching dogs and people play around while we made fun of
the world that lay in front of our eyes.
This is very powerful.
When you look at the world as if it was you two peeking from a window, you are communicating
“that’s the world… and here it’s us“.
Little later she blurted out, something like this:
Her: It feels as if it’s just the two of us in the world
That was the moment I knew she was falling hopelessly in love.

Example: “US VS The World”
Here is a good example from Family Guy (Steve McFarlan is an acute observer of the human
condition):

#7. Label and Cement the Emotional Connection
Remember the example above, when my ex girlfriend said she felt “as if there was only the two of us
in the world?”.
Now if I wanted to cement that emotion, I would have paused and then added something like:
I think we really have a special connection. I am very glad we met.
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And then maybe moved a bit closer or put an arm around her.
Why would you do that?
Because emotions are fleeting and by labeling them, you strengthen them and crystallize them.
It’s also very leader-like, as most people are afraid of talking about connection, bond and emotions.
Instead, you’re not. And if she confirms, it becomes official.

Example: Officializing Your Emotional Bond
Again from this wonderful movie:
Him: I wish I had met you earlier, I really like talking to you
Her: Yeah, me too
That’s textbook labeling and cementing guys.
Labeling increases both the power and duration of your emotional connection.

#8. Do Something Crazy and Adventurous
Doing anything exciting or mildly risky is a well known way of producing the same chemicals in our
body responsible for attraction and infatuation.
It works wonders in romantic settings, but also deepens with the bond with same sex, straight
individuals.
This is why war commandos often develop a strong camaraderie.
Here is another classic movie (The Dreamers):
Nothing too crazy, but exactly what makes a love story memorable.

#9. Spend a Whole Perfect Day Together
We have so far reviewed quite a few videos from “Before Sunrise”.
Well, one of the things that makes “Before Sunrise” a textbook example of a deep emotional
connection is the fact they spend a whole night together.
When you spend lots of time together, changing venues and having several difference experience, it
feels like a time distortion field.
It feels both like you’ve just met, and like you’ve known each other for a long time.
It’s an explosive cocktail, which makes people think “all of my life, where have you been”.
The fact that you don’t know each other for a long time (or never knew each other so deeply), creates
a contrast that is at the basis of what’s often referred to as “whirlwind romance”.
One of these days I’ll make an article focused on how to engineer whirlwind romance.
For now, let’s dig into the mindset of creating deep emotional connections before we wrap up:
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Fundamentals of Deep Connection
This is the mindset you to reliably build emotional connections:
I believe that getting to know the real person behind our masks is the only way to properly
communicate and interact with people.
Once you internalize that mindset, the next steps are the “courage” and spontaneity of the execution:
1. Make yourself into a person who is not ashamed of talking about deep and personal topics.
2. Overcome the fear of asking deep questions early on in the conversation
3. Become a conversationalist and learn the technicalities of managing the flow
Once you put all three in place, you will be shocked at how quickly and reliably you can develop
deep emotional bonds.
Because here is the truth about this world:
Most people are more scared and more lonely than they care to admit.
And we all long for someone who comes along and listens with empathy and without
judging us.
It’s not really about making people open up.
Because they want to do it.
It’s more about giving them free space to do so. And they will love you for it.

SUMMARY
Deep connection is an intertwining of souls and it’s supremely pleasurable, whether it’s in romantic
settings or social ones.
Learning to go deep and develop emotional connections will take your social skills to the next level.
Further reading:
Emotional bond in relationships
Emotional intimacy in relationships
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10 Games Men Play, And How to Handle Them
August 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Why do men play mind games with women?
The answer is very simple: some men play games because they believe those games will help them
get laid sooner rather than later.
This article will show you the games men play, and how you can handle a man who plays games.
By the end of this post, you will learn how to bring a gun, to the male mind games’ knife fight.
Contents
#1. The Bait and Switch Game
Handling The Bait and Switch
#2. The Adventurer Game
How to Handle It
#3. The “I Never Date X” Game
How to Handle It
#4. The Chameleon Game (AKA: “We’re So Alike”)
How to Handle It
4.2. The “I Like What You Like” Version
#5. The “My Girlfriend” Game
How to Handle It
#6. The “I Can Help You” Game
How to Handle It
#6. Games of Chicken
#7. The Casually Planned Date Game
How to Handle It
#8. “Beauty is Common” Game
8.2. The “Great Sex Provider” Variation
#9. Lowering Your Self Esteem Games
How to Handle It
9.2. The “Dread Games”
#10. The Average Joe Games
How to Handle Men Who Play Games
The Good Types of Dating Games
The Bad Types of Games
SUMMARY

#1. The Bait and Switch Game
The bait is showing interest first, then switching with (fake) disinterest.
Not proudly, I’ve been doing it myself a few times recently.
Not really to play dating mind games, but because I’m driven and busy with my stuff. And I lose
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interest if I don’t see reciprocated interest and/or if the first date is not hot enough to make us lovers.
However, some men might use this one on you in an effort to make you chase.
Here is how it looks like:
Men will play this game most often when they’re very busy on their mission, when they are only
mildly interested, or when they already have several women that occupy their time (or a combination
of the 3)
This one also leverages the time tested technique of mixed signals.
It first sends the signal he had a good time, but then never follows up, sending the signal he’s not that
interested.
That vacuum also leads her to invest more and more mental cycles on him, which only gets her more
and more hooked.

Handling The Bait and Switch
A basic rule of life:
Never consider anything real until it’s real.
Words are never real. They are warm air (in person) and a bunch of meaningless bytes (in texts).
Actions speak: is he taking you out, is he texting you, is he supporting you?
Also, make sure to work on yourself: these games always work best on fragile egos.

#2. The Adventurer Game
This is a dating game that has been growing in popularity.
The plan is to present himself as adventurer, globetrotters or any sort of label that evokes excitement
and the idea of a girl in every port.
Men use it based on the idea that women slow things down with potential boyfriend candidates (and
be the Madonna in his Madonna/whore dichotomy complex. check that article too on why late sex is
sometimes a good idea).
But, and here’s what they try to angle for, women will move much quicker to bed if they know that
he will never be their boyfriend… And if he is exciting.
It’s not a bad idea, also considering all dating books for women suggest to indeed let him wait for sex
–a strategy I don’t fully agree with-.

Very common in online dating
This game works well in online dating.
While traveling years ago I had a Tinder description precisely tailored to portray the “roguish” image
of an adventurer.
I described myself as a free-spirit traveling the world, a man who didn’t like chatting but preferred to
enjoy human connections in person, and a fun-loving daredevil who was happy to share adventures
with some local women, as long as they were “cool” (ie.: “DTF”).
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Something like this:
“unforgettable memories” often were not-so-unforgettable, basic hookups at my place designed to be
quick and low-investment
Worked like a charm.
Also read:
What to ask to spot a player
The psychology of the player
7 signs of fuc*boys

How to Handle It
Whenever a guy introduces himself as an adventurer, a globetrotter or such… Laugh at his face.
And if you want to go overboard, you can say this:
You’re like the 10th guy who says that in the last two days. I think it’s insecure of a man to
have to sell himself so hard
Then watch how quickly a pricked hot balloon can scuttle running for cover.
This woman also had an interesting approach to blowing the cover of my game:
With “hoping you’re not a “poser”, she is using inverse psychology to make me prove myself to her,
drop the “adventurer” mask, and be more “real”. Not bad.

#3. The “I Never Date X” Game
If you’re a brunette, he might say:
I only date blondes
If you’re white, he might say:
I like black women
The idea here is that people want what they cannot have, which is in part true (Cialdini).
And by writing you off and pretending you can’t have him, he is hoping to turn the tables on you and
make you chase.

How to Handle It
LOL get ready ladies, this one is a real blast.
The best move here is doing the exact same back to him, only a tad meaner:
Him: I only date blondes
You: Oh, really, usually blondes like other blonde men. No offense, but can you find any as
a balding dark haired man
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Him: I like black women, they are X
You: Can you actually find black women? They like muscular guys…
The trick is to NOT sound mean. You should say these like you’re really worried for him. As if to say
“poor you, can you really find any of those girls you like?“.
He’ll be thrown off and chances are high, very high, that he will reply with something like this:
Yes, of course I can…
No, they also like thin guys…
In either case, he is now proving himself to you.

#4. The Chameleon Game (AKA: “We’re So Alike”)
The sexual chameleon does what a chameleon does:
He adapts.
The sexual chameleon feigns interest in your same passions and pursuits, and seeks to be just like the
person you dream to date.
If your ex was an abusive asshole, the chameleon is kind and supportive. If your ext was a spineless
too nice guy, the chameleon will act strong and decisive.
Here’s a quick story as an example:
I remember 4-5 years ago, sitting at the clinic and waiting for our turn. We had just met the day
before and she was leaving the city on that exact same day.
So I helped her out to get a pill of the day after to make up for a broken condom. It was the third
condom, but still.. You only need one sperm to get someone pregnant.
Anyway, as we waited, she was showing me the pictures of this art gallery she had been to.
One image was a big wall in red paint. Nothing else, just a big wall in red paint.
I looked at it thinking it was meaningless, but didn’t say anything.
At that point, she blurted out:
Her: But… You don’t really like art
At that moment I realized I must have given the wrong impression the day before.
Read more on how to develop a deep connection.

How to Handle It
First off:
Don’t think that all chemistries and commonalities are manipulations. You would lose your
spontaneity and not everything is a game.
But at the same time, always reserve final judgment until you see concrete proofs.
To uncover the “we’re alike” game, throw him some curveballs:
You: Everybody loves X because he’s good, possibly one of my favorite. What do you
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think of him
X is either someone almost unknown, or a made-up name. You preface it with “everyone loves X” so
that you will make it more difficult for him to admit he doesn’t really know him.
If he bites saying he also loves him, he’s trying hard to position himself as a kindred soul.

4.2. The “I Like What You Like” Version
A similar game is to present himself like what he thinks she wants.
Or going for a stereotypical “great guy image” he thinks will surely make an effect.
Here is an example from Sex And the City (before he started a fight of course):

#5. The “My Girlfriend” Game
This is dangerous for women looking for a relationship.
And it’s mostly women who have a policy of “making him wait for sex” that will encounter it (delay
sex like this if you really must).
So what does do?
He might want to try to give you what you want as quickly as possible so he can get what he wants.
How is he going to do that?
He will call you his girlfriend.
The idea is to make you believe you reached your (alleged) goal of being in a relationship so that you
can now “safely” have sex.
Not all men will disappear after sex and not all men play this game with malice, so don’t next him
just becuase he calls you his girlfriend before sex.
However, it’s a possibility you should consider.
Look for signs of unreliability, a lack of past long term relationships and a pattern of lies, however
small they might be.

How to Handle It
Say that you would prefer not using labels until it’s official and mutually agreed that you two are
together.
Don’t say it in a mean way of course, and the more you like him, the warmer you want to be with
your delivery.
And make sure you do it privately as anything similar in public would be a major embarassment for
him.

#6. The “I Can Help You” Game
Many men who read on dating advice will not play this one because they are afraid of investing too
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much (same as most women, after all).
However, smarter men do know that the ability of offering help is actually both extremely endearing
and attractive -only men with an abundance of connection, socially skills and resources can help-.
You can see a texting example here.
There is also a powerful, subconscious effect where you feel that to “fully unlock” that offer of help,
you might have to give him back something first.
Since you probably don’t have any connections or knowledge that he doesn’t have already… Gosh
what is it that he hopes you will give him?

How to Handle It
Again, words are as cheap as air pollution in Bejing.
Let him come up with the facts instead and tell him:
Thank you very much, I’d love to meet this great connection. When can you introduce us?
Then stay out of contact until he makes that intro.

#6. Games of Chicken
Games of chicken are power games to get the upper hand in the relationship.
Games of chicken threaten to bring down the whole relationship unless she commits, invests or
chases.
When she crumbles and eventually follows through, she submits and gives him the reins of the
relationship -or, at least, more power-.
In a committed relationship, threatening to break up is a form of game of chicken (albeit women play
that more often).
Early in dating, simply not replying to a text can be a game of chicken.
In this example, it was a tit-for-tat type of game as she obviously misbehaved by canceling on the
same day with this weak a*s apology:
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If she was
playing a power game first… She lost it.
By the time she came around, the power was all in my side and.. I had already mentally moved past
her.
The only date I was willing to offer at that point was “come over and we’ll cook something together”
type of date.
This is one of the reasons why I strongly recommend women to play little “chase me games“: they
mostly work with non-busy, lower quality men and drive away all the cool ones (read more mistakes
in biggest dating mistakes women commit).

#7. The Casually Planned Date Game
This isn’t really a “bad mind game”, but it’s still good for you to know about.
He will carefully plan the date to make it seem spontaneous but instead design it to increase the
chances of you two having sex.
Some examples:
Doing some exciting (excitement rubs off as sexual attraction)
Changing several venues and ending up close to his place
Pretending to do something “spontaneously crazy” but actually planned

How to Handle It
Tell him:
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You: oh what a coincidence, we went through all these places and now we are just near
your apartment. Isn’t that neat, John.
Could it be that it’s not really a coincidence, John?
Say it not in a mean way but as if you wanted to say “you naughty boy” or “how random, eh?”
You just want to test how he reacts.
Now a man who doesn’t play too many games will either come out and say there is nothing wrong
with that or, even better, reply with something like this:
Well, honestly, I don’t think the real question is whether or not I laid out a plan to end up
near my place. Maybe I did, but isn’t that the man’s job anyway?
But what’s important here is that I do am having a good time with you Julie and that’s why
I’m inviting you. Because I DO NOT invite just about anyone, Julie.
It’s two minutes away and we’re just going for a drink. So shall we go now.

#8. “Beauty is Common” Game
He’s trying to paint himself as both experienced, deep and interested in your personality.
Maybe you tease him he is only looking for sex, or that he is a fuckboy.
And as an answer, he will launch on a tirade that while “beauty is common”, he is looking for
something deeper as well.
Both sub-communications work heavily in his favor.
He communicates pre-selection (other beautiful women probably wanted him) and that he can
appreciate you for who you are on top of whatever flashy thing you got (big boobs, shiny hair etc.).
Of course it will be true for some guys.
But it’s a tiny, tiny minority.
And even those, they would most likely bang you anyway even without the “attractive personality”.
Women tend to believe this game not because they’re gullible, but because that’s actually how they
think, and thus believe that (at least some) men will feel the same.
However, I am sorry to break the news for you: 95% of the times you hear that sentence, it’s a crock.
And chances are high he’s a fuckboy.
The other 4% of the times the guy has been around so much and he is so experienced that indeed
beauty has become his new normal -but chances are it’s now a minimum requirement for him-.
In 1% of the cases, you might have stumbled upon real gold. It’s rare, but not impossible.

8.2. The “Great Sex Provider” Variation
Another variation is to go straight for the sexual and to position himself like a sexual God, promising
great sex, orgasms and a guilt-free, full fun experience.
Feel free to go for this one if you are so inclined -just be aware of the game, and that the great sex
might or might not be true in the end-.
And now the worst kind of mind games men play:
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#9. Lowering Your Self Esteem Games
Some of the early pick-up artists, among whom was Neil Strauss, used what they call “the “neg”. The
neg meant delivering a back-handed compliment or a light insult.
Why would they do it?
The idea to lower the woman’s self-esteem and make her chase him to regain his approval.
Is it effective?
Sometimes it can be.
But it’s an inherently low-level game because it gives for granted that the woman is superior and he
has to take her down a notch to have a chance.
It was also relatively easy for socially skilled women to see behind these games.
However, and here’s the twist, lowering your self-esteem can happen in many ways, some of which
can be very subtle and even unconscious.
Here are some examples:
You say you go to the gym, he grabs your forearm and says “really”
You say you are full, he puts a hand on your belly and says “sure you are”
You say you don’t like exercising, he replies “why not, my ex loved staying in shape”

How to Handle It
This is one of the most insidious mind games men play and you should take it very seriously.
Low self-esteem leads to a pattern of self destructive relationships.
This game is indeed the hallmark of abusive men, and abusive men can only give you one
thing: abusive relationships.
I have a whole article on how to play the same games back on him. But I recommend you drop the
games here and focus on finding out if he’s a man you must avoid.
Say something like this:
Look, maybe you meant it as a joke. And it can be funny, in a way. However, it’s the
second time you do it and I’m worried that this is a trend.
You see, these types of jokes make people feel self-conscious and unworthy.
I see relationship as mutually supportive, and this is not how a mutually supportive
relationship works.
You probably wouldn’t think it’s funny if I joked about you being weak or having a small
penis, would you?
That’s why I am asking you to please avoid these types of jokes designed to make me feel
bad.
Then watch his behavior.
If he keeps playing these games, you might want to reassess if he’s the right partner for you.
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9.2. The “Dread Games”
A subset of the “lowering self-esteem” games are the so-called “dread games”.
Dread games consist of keeping her in fear so that he can keep control of the relationship.
How to keep her in fear?
One or a mix of the following:
Never fully commit
Flirt with other women in front of her
Triangulation games (see “The Art of Seduction“)
Talk about “hot exes”
You can see here an example played on a friend of mine by her current boyfriend:
Did he really have so well-endowed exes? Who knows. Sure it’s helping him keep her on the edge
though
You can play the same back in what I call “my studdy exes game”, see “how to make him value
more“.
Sadly, there is a subset of the male population in The Red Pill, a group often bordering on the
misogynists, who purposefully learn how to play dread games.
For men, please see “how to move beyond The Red Pill” and become true leaders who don’t need to
lower her self esteem.
Needless to say, these games lead to truly toxic relationships.
Sociopaths also play them, so also see: “are you dating a sociopath?“.

#10. The Average Joe Games
We have reviewed a few popular mind games men play in dating.
However, the most common and widespread games are the ones you are probably already familiar
with.
And they include:
Exaggerating the depths of his feelings
This truly seems like a bottom feeder game to me, and yet in Buss’ survey 71% of men admitted of
having exaggerated the depth of their feelings to have sex with a woman.
Appearing better than he is (richer, smarter, cooler…)
At the extreme are the men who will rent out a car or borrow to show off resources they don’t have.
These are some of the lowest quality games that should immediately ring “low quality man” bells in
your head.
Low quality “I’m alpha” games
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These are all the overly flashy attention-grabbing tools he uses. Noisy cars, loud stereos,
backslapping with his friends.. Or even starting fights (smartest way to get girls, ever, eye rolls).
Appearing better than he is (richer, smarter, cooler… )
At the extreme are the men who will rent out a car or borrow to show off resources they don’t have.
These are some of the lowest quality games that should immediately ring “low quality man” bells in
your head.
“Buttering up” compliments
Gushing compliments about your sexiness, tastes or personality are an example of low level
“buttering up compliments”.
Usually, it’s either inexperienced men or men who are “love bombing” her, which can be a sign
you’re dating a sociopath.
Other times, buttering up compliments are obvious attempts at getting something from you (quid pro
quod games):

How to Handle Men Who Play Games
How you handle a man who plays games depends on the type of games he plays.
We could argue that we all play games.
Games are nothing but “marketing” of our product. Putting make-up is a sort of game, choosing what
dress to wear is a sort of game. And of course, waiting before replying to his texts, or thinking what
he meant and how to reply are also games.
Playing no games at all would mean telling the truth and nothing but the truth. And only the social
outcasts and the mentally ill do that.
As long as both people’s interests align, a bit of games to reach results might not only be OK, but
also a sign of social skills and an indicator of quality.
So here is your rule of thumb on how to handle a man who plays games:
If his games are neutral, or value-adding, let him. Games are a sign of effort, and it means
he is puting effort in the courtship.
If his games are value-subtracting, confront him or cut him loose.
If you decide to confront him, whether or not you will keep him depends on how he reacts. If he
repents and stops, that’s a great sign.
If he denies or doubles down on his games, that’s the sign you need to move on.

The Good Types of Dating Games
Thinks twice about what he texts so that he comes across well
Schedules and leads the date in a way that helps the two of you to get together
Makes you invest in the relationship as much as he does (something you should help him
achieve!)
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Failing to entertain bad behavior (my game of chicken above was one such example)

The Bad Types of Games
Dating games are a bad sign in all these situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Games only benefit him
Mind games are actively damaging you
You can’t get to know the real him because there’s way too many games
When it’s all games and little substance

For the last one, think of the English proverb all sizzle, no stake. In Italian it’s even better, and it
would be this:
Much smoke, but no meat on the fire
The smoke is the games.
When the smoke serves to cover up the lack of talent, resources, and personality, then they are bad
types of dating games.
But when games are used instead to stoke the pleasure and excitement for the upcoming high-quality
meat, then it’s all good.

SUMMARY
Games men play in dating are not always and necessarily bad.
Your task is to tell apart the low-quality game players from those who use some games to benefit
both of you.
This article gave you an overview of the topic and a few specific games men play.
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Oscars 2017 Mistake: Learning Leadership From Weak
Leaders
August 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you remember the 2017 Oscars mistake where La La Land was wrongly awarded the oscar?
Much has been said and shown about that evening indeed, but nothing noteworthy when it comes to
psychology, sociology and proper social behavior.
This article will review the 2017 Oscars mistake from our usual The Power Moves perspective.
Contents
Warren Beatty Oscar Mistakes
1. Crumbles Under Pressure
2. Gives Card to Faye Dunaway
3. Relinquishes The Stage
4. Doesn’t Own Mistake
Jimmy Kimmel: Meh
Joke’s on You Type of Joke
Jordan Horowitz Oscars Mistake
Overpowering Bully
Robs Beatty of The Chance of Making Amends
Oscars Mistake Lessons Learned
SUMMARY

Warren Beatty Oscar Mistakes
First of all, let’s start with Warren Beatty, the main presenter.
He is the one that made the mistake and he is the one that came off the worst out of it. Not because he
made the mistake, of course, but because of how he behaved both before and, even more, after.
Let’s see:

1. Crumbles Under Pressure
First of all, when Beatty sees the card, he realizes something is wrong.
However, instead of making sure he’s going to do the right thing, he vacillates and looks indecisive.
Probably he felt the pressure of the whole auditorium waiting for the winner, including Faye
Dunaway standing besides and prodding him to go ahead.
Usually, it’s better to double check and make sure than letting the people around rush you into
something. Even if you realize everything was correct, you haved really looked bad or “wasted time”:
people will actually enjoy the little diversion.
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2. Gives Card to Faye Dunaway
This might have happened because Beatty wasn’t unsure and maybe he felt safer with a second brain
double checking the information.
However, after the events, it’s only normal people will think he was simply passing the hot potato so
he could shift the blame.
As a leader you should actively avoid any behavior which will make you look like you are setting up
others to take the blame for you. As Simon Sinek says in Leaders Eat Last, the only job of a leader is
taking care of his team.

3. Relinquishes The Stage
What I found to be the biggest mistake of all though is how he reacted after they eventually found out
there was a mistake.
Even if it was live, even if it was being watched by millions.. A mistake like that means little, really.
And if you fix it and own it you gain power and respect, not lose it.
However, Beatty doesn’t fix, address or own the mistake in any way. He stays away from the
microphone as Jordan Horowitz takes the lead like a bull(y) in a China shop.
Beatty also never seems willing to reclaim his microphone to make amends. Again, he stays in the
background looking fearful and indecisive.
This was the moment the stage needed him to stand strong in his position of a leader.
And instead he relinquishes it and allows someone else to take over (and do a bad job at it).

4. Doesn’t Own Mistake
Finally, when he meekly returns to the microphone, he looks defensive and apologetic.

Jimmy Kimmel: Meh
Jimmy Kimmel was the second in command.
And he does do better than Beatty.
He is the one who reclaims the microphone from Horowitz and he does what anyone should do in
these cases: cracking a joke (he references a similar mistake at Miss Universe 2015)
That was gold: cracking a joke to release the tension.
However, little later, he makes another joke, this time a rather bad one:

Joke’s on You Type of Joke
When from the side he screams to Beatty:
Warren, what did you do!
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That’s one of those bad types of jokes. It’s bad because it puts the whole pressure on Beatty,
implying he did a mistake. Instead of helping, this is type of jokes puts people down.
It points at Warren as the scapegoat, and that’s not how most people enjoy laughing because,
unconsciously, everyone understands what’s wrong with that.
What did you do!
This is, after all, another attempt as social climbing at the expense of someone else.

Jordan Horowitz Oscars Mistake
Jordan Horowitz took over after Beatty’s mistake as the leader of the pack.
He was very dominant, but way too forcefully.

Overpowering Bully
He takes the microphone, calls people on stage, literally takes the card out of Beatty’s hands and even
announces the actual winner :S.
There are times when it’s best to be a leader and times when it’s best to be smart enough to enable a
leader to lead well.
Horowitz should have gone for the latter here because Beatty was the leader, and not him. He should
have helped Beatty re-take the lead and supported him in making up for his mistake.
Instead he hijacks Beatty’s role like a bull(y) in a China shop.

Robs Beatty of The Chance of Making Amends
It’s a very dic*head behavior in my opinion because not only he behaves like a proper bully, but also
because robs Beatty of the chance of quickly owning and making up for his mistake.
If Beatty had taken the microphone first thing after realizing of his mistake, he could have come out
of it neutrally. If he had been able to crack a good joke and own it well, he would have come out even
better off.
Horowitz instead contributed to make Beatty look timid and fearful.
Horowitz might not have won that Oscar, but nobody can take away from him the prize of ahole of
the night :).

Oscars Mistake Lessons Learned
1. Stand the pressure to get it right
The reason why Beatty made the mistake he made is that he gave in to the pressure of announcing the
winner.
Undecided on whether to double check or bow to the pressure, he bowed to the pressure.
If you’re in a similar position, prioritize getting it right instead of going with the flow.
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2. Take the responsibility for risky move
In hindsight, after we know what happened, Beatty looked really poor for having passed the letter to
Dunaway.
It feels like he wanted to cover his as* in case something went wrong.
That’s the opposite of what a leader should do.
3. fix the mistake
Own your mistake, apologies, take responsibility and whenever you can, fix it.
If not, owning an apologizing are more than enough.
A mistake you own and take responsibility for will make you look better than if you had never done
any mistake. Guaranteed.
4. Push the bully away
And now finally to the main social power move lesson learned.
The host owns the stage.
And if it’s your stage, it’s your duty to manage the stage.
When some bully hijacks it, you must reclaim it.
It doesn’t matter if he’s younger, stronger, taller, balder or angrier.
If you’re the host, it’s your duty to be the host.
Beatty should have walked towards the microphone and grabbed it. If Jordan Horowitz was still
standing there, he should have lightly pushed him away.
If it sounds too much to you, it’s all a question of attitudes.
You are the host, you’ve done a mistake, YOU must fix it and correct. It’s your moral obligation and
moral duty to make sure YOU do it.
Remember:
You’re never an asshole for pushing back against an asshole

SUMMARY
The Oscars 2017 blunder was not a big mistake per se.
It would have been a big funny diversion, if Beatty had owned it and provided the right leadership.
But because of weak leadership and a bully running slipshod, it ended up looking bad for almost
everyone involved.
This article provided a socio analysis of the now infamous 2017 Oscars mistake.
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Submissive Women VS Strong Women: Who Wins at Dating?
August 7, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Why do men like submissive women?
And is it even true that men like submissive women?
This article will answer those questions and give you advice on how to date effectively.
Contents
Submissive VS Strong Women: The Difference
Submissive Women Traits
Strong Women Traits
Should You Be More Submissive?
Women Recommend Independence, Men Submissiveness
Why Some Women Trick Other Women
Why Most Men Don’t Give Great Advice Either
The Truth of Strong VS Submissive
What Should You Do
Women Aren’t Going To Tell You!
SUMMARY

Submissive VS Strong Women: The Difference
First of all, let’s see what’s the difference.

Submissive Women Traits
Needless to say, there is no mathematical formula or an exact mix of ingredients that “certifies”
submissiveness.
That being said, here are the relevant traits of submissive women:
Prioritize family and relationship
She defers to her man for decision-making
Is happy to take traditional roles at home (cleans, cooks, caretakes)
Has her girlfriends, but prefers going out with her man and family
Prefers to support her man than to maximize her own potential
Not all submissive women are feminine, of course.
But femininity comes more difficult to strong women and easier to submissive ones. So from now on,
I will use “submissive woman” and “feminine woman” interchangeably.
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Strong Women Traits
Strong women tend to be:
Independent
Working, possibly good income and career-focused
Goal-driven (as compared to relationships-driven)
In some important aspects, similar to men (ambition, drive, assertiveness, etc. etc.)
Strong women are comfortable with:
Speaking up
Traveling and going out alone
Disagreeing, challenging people on their opinions and decisions
Strong women tend to be more independent, at least in appearances. So from now on, I will be using
interchangeably “strong women” and “independent women”.

Submissive & Strong: It’s a Continuum
Of course the two categories are a simplification.
Most women can be submissive or strong depending on the situation and, as well, depending on the
man they are with.
And everyone sits on a continuum, not on polar opposites.
The majority of women cluster around the middle so they are either “slightly strong” or “slightly
more submissive”.
However, don’t throw out the categories just yes. They are still helpful to understand the differences.

Should You Be More Submissive?
The tough question:
Should you be more submissive?
Or maybe more independent?
Let’s see what the literature says.
The women’s dating literature is heavily split among those who recommend you be an independent
woman and those who recommend you to be more submissive (of course they’d never use the word
“submissive” though!).
Both camps tend to be rather scornful of each other.
The proponents of the strong woman say that the submissive woman gets played and abandoned.
While the proponents of the more traditional role for women say the strong type is “lonely”.

Be Femine! No, Be Strong!
For example Act Like a Lady, the most popular dating book for women, is in the “be feminine”
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camp, and it has a chapter called:
Strong, Independent -And Lonely– Women
And Why Men Love Bitches, in the “be strong camp”, is subtitled as:
From Doormat to Dreamgirl
Where doormat is the girl who is “too nice” (and submissive).
Only a few of the best dating resources espouse a happy middle.

Women Recommend Independence, Men Submissiveness
Now here is the other twist:
It’s mostly men who advise to be more submissive.
And it’s mostly women who advice to be more independent.
Why?
What’s going on there?
In my opinion part of the reason is that women who write dating books have been burned themselves
and have a grudge against men.
The same happens in the male’s camp of course, where men schooled in the “Red Pill“, share rather
misogynist views and “strategies”.
And this is one of the reasons why I recommend you don’t take relationship advice from dating
authors.
But the main reason, is a bit more perverse:

Why Some Women Trick Other Women
Women, just like men, seek to increase their sexual market value.
Don’t take that advice
One way to increase one’s sexual market value is to increase one’s own appeal.
The other one is, guess what? The manipulative way of increasing one’s own appeal is to lower the
appeal of other women.
Women suggesting other women to be stronger and more independent are (subconsciously)
trying to make other women less competitive and appealing.
And by decreasing the appeal of other women, they automatically increase their own sex appeal.
Does it seem too far-fetched?
Just ask yourself this: have you ever heard a woman telling another woman to be more feminine?
Exactly, me neither.
Albeit, as we shall see, being more feminine is obviously the most competitive position to adopt in
the dating marketplace.
So yes, there is much manipulation going on with women telling other women to be strong and
independent.
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Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Why Most Men Don’t Give Great Advice Either
So does that mean men are right telling women to be more feminine?
Well, partially.
But still, they’re not 100% right.
When men complain about women being too feminist, masculine, or independent, they are
often complaining that women are too independent for them.
They take issue with not being able to control their women, but instead of looking in the mirror, they
go for the good old finger-pointing.
And of course, men also have an obvious interest in making their dating options larger and more
palatable.
By telling women to be more submissive, men seek to increase their own dating options (as well
as dating pleasure, since submissive women make for better relationships).
Therefore, I would recommend you always keep that in mind when dating advice comes from women
-with the unconscious agenda of making you less appealing- or from men -with the unconscious
agenda of making dating easier for themselves-.
Yes, you got it, it’s just another form of cultural manipulation that serves to fight the infinite sexual
war.
Sexual Conflict: How Men & Women Fight The Sex War

The Truth of Strong VS Submissive
I don’t think it’s easy or even fair to pick a “winner” between strong women and submissive women.
But if we strictly define “winner” as “having more options”, then it’s clear that submissive women
have more dating options.
This is because women prefer relationships with men who are more dominant, and men prefer
relationships with women who are more submissive (especially for long term).
Mathematically, then, submissive women naturally have more options.
You can see this in the picture below.
The submissive woman (pink-clad angel on the left) is only at odds with very few super-submissive
men. And she can date almost any man (green arrow to her right).
The strong woman is at the opposite end of the spectrum though. The pool of men she’s interested and who are interested in her- is much, much smaller (only a few of the most dominant men).
Submissive women have far more dating options
This has been proven and confirmed by many pieces of research:
Men don’t like women who outsmart them (Park et al, 2015)
While women prefer more dominant men, men prefer more submissive women (Wu et al.,
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2016)
People still feel it’s better for men to earn more (Bertrand, 2013), and men tend to marry lowerearning women
However, there are a few caveats:

#1. Both Extremes Are Unattractive
In some areas, there cannot be “too much of a good thing”.
But for most things related to humans, there often is such a thing as “too much of a good thing:.
So it’s worth noting that whenever a woman goes too far in each direction, either too independent or
too feminine, it’s usually unattractive.
In my opinion, one of the reasons Hillary Clinton lost is because, in an effort to look more dominant,
she ended up forgetting to be a woman in far too many instances.
And at the other end of the spectrum, women who overplay the submissive hand, end up being
annoying to men as well:
If he hasn’t had sex with her yet, he’ll immediately want to f*ck her. But later, it will become
annoying.

#2. Men Tend to Prefer Similar Levels of Assertiveness
Men prefer women who are more submissive.
Yet, often, there is a tendency for people to cluster around similarities. And thus, men also tend to
prefer women who are not too far off from their level of assertiveness.

#3. Both Types Can Be High-Quality Women
It’s not a question of quality.
Sure, if strong women lose in femininity, then they lose big.
But if they can manage to retain their femininity, then they can be very high quality (also see: how to
be strong and feminine).
Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses
And the same is true for submissive women.
You can have both high-quality submissive women and low quality ones.

What Should You Do
Does this make sense to you so far?
We covered quite a few topics and this was not the simplest of all articles.
Let’s focus now on the practical applications of this information.
How can you use this information to become an even higher quality gal?
I would say there are three major lessons learned here:
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1. Stay Away From Stereotypes
First of all, drop all the stereotypes.
Most women railing against “too nice girls” and most men railing against “feminists” are screaming
at stereotypes that rarely exist in the real world.
The vast, vast majority of independent women are no family destroying, man-hating lesbians.
And the vast, vast majority of traditional women are no pushovers who let men take advantage of
them (on the contrary, men are often happy to provide for them).

2. Tweak Your Style, Don’t Change it
What you should do depends a lot on where you’re standing right now (and what kind of men you
like).
Best of all, in my opinion is to embrace your natural disposition and tweak it if needed.
If you’re too submissive and your man is doing whatever he pleases without respecting you, then
some assertiveness training can help.
And if you are too on the strong woman side, you might gain from becoming more feminine and
more accommodating.
This is especially true at the far end of the strong spectrum where the attitude is that “I’m not gonna
be nobody’s woman“.
That attitude shrinks the dating pool to a puddle.
Also read:
Dating for successful women

3. Don’t Get Into Controlling Races With Men
If you’re a strong woman, keep this in mind:
If you insist on dating on your terms, you will only end up with submissive men.
That’s OK if it’s OK for you.
But if you meet a man you like, you might want to consider not to get into a struggle for control
against him.
This is especially important if you’re a gal who likes dominant men.
Indeed, the three top seducing strategies we reviewed, all use a hint of submissiveness.

3. Do Display Submissivenss to invite Approaches
Evolutionary psychologist David Buss says:
Signs of submissiveness and helplessness lower barriers to approaches.
Acting submissive elicits approaches from more men, expands the pool of potential mates,
creates greater opportunities for choice, and ultimately increases the quality of the mate
obtained.
Yes, it’s not just a question of quantity.
Strategic submissiveness can actually increase the quality of mates.
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Of course, that’s also more likely to attract men who feel like it’s going to be an easy lay, or that she
is going to be easy to control and discard.
So you must be watchful when deploying that strategy.

4. Don’t Bash Or Convert: Adapt
Submissive women don’t mind independent women because they are not as competitive.
It’s from the strong women camp that the flak gets more intense.
Independent women resent more feminine women. And they also resent men who prefer feminine
women.
All that flak is mostly out of self-protection. But it’s an attitude that adds no value whatsoever to
either you or the world.
It only poisons you and it looks spiteful.
If you’re more on the independent side, avoid calling submissive women “weak” or “pushovers”.
And see if you can learn a couple of things, instead.

Women Aren’t Going To Tell You!
Do you know the Bruce Lee quote:
“Be like water my friend”?
Well, women, on average, are very good at being like water and adapting to their environment.
Well, human beings on average are very good at adapting to the prevailing social customs.
However, women even more so.
What does that mean to us?
It means that most women in the west will say, and maybe even actually believe, that they are
independent.
And most women in cultures that prize (or force) women into traditional roles, will say they are good,
traditional housewives.
This means that you have to look at how they behave, not to what they say.
As a matter of fact, many women who flaunt their independence might as well as try to cover up their
lack of confidence and independence, which is a phenomenon called reaction formation in
psychology.

SUMMARY
This was a bit of a complex topic.
Was it clear enough?
In summary:
Submissive women have more dating options (most men go for more submissive)
But some men prefer women closer to their dominance level (but not all)
Strong/submissive has little to do with overall woman’s quality
Discard most general dating advice of “being more independent” or “more submissive”
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Let Him Chase You? Drop It, It’s A Bad Dating Strategy
August 10, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Some women end up here looking for “let him chase you book”.
And that’s how I realized there is actually a book with the only goal of making men chase.
Well, it’s not surprising.
That’s what almost everyone says in the dating industry.
But that doesn’t make it an effective advice.
Keep on reading and you will understand why “making men chase” often backfires.
Contents
Intro: Debunking Dating Myths
Do Guys Actually Like Chasing?
#1. The “Let Him Chase” Strategy Works With Lower Quality Men
#2. Instead of Chasing He Might End Up With More Available Women
#3. Men Like to Be Liked, Too
How a Song Exposes the “Let Him Chase” Theory
Science Exposes the Let Him Chase Theory
#1. Men Only Chase When Women Are Scarce
#2. Assertive Female Daters Win, Auction Theory Predicts
#3. Successful Daters Pick One Man And Avoid Distractions
When You Must Cut (To) The Chase
#1. When There Are Few Attractive Prospects
#2. When You’re a Good Prospect Yourself
#3. When You’re College Educated
#4. When You’re Still Young In A Difficult Market
So, Should You Stop Letting Him Chase?
Be Selectively Hard to Get
SUMMARY

Intro: Debunking Dating Myths
We have already addressed a few very common dating mantras in the women’s dating literature.
Some of them:
Let him wait for sex
Make him invest in you
Unavailable games (and other top dating mistakes)
Check those out later.
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Do Guys Actually Like Chasing?
This is what some of the most popular dating books say:
Let him chase because that’s what men want.
They are hunters at heart.
They like chasing the prey.
Millions of years of evolution shaped them that way.
They say…
Personally, I have always been skeptical of pop evolutionary psychology.
However, there is some truth here.
There is indeed an innate tendency for people to want what’s scarce.
Robert Cialdini said it first in his seminal work “Influence“.
And there is also a tendency for people to keep chasing what seems to be right at the edges of their
reach (“cat string theory“).
So let’s say that “the let him chase theory” has a valid theoretical foundation.
In theory, it works.
Or at least, it works with some guys.
But the major drawback of the “let him chase” advice is that it doesn’t work with the best men.
Let’s dig deeper:

#1. The “Let Him Chase” Strategy Works With Lower Quality
Men
The “let him chase you” mantra is a generalization.
And, like most generalizations, it works sometimes and with someone, and it backfires in some other
situations and with some other men.
Letting him chase you is bad advice because it works with the lowest quality men.
Why?
Well, think about it, what differentiates low-quality men from high-quality ones?
Three important traits of high quality men are:
High-quality men are busy, and have their goals and visions
High-quality men have dating options
High-quality men are socially aware
Being socially aware means that they know what’s going on and they will either outright avoid
pursuing or stop as soon as you do it a little bit too much.
Here is an example, notice how I analyze her attempts to make me chase her:
What are the issues with this?
1. I, as most men, don’t like overpowering women
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2. I, as most intelligent men, see her power moves, and don’t like partnering up with
uncollaborative women
3. I, as most men who feel like they have other options, prefer dating and meeting more feminine
and more collaborative women
Indeed, letting him chase works best when you are above his value, and when he idealizes you.
But since women prefer men who are around their same value, or above, the “let him chase” strategy
is most likely to work with men that you often don’t truly want as long term partners.
And that’s why “letting him chase you and invest” is a favorite technique of hookers and gold
diggers: they are not looking for a win-win relationship, they’re looking for a sucker who will dote on
them.

#2. Instead of Chasing He Might End Up With More Available
Women
Sure, under the right circumstances, some men will chase.
But guess what’s another human tendency?
Men also tend to follow the path of least resistance.
Same as women, after all.
Imagine you are at home.
You have two options: eating an OK meal at home or a good meal outside. To go outside you need to
dress, put on makeup, drive and fork out more money.
Sure the restaurant would be nice, but… You’re in PJ now, you have work tomorrow, and you’re a
bit tired. And you could just watch TV now. And save some money and time.
Chances are that, at least sometimes, you just stay at home.
Indeed that holds true oftentimes even the quality of the meal you can have at home is not
comparable with the one at the restaurant.
It’s the same for men and dating.
What’s available right here, right now, often trumps the hard to get option.

#3. Men Like to Be Liked, Too
Men are humans.
And, like all humans, they like to be wanted.
It’s a major inner drive and well known in psychology.
Psychology researcher Viren Swami and author of “Attraction Explained” puts it best:
When we play hard-to-get, we give the impression that we dislike the person – and that just
isn’t conducive to sparking attraction
But you don’t need to read any paper.
Simply ask yourself: how do feel when a man tells you that he likes you? Good, right?
So why do you think it would be any different for a woman telling a man she likes him / respects him
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/ adore him / love him?
Indeed, from personal experience, I make the case that early honesty in dating, opening up and
showing appreciation, helps the woman’s case.
From the how to get a boyfriend article, take this example:
I wasn’t uber-excited about this date.
And if she had canceled I would have definitely seen the bright side of staying at home and keep
working.
But when she replied she was “looking forward to meet” an immediate switch happened.
That was the equivalent of saying “I like you” and “I want to spend time with you”. It was the
female equivalent of chasing the man and it made me feel great.
I also loved her honesty, it showed me she was a woman that didn’t play games.
I loved her honesty, I valued her much more and I was also looking forward to seeing her.
See an even more powerful example here in the forum.

How a Song Exposes the “Let Him Chase” Theory
I know none of you knows Vasco Rossi.
It’s funny how everyone knows Pavarotti but nobody knows the greatest Italian rocker outside of
Italy.
But for our purposes, you don’t need to know him. You only need to know that his personal
experience with the “let him chase you” is generalizable to many sought-after men.
In the song “Quanti anni hai“, he sings:
I thought of you, you know
Tonight
I thought of you later
She called me first
I couldn’t say no
Where are you going later (she asks)
I don’t really know, kid (he replies)
This song explains exactly the major flaw with the “let him chase mantra” when it comes to soughtafter men.
Vasco Rossi lets us know that he preferred the girl number two. But girl number one called him first.
Girl number one was there, and available. And probably made him feel good for showing her interest.
And now he is going out with her.
Maybe they’ll never ever a relationship.
Maybe they’ll even hate each other. However, girl one has a shot. Girl two is playing second fiddle
hoping for her turn… If it will ever come.
For all purposes, girl one who didn’t play “chase me game” won the dating game.
And the more successful a man is, the more likely this scenario will play out.
Of course, as for everything human, one can go to an extreme and lose out. Men will probably not
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want for long term the girl who throws herself at him. But we’re not about that type of extreme here.

Science Exposes the Let Him Chase Theory
The best advice is based on both experience, observation, and on some good science and data as well.
So let’s review some data now.

#1. Men Only Chase When Women Are Scarce
In many animal species, humans included, male behavior changes dramatically when gender split
ration changes.
When women are scarce, the culture tends to become highly romanticized. Men pursue, chase and
engage in ostentatious displays to woo women.
In these favorable dating markets, she ABSOLUTELY she should let him chase.
That’s what he wants, that’s what the culture expects.
However, the opposite is true when there are few attractive men and lots of attractive women.
As Birger brilliantly shows in his Date-Onomics men chase very little -if at all- when there is an
abundance of women.
What does it mean to you?
Do not make him chase when there plenty of (attractive) women.
That is likely the case if you live in big cities, if you are a smart woman and if you got a good
education and career (also read: successful women dating).
Do you want to see a texting proof?
Here it is.
The exact same place, two opposite approches: one girl wants me to invest and chase, the other one is
more accomodating.
Guess who had a date that night:
The first woman is not wrong. Yet, because there were more available -and warmer- women, at parity
of sexual market value, the guy does not chase the demanding woman. It’s a simple law of offer and
demand.
And just to be sure here: being more accomodating does not mean that you must sleep with him
quickly.
The woman of the second text example did not come up to my place after our date. And we saw each
other again.

#2. Assertive Female Daters Win, Auction Theory Predicts
Auction theory is the second big issue for the make him chase theory.
I’ll try to be brief and simple.
In auction theory strong bidders are the bidders with more resources and more confidence they can
win the auction. These are the equivalent of women with a lot to offer.
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Conventional wisdom would have that these bidders would win most of the times.
But that is not always the case.
Mark Gimein says that auction theory predicts, and empirical studies confirm, that weak bidders win
more often.
This is because weak bidders, with less to offer, know they can be outgunned and they feel the
pressure to “bring something home”.
Weak bidders are the equivalent of more assertive female daters.
Assertive female daters win because they date more actively: they don’t play “chase me games”
and help men along the dating process.
In a way, weak bidders date more ruthlessly.
The strong bidders instead are more likely to hold out, keeping their powder dry for the imaginary
great auction to come. The great auction is the equivalent of Mr. Right.
As you know, in real life Mr. Right is extremely rare. In the meanwhile, almost all “Mr. Almost
Right” and “Mr. Good” have all already paired up.
And that’s why the high quality woman with a great career often suffers in her dating life.

#3. Successful Daters Pick One Man And Avoid Distractions
This is a pet peeve of mine.
And it’s the so called “paradox of choice”.
Barry Schwarz reviews the literature on decision making to make the case that having lots of choices
often leads to choice-paralysis.
And, perversely, when a choice happens, we are less happy with it.
People with fewer options instead, knowing they don’t have that much to choose from, tend to pick
something quicker, be done with it and… Be happier.
Modernity has tricked our brains into a huge paradox of choice.
We live in big cities where we are led to believe there is an endless supply of options, we can swipe a
hundred profiles in a matter of minutes.
And of course, says evolutionary researcher David Buss, advertising of photoshopped supermodels
make us believe that the options are all much better than they truly are.
Women who fall for the paradox of choice make men chase more than it’s effective because they
falsely believe there are endless choices.
Keep that in mind next time you meet a good prospect.

When You Must Cut (To) The Chase
Let me say this first:
Reality is complex and any non-personalized advice must be taken with a grain of salt.
However, there are a few situations when dropping the “let him chase” theory and being decisive is a
clear winner.
These are some of them:
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#1. When There Are Few Attractive Prospects
When men have a lot of options men switch to a “players’ strategy” and get lazy.
There is no hunter and chaser there and assertive women win the day.

#2. When You’re a Good Prospect Yourself
As we’ve already seen, weaker prospects are naturally more aggressive.
If you think of yourself as a good prospect, chances are you tend to wait and dawdle.
And dawdling has rarely led to dating success.

#3. When You’re College Educated
If you are consuming content here, chances are you are either a smart gal and/or an educated one.
Possibly both.
In the West -and in many other areas of the world as well- there has been a massive shift in the
education and earning potential of the genders.
Women are kicking boys’ asses. But that comes with huge dating handicaps. There are now more
college-educated women in the West than men.
And that trend is not getting any better.
And since women, on average, strongly prefer “marrying up”, that means that they are dating in a
difficult market.
As we’ve seen, in difficult markets the assertive dater wins.

#4. When You’re Still Young In A Difficult Market
Difficult markets get worse with time.
And there is a simple way to explain this concept: remember the game of musical chairs?
Well, it’s the same principle.
In the beginning, even if there are more high quality women (players) than men (chairs), it’s still easy
to find a mate.
But as time goes by and more chairs get removed (bachelors who pair up), the game becomes more
and more difficult and the percentage of people who don’t find a seat (women staying single)
increases.
Just like a musical chairs game, it becomes a mathematical certainty that dating in such a market will
only get worse with time.
And as we have seen, women who locked in early weren’t necessarily prettier or smarter. Often, they
were simply more decisive.
What does decisive mean?
Here is an example from my last girlfriend:
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So, Should You Stop Letting Him Chase?
Well, not always.
Sometimes it can be a good strategy.
If you’re trying to make a man spend on you, for example, it’s a great idea staying just a bit outside
his reach.
Femme fatales have been doing for centuries, and even an expert seducer like Casanova fell for it.
Or if you are confident he will not meet any other woman, the amount of chasing he does also
increases the value he places on you.
It’s difficult to give specific advice without knowing the specific situation, and that’s exactly why
you should stay away from generalizations.
However, as a rule of thumb, I would be wary of “let him chase games” in all these situations:
1. He’s a great guy and he’s socially aware (he see through the game)
2. There are few good male prospects (lots of options, assertive female daters win)
3. You have a history of getting angry over men who stop investing as much as you want
(that’s a warning sign for you)
4. You live in a big libertine city with lots of options
5. You two have great chemistry (chasing games will only douse water on the flame)
Finally, there is a great middle of the road option that has the benefits of making men feel special and
liked, and exclusive as well.
And that’s being selectively hard to get.

Be Selectively Hard to Get
When a woman plays hard-to-get, men might end up wanting her more, but actually liking her less.
For some men, the most driven and abusive, that ends up looking like “fucking her and then throwing
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her away” just to “show her”.
So is there a way to be wanted more and liked more?
Well, yes.
Enter, “selectively hard to get”.
Being selectively hard to get means that you are hard to get for most people, but “easy” for the
man of your choice. Not because you are generally easy, but because he is special.
Psychology research supports the idea that “selectively hard to get” is what men prefer the most.
And experience confirms that men do love easy women who are easy just for them.

SUMMARY
This article is no bashing of the “let him chase theory” here.
Whenever you can get people coming to you, that’s all power to you.
But besides the fact that it might not be best foot forward towards a relationship, it simply works
against you in many situations.
This article explained why and when “let him chase” works against you.
And as for everything: balance. This is not a free pass to start doing all the chasing and romancing.
Quite the opposite. The most skilled gals are great at “helping” the man along the romancing process
(story for another article).
So long,
Lucio
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How to Date Effectively: A Scientific (& Pedantic) Guide
August 17, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This is a guide on how to date effectively.
BUT.. It’s not your typical article.
It’s heavy on theory and science.
First, it presents you with the research.
Then, it draws a few conclusions on how you can date more effectively. If you are not interested in
the theory, skip to the results.
If you’re looking for more practically-oriented articles, please check:
Dating for men: overview
Dating for women: overview
Proven dating strategies for men
Proven dating strategies for women
Contents
Science of Dating Well: Background
Sexual Market Value: Supply & Demand
More Females = Less Male Commitment
More Males = Females Get Choosier
More Men = Courtship & Romance
More Women = Libertine Culture
Dating Markets Women Should Avoid
Difficult Markets for Women
Difficult Markets for Men
The Women Quality Oversupply
Men Should Be Masculine… But Not Too Much
Masculine Men Make for Bad Partners
Who’s More Romantic? Men Are
Are Men Intimidated By Smart Women?
Women Like Smart Men. And Handsome. As Much As Possible
The Eligible Bachelor Paradox
Hollywood Crates Unrealistic Expectations?
Advice for Men
The Paradox of Choice
How to Date Against The Paradox of Choice
The Carol Syndrome
High and Low Competition Markets
What Does It Mean
The Strongest Currency: Sex
Are We Monogamous?
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Pareto Law in Dating
What It Means To You
Women Are Bad at Assessing Men
What It Means to You
Attachment Theory: How Women Miss Emotionally Available Men
Ultimatum Games & Dating
Research on Ultimatums
Why Ultimatums Works
You Must Follow Through
What We Learned so Far
How to Date Effectively: Results
1. Don’t Let Him Do All The Work
2. Date Assertively
3. Consider Guys Without a Degree
4. Give More More Men More Chances
5. Settle Down Early
6. Ask for Commitment
7. Pick Environments With Good Gender Ratio
8. Make Yourself Easy to Approach
Summary

Science of Dating Well: Background
Love, sex, romance… Relationships.. Feelings
Some of what makes life worth living.
Conventional wisdom says that it’s difficult to analyze this stuff with numbers.
And well, it might be. But that’s not an excuse to shun science and data.
Because without any data, we only have personal opinions and platitudes left.
Which is exactly what most dating resources do: share advice which is fully based on opinions and
almost completely devoid of any science or data.
Some of the most popular opinions in the women’s dating literature for example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

let him wait for sex
let him invest (so you get the serious guys)
Let him do all the dating (it’s the man’s job)
let him chase you (men are naturally hunters)
buy her things (women like money)
don’t buy her things (or you look like a provider while you should be a lover)

This article will present studies and numbers showing how these popular suggestions only apply in
some specific circumstances.
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Sexual Market Value: Supply & Demand
The gender ratio split, such as if a sexual market place has more female or males, has a huge impact
on the behavior of the males and females in the population.
As we will see the impacts are so large that it influences not just dating behavior, but also cultural
norms.
We will start with a few animal examples first, but don’t worry: I’m not wasting time with random
zoology here, the same principle applies to humans.

More Females = Less Male Commitment
Cichlids are fishes that, similarly to humans, nurture their offspring together until the children can
live on their own without parents.
However, also similarly to humans, the offspring can sometimes survive just with the help of their
mothers.
And also like humans, fathers sometimes deserted their mothers after birth.
Therefore cichlids made a very good subject for experimenting on gender ratio.
Mart Gross, professor of ecology and evolutionary biology at the University of Toronto, writes in The
Evolution of Parental Care:
Males increasingly deserted their mates and the young in their care as the opportunity to
remate increased in their environment
Basically, it means that males adopted more of a “player’s strategy” by having sex and then moving
on when there were more females around.
The same is also true for humans, as Anthony Walsh concludes in Love: The Biology Behind the
Heart:
Across a huge variety of species, from lobsters to humans, the sex ratio in a breeding
population is the most important environmental factor affecting mating patterns in
nominally monogamous species
Now what happens when there are more males instead?

More Males = Females Get Choosier
The consensus seems to be that male behavior is more strongly affected by gender ration.
However, females also become change their dating behavior when they can have their pick of the
litter.
In dating environments where the male does not help raising the offspring, females pick the
healthiest, strongest mates (or, in the case of humans, more attractive).
In dating environment where men do help raising the offspring though, she also looks at the
resources.
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Biologists Neff and Pitcher indeed says:
It’s been relatively straightforward to show that females prefer mates who bring the most
resources.
Bottom line: when there are lots of men, men need to bring the goods to the table. They need to
provide and prove themselves.

More Men = Courtship & Romance
Gender ratio changes whole cultures!
Harvard Psychology professor Marcia Guttentag in her seminal book Too Many Women shows that
societies with more men emphasize romance and courtship.
This is probably because since men must compete for women, they make a bigger show of how much
of a great provider and committed individual they can be (and data shows they work harder and make
larger debts too).
Also the arts shift towards romance, courtship and female veneration. Artists paint idealized versions
of women and, basically, put them on a pedestal.
Men who want to learn how to date well in environments with lots of women learn the art of being a
gentleman.
Ideal lovers, like Rudolph Valentino.
But here is the clincher!

Women Become Prized Possessions
It’s not a game.
Men actually do value women more and appreciate their wives and girlfriends more (John Kim,
2013). They have a tendency to “lock down” their partners and defend them, and in these societies
women tend to take more traditional roles at home.

More Women = Libertine Culture
But what happens now when there are more women instead.
Well, a lot happens.

Less Commitment & More Sex
Men commit less in the presence of many women.
And a culture of free sex and libertine values takes hold.
The current culture of college hookups might indeed be a consequence of an abundance of women in
the sexual marketplace.
Jon Birger uses plenty of data and anecdotal evidence indeed that in college with fewer women there
is no hookup culture.
Note:
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there is a common idea widespread these days that the cultural values move from rigid to libertine to
eventually circle back to rigid.
I don’t believe in the “inevitability” of cultural shifts, and this view is severely limited by not taking
into account the gender ratio.

When Men Are Scarce Women Care Less About His Looks
When men are scarce women care less about men’s looks and focus more on the looks of other
women. Such as, they shift their focus less on looking for the perfect mate and more on the
competition.
If you are in an environment with lots of women, you have probably experienced it yourself. Women
become much more critical of each other.
Especially, women become critical of feminine women, which they tend to shame because they
represent the biggest threat in the dating market (also read feminine women VS independent women).

Women prioritize career when men are scarce
Researcher Kristina Durante concludes that:
Whether a woman chooses a briefcase or a baby— whether she invests heavily in a career
or in starting a family—is related to the local mating ecology and the availability of mates.
It makes sense after all. If finding a stable man willing to put on family is difficult, putting more
energies into a career is a logical choice.
And partially, in my opinion, it’s also an ego protecting mechanism (ie.: instead of risking to pursue a
man and a family and not making, I turn it down first).

Feminism Rises
Marcia Guttentag’s theorizes -and backs up with data- that feminist movements are energized by
oversupplies of women.
Why is that so.
Because women come to depend on finicky and commitment-phobic men for a relationship.
But not to come to depend on men for everything else in life, they at least fight to win more
independence in the social, political and economic arena.

Dating Markets Women Should Avoid
What does this all mean to you?
It means that, if you want to settle down or have easier access to member of the opposite sex without
even needing how to date, it will pay off big time if you’re an environment that is under-supplied by
members of your own sex.
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Difficult Markets for Women
When there are many women, the sexual market value of women goes down and men commit less.
If you are interested in dating more on your terms and/or finding a committed partner, it might be a
good idea to avoid the markets with an oversupply of women.
Here are some of them:

1. Russia & EX URSS Countries
All the top 5 biggest alcohol consuming countries are located in the ex URSS (Wikipedia).
Italy in comparison is in place 87.
And while 65% of alcohol drinks in Italy are wine, in Russia more than half of the alcohol
consumption is spirits.
What does that mean?
Lots of alcoholics.
In Belarus a whopping 11% of the population is physically dependent on alcohol.
Alcoholics are not gender neutral now. Most of them are men.
That leaves lots of women, chasing fewer eligible bachelors.
Have you ever wondered why Eastern and Russian women have a stereotype for being more feminine
and attentive to their looks?
Now you may know why…
How to be feminine

2. Big Cities
Lena Edlund in a paper called Sex and the City shows that urban areas see a bigger inflow of young
women than young men.
Young men go to the city because of higher wages. Same for women. But also unskilled women
move to the city, potentially looking for high earners.
That also means that well off male city dwellers have even more options that they would have
otherwise.
This is statically significant because men have a much smaller propensity to pursue women based on
their income and women a much smaller propensity of enjoying and pairing up with men who are
below their socio-economic level.

3. College Degree Cohort
If you are a smart and driven woman, chances are that you are in a difficult market.
In the last decades women, by and large, have been overtaking men. In 1994 more women received a
bachelor degree or higher.
And the disparity has only grown since then.
Nobody told them of the gender gap yet ?
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4. Religious Groups
In the West women tend to be more devout than men and men tend to leave organized religions more
frequently than women.
That means that church groups often see more women than men.

5. Thailand / Philippines
Everywhere there are more gay men than lesbian women.
However, in some places in the world a significantly large percentage of the male population crosses
into gay/transexual.
Sometimes to the point of being indistinguishable from women (here’s how to recognize ladyboys).
Not only these are men that disappear from the man’s cohort, but they move into the women cohort
chasing other men.

Difficult Markets for Men
And these are the sexual marketplaces that tend to favor women to the detriment of men:

1. Italy / Latin America
Italian men tend to take care of themselves much more than the average.
And they tend to be more forward with their dating.
The same can be said for some other Latin sexual marketplaces.

2. China
Decades of one child policy with a strong bias for male children led to a population with an
oversupply of men.
Why do you think Chinese men must own a flat to date well? And why can Chinese women inquire
about what the men own?
Because women have their pick.
Some commentators even say the Chinese economic boom is partly fueled by men trying to acquire
goods that they can exchange on the sexual marketplace.

3. Technical Universities
Except of architecture which is already mostly women in many places, most technical universities are
oversupplied with guys.

4. Tech Sectors
If you want to date well, stay away from silicon valley, tech startups and developers-centric
companies. Go into HR instead.
Also read:
Sexual market value hacks
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The Women Quality Oversupply
Today all across the west there is a consistent, higher number of women obtaining college degree as
compared to men.
The issue with that is that women don’t like “marrying down” with men who are less educated and/or
driven than they are.
Some studies show that would be easier for women if he had a good blue collar job with a sizable
income. But as we know, blue collar jobs are disappearing…
This is true for most Western countries and it offers a good explanation as to why we see a decline in
marriage rates among college-educated women.
The college gender gap is even wider among blacks

Men Should Be Masculine… But Not Too Much
Most people reading around here probably already know basic stuff such as:
Deeper voice in men is attractive
Beard is attractive
Good body / muscle is attractive
These are all signs of masculinity. And, on average, they are attractive.
What most are less aware of though is that there is an upper bound. This Oxford paper titled “Lover
or a fighter” reveals:
Men’s vocal attractiveness peaked at around 96 Hz. Beard growth had equivocal effects on
attractiveness judgments. In contrast, perceptions of men’s dominance simply increased
with increasing masculinity (i.e., with lower-pitched voices and greater beard growth).
Together, these results suggest that the optimal level of physical masculinity might differ
depending on whether the outcome is social dominance or mate attraction.
Fascinating stuff.
The paper basically says that women want “mannish man”… Up to a certain point.
However other men keep assigning higher dominance level to manlier man without an upper limit.
People who know a bid about seduction knew that androgyny and some feminine traits on an
otherwise attractive man can be very attractive (also read The Art of Seduction).
But this paper backs the idea that too much manliness is a turn off.
Why is that so?
Hard to say, and I recommend you distrust “ad-hoc” evolutionary explanations.
However, it could be that it’s because very high testosterone is associated with men abandoning
women.
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Masculine Men Make for Bad Partners
Men with higher testosterone have been shown to:
Marry less
Cheat more
Divorce more
Make for general lower quality marriages (hitting, squabbles etc.)
Read Booth and Dabbs 1993.

Me love you long time (and then move on)

Who’s More Romantic? Men Are
Most people believe that women are more romantic than men.
Yet studies show that men tend to be more romantic than women.
Why is that so?
Partially it’s good old numbers. Women, on average, have more readily available options than men.
And men with little options tend to idealize and fantasize about women. White-knighting, treating
them well and all that.
Partially, of course, it’s also cultural.
And culturally it’s more OK for women to embrace romanticism and it’s less OK for men to do so.
Men still do it, but you don’t see it.
You see women with their screensavers of Brad Pitt and posters of Johnny Depp -how come Depp is
so more popular than Pitt by the way?-.
And you equally have men who pine after Catherine Zeta Jones’ lips or dream of embracing Scarlett
Johansson salacious figure before going to bed… But they don’t say it and they hide their dreams.
Also, there is a major difference between men and women when it comes to romanticism. Women are
eminently realistic. They might start a relationship that they adore him and romanticize about him…
But they will soon grow restless if the relationship doesn’t progress and he doesn’t deliver the goods from lover to more serious to official to babies-.
Men instead can keep idealizing a woman for the whole length of the relationship.
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However, in my experience, women tend to idealize men harder and stronger when he allows her to
take over the very feminine and submissive role in the relationship. That’s when you will see women
with puppy eyes and star in the eyes.
But, again, that often doesn’t last forever.

Are Men Intimidated By Smart Women?
Men are intimidated by smart and successful women.
I bet you heard that a few times.
And men prefer dumb women.
You probably heard that too a few times.
But is it true?
It turns out, that it’s not true that man want stupid women.
Indeed an increase in intelligence makes the woman more appealing.
However, there is an upper limit.
When he perceives her to be too intelligent, then her overall appeal does indeed decrease. And that
limit is not that high. Around a 7/10 in perceived intelligence.
Man will say they like intelligent women. Even smarter than they are.
But in reality, they are less romantically attracted to them.
And especially so if the women are smarter than them (Park et. al., 2015).
Basically, men like intelligent women. But not so much very intelligent women. And especially
women who are smarter than they are.
Determining why, Robert Burris says, it’s not as easy though. But yes, it might be the good old ego
thing.

Example
Ted in How I Met Your Mother didn’t particularly appreciate a woman overplaying the dumb side:
Also read:
Dating for successful women
It’s the opposite for women:

Women Like Smart Men. And Handsome. As Much As Possible
For women instead there is no upper bound.
Women always preferred men who were smarter and more attractive.
And while women show a preference for looks over intelligence, women measure the two against
each other. That means that a not so attractive man still has a chance if he is intelligent.
References:
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The Eligible Bachelor Paradox
Have you ever noticed that some very smart, articulate and often even attractive women remains
bachelors?
And other less attractive and generally less
Why is that so?
Well, Mark Gimein provides an explanation with auction theory. He calls it “The Eligible Bachelor
Paradox”.
Gimein says that in auction theory -and in real life as well- weak bidders win the auction more often
than strong bidders.
In human dating terms, that means that women with less to offer end up with a mate more quickly
and reliably than women with lots to offer (lots to offer = confident they can find a mate).
Why?
It’s because the weak bidders, as we have seen before, focus more on the competition.
They know they can be outgunned and they are more in a rush to secure a win (ie.: a mate).
The strong daters instead wait around for Mr. Perfect. But in real life Mr. Perfect rarely shows up.
Bad, bad strategy.

Hurry! Difficult Markets Get Worse Over Time
The problem with waiting around is that gender imbalanced don’t stay the same. But, just like a game
of musical chairs, they get worse over time.
What happens is that while she awaits for Mr. Perfect, all Mr. Good Enough get scooped up by the
more aggressive daters.
And she is left at 40 without any single good prospect around.

Hollywood Crates Unrealistic Expectations?
You’ve heard it before.
People -especially men who are more visual creatures- are now so used to airbrushed women, fake
boobs and plastic faces that they can’t appreciate “real” women anymore.
That leads to unrealistic expectations that impairs their ability of loving and appreciating “real
women”.
But… Is it true?
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Turns out, sadly… That might really be the case.
Douglas Kenrick and Sara Gutierres asked male college students to rate the attractiveness of potential
blind dates after and before watching an episode of “Charlie’s Angels”.
The men rated the much more “real” potential dates as far less attractive.
A follow-up study exposed men to picture of female models or modern art.
The men who saw female models’ picture answered that they were less in love with their wives as
compared to the men who saw pictures of modern art.

Advice for Men
Get more realistic about your expectations.
Most women grow hair when unshaven and, without bashing anyone, also actresses are much, much
plainer without all make up.

The Paradox of Choice
The Paradox of Choice is a book I deeply enjoyed and even put it in the top 10 best self help books.
Barry Schwarz proves, with data and research, that when we have a lot of options we often don’t
make any choice.
And when we make one, we tend to be less happy than if we had no choice at all.
The Paradox of Choice connects well with auction theory and further expands it.
In today’s society, with social media and online dating, everyone feels as if we were drowning in a
sea of options.

How to Date Against The Paradox of Choice
Pick one and work on it.
People who pick and stick with an option and work on it are happier and more fulfilled.

Not sure… I’ll just wait

The Carol Syndrome
Is it true that very beautiful women don’t get approached much?
Yes.
José-Manuel Rey developed a mathematical model to prove it.
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He says that when a man sees a beautiful woman, he runs the following paradigm in his mind:
1.
2.
3.
4.

She’s beautiful
Many men want her
My chances are low
I will protect my ego and don’t try at all

The key concept of The Carol Syndrome is that dating doesn’t happen in a vacuum, and that all
players considers his options in relation to other players.
Since we are all social creatures, this does make sense. And plenty of anecdotal evidence seems to
support it.

High and Low Competition Markets
If we look at how often men reproduced in the past, we can get an idea of how competitive a market
is for men.
When lots of men passed their genes, we can assess that a region is:
Low in competition (every man got a shot)
High in monogamy
When few men passed their genes, we can assess that a region is instead more towards polyamory
and higher in sexual competition.
This female to male breeding ratio paper shows us that:
In East Asia 91% of men have reproduced
In Europe 77%
In Africa 71%
There are no figures for India, but if we look at a Durex poll from 2005 India is one of the most
sexually conservative places in the world.
The arranged marriages and few divorces leaves Indians with little comparative experience in the
dating marketplace when they’re outside of India.

What Does It Mean
These figures mean that, theoretically, guys going from high competition markets to lower
competition markets might bring with them a higher level of training.
That’s far from a given though, since men from high competition markets might have as well not
have trained at all.
It does mean though, with a higher degree of reliability, that men from low competition markets will
fare, on average, poorly in higher competition markets.
For a woman looking for a stable relationship, an environment with lower competitions is might be
better.
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My note:
These numbers left me scratching my head a bit.
Black women seem more protective of their men, which fits into the paradigm of more philandering
men.
But traveling to Africa I have found it to be one of the easiest place to meet women and get laid.
Black women are also warmer on approach than most other women. Also in Europe.
And they seem to play less unavailable games (and games in general) and help men along the dating
process.
Everything I have researched made sense to me. Just this one is a conundrum I have yet to solve.

The Strongest Currency: Sex
Women Give Sex For Stuff – Men Give Stuff For Sex
You have probably heard the story of Weinstein and how he asked for sex in exchange for help.
Now, let’s be clear, that guy is disgusting.
His takes sleazy to a whole new level.
However, what he was engaging is nothing more than has been going for a long time. And women
have been doing the same as well.
The difference is that women trade sex -or the hint of sex- to get stuff. And men trade stuff and favors
for sexual favors.
Books such as Goal Digger Guide even teach women how to get stuff from men.
Daniel Kruger puts this theory, and something we all instinctively knew, on a research paper here.
The fact that there are far more women selling sex and far more men buying sex is also proof of how
sex is traded in the sexual marketplace.

Also read:
The sexual market place
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Are We Monogamous?
Are humans monogamous?
It’s a fair question.
In short, evolutionary psychology tells us that we are “in between monogamous and polyamourous”.
We form pair-bonds, with the occasional cheating.
We can clearly see it in our behaviors.
Male humans do invest time and resources in the offspring, which is a crucial aspect of monogamy.
But most of us know of instances of cheating around us, too.
In the scale of male parental investment, we are around the middle in the animal kingdom (The Moral
Animal).
To make it short, humans have a tendency for monogamy. But also a tendency to cheat and move
from monogamous partner to another.
As we have seen before, the gender ration split also influence how monogamous couples are (more
men means more monogamy).

Contrary to popular beliefs gorillas and silver-back have very small penises and minuscules testicles.
This is the case because gorillas have their mating warfare at a physical level. Not at a sperm level.
Once they win the battle with other males, their females are theirs and they won’t stray.
So they don’t need much sperm (genitals) or to place their sperm deeper inside (long penises).
Obviously, we are different.

Pareto Law in Dating
CDC data and an ABC News Poll show that sexual partners are more evenly distributed among
women than among men.
Albeit the polls show that there aren’t that many men who are getting nothing, there is indeed a
tendency for a few men to have much more sex than most others.
Note: I wouldn’t personally trust self-reported data on surveys. Especially when it comes to sex.
However Gladwelll in The Tipping Point makes a good case with data that is harder to lie about:
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sexually transmitted diseases.
And those show that a few “super infectors” were responsible for the bulk of a virus’ spread.
This study by OKCupid showed that women are much, much harsher than men when it comes to
scoring the opposite sex.
In that sample women rated 80% of men below average.
All seem to point to women having sky high standards.
Maybe too high?

What It Means To You
Many women complain that men don’t want to settle down.
I suspect this is because many women disproportionately go for the top guys who, indeed, tend to
settle down much less than more “regular” guys.
While this is certainly not true for everyone, either men or women, it might make sense for women to
start considering a broader range of men.
Probably, considering that they actually rate men wrong the whole time…

Women Are Bad at Assessing Men
Based on lots of empirical evidence, I can tell you that women rate men wrong all the time.
Both in terms of short term and long term mate potential.
1 enjoys every moment; 1 thinks I’m a weirdo (the former was also much more attractive, so it’s not
all a question of SMV)
A woman I have never been intimate with basically proposes herself sexually to me in the belief that
there is a queue of women wanting to have sex with me.
Another other woman whom I met at a parade and with whom I thought we had a good time together
never replied.
And this other woman blocked me right away.
This girl I had a date with “enjoys every moment with me”.
And this other woman never wants to see me again “after my very inappropriate behavior”.
This ex girlfriend of mine believes I can get all the girls I want.
While another short fling told me in person she regretted it ever having done it with me (a very low
point of my life BTW).
How does the same person go from top sperm donor to weirdo? And from guy who can get any girl
to guy who doesn’t deserve a reply?
He didn’t go anywhere!
Women are simply terrible at estimating men’s potential upon brief interactions.
The line between sexy and “go away” is so extremely easy to cross that most people wouldn’t believe
it until they actually experience it (or until evidence is provided like in this post).
I have approached women who reacted star-struck, and some other times like I had leper.
Over the longer term though, patterns start to emerge.
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In short: women are terrible at assessing potential in the short term.
But over the long term women’s assessments and reality start to align better.
2 think I’m the best; 2 block me

What It Means to You
Bottom line:
1. Do not rely on first blush impressions
2. If you’re looking for a relationship, give some “weirdos” and “poor prospects” more leeway
3. Don’t believe the first impressions of sexy guys: often they’re not that better than normal ones
First impressions are by far the easiest to sway and the easiest to get wrong.
Players and womanizers are also the best at faking positive first impressions. And often they have
little to show for except that they put women on a higher priority in their life -while the rest of their
lives suffer-.

Attachment Theory: How Women Miss Emotionally Available Men
Are women passing up the best men for a relationship?
No scientific how to date guide could be complete without a look at attachment theory.
And attachment theory says that indeed many women do are passing up the best men and highest
quality men for a relationship.
Amir Levin, author of Attached, says that some women, and especially women with an anxious
attachment style, confuse an activated attachment system with love.
What does that mean, in practical terms?
It means that when women cannot get enough of their partner/fling, they confuse their craving for
more time together as love.
But it’s not love, it’s simply that her emotional needs are not being met.
Basically: (emotionally) unavailable men give women the false belief that they are in love.
This means that women often end up with men with an avoidant attachment style, and that rarely
makes for very good relationships.
And what happens when these women meet men with a secure attachment?
Men with a secure attachment tend to be higher quality men. They are more emotionally stable and
they are comfortable giving intimacy and asking for it.
However, they are also more available, and they give women less emotional roller coaster.
And women who are used to emotional roller coasters find more stable men boring.
So when they meet a high quality, secure men, they mistakenly believe there is no chemistry. Which
is wrong: most of the times love is developed over time.
Genders and Attachment Styles
Note: the opposite can also happen. Such as that men confuse an activated attachment system for
love,. The movie 500 Days of Summer is the example of a man who falls madly in love with an
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unavailable woman.
But it’s a bit less common.

Ultimatum Games & Dating
Nobody that I am aware of has yet applied ultimatum games to dating.
Which is highly surprising, since ultimatums can be a great tool to force a decision for the many
“sticky topics” that often happen in dating, such as:
Commit or leave
Marry me or leave
Make me a baby or leave
What’s the popular dating advice here?
Some popular authors say you must ask for commitment. Some others recommend women never to
ask men for commitment.
The latter is very bad advice.

Research on Ultimatums
John Molloy, author of Why Men Marry Some Women and Not Others, assembled a team to interview
3,000 couples right after they got married.
60% of the recently married women said they were ready to walk away if their men were not ready to
get married.
Note: Molloy’s research is not a final proof that “ultimatums” and demands for commitment work.
However, I consider it to be a strong indicator for something that makes logical sense: that feigning
disinterest in a commitment, marriage and “official status” is not a good strategy.

Why Ultimatums Works
Jon Birger in his wonderful DateOnomics makes the point that ultimatum work because they create
scarcity (one of Cialdini’s principles of influence).
I am not convinced about the scarcity principle in this case. I think demanding commitment work in
part because of the threat, but also because demands increase the woman’s value.
A woman who demands commitment indeed is also making a statement that she is a woman who
expects to receive, and that is an indicator of value, confidence, and market value (because she
believes she can get commitment from someone else).
Also, it raises her value by placing her closer to the Madonna in the Madonna-whore dichotomy. And
men love that.
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You Must Follow Through
All the best negotiators (Secrets of Power Negotiating, Never Split the Difference) will tell you that if
you don’t follow through on ultimatums you lose almost all of your power.
Basically:
If you make an ultimatum, you must be ready to follow through.

What We Learned so Far
Here is how all this information translates to you:
Men Won’t Necessarily Chase You
Dating book best sellers tell you that you have to let men chase. Because they are hunters.
Not fully true.
Yes men do pursue and romance… When there are more women in the environment!
Otherwise men, like all human beings, have an ego and enjoy women who return their love and
fervor.
Read more in: the myth of the chase.

Hunters at heart… Or just few preys?
Men end up with what’s available
All human beings have a tendency to follow the path of last resistance.
And when there are lots of women available -but even when there aren’t that many-, men to end up
with what’s available and easier for them.
Men approach very beautiful women less
Because they think she must be too difficult and their chances must be low.
Asking for commitment seems to work
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Not asking for commitment on the other hand favor the men: they get what they want without having
to commit.
A few men get most of the sex
The sexual marketplace seems to be a market where the Pareto law applies. Women are more evenly
distributed and guys are more skewed towards a few big sex takers.

How to Date Effectively: Results
Bottom line.
WIIFY.
What does this all mean for you?

1. Don’t Let Him Do All The Work
We have seen that the advice of “letting him chase” is meaningless unless we also look at the
environment.
Making him chase you works. And it works great. IF the culture is one of courtship, women
idealization and if men outnumber women (the two overlap as we have seen).
If that’s not the case:

2. Date Assertively
Auction theory shows that women who date assertively pair up with men more frequently and more
reliably.
Dating assertively of course does not mean to be masculine and/or to lead the dating dance. You still
have to be feminine.
Dating assertively means to swap the culture of “feign disinterest, let him chase and invest as much
as possible” to one of “show up and help him move the interaction along“.

3. Consider Guys Without a Degree
Women show a strong reluctance to “marry down”. And that so far has included men who don’t hold
a degree.
Women with a degree should probably be well served by considering also the pool of non collegedegree men, where men are struggling with an oversupply of males.
This is especially true for cohorts where the gap is even wider, like black women.
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4. Give More More Men More Chances
Ie.: stop only focusing on the top 10%.
The data shows what we instinctively know is true: the manliest men and the men with most options
commit less and cheat more. And if you manage to settle with one, data also show they make for
worse relationships.
Of course, if you are looking for fun, go after whoever strikes your fancy.
But if you are looking for commitment, you are probably well served by giving more men more
chances and looking for more diamonds in the rough.

5. Settle Down Early
If you are in a difficult market, it’s a mathematical certainty that things will only get worse.
Then, it can pay off to make an effort to settle down early.

6. Ask for Commitment
This article makes the point -through data- that “letting him chase, invest & wait” does not work in
environments with an overabundance of women.
However, “have sex with him and never ask for anything” is not the solution. That does not work
either.
Instead, ask for commitment.
There is no data as to how/when to ask for commitment.

7. Pick Environments With Good Gender Ratio
If you’re a woman, date in environments with more men (and the opposite for men).
Or consider countries where your traits are more in demand.
And if you want a relationship, countrysides are better than cities.

8. Make Yourself Easy to Approach
The Carol Paradox, or the idea that beautiful women are pursued less applies to beautiful women. But
the truth is that all men are scared of rejection with all types of women.
The easier you make it for men to approach you, the more opportunity you will have.
Leil Lowndes says that men miss most female approach signals, which are too subtle for them. The
solution?
Look more welcoming (smile more)
Make your signals more obvious
Position yourself near him
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If you want to read more, check this article:
How to find a boyfriend
Dating strategies for women

Summary
This article looked at data on dating, sex and relationships.
It then drew a few rules on how to date effectively based on that data.
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The 10 Traits of High-Value Men (W/ Examples)
August 21, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What makes a high-quality man?
If you want to become one, it’s an important question.
And, even more important, is the answer to that question.
By the end of this article, you will know exactly what traits you need to develop to become a highquality man -or “high-value man” (there is a strong overlap between the two).
Contents
The Basics to Male High-Value Traits
#1. He Is Emotionally Intelligent
#2. He Has a Purpose
#3. He Takes Care of Himself
#4. He Has High Self-Esteem
#5. He Generates His Own Self-Esteem
#6. He Has a Secure Attachment Style
#7. He Knows Knows Power Dynamics
#8. He Is Honest To His Own Value System
#9. He Has A Growth Mindset
#10. He Takes Responsibility
Balance & High-Quality Men

The Basics to Male High-Value Traits
This article leverages sound psychology to get to the core of what makes a high-quality man.
Every single trait directly affects personality or, more or less indirectly, allows the individual to
acquire important life assets such as status, resources, mates, or friends.
To keep the list concise, the traits are high-level and can be broken down into further subsets.

#1. He Is Emotionally Intelligent
Emotional intelligence, as defined by Goleman and Tradberry, includes many important personality
traits that make people successful both in life and in relationships.
It includes:
Self-awareness: one’s own emotions, drives, personality, passions
Self-management: deferring pleasure, staying power, grit
Social awareness: other people’s emotions and social dynamics
Relationship management: building and managing positive relationships
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Although some psychologists contest the existence of emotional intelligence as a measurable trait, we
can all agree that the above subsets of the emotional intelligence trait do exist and that they vary from
person to person.
All of the above are important qualities for a high-value man because they heavily influence his
ability to acquire social status, move forward in life, develop as a man and, finally, effectively relate
with others. This includes his ability to acquire friends, gain allies, and develop healthy relationships
with women.

Self Awareness + Self Management
Some people get emotional intelligence all wrong.
They think it’s some touchy-feely approach to life, sitting on a mat and doing yoga, crying, or being
“vulnerable“.
But it’s not.
Self-awareness and self-management are what differentiate men who meander around life from those
who know where they’re going.
When you have self-awareness you don’t go around asking “what’s my passion” your whole life
long.
Because self-aware men know what their passions are. And with self-management, they work to
get there.
That’s the N.1 cluster of traits of a high-quality man: personal drive, the ability to identify what they
want to achieve with their drive, and the mental faculties to draft a plan, learn along the way, adjust,
and stay course.
Knowing what you want sets, high quality men, apart from the masses that follow what others want
them to do.
And self-management, without mincing words, is what differentiates the bums from the high
achievers of this world.
Low-quality men who go nowhere chase the immediate high of booze and drugs, without any regard
for tomorrow (and for themselves).
High achievers instead work their way to the top by deferring pleasure and doing what needs to be
done.

Social Awareness + Relationship Management
Same as the above.
Some people think this is about long talks and hand-holding.
Which it might as well be, when the situation calls for it.
But it’s also much more.
Social awareness is the equivalent of self-awareness applied to social situations. It allows highquality men to understand the social dynamics around them. Who’s in charge, who’s confident,
who’s chasing whom and who is submissive, and who counts for nothing.
Social awareness also helps men correctly tailor their behavior to the environment and the situation,
forming the basis of charm, charisma, and everything else related to social skills.
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Relationship management leverages social awareness to build a network of positive and value-adding
relationships.
These are all traits you can increase with focus.
In a way, you could see this whole website as a big platform to increase your emotional intelligence.

#2. He Has a Purpose
When a man knows what he wants and likes, then it only takes a minimum amount of drive to
develop a purpose.
A purpose, in Simon Sinek’s words, means a man has a WHY.
And when a man knows his WHY he moves through life with confidence and purpose. He displays
the charismatic leadership qualities of those who seem to know their paths, even when it’s dark and
difficult.
It’s especially captivating for those who don’t know where they’re going which, of course, is the vast
majority.
A purpose is what differentiates the men spending their evening watching football and drinking beer
from those who work and plot to move ahead in life.

Example: James Bond
James Bond is so charismatic and attractive to women also because he always seems to be on a
bigger pursuit:
James Bond, a thrill-seeking man, always seems busy with a bigger purpose. That naturally makes
him an unavailable man, and people want what’s scarce (Cialdni, 1984).

Reversal of Purpose: When It’s Too Focused
A relentless drive to achieve a certain goal will definitely make it more likely you will achieve that
goal.
But, depending on your goal, it can come at the cost of the overall personality.
The stereotype of the crazy genius with bad air and a messy place is the tale of a man with too singleminded drive.
And you can already see the limitations there.
Could you have a conversation with someone who lives and breathes for only, say, black holes
research?
Would such a man fare well in a crowd of socialites, at an art gallery or at a house warming party?
Exactly, he would be out of place and sticking out like a sore thumb.
Could he manage a happy relationship?
Hardly.
Too driven people also often don’t make for good relationship partners (see Einstein), friends, or
even conversation partners.
To be a high-quality man, you also need some balance.
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And if your life goal does not include people, you also need to develop people skills to become a
high-quality -and happier- man.

#3. He Takes Care of Himself
Driven men with a purpose look at themselves as if they were machines.
And they have the mindset that the more they take care of the machine, the farther they will go.
Also, they know how things work, and they know that the dichotomy of “being or appearing” is
nonsense.
The two feed into each other. Everyone judges the book also from its cover, so you also need to take
care of that book cover.
So high-quality men always:
Eat well
Exercise
Keep learning and investing in themselves.
High-quality men are like a high-quality wine.
You meet them today and they’re good. You stick with them and tomorrow they’re very good. You
stick with them until the day after tomorrow and they’re great.

… And Of People Around, Because They Got Leadership Qualities
Equally important, high-quality men take responsibility for the people around themselves as well.
Taking responsibility for things and people around is what turns high-quality men into highquality leaders.
Simon Sinek says that taking care of people is the most important trait of leadership.
And, contrary to high-quality women, leadership qualities are a must for high-quality men.

#4. He Has High Self-Esteem
Attention here:
It’s self-esteem, not confidence.
Self-esteem is different.
Confidence ebbs and flows depending on your results and skills in a given field. But self-esteem
stays.
Confidence is founded on strengths and results, while self-esteem encompasses losses and weakness.
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#5. He Generates His Own SelfEsteem
Why is this important?
Because as long as you depend on external forces to prop up your ego and self-esteem, you will
always be dependent on those external forces.
And, of course, dependence is the root cause of all potential weaknesses.
Now, granted, few people if any can reach a level of being completely independent of results, external
environment, and other people’s opinions.
But high-quality men have a much stronger control of their own self-esteem than most other men.
I call this “the antifragile-ego“.
Men with an antifragile ego enjoy more confidence, more internal strength, and more emotional
resilience in the face of adversities.
Since a man with an antifragile does not build his self-esteem around other people’s approval, he is
more confident in his opinion. Even when they are unpopular.
These high-quality men are not afraid of standing up for what they believe in because they
don’t need your approval.
They look like they have stronger inner conviction than anyone else, and everyone looks up to people
with inner conviction.
Especially in times of uncertainty. They are our rock in the hurricane.

#6. He Has a Secure Attachment Style
When a man has a secure attachment style he is emotionally mature.
Men with a secure attachment style are comfortable with intimacy.
They are not afraid of loving, of opening up, and at the same time, they are not afraid of
abandonment.
Men with an avoidant or anxious attachment style find it difficult to maintain long and strong
relationships.

Vulnerability
Vulnerability is a high-quality trait because it highlights the courage of being oneself.
Including the flaws.
Truly vulnerable men step out of the fakeness rat race and are more likely to achieve a contagiously
soothing inner confidence.
Vulnerability also makes sure that:
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He is genuine: You get to know the real him: he’s not wearing any mask
He is more honest: he has less need for lies because he has no need to cover his shortcomings
He is not abusive: he doesn’t need to “prove” his masculinity

Example: Lewis Howes
I consider Lewis Howes, author of The Mask of Masculinity, to be a great example of a high-quality
man with a secure attachment style and who also manages to fully embrace vulnerability.
The guy is warm, welcoming and he always gives off the vibe of a man who is just being himself,
comfortable being himself, with little or no social masks.
See an example:
He fully opens up, doesn’t try to sound cooler, doesn’t even try to stand straight to look better

#7. He Knows Knows Power
Dynamics
High-quality men know what’s fair and not fair, what’s friendly and what’s rude, and what they can
take and what they will not take.
And they set and enforce their boundaries accordingly.
The high-quality man is not a too nice guy afraid of standing him up for himself.
And when someone crosses his boundaries, he will let them know he’s not cool with it and that he
has to insist on the limits he thinks are fair.
He will also do it with higher-ups, because he doesn’t take gratuitous disrespect, not even from a
boss.
High-quality men know that disrespect is a slippery slope, and if you allow it to happen once, people
lose respect for you and they will keep doing it.
They know it’s a risk, but their self-respect and their moral code is worth more than a job (plus highquality men can usually get good jobs anyway).
At the upper echelons, high-quality men will also defend the boundaries of the people they care for
and the people they take responsibility for.
And of course, needless to say, they demand fair behavior at home as well and they take no
disrespect.
If their spouse cheats, she’s out.
And if she threatens to break up, they know how to handle it.
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#8. He Is Honest To His Own Value
System
High-quality men don’t indiscriminately accept value systems from others.
There is no shortage of people telling men how they should behave these days:
Religions
Women
Mom and dad
MGTOW
Red Pill
This or that author…
High-value men listen attentively to them all.
But, ultimately, they build their own value system and have their own moral compass. That’s what
they stick to.
There are many different value systems that can make a man high value. However, there are a few
constraints.
Alpha male is different. You can be a piece of shit and be an alpha male. But you can’t be a piece of
shit and be a high-value man.
For example, high-quality men:
Don’t get into a relationship if they want to sleep around
Don’t promise endless love if they don’t plan to stick around
If they promise something, they will do their best to make it happen
And, if they get into a relationship and promise monogamy, they’ll try to stick with it (and demand
the same back).
High-quality men can be players or husbands. But if they promise loyalty, they stick to it (and
demand the same back)

#9. He Has A Growth Mindset
Carol Dweck in her seminal psychological research outlines two different approaches people have to
skills and talent:
Fixed mindset
Growth mindset
Fixed Mindset people believe their qualities are set at birth and carved in stone.
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You are who you are, and there isn’t much you can do about it.
People with a fixed mindset shy away from challenges because losing means “they’re bad” and that
would hurt their ego.
These people are highly outcome dependent and when they fail, they make a lot of excuses because
they feel the need to “cover up” their lack.
It’s difficult having open discussions and honest feedback with fixed mindset men because they are
always guarded and take things very personally.
Growth Mindset people believe their can learn and grow.
They seek learning and growth opportunities because failing does not define them. On the contrary,
failing is the only way they can improve.
Men with a growth mindset move forward in their lives, are open to feedback and criticism, and are
generally happier and more pleasant people to be around.

#10. He Takes Responsibility
The locus of control is the degree to which people believe that they have -or don’t have- control over
their life.
These are the two types of locus of control:
Internal locus of control
External locus of control
Internal locus of control means you believe you are in control of your life.
External locus of control means you believe life events determine the course of your life and you
don’t have control over them.
The locus of control determines whether you feel like you’re at the helm of your life or like a
castaway in a rudderless lifeboat.
And high-quality men feel like they are at the helm of their lives.
Taking responsibility starts with your own life first and foremost: you take responsibility for your
current station in life, and for where you want to go.
Great leadership is an extension of this principle. Great leadership rests on responsibility and a sense
of ownership. It’s the responsibility of taking care not just for oneself, but for those around, and the
feeling that you can help your group with your leadership.
This is also the best, and healthier way to be a leader in your relationship, which in turn is the
healthiest of also maintaining attraction and, as a side consequence, control.

Example: Tom Bylieu
Tom Bylieu didn’t build a billion-dollar company by accident.
He built one because he has a mindset whereby he takes ownership of everything that happens in his
life.
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Tom Bylieu is an example of extreme locus of control:
Everything is your fault
Also read Extreme Ownership or Ultimate Power (locus of control is one of my tenets for ultimate
mental power).
An internal locus of control also shields you from superstitious BS. I remember a girlfriend of mine
asking if “I really didn’t believe at all in the horoscope”.
She loved me much more when I told her that men like myself are incompatible with the horoscope.
The horoscope tells you what’s going to happen to you. It tells you what’s your path is going to look
like. So then what, you can just sit back and let it unfold? That’s inconceivable.
We don’t let anyone tell us what’s going to happen to us, because we, and we alone, are at the helm
of our lives.

Balance & High-Quality Men
Finally, keep this in mind:
Almost everything related to humans is about balance and trade-offs.
You could take almost any single positive and, when you take them to the extreme, they would
become a drawback.
Taking care of oneself to the extreme crosses into narcissism, too much vulnerability can become an
excuse for ineffective crybabies, and sticking to one’s values no matter what can lead to big mistakes.
Indeed, like Benazir says in The Tao of Dating, balance is just another sign of high-quality men.
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8 Signs of Low Value Men
August 22, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for the traits and signs that allow you to spot (and potentially avoid) a low value
man?
You have come to the right page.
By the end of it, you will know exactly what are the traits of a low value man.
Weinstein had the appearance and behavior of a low-quality man
Contents
Signs of Low Value Men
#1. He Has Low Emotional Intelligence (AKA: “He Doesn’t Get it”)
#2. He Has No Drive & Purpose
#3. Big Ego (With No Matching Skills)
#4. Doesn’t Care About Much At All
#5. He is A Submissive Pushover
#6. Neediness Around Women
#7. Lacks Internal References: Others Control His Self-Esteem & Behavior
#8. Believes There Is Little He Can Do About Anything
SUMMARY

Signs of Low Value Men
This article leverages psychology to uncover what are the most telling signs of low quality men.

#1. He Has Low Emotional Intelligence
(AKA: “He Doesn’t Get it”)
Daniel Goleman says that emotional intelligence accounts for 80% of success in life.
I don’t believe much in quantifying something that is (extremely) hard to measure.
But emotional intelligence does account for a major portion of one’s life success and fulfillment.
Emotional intelligence includes:
Self awareness (knowledge of himself)
Self management (managing one’s own emotions)
Social awareness (understanding other people’s emotions)
Relationship management (developing positive relationships)
Emotional is what allows us to control our emotions, keep doing what we don’t want to necessarily
do, and to keep positive relationships.
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Men with a low emotional intelligence tend to show an erratic behavior, jump from one thing to
another, fail to accumulate resources and power and fail to climb dominance hierarchies.
Finally, they have little social awareness.
Weinstein certain had some traits of a high quality man: he was great at his job, he stayed at his art
until he became extremely skilled, he was great at his job, he accumulated power and riches… And
yet, he miserable failed at social intelligence.
Weinstein comes across as a slimy, disgusting individual because he has low social intelligence.
It’s not just that he never understood how to manage his reputation, but he never understood what
women really want, and how to treat a woman. A man in his position, he could have gotten laid with
full consent, and without being slimy. But because he didn’t know how to play the game, he was
slimy and disgusting.

Low Self Awareness
Men with low self awareness don’t know what they like, what their passions are and what they want
out of life.
They don’t follow their own path, and they always look at others for direction.
They rarely work on own projects and instead seek work from someone else (and they’d take any sort
of random, generic employment).

Low Self Management
Low self management means they seek short term pleasure over long term results.
They buy whatever they like, possibly using credit. And they buy liabilities and depreciating assets
that keep them poor.
Low value men don’t realize the shortcomings which are holding them back, including entitlement
mentality not backed up by work and skills.
Look at this man, for example:
The mindset that keeps him poor for life

Low Social Skills
A lack of social awareness and relationship management leads to poor people skills and poor
relationships.
Men with very low social skills are socially akward, become social pariahs and are unwanted by men
and women alike.

#2. He Has No Drive & Purpose
Somebody once said:
When you don’t have a goal, you end up working for those who do have a goal.
That much is true.
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And while working for someone else is NOT an indicator of low quality, taking whatever comes your
way with no preference and no ambition to move forward, certainly is.
When you couple low sex drive with no life purpose, goals and motivation, you basically get a human
plant.
Except they don’t produce oxygen.
This video of neutered Brian is an example of a man low in any kind of drive, and finding satisfaction
in consumption instead of production:
This is not fat-shaming, but low value men don’t even try to stay fit.

He Lives Vicariously
Since low value men have no personal drive, they also have little passions and have little personal
successes in life.
However, they might still be passionate about something, and still seek to enjoy wins.
How do they do it? By living vicariously.
Low value men are passionate about things, goals and dreams that either add no value to their
lives, or that lie outside of their control.
A typical example is being so passionate about a team, as to merge one’s own ego and pride with that
team.
Low value men feel like they won when “their” teams win, or they feel great when the new song-hit
of “his” favorite rapper comes out.
So they end up spending their money, time, and effort watching, commenting, and promoting other
people’s lives instead of working on their own.

Or Have Lower-Quality Purposes
Some men do have their purpose, but the very nature of that purpose makes them low value.
Some examples of poor quality purposes:
To destroy something, someone, or a group of people
To antagonize someone, or a group of people (feminists / bitter men)
Some not so great purposes also include:
Make as much money as possible
Sleep with as many women as possible
Provide for a low-value woman
Do or collect quirky stuff most people don’t care about (ant farming, stamps, etc.)

#3. Big Ego (With No Matching Skills)
Big ego with skills is called cocky.
Big ego with no skills is called delusional.
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A big ego alone is not enough to condemn a man to the basement of social pariahs.
A big ego with matching skills and results, for example, is what people might call arrogant (see
McGregor or the “young gun” dominance style for example).
Arrogance is not a positive trait, yet it can be perversely charismatic when people around you need
the strength of conviction.
The real tragedy is when a big ego is not matched by skills, competence and results.
Then you truly get a big balloon of hot air, and people never fail to avoid those (if you wanna see an
extreme example, see the YouTube videos of nobodies claiming “do you know who I am?”.

Fragile Egos & Fixed Mindset
Men with a big ego often have two more issues that keeps them low-value:
Fragile ego
Contrary to popular belief, one can have a big ego and a fragile ego at the same time.
As a matter of fact, this is a common mix of abusive men (Baumeister, 1999). They have big egos,
but it’s so easy to threaten that ego, that they always need to be on the defensive not to get hurt.
And that’s why they lash out in anger, especially with their spouses. Almost anything their spouses
do is a threat to their own self-worth.
Fixed mindset
An individual has a fixed mindset when he doesn’t think he can improve.
He believes that skills and personal qualities are fixed at birth, and that those skills and qualities
define them.
These men then come to build the their self esteem around “being right” or “being good”.
Can you see the weakness in that?
These men always need to win and “show how good they are” in order to defend their self-image and
self-esteem.
Men with a fixed mindset are low quality because they don’t develop over time, are always
defensive and tend to be touchy and vindictive.
It’s also hard having a relationship with these guys.
They can’t accept a feedback, get defensive and, as Roy Baumeister explains, are more likely to be
abusive.

#4. Doesn’t Care About Much At All
These days, it’s hip to say “I don’t care”.
But, most of the times, it’s a defensive mechanism to show fake superiority.
In “The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck“, Manson explains that the only way not to care too much
about random stuff happening in your life is to care a lot about a few things.
A low-value man doesn’t care about the very things that could make him more high-value, such as:
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What he does
How much he makes
How he could improve and develop
Who his friends are
The health of his closest relationships
And of course, he doesn’t care much about how he looks, either.
He is cool with being overweight, with having cheap and ill fitting clothes, and in looking disheveled.

Example: The Low Quality Apathy
Apathetic men are low value men for many reasons.
They are boring, unexciting, contagiously depressed, and they never move forward.
The man in “The Good Girl” is a great example of a man who doesn’t care about anything:
And the fact that he thinks that a woman who disrespects her husband, complains and is generally
constantly in a bad mood is the “best woman around” is also another indicator of low quality.

#5. He is A Submissive Pushover
Nice guys rarely become top quality men as climbing to the top requires some assertiveness and,
sometimes, even the ability to be aggressive.
Still, “nice guy” by itself does not condemn a man to be a low value man.
But excessively nice guys do are low value men.
That’s because many excessively nice guys aren’t even nice, they’re just fearful.
And they:
Don’t enforce boundaries
Let people disrespect them
Allow bosses and colleagues to humiliate them
Let their girlfriends abuse them and control the relationship
A low value, passive man does not have the strength and courage to speak his mind.
If he is unhappy, he uses passive aggression rather than direct communication.
The movie “Fargo” presents a great example of a low value pushover:
Notice how his excessive submissive behavior relegates him to the “pay no mind to” list.
Low value pushovers also tend to have an exaggerated respect for authority.
They follow orders and brown-nose as a life strategy: that’s what makes them feel safe and what
avoids confrontations.
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#6. Neediness Around Women
Low value men have little success with women.
They tend to develop oneitis, white-knight women, chase women or just be too fearful to even engage
in any meaningful conversation with women.
Overall, they tend to have a scarcity mindset.
Giving unnaturally high attention to a woman, or seeking women who make them feel stronger can
also be a sign of low-value.
I remember once riding an elevator to work with a cute girl and a manager. The girl was talking to me
only, and was telling me she shy and fearful of having to deliver a presentation.
The manager took over from there:
Low-value manager: (leaning deeply towards her, almost in front ofh er face, with highpitched voice) Oohhh, you’re shy of doing the presentation?
The girl couldn’t keep a normal conversation anymore, he just wanted to focus on her fears.
This is what he was actually communicating: “you’re soooo adorable, I want to protect you, please
tell me more about your fears and inadequacies so that I can feel more like a man”.
In those 5 seconds I lost all of my respect for that guy.
When dating, low value men either don’t play any games because they wouldn’t even know how, or
they play lots of mind games because they don’t believe they are enough.

Relationship Clinginess
When it comes to relationship attachment styles low value men are either anxious or avoidants.
Avoidants can be confused with assholes, but they are actually afraid of intimacy.
But most of all, low value men are anxious. Anxious men crave constant intimacy and confirmation
of continued commitment.
They go berserk when their partner is far away, and can turn hyper-jealous and protective in a
misguided effort of “keeping her close”.
Low value men idolize and chase women

#7. Lacks Internal References: Others
Control His Self-Esteem & Behavior
High-quality men value their opinion more than the opinion of some random people.
Their standards are high, and they have chosen their system of values, so they’re not gonna let any
random person make them feel bad for their choices.
This is about having control of one’s own emotions, one of the basic laws of power, and not let
people take a judge role on you -see soft power-.
Low quality men are the opposite.
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They don’t value their opinion very much, they follow fads, they let groups decide for them what’s
good or bad.
And, most of all, they only feel as good as others allow them to be.
A negative feedback, a bad performance, a disapproving look, these all tank his self-confidence.
His ego is built around “being liked”, “being good” and some other inherently fragile traits.
And he relinquishes control of how he feels.
This is a common issue for many people.
To overcome it, read:
The antifragile ego

He Follows Others People’s Rules To Gain Acceptance
Fakeness is often a byproduct of low self esteem.
Low value men are fake because they don’t feel that being themselves is enough.
Thus, they wear different masks, trying to cover up what they perceive are major flaws that would
repel people from them, and they acquire the masks that the different social groups want them to
wear.
If they end up in manosphere groups, they become caricatures and alpha male posturers.
And if they follow the widespread feminist culture, they seek external approval by virtue-signaling
their fake “open-mindedness”. You know, “why are you judging that woman for drinking and
sleeping around, it doesn’t mean she makes for a bad partner”. Sure not..

#8. Believes There Is Little He Can Do
About Anything
The locus of control is the degree to which people believe that they have -or don’t have- control over
their life.
The locus of control determines whether you feel like the man at the helm of your life or like a
castaway in a rudderless life boat.
These are the two types of locus of control:
Internal locus of control
External locus of control
Internal locus of control means you believe you are in control of your life.
External locus of control means you believe random events determine the course of your life and
you don’t have control over them.
Brian Tracey says that people with an external locus of control feel helpless, are sadder, get angry
more easily, and are more prone to depression.
Tracey’s intuition is confirmed by psychologist Martin Seligman: people with an external locus of
control are more likely to fall into “learned helplessness” after just a few failed attempts at whatever
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task they’re working on.
On the other hand, people with an internal locus of control are confident, energetic and optimistic.
They even tend to be healthier!
Low value men have an external locus of control.

SUMMARY
Quality is not a binary value, that you either have, or don’t have.
It’s a trait that sits on a spectrum, and you can always increase it.
And that’s the single biggest issue of low-quality men: they don’t seek to increase their own value.
They are not motivated to move forward in life.
Furthermore, quality is also situational, changing depending on context, and environment.
That means that all of us, sometimes, can act or think low value.
And that’s OK.
To be a high-value man, the main thing you need to do is simply to strive to be high value, and work
towards that goal.
To your continuous development,
Lucio.
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How to Solve Perpetual Relationship Problems: A Guide
August 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How can you solve perpetual problems that seem unsolvable?
Well, sometimes, you can’t.
But some other times, you can.
Or you can work around them.
This article helps you address perpetual relationship problems.
Happy ever after means fixing perpetual problems
Note: this article is based on John Gottman‘s research.
Gottman uses alternatively “unsolvable problems” and “perpetual problems”, and I will also use them
interchangeably.
Contents
What Are Perpetual Problems
Types of Relationship Problems
Relationship Perpetual Problems Examples
Gridlock: When Perpetual Problems Get Problematic
How to Solve Perpetual Problems
1. Prevent It By Finding A Compatible Partner
2. Approach With Open Mind
3. Don’t Try to Change Your Partner
4. Understand Your Partner
5. Pick Your Battles
6. Argue Well
7. Communicate Directly
8. Accept Some Problems Will Take Time
Unsolvable Problems Checklist
SUMMARY

What Are Perpetual Problems
This is a definition of “perpetual problem:
Perpetual problems cover the areas of friction, disagreements or problems that a couple
finds difficult to solve once and for all and that keep re-occurring over and over again.
The reasons why fixing perpetual problems is difficult vary, and it includes personality traits, deep
beliefs, irreconcilable habits, or a difficulty or unwillingness to change.
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Types of Relationship Problems
To help understand relationship problems it’s helpful to put them into contest.
Relationship researcher John Gottman says there are three types of relationship problems:
1. Solvable problems are topic related and situational. It can be about a disagreement on where to
go for dinner, or on where to spend Christmas. They have no deeper meaning behind the issue
and you can solve them with a compromise or an ad-hoc solution.
2. Perpetual problems cannot be solved because they center around completely different ways of
seeing the world, different or contrasting values or different personality traits and preferences.
For example, deciding where to spend Christmas could be a perpetual problem if she wants to
spend lots of time with her family together with him while he prefers alone time with her
3. Gridlocked perpetual problems are perpetual problems that the couple has not handled well
and that have become chronic and painful issues in the relationship. For example, if every
Thursday it’s an argument on spending the weekend with her family and he is passive
aggressive every time he goes, that’s a gridlocked perpetual problem.

Relationship Perpetual Problems Examples
Here are some examples of unsolvable problems:
Frequency of sex (one wants or needs it more often)
Spending habits (savers VS spender)
Family ties (spends lots of times with family of origin VS highly independent)
Socializing (wants to go out a lot VS stay at home partner)
Organizational requirements (tidy VS disorganized)
Time management (advance planner VS last minute planner or no planner)
Family planning (wants children VS doesn’t want children)
Relationship status (marriage / just sex)
You will notice that lots of these problems relate to deeply entrenched personality traits.
It can even be as simple as being on time VS not being on time.
And since people rarely change, most of these issues will not find a permanent solution most of the
times.
And that’s OK, for some types of problems.
But it can get more complex when the differences relate to the relationship itself.
Ted and Robin in the series “How I Met Your Mother” were fighting against those types of
unsolvable problems that doom a relationship.
See here an example:
Ted made the mistake of trying to solve one of those unsolvable problems that doom relationships.
Some women have done the same with yours truly, and that didn’t end up well:
Some unsolvable problems lead to heartbreak
However, there are also plenty of perpetual problems that are totally OK.
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The skill is in knowing which is which.

Gridlock: When Perpetual Problems Get Problematic
John Gottman says that some perpetual problems can turn the whole relationship sour.
This can happen when the problem is too big and important to both.
However, it can also happen when the problem is not really huge.
How can that be the case?
Small perpetual problems can become huge problems when one or both partners have a poor
attitude towards it.
Indeed, says Gottman, most of the times it’s not about the origin or cause of the problem but it’s
about attitude.
It’s when partners refuse influence from each other and adopt a negative view of each other that
unsolvable problems ruin the relationship.
One partner cannot accept that their partner is different than they are and start seeing their whole
partner’s personality in a negative light.
They either dig their heels refusing to budge or “go underground” by refusing to discuss the issue and
silently build resentment.
Each partner starts believing they are “right” and “good” while the other is “wrong” and “the villain
of the relationship”.

Example of Perpetual Problem That’s Become Gridlocked
The movie Blue Valentine has an example of perpetual problem which has become a gridlocked
problem:
You will notice she is ambitious while he is not.
She has not accepted how he is, and she is also not dealing with the issue openly. She comes across
as judgmental and unhappy with him. While he feels under fire and becomes highly defensive.

How to Solve Perpetual Problems
Before I started delving into relationship literature, I thought that any successful couple had no
unsolvable problems, by definition.
I was terribly wrong.
John Gottman says that every couple has unsolvable problems. And it just makes sense if you think
about it: unsolvable problems relate to being different.
And since the chances of being exactly the same are quite slim, we will all have some unsolvable
problem to deal with.
But here is the point:
Unsolvable problem will not ruin the relationship if we deal with them well.
Here is how to do it:
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1. Prevent It By Finding A Compatible Partner
Somebody once said that when you marry someone you also marry a set of problems.
That is so true.
But the solution is simple: when deciding who to partner with, make sure must make sure that
the problems between you two are problems you can live with.
Therefore a great and often under-appreciated relationship skill is learning how to date and prospect.

2. Approach With Open Mind
You can approach the conflict with an open mind and a negotiator mindset.
That means looking for solutions instead seeking “victory”.
Talking about problems with an open mind will also get you into a mindset that you can talk about
anything with your partner and that together you can solve any problem.
Now that’s a great mindset to possess.
And if you learn some basics of negotiation and “pie-enlarging” strategies, that will surely help
(check out the best negotiation books).

3. Don’t Try to Change Your Partner
It’s almost common knowledge that trying to change people doesn’t work.
And John Gottman found out in his laboratory experiments that couple trying to change each other
rarely improved their relationship.
The same related issue is trying to solve the problem in a way that you benefit the most. That’s a bit
like expecting and forcing your partner to change.
In the long run these “solutions” either don’t hold or build resentment.
Again, think win-win instead and try to meet around the middle.

4. Understand Your Partner
Talking your issues is a great opportunity to better understand your partner and build emotional
intimacy.
What to they like best, why, where can they compromise, what are they going to be happy with?
That’s the mindset of turning obstacles into opportunities.

5. Pick Your Battles
Let’s be practical here.
Maybe you want to spend every weekend with your partner, throw the trash out every single day,
clean the dishes the second you finish eating and never watch an action movie/football match with
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him.
But instead of going for every single item on your list, how about prioritizing and asking what’s most
important to you?
Pick your battle and differentiate what you need from what you really want and what would be nice
to have.

6. Argue Well
We have talked a lot here about arguing well.
We introduced the four horsemen of the apocalypse and we explained what they are and how to avoid
them.
For a deeper review check:
criticism
defensiveness
stonewalling
contempt
Suffice here to say that the basics of arguing well is to approach the conflict with an open mind and
wanting to understand your partner first.
Only after seeking to understand seek to be understood and then address the issue with a win-win
mindset.
If the conflict is highly emotional, it can help to prepare your approach in advance.
Here are some very good resources for dealing with difficult conversations:
Difficult Conversations
Crucial Conversations
Thanks for The Feedback

7. Communicate Directly
Unsolvable problems often fester because we don’t feel like we can be fully honest with our partner.
This is most common in partners who tend to be more submissive, too nice, or passive aggressive.
But you need to be brave and tactfully address the issue with full honesty.
The example from Blue Valentine is a good example of a gridlocked issue where neither partner is
owning up to their side of the problem.
Her side of the problem is:
I wish we could be more well off
I sometimes wish you were more driven
I would like to see you leverage and use your talent
His side of the problem is:
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I feel like you are judging me
I want you to communicate your thoughts freely
I am happy with my life the way it is, are you happy with yours
If the two of them had discussed their position in full honesty, they would have gone to the heart of
that issue. And they’d have had a chance to fix it.

8. Accept Some Problems Will Take Time
If you are already gridlocked, have some realistic expectations.
It’s possible you will make strides, but it’s also possible that it will take some time to bring the
situation to a point where you both can be happy.
The first immediate goal should be to first stop resenting your partner.
It can help to lay out a plan of the “bare minimum” you can tolerate:
1. The bare minimum you require
2. Your areas of flexibility
3. A first draft of resolution
From then on, you can slowly move towards positive territory.

Unsolvable Problems Checklist
So far we reviewed that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Problems are unavoidable
Some problems are unsolvable, and they’re also unavoidable
Unavoidable problems don’t (necessarily) undermine a relationship
When unavoidable problems become gridlocked they ruin the relationship

The question then is: are your unsolvable problems gridlocked?
Here is a checklist to find out:
You don’t talk about the problem (anymore), and yet it still pains you
It feels like a war is about to break up when you broach the topic
You talk about it, but nothing ever moves forward
Both of you are entrenched in your position
You are both more intent on getting your way than meeting middle ground
Nobody has ever tried to put themselves in the other partner’s shoes
When you talk about it, it can get mean and nasty
The issue gets bigger with time
You are disengaging from each other
When you think about your partner, you think of gridlocked relationship problems
You start resenting your partner
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If that’s your case, don’t worry, it’s never too late to start an open, honest communication.
It can help if your partner as well reads this article. Two of you are much more powerful than one.

SUMMARY
Every relationship has unsolvable problems because they simply stem from the differences in our
personalities, values and background.
Worry not, unsolvable problems do not have to be a threat to the relationship.
If you can tackle them with humor and understanding, they can even spice up the relationship.
It’s when the unsolvable problems undermine your team-spirit that they risk starting a vicious circle
that unhinge your relationship.
This article explained how to address and solve unsolvable relationship problems.
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Atypical Seduction Techniques To Sweep Her Off Her Feet
August 27, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Sweeping women off their feet can be quite easy, if you use the right seduction techniques.
By the end of this article you will learn 4 supremely aphrodisiac, counterintuitive seduction
techniques that will help you sweep women off their feet.
Contents
Seduction Techniques For Men
1. Swarm Her Heart With Unrestrained Passion
2. Pursue Her With Abandon
3. Drop Babies Hints
4. The Broken Man Seduction Technique
SUMMARY

Seduction Techniques For Men
This article is here to show that some of the best ways to sweep women off their feet is to do the
opposite of what most dating advcie recommends.
Men who sweep women off their feet break the rules and throw caution to the wind.
They’re not afraid of risks, of potentially looking like idiots, or of charging head-first into a
relationship.
Both the mainstram and pick-up artist seduction advise tells men to:
1. Don’t chase
2. Don’t invest too much
3. Don’t rush things
And that advice makes sense.
However, when you want to go for memorable, you really need to break all the rules.
This article shows you that the exact opposite behavior of typical dating advice, when executed well,
overcharges your seduction by 10x.
Let’s start:

1. Swarm Her Heart With Unrestrained Passion
The conventional wisdom is that you should not over-invest.
And that makes sense.
The problem with investing too much indeed is what it communicates.
It suggests that you believe she is more valuable than you are -higher sexual market value-. And your
investment is a way to make up for the value imbalance.
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And since women lust after men who are “higher up” than them, they often don’t really go crazy for
men who over-invest.
That much is true.
However, in a cynic world where most men seek not to look to into her, a man who does the opposite
can be supremely attractive.
Swarming her with passion includes:
Texting her
Caling her
Scheduling dates
Behing upfront about your lust
Being upfront about your willingness to see her
Doing gallant things for her (opening doors, protecting her, checking up on her, etc.)
Picking her up and driving her back
All of the above show that you really like her.
And people love people who like them, it makes them feel good. Plus, it shows you’ve got the balls
to to go directly and unashamedly what you want.

Why it Works
Robert Greene in The Art of Seduction calls this style “Ideal Lover” and says that its allure is that of
making the woman the center of his world.
Swarming her with attention, time and effort is not just about sex or finding a partner.
But it appeals to greater ideals of romance, love… Passion.
Rudolph Valentino is the example of a man who swarms her lovers with unrestrained passion (at least
on screen).
But many of Casanova’s conquests were also based on over-investment and unrelented show of
affection.
However, don’t think this is all about lovey-dovey stuff.
There is also a powerful element of sex here.
Indeed anything unrestrained powerfully hints at the sexual.
Have you noticed how serial-killer psychopaths have lots of women who wants to have sex with
them?
Well, the unrestrained passion touches on similar attraction triggers. But it removes the most antisocial traits of psychopaths and adds romance, making its appeal much larger and, I’d dare to say,
almost universal.

Doing It Well
How do you do it?
First of all, the big distinction: there is a big difference between the run-of-the-mill, nice guy average
Joe who over-invests and the way the Rodolfo Valentino-type of man operates.
What’s the difference?
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The average Joe is plain and boring.
There are hundred of thousands of average Joe operating the same way.
An army of men in ill-fitting clothes and all working for the man.
Ordinary.
Plain.
Boring…
And ordinary is bland and unattractive.
Valentino instead is over the top.
He is passionate, outlandish, his style is out of this world.
Something like women have never experienced before.
He shows unrestrained abandon in his pursuit.
His out-of-this-world style suggests romance and sex that are also out of his word.
That’s the way you gotta do it if you want to sweep men off their feet.
The Notebook beginning here, one of the all time most favorite chick flicks ever, is all about him
over-investing and blatantly chasing. Hanging with one hand at the risk of dying to get a date is the
ultimate over-investment example.

Note of Caution For Women
Sadly, this is not just the style of incorrigble romantics and Casanova-style womanizers.
There is indeed an of overlap between this seduction technique and the style of cluster B personalities
(narcissists, psychopaths and sociopaths).
Cluster B men make their targets feel like they are the only thing that matters, and the best woman
they have ever met.
They add a shower of praise and admiration to stroke her ego and make her feel like a queen who’s
living the romance of her life.
They crowd her time, write her first all times, they are constantly on her mind.
And she’s walking on clouds during the initial stages of romance.
But there is no happy ending. Once she is completely under his thumb, the romance turns into
nightmare.
The thousands of women who fall prey of sociopaths and who later join websites like
sociopathfree.com are the eery testament that this technique does indeed make women go crazy
(almost literally).
So watch out if some guy romances you like this.
It might be the romance of your life. But it might also be a sociopath who doesn’t even know what
romance is.

2. Pursue Her With Abandon
The popular dating advice is never to chase a girl.
And for good reason: chasing a girl is a not too dissimilar as over-investing.
It communicates that you have little going in your life and few other female options.
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That makes sense.
In general.
However, the simple fact that chasing evolved in men and comes natural to almost everyone, shows
that, at least sometimes, it worked -or its genes would have died with the very first men who started
pursuing-.
And with a few tweaks, chasing can be turned into a technique to sweep her off her feet.
A note of caution though: this is not the easiest seduction technique.
Chasing a girl who doesn’t want you over months can be ego-battering and outright scary.
And it’s not the simplest to execute: it’s a bit like a tight-rope walk.
Indeed the difference between an effective chase netting you a girlfriend (or a lay) and a restraining
order can be dangerously thin at times.
But it’s doable.

Why It Works
We live in a fast-paced world.
Most men have little time for romance and the #meToo movement is only the last drop that makes
men skittish of persistence. Even when it’s called for.
It’s a pity, because persistence is a big female fantasy.
Lots of romances and even fairytales entail the man persisting and overcoming hurdles until she
finally relents.
And in a world where everyone is too busy for romancing, the hard chase becomes all the more
effective.

How to Do It Well
Chasing in style can be done in two different ways:
1. With the Valentino style, over the top
2. With constant pressure
Over the top would mean things like sending flowers to her workplace (always huuuge effect),
delivering a small gift at her place, sending a love letter full of flowers.
This is an example from Grand Cardone on how to do it with constant pressure.
The constant pressure seduction technique is a bit more common and bland, so you should offset the
chasing with lots of personal value.
Cardone in the video for example was still working hard on his life and becoming a more and more
successful man.
That also made him attractive.
Had he been a bum, chasing incessantly would have probably gone nowhere.

The Bad Ways to Do It
The worst way to deploy this seduction technique is best summarized with the attitudes of the
following sentences:
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Why don’t you call me back
You are the woman of my dreams
Please give me a shot..
I can make you so happy!
They are all example of supplicating, begging or clueless behavior.

Example: How Chasing Worked for Me
I very rarely used this seduction technique, and never until the end.
But I’ve dabbled in it enough to know first-hand it can work.
Here is an example:
Some years ago and for a period of time I was calling a girl who picked up the phone, but didn’t
want to go out with me.
When we met, she said she wasn’t interested in dating but she kept a polite conversation going
on.
After our interaction, I called her 2-3 times over a rather extended period of time while I was walking
on the way home. And we’d had these very open talks about our lives.
I was careful to communicate I was interested, but I never bugged her too much about meeting. Our
calls had the frame that “I’m interested, but I’n not going to harass you”.
If I’d ask her out and she’d decline, I’d always step back and make it seem it was nothing.
The last time I called her I could feel some excitement in her tone.
And by the end of it, she was inviting me to go out with her group.
I never followed up on that, but it was enough proof for me that I could make persistence work.
Note: chasing and persistent romancing becomes part of the culture when there are more men than
women: read the article science of dating for more.
And also note that when you chase hard you might start the relationship with the balance of power
skewed on her side. But you can correct that during the relationship.

3. Drop Babies Hints
The widespread dating advice is that you should not rush things and you should not show too much
interest.
Rushing means you don’t have many options and that you don’t screen for high quality women.
Which, in turns, communicates you don’t even like her and you would take just about anyone.
And albeit that’s not necessarily true, in our culture rushing is also associated with poor decision
making.
Again, that makes a lot sense… For most normal situations.
But we’re not talking normal here.
We’re talking about sweeping off her feet seduction techniques.
And if you can evoke the allure of a great inseminator, things will move to bed with passionate
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abandon.

Why it Works
Let’s not forget that dating, at the core, is nothing more than looking and screening for a mate to procreate.
Hinting at babies is only a more direct way to tap into that subconscious drive that all women have.
Research showed that women rate higher men who attend to children and that general display of
kindness are also favored (Bleske-Rechek, 2006).
If you do it well, it unleashes a strong, carnal sexual desire.
Not simply the more common desire for sex and sexual pleasure, but a desire for impregnation.
Shall we be even more explicit: a lust for your semen.

How to Do It Well
Don’t broach the babies topic too serious or too directly.
Albeit you could make that work too, I see more ways it would backfire than it would work.
Basically you want to plant the seed for her to think about you as a great baby-maker, not you asking
her to give you a child.
The ways to do it correctly then are:
1. Hint babies while making it clear you’re not fully serious (Tinder text flirt for example)
2. Drop far away hints and let her connect the dots
The second is the best option.
When to use it:
This is going to be much more powerful when women start thinking about children.
That’s related to age of course, but also by culture.
A girl in the west in her younger twenties won’t be thinking about children most of the times.
But in parts of the world where women give birth early, you might be astonished at how early the
baby-mindset starts.

Example: How I Seduced With Babies’ Hints
Since this can sound very abstract, here is the most glaring example I have:
A couple of years ago I was having dinner and wine at my Airbnb place with a girl.
Given the circumstances, things were probably going to happen anyway (in the texting guide I
show how I set it up as a first date).
But as they say, better safe than.. Masturbating :).
Sitting on the table, we were also playing with the laptop as we got to know each other.
And I got to know she had had a bad childhood (to be accurate: a general-style abusive father).
At that point I knew that showing old pictures of my happ-ish family and childhood was
probably going to take her into fantasy land.
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The fantasy land of the family she never had.
Then, once in the right mindset I showed her the pictures of me as a baby.
And I let her connect the dots.
The dots being she could have had the same…. Maybe starting that night :).
I expected it to be a good boost in attraction.
But I was quite surprised at how powerful it actually ended up to be.
She went into a frenzy-like state, grabbed my hand and started squeezing it.
Little later, you can imagine what happened.

4. The Broken Man Seduction Technique
The lives of 99% of men revolve around trying to look stronger, cooler and wealthier than they
actually are.
And that makes sense, one might argue: for obvious reasons women of all species are attracted to
strong mates.
However, again, that’s the bland way of dating.
And run of the mills seduction techniques don’t sweep anyone off their feet.
Enter, the broken man.

Why it Works
To begin with, too strong and perfect figure is unrelatable.
So it’s not even an ideal one should strive for.
A shady past shows a glimpse of deeper layer, a mystery. Maybe even a slight sense of danger.
And we know that’s exciting.
A vulnerability, an uncontrollable emotion, even some tears, they are reminiscent of the byronic hero,
the sexy but flawed man in need of fixing.
That works in two ways: the “normal” sexual attraction plus it evokes maternal instincts of protection
(here’s the female version of this seduction technique).
And it’s particularly powerful when she thought you were an extremely high value man, almost out
of reach.
In that case, she will think that by taking care of you she can make you 100% hers.
And that’s another woman’s dream: the man everyone wants, just for herself. The only lady who
found a way to complete him.

How to Do It Well
Doing it well means showing cracks and deeper layers of personality that you normally keep hidden.
From an overall frame of a sexy being, you are showing her a brief peek into your troubled soul.
In a way, you are gifting her of that glance into yourself because no one else gets to see it.
She feels special.
And she feels bonded.
I am still searching for the perfect example in a seduction environment.
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But in the meanwhile, this is the execution (outside of a seduction environment):
What makes it good?
It’s a moment of fleeting weakness in an overall solid frame of high quality man.
He is opening up, which takes courage. He is striving to control himself, which shows he is not a low
quality, out of control man.
And then he regains his balance.
Just a glimpse.
Maybe there is more, baby, but I can’t spill all my beans just yet.
Bonus point if your vulnerability resonates with her.
The quick peek into your soul is the emotional equivalent of a skirt up in the wind. Sexy as hell, isn’t
it?

Doing it Wrong
Doing it wrong instead means showing your vulnerability:
Too early (she might not be into you yet)
Too often (you’re not a constantly crying baby)
Too much (being fully out of control is not sexy and a sign of BPD)
This is an obvious example of doing it too much.

SUMMARY
For swee-off-her-feet seduction you need to break the rules.
Yes, breaking the rules is risky, but big seductions require big risks.
On average, the better you get, the more rules you can break.
As a matter of fact, to get into really powerful seduction, the ones that she will remember for a
lifetime, you need to operate outside all the rules.
This article gave you four examples of how breaking most dating rules is the most effective way of
sweeping her off her feet and delivering a memorable seduction.
More resources:
Scientifically proven dating techniques
Dating as a provider VS dating as a lover
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Best Pick Up Lines (And Avoid These Cheesy Ones!)
August 30, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for the best pick up lines?
For smooth pick up lines that actually work?
You have come to the right place.
This article will tell you everything you need to know about pick-up lines.
And by the end of it, you will know how to use pick up lines to actually get girls.
Contents
Do Pick Up Lines Work?
Why Cheesy Pick Up Lines Don’t Work
Cheesy Pick-Up Lines To Avoid: An Analysis
Good Pick Lines (But Not Great)
Smooth Pick Up Lines That Work
Best Pick Up Lines
SUMMARY

Do Pick Up Lines Work?
I scoured the web looking for the best pick up lines.
I paid particular attention to the “pick up lines that work”.
And… I couldn’t find many that actually works.
Most collection of pick up lines are of the cheesy kind.
And if your goal is to actually sleep with a girl, or enter in a relationship with her, the cheesy pick up
lines are all terrible.
If you’re not sure what I mean by cheesy pick up lines, this is an example:
Are you a magician? Because whenever I look at you, everyone else disappears!
Even if your goal is to tell a funny pick up line to make her laugh, you can probably do better than
that.
Both in terms of an actual introduction and in terms of starting with a laugh.
Indeed the laugh that most girls have is that kind of “oh God, I can’t believe you said anything that
cheesy” type of laugh.
Also, people interpret jokes as if there is at least some truth behind. And the truth behind a pick up
line is not a good one.

Why Cheesy Pick Up Lines Don’t Work
There are two major reasons why pick up don’t work.
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And that’s that when you deliver them, it communicates the following:
1. You’re not serious about seducing her, you’re just there to joke around
2. Cheesy pick up lines put her on a pedestal, and communicate that she is out of your league
(higher sexual market value than you)
And finally, the vast majority of people -and women- feel that pick-up lines are:
A cheesy way of flirting, and an indicator of low social skills
Here is an example from family guy for you.
Is this is the line that anyone who’s serious about getting to know a woman would use?
Exactly.
That’s the line that a kid would use.

Cheesy Pick-Up Lines To Avoid: An Analysis
Let’s dig some deeper.
We will now take a few pick up lines and explain what’s so bad about them from a social
dynamic perspective:
Do I know you? Because you look a lot like my next girlfriend.
Who would pick a girlfriend only based on first looks?
Only a guy with little experience and little options.
High-quality women don’t choose boyfriends based on first looks, and she will be thinking: “do I
want to be in a relationship with this guy”?
99% of the time the answer is “no”.
Are you religious? Because you’re the answer to all my prayers.
Many pick up lines follow this format: you are the woman of my dream and now I say it to you in a
very corny way.
The problem is all the same: it’s typical of low quality men to put a woman on the pedestal without
even knowing her.
It communicates low standards and that all you care about is superficial appearance.
Did the sun come out or did you just smile at me?
While you build her up, you are also deprecating yourself. But it’s not the good self-deprecating style
of the high value man.
This style of self-deprecation is more like the dog who wags his tail at any scrap she throws at him.
Kiss me if I’m wrong, but dinosaurs still exist, right?
This style of pick-up line makes fun of you tricking her into doing something sexual with you.
And that’s exactly the issue with it: high quality men don’t need to trick women into being sexual
with them.
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I’m lost. Can you give me directions to your heart?
The dream of a woman is a man who makes her follow in love in a whirlwind of romance.
And that does not entail her giving instructions.
When women need to give instructions they either lose interest very quickly, they get annoyed very
quickly or, in the best case scenario, you enter the relationship as a puppet down in power.
Here is an example from “Terms of Endearment”:
“Don’t worship me until I’ve earned it”.
What an awesome explanation straight from the horse’s mouth on why pick up lines don’t work ?
Let’s go on:
Roses are red, violets are blue, I can’t rhyme, but can I date you?
Again, puts the onus on the woman to lead the dating dance.
But the man who dates successfully does not ask for permission.
Are you sure you’re not tired? You’ve been running through my mind all day.
Pick up lines are bad enough.
That stalker pick up lines can take it to the next level though.
Is there an airport nearby or is it my heart taking off?
This is an example of the pick up lines implying you’re falling in love.
It’s usually guys with little experience who fall in love very quickly.
They idealize women without even knowing them. But women, like everyone else, prefer people who
can appreciate them for who they are, not for a non-existing mental masturbation.
There’s only one thing I want to change about you, and that’s your last name
Well, I have to admit… This one had me smiling.
Since marriage is becoming so much rarer in western cities these days, this pick up line is so out of
touch reality that it might even work if delivered as tongue-in-cheek.
Hi, how was heaven when you left it?
Again, idealization of the woman.
This is a a huge burden on women. They want to be women, with their defects and sexuality, and not
weighed down with his immature madonna-whore complex.
Don’t idealize people, take them for who they are.
Do you believe in love at first sight or should I pass by again?
This one also had me smiling.
But it doesn’t help your case any.
It actually frames your first time as not being good enough. And now she’s the one calling the shots
why you’re the one prepping up for your second try.
Was your dad a boxer? Because damn, you’re a knockout!
Direct sexual compliment can work great.
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But when you express sexual appreciation hiding behind a pick-up line, this is what it actually
communicates: “I don’t really think you’d ever screw me, so I’m just admiring”.
Do you have a pencil? Cause I want to erase your past and write our future.
This style is a poor style of being a provider, and while dating as a provider can be an effective dating
strategies, fantasizing about her is never is.
“Erasing her past”, again, communicates he is seeking a fantasy, not a real woman with a real life.
Are you a dictionary? Cause you’re adding meaning to my life.
Simply terrible.
And a very common reason why pick up lines do not work: they communicate that without her your
life is meaningless.
But women don’t want men who are incomplete without them. They want men with rich lives, who
are doing things and going places.
Did it hurt? When you fell from heaven?
One of the most typical and cheesiest pickup lines.
It’s the archetype pick up line of putting women on a pedestal.
It’s usually inexperienced men and too nice guys who put women on a pedestal.
And neither of them fare too well in dating.
You must be a broom, ‘cause you just swept me off my feet.
It’s the man’s role to sweep her off her feet, not the other way around.
Drop the cheese and grow a set instead :).
You don’t need keys to drive me crazy.
And you don’t need much help to masturbate, if you keep using those lines.
And trust me, you’ll train yourself quite a lot of it if by now you still didn’t get why pick-up lines
don’t work.

Good Pick Lines (But Not Great)
And now let’s go to a few better options here shall we.
“Excuse me.
I know this is going to sound strange, but if I don’t ask you now, I’ll be kicking myself
for the rest of the day. I’m running to meet a friend [i.e., I have friends and am not a
stalker], but I think you’re really [extremely, drop-dead] cute [gorgeous, hot]. Could I
have your phone number? I’m not a psycho—I promise. You can give me a fake one if
you’re not interested
That’s actually the script that Tim Ferris proposes in The 4 Hour Workweek.
It’s a bit reminiscent of the early pick up scripts, and a few things are very wrong with it:
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I know this is going to sound strange (the idea is to “pace her reality”, but only communicates
you are doing something strange, which is not, and leads her to believe something strange is
about to happen)
Could I have your number? (asks for permission: bad)
You can give me a fake one if you’re not interested (takes the pressure off, yes, but also takes
pressure off from you, which can lead her to think you can’t withstand social pressure. Plus, it’s
tentative)
The “kicking myself” bit is very popular around the web:
(…) but I would have kicked myself if I hadn’t come to talk to you
It’s not too bad, but it’s not the best either.
The issue with it is that it’s too self-referencing. It’s too much about yourself.
Are you into her, or are you just talking to her so that you will “feeling bad”?
Ideally, you want to make her feel that the chemistry was so good that you just had to talk to her, and
not that you were just avoiding remorse.
‘I just wanted to tell you, I think you are gorgeous and would love to get to know you
better. If you want to have a drink and talk, I’ll be over there. If not, that’s fine.
I like this one.
The issue with it is that while it does indeed take the pressure off, it also leaves it fully up to her to
make the move.
And few women actually make the move.
Excuse me, but do I know you from somewhere?
‘Wow, I could have sworn I’d seen you in my classes / office. Well, now that I’ve got
you here, what would it take for me to be able to take you out sometime?
Not the worst, if you end it well.
In this case, it does not end well though.
Also, I like it most if it’s true that she looks like a known face.
If you were using it as an excuse, then you’re better off with something else.

Smooth Pick Up Lines That Work
The best pick up lines don’t idealize women, don’t joke too much, don’t make it too much about her
and, in general, don’t have that air of “I’m just kidding because I know you’re too good for me”.
Here is a very good example:
What makes Sean Connery’s pick up line good?
Well, to begin win, Connery comes across as a very high quality man and comes across as very sexy.
So some cheese can serve to take the edge off.
Furthermore, he does not make it about her.
She mentions the word “pussy”, and he makes it more about sex than about her.
He comes across as a womanizer who loves women, not a guy who is idolizing a specific woman.
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Big freaking difference.
Here it works because Ryan Gosling has already shown himself as an extremely confident, cool and
attractive man.
The pick up line, which is not too cheesy anyway, serves as banter: make the girl relax and come
across as very socially intelligent.

Best Pick Up Lines
The 3 best pick up lines are:
1. Hi, my name is Lucio, what’s your name (neutral conversation starter)
2. Hi, I really liked your X, it looks great on you. My name is Lucio (honey compliment)
3. Hi, I really like the way you walk, it’s very sexy. I wanted to meet you (direct and honest about
your intention)
4. This cue is infinite, is it always like that? (situational/natural)
Neutral conversation starters are how you would start a conversation.
The direct and honest style states that you are approaching her because you like her.
Compliments tell her what you find attractive about her -without joking and without putting her on a
pedestal-.
Finally, you can put all your sexual innuendos while actually delivering a neutral line.
That’s the most advanced style. See Ashton Kutcher doing it:
By the way, there is only one pick up line. Everything else is cheese.

SUMMARY
Pick up lines, especially cheesy pick up lines, don’t work.
However, some smooth pick-up lines can work well if you deliver them in a funny and self-amusing
way that start the conversation with a big laugh.
However, you must make sure to quickly change the dynamic and to not stay stuck with a frame of
you chasing her, and she on the pedestal.
Women do love men who make them laugh, and if you use a pick-up line to do just that, without
coming across as cheesy and chasing, then you’re good -and hats off to you, you’re a socially
advanced guy-.
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How to Avoid Being a Social Burden
September 1, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Party poopers are a form of social burdens, and nobody wants around.
They spoil the party, dampen the mood, and end up being social burdens for everyone around.
By the end of this article you will know exactly how not to be a party pooper.
Contents
What Is A Party Pooper
Behavior of Social Rejects
1. Poor Hygiene
2. Terrible Fashion
3. Interrupt Rapt Conversation
4. Lower The Mood / Off Sync Irony
5. Asking Too Much Without Giving
6. Hovering Around Groups
7. Awkward Comments
8. Not Taking Hints
9. Trying Too Hard
10. The Socially Inept
SUMMARY

What Is A Party Pooper
This is a social definition of party pooper:
A party pooper is an individual who takes value away from either people or social
gatherings.
The party pooper lists among his top skills the ability to make people want to move away, to
make social situations akward for anyone around, or to suck the fun out of any group.
Taking value away means that the party pooper ends being a social reject.
Albeit that might have to do with the way he looks, most of the times it’s becuase of how he behaves.
In this article I will use interchangeably the words social burden, social reject and party pooper to
identify the same patters of behavior.

Behavior of Social Rejects
And here is how the social rejects manage to make their presence highly unwelcome to any social
groups:
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1. Poor Hygiene
This is the most obvious.
Nothing makes people want to move away like a smelly or dirty individual.
Bad breath also counts.
Have you ever noticed the scene of drunk people speaking right in the face of some poor fella, with
the drunk getting closer and closer while the poor fella backs away?
That’s how social rejects behave when they drink too much.
If you have a tendency for bad breath, carry mints.
If you have braces and food tends to get stuck, carry a toothbrush in the bag or go rinse your mouth
from time to time.

2. Terrible Fashion
Bottom line:
The better you look, the more welcome you are.
With a few exceptions.
In social relativity we explained that social value is relative to the group, so for example looking
awesome in a suit might not make you the most welcome guest at a goth party.
But, on average, looking good in any type of attire will still make you more welcome even in very
different social groups.
And, as a rule of thumb, the worse you look, the less people want to be around you.
On average, the more hipster, narcissistic, vein or fashion-conscious the crowd is, the more your style
will matter, and the more ruthlessly they will cut you out if you don’t fit their definition of “cool”.
The same principle applies to marketing and product placements BTW.
Here is an example from Sex And The City:
In Samantha’s opinion the “nobody in a tracksuit” carrying the bag devalues the bag. That’s the exact
same influence that a poorly dressed social burden devalues his host group.

3. Interrupt Rapt Conversation
Party poopers join groups where people are engaged in deep conversation and are not looking for
anyone else to join.
In this case they either get thrown off the bus (example below) or, if the people speaking are too nice
to drop him, they will get in and be hated for it.

4. Lower The Mood / Off Sync Irony
The party pooper makes things akward by being out of syng with the group’s mood.
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If the gorup is low energy, they enter too high-energy.
And if the group is too high energy, they bring the mood down.
Usually, it’s better to go higher energy in a low-energy if you can bring the group’s mood up.
People indeed don’t go out to be bummed out and reflect on world troubles usually.
They go out to smile, socialize, meet new people and generally have a good time.
Coming low energy or introducing sad and depressing topics is the stereotypical behavior of the party
pooper.
However, social burdens, being socially un-intelligent, rarely manage to to improve the group’s
mood.
They try to liven up the mood too early, at the worst possible moment, or by bringing people down.
Family Guy makes fun of this behavior in its Kool Aid skits.
Or this is what a party pooper might say:
Party pooper: come on people, wake up, we’re going to have fun, and you’re acting like a
bunch of dead zombies
The party pooper does not understand that you don’t make people feel good by treating them like
crap. That way, the group will only want to isolate him.

5. Asking Too Much Without Giving
One of the most common ways people make others want to run away: asking stuff without giving
anything in return.
The rule of thumb is that the higher up you go in the social hierarchy, the more people will want a
piece of your success (or a piece of you).
But the people high up are getting tired of those asking for stuff.
And it’s especially annoying when the social burden has nothing to offer in exchange (theory of
social exchange).

6. Hovering Around Groups
You know those guys who stand at the fringes of your group or your conversation, hoping against
hope to be introduced?
And then, when you keep on talking, they stay there and never go away?
Yeah, those… Those are great examples of social rejects.
They don’t understand that they are not welcome and make everyone in the group feel awkward for
forcing them to make him look like an idiot.
How do you avoid this?
Only approach groups which are open to you.
If you stand near them and they don’t welcome you or if you are standing near and there is no pause
in the conversation for you to join, then keep moving.
A great option to look around for people to talk to is to stand at the edge of a social gathering in a
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corner where people cannot see you. From there observe who is open to to new people and then go
say hi (learn body language to make this easier).

7. Awkward Comments
There is a million ways to make things awkward and putting people on the spot and I cannot give you
them all here.
Many of them include discussing socially what is not supposed to be said, asked or done in social
settings.
However, some examples are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Asking a girl out in front of a group
Revealing someone’s secret in front of others
Mean jokes about someone in the group
Asking intimate questions publicly
Sexual advances to someone in the group
Revealing someone’s group crush (especially if the crush is in the group)

Here’s an example from 500 Days of Summer:
Also read:
Handling awkward social situations
Defending people from social assault
Handling a drama queen in public

8. Not Taking Hints
Here’s a quick story to show what I mean by party poopers not taking hints:
I remember many years ago.
It was a hot summer day in Italy.
One girl, let’s call her Summer was in the car talking and making out with a local older guy. Her
girlfriend stayed with me, a friend of mine and a friend of the guy in the car.
Let’s call him Smart.
Smart kept asking me and my friend what we were up to and what we were going to do.
That seemed a strange question, but we didn’t make anything out of it.
He asked again soon later, and then he said he should probably get going.
But he stayed there.
Then he finally lured us away and told us if we could please go and leave him along with the
girl.
Me and my friend were not taking the hints that we should have left the two of them alone.
Talking about a social burden becoming a sexual burden :).
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Well, at least we had the benefit of being young and stupid.
Some aduls though never understand that there are times when one should just leave.
It can be two friends who want to have their own conversation.
Or two lovers who want to move forward.
When in doubt: ask, or say that you’re thinking about going.
If they answer something along the lines of “OK”, they’re being nice and want you to go.
And if you just leave, you can’t be too wrong.

Example
The interviewer of Robert Downey Junior doesn’t realize that the interview is being a slow motion
crash.
He just cannot get the social hints:

9. Trying Too Hard
Trying too hard is one of the most obvious social blunders of the party pooper.
It can take many forms, including:
Trying to crack jokes even though people are obviously not finding them funny
Pretending to know what they’re talking about
Not sharing the group’s culture but trying anyway to fit any
Interjecting with nothing of value (or with value-taking comments)
As a rule of thumb, when you have nothing of value to add, you are usually better off listening,
nodding and asking questions than to try and say anything.
And when you just don’t fit in the group you are usually better off to move on.
Remember: the long term solution to a happy social life is finding groups where you can be yourself
and where you’re accepted for who you are instead of trying to fit in with groups where you don’t
belong to.
This scene from Gran Torino is a good example of a social reject trying too hard. In a social situation
he might not be assaulted quite like that, but most people will think he’s an idiot nonetheless.

10. The Socially Inept
Finally, this last category of party poopers encompasses the whole category of the socially oblivious
and socially challenged.
These are the far too common guys who:
Stick with the same person far too long
Talk for way too long
Tell flat stories that have no punch lines
Talk about themselves too much
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Takes over the group and takes it nowhere
Zoom in one single person making it awkward for everyone
You can read of some examples on this article on group conversation.

SUMMARY
Party poopers do two things:
1. Bring down the mood
2. Take away social value
In this article we reviewed the most typical behaviors with which social burdens make socializing
worst off for everyone.
Avoid these behaviors, and you will never be a party pooper in your life.
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Do Good and Evil Overlap? A Heroes & Psychopaths Analysis
September 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do good and evil overlap?
Do heroes and criminal psychopaths share the same personality traits?
More than one author and researcher speculated that’s the case.
But… Is it true?
This post will delve into the literature to provide clear answers to the above questions.
Contents
Are Psychopaths Heroes?
The Psychopath / Hero Hypothesis
What’s a Psychopath
What’s a Hero
What’s Evil
When Good and Evil Intersect
Overlap Of Good & Evil
Common Traits of Heroes & Psychopaths
Research on Heroes & Psychopaths
#1: Psychopaths and Heroes From Same Branch
#2. Sensation Seeking and Psychopathy
#3. Psychopath & Heroism In First Responders
Research Conclusions
Differences: Psychopaths Are Not Heroes
Popular Culture Misrepresentations on Good and Evil
Conclusions: Evils & Heroes Not The Same
My Personal Take-Aways

Are Psychopaths Heroes?
A popular psychology paper titles:
Are psychopaths and heroes twigs off the same branch?
The question is a provocative one, but it’s common a one.
It’s a common approach that relativizes evil, trying to blur the distinction between good and evil, and
between good people and bad people.
But is it true?
Is there really little, if any difference between the two?
Or going even one step further: are criminals more likely to be heroes?
I had to dig deeper.
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The Psychopath / Hero Hypothesis
The idea that heroes and psychopaths share similar traits has been popularized by David Lykken.
In his book The Antisocial Personalities, Lykken writes:
I believe, in short, that the hero and the psychopath may be twigs on the same genetic
branch
Is that true?
This article is my own personal quest searching for answers.

What’s a Psychopath
Psychopathy is a mental illness and the exact definition varies.
Wikipedia defines it as:
A personality disorder characterized by persistent antisocial behavior, impaired empathy
and remorse, and bold, disinhibited, and egotistical traits
Despite the common public perception, not all psychopaths are crazy, out of control killers (the low
functioning ones most often are).
The high functioning ones indeed can control their impulses even if they feel nothing for the people
around. And they enter into relationship, hold jobs and can form families.

Psychopath’s Mask
The high functioning psychopaths “wear a mask” to act like non-psychopaths and often have families
and jobs.
Here is me asking a psychopath about her mask on Quora:
Me: Thank you! I’m curious about when you wrote on “wearing a mask”. Do you mean to
play the part and pretend to have feelings and empathy?
Psychopath Individual: Indeed. It is a persona constructed to blend in with everyone else.
However, no psychopath have a conscience and feels empathy and guilt.
Conscience and empathy are major checks on violence. A lack of either of them does make even high
functioning psychopaths, generally, at least potentially more dangerous.

Statistics
Dr Stephen McWilliams writes that psychopaths are around 1% of the US population and make up
around 25% of the inmate population (statistics on the high end of the others I have read though.
Another source I had read times ago said that the percentage goes up when it comes to violent and
repeated crimes (I will link it later if I find it again).
Psychopaths are predominantly male, and this paper says that “93% of adult male psychopaths in the
United States are in prison, jail, parole, or probation.”
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Psychopaths rarely change, and have extremely high rates of recidivism (ie.: they commit crimes over
and over).

Is Psychopathy Nature or Nurture?
Psychopathy is largely genetic.
However the environment will impact if and how the genes are expressed.
Furthermore, sociopaty and psychopathy can look similar, and sociopathy is more influence by
nurture.
Martha Stout in The Sociopath Next Next Door says that sociopathy is around 50% genetic. The
other half is culture and parenting, albeit we really don’t know too much about either it as of now.
She says that especially culture has a large impact on how some people turn sociopaths. For example
individualistic US culture has around 4% sociopaths compared with 0.2% in Taiwan. There are fewer
sociopaths in the East because, supposedly, the culture stresses more about the collective social group
than the individual.
Overall, albeit there is no consensus so far, it seems that sociopathy is much more nurture and culture
as compared to psychopathy.
A 2018 paper indeed shows that positive parenting does not reduce the incidence of antisocial
behavior in psychopaths.
It doesn’t seem correct then to imply that parents can make the difference between a hero and a
(dangerous) psychopath.

What’s a Hero
A hero is an individual who goes out of his way to help others.
That might entail a disregard of his own personal safety or own personal gains.
It’s this idea of not caring about consequences, which seems to be shared by low functioning
psychopaths and heroes, that has led some to speculate the two may be similar.

What’s Evil
By evil, I don’t (necessarily) mean psychopaths.
I mean people who actively harm others either for their own gain, or for their own pleasure (sadism).
That might include psychopaths.
The lack of conscience that characterizes psychopaths often removes one inhibitor to evil, but not all
psychopaths are evil.
And not all evil individuals are psychopaths.
In recent years there have been a few papers criticizing the link between psychopathy, violence, and
recidivism. But they bring little data and they run against a much larger body of evidence that does
link psychopathy to a much higher incidence of violent behavior (Scott McGreal).
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When Good and Evil Intersect
I looked into the research on heroic behavior are the peak of “good”, and on the antisocial, violent
behavior as the peak of “evil”.

Overlap Of Good & Evil
It does seem that the positive heroes have a set of personality traits that make them more likely to get
in trouble and cross into the “bad side of the river” a bit more often.
According to Andrea Kuszewski, behavioral therapist writing for Scientific American, people who
are more likely to engage in acts of heroism are also more like to be:
Impulsive
Argumentative
Rule breakers
Authority-challenging
As you can see heroes are not likely to be good, quiet and peaceful the way a Dalai Lama or Gandhi
would be (albeit Gandhi was allegedly abusive with is wife).
But a bit more similar to a character such as Indiana Jones or Han Solo.
However, that is not to say that good and bad are very similar.
And that is not to say that psychopaths are also heroes.

Common Traits of Heroes & Psychopaths
Heroes and psychopaths do have some traits in common, including:
Low impulse control (acting without thinking of consequences)
Boldness (remain calm in threatening situations, associated with self-assured and assertiveness)
Sensation seeking (engaging in risky practices for the thrill)
Fearlessness
Much of the overlap indeed seems to be in the “ability to take bold and uncommon actions”,
including putting themselves in danger of facing long-term consequences.

Research on Heroes & Psychopaths
Here is some academic evidence to help us make sense of this topic:

#1: Psychopaths and Heroes From Same Branch
A research paper called “Are psychopaths and heroes twigs off the same branch?” says:
(…) These findings raise the possibility that some psychopathic personality traits are
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modestly associated with heightened levels of heroic altruism (…)
The results of the paper were inconsistent, but overall traits related to fearlessness, fearless
dominance and boldness and had modest positive correlations with heroic actions.
But Miller & Lynam (2012) found that the trait of fearless dominance measured by Smith et al. is
only weakly related to antisocial behavior.
Traits related to disinhibition also showed mixed results.
Impulsive non-conformity showed modest positive correlations. And traits such as ‘carefree
nonplanfulness’ showed modest negative correlations.
Measures of antisocial behavior and delinquency had some of the stronger correlations in the surveys.
And antisocial behavior and delinquency showed moderate positive correlations with heroism.
However typical psychopathic traits related to meanness (ie.: ‘coldheartedness’), showed small to
moderate negative correlations with heroism.
Scott McGreal, commenting on the survey on Psychology Today, notices that the survey doesn’t say
when the antisocial behavior happened. Based on more researches and data, he speculates that it
seems likely indeed that the antisocial behavior happened early in life.
I speculate that after some antisocial behavior and possibly punishment and feelings of guilt and
remorse, the hero later learned and developed as a person.

#2. Sensation Seeking and Psychopathy
A recent research paper shows that there is a strong correlation between antisocial behavior and
sensation seeking.
Sensation seeking is the tendency to engage in risky practices such as unsafe sex, excessive drinking,
drug abuse and reckless driving.
And there is some evidence -but far from final- that sensation seeking might also be linked to prosocial behavior and heroism.
For example, Israeli war veterans decorated for bravery were higher in sensation-seeking than nondecorated veterans.
However, I personally would be very wary of considering war decorations as a sign of pro-social
behavior.
Scott McGreal says that people who score high in sensation seeking see risks not only as exciting
opportunities, but also as challenges that they can cope with.
Naturally, that can lead to an increase in both anti-social and pro-social behavior.

#3. Psychopath & Heroism In First Responders
The paper Psychopath & Heroism In First Responders investigates the relation between psychopathic
traits and heroic behavior in emergency workers VS a control population.
The results are very telling.
There was a small positive correlation between antisocial personality disorder and heroism (similar to
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the first paper that found that a history of antisocial behavior has a small correlation with heroism).
But among the supposedly psychopathic traits, only boldness and fearlessness were positively related
to heroism (and only in the community sample, not in the first responders).
Within the first respondent population, meanness and disinhibition were negatively correlated to
heroism and other altruistic behavior.

Research Conclusions
Albeit the research is not very deep, it seems that the overlap between heroism and some
psychopathic traits is limited.
The fact that one of those traits is fearlessness says very little because, by their very nature, most
heroic acts require some fearlessness.

Differences: Psychopaths Are Not Heroes
Albeit there are some commonalities, the differences possibly loom even bigger.
Lykken claims that the empathy -the capacity to empathize with other’s pains and feelings- is the
main feature that differentiates psychopaths from heroes.
However, there is more.
Psychopaths have the following traits that differentiate them from heroes:
Meanness
Lack of empathy
Lack of remorse
Cold-hardheartedness
Interpersonal antagonism
Selfishness
All these traits are important, but the last two of selfishness and antagonism are the most important
ones.
Psychopaths -and sociopaths- are driven by personal gain and personal wins against others.
That does not make psychopaths positive heroes and, well, it’s exactly what makes them anti-social.
And when it comes to selfishness and risking their lives to help others, I asked a psychopath on
Quora (don’t you just love the infinite possibilities of the digital age!!).
This was the back and forth:
Me: Oh, and one more question, there are some theories around about the similarities
between psychopaths and heroes, such as psychopaths being more likely to put themselves
in danger to help someone.
Do you agree with that?
Anonymous Psychopath: Certainly not, we’re very selfish.
That was exactly the answer I expected. And it put the theory of psychopaths as good heroes to rest.
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Popular Culture Misrepresentations on Good and Evil
I personally believe that a lot of confusion stems from Hollywood, media and popular cultural
misrepresentations.
Take Batman for example, who is often represented as a bad man fighting for good (a sociopath
fighting for a good cause, many say).
The truth is that people without empathy and conscience will rarely fight for good.
Most people fighting for good are good people.
Or take the portray of Hannibal Lector, the super smart psychopath.
Well, not all psychopaths are inveterate criminals.
And many serial killers and many of the most dangerous and violent psychopaths aren’t any smarter
than the average, either.

Conclusions: Evils & Heroes Not The Same
In summary, there is some overlap between good and bad.
Good people can commit bad acts, and evil people can do something good.
Of course, we knew that.
It’s also not to be excluded that some more evil and generally value-taking individuals will commit
heroic acts in service of others.
However, that link is mostly tied to personality traits that make the risks of personal injuries less
scary to certain individuals, and those individuals might happen to be generally violent or antisocial.
It makes indeed sense that fearful, timid individuals will not take any major risks in either the
positive or negative side.
However, the overlap pretty much ends there.
Most people who are considered heroes are not mean, cold or selfish.
Don’t fall for excessive relativism. And don’t naively expect a psychopath to help you out when in
danger.
Albeit there are plenty of non dangerous psychopaths, a psychopath is still more likely to be a
menace to people and society than an unexpected hero.
For a sobering wake-up call and what the psychopath’s selfishness and amorality can lead to, please
take a look here:
The psychopath: profiling of a sexual predator
Psychopaths’ Sexual Strategy: Marauders of Sex

My Personal Take-Aways
One of the goals of this website is to help fundamentally value-adding people to become more bad.
Not to become more bad so that they can take advantage of others, but so they can stand up to evil
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and abuse.
I believe indeed that the world needs fundamentally good people who know how to be bad.
Otherwise, the lever of power will always go the most unscrupulous, unethical and immoral of the
individuals among us.
This research strengthened my personal opinion that the possible overlap between good and bad
shouldn’t extend to the point where we confuse the two, or to the point where we refuse to draw a
line between people who mostly add value to others, from people who mostly subtract value.
And we should not be afraid to divide between good and evil, and take a stand for good.
Also read:
To be good you first need to be bad
12 Rules for Life
The Prince
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12 Types of Toxic People You Need to Avoid
September 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking to better understand toxic people?
It’s great you are researching that, because toxic people can ruin your life.
By the end of this article you will know the signs of toxic people and how you can avoid them.
Contents
Toxic People
1. Abusive Men
2. Emotional Vampires
3. Addictive Personalities
4. Drama Queens
5. Jealous-Bitter
6. Narcissists
7. Sociopaths & Psychopaths
8. Vacuous, No Heart
9. Chronic Liars
10. Power Obsessed
11. Passive Aggressive
12. Weak Egos
Dealing With Toxic People
1. Play the same game on them
2. Close your body language
3. Get busy
4. Get away – and stay away

Toxic People
What is a toxic person?
A toxic person is anyone who is stuck in an endless cycle of negativity and who drags everyone
around into them down.
Don’t try to fix them, because the vast majority of the times you can’t them.
Here are the most toxic of them all that you must avoid:

1. Abusive Men
I write “men” as most abusive individuals, albeit not all, are men.
There are several types of abusive men, but all have something in common:
Possessiveness
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Entitlement (to being served, revered, taken care of)
Controlling behavior
Manipulations
Many abusive men, especially the nonviolent ones, will keep the worst behavior behind closed doors.
But as soon as you get a sniff of any of the above signs, run for the heels.
Scarface is an example of abusive man with his sister (controlling behavior):
Read more:
Types of abusive men
Signs of abusive relationships

2. Emotional Vampires
Emotional vampires act and believe as if everyone has to pander to their problems and emotional
needs.
Your issues don’t matter because, well.. Theirs do.
They never stop to wonder if they are bothering you, or if you have something else to do. In their
mind you are on this earth to act as their emotional tampon.
There are several types and layers of emotional vampires:
Conversation hoggers (you can’t get a word in)
Victims (always in trouble and need your help)
Validation seekers (want to hear how good they are)
The Good Girl has an example of some of the worst kinds of emotional vampires.
That’s a mix of emotional vampir-dom, drama queen and addictive personality.

3. Addictive Personalities
You can be certain certain of two things in life: death and and that an addict will always try to get
without giving.
Addictive personalities tend to get addicted more than others, to all kinds of substances:
Cigarettes
Alcohol
Food
Drugs
Sex
Gambling
Thrills
You name it.
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And they’re always looking for the next fix.
Stay away from these toxic people unless you want to see the ugly effect of addiction and pay for
their next fix (and the one after that, and the one after that…).

4. Drama Queens
Everything is drama in the life of a drama queen.
They have one problem after the other, and they love blowing things out of proportion.
If one problem miraculously get solved -rarely thanks to their initiative- another one looms even
larger.
Don’t even try to help them out or recommend them a course of action: they have an approach of
impotency to life. You just wouldn’t understand how hard it is, they will say.
It’s not like they can fix it, you know.
They prefer complaining and complaining.
Their life, the war in TV, the economy, their spouse…
Drama queens will never change, they attract drama or they make it up.
So unless you enjoy drama yourself, stay away.

5. Jealous-Bitter
These are the people who are jealous about those who have it better.
Of course those others don’t have it better because they worked harder or because they were good.
Nope.
They got lucky.
Or cheated, or slept their way to their promotion.
These toxic individuals show their hand with backstabbing, backtalk, spreading rumors and mean
comments.
Also read:
Is yout boyfriend very jealous, or paranoid-abusive?

6. Narcissists
Narcissists can feel, but it’s often shallow and they have troubles putting themselves in your shoes.
Also with narcissists -or even more with narcissists- it’s all about them.
They live in a world of glitter and appearances.
And in narcissist-dom, they always hold a prestigious position in society.
Even when they are at the bottom.
Indeed narcissists have an overblown image of themselves. And if you couple that with weak ago,
you understand why they are always seeking confirmation.
To keep up their image of high status, this brand of toxic people obsesses with what others think and
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with the external signs of wealth and power.
Notice her attention to form and her vanity.
And of course her reaction to her daughter’s news. Even her daughter’s pregnancy is about how it
negatively affects her.
Read more here:
How narcissistic mothers ruin their daughters

7. Sociopaths & Psychopaths
Sociopaths and psychopaths can be openly violent.
But they can also be hidden and sneaky.
They are extremely selfish, they feel no empathy or regret and they are obsessed with domination and
winning.
This makes for an explosive mix.
Indeed, they often see life as a big chess game.
And the people around them are the pawns they will try to move -or destroy- with their games and
machination.
Possibly sociopaths and psychopaths are the most toxic individual in this whole list.
Donald Trump might as well be a sociopath.
Look at his behavior in these instances:
Trump debate
Trump VS Macron
Trump humiliates Macron
Regina in Mean Girls also presents narcissistic and sociopathic traits:

8. Vacuous, No Heart
This is different than the psychopaths or sociopaths’ way of being vacuous.
The high functioning psychopaths and sociopaths will pretend of having feeling to better integrate
(and play their games).
But the vacuous will make no effort to look like a normal, emphatic person.
What do you mean. That’s a question right there.
LOL that says everything you need to know.
Vacuous can be a reaction to abuse experienced as children. A good movie for this type of dynamics
is the movie Mysterious Skin -but it’s a difficult movie to watch, you’ve been warned-.
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9. Chronic Liars
Sometimes there are a good reasons for which even honest people need to lie.
But chronic liars are different. They don’t lie because they have to. And sometimes not even becasue
it’s good for them.
Chronic liears just lie all the time.
Sometimes it’s simply counterproductive to lie… And they’ll still lie.
Are you waiting for them?
They are almost there, just a couple of blocks away.
They don’t show up in the next 10 minutes?
They’re just one block away now…
And once they get there, no they didn’t lie about their location!
They were late because of traffic or because they’ve been held up.
Chronic liars are toxic because a life with them is a life of second guessing, doubting and continuous
fighting.
The dynamic will be you accusing and yelling and them denying. A relationship of cat and mouse,
and you will soon lose all respect for a mouse who can’t talk straight.
You can’t have a relationship with chronic liars.
Finally, chronic liars who are very good at lying, also tend to have a strong gaslighting effect on
people (ie.: make you feel crazy).

10. Power Obsessed
Power obsessed people see every feedback, argument or decision as a battle they need to win.
They can never admit they’re wrong and they have huge troubles in accepting even the smallest input
from the people around.
Do you want to change channel on the TV and they weren’t even watching?
Just a minute, they first need to finish hearing something.
Do you need them to make a detour to pick up the cleaning?
Not today, they need to rush home to make an important -and nonexistent- call.
Men with a power obsession always know better and always need to get it their way.
Women most often fall prey of power obsessed men because they confuse their initial steam-rolling
ways for strong leadership.
But it’s not strong leadership.
These men are in many ways similar to abusive men and make for an impossible life.
Also read:
Power-hungry men
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11. Passive Aggressive
Passive aggressive people don’t have the courage to be direct and don’t have the strength to set
boundaries.
They will never complain, but they will keep building resentment inside.
Eventually, resentment will start spilling in ways normal people would have never seen coming:
Huge explosions bringing up years of wrongdoing you had no idea of
Small acts of insubordination you don’t see the point of
Backhanded compliments
Secretly being happy for your troubles
Scheming and plotting against you
Undermining you in front of others

12. Weak Egos
People with weak egos are the everyday version of toxic people.
They go over the moon with compliments -forgetting that compliments mean nothing-.
And they swing the opposite side for every minor criticism. They get defensive, attack or go berserk
on a full blown identity crisis.
A relationship with weak-ego people is very difficult because you always need to mince your words
and think hard on how you can deliver the feedback.
But no matter how hard you try, they’ll still get hurt and do nothing with your feedback.
Except for hating you just because you said it, of course.
Borderline personalities have particularly weak ego with wild mood swings.

Dealing With Toxic People
If you have anyone remotely resembling the toxic people in this list, detach yourself.
Detaching yourself is always the best solution.
But when that’s not possible, here are a few alternatives:

1. Play the same game on them
The best defense is the attack.
For example, to a toxic individual always asking for stuff, ask the same back:
Toxic Person: hey, do you have 50 I could borrow
You: damn you beat me to it, I was just thinking of asking you the same. Suppose you don’t
have a 20 to spot me then?
If they badger you with their problems, cut the interaction short:
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Toxic Person: and then they did this X and Y to me, can you believe it, unbeliavable…
You: yeah I can imagine. Look I’d like to stay and chat, but I need to go now
Alternatively, you can start talikng about yourself. See how they react. Do they bring the
conversation back to them all the time?
They have no social skills -and couldn’t care less about you-. You don’t need those types of friends.

2. Close your body language
While they speak:
Cross your arms
Stand further back
Point your feet away
Make little eye contact
Check the time
Then when you speak, open up again.
Basically here you are using your body to play the same game on them: a game of selfishness.
It’s a terrible race to the bottom of course, but as long as it helps you get away from toxicity, be it.

3. Get busy
Pretend your phone is ringing, tell them you gotta run, say you got no time, mention you’re in a rush.
Use one excuse after the other until they understand you’re not there for their toxic behavior.

4. Get away – and stay away
No, really, the best solution is to get away.
If it’s someone in the family, reduce contact.
There is no shame in scaling back with a narcissistic mother or a psychopath father.
They have done enough damage already and there is no need for more.
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11 Types of Toxic Relationships
September 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Toxic relationships suck, don’t they?
They poison your life and yet, sometimes, people don’t even realize they are in a toxic relationship.
Well, here is a rule of thumb for you: good relationships make you happy and fulfilled more times
than they make you sad, depressed, or disappointed.
Anything else likely has some shades of toxicity.
This article presents you with 11 types of toxic relationships to help you troubleshoot and learn.
Contents
Toxic Relationships
#1. Abusive Relationship
#2. Psychopath / Sociopath Relationship
#3. Narcissistic Relationships
#4. Scorecard Relationships
#5. Mutual Assured Destruction
#6. Competitive Relationships
#7. Downward Spiral Relationships
#8. Toxic Relationship Dances
#9. Never-Ending Bickering
#10. Power Struggle Relationships
#11. Emotional Roller Coaster
Getting Out of Toxic Relationship

Toxic Relationships
To begin with:
What is a toxic relationship?
This is a high level definition that will include any type of toxic relationship:
A toxic relationship is a relationship that, on net balance, subtracts from your general well
being.
It might not be as easy as it seems to assess whether your relationship fits into that decription, though.
The reason is that most toxic relationships are not always all bad and pure evil. Most toxic
relationships also present some good -or kind of good- moments during which partners dupe
themselves into believing that things are not that bad, after all.
Don’t be a self-duping fella, though. Check out here, and if you see any hint of these in your
relationship, start planning how to move on.
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#1. Abusive Relationship
The abusive relationship is the poster child of a toxic relationship.
It’s not always true that it takes two to tango, and in abusive relationships the abusive partner can be
the one responsible for all the toxicity.
Both genders can be abusive, but the sad award here goes to men: the majority of abusive individuals
are men.
Abusive relationships can be violent, but not all of them are.
Some emotionally abusive relationship look perfectly normal on the outside. The abuser can be a
professor, a doctor or a polished-looking office worker.

Example
Here is one non-physically violent example from The Breakup.
His way of disrespecting her publicly is verbally violent and emotionally abusive.

#2. Psychopath / Sociopath Relationship
Not every single relationship with a psychopath leads to a toxic relationship. But when they do, they
often cause immense pain.
Sociopaths are obsessed with social dominance and winning and they see the world as a big
chessboard. And you might be a pawn in it.
It’s possible they will fake feelings and pretend to love you only to make you fall in love with them.
Their relationships usually follow a known pattern:
1. Idealization (bring you up and make you believe you two are soulmates)
2. Devaluation (turn the tables: they stop coming after you and start devaluing you)
3. Discard (they move to the next target, sometimes dropping you in the most painful way
possible)
If you want to read more there’s a book with a great description of a sociopath relationship called
Psychopath Free.

Example: Framing Him As An Abuser
Most psychopaths and sociopaths are men.
But there are some women too.
The movie Gone Girl is a great example of one.
And this is a real-life gone girl:
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#3. Narcissistic Relationships
If you like emotional shallowness and selfishness, then pick a narcissistic partner.
Narcissists have a grandiose sense of self -often not backed by reality-, and believe the world
revolves around them. They are all about appearances and what others think of them.
Narcissists also lack empathy.
Indeed, they only care about you as long as you can help their sense of grandiosity.
The most narcissistic of narcissists also only care about their children when and if they can help their
own sense of grandiosity. That, of course, can have devastating effects on the children’s psyche.
Narcissists are also manipulative and play plenty of games.
You cannot develop a relationship based on mutual knowledge and appreciation and you cannot have
a deep, or even a normal, but real emotional bond, with a narcissist.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Example
There are a few different kinds of narcissists and there several good movies that portray them.
This one is from American Beauty.
Notice the distance between them, both physical and emotional. He is acting rather crazy of course,
but that’s also the point: she is not one bit concerned about what’s happening to him. Or God forbid,
how to reconnect with him.
And she could care less to keep her daughter out of their problems.
Indeed, as soon as her daughter walks in, she tries to use her to pile up pressure on his husband.

#4. Scorecard Relationships
Keeping tabs means to keep score as to who has done what.
Don’t get it wrong here: most healthy relationships do entail a give and take (law of social exchange).
However the focus in great relationships is on giving and the pleasure of giving. And the partner does
the same.
The give and take thus happens naturally because both are happy to be giving.
John Gottman‘s research confirms that the happiest relationships do not keep score.
Therelationship becomes toxic when the focus instead is on what we get. Giving only becomes a tool
to get something, and that’s a draining, poor relationship to be in.

#5. Mutual Assured Destruction
Mutual assured destruction (MAD) is a term borrowed by military strategy.
And in a relationship, it’s the most toxic way of keeping score.
The mindset is: “you hurt me, so I hurt you back”. And it keeps on going for ever. Or until one
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destroys the other.
These relationshps lack an adult, and lacks a partner who is mentally strong enough to stop the
nonsense.

Example
The movie The Break-Up, shows a lot of mutual harming.
Especially after the actual break-up:
Warning: the MAD is rather common during divorce proceedings. Women also tend to stay stuck in
“destruction mode” longer than men. That’s why a prenup can be a smart choice.

#6. Competitive Relationships
Great relationships are mutually supportive.
One partner wins, and he wins for the team.
Poor, toxic relationships instead see the partners trying to tear each other down.
Often it’s the man who starts it.
It stems from an internal insecurity, and he starts the cmpetition it to feel superior and in charge. The
woman is then forced to do the same to defend her dignity and/or to stop the onslaught.
The men who engage in competitive devaluation have usually a fixed mindset and weak egos.
To fix this dynamic, it often helps to:
Develop a growth mindset
Develop a resilient ego

Example
Here is a great example of what a competitive relationship looks like:
He also always and only refers to his wife as “beautiful”. And he says she looked exactly like the
woman he wanted. Another sign of narcissism.

#7. Downward Spiral Relationships
In the downward spiral one partner self-destructs and the other follows suit.
This is an all too common toxic relationship among drug addicts.
One partner does drugs or starts doing drugs and then introduces the other into the drug scene.
At the beginning all seems great.
The new experiences, the excitement of the forbidden and walking the path together all make for
memorable feelings.
The partner introducing the other to the new experiences takes on the role of the shepherd and leader.
If it’s the man, it’s very exciting for the woman to have him lead her into a new path, and she can
come to idolize him (see Christiane F for a movie example).
Then they keep going down together, each dragging each other down.
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It often entails lots of drama and possible escalation into violence (see Sid and Nancy).

Example
The song we found love in a hopeless place is a downward spiral type of toxic relationship until she
finally breaks free.
And he keeps spiraling down.

#8. Toxic Relationship Dances
Toxic dances are relationships where one partner takes on a role that only exists in relation to the
other.
Not all dances are toxic relationships.
For example, the man taking a more traditional male role and the woman taking a more traditional
female role is not toxic.
However, there are a instances where dysfunctional relationships become toxic.
Here are some:
Authority & Rebel: one partner lays down the law and the other undermines it
Parent & Child: one partner plays the wise and rational side, the other the clueless baby
Saint & Sinner: the saint rescues, the sinner gets in trouble (dependent/codependent)
Chaser & Runner: one partner seeks intimacy and contact, the other runs for independence
Planet & Sun: one partner demands and expects, the other caters to every whim (often in
narcissistic relationships)

Example
Here is an example of a parent child relationship dance from Sex And The City:
Read more here on dysfunctional dances:
Toxic relationship dances
Anxious-avoidant trap

#9. Never-Ending Bickering
Gottman’s research says that conflict is not always bad.
However, two conditions must be met:
You keep a 5:1 balance of positives to negatives
You argue well
It’s difficult to keep a positive balance when you are arguing all the times.
And you cannot argue well when there are criticism, defensiveness, stonewalling and contempt.
Contempt is the worst of them all.
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Contempt communicates that we feel our partner is inferior and not good enough. It’s an emotion of
superiority and disgust, and disgust is the opposite of love.
When contempt enters a relationship a vicious circle starts which results in divorce in more than 90%
of the cases.
And divorce is often better than a toxic relationship.

Example
The argument in Forgetting Sarah Marshall has lots of contempt, both verbals and nonverbals:
Her: ‘Oh, I’m Aldous Snow. Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit. ‘No, no drinks for me,
thanks. ‘Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit.’
That’s a lot of contempt there.

#10. Power Struggle Relationships
Some individuals, most often men, are power addicts.
Being a power addict means that every little suggestion, argument, dispute or feedback is distorted
into a war.
A war that he needs to win.
Power addicts aren’t always direct about it though.
Sometimes they just make up excuses to delay or deny you so that you can’t “win” with your request.
Maybe you want to change channel on the TV and they aren’t even watching.
But they reply: “wait a second, I need to hear this”
Or maybe you ask him to take you to the dry cleaner on the way home.
And they speed towards home saying “sorry I really need to run home to make an urgent call”.
They make up stories because they need to have the last word.
Some women fall for the power addict because they confuse their steam-rolling approach for strong
leadership.
It’s not strong leadership, though. And most certainly it’s not good leadership.
Power addicts make for truly toxic relationships, and refusing influence has been shown to be a
leading indicator of break-ups.

#11. Emotional Roller Coaster
The big question:
What really keeps people into a toxic relationship?
It’s the roller coaster effect.
Some people indeed do not really want to get out of a relationship.
Some partner are perversely attracted to their toxic partner.
And what causes that attraction is the roller coaster of feelings.
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When a toxic relationship can drag you down, down, down and then take you up, up, up, that’s
extremely addictive to our brains (something we mentioned in how to drive him crazy).
Not all toxic relationships present a roller coaster of feelings and emotions, but those that do are the
hardest to break free from.

Example
The Oscar winning “La Vita E’ Bella” presents an avoidant/anxious toxic relationship with the
typical roller coaster effect:
Notice all the drama, how devastating it is for her.
But then… He comes back and rescues her.
When he rides back, she forgets of all the nastiness that preceded it.
She forgets it was him who abandoned her there.
Now, she feels that he is her rescuer on a shiny armor.
And that he is the only one who can make her feel great.

Getting Out of Toxic Relationship
How to end a toxic relationship?
If the advic was as simple as “just end it”, toxic relationship probably wouldn’t exist at all in the first
place.
Some life roadblock can get in the way.
Cildren, low self esteem, fear of repercussions, lack of options, financial dependency or social
pressure are just but some of the obstacles to break free from a toxic relationship.
However, as a rule of thumb, human psychological biases often make changes seem much scarier and
difficult than they actually are.
Indeed usually, under heavier scrutiny, most of the roadblocks can be removed or mitigated.
Research for example says that a divorce is better for children than growing up in a house with a bad
relationship.
And tackling a lack of options and financial dependency is the same as saying that you are going to
improve and upgrade yourself.
What about social pressure?
People who pressure you to stay in a toxic relationship are not the people you should listen to.
They either don’t care about you or don’t know what you’re going through.
In either case, they should have no say on what’s best for you.
Here is a more in depth article on getting out of toxic relationship.
You can’t fly with the eagles if you keep hanging with the turkeys.
Break free.
The quicker, the safer; the earlier, the better.
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30 Signs You’re Dating a Sociopath (W/ Examples)
September 5, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you worried you might be dating a sociopath?
It’s a good idea to double check: they are terrible partners.
Spotting early sociopath signs can make the difference between a happy life and a personal tragedy.
By the end of this post you will know how to spot -and hopefully avoid- dangerous sociopaths.
Contents
Sociopath Signs
1. Gaslighting
2. You’re Explaining Simple Feelings That Shouldn’t Need Explaining
3. He Demands a Lot While Giving Little (Hypocrisy)
4. There Are Constant Lies and Excuses
5. They Always Draw Attention to Your Mistakes
6. You Wonder if They’re Normal
7. He is Selifh and Attention-Seeking
8. You Are Playing Detective
9. They Have a Small Band of Admirers
10. You’re Afraid For Fights to End the Relationship
11. They Started Having a Contemptuous Attitude
12. They Withhold Attention
13. They Expect You to Read Their Mind
14. You Know Something is Wrong, But You Want Them to Like You
15. There Are Lots of Crazy or Abusive People in Their Past
16. They Make You Jealous Through Other People (AKA: Triangulation)
17. They Pursued You With Abandon (AKA: Love Bombing)
18. They Compare You to Others
19. Some Behavior Doesn’t Add Up (AKA: Cracks in Their Mask)
20. They Are Easily Bored, And Need Stimulation
21. They Try to Make You Feel Guilty
22. There Is Lots of Drama in Your Relationship
23. You’re Experiencing Emotional Roller Coaster
24. He Is Becoming Your Entire Life
25. You’re Enjoying Great Sex
26. They Are Arrogant
27. They Gossip, Demean, and Backstab Others
28. There Are Lots of Games and Manipulation
29. When You Corner Them, They Talk Nonsense (AKA: Word Salad)
30. Your Feelings Are Telling You Something Isn’t Right
More Psychopath Signs
One Question to Spot Sociopaths
Limitations of This Article
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Sociopath Signs
The best line of defense against a sociopath is realizing early, before you get involved.
And then avoiding to get involved at all.
Look out for these signs:

1. Gaslighting
Gaslighting is the “technique” with which psychopaths make their partners look and feel crazy.
Gaslighting can start small.
They might say something, then deny they ever said it.
And you will wonder if you imagined it.
Or they will manipulate you to make you jealous, angry or on edge.
When you naturally get emotional or overreact, you are too sensitive, bipolar or “crazy”.
You will look at your own emotional behavior and tell yourself “maybe I am too emotional indeed”.
You will start taking more and more of the blame for any problem, as you get sicker and sicker and
the sociopath controls you more and more.
That’s the essence of gaslighting.

Gaslighting Video Example
Here is an example from the movie “The Goodfellas”:

Gaslighting Power Play
Adelyn Birch provides a wonderful analysis of this dynamic, which I will summarize here.
First, the sociopath will make you emotional.
Then, they will accuse you of being emotional and put you on the defensive.
As you get more emotional they will stay calm and collected while you will look more and more,
indeed, a bit too flighty.
Looking at the difference between you and him you will think you are going too far. At that point you
will begin to calm down, retreat and possibly apologize.
When you apologize they will possibly play offended and hurt. They might drag it over for a while
just to hurt you even more.
And finally they will “pardon you”.
When they forgive you, they effectively take the power position.
They first stirred you into going wild, then made you feel irresponsible, and then they took the parent
role who grants absolution.
You feel terrible, vanquished, and maybe even a little bit grateful for pardoning you. And for
accepting you for the crazy one you are (again, gaslighting).
Here are the steps:
1. Make you emotional
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2. Accuse of drama
3. Forgive you (power position for them)

2. You’re Explaining Simple Feelings That Shouldn’t Need
Explaining
If you find yourself trying to explain how you feel, the options are two:
1. You might indeed be highly sensitive (Borderline Personalities are)
2. He cannot understand your feelings
As a good rule of thumb, it’s always good to look at ourselves before pointing fingers.
But if you are explaining very basic and normal reactions, then you have a big red flag here.
Sociopaths do not feel the same way you do. They don’t even have the feelings you’re trying to
explain.
If they stare at you with a blank expression, you might be staring at a soulless individual.
Similarly, if you find yourself explaining the basics of social interactions and the basics of common
respect, something is wrong.

3. He Demands a Lot While Giving Little (Hypocrisy)
They ask a lot of you, but provide none of what they demand of you.
That includes demands for faithfulness while they themselves often cheat.

Example
Harvey Keitel plays the part of a sociopathic pimp in the movie “The Pick Up Artist”.
He demands fidelity while being extremely jealous and violent:

4. There Are Constant Lies and Excuses
Sociopaths lie continuously, often even for small stuff there would be no point to lie about.
That’s what befuddles many partners of sociopaths. “What’s the point of lying about that”, they
wonder.
Well, many sociopaths are pathological liars.
Of course, being sociopaths if they get caught they have no remorse.
They might get angry though, or give you the silent treatment to “punish you” for having uncovered
their lie.

5. They Always Draw Attention to Your Mistakes
Once you are out of the initial idealization phase, any small mistake of yours won’t go unnoticed.
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But they don’t like being criticized when they make something wrong.
Sociopaths, manipulators, and toxic people don’t like taking the blame.
They are quick to turn the conversation back to you, especially to remind you of whatever small
mistake you had done.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

6. You Wonder if They’re Normal
Sometimes you will wonder if they’re normal.
Or human.
They dread being found out for not having human feelings and conscience.
Which is probably one of the reasons why they make it a point to make you believe that you are not
normal.

Sociopath Relationship Example
The character in “American Psycho” has no feeling breaking up with his girlfriend, and for a normal,
empathic person, he looks “strange”:

7. He is Selifh and Attention-Seeking
The world revolves around them.
They demand constant attention and adoration.
That’s why they often have a small crowd of cheering fans.
You won’t notice in the beginning though: they only crave attention from you.
But as the relationship moves forward they will be less and less reliant from you and more and more
looking outside the relationship for validation.
This is also part of their devaluation process, and if you are hooked, it might be very painful for you.

8. You Are Playing Detective
If you have never been the jealous type before and now you are researching and stalking them, that’s
another sociopath sign.
The reason why you are playing detective is because they are giving you a reason to be suspicious
and distrusting.
Sociopaths do it on purpose sometimes: they want you on edge.
They want you to suspect their involvement.
It proves to them they are controlling you. And they enjoy that.
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9. They Have a Small Band of Admirers
Sociopaths often have a few people around who like them and applaud them.
The sociopath might be using them for favors, money, for attention or… To make you jealous and
increase their appeal.
Sometimes you are the only one who can better recognize them because you are the only one really
close to them.
And if they are exes, chances are they are very undiscerning or very low quality people.

10. You’re Afraid For Fights to End the Relationship
If you are afraid that any fight might spell doom for your relationship, chances are you are already
hooked.
And they re taking advantage of it, keeping you on your toes and controlling you through your fear.
Sociopaths surreptitiously -or openly- threaten to end the relationship.
When they don’t threaten to do so directly, their behavior does the talking. Their behavior
communicates that they don’t care much anymore about you and the relationship.
This is part of their “dread game”, and they are playing cat and mouse.
Dump them yourself: it will hurt less.
Also read:
Psychopaths’ control techniques

Sociopath Emotional Distance Example
The American Beauty bedroom argument scene looks like a sociopath trying to own another bigger
sociopath (or a normal man, him, finally standing up to a narcissistic woman)

11. They Started Having a Contemptuous Attitude
This is part of taking the judge role in the relationship.
In this case, a negative judge.
What does it mean, in simple words?
They criticize you with an air of superiority.
They have a smirk on their face, or a look of mild disgust, as if you were challenged.
Teasing can become a mainstay of your relationship, but it’s often not a funny teasing. It’s biting and
hurtful.
At this point, you can start to feel resentful and the relationship has started becoming a truly toxic
relationship.
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12. They Withhold Attention
Another sign of sociopaths is that of using attention as a test and control tool.
When you do something wrong, when they want to punish you or simply when they want to feel
powerful and hurt you, they will go radio silent.
The first time they do it and you chase them worried and scared, they know they have you.
And they will relish it.

13. They Expect You to Read Their Mind
Some sociopaths might not communicate basic information, but they still expect you to know what
they haven’t even said.
This is part of their overblown sense of importance and of their entitled mentality.

14. You Know Something is Wrong, But You Want Them to
Like You
If you said yes this is a big sign that you are in a toxic relationship.
If you realize there is something wrong with your relationship, you have finally caught up to some of
their games -and to the reality of things-.
But if you still want them to like you, they have their fangs in you and are deeply controlling you.

Toxic Relationship Example
Karen is with an inveterate cheater, chronic liar and possibly sociopath. But no matter how much he
hurts and gaslights her, she can’t bear to leave him:

15. There Are Lots of Crazy or Abusive People in Their Past
Another big sociopath sign is when they tell stories of crazy people in their past.
Violent parents, bipolar exes, crazy exes who still want him, abusive bosses… Is it possible that the
whole world is stacked against them?
Or maybe they are the crazy ones?
Also, make no mistake, you might be the next crazy one they’ll talk about.

16. They Make You Jealous Through Other People (AKA:
Triangulation)
While in the beginning all their attention was on you and they had eyes for nobody else, in the middle
of the relationship they will do their best to make you jealous.
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It might start with their exes popping up, FB flirting with mysterious girls, remarks of other women
etc.
They are trying to plant the seed of doubt in your mind, making you more and more insecure.
If you want to play the game, read this article on how to make him value more to respond in kind.
However, just be aware that the only solution is to move forward and leave them behind.

Manipulative Behavior Example
Regina George in Mean Girls is the poster-child of a manipulative sociopath.
Of course, you might not have such obvious, glaring example -but it happens too!-, but the concept is
the same
Read more on manipulation and dark psychology:
Dark Psychology: 7 Ways to Manipulate People

17. They Pursued You With Abandon (AKA: Love Bombing)
First off:
some types of womanizers also pursue with abandon, and they’re not necessarily psychopaths.
But love bombing, as it’s often called, can be a big red flag that you are dealing with a sociopath.
Love bombing is their twisted plan to make you fall in love.
For example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mirror your dreams, hopes and fears
Writes you first and all the time
Move every fast
Compliment you all the time
Say they’ve never felt like this before
Imply or state that you TWO are soulmates

They are fully fascinated by you.
And you love it.
… Until you don’t anymore.
Watch out.

18. They Compare You to Others
In the beginning, they will be comparing you favorably.
You are the best thing that has ever happened to them.
Maybe you are giving them new hope in life, or maybe they are so happy that you are making them
forget their terrible exes.
Also, watch out specifically for physical and body shape compliments: sociopaths are often very
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superficial.
But in the devaluation phase, the comparisons start to become negative.
Sometimes what were your best qualities become your major faults. Their exes weren’t so bad after
all and maybe… You just don’t compare all too well with them.
Now if you are hooked an interesting thing will happen: their criticism will push you to prove
yourself to them. You are putting up a desperate effort to win their love back.
Don’t even try or hope though. The truth is that they never loved you. It’s not about you: sociopaths
cannot love.

19. Some Behavior Doesn’t Add Up (AKA: Cracks in Their
Mask)
High functioning sociopaths and psychopaths wear a mask.
They pretend to have feelings, they pretend to understand your feelings and they pretend to be nice
and kind.
But they are putting forth a persona.
They don’t have feelings, they have no empathy for you -and for anyone else for that matter- and they
are not kind.
However, even the best actor sometimes will slip.
Their mask will come off, and then you will be able to peer behind it.
When something does not add up, take notice: it might be the sign of a sociopath.

20. They Are Easily Bored, And Need Stimulation
Sociopaths are easily bored.
That’s one of the reasons why they surround themselves with people and why they engage
in machiavellian games: they need constant new stimulation.

21. They Try to Make You Feel Guilty
Some ilk of sociopaths will leverage your sense of guilt or your willingness to help others.
If that’s the case, their bad behavior is always justified by their hurt and their pain.
Who’s the culprit? Abusive parents, an ex who really hurt him, or sometimes you who is being so
mean to them.
Also see here:
Text example and analysis of guilty tripping (or pity play).
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22. There Is Lots of Drama in Your Relationship
Sociopaths might say they hate drama.
And yet there is always so much drama in their life. And now, there is a lot of drama in your life too.
Drama is one way with which sociopaths fight boredom.
If you’ve never had much drama in your life, but now you always do, then it should be easy to
pinpoint the culprit.

23. You’re Experiencing Emotional Roller Coaster
There are often wild emotional up and downs in a relationship with a sociopath.
When they have been too mean, they will get closer again so that you keep staying under their thumb.
Or maybe they treat you differently in public and in person. They might be mean and disrespectful in
front of a stranger and then reel you back in behind closed doors.
Or be nice in public only to treat you with contempt in private.

Sociopath Roller Coaster Example
Marcello Mastroianni in La Dolce Vita is an example of an avoidant with an anxious partner.
Notice her emotional swings.
She is in the dumps because of him. But when he shows up again, she feels like he is her savior.
The only one who can make her feel great.
Warning: Be especially careful with emotional roller coasters, because they are emotionally addictive

24. He Is Becoming Your Entire Life
Do you find yourself spending all your time with him and thinking all the time of him?
This could be the greatest love story ever.
Or the biggest heartbreak ever.
Tread with caution.

25. You’re Enjoying Great Sex
Some sociopaths and abusive men use sex as a tool to make their targets swoon for them.
They make it a point to do it well, to make you come and to make your fantasies come true.
Sometimes, sociopaths and psychopaths will push the boundaries of sex and push you to do sexual
acts that are new to you.
Sandra Brown says that a few psychopaths will also dominate or demean you during sex to increase
their power and control.
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26. They Are Arrogant
Sociopaths might humble and unassuming.
But that’s part of the persona they put forward to make them more likable and approachable.
As the relationship wears on they become more and more themselves: arrogant and mean.

27. They Gossip, Demean, and Backstab Others
Sociopaths often have dislike “normal people”.
And strong jealousy for people more successful than they are.
They will gossip and talk behind people’s backs. In the beginning, you might feel special for hearing
their confessions.
You might even start disliking or resenting some of the people they talk about.
And that’s part of their game: recruiting more people on their side.
But their side is always switching. And it’s very possible they will be doing the same about you.

28. There Are Lots of Games and Manipulation
At the heart of a sociopath relationship are games and manipulations.
Here are some of them:
Put you on the defensive (and when you explain yourself you sound guilty)
Make you feel guilty
Use you to make another woman jealous
Use another woman to make you jealous

Sociopath Mindset Example
The movie “Gone Girl” is a good example.
If you’ve seen it, you know what I mean.
And if you think it’s just a movie, here is a real-life example:
Sociopaths are amoral, and see you as a pawn.
That lady in the video saw her husband as a green card, and a money provider.
When she thought she had no more use for him, she fabricated a story to get rid of him, and take all
of his belongings.

29. When You Corner Them, They Talk Nonsense (AKA:
Word Salad)
Sometimes you might manage to back a sociopath into a corner.
For example, you might have final proof of their wrongdoings.
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Or you read this article and tell them exactly what they are up to.
In that case, they might come up with what psychopath survivors refer to as “word salad”.
Word salads are illogical conversations that go nowhere and only serve to confuse you, muddle the
water, and possibly put you on the defensive.
They include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Going back to previous topics that were already discussed and resolved
Bringing up old wrongdoings of yours
Condescending tone to make you overreact
Accuse you of their own wrongdoing to make you overreact
Switch personality and techniques to confuse you
Play the victim

Finally, if you keep your cool and keep pushing and pushing, you will see a face of the sociopath you
have never seen before.
They lose their cool and will watch them implode as they struggle to regain control.
That’s great news for you: you are breaking free of their control.

Word Salad Example
Donald Trump is a world-class master of word salads:
Notice how, while saying little, he manages to go from accused to accuser

30. Your Feelings Are Telling You Something Isn’t Right
Last but not least: listen to your feelings.
And listen to me when I say this.
It’s not a good relationship if you are:
Walking on eggshells afraid he might leave you
Being disrespected
Always defending yourself
Wondering if you are crazy
Trying to appease him
Desperate to like him
Plotting how to win him back
Having wild mood swings you’ve never had before
Depending on him for 100% of your happiness
Being anxious (especially if you weren’t before)
Crying and apologizing all the times
Afraid he might get violent
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More Psychopath Signs
Finally, these traits have been found to correlate with psychopathy:
Caffeine addiction
Night owl circadian rhythms (ie.: sleeping late)
Not yawning when others yawn (which most emphatic people normally do)
Talk a lot about sex, money and food (and little about family, religion and spirituality)

One Question to Spot Sociopaths
Credit to Susan Cain for this genius question.
Cain says that empathy and a sense of proper is one of the key elements to a happy and healthy
relationship.
What’s one of the best ways to test empathy and respect for other people?
It’s how embarrassed -or not embarrassed- people can get.
Being embarrassed by certain behavior or situation means we care.
And sociopaths and psychopaths will never be embarrassed.
So here is your question:
What was the time you were most embarrassed?
Then watch how they react.
Normal people will know exactly what you mean. Maybe start getting embarrassed right away as
they feel the pinch of their embarrassing memories.
Some people will be happy to share embarrassing stories as it helps them share their burden -and
laugh about it-.
But a sociopath doesn’t like that question.
He will take longer to reply because they need to make up a story.
And chances are their story will feel off.
If you are in doubt, ask for two stories.
If they can’t come up with two stories that normal people would be embarrassed of, you have a major
early sign he might be a sociopath.

Limitations of This Article
Some sociopaths have become good at hiding their true colors.
If they have been at it for years, chances are it won’t be easy to spot them. And your task won’t be
any easier if you don’t have any experience with sociopaths, psychology, or abnormal personalities.
This is a conversation I’ve had with a psychopath on Quora as I explored this topic deeper:
Me: Thank you! I’m curious about when you wrote on “wearing a mask”. Do you mean to
play the part and pretend to have feelings and empathy?
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Psychopath: Indeed. It is a persona constructed to blend in with everyone else.
Me: I see. Do you think that age relates to how good one person becomes in molding that
mask? Has anyone ever realized you were wearing a mask?
Psychopath: Yes, age means more experience. Nobody has ever realized I was wearing a
mask so far. But time will tell
As you can see, it’s not always easy to see the early signs of a sociopath.
However, the sociopaths who are most likely to fly under the radar are also the sociopaths who are
least likely to wreak havoc in your life. Indeed, many sociopaths have a normal life with family and
hold jobs.
Albeit don’t expect to get a great emotional intimacy with them.
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Is Donald Trump a Sociopath? Why The Answer Might Be
“Yes”
September 13, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Is Trump a sociopath?
By the end of this article you will know the answer to that question.
Contents
Why It Matters
What’s a Sociopath
The World is A Game
Can Sociopaths Make Good Leaders?
Trump & The Signs of Sociopathy
1. Superficial Wit & Charm
2. Compulsive Lying
3. Inflated Sense of Worth
4. Impulsiveness
5. Word Salad
6. Aggression
6. Machiavellianism
What Do Psychiatrists Say
Is It Fair to Diagnose Trump?
How Do You Impeach a Sociopath…
Why It Matters Beyond Trump
SUMMARY

Why It Matters
Whether Trump is a sociopath or not, is a very important question.
Because:
1. The US is the most powerful, nuclear-armed country
2. If a sociopath can win a democratic election, what does that say of society?
To me the second question is even more important than the first.
Because fingers crossed, chances are good that will go through the Trump years without a war.
But what about the millions of countries, counties, cities, businesses and organizations the whole
world over?
Aren’t they all liable to be run and mismanaged by sociopaths?
Probably so. But let’s not get ahead of ourselves.
Let’s go step by step.
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What’s a Sociopath
A sociopath has no empathy for other people.
He is very selfish and has little of the feelings that usually make people add value to society.
Such as:
Has no conscience (no sense of right and wrong)
Has no empathy (ie.: doesn’t care if you suffer)
Has no remorse (can cause harm without feeling bad)
Feels no guilt
Contrary to psychopaths who have very little emotions, sociopaths do get emotional.
Indeed, they are impulsive, aggressive, prone to emotional outbursts and fits of anger (Dr. Scott
Bonn, Criminologist).
Obviously, Trump could not be a psychopath as he is too emotional and thin-skinned.
He does have little empathy, though. Just as an example, he allegedly -and personally confirmed- that
he used is father’s funeral to pitch a crowd of real estate brokers on is new building complexes (New
York Times).

The World is A Game
On top of lacking empathy for others, sociopaths are supremely selfish.
They are known for seeing the world as a big chessboard (The Sociopath Next Door). The pawns and
the pieces on that chessboard are the pieces that they move, manipulate -and sometimes get rid of- to
get what they want.
In a sociopath’s world, you might as well be the pawn.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Can Sociopaths Make Good Leaders?
Mitchel Anderson writing for the theteeya makes the point that a sociopath could hardly be a good fit
for a fiduciary role.
Someone in a fiduciary role indeed should act in the best interest of the people he represents.
So the question here is simple:
Can someone who doesn’t care about anyone but himself serve the best interest of the
people?
Some authors made the point that psychopaths can make good leaders.
But I disagree. I couldn’t possibly see here how the answer to that question could ever be a yes.
Indeed to sociopaths you only matter depending on what you can do for them.
What you have done in the past, is quickly forgotten.
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This means that if Trump is a sociopath, he feels no obligation to the people who elected him.
Not even to his own voters, whose utility is nil after the elections.
Also, read more on dark psychology of leadership here:
Dark Psychology: 7 Ways to Manipulate People

Trump & The Signs of Sociopathy
Now let’s see how Trump scores against a few known sociopath traits:

1. Superficial Wit & Charm
You might not like the guy, but one of the reasons why he has so many adoring fans is that he can be
charming and he certainly looks charismatic.
Here are some examples:

2. Compulsive Lying
This one probably doesn’t need any videos for confirmation.
What I find most telling though is that Trump routinely lies about facts that have data and statistics
that people can easily check:
Psychologist Craig Malkin says that Trump might be at a stage where he needs to bend reality to fit
with his aggrandized vision of himself.

3. Inflated Sense of Worth
This is what the Mayo Clinic lists as one of the top signs of sociopathy:
Arrogance, a sense of superiority and being extremely opinionated
Does it sound like someone you might have seen on TV? ?

4. Impulsiveness
To use Trump’s beloved hyperboles, there has never been a more impulsive president:

5. Word Salad
Word salad is not an “official” trait of antisocial personality disorder.
However, it’s how “survivors” of psychopath/sociopath relationships commonly refer to it
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(MacKenzie, 2015).
Word salad is a mixture of old stories, accusations, excuses and plain nonsense that you are most
likely to encounter when you cornered a sociopath with evidence of their wrongdoings.
When that happens, the sociopath has lost his manipulation edge and is now struggling to reclaim it.
To me, a great example of word salad is how Trump entered the debate right after the sexual assault
scandal:

6. Aggression
Often high functioning sociopaths keep their latent aggression under wraps.
However, when their manipulative, more socially acceptable ways fail, they can resort to threats,
bullying or even violence.
And violence is often visible in Trump’s world.
On terrorist, he said the US should “take out their families“.
He often punctuates his speeches with references to destroying, military power (an “armada” sent
towards North Korea), or sometimes just plainly beating someone:
Unluckily, he also threatened the use of military force (more than once) and, scariest of all, nuclear
weapons :S.

Vindictiveness
Vindictiveness is a subset of violence for sociopaths, and Trump has shown plenty of that too.
In this video he bashes Rosie O’Donnel with unrelenting hatred.
And in this other video I show you how Trump went out of his way to punish Macron after
Macron had tried to stand up to him.

6. Machiavellianism
Finally, Trump is a supreme manipulator.
If Machiavelli had written The Prince during these years, he would have probably written extensively
about Donal Trump -I surely will on the book I’m writing :)-.
Trump is a master at unhinging his opponents, looking dominant and coming across as the most
powerful man in any social exchange.
As a matter of fact, he makes it a point to always look the most dominant.

What Do Psychiatrists Say
Dr. Bandy Lee — a forensic psychiatrist — has already met with members of Congress to express
their concerns about Trump’s mental state and fitness for office.
Lee leads the National Coalition of Concerned Mental Health Experts, an ensemble of mental health
professionals who are worried about the potential consequences of Trump’s leadership.
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Dr. Lance Dodes, professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School and a fellow member of the
National Coalition of Concerned Mental Health Experts says:
Donald Trump’s speech and behavior show that he has severe sociopathic traits.
The significance of this cannot be overstated. While there have surely been American
presidents who could be said to be narcissistic, none have shown sociopathic qualities to the
degree seen in Mr. Trump. Correspondingly, none have been so definitively and so
obviously dangerous.
Lee, Dodes and the National Coalition positions are not without criticism though.
Dr. Jeffrey Leiberman, the chair of Columbia University’s Department of Psychiatry, says that
commenting on Trump’s mental health as a psychiatrist is both unethical and imprecise.
Unethical refers to the Goldwater rule. The Goldwater rule discourages clinicians from making
diagnoses of public figures that they have not directly examined.
Imprecise because, well, you can’t really diagnose a patient without a close examination and
structured tests.
And finally, Leiberman says, it’s a political statement to diagnose a political leader (read the full
statement here).
Personally, I would add that anyone who has read any books on sociopathy will find shocking
parallels between the examples depicted as sociopaths and Trump (see “Confessions of a Sociopath”
and, most of all, “Without Conscience“).

Is It Fair to Diagnose Trump?
I personally believe that it’s ludicrous to call “ethics” and “fairness” into the equation when the
president brags about the efficiency of his nuclear arsenal ready at his fingertip.
It’s not a political statement caring and worrying about the potential consequences of a president who
threatens a nuclear war.
It’s what every good and sensible person should do.
What I am worried, is something else instead:

How Do You Impeach a Sociopath…
… with the nuclear button?
Overall, we should always question whether a leader is fit to serve the people or not.
However, I would make the point that questioning Trump and trying to remove him from office
might have unintended consequences. And it might risk of causing more harm than good.
When a sociopath who has lost touch with reality feels encircled, he might indeed act in two different
ways:
1. Make sure to bring down as many people as he can with him (ie.: a war)
2. Purposefully cause a global emergency to ride out his personal troubles (ie.: a war)
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It’s not such a far fetched thought.
It’s simply how the mind works in some borderline cases.
And we have already seen in history before:

Historical Examples of Cornered Sociopaths
When the war started going south for Nazi Germany, Hitler accelerated his genocide machine by
diverting more resources to it.
And his last order was to destroy all infrastructure in Germany, a clear example of “I’ll take everyone
down with me” (Nero Decree).
In the last days of World War II, rather than facing the shame of defeat Japanese military major
Hatanaka attempted a coup d’etat. The idea of some military high commanders in Japan was to “keep
fighting until the last man, until the last house”.
Such as: if I must go down, I’d rather bring everyone and everything else down in total destruction.
Muammar Gaddafi is another typical example of the dangers of cornering a sociopath who’s lost
touch with reality. He called the protesters who later overthrew him rats and vowed to turn the
country into hell rather than surrender.
Now one thing that these people had in common was this: they didn’t have many other options. And
they didn’t have a nuclear option at their fingertip.
And don’t you think it’s at least plausible they would have used a nuclear option if that had given
them even the slightest chance of winning? Or simply the chance of just hurting their enemies?
I believe they wouldn’t have thought twice about it.
That’s the reason why, paradoxically, I think there might be more to fear from a politically dying
Trump than 4 years of unencumbered Trump.
Personally, I would approach the demise of a sociopath with the nuclear button very carefully.

Hit Quick, Hit Silently
A slow legal impeachment is dangerous because Trump could logically see his end coming. And he
could carefully plan his diversion plans.
Personally, I believe that the safest way to overthrow a dangerous leader is with a coup d’etat from
behind the scenes.
Like in the old days.

Why It Matters Beyond Trump
Hopefully, fingers crossed, we will ride out of this mess without any catastrophe in sight.
But unluckily, like I mentioned in the beginning, this goes well beyond the US elections.
Robert Hare, Psychopathy researcher and author of Snakes in Suits, suggests that similar dynamics
are at play in every single business and in every single organization the whole world over.
I would like you to reflect on it.
A world where anyone with the temperament of Donald Trump and with a complete lack of
conscience can reach the levers of power, is not the best world to be in.
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We can do better.
I am a big believer that to make this world a better place we need people who are fundamentally good
but who know how to be bad.
Fundamentally good people who, when facing evil can switch off their morality and play the same
game.
If Sanders, Jeb Bush, or Clinton herself had been better prepared to play the game, Trump would not
be president.
Niccolo Machiavelli said:
A good person is ruined among the great number of people who are not good
He was right.
And when bad people win and good ones lose, we all lose.
A better world is a world where more and more empathic people can meet evil with evil. That’s a
world where power goes to better leaders.
And that’s a better world to live.
A good idea, for now, could be to resist voting endorsing the person who looks most charismatic
and/or dominant. And pick the best and most empathic one instead.
And my second invite to you is to learn to be selectively bad, so that we can all win together.
Cheers my friend.
And don’t let the sociopaths win :).

SUMMARY
We cannot answer for sure whether Trump is a sociopath or not.
It’s impossible to make a diagnosis without an in-person visit, and it’s highly unlikely that Trump
will ever consent to such a diagnosis.
However, it’s not far-fetched to think that Trump is indeed a sociopath. He has shown several signs
of antisocial personality disorder in more than one occasion.
What can we do about it?
1. Resist the temptation to vote for the winner, which is not always the best option
2. Learn to be selectively bad, so that people without a conscience don’t have a natural advantage

Sources:
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc1716751
CBC: Psychiatrist’s new warning that Trump’s mental state ‘is a national and international
security risk
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/ppi.1395
Why you to be good you need to be bad
Babiak, P. (1995). When psychopaths go to work: A case study of an industrial
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psychopath. Applied Psychology: An International Review, 44, 171–188.CrossRefGoogle
Scholar
Babiak, P., & Hare, R. D. (2006). Snakes in suits: When psychopaths go to work. New York,
NY: Regan Books/Harper Collins Publishers.
Do good and evil overlap?
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder
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How to Make Him Chase You: Definitive Guide
September 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for ways to make him chase you?
You have come to the right place.
This is a no-holds-barred, no-BS guide on psychological triggers and science-proven ways to make
men chase you.
Contents
How to Make Him Chase You
#1. Deny Him First
#2. Make Him Jump Through Your Hoops
#3. Disappear: The Vacuum Effect
#4. Use Push-Pull
#5. Enforce Your Boundaries
#6. Cry… And A Knight Will Show Up
#7. Show Your Naughty Side
#8. Pretend to Disappear (False Takeaway)
#9. Stay Mysterious
#10. Be (Somewhat) Difficult to Get
#11. Tell Him You Don’t Want a Relationship
#12. Look Inexperienced, Madonna-Like
#13. Jolt His Life, Make Crazy Memories Together
#14. Make Him Compete With Other Men (AKA: Triangulation)
#15. Reach Out Less Than He Does
#16. Threaten the Break Up (AKA: Games of Chicken)
#17. And If You Broke Up, Make Him See You Happy
Warning: Don’t Make Him Chase You
Bad Advice on Making Him Chase You
SUMMARY

How to Make Him Chase You
These techniques are designed to make men chase.
Many of them also work on women, though.
So sometimes you will see examples of men using these techniques on women. It’s all good: the
dynamics are the same.
So let’s start:
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#1. Deny Him First
People want what they can’t have.
And women have been unconsciously knowing and using this physiological trigger long before
Cialdini codified it in his seminal book Influence.
Indeed, when you deny him, you shake him from the foundation of his ego. Many men at that point
will want to prove you wrong and show you how good he actually is.
And the chase begins…

Example
Aurora in “Terms of Endearment” uses this technique with her body language:
She denies him without even uttering a single word the moment she starts walking away.

Risks of This Technique
Quite simply, he might not pursue you again.
Some men are proud and have a big ego, and not only they might stop chasing you, but they might
actually actively dislike you.
Men who dislike you still keep chasing you, but more from a position of “I’ll bang her just to show
her, than disappear”.
Some other high quality men are just too busy to chase, and they prefer focusing on women who are
into them -and women who play less games-.
Also, this technique works best when men outnumber women in quality and/or quantity. But that is
not the case in the west these days.

#2. Make Him Jump Through Your Hoops
Denying him is risky and he might just disappear.
So to improve on that technique, you show him there is a “light at the end of the tunnel”.
But he must deserve that light.
When you prod him, you tell him what he must do better.
And you imply that he needs to step up his game.
For example:
You: Oh that doesn’t work with me mister
Or
You: You must be doing better than that
Or more direct:
You: I like you, but I prefer gentler man. Can you be a bit more gentle please
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Have you noticed what these all have in common?
You kinda of deny what he’s doing right now, but you also show he’s in with a chance.
Indeed, the secret to making him chase while jumping through your hoops is to show him that,
if he plays it well, he can (eventually) get you.
This is less risky than outright denying him, which in my opinion makes for a better alternative.

Example
Ryan Gosling has a dominant version of this technique.
You want to have the same effect of having him chase you and prove himself to you. But you want to
be more gentle:

Risks of This Technique
Since you setting yourself up as the prize and telling him how to get you, this technique shows a lot
of confidence and resolve.
But that’s a double-edged sword.
Some men will be intrigued that you’re laying the gaming cards right on the table.
But some others might be annoyed that you’re taking the driver seat. These men are usually socially
smart enough to see the game, but not socially smart enough to turn the tables. They might just leave
the table instead.
And the most driven and socially smart men?
If they want to play, they will turn the table on you. If they’re more looking for a serious and
collaborative relationship, they might take this game as the sign that you don’t like them too much
and/or you’re not a collaborative partner.

#3. Disappear: The Vacuum Effect
Another sneaky way of making him chase you is to disappear right when he expected you to be there.
For example: take two days to reply his text after a great date.
Or if you’re talking a lot already, go radio silent for a whole day.
You can make it as early as after a first date if it was really good (example below).
But usually, it’s safer a bit later in the interaction.
Danger:
He might see through the game playing and simply refuse to play. Or he might misread your
momentary withdrawal for lack of interest.

#4. Use Push-Pull
This is a technique we discussed in how to make him crazy about you.
The idea is similar to the vacuum, but at a faster pace.
You compliment him and be all affectionate, and then you’re distant and indifferent all in the same
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evening.
Or you criticize him and drive is morale down, and then build him back up saying he’s “still” the best
you ever had.
Danger: socially smarter men might see through it and dump your game playing a*s for engaging in
it. And if you do it too much some more rational men might see it a sign of instability.

4.1. Sexual Push-Pull
The push-pull is extremely exciting also when it’s sexual in nature.
A good example of push and pull is a woman who wants to resist (push), but who is too excited to
resist (pull).
This is a good example of sexual push and pull:

#5. Enforce Your Boundaries
Yes, enforcing your boundaries makes me chase.
It’s micro-chasing, but it’s the type of chasing that makes men want a relationship.
Whenever he mistreats you, babies you, belittles you, or teases a bit too hard, draw your line in the
sand.
He will feel compelled to apologize and win you back. And he will realize that you are a high quality
woman who does not accept bad behavior -or bad relationships-. And that’s wife-material, right there.

Example
Karen in “The Godfellas” draws her line in the sand with much power and emotion.
Depending on your character, this might be too powerful and emotional, but it’s a good example to
understand the dynamics.
Not accepting bad behavior communicates you expect to be treated well and fairly. And guess what
good and serious men will want to do? To treat you well and farily.

#6. Cry… And A Knight Will Show Up
Yes, the old damsel in distress.
Don’t roll your eyes, this is about what works, and the damsel in distress is an old classic because it
works (Smith, 2017).
It awakens the “protector” instincts and you will gain femininity points.
Crying also works in relationships. Men are susceptible to women getting upset as they feel like they
are responsible to appease them (John Gottman).
Danger:
If he cares about you, crying will really work magic. But if he doesn’t, you only become a bigger
burden. As a rule of thumb, best if you don’t do it too early and without a good reason.
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6.1. Show Signs of Exploitability To Awaken His Protector’s Instincts
In “scientific dating strategies” we reviewed the “exploitability signals”.
Exploitability signals attract both male vultures looking for easy prey, and “good men” looking to
protect and invest.
With a little tweak, you can get the best of both worlds: raw sexual attraction, and men falling head
over heels to provide.
Here is a great example:
She mixes exploitability signals with “selectively hard to get” signals, asking to only date men who
will still around.
Super effective.
Read more here.

#7. Show Your Naughty Side
Why showing your naughty version makes him chase?
Well, you should know this one.
There is an old saying where I come from.
And my area is not very well known for its finesse, so pardon the French:
A hair of pussy pulls more than a cart of oxen
I suppose back when the saying started women weren’t shaving much :).
The figurative meaning is that the sexual pull of a woman is the strongest pull one can exert.
And there is a lot of truth there.
Research from evolutionary psychologist David Buss also proves that one of the best and most
reliable techniques to make men chase, is to hint that you are primed for sex (Buss, 2016).
The best way to do it is not with direct sexual invites, but through teasing.
Here is a good example:
The girl in the above text often flirts with that style. And I used to think about her more than I would
otherwise thought of her because I associate her with sex.
And of course, you can keep using this technique after you’ve had sex already.
The below is not your typical flirting text.
But I wanted to show it to you as an example of how many women have the wrong mindset when it
comes to chasing, honesty and sexuality:
Did you think that it was “too much” and she made it too obvious she was into me?
If so, you might still be stuck with the mindset of “don’t show your cards and pretend you’re not that
into him”.
But her raw sexual honesty made me so much more excited of seeing her, made me quite horny,
and also drew me closer to her.
In the short run, it did give me more power -and if you don’t want to do that, you could take the
“fantasy” bit off-.
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But in the long run it increased her power.
Even today, as I was looking for this old text, I got horny and would have gladly chased her if she
wasn’t in a solid, happy relationship :).
On the other hand, men have little fantasies of women who hide their sexual drives and attraction.

Risks of This Technique
As a rule of thumb: sexual hints that make men chase in the short-term make women poorer
candidates for long term (ie.: men will chase for sex, not for relationships).
That’s why I only recommend being sexually more direct if you’ve already had sex with him -like the
second text example-.
Otherwise, keep it at a teasing level -like the first text message-.

#8. Pretend to Disappear (False Takeaway)
This is a very good, neat technique to make him chase you.
The early pick-up artist used to call it “false takeaway” (Neil Strauss, 2011), and it consists of you
physically walking away, or emotionally withdrawing.
This is best used when he has done something wrong, and it’s a good alternative to the “enforcing
your boundaries” that we saw above. This one is more suited for less assertive women, and for
women who prefer a more submissive and feminine style.
Whenever he does something wrong, withdraw. Or move away.
You can supercharge this power move if you leave before sex and while you were getting
physically and emotionally closer, maybe at this place, right when he thought he was about to get it.
Some of the women I want the most are the ones that left or interrupted our relationship right before
physical escalation, or in the middle of emotional intimacy, right when I was getting to like them.

Example
This is an example from the movie “Under the Tuscan Sun”:
Notice that not only she chases him, but that he has a strong emotional impact on her

Risks of This Technique
If you use it when there is no real reason, you will look emotionally manipulative.
And while it works best with men who are high in power who want to possess you and control the
relationship, it can also backfire the most with those men.
Some of them will become obsessed, and turn into stalkers. You will not want to see them again
when they started behaving like that, but they will, and they can become a threat.

#9. Stay Mysterious
Have you ever noticed how much people hate knowing the end of a movie?
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Review websites go to great lengths to plaster “spoiler alerts” because people get really angry when
they know what’s going to happen.
And they lose interest in watching the movie altogether.
That’s why you don’t want to be a movie with a known ending.
Never tell him that you are going to have sex after a certain number of dates, or days.
Never say that you are going to do it when you go back to his, or you ruin the anticipation and his
feeling of conquest.
Even about your life, don’t be an open book, but keep some mysteries.
Be a developing story

#10. Be (Somewhat) Difficult to Get
The common advice here is often wrong.
It’s not the woman who is hardest to reach who makes men chase the most.
The woman that men chase the hardest is the woman who is mildly available (Walster et. al.,
1973).
You must use some judgment here and tread carefully.
If you are too unreachable, he might end up with more available women. And if you initiate contact
too frequently, he might lose interest.
Also read:
Proven dating strategies for women

#11. Tell Him You Don’t Want a Relationship
Warning: this is risky.
That being said, when you say you don’t want a relationship, some men will think there must
something wrong with them.
They will think they are not good enough to make you want to be in a relationship.
Result?
They will chase even harder.
The obvious risk here is that some other men who want a relationship will just take your word for it
and look for better alternatives.
Risks

Example
The movie 500 Days of Summer is a good example of a man who chases her even harder the moment
she says she doesn’t want a relationship.
Danger:
“not needing a man” has become such a popular crying battle and such a common aspiration for some
women that some guys have grown tired of these antics.
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#12. Look Inexperienced, Madonna-Like
Men want to have sex with the whore, but want to marry the Madonna (Madonna-whore complex).
So while earlier we said you can make him chase for sex by acting very sexual, you can also make
him chase for a relationship by acting.
Here are a few ways to do it:
Say you only do “serious dating”
Seem uninterested in sex and men
Never have sex on the first two dates
Keep your partner count low, and reveal it strategically
Don’t do any sexual crazy stunts the first few times you have sex
Danger: some men prefer experienced women as they see the virgin-like woman as puerile.
However, these men are a minority.

#13. Jolt His Life, Make Crazy Memories Together
Many of us secretly crave more excitement in our lives.
If you can live some micro-adventures with him, chances are that he will want more of you in his life.
I will never forget the woman who took my hand and started running to make it on time and reach a
shop that was almost closing. And I’m sure some women will never forget our whirlwind romances
together.
Even just being lively and silly will make some want to chase you, because you a breath of fresh
air in their lives.
This works particularly well with men who are older, more sedentary, more boring, or who secretly
miss some spontaneity in their life.

Example
It doesn’t have to be anything crazy.
Running under the rain while holding hands and slightly intoxicated is enough.
Or running through a museum like in the movie The Dreamers:

Risks of This Technique
This might not work with some of the most rational men out there.
Well, let’s be precise, with some of the most rationally looking men it will work even better, because
they are secretly craving for some release.
But a few of the most soulless, boring ones might not see any attractiveness in the wilder and
“crazier” side of life.
But maybe you don’t want those guys? ?
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#14. Make Him Compete With Other Men (AKA:
Triangulation)
This is what Greene calls “triangulation” in The Art of Seduction.
It’s quite obvious, isn’t it: put him in a race and he’ll race harder to win.
Also you will look more in demand -scarcity principle-, which further drives him forward.
However, be careful with triangulation. It’s very easy to do this wrong in any setting other than real
life.
The best is having a man flirt with you in person while you do not flirt back (nearly as much as him).
Danger: do it too much, too early, and you look like a floozy. Or like a game player.

Example
This is an example of doing it wrong:
She probably realized later that it was not the best strategy and tried to get some points back.
And it was a very good move to get some points back indeed, but overall still a net loss.

#15. Reach Out Less Than He Does
You knew this one.
This is the #1 advice any publication provides.
It’s not wrong though, but it can easily backfire if you do it too much.
The secret is to give, but not so much that you become boring.
Otherwise, another very, very mind-fu*king strategy is to give a lot, build him up for the whole initial
phase, and then withdraw.
That’s the sociopath way though, and it’s more something you need to guard against than something
you should actively do.
A technique I prefer instead, which is also far healthier, is to build up the relationship together. You
give something, and expect him to do the same. Then you keep on building one step each, until you
have a great relationship.
Also see:
Make him chase the healthy way

#16. Threaten the Break Up (AKA: Games of Chicken)
Warning: only use sparingly, and if there is a good reason.
Avoid constantly and directly threatening to end the relationship. That’s low-quality and high-quality
men will run away (especially those with a secure attachment style).
The correct way of deploying this technique is with this frame:
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If he is not giving you what you want, like for example exclusivity, or an official status, you
make it clear that you are not getting your needs met. Since you like him, you hope he will
turn around.
But if he doesn’t, you will have to move on.
It’s an attitude that he either chips in and move things along, or you will look for some other high
quality man who will fulfill your expectations.
You can convey it with your attitude.
But if the attitude is not enough, then don’t be afraid of being direct with your request:
You: Mark, I have a great time with you, and I really like you. At the same time, I don’t do
sex outside of committed relationships and I am looking for something more serious and,
potentially, long term.
I would like to know where do you stand on this.

#17. And If You Broke Up, Make Him See You Happy
If you break up, make sure that he sees you:
Happy
And with another man being “friendly”
This, together with not contacting, is basically the core advice of the best-seller “Ignore The Guy, Get
The Guy“.
Just don’t make it too obvious.
Make it seem like you’re just living your life. And that guy around you, don’t make it too obvious
either.
He might be a new lover. Or your ex might still make it on time… If he only chases you hard…

Warning: Don’t Make Him Chase You
Please note:
All the above techniques on making him chase do work and are based on solid psychology.
BUT they only work under certain conditions and mostly with certain types of men.
I have said it on this website more than once.
Data (DateOnomics) and game theory show that in the Western world with more high quality women
than men techniques designed to make you scarce and make him chase are often more likely to
damage you than help you.
You should be aware of the risks and limitations before embarking in any game designed to make
him chase you.
You can read more ere:
Do men really enjoy the chase?
Should you make him wait for sex?
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How to make him invest more in you
The science of dating
Common mistakes women do
And here is a good example of how dropping all the games and showing your beautiful self, interest
and attraction included, can work better than any “scarcity-based” games:

You can read the whole forum entry here.

Bad Advice on Making Him Chase You
There is a lot of “feel good advice” out there for women.
Two examples:
The high-quality woman that men chase endlessly knows her real attraction isn’t physical.
That’s Mark Rosenfeld, writing for The Thought Catalogue.
And that’s also a lie flying in the face of plenty of scientific evidence: physical attraction is an
important driver of attraction.
Focus on your life and career and be confident
You should be focusing your life and career and be confident, but don’t expect that it will bring you
more and better options.
Women who follow this advice without learning human nature are at higher risk of staying single
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(and sometimes bitter).
Indeed, research shows that men say they want women who are smarter and more successful than
they are. But they don’t really pursue those women.
Rear more in: dating for successful women.
However, you can still have a great career and still be a pursued feminine woman.
Not easy, but possible.
Read more here:
How to be feminine
How to seduce a man

SUMMARY
Overall, I recommend you focus less on making men chase, and you more on moving the relationship
forward together.
However, there are times when knowing the dynamics and techniques of making people chase can
work in your favor and still be part of a healthy relationship.
This article has given you a few techniques you can still put in your dating arsenal and use them
when the right occasion presents.
And of course, hopefully it has helped you to better understand men, psychology, and people in
general.
Cheers!
Lucio
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10 Social Skills Activities to Get Good With People
September 24, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for social skills activities that will help you get better with people?
You have found the right article.
By the end of this article you will know exactly:
1. Which activities will improve your social skills
2. In which way
3. How you can prioritize them.
Contents
Social Skills Activities
#1. Martial Arts
#2. Toastmasters (Public Speaking)
#3. Eye Contact Experiment
#4. Bar Hopping (Solo)
#5. Dance Classes
#6. Improv Classes
#7. Acting Classes
#8. Action, Action, Action: Any Social Activity
#9. TV and People Watching
#10. Throw a Party
SUMMARY

Social Skills Activities
The following are social skills activities that help people become more socially effective and
confident.

#1. Martial Arts
You cannot get good with people if you are afraid of them.
And albeit this is not the most common issue for people with underdeveloped social skills, it’s
common enough to warrant your attention.
Ask yourself:
Are you afraid of others?
Do you fear enforcing your boundaries?
Are you always giving way to others?
Does the fear of other people’s judgement paralyze you from doing what you want?
Do you avoid picking up the phone in public places?
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Are you afraid that someone might get angry or violent because of a negative feedback or
complaint?
The above are all indicators that you might be physically afraid of people.
Now don’t get me wrong: at times being physically afraid does make sense. And most people do feel
physically afraid at least some of the times. But it’s unhealthy when it’s too much, when it happens
too often and when it happens in social settings where there is very little to fear.

What you will learn:
Getting hit is not the end of the world
You can defend yourself (even as a smaller, weaker and slower person)
Most people, even fighters, don’t wanna fight
Finally, you will remove your fear of people
Note: if you are not physically afraid, then you can skip this one and read more at how to overcome
social anxiety with martial arts. And of course, I shouldn’t need to say this, but violence sucks. The
goal not to be afraid, not to become meathead.

#2. Toastmasters (Public Speaking)
Public speaking is one of the most common fears in the world.
Indeed, someone famously said that most people would rather be in a funeral’s casket than delivering
the eulogy.
But this is a very limiting fear for someone who wants to enjoy an enriching life full of social
activities.
The fear of public speaking is not just stopping you from speaking on a stage indeed. The fear of
public speaking is stopping you from speaking to any group of people.
Why do we fear public speaking so much?
It probably stems from our fear of being judged by the group, which might then lead to ostracism and
isolation. And eventually, to death.
However, that’s a highly maladaptive trait and you shouldn’t accept it.
Delivering a bad speech, saying something everyone disagrees with, or even collapsing and fainting
on stage will not lead to any terrible consequences today.
And I can guarantee you this: taking up toastmaster as a social skill activity will be a huge, huge
improvement not only in your social life but also on your overall confidence and happiness.

What you will learn:
Introducing yourself to groups
Speaking confidently to groups
Asking questions and contributing at your company’s meetings
Cracking a joke in the presence of some strangers
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#3. Eye Contact Experiment
Bottom line:
you cannot improve your social skills if you are afraid of looking at people in the eyes.
And even if you are not afraid of looking staring at people’s eyes, this is an awesome social skills
activity to push the boundaries of your comfort zone.
The eye contact experiment has become a popular social skill activity in many cities, with both
meetups and Facebook groups.
Check your local meetup and sign up to one.
And if it’s not there?
Well, go ahead and create one.

What You Will Learn:
How eye contact affects people
Holding eye contact with strangers
Remove the fear of prolonged eye contact
It can be very helpful in your romantic relationship too

#4. Bar Hopping (Solo)
There is comfort in numbers.
Going out in groups is like having a base camp.
You feel observed? A girl shoots you down? A guy you like is with another girl?
Well, At least you got your friends to retreat to and regroup.
But going out alone?
Nope, you’re alone pal.
If there are no places to sit, you’re standing all by yourself.
If a girl rejects you, you got nobody to go back to.
And of course… The fear of being a wallflower that people will laugh at. Will you even find
someone to talk to or will you look like a loner the whole time?
Indeed the first times I started going out by myself I felt obliged to talk to someone. Because being
by myself, I would look weird, I thought.
So in the beginning I forced myself to be social, to talk to people.
And I learned that the more you do it, the more social you become and the easier it gets in the
evening. Which is quite a revelation if you’re an introvert.
However, with time, my biggest conquest was that of overcoming the need of talking to anyone.
Now I can enjoy an evening out without talking to anyone.
It’s a freeing sensation, trust me.
To start going out by yourself I recommend you go to clubs first.
It’s easier as fewer people are talking and sitting and there is always the dance floor to dance (or look
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at).
Bars are a bit more difficult as people are more “expected” to talk, mingle, and be with friends, so
tackle them later or be prepared to being a bit trickier.

What you will learn:
Personal confidence
Social resilience
Overcome fear of judgement
Ultimately, you gain huge personal freedom

#5. Dance Classes
To get good with people you have to overcome your discomfort for physical proximity.
It’s a rather common discomfort for many, and you can notice it when people step away from others
or when they refuse to come close.
It’s particularly common when people have less clothes on, and indeed it often overlaps with a
discomfort for sexuality.
And dance classes will get you more comfortable with physical proximity and sexual vibe.

What you will learn:
To be comfortable with physical proximity
Not to step away from people
Hold your own and stand your ground
Physically defending your space from possible intruders
Sexual comfort
Unless you’re playing a sexual cat and mouse game like in this video from The Goodfellas you
should always avoid walking backwards.

#6. Improv Classes
I am a Toastmasters guy.
At the time of writing actually I am the president of the largest and most successful Toastmaster club
in Berlin.
I am not as afraid anymore of public speaking.
However, I am still afraid of going on stage with zero preparation to talk about something I have no
idea of.
Improv classes will not only remove the last stage fright in you, but it will also make you an overall
more confident communicator.
You’re afraid of approaching a girl? Well, after some improv classes you know that you can come up
with something on the fly. And even if you can’t come up with anything, you’ve probably
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experienced that it’s not the end of the world.
Improv comedy can get really weird, so if you’re not into comedy, you might want to mix it with
non-comedy improv (Toastmasters has those too):

What you will learn:
Grow comfortable approaching people
Confidently tell a non-rehearsed story (without fearing you will miss the punch line)
Grow more comfortable approaching members of of the opposite sex

#7. Acting Classes
This is a great social skill activity to improve one of the very basics of communication: nonverbal
communication.
Many people who are not good at socializing indeed are poor at understanding how people feel. And
that’s because they don’t pick up on major non-verbal cues.
Acting classes will teach you to read facial expressions and to use your facial expressions better.

What you will learn:
Read other people’s nonverbal language
Use your body language to support your communication
Make your communication congruent and stronger
Increase your self-awareness
Overall, you will become a more holistic communicator and you’ll learn to better read social
dynamics on the fly.

#8. Action, Action, Action: Any Social Activity
Once you have removed your major fears and you have laser focused on your biggest areas of
improvements, it’s time to broaden your social horizons.
Feel to go to all the social events you actually enjoy.
But make sure they are varied so you get the benefits of different social environments (Leil Lowndes
calls it scramble therapy).
Two or three times a week do some of the following:
Meetup groups of topics you like
After work drinks
Bars / clubs
Speed dating
Sport activities
Networking events
Concerts
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What You Will Learn
Enjoy all different kinds of social gathering
Socialize for socialization’s pleasure
You will shift your identity from loner / socially challenged to an apt social person

#9. TV and People Watching
You probably know the recommendation of watching TV with the sound off.
It’s a valid one, but I don’t actually think you necessarily need the sound off.
I have learned hugely with the sound on, and I think the audio can often give more value anyway.
After all, tonality is huge to understand people.
I would personally start paying particular attention to difficult social settings.
Like dating TV series where people pick or reject others, or games with winner and losers.
Or arguments.
As you learn the more extreme versions of facial expressions and body language, you can then move
to the more subdued daily ones.
For the daily ones, I find bars to be particularly useful.
Watch how people approach others, how they are introduce, and try to guess what they’re feeling
(nervous, annoyed, excited?).

What You Will Learn
Take the acting classes lessons to daily life
Learn the nuances of human expressions
Improve your empathy and emotional intelligence
Predict how people feel and how they will react
i’m watching you pal

#10. Throw a Party
Finally, it’s time to go from attendee to organizer.
It will require a whole new level of social skills. Indeed, as you move from socializer to organizer,
leadership qualities are needed.
You are now the host and not only need to speak to people, but you need to make sure that people are
having a good time and everyone is enjoying. You will need to step in to get the wallflower talking,
and you might need to make introductions and to help groups out of sticky social situations.
This is your final crowning though.
Once you can be a good host, chances are that you are well on your way to becoming a social master.

What You Will Learn:
Leadership skills
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High quality woman / man traits
Higher social skills like
Helping people out of sticky social situations
Throwing rude people under the bus
Dealing with underminers
Fending off social climbers
Dealing with overly dominant men

SUMMARY
To learn social skills, focus on your major weaknesses and fears first (The Talent Code).
If you are really afraid of something, the best technique is usually to expose yourself to it little bit
little, small step after small step.
As you remove the major fears you are not socially challenged anymore but simply move to the “not
socially skilled stage”, which where the majority lays.
From there on, you can focus on honing your sills until you become a social master.
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9 Ways to Handle A Girl Hitting On Your Boyfriend
October 6, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
What do you do when another girl is hitting on your boyfriend, or publicly flirting with him?
It’s always a difficult situation, and it’ normal if you get emotional.
But worries not.
By the end of this post, you will learn exactly how to put the bitch back in her place.
Contents
When Another Girl Flirts With Your Boyfriend
#1. Don’t Go Wild In Public
#2. But Don’t Pretend It’s OK
#3. Do Get Wild in Private
#4. If You Can Stop Her Easy – Stop Her
#5. Join Ther Conversation
#6. Step In With Another Man
#7. Mark The Territory
#8. Flirt With A Couple of Guys (Make Your BF Come to You)
#9. Use “Us VS You” Body Language
What if She Knows You Two Are Together?
What If Your Man Enjoys It?
The Ideal Situation
Teaching Your Boyfriend
SUMMARY

When Another Girl Flirts With Your Boyfriend
Handling a woman who is flirting with your boyfriend is a very difficult social situation to handle.
Only the best, most socially skilled women can do it well.
Why?
Because this what most women do:
1. Overreact, and you look aggressive, bitch, defensive and possibly, more into him than he’s
into you
2. Do nothing and you send the message that you are weak -and at that point, she might as well
go for your boyfriendThis post will help you to put the bitch back in her place without falling for either of those two
extremes.
First of all though, always make sure it’s not all in your mind.
A bit of jealousy can even help the relationship, but excessive and unjustified jealousy only ruins
them.
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Once you are sure it’s not just you but some girl is actually flirting with your boyfriend, then it’s time
to think strategically:

#1. Don’t Go Wild In Public
If you snap at the flirting floozy, you are likely helping her out.
You are helping her shore support on her side while you’re destroying your value.
It’s usually very easy for her to say they “were just talking”.
And that’s what it will look like most people.
Worst is that men are often clueless or insensitive enough to indeed confirm the floozy’s version.
When that happens, she wins on all front:
She drives a wedge between you two
You look like a crazy jealous bitch
And your boyfriend even takes their side :S
Avoid any scene in public.
You only got much to lose.

#2. But Don’t Pretend It’s OK
At the same time:
Don’t pretend you’re cool with everything if you’re not.
Stuffing anger inside builds resentment leads to passive aggression and will only spoil your
relationship.
See an example from Sex and the City:
And unless you’re being cunning and it’s part of a larger strategy, don’t be a friend with the flirter:
she’s not your friend. The most aggressive homewreckers might interpret your friendliness as a sign
of weakness, and as a green light to go ahead.
Also, avoid telling your boyfriend everything is OK if you were not happy with his behavior.
Talking about your jealousy might be difficult, but pretending all is OK not only kicks the can down
the road, but it might make the problem worse.
He will think it’s OK to keep doing what he was doing, and you will grow more and more resentful.
That’s exactly what the homewrecker wants. Don’t give her that win.

#3. Do Get Wild in Private
In spite most advice tells you to avoid making scenes, it’s OK to run slipshod on the flirting floozy…
In private.
You don’t have to, of course.
But you can.
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It’s only in public that you must remain calm and collected.
But when you confront her when she’s alone, then you’re going for the clean killer job.
It’s just you and her. And if she runs her mouth around… It’s her word against yours.

#4. If You Can Stop Her Easy – Stop Her
Getting angry in public is a big no-no because the risk of looking socially uncool is very high.
But if you can stop her in a sexy, adroit way while you expend little effort, then it’s OK.
Case in point:
Why did it work well here?
She’s sitting comfortably and her boyfriend has his arm over her. The threat instead is all alone on the
outside. By blocking her way it’s easy to keep the threat at bay while she’s standing out there in the
cold.
What can she do?
If she perseveres, she’d look thirsty, overly aggressive and she would easily be socially ostracized by
anyone else who’s watching.
You can do the same in similar situations, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The people around are all on your side
You are sitting or leaning against a bar and she’s on the outside
Your boyfriend is hugging you
You are very self-assured your boyfriend will take your side

#5. Join Ther Conversation
If you are far away, join the conversation and test the water.
Don’t necessarily introduce yourself as the girlfriend as that might seem very defensive. Use it as a
test instead, and see if your boyfriend will introduce you as his girlfriend instead.
If your boyfriend doesn’t introduce you as her girlfriend, you can communicate so with your
behavior.
Standing closer than social distance, putting a hand on his arm when you are asking something, or
using an insider joke will all send the sign that she’s intruding.
Then, once it’s obvious you two are together, notice how she reacts.
If she keeps flirting once your relationship status is obvious, then you know that she is disrespecting
you.

#6. Step In With Another Man
Few things will radically shift the dynamic as you walking on your boyfriend and another girl with a
couple of men on the prowl.
They are like hound dogs who are going to go after the woman, and free your boyfriend from the
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threat.
Showing up with a couple of guys also sends a strong message to your boyfriend, and it shifts the
dynamics in your favor.
What if you don’t have any male friend nearby?
That’s when you come up with a power move.
Tell one or two guys there is a cute female friend of yours you’d like to introduce and waltz in.

#7. Mark The Territory
This is a very standard response.
And it’s very effective.
It’s things like hugging him, kissing him, holding his hand.
It can come with a slight downside though, as it might send the message to your boyfriend that you
are afraid of competition. Some men are happy about that as it confirms in their mind that they have
power in the relationship.
Some honest men are a little bit put off by that behavior, because they think you shouldn’t need to do
that.
And yet some other men might be reminded of how much they miss freedom -even when they don’t
really miss it-.
So unless you’re really going great together, or using “mark the territory” as a sort of game you both
run on each other, don’t overdo it.

#8. Flirt With A Couple of Guys (Make Your BF Come to You)
Here is a more powerful version of territorial pissing.
Make your boyfriend take action for you.
You go in and then once you feel that the time is right, ask him to do something for you or with you.
Maybe you need to sit down, or you want to go get a drink. Or he needs to introduce you to someone.
When you are able to move your boyfriend with you or, even better, have him move to do something
for you, you send a super strong message.
The message is that: he is talking to you, floozy. But he takes action for me, you floozy.
And since action trump words: 1 for you; 0 for the floozy.

#9. Use “Us VS You” Body Language
This can be very easy to execute and packs a devastating wallop on the floozy.
If the two of them are talking on in front of each other -as people usually do-, you enter the
conversation by standing to the side of your boyfriend.
This sends a super strong message “us” VS “you”. “This is us here, and then there is… Wait, there is
nobody else”.
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See an example from the movie “Spread”:
The way the woman enters the scene clearly says “I’m with her, I’m supporting her, and you’re
standing on the outside”. Message received loud and clear

What if She Knows You Two Are Together?
Let’s not sugarcoat it.
If she knows the two of you are together, she is an enemy.
She is communicating one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wants to get under your skin or hurt you (that’s why you keep cool in public)
Does not respect you or fear you (that’s why it’s OK to confront her)
Wants to steal your boyfriend
Needs the ego validation of having men into her (these types of gals usually sleep with men
but don’t steal boyfriends)

What to do with these type of women?
Some women try to befriend the aggressor.
That can work very well with men. But it doesn’t work nearly as well with women, unluckily.
How you act with these types of women depends on your relationship and on the level of threat she
poses.
Working behind the scenes to keep your boyfriend away, which in literature is a form of “mate
guarding“, can be a very effective technique.
If you are more on the aggressive side, a private conversation where you clearly tell her to stay away
can also work well.
Show her that keeping up with her adulterous ways will cause direct troubles and you might give her
a good reason to stop.
Indirectly helping her to find another man might also work if she’s looking for a boyfriend.

What If Your Man Enjoys It?
First of all, it’s not the end of the world.
Because that doesn’t necessarily mean all that much.
Indeed most men would enjoy a woman hitting on them.
Unless he’s a celebrity most guys don’t get hit on that often. So, in a way, it’s understandable, and
common, that he could be all elated about it.
That said though, it’s definitely a positive signal that is missing if he doesn’t draw a line.
Because there are men who understand what’s happening and who are strong and sensitive enough to
put your well-being ahead of their ego validation.
But if he doesn’t, hold your horses and avoid attacking him as if he had already eloped with the
woman.
If the two were just chatting and laughing, that’s still within the confines of acceptable behavior.
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The Ideal Situation
We have examined a few effective actions you can take when another woman flirts with your
boyfriend.
However, the ideal situation is you doing nothing and your boyfriend doing all the action.
He should step back from the flirtatious woman, physically and/or emotionally, and draw the
boundaries.
A few ways he could do that:
Drop the GF line
Introduce you as her girlfriend
State how happy and satisfied he is
Take a physical step away from the touchy-feely floozy
Move towards you
And of course, if he really wanted to go overboard and sink her:
Kiss/hug you in front of her
Tell her she’s so cool that he should totally introduce her to a single friend of his
Of course not all men do that.
Some boyfriend sees the opportunity of another woman flirting with them as a way to assert (sexual)
superiority on you. Some others will enjoy the ego validation or the social boost they’re getting for
the evening.
They rarely realize when they are being played like a pawn and rarely understand that they are
actually losing value in the process.
And what would really boost their value would be to gracefully but clearly deflecting her.
Just like this guy:

Teaching Your Boyfriend
Finally, you can explain to your boyfriend what’s happening. Explain what he is getting out of it in
terms of ego validation and that you expect more of him.
If that fails, the reverse question rarely fails:
You: how will you feel when another man will hit on me and I will go along with it?
Then monitor his reply and the successive behavior.
You never know, from that bad experience your boyfriend might even learn how to become a higher
quality man.

SUMMARY
A flirtatious woman hitting on your boyfriend can be a highly emotional situation.
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Especially if she’s an attractive one and especially if he seems to gloat on it.
The first and most important step is to refrain from making a public scene.
Even if you want to take him aside to only berate him, don’t do it while you are still out as everyone
will pick on it.
For the rest, follow this guide and, most of all, teach your boyfriend what’s the proper behavior.
Statistically speaking, you should be most worried if it’s two old friends meeting again.
And the worst of all if it’s two old lovers meeting again.
If she’s just a random girl, take comfort in knowing that the chances of the two of them sleeping
together are objectively very low.
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The Rational Male: Review & Notes
November 9, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Our Rating
The Rational Male is a summary of Red Pill philosophy, mixed with Rollo Tomassi’s own
interpretations and ideas.
It has been acclaimed as one of the most important Red Pill books.
Contents
Bullet Summary
Summary
Oneitis: There’s No “The One”
The Secret to Relationship Power: Don’t Need Her
Don’t Just Be Yourself: Grow
Plate Theory: Date Several Women
Unplugging & Taking The Red Pill
Men’s Market Value Increase, Women’s Decrease
How to Keep a Woman’s Interest
Shit Tests
The Alpha Buddha
Rollo Tomassi Iron Rules
Criticism
CONS
PROS
Review

Bullet Summary
There is no “the one”: there are countless partners with whom you can have a great relationship
To control the relationship: need her less than she needs you
Entertain several different women at once: it gives you an abundance mindset

Summary
About the Author: Rollo Tomassi is one of the leading voices in the male-focused online community
known as the “Manosphere”.
Specifically, he is a popular and authoritative voice in a subset of the manosphere called the “Red
Pill”, which focuses more on the sexual dynamics of the more general male self-development.
Rollo Tomassi is also the author of “Preventive Medicine” and “Positive Masculinity“.
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Oneitis: There’s No “The One”
Oneitis is an old concept harking back to the very beginning of pick-up and manosphere (check The
Game, The Mystery Method and David DeAngelo).
In short, oneitis refers to men who obsess over a single, specific woman.
So you would say that a man suffers from oneitis when he loses his mind for one woman and
thinks she’s so awesome that he must absolutely be with her or he’s ruined.
Rollo suggests that this is in part due to the mistaken belief of “The One”, such as there is a woman
(or a man) out there who is just right for you.
And you “just” need to find her.
I completely agree with Tomassi here: this idea makes no sense whatsoever and it should be so
obvious that we don’t need to discuss it any further :).
I don’t think there is much connection though between oneitis and “the one” mindset. Oneitis relates
more to chemical reactions and lacks of options than to beliefs.

The Secret to Relationship Power: Don’t Need Her
The Rational Male makes the point that whether or not you want to see relationships with the lenses
of power dynamics or not, it doesn’t matter: the power dynamics will be at play anyway.
And, well, you just need to check this page URL to see that I couldn’t agree more :).
Tomassi says that power in a relationship goes to the individual who needs the other the least.
My Note: Power in a relationship also does deeper
There are many elements that determine power in a relationship, and who needs whom the most is
indeed a key component. On the other end, focusing on “needing her less” also makes for very poor
relationships.
For more, read:
Relationship power dynamics: the basics
How to maintain power and control (the healthy way)

Don’t Just Be Yourself: Grow
You know the old self-help mantra, right?
It’s:
Just be yourself
Tomassi criticizes that concept, and invites the readers of The Rational Male to focus on growth and
self-development to become a high-quality man.
He uses his own example, of what happened to him when he started truly working on himself.
He went from “worst, bottom-scraping beta” to rockstar and alpha father. What you do with your life
and who you become in your life, says Rollo, is up to you.
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That’s true indeed.
Also read:
Mindset: The Psychology of Success
How to develop a growth mindset
Ultimate Power
The danger is not aiming high, but aiming low and achieving it

Plate Theory: Date Several Women
Plate Theory, at its essence, equates plates with women and says that men should not commit to a
single woman and instead keep their options open (ie.: spinning several plates at once).
Tomassi doesn’t say a man should never commit, but he does recommend not doing so before 30 or
before he fully understands the lifetime value of men and women, what he really wants from life and
the dynamics of the sexual marketplace.
Writes Rollo Tomassi:
A man is as confident and valuable as his options. This is the essence of abundance mindset
– confidence is derived from options.

Spinning Plate for Abundance Mentality
Spinning different plates doesn’t mean that he must be sexual with all of them, or that he must keep
spinning them all.
The idea is to have several different leads to help you internalize the idea that there are many women
out there, that many women can suit you, and that you don’t have to take cr@p from any of them
because you can easily next her.

Spinning Plate for Best Girlfriend Choice
Spinning plates allow men to gain more dating and female knowledge, to discern low-quality women
from high-quality women and, when he wants, it allows him to make a more informed choice.
Indeed, I would add that quantity is not antithetic to quality. Quantity is an enabler for quality.
And when you want to stop with a woman, you know that it was a choice you have done based on
options and knowledge, and not on desperation.
Quantity enable quality

Be The Prize
Rollo Tomassi also says that the attitude that you are the prize of the relationship must underpin your
plate spinning
When you are the prize, women will also accept non-exclusivity more, because, says Tomassi:
Women would rather share a successful man than be sadddled with a faithful loser
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Which is a quote he attributes to Pook (read The Book of Pook).

Unplugging & Taking The Red Pill
Unplugging or “taking the red pill” is common red pill parlance for “coming to see things as they
really are”.
In this case, it would be men dropping the mistaken assumption from society and embracing the
manosphere theories and tenets.
Rollo Tomassi says there are typical stages of the red pill awakening:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Denial – refusing to let go of previous beliefs
Anger – awareness the pill makes sense, anger at society for feeding wrong ideas
Bargaining – trying to keep some old beliefs
Depression – the red pill can be a tough one to swallow
Acceptance – becoming a knowledgeable, healthy rational male

Men’s Market Value Increase, Women’s Decrease
Our current culture pretends that men and women are the same.
But that’s crap, implies Rollo.
And nowhere is this more visible than in the sexual marketplace.
Women reach their peak at around 23 YO, when men are just starting their ascension, peaking at 36.
Tomassi says:
At age 23, while a girl is enjoying her prime value, a man is just beginning to make his own
gradual ascent. By age 36, the average man has reached his own relative apex. It’s at this
phase that his sexual/social/professional appeal has reached maturity.
And while women’s market value is mostly a consequence of her physical attractiveness, male
attractiveness is only one factor.
Thus a rich 50YO will be more valuables than an average, run of the mill 30YO. That can hardly be
the case for women.

Women Are Duped Into Losing Strategy
Tomaisi also seems to suggest that the current cultural climate of women being the same as men leads
them into the mistaken assumption that “they have time”.
But when they reach their 30s after they spent their early 20s partying they eventually realize,
sometimes too late, that their value is dropping fast.
I tend to agree with that.
Also read:
Dating for successful women
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How to Keep a Woman’s Interest
Tomassi says you should never say it outright that you are seeing other women.
You should make it clear though if you’re not ready for commitment or you are stealing her time.
And lying to get pussy is what low-quality men do.
Tomassi recommends:
Let her glean from your behavior you have options
Don’t be too available
Don’t be there for her during the weekends

Shit Tests
Women test men to determine one or more of these factors:
1. Confidence – first and foremost
2. Options – is he into me or am I his only option?
3. Security – is he able to provide long term?
Also read:
How to pass the female shit test

The Alpha Buddha
Listening to The Rational Male I was super curious of watching Corey Worthington’s interview,
which for Tomassi exemplifies “alpha male behavior”.
It’s awesome indeed:
My Note: Not the best example of alpha male, though
It’s a piss funny interview, and he comes across as super solid.
But I think there are better examples of top male behavior. The guy here is not truly in charge of the
frame and never even tries.
For example, when he says he won’t remove his glasses because they’re famous, that sounds like an
excuse to deflect social pressure. A good and funny one, but an excuse nonetheless. I’d recommend
people in similar situations to stop the buck simply saying “because I don’t want to“. Or to push her
on the defensive with something like: “I’m not telling you to remove your shirt am I, so why are you
telling me what I should or should not wear“.
Also read:
Frame control techniques
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Rollo Tomassi Iron Rules
Tomassi lists 9 iron rules:

#1 Frame is everything
Control the frame, but don’t give the impression you are consciously doing so.

#2 Never share your sexual partner’s count
Albeit Tomassi does so in the book, and it’s 40 :).
In my experience though, most women don’t really care about it anyway. And if they asked, they
never pressed me for a final number.

#3 Don’t wait for women who make you wait
Any woman who makes you wait for sex, is not worth it.
I couldn’t agree more, except for fringe cases like very religious or virgins until late in life.

#4 Don’t ever live with a woman you’re not marrying
Either you’re married or you’re going to within six months
I disagree with this one. Living together can be a good test ride.

#5 Never allow a woman to be in control of birth control
LOL this one had me smiling. Use a condom, guys!

#6 Women are incapable of loving a man the way he expects to
I’m not sure about this one.
What exactly is the way a man expects to be loved?

#7 Develop new relationships: don’t fix broken ones
Your time and effort are better spent looking for new ones than fixing the unfixable.
I agree. Albeit sometimes it can be difficult to know what’s “unfixable”. See here for some help on
relationship diagnostics.

#8 Never help a woman figure out why she won’t f*ck you
This rule says that in the current paradigm women are the sexual selectors but you shouldn’t flip the
script there and be the prize of the relationship (honestly I missed the connection between the title of
this rule and its content)

#9 Never self-deprecate
Don’t self-deprecate or try to appeal to her sympathy or sense of guilt.
Yeah, for most guys, it’s true.
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Usually, it’s OK to self-deprecate when your qualities speak for themselves, so it’s safe to make
some jokes about yourself. On the other hand, when you are obviously good at something, then it’s
usually a bad idea to self-promote.
Women ask for Mr. Dependable but fuck Mr. Exciting

Criticism
I enjoyed reading “The Rational Male” and I think there is good content inside.
There are also parts I disagreed with though, and since the book is so popular and it will end in the
hands of many men seeking for advice, I will comb it twice as hard as I normally do.
Here is all my criticism for “The Rational Male”:

#1. Some Unsubstantiated Claims (Or Wrong)
Several claims are not is not scientific or factually accurate.
Some of the ones that stood out to me:
Women obey the imperative of fucking the alpha man, while marrying the nice guy
“Imperative”?
I feel the word is used a bit too freely here.
It’s true that some women who can’t find an alpha and marry a “nice guy” might still lust after an
alpha, but it’s not an imperative.
Women, like men, want the best they can get. Sometimes that means deploying a mixed strategy of
getting great genes from one man and resources from another. But there is no stand-alone urge that
says “fuck the alpha, lock down the nice guy guy”.
Non-paternity rates also show that Rollo’s “imperative” is not nearly as ubiquitous as he implies.
Data on this topic is of course hard to find, but a few studies show that if you take a DNA test
because you are not sure you’re the father, then your chances of being cuckolded are slightly higher 1
in 3 (meaning 2 times out of 3 they are the actual father).
But on the overall population, the median among estimates is 3.7% including those who took the test
( One of the sources is here and another one here).
That means that 98+% of women father children from their “official” partners.
The data does not support the idea that most women are acting on the imperative of getting
genes from an alpha and getting support from a beta.
Still, be watchful.
Poor application of scientific principles
Rollo says:
I completely disagree with idea that women will only fuck (or want to fuck) one guy at a
time. I could outline several women I know from experience in this (…)
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This is called inductive reasoning, such as looking at a few cases and generalizing to the whole
population.
It’s not only unscientific, but prone to all kinds of personal biases.
Still, what Rollo says might be true of course. And for many women, it is. But the same is true for
men. As a matter of fact, on average, women want to sleep around much less than men want to
(among the many resources for this simple fact, see Ridley, 1993).
Increasing sex partners not a risk for VDs (?)
To make the point more sex does not mean higher risk, Rollo says:
In my lifetime I’ve had sex with over 40 women and I never once caught a venereal disease
(..)
I can also point to men I know who contracted Herpes from the only women they’d ever had
sex with. (..) you can equally be a rock star and tap hundreds of women without any
consequence and you can be a virgin saint and contract a disease on your wedding night
To begin with, I’d hope Rollo used a condom at least some of the times.
When it comes to what I partially agree with him: the fear of VD might be overblown and VDs
should not be your (main) reason to decide for monogamy.
But that quote above is the equivalent of the “95 YO who smokes two pack cigarettes a day, hence
cigarettes are not bad” fallacy.
The danger is also that the more the woman is OK to not using a condom, the higher risk she is.
Sometimes I even use it as a test. I pretend I’m not using any condom and see how she reacts.
Monogamy serving women’s interest (?)
Rollo writes:
Monogamy as a goal is a tool of the feminine imperative
That’s not true, monogamy can serve an individual interest, but it does not serve any gender interest
at large.
Monogamy, serial monogamy or polyamory, per se, are gender-neutral.
A high-status man suffers with monogamy because he could more easily get more women.
But a high-status woman gains from monogamy because a high-status male will be under
pressure to commit to her.
And a lower status male gains with monogamy because the cultural expectation helps him get a
woman (see Kanazawa, 2007).
Some games women play presented as facts (but that don’t add up)
Rollo says women tell men that “looks don’t matter” so that men won’t take care of themselves.
Why would they do so?
Because it allows women to keep having sex with the alpha males they are attracted to while still
being able to rely on the resources of their less attractive partners.
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This doesn’t make much sense to me: it’s too convoluted, and only works when men and women are
already in a relationship.
Women do tell men that looks don’t’ matter.
But it’s mostly because they want to look like a safer option to invest on.
Women would otherwise gain if all men cared more about themselves: they’d have more to choose
from, and that would give them more power.
Some made up evolutionary biology
Rollo says that women fall in love with the new alpha male because they had to adapt to invading
tribes.
This sounds like it might be a good explanation, but it’s a conjecture. It’s not science and, in this
case, it seems quite a bit random to me.

#2. The Feminine Imperative Governing the World (?)
I do believe many legal systems, in many Western countries, favor women in divorces.
But the “feminine imperative” shaping cultures and “feminine indoctrination” making men puppets
is something I don’t agree with.
Culture and society are shaped by a multitude of forces. Forces which, even within genders, often
push towards opposing directions.
And they do so on thousands of different topics, and all at once.
Believing there can be a single overarching theme that governs the world is to underestimate the
complexities of said world.

#3. “Men VS Women” Frame Can Lead to Anger & Bitterness
The whole theme seems to be one of men VS women and their feminine society.
Rollo says that “men who pass shit-tests are those who see the sexes as complementary and not
as an adversary“.
I couldn’t agree more, but the book doesn’t seem to walk that talk.
And that is especially the case when the “us” is positive and the “them” negative, which seems to be
the case for “The Rational Male”.
Which is ironic, considering that human kindness and altruism have been most likely selected
through sexual selection (first proposed by Boone, 1998, and see “The Mating Mind” for an
overview).

Fixed-Pie Mindset: For Him to Win, She Must Lose (& Vice Versa)
Rollo Tomassi’s work seems based on the idea that if one gender wins, the other must lose.
And well, he’s not 100% wrong.
That it sometimes the case in all realms of socialization.
In game theory, this is called “defection strategy”.
And defection strategy is a rather poor strategy for long term relationships (Ridley, 1996)
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In negotiation instead, this is called “fixed-pie mindset”, and it’s a poor mindset to optimize results
(see Malhotra, 2007).
And even in sexual negotiations, there are some situations where one gender’s victory can mean his
partner’s loss (see: sexual conflict).
However, there is also the possibility and opportunity to make that pie larger through cooperation. If
that weren’t true, societies -and relationships- wouldn’t have formed at all.
But they did.
And, when it comes to long-term and repeated encounters, there is far more long-term power in
seeking win-win (see: “fundamentals rules of power” and “strategies for power“).

#4. Writes Off The Provider Strategy (Which Can Be Effective)
The author doesn’t seem to consider that being a provider in a monogamous relationship can be a
valid dating strategy and/or life choice for (some) men.
A focus on nesting up with a woman and providing for that nest is akin to choosing a quality
reproductive strategy VS a quantity one.
Also, there are some benefits of securing a wife early and sticking with her, including more time to
focus on other life endeavors and emotional stability (think of Warren Buffet, John Paulson, Jeff
Bezos, etc.).
Again, I am NOT saying monogamy is good and you should go for it: I am happily single and not
considering marriage at all.
But I do am saying that not all men who decide to enter 1:1 relationship are stupid or irrational.
Also read:
Lover and provider sexual strategies: which one should you choose?

#5. Focuses on Male-Side, Missing a Neutral Overview
Albeit there are good analyses in “The Rational Male”, I believe it fails to provide a good overview
of dating and dating power dynamics.
Why?
Because it only looks at the male side.
For example, Rollo focuses on the games women play, and men falling for them.
And there certainly women who dupe men.
And women, in general, are better and very effective at controlling relationships.
Also see:
Female Domestication: how women control men in relationships
But the view of men played by women is simplistic. Men play their own games.
Both genders, at times, seek to take advantage of one another.
The female (and male) dual sexual strategy
For example Rollo Tomassi describes the dualistic female dating strategy of seeking genes from
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strong men and resources from weak men (AKA: alpha fucks, beta bucks).
But he fails to see -or mention- that men use the exact same dual strategy (see Wright, 1994).
The male dual strategy is this:
Marry the pious girl and fuck the floozy
This dual strategy, when taken to an extreme, results in the Madonna-whore complex.

#6. Slight Misogynist Bias
I don’t say this gladly.
And I also know it’s potentially bad for business, since quite a few men who end up on this website
arrive from red-pill communities.
But still, I could sense a misogynist bias in “The Rational male”.
For example:
Since we live in a feminine defined reality, women’s game is not considered subterfuge, it’s
simply how women are, or the feminine mystique
Or:
Women are utterly incapable of loving a man in the way that a man expects to be loved by a
woman. (…) Men believe that love matters for the sake of it. Women love opportunistically.
It feels at times as if The Rational Male paints women as machiavellian and conniving, and if as if
men couldn’t be the same.

#7. Where’s The Evidence for Women’s Incapability of Loving?
My experience differs.
I have been in love, some women fell in love with me and, at times, we both were in love at the same
time.
Sure, men are more romantic indeed and more idealistic and women are more practical.
I also believe women can be more ruthless when it comes to moving on and cutting exes off (that’s
because they operate on a smaller reproductive window).
But I can’t help but wonder here: are some men expecting a woman to love them as their mothers
would?
Like unconditional love, no matter how naughty -or useless- he is?
Then it’s not women’s fault if they had wrong expectations.
Men aren’t going to love women the way a father would. And women aren’t going to provide
unconditional love, either.
It’s just a different type of love. But it can be equally good.
I can tell you from a guy who’s been there.
Once, when I crashed into an ex-girlfriend’s place and did absolutely nothing to contribute to the
household, she told me:
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Her: only your mother wants you around if you don’t do anything.
And you know what?
She was damn right.
Don’t seek to be loved unconditionally. Seek to carry your own weight in life.

#8. Generalizing on “Women Nature”
Tomassi has many categories for men.
There are “alphas”, “alpha providers”, “beta who don’t know the rules”, “red pill men who opened
their eyes” etc.
But women all seem to be the same.
All driven by their biology the exact same way.
All playing games and all looking for an alpha to inseminate them and a beta to take care of them.
I found this over-generalizations one of the major drawbacks of “The Rational Male”.
It’s also not very informative, because not all women are created equals and different women have
different tendencies for cheating.
Also read:
How to find a loyal partner
Signs your partners is cheating

#9. Soso Advice for Relationships
I agree with developing options and being the leader of the relationship.
But, as for everything: balance.
Gottman’s research clearly shows that men who resist women’s influence end up with terrible
relationships.
My recommendation is to be the leader of your relationship, but a benevolent leader who cares for the
team.
Reading “The Rational Male” it felt to me like the leadership advocated in there was more of a “my
leadership against you”.
“Needing her less” can also be a double-edged sword.
If you mean it as a man who has the ability to find women he likes, that’s awesome.
If you approach it like having one foot out as soon as you put your first foot in, then… Be a man and
don’t get into a relationship at all.

#10. Potentially Dangerous Mindsets Might Lead to Abuse
This is one of the main reasons why I maintain a certain distance from extremist manosphere corners.
Psychology research shows that there is a certain overlap between men who buy into male
superiority, men who seek power, and abusive men.
Men who buy into the idea of male superiority feel less of a man when they are not in control or
when their wives outclass them in some meaningful way (ie.: earn more, speak better, higher
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education etc.).
And to protect their ego they can lash out to “re-assert” their dominance.
Note:
I am NOT saying this is the case for the author, for the Red Pill, or for most of the advice in “The
Rational Male”.
But some of the mindsets behind “The Rational Male” series might make abusive relationship
dynamics more likely.
Also read:
How male pride can lead to domestic abuse

#11. Seducers Who Love Women Will Disagree
Part of Rollo Tomassi’s work should help men get laid.
Yet, some Rollo Tomassi’s philosophy will not work for men who want to sleep with women while
also appreciating and loving women.
These types of seducers, and Casanova would have been one of them, are also the ones more likely
find “The Rational Male” more on the misogynistic end of the spectrum.
Also read “psychological breakdown of womanizers“.

CONS
Could have been briefer & better edited
Some concepts repeat, some topics bear little connection to their chapters and overall it feels like a
collection of assembled posts.
The Rational Male would have gained hugely from better organization, structure, and better editing.
Too Much Under “Hypergamy”
Hypergamy means “marrying up” basically.
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In The Rational Male hypergamy ends up being a a bit too many different things, leading to a whole
lot of stuff that seemed a bit far-fetched. Also read: why you shouldn’t worry about hypergamy.
Disagree on Some Advice
I didn’t agree with some of the advice, including:
Refusing the “LJBF”
The idea behind not being her friend is sound, but I believe that rejecting the “let’s just be friends”
sends the wrong message.
Telling her you don’t want to be friends makes you sound butthurt and like you really wanted her as
GF.
Instead, I recommend men they say: “sure, we are friends and we should stay friends“. Then never
contact her again and be too busy to hangout if she contacts you.
Or check out here how to handle it via text.
Be as mannish as you can be
Tomassi makes the case that men must be masculine to attract women because women want manly
men.
And seems to exhort the readers to be their most masculine selves.
That’s true… Up to a point.
Studies suggest women do have an upper limit and there is such a thing as “too masculine” in
attraction.
Indeed, men with certain feminine traits can be very attractive to women.
I’m surprised Rollo misses it since he speaks highly of The Art of Seduction and Greene explains this
concept rather well there.

PROS
Can Be Eye-Opening
Rollo Tomassi can be eye-opening for men who settled down too early, look at monogamy as the
only option or never realize how much they might be giving for little in return.
Good Analysis of SMV
Good analysis of the sexual market value and how it changes depending on gender and age.
Some Great Reflection on Feminism & Femininity
I quote here with some smaller omission for brevity:
The characteristics that define masculinity (..) are now the aspirations of women to the
point that ridicule of the feminine female is the order. In expecting women to be just as
masculine as men, while simultaneously expecting them to still embody a feminine ideal, not
only does this put undue, unrealistic ideals upon them, but also devalues the merits of their
own femininity.
Well said Rollo, I just couldn’t agree more.
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Very Good to Understand Games
The Rational Male is a very good text to understand a bit more on what are the games that women
and, to a lesser extent, men play when it comes to dating.
Great Busting of Some Myths
I applaud Rollo for bashing and destroying sp,e myths out there, both in “mainstream society” and in
the manosphere. A couple of there aer that looks matter little for men and that women are as sexual as
men, if not more so. Neither of which are really true -albeit it is true that status matters more than
looks in men-.

Review
“The Rational Male” is a remarkable book.
It’s one of those texts that are not easy to evaluate because it mixes great content and potentially eyeopening wisdom with some poor assumptions.
Do I recommend you read “The Rational Male”?
Absolutely.
But I also recommend you do so with a critical mind.
Also check out:
Best red pill books
Best dating books for men
or get the book on Amazon
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7 Signs of Frenemies: How to Spot a Frenemy
November 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Frenemies are jealous and resentful when you win, and secretly happy when you lose.
Unluckily, frenemies are so common that you most likely have some of them in your social circle.
Luckily, this post will help you to recognize the signs of a frenemy, and it will show you to handle
them.
Contents
Signs of A Frenemy
1. They show signs of jealousy for your achievements
2. They find underhanded ways to hurt you
3. They talk behind your back
4. They don’t like your status updates…
5. They ask lots of questions without (good) advice
6. They sabotage you with passive-aggression
7. They deliver nice words with incongruent body language
Fighting Frenemies
How to Fight Frenemies
Assessing Frenemies’ Danger
Frenemies change over time

Signs of A Frenemy
If you want to spot your frenemies, the best you can do is to improve your reading of social and
power dynamics.
This guide helps you do just that:

1. They show signs of jealousy for your achievements
Frenemiesdon’t see themselves in control of their life and their success, and they take little actions
towards bettering themselves.
Their personal successes don’t come from their own advancement, but from the comparative
advancement that takes place when people around them fail.
When you fail, it provides them with a relative advancement within their own circle of reference, it
makes them feel good by comparison, and it gives them something to gossip about.
Their “strategy” to feel good then is to see you fail, to make others feel like you failed, to make
yourself feel like you’re failing.
Here is how they do it:
They devalue your achievement
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Some of the most extreme and out-of-control frenemies can’t control their jealous tongues.
And they will comment off the cuff that your achievement was “OK”, “lucky the top performer
wasn’t there” or “well, you finally made it, you’ve been training so hard for it”, as if to say why did it
take you so long.
They avoid complimenting you on your achievements
They will not compliment you when you win, or they will do it with a tense face and a fake smile.
If they are part of the audience, their clapping will be barely audible: they don’t want to add a single
decibel to the sound of your success.
They blame you for their failures
When people blame you for their failure or say that they achieved less because of your actions, that’s
a strong sign that they see the world -and the relationship with you- as competitive.
You can never be real friends with these people, frenemy is the only possibility.
Here is an example:
Frenemy: If you hadn’t done X, I would have won
I have personally heard this format a few times, and it never failed to identify a frenemy

2. They find underhanded ways to hurt you
Since they must keep a semblance of friendship but deep down they also want to hurt you, frenemies
heavily engage in passive aggression.
For example:
Complimenting someone else to hurt you
The more astute players will devalue their frenemies not by attacking them, but by raising the value
of their opponents.
Here is an example from Meet The Parents where a compliment to one ends up being an obvious dig
to someone else:
If your “friends” seem to often end up praising your opponents, it might be a sign they’re not a friend
at all.
Delivers hurtful remarks masqueraded as “humor”
Hurtful humor is one of the main ways frenemies let out their spite.
You know how this one goes. They make a hurtful remark and then they hide behind the “I’m just
joking” shield.
Read: how to deal with mean jokes.
Delivers underhanded compliments
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Delivering compliments that seem nice on the surface but that are actually thinly veiled attacks.
For example:
Frenemy: Good job. When you can pull yourself together you’re not that bad
Obviously this one suggests that most of the times you can’t pull yourself together.
Or, as Robert Greene notes in The Laws of Human nature, praising the money you made with your
success, thus implying it your venal streak and degrading your work to a mere money-grabbing
scheme.
Delivers destructive criticism masqueraded as “feedback”
Frenemies will look at opportunities to sink you.
They make it sound like a duly correction, or even like an advice.
But the meanness in it is bursting at the seams.
This is an example from a Whatsapp group of mine. We were talking about GDPR:
But if you take care of developing an antifragile ego they’re actually doing you a favor here: the more
criticism you get, even mean criticism, the more likely it is you can improve.

3. They talk behind your back
Frenemies are very open about your shortcomings… Just they won’t say it to you. But they will run
their mouths to your group, your other friends and just about anyone with whom they can assault
your social status.
Frenemies love gossiping (at your expense)
They hurt you by reporting “what that other person said”
You can often spot a frenemy because they will be all too happy to report something bad that
someone said about you.
Of course, they won’t agree with it, but deep down you can see a twinkle in their eyes that they are
overjoyed at the chance of hurting you.

4. They don’t like your status updates…
Try to run this experiment:
Showcase a big win or an achievement of yours on Facebook. Then notice who likes it and who
comments on it.
You might think that a “like” is easier to fake than a compliment, but many frenemies are so
paralyzed by envy they can’t even bring themselves to like your status update.
If you ask them later on if they saw your good news, of course, they will say they haven’t been using
FB all that much and missed it.
But the biggest giveaway is this: they don’t like your update but they inbox you for more info.
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If that’s the case, reply late and vaguely.

… Or they make negative comments
Look at this example.
I uploaded a picture to celebrate this website hitting the 5.000 visitors a day.
I knew that the lamb saag looked dangerously like human’s waste.. And I wanted to see who would
point that out.
There was enough in that picture and status update to say something positive. Or to make a joke
about the dish’s look and then add something positive.
Instead, look at this comment:
He’s happy for me, BUT…
I love finding out who my frenemies are.
In this case: two birds with a stone.
That frenemy who liked the comment without liking the picture sinks even deeper in covert
aggression.

5. They ask lots of questions without (good) advice
People who are really interested in you and happy to help will make lots of questions, but they will
also share their own experiences and give you good advice.
Frenemies will also ask you lots of questions, but they do it as a way to weigh up an enemy. They ask
you, almost afraid that your answers will be positive, and they won’t give you any (good) advice.
If your news are negative, they’ll secretly be happy and tell you that “it’s OK and you will do fine”.
Frenemies will never tell you to get up on your feet and get working because that’s what most
likely to make you successful. And they don’t want that.
Instead, they will provide bland feedback, useless “support”, or even harmful advice.
Like in Mean Girls:
“So adorable” – she hates it. Typical frenemy.

6. They sabotage you with passive-aggression
If they often end up hurting, sabotaging you, or otherwise decreasing your performance, you have a
strong indicator you’re dealing with a frenemy:
Deliberate “mistakes” to damage you
This one belongs to the very worst category of frenemies and the ones you absolutely, positively must
remove from your life.
Here is how a deliberate mistake would look like:
Her: Jenny! I’m so sorry honey! I forgot to tell you this is an all white party. They won’t let
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you in like that
Yep, she just forgot, how scatterbrained of her.
False “mistakes” to hurt you
They might say something mean about someone.. Only to realize you’re friends with them, or they’re
just like you.
Him: Ahah of course nobody wants to date him, look how ugly he is, he is balder than a
bowling ball!
(turning to you and trying to make the people around laugh at you)
Oooops, sorry man, didn’t mean to offend bald people
He surely didn’t mean it…

7. They deliver nice words with incongruent body language
Some frenemies will smile and talk nice to you.
But their body language will betray their real emotions.
This whole exchange of shoe-shaming from SATC screams fake and frenemy to the core:
When you can spot a similar pattern in your friends… There is probably no friendship there.

Fighting Frenemies
Should you fight a frenemy?
No.
I wouldn’t approach a frenemy with a fighting mindset at all.
First of all, you don’t have anything to gain and it will displace your energies from something better.
Life is not meant for fighting frenemies.
And second, frenemies are a normal part of life.
It’s simply how many people are wired, and wherever you go chances are that you will deal with at
least some of them.
The only exceptions are environments of super high-quality people where everyone is going after
their own dream and goal and where everyone is more focused on self-development than on social
climbing and pushing others down.
Try to move into such an environment and spend less and less time with the frenemies.
But if you really want to fight your frenemies…

How to Fight Frenemies
Alright, I’ve given you the peace & love spiel.
Now, if you really wanna fight them here is how:
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Play the same game back on them
Whenever they attack you, don’t stand here like thunder from clear sky hit you, but hit back.
Here is the example of the bald offense:
Him: Ahah of course nobody wants to date him, look how ugly he is, he is balder than a
bowling ball!
(turning to you and trying to make the people around laugh at you)
Oooops, sorry man, didn’t mean to offend bald people
You: I don’t know if he’s ugly maybe he’s got the moves. Something that wouldn’t hurt Mr.
Pudgy here (touch his belly or pinch his arm).
Oh, guys, I always wanted to ask you this but always forgot..
Note that touching is also a sign of dominance which will make you come easily on top.
And now it’s difficult for him to retort without escalating. But escalating would mean he shows his
ugly face, and in either case, you win.
The last sentence there moves on -always a good idea after you deliver a strong blow- and shows
leadership qualities.
Rub your success on their faces
In the example of the party, find a way to get in anyway. Then be the diva in a place of white sheep.
Remember, with frenemies the very best revenge is runaway success.
Shame them
A good technique is to shame them for their behavior.
You can do so by going meta and explain what they are doing, or by giving them more rope to be
even nastier, so that they can show themselves for who they truly are.
Also see: dealing with people who undermine you.

Assessing Frenemies’ Danger
Even if you decide not to fight them but to minimize contact, which I hope you will, it’s still good
practice to assess how dangerous they can be.
This is the rule of thumb. When they go for:
Direct attacks: they feel superior to you and are trying to intimidate you OR they’re very
dumb and not dangerous
Indirect attacks: they feel weaker than you are or are sneakier and socially shrewd. They’re
potentially more dangerous
Direct attacks can be more unsettling but at least the competition is out in the open.
With indirect attacks, you’re never sure what they’re up to and what rumors they’re spreading. Watch
out.
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Frenemies change over time
Frenemy is not a constant.
We only have frenemies who are around our own level of success, achievement, and social status.
Too high up, and they’re in another league. Too low down, and they’re not a threat to our ego and
social status.
That means that if you are going through a rough patch and a frenemy of yours is going strong he
won’t see you as competition anymore and you’ll drop off his frenemy radar.
That guy won’t be a frenemy… Until you get back on your feet.
Or until he gets back on his knees.
So the best way to get rid of frenemies? Move ahead in life and leave the frenemies in your dust.
However, that won’t remove frenemies forever unluckily.
As you move ahead, new frenemies who before thought you were too beneath them will pop up.
And in a way, the more successful you become, the more you will attract envy and jealousy. And the
more you will see the ugly face of fren-dom.
Welcome to planet earth.
So smile, don’t get too hang-up on frenemies. And to paraphrase someone:
Many frenemies, much honor.
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Too Jealous Boyfriend? 7 Signs He Might Be Paranoid
November 22, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Some jealousy is normal in a relationship, and even healthy.
But too much jealousy can be the worrying sign of either paranoia, or abusive personality.
This article will show you the difference between a jealous boyfriend who remains within normal and
healthy parameters, and a paranoid boyfriend who might become an abuser.
Contents
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Some Jealousy Is OK
Evolutionary psychology is clear on this: jealousy is hardwired within us.
And relationship researcher John Gottman also proves that no jealousy whatsoever is often the
precursor of a breakup.
So, some jealousy is not only normal, but healthy.
If your partner sees you’re talking animatedly with another man, it’s normal he will get jealous. So
you can understand him if he probes for information, or if he comes around to “mark the territory”.
But too much jealousy can be the sign of paranoia.
So let’s see the signs of paranoia.

Signs of Jealous Paranoia
These are the signs that a jealous boyfriend is going too far:

1. In the Beginning, He Invests a Lot
Jealous paranoids play to their victims’ fantasies of being taken care of, which to some women is the
same experience as being swept off their feet.
They are very proactive in the relationship, including early on, and do so without being asked.
To some women, it can feel like a God-sent gift.
Finally a man I don’t have to bend over backward to make him invest in me!

2. He Always Finds Faults in You
Paranoids are to lies and inconsistencies as perfectionists are too mistakes.
There is never “honest enough”, there is never “enough proof”. They will always be on the lookout
for the smallest hint of duplicity and deceit.
And they will find it!
Not because it’s necessarily there, but for the simple principle that people usually find what they are
looking for.
No normal living gal can live up to a paranoid’s standards of purity and honesty.

3. You’re Never “Honest Enough”, You’re Never Showing
Enough “Proof”
You provide all the proof you can, you tell the truth as truthful as it can be.
Yet, it’s never enough.
Understand: if that’s the pattern of your relationship, it’s not you. It’s that your boyfriend isn’t just a
jealousy boyfriend. He might be paranoid. Or abusive-paranoid (the line is often blurred anyway).
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4. He Says Someone Hurt Him in The Past… Badly
Take their pain seriously, always give the benefit of the doubt.
But also be aware that’s exactly how emotionally abusive men operate. They make stories of hurt in
the past to control you with your own guilt.
And if you show yourself to be too understanding, they will use it against you: “how dare you tell me
that, don’t you know how hurt I was”?

5. His Punishments Are Never-Ending
Paranoids believe in punishment.
In eternal punishment.
If you have done a misdeed, don’t expect them to forgive and forget. It will always about “that time
that you did X… “.
Again, this is a hallmark of some types of abusive men as well, so watch out for men whose impulse
to punish is too strong.

6. He Says That If You Love Him, You Will Listen and Comply
This is a typical “double-bind” game.
Here is it how it works:
Jealous boyfriend: OK. Where did you go for lunch
Her: Why are you asking me, I feel oppressed always having to explain
Jealous boyfriend: if you feel oppressed to explain something so simple, then you don’t
love me
Then you have another sign of abusive-paranoid.
These are double binds and emotional blackmailing to steamroll you into compliance, and they do not
happen in healthy relationships.

7. He Is Trying to Pry You Away From Friends and Family
Paranoid, same as sociopaths and some narcissists, try to isolate their victims to better control them.
If you find yourself spending more and more time with him and less time and less time with your
friends, ask yourself this: was it him who was pushing and maneuvering for isolation?
If yes, you have another big check-mark.
Also read:
Signs you’re dating a Sociopath
Psychopath Free
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8. He Wants You Back After a Breakup
Paranoid often wants you back.
Especially if you ended it.
Often this has more to do with vengeance than with love, and that’s another big sign of abusive
behavior.
Of course, sometimes even healthy boyfriends will want you back. The difference in your past
relationship.
Did he present the above 6 signs? Then the fact that he wants you back is only the confirmation that
he was not a “normally jealous boyfriend”, but an abusive paranoid.
It’s best not to be too polite here, as they will easily confuse politeness and friendship for rekindled
love.
When you go, be gone.

Dealing With Toxic Jealousy
Most women try to reassure their boyfriends they haven’t been up to anything wrong.
But that’s the wrong approach.
It shows the jealous boyfriend that all their questions are appropriate and that they will receive an
answer.

1. Nip It In The Bud
As soon as the jealousy creeps up, she should douse the flames with plenty of water:
Her: Matt, may be overreacting here, but it sounds like you’re checking up on me, and
that’s kind of frightening. Let me tell you this once and forever: I’m a one-man woman. As
long as we’re dating, you can be sure that I’m not seeing anybody else. You don’t need to
check up on me.

2. Answer Big Questions – Not Little Ones
The big question is this: are you faithful.
Answer that one honestly. If you’re not faithful, then break up.
If you are thinking about being unfaithful, then tell him that he is destroying the relationship.
And if you don’t want to be together anymore, then end it.
But once you answer honestly, then refuse to answer all the small questions like “what did you do at
7:15 PM”. There is never enough details anyway, they only fuel more questions, more doubts and
more jealousy.
The only way you can win the jealousy game is by refusing to play it.
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3. Don’t Compromise, Don’t Agree to “Tests of Love”
Some jealous boyfriends might ask you to provide “proofs of love”.
Such as moving in together, calling at a certain time, providing GPS locations etc.
Do not!
The problem is in their paranoia, not with your actions.
No matter what you do, they will always find a reason to be paranoid.
They might try to cajole you by saying that’s exactly how they were hurt in the past and now they
need that reassurance and then they will be fine.
Most likely, it’s a slippery slope.
Don’t you trust me?
Then OK, consent to their first request -as long as it’s small- and see what happens.
If a second “proof of love” and request for controls follows, that’s it.

4. Don’t Try to Deceive Him & Don’t Lie
Don’t think that a small fib will spare you pain and questioning: it’s a very short-sighted strategy.
As we’ve already seen, these guys are hound dogs and quite likely to find out about your lies.
And the more lies a jealous boyfriend catches, the more he will feel justified in his jealousy (or
paranoia).

5. Put Them in Their Own Double Bind
This is a frame control technique.
Take the example of dialogue above:
Jealous boyfriend: OK. Where did you go for lunch
Her: Why are you asking me, I feel oppressed always having to explain
Jealous boyfriend: if you feel oppressed to explain something so simple, then you don’t
love it
Her: No, it’s the opposite, if you love me, you will trust me and you will care for me as
long as I don’t do anything that hurts you directly. This is not caring JB
Then stick to your guns: if he loves you, he must show it by not trying to control your every move.
The good thing is that many paranoids have a strong moral code, and this technique will work
wonders.

6. He Might Be Sick, But He Can’t Make you Sick
If you have been with him for a while, you might have come to accept that, yes, “he is a bit sick”.
And that might be the case. However, you need a mindset switch here: the fact that he is sick does not
mean he is allowed to make you sick.
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7. My Way or The Highway
I usually don’t recommend people to threaten the end of the relationship.
But it can be an effective technique to “give it a last shot”.
It looks like this:
Her: You jealousy is ruining our relationship. And it’s also ruining my life and I can’t allow
that. Either you trust me to be faithful or we cannot go on like this
Him: Are you threatening to break up with me?
Her: I wouldn’t use the word “threat”, but you need to stop this witch-hunt. Because, if you
cannot, then yes, I’m afraid I won’t be able to go on like this
If you are not sure whether to break up or not, read this:
How to overcome relationship ambivalence
How to break up a toxic relationship

The Proof of Love: Avoid The Vicious Circle
A really toxic pattern can start when he questions her about her feelings.
In the beginning, she still loves him, and swears him so.
But because jealous paranoid boyfriends never get enough reassurance, he will keep asking and
asking, pushing her farther and farther away.
Ah, how ironic that his own need for love will actually kill her love.
The problem is that once she has started with the patter of saying “I still love you”, she will likely
keep saying so even as she drifts away, making the final breakup all the more dramatic.
He will accuse her of lying, stringing him along and killing him on purpose.
When it’s not working anymore, be honest. Just say it.

Abusive Jealousy In Gay Couples
Jealousy is not limited to men, of course.
Women can be jealous, too, and jealousy can be very vicious and violent in same-sex relationships.
Claire Renzetti who studied lesbian couples, notes indeed that the ego threatened in same-sex
relationships is even stronger.
Not only someone flirting with the abuser’s spouse is a threat to their control, but it’s also an ego
threat to their self-esteem because they could have been interested in both of them, but they choose
their partner.
Also read:
What to do when someone flirts with your boyfriend
What to do when someone flirts with your girlfriend
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As reported by Baumeister, the violent lesbian typically wanted to be the boss and the dominant
partner, but found herself falling short in either money or education.
Hitting her partner was a way to claim the dominant position she craved but didn’t feel she could
claim on other bases.

Love is Not Controlling
Healthy, mature love from high quality and emotionally stable men is never controlling.
Swiss Psychotherapist Paul Tournier writes:
To respect the secrecy of whoever it may be, even your own child, is to respect his
individuality. To intrude upon their private life, to violate their secrecy, is to violate their
individuality…. Every man, to feel respected as an individual, needs to feel absolutely free
to say what he wishes and to keep as a secret what he wishes. Genuine love does not
trespass on the secret places of another’s life.
Possessiveness is not love because it doesn’t want the best for our partner. It seeks control out of
selfishness, not out of caring.
The controlling partner seeks power and control out of personal insecurity and low self-esteem.

How to Stop Being a Jealous Boyfriend
If your form of jealousy is on the paranoid end of the spectrum, it won’t be easy for you to contain
yourself.
This section will be very difficult for you, but it can help:

1. Accept Your Reality
Accept that you:
1. See more than most people see, and much of what you see is not true. There is no shame in that
2. Are too jealous, and that’s ruining your relationship: taking responsibility is the man’s job, so
do it
This is difficult. Very difficult. All paranoid resist and cling to the idea that their suspicions and the
patterns they see are real. But if you can manage to start double guessing yourself, hats off to you:
you are taking huge strides.

2. Check Reality: Hire a Detective
Now, some girlfriends do cheat.
It might be a minority, but it happens.
This will be very atypical advice, but to clear the air, hire a detective.
Don’t do the “research” yourself: if you are paranoid, it will only drive you crazier. You will find
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“proofs” and inconsistencies all over the place.
Put it in the hands of a professional, and be done with the results.

3. Come to Terms With the Worst-Case Scenario
If a detective still doesn’t help, what about this final liberation: imagine she is indeed cheating you.
She is sleeping with another man.
Big whoops.
You weren’t her first (probably), and if your relationship won’t last forever you won’t be her last
anyway -and it won’t if you keep all that paranoid behavior up-.
It’s not the best scenario, but it’s not the end of the world either.

3.2 Switch Mindset
Now I’ll be blunt.
If you’re badgering her with endless questions, secretly checking on her and if she has to report her
routines to you, then you’re being an abusive prick.
Stop acting as she owes you her whereabouts and coordinates.
As a matter of fact, stop acting like she owes you fidelity. Nobody owes you anything, and especially
not if you keep acting like an obsessive jealous friend. That’s entitlement mentality and you’re only
pushing her away.
Focus on being the best partner you can be.
Then maybe you can expect something in exchange. Not now. As an abusive obsessive partner you
have no right to make any demand.

4. Test for Paternity
It’s safe to assume that men developed jealousy because jealousy would make it harder for them to
raise children that are not theirs.
So go to the source of the problem: will the children be yours or not?
Albeit non-paternity is rare (median estimates at less than 3% for non-suspecting men), it can help
assuage super jealous boyfriends to test for paternity.
Yes, chances are your girlfriend or wife won’t like that, but if it’s the only way to reassure you, then
it can be good for both.
Test it and get it over with.

5. Forgive and Move On
Paranoids tend to turn small betrayals and small lies into huge castles in the sand.
They weave stories around it, they mull over small transgressions and make them as big as Saturn.
Know yourself: know about this tendency and consciously stop your train of thoughts when you see
it’s taking you in that good old rabbit’s hole.
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How Jealous-Abusive Relationships Start
Jealous boyfriend: So, how was your day off?
She thinks back on her hectic yet banal day.
She’d like to share something meaningful, but there was really nothing worthwhile to share: cleaning
the flat, grabbing lunch with her sister, getting her nails done and then running for some groceries.
Sure, her sister is thinking of a divorce, but she made her promise not to say anything about it so she
can’t say that:
Her: The usual. You know, errands. Stuff like that. Nothing special.
Jealous boyfriend: Yeah, I figured you must have been busy
Her: Yeah, quite a bit, it’s funny how you end up being busier on your free days eheh
Jealous boyfriend: That’s why you didn’t pick up the phone
Her: Yeah, I was having lunch with my sister, she wanted to talk about some girl stuff,
that’s why I called you later
Jealous boyfriend: Yeah that was quite a long lunch
Jealous boyfriends often start small.
Later on in the relationship he will not take such a long detour and his questions will be much more
direct and in the worst cases even aggressive.
But in the beginning, you’re not even sure if he’s just curious or jealous…
Her: She’s going through some stuff, yes
Jealous boyfriend: What else did you do
Her: Nails, cleaning the flat.. And some groceries
Jealous boyfriend: OK. Where did you go for lunch
Her: Uptown, near her office
Jealous boyfriend: Was it just you and her?
Now it’s getting a bit intense, her voice goes up, as if it finally hits her he might be jealous and
checking up on her:
Her: It sounds like you’re checking up on me
Jealous boyfriend: Ahaha no, I’m just curious, that’s all
At this point, she is actually glad and flattered that he cares. And deep down, she also likes that he
might be a bit jealous.
She doesn’t know yet it will be a recurring pattern.
Still, as long as it’s a few questions, she thinks she can live with it.
The first time it will dawn on her he might be a paranoid jealous boyfriend is when he will come with
something out of the ordinary. For example, this same conversation will become:
Jealous boyfriend: OK. Where did you go for lunch
Her: Uptown, near her office
Jealous boyfriend: Oh, that’s funny, I was driving in front of your place today and your car
was parked there…
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When that hits, it’s more than just a big warning.
If your first proof that you boyfriend is not just jealous, he’s jealous paranoid.

Jealous Boyfriends & Abuse
Some women enjoy jealousy and control in the beginning… And then they realize too late they are
fully embroiled in an abusive relationship.
And at that point, it’s definitely not so nice anymore.
Look at the reaction of the woman in black on the man’s jealousy in this Goodfellas scene:
She thinks she is lucky that her boyfriend is so jealous.
Also read:
Signs of abusive relationships
7 Types of abusive men

SUMMARY
Jealousy is normal, even healthy and it can help relationships.
Unluckily some people confuse “too much of a good thing” for a minor offense. Instead, when
jealousy becomes paranoid jealousy the relationship is well on its way to becoming abusive.
This article provided you with the warning signs to spot when too much jealousy is a leading
indicator of an abusive relationship and a few ideas on how to fix it.
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How to Eat Pussy: Step-By-Step Guide
November 23, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
WARNING: This article contains explicit images. If it’s not for you, stop.
If on the other hand, you’re wondering how to eat pussy, keep going.
Contents
1. Relax & get in the mood
2. Warm her up
3. Tease your way to the main dish
4. Use your fingers
5. Eat her out: focus on clitoris
6. Get into a steady rhythm
7. On the home stretch: keep going
8. Ease down once she reaches the orgasm
9. Enjoy yourself
Pussy Eating Position
Quick Tips to Eat Pussy
Eating Pussy Mistakes
Pussy Licking FAQ’s
Technical Aspects of Eating Pussy
1. Where is the clitoris
2. Early Licks

1. Relax & get in the mood
An environment conducive to sex and romance will always help women to orgasm and get into the
mood.
Dim the lights, switch on the candles, put on good music.
Most of all, though it’s a frame of mind that you want to convey: that sex is natural and good. You
want to provide an environment of safety where she can trust you and where she can be herself and
let go.
Be the chaperone of that world of pleasures: take her hand and let the dances begin.

2. Warm her up
Imagine the clitoris as the final prize of a journey, not the beginning.
Start kissing her inner thighs and slowing moving to her vagina.
Then kiss her lick the labia and the area around her vagina.
Feel free to look at her here, but avoid any inquisitive look as if to ask “is this OK”.
Look at her with lust and passion.
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Then go up to her lips as well. Kiss her.
Kiss her with her vagina juices still on your lips: show her that during passion there is no disgust (but
be prepared not all women will like this: be quick to get the hind and keep going without breaking the
mood).

3. Tease your way to the main dish
Make it a bit of a tease.
Build your way up to the clitoris, groan as if you’re just about to go for it.
Then go right back to kissing her thighs and then slowly again to the vagina.
If the mood is right she will be begging you to begin eating her pussy in earnest.

4. Use your fingers
In the beginning, use your hands to caress her, running her around her side, touching her breasts, her
legs, her thighs.
Penetration is not strictly necessary: you can successfully eat pussy without ever going inside.
However, it can be a bonus. In my experience, even women with no vaginal sensitivity prefer
cunnilingus with fingers-action.
Don’t stick your fingers inside too quickly though. You can begin playing with the entry of her
vagina as soon as you start seeing her pussy getting moist.
When she is ready, enter her and use your finger either to stimulate her G-spot or to simulate a penis
action.
G-spot Stimulation
To stimulate the G-spot, your palm must face upward and you must look for a spongy area that feels
different from the surroundings of her vagina wall.
You can stimulate it left and right or with a “come here” motion.
Some women will recoil with you find it: it’s not a bad sign, but it means it’s too early. Go back to it
when she’s nearer orgasm.
Penis-Like Motion
If you use your fingers to stimulate a penis, start slowly, without pulling the fingers fully out. And
accelerate as she nears the orgasm.

5. Eat her out: focus on clitoris
Alright, we have explained enough that to eat pussy well you need to prep it up, make her
comfortable, build your way to it and tease her.
All appetizers are important, but the main dish is the main dish. And the main dish of your pussy
eating marathon is the clitoris.
The clitoris is what will most likely and most reliable give her an orgasm.
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The Clitoris is Very Sensitive
The clitoris is a highly sensitive area. The tongue is good for it because it’s soft and naturally moist.
However, some women might still recoil if you attack it too early or too aggressively.
Another good reason to warm your way up to it.

6. Get into a steady rhythm
Once she is moaning deeply and you’re fully focused on the clitoris, don’t switch. It’s not the time to
tease anymore.
Most women prefer a steady rhythm that accelerates as nears peaking time. But if you are getting
tired and find it difficult to get quicker, focus on keeping the steady rhythm: she will love it as well.

7. On the home stretch: keep going
Some women will get hotter and hotter when they near the orgasm. They will quiver and move, some
even try to pull back or swaying their hips.
Keep it steady, don’t let her go and don’t stop!
She wants you to finish her off now.
Don’t ask questions when she is nearing the orgasm:
Note: unluckily both YouTube & Vimeo are quite conservative and this video got flagged by the
community of prudish.

8. Ease down once she reaches the orgasm
This is where penetrative sex differs from cunnilingus.
With penetrative sex, you can keep going and give her multiple orgasms.
But with cunnilingus you want to stop because many women switch from a positive sensation on
their clitoris to a negative, even painful one right after orgasm.
In doubt, stop.

9. Enjoy yourself
Sex is pleasure.
Giving pleasure is pleasure and making love is the best activity in the world.
Relish the moment, ravish her and lose yourself in pussy.

Pussy Eating Position
Most people think of a missionary position when eating pussy.
And that’s all fair and good.
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Here are a few variations for you to consider though:
She standing, him on his knees: this might feel demeaning to some men. But it’s a good way to
start sex. Imagine she’s coming off the shower, freshly shaved and half-naked. You attack her
while on your knees and then transition to horizontal
Sitting on his face: I’m not a big fan of this one as it feels less in control and your movements
are also impaired. But don’t knock it off until you tried it…
She standing, him laying down –like this–
Doggie style licking: Get her down doggy style and lick her from behind. Make sure she’s
thoroughly clean if you know what I mean -and avoid if you’re not sure69: eating pussy properly during a 69 is easier said than done. And that’s exactly the reason
why you should challenge yourself to it.

Quick Tips to Eat Pussy
Here are a few more guidelines:
Cut your fingernails short: this is really important, especially if you use your fingers inside of
her with a penis-like in & out motion.
Warm-up your hands: if you have a tendency to get cold hands during winter, warm yourself
up first. A great simple way is to wash your hands with hot water
Wash your hands: it’s basic hygiene, and it will also help some women relax and feel more
comfortable. Don’t be the guy women have to remind basic hygiene to
Praise the pussy: tell them her pussy is turning you own, but even more: show it
Ask what she likes: some rules apply to almost all women, but there is huge variance among
women -much more so than among men-. So ask her what she likes
Experiment: women often don’t know what they like. And some don’t feel comfortable
sharing. So experiment and discover
When it comes to bear, some people say not to keep a stubble for men.
I have a stubble most of the times and no lady ever complained. You’re not rubbing your cheeks
against her after all -albeit you might. Now then it might better not to have a stubble-.

Eating Pussy Mistakes
Making it a chore
I remember years ago when it was about to end with an ex-girlfriend of mine.
She complained that I looked bored. I was indeed and all I wanted to do was “repaying her the favor”.
From there it quickly devolved into an argument.
Worst cunnilingus ever.
If you do it, do it passionately.
Otherwise, don’t it at all.
Asking questions during cunnilingus
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Unless you’re a very beginner, try not to ask questions.
Most guides tell you to “ask her”, but the truth is that rational verbal interaction during sex and
orgasms douses the flames. It’s like saying that you don’t have enough chemistry, and people who
are overcome by passion and lust usually don’t discuss rationally while doing it.
Try to go off based on her reactions instead, and if you still have questions, there is always after sex
to talk.
Badgering before she’s lubricated
If when you’re about to insert a finger in her pussy you notice it’s not yet well lubricated, wait, and
work with your tongue a bit more.
The worst you can do is to hard-finger a dry vagina with violent up and down motion.
A penis on a dry vagina is unpleasant enough, but fingers are worst (only topped by fingers with long
fingernails).

Pussy Licking FAQ’s
Here are a few common questions on cunnilingus:
Is it better to give orgasm with your penis or with your tongue?
To answer with man-speak: is it better to drive a Ferrari a Porsche?
It depends on the model, the driver and what you feel like. Both are great and it’s best to have both.
But the Ferrari is just that little better.
Orgasms with your penis are the Ferrari: some women might deny it, but making her come with your
penis is superior. At the very least, she will hold you in higher esteem.
Does cunnilingus provide strong orgasm?
Absolutely.
Women can experience several types of orgasm. To keep it short -but admittedly at the cost of being
imprecise-, we can differentiate two main types of female orgasms: vaginal and clitoral.
Vaginal tend to be more powerful, with some describing it as “deeper”. Vaginal orgasm, in some
women, is more elusive. Clitoral orgasms are a bit easier to reach, and eating pussy tend to give
clitoral orgasms.
I hate eating pussy, do I have to?
No, you don’t have to.
However, it’s a great skill to have.
Why should I learn to eat pussy?
Countless reasons, including better and more diversified sex life.
Also, there might be a time where you don’t feel like having sex and want to give her an orgasm. Or
you want to last longer and switching to cunnilingus will give you some time off.
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Do women like their pussies being licked?
Absolutely.
I have never met any woman who said no to cunnilingus and never heard any woman saying they
don’t. Some never tried it, but that doesn’t mean they wouldn’t like it.
Women who refuse might be self-conscious.
What if she passes gas?
Hopefully, she will pull you up if she has to. If she is pulling you up, it might be a good idea to
actually go up :).
However, some women will also pull you up when they’re hot and steamy because they want to be
penetrated.

Technical Aspects of Eating Pussy
Here are some more technical aspects for beginners.

1. Where is the clitoris
The clitoris is here:
CRW09 [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia CommonsOn

the first licks

place your thumb ride above it and pull the skin up so you can lay it bare.
Don’t get too hang up on pictures and anatomy though: you don’t need it.
When you feel a little bump with your tongue, that’s the clitoris.
The clitoris will also enlarge when aroused, and you might not even need to pull the skin up.
I remember a woman once saying “oh my God I was so horny, have you seen how big my clitoris
was”.

2. Early Licks
It’s OK to straight for the clitoris to give her a quick jolt of excitement before you even remove her
panties.
At the very beginning the labia of the vagina will be closed in resting position, looking like this:
Evoluke [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], from Wikimedia Commons – CroppedTo

be
sure you find the clitoris, separate her labia and lick with an upward option: you will surely lick the
clitoris that way.
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How to Last Longer In Bed: The Full Guide
November 24, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
It’s good to last longer in bed, right?
Being able to keep going and going at will, and then release when you feel most like it.
Well, it turns out there are many ways to control your erection and ejaculation to last longer.
Many men can last longer with her on top. Try it out.
Here are the best ones:
Contents
1. Make Sex The Norm: Fuck More
2. Stop-Start Method
3. Distract Your Mind From Sex
4. Switch Positions
5. Break Through The Wall. Then Coast
6. Add Non-Penetrative Sex To The Menu
7. Make Her Come First
8. Do It Romantically: Slow Down
9. Train Your “Hold Back Muscles” With Kegel Exercises
10. The Nice Guy Solution: Make It About the Performance
11. If You’re Too Horny: Masturbate
12. Practice Lasting Longer With Masturbation
13. Cialis / Viagra / Medication
14. Extended Pleasure Condoms
15. The Squeeze Method
16. Get Drunk
The Holistic Approach: Healthy Life

1. Make Sex The Norm: Fuck More
If you have just started having sex, sex is still something “out of the ordinary for you”.
Your mind and body are reacting to the novelty by taking advantage of it as quickly as possible.
This what your subconscious mind is saying:
Your subconscious mind: Quick! Impregnate her!
You: But I’d like to last longer
Your subconscious mind: are you kidding me? The last time you had sex was 1 year ago…
With an inflatable doll. This is our chance, shoot now!
You don’t need any crazy technique to overcome this issue: time and quantity of sex will naturally
silence that voice.
Your nerves will placate and you will slowly but surely settle down into a longer-lasting routine.
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2. Stop-Start Method
This is a very popular method to last longer in bed.
It consists of having sex in fit and starts: thrust few times, then stop. Thrust a few times, then stop.
It works, but if this is your only method and you don’t do anything else during the stops, it makes the
overall sexual experience less natural and passionate.
And it could be harder for her to reach an orgasm. But add some position switching and it works
wonders.

3. Distract Your Mind From Sex
An old classic.
Take your mind off the sex with deeply un-arousing thoughts.
You will reduce the pleasurable sensations you are experiencing and it will make you last longer.
This is the technique that Marshall uses in this episode of How I Met Your Mother:
Right, that’s something to also keep in mind: don’t indulge in too much bone-killing thoughts or it
might just work too well :).

4. Switch Positions
This is one of my favorites.
It allows you to stop while at the same time being dominant in bed.
Instead of just stopping indeed: change her position.
A typical session of mine looks like this: begin by bending her over and penetrating her from behind.
Then go missionary on the bed. Follow with a doggy style. Then make her go on top.
Finish it from the back with her flat on her belly.
You don’t need to follow the same steps of course, but definitely do switch position.
Hell, they don’t even need to be all sex positions. Stop and kiss!

4.2 Do It In Positions You Don’t Like
When you feel like you’re more at risk of coming, do it in positions that you least like.
I’ll come out of the closet: I don’t particularly enjoy blow jobs. Then if I didn’t want to come, I’d
make a switch with her giving me head.
Think of positions and sexual acts you don’t particularly love, and do more of those.

5. Break Through The Wall. Then Coast
You know that feeling you get when you start moving very quickly, and very quickly you’re short of
breath?
There is an expression in Italian for this: “rompere il fiato”.
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It doesn’t have a precise equivalent English, but the best translation would be “get into your stride“.
When you start running and before you get into your stride it feels like you’re done after one minute,
right? It feels like you just don’t have it in you anymore.
But that’s not true.
You have it in you to go on for hours.
It’s just a matter of enduring and outlasting those “short of breath” moments of intense difficulty.
And then you get into your rhythm and coast.
It’s the same to lasting longer in bed.
You need to overcome those key moments when you’re almost about to come. That’s the moment to
slow down, change position, squeeze your snake… Whatever it takes until you hit your stride.

6. Add Non-Penetrative Sex To The Menu
It’s reductive to think of sex as just penetration.
Especially if your worry is to last longer for her because women don’t see sex like men do. They
have a wider, more holistic view of sex that goes beyond pure penetration.
Engage in more foreplay, kiss more, use your tongue and fingers… Then even if the penetrative sex
won’t last as long, it’s not a problem. Because it’s only one item on the menu, and the overall sex did
last long.

7. Make Her Come First
If you fear of not lasting enough in bed is to make her orgasm, then what about making her come
first?
Do lots of foreplay, learn to give proper head, use your fingers… And then go for it with your penis
after she’s done. She’ll be very happy that you will not last too long :).

8. Do It Romantically: Slow Down
The hotter the flame, the faster it burns.
There is a direct connection between how quickly he goes, and how soon he peaks. A quicker tempo
can overload the tip of the penis with stimuli, which leads to the inevitable ejaculation.
A slower rhythm stimulates the tip of penis less, allowing him to last longer in bed.
He who goes slowly, goes far

9. Train Your “Hold Back Muscles” With Kegel Exercises
Kegel exercises are a series of exercises to strengthen your pelvic floor muscles.
Stronger pelvic floor muscles, in turn, will help you hold back more easily and last longer.
The biggest hurdle with Kegel exercises is to actually find those muscles as it’s not as simple as
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doing curls.
But it’s not that difficult either.
Do this to find them:
1. Stop urination mid-flow (but don’t it as an exercise per se)
2. Try to lift your penis up vertically in front of a mirror and make sure you’re not using abs and
glutes’ muscles
3. Tighten the anal muscles you normally use to prevent passing gas
Then your exercises will be about contracting and releasing those muscles, several times a day. Start
laying down on a mat first as it’s easier. And then you can do even while seating. At the office… Or
while reading ThePowerMoves :).

10. The Nice Guy Solution: Make It About the Performance
It’s funny.
When I started having sex the thought of how to last longer in bed never even crossed my mind.
As I matter of fact, I had the opposite problem: how to come.
It was because all my focus was on making it a good experience for her and showing my prowess.
This is a mindset that Robert Glover discusses in No More Mr Nice Guy. Such as that some men
make it too much about the woman. So much so that they forget about themselves and the pleasure of
sex in itself.
Needless to say, that’s not a good solution if you go all the way.
But, if you can move the focus from the sex to the physical performance, it can be of help.

11. If You’re Too Horny: Masturbate
A common issue that stops men from lasting longer in bed is that they are too horny.
Being horny is good, but when that horniness translates into quick ejaculations, not so much. A
method as old as the penis itself then is to masturbate with frequent intervals so that you never go too
“quick shooting caveman”.

12. Practice Lasting Longer With Masturbation
Since you’re there, you can use masturbation as your training ground.
When you’re about to peak, try all the methods.
Try:
Breathing deeper and relaxing
Contracting your pelvic floor muscles
Squeezing the tip of your penis
Slowing down
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And even switching imaginary position
You will get to know yourself more and will understand what works best for you.

13. Cialis / Viagra / Medication
For many men, the idea of lasting longer is not so much not to ejaculate, but to keep having sex.
And they want to avoid ejaculation because when they come, they lose the erection.
Well, if that’s the problem, then Viagra easily fixes the erection issue.
And it’s undoubtedly effective to keep going. It can also be of great psychological comfort knowing
that in the worst case there is still effective medication out there.
However, don’t make this your go-to solution.
First, work on yourself and use all the methods here, which are natural and work wonders.

14. Extended Pleasure Condoms
There are several makers on the market of “extended pleasure condoms”, here is one example on
Amazon.
They use chemicals such as Lidocaine and Benzocaine that work like localized anesthetics. They
numb the tip of your penis and reduce the sensations. Reduced sensations allow for longer lasting sex
sessions.
The downside is that they might reduce your sensations too much, so you need to find the right
balance. If you want to use this method, you could try removing some of the chemical lube with a
little rinsing.

15. The Squeeze Method
It consists of grabbing your penis and squeezing the tip of it just when you’re about to peak. It can
work… But not always. When it doesn’t work, it completely ruins the ejaculation by taking all the
pleasure out of it.
And it kills the mood.
Learn how it works and use it when needed. Just don’t make it your only and main tool.

16. Get Drunk
I put this one as last.
But it’s not a “last but not least case” as this is the worst long term technique for lasting longer. For
obvious reasons :).
But that’s not to say that it doesn’t work.
Have you ever heard of “whiskey dick?”.
Some call “whiskey dick” the lack of erection due to alcohol consumption. But whiskey dick is also
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the inability of coming during sex.
I remember years ago coming back home with a hot girl from a night out at a club.
She was a true club queen and of the hottest girl I had ever been with.
And yet… I banged her to sleep like in the Marshall video above… And I didn’t even come!
Yes, if you have good erections alcohol works.
It’s the same concept of the extended pleasure condoms: alcohol is a suppressor and it decreases your
sensations. Except it’s not localized and runs through your whole body.
I shouldn’t put this warning here, but just to be sure: don’t use this as a long term solution.

The Holistic Approach: Healthy Life
Mens Sana in Corpore Sano.
That’s the millennia-old secret wisdom.
The Romans knew it, and it means “a healthy mind in a healthy mind”.
Eat well, exercise, meditate, rest and have plenty of sex,
And chances are you’ll never again look again at an article on how to last longer in bed.
You can start here for nutrition:
Best health and nutrition books
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Does He Like Me? 31 Scientific Signs He Does
November 25, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Let’s be honest with each other right off the bat: until he openly says so, or until he takes concrete
steps to make thing happens, you cannot be 100% sure whether he likes you or not.
BUT, if you learn to read the signals, you can get a pretty reliable idea of whether he likes you or not.
These 31 signs are good indicators that he does indeed like you.
Contents
1. He Shows Off
2. He Gets Slightly Aggressive
3. He Moves Closer
4. He Pays You Compliments…
5. … Or He Criticizes You
6. He Looks For Opportunities to Touch You
7. He Flirts With You
8. He Makes Fun of You
9. He Gives You Lots of Attention …
10. … Or He Ignores You
11. He Tries to Make You Jealous
12. He Gets Nervous
13. His Friends Talk to You About Him
14. He Badmouths Other Men
15. You See Him Often
16. He Connects With You On Social Media
17. He Likes Your Pictures
19. He Remembers And Asks Questions, Or…
20. … He Doesn’t Remember What You’ve Just Said 10 Seconds Ago
21. He Helps You Out
22. He’s Always Free For You
23. He’s Jealous of Other Men
24. He’s Always Ready to Chat
Does He Like Me? Yes! When Signs Are Obvious
Male Signaling
Focus on Helping Him Like You!

1. He Shows Off
Nobody taught men how to date, and their number one dating strategy often consists of showing off.
If you notice that in your presence he brags, it’s a good sign that he likes you.
There are many ways men show off, including some very dumb ones:
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They brag about their money
Buy expensive stuff
Get aggressive with other men in front of you
Blast their car stereo out
Tune their cars
And even drive recklessly to show the size of their… “engine”:
The list of all the stupid stupid things men believe are impressive to women is rather long.
But whenever he does something “strange” in front of you, consider it might be a ploy to impress you
and get your attention.

2. He Gets Slightly Aggressive
This might sound nonsense to some women, but some repressed men, not having the courage to
speak up, bottle up inside anger and repression.
They can get passive aggressive or, in a misguided attempt to show dominance over you, they speak
to you aggressively.
In very young men that aggression can manifest in games where he takes advantage of physical
games to hold you or restrain you -a slightly more advanced version of the old “pull her air”
kindergarten game-.

3. He Moves Closer
Men who like you will try to reduce the distance with you.
They will sit close to you, press their leg against yours, and find an excuse to hug you
Exception: but some will do the opposite and avoid you. Either because they are playing a shunning
game or because they are too shy.

4. He Pays You Compliments…
Very simple: if he is complimenting you, he is trying to win your favors.
However some men will try to be less obvious about their compliments, and instead of telling you
they like you, they will say they “love your sense of style”.

5. … Or He Criticizes You
Some men will completely try to avoid compliments in an effort to seem higher status.
And they might instead to the opposite and criticize you.
This is a power move to lower your self-esteem that the old pick-up artists called “neg”.
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6. He Looks For Opportunities to Touch You
Men who like you will try to make physical contact.
They might touch your arm while making a point or place a hand on your back when they tease you
or flirt with you.
When more inexperienced, they will touch you wrong and treat you like one of their male friends.
For example:
High five you
Shake hands (with too much power)
Put their arms around your neck like one of the boys
Even though sometimes awkward, men who take a lot of opportunities to make physical contact are
sending you a positive message of appreciation.

7. He Flirts With You
Men who are a bit more well versed with women will find great ways to flirt with you and make you
laugh.
He might:
He jokes that you like him
He hints at the sexual
He frames you as a “dangerous” woman
He tells you that you’re trying to seduce them or other men

8. He Makes Fun of You
Making fun of you is a middle way between the “aggression” we saw earlier and flirting (done
badly).
The game, at the core, is actually not that friendly: he wants to socially dominate you, lower your
status, and position himself above you.
However, it’s still a sign that he likes you.

9. He Gives You Lots of Attention …
Some men make no effort to play the dating game, conceal their cards, or flirt well.
They just put it in your face instead. Not their penis, of course, but their interest.
They will:
Fully focus on you, even with other people around
Looks at you all the time
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Make you one question after the other
Listen raptly to your stories
Drop conversation with others if you enter the group
Sometimes they look slimy in the process. However, with these guys, your answer to the question
“does he like me” is pretty obvious: he does.

10. … Or He Ignores You
There is a (terrible) Italian song whose lyrics seemed to tell my story as a teenager.
It goes:
I pretended not to give a damn
To be more interesting
But now I am really…
That’s what boys will do.
They will ignore you on purpose to play the mind game that they are not interested in the (hopeless)
to draw you in and make you pursue her.
If you notice that some men are being a bit too taciturn around you, avoiding you just that little bit
too much, then he might be doing it on purpose.

11. He Tries to Make You Jealous
An old game that I bet you played as well.
If he makes a show of him with other women, looks at you while he talks to other women, and
generally tries to show off “options”, then he is interested in you.
What he’s doing here is trying to inflate his sexual market value, parading his opportunities and
trying to make you chase.
In simple terms: he is showing off for your you and yes he likes you.

12. He Gets Nervous
As much as you wondering “does he like me”, guess what other men are wondering?
Exactly, the exact same: “does she like me?”
However, men are more in the hot seat than women are.
Men are expected to make the first move, ask her out, and make things happen.
That makes a lot of men rather nervous.
So when you spot stuttering, blushing, and nervousness around you, these are all signs that he likes
you.
Here is an example from Crazy Stupid Love doing his (awkward) approach:
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13. His Friends Talk to You About Him
The last date I went to was with a girl I met at a party of a common friend.
This common friend, believing he would help, started talking me up and telling her what a great catch
I was.
He thought that was going to help. He wasn’t really.
But that’s how a lot of (clueless) friends will help you answer the question “does he like me”.
They will:
Talk him up
Ask you what you think of him
Tell you that you two look cute
Suggest you two should go out
Discredit him
About the last one? Of course, some friends are jealous and aren’t really friends but frenemies. But
that’s also a good indicator that he likes you :).

14. He Badmouths Other Men
Now here is another power move men will play when they like you: they will talk badly about the
“competition”.
What they are trying to do here is to lower other men’s statuses to look good in comparison.
He is selling himself to you, showing off, and it’s a big sign that he is into you.

15. You See Him Often
Some men are direct, they don’t waste time and don’t beat around the bush.
But some others prefer circling around their prey for longer, entering your mind and your social circle
before they even hint at wanting to enter anything else.
This is also the technique recommended by Robert Greene in The Art of Seduction.
These guys might start stopping at the bar where you work, eat where you usually eat or walk the
streets of your commute.
Many years ago I saw a girl I went on a date with.
She was walking across the street though and I was on the other side. Well, guess what? I turned
back, ran in the opposite direction, then crossed the street much further away and then… “Just
happened to walk right into her”.
We got together later on and she never knew what I had done.
The point is: if you start seeing them often than coincidence would warrant, then there might be
something.
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16. He Connects With You On Social Media
Men rarely add other men they’ve just met on Facebook.
But they do often add women they like.
A connection on social media is often the sign that they want to be closer. And not in the digital
sense..

17. He Likes Your Pictures
There is a new way for generation Y and generation Z to show love and affection.
And it’s to like her pictures and her status updates.
If he comments on your status, knows about your cousins and aunties, and asks you about your last
trip, then it’s a clear sign he’s been stalking you. And that he likes you.

19. He Remembers And Asks Questions, Or…
Men aren’t as good as women at remembering people-related details.
And they tend to be selective with their attention. So if they remember what you said and ask follow
up questions, that’s a good sign.

20. … He Doesn’t Remember What You’ve Just Said 10
Seconds Ago
Some men will be too nervous to be talking to you to even remember what you’ve just said.
They will ask you the same question again, ask you clarification about something you’ve just said or
forget your name for five times in a row. This is a sign that he is nervous, and that he likes you.

21. He Helps You Out
Most men’s main dating strategy is to show women that they are reliable men that you can depend
on.
Helping you out is their way of showing that yes, they’re there for you and that they make great long
term partners.
Neil Patrick Harris in the movie “Gone Girl” is an extreme example of how men who want to be
providers for her behave:

22. He’s Always Free For You
If he is always available when you ask something it means that either he is a good Samaritan, that he
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has nothing to do or… That he likes you.
Most likely the third though.
When men make time for you, they show you that you are a high priority for him. Big sign.
Do you want to be triple sure? Ask him to do something together on a big-match day.

23. He’s Jealous of Other Men
Jealous behavior is a sign of possessiveness and that he wants more of just friendship.
It’s not the sign of a very high quality man to be jealous before the two of you are even together, but
alas.
If he:
Says you deserve better than the guys you’re dating
Gets defensive when other men talk to you
“Rescues” you from strangers
These are all signs that he likes you.

24. He’s Always Ready to Chat
Most guys don’t want to chat with women they don’t like.
So if he is always happy to answer and chat with you, chances are he is also fantasizing about you.

Does He Like Me? Yes! When Signs Are Obvious
And these are more obvious signs that can almost reassure you that yes, he likes you:
1. He approaches you
2. He asks you out
3. He tells you that “you deserve so much better”
4. He double texts you
5. He is disappointed if you can’t meet him
6. He tries to get you alone
7. He tries to have sex with you

Male Signaling
On average, men are easier to understand and decipher than women.
To answer the “does he like me” women’s question Greg Behrendt and Liz Tuccillo, former
consultants for the Sex And the City show, wrote a blockbuster book to basically tell women that
men are simple and direct.
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Albeit they chose a somewhat depressing name with “He’s Just Not That Into You“, the core message
is simple: it’s easy to tell if a man likes you or not.
Here is the video from the Sex And the City show that gave birth to that book:
However, as for most things people-related, there are plenty of exceptions.
And some men tend to be less direct and less “easy” to decipher than others.
Often men who make it more complicated for you are:
1. Shy
2. Younger
3. Inexperienced
From these types of men, you can expect less direct messages and somewhat more scrambled
communication.

Focus on Helping Him Like You!
Finally, instead of focusing on reading mysterious signs, avoid the mistake most women do: being
too passive in the dating game.
Indeed in difficult dating markets the more assertive daters, will win make it easy for him to
understand you’re into him. This is a good strategy and the only mistake that can happen is that she
thinks her signs are obvious but she won’t catch them.
It happens more often than you think because men are often rather daft.
Then there is the second type of woman.
The who plays hard to get.
Maybe they have read on women’s dating literature and get schooled on “feigning disinterest” in an
effort to make him chase. This technique can work if he is on a hard pursuit. But it often
backfires because men end up with the women who show their liking.
Because men are afraid of rejection. And they prefer to go with women who also like them.
What does that mean to you?
You must make it safe for him to do something: show him you like him!
Smile at him when he looks at you, create sexually charged moments with silences and eye contact…
Touch him while speaking.
Unless he’s completely clueless, then he will know:
Just don’t look at your own hand when you touch him, which screams insecurity, and you’ll do great
?
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7 Steps to Sleep With Thai Women (Easy Sex)
November 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Thai girls are on your mind recently?
Maybe you just took a recent liking, or you’re planning a visit to Thailand?
And sure, the beaches are nice but you also want to bed a few Thai beauties?
Of course, you want. And you should :).
And you have come to the right place.
Look somewhere else for temples and food. But to have sex with Thai girls, this is your guide.
My name is Lucio, I have been to Thailand countless of times and albeit I don’t count… I have quite
some experience with Thai girls (including Thai girls in the West by the way).
Contents
How to Sleep With Thai Girls
1. Understand: You’re High Sexual Market Value in Thailand
2. Avoid the Arrogant Trap: Treat People Well
3. Dress Well
4. Leverage Dating Apps
5. Move Fast
6. Don’t Spend (Too Much) Money
7. Prioritize Ruthlessly On DTF Girls
Thai Girls Personalities
Thai Girls: Easy, or Wife Materials?
The Downside of Meeting Thai Girls in Thailand
SUMMARY

How to Sleep With Thai Girls
You have sex with Thai girls the exact same way you have sex with all other women :).
But these tips will help you to maximize your potential.

1. Understand: You’re High Sexual Market Value in Thailand
I am writing this guide form the point of view of white men.
And white men traveling to Southeast Asia enjoy a huge bump in their sexual market value.
But most foreigners will have a big SMV-bump. So much so, that moving to countries like Thailand
is one of the best sexual market-value hacks.
To summarize it all in simpler words: when you land in Thailand, you become more attractive.
If in your home country you’re a low-quality man, for Thai girls you are still better than the local
average men. If you are average, you are the equivalent of an attractive man. And if you are a high
value man, your sexual market value goes through the roof.
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There are several reasons for this, including that foreigners are perceived as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Smarter / better educated
More driven
More masculine / sexier (bigger boost if you got white skin)
Richer

Yes, contrary to what most (bitter) Western women say, money is only one reason why white men are
popular. You don’t need money to get laid in Thailand. As a matter of fact, I probably spent more
money in Europe for dating than in Thailand.
For many women, white men are also a status symbol.
You will hear a few women, and this is true across East Asia as well, that have never slept with a
local and proudly swear they would never do such a thing -up to you what to think about that-.
Men who fail to realize their increased value miss a lot of opportunities. Don’t do the same: act
and behave like the high-SMV hunk that you are.
Limitation: Yes, you get a huge boost, but keep in mind that Thailand is one of the most popular
destinations in the world. Bangkok is the number 1 most visited city in the world. So, yes, you get a
major boost, but don’t be silly, and don’t go thinking that in the age of globalization you can get a
plane and become a unique exotic flower.
In Summary: you are higher value in Thai girls’ eyes, act like it.

2. Avoid the Arrogant Trap: Treat People Well
While some foreigners are clueless about their value boost with Thai women, some get heady with it.
Jerk and first time travelers, strong of the “white man boost” (and of the stronger currency), get even
“jerker”. They go on a power trip and behave like they’re hot sh*t, like they can buy and dispose of
women and like they are owed sex.
Differentiate yourself from these fools: understand the difference between a high-quality man and a
jerk.
A high-quality man is knowledgeable of his value, moves fast, and demands respect. But also
respects people and women and gives her a good time.
The jerk reeks of old days gone colonialist and “White Man’s Burden” mentality. They have plenty
of arrogance and conceit but little to show for it, which makes them entitled pricks. They will attract
some Thai girls because arrogance can be attractive to women, but they will repel the highest quality
Thai girls.
In Summary: don’t be a dick.

3. Dress Well
Most tourists in Thailand wear shorts, ugly shirts, and flip-flops.
Sure, it might be comfortable traveling like that, but if your mission is to have sex with Thai girls,
then don’t be a slob and dress the part brother.
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Indeed one of the reasons white men do well with Thai girls is because of the cultural dominance and
the romanticized image that the locals have of the west.
Part of that image are power and income. Both are well represented by suits, ties, and a well-puttogether clothing.
I remember being out with a friend in Thailand who wanted to meet up with a nurse he was seeing. I
was with him and his girl was somewhere else with a girlfriend. So it seemed like a good fit. Typical
of Thai girls, she asked him to send them my picture.
He did.
Her reply?
His Girlfriend: Wow
My friend seemed even slightly jealous.
But there was nothing to be jealous. I’m not a “wow” guy in the slightest. The only thing I had going
on for me was an awesome white shirt in a world of ugly T-shirts.
In Summary: if you want to sleep with lots of Thai girls, dress like someone who sleeps with lots of
girls (ie.: well).

4. Leverage Dating Apps
Dating apps are a great way of taking advantage of your value boost and casting your net wider.
As per the point above, upload a couple of pictures where you are well dressed, ideally looking cool
and powerful with a suit and tie. I have met a few women who were not sure whether to meet me or
some other guy and then chose me.
Always the curious and investigative type that I am, I asked to see the profiles (and conversations) of
those guys. I was shocked at how hunk-like some of them were. Rugby players, big gym types and
plainly handsome men.
But I had well-dressed pictures.
Go for something similar:
Well dressed but with a smile so you don’t look stuck-up
Again, this is not the West.
Some western girls will think you’re trying too hard, but it works wonders with Thai girls in
Thailand.
In your description, avoid saying crap like “traveler”, “adventurer” or “globe-trotter”. You already
have “white guy” and “exotic points”, you don’t need to play those games to inflate your value. You
will look try-hard by stressing your “lover” qualities.
Write instead something like:
“busy man who prefers a coffee or drink to long chats :)”.
This way, without coming across as abrasive, you make it clear you’re not into long chats and prefer
meeting in person.
In Summary: to have sex with lots of Thai girls, take pictures in good clothes, and cast your net wide
with dating apps.
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5. Move Fast
One of the advantages that foreign men enjoy in Thailand is that they are almost automatically
considered sexier than local men.
When it comes to providers, friends, or lovers, it’s far easier for you to be considered a fast-moving
lover.
That means, in practice, that you can allow yourself to move faster.
And that’s exactly one of the reasons why money often doesn’t even come into the picture (and why
guys who want to sleep with lots of Thai girls should probably not spend money at all).
Here is a good approach:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Check-in advance your hotel doesn’t stop guests (or get an Airbnb)
Meet close to your hotel
Propose you grab a drink and go back to the pool
Go to your room instead (say nothing, most of them know what’s up)
Start kissing their neck
Move to the bed

If you prefer instead finding a long-term girlfriend, read this post:
Lovers VS providers: choosing your best dating strategy
In Summary: meet up, and aim to go straight to your place.

6. Don’t Spend (Too Much) Money
Daniel Pink, the author of Drive, explains what money does to relationships.
To paraphrase, the moment you exchange money you remove people’s intrinsic motivation to do
things with you and make it a colder, venal business transaction.
It’s not so different in dating.
If you spend money on Thai girls, you move from sexy foreigner to well-off foreigner who has to
bankroll them.
Avoid it. Cut off the women who ask you for stuff and stick with the women who like you for who
you are. After you got together, then you can feel free to also invite them out if you want.
Exception: if you are very rich or can spend freely without a care. Then that can be very attractive
and dominant and feel free to go down that road.
In Summary: don’t make it about the money, make it about the sex (and emotional connection).

7. Prioritize Ruthlessly On DTF Girls
DTF stands for “Down to F*ck”.
As per any country you travel to, you will probably stumble upon a few time wasters and a few Thai
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girls who are in for the “gifts” -usually some makeup set-.
And now we go back to the question of value here: if you take full advantage of your high-value
status, you have lots of options.
And the advantage of having lots of options is that you don’t need to put up with no delay games,
investment requests, “chase me” games and other BS.
Simply next the gold diggers and time wasters.
In Summary: to sleep with Thai girls, ruthlessly cut through the time-wasters to focus solely on the
(many) ones who want to sleep with you.

Thai Girls Personalities
This is how Thai girls tend to be:
Physically attractive
Well, of course, this one depends on personality and tastes.
Somewhat, I would probably place Thai girls below Koreans -who enjoy bigger bosoms- and Kazakh
-who enjoy the mix of high Mongolian cheekbones and white Russians beauty-.
But above Japanese and Chinese -albeit recently I’m getting more into Chinese-.
Thai girls tend to be flat-Chested
Locker-room talk mode on: I always thought myself as more of an ass guy.
However, you fully realize how important breasts are when you find yourself with a really flatchested woman. Completely flat is totally different than small breasts. It’s a strange, androgynous
feeling.
And Thai girls, often thin, also have a higher incidence of flat chests than other nationalities. Some of
them keep a bra anyway so you might miss on it.
Thai girls tend to be low-quality
PC mode off: Thai women tend to be low-quality girls.
Thai girls tend not to be particularly well learned and driven.
Since they are traditional and at the service of their men, they place low value on achievement and
personal development.
Their English is also extremely poor.
A few times I met a woman from online dating only to find out she was talking through a translator
and could not speak English.
I attended one of the best Toastmasters in Bangkok and even there I couldn’t find a single girl with
good English -including one who had lived in the US for years :S-.
That will adversely impact communication and bonding.
Of course, please, never forget this is a vast generalization and that exceptions abound.
Thai girls tend to be nurturing and traditional
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Thai girls have very traditional roles and they see themselves as supporters of the male figure. It
won’t be a rare occurrence that Thai girls will offer to cook you food or bring you food from their
places.
It’s common for Thai women to give and invest early on in the relationship
Thai girls tend to be submissive in bed
There is a bit of a cliche’ that Asian women are more submissive.
Well, as it’s often the case, cliches have a backdrop of reality in them. And Thai girls in bed tend to
be more submissive -and passive-.
To put it with the words of what one Thai girl once told me “do whatever you want to me”.
LOL, I bet you now really want to get a Thai girl don’t you :D.
Some Thai women might seek long-term dating (so be honest)
There is this idea among some white men that Thai girls expect dating to lead to something serious.
I don’t know how if I’ve ever heard anything more stupid.
Most women are not stupid, and they know full well what’s up.
Sometimes you will meet a more traditional girl though and, because of a less than ideal verbal
communication, a misunderstanding might happen.
So if you don’t want anything stable, I recommend you avoid chatting with them too much or staying
in contact too often after sex.
As a matter of fact, it can be a good idea to actually show that you’re not long term material.
You can hint to it, say it straight up, talk about your travel plans, or even be open about your other
Tinder and Line chats.
They will see it and understand:
She saw my texts and understood it was a one-time thing
But this shouldn’t be an issue. When you’re not too available, women will understand without having
to have any “conversation”.
Sometimes in my life, I have had some great connections and kept in touch against my better
judgment (one more example here), and that wasn’t a great idea.
The truth is that it’s almost impossible to have a “special connection” with a woman you have sex
with and keep it “as friends”. One of you is bound to fall, and to want to more.
When you’re in doubt, be clear (and you’ll find out most of the times they know what’s up):
“I know in first time when meet you at condo” LOL
Thai girls are smartphones (and pictures) addicts
Well, in these days you’d be hard-pressed in finding any girl -or anyone really- who’s not addicted to
their smartphones. I am as well in many ways.
Yet, Thai girls are also addicted to pictures. If you get together with Thai girls, get ready to delete a
lot of meaningless selfies, food-pics, “just woke up” bed pictures and lots of Line GIFs (Line is the
local Whatsapp BTW and it’s much better).
A good way to stop it is to tell them you’d prefer their pictures “without clothes”, and hopefully
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they’ll get the message you’re not a picture-guy.
Thai women are petite and thin
There are few women in Thailand who are fat.
Even women on the plumber side, or simply with some good meat around their bones, will consider
themselves “fat”.
The Thai girls are awesome, both in personality and body, including great chest and booties. And yet
they consider themselves as fat and “too fat for Thai guys”.
Looks like Thai guys really like thin :).
These attractive Thai women convincingly called themselves “fat”

Thai Girls: Easy, or Wife Materials?
The answer is:
Both!
Thailand and Thai girls have a reputation for “easy sex”, and for good reasons, if you’re a white
tourist: you will meet plenty of girls who will quickly and easily come back to your place.
But that might be misleading: Thai girls are quite extreme in their distribution when it comes to shortterm sex disposition. Indeed, as much as there are many easy-to sleep with women, there are also
far more reserved and sexually inexperienced women than in the West.
Of course, more reserved Thai women are also more hidden: you’re not gonna meet them in bars and
clubs: the girls there are either the paid pros or promiscuous party girls -often looking for foreigners-.
You need more social circles to meet more reserved and more wife-material Thai girls.
Day game is also good, but you need to be good at overcoming the strong initial resistance of more
conservative and shier women.

The Downside of Meeting Thai Girls in Thailand
Thai girls are awesome and Thailand is fantastic.
But, as for anything, there are pros and cons. This what I don’t like about traveling to Thailand:
Constant street harassment
Your white skin will attract not just honeys looking for moneys -that’s really not a problem as we’ve
seen-.
But much harassment for hustlers, pimps, and anyone selling anything.
Taxi drivers will slow down asking while you’re enjoying yourself. Some will even honk at you if
you refuse to look at them. And all rickshaw and tuk-tuk drivers seem to think every white man needs
a lift.
And that’s not even to mention the street ladyboys:
Ladyboys will hustle you silly
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Guys, if you are not into ladyboys, watch out.
There are many of them, and many of them are distinguishable from women. They like foreigners of
course, so you end up being a big target, with some of them even lying about their transgender status.
On the plus side, if you want to understand how annoying catcalls and groups of grabbing men can be
for a woman, you will find out.
If you will walk streets with lots of prostitutes -and you will- and you won’t want to punch the
ladyboys reaching out for you, you got the patience of a saint.
Note: there is no hating on ladyboys here and this is not a space for hating on anybody. They can be
as wonderful as anyone else. This is referring to the behavior of some of them in the streets of
Thailand.
Read here how to spot ladyboys.
Thailand & tourists have the dynamics of a toxic relationship
Do you know the toxic dynamics in an abuser and abused relationship?
The abuser is stronger, on paper. The abused provides a facade of niceness while actually fighting
back with passive aggression and underhanded maneuvering.
That’s the feeling I get in Thailand: the locals and the Thai girls are the submissive parties in the
relationship while some tourists play their fantasies of male domination and feed their ego.
But behind the fake niceness of the “land of smiles”, Thailand is often ready and happy to swindle the
tourists.
Don’t get me wrong: I have a great time anytime I’m there, but at the end of my stay I’m also glad to
move somewhere else or come back to Europe.
There are lots of “bad” tourists
With millions of tourists, there really is everything in Thailand.
From couples to female solo travelers to the thriving community of digital nomads in Chiang Mai.
However, there is a seedy underbelly to Thai tourism, which includes some men who treat the local
population with arrogance and disdain, and some men who are only there for the low prices and
prostitution. Including, sadly, underage prostitution.
Even some of the most popular massage clubs in Bangkok have obviously underage women -though
they all say they’re 18. Yeah, sure-.
For example, thousands of German retirees live in Phuket and Pattaya, which is basically an open-air
brothel.
Far from me to point fingers and shame-attack all men who are living a much better life than they’d
have in Europe. But it’s a fact that there is also a lot of low-quality men who end up in Thailand.

SUMMARY
All in all, Thailand is a great place.
Great weather, good people, awesome Thai girls, and lovely beaches.
To have sex with Thai girls, leverage your exotic advantage, dress well, and make your seduction
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process efficient (and, if you so prefer, quick).
And remember: the good time must go both ways. Make it good for her too and be a respectful
human being, with Thai girls as much as with any other girl.
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Vulnerability Is NOT Power: Don’t Believe The Hype
November 27, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Vulnerability has become the new mantra of self-development.
How to be vulnerable, “showing our true selves” and “removing our masks” are the new signs of
strength and power.
But is it true?
Will vulnerability make you mentally healthier?
And will it make you stronger and more successful?
Let’s see.
Contents
What’s Vulnerability
The Drawbacks of Vulnerability
1. You Can’t Be Vulnerable If You Want to Lead
2. You Can’t Be Vulnerable In Result-Based Organizations
3. You Can’t Be Vulnerable Upon Meeting Someone
4. Some Specific Roles Don’t Allow For Vulnerability
Vulnerability & Seduction
Vulnerability & Relationships
Example of Bad Relationship Vulnerability
Vulnerability in Relationship Examples
Why People Get Vulnerability Wrong
When Vulnerability Works
SUMMARY

What’s Vulnerability
Vulnerability has become a hot topic thanks to the work and Brene Brown, with titles such as “The
Gifts of Imperfection” and “Daring Greatly“.
And thanks to the (great) work of authors such as Lewis Howes, vulnerability has become more and
more popular among men as well.
Well… What’s vulnerability, you might ask?
Vulnerability is the courage of showing up and being yourself, without a mask, and with all
your flaws.
If it still sounds fuzzy, it’s because it is.
Let’s see some examples of vulnerability to gain more clarity:
Talking about your weaknesses
Speaking of what embarrasses you
Sharing an unpopular opinion
Standing up for yourself
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And so far, so good.
And vulnerability is also:
Confessing your love
Crying in front of people
Asking forgiveness
Basically, every time that we put our ego on the line and do something that might hurt us, we
are being vulnerable. When we risk embarrassment, public criticism and, the big one when we risk
shame, we are being vulnerable.
Vulnerability takes courage. Sometimes lots of courage. And people admire the courage of
vulnerability.
That’s what the vulnerability pundits say, at least. And well, they’re (often) right.
So… Should you be vulnerable?
No, not so fast.

The Drawbacks of Vulnerability
There are times in life where vulnerability won’t make you stronger, more admired, or even help you
move ahead in life.
There are several disadvantages to vulnerability.
The obvious one being, guess what?
The show of weakness.
And when that weakness is “too much”, critical, or not shown and perceived against the backdrop of
a stronger, powerful frame… Then you move away from “admirable vulnerability” and into “pathetic
weakness”.
There is a thin line between vulnerability and pathetic weakness
I will show you now a few examples of vulnerability done wrong.

1. You Can’t Be Vulnerable If You Want to Lead
Being a good leader, sometimes, means keeping your weaknesses to yourself.
This will not be very popular to say, but it’s how it truly works.
In this scene from Smokin’ Aces Bateman, the man in the hotel room is supposedly the leader.
But by sharing all his vulnerable insecurities he manages to comes across so slimy that he becomes
disgusting:
His “vulnerability” sends him straight goes from potential leader to slimy guy
This is an especially bad case of vulnerability because he exaggerates his flaws and because they
have just met, which compounds the issue.
But the general rule still applies: people in leadership positions don’t always have the luxury of
vulnerability in front of those whom they lead.
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The harsh truth of leading people is that, most of the time, you need to keep your personal worries
and weaknesses to yourself.
When you share your full self with your subordinates, at best, they will think of you as “one of us”.
And you can’t be “one of them” with your subordinates. You are not one of them: you are the leader
and the one giving them tasks.
And at worst, you lose all authority and respect.

2. You Can’t Be Vulnerable In Result-Based Organizations
So you can’t be too vulnerable as the leader.
Maybe you can be vulnerable with your superiors?
Well, a little bit more maybe.
But still, not so fast.
In any result-based business, too much vulnerability gets you easily labeled as a softy or cry baby.
Look at this example from Platoon:
You can bet he lost much of his boss’s respect when he showed his vulnerable, scared side.
It might not be a coincidence that Brene Brown is a humanistic researcher at university.
Brene Brown probably wouldn’t have written about vulnerability if she worked a more cut-throat
business (note: this is not to say that university is a bad environment and cut-throat business is).
Also read:
Executive strategies: coming across as powerful at work
Career strategies
Mastering office politics

3. You Can’t Be Vulnerable Upon Meeting Someone
Anything you do during the first phases of getting to know someone will have outsized
consequences?
Why?
Because people naturally tend to extrapolate information and generalize it to your whole persona.
Even just a 20 seconds “opening up” about the hardship of life in the first 2 minutes of conversation
will have people unconsciously slap a negative label on you.
In short: vulnerability during introductions and early socialization is a big no-no.

4. Some Specific Roles Don’t Allow For Vulnerability
There are some roles that almost automatically do not and cannot accept vulnerability in themselves
and in others.
Army generals for example, or charismatic leaders during uncertain times.
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Showing vulnerability when you have one of these roles or when you are interacting with one of
these roles will almost automatically murder your status.
Here is a good example of vulnerability shown to an individual in an invulnerable role from the
movie Paths of Glory:
The roles of army leadership allow for little or no vulnerability
Please note, this doesn’t mean that army leaders are invulnerable or “stronger”.
They are just as strong -or as weak- as anybody else.
It simply means that the expectation in those environments is that you need to hide your vulnerability.
And people who don’t hide their vulnerability lose all their social status in those roles and
organizations.
And it means that if you want to move ahead in those organizations, you gotta play the “hide your
vulnerability game”.

Vulnerability & Seduction
Brene Brown in Daring Greatly shares the story of a young fella who embraced her vulnerable
advice.
After dating several months with a woman, this is what happened (the dialogue is my own making
from the story):
Him: I love you
Her: You’re awesome, but maybe we should start seeing other people
The young fella went back to his dorm and told the story to his roommates. This is what happened
(dialogue is mine adapted from the story):
Roommate 1: What were you thinking man
Roommate 2: Women only like men who run the other way
Him: I was daring greatly
Roommates: (nodding) Right on dude
Brene goes on saying that (I paraphrase for brevity):
Vulnerability is not about winning or losing. It’s about courage. Vulnerability is subversive
and uncomfortable. Even dangerous at times.
However, The Power Moves is here to say that sometimes vulnerability, in the wrong situation, can
also be counterproductive and boneheaded.
Vulnerability might not be about winning or losing.
But if you also want to win from time to time, then you would be well served to learn when
vulnerability is not the most effective alternative.
There was a great example from “Dating in The Dark” that I linked to from here.
Unluckily, the video has been removed.
But this was the crucial exchange of that video:
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Girl: what are you looking for?
Guy: I’m looking for a girlfriend. I have never had one, so I want to make some experience
I admired that guy. And I respect him.
But that male respect does not translate well into an effective dating strategy.
He didn’t need to say that he has never had a girlfriend.
That might lead some women to want to take care of him and make him their baby-lover.
But it’s a minority of women and you need to have lots of other qualities.
And if you don’t have them or don’t want to be a “babied lover”, then don’t spill all the beans that so
much lower your status.

Vulnerability & Relationships
Many relationships books advising couples to face the demons of vulnerability and opening up about
their struggles and insecurities.
As much as I believe in supportive and loving relationships, sadly I don’t think you can always be
open about everything and anything.
At least not without some consequences.

Example of Bad Relationship Vulnerability
Here are some examples that I paraphrase from a relationship book.
It’s a couple fighting because of his jealousy.
Here is the dialogue the author suggests:
Him: This is not easy to talk about, but I want to try. I know it’s not cool and I don’t know
what’s wrong with me but I was feeling some jealousy tonight. You and Matt, you seemed
quit close. Both intellectually and physically. I felt hurt and lonely.
You know, I have been getting chubbier lately, developing a paunch. I need some
reassurance. Do you still find me attractive?
I would love it if you’d look at me the way you seemed to be looking at Matt.
This was an otherwise great, high-quality book.
And still, the author failed on a basic understanding of dating psychology. The author says that such
vulnerability would improve the relationship and even make him stronger.
I couldn’t disagree more.
That’s the type of bad vulnerability. This is not about momentary weakness. This is deep insecurity
and nonexistent self-esteem, a big turnoff.
The relationship wouldn’t be stronger and her respect for him would tank.
If he wanted to share his jealousy, it would be OK, but I would do it like this:
Him: Hey, I need to talk to you about something. The way you were talking and joking with
Matt, that felt like flirting to me.
I didn’t like it and it made uncomfortable.
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He might have even shared that “it hurt him”, that might be OK, depending on the type of
relationship they have -if he’s the leader and highest value, he would likely lose some value-.
But all that part that “he needed reassurance”, that’s the equivalent of asking her “baby me please”.
And some relationships can work that way. But it’s more relationships of equals -or her above him-.
Not relationships where the woman admires him and thinks the world of him, and not the
relationships where she feels like she married the best possible catch.
Not those.
Sometimes vulnerability only gets you babied!
And here is another example of doing vulnerability all wrong, from a female perspective:
Her: After the birth of our child I can’t seem to get in shape anymore. I have been 15 kg
heavier and I can’t manage to shed it anymore. Those tiramisu cups are too good for me to
give up.
And worse of all… You don’t seem to look at me like you used to.
I’m feeling ugly and unattractive. Even at work, my colleagues are not flirting with me
anymore. Not that I care about that, but it’s another signal that I am not as attractive.
Can you hold me please?
There is nothing wrong with her sharing her need to be held. Quite the opposite.
Sharing worries about her weight, that depends on what personality her partner is, especially after she
adds that “she can’t manage to shed it and those tiramisu caps are too good”. Men tend to be stricter
than women, and especially driven men.
My first reaction there would be to ask “how hard have you really tried”.
And adding that other men find less attractive is completely unnecessary.

Vulnerability in Relationship Examples
Yes, women control most relationships.
But they don’t respect much the men who let themselves be controlled.
Maintaining attraction in relationships, especially for men, has a lot to do with remaining the leader
of that relationship.
Here is an example of vulnerability done wrong in a relationship:
He loses the leadership of the relationship, and he loses relationship power. And yes she will respect
him less.
Same woman, a different way of expressing vulnerability. In this example he might actually gain
some point:
Aleksandr looks much more masculine in his vulnerability.
He is in a time of crisis, but he doesn’t show low self-esteem by calling himself a “big fat fucking
loser”.
Instead, he is the kind of successful man, with lots more success potential, going through a tough,
high-pressure time. That’s the type of men women want to help because they’re likely to deliver once
back on their feet.
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Why People Get Vulnerability Wrong
People who market vulnerability as the cure to relationships and the best way to present ourselves to
the world make a common mistake.
And the mistake they make is to blame society -our competitive society in particular- for forcing
people to hide their weaknesses.
But if we can be ourselves, they say, we will show everyone it’s possible to be ourselves and be
loved.
Competitiveness does play a role indeed, but discounting our human nature is a failure to
understanding our nature.
The truth is, there is also a lot to gain from hiding our vulnerability.
It’s because there is much to gain in hiding weaknesses that hiding weaknesses is the “default
setting” for most people.
Just think about, in a world where everyone is good at hiding vulnerabilities, the person who admits
too much vulnerability will naturally look weaker and dumber and, comparatively, less attractive.
On the other hand, in a world where nobody manages to hide their vulnerability, the first human
being who managed to hide theirs, would look comparatively stronger, brighter and more secure. A
real catch.
Hiding vulnerabilities indeed can also help people secure a mate better than they actually are. And
that’s the exact reason why people hide weaknesses.
Instead, showing too much vulnerability without being able to also market one’s good qualities can
lead to a worse partner.
And that’s what the peddlers of vulnerability fail to warn people about: vulnerability can be
damaging when misused.

When Vulnerability Works
There are situations where vulnerability can make you more relatable, improve your relationships,
and even make you look stronger and sexier.
Here are some examples:
Admitting fear when everyone else has the same fear
When everyone else has the same fear, admitting it first actually makes you more leader-like.
I remember once sitting around a table when the book “Games People Play” came up. I said right
away that I had to go through it so slowly because it was “way too F complex”.
People burst out in laughter and one guy admitted: “man, I’m glad you said that, it was the same for
me”.
If nobody had shared the uncomfortable truth, we’d all been left with a big lie and failed to really
connect.
When you’re strong, a weakness makes you more relatable
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Research shows that when people who seem “too good” make a mistake or show vulnerability, they
are much more liked (example of Johnny Depp).
This goes back to the example above on jealousy.
It can be OK admitting jealousy if you are an otherwise relatively secure, relatively fit, relatively well
off person.
On the other hand, the worse you are compared to your partner, the more vulnerability is likely to
damage you because your partner will unconsciously think “I can do better than this”.
In momentary weaknesses
An otherwise strong personality having a moment of weakness, then building themselves back up is
extremely endearing.
Women love it as well in men, as it’s the type of byronic man that only needs a bit of their “fixing”,
which hopefully will make him dependent on him as they get to keep an overall awesome guy.
When it shows an emotional, human side
Vulnerability can show our human, emotional side.
Again, women love it, especially when it comes from a man who seemed always so strong and in
control.
Here is The Godfather:
When both are sharing vulnerability, it deepens your bond
When both partners are opening and sharing their hearts, opening up will increase trust, bonding, and
intimacy.
To gain trust and make others open up
Revealing a weakness first can be a strategic move to make people comfortable and help them open
up.
Especially when people seem to put up a wall you, revealing your weakness first can be the best way
to show that you provide a welcoming and open environment where to share without judgment.
When both feel the same weakness
Have you heard of the impostor syndrome?
You have impostor syndrome when you feel like you aren’t good enough to be where you are.
But that’s how most people feel! And when you share a weakness that most other people feel -and
most will-, then it will indeed make you look braver and more courageous.
When your vulnerability doesn’t stop you
You know those public speakers who say “my knees are shaking and I’m super nervous” and yet they
look like they own the stage?
That’s the type of vulnerability people love.
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Make yourself the kind of person delivers and people will love you for your weaknesses and honest
vulnerability.
In supportive, intimate close relationships of equals
Finally, let’s admit it: a relationship where you can really be yourself is awesome. If you develop that
kind of relationship with your partner, then be your vulnerable self.
However, these relationships should be partnerships of equals.
If he or, more rarely, she is the leader of the relationship, too much vulnerability on the leader side
will result in a decrease of admiration and respect.
Don’t get angry at me for saying it. Don’t hate the players. And actually, don’t hate the game either.
That’s just the way it is. That’s just the way we’re wired.
In “scorched earth” power moves
What’s this?
Well, see check the power dictionary for a definition, and see here an example:
Vulnerability to checkmate an aggressive superior

SUMMARY
Vulnerability in the sense of “showing up” and “risking embarrassment” is a worthwhile pursuit and
it will empower you.
You cannot achieve success without risking failure. And learning to overcome embarrassment as
quickly as possible will make you so much stronger.
This article is not telling you to avoid vulnerability.
You will gain by developing good friendships where you can be as honest as possible.
And you can probably gain by welcoming more vulnerability in your close relationships.
This article tells you that there are many misuses of vulnerability that will not help you but harm you.
And hiding vulnerability in the right moments and places will make you more powerful and effective.
Vulnerability is a tool.
And as for most tools, a blanket application makes no sense. Understanding it and using it in the right
situations instead will serve you well.
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Does She Like Me? 35 Proven Signs of Attraction (W/ Pictures)
November 29, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
She doesn’t like me…
She likes me…
Oh God, does she like me yes or not?
Do you know the old game of ripping petals off of a flower to decide?
via GIPHY
Well, you don’t need to play that game anymore.
By the end of this article, you will learn all the proven signs of attraction.
Contents
1. She listens to you with her head sideways
2. She asks you lots of questions
3. She is very interested in what you say
4. Holds her head on her hand
5. She laughs at your terrible jokes
6. She Shows Signs of Preening
7. Acts like a baby
8. She finds ways to spend more (alone) time with you
9. She handles cockblocks for you
10. She protects herself
11. She moves backward while looking at you
12. She is angry… But she’s actually horny
13. She draws attention to your nether region
14. She draws attention to her erogenous zones
15. She shows her neck
16. She touches you
17. She makes you horny: sexual tease
18. She jokes a lot with you
19. She is nervous
20. She asks you if you have a girlfriend
21. She tells you of her relationship woes
22. She asks you if you know any single guy
23. She tells you of her ideal guy… Who sounds a lot like you
24. She comments on your pictures and statuses
25. She hints you two should spend time together
26. She gets physically close
27. She asks your friends about you
28. She’s available for you
29. She tells you how good you look
30. She lets you know she is single
31. She texts you a lot
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32. She sends you long texts
33. She sends you her pictures
34. She drunk-text you
35. She looks down, then up
Does she like me? More Cues She does
Theory of Female Signaling
Elicit Real Signs of Attraction
Warning: Move Quick When She Likes You
Summary

1. She listens to you with her head sideways
Allan Pease, author of the seminal book “The Definitive Book of Body Language” says that reclining
one’s head is a sign of attraction.
It’s also a sign of rapt interest and, by showing her neck, a is a sign of submissiveness.
Not only she is intent in listening to you, but is she acknowledging your (intellectual) power over her.

2. She asks you lots of questions
If she asks you lots of questions she is either trying to tell you “I like you” or she needs to make up
her mind about you.
How tell which from which?
Differentiate between the two:
1. Questions about your stories, opinions and whatever random stuff pops in her mind
2. Questions about you, your past, your possessions, your exes
If the former, especially if looking at you with puppy eyes, enlarged pupils and, a slight smile and
while leaning at you: she likes you. And she is already fantasizing about you.
If the latter, she is weighing you up for a relationship but first she wants to make sure you meet the
criteria.
Either way, lots of questions are a good sign for you.

3. She is very interested in what you say
Don’t flatter yourself: you might not be the most interesting person in the world.
And that’s great news!
Because with her attention she is trying to let you know that she wants something more than your
sweet-sounding words.
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4. Holds her head on her hand
Imagine a position where she holds her head on one hand -picture below- or on both her hands
together.
It’s as if she were putting her goods in display.
She says “here is my face, here are my lips… You may kiss them”.
And later maybe you may get to kiss different lips :).

5. She laughs at your terrible jokes
Unless you’re being a clown, a woman laughing at your jokes and teasing is a strong sign of
attraction.
Some men confuse laughing.
Anton W, author of “The Manual: What Women Want” says that many men confuse laughing. it’s a
myth, he says, that women love men who make them laugh. It’s the other way around: they laugh at
men they already want to have sex with.
Whichever way you see it, her laughter gives you a strong sign that yes, she likes you.

6. She Shows Signs of Preening
If you are at a bar or in any other gathering where you can approach her, she will show preening
behavior if she likes.
What’s “preening”?
It’s prepping herself up and “showing the goods”, such as:
Straightens up emphasizing her breasts
Tilts her hips to show her curves
Hikes up her skirt and shows her legs
Adjust her clothes
Fix her hair
Applying make-up or lipstick (especially if while looking at you)

7. Acts like a baby
Whenever one gender regresses and plays the baby, it’s a sign of strong intimate bond.
And sometimes, a willingness to be dominated.
When women act like babies with you, it’s a sign that they want big daddy to take care of them ;).
Baby behavior includes:
Giggling
“Escaping” from you
Covering her face
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Hide and seek games
Acting out
Peekaboo games

8. She finds ways to spend more (alone) time with you
One of the most powerful -and helpful- signs of attraction is when she’s helping you move the
interaction forward.
And the more intimate that time is, the stronger the sign is.
That includes:
Moves you somewhere secluded
She stays when her friends leave
Tells her friends she’s cool with you
Refuses the obligatory “girlfriends going to the bathroom together thing” to stay with you
At that point, you don’t need to wonder “does she like me”, because she is communicating to you,
loud and clear, that she does.
So get moving, because attraction has an expiration date and you must strike while it’s hot.

9. She handles cockblocks for you
You don’t need to worry about cockblockers with more assertive women who like you.
Because they will be doing it for you.
This is basically another form of being alone with you, and sends an even stronger message because
she is willing to fend external threats to make it happen.
And that’s a strong statement of attraction.
See an example from 500 Days of Summer:
So don’t be an idiot and don’t even engage the cockblocker: she’s already cast her vote and you’ve
been elected ?

10. She protects herself
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This might sound counter-intuitive, so hear me out.
While the more confident an assertive women will open their bodies, the more submissive and
reserved ones might close it.
This is nothing but another sign of submissiveness.
It’s as if she were saying:
“you’re the dominant one here, go gentle on me”.
Now when you see this sign of attraction, you gotta be careful: it might be a positive sign, but it can
also be she is generally submissive, or also possible, it can also mean that she is attracted, but not
yet comfortable..
If she likes you, you can probably get together by pushing it a bit, but to be even safer -and make her
feel safer!- talk a bit more. Connect with her a bit more.
Then, as soon as you notice her opening up and smiling more, you can make your move.

11. She moves backward while looking at you
Similar to above, she is re-enacting a dominant-dominated dynamics that usually end up in bed.
Go on the assault brother, she wants you in.

12. She is angry… But she’s actually horny
When women are horny but are not getting the cigar, so to speak, they often get cattier as well.
So when you see:
Fake angry, but can’t hold smiling when you tease them
Angry for not apparent reason
Then it can easily be because they like you.
Another strong indicator of sexual chemistry is when you sexually tease them, or jokingly objectify
them, and they get fake-angry. But they’re actually glad you’re doing it.
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Case in point:
Sometimes, there can be a fine line between anger, excitement, aggression and sex. If you want to
enjoy some speedy seduction and steamy sex, you have to learn how to walk that tight rope.

13. She draws attention to your nether region
I remember many years ago, sitting on the couch at my place with a Kazakh girl (I seem to
remember) beside me.
She was nervous and exhibiting closed body language. So I thought to take it easy and slow.
Then she crunched over, analyzing and commenting on how great my belt buckle was.
That’s when I realized I was taking it too easy :).
She doesn’t care about your jeans, belt or buckle my friend… She cares about unbuckling.
Or, well, lemme fix that: hopefully you have nice clothes and she also likes your belt. And what’s
lying beneath ?
Any other similar situation in which a girl is drawing attention to your nether region, it’s a glaring
sign that she likes you (sexually) and you gotta get moving.

14. She draws attention to her erogenous zones
As we mentioned earlier, while more reserved women close down, more assertive and sexually
confident women open up instead.
And that can include pointing to the erogenous zones of her body.
They might touch her uncovered bellies complaining about the cold, fix their decollete… Or let a
hand hang right between her legs.
Catch the drift… ?
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15. She shows her neck
Do you like vampires?
You should: most women do.
The act of biting on her neck is more than just a sexual hint: it’s sexually arousing.
Male cats bite female cats on their neck while copulating, and probably so should you from time to
time.
Showing her neck is a sign of attraction because it releases pheromones, says Vanessa von Endwars
in Body Language of Love and Dating. But also because it’s another sign of submissiveness.
She is basically saying “come take a bite”.
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Similar messages are:
Placing a hand on her neck
Running her fingers on her neck

16. She touches you
If while talking she looks at opportunities to touch you, then you have another huge indicator of
interest.
For example:
Laughs and reaches your arm with her hand
Places her hand on you to emphasize a point
Touches your arm (and maybe asks if you’ve been working out ?
Here is an example from Crazy, Stupid, Love:
Another powerful sign of attraction within a group is when a girl gets up to go to the bathroom or get
another drink, and she touches you briefly.
That’s the equivalent of saying “I’m going to come back to you”.

17. She makes you horny: sexual tease
Some women, the master seductresses among them, are masters of the sexual tease.
The sexual tease is basically telling him:
I might be ready for it… Will you be man enough to come take it?
That’s the kind of sexual provocation the top coquettes go for.
It’s like waving the red flag in front of the bull.
When you find yourself horny in a way that you’d like to f*ck her hard, almost as if to deliver
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punishment, then you know you’re dealing with a master coquette.
Don’t go thinking it will always be as obvious as Sharon Stone crossing her legs. I mean, it might be,
but more frequently it will be something like this:
Raising her eyebrows
Slightly wetting her lips
Touching the side of your leg, below your belt
Flashing one eyebrow only
Notice the slight tease of this win, pure sexual tease:

18. She jokes a lot with you
Similar to the sexual tease, but with less sex.
As much as guys flirt with women they like, so women flirt with men they like.

19. She is nervous
You might think that men are the only nervous ones asking “does she like me”.
But women equally obsess over “does he like me”.
And if you spot signs of nervousness, chances are that she likes you. A lot…
You will see this one especially from younger women, inexperienced women, and women who think
you’re out of their league.
If that’s the case, you have to put her at ease, let her feel that yes, she has a shot with you because
you like her too.
And, ideally, seal the deal ASAP.

20. She asks you if you have a girlfriend
Oh boy, this is a big sign of attraction.
Any girl who asks about your relationship status is interested in changing that relationship status.
Never answer this question with a joke such as “nah, girls don’t want me”. Women get worried at
that one instead of laughing and you will break the mood.
Instead, avoid answering too directly and hint that you might be free. Especially tonight, if she wants
to come back to your just for a drink.. ;).

21. She tells you of her relationship woes
In this case, you are either her good pal friend… Or she wants you to replace her boyfriend.
As long as he’s not completely asexual, chances are that sexual chemistry will increase when she
complains -and maybe cries- of her current relationship. That’s how some women end up having sex
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with friends and sometimes even gay friends.
Basically, 8/10 a woman complaining about her boyfriend is really bad news… For her boyfriend.
And a strong sign of attraction for you.

The biggest sign being, of course, when she sends you a message out of the blue saying her
relationship is going very badly. That’s like saying “I need rebound sex”.

22. She asks you if you know any single guy
Women don’t usually ask men to make intros.
If she asking you for a friend of yours she is actually asking about you.

23. She tells you of her ideal guy… Who sounds a lot like you
If she tells you about her ideal and said ideal guy sounds a lot like you, then you don’t need to ask
yourself “does she like me”.
She is basically telling you.
Now, guess where I’m from..

24. She comments on your pictures and statuses
Usually, it’s men who do this -and do it all wrong of course-. And when it’s women who do it to you,
it’s a big sign she is interested in you.
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25. She hints you two should spend time together
People don’t ask to spend time with people they don’t like.
So any time a woman hints to spending time together, especially the two of you of them alone, that’s
a strong sign of attraction.
It can be a coffee, lunch, or a request for help because “you’re so knowledgeable” about something.
They’re all signs that she is helping you move the interaction forward.
An example from the movie The Terminal here (and raise your hand if you’d gladly take that
opportunity with Catherine Zeta Jones):

26. She gets physically close
Space among humans is an interesting phenomenon.
The individual who gets more space can either communicate dominance or… Dislike if the people
move away because they don’t like them.
In dating, if you get close or lean in and she doesn’t back away, she is communicating both comfort
and attraction.
Same if she is looking for opportunities to get close to you, hug you and touch you.
Especially telling are all situations where sexually erogenous areas come in direct contact. Pressing
her breasts against you, or crotch her against your leg for example. All signs she’s excited by you.

27. She asks your friends about you
People don’t ask about people they don’t like.
If a girl is asking your friends about you, she likes you.
Sometimes, she will try to hide her feelings though because she’s actually happy to let you wonder
“does she like me”. And she will try to gather intel about you “under the radar”:

28. She’s available for you
If she’s always available to talk, hang out, or text, there is little wondering “does she like me”,
because it’s clear that she does.

29. She tells you how good you look
I cannot count the number of men I’d like to slap in the head when they ask me if a girl is into them
and they tell me that the girl is complimenting their looks.
Heck! She is telling you she likes you, what else does the poor girl have to do?
Of course, she might play the “we’re still friends” cards if you’re really friends, but she still likes
you. So keep going.
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This is what a girl was telling a guy who was asking me for advice:
Her: You’re such a handsome guy
Her: (talking about a girl he had started seeing) You can do better than her
Her: (talking about her interest in engaging her vagina a bit more) Ah, I have spiderwebs
down here
Her: I like a guy who slams me against the wall
And he asked me what he should do with her…
Here is a tip: if she is telling you what she likes, maybe you should try doing that.

30. She lets you know she is single
Women who tell you they are single do it for two reasons:
1. They feel bad about it and need to get it off their chest
2. They want you to change their relationship status (and get their clothes off their chest)
More often than not it’s the second.

31. She texts you a lot
She texts you a lot and often writes first.
This is a big sign of attraction, and you should move the conversation ASAP from texting to in
person. And from in-person to your place.

32. She sends you long texts
The length of texts is an indicator of investment which, in turn, is an indicator of interest.
And a woman who is investing you is doing so hoping you do the same. If you like her, don’t stand
there wondering “does she like me”, invest back in her and escalate investment together towards bed
-and maybe a relationship-.

33. She sends you her pictures
She sends you hot pictures of herself -or pictures she deems as hot anyway-.
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It’s possible that she asks you what do you think of said pictures. Even sneakier -and funnier- if she
sends you made up pictures and says “just woke up”.
If you want to get together with her, don’t fawn on her picture but don’t ignore them either (like I’ve
done in the picture above).
Show appreciation or, alternatively, you can go the sexual way and tell her “you don’t know what I’d
do to you know”. The risk though is that she will feel like she “has you” and that you have nothing
better to do than sexting. And sexting is not a high-value man pastime.

34. She drunk-text you
There is a saying in Latin:
In vino veritas
Meaning “in wine lies truth”. And if she’s she inebriated the truth is this: she thinks about you.
Any drunk or high texting, and possibly even fake excuses of drunk-dialing, they are all major signs
that she likes you.

35. She looks down, then up
Looking at you and then down is a sign of attraction and, again, a sign that she is submitting to you
and recognizing your leadership.
Angelina Jolie does it often when she mixes together the coyness and the vixen:
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Does she like me? More Cues She does
More verbal and nonverbal cues that signal attraction:
Looking over raised shoulder
Talks to her friends but looks over at you
Speaks to her phone loudly when you’re near (a nervous reaction she tries to get your attention)
Talk to her phone while she’s looking at you
Looks at you sideways
Tags her jewelry while looking at your or speaking to you (especially the necklace)
Dangle her shoes, going in and out with her feet (mimicking another in and out)
Goes up and down with her hand on the glass or the stem of the glass (seen this twice, always
ended up well)
Look at a similar example here, fondling with a pen:
Great and realistic scene. Also notice how she walks backward and “protects” herself. Read more in
“dominance and seduction” and “leadership and seduction“.
Invades your personal space (she wants to get physically closer)
Shows the inner side of her wrists or arms
Caresses herself
Feet pointing towards you
Pupils dilate
Looks up to you
Mirrors your body language
Strikes poses (wants to be admired and to increase her value in your eyes)
Shows off her goodies (straightens up, show her leg or her breast)
Asks you if you have a condom (she’s agreed to sex, just want to have it safe)

Theory of Female Signaling
Some women, the more assertive daters, will try to make it easy for him to guess.
This is a good strategy and the only mistake that can happen is that she thinks her signs are obvious
but she won’t catch them.
It happens more times than people think, and it will help him to increase his social intelligence and
body language reading skills.
Some other women who read on women’s dating literature instead get schooled on “feigning
disinterest” in an effort to make him chase -an often bad idea by the way-.
In this case, he must focus on reading indirect signals, eliciting those signals and, sometimes, just try
his hand and “risk” rejection.
This guide presents both direct and indirect signals, helping you in both cases.
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Elicit Real Signs of Attraction
Finally, instead of wondering “does she like me” and reading body language and hints like a
detective, try to elicit those signs.
Help her like you!
The how is not difficult, it’s simply about the courage of actually doing it.
Here is how:
Ask her out. If she says yes, she likes you
Ask her to do something for you. If she does, she likes you
Ask her to come home with you. If she says yes, she likes you
Kiss her, and if she kisses you back she likes you.
Start undressing her, and if she helps you, she likes you
Have sex with her, and if she does, she likes you
Say yes when she pressures you for a relationship, which is, you guessed it, another sign that
she likes you

Warning: Move Quick When She Likes You
Have you ever wondered why women don’t stay stuck in the friend-zone?
Women are not as patient as men.
They are also less idealistic and romantic: pragmatism is more their approach to dating.
Women don’t get stuck in the periphery waiting for men because they have a bigger reproductive
imperative to obey.
Their biological clock is stricter and their attitude when they like a man is this:
Sh*t or get off the pot
Or, if you prefer:
Do me or someone else who doesn’t waste time will
Women won’t wait for you forever.
You are much better off with a rejection than standing there and trying to read her signs.
So get moving :).

Summary
Reading the signs of attraction requires a good knowledge of body language and emotional
intelligence.
Don’t forget though that the biggest priority is making yourself into a man who elicits signs of
attraction.
Such as, becoming a high-value, attractive man.
Then, you can start enjoying more and more signs of attractions coming your way. This post helps
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you read and internalize all the signs of attraction so that you will never have to wonder again “does
she like me”.
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Stop Whining About Hypergamy (& Do This Instead)
December 1, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Female hypergamy is all the rage these days in the manosphere.
And, if you allow me the pun, it seems like men can’t rage enough about it.
Well, they’re not totally wrong.
Hypergamy is a fundamental, innate female drive, and it heavily influences how women date and
operate in the sexual marketplace, as well as attraction in long-term relationships.
Yet, hypergamy is often misunderstood.
So this article explains what hypergamy truly is, what hypergamy means to you, and how you can use
it.
There are no hypergamy-driven harems in the West
Contents
What’s Hypergamy: A Definition
Hypergamy & (Dating) Power
Hypergamy and Monogamy
Does Hypergamy Apply to Wealth or Genes?
Hot Bodies & Fat Wallets: She Wants it All
Hot Abs VS Resources: Which Wins?
Are Men Less Hypergamous?
Does Hypergamy Lead to Cheating?
Who Gets Cheated?
How to Pick a Safe Partner
Why You Mustn’t Worry About Hypergamy
Thanks God for Hypergamy
High Status: The Hypergamy Slayer
SUMMARY

What’s Hypergamy: A Definition
The dictionary of power dynamics defines female hypergamy as:
Female hypergamy is the pursuit and/or attraction felt for males of a higher class, income or
social status
Some people deny hypergamy or try to frame it as a misogynistic construct.
Well, these commentators are wrong.
Hypergamy is real, it makes obvious sense from an evolutionary point of view, and it has been
proven by countless studies and data points (just as an example, Buss, 2008)
Denying hypergamy means not understanding the very basics of human nature.
However, some manosphere communities only focus on female hypergamy, while hypergamy also
exists in men.
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Male Hypergamy Is Looks-Based
Male hypergamy has been tested and proven (Buston and Emlen, 2003).
But this is a case of a study confirming what you can see in your everyday life. You just need to look
around to see male hypergamy in effect: men want attractive women. Best of all, more attractive
women than they are, and more than one of them.
That’s the male hypergamy.
Hell, it’s male hypergamy that built our civilization (see forum entry)!
Just look at how hard many men work to climb dominance hierarchies and accumulate resources.
Men work harder than women to actualize their own hypergamy.
Indeed driven men, too, seek partners who are “better than they are”, albeit that “better” most often
means “better looking” from a physical perspective.
In simple terms:
Male hypergamy trade status, power, and resources for looks. Female hypergamy trade looks
for status, power, and resources.
Let’s dig deeper.

Hypergamy & (Dating) Power
Let’s imagine society as a big pyramid.
Actually, let’s draw two big pyramids:
At the bottom sit the people with the least status, looks and resources.
Hypergamy (and biology) dictates that at the lowest level of the pyramid, bottom women have far
more power than bottom men because men are happy with same-status women. But women, well…
They don’t get too excited with their fellow low value man men :).
In the middle of the pyramid, women still have more power than middle layers men.
Overall women, being the demand in the sexual marketplace, have more power when it comes to
dating and relationships.
However, at the top, the power relation inverts and men become more powerful.
Top men become more powerful -by far more powerful-.
In terms of potential for attracting mates, for men, power and resources matter more than looks to get
to the top of the pyramid.
Few if any model can out-fuck an average looking tycoon -possibly even an ugly one-.
This all goes back to biology.
Since men don’t have to wait for almost a year to reproduce again, they can impregnate several
women a day. In the case of ancient kings and some modern-day tycoons, that’s exactly what
happens.
Women instead carry the full burden of procreation both in time and resources. Men can take care of
their offspring, but women must. This means that women are far more concerned with securing help
and resources than men.
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And that, my friends, is the core of female hypergamy.
In environments were either help or resources are scarce, hypergamy gets a huge boost, and she will
gladly queue for some top dog mate (however, as we will see later, we are not living in such an
environment today).

Hypergamy and Monogamy
Evolutionary psychology is clear:
From a reproductive point of view and in society with vast differences in resources, it’s best
for a woman to be the 10th wife of a king than the first wife of a king (Kanazawa and
Miller, 2007).
It means that strict monogamy reduces the power of highly attractive and successful men.
Because that super top guy could otherwise freely and openly have his own harem.
Monogamy can increase the power of attractive women, because there will be lots of pressure on his
highly successful male counterpart to commit to her (plus the legal system helps her in case of
separation).
Monogamy is also good for average men, because average women will spend less time eyeing highquality men whom, on average, end up with high-quality women.
And for very poor quality men?
Well, those fare poorly in almost any relationship system.
However, the institution per se does not have unlimited power. Institutions and laws follow culture
more than the other way around. And it’s more the distribution of resources which influence
hypergamy and monogamy.
And it functions like this: the more skewed the distribution of resources is, the higher hypergamy
pays off and becomes the norm.
On the other hand, the more well spread the resources are, the less hypergamy fuels women. In that
case, women prefer having a guy just for them and similarity and “love” strengthen monogamy albeit humans rarely are 100% monogamous anyway, and especially not men-.

Does Hypergamy Apply to Wealth or Genes?
Warning: some theory ahead.
Animals differ on “male parental investment“, such as how much males invest in their partners and in
helping raise the children.
Human males are around the middle of the scale when it comes to male parental investment. They
don’t invest as much as women, but they invest quite a bit.
This is crucial to understand dating and hypergamy.
In nature, the female of species who cannot expect any help from the male counterparts only mate
based on genes (ie.: looks, physique, prowess, cunning and any other attractive trait).
Meaning: when women cannot get any help to raise offspring, they mate based on genes and
attraction.
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But attention now, this is also crucial: attraction is not simply what she likes but, in big part, also
what other women seem to like.
Why?
Because she wants offspring that can also easily find mate to further procreate.
Thus, female attraction is highly social: what she likes is heavily influenced by what other women
seem to like. This is why there is also a strong cultural element on what women (and men alike) find
or don’t find attractive. Looks are a proxy for how likely it is that he -and in turn, his children- is able
to impregnate other women.
But now the hypergamic twist.
Some male species do help females raise children. When that’s the case, females who can expect help
from males also screen men on his resources and the availability of those resources. Commitment is
the measure of the availability of those resources.
This is true for human females, who seek proofs of love and caring as a sign of commitment.
Women are not just attracted to resources per se, but also to behaviors which are likely to lead to
power and resources such as drive, dominance, strength, intelligence, etc.
We can speculate that one of the reasons why women don’t like men whose lives revolve around
them is because those men are less likely to climb dominance hierarchies and amass resources (ie.:
too focused on them means less focused on other life endeavors).

Hot Bodies & Fat Wallets: She Wants it All
What we explained above means that, in humans, women seek both good genes (in part represented
by good looks) and abundant resources (money and the social status that helps get those resources).
Some authors speculate that women pursue two different and separate dating strategies in the sexual
marketplace: good genes from sexy men and resources from rich men.
There is some evidence that indeed some women are more likely to copulate outside of their
committed relationship when they’re at their peak of fertility, which might suggest a strategy to get
resources from her stable partner and better -or simply diverse- genes.
However, the two strategies are not different and do not run in parallel. A woman seeks both, and
she’ll be happiest with both good genes and plenty of resources.
That doesn’t mean she won’t cheat at all when she’s with a handsome, rich and powerful man: there
is always an advantage in genetic diversity. But it means that she is much less likely to cheat when he
has lots of resources, great genes or both -there is an overlap between the two anyway-.

Hot Abs VS Resources: Which Wins?
When she cannot have both, studies suggest that women give more weight to status than looks.
When the status is similar, or when the status is more difficult to glean -as it’s often the case in rich
western societies-, they prefer looks.
Of course, there are many influences at play, including her temporal frame -short term VS long term-,
and the environment.
In dire environments with few resources, resources take center stage.
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In environments with evenly distributed resources, as some developed countries are, looks will fare
comparatively better.
This is (probably) one of the reasons you hear a lot of rich-country girls saying they don’t care about
money -sometimes partially lying anyway- but you don’t hear it nearly as often from women in
poorer countries.

Are Men Less Hypergamous?
Evolution shaped women to be hypergamous because it’s good for them.
And for the species.
And, in the meanwhile, do you think that men just stayed put, evolution not shaping men to seek
what’s best for them?
Of course not.
As we’ve mentioned, hypergamy also applies to men.
However, it might be true that men are less hypergamous than women, at least when it comes to sex
and relationships.
This is because:
1. Men can still gain from sex with lower SMV women: this is because of a disparity in casual
sex returns between the two genders. Most men are happy to have sex with lots of women,
including less attractive ones
2. Men care less about women’s resources: since men don’t get “stuck” with the baby, feeding
that baby can egoistically be “not their problem”
3. Lower value women are less likely to stray: men tend to be more comfortable with women
who are “less” than they are in a relationship since these women are easier to control and are
less likely to stray (read the science of cheating here).
And here is the video version of this passage:
So, obviously, it’s not like men care less about her money or status because they are “nicer” or “less
manipulative”.
Men and women simply have different incentives, including different opportunities for cheating and
manipulation.
Men have developed equally self-serving strategies than women have, so don’t uses hypergamy to
hate on women. Hate the game, if you want, but not the players.
Or, much better, simply learn to enjoy the game and the players.

Does Hypergamy Lead to Cheating?
I often had the feeling that Red Pill authors talking about hypergamy are driven by fear.
The fear of being cheated on.
And some people who write about dating and seduction actually stoke that fear with bad information.
Some blogs, and even some (slightly more) scholarly books such as Sperm Wars, use the often
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misquotes statistic that “30% of children are not fathered by their partners”.
It’s not a made-up number, it has some research behind. See the 25% and 30% studies, for example.
However, the numbers are cherry-picked and misleading.
These publications quote statics such as the ones from fathers who tested their children because they
doubted their paternity. Obviously, that’s either silly or in bad faith because it’s not a representative
sample (also read How to Lie With Statistics).
Fear sells well after all, and it works to create communities. The gold old ingroup VS outgroup, with
the outgroup being mean and untrustworthy and “us” being good, you know.
But back to us now: what about actual researches?
Michael Gilding estimates the non-paternity rates at between 0.7% and 2%.
Other estimates, in the cases of fathers who are confident of being the actual fathers, it ranges from
1.9% to 2.9%.
Let’s say that, on the overall population, it’s from 1% to 3%. Can be lower if you feel secure with
your spouse. And much higher, around 1 out of 3, if you’re not sure (but watch out you’re not being
paranoid).
Now don’t get me wrong, these are still high numbers in my opinion, but they’re far from the scaremongering, finger pointing and slut-shaming of some manosphere authors.
Bottom line:
Non-paternity events are real.
But not nearly as bad as some authors suggest.
As a matter of fact, it’s more likely that it will be the man to cheat and not the woman. Especially if
he is high status.

Who Gets Cheated?
Studies show that it’s men from the lower classes who get cheated the most.
And that makes sense from a hypergamy perspective: women seek men from higher social classes.
And men from lower classes simply have a lot more men who score higher than them.
So here is your first clue about not being cheated: to reduce your risk of cheating, be a high-status
man.
Well respected theories in evolutionary psychology also postulate that women who cheat are
sometimes after better genes -the “sexy son” hypothesis-.
So being smart, handsome, athletic, healthy, etc. etc. also helps-.
Researchers point out that higher risks of non-paternity also happen in non-married couples, couples
who are often physically distant and couples with concurrent partners (no shit Sherlock, eh? :).

How to Pick a Safe Partner
Now women, helped by our current PC society, have a nice method to confuse their tracks. The new
shield is this: we’re all the same, and if you hint at classifying women as lower or higher quality,
you’re sexist, racist or bigot.
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Of course, bigotry has nothing to do with it.
And as much as there are high quality women and lower quality women, so there are women who are
more likely to cheat and women who are less likely to cheat.
And yes, some women -and some personalities- cheat more than others. Party girls and women whose
parents cheated, for example, are at higher risk.
I have written extensively on infidelity, and if you’re interested in finding a loyal partner, start from
here:
How to find a loyal partner

Why You Mustn’t Worry About Hypergamy
Hypergamy will never go to zero.
But there are many factors that limit its influence.
In brief, they are:
Rich societies decrease hypergamy: The comfortable life and holidays that women have in
many Western societies alleviate the need of marrying up for many Western women. That’s
why Western women always say to prioritize love over money
Socialist governments decrease hypergamy: since women’s basic needs are met by the state,
she doesn’t as badly to rely on richer / more powerful men (Ghodsee, 2018)
Homogamy offsets hypergamy: Homogamy is the tendency to marry partners who, in some
important ways, are similar to how we are. There is a litany of researches (Byrne et al., 1966),
to show that individuals prefer to pair up with similar individuals, which is especially true when
women evaluate long term partners (Regan et al., 2000).
Female hypergamy is limited by her own SMV: when it comes to physical beauty, women
know their realistic sexual market value. That means that they don’t necessarily go for the top
of the top. An average girl does not feel like going after a six-packed billionaire or a superstar
because she knows that her chances are slim, sometimes even for just a night.
Female hypergamy is limited by men’s preference: higher status men prefer good looking
women first, but if they have a choice, they also prefer good looking and high-status women.
That’s especially true for more relationship-minded men, and that also somewhat limits
women’s opportunities for sleeping with higher SMV men.
Infatuation decreases hypergamy: women do fall in love. And research shows that women in
love are like wearing blinkers when it comes to other men (Gottman, 2016).
Good relationships protect against hypergamy: spending time in a good relationship
increases social capital, combating the drive for hypergamy (Gottman, 1999).
Her personality: some women are less status-conscious than others, and some women are less
likely to cheat.
Finally, there is this thing called “life”, and serendipity.
A study by Eastwick and Finkel shows that in a speed dating environment there was little overlap
between what women said they wanted and who they ended up with -and same for men-.
I suspect this is not much because of attractiveness, but simply because, you know, people have
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preferences… But then life gets in the way. And they meet a nice gal or boy, or they want to settle
down, or the options are not as good as they hoped.
And cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) kicks in and does the rest: they convince themselves it’s
a great option, and they are happy.
A VW Golf is enough for most women – and all 90% of men can afford one in the West

Thanks God for Hypergamy
The above mitigating factors do not completely cancel out women’s hypergamy.
Yes, in the end, she wants a great man.
And she’ll be happier with a somewhat higher value man.
And thanks God!
What kind of a woman, and what kind of a future mother would she be if she didn’t try to maximize
her returns?
If you’re not OK with that, you can find a few women with little hypergamic drive in the world.
I can even tell you where to find them.
They’re often at McDonald’s and KFC. And stay away from universities if you wanna meet them:
they dropped out of high school. They also love watching TV, and got 2 kids from the local
crackhead.
Be my guest.

High Status: The Hypergamy Slayer
Guys shouldn’t focus too much on hypergamy.
To begin with, because they can’t control it.
Second, because it does not matter that much in most Western countries. And third, because it makes
them come across as insecure.
Case in point:
Learn what it is, know how and it works, and then go on doing your thing: working on yourself, and
being the best man you can be.
Because here is the clincher: high-status men like hypergamy.
They can get laid a ton thanks to hypergamy.
And even if they decide to be relationship guys, hypergamy keeps their women loyal.

SUMMARY
The female hypergamy is a hot topic in Red Pill circles.
But I find it discussed with a little too much misogyny and with too little science.
Plenty of data and research suggest that women do like men who are “better” than them: hypergamy
is real.
And it’s also real in men.
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But since both are constrained by their own sexual market value, boys and girls often date each other
around the same value. And since nature developed pair bonding to make us stick together for a
while, they often also end up falling in love and sometimes even being happy together (for a while).
If you haven’t noticed, the majority of men do end up with a woman after all. And most of them
father their own children.
Bottom line:
Focus on becoming a high-status man who can profit from hypergamy instead of becoming a
man who complains about it.
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How To Text a Girl: 3-Texts Process to Get Dates
December 2, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Ever met a girl you liked…
… And she never replied to your texts?
Don’t worry, you’re not alone.
And this article will teach how to text a girl to get dates.
Contents
1. Set The Date in Person
2. Send an Ice-Breaker Text
2. Second Text + Date
3. Confirm The Date Text
How to Text a Girl: Special Tricks
1. Ask Her if She’s Safely Back Home
2. Make a Small Change to Assume The Confirmation
3. Straight to Date Text
When to Text Her: Timeline
How to Text Her In Difficult Situations
1. She Replies But It Goes Nowhere
2. If She Proposes Alternatives: Refuse
3. When There Is No Time: Push
4. If She Flirts, Don’t Go Caveman
5. If She’s “Spontaneous”: Cut That Crap
5. If She Blows Up: Good!
6. What If She Cancels The Date?
What to Text When She Doesn’t Reply
Calls VS Text
The Texting Commandments
Summary

1. Set The Date in Person
This is about how to text girls, not “how to ask girls out via text”.
Why not?
Because there is an easier, more effective way. And that’s the good old “in-person” way.
via GIPHY
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2. Send an Ice-Breaker Text
You will send the first text a few hours after having met her, and ideally within the same day. If
you’re busy and you forget, just do it ASAP as soon as you remember.
The very first text you will send is a simple “nice to meet you” type of text.
It serves a few key functions:
Breaks the texting ice
Opens the new communication channel
Reminds her your name
Saves your number in her phone (if she hasn’t done in front of you)
Simple and effective. Plus the comment on her dog invites a further reply

First Text Examples
Here are a few first texts examples:
Nice meeting you X –(your_name)
Pleasure running into you X, I hope Y (whatever she was doing) went well ? –(your_name)
Nice meeting you X, save my number –(your_name)
A quick mention on the last one: you will use it when she hasn’t saved your number in front of you.
When that’s the case, this message has the great advantage of her following your lead: exactly the
type of relationship you want.
Otherwise, I like the second a lot. It’s short and considerate at the same time, and often elicits a
response.

2. Second Text + Date
The second text that you will send her will:
Show you remember her
Tell something more about you
Possibly ask for the date already
Overall, confirm that you’re a well-adjusted man
The structure is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write her name
Ask and/or comment about what she said (her weekend or plans)
Add some information about you (possibly something interesting)
Move to schedule the date

If you can make her 3 & 4 consequential great (ie.: I tried this amazing coffee place, when are you
free so I can show it to you), but it doesn’t necessarily have to.
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Second Text Examples
You: Hey Jane, how are you, I hope your Sunday zoo turned out awesome! Did you see the
pandas? :D. I left early Friday and then worked all weekend, daaamn. Only positive: being
productive feels good! :).
On our coffe, how’s your schedule this week? Except of Monday and Wednesday I’m open
so far, lemme know your free days and we’ll set it up.
Make her part of the text match your part (or your part slightly longer is OK)
Balance “I” with “You”
Don’t be afraid to make your 2nd text this slightly longer

3. Confirm The Date Text
One of the biggest rookie’s mistake is to believe that just because someone said something, it’s going
to happen.
Instead, on the day of the date, send her a text to confirm the appointment is still on. I usually do so in
the morning if the date is in the evening.

Date Day Text Example
Something like:
You: Hey Vivian, I wanted to quickly confirm for today. See you at 7pm at Subway X
At the time of writing this guide, I’m not 100% sure which one of the two options to recommend you.
The first is more dominant and some girls like it.
But to some other girls, it can feel annoying that you’re dictating and taking her time for granted
without taking them into consideration.

How to Text a Girl: Special Tricks
These are some good psychological tools that will increase your chance of meeting up:

1. Ask Her if She’s Safely Back Home
Here a simple, neat trick to increase the chances she will reply to your text by ten folds: ask her if she
has gotten safely back home.
This is an extremely helpful technique because whether she replies or not to your first text makes a
huge difference.
You will indeed few women who haven’t replied to your first text.
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2. Make a Small Change to Assume The Confirmation
One issue with setting up dates in person and then confirming via text is that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Time passes and things (and emotions) change
She might not write the date down on her calendar
People are not very likely to stick to oral commitments
Written commitment have much higher follow-through rates

How do you use this information to make sure your date sticks? Well, here’s the trick that I use:
Send her a text changing the time of the meet
Then ask her “OK for you”?
It will do a few great things for you:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remind her of the meeting in written form
Make her confirm in written form
Show you’re busy and in demand (many demands on your time)
Let her follow your lead once again

You change the time in an insignificant amount, like half an hour, so that it won’t make any real
difference, but that will reach the above four goals.
Alternatively, if changing time even by a small amount is not possible, send her a text specifying the
exact location. Your goal is to have her confirm that yes, it’s OK.
Something like:
You: Hey Christina, do you know Subway X at all? It has many exits, so let’s make Exit B
Tuesday at 7pm

3. Straight to Date Text
If your first meeting went very well, you can combine the first message into the first greeting and into
the dating confirmation.

When to Text Her: Timeline
When texting a girl properly, timing is everything.
Some elements of timing you can’t control unluckily. You don’t know what she’s doing and
sometimes all it takes is an unanswered text at the wrong time of her day and your chances sink.
However, you shouldn’t worry about what you can’t control. Your task is to maximize your chances,
and this timeline helps you do just that:
You: Pleasure to have made your acquaintance, Jane ? – (your_name)
[3 hour later]
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Her: Great to meet you too L
[16-36 hours later]
You: Hey Jane, how are you, I hope your Sunday zoo turned out awesome! Did you see the
pandas? :D. I left early Friday and then worked all weekend, daaamn. Only positive: I feel
good when being productive :).
On our coffe, how’s your schedule this week? Except of Monday and Wednesday I’m open
so far, lemme know your free days and we’ll set it up.
[30 minutes later]
Her: The pandas were sooooo cute! :D. How about Tuesday evening?
[20 minutes later]
You: Pandas are the best :D. Tuesday is good, let’s say 7pm at X, good for you?
[15 minutes later]
Her: Yes, see you then!
[10 minutes later]
You: Cool, see you Tuesday Jane, I wish you a good night ?
[5 minutes later]
Her: Good night!
[Tuesday, 11 AM]
You: Good morning Jane, I wanted to quickly confirm for later at 7pm, are you still up for
it? See you later.
[20 minutes later]
Her: Yes, see you later, right outside the subway
[5 minutes later]
You: Let’s meet on the square at exit A, it’s easier to find ?
Power Move Note: I never like girls telling me where we should meet, I correct just to take the lead.
Consider doing the same.
[Tuesday, 6:30 PM]
You: Hey Jane, are you on time?
[Tuesday, 6:35 PM]
Her: Just a few minutes late, on the way!
[Tuesday, 11:35 PM]
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You: Hey Jane, I had good time with you, I wish you a good night
[Wednesday, 00:15 AM]
Her: I had a good time with you too, good night!

How to Text Her In Difficult Situations
And now let’s get into what is possibly the most interesting part of this guide. The special situations
and some psychology of texting.

1. She Replies But It Goes Nowhere
When it takes her too long or she gives you nothing: call her. It shows you mean business and will
force her to come up with an answer.
Here is one such example:
And right after the call:

Note: I didn’t use her name in this example. It was my mistake because I hadn’t saved her number
right away and later forgot.

2. If She Proposes Alternatives: Refuse
If she proposes you an alternative to the two of you meeting on a date, think of it this way:
Does it help the two of you getting together, yes or no?
Any time it’s “no”, refuse.
But don’t give up.
See this example:

3. When There Is No Time: Push
There are some situations where you are either leaving the place or she is leaving.
In those situations, it’s do or die, so all the rules on not chasing go out the window and double texting
and pushing are fair game.
In this example, she was leaving in two days, and my “let me know if you can make it” forces her to
say yes or no.
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4. If She Flirts, Don’t Go Caveman
It won’t happen often, but some women will test you a bit with sexual stuff.
My recommendation is that you don’t take the bait here and do not go caveman.
That’s what most guys would do, and they reveal their cards too quickly.
Only escalate sexually on text if you can meet her right away or if you can keep the sexual emotions
riding high for a long time -which is not easy-.
Otherwise, emotions will come crashing down and rarely she’ll be excited to meet you later.
Notice that I don’t let her down by avoiding the topic altogether.
I validate her and give her a reply that makes her feel wanted. But my answer doesn’t go overboard.
It builds a sexual atmosphere but more in a sensual way, without going caveman.
And then goes back to normal.
P.S.: if a girl is talking to you about other men it’s either you are in the friendzone or… She likes
you. If there is sexual chemistry, it’s a strong sign she likes you.
Also read:
Text flirting full guide
And here is a good video on text flirting:

5. If She’s “Spontaneous”: Cut That Crap
Some girls will eventually drop on you the “spontaneous” line. They like being spontaneous or they
will meet you “spontaneously”.
Don’t let them get away with that. Two bad things will happen if you accept it and check back with
them later:
1. You allow them to stall you
2. They get in control of the interaction
3. You chase them when you check in on their “spontaneous” schedule
What to do then?
You pin them down, right there and then, on proper behavior. Proper behavior, of course, is to plan
and make it happen.
If the girl likes you, or often even if she’s uncertain about you, she will like you more right after you
pin her down (of course :).
See a case in point:
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Note: better doing it jokingly than sternly. It’s easy coming across the wrong way in text.
also read:
What “spontaneous” really mean

5. If She Blows Up: Good!
Sometimes you will make a bit too mean of a joke, or she is a little bit too touchy. Or maybe she’s
just very invested in you and what you say matters a lot to her.
Whatever the reason, it’s not an uncommon occurrence that some women can get snippy or even hurl
some insults at you.
Here’s how you handle it:
1. Don’t reply right away (or you look reactive)
2. Let her stew on her mistake (make her fear she alienated you)
3. Do NOT take a step back or apologize
Not too dissimilar from “handling a boss yelling at you“.
However, remember this: anger and sexual excitement are often two sides of the same coin. You
can even piss off women on purpose, but it’s more of an advanced technique.
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However, this is “how to text a girl”, and you cannot release that sexual tension while texting.
Depending on the relationship between you two, you can avoid replying. And depending on how
aggressive she was, you can demand an apology (and if she was really out of order, you should).
In the example below, I realized I had done a mistake: she WAS trying to impress me. So I didn’t
demand an apology but struck a conciliatory tone instead.
However, notice how all the three points above still apply:

6. What If She Cancels The Date?
What if she texts you to cancel the date?
If she cancels in advance and sounds apologetic about it, it’s OK.
Tell her “no problem”, then drop it and call her a few days later to ask how are tings and reschedule.
If she cancels on the same day, without warning you in advance or in a curt manner, I recommend
you do not reply.
And some of them, will turn around:

What to Text When She Doesn’t Reply
If she doesn’t reply you have to go for some scramble therapy.
Here’s a format you can follow:
Day 1: first text
(no reply)
Day 2: second text
(no reply)
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Phone call
After two non replies, you need to change medium. This means call her. If she replies: chit chat and
ask for a date.
But if still no reply:
Switch medium
Go from texts to Whatsapp, or from Whatsapp to texts or to calling.
If still no reply:
“Now or never” last text
In your last text you will say something like:
“hey, I tried to reach you a few times now but I cannot be the only one to make an effort :).
It’s your turn now. If you’re not completely against the idea of a drink, let me know.
All the best,
X
Read more on what to do when she doesn’t reply:
Texts to send when she doesn’t reply

Calls VS Text
The last word on calls VS texts.
When the topic of “how to text a girl” comes up, there are usually two camps: “you don’t text, you
call her”; and “texting is better”
As usual, I am of the opinion that any black and white is wrong most of the times.
There are times to call and times to text.
On average though, yous should prioritize texting.
The reason why? It’s not just about what you like, but what most women like.
And most women nowadays prefer texts, and especially so with people they aren’t yet too close with.
One of the reasons some men say you should call is because it shows you’re not afraid. And Aziz
in Modern Romance says that indeed many men are afraid of calling. But here is the twist: many
women are afraid of picking up!
So what happens, often, is that you call to show you’re a direct, “brave” man and she ends up
dodging you. And if you two are not close, a single time of her dodging you spells doom for your
chances in 90% of the instances.
Which is one of the reasons why I recommend you stick to texts.
Unless… Unless she doesn’t reply twice in a row. Then try to go for a call, but please expect your
call might not be extremely well received :).
Other exceptions when to go to for calls:
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Her texts are super brief
You cannot manage to pin her down on a date
She calls you first (don’t go back to texts if that’s the case)
You call her, she picks up and it goes well (stick to calls afterward)

The Texting Commandments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

You shall text with an objective in mind
You shall not be her chat-pal
You shall not send too long texts
You shall think before you text
You shall not get sidetracked by her questions
You shall ask her out quickly
You shall make it easy for her to say yes
You shall not accept friendly invites
You shall assume she will say yes
You shall confirm the date on date-day

And here is a diagram on how to text a girl well:

Summary
This is a simple and effective process to text girls.
It’s not meant to make you spend a lot of time texting, but in taking you from texting, to dates.
No, it won’t completely remove any instance of flaky girls, non-replies and go-nowhere texts. But it’s
as close as possible to transform those phone numbers into dates and lovers.
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Female Domestication: How Women Control Men &
Relationships
December 3, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
In relationships, women control men by positioning themselves as the most valuable party of the
relationship (relationship prize), and by setting up a frame whereby men must provide and cater to
her needs, while being assessed on how well they cater and provide (judge frames).
Most women do it subconsciously.
And most men accept her “serve me” frame without even realizing they are being the one-down in
the relationship.
In this article, you will learn exactly how women control men, and what you can do to break free of
that control.
Contents
How Women Domesticate Men
Drama & Nagging
Blaming & Criticism
How to Deal With Blaming
Shaming
Solution to Shaming
Tasking
Tasking + Drama + Shaming = He’s Owned
Why do Women Work to Control Men?
Dealing With Tasking
Relationship Prize Female Game
Final Observations & Exceptions
Learning Power Dynamics

How Women Domesticate Men
In most relationships, it’s women who are the leaders.
They take charge and subjugate men by taking the judge role in the relationship.
What does that mean?
It means that they take control of the frame of reference on what’s good or wrong, what’s proper and
improper, and on what are the standards of behavior (video example here).
Men rarely challenge her frame, which basically means: they end up playing by her rules.
That’s from a big picture perspective, but the big picture is not the focus of this article.
The practical side is the focus of this article.
And to enforce her frame of reference in the day to day life, she uses the following compliance tools:
1. Drama & nagging (set the priorities of what’s important)
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2. Blaming & criticism (browbeats him on the defensive)
3. Shaming (the compliance superpower)
With these three tools she becomes the relationship leader, which allows her to:
Task him (so he can provide for her and make her happy)

Drama & Nagging
Drama and nagging are compliance and behavioral changing tools for women.
In Brief:

Nagging
Nagging is a long term, semi-permanent behavioral changing tool.
It works in part through conditioning of reward and punishments (behaviorism): do what I like, and
you make me happy (and get the cookie); don’t do what I like, and you fall from my grace and get
my nagging wrath.
Eventually, he internalizes the rules.
When that happens, nagging puts a “voice” in his head that makes him feel in the wrong when he
doesn’t follow the rules –her rules-.
And, eventually, he does follow her rules:
Nagging sets the priority of what’s important. It says “change who you are”.
Just like water molds rocks over the years, so long term nagging is low-intensity pressure that, over
time, sculpts the man just like she wants him.

Drama
While nagging is a long term behavioral modification tool, drama is concentrated, focused, laser
beam compliance tool.
If nagging sets the priorities of what’s important, drama sets the priorities of what’s urgent.
Nagging says “you’re not OK”, while drama says “what you are doing right now is not OK, move
your ass now to change it”.
Here is a drama example:
The secret of drama are emotions. Women put a lot of emotions and passion into drama, and deliver
it with a self-righteous attitude that screams “I’m right”.
Since men do not engage in drama and are not used to that over-emotional (and aggressive) type of
communication, it’s even more effective in short-circuiting their brains so that they end up treating it
as a real emergency. And they fail to see it for what it is: a compliance tool.
If you’re a guy reading and have been in a few relationships, just think about it: how often have you
challenged her drama?
If you’re like most guys, rarely. Very rarely.
Most men take ownership of her drama and make it their top priority to fix it.
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Nagging & Drama = Judge Power Tools
Both nagging and drama are punishment and compliance tools of the judge power position.
They both say say “you are not doing your job” and “you are not being good enough”.
She (unconsciously) uses them to mold him to her liking.
Hired! Congratulations! Now go fight dragons for me

Blaming & Criticism
Blaming and criticism are verbal aggression tools to push men on the defensive.
And here is what he communicates when he defends:
1. Admits guilt
2. Confirm she’s in charge
3. Confirm he must serve her and make her happy
Most men , too dumbfounded by her attacks and emotional outbursts, react the following way when
their women lash out on them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get defensive (bad)
Make excuses (terrible)
Try to fix the issue (bad: it doesn’t address the real issue, which is the aggressive delivery)
Fight her (soso, it looks over-reactive and doesn’t work when he’s wrong)
Ask her to calm down (bad)
Tries to understand the real issue (works on some instances, but doesn’t address the blaming
issue)

Trying to understand and to uncover the real issue behind the complaint goes to the root of the
problem.
It’s something that relationship researcher Gottman calls “looking beyond the complaint”, and it
works.
But that’s exactly the major flaw of this solution.
Gottman is an outstanding researcher on relationships, but not necessary on power dynamics.
The real issue indeed here is this: she is using verbal abuse and verbally coercive tactics to make him
fall in line.
And that’s what a man should address first: the way she approaches the issue -and only after he can
deal with the issue-.
Imagine the following:
(Enters back home with two heavy bags of groceries, places them on the kitchen table)
Him: here is the shopping, help me store it
(She starts going through the bags)
Her: OMG where is the cheese! Didn’t I tell you this morning to get the cheese? I can’t
believe you forgot it, it was such a simple task! How am I going to prepare pasta now
without the cheese! You always do this!
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Since he indeed made a mistake, men often end up on the defensive there.
But the problem of defending is that he does not address the real issue, which is not the small mishap,
but her aggressive tone.
Even more importantly, it confirms her frame of power: that he must serve her and execute her tasks
(and do so properly).
Cherry on the pie, that’s a nasty and aggressive way of communicating and it does nothing good to
the relationship.

How to Deal With Blaming
Here is how you handle blaming instead:
Her: OMG where is the cheese!
Didn’t I tell you this morning to get the cheese? I can’t believe you forgot it, it was such a
simple task! How am I going to prepare pasta now without the cheese! You always do this!
(pause a few seconds, look at her)
You: I am not comfortable with your tone
You don’t address the perfunctory cheese issue but, calm and collected, you go to the crux of the
matter.
Her: What do you mean my tone, what are you talking about, you didn’t buy the cheese!
You: That is the case indeed. I forgot the cheese. But how does that give you the right to
raise your voice and verbally assault me
By admitting that you did indeed made a mistake you protect yourself from further attacks.
And by making your criticism more specific -and more emotionally charged- you are now playing the
same game and backing her against the corner.
Her: Assaulting you? I’m not assaulting you! I’m just saying you forgot the cheese, how
can I cook pasta now
You: You are yelling at me with an aggressive facial expression for what’s a very, very
minor issue. That’s verbal abuse in my book
As soon as you get her to admit that she overreacted and/or that aggression is not the way to deal with
issues, you want to say something like this:
You: Look, I did forget the cheese, my bad.
But to me it’s more important how we deal with issues. Because cheeses come and go, but
how we deal with each other stays.
And blaming, yelling, finger pointing and any other nasty way of communicating are not
what I consider good and healthy relationships.
And I want to have a healthy and respectful relationship with you because that’s how I treat
you and I expect the same back.
(pause)
Do I make myself clear?
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With that, you addressed the power dynamics: you are not a punching bag for her anger.
Now you can move to the root causes of this particular issue.
To get to the root causes of a situation like this, think about your priorities.
And if you realize that you don’t care about cheese and you don’t want to spend your life shopping
for cheese, then assign the task of what it’s important to her back to her.
Tell her candidly that since you don’t care about cheese, you will probably forget again in the future.
And you will not take any responsibility for stocking up cheese ever again.
From then on, what she cares about is what she takes responsibility for.
Good boy. Now you’re making mama proud

Shaming
Shame is the superpower of the judge role.
Shame is a tool of psychological aggression and compliance.
Researcher Brene Brown says that shame leverages our need to be worthy of love and basic respect.
Shame punishes us with scorn, isolation, and by stoking feelings of unworthiness.
When women use shame in a relationship, they attack something that every man feels deeply inside:
what it (supposedly) means to be a man.
Some of the most powerful attacks on manhood are:
Unsuccessful
Weak
Impotent
“Pussy”
Here is an example of a woman, actually jealous, who wanted to hurt him and chooses “weak” as her
weapon of choice:
The power of shame is compounded when, as it’s often the case, the whole society stands behind
them -ie.: the whole society takes the judge position against him-.
This is the case for weakness for example, as a man is not supposed to be weak. But it’s also the case
of providing for the family, or protecting women.
Men internalize those values and beliefs, which allow women to push his manhood thumbscrews
without even having to be too direct.
In relationships women can leverage shame to cage men into provider roles, potentially sabotaging
his own goals and dream.
Here is an example:
She says it was fear that pushed her to corner him. Maybe. But also female pragmatism and
domestication instincts, leveraging shame.
She didn’t even need to say “you’re not a real man if you don’t provide”. That was implied: he
already had internalized that rule from society.
In some cases, it might be argued that it’s fair to shame some men: for example if children who need
to be fed are involved. And some men might even deserve some shaming.
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In that case, fair game.
However, women will often take an attitude that enlarges the scope of “what it means to be a
man” to fit what they want and need.
So shaming becomes:
Her: I’m unhappy. Make me happy (or you’re not a real man)
You: OK, let me try some monkey dancing
Her: Protect me and make me feel safe. Buy a house in the good part of town (or you’re not
a real man)
You: OK, working hard on that promotion…
Her: Make me come (or you’re not a real man)
You: OK, lemme learn how to last longer and how to give head so I can make you
happier…
Notice that none of the above are wrong per se.
But they do are unhealthy and manipulative when they are not part of a balanced relationship of give
and take.
So here is an example for you.
I love Tom Bylieu and he is one of the few motivational speakers I recommend people to follow.
I use this example though to show how his wife used shaming to corner him into being a better
provider (taken from his interview with Tony Robbins):
Tom: I want to walk away from all this work I hate, it’s destroying me
Wife: I bet on you (= I bet on you to provide for me, don’t disappoint me!)
Tom: She bet on my relentlessness, so I had to find a way (to make money and make her
wealthy)
Notice what his wife told him when he was tired of chasing money: “I bet on you”.
That’s shaming for not keeping his word (a purely male thing BTW: women don’t care nearly as
much). And shaming for not providing for her.
And there he put his head down again to chase money for her.
I’d like to stress again that Tom is an amazing fella, and there is nothing inherently wrong with being
a provider.
Being a high-quality provider in a healthy relationship does more good to society than being a player.
BUT there is a big difference between a high-quality provider, leader of the relationship and overall
high-quality man, and a clueless guy who is being played and provides as the submissive party of the
relationship.

Solution to Shaming
If women want to control men they should indeed use shame and enlarge the scope of “what it means
to be a real man” and “what it means doing a good job as a male figure”.
And what if men want to be free and throw off the yoke?
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Then you can completely discard the whole notion of “being a real man”. Fuck being a real man, why
should you let anyone dictate what you should be and do? Be whatever you wanna be instead.
OR, men can come up with their own personal definition of what it means to be a man and only obey
to their own standards.

Tasking
Tasking is at the core of how women control their men.
Drama, criticism, and nagging are the support tools to make sure that he will follow through on the
tasks she deems important.
Many women will start tasking early on to test his mettle.
The more he executes her tasks, the more likely it is he will commit and invest. Thus, tasking
also works early on as her screening tool for providers.
It can start innocently enough.
Like you are at the bar and she tells you to go get her napkins so she can enjoy her cappuccino -and
whatever if you are also enjoying your cappuccino-.
Or maybe you two are shopping and she hands you the cart telling you “hold this”.
Or it can take a while longer.
If you seem strong, independent, and rebellious enough sometimes tasking and shaming only starts
in earnest when you fully commit to the relationship.
It might be surprising for some men to see their women’s demands increase dramatically when they
pass a major commitment point such as “exclusivity”, “official status” or “marriage”.
What happens is that you were in charge in the beginning and she didn’t dare to take a judge position
on you. Plus, you probably rebuked a few attempts at drama and tasking.
But that doesn’t mean she will stop trying to domesticate you. It simply means that the process is on
hold.
Until when?
Until her power increases, which can happen after a key milestone such as commitment (see:
relationship phases of power).
Some men, like the super-rich, extreme lover-types, and sky-high sexual market value, might never
reach the point of tasking.
But 99% will.
So buckle up.
Here is an example of tasking + nagging during an argument.
Most of all, notice how her attitude, and how hard for him it is to resist. Her conviction and
righteous attitude make her frame iron-solid, and it feels as if it’s a foregone conclusion that she
is right and he is wrong.
It ends up looking like a mother/child dynamic (read transaction analysis for more), with the mother
“knowing” what’s right to do and the man being the rebellious kid not living up to her righteous
expectations:
He seems strong and independent, but he is not. He is reacting to her orders instead of the way she
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commands him, which escalates the argument in the wrong direction.
He should instead escalate the way she bosses him around. After he dealt with her aggression, he
should then do the table his way if he promised. If not, he should get up in earnest and have an eye to
eye conversation as “who wanted to organize the dinner”.
And if it was her, then he should tell her it’s her task -or, tell her he wants to help because he’s happy
if she’s happy… As long as she learns to ask nicely and respectfully-.

The more he executes tasks, the more it becomes the norm
Cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) dictates that the more he executes on her tasks, the more he
will internalize that it’s the right thing to do.
And through back-rationalization (Eagleman, 2011), the more he executes, the more likely it is that
he will rationalize his actions by telling himself that “she must be worth it”.
So, with tasks, she is also increasing her power and more effectively framing herself as “the prize” of
the relationship.

Tasking + Drama + Shaming = He’s Owned
When a man resists or is slow in taking action, a woman can combine all the tools at once:
1. Drama, to make action seem more urgent and important
2. Shame, in the sense of “do something (or you’re not a real man)”
3. Tasking: go do it for f*ck sake!
The previous example we saw was a good example of this deadly female power cocktail:
Notice that drama in itself often includes shaming without needing any overt dig at masculinity.
This is because most men feel responsible for making her happy. They feel that “doing” things is
their job. Even when “doing things” actually means “doing things for her“.
Not doing it, especially when she’s all emotional, is shameful for men. And women (unconsciously)
leverage that.

Why do Women Work to Control Men?
The question comes naturally to any inquisitive mind.
Why do women work so hard to control men and take the reins of the relationship?
It all goes back to biology, evolution, and male parental investment.
It’s a complex issue, but we’ll make it as brief as possible.
Male parental investment is the measure of how much males invest in their offspring.
Matt Ridley explains that in species where the male does not invest at all, the female only cares about
his genes -partially conveyed by his looks-. She does not care about his resources, fidelity, or
investment because she knows she can’t get them anyway.
In the animal kingdom, human men are around the middle of male parental investment. That means,
in practice, that men invest in their children, but not always, and not as much as women.
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So here is why women want to control men: women seek to control men because they can get
resources from them, but since not all men will do so, women need to make sure their partners
will help and provide.
We can speculate -remember: parts of evolutionary psychology is speculative- that women who were
able to better control men’s resources and investment have been more successful over evolutionary
time, had more children who survived and thrived, and spread their “controlling genes” far and wide.
And that’s why women’s techniques of compliance and control are today the norm, rather than the
exception.
And even leaving evolutionary arguments aside, isn’t it just a more comfortable life for a rational
female if she can control his man?
Of course it is.
A domesticated man makes for better-fed children, and for an easier life.
In the end, a woman’s work on a man is an act of domestication. He goes from free-grazing wild
beast to cart-pulling ox.
Her cart, of course :).

Come
with me, former stallion. Semi-regular sex for a lifetime of serving. Balls not needed :).

Dealing With Tasking
Here is how to deal with tasking:
Think about what you can and cannot do
You’re not a boy anymore, and you should not aim to be one.
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If you want a relationship, then you do need to change some of your habits, commit to something and
compromise on something else.
But that doesn’t mean you should do all she wants you to do.
Think of what you can and cannot do, and make it clear. Communicate it well and assertively enforce
your boundaries. Drama, nagging and tasking will drop to (near) zero.
Return to sender all her tasks

As we have seen for blaming, we now come full circle: all the tasks that are dear to her, but not to
you, are her tasks.
You can approach it this way:
You: Wait a second. Do I want cheese on the pasta, or do you want cheese pasta? Because
as far as I know, you want cheese on the pasta.
So why are you asking me to take care of it?
Basically it’s this: do what you agreed on and task her to do her own tasks. Then enforce those
boundaries when she tries to unload her stuff on you.

Relationship Prize Female Game
This is a good time for introducing the concept of “relationship prize”.
The female domestication of men is made all easier when she manages to position herself as the prize
of the relationship (and he accepts that frame).
Then, he will not only naturally accept all the behavior and dynamics we discussed so far, but he will
be happy to oblige.
On the other hand, men who don’t appreciate being the subordinate in the relationship should watch
out for her maneuvers to become the “queen of the relationship”.
Even innocuous “jokes” about her being the queen can carry nefarious consequences.
If you ask most men, none of them would tell you they’re OK with being the subordinate in the
relationship. But in spite many men resent subordination with words, they often accept it and go
along with it with facts.
Why do so many men end up accepting the female’s frame of prize of the relationship?
Power dynamics help us understand why:
Most women have more dating power than most men
It’s actually relatively easy and natural for many women to frame themselves as the prize. In spite of
hypergamy, couples often get together at around the same levels of value.
But since in the sexual marketplace women are the demand and men are the offer, the power
differential is skewed on her side -not always, but often-.
Men chase, women assess
Dating dynamics also help women become the prize.
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Men do all the approaching while women just send out the signals and assess those men (see: shit
tests).
The prey-hunter dynamic of dating further warps men’s mindset, who feel lucky and blessed once
they can finally stop the chasing.
Thus, when men finally enter the relationship, they are already primed for accepting women’s
demands: they got the prize. Now they must keep her happy.
Many men feel a duty to provide and make her happy
More than one psychologist and evolutionary psychologist correctly pointed out that many men have
an inborn drive to be defenders and providers (Smith, 2014 and Miller, 2015).
Some men only feel fulfilled if they can be effective providers.
And if those drives aren’t strong enough, society is happy to reinforce male’s “duty” as providers and shame men who don’t provide-.
That’s why men can easily be made to feel bad and guilty if they are not making their women
happy.
And of course, some women are all the happier to take advantage of men’s feelings of duty.
And the most manipulative of them will control men by making them feel inadequate if they don’t
provide to their pleasing (see: judge frames).

Final Observations & Exceptions
In the sexual market place, average women are worth far more than average men. And that gives
women a strong power advantage.
However, smart me who read smart blogs (wink, wink) can still turn that dynamic around.
Or, even better, aim for a mutually-enriching, win-win relationship.

Describing Facts, not Bashing Genders
Finally, I am aware that this post might sound critical towards women.
And I want to make it clear that this is not a post -nor the website- to denigrate women -or men, or
trans, for that matter-.
This is simply a description of how the dynamics of power evolve in most -but not all- relationships.
It can also happen that it’s the man who takes the judge role, and we have written plenty on male
abuse with one-upping, jealous paranoia, signs of abusive relationships and the psychological
breakdown of abusive men.
However, most of the times, in most relationships, the woman will (subconsciously) work to make
him into a provider for her and the family.
There is no judgment in that, it’s simply how it is.
This is also not to say that men should avoid being providers.
Plenty of psychological research shows that married men are happier (Seligman, 2002).
And men can also successfully date as providers, too.
But both men and women will always be better off once they are aware of relationship power
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dynamics and of the conscious and subconscious tools each gender use to win the sexual war.

Learning Power Dynamics
Learning power dynamics is a necessary condition for healthy, win-win relationships.
If men don’t learn power dynamics and relationship power dynamics, many women will be more than
happy to set up win-lose relationships.
Instead, a savvy and strong male leader who can spot power games and handle them for win-win
results leads to healthier dating and better relationship for both.
So learn some power dynamics here:
Nasty power move to control dating: the win-lose games and power moves women engage in
to control dating
Manipulative relationship games: the manipulative games women engage in to control
relationships
How to maintain power and attraction: the simple steps to maintain power and attraction in
long-term relationships, which are better for both
As well as:
“I’m the prize power move” (pictorial)
The toyboy power move
If you are more the visual type of guy, here is the article’s equivalent in a Youtube video:

This an excerpt from Power University. If you’re interested exclusively in dating and relationships
power dynamics, check out Dating Power Dynamics.
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Ambivert: What It Means, & How to Become One
December 4, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you introverted or extroverted?
If you struggle with that question, it’s possible that you are an ambivert.
This guide will help you find out if that’s the case, what it means to you, and what are the advantages
of being an ambivert.
Contents
What’s an Ambivert
Extroversion Is a Spectrum
Ambivert Traits
Signs That You’re an Ambivert
The Ambiverts Advantage
What Influences Your Ambiversion
Can You Become Ambivert
1. Increase Your Social Skills
2. Develop A Positive Social Circle
3. Pick The Right Places
4. Pick The Right Jobs
Criticism of Ambiversion
SUMMARY

What’s an Ambivert
An ambivert is an individual with the traits of both introversion and extroversion.
Basically, an ambivert is in the middle of the extroversion continuum.
Carl Jung was one of the first to discuss that “middle” of the road between introversion and
extraversion.
And albeit Jung didn’t use the exact word “ambivert”, he said that ambiverts account for the majority
of the population.
More recently, Adam Grant found confirmation for Jung’s theory when around two-thirds of his
research subjects didn’t identify themselves as either introverted or extroverted.

Extroversion Is a Spectrum
Extroversion, like many other psychological traits, is a continuum.
And what Jung and Grant noted makes a lot of sense if you think about it: in most distribution curves
there are more people in the middle than at the opposite ends of the spectrum.
However, numbers can be misleading here.
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People who really are in the middle, which we could call “purebred ambiverts”, might not the
majority. Maybe around 20% of the population.
And most people will still lean more towards one end of the spectrum or the other.
That’s why it’s important to realize on which direction you lean the most.

Ambivert Traits
It can be frustrating to hear “it depends”, right?
You’re looking for answers but instead of clear cut, black and white answers, you get that annoying,
noncommittal “it depends”.
Welcome to the life of an ambivert.
Introverts and extroverts can clearly tell you whether a social situation is either fun or
overwhelming, but for introverts, it depends.
For example:
extroverts get energy from social settings, they want to interact with people and look forward to
interacting with people.
Introverts lose energy from social settings and prefer quiet time and solitude. They crave own
time
But ambiverts?
Sometimes they crave their alone time. And if they have been alone for a long time it can get difficult
for them to “warm-up” to people and social settings. But once they warm-up, ambiverts can love
social interactions.
And they can look forward to meeting and mingling with new people.

Signs That You’re an Ambivert
Here are some statements that ambiverts would agree to.
I:
Enjoy a party, but then want to go home
Like attention.. sometimes, depending on the context and mood
Enjoy conversation (like extroverts) but not so much small talk (like introverts)
Find it difficult sometimes to assert myself
Can be very reserved in some situations
Prefer meeting new people with people that I know around
Can find myself in both extroversion and introversion descriptions
Am excited about going to social events, but find it a bit intimidating in the beginning
Enjoy lone time, but it can get too much after a few days
Think before I speak (unlike extroverts), but don’t have problems putting thoughts into words
(like introverts)
Adapt to the people around (listen with talkers and talk more with silent people)
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Can get lost in a conversation (like extrovert) as much as in my own thoughts (introverts)
Sometimes mistrust people, but other times I can open up very easily
If you can recognize yourself with many of the above statements then, yes, chances are that you’re an
ambivert.

The Ambiverts Advantage
For a long time, I had considered extroverts to hold an advantage on introverts.
After all, people are essential to success, and if you love interacting with people, then it’ easier for
extroverts to make friends and build alliances, right?
Well, no, not really.
Ambiverts actually fare better with people.
By being in the middle of the spectrum, they have an easier time understanding, adapting and
interacting with everyone.
As we saw in the guide on how to find a perfect roommate, it’s very easy for introverts and extroverts
to end up hating each other:

But ambiverts?
They understand and get along with everyone.
This makes it easier for them to be social chameleon and to connect and bond with people.
Larry Kim indeed found that ambiverts are more adaptable and better mold the context and the
situation.
Ambiverts are also more:
Emotionally Stable: Hans Eysenck, the psychologist who first used the “ambivert”, says that
they avoid the extreme hypersensitivity introverts and over-dominance of extroverts
Socially Intuitive: Daniel Pink says that ambiverts have a better intuition of social intricacies
such as when to speak and when to listen, when to push and when to step back
Resilient: While extroverts and introverts suffer in environments that do not suit them,
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ambiverts can do well both in difficult social settings and in long stretches of lone time
Empathic: By sitting in the middle, it’s easier for them to understand both introverts and
extroverts. This ability tend to make ambiverts also less judgmental

Ambiverts Sell Better
Take a profession that most people consider people-related and that, to be good at, you need to be
good at relating people.
That profession is sales.
Usually you’d think that extroverts are the best suited for a sales job. Instead, a study found out that
ambiverts generated 24% more revenue than introverts and a whopping 32% more than extroverts.
Source: Adam Grant
Since I have been in sales for several years and I have seen all types of sales personalities, this is
what I suspect happens: extroverts, so in love with the socialization process, end up focusing too
much on socialization rather than on selling.
And extroverts’ eagerness to talk makes them poorly suited at getting to know the prospect and
selling to the prospect in a way that meets his needs.
So in love with their own voice, they end up monopolizing the conversation. They overwhelm the
prospect, listen too little, and do not position their product in relation to the customer’s needs.
The ambivert instead, says Grant, strikes a better balance between enthusiasm, assertiveness, and the
inherent need of listening that a good sales process entails.
Adam Grant also conducted a meta-study on the link between extroversion and income, and the result
was that there was no connection.

What Influences Your Ambiversion
As an ambivert, you are liable to move up and down the extroversion scale.
Some factors that will influence your extroversion levels are:
Location
How well you know the people
How “socially warmed ” you are
Who is around you (you probably prefer some known people)
How long you have been alone
How long you have been socializing
Depending on how the situation and your mood change, you can present strong extrovert tendencies
or strong introvert attitudes.
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Can You Become Ambivert
Can you become an ambivert?
Sure you can.
And given that there are several advantages to ambiversion, you probably want to.
I started as an introvert and now I have moved more towards an ambivert middle.
And I’m not alone. I have read of more people going through the same development.
I still love my own time, my peace, and my quietness. But I also look forward to socializing,
especially when there are some people I know in the audience and people that I like.
But, since I learned how to socialize well, I also love interacting with total strangers. As a matter of
fact, I sometimes look forward to making new acquaintances and entering new social worlds.
You can also go from extroversion to ambiversion, but the following tips are more suited for
introverts:

1. Increase Your Social Skills
The big secret to becoming more ambivert is to simply get better with people.
Then you will make friends more easily, you will know you can trust yourself to have a good time
and you will know that you can excuse yourself at any time if you don’t enjoy the interaction.
Also read:
Activities to get good with people
Group conversation
How to avoid being a social burden
Social finessing
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2. Develop A Positive Social Circle
When you have people you like around you, you will love interacting with them and you will
naturally start behaving like an extrovert and thinking like an extrovert.
Socialization will become more pleasurable and you will look forward to it.
Going out to meet them will be a pleasure, seeing them will be a pleasure, and meeting new people in
the presence of the people you already like will become easier.
On the other hand, avoid toxic people, frenemies, and anyone who doesn’t uplift you and doesn’t
want the best for you.
Also read:
How to spot frenemies
Dealing with underminers
Toxic people
Signs of toxic relationships

3. Pick The Right Places
There will be places and locations that you enjoy.
And there will be places and locations that you loath.
The solution?
Simple, increase the former and limit -or exclude- the latter.
If you don’t like clubs and noisy bars, avoid them or you will always end up retreating in your shell
and telling yourself “I’m just bad with people”.
And since you’re there, maybe your party friends are not the best fit for you while you’re still fully
on the introversion end of the spectrum.
On the other hand, if you are very much extroverted, you should probably avoid places that fit
introverts best or you will always tell yourself “I need noise and people” and you’ll never tone done
your extrovert extremes.

4. Pick The Right Jobs
The stress-therapy of “doing the opposite of what we like to grow and adapt” is a failed one.
It’s best instead to stretch ourselves with small steps.
Here are a few professions where Ambiverts perform well and that will help you gradually move
towards the middle of the spectrum:
Sales positions
As we have seen ambiverts are very good at sales. And as a salesperson I can tell you that a lot of
time is spent on preparing a presentation, entering data and managing loose ends: it’s not all about
talking to people.
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Negotiation
Same for sales: ambiverts are good both at imposing their needs when they need to, and to listen to
the other party when they have to.
Both are fundamental skills to drive effective negotiation.
Management
Bosses who talk too much and don’t listen to their reports don’t make for great bosses. And managers
who hide behind big screens to create a barrier between them and their team are not usually the most
loved and effective leaders.
The best managers know how to walk that line, and being in a managerial position while you try to be
the manager you can be will stretch you towards that good middle ground.
Teachers and educators
Teaching and education also require a mix of lone work to prepare the lessons, listening to students
and speaking time. Another great profession for ambiverts.

Criticism of Ambiversion
There have also been critics of the concept of ambiversion.
Both criticisms below raise good points and, to understand yourself and gain deeper self-awareness
and emotional intelligence, it’s important that you understand them before you’re too quick to jump
into the “ambivert bandwagon” (yes, it’s becoming a thing :).

Love Socialization But Get Drained: Still Introvert
For example, some psychologists say that if people enjoy socialization and talking to others but do
get drained and need to “recharge”, then they are not ambiverts.
They are simply introverts who enjoy socializing.

Love Socialization But Get Overwhelmed: Still Extrovert
Susan Cain, in her lovely book Quiet: The Power of Introverts says that people who are very sensitive
to external stimuli tend to be introverted.
However, there is a different approach to it. And the different approach says that sensibility to
external stimuli and extroversion are two very different things.
Highly sensitive people get overwhelmed by external stimuli. Too much light, too loud noises, too
many people… It can all get too much for them.
However, that has nothing to do with extroversion.
So you can have an extrovert who gets easily overwhelmed, but that doesn’t mean that he as an
“introvert touch” and that he is an ambivert.
It simply means that he is an extrovert who happens to be highly sensitive.
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SUMMARY
Ambiverts sit around the middle of the extroversion continuum.
At the core of their strength is social adaptability. If you are an introvert, that’s great news for you.
If you are not yet one, you can train yourself to take the edge off of your extremes, and your quality
of life -and quality of socialization- can increase dramatically.
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The 10 Types of Alpha Female (With Examples)
December 7, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Alpha females are the leaders of their pack of girlfriends, the woman that all other women look up to.
This article will show you the different types of alpha females, and how you can spot them -or
become one-.
Contents
The Types of Alpha Females
1. Sexual Alpha Female
2. The Butch Alpha Female
3. The Alpha (Fe)Male
4. The Feminine Alpha
5. The Ultimate Alpha Female
6. The Charming Alpha Female
7. The Behind The Curtain Mistress of Puppets
8. The Driven Alpha Female
9. The “Pussy Power” Alpha Female
10. The Fake Alpha
Signs of Alpha Females
How Women Express Power
Wide Variety of Alpha Females
The Role of Alpha Females
Walking The Alpha Line

The Types of Alpha Females
These are some of the main types of alpha females:

1. Sexual Alpha Female
The sexual alpha female is the woman who is comfortable with her sexuality and is not afraid of
leading all her interactions with a constant vibe of hinted -or not so hinted- sexuality.
She might add a touch of (fake) baby-innocence, naivete and even madness, like Marilyn Monroe.
All extremely powerful in driving men crazy.
Look at Monroe’s facial expression, a mix of orgasms, madness and the promise of never-ending
sensual abandon:
At the extreme end of sexuality she can be “all in your face”. This alpha female revels in making
people socially -and sexually- squirm in her presence.
Like Sharon Stone in Basic Instincts:
The sexual alpha female should not be confused though with the histrionic woman, who puts on an
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act of sexual abandon to fill her craving for attention.
While histrionic women spin their wheels in sexuality and go nowhere, the top sexual alpha female
knows how to use her sexual power to go where she wants to go and get what she wants to get.

The High-Functioning Sociopath Alpha Females
Most high-functioning female sociopaths have a strong sexual charge, and fully leverage their
sexuality for power.
Sharon Stone is in Basic Instinct is the Hollywood representation of a high-functioning sociopath.
In this forum entry I describe my romance with a high-functioning alpha female sociopath:
Seducing an alpha female

Fake Sexual Alpha Female
Another easy-to confuse low quality variant is the woman who always introduces talks, jokes and
references sex.
The alpha female owns her sexuality and uses it to get what she wants and to put pressure on the
people around.
The low quality, wannabe alpha female instead hides behind sexuality. She has the rebellious streak
of a child and she is nervous and insecure.
Madonna at Letterman was one such example:
Confidence and power are not synonymous of “fame” and success, and you can see there is no real
confidence and power there.

2. The Butch Alpha Female
Pardon the name, no intention of being offensive, but it just makes sense.
The butch alpha female resents the femininity of some women, resents the social pressure of “having
to conform to feminine ideals” and she makes it a point to stress her un-femininity.
The butch alpha-female is often politically far away from mainstream. She can be a hard-core
feminist, a no-global or even a militant in a subversive group.
Usually men don’t like butch alphas… Unless she’s hot. In which case, her masculine traits can make
her all the more fascinating to some men.
Including making her the darling of men hiding homosexual tendencies, as Robert Greene explains in
The Art of Seduction.
Uma Turman in the movie Beautiful Girls plays a butch alpha female:
Notice her exaggerated, un-feminine movements.
Making fun of the first guy’s bald head, a typical one-upping man game and then kissing that head,
an overly-dominant move.
Then jumping across the bar like a male teenager, and later pouring shots like a truckdriving barfly.
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3. The Alpha (Fe)Male
When the alpha female completely leaves behind her feminine traits, she assumes all the qualities and limitations- of the alpha male.
When that happens, it’s the female genitalia that qualifies her as an alpha female, but from a social
power point of view, she’s otherwise playing by male rules.
These women are very rare.
When you read in the history books of women leading armies or taking up arms, they sometimes are
alpha (fe)males.
And some other times they are exaggerated and romanced works of literature where they served more
as inspiration for the armies than actually leading the fighting themselves.
Joan D’arc, leading armies, is an historical exception

4. The Feminine Alpha
The feminine alpha is a woman who apparently shows no interest in power.
Except for securing a man who does hold power, that is.
But don’t go thinking these are gold diggers.
These are high quality women who get high quality men, as simple as that -and no, this is not an
endorsement of Donald Trump below, but for many women quality and power often go hand in hand
fellas-.
Many wives of tycoons, high quality men and super driven men are feminine alphas.
They take a step back and avoid the limelight unless they really have to.
But when they have to… They do it with class and tact.
Feminine alphas, together with sexual alpha females, are the most lusted for women, albeit by
different cohorts.
Feminine alphas tend to appeal more to high quality males while sexual alphas slightly more to the
masses -but then again, the appeal is so broad on the male population that there is huge overlap-.
Our political credos notwithstanding, Melania Trump is a feminine alpha female

5. The Ultimate Alpha Female
The ultimate alpha female combines the assertiveness and cunning of her male counterpart with the
femininity and sexual energy of her female side.
Her ability of switching from “in need of protection female” to assertive hard driver makes her a
versatile player who can get a man to do the hard work for her and lead herself when she has to.
Old school, highly driven and successful women were very good at this.
Their hunger and fierce independence allowed them to go toe-to-toe with their male counterparts.
But living in a more repressive, male-dominated and not yet feminist-imbibed society they had to
develop their femininity.
Sophia Loren always struck me as a woman who could flawlessly marry the two sides.
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Please check this picture and look at those tiger eyes. Dripping lust of pure feminine power. She
mixes the sexual, the assertive and the feminine all into one.
Spectacular.
Heaven must be a place guarded by Ultimate Alpha Females :).

Recent Example
More recently and to have a visual reference, the character of Pam Grier in Jackie Brown is a good
example.
Going from sensually chill:
To assertive and cut-throating:

6. The Charming Alpha Female
The charming alpha female has mastered social skills to a T.
She revels in social environments and no matter her age, she’s always the queen.
But she’s not a club queen or a big group entertainer: her biggest power lies within small groups or
one-to-one conversations.
She talks to you and makes you feel like you’re the only one in the world.
The charming alpha female smiles warmly, like she’s really happy to see you. When she asks you
how you have been she puts a hand on your arm to emphasize the emotional bond. And then she
floors you when she asks of something you really care about, something you’d never think anybody
would remember in a million years.
But the charming alpha female does, because that’s her power: people.
Everyone loves her, and everyone thinks the world of her.
Similar to the feminine alpha, She is perfect to go along with a high quality man, since she
complements him well. They won’t quarrel over who’s in the leadership role and she makes for a
great partner to accompany him to functions, balls and gala dinners.
Charming alpha females defy age, a constant issue for more sexual females, because her power is
not based on either aggression or looks.
But then again, don’t listen to me, I have a soft spot for a smart and feminine woman with great
social skills… :).

7. The Behind The Curtain Mistress of Puppets
These are the women who officially defer to a man.. But who actually control him.
Most women control their relationships anyway, but with alpha males it’s not always as easy.
It takes indeed… An alpha female.
The game of control of influence among alphas can actually end up being an up and down of
emotional swings, male obstinacy to subdue an unconquerable woman and a game of chicken as to
who needs the other the least.
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But alas, she exerts huge power of him.
Cleopatra with Mark Antony is one of the most famous historical examples. But, more recent and
better documented, Josephine also had Napoleon eating out of her alpha palms.
And, of course, mistresses behind the curtains might much more frequent than we think. But we’ll
never know because these alpha females know that their power is strongest when those curtains keep
them in the dark.

8. The Driven Alpha Female
Driven alpha females are women with big goals, ambition and passions.
Sometimes they put their own personal life on the backburner and don’t start families. And if they do,
they still keep working on their goals and dreams… Hard.
Oprah is another example, albeit sometimes she overdoes it:
“Driven” alpha female doesn’t mean that she has to be any less feminine, though.
Mother Teresa was also a driven alpha female.
An example for us all, she shows us all that you don’t need to be aggressive or overbearing to lead
the change that you want to see in the world.

9. The “Pussy Power” Alpha Female
On the fringes of the alpha females galaxy lays the pussy power alpha females.
I call them “pussy power”, which sounds endearing, but it’s not really a healthy form of power.
Growing up with feminist ideals they see themselves as the banner carriers of pussy power in a world
of (repressive) men.
They make it a point that they “don’t need a man” and (secretly) harbor resentment against a world
that is (still) dominated by men (in their opinion at least).
They do use their sex appeal, more and better than butch alpha females, but contrary to the Ultimate
Alpha Females many of the Pussy Power gang haven’t developed their femininity quite as well and
powerfully.
Which is a huge pity as they don’t realize that by dropping the combative mindset and embracing
their full femininity they might live a happier, freer life –and get double the power-.
They can flash boobs and asses, especially if it helps selling. But they do so in a more aggressive
fashion, as if to scream to men “you’d like it, but you don’t get any and I might as well give it to
another woman. Who needs a man anyway“.
I don’t mean disrespect towards the subject of this example because I think she’s actually awesome.
Also, I don’t know her well enough, so take it simply as the first example that came off the top of my
head.
Lilly Singh, author of “How to Be a Bawse”, sometimes felt to me was leaning a bit towards the
pussy power alpha female.
Unneeded appeal to “girl love” and generalizing the behavior of a few idiots to the whole male
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population are sometimes signs that bitterness has crept in and mental radicalization has taken place.
That’s when an otherwise top notch alpha female becomes a darker, “pussy power” alpha female.

10. The Fake Alpha
Finally, a special note goes to the “fake” alpha women.
These are women who yell, subdue and aggress and whom people might confuse for alpha.
But similar to the histrionic woman, behind a facade of confidence and determination they overextend and crash and burn in a fiery ball of fury, fire and smoke.
Sometimes these women are political animals in the workplace, or straight up sociopaths. Women in
sex professions such as hookers and strippers tend to grow rough around the edges and end looking
like alphas, but not always high quality ones.
They seem strong and hard-driving, but their flare ups make their lives more difficult than it should
be -both to them and to the people who share their lives with them-.
Tyra Banks had a famous Fake Alpha Female moment:
This is obviously not submissive and it’s clear she’s the leader of the pack. But it’s not “high quality
alpha female leader”.
It’s out of control, abusively aggressive.
Most high quality, emotionally stable people would frown upon with disapproval.
Top quality (female) leaders don’t behave like that unless there is a real reason or an emergency.

Signs of Alpha Females
Female expressions of power is often different than male expressions of power.
It often ends up being more indirect and subdued.
And also the signs you need to watch for more are more indirect and subdued.
Here are some of them:

1. Other Women Point at Her
When they are standing in a group, you will notice that most other women turn towards one particular
woman with their bodies or their feet.
That woman is often standing in the center, and she is the alpha female of the group.
Whenever there is a lull in the conversation or when people are not sure what to do, the other women
will look at alpha female.
See here an example from Mad Men (girl in blue who says “lovely to see you”):

2. Other Women Follow Her Cues
Humans are social animals, both men and women. But women, even more so.
This means that women are very attuned to what the group says and does and, most of all, to what the
alpha female says and does.
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3. Punishments and Rewards
The alpha female makes the rules within the group. And while most women would not say anything
or simply let a mistake slip, they are not afraid of stepping in.

4. Alphas Can Socially Destroy Other Women
In the case of really powerful alpha females, they can single-handedly decide on who’s in or who’s
out, who gets a nice social boost or gets the boot.
For fairness to Tyra, here is another example where she cracks the whip in extremely effective way albeit possibly too ruthlessly-:

5. When The Alpha Leaves, There is a Big Shift
Here is an interesting social phenomenon and a good way to understand the social standing of the
alpha in the group.
When a group member leaves, little changes.
But when the alpha leaves, the group dynamics change abruptly.
If the group loved the alpha female and she was the glue of the group, there will be a sudden drop in
social interactions and everyone will be looking around for the new leader.
But if the group hated the alpha, there will be an increase of smiles and social interactions. It’s as if
the group was finally liberated of a tyrant and now they can finally be themselves.

5. Hatred & Drama Among Two Women
Alphas can co-exist… Barely.
You might see instances of two women at the top who start a partnership and rule together.
Or you can see a big flare up where they contend the top spot and both hate each other.
However, the final alpha female is always the one who stays. And the one who leaves has just
relinquished the top spot to the real alpha female.
Samantha Jones, should be on any list of apha females :).

6. They take charge when you approach one of her hens
God this one has annoyed the hell out of me more than a few times.
You approach a shy girl in her group because you like her… But guess who replies? The meddling
alpha female of the group of course.
I specifically remember once when I was talking to a shy cute girl and she liked me. And I liked her
too.
And then the alpha female stepped in asking me questions and interrupting our flow. In the beginning
I was confrontational with her hoping the shy girl could step up to “reclaim” me.
So I told the alpha female I was having a good conversation with her friend and if she didn’t mind we
would like to keep it that way, one to one.
But nope, she stayed there and the shy girl was too shy to step out of her alpha’s long shadow.
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So I tried to be more friendly towards her alphaness, but she would still monopolize the conversation
and step on the poor shy girl’s toes.
In the end, Miss Alpha did not “allow” her hen to exchange contacts.
Talking about beyond annoying alpha females :).

How Women Express Power
We can’t do a proper article on alpha females without first prefacing it with some female power
theory.
Louann Brizendine, author of The Female Brain says that women in new situations will not look for
pecking order like men do, but for connections.
And the same approach can be found for social power.
Indeed, while men are more focused on top-down hierarchy, women tend to have a more social
approach to power: they look for alliances.
Punishment and dominance are more subtle and happen more in terms of social inclusion or social
exclusions (the “shunning game” is a typical female political game).
Indeed some authors said that while men have and “up and down” approach to power, women more
often present an approach of “in or out”.

Wide Variety of Alpha Females
There are a few different ways of being an alpha male.
But they are not too dissimilar.
There are far more ways to be an alpha female.
And they can all be very different.
This goes back to the different styles of dominance and the differences between genders.
A man can hardly use a female style of power and be considered an alpha male.
But a woman has more leeway.
She might use very feminine ways of wielding power and she’d be an alpha female.
Or she can use more typically masculine ways of wielding power. In that case, she would not be
considered a feminine woman, but she’d still be an alpha female anyway.

The Role of Alpha Females
A good, strong group of women needs an alpha woman.
When there is no alpha there is no conductor. The players look around, waiting for someone to take
the lead, but nobody steps up.
Group conversation is poor, stalls or is hijacked by social burdens who shouldn’t be leading in the
first place.
But without a leader, there is little the group can do to regain its footing: it’s at the mercy of the
events -and of poor improvised conductors-.
The alpha female instead functions as the main conductor. She dictates the music (topics), the tempo
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and the mood.
In difficult social situations, she will carry the day. If one of her girlfriend is in difficult waters, she
will step in to socially rescue her. If someone interrupts, she will throw them off the bus.
If she is a bad alpha female, it will be a bad dance.
But if she is good, everyone gets to play and have fun.

Walking The Alpha Line
The alpha female is not an easy role.
It’s more difficult than being an alpha male.
An alpha female has the tough job of “walking the line” between the more assertive and controlling
male traits and the more typically reserved female ones.
If she goes too into the male traits, she can become gender deviant. And nobody would say so in the
current political climate of PC, but the truth is that most people -and men- would condone and accept
a man for being too aggressive.
But most people -and men- are much less likely to grant the same benefit to women.
In my opinion, this is one of the reasons why Hillary Clinton lost the election -or you can read her
own excuses in What Happened, if you prefer-. She went too much into the masculine.
It might not sound fair but reality could care less of what we think is fair and unfair.
Furthermore, if alpha females care about it, going too much on the male side would make her lose
lots of points in the dating arena.
However, walking the line is not impossible.
Much respect and much spoils to be earned to those women who venture and succeed.
Here are some resources to help them along the way:
How to be feminine
Strong women VS submissive women
How to be powerful and feminine
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Frenemies: How Are They (& How to Beat Them)
December 7, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Frenemies are people who are formally friends, but who do not support you or help you.
With their underhanded and passive-aggressive behavior they can make you miserable.
And with their covert aggression they undermine your social status and chances of success.
This article will help you deal with the frenemies in your life.
Contents
Frenemies: Who Are They
The Psychology of Frenemies
The Sociology of Frenemies
The Closeness Rule
Frenemies change over time
Signs of Frenemies
How to Deal With Frenemies
1. Make Them Friends (Not Frenemies)
Dealing With The Worst Frenemies
If You’re The Frenemy
When Frenemies Are Your Family
When the frenemy is a mother
SUMMARY

Frenemies: Who Are They
A frenemy presents himself as a friend.
And chances are that you also call them a friend. But in truth, they are jealous and envious of you.
The typical definition of a frenemy is that he is a “friend”.
However, a frenemy can be a friend, a colleague, or, sadly, even a family member. Frenemies will
keep up friendly appearances and possibly even pretend to be warm and supportive.
But deep down they harbor ugly feelings about you: resentment, envy, jealousy, and anger.
Frenemies are sad when you win. And they are very happy when you lose. There is a German word
for this, and it’s schadenfreude.
Sadly, frenemies are so common that, in bad circles, they might as well be the norm rather than the
exceptions.

The Psychology of Frenemies
Frenemies are common because of our own human nature.
We are at the same time both social animals and egoistical, self-serving machines.
Our friends, often, are both allies and competitors (David Buss, 2019)
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When we look at ourselves we don’t do so objectively or by comparing ourselves to our previous
selves. But we look at ourselves in comparison with others.
That means than when a friend of ours is going places and doing amazing things, on one side he is
doing well for himself.
But from our subjective point of view, he is also making us feel bad. His successes are a constant
reminder that “we are not OK”.
In a way, the phenomenon of frenemies is a consequence of ego-protection.
A more dangerous twist that frenemies can take is not to look within themselves at all, but to blame
the object of their frustrations. This is how many hate groups feed themselves.

The Sociology of Frenemies
The success of our friends has consequences that go well beyond our psychology. They have very
real consequences for our lives.
Just imagine this situation: you are making 50k a year, the most in your social circle. Men think
you’re very good at your job, women want you and you feel like a big shot.
Then more and more people start getting 80k a year jobs.
And one of them lands a 120k promotion with a top employer. He’s on fire and it looks like he might
one day lead that company.
In theory, that’s good for you because they can help you secure future jobs and you know that options
are power.
But they are also making you comparatively worse in your group. People don’t look up at you
anymore, they don’t come to you for career and life advice and women don’t want you nearly as
much.
See where I’m going?
Frenemies are the norm because the success of our friends can make us worst off. Their
successes are pushing us down in the social rankings.
Note: saying it’s normal it’s NOT the same as saying you shouldn’t do something about your
frenemy feelings.
As a matter of fact, you should do your darn best to rid yourself of jealousy and freudenschade. They
are ugly feelings and they poison you.

The Closeness Rule
People, usually, do not develop envy and jealousy for people who are either too far up or too lowly
beneath.
If a guy is a first level manager at his company, he doesn’t usually develop frenemy feelings towards
the CEO or Jack the door guard.
Why is that so?
Well, to begin with, from a social point of view, the people in our social circle are usually the ones
who are around our same level.
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Similarly, geography plays a role because far away people are not in our social circle. We don’t feel
in competition with someone who is doing our exact same job but at the other end of the world
(unless you’re competing in the digital space maybe).
And from a psychological point of view, people compare themselves with people they know and
people who are in our same situations: those are the guys you can beat and those are the guys who
can beat you.
Similar people are our competition, not the people far up or far down. And similar people end up
being our psychological yardstick to reward us if we are beating them, or to punish us if they are
beating us.
In a nutshell: frenemies only develop with people who are near us, both from a geographical point
of view and from a “station of life” point of view.

Frenemies change over time
As a consequence of the closeness rules, it derives that frenemy is not a constant.
If you are going through a rough patch in life and a friend of yours is going strong he won’t see you
as competition anymore and you’ll drop off his Freudenschade radar.
That guy won’t be a frenemy… Until you get back on your feet and go up to his level.
Or until he’s on his knees and comes back down to your level.
That creates an interesting phenomenon.
You might have a mentor one day, or some high-flying friends. They seem nice and kind to you,
albeit they baby you just that little bit.
But then you start getting better and better.. Until you start approaching their level. And maybe
threatening to surpass it.
And then, you can either have a an open enemy.. Or a frenemy.
That’s why Greene in The 48 Laws of Power says “never outshine the master”. Only outshine him
when you don’t need him anymore.

Signs of Frenemies
Here are typical signs of frenemies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Jealous of your achievements
They find underhanded ways to hurt you
They talk behind your back
They don’t like your status updates
Lots of questions without (good) advice
Passive aggressive sabotaging
Nice words with incongruent body language

For the full guide please check:
How to spot a frenemy
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How to Deal With Frenemies
Here are a few ways to deal with frenemies.
Remembering that frenemies are often suffering a hurt ego, focus first and foremost on the N.1
solution here:

1. Make Them Friends (Not Frenemies)
Surprised to see one as the first item?
Well, let me remind you of two things:
1. More friends means more power
2. Frenemies are often frenemies because of crushed ego
Sometimes people become frenemy because they don’t feel like they can access your high value.
These frenemies are the like the fox in the Fedro’s fable: the fox says the grapes are not good, but it’s
only because he can’t reach them.
But lower those grapes for the fox and he’ll immediately love them.

Example: Bring Along, Instead of Bragging
Here is a real-life example for you:
Imagine a friend of yours gets rich and brags about how cool it is to drive Ferrari, eat caviar, and
bang bitties.
Then he asks you “and how are you doing man?”.
How would you feel?
Maybe you’d turn a bit into a frenemy.
Now imagine this other scenario: a friend of yours gets rich.
And he invites you to see his Ferrari. Then he takes you for a ride… And then lets you drive it! Now
a smile creeps up on your face, it’s the first time you drive a powerful sportscar, and all thanks to
your friend!
Then you two go out, and since he’s just become a millionaire he pays for your dinner… And then
invites you to a night club full of hot pieces of asses. All on his dime for old times’ sake.
I bet you’re not so likely to turn into a frenemy now, are you?
On the contrary, you are probably extremely thankful. He is your new hero!
What’s the difference?
The difference is that the second guy made his value accessible to the friend. And when you build
people up, friends don’t turn into frenemies.
Now you might not want to let everyone drive your car and pay dinners out to everyone. And indeed
you shouldn’t.
But there is a simpler way: be friendly and raise people’s status. As a matter of fact, to avoid
jealousy, the better you become, the more warm and friendly you should become.
And once you start showing a welcoming side of your character and raising the social status of the
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people around you, you will see that most of the frenemies will U-turn.

Dealing With The Worst Frenemies
But, of course, not all frenemies can be converted.
Some are just too spiteful, angry, and vengeful. Some of the hungriest and most driven folks don’t
see you as “above them” and any overtures will only make them feel worse.
“who does he think he is”, they will think when you offer to share your wins.
Here is how to deal with the more difficult ones:
Don’t tell them directly they’re being frenemies
Unless it’s a spouse, a family member or a proven good friend who mysteriously changed, don’t
confront them directly.
Direct talk is helpful sometimes, but counterproductive most of the times.
What will likely happen is this: they will deny their games and jealousy and they will resent you even
more.
Don’t tell them you’re not friends anymore
Some guides online recommend you to officialize the ending of your friendship.
I can’t think of anything more stupid to do.
Officializing the end of your friendship is akin to officializing the beginning of a new relationship:
that of an enemy.
If you can avoid being friends, then end the friendship with a good old fading:
Fade the frenemy
Fading someone means to slowly but surely disappearing from their lives.
It works like this:
Pick less and less of their calls
Answer late to their texts. If they reply quickly, answer at an hour when they aren’t likely to be
text back.
Say that yes, you should catch up eventually… you’re just so busy these days and traveling
often.
When you meet, tell them you can only meet at X time (time that work for you) for X amount
of time (no more than one hour) and at X place (a place which is convenient for you).
Then rinse and repeat until they will fade out of your life.
Pretend you didn’t notice their maneuvers
If you can’t fade them and if their underhanded maneuvers are not damaging, pretend you don’t
notice their snarky remarks and underhanded tactics.
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The feeling that they can’t get to you is poison to them.
Show everyone their ugly faces
Frenemies are full of hatred and jealousy, it won’t take them long for people to notice.
Your job is to make that process faster and smoother: you want everyone to think badly of the
frenemy and highly of you.
To do that, you will keep being warm to everyone, frenemy included. As a matter of fact, increase
your charm and charisma so tat everyone ca notice the huge difference between you two -ie, a highvalue woman or man VS a spiteful one-.
Take advantage of all the occasions in which they will over-extend themselves with their envious
remarks to highlight their game for everyone -read how to deal with an underminer on how to do just
that-.
Use them for motivation
If you have been stung by a frenemy’s backstabbing or snide you know it can be quite upsetting. Use
that emotional surcharge to move ahead in life.
Once you’ll be far ahead, then you’ll only have to do the psychological work on your side to forget
them.
Play them
If they are damaging you with their gossiping and you can’t get rid of them, it can be helpful to play
them.
Feed them slightly negative news about yourself so not to make them too jealous while in the
meanwhile you keep working on building your political power and moving ahead in life.
When you’ll be ready to move forward and get rid of them it will be swift and lethal.
The best revenge is a runaway success

If You’re The Frenemy
Dear readers,
To become the best possible people we can be, we need to face reality.
And reality says that we all have a dark side of bad feelings, repressed emotions and secrets we
would rather not share.
But worry not: we all have it.
Some of us a bit more, and we might even be born with it. According to psychoanalyst Melanie
Klein certain people are prone to feel envious.
She recognized it in babies as babies who showed a greedy attitude in hogging their mothers and
resenting their fathers and siblings.
I can’t go back that far with my memory, but I wouldn’t be surprised if I was such a baby.
But here is the good news: we can all overcome it. I am in the process of stamping out any frenemy
feelings from myself.
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Here is how:
Develop an antifragile ego
Develop a growth mindset
Own your dark side
Remind yourself that successful friends make you more successful
Develop your own goals, chase relentlessly and all else will matter less
And here are a few more techniques that Greene recommends in The Laws of Human Nature:
Get closer -and you’ll realize it’s just people with nothing specialCompare yourself with those who are lower than you as well
Turn envy into desire for emulation
Admire high achievements as a sign of human potential

When Frenemies Are Your Family
You would hope that frenemies are limited to people from your outer circle, right?
Well, in an ideal world there would be no frenemies at all.
But of course, you know that we don’t live in an ideal world. And sometimes our frenemies are the
people who can hurt us the most: our own family members.
This deserves its own section because in some cases family frenemies can really scar people
psychologically and for life.

When the frenemy is a brother
Evolutionary psychology tells us that among kin there is a natural, non-written battle as to who’s
getting more resources from their parents.
Sometimes that means pleasing their parents more, getting higher grades in school or, of course,
trying to paint the other brother(s) and sister(s) as unworthy.
Many of these relations normalize once you are an adult, once you are out of the family nest or once
either of you stops depending on their parents’ resources and approval -weaning off approval takes
longer, sometimes a whole life is not enough-.
The best way to address it is to first become an adult yourself.
Then helping your kin get closer to your parents, take a step back and act very warm and loving with
your brothers and sisters.

When the frenemy is a father
It’s a sad reality of life that in some rare cases, a frenemy can be a parent.
Most of the times it happens to same-gender children.
For some father, it’s the fear of losing the “lion’s position in the house”.
If you are the child, you can make it easier on your father by showing respect and keeping him in the
top dog position. Even nominally keeping him there is often enough.
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Some other times the frenemy relationship with a father happens because he doesn’t see in you the
traits that are important to him and/or he doesn’t see himself in you.
You see, mothers know that you are their child. But when a father sees nothing of himself in you, a
nasty process of emotional rejection can take place.
You should never try to appease your father as that would mean living a life that is not true to you.
And you should not display the opposite but actually equivalent reaction, such as trying to prove him
wrong by doing the exact opposite of what he wants.
What you can do is try to explain the dynamic of what’s happening to him and that you love him but
that he is ruining your relationship with that behavior. You love and have your own way of living
life.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if he could accept you as you are, because you love him just the way he is?
Alternatively, you could do therapy with him.
It works with some fathers.
With some, it doesn’t and they’d never join a therapy with you. You have done your best.

When the frenemy is a mother
Having a frenemy relationship with a father is terrible.
But with a mother, it’s even worse. The impact they can have on the psyche of their children is
disastrous.
Mothers sometimes fear of losing the position of queen of the house. They can be especially jealous
of the father/daughter relationship.
She will try to put you down, criticize you, and drive a wedge between you and your father.
In some other cases, and the two often overlap, the mother can resent the youth and opportunities
their daughter is enjoying.
For example, if the daughter is traveling and enjoying an easy life, you can recognize a frenemy
mother by the comment she makes on you “party all the time like a floozy”.
If you have a rich husband she might say that you “go through life squandering other people’s
money” and “what are you going to do if he leaves you?”
In some cases, mothers will flirt with their daughters’ boyfriends and in extreme cases sleep with
them or, it happened too, make out with them in front of their daughters.
These are usually highly narcissistic mothers.
In case it’s not full-blown -narcissism is on a scale-, you can talk to her or do therapy.
But if it’s full-blown narcissism, there is usually no changing it.
The work you must do here is on your side, and it’s mental.
You must first understand the impact it’s had and it’s having on you. Then work on yourself to make
you independent of you mother’s unhealthy effects.
Once you are independent, you can resume the relationship.
But if you still get nothing good from it and only pain and abuse, you can consider cutting contact
forever.
If you are in this position I can recommend the wonderful book Will I Ever Be Good Enough.
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Here is an example of a narcissistic mother who is more concerned about her appearance than her
own daughter pregnancy:
You can notice her reaction: the reaction of a daughter who is still dependent on her approval but
cannot get it.

SUMMARY
Frenemies are a normal part of life because it’s a normal reaction of who we are as humans.
If you are the frenemy, your task is to work on yourself to develop your mental side. That way you
will become a better -and stronger- human being.
If people around you are frenemies, try to make them friends if you can. If you cannot, cut them out
of your life.
And if you cannot cut them out your task is to neutralize them as much as possible until you can
remove them from your life or outgrow them.
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Lover, Provider & Friend: The Truth of Men’s Sexual Roles
December 11, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Lovers, providers, and friends are the three main roles with which women classify the men who
pursue them.
Most men date as providers.
But a sizable minority uses a “lover strategy” or a “friend strategy”.
This article explains the sexual market value of the different roles.
It makes the point that it’s not the dating strategy that makes the biggest difference, but the
quality of the man that matters most.
Contents
Why Some Guys Get it Wrong
1. Lovers
Low-Quality Lovers
High-Quality Lovers
2. Providers
Low-Quality Providers
High-Quality Providers
3. Friend
Low-Value Friend
High-Value Friend
Friends & Social Circle Game: The Connectors
Quality is The SMV Differentiator
Low-Quality Player is Worst Option
The SMV Power Scale
The Best Strategy Is A Mix
SUMMARY

Why Some Guys Get it Wrong
Most guys date poorly because they have no idea of effective dating strategies, their own positioning
and of, course, no idea of sexual market value.
Interestingly, even some guys who actually read and study dating and social dynamics get it wrong.
This is because the big mantra in the manosphere is that “lover rocks, providers is beta”.
This is not completely wrong, but also a huge generalization and overall bad sexual marketplace
theory.
Just look at this example below:
Providers are those “marriage-material Plan B guys”?
This is a typical case of what I call “alpha male posturing” (and this is why you must quit the
posturing).
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It a nutshell, it works like this: I point finger at a supposed idiot, so that I can I look better by
reflection.
This is simply another form of social climbing or, more precisely, what I call “social climbing in
absentia” because it attacks a class of people who’s not even present.
If you catch yourself playing this game, don’t worry: it’s a human necessity we all have. But if you
want to develop yourself, you need to be aware of it, cut that sh*t out, and move beyond that game
and mindset.
And now let’s get into some good sexual marketplace theory on lovers, providers, and friends.

1. Lovers
Sex first, later we’ll see
Lovers present themselves as sexually attractive men.
They showcase their experience and knowledge of women, their success with women (pre-selection),
and, possibly, the promise of great fun between the bed-sheets.

Lover Category: An Explanation
From an evolutionary psychology point of view, men are around the middle in male parental
investment (Wright, 1994).
In a nutshell, that means that men don’t just give out sperm, but they invest in their women,
offspring, and intimate relationship.
The lover strategy is to remove all the support and only give sperm.
Lovers avoid any investment because:
1. They have good genes: so they can avoid providing anything, if they don’t feel like
2. Don’t have resources to offer: so they present themselves as lovers because they don’t have
other options
3. Don’t make their resources available: they willingly avoid investing in any way, so they can
be lovers (this can be an avoidant personality, a player, or a dating strategy)

The Rationale Behind The Lover Strategy
The appeal of the lover sexual strategy is that, if executed well, it can lead to quick, “no strings
attached” sex.
That makes sense: women indeed tend to move slower with boyfriend candidates.
When women want a boyfriend, they want that boyfriend to stick around. And to make him stick
around, she might try to make him invest, chase, and wait for sex.
Those strategies can indeed increase the chances that he will stick around after sex -but I don’t
necessarily recommend women that course of action because cool men don’t like this game and it
works mostly with lower quality men-.
So if he removes himself from provider and boyfriend candidate and if he is sexy and cool, then she
might take him up for the fun of the sex -and, potentially, for the unconscious desire of getting his
genes-.
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So being a lover is good?
Well, hold your horses.
In truth, there is no such thing as a strategy that always works best. It depends on the woman, on the
situation, and on the guy.
Furthermore, not all lovers are good lovers. And we can divide between “low quality” and “high
quality” lovers.

Low-Quality Lovers
Let’s get back to that previous example from the Red Pill poster.
The mistake he does is in the generalization.
And generalizing that lover equals high-SMV man.
But that couldn’t be further from the truth.
As for anything, there are different levels at which a dating strategy can be implemented.
And albeit it’s true that lovers tend to be more sexually experienced and socially skilled, that’s a vast
generalization. And there are plenty of low-quality lovers out there.
The Movie The Pick-Up Artist from 1987 is an example of a low-ish quality type of lovers.
The one who pursues women and thinks of himself as a lover, but who actually doesn’t really get
laid:
He runs around like a kid, acts like a creepy entertainer, and he fails to truly attract any woman he
talks to
And you can still go much lower in the lovers’ category.
In a way, a junkie who fucks another junkie woman is also a lover. He has nothing to give, cares
more about his next hit than the woman, and he does not invest in any way (because he can’t).
Needless to say, you don’t want to be in this category.

High-Quality Lovers
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High-quality lovers are what most of the manosphere communities refer to when they think of
“lovers”.
These are cool guys who might even have plenty of resources, but either are not too willing to share
them, or don’t even put them on the table.
Alternatively, they might not have resources but are very skilled, socially charming, and very
attractive.
They put their good looks, game, and any other sexually attractive quality on display. And might
actively disqualify themselves from the boyfriend’s role.
But since they are overall high-quality men, women still like them.
There are plenty of examples of high-quality lovers, and one of them is Ryan Gosling from the movie
Crazy Stupid Love:
Not a perfect approach by a long shot. But he’s still a high-quality lover

Nothing Guarantees You to Always Win
A high-quality lover is a thing of beauty.
But of course, there is no silver bullet out there, and not all women will want to take up lovers on
their offer.
A few women are adamant in asking for resources and/or investment. These can be super driven
towards a relationship, women who have ridden enough penises and want to settle down, gold
diggers, or extremely principled and religious women.
Some other women might be worried about their reputation and some others, of course, might simply
not like the guy -subjectivity still plays a role, even when one is an objective high-value man-.
However, there are plenty of women who will take the lover’s offer, and he enjoys a good life.
If you are interested in more resources:
Psychology of womanizers
Dating resources summaries & reviews

Drawbacks for The Lovers
Lovers tend to be very hit and miss.
If it works, it works fast.
If it backfires, there is no turning back.
That makes it a high reward, high-risk strategy. And at times, in social circles where he has a time
and a reputation to take care of, a more prudent approach might serve him better.
Another risk is the after sex: if it happened too quickly, he pushed too much and/or if he is not good
to bond and connect with her, she might write him off as a one night stand.

2. Providers
I haven’t even seen your Red Corvette yet… And I’m already wet
If the lover is the man who gives sex and little more, the provider gives sex and more.
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The provider is the man who is able and willing to invest.
What’s “investment”?
Investment can be money, emotional support, help with their career etc. etc.
For most guys investment is the mix of all of them, and more, that comes with a relationship.
It includes time, emotional support, help, and, often, a commitment to exclusivity (exceptions apply,
see below).
Basically, the provider is the typical guy in a relationship.

The Average Provider Guy (& The Exceptions)
The provider role is an often misunderstood role in the dating community.
Again, there are good reasons why.
It’s because most providers are average guys with little of the exciting qualities of lovers and, as a
matter of fact, little resources to share as well.
The provider role indeed is the main default role for most guys.
Probably around 70%-80% of men’s main default role is provider.
And of that 70%-80 % of men who go the provider route, 80% of them cluster around the average.
For simplicity, we will discuss the extremes here. But keep in mind that the average is far closer to
the lower end than to the top.

Low-Quality Providers
Serve first, sex maybe later. Maybe, we’ll see about that. Just keep serving for now.
The majority of providers with a regular office jobs are average, and since they are all
interchangeable, we could probably cluster 80% of providers in the lower band.
From the same movie of the previous Ryan Gosling example, here is the example of a provider in the
low to the middle range:
Carl: I thought I did everything right. Got married, had kids, the house… What do I get for
it? I get cuckholded
But even here, we can go much lower than Cal.
There are guys in menial jobs, minimum wage, and, of course, the guys who borrow to seem like
better providers.
Have you ever heard of the guys who rent a supercar, max their credit cards, and blow a whole
month’s salary on an evening out with their special gal?
Exactly, those…
In the movie “Gran Torino” Clint Eastwood is grooming Thao to become more of a provider.
Look at this scene where Eastwood lends him the Gran Torino:
Eastwood is probably actually hurting Thao.
In an effort to “impress” the girl, he implies that he must work harder to provide for her, thus
underlying the value disparity between him and her.
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The White-Knight Provider
A specific sub-type of low-quality provider is the so-called “white-knight”.
A white-knight is a man who idealizes her princess and bends over backward to do anything she
needs because “she’s the queen” and it’s his duty to serve her.
That’s also a terrible mindset and a bad position to be in: these guys enter the relationship in what’s
one of the weakest position possible.
And some women are very willing to help them along the way.
See an example here.
And read more here:
The betaization process
Games women play
I’m the prize power move

High-Quality Providers
There are two areas that make a provider a high-quality provider:
1. Personal value
2. Resources
The higher you go with both, the higher the overall provider quality of the guy.
And the two are not separated as some might think: studies prove that more money makes men
more attractive. And of course, making money also often requires a lot of attractive traits, including
personal drive and resourcefulness.
Some former high-quality lovers who want to stop sleeping around also can make for high-quality
providers.

Supertop Providers
However, there is an upper bound limit you can reach with personal value alone.
To reach the super upper echelons of top high-quality providers you will need lots of resources.
The super top providers are the guys who open the tab and let everyone in their group have a good
time.
They throw money around, everyone loves them, and when they leave with a chauffeured car or their
own Ferrari they don’t even look at the tab: they are enjoying the hot girl in their arm, and couldn’t
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care less about the few thousands they’ve spent.
The movie “Showgirls” contains an example of a top provider:
Driving Ferrari and getting a BJ while pouring champagne. Classic.
This is also the territory of powerful tycoons.
Silvio Berlusconi is an example of a provider at the far end of the spectrum.
Modern tycoons are the equivalent of the old bygone days of kings and monarchs. At that level,
getting sex becomes very easy and it’s often not even about providing anymore. Getting laid for top
providers is not about providing, but it’s about the experience of their lifestyle
Indeed at the far end of the provider spectrum, for the men who enjoy that lifestyle, top provider
becomes top inseminator.
However, many super-rich men don’t end up having sex with countless women. Men who get very
rich are often driven by a mission that goes beyond women -and women can become a distraction for
outsized achievements-.

Flashy Displays of Wealth Turns Providers Into Lovers
When a man shows off lots of wealth, he is playing less in the provider category and more in the
lover category.
A study found out indeed that flashy displays of wealth lead observers to consider him more of a
“fling” sort of man and less of a “long-term provider”.
In brief: flashy displays of wealth increase his lover status.
The unwritten contract there is this: come with me, I’ll splurge on you, give you a night of luxury,
and then you’re free to go.
I’m not a fan of this style, but it goes to show that, at the top, the roles blur.

Drawbacks for The Providers
Average providers, such as the majority of men, will be screened and qualified (much) harder.
Entering a relationship moving slowly as the provider often also means that it will be more a
relationship of equals when it goes for him or, more often, that she is the prize.
Also, she might end up playing the Madonna role during dating. That might even mean that she will
never show her true colors and never really be herself.

3. Friend
“Hmmm… You’re still having all those fights with Cristina? You could get so much better you
know…”
“Friend” has taken a really bad rep in the male dating world.
It has gone mainstream with the term “friend-zoned“. The friend-zoned man is a man who spends
time with a woman in the hope of eventually dating her, but whom she has no intention of ever
dating.
This is a dynamic that, indeed, happens relatively often. And it’s a terrible situation to be in.
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But, again, this is a generalization of the worst type of friend applied the whole “friend” population.
“Friend”, per se, is a neutral word.
And along with the clueless friend-zone idiots, you also have cool guys who just happen to have fun
with female friends.
Let’s dig deeper to come out of generalizations and misunderstandings.

Who is a Friend?
Friends tend to be somewhat less exciting than lovers and not as available as providers.
They can cheer her up, listen to her, and share good times together.
They might be interested in a relationship with her, but they don’t necessarily have to be.
He might be a nice guy, but doesn’t have to be.
And he might be at her beck and call, but he might as well not be available at all.
As you can see, a friend can really be anything because, well, it’s a very generic term.
So let’s dig deeper.

Low-Value Friend
The low-value friend is the “friend” that the manosphere usually refers to.
These guys typically hang on to her because they are interested in sexual favors and, even more often,
in a relationship.
Since all relationships entail an exchange, if his value were zero or even negative, she probably
wouldn’t want him around.
Indeed low-value friends have enough value that they don’t embarrass women when they tag along
and enough value to offer some sort of help and support.
But they don’t have enough value to have sex with -lover category- or be in a relationship with provider category-.
Basically: a low-value friend’s sexual market value is not negative, but not high enough for sex
or boyfriend candidates.
If low-value friends are not discerning enough, which they often are not or they wouldn’t be low
value in the first place, they can end up exploited by some women.
Neil Patrick Harris in Gone Girl is the example of a friend who is being taken advantage of:

High-Value Friend
Could you ever imagine there is such a thing as a high-value friend in the sexual marketplace?
Of course, there is.
A high-value friend is simply a high-value man who is not in hot pursuit.
With a high-value friend she can let her hair down and be herself.
He can bond with her, doesn’t judge her and he can help her take her mask down. That means that
she can share emotions and feelings she doesn’t share with anyone else -which will likely make her
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more attracted to him-.
A typical cool guy in a position of friend does help her whenever he can, but without going out of his
way. He’d help her just like he would help a male friend.
But since he is a high-value guy, his help is really helpful and his advice goes at the crux of the
problem.
And she loves that.
He might be interested in sex, but he doesn’t make it obvious. And since he’s a high-value man,
chances are she is also sexually interested in him.
They are not laying their cards on the table though and nobody is making a move.
It could be that they don’t want to make a move.
He might be too busy with his own life, or she is in a relationship with a friend of his. Or he might
not want sex to ruin their specific relationship -think for example she’s a flatmate paying him for
rent-.
Or he might be in a relationship and would rather keep his word.
This is an example of sexual energy between friends (but crappy video quality alert!).
That long pause that you hear, that’s everyone being well aware of that tension.

Sexually-Charged Friends
At the top of the sexual chemistry, the two “friends” will avoid being alone because they both know
there is too much sexual energy.
Obviously, at this high level of sexual chemistry, all it takes is a move, a spark, or a “situation”.
Sex with old-time friends who have always been attracted to each other releases long-running, pentup sexual attraction coming off all at once.

Should You Refuse Female Friendships?
Some men who pursued a woman refuse friendships as a matter of honor.
Rollo Tomassi, popular red pill author, and writer of The Rational Male, recommends men to always
reject the offer of friendship.
I think instead that makes men come across as terribly butthurt.
And if you apply the “never befriend a woman” advice, you’ll end up with lots of male friends and
little contact with real women.
There are many benefits of having female friends.
Here is how both men and women rate the benefits of friendship:
Source: Bleske, A., & Buss, D. M. (1997)
OSF= opposite-sex friendships, and both genders see it as more beneficial than same-sex friends.
Opposite sex friendships are a great way of learning about the opposite sex thinks, which is very
helpful for your mating efforts (Buss, 2016).
Makes sense, no? If you want to seduce women, it helps to be familiar with women and knowing how
the female mind works.
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Friends & Social Circle Game: The Connectors
Wouldn’t it be cool to have models enter your life without ever cold-approaching?
Enter the power of the “connectors”, or “super-friends”.
Connectors achieve great dating success, as well as sometimes life success, by befriending,
socializing and entering the social circles of high-value men, as well as very attractive women.
The connectors make it a point to be friends first. They make lots of high quality people, including
women. And, eventually, some of those women they keep meeting will like him and naturally move
from friends to dating and, potentially, relationships.
This guy here is a great example of a man who has built abundance in his life with both business
opportunities and women by making it a point of being a friend first:
Michael Sartain: question is, how do I get out of the friend zone? Point is, I’m not trying to
get out of the friend zone. I keep going out, and they keep me introducing to more people
(…) doing all these things that a friend would do, while still being an alpha male
For men who are good at connecting and socializing, this can become a lifestyle choice where the
man has an endless supply of attractive women.
Of course, this method only works if you plan on staying in the same place for the long run.

Drawbacks & Risks of Friends
Connectors, of course, are the exception.
And successful connectors need to be based in big cities with lots of high-quality people and
successful women.
So unless you are you a top-notch connector in a top city and unless there is huge sexual chemistry
the friend position has the lowest value in the sexual marketplace.
He has been around for a while, she knows him and if she hasn’t found him exciting so far, what are
the chances that it’s going to change any time soon?
Most “normal” guys should avoid dating with a friend-first strategy.

Quality is The SMV Differentiator
If you have noticed, there is a thread running through the dating strategies.
And that thread is that the high-quality guys do well across all dating strategies.
And poor guys do poorly across all dating strategies.
In atypical seduction techniques that work we saw the example of Grant Cardone, who chased his
wife for a year.
He was pursuing a provider strategy.
And he was chasing badly.
Yet, he won her over because, overall, he was still a high-quality guy going places.
That’s because it’s the man who makes the sexual market value, not the role.
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Look at this sexual market value chart divided by male positioning:
Basically what this article explains is simple: be a high-quality guy and you will date successfully
with whichever approach you choose.

Low-Quality Player is Worst Option
The second consequence of our analysis of sexual market value across dating strategies is this:
Lower-level guys fare badly across all dating strategies, but the lover is the worst role for them.
Why?
Because a low-quality lover has nothing.
He has low value as a lover, cannot provide enough value to even be around her, and he has no
resources whatsoever.

The SMV Power Scale
Here is the ranking in the sexual market value that I assign to each male positioning:
1. Value negative (she actively avoids him)
2. Low-quality lover / Nothing (has nothing of value or negative value, she doesn’t want him
around)
3. Average Friend (can provide support, and might have a chance, but can be taken advantage of)
4. Average Provider (can provide support and “good enough” genes)
5. High-quality friend (raises her status, might introduce potentially good prospects)
6. Good Lover (can provide good genes but little support or he’s not willing to support)
7. Top Provider (high-quality men with resources with which he could take care of many
different women and good genes to boot)
For biological reasons at the top of the pyramid power and resources matter more than looks in
terms of his power of sleeping with lots of new women.
Few if any model can out-fuck an average looking tycoon -possibly even an ugly one-.

The Best Strategy Is A Mix
These categories are on a continuum, of course.
Most men have a tendency of playing around and albeit some men only want relationships few are
100% on one side:
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Also, the best guys take the best traits from all of the different roles.
Especially from the provider and the lover.
Look at this text a woman sent me:
What she’s describing is a mix of provider and lover traits. And that’s why she kept writing me non
stop.
I am not high at anything, I just got lucky in that example above.
But the principle is that at very high levels and at very low levels all strategies overlap. Because,
again, it’s the man behind that strategy that makes the most difference.
A top provider has also all the traits to be a top player. And a top player has all the traits to amass
resources and be a top provider or a top friend -if he wanted to-.

SUMMARY
The dating strategies of lover, provider, or “friend first” are the three most common dating strategies
men deploy.
For men interested in finding a romantic partner the “friend first” is the least time-efficient and
effective.
Entering as a lover first and as a provider/stable partner later is a good strategy and can give him
more power at the beginning of the relationship. But it has higher risks.
The provider first is the most typical strategy, relatively safer -as long as she likes you.
But for a great relationship, you want to be high quality in all of them: lover, provider, and friend.
Also read:
Provider OR Lover? Choose your strategy
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Never Outshine The Master: A Case Study
December 13, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article is a case study for The Law of Power N.1 “never outshine the master”, from Robert
Greene’s The 48 Laws of Power.
It also deals with other foundational laws of power, such as making friends instead of enemies,
setting up collaborative frames instead of antagonist ones, and the importance of political intelligence
within work-related teams.
You might be a king, but you’re better off with friendly and supportive subjects
Contents
Hubris Can Be Your Downfall
Never Outshine The Master
The Mistake: Over-Dominance Makes Enemies
Keeping Good Boss Relationships
Lessons Learned 1: Make Allies, Not Enemies
Lesson Learned 2: Develop Competence
When You Should NOT Be Inclusive
When It’s OK to Do a Power Takeover
SUMMARY

Hubris Can Be Your Downfall
In a few instances in your life, you might have the power to lead groups.
And sometimes, you might even feel like you got the power to replace any leader above you and do a
“power takeover”.
A power takeover happens when someone from a lower power position overthrows the leader and
imposes himself as the new group’s leader.
However, more times than not, it’s more about the feeling and the hubris to challenge authority than
actually having the power to do so.
And that’s how many driven men with an otherwise brilliant future end up crashing and burning.
People who fail to realize how dumb it is to challenge and embarrass their bosses reduce their
political power.
This is exactly what happens in the example we will analyze.

Never Outshine The Master
The scene we analyze is from the movie Platoon.
This group has two different types of authority: the formal authority which is the lieutenant, called
Wolfe, and the de facto authority, which is the sergeant, going by the name of Barnes.
The lieutenant has the official authority of rank.
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The sergeant has the authority of subject matter expertise, meaning he is the expert on how to wage
war.
Barnes is also aggressive and domineering, while the lieutenant is younger, more submissive, and
looks the least confident of them all.
Thanks to his aggressiveness and knowledge, Barnes ends up controlling the group.
However, he makes one mistake.
Let’s watch the video:

The Mistake: Over-Dominance Makes Enemies
The mistake Barnes does is that he uses too much force to wield his power.
And that puts him on a collision course with Wolfe.
There is a quote from Alain Prost, a Formula 1 racer, and he said:
My aim is to win by going as slow as possible.
It’s similar for power.
You want to set up your interactions in a way that you can get people to follow you by using the least
amount of brute force you need.
Why would you want to do that?
Because when you rely on brute force alone, you give you up the other form of influencing: the one
based on people wanting to obey because of intrinsic motivation or because they admire you.
If you bellow orders like you are their Gods and they are ants, you will grow resentment while at the
same time decreasing the goodwill.
The more that resentment grows, the more people will hate you and want to get rid of you.

Making The Boss Your Enemy is Dumb
This is what happens to Barnes.
He is the most dominant person in the group, that’s for sure.
But he made an enemy out of his boss. That’s a position that, for anyone, is hard to keep for a long
time. Stung by the embarrassment, chances are high that the lieutenant will want to get rid of him on
the first occasion.
Even within the group, Barnes’ position is not likely to be as strong following his display of
dominance.
When he put himself against the lieutenant the group knows that Barnes has an enemy. And even if
Wolfe is a weak enemy in terms of personality, is he a powerful one in terms of ranks.
And they know that the lieutenant might want to get rid of Barnes whenever he can -and that he can
do it by virtue of his rank-.
This is a similar mistake that a few generals committed during the Obama administration. They got
all haughty and mighty based on the troops they commanded but failed to realize they also needed the
political support.
Result?
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They got fired.

Keeping Good Boss Relationships
In this example, Barnes could have easily stayed the undisputed leader of the group and avoided any
personal squabble with the lieutenant.
All he needed to do was to help the lieutenant save face.
How could he have done that?
For example, he could have prefaced his orders by saying
Barnes: if the LT agrees we do this, this and that
Then all he had to do was looking towards the LT expecting a nod or a “yes”.
Of course, Wolfe would have confirmed, he knew that Barnes was the most respected man, the most
experienced one, and the one in the best position to decide.
Another option for Barnes was to give his orders and then look towards the Wolfe and ask him:
Barnes: Do you agree with it?
Most likely the lieutenant would have said yes.
Or if Wolfe was more emotionally intelligent, he could have asked a question back or added some
perfunctory details just to seem like he wasn’t following 100%.
And that would have been OK: Barnes would have still been the leader. And the lieutenant would
have probably been grateful that Barnes saved his face.
Barnes position in the group would have grown stronger, not weaker.
The group would know who’s the real leader while they would also know that Barnes has no enemy
in the lieutenant, but a puppet who listens to him.
Huge power boost for power even within the group’s ranks.

Lessons Learned 1: Make Allies, Not Enemies
The problem of imposing your will, throwing your weight around and, even worst, going against
official authorities, is that you make enemies.
The boss won’t say anything if he’s intimidated by you and he knows you’re stronger -as it was in the
example from Platoon-.
But he will maneuver behind your back to torpedo you.
Similarly, if you impose your will within your group, you can rest assured resentment will raise.
They will keep following your orders because they have to, but they will be waiting for your
downfall -and very happy to contribute to it-.
This is a common issue for many power-hungry, driven people.
They watch movies like The Godfather or Scarface and get heady believing that power is in
destroying enemies.
But the real reason why people like Scarface crash and burn and people like The Godfather got
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successful is because the latter has made many more friends than enemies.
Make friends, not enemies: friends are power, enemies will be your downfall

Lesson Learned 2: Develop Competence
There are several reasons why lieutenant Wolfe was so easily jumped over, including typical
submissive signs, younger age, and lack of confidence.
But the main one is that he was a green-horned, inexperienced fella who knew nothing. And Barnes
was knowledgeable and competent on how to run war -or at least, he acted like it-.
This leads to our second lesson learned for strong leadership: you must develop competence and
subject matter expertise.
Competence will give you the respect of the people who serve you.

When You Should NOT Be Inclusive
Inclusivity and democratic leadership can shore up your power by creating a web of alliances and by
building goodwill.
But in a way, it’s similar to the concept of vulnerability as we talked about in “vulnerability is not
power“.
The truth is that it inclusivity is powerful when used at the right times.
The rule of thumb is this: a powerful leader being inclusive is even more powerful while a weak
leader being inclusive is perceived as even weaker.
And even when you are a powerful leader, there are important exceptions when you have to impose
your will.
These include:
At the beginning of your leadership
Especially for people who are too nice at the beginning of their leadership it’s best to err on the tough
side than on the “nice” one. This is because, as we said, a strong leader who is inclusive is more
powerful.
But if people have been perceiving you as weak and not possessing strong leadership qualities, then
inclusivity can be seen as a sign of weakness, fear of taking decisions, and fear of telling people what
to do.
It’s best to show strength in the beginning instead.
When you are a bit tougher at the beginning you can, later on, show that your inclusivity is out of
magnanimity, not fear.
When the group has no clue
One of the great advantages of inclusive leadership is that by including more people in the decision
making you leverage the power of a larger mastermind and you are more likely to reach good
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decisions.
However, if the group or your counterpart has no idea on the subject, you are better off explaining
your decision rather than asking for opinions.
That’s because you would most likely have to override all their suggestions and they might feel
spurned and rejected. Avoid it by deciding, explaining and letting them grow into people who are
worthy of being included. But they must earn that position.
When the group is lost and is looking up to you
When the group is lost and they are looking up to you, that’s not the time to pose questions or being
democratic. They are looking for leadership.
For strong leadership.
That’s the time to tell them what to do and show them the course of action.
And these are exactly the times that will buy you goodwill when things are going well.
During times of crisis
Times of crisis require charismatic leadership and a strong leader.
The group will be more than happy to follow without being included.
When you’re facing a challenge
When someone within the group or from outside the group is challenging deferring to the group or,
worst of all, to the challenger, will be perceived as a sign of weakness by both the group and the
challenger.
When facing a leadership challenge it’s time to put your foot down and show why you’re the leader.
And you must eradicate that challenge.
Basically, here is the power move rule when it comes to inclusivity:
Always be inclusive when things are easy and decisions matter little.
Take full reins of command when things are uncertain and when you need to shore up
power during a leadership challenge.

When It’s OK to Do a Power Takeover
A power takeover is fine… As long as you can pull it off effectively.
Do it effectively, here is what needs to happen:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You can completely get rid of your boss
The group supports your takeover
Those in power above your boss are likely to accept the situation
Your boss is in no position to take revenge

Ideally, you are taking the power from a leader who was ineffective, incompetent, or hated.
That’s the example I talk about in “how to destroy a bad boss“, and if you can rally the troops in your
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support and put enough power on your side, you will be welcome as the savior.
Just make sure you act the part of the savior once you’re in charge and don’t become little tyrant N.2
(or little incompetent N.2 :).

SUMMARY
As a rule of thumb, inclusive leadership will make people want to follow you.
And that’s the hallmark of great leadership: when people want you as the leader and they want to
follow you.
You can’t always be inclusive of course.
But whenever you can, that should be your goal.
The worst possible person you can leave out of the decision making is your boss. Whenever you
jump in front of your boss, that’s the definition of a golpe.
And whenever you execute a golpe, there is only one good way to do it: by taking out the leader,
eliminating his power to take revenge, and taking his position.
Any other option, sooner or later, is likely to end badly for you.
See more examples here:
The upgraded 48 Laws of Power (for modern examples)
The 48 Laws of Power List: for quick reference
Why The 48 Laws of Power is Wrong: to learn more about the exceptions
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8 Tactics to Make Him Commit (Games Women Play)
December 16, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Women try to get men’s commitment in many ways.
A few women are honest and direct about it.
While some other deploy nasty dating games to make him invest, as well as manipulative relationship
games to make him stick around.
This post will focus on some of the most popular games and techniques women use to make men
commit.
Contents
Commitment Games
1. We Are More Than Just Sex, Aren’t We?
2. Move Your Ass You Son of A Bitch
3. I Give You Mine You Give Me Yours
More Commitment Games
Why Women Play Commitment Games
Men Must Get Ready for Commitment Games
Are Commitment Games Bad?
SUMMARY

Commitment Games
In honor of Eric Berne, founder of transactional analysis and author of Games People Play, I will use
a similar nomenclature for women’s commitment games.
Below are three of them broken down in detail.
Further down is a list combining all the dating games women use for commitment.

1. We Are More Than Just Sex, Aren’t We?
You will see the WAMTJSAW when the man and the woman have been having sex for a while -or
for just a few times- but there is still no official status or the |conversation” hasn’t taken place yet.
Her aim is to prove, with facts, that the two of them are more than just sex.
She can’t make him wait for sex now that the relationship is already sexual, and making him
invest and making him chase become much more difficult in this relationship phase.
However, she can do withdraw sex. At least temporarily.
Indeed, if she can get to spend time with him without having sex, then he implies, with action, that he
wants more of her than just a vagina.
Enter the game “We Are More Just Than Sex, Aren’t We?”.
See one example here:
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We will just talk. Smiley face ?

Answering to The WAMTJSAW Game
Once you understand the dynamics of power in dating and relationships, you also understand where
she is coming from.
And you have no point in getting angry or worked up.
As a man striving to be a high-quality man and as a budding master socialite, your answer must take
into account both what you want, and what she wants and needs. That’s what leaders do: they take an
“us” approach.
Action-wise, you have three options here:
1. Refusing to meet without sex
2. Meeting with reserve
3. Letting her have it
Refusing to meet is like a slap in the face which says that you indeed only see her as a piece of meat
and that you don’t want a relationship.
But even if you don’t want a relationship, I would discourage you from going down that road. It
doesn’t mean you have to meet, but you should at least have the courtesy of clarifying your position
and explaining to her that you don’t want more than sex.
At that point, she is free to decide.
Number three is your tacit consent to a relationship and, basically, you let her win the game.
I personally don’t recommend this one either because it lets her win with a rather underhanded tactic.
It sends the message that games are a good way for her to getting what she wants.
Even if you want a relationship, there are better.
I recommend instead two different options:
1. Meeting with reserve
2. Meeting and escalating to sex anyway
This is an example of meeting with reserve, from the same previous conversation:
You must be watchful here of how you walk this tight rope: you want to deflect but without sounding
like you don’t want her around without sex -yes I know there are different ways of having sex dears
reader, but I have my preferences :)-.
I like this approach, positioning it as if having her around without having sex would be too hard for
you.
Also, I was going to have a conversation with her about this, but in person. I didn’t like the way she
set the whole meeting up and then only mentioned sex as if it was an afterthought. Sex is not an
afterthought between two people on a budding relationship, meeting only a couple of days a week
and with strong chemistry.
Finally, don’t forget the last option: making her come at your place and escalating to sex anyway -as
long as the “issue” was not a real and serious issue, of course-.
Just make sure you treat her well afterward and it’s still a win-win.
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2. Move Your Ass You Son of A Bitch
MYAYSOB is a rather nasty game.
It consists of parading other options and leveraging jealousy to compel him into action.
Here is one example:
Her message in this case communicated
“move your ass to get serious you SOB cause there’s men who are willing to wine and dine
me… And I might pick one of ’em“.
After I prodded her, she probably felt like she had made her point clear enough and that going
forward would have created too big of a rift.
She probably also didn’t want to risk overplaying her hand and come across as nasty.
And that’s why she presented me with a candy.
This whole game, including the last candy, certainly didn’t gain her any points.

Dealing With MYAYSOB
One of the reasons why it’s great getting good at reading social dynamics is because we can become
discerning about the people we accept in our lives.
If you see nasty games before the relationship, what do you think is going to happen during the
relationship?
These are the same type of women who will threaten to break up, to “go out and party” (implied
“meeting someone”) or worst of all… Divorce you and take all you’ve got :).
High quality alpha females tend to be more direct with their requests. High quality but submissive
women might not be as direct, but they have one thing in common: they avoid the nastiest games.
The women you need to protect the most against are the ones who are smart and assertive enough,
possibly also attractive and hot… But who don’t have morals and ethical qualms.
Like in this example.
I recommend you test women who play these types of games. Ask them questions, don’t offer them a
relationship for as long as you can and see what they come up with.
Then, if you want to give it a try at reforming them, you can tell them something like this:
You: why are you telling me that. Why are you telling me of your date
Then, it’s time to bust your PIMP hand and show that you don’t take that attitude lightly. You do
want to push her on the defensive here:
You: that was totally unnecessary, why do you feel the need to say that
Then you want to shame them a bit:
You: Frankly, I think it’s rather nasty of you to parade others dates you are having. I am
very disappointed in you
Then, if you think they are worthy it, you can introduce how you see healthy relationships and see if
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she can fit your standards.

3. I Give You Mine You Give Me Yours
IGYMYGMY… That really worked out well as an acronym didn’t it.
I don’t have a text or a video to show you, so you’re in for a story-treat:
A girl I was seeing worked as a real estate agent, showing ﬂats around.
One day she was showing a ﬂat to a guy. Now you would never guess, but this guy
was a surfer and underwear model.
You can imagine my excitement as she recounted the story :).
Well, you would never guess what happened, but The hunk asked her this:
Hunk: Would I offend any guy inviting you out for dinner?
At that point I wondered if I would have ever heard that story, had she said yes :).
But well, since she actually told me the story, she turned him down.
See the message here?
First of all, she is communicating that yes, there is someone who might get offended -me-. And
people who get offended are emotionally invested. Thus, if I confirmed, I would have also implied
that we are probably moving into “serious territory”.
And second, what is she doing?
She is giving me her commitment.
But since most relationships entail an exchange, she is indirectly also asking me for commitment
back.
It’s a much, much nicer and gentler version of MYAYSOB.
It’s basically saying:
Her implied message: “I’m giving you my exclusivity in spite of great options out there.
What are you gonna do, Lux? Are you going to give me yours too, or what?”

Dealing With IGYMYGMY
As per usual, your reply will depend on whether or not you’re OK with a committed relationship.
If you are interested in a relationship, I would avoid telling her “you did well”. And I would also
avoid “thank you”.
Better instead to make a mental note that she is offering you exclusivity and she likes you. And to
jump straight into the “conversation”, explaining where you stand and your possible future together.
Then let her work a little bit to reel you in.
If you are not interested in a relationship I would avoid doing what many guys would do here, such as
telling her “why didn’t you say yes“.
That’s brutal and really uncalled for.
You need to go into the hard conversation here and explain you’re not looking for a relationship.
Next, you know what you gotta do: put that nice fish back into the sea.
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Here is how it went between us:
Me: “OK” (very nonchalantly)
A long pause ensued. She looks down. Then she finally blurted:
Her: “aren’t you glad I said no?”
You can imagine how it went from there.
Between us, I just checked her Instagram. Damn she looked awesome in that Christmas party dress
(if it weren’t for some idiot beside her :).

More Commitment Games
Different women have different ways of pushing men into commitment.
Some of them are the following:
Waiting game
The waiting game, unless she is dealing with a super relationship type of guy, is a rather bad strategy
to get commitment.
Play like a man and feign disinterest
This is the strategy that one very popular dating book for women recommends.
I think that a risk/rewards analysis makes it a retarded strategy -I explain why in the women’s dating
literature review Pussy Power-.
Dropping hints
Dropping hints is another typical technique. It can take many forms, ranging from “my girlfriend just
got engaged” to “it’s San Valentine in one week”.
Hints are very simple, but not too bad: most men will get what women mean and she avoids any
nastiness.
Shaming (“you’re the only one who can’t commit, look at your friends!”)
Not a very good option.
It puts her hard in the chasing position, it leads to a lot of fight and if he gives in it will rarely be the
start of a great relationship.
High-pressure games (threats, jealousy, ultimatums)
IGYMYGMY we saw earlier is an example of the larger category of “high-pressure games”, which
also includes threats and ultimatums.
I recommend women not to use high-pressure tactics and men to women’s high-pressure games as a
warning sign of worse to come.
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Why Women Play Commitment Games
Women play commitment games because, often, they need to.
Some women ask directly, and that’s good, but not all women are as assertive or as vulnerabilityresistant-. It’s only normal that some women will resort to some less direct games.
That’s not a bad thing, and it’s actually a quality many men seek and appreciate.
Most relationships follow a known and relatively predictable pattern of power.
And after sex and prior to official commitment, it’s one of those rare phases where he has more
power than her.
At that point, unless he volunteers the commitment, it’s her who needs commitment the most. And all
the games we have seen here are trying to achieve the same goal: make him commit.
Spending more time together says “we are more than just sex”. Parading other suitors says “hurry up
to commit”.
And “I am giving you commitment” says “will you do the same?”.

Men Must Get Ready for Commitment Games
After sex happened a few times with a woman and before commitment men usually are in a “rest”
phase.
They got the sex they wanted, and now they feel like it’s done and dusted. And they can take it easy.
If they were dining and wining her, now they might try to meet more often at home.
If they were making her a lot of gits, now they might slow down with their giving. And if they went
the lover way and never invested much in her. They might be lulled into believing it will always stay
like that.
But it rarely “stays like that” and it’s only the calm before the storm.
Women are more pragmatic and work more on a biological clock: not all, but most women will
eventually try to tie him down and, later on, will work to domesticate him once in the relationship.

Are Commitment Games Bad?
Not necessarily.
As already saw, they can simply be the signs of less assertive personalities and that’s a feminine
quality that many men seek and appreciate.
They can be nasty, of course, and we saw one such example.
But some other commitment games are actually a very good sign.
The IGYMYGMY is an example of high-class game.
It’s a very nice and gentle game to nudge the relationship towards commitment.
And it’s exactly what I advocate women do in this previous article on escalating mutual commitment.
It gives first, and the giving prompts more giving in return in what becomes a virtuous cycle.
If done well, it also leverages what Cialdini calls The Law of Reciprocity, which is a nice bonus to
increase compliance in the receiver.
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SUMMARY
When sex has happened a few times and exclusive commitment hasn’t happened yet, most women
will get antsy.
They want to progress things into a more serious and commitment relationship, and while some will
ask directly for it, many others will resort to games.
Games are not necessarily nasty, but they can be.
And men should watch out for what kind of games she will use: they are most likely a great predictor
of how she will behave in the relationship.

Recommendation for Men & Women
Women should ask directly for commitment or use gentler games.
Men should only accept direct requests or kinder games. Nasty games and coercive tactics are a bad
omen. He should consider her not girlfriend material or, at the very least, put her under heavier
scrutiny.
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Soft Power: The Key to Subtle Social Dominance
December 18, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Soft power is where the frame negotiation for persuasion and control truly happens in our modern
world.
As humans, we communicate verbally and nonverbally, and we don’t negotiate power primarily with
fights.
And that means that power, in this day and age, is mostly soft power.
In this article, we will discuss the dynamics of soft power.
Social influence is nothing mystique or manipulative: it’s high value + social skills
Contents
Preface to Soft Power & Social Influence
How Soft Power Creates Social Influence
How to Control People With Soft Power
1. Become A High-Value Individual
2. Set The Frame
3. Make Them Emotionally Addicted to Your Rewards
4. Shit-Test Them (& Assess the Answers)
Social Influence And Parent Role
When The Submissive Party Rebels
Soft Power In Politics
Resisting Soft Power
1. See the dynamics at play
2. Remove their judge position
3. Refuse the child role
SUMMARY

Preface to Soft Power & Social Influence
Wikipedia says that social influence occurs when:
A person’s emotions, opinions or behaviors are affected by others intentionally or
unintentionally.
It is indeed a form of influence that does not rely so much on coercion or physical dominance, but
functions at a subtler social and mental level.
In many social interactions indeed there is one person who dominates the others at a mental and
emotional level.
This person sets the frame of reference of the relationship. Setting the frame means that he originates
all the non-written rules for what’s good or not good, what’s funny or not funny, what’s acceptable
and what’s not acceptable.
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How Soft Power Creates Social Influence
Socially powerful individuals wield “social soft power” for a simple reason:
We want to be liked and appreciated by high-quality and high-power individuals.
When that person likes us, he gives us an emotional reward.
And when he doesn’t like us, we get an emotional punishment.
To get the reward instead of the punishment, people will conform to the high-power individual to be
within his graces. Many people are also happy to submit to high-power individuals
In Social Power, this website’s flagship course, I call this social position “the judge“.
I chose the name “judge” because it well summarizes the most powerful way with which dominant
individuals wield soft power: by setting a frame of reference on what’s good or not good. And then
by making people comply with their frame through their personal judgment.
The soft power of a socially dominant individual is to make people act and react based on their
judgment.
It’s a soft power because there is little coercion, if at all: the submissive party is happy to obey the
rules of the dominant party and actively seeks to be liked by the dominant party.
He wants to be in the judge’s good grace.
Also read:
The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control

How to Control People With Soft Power
Let me preface this right away.
There are no “secret” magical steps you can take and then people will listen to you.
There is no combination of words, no magic “abracadabra” and no buttons you can touch.
People have to want to listen to you and follow you.
In short, to have social influence you need three things:
Be high-value / high-power (the two overlap albeit are not completely the same)
Be warm / attainable (the two overlap, but the point is that people need to feel like you are a
friendly force)
The more you can give, the more you can raise people up, the more you can make them feel good,
and the more they want to be like you, the more soft power you will wield.
Also read:
Availability and value
Warmth and power
Power Strategy 101: Mix Power With Warmth
And here are a few practical steps for you to follow:
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1. Become A High-Value Individual
The more value you have, in the more disparate fields possible, the more social power you wield, and
the more you can influence people around.
A high-value woman or high-value man has an easy time being socially powerful.
A low-value woman or a low-value man has a really difficult time dominating social interactions.
When you think about increasing your value, think of personal traits and skills not as silos, but as
interconnected.
Once you raise one: you raise all others:
Confidence
Sexual attractiveness
Knowledge & life wisdom
Income
Personal drive
Competence…
Just think about it: if you raise your competence aren’t you more confident? You will probably earn
more, the ladies at work will want you more, your knowledge will also increase, etc. etc.
It’s the same for each key personality trait or life skill: raise one and you get a major uptick on all
others.

2. Set The Frame
A frame is a set of beliefs, morals and ethical systems and perspectives with which people look at
reality and judge the world.
Why do frames determine who has the most power in a relationship?
It’s because of what frames carry with them.
Frames carry a code of moral conduct: what’s fair and what’s not fair.
Basically, setting your frame is a bit like imposing your legal system.
And when you buy into someone’s frame, you are playing by their rules, your behavior being judged
based on what they believe in.
Of course, often people don’t set their frames because they “believe” in it but simply because it’s
good (for them).
Part of learning social dynamics is learning to see frames and whose frame you are playing by.
As a quick example, watch this scene from Mrs. Doubtfire:
Her frame is that the big party is stupid. His frame is that the party is fun. Whose frame is stronger?
Just look at his face to know the answer.
It’s her set of rules that wins and governs their relationship. She has the judge role, he has the
defendant role. She has soft power.
Also read:
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Frame techniques

3. Make Them Emotionally Addicted to Your Rewards
And the other side of the coin: make them emotionally fear your punishment.
The socially powerful individual delivers rewards and punishment which are based on his frame of
reference and his value system.
In the realm of social influence, rewards and punishment are most often emotional.
This is what French and Raven called, indeed, “reward power” in their classical study “the basis of
social power“.
Rewards are:
Compliments
Acceptance
Smiles
Time with him
Happiness
Punishments are:
Withdrawal
Criticism
Scorn
Disapproval
Unhappiness
Unhappiness is particularly interesting.
When there is a close relationship -especially intimate relationships- and there is a huge difference in
terms of soft power, the simple act of being unhappy will be enough to make the submissive party
scuttle around to make the dominant party happy again.
This is why women who wield strong social influence in relationships just need to act annoyed to
make react and chase after them.
Look at this example from Scarface:
Tony has hard power.
But Elvira has soft power.
And who ends up dominating? It’s Elvira who, ultimately, controls the relationship.
This is a common refrain, by the way.
More often than not, women control relationships by wielding soft power.
Watch Out: often judging power goes to the person who is more experienced, skilled, smart and,
overall higher value and more powerful. But sometimes social influence simply goes to the person
who starts judging first. And most people just go along with it. Don’t be one the “most”.
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Make Them Prove to You
In relationships where one individual is the judge, the other party often ends up “proving himself” to
the judge.
And that makes him the submissive party of the relationship.
In this example, I fame myself as the judge by creating a group of “adults” who read deep texts. And
she’s not yet there because she’s too young (or worse: not yet “mature enough”).
That strengthens my position as the judge and her as to have to prove to me she’s “adult” enough. I’ll
later tell her I was just joking of course: game-free relationships are far better.
And remember this: soft power does not require games or manipulation.
Some people will use game and power moves to accrue more soft power, but you don’t need them.
Focus on the fundamentals of power, instead.

Watch Out for Shaming (Soft-Power Super-Power)
The judge role can move from soft power to harder power by increasing its coercive power with
“shaming attacks”.
Shame attacks threaten to ostracize people not just from the judge, but from the whole group of
reference, which in our archaic past was equivalent to a death threat.
Shame attacks use emotional constructs such as “evil”, “treason”, “dishonorable”, “not good enough
(for us)” etc.
People deploying shame attacks don’t necessarily refer to an actual codified system of laws and
regulation of course.
They are often using their frames of ethics and morals instead and they are delivering judgment from
an authority position that, often, is self-appointed.
They position themselves as representatives of “good” and representatives of “everyone (but you)”.
And they basically say:
“this is what’s right and fair, you don’t conform (with us), so you are disgusting (and must
go)”.
Shame attacks can often push people so much on the defensive that they relinquish any counterattack
in exchange for forgiving.
Defending against shame attacks
Dealing with judgmental people: Charlie Sheene interview
This interview was a whole case of shame attacks delivered from a judge and parent position.
But ultimately, you only want to use it strategically to enforce collaborative frames and don’t want to
use it to dominate others because shame is a nasty, nasty game.
You can even grow your power with it like some charismatic leaders do. But in the long run, it’s
more likely to backfire.
Historically, Robespierre leveraged shame and finger-pointing for his terror. Same did
Savonarola when in the name of religious zealot he had hundreds of secular books and artistic
masterpieces burn in the public square of Florence.
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And they both ended up executed -both of them were cases of rust in peace-.

And Avoid Identity-Based Shame Attacks
Finally, the nastiest social attacks go at the core of our identities and at what we hold dearest.
Our identities differ from person to person, but some key traits are common to many of us.
Almost all men for example partial to any attack to their “sense of being a man”.
And almost all women are easy marks for attacks to beauty and femininity.
I’m not saying never to use them, there can be some situations when any weapon that is usually
unfair becomes fair.
But you definitely want to avoid relying on them as your go-to weapon because only nasty people
rely on nasty tools of aggression.

4. Shit-Test Them (& Assess the Answers)
Shit-testing is a pick-up term that basically means:
Test others to assess their true worth -and if they’re good enough for youThe soft power of social influence goes to the person who asses others.
A simple way of doing it is to poses questions.
When one party yields a strong social influence on the other, the questions aren’t just a back and forth
or matter-of-factly exchanges of data.
Usually what happens instead is that the person answering is trying to impress the dominant
individual -or at least, avoiding to fall from his grace-.
Here is an example from the movie Meet The Parents:
De Niro’s questions are strong and direct.
Stiller makes a joke to relieve some pressure but instead of accepting the release of pressure -a
friendly but not so dominant gesture- De Niro keeps piling pressure on, culminating with “but you
didn’t pick it”.
Questioning can also be hard-core interrogation-style, like in this example from The Wolf of Wall
Street, where Di Caprio plays a rather submissive husband.

Social Influence And Parent Role
A bit of theory now.
There is an overlap between the judge role and the and the parent/child relationship of transactional
analysis.
Especially as it’s interpreted by Thomas Harris in “I’m OK – You’re OK“.
And when kids get rebellious in their teens they are rebelling in great part not against hard rules, but
against the soft power of judgment.
They want to claim their adult independence and they don’t want anymore to be under the emotional
yoke of their parents -often mother-.
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In a similar fashion, when you become the judge in an adult relationship your power is to make
the judged emotionally dependent on your approval, just like children used to be with their
parents.
They will invest and they will be trying to win over your sympathies. Often, they will even try to
change or they will work on themselves in ways they’ve never done before just to win your approval.
In romantic relationships, as we saw, judgment power usually goes to women, who on average also
have more power in the sexual market place.
There is an overlap between social influence and the parent role.
Check out this video:
The course I’m referring to is Power University, with more social tech and practical examples.

When The Submissive Party Rebels
As the video mentions, if you rebel against the social influence of the judge role without first
removing the judge/parent position, you are still within their frame of reference.
You are still within their spell and you still feel the whole brunt of their mind control.
We saw one example of this one in the article on female control of relationships:
His rebelling is in many ways similar to how a child would rebel against the mother.

Soft Power In Politics
Soft power, by the way, is also the name of the game in international, world power dynamics.
The last war ended 75 years ago. All the power in the last 75 years has been negotiated on the basis
of potential for war and, in even larger part, on soft power.
I am convinced that one of the reasons the URSS dissolved and the US won the cold war is because
of soft power.
When young Russians smuggled posters of Western pop stars and sang Western songs, that was soft
power.
When Russian women wanted to visit France and Italy to meet the local men, that’s soft power. And
when Russian men and women dreamed of freedom, democracy, and social mobility, that’s soft
power.
Not a single shot was fired from other world powers to make the URSS collapse.
It’s soft power and social influence that worked to undermine the Soviet empire from within.

Resisting Soft Power
Sometimes it’s OK to be socially influenced.
Imagine for example the social influence of a mentor, of a more experienced good friend, or a father
(or a father figure). These can all be positive social influences that draw you closer and make you
grow.
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However, there are also plenty of situations where you don’t want to be influenced.
A mother who is still controlling your choices as an adult for example, or a manipulator who wants to
get something from you.
To overcome social influence you need to:

1. See the dynamics at play
You need, first of all, to understand that you are entering a power dynamic where people are trying to
take a judge position over you.
This article is already helping you in that direction.
And this video is by no means an exhaustive list, but there are some expressions that scream “I’m the
judge” and that often push people on the defensive:
When you see them, don’t overreact and don’t let it go to your head. Don’t ask what you did wrong
or what’s the problem. Just reflect internally that they are taking a judge position against you.

2. Remove their judge position
First remove their authority in your mind.
Then proceed to remove their social influence by undermining their authority position or by outright
calling into question their whole frame of reference.

3. Refuse the child role
Refuse both the extremes of compliance and rebellion: both are child reactions.
You must remain calm and deal with it like an adult.

SUMMARY
Soft power is where true control of social dynamics takes place.
It relies of two major pillars:
1. High personal value
2. Great social skills (including persuasion, negotiation, power dynamics)
The high value makes people want to follow you, be like you, and get your approval.
The social skills helps you to capitalizes on that initial goodwill and further increase your soft power.
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Alpha Male Posturing: Why You Must Quit That Sh*t!
December 20, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Alpha male posturing is the ensemble of behaviors that seeks to show off how “alpha” one is.
It includes exaggerated self-promotion, bragging, social climbing, status inflating behavior, and of
course attacking others to feel better by comparison.
This article will show you why people do it, how it works psychologically and socially and, finally, it
will give you a few pointers on moving past that value-taking mindset.
I feel so alpha.. As long as I can ridicule the betas.
Contents
Alpha Male Posturing: A Definition
Alpha Fucks Beta Bucks
Alpha Male Posturing Example
Psychological Payoff of Alpha Posturing
The Bigger The Cuck, The Better I Feel
Social Pay-Offs of Male Posturing
Male Posturing Video
Why Alpha Posturing is Weak
When Criticizing Others is OK
Moving Past Alpha Posturing
SUMMARY

Alpha Male Posturing: A Definition
Here is a definition of alpha male posturing:
Alpha male posturing includes all the behaviors and attitudes that seek to inflate one’s own
social status and self-esteem by creating an outgroup of “inferior” people to be attacked and
ridiculed.
The Power moves
In Red Pill circles, the groups to be ridiculed and framed as “inferior” group goes by the names of
“cuck”, “beta” et similar.
But most groups that develop an edge of toxicity always develop new epithets for the inferior groups.
The key in this definition is “inflating one’s own value”.
Because, at the core, alpha male posturing is nothing but an example of social climbing: it’s about
pushing people down so that I can pull myself up.

Alpha Fucks Beta Bucks
If you have taken a peek around the manosphere or any Red Pill community you have probably come
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across terms such as “cuck”, “beta” or “beta bucks”.
As a matter of fact, you can barely get by a single post or article without being peppered with those
names.
For the record:
Cuck means “cuckold”, as in men who are so unattractive that their women cheat on them with
alpha males or some lover-types.
Beta means “beta males”, which is a portrait of weak men as opposed to “alpha males”.
Beta bucks, refers to more boring and plain men who supposedly buy sex and get into
relationships by wining and dining her (ie.: a pejorative word for a “provider role“).
All these terms sound rather mean and, for their purpose, they have to be.
They have to be to serve the purpose of group-cohesion and psychological self-protection (ie.: they
are so bad that and so different that I could never be one of them)
Let’s see:

Alpha Male Posturing Example
I didn’t need to dig much to find an example of alpha male posturing.
On the very first page of The Red Pill on Reddit I found the perfect example (original post here):
The poster is describing how an ex FWB he was seeing -a “plate” as per Rollo Tomassi plate theory-,
met another man and soon got married.
The message implies that the poster does not know the new guy, yet looks how much inferring he
does:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Probably has a good job (ie.: stable and likely boring)
Doesn’t put himself out there (ie.: doesn’t try to improve)
Does not approach women
Is a really passive guy

Now, what is this poster actually doing and communicating?
What this poster is doing is this: he picks a random guy whom he doesn’t even know and points
finger so that he can look good by comparison.
What’s not written but implied in this communication is this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I didn’t need a good job to fuck that girl because I’m attractive
I put myself out there: I’m a brave alpha
I’m not a passive guy: I’m a brave alpha
Like me because I’m alpha

The game is this: make someone else look shit so that I can look good by comparison.
As we will soon see, this is an inherently weak game.
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Psychological Payoff of Alpha Posturing
People posture for both social status and ego-massaging.
When we criticize others we also feel superior.
We get to be in the power position of judges, we get an ego boost from others nodding their head at
us and we shore up our flailing self-esteem.
Here is the interesting phenomenon now: the original poster or commentator gets the biggest boost in
terms of social status, but the whole community as well gets a boost in self esteem and a smaller
social status boost by jumping on the bandwagon.
Here is how:

An Orgy of Ego Self-Massaging
By commenting and agreeing, everyone basks in the limelight of the original commenter.
They get to make the original commentator feel good and increase his status while they also get a
small boost social status by following in his footsteps.
And everyone gets an equal boost in self-esteem by feeling superior the “cucks” out there.
Win-win… Or so it feels.
It’s often a cyclical ego-propping anyway. Today you post and I prop your ego by agreeing with you,
tomorrow I post and you prop mine.
So you get a whole army of people all moving in circle and following in each others’ footsteps,
building up each other’s self-esteem while they all point to the cucks in the middle of merry-go-round
circus.
In a way, it’s a big online circus of emotional self-help.
Let’s all point out to an enemy out there and then let’s all feel better by making fun of him and upvoting each other.

The Bigger The Cuck, The Better I Feel
Here is another off-shoot phenomenon of posturing.
The worst and more ridiculous you can make your opponent appear, the better you feel.
Which is one of the reasons why these communities are no actually good for learning. The issues they
discuss are designed to make them feel good, not to really examine, learn and improve.
This technique is similar to the strawman fallacy, where the attacker exaggerates the negative traits of
the opponent so to score an easier win –a strawman example used by Tucker Carlson–
Look at this example:
Notice that this example is so far out there you wonder if he is describing something he saw or if he’s
making it up as an extreme example.
Now of course, it might even be real, sure there are dysfunctional relationships with similar dynamics
where the man accepts that kind of abuse.
Yet they are rare, and they are not the norm.
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But by making it seem like the norm, the people in that community get to feel even more special.
And of course, with that black and white thinking they don’t get to learn social dynamics and dating
all that well.

Social Pay-Offs of Male Posturing
Social climbing is nothing new.
It happens in most social groups, and at all levels of abstraction.
Nations want to feel superior to other nations, men want to feel superior to women and different
professions want to feel superior to other professions.
It’s all the same game: build your own cool ingroup, point fingers towards an inferior outgroup, and
feel good by comparison.
Basically it works like this: if we can find a group of people who’s inferior to us, we can then feel
great by comparison.
And if we can’t find one, let’s make one up!
And that’s the addictive part that tribes offer to their members: the ego boost and self-esteem
massaging of “tribe superiority”.
This is a well known phenomenon in sociology and dictators of all times have used it to shore up
political support, remove people’s attention from more important issues or carry out ugly personal
vendettas against this or that social group.
Prosecutions, progroms and lynchings are extreme examples that leverage similar dynamics of social
climbing and posturing.
The jews had big noses, they were money-grabbing sharks, they killed Jesus.. They were no like us,
God fearing, value-driven good guys (sure thing).

Male Posturing Video
I was looking for a video example on alpha male posturing, and then realized that this guy basically
made a video charicature of one of the core messages of this post:
“The most alpha thing you can is to judge others to put beneath you to make yourself feel superior”
LOL, nailed it!

Why Alpha Posturing is Weak
Posturing is weak.
And albeit “insecure” is often abused these days to criticize anyone we don’t like, posturing does
often communicate insecurity.
One research for example shows that when men speak loudly, women rated them as more aggressive.
But, crucially, also insecure.
And that’s not attractive.
Alpha male posturing says the following:
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Communicates lack of deep confidence
Social climbing says you’re nowhere near the top
You look nasty to anyone who’s not playing posturing games
If we go back to the original definition of alpha male posturing:
Alpha male posturing seeks to inflate one’s own social status and self-esteem by creating an outgroup
(..).
When you need external props and when you need to expand so much effort to pump your own ego
and self-esteem, you are also inherently communicating that you need that self-esteem boost because
you don’t have enough.
And that’s the definition of insecurity.
When we point fingers and try to look better by comparison, we are by definition engaging in social
climbing. And when we engage in social climbing it means we are far from the top.

When Criticizing Others is OK
There are a few exceptions when criticizing can be used strategically to bond and connect with
people.
I talk about such an exception in my article on making women compliment you. In a nutshell, when
you strategically criticize someone far away in a way that you make you and a girl both feel superior,
then you are indirectly complimenting her and creating an “us” frame which can help seduction.
In that case, and in a few other rare exceptions, fare game.
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Moving Past Alpha Posturing
Moving past alpha male posturing means growing as men and persons.
It means reaching a point where our self-esteem is internally-generated and doesn’t need any nasty
behavior for props.
Here are a few articles and resources to get you started:
Moving beyond Red Pill anger
On the fairness of women “having it so easy”
Developing a growth mindset
Anti-fragile ego
Overcoming entitlement mentality
Social Power

SUMMARY
This article showed you what (alpha male) posturing is, how it manifests and why it exists.
If you see posturing behavior in yourself, don’t worry, there is no shame: it’s a natural human
tendency -men more than women-.
But natural doesn’t mean “good”.
And if you want to move forward in life and develop yourself -like really developing yourself-, then
you gotta police your posturing tendencies for a while and eventually most past it.
And since you’re here, drop the need for social status as well:
The futility of social status
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Social Climbing Is Killing Your Social Status
December 21, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We talked about social climbing on this website.
But on this post, we are going to dig deeper.
I am going to show you how social climbers act and why they most often end up harming their own
social status.
The harder you try to climb, the try harder you look
Contents
Social Climbers
1. Fake Complainers
2. The Posturing Guys
3. The Sarcastic Player
4. The Aggressively Superior Player
Why Social Climbing Decreases Social Status
Social Climbing Works in Low Quality Environments…
SUMMARY

Social Climbers
I will define social climber as follows:
Social climbers seek to raise their social status not by virtue of their qualities or by helping
others out but by attacking, ridiculing and generally by depressing other people’s statuses.
The Power Moves
Social climbers can attack people who are present, as frenemies sometimes do, or people who aren’t
even there as we saw in social climbing in absentia.
At the core, social climbers do one thing: push people down to raise themselves up.
Let’s review some of the nastiest ways

1. Fake Complainers
Fake complainers exaggerate or outright invent problems.
However, their problems are never “neutral”, but are designed to make themselves look good by
making others look bad of course.
They complain of people asking them for money, younger guns seeking them as mentors, men or
women hitting on them all the times etc.
Here is one example:
That wasn’t great acting but it’s enough to see what I mean
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Now that example is a bit theatrical for emphasis of course, but that’s the gist behind fake
complainers: pretend others are seeking you -and bothering you as they pursue- for some great
quality of yours.
Among the fake complainers, we often see drama queens, highly emotional individuals, and
borderline personality disorders.

Why Fake Complainers Fail
Most people don’t rationally grasp what the social climber is doing, but most people will still
instinctively dislike them.
Or, in the best-case scenario, they will instinctively know that they are not the highest quality people.
And that’s because social climbers are rarely at the top, but almost always struggling for the middle
of the road social slots.

2. The Posturing Guys
Now here is another gem of social climbing tech.
The technique of posturing guy is to finger at an imaginary straw-man enemy and accentuate his flaw
and shortcoming and laugh.
The idea in the social climber’s mind is that by criticizing someone people will think that he must be
the opposite.
In principle the idea is not completely wrong: studies indeed show that critical reviewers are
perceived as more intelligent than positive reviewers. And usually people criticize those who are very
different from them, thus the idea of “by making someone look like shit, people think I’m golden”.
However, it doesn’t really work like that in practice.
One of the main issues is that social climbers are often too obvious about their hidden agenda. We
talked about in Alpha Male Posturing, and here was the example from that article:
“I’m saying he’s “beta male“, so you can infer that I’m alpha. Oh, P.S. I’ve never even seen the guy
I’m ridiculing”.

Why Fake Complainers Fail
Some posturers are smoother and their game will work with people who are not very socially smart.
But in the presence of high-quality men high-quality women social climbing, falls flat.
At the end of the day, this is why posturing guys always fail:
Nastiness qualifies the sender much more than it qualifies the receiver.
The Power Move

3. The Sarcastic Player
The sarcastic player increases his social status by looking smart… While he makes you look stupid.
You ask a normal, straightforward question and they reply with a joke at your expenses. You make a
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comment about politics and they sigh “oh well, I suppose universal suffrage wasn’t the best idea after
all”.
Here is an example of a sarcastic player doing his best to make his opponent look stupid -and smart
by reflection-:

Why Sarcastic Players Fail
Sarcastic players might be the hardest to spot. Indeed, as long as they don’t exaggerate, most people
consider them high quality, smart guys who can quickly think on their feet.
Obama indeed was another sarcastic social climber player and he often got applauded for it.
Here is one example:
The irony of the sentence masks the huge show off behind it
However, albeit it will win the nod of approval of most people, the creme de la creme of the most
socially attuned ones will still see it for what it is: a crack in the wall from which obvious signs of
egotism and insecurity are seeping through.
And a stinking sense of superiority.

4. The Aggressively Superior Player
The aggressively superior player is similar to the sarcastic one, but he is more direct and more “in
your face” about it.
I had one such example just yesterday.
Here is how it went:
Friendly guy: “what are your goals for 2019
Me: “bla bla bla”
Now the social climbers started hovering around the group, and to be warm and inclusive I make
space and then pass the question back to him.
Look how it went:
Me: “And what about you, what are your goals for 2019.
Social Climber: Why, what’s so special about 2019
See what his game is?
He is angling to show off that new year’s resolutions are “beneath him”. Which might be, I also think
most people do new year’s resolutions for all the wrong reasons.
But that approach is still wrong: it’s trying to make me look bad and decrease my social status to
make him look good and gain social status.
Now most people here would have gone on the defensive, which would have given him indeed a
chance of winning and scoring social points.
Oh well, not that night and not with me, I suppose:
Social Climber: Why, what’s so special about 2019
Me: “It’s a new year
Said slowly, with the intonation of “it’s.. A new year.. You dumbass”
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And then proceeded to hold my frame it’s normal and “good” to make new year’s goal which
thwarted his weak attempt at social status climbing.
This is the tonality, facial expression and attitude I am talking about:

Why Aggressively Superior Players Fail
Superior players are some of the worst.
Not only they look aggressive and daft to everyone in earshot, but they also make enemies.
And the golden rule of social power is that you want friends, not enemies.

Why Social Climbing Decreases Social Status
When we scramble to social climb and we push people down, we communicate the following:
We are likely far from the top or we wouldn’t be climbing
We feel insecure or we wouldn’t need to push others down
We need ego boosting because we are low in self-esteem
As you can see, social climbing sends the message that we are low status and, in the long run, it’s one
of the biggest hurdles towards becoming a genuinely high-value individual, be it a top-quality man or
a high flying woman.
If that weren’t enough, it makes you look rancorous, spiteful and nasty. And if you don’t change it, it
makes sure that you stay that way.

Social Climbing Works in Low Quality Environments…
However, I wouldn’t be doing a proper job if I didn’t explain that these types of social climbing do
work in a few environments.
And that’s why people keep engaging in the behaviors we’ve just described.
Social climbing might even look impressive to some people. But only to the people who are at the
bottom of the pyramid.
Just think about it: if you are vying for some above average position, how does it look to below
average people?
Kind powerful. But to higher than average people? It looks like you’re scrambling for scraps.
In animal terms, a cat posturing as a tiger looks awesomely powerful to a mouse.
But not so much to the other cooler cats in his neighborhood.
Hence, if your aim is slightly above average, happy social climbing.
But if you aim high, then drop the climbing sh*t.
And that’s the essence of it: social climbing “works” in mediocre environments, among mediocre
people, vying for middle layers of the social pyramid.
High-quality individuals with high self-esteem being at the top and needing no ego boost,
have no incentive to push others down.
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Pushing others down is inherently low quality and only suggests potential insecurities.

SUMMARY
We all have within us, and men especially so, the tendency to engage in social climbing.
However, that it’s “normal” does not mean that it’s good.
And in its nastiest forms, social climbs entails pushing others down as we try to rise up.
To become truly high quality individual and to reach our full potential we need to read ourselves of
all of our social climbing tendencies.
Because this is the rule of social climb:
You social climb your status to the middle, never to the top.
The Power Moves
Also read:
The futility of social status
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Shit Tests Power Dynamics: 8 Ways To Win the Game
December 26, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The dictionary of power dynamics defines a shit-test as:
A shit-test is a premeditated social challenge set up by a man or a woman, but usually a
woman, to test and assess the target’s reaction to the social challenge.
Shit-tests most often refer to dating and seduction and, as a rule of thumb, the person who shit-tests is
the person who chooses. And that’s what the shit test is for: the shit-test is a tool for the chooser to
evaluate the pursuer.
By the end of this article, you will know all about shit-tests. Including how to “pass” them.
Keep your shit-guard up!
Contents
What’s A Shit Test
Why Do Women Test Men
What Do Women Test For
Are Shit Tests Good for You?
Shit Test Power Dynamics
Dealing With Shit-Tests
1. Ignore It
2. Own Who You Are
3. Shame Her
4. Own Her Accusation
5. Put Your Foot Down
6. Turn It Back On Her
6. Agree/Disagree & Amplify
7. Let Her Have It
8. Don’t Get Tested, Test Her!
Turning Shit-Tests Around
When Shit Tests Help Seduction
SUMMARY

What’s A Shit Test
Shit tests is a term coming from the early days pick-up artists (see: The Game & Mystery Method).
It refers to women “testing” men to make sure they are good enough for sex, relationships or, simply,
good enough to deserve their interest and keep the interaction going.
Men test women too, and men test other men as well -Trump, for example, says he likes testing
people-.
Social interactions are full of tests as well.
So yes, in a way, we could say that shit tests are everywhere.
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However, when talking about “shit tests”, 99% of the times people refer to women shit-testing men in
dating and seduction contexts.
Here is one example of shit testing in dating and seduction:
“Oh you can’t get them to stop” can be seen as a shit test

Why Do Women Test Men
The reason is very simple.
Women shit-test men because in the sexual marketplace, on average, women have more power and
are the choosers.
And when you are the chooser, you shop around and test the merchandise to make sure you get the
best which is available within your budget -the budget being her sexual market value-.

What Do Women Test For
There are different theories on what women test men for.
Rollo Tomassi, author of The Rational Male, says women seek confidence, the proof is he has
options and the proof he can provide security.
Chase Amante, author of How to Make Girls Chase says that women test men as part of the sexual
arms’ race: men try to position themselves as better than they actually are and women need to make
sure they’re not going to mate with some weak men who is posturing as alpha.
W. Anton, author of The Manual, says that women seek first and foremost strength, while Leil
Lowndes author of Undercover Sex Signal says women seek men who are generally “better” than
they are -the major element behind female hypergamy-.
And they are all right.
It’s not always easy to generalize what women look for when they test men because what they look
for depends a lot on which point of the interaction you’re at.
Upon first meeting, she wants to make sure you’re not a weirdo. Later on, she wants to test you’re as
cool as you seem, and a little later she wants to test if you could make for a good provider or a lover.
If she’s looking for a relationship, she might also want to make sure you’re not a player.
Avoid that shit test

Are Shit Tests Good for You?
There is a bit of a misconception around shit tests.
Part of it is because the pick-up community sometimes wants to encourage men instead of telling
how it is.
And in an effort to provide encouragement some popular pick-up artists espouse the idea that shit
tests are great news because it means she is considering you.
Here is an example from Todd Valentine, author of Day Game:
It’s not wrong, yet I personally wouldn’t say they are necessarily a good thing.
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Shit tests, per se, are neither good nor bad. They’re like a half-full glass. Is it half full or is it half
empty?
How you look at it depends on your take on them.
To understand this point, let’s go back to the analogy of the budget as the female sexual market
value.
When something is “too cheap for her”, ie.: a low-quality man, she won’t be interested and won’t
even test it.
If the merchandise is within her budget instead, it catches her attention. And since it could be a
potential boyfriend or lover -or even friend-, then she wants to make sure which one he is -and if he is
good enough for any of them-.
It’s these guys, who are just around her value, who get the tests.
But what happens if something that is out of her budget shows up? What happens if a super high
value man pops up and it looks like she might have a shot at him?
Well, in that case, it’s a windfall, and testing doesn’t even enter the picture: she’ll be busier relishing
the opportunity.
Just imagine the following scene: Brad Pitt goes out of a movie premiere and tells one of the
screaming gals that she can go with him. Can you even imagine her shit-testing him on the way to his
suite?
Exactly…
Hence, it’s not true that shit tests are necessarily “good”.
And it’s not true that women test depending on their value, such as: and it’s not true that high value
women test more than low value ones.
Women test depending on how their value relates to yours.

Shit Test Power Dynamics
When she is testing you, she is putting up hoops for you to jump through. And people who put up
hoops are the ones with power in an interaction.
From a perspective of power dynamics, shit-tests say she feels more powerful than you.
And when you’re in a mindset of “passing” shit tests, you are confirming that indeed she has more
power, and she has higher sexual market value.
This is why this article, and in a way, this all website, is all about how not to jump at all.

Dealing With Shit-Tests
Throw that shit-test back!
In the beginning, I wrote “passing shit tests” as the title of this section for brevity and for SEO
reasons.
But I just had to scrap it.
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The idea of “passing” shit tests is a bad mindset to begin with.
One because it reinforces the idea that she is putting the hoops -and hence she is in the power
position-.
And two because it conjures a “you vs me” frame, and we’ll see later why this is often not the most
effective way of seducing.
So let’s get into it:

1. Ignore It
This is the standard, all season good format for any social challenge thrown at you when you can’t
think of anything better or when you don’t feel it’s worth your effort.
Bad joke, underhanded comment, frenemy trying to devalue you… Women shit-testing you?
Pretend you didn’t hear it, act as if it didn’t register and you will show tremendous superiority.
Example:
Her: you said that? OMG, are you that kind of guy?
(pretending she didn’t says anything, keeps going with the story)
Him: yeah, and you won’t believe what she replied, listen to this..

2. Own Who You Are
Women will often test men to see if they can be friend, providers/boyfriends or lovers.
Men often fail tests because they have no idea what that means.
And when they do, they still don’t stick with one but try to fit the bill of what she wants. But since
most of the times they are also not sure what she wants, they hem and haw and, finally, end up
looking weak and insecure.
Solution?
If you’re hell bent in getting her, pick what you believe she most likely wants and then commit to it.
Or, even better, pick your role and stick with it. Then, pick the type of woman you like and then
you shit-test women for what you want while being fully yourself.
Examples:
Her: I bet you say that to every woman
Him: No. Only to women I find attractive
Lover Type
Her: I bet you say that to every woman
Him: I used to. I used to chase women a lot and, honestly, even to lie to get pussy. It was a
great time, but now I’m looking for something deeper. Don’t get me wrong, sex is still super
important, but I’m looking for more than just a vagina. What are you looking for.
Reformed Lover
Her: I bet you say that to every woman
Him: why are you saying that
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Her: you look like a guy who would hit on
(looks at her, serious and slightly disappointed)
Him: Not really
Provider
Men who know where they stand and are unapologetic about it look strong and confident.
Often, they turn the shit-test right back at her without even trying, just by being themselves.
They end up socially dominating her, which is supremely attractive to women and is a preview of the
bedroom physical domination which might come later.

3. Shame Her
I really like this option.
Instead of playing the game, you shame her for playing the game.
This is a very powerful technique which is particularly effective to stamp out games and
combativeness from relationships, but works also well in earlier interactions.
Basically, you want to shame her for playing a “me VS you game” and make her follow your lead
into a more collaborative “us in this together” form of seduction.
Look at Juan Antonio playing a similar game in Vicky Cristina Barcelona:
“I came here with no subterfuge presenting my best offer”. Bang!
That’s the power of confidence coming from genuinity and (positive) vulnerability: the man who
doesn’t need to hide and owns who he is.

3.1. Use “Collaborative Shaming”
Collaborative shaming (definition) is a PowerMoves technology to turn a confrontational “me VS
you” frame into a more collaborative one -with you as the leader-.
See here one real-life example from the forum:
“I’m not that easy” shit test

4. Own Her Accusation
Another powerful technique is to own her shit test.
Look at this example:
Her: you are just looking for sex
Him: I wouldn’t call it “just”. Sex is one of the pleasures of life and a strong sexual
chemistry is very important to me
Now she is forced to agree (and comply with you), or to disagree and break rapport.
In either case, it’s you who is testing her.
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5. Put Your Foot Down
This technique leverages social power and soft power.
It consists of drawing her out, taking her into the noman’s land, and then taking the judge position by
laying down your law.
here is on example:
Her: Ahaha that was so silly of you, you’re so naive
Him: why are you saying that
Her: everyone knows you can’t trust cops
Him: that’s not true, plenty of trustworthy cops. Anyway..
Basically the shit-test buster here is that you hold your guns and fail to retreat by standing your
ground on whatever she says.
It’s also an option to make her retreat and defend, but I wouldn’t recommend it in seduction as
belligerence is rarely conducive to sex.
Or here is an example of what I call “boundaries shit testing”, where the girl purposefully push your
boundaries:
Always draw a big line in the sand with any personal disrespect
Never, ever accept disrespect as a shit test.
As a matter of fact, you shouldn’t even think “shit test”, you should think “this is inadmissible”.

6. Turn It Back On Her
Imagine this dialogue:
Her: You’re so into yourself (with a haughty look, turning away as if to refuse him)
Him: Me? I’m so into myself? (turns to her, gets closer to her to her face, raises his voice
but smiling: it’s a friendly counterattack) Look at you, with the slim fit biker leather jacket
(reaches out to her scarf), the Italian scarf, the coiffed hair… (touches her hair) I think if
there is anyone into himself around here that’s not me (then pats her head as if to say “but
nice try, kiddo”)
Her: (lowers her eyes, smiles, she’s happy of the compliments… And for being social outpowered)
This is similar to an exchange happened to me some time ago, and little later we went back to my
place.
I cannot re-run the interaction to test it, but I’m fairly confident this was the biggest turning point on
the way to bed.

6. Agree/Disagree & Amplify
This is a popular frame control technique in the manopshere.
It’s not my favorite tool of choice but it can work for guys who are higher energy.
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So if she says for example that you are trying to pick her up, the “agreeing and amplify” would go
overboard and say that you’re not just trying to pick her up, but you’re trying to make her your wife
and take her on a honeymoon tomorrow morning firs thing.
If you’re high energy and on the fun side, you can take control of the frame with the “agree and
amplify” and become the leader, which his always a good thing in seduction.
The issue with it is that you’re still within the frame of you courting her, and she choosing.

7. Let Her Have It
This is the strategy of the superior player.
The superior player is so comfortable in his own skin and so confident that he doesn’t need to pay
attention to “who’s in control”.
He has this mindset because he has reached a certain abundance mentality and has risen above the
game.
He sees the games women play but decides to play a different game of inclusivity.
Look at this example:
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I let her
have the win
You could say that “will you show me around” is a shit test to see if I am ready to invest.
A combative dynamic here would be to reply something like:
Only if you buy the drinks
But I don’t need that. As a matter of fact, you can sometimes test her better if you let her win.
Will she stop? Will she ask for more? Will she disrespect you after she feels she’s got more power?
These are the questions you want to answer for the people you accept into your life.
And you will not find out if you focus on winning the petty battle.
Also, notice that “a couple of spots I’m sure you would love” is a type of text-flirting and barely
veiled hint at sex (his place) or even sexual anatomy (G-spot).
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8. Don’t Get Tested, Test Her!
Men with high sexual market value are less concerned about being tested and more about testing the
women they allow in their lives.
That’s why the best mindset to have is not to worry too much about women’s shit tests, but shittesting women.
See a few examples here:
Ask women this crazy question (and judge them by their reply)
If you pick up the tab, tell her to leave a tip (see if she does, and how much)
Tell her to get something addressing her as “baby” (and see if she’s a combative feminist)
In the “best relationships” and “best dating books” list there are a couple of great books on how to
screen high-quality women, take a look at those. They will help you get into a high-quality man
mindset.

Turning Shit-Tests Around
This is an issue beginners sometimes stumble upon.
They first hear about shit tests, and everything becomes a shit test for them.
They bundle it up with “frame control“, and their idea of dealing with shit tests is to “beat her”, “win”
the interaction, “beat” the shit test and “show how alpha they are“.
The problem with that is that they remain stuck in the frame of the woman being the chooser, and the
man proving himself to her.
But as a general rule of thumb, you’re better served by either:
You doing the shit-tests
Turning her shit-tests into collaboration
The first one is obvious.
And the second one obeys one of the fundamental laws of power.
When she joins you in that collaborative frame, everything runs smoother because she takes an active
role in the seduction.
It’s not too dissimilar from social skills after all. In social skills, you want to make friends.
And in seduction, you want to establish a partnership where both of you are contributing to go to bed
together, without you having to convince, push and “prove yourself”.
Now, don’t get me wrong, the first time she shit-tests you, you must show the goods. Tha’s how you
how display your good qualities.
But seduction should never be a long a string of shit-tests.
If you keep thinking within your head that you must pass her shit tests all the way to bed, then you’re
approaching seduction the wrong way.
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When Shit Tests Help Seduction
There are also situations when a shit test is actually helping the seduction.
Yet having a mindset that you need to “overcome it” or “beat it” can put guys in the wrong mindset
and they miss a great opportunity.
Take this example:
Her: how much do you love me
(thinks to himself: ouch, shit test, gotta fight it back!)
Him: I think the real question is how much do you love me. Don’t fall for me baby!
And that way, he just turned a very helpful interaction into a battle of wills. Now she wants to prove
to him that she is not into him and that she does not need him.
And the interaction has become a power struggle.
And power struggles rarely end up in bed -they can and it’s big fireworks of domination/submission,
but you don’t make the rules with the exceptions-.
Take this other example, from a guy who avoids a combative mindset and see that question for what
it is: a good opportunity for some role-playing, romance and for moving the interaction forward:
Her: how much do you love me
(Thinks to himself: awesome, I love flirtatious women!)
Him: From the first moment I laid my eyes on you. I knew we were meant to be together
(takes the opportunity to grab her hand and do a bit of GF/BF role playing)
How he takes it further depends on him.
A more playful man might ask how’s her schedule for the marriage.
A more serious guy with a secure attachment style might then add “but jokes aside, I like you. You
seem very honest and forthcoming and I appreciate that in women“
However that conversation goes, you can see the main difference here: the guy who thinks “let’s
move it forward together” does move it forward together.
The guy who thinks “shit-test, me against her, gotta pass it”, takes the interaction into an unhelpful
“me VS you” frame.
Indeed, a mindset of seeing shit-tests as flirting might be the most helpful one to deal with shit tests
in general.

… And When Shit Tests Are Red Flags
Finally, burn this into your mind:
Not all shit women do are shit tests, but some shit women do simply are red flags about her and
her personality.
When that’s the case, you don’t need to “pass” the shit test, you need to “pass up” on the bitch.
See an example here:
This is not a shit test, this is shit behavior!
If you can do so with low investment and effort, feel free to pursue these shitty-behavior women for
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sex.
But never forget who they are: low-quality women who make for terrible dating and, needless to say,
terrible relationship partners. And you can do better.

SUMMARY
Shit tests go well beyond dating and seduction to encompass our whole lives.
The biggest takeaways I’d like you to have from this article are 3 major mindset shifts to deal with
the roots of the issue instead of the symptoms:
1. Instead of worrying on how to pass shit tests, focus on becoming a tester yourself
2. Rather than playing the game by her rules, turn the game around and take control of the frame
3. Shift mindset from “passing the shit test”, to “moving the interaction forward”
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Monk Mode Changed My Life (Here’s How)
January 1, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Monk mode is the deliberate elimination, partial or complete, of social interactions, dating, unhealthy
habits, and time-wasting activities with the purpose of focusing solely on a specific self-development
goal.
Monk mode empowered my life in ways that I had never thought were possible.
How?
Monk mode allowed me to build a business.
It made me financially independent, it cured my addiction (and dependence) on women, and it gave a
deeper meaning to my life.
In this guide, I will explain to you exactly how I did that.
But let’s go in order:
Contents
Monk Mode: How it All Started
My Monk Mode
Work, Work, Work
Productivity Gain
I managed One Post a Day For a Year
Financing, & My Mom Not Wanting Me Back
I Overcame an Addiction
One Big Uptrend With August Jump
Acquired Great Backlinks
Of Course, Not All Was Perfect…
Styles of Monk Mode: The Time
Styles of Monk Mode: Intensity
Monk Mode Necessities
Monk Mode Personalities
Why Monk Mode Works
SUMMARY

Monk Mode: How it All Started
Here is one example of monk mode: as the time of writing, it’s the 31st of December.
And no, it’s not afternoon, and no, I’m not writing with a drink next to my computer.
It’s actually close to midnight, and fireworks are raging in the sky.
Part of me would like to be in the big square, celebrating with my nephew who’s visiting town with
his friends.
But I don’t let my mind wander because I’m working and I have bigger goals.
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This is the perfect capping of my monk 2018: a year with little socialization, lots of work, and a
turning point in my life for the positive.
The following chapter is how monk mode has worked for me (so far).
Later, I will present you with the general theories on how to effectively enter monk mode if you are
inclined to do so.

My Monk Mode
My monk mode was an “85% social monk mode” and a “95%+ wasteful activities monk mode”.
For most of the year I went out only on Wednesdays to a local Toastmasters club where I am the
president.
Otherwise, I got groceries delivered at home, ordered take away food, and done the vast majority of
my purchases online -of course-.
Exceptions were a small holiday in January, some dates sprinkled here and there, some rare walks
outside, and some loose ends I was forced to take care of.
A big change compared to my past life.
As an introvert, I’ve always been comfortable on my own. And I never “needed” socialization much.
But since my past life entailed a “normal” office job, more dates and more women, more friends, and
more outings, monk mode surely was a revolution in my life.
What have I been doing?

Work, Work, Work
I worked every day.
Including every weekend.
As a matter of fact, I worked every single day of the year.
Just to be clear, in “work” I include reading and researching, which are a big chunk of what drives
this website.
Sure, they are pleasurable for me, but so is most of the work I do. Monk mode is not supposed to be
painful.
Some evenings I ended the day where I really looked forward to my habitual meditation because I
was mentally exhausted, but I felt great.

Productivity Gain
I worked hard in making my time as productive as possible.
I listen to audiobooks while eating, and I started shaving my head with a razor instead of a clipper.
How does that make me more productive, you might wonder?
Because I can listen to audiobooks with a razor! That’s how crazy I’ve been in my quest to squeeze
productivity from anywhere I can.
I also mostly structure my days around routines. Not every day the exact same, but very similar.
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My cooking is also simplified: it’s both healthy and simple to prepare.
The single biggest productivity hack for me, as simple as that sound, has been online groceries.
Guys, please, do that.
What kind of slob still goes in person to pick damn groceries?

I managed One Post a Day For a Year
When I started this website 2017 I was flabbergasted that some people could do more than 2 or even
3 posts a week.
Are they crazy, I thought?
In the beginning, I was thinking that one a week would have been a good pace to keep.
Well, a lot has changed since then.
In 2018 I published more than one post a day.
Now, to be fair, I had a huge advantage because some book summaries were sitting on my hard
drives and some of those posts were everything but labor-intensive.
Some posts were also relatively easy, with “power quotes” or “pick up lines (and why they don’t
work)” being quite easy to prepare. Lists of the best books were also a piece of cake to prepare.
But still, many of those were also high quality, heavily researched posts. Some are cutting edge stuff
not available anywhere else, while some others took topics that are yes common, but provided a
deeper analysis that people cannot find anywhere else.
On top of one post a day, I produced high-quality ebooks that review whole swaths of selfdevelopment and people’s related skills.
Plus several YouTube videos, email automation, SEO self-training, and website fixes all went on top
of that 1 post per day average.
And, of course, social power. The flagship course that fills a niche that no other book, course, or
resource in the world comes close to.
Most of the technicalities of running a website I had to learn from scratch, and that too a lot of time.
Plus, some big scares down my spine. Once a plugin crashed the website, and going behind a firewall
led to Google de-indexing almost all of the website’s content.

Financing, & My Mom Not Wanting Me Back
With a mortgage coming due every single month, I sure had some major expenses to take care of.
More than once I thought that wanting to pay the mortgage back as quickly as possible when I still
had a job was the most stupid financial decision I had ever made.
Still, to be honest, I wasn’t too worried about money.
I can’t go too much into details on this topic, but I had several systems in place to “break the fall”, so
to speak.
And I had a “secret weapon” on my pack pocket: my parents.
I had told my parents I was considering spending a few months back, if I needed.
But that didn’t go down too well.
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Now I know that I phrased it very badly and made them worry for nothing.
But it was still unfortunate that my mom called me back and said about my plan: “what would people
think”.
Rationally, she was right.
Parents are people. And, like anyone else, they have a reputation to uphold. Having a child go back
home screams “failure” left and right. I know where I come from, and the neighbors wouldn’t have
talked about anything else for months.
But I was still hurt and angry to hear that my mother say that.
As you can imagine, my relationship with my mom is OK, but not the greatest ever.
At times, I also used that anger as motivation to channel into my work, together with all my other
dark powers:
My mother was just the latest person I wanted to prove wrong.
It’s the same dark motivation David Goggins shares in “Can’t Hurt Me“. Frankly, it’s not the
healthiest, and potentially very unhealthy if you let it get the best of you. But it gets you going.

I Overcame an Addiction
I used to be more of a slave to my drives, in the past.
Not that now I am completely broken free of the chains, but I have taken big steps towards it.
I always loved women.
Not just the sex, but the seduction, the romance, and the bond and connection.
That was the good side of it.
But it was also a darker drive standing behind me.
Not too unlike the “need” of the toxicoman.
I feel that monk mode has moved me towards a much healthier place.
During monk mode, I have dated a few women whom I nexted after the first date. Even though they
were more than good enough for a sexual encounter. That was a big break from my past. For the first
time in my life I didn’t feel the need to (try to) fuck them first.
Same for some contact details I took. For the first time in my life, I really didn’t care whether we
were going to meet or not.
Sometimes, I’d even secretly wish some girl would cancel so I could work more.
That was a huge change from my past.
Overall, monk mode made me much more independent -and stronger- at a mental level.

One Big Uptrend With August Jump
Thanks to the hard work I’ve been putting, this whole year has basically been a big upward trend for
the website.
May-July though it was a very, very slow growth.
That got me thinking that I was getting the wrong idea of how quickly I could grow.
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But then in August, there was another big jump.
A few things happened in August including Google algorithm updates, some major backlinks, and an
SEO overhaul I have done.
It’s hard to say which one was, but possibly all of them plus the normal upward trend.
I still failed some goals in the end.
Since I had broken past the first couple rounds of goals I set a much bigger one: 10.000 visitors a day
by the end of the year.
And I fell very short of that one.
But to me, Monk Mode, or anything in life, is not necessarily about hitting goals, but about doing
your best. In my case, about working hard and being efficient. And as long as you’re doing your
best, you’re doing great.
Goals are only as good as they help you move forward. Whether you hit them or not is almost
irrelevant.

Acquired Great Backlinks
The Power Moves has been quoted next to my names on websites such as BBC, NBC,
BusinessInsider, INSIDER -that names always cracks me up- and a few good more.
But most of all I loved Psychology Today.
Those guys only usually accept Ph.D. and practicing psychologists -and for a rebellious fuck like me,
academia was never going to work for a life job-.

Of Course, Not All Was Perfect…
Of course, there were a few hiccups during the year as well.
Here are a few low points:
Moving to Virtual Hosting: A Big Mistake
The Power Moves moved from shared hosting to a virtual server somewhere in late summer.
I wanted to move to US servers to be closer to the main English-speaking market, and I decided to
“kill two birds with one stone” and upgrade my hosting as well.
The second bird was speed.
Speed guys! I wanted fast loading.
It wasn’t the smartest move though.
Right off the bat, I got bandwidth issues: the website was crashing out of limited resources.
How can you get limited resources when you upgrade capacity?
Well, I’ll spare you the details, but I can tell you the mindset mistake.
It’s the geeky mindset coupled with a boyish attitude.
It was like going back to being a kid, reading cars’ magazines, and comparing cars… On maximum
speed, acceleration, and weight/power ratio.
My first question as a kid, for every car, was: “how fast does it go”. That was all that mattered.
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All about specs and superficial performance.
Fast forward to decades later: now I was salivating at the servers’ specs, imagining how much faster
the site would load.
Blinded by speed and specs I didn’t research well enough. And didn’t make a rational decision. The
price for hosting shot up of course, but speed barely budged and SEO benefits were close to zero.
Hangs head in shame as he mutters “boys will be boys”.
Lesson learned: now I force myself to decide for what works, not what necessarily what I like.
3.000 Users a Day: A Sad Milestone
I was looking forward to 3.000 visitors a day and have a nice dinner for celebration.
But on the same day the website reached 3.000 I realized that some Airbnb guests had stolen my
father’s golden medals.
They were medals from his days in the navy. My dad was proud of his itme in the navy, and we
considered it to be a father-son hand-down memory.
It wasn’t a very happy day.
I wept and cried.
I got to think about legacy and all that my father did for me and for the family.
My father kept those medals for 50 years. I got them for a few months only and managed to have
some son of a bitch steal them from my own flat. My man cave.
Besides the tears, I raged.
I thought how great it would feel to shoot the mothafucker.
But I had to admit that, ultimately, I wanted to relieve myself from the guilt.
That was another reminder of why I even started The Power Moves in the first place. There is lots of
good in this world. But also evil in this world.
And yes, sometimes the line can be blurred. When you let yourself open for exploitation, you will
meet far more evil than you need to.
Preparing ourselves for evil makes it possible that we can all enjoy more good.
Stay strong and keep yourself, your families -and your belongings- safe my friends.

Styles of Monk Mode: The Time
Enough with me, back to how you can implement monk mode to advance your self-development and
your goals.
There are different ways of going monk:
Monk of the hour
The monk of the hour only allocates a few hours a day to monk mode. This is more akin to “Deep
Work” than to monk mode.
But if you do it consistently and while removing time waste, then it’s also, in a way, a mini-monk
mode.
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Monk of the week
Depending on your work, you could pick weekends for your monk mode. Or the other way around.
I like this approach because if you want to work on social skills you will never completely go off the
grid for long stretches of time.
And if you are a more extrovert type of guy, you will still get your fill of socialization and can keep
the monk efficiency for as long as you want.
Seasonal monk
I like this variant a lot, and in good part, that’s what I did by intensifying my monk mode during
winter and relaxing it during spring/summer.
You can pick a few months of the year when you will do monk mode, and then go back to “civilian
life” during the rest of the year.
If you live in a cold country for example winter is a perfect period to go monk mode.
Bears and some animals go in hibernation, you go monk mode. No wonder we’ve become the most
dominant specie in the world :).
Intermittent monk
This is another option I like a lot.
It’s similar to what Tim Ferris recommends in The 4 Hour Workweek where he takes “miniretirement” every so often.
Work your ass off, achieve some big milestone, and then pull the plug and take it easy for a while.
A life of high efficiency and mini-retirements spread all over is an awesome life if you ask me.
A friend of mine did this also while working for a big corporation.
He’d put in a massive amount of time that accrued on his holiday, and he’d deliver such quality work
that nobody would dare busting his balls when he eventually took off for months.
Forever monk
For some people and for some lines of work, a forever monk mode might do the trick.
This is not my style though and not something I’d recommend for many types of endeavor.
What’s the point of a 100%, forever monk mode if you’re not going to enjoy the fruits with some of
the people that matter the most to you -or who will matter the most-?
Also for most lines of work, it’s best to maintain some people contact, which will keep you grounded
and will sometimes provide much valuable input.
Monk Mode is about becoming a more powerful being

Styles of Monk Mode: Intensity
A monk can cut out on two different time wastes:
Cut useless socialization
Cut daily time waste
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A serious monk mode will seek efficiencies in both realms.
A really serious monk who wants to go places quickly will ruthlessly cut waste in both areas. Those
are what I call “holed in monks”.
But you don’t have to go extreme right off the bat.
At a very low level of intensity, a budding monk will seek to cut out smaller activities. For example,
you can start cutting out “Friday happy hour” and “Saturday clubbing”.
At very high-level intensities instead, the pro-monk will do the opposite. The pro-monk starts from
a clean slate by removing everything that does not directly serve his purpose, and then he will
only add non-purpose related activities that are important for his physical health or mental
sanity -monk mode can be taxing, especially for extroverts-.
However, you must be strategic when cutting down, because the tendency is to start off too extreme.
Imagine you want to make your car as fast as possible, and you want to remove all unnecessary parts
to cut down on the weight.
Well, you don’t want to be that driver who doesn’t even enjoy the driving anymore because there is
nothing left except for the steering wheel and an extremely uncomfortable driver seat.
Cut down all unnecessary activities, while still keeping your sanity and a good quality of life.
If you can’t manage to go full monk yet, it’s OK. You can work your way up to higher levels of
monk-dom step by step.
And that will help develop your mental resilience.
As somebody said: you don’t become a priest on your first day at church. First, you work your ass off
as an altar boy (daaamn that was a cool dark joke, wasn’t it).

Monk Mode Necessities
An effective monk mode must have the following to be effective:
PURPOSE
If you are starting a monk mode without a clear purpose, then I would ask you if you are running or
shielding from something?
A monk mode must have something you want and need to focus on.
I can be a skill you want to deepen, a (side) project you want to work on, a mental state or confidence
level you want to reach, but might even be a posture you want to improve -or all of them together-.
It can also be all together, but it must be clear and focused. General self-improvement must be with
you for your life and doesn’t necessarily need a monk mode.
Ideally, you will make your purpose a measurable purpose.
PLAN
Plan in advance what you are eliminating and what you will be doing during that time.
This is especially important if you are trying to overcome small addictions in your life and if you’re
not used to solo-time.
Once you said no to your games, socializing, drinking or whatever, then they must stay forbidden www.TheRedArchive.com
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unless they’re part of your relief valves, more on it later-.
Also, remember this: your plans cut out what’s wasteful, not what you don’t like.
If the two overlap, great, but otherwise you must cut what’s useless depending on your purpose.
If you’re trying to improve social skills, then your monk mode will be monk only relative to your
typical friends but you’ll go out to meet random events. If your goal is to become a professional
videogame player, then, of course, videogames are not a wasteful activity for you.
EXERCISES
If you go on a high-intensity monk mode and you do desk-based work -which will be the case for
most of us-, then you won’t be moving much if at all.
That’s very unhealthy unless you intersperse it with some physical exercise.
I exercise while listening to audiobooks to maximize all of my time. You might prefer taking a walk
every once in a while, or going all out in the with weights in the gym.
Whatever you do, don’t skimp on exercise (and sleep).
RELIEF VALVES
Monk mode, proper monk mode, can be highly taxing.
If you are planning to decompress then you are just chilling and taking a break, so don’t call it monk
mode because that’s not monk mode.
In my case, for example, the social relief was the weekly Toastmaster meeting -which also helped my
development with public speaking and leadership experience since I was the president-.
And my personal relief valves are small “goal-hitting” celebrations I do in between work when I
order food I love and open a nice bottle of wine.
You will be looking forward to these small celebrations and they will make your day.
Some other times I just listen to music while eating and/or dance around instead of the usual
audiobook.
These all help me stay a “normal” happy bunny.
Monk mode develops a new superpower: independence

Monk Mode Personalities
Monk mode will work at different levels depending on personalities:
Socially anxious: don’t let it be your excuse!
Socially anxious should NOT use monk mode to stay within their comfort zone and avoid the world.
It’s OK to take a break if they are not being successful. But they must use the break in a way that will
really move them forward. Studying theories socialization, meditating, taking up some good courses
and then go out there more centered knowledgeable.
Introverts: easy for you, guys
Monk mode is surely easier on introverts.
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Introverts recharge their batteries with lone time and they won’t suffer nearly as much from the
socialization withdrawal.
Extroverts: great challenge
Monk mode will be tougher on ambiverts and extroverts.
The good news is that they can manage to stay away from socialization and social time-waste, they
will come out of monk mode so much more powerful: they controlled their urge of socializing and
talking. What else can they do?
Highly driven: it’s a must for you guys
Monk mode is the bread and butter of highly driven, self-development focused men.
They can zero in and get so much more done in so much less time.
As a matter of fact, “take it easy” types of men are not doing monk mode, they’re doing a
masturbation marathon, a video-game marathon or a Games of Thrones marathon -is that shit still
popular?-.
Or all of them together. But not monk mode.
Monk mode requires no effort for the driven man: it’s what he naturally falls into

Why Monk Mode Works
Monk Mode “works” because, well, it’s the only real way of being highly productive.
Most people don’t go monk mode, and most people are not very productive and are not going places
with their lives.
In a way, all highly productive people are in a monk mode, they just might not call it that way.
David Goggins has been on record saying he has few social interactions and never “hangs out”, Steve
Jobs was a super driven monk and any artist who wants to ship must at least at times go monk mode.
Monk Mode works because it allows you to focus deeply on something specific, and that’s the
definition of efficiency.
That’s how Daniel Coyle defines “deep practice” in The Talent Code and that’s how Cal Newport
defines “deep work” in the book going by the same.
If you want to reach your maximum potential, then you must cut out the unnecessary time waste and
spend more time honing your craft -or yourself-.
Finally, monk mode will increase your resilience and independence. If you were able to cut people
and pastimes from your life, what does it say about you?
It says that you’re independent and self-reliant.
A good monk is his own man.
And that will shoot up your confidence and self-esteem.
Successful monks are their own men
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SUMMARY
Monk mode consists of eliminating waste in your life to dedicate more time to a specific goal,
project, or personal self-development.
The goal of monk mod is always to come out of it a better, more powerful, more accomplished or
more skilled individual.
More extreme monk modes, which I like to call “holed in monk mode” are more like a parenthesis in
your life because they are difficult to sustain in the long run -and probably should not be sustained in
the long run-.

My Monk Mode: Summary
Overall, my monk mode has been an awfully good time and a huge step forward in both my business
and my self-development.
That’s why I can recommend monk mode to most guys.
I’ll soon take another break for vacation, and then I will keep it monk for one more winter months
before thawing out of it.
This summer I am planning to take it slightly easier. And I also look forward to coming out of monk
mode. That’s another beauty and another pleasure of monk mode: the feeling of going back to the
world as a much improved, wiser, and upgraded individual.
Great confidence boost.
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Socially Awkward: Signs & Fixes (W/ Video)
January 7, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you afraid you might be socially awkward?
Or you know you are and want to know how to stop being socially awkward?
In either case, you have come to the right place.
By the end of this article you will know what is socially awkward and, if you are, you will know how
to stop it.
Sadly, social awkwardness is a leading pretext for bullying
Contents
What’s Socially Awkward
Socially Awkward Is Not Shy
Signs of Socially Awkward Individuals
#1. Inadvertently Offends Others
#2. Spoils Group Conversation
#3. Seeks Arguments (Instead of Consensus)
#4. Breaks Rapport
#5. Is Visibly Nervous
#6. Lacks Emotional Intelligence
Summary

What’s Socially Awkward
Some guides online define socially awkward as the person who is nervous and creates embarrassing
social situations.
But I hold a different view.
Some socially awkward people are not nervous.
They are not shy, they are not introverted, they are not embarrassed… And many of them have no
idea they are being socially awkward in the first place.
Indeed the most disruptive social pariahs are confident and lout.
To include also those awkwardly confident fellas, this is my socially awkward definition:
Socially awkward is that person who makes social interactions difficult, painful,
embarrassing, or generally unpleasant for the person or group of persons he is interacting
with.

Socially Awkward Is Not Shy
People who have become good at spotting social dynamics can easily recognize socially awkward
individuals.
But if you are still developing your emotional intelligence, then it’s easy getting confused and to
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think of “shy” as socially awkward and “outgoing” as socially competent.
But it’s not always that simple.
There are plenty of loud, outgoing, socially active people who are still very socially awkward -below
there are examples-.
The difference indeed is not in how socially active they are, but in their social intelligence.

Signs of Socially Awkward Individuals
Here are the signs and behavior that characterize socially awkward individuals:

#1. Inadvertently Offends Others
Respecting oneself and others is the definition of assertive communication.
And it’s also one of the most basic important rules of socialization.
Some of the worst socially awkward individuals fail to understand it and engage in one or more of the
following:
Cut people off
Shout to be “better heard”
Hijack the conversation
Make mean jokes that embarrass people or make them cringe
Make politically incorrect jokes that are badly out of place
Verbally threaten or abuse others
Examples can be “drivers” types of individuals, like Grant Cardone and Gary Vaynerchuk.
In this example Vaynerchuk lacks basic etiquette and often becomes disrespectful with Seth Godin:
Aggression and disrespect not only make people and bystanders feel awkward, but at the extreme end
also potentially make them feel threatened.

#2. Spoils Group Conversation
Group conversations are the worst time to be socially awkward because among the group a silent,
tacit agreement takes place among everyone.
And it’s this one:
This guy really doesn’t get it. When he is he leaving so we all can be cool again?
What groups think of socially awkward individuals
The socially awkward individual does the following to alienate everyone around him:
Monopolizes the conversation
Asks personal questions that put people on the spot
Ie.: “how much you make”, “did you guys have sex” etc.
Fails to understand he is boring the group
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Brings everyone down
Always brings the conversation back to him or his topic
Zeroes in on one person and leave all others out
I recently analyzed a “socially awkward” attempt to join a group conversation.
And it’s from Ivanka Trump at the G20.
Look at the video:
She is being awkward because she stands too far, jumps in too early, and displays many signals of
nervousness.
You can read here the whole analysis.

Do This Instead:
Understand that group conversations are seldom about conveying meaning.
Group conversations are most often a “social lubricant” to collectively bond and/or have a good time.
And, finally, people don’t care about your stories and opinions that much, really.
Also read: a step-by-step guide to group conversations and effective conversation starters.

#3. Seeks Arguments (Instead of Consensus)
We all have a tendency to push back on ideas that run against our beliefs and cause us cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957).
And we also all have a tendency to want to show off.
But while the socially smart resist the temptation and seek to understand and look for commonalities,
the socially awkward sees it as an opportunity to show off his “superiority”.
The worst kind of socially awkward individual makes it about winning rather than socializing.
Here an example from Family Guy:
Don’t be that ass

Example: Awkward Dating
The impact of seeking arguments is even more disastrous in dating scenarios:
Many years ago I went back to a girl’s place with a bottle of wine as we chatted and flirted
along the way.
That must have been an easy one, right? Well, it should have, yes.
But when she aired her very left-wing opinions on genders, gypsies, and “integration
policies” this dumbas* escalated what was a bonding conversation into a discussion (super
un-sexy).
I started explaining why my ideas were “right”, and I wanted to prove it. I wanted to win.
Of course, there are no winners in those scenarios, only losers.
Rapport was shattered, romance was gone… And an icy awkwardness descended until I
went home in my hand’s company soon after :).
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Do This Instead
Switch your mindset from fact-finding, winning and showing off to building people up, making
friends and finding commonalities.

#4. Breaks Rapport
Socially awkward individuals engage in social climbing and posturing without even realizing how
obvious it is.
To show off their superiority one of their most powerful tools is “NO”.
A “NO” is a conversation stopper and communicates you fully disagree, that you know better, and
that the two of you are miles apart.

“I’m Better Than You” Awkwardness
A “NO” is also often a power move in the sense that it gives soft power and authority to the person
using it. At the price, of course, of rapport, harmony and conversational flow
I’ll give you a real life example.
A friend of mine wanted to recruit me for a start up she wanted to launch. We had a brief phone
conversation, which went a bit like this:
Her: (…) That’s the idea basically
Me: I like it! Sounds like raising some capital for marketing will be
needed to get early traction
Her: Not really, it’s more about partnerships..
Me: Yeah, that too, both are important.
Maybe central Europe is a great market to start with
Her: No, it’s best to..
Power analysis: I don’t answer with “OK” because that would be an admission of submission.
I confirm what she says, then raise my opinion to her opinion’s level adding both are important.
Then I move to another topic to take the pressure off and avoid an escalation: I am trying not to make
this awkward.
But again she keeps “NO-ing” me -probably 3 times during the conversation-.
With every NO she communicates that:
1. I have no idea what I’m talking about;
2. She knows more;
3. She’s the one calling the shots.
Finally, she makes it extremely awkward because it becomes obvious that if we disagree so much..
Why the hell is she even talking to me?

“You’re Wrong” Awkwardness
A “NO” is particularly terrible when people reach out to you with a compliment, a gift or a bonding
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message.
Opening with a compliment, in certain situations, is an act of submission and vulnerability.
Receiving a “no” embarrasses us and makes us want to exit the conversation, wondering how could
we have been so stupid in initiating in the first place.

Do This Instead
What to do then?
Unless they are offensive, back-handed frenemy-style “compliments”, you always accept the
compliment, even when you’re not too sure you fully deserve it.

#5. Is Visibly Nervous
Humans have mirror neurons which make us feel what others are feeling.
That means that when we are very nervous and when we feel awkward, chances are that we make
others feel awkward as well.
Milton from Office Space is a good example on social awkwardness stemming from social anxiety:
The exception here are very socially confident, socially powerful and high self-esteem individual.
They won’t be feeling awkward just because you feel awkward.
But of course, they are the exception (get the course to become one)

Do this Instead
Well, obviously try to relax.
But if you can’t, don’t try to hide it your nervousness. It might seem counter-intuitive but the
awkwardness springs mostly from the friction between the hiding it and pretending it’s not there
while it’s actually plainly obvious to everyone.
When you can instead confess you are being nervous, you allow people to relax. And you show
yourself for being vulnerably courageous.
It’s now in the open and he doesn’t even seem nearly as nervous and awkward after all.
On a date, there is nothing more chilling and relaxing than a woman admitting that she is a bit
nervous.
Also read: how to overcome social anxiety.
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#6. Lacks Emotional Intelligence
This is the catch-all of social awkwardness.
If you look at the video example from above, the awkwardness is all in failure to understand each
other:
They are not communicating with one another, they are communicating past each otter.
Everyone has their own script and they are going through it regardless of what the other says or feels.
The two managers there fail to listen to Peter, they fail to listen that he has taken care of it and that he
needs no guidance.
And they obviously fail to see how frustrated he is.
People who lack emotional intelligence:
Don’t understand when people need to go “deeper”
Fail to realize the obviousness of why routines and pick-up lines don’t work
Believe that “winning” is a good social strategy
Can’t read body language and nonverbal cues and take words at face value
Don’t understand where personal boundaries lie
Lack empathy and don’t understand how others feel

No Emotional Intelligence, No Real Relationships
Failing to empathize and to understand one another has deep, far-reaching consequences that go far
beyond social awkwardness.
The biggest consequence is that without emotional intelligence you will never have great
relationships.
As a matter of fact, you won’t even have “good” relationships.
Look at this example:
Seth Godin wants to discuss important questions he cares about. They relate to him and his life and
they are perfect occasions to go deeper.
But Gary Vaynerchuk lacks emotional intelligence and fails to realize it.
Vaynerchuk is forcing Seth Godin to conform to his style of relationships: superficial and
emotionally shallow.

What To Do
Emotional intelligence is a key ability that you need to cultivate.
If you have none, there is no easy fix: you need to basically start learning people from scratch.
That’s the bad news. The good one is this: it’s very possible!
This website offers a great guide because that’s a process that I have gone through myself (through
the years).
For more examples on creating a deep connection, check how to develop deep emotional connection
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Summary
Socially awkward individuals lack emotional intelligence, social intelligence, and, sometimes, even
empathy.
That’s the root cause of the issue, which then finds several different expressions of “daily social
awkwardness”.
In some people, the issue is compounded by a lack of confidence and nervousness which, in turn,
makes others feel nervous as well.
If you want to know how to stop being socially awkward, this is the deep solution: increase your
emotional intelligence and your understanding of social dynamics while you keep training in real life
as well.
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6 Hidden Power Moves to Control Frames
February 7, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Social power moves increase the social status of the attacker/perpetrator and decrease the status of the
receiver/victim.
Some of these power moves are obvious and anyone can recognize them as attempts at asserting
dominance.
But some other social power moves are so common and/or so socially accepted that many don’t even
recognize their effects on the dynamics of power.
And some people, because they take them at face value, even mistake them for words of
submissiveness.
I call them “hidden power moves”.
This article will show what these hidden power moves are, and what you can do to address them.
Contents
1. “I Was Busy“
2. “I’m Sorry“
3. “I Don’t Remember You“
4. “Why Did You Want to Do X.. “
5. “How Can I Help You“
6. “That’s Why I Like You“
SUMMARY

1. “I Was Busy“
This is one of the most common and pervasive power moves out there.
But don’t let the pervasiveness fool you, because this is the rule of thumb: the more people are too
busy for you, the more subservient to them you are.
This is what “too busy” says:
I was busy (with more important things) to take care of your (less important) thing
You, or your task, were not high priority enough for them to take care of.
“Sorry I was busy” says that they have more important things to do and, ultimately, that they are
more important than you (higher social status).
But could it be that they were really just too busy?
Of course!
But even then, it’s still a power move.
Just think about it: would anyone who cares about their job be too busy for their boss? Or for the
man/woman of their dreams?
Exactly.
It’s never a matter of business, it’s always a matter of priority. Telling someone you were too
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busy is akin to saying “you aren’t high enough a priority”.
Similar expressions are:
I didn’t have time
I had to take care of a few things
I meant to get back to you, but then a few things came up..

Beating “I Was Too Busy”
Imagine this dating scenario:
You: Hi Gina, I wrote you the other day to schedule a coffee
Her: Yes, sorry I was crazy busy these days
Let’s analyze a few ways most people reply to that:
You: what were you busy with?
This is not ideal because she is now expanding and focusing on everything which is a higher priority
than you are. Also, it’s possible that she wasn’t busy with anything, which is forcing her to make up
stories now. That reinforces in her mind you are a bothersome man she is bending over backward…
In order to avoid.
Not what you want.
Here is another typical reply:
You: No worries, life happens
This is the neutral reply.
Helping her making excuses takes her off the hook and does not make you a burden.
But it’s still not ideal. You are downplaying her non-reply, but you are also still the one down.
The best ways to reply are:
You: Yeah, that’s too bad. Sorry that I didn’t remind you either, sometimes life just gets too
hectic
Start in honesty and sincerity.
You confirm a certain interest and then level the playing field by implying she wasn’t high priority
enough to pursue harder.
You: All cool. I just got back in town and was looking forward to catching up with someone
around here to see what’s happening in this city.
You seemed like a gal who’s into the good life here.
But how have you been
First raises his own value and downplays his interest by implying he only wanted to be social.
Then raises her value again saying she seems one of the cool people. This part is important otherwise
you sound like you’re bragging and trying too hard to devalue her.
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“but how have you been” ends with a slight deprecatory note. It implies she hasn’t been doing
anything nearly as exciting as you have.
And if you two aren’t very close, here is the power move reply:
You: That’s how life goes most of the times. (looking at her with a fake embarrassed
expression) Sorry… I’m really bad with names…
Oh yeah right, of course Gina!
And here are them plotted on a chart:

2. “I’m Sorry“
Would you ever think that “I’m sorry” could be a power move?
In many, many occasions, that’s just what it is.
Think of the power relationship it entails: it means that someone has hurt you or caused you harm.
And, from a social power point of view, it’s the one who has the most power to hurt the other who
usually has also most overall power.
Imagine all these situations:
Her: I’m sorry you felt hurt that I and Max spoke for so long
That “I’m sorry” is also saying this: “I’m sorry (that I am so attractive and above your league that
you get hurt because of it)“.
Or imagine this one:
Coach: I’m sorry that I yelled at you in front of the team
That “I’m sorry” also says “I’m sorry that I (can) yell at you (while you have to take it) in front of the
team (and destroyed your reputation so easily because I can destroy you).
Boss: I’m sorry that I said you’re useless in front of the customer
And this one says “I’m sorry I’m the boss and you are the underling, and even if you bring the
customers in, I can still pull rank on you any time I want“.
Look at this example from Spread:
Him: “I’m sorry for what happened (I called you an asshole, I kicked you out, I called you a
whore… I’m sorry “
With that “I’m sorry” he is reminding her that he kicked her out (very dominant) and that he made
her feel bad (very powerful).
In the movie, she is a very socially skilled woman, and she doesn’t commit the obvious mistake of
saying “it’s OK” or “no problem”, which could confirm his power over her.
Instead, she cuts right past the “I’m sorry” power move. Not bad.

When There’s No “I’m Sorry”: Only Power Move
First example in this video:
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Beating “I’m Sorry”
How do you react to “I’m sorry” power moves?
Don’t say “thank you for saying that”, don’t look like you were indeed hurt by their behavior and,
most of all: don’t let the exchange linger on the apology phase for too long.
Instead, minimize it, rebuild your own status with a quick comment and then move on as quickly.
Something like this:
You: nono, it’s all good, I’m (doing) great. Anyway, I’ve heard that… ”
If you want to answer to it with another power move back, you can use this one:
You: I forgive you
By saying “I forgive you” you shift the power from them to you. You could decide whether or not to
forgive, and you decided to grant absolution.
If you want to go down harder, you should make the apology a real apology.
Like this:
Boss: I’m sorry that I said you’re useless in front of the customer
You: Do you understand why that was wrong and how it makes us lose credibility?
Boss: I do, and that’s why I’m telling you I’m sorry
You: If you understanding why it wasn’t cool, then we can move on. But make sure it won’t
happen again please
Boss: You have my word
You: I am really glad to hear that, thank you boss. Back to doing some great stuff together
now. Let’s do lunch as soon as we’re free, cheers!
Exception: there are situations when a simple “I’m sorry” is enough. Even when you want to go
down “hard”.
For example, if the coach screamed at you in front of the team and you requested him to apologize to
you in front of the whole team, then it’s your power move. In that case, you can take charge of it and
build upon it.
Say “it’s OK coach, I’m glad you are making up for it. As long as you understand that wasn’t cool
and it won’t happen again, we can move on”.

3. “I Don’t Remember You“
We dedicated one of the very first articles to this one in “what to do when people pretend to forget
you“
The dynamic is the same as with being busy: the less people remember you, the more important
they make themselves to be.
When someone doesn’t remember or, sometimes, pretend they don’t remember you, they are saying
that you are a low priority in their life -or that their life is so full of important things that they are
obviously higher quality than you are-.
The mistake that many do here is trying to feed the power mover with information to help them
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remember you.
When you do that, you are communicating that they are a high priority for you.

Dealing With Forgetful Power Movers
Look at this scene from the movie “Play the Game”, and reflect on what he is doing wrong:
Notice that as he feeds her information about him one issue becomes more and more obvious: she
didn’t care enough to remember.
On the other hand, he remembered everything about her, thus communicating it was a big thing for
him.
He is heavily invested, she is not.
What’s the solution, then?
It’s pretending not to remember.
If he had pretended not to remember either, it would have been a neutral interaction instead.
Alternatively, after he had already admitted he knew her, he could have pretended it was a vague
memory.
Or if you already told them where do you remember from, then say it’s just a vague memory and
move on right away.
Or, finally, you can say you are confusing them with someone else. For example, you might add that
“there are lots of blondes in this city”, or whatever peculiar characteristic they have, which is also
slightly demeaning.

4. “Why Did You Want to Do X.. “
Loaded and leading questions are not exactly the same, but they’re similar enough that we can
consider them together.
Both of them are designed to wrestle control of the interaction and push you either into a defensive
position, or into the position the asker has chosen for you -which rarely if ever is a position you want
to be in anyway-.
Sometimes loaded questions are obvious, but many more times they are not as easy to spot. An
example of a loaded question could be your partner being super emotional and asking you
Her: how could you do such a terrible thing to me
If she says very emotionally her words sound congruent and many people miss the preconceived
frame behind tat expression.
The preconceived frame within that expression is that you did do something terrible.
Of course, you might have done something bad.
But who says it was “terrible”? Maybe it was just “bad” or it was a “terrible mistake”, which is much
different than just “terrible”.
By accepting the adjective “terrible” though, you are immediately cast as the evil one, and at that
point you can only explain, defend and hope to make it up to your partner.
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Beating Loaded Question
Do you remember framing from the first module?
Leading questions are attempts to lead you, or trick you, into accepting one’s own frame of reference.
And when you do accept it, it doesn’t even matter how you reply to a leading question. Whether you
agree, defend, or push back, you are still buying into their frames.
The only way to answer leading questions is by rejecting them.
And two particularly effective ways of rejecting the frame are to:
1. Explain you don’t agree with their choice of words and change it to what’s most suitable
2. Explain them -and to everyone around- what their game is with the leading question
You want to use the first one when you want to be kind and understanding.
The above example with your partner would look something like this:
Him: How could you do such a terrible, terrible mean thing to me
Her: Honey, I have no words to say how sorry I am. Let me just say it wasn’t mean, or out
of meanness. It’s an issue I have with controlling my spending. And taking your credit card
was the biggest mistake of my life. I have an issue I need to cope with, I do realize that.
In this case, he didn’t even go after her words in his reply , since that would have led to a different
kind of escalation. But embedded in is own reply there is a reframing of the situation from “terrible
and mean” to “issue and mistake”.
And here is an example with the second one:
Calling out the hidden power move and explaining it is a very effective technique

5. “How Can I Help You“
It is seemingly nice and polite, but outside of a shop, it’s often now what you want to hear.
Here they are framing you like the one who needs help.
And the one who needs help might also be the one who has to bend over backward to secure that
help.
Or, at least, to give something back.

6. “That’s Why I Like You“
This sounds like a compliment, but it’s nothing more than judgment (masked as positive).
Remember that judging flows from the most powerful person towards the subordinate?
If not check social power or read soft power and power in intimate relationships.
Then the person who says they like you is passing judgment towards you. The compliment receiver is
basically doing a good job to be liked by the more powerful compliment giver. Not really an enviable
power position, is it.
Here is an example from the movie The Wolf of Wall Street:
“that’s why I love you”, while he puts his hand around him. Right there you know Di Caprio is the
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most powerful man in the room.
This is also a move Trump often engages in.
He often goes around telling people “good job”. He often has no idea whether they are actually doing
a good job, because he uses it as a power move only.
He even said it to Comey before firing him. When Trump says “good job” he is simply positioning
himself as the judge and as the most powerful man who is checking up on others.

SUMMARY
Power and power dynamics are not all about blatant and obvious attacks.
As a matter of fact, obvious and blatant attacks are few. The vast majority of the times, you will be
dealing with apparently smaller and inconsequential things.
As we saw in this post, sometimes power moves that put you in the one-down hide behind seemingly
helpful and kind words.
This post helped you recognized -and act- on the more hidden power moves.
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6 Covert Power Moves to Control Frames
February 7, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Social power moves increase the social status of the attacker/perpetrator and decrease the status of the
receiver/victim.
Some of these power moves are obvious and anyone can recognize them as attempts at asserting
dominance.
But some other social power moves are so common and/or so socially accepted that many don’t even
recognize their effects on the dynamics of power.
And some people, because they take them at face value, even mistake them for words of
submissiveness.
I call them “covert power moves” (note: I renamed them from “hidden power moves”).
This article will show what these covert power moves are, and what you can do to address them.
Contents
1. “I Was Busy“
2. “I’m Sorry“
3. “I Don’t Remember You“
4. “Why Did You Want to Do X.. “
5. “How Can I Help You“
6. “That’s Why I Like You“
SUMMARY

1. “I Was Busy“
This is one of the most common and pervasive power moves out there.
But don’t let the pervasiveness fool you, because this is the rule of thumb: the more people are too
busy for you, the more subservient to them you are.
This is what “too busy” says:
I was busy (with more important things) to take care of your (less important) thing
You, or your task, were not high priority enough for them to take care of.
“Sorry I was busy” says that they have more important things to do and, ultimately, that they are
more important than you (higher social status).
But could it be that they were really just too busy?
Of course!
But even then, it’s still a power move.
Just think about it: would anyone who cares about their job be too busy for their boss? Or for the
man/woman of their dreams?
Exactly.
It’s never a matter of business, it’s always a matter of priority. Telling someone you were too
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busy is akin to saying “you aren’t high enough a priority”.
Similar expressions are:
I didn’t have time
Sorry if I was late
I had to take care of a few things
I meant to get back to you, but then a few things came up..

Beating “I Was Too Busy”
Imagine this dating scenario:
You: Hi Gina, I wrote you the other day to schedule a coffee
Her: Yes, sorry I was crazy busy these days
Let’s analyze a few ways most people reply to that:
You: what were you busy with?
This is not ideal because she is now expanding and focusing on everything which is a higher priority
than you are. Also, it’s possible that she wasn’t busy with anything, which is forcing her to make up
stories now. That reinforces in her mind you are a bothersome man she is bending over backward…
In order to avoid.
Not what you want.
Here is another typical reply:
You: No worries, life happens
This is the neutral reply.
Helping her making excuses takes her off the hook and does not make you a burden.
But it’s still not ideal. You are downplaying her non-reply, but you are also still the one down.
The best ways to reply are:
You: Yeah, that’s too bad. Sorry that I didn’t remind you either, sometimes life just gets too
hectic
Start in honesty and sincerity.
You confirm a certain interest and then level the playing field by implying she wasn’t high priority
enough to pursue harder.
You: All cool. I just got back in town and was looking forward to catching up with someone
around here to see what’s happening in this city.
You seemed like a gal who’s into the good life here.
But how have you been
First raises his own value and downplays his interest by implying he only wanted to be social.
Then raises her value again saying she seems one of the cool people. This part is important otherwise
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you sound like you’re bragging and trying too hard to devalue her.
“but how have you been” ends with a slight deprecatory note. It implies she hasn’t been doing
anything nearly as exciting as you have.
And if you two aren’t very close, here is the power move reply:
You: That’s how life goes most of the times. (looking at her with a fake embarrassed
expression) Sorry… I’m really bad with names…
Oh yeah right, of course Gina!
And, of course, there is also the reframing + collaborative frame approach.
See an example here:
This is a mixture of “power aligning”: “we were both late”, and then redirecting

2. “I’m Sorry“
Would you ever think that “I’m sorry” could be a power move?
In many, many occasions, that’s just what it is.
Think of the power relationship it entails: it means that someone has hurt you or caused you harm.
And, from a social power point of view, it’s the one who has the most power to hurt the other who
usually has also most overall power.
Imagine all these situations:
Her: I’m sorry you felt hurt that I and Max spoke for so long
That “I’m sorry” is also saying this: “I’m sorry (that I am so attractive and above your league that
you get hurt because of it)“.
Or imagine this one:
Coach: I’m sorry that I yelled at you in front of the team
That “I’m sorry” also says “I’m sorry that I (can) yell at you (while you have to take it) in front of the
team (and destroyed your reputation so easily because I can destroy you).
Boss: I’m sorry that I said you’re useless in front of the customer
And this one says “I’m sorry I’m the boss and you are the underling, and even if you bring the
customers in, I can still pull rank on you any time I want“.
Look at this example from Spread:
Him: “I’m sorry for what happened (I called you an asshole, I kicked you out, I called you a
whore… I’m sorry “
With that “I’m sorry” he is reminding her that he kicked her out (very dominant) and that he made
her feel bad (very powerful).
In the movie, she is a very socially skilled woman, and she doesn’t commit the obvious mistake of
saying “it’s OK” or “no problem”, which could confirm his power over her.
Instead, she cuts right past the “I’m sorry” power move. Not bad.
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When There’s No “I’m Sorry”: Only Power Move
First example in this video:

Beating “I’m Sorry”
How do you react to “I’m sorry” power moves?
Don’t say “thank you for saying that”, don’t look like you were indeed hurt by their behavior and,
most of all: don’t let the exchange linger on the apology phase for too long.
Instead, minimize it, rebuild your own status with a quick comment and then move on as quickly.
Something like this:
You: nono, it’s all good, I’m (doing) great. Anyway, I’ve heard that… ”
If you want to answer to it with another power move back, you can use this one:
You: I forgive you
By saying “I forgive you” you shift the power from them to you. You could decide whether or not to
forgive, and you decided to grant absolution.
If you want to go down harder, you should make the apology a real apology.
Like this:
Boss: I’m sorry that I said you’re useless in front of the customer
You: Do you understand why that was wrong and how it makes us lose credibility?
Boss: I do, and that’s why I’m telling you I’m sorry
You: If you understanding why it wasn’t cool, then we can move on. But make sure it won’t
happen again please
Boss: You have my word
You: I am really glad to hear that, thank you boss. Back to doing some great stuff together
now. Let’s do lunch as soon as we’re free, cheers!
Exception: there are situations when a simple “I’m sorry” is enough. Even when you want to go
down “hard”.
For example, if the coach screamed at you in front of the team and you requested him to apologize to
you in front of the whole team, then it’s your power move. In that case, you can take charge of it and
build upon it.
Say “it’s OK coach, I’m glad you are making up for it. As long as you understand that wasn’t cool
and it won’t happen again, we can move on”.

3. “I Don’t Remember You“
We dedicated one of the very first articles to this one in “what to do when people pretend to forget
you“
The dynamic is the same as with being busy: the less people remember you, the more important
they make themselves to be.
When someone doesn’t remember or, sometimes, pretend they don’t remember you, they are saying
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that you are a low priority in their life -or that their life is so full of important things that they are
obviously higher quality than you are-.
The mistake that many do here is trying to feed the power mover with information to help them
remember you.
When you do that, you are communicating that they are a high priority for you.

Dealing With Forgetful Power Movers
Look at this scene from the movie “Play the Game”, and reflect on what he is doing wrong:
Notice that as he feeds her information about him one issue becomes more and more obvious: she
didn’t care enough to remember.
On the other hand, he remembered everything about her, thus communicating it was a big thing for
him.
He is heavily invested, she is not.
What’s the solution, then?
It’s pretending not to remember.
If he had pretended not to remember either, it would have been a neutral interaction instead.
Alternatively, after he had already admitted he knew her, he could have pretended it was a vague
memory.
Or if you already told them where do you remember them from, then say it’s just a vague memory
and move on right away.
Or, finally, you can say you are confusing them with someone else. For example, you might add that
“there are lots of blondes in this city”, or whatever peculiar characteristic they have, which is also
slightly demeaning.

4. “Why Did You Want to Do X.. “
Loaded and leading questions are not exactly the same, but they’re similar enough that we can
consider them together.
Both of them are designed to wrestle control of the interaction and push you either into a defensive
position, or into the position the asker has chosen for you -which rarely if ever is a position you want
to be in anyway-.
Sometimes loaded questions are obvious, but many more times they are not as easy to spot. An
example of a loaded question could be your partner being super emotional and asking you
Her: how could you do such a terrible thing to me
If she says it very emotionally her words sound congruent, and many people miss the preconceived
frame behind that expression.
The preconceived frame within that expression is that you did do something terrible.
Of course, you might have done something bad.
But who says it was “terrible”? Maybe it was just “bad” or it was a “terrible mistake”, which is much
different than just “terrible”.
By accepting the adjective “terrible” though, you are immediately cast as the evil one, and at that
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point you can only explain, defend and hope to make it up to your partner.

Beating Leading Question
Do you remember framing from the first module?
Leading questions are attempts to lead you, or trick you, int oaccepting the interrogator’s frame of
reference.
And when you do accept it, it doesn’t even matter how you reply to a leading question. Whether you
agree, defend, or push back, you are still buying into their frames.
The only way to answer leading questions is by rejecting them.
And two particularly effective ways of rejecting the frame are to:
1. Explain you don’t agree with their choice of words and change it to what’s most suitable
2. Explain them -and to everyone around- what their game is with the leading question
You want to use the first one when you want to be kind and understanding.
The above example with your partner would look something like this:
Him: How could you do such a terrible, terrible mean thing to me
Her: Honey, I have no words to say how sorry I am. Let me just say it wasn’t mean, or out
of meanness. It’s an issue I have with controlling my spending. And taking your credit card
was the biggest mistake of my life. I have an issue I need to cope with, I do realize that.
In this case, he didn’t even go after her words in his reply , since that would have led to a different
kind of escalation. But embedded in is own reply there is a reframing of the situation from “terrible
and mean” to “issue and mistake”.
And here is an example with the second one:
Calling out the covert power move and explaining it is a very effective technique

5. “How Can I Help You“
It is seemingly nice and polite, but outside of a shop, it’s often now what you want to hear.
Here they are framing you like the one who needs help.
And the one who needs help might also be the one who has to bend over backward to secure that
help.
Or, at least, to give something back.

6. “That’s Why I Like You“
This sounds like a compliment, but it’s nothing more than judgment (masked as positive).
Remember that judging flows from the most powerful person towards the subordinate?
If not check social power or read soft power and power in intimate relationships.
Then the person who says they like you is passing judgment towards you. The compliment receiver is
basically doing a good job to be liked by the more powerful compliment giver. Not really an enviable
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power position, is it.
Here is an example from the movie The Wolf of Wall Street:
“that’s why I love you”, while he puts his hand around him. Right there you know Di Caprio is the
most powerful man in the room.
This is also a move Trump often engages in.
He often goes around telling people “good job”. He often has no idea whether they are actually doing
a good job, because he uses it as a power move only.
He even said it to Comey before firing him. When Trump says “good job” he is simply positioning
himself as the judge and as the most powerful man who is checking up on others.

SUMMARY
Power and power dynamics are not all about blatant and obvious attacks.
As a matter of fact, obvious and blatant attacks are few. The vast majority of the times, you will be
dealing with apparently smaller and inconsequential things.
As we saw in this post, sometimes power moves that put you in the one-down hide behind seemingly
helpful and kind words.
This post helped you recognized -and act- on the more covert power moves.
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Dating For Women: Start Here
February 8, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The dating advice on this website can be different than what you are used to.
And that’s because most dating advice is unscientific, generic, or coming from women or men with
limited experienced.
In a nutshell: a good chunk of your typical dating advice for women is a crapshoot.
Sometimes good, and oftentimes counterproductive.
Contrary to most “dating tips for women” you find online I ground my approach in psychology, data,
researches, and quite a bit of personal experience.
Below I list some of the most common myths, together with advice for a better approach.
Contents
#1. Make Him Chase
#2. Make Him Invest, While You Give Little
#3 Feign Disinterest (& He Will Chase More)
#4 Wait… As Long As Possible for Sex
#5. Men Want Independent Bitches
#6. Be Successful… And Men Will Come
Getting Your Facts Straight
Proper Dating “How Tos“

#1. Make Him Chase
But who chases… ?
This is the N.1 dating advice for women: you should make him chase.
The idea is that the more he chases, the more he will commit to you.
And there is some truth in that, you can read here how to make him chase.
However, it’s generic advice and it’s poor for high-quality women. This advice mostly works with
lower quality men and in very specific situations.
The rule of thumb is this: men who are lower quality than you are will chase you.
Men around your same sexual market value will most chase you if they are clueless.
Higher quality men will not chase you, but move on.
Read More

#2. Make Him Invest, While You Give Little
But who invests without getting anything in return?
The second most popular advice is to make him invest as much as possible.
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Things such as: pick you up, pay for dinner, do you favors etc.
The idea is that the more he invests, the more he will like you and the more he will commit.
And there is much truth in that.
However, same as for chasing, it’s mostly men who feel they’re not good enough who will try to
“buy” their difference away.
Here Is How to Balance Investment Right

#3 Feign Disinterest (& He Will Chase More)
…But know the risk: that he will end up with your more available girlfriend
Feigning disinterest is nothing but a form of making him chase more and invest more.
Yes: they are all connected.
In modern society, feigning disinterest doesn’t work too well because there are more high-quality
women than men, most men have a fragile ego and most men are not ready for a long and drawn fight
to her heart (and vagina).
Also read:
Value and availability: it’s a better strategy to be high value and “barely attainable”
Selectively hard to get: this is the best of both worlds. You combine a “hard to get strategy”
together with making him feel special for being the chosen one

#4 Wait… As Long As Possible for Sex
Opens in 3 months’ time
Again, not fully wrong.
But, again, a huge generalization that sometimes will work and, many other times, will backfire.
Here are some better “rules of thumbs” for you:
Wait if he’s conservative
Wait if you’re in a conservative culture
Wait if you have deeply ingrained beliefs on waiting
Go for it if you’re in a whirlwind romance
Go for it if you have great chemistry and passion is running high
Go for it if you have been on a long nice date and sex feels like the “coronation of a splendid
time”
If you have sex early, you can use the “selectively hard to get strategy”. And let him know that you
don’t usually do that. That way, not only early sex won’t take any points away, but he will actually
feel special for (and hopefully you’re not lying).
When to Delay Sex (& When Not To)
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#5. Men Want Independent Bitches
… Except it’s wrong more times than not…

This advice comes from women, almost never from men.
In part, this is intrasexual manipulation.
And in part, it’s wishful thinking from very driven women who wished that strength wasn’t a
handicap in the dating market. And I can totally understand that.
Of all the most typical advice here, this might be the most potentially dangerous one.
It’s true that there are a few women who are “too nice”. But it’s really only a few of them. And many
of them will still just do fine when they meet the guy who’s ready to commit (the girl who used to
drop unreturned gifts at in my mailbox is now happily engaged with a much better guy than I am,
without ever becoming any bitchier).
In short: only very few women would benefit from the advice of “toughening up”.
More women instead could benefit from the opposite advice.
How to be more feminine, how to make men want to care for them more, and how to be able to seek
and turn relationships into win-win.
As Aziz says in The Tao of Dating:
Respect for female strength does not translate into male attraction
At the end of the day, whether we like it or not, more feminine and more submissive women have
more dating options.
This is not to say that strong women have on chance.
For example, the strong woman is better suited to finding a more submissive man and controlling the
relationship. These relationships tend to be more stable and last longer.
However, if you want to have more options, including with high-quality men, then it’s best if you
learn the whole spectrum: from the driven and strong woman, to mellow and supportive.
How to be Powerful, Yet Feminine
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#6. Be Successful… And Men Will Come
Well… Partially.
But this is a double-edged sword.
To begin with, some men will avoid more successful women out of fear that they will overpower
them.
And successful men have lots of options, and don’t necessarily go after other successful women.
Psychopaths do target successful women, especially when they seem lonely and out of options.
But you’re better off avoiding those.
In short, while successful men attract women, success and good careers don’t work nearly as well for
women.
Like it or not, successful women are still required to be feminine, independently of how successful
they get.
Read:
How to be feminine
Attractive body language for women
3 seductive styles for women
Successful Women Dating

Getting Your Facts Straight
Alright, we addressed some dating myths and fixed them with some better strategies.
Now let’s build on that with even better dating techniques.
Here are a few key articles to get you started:
9 Scientifically proven dating strategies for women
Learn games men play
Types of alpha females
Traits of high-quality women
Low-quality behavior to avoid
Best dating books for women

Proper Dating “How Tos“
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How to be feminine
Feminine body language
How to get a boyfriend
How to seduce a man
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Highly Sensitive Person Test: FREE & No Email
February 9, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This highly sensitive person test is based on the pioneering work of researcher Elaine Aron, author of
The Highly Sensitive Person.
It’s an updated and expanded version of her own test, and I find it highly predictive of HSP.
Answer “true” if they are somewhat true and “false” if it’s not very true or not true at all.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

I am more aware than most to the subtleties in my environment
I am easily influence by other people’s mood
I am very sensitive to pain (more than most)
During busy days I feel the need to get some privacy and relief. Possibly to withdraw into a
dark room or into bed
Caffeine has a strong effect on me
I am very sensitive to bright lights, loud noises, coarse fabrics and strong smells
I have a rich, complex inner life
Loud noises make me uncomfortable
Arts and music move me deeply
I am conscientious
I get easily startled
I get rattled when I have a little time and much to do
I am good at fixing the environment when people are uncomfortable (ie.: change seating,
closing a window, changing the lighting.. )
I am annoyed when people shove too many things at once on my plate
I try hard to avoid mistakes
I avoid violent movies
I become unpleasantly aroused when a lot is happening around me
Hunger disrupts my concentration or mood
Changes in my life shake me up
I enjoy delicate or fine scents, tastes, sounds, works of art
I take care of arranging my life to avoid upsetting or overwhelming situations
Competitions unnerve me and I tend to perform poorly
Being observed performing makes me nervous and I do much worse
My parents or teachers saw me as sensitive or shy
Loud clubs or bars overwhelm me and I prefer to avoid them

If you answer yes to more than 13 question, chances are you are a highly sensitive person.
Sensitivity is a spectrum, which means people can be mildly sensitive or extremely sensitive. That
means that the more yeses you answer, the more sensitive you likely are.
If you answer less than 13 but above 5-6, chances are that you are mildly sensitive.
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Also Check
Attachment style test
Are you ambivert?
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Protected: Highly Sensitive Person Test: FREE & No Email
February 9, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This content is password protected. To view it please enter your password below:
Password:
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The 7 Archetypes of Dominant Men: Pick Your Style
February 11, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are different ways of being dominant.
This article will give you an overview of what I call the “archetypes of dominance”.
Contents
Intro: Dominance Styles Overlap
Gender of Dominance
#1. The Meatheads (Physical Dominance)
#2. The Drill Sergeants
#3. The Smart Alec (Holier Than Thou)
#4. Masters of The Universe (Cocky & Rich)
#5. Upcoming Young Guns (Flash & Cockiness)
#6. The Cold-Blooded Icy Men
#7. Godfather Style: Been There, Done That
What’s Best & What Should You Pick?
SUMMARY

Intro: Dominance Styles Overlap
Before we start, an important note:
As we said a few times, all forms and expressions of power overlap and feed into each other.
And albeit it’s possible, it’s rare to see someone dominate in one aspect and then being extremely
powerless in another.
The only exceptions are possibly the purely physical and purely intellectual archetypes.
The very top intellectuals don’t back down when someone gets threatening because they have learned
to control their mind -and their fears-.
And the physically strong who become all-around powerful individuals rarely if ever are total
doofuses.

Gender of Dominance
I used the term “men” in the title, but some of these dominance archetypes and some of this
information apply to women as well.
Alright, let’s get down to it:

#1. The Meatheads (Physical Dominance)
Meatheads exert dominance with the threat of physical violence.
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Women can (rarely) be in this category, but it’s mostly bigger or violent men.
However, don’t think this category is populated exclusively by gym rats, street fighters and criminals.
It’s not uncommon to find high flying corporate execs and CEOs to also present a layer of physical
intimidation.
Trump for example often uses intimidation in his social interactions, both physically (his infamous
handshakes) and verbally:
PROS
We are all wired to fear physical threats and take them seriously. It works at an emotional, primordial
level. If you can intimidate someone chances are they won’t bother you because there is quite some
truth in what Machiavelli said: it’s better to be feared than to be liked.
CONS
Relying solely on intimidation and violence rarely gets you far.
Pure meatheads indeed tend to populate the lower rungs of social status: even rising to the top of
criminal organizations requires brain and deal-making.
Also, purely out of a number’s game, intimidation will result in lots of escalations. Escalations tend
to cause lots of troubles and little gains.
Beating physical dominance:
You must show resolve, and that you are not scared. Violence is rare in some of the most important
environments of work and socialization and intimidation doesn’t punch.
Refer to Power University for more details on handling stated and unstated threats of violence.

#2. The Drill Sergeants
I’m the boss here: my way or the highway. Now drop and give me 20
Same style as the meatheads.
But they have formal authority and are actually very safe.
You get drill sergeants in the army of course, but sometimes also in business and, sadly, in some
families (controlling and abusive men).
TV shows also bank on the allure of unbound, limitless dominance and authority:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjy_FKODsTM
PROS:
Some people might physically fear you, while some will tiptoe around you because they’re afraid of
triggering your ire.
It can also be a good style when you need to get the most out of people in the direst circumstances,
and some people do give more with an aggressively demanding boss.
CONS:
Many will dislike you, especially those you pick on.
Since the sergeant relies on dominance and does not seek buy-in, your power is strictly limited to
your domain authority or to a single environment (read: big fish in a small pond)
Fathers with this style at home are extremely abusive and ruin their children psychologically (Moore
& Gillette, 1990).
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Finally, some drill sergeants end up looking like they are trying to overcompensate and use
aggressive commands to make up for self-doubt and to mask an internal lack of self-esteem.
You can see one more example here, with my notes on exactly when you can feel that he is
struggling to appear “strong”.
Beating drill sergeants:
Never go for direct confrontation if you want to stay in their organizations.
All these guys have is their formal authority, and if you challenge it, they MUST escalate and/or let
you go.
As Trump explains in “The Art of The Deal“, excel in the drills (or in your willingness to push hard).
Then show no fear but respect for their authority and they will come to respect you as well.
Also avoid making it a race where you want to “show them” how strong you are or, worse, how
“better than them you are”. That will make them want to keep picking on you until you quit, which is
exactly what David Goggins shares in his book.
If you’re more of a rebel personality and can’t stand being yelled at, I recommend you do not join
organizations with drill sergeants (or work to develop your independence).

#3. The Smart Alec (Holier Than Thou)
I know, therefore I dominate
Smart alecs work on themselves to portray aloofness and a “better than you” attitude.
They use big words, slow speech rate, personal distance, and drop quotes and references like it’s hot
to show off their book smarts.
They hide behind a facade of knowledge, but don’t be swayed: they are playing the dominance game
just like every other power-thirsty individual.
Their strategy to social power is elitism and ostracization.
They’re sitting on their throne of wisdom, looking down on everyone else who is not equally
scholarly, pedantic or condescending.
They’re communicating “you’re not as good as I am”.
If you’re his fan, don’t take it personally, but Seth Godin is an example of smart-alec style:

The Aggressive Side of Smart Alec Dominance
The smart-alec can take an ugly side when fighting for status and social power.
They get under their opponents’ skin by insinuating they’re not smart or knowledgeable enough to
even talk to them.
And when the opponent raises his voice or shows signs of distress the smart alec frames him as a
brute who can’t hold a conversation.
Basically: the angrier you get, the more you confirm their frame -and the deeper you dig your hole-.
It’s a highly, highly, gaslighting experience.
Edit: If you are interested in this style, I later discovered Ben Shapiro and he’s built his whole media
empire on a Smart Alec style.
PROS:
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Most people respect intelligence.
And while most people scoff at physical aggression, they find it hard to attack intelligence and
knowledge, even when it’s used aggressively.
Smart alecs also have easier access to the elites of power and to conferences and forums where the
rich and powerful congregate (many rich people like to feel like modern days Medicis, protectors of
artists and scientists).
CONS:
The smart-alec is a very limiting style of dominance.
If you raise your voice, get angry, chase money, or act dominant in any other way, you look out of
character.
They are also unrelatable. People will not want to make friends with you and some will (secretly)
despise you.
Beating smart alecs:
It’s paramount that you don’t take anything personally: they’re too good at getting under your skin.
Smart alecs often have big egos, and the highway to unseat them is to insinuate they’re empty
balloons of hot hair and big words.
A great way to do so? Attack their (lack of) intellectual achievements.
You won’t understand the words, but look at this video for 20 seconds and notice how tense the smart
alec becomes.
It’s pure genius:
When Corona -a typical “master of the universe” dominant archetype- raises his index finger, he said,
“I will buy you and put you in my garden to write books, maybe you’ll manage to sell one“.
That’s a 1 million dollars comeback against a smart alec: insinuating, with facts, that he’s not good at
what he supposedly should best at: being an intellectual.
That undermines the smart alec’s authority, his social power, and his whole persona.
At that point, Corona should have stepped back and then accused the smart alec of being spiteful. But
the smart alec manages to get under his skin but calling him “illiterate”, a typical smart-alec move.
But what do you do if the smart alec is well accomplished?
There is always something you can find. To Seth Godin for example, you would say that his books
are all marketing and zero content, and to write his only good book he had to partner with Steven
Pressfield.
To Alan Greenspan, another top smart alec, you would say he single-handedly created the financial
crisis (not true, but truth matters little when battling smart alecs).
Notice the arrogant “I know better than you” expression

#4. Masters of The Universe (Cocky & Rich)
Aggressive, rich and smart: the world is mine for the taking
Masters of the Universe temper their physical aggression with suits and the trappings of more
civilized social power.
They think of themselves as both smart and strong, and they have the confidence of those who
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believe that nothing and nobody can stop them.
One example of this dominant archetype is Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan.
Dimon said he would beat Trump because he is “as smart and as tough as he is”. But I’m pretty sure
Dimon thinks he is actually both smarter and tougher.
Dimon, as MTUs often do, also engages in bullying behavior -stay tuned for how to handle bullying
from MTUs-.
Barry Pepper’s character in The 25h Hour is another example of MTU.
Ed Mylett is another example:
Notice how he talks about “ripping heads off”, “emasculating people” and barging his way through
success.
Sure, he says it was a mistake, but he says so after he’s done it. That’s why you don’t want to depend
on anyone to repent but you want to learn how to defend yourself and stand your ground.
PROS:
When they can also achieve domain authority, these are the guys that most reliably reach top dog
positions in their businesses and lines of work. After all, mixing civilized aggression, confidence,
intelligence and a focus on results is one of the most reliable ways for dominant individuals to get
rich and successful.
CONS:
Since they believe they are limitless, losses can be psychologically devastating on MTUs. Their selfesteem being built around always winning when they lose… They can lose it.
Relationships with masters of the universe are rarely deep since they often score high in narcissism.
Should You Be a Master of The Universe: It might be tempting as it sounds like a good mix. A bit
of the MTUs’ hubris won’t hurt, but ultimately the confidence of MTUs is built on very fragile
foundations: the trappings of success and power.
Ideally, you want your personal power to be built around antifragile foundations that are not as
dependent on external sources and circumstances.

#5. Upcoming Young Guns (Flash & Cockiness)
Look at me! Look who’s coming up to overtake you and grab the crown!
Upcoming young guns mix physical threat, success & attention-grabbing flash.
I call it “young gun” because it’s a style suited for those who are not yet at the top. And once they do
get to the top, they tend to ease down into a calmer, wiser style.
YGs talk loud and big, dress snazzy, aim to the top and always make a big show.
McGregor is one such example.
McGregor though kept the YG style even as he reached the pinnacle, and that is also one of the main
reasons why he got so popular.
PROS:
It’s a great style if you need to get your name out. Be crass, make a ruckus, and people will pay
attention. And your stock will rise.
And if a top dog in your niche takes you up on your challenge, which they often do, you can piggywww.TheRedArchive.com
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ride on their notoriety to get a quick ride to the top (something Greene talks about in The 50th Law of
Power).
It can also be a good style for building and propping self-esteem, which the constant bragging might
help inflate (but that’s also its downside).
CONS:
After a while, YG antics get tiring and if you don’t keep backing up your talk with your action you
can easily get a reputation for a big mouth.
The other issue with YGs is the same as meatheads: they frontload their power and show their cards.
You know what they’re about and there’s little hidden. That’s a big drawback compared to other
styles that can leverage the intimidation factor of mystery (who knows what sort of aces are up their
sleeves?).
It’s also a very polarizing dominant style, netting you big fans but also lots of enemies drooling at
your downfall.
Finally, the biggest drawback is the mental crash that follows a loss. After the YGs spent so many
times pounding their chests and bragging to the media, how will the media and, most of all, their own
ego and self-esteem take the loss?
Chances are that it will crush them.
Have you seen or heard much from McGregor after his loss to Khabib? Me neither…
Beating upcoming young guns:
if you’re at the top, don’t make the all too common mistake of addressing YGs.
When you take their threats and antics seriously you lower yourself at their level and raise them to
yours.
Don’t let their games get to you, but if you can’t help it, use the anger as fuel to work harder and
longer. Then whoop their assess when the time comes. And after you win, destroy their reputation by
calling them “big mouths”.
If you are below a YG in terms of results or social status, don’t try to out-do them at their flashy
games unless it comes naturally to you. However, if flamboyance comes naturally to you, copying
and out-doing their shenanigans can be a powerful way to mess with their heads (example below).

Examples: Valentino Rossi & McGregor
Valentino Rossi, a long-dominant figure in motorbike racing, kept a Young Gun attitude even after
reaching the top.
His career has actually been built on total domination of his adversaries, including the mental
domination and physical domination. He used to ridicule, of off-track antics and, sometimes, outright
aggression both on tracks and off tracks.
See here the key moment when Rossi, in blue, mentally dominated one of his main rivals:
I learned hugely from Valentino Rossi’s career on the dynamics of power and dominance.
His power moves, his rise to dominance, how he built the biggest fanbase that motorbike racing has
ever seen (people are attracted to flashy confidence).
And, later, I learned hugely from his mistakes and his fall from grace as well, including the
weaknesses of the YG dominance style.
As Valentino got older, the adversaries who wanted to unsettle him tried his own flashy games
against him (Jorge Lorenzo).
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That’s the technique of “mirror your adversaries” in The 48 Laws of Power and, often, it worked (this
is an example of Lorenzo provoking Rossi and copying his off-track antics.
Here Marc Marquez overtakes Rossi going outside the tarmac, which was spoofing the historical
overtake that Rossi had done in the video you saw above.
Rossi seemed to react well, but the peace was not going to last long. These two had some of the most
bitter downfalls in the history of racing, culminating with Valentino Rossi kicking Marquez in the
most dramatic scene the sport has ever seen:
Marquez had managed to get under Rossi’s skin -and I say that as a huge Rossi fan-.
However, it’s not so much to Marquez’s credit. It’s indeed often very easy to get under YG’s skins
when they starting losing their grip on dominance.
The stories of Rossi and Mcgregor are very similar, as they are both similar to many other rises and
falls of YG.

The Exception: When The YG Stays on Top
Muhammad Ali was also an eternal YG.
But he escaped the crash and burn common to most YG dominance archetypes.
Why? Because in most people’s mind he was never unsettled by a later upcomer.
Ali won his last bout and people only remembered and associated his bragging with the victories, and
not with his losses.

#6. The Cold-Blooded Icy Men
I say hi now, kill you later and won’t feel a thing.
Icy dominant men look like steel men with no emotions.
They could smile at you now, kill you in half an hour, and don’t feel a thing.
Putin is the best such example, and a one in a generation man when it comes to social power.
Obama is a shrewd, a smart man and he plays his own power games –Obama power games-.
But he couldn’t hold a candle to Putin.
Donald Trump made of domination his winning formula, and the first time I saw Trump with Putin
was the first time I saw Trump kissing up to someone.
Look at how his expressionless face makes people crow:
Both Obama and Trump ended up kissing up to Putin.
If you have seen the movie “The 25th Hour”, the Russian mobster there also has a cold-blooded
dominant style.
PROS:
It makes people kiss up to you and it’s one of the most powerful styles to make people fear you
(Machiavelli in The Prince famously said that for a monarch being feared is better than being liked).
CONS:
It’s no fun. And it’s not easy to make friends. It must be your type of character, or you’ll end up
miserable under the burden of such a heavy mask.
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Somewhat best suited for psychopaths, sociopaths, emotionally unavailable men and individuals from
cultures that scorn emotional expressions.
Beating cold-blooded dominance:
Their power is in the vacuum they create. They don’t smile, don’t joke, don’t touch you, don’t talk to
you.
And the tendency for us is to do something.. Anything to fill the void. Smile, talk, crack a joke… But
they won’t smile back and it that will make you look like you’re kissing up to them.
Successfully dealing with icy men means you must become an icy man: cold and distant.
If not, you will end up trying too hard to win their sympathy.

#7. Godfather Style: Been There, Done That
I’m calm and laid back because I’ve been doing this for a minute, young pup
Finally, we get to the crowning of social power.
With little to prove and long experience behind them, these guys are the ultimate archetypes of
dominance.
They mix the knowledge and intellectual power of long experience with the coercive power of their
goons and the power of the many (financial and non-financial) resources they accumulated.
They follow the law of social effort, one of the fundamental laws of power. Such as, they get people
to move for them with the smallest gesture (also read: the social exchange theory) while they
themselves move little and slowly.
PROS:
People respect you and admire you. It’s one of the few styles that can make people both like you, fear
you and wish they were you at the same time.
Exactly as it’s the case for the Godfather.
CONS:
It’s difficult rising to power with this status. You should probably instead ease into this style after
you’ve already reached a certain level of power.

What’s Best & What Should You Pick?
Different styles suit different personalities, situations, and different stages of life.
Most of all though, I recommend you decide depending on your personality.
In terms of power, on average, the more masculine type who speaks and moves less will always
appear more powerful, influential, and authoritative than the ones making a big show (ie.: young guns
and jesters).

For Men
Within our current society and to enjoy a good social life I would probably recommend you develop
the social skills of the social charmers -you’re doing it with this course- (note: I cut this dominance
style out on this article to keep it brief, but it’s basically the style of George Clooney and Bill Clinton,
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also read How to Be Charming).
And then add a bit of a charismatic edge or a touch of the Master of The Universe’s confidence and
dominance (also read: how to be charismatic).
I recommend you to specialize in one or two realms in life so that you can develop domain authority
in your line of work.
But I also recommend you not to let any aspect fall so farther back that they will hold you back.
Because when that happens, you leave behind a big Achilles heel which then becomes your biggest
ballast.
That is the case for the Smart Alecs and for the Meatheads, both going too far in one direction
without compensating.
Respectively: the Smart Alecs disregard the physical too much. And the Meatheads disregard the
intellectual too much.
When that happens, you become a one-trick pony completely powerless outside of your element.
Great to go as high as possible in a very specific domain, but not good for social power and an allaround successful life.

For Women
Whenever we’re talking about “dominance”, we are slightly more in the males’ realm.
But domain authority is also important for women if they want to become financially independent,
build a good career and/or achieve specific goals in life.
And the “dandy” dominant style can apply to women as much as to men (see “Power University” fo
the dandy style).
Female readers can also take something from the charmers’ style -albeit slightly less direct and
outspoken- and the seducers -albeit less “hunter-style” and in a more coquettish way-.

SUMMARY
There are many styles of dominance and no matter your limitations, nothing precludes you from
becoming a socially powerful, respected individual.
This is an excerpt from Power University.
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Alpha Male Body Language: 7 Poses W/ Videos & Pictures
February 14, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How does the body language of an alpha looks like?
If you have that question in mind, this article is for you.
This post will show you exactly how the dominant body language of an alpha male looks like.
Contents
#1. Take Up Space
#2. Touch People More
#3. Don’t Inconvenience Yourself
#4. Keep Your Gaze Up, Don’t Look Down
#5. Make Yourself Comfortable
#6. Keep An Open Body Language
#7. Keep A Relaxed Body Language
#8. Maintain Good Posture
#9. Walk With Purpose
#10. Nod Up
#11. Take The Spotlight
… And Women?
Learn More

#1. Take Up Space
Dominant individuals take up space while submissive ones make themselves smaller.
Here are some key traits of how an alpha male takes up space:
Sit comfortably
Avoid pressing your thighs against each other
Spread your legs against the back of the chair
What makes you look makes you feel.
A famous study of Amy Cuddy which has become the darling of all motivational speakers also shows
that adopting high confidence body language not only makes you look more confident but also makes
you feel more confident -just as a note though: don’t do the power-posing thing of Amy Cuddy as it’s
been largely debunked-.
Some conclusions of that study have been called into question by later researches but, overall, there
still seems to be a solid backdrop of truth.

For Women
Overall, women should avoid spreading out unless they’re doing it consciously and with a specific
goal in mind.
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Women who spread out too much tend to be branded as less feminine and, overall, lower quality
women.
A woman who “closes up” in new environments or in environments with many men, on the other
hand, is seen as more defensive. You might want to avoid it at work, where you want to keep a
neutral stance.
But outside of the office, that’s not necessarily bad.
In the Madonna-Whore dichotomy, a closed body language makes her seem more Madonna-like and
more relationship-worthy by men, and it also evokes feelings of protection.
Legs can be an exception here if you’re doing it consciously and in specific situations.
Sitting with your legs open can send a powerful, primal invitation.
Some men will be attracted in a kind of “gonna ravish her like there is no tomorrow” kind of way.
More experienced men or men who are more looking to settle down might still brand it as “attentionseeking whoring” though and be turned off. So use with caution.
There are no exceptions for arms: avoid spreading out your arms on the bar or on the back of a couch.
Also read:
Feminine body language

#2. Touch People More
Several studies have shown that people who touch others while speaking are perceived as more
dominant.
Touching others means indeed you are comfortable and not afraid of entering other people’s personal
space.
Of course, as Allan Pease explains in The Definitive Book of Body Language, keep in mind this is
also cultural and situational.
For example, one experiment found out that in Rome people touch each other hundreds of times
while people barely touched each other at all in UK.
So don’t go touching people like crazy if your culture or the situation is a no-touch one. Otherwise,
you’ll look idiotic instead of alpha. On the other hand, when you’re outside partying and socializing
with drinks flowing, then most “no touching” cultures also loosen up. And there you can ramp up
your touching.
Exception:
Not touching someone at all can also make you look more distant and “superior”.
If you are already obviously on top or obviously more powerful, then touching others less is the way
to go to look even more powerful.
Also read:
Styles of dominance (the cold-blooded style does not touch)

For Women
Women’s touch towards men is interpreted by mostl like a strong indicator of sexual interest.
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Women can use touch for seduction purposes.
Especially fleeting touches below the waistline, for example on the side of the leg, can be supremely
arousing for men.
Outside of seduction purposes, women should avoid touching strangers too much or they would come
across as masculine and overbearing.

#3. Don’t Inconvenience Yourself
Alpha males tend to move less to accommodate others while expecting others to move for them.
Who moves for whom also shows the dominance patterns among people.
For example
If you meet an acquaintance and they come to you instead of you going to them, that puts
power on your side.
If your group needs something and others volunteer to go fetch it and not you, then you look
more powerful.
If you schedule a meeting and you meet at your office, that shows you have more power than
the person visiting.
This is not only true for assigning tasks and having people bring you stuff, but also for how bodies
move during normal socialization.
Among primates, the lower status males move to give space to the alpha male.
Here is a good example of an actual alpha male:
It’s really not that different in humans.
We tend to move out of the way of the CEO, and when there is no obvious rank yet, there is a
tendency to move out for the guy who looks and behaves more dominantly.
If we are not sure about dominance levels, we tend to move out of the way of bigger people.
I encourage you to become more aware of these body movements. I’m not suggesting you become a
statue, quite the opposite.
But if you notice you are moving too much for others, start standing your ground more.

#4. Keep Your Gaze Up, Don’t Look Down
On average socially experienced individuals tend to be more comfortable with holding eye contact.
The direction of breaking eye contact is also an important indicator of social power:
Breaking eye contact moving your gaze up is a dismissive signal
Sideways is neutral
Looking down is submissive
Hence, don’t look down :).
This has also implications in dating and seduction settings.
A woman breaking eye contact with a man looking down and then back up again is a strong indicator
that she likes him.
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Check this video for an example.
In this article you can learn more about how eye contact impacts early seduction:
How to approach a girl

#5. Make Yourself Comfortable
The person who looks comfortable and at ease communicates he is on top of the situation and has
nothing to fear.
The person who looks most nervous and on edge instead is communicating fear and discomfort.
And that’s one of the reasons why the slow and calm style of dominance tends to be more powerful.
Also read:
The Godfather body language analysis
While the high energy guys could more easily hide fear and discomfort, the slow-moving person is
obviously relaxed.
The slow and flowing movements of the more grounded individuals also tend to make the people
around feel safer and more comfortable.

Locking In
Locking in means that when you’re talking to someone, you take the most comfortable position.
For example:
Reclining against the bar
Sitting on a stool
Half sitting on a desk etc.
Locking in is an old rule of pick-up artists (also read: The Game & The Mystery Method).
And albeit I’m not always too impressed by the manosphere’s understanding of social dynamics, this
one is true and very effective.
In this example James Bond is locking in by reclining against the booth:

#6. Keep An Open Body Language
Alpha male body language tends to be open body language.
Here is a 60 seconds primer on the whole theory: one of the major clusters in body language is that of
open VS closed body language.
Closed body language is defensive, while open body language means we are not afraid to open up.
When we open up, we either communicate we are so powerful that we can “allow” ourselves to be
open (or, alternatively, that we accept and want to create rapport with the people around).
Closed body language is:
1. Momentarily closing our body:
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Arms crossed Touching the tie (covers the body with our arm) Checking the time (covers the
body with our arm)
Legs pressed against each other
2. Permanently collapsing our body:
Scrunched posture Hunched head (covers carotids)
Rounded shoulders
Arched back
Dangers of Bad Posture
the “temporary VS permanent” is an important distinction.
People who go about their lives too submissive for too long can end up with permanently closed body
language and terrible posture.
In the Social Power course, I have a video with my own experience fixing body language and picking
the very exercises for you.

#7. Keep A Relaxed Body Language
Another big cluster in body language is “signs of comfort” VS “signs of discomfort” -the latter also
called “displacement signals” in the literature-.
Displacement signals are signs such as:
Touching the back of the neck
Scratching (imaginary) itches
Touching the face
Wringing hands
Opening up the collar of a shirt
Consciously avoid displacement body language until it becomes natural.

#8. Maintain Good Posture
The rule of thumb is that good posture commands more respect and authority and projects more
confidence and power.
Alpha male body language does not always and necessarily include good posture, but high-quality
men who want to command respect and attention must make good posture a priority.
Some of the most common mistakes I see are:
Rounded shoulders
Head leaning forward
Hunched back posture
But watch out for the common pitfall of “fixing” body language: going way too back with the spine
(swayback posture) or pulling up the chest way too much and looking like a Popeye’s caricature.
Again I must refer to the Social Power course for a crash course on what worked for me or do your
own research on this.
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Comfortable or Proper Posture?
Proper posture sometimes runs against the “make yourself comfortable” rule because sometimes
making yourself comfortable means slouching.
When in doubt, I recommend taking the most comfortable position because the perfect posture can
make you look try-hard.
Justin Bieber was going for perfectly straight posture during his roast and it often looked like he was
trying too hard. It made him stick out, and not necessarily in a good way, more like a sore thumb:

#9. Walk With Purpose
There is some debate on whether a powerful and dominant walk is quick or slow.
Allan Pease says that a brisk safe is an indicator of good health.
My opinion is that slow is more powerful than quick as long as you’ve already “made it”.
If you’re still working hard and adopt the slow walk and slow moves, then you risk of looking lazy
and “just slow” instead of “powerfully slow”.
Also read:
Confident and sexy walk

Different Walk for Genders
A male walk will spread its legs and show a shoulder swag, while a female powerful walk will take
long strides, feet parallel and one in front of each almost on the same line.
Albeit I personally walk with mostly parallel feet, men are allowed to “open up” their feet.
But it’s better to walk with open feet “always open” rather than opening up after you raise your foot.
You have no idea what I’m talking about? Here is one example of opening up.
And this is an example of walking with “always open” feet, which is also a great example of overall
dominant stride:
Note:
Notice is bad posture, and that’s why I said earlier that perfect must is not a must of the alpha male
body language.
Women should avoid opening up their feet as in the example linked above.
If it’s not possible because of bones’ structure, that’s OK, the goal is to work on what you can change
and a bit of open feet can be primordially attractive similarly to sitting with open legs.
But as much as you can change, learn to walk with parallel feet -example above, she’s walking with
parallel feet-.
Finally some women, especially Asian women, sometimes “shuffle” their feet while walking, rubbing
the sole of their feet on the ground (one example here).
Avoid it: it’s childish and rarely in a positive way.
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#10. Nod Up
Nodding down is a sign of submissiveness.
A big sign of alpha male body language indeed is that of nodding up.
McGregor nods up, but he comes across as a bit too confrontational and juvenile when he does it.
Dominant yes, but a bit socially “rough”.
Here is an equally powerful but more polished way of doing it from Brad Pitt:
“Thanks Charlie” and nodding up. Friendly and accommodating words with a smile + dominant and
alpha male nonverbal.
Perfect mix.

#11. Take The Spotlight
Alpha males are not always the center of attention but the more powerful people in the room usually
are.
This goes partly back to the fundamental of “needing”. Having people around you communicates
they need you and want you.
They want to talk to you, be around you, get your opinion, your approval, fuck you or be seen with
you.
Notice how Trump, a man madly focused on always being the most powerful and dominant man in
the room leverages this principle at the end of the presidential debate.
Hillary bolts off the stage like a schoolkid, while he stays grounded and lets everyone else come to
him. Who looks presidential? I’m pretty confident that was rehearsed and done on purpose, and it
was a great move.

… And Women?
There is some overlap and some “good for both genders” body language here.
Good posture is a must for both genders.
And locking in will make women look more powerful just like it does for men.
As we have mentioned before, “gender-neutral” places like the workplace will see men and women
converge.
Women who want to look powerful can mimic the power body language of men.
However, that comes at the (high) cost of losing likability, femininity and, potentially, long term
power.
People indeed don’t usually like to be around -and be influenced- by people who operate outside of
their genders.
And as Sheryl Sandberg notices in Lean In, women acting more like men lose points both with
women and men.
Also see:
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Powerful and feminine
10 types of alpha females

Learn More
This is an excerpt from Power University, where you can find more about power, dominance, and
life strategies
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10 Ways to Be More Dominant
February 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The indicators of dominance are pretty clear, when you know what you need to pay attention to.
And when you know what the signs of dominance are, you will also learn how to show dominance,
because all you need to do is to simply start adopting a more dominant behavior.
This article will show you exactly how dominance looks like in real life.
Contents
#1. Leading
1.2. Walking First / Forging Ahead
1.3. In Dating, Lead the Interaction Forward
1.4. Make People Follow Your Lead
1.5. Guiding Others: The Good Host
1.6. Assigning Tasks
#2. Exerting Social Pressure
2.2. Social Aggression
2.3. Silences + Inquisitive Look
#3. Fewer Words & More Nonverbal
3.2. Use More Facial Expressions
3.3. Dominant Hand Gestures
3.4. Facial Expressions Power Moves
#4. Dominant Touching
4.2. Parenting-Style Touch
4.2. Power Hug
#5. Aggression, Assertion & Punishment
5.2. Face Slapping
5.3. Touching or Taking Your Property
5.4. Claiming Territory
#6. Commanding Attention
6.2. The Buck Stops at Dominant men
Summary

#1. Leading
One of the most obvious signs of social power is, of course, leadership.
Powerful people lead.
Here are some real-life examples of leading:
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1.2. Walking First / Forging Ahead
If there is a group walking, less dominant individuals will look around to see who is going first and
who is going to take the lead.
Dominant individuals instead don’t look around: they walk first.
If there is a decision to make, they speak first. And if there is an important guy to meet, they greet
him first.
Look at the character Tony Montana in Scarface. What’s the obvious sign that is a dominant man?
Tony has never seen Frank, and has never been to his place. Unknown environments is where you
will see most people behave tentatively, looking around for leadership’s cues.
Super dominant individuals will take the lead even in unknown environments, which is exactly what
Tony does as he starts walking towards the house first.
Omar, who is Frank’s friend, has to speed up to catch up with Tony. The character of Tony Montana
is a typical meathead/young gun.
Real Life Check:
Albeit a sign of social power is to take the lead in unknown situations, I don’t recommend this course
of action as your go-to response.
It’s best you first check in the group if there is someone who’s more knowledgeable than you are.
And if there is nobody more knowledgeable than you are but it’s a high stake situation, you should
probably still consult others as well before committing to an action.
Making mistakes or taking the group down the wrong path because you wanted to look dominant and
didn’t consult with others is exactly what poor leadership is about.

1.3. In Dating, Lead the Interaction Forward
There are many ways in which men can express dominance in dating.
One of them, crucial for leading the seduction forward, is to take charge and move the interaction
towards intimacy.
My advice in this realm is to mix dominance with warmth.
Best of all, is to mix dominance with caring and protecting behavior.
That’s the best strategy especially if you want to potentially transition into a relationship.
Furthermore, any behavior that cares for and protects the people around is inherently leader-like.
That’s how strong and good leaders behave.
A couple of ways of doing it:
Move her away if a fight erupts
Guide her by putting a hand on her lower back
Help her get up
Example from the movie Spread:
Real Life Check:
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There are no cons to protective and caring leadership in a romantic relationship.
A strong leader-like man who cares and protects is a man who makes a woman happy. And it’s the
healthiest way to maintain control and leadership of the relationship.

1.4. Make People Follow Your Lead
People following you is the definition of social power.
Any time people follow your lead, you are by definition acting as the leader and as the most powerful
individual.
Politicians, schooled and instructed by communication experts, play this game quite often.
They shake hands, place a hand on people’s back, then open up their body, and point to something in
the environment.
What they’re trying to do is to have people follow their lead.
Of course, Trump heavily engages in it.
Here with Macron while they both try to play each other and end up being quite awkward:
Note that Macron did it because this was in France, “playing at home”. And Trump did it because
he’s Trump and would do the same no matter where he is.
Real Life Check:
When people want to follow your lead, then you should provide that leadership. This is the epitome
of dominance and social power.
If you are not yet sure people accept your leadership, proceed with caution or they will resent you.
If you notice people are resisting you, drop the games and focus on becoming a figure people want to
follow first.
When you “test the waters” always start with small requests and work your way up.

1.5. Guiding Others: The Good Host
Dominant men politely invite others to “be their guests”.
To follow them, to sit down, to enjoy the food, to go through the door first. It looks polite, but it’s
also leader-like and it puts them in charge.
Here Obama and Putin trying to play host on each other:
This is a game politicians often play, continuously telling each other where to sit and go, even when
they have no freaking idea.
How to handle it:
Whenever you can avoid following, avoid.
For example, you can wait 10 seconds longer before sitting. If the host tells you to get inside, pretend
you want to stop one second to admire the panorama. If you can’t avoid following them, then sit or
follow them nonchalantly, without looking at them and without saying “ok”. Just do it as if you
wanted to do it.
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Then make a mental note that you’re one down and need to even the scores.
Real Life Check:
If you are hosting an event at your place or if you have the ranks and formal authority of leadership,
then you should engage in guiding behavior.
If you are someone’s guest, avoid leading them because it’s highly jarring being told what to do in
one’s own place.
As a matter of fact, it’s OK to let people play the host if they are the actual hosts.

1.6. Assigning Tasks
Dominant individuals task others.
They do it when they have formal authority, of course, and they will often task people even when
lacking formal authority.
We have seen examples of taskers in “types of political players“, in the workplace section.
Beating Taskers:
Ask yourself: is he in a position to assign tasks?
You will over-analyze in the beginning, granted. But over time it will become natural for you to
discern between fair requests and unfair requests from people who have either no authority over you
or who cannot ask you to do what they’re asking.
Make a point to challenge and reject all tasks from people who have no authority and/or assign them
in a curt and non-respectful way.
Below is an example, from a reach out through a website’s contact form:

When you draw your boundaries most people realize they were being out of line and will naturally
change tack (and respect you more for it).
Why did he have no right tasking me like that?
Keep in mind the social exchange laws: I am not working for him, and he is not contributing to me or
to the organization in any way. Instead, he is asking for value.
That’s OK, but the power dynamics of this exchange give him no right to task me the way he did.
Real Life Check:
More submissive people are afraid of assigning tasks even when they know what the best course of
action is, or when they have the authority to assign tasks. And, of course, they are afraid of saying no.
If you’re more on the submissive end, you will have to force yourself to assign more tasks and refuse
more tasks.
If you are more on the dominant side, you need to start noticing when people push back on your tasks
or they execute them but with growing resentment -poor execution is often a sign of growing
resentment-.
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#2. Exerting Social Pressure
This is a beauty.
Dominant men can create social tension at will.
They create social tension to make the more submissive individuals comply, crack, speak or act.
Sometimes they create that tension without an actual reason, just to show who’s in charge.
Some other times it will be in jest, just for the fun of wielding power and seeing you squeak.

2.2. Social Aggression
A dramatic example of creating tension it is the famous “how am I funny” scene in Goodfellas
Tommy, an example of a meathead dominant style, uses intimidatory looks, loud voice, aggressive
tonality, pregnant pauses, full-frontal body language. Overall, his social pressure is also an unstated
threat of violence.
Real Life Check:
Social pressure is great, and you can play around with it.
The example above of course was extreme, and you only want to use that type of frame dominance
when people are being highly disrespectful and you need to draw a powerful line in the sand.

2.3. Silences + Inquisitive Look
Denzel Washington uses this one often, including a few times in the movie Training Days (there is a
quiz with that example in the course).
The dynamics of who creates tension and who suffers under tension are an important indicator of
who is in charge in a relationship.
Here is an example from an ex-girlfriend of mine before we were a couple:
Me: What about Enrico
Her: (looking tense) Enrico, what do you mean
Me: Enrico, don’t you remember?
Her: (getting worried) No…. Did I say Enrico in my sleep?
Me: (ignoring: didn’t even want to entertain the possibility of jealousy) Enrico, don’t you
remember what is it. Try to guess
Her: (more and more worried) OMG, I don’t know if I said it in my sleep, I have no idea
who is Enrico
Me: (sideways glance, pursed lips, slightly corrugated eyebrows: this is the inquisitive look,
examples in the course)
Her: … I’m sorry, I don’t know what’s gotten into me, I really have no idea how Enrico is,
really Luc…
Me: Enrico is the name of the breakfast menu we had last time
Her: Ooooh ahaha true, OMG I was thinking I said it while sleeping, I’m sorry! Ahaha yes I
would love an Enrico ahah
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I hadn’t started with the aim of creating tension, but I had noticed she was putting pressure on herself.
So I just added the sideway glance and stern look to see how far she’d go.
And that exchange told me a lot about where we stood (such as: she was more into me than I thought
and I was more dominant in the relationship than I had previously thought).
Real Life Check:
This is a very powerful technique that can be used in a friendly and joking way as well.
When you can be dominant while half-joking and while still being friendly, it’s pure gold.
Dominant signs delivered in a half-joking fashion have all of the upsides with little downside, so I
highly recommend you learn it and start using in your daily life (example in the course).

#3. Fewer Words & More Nonverbal
The law of social effort says that those who give less and take more are more powerful (also check:
the law of social exchange).
And that applies in communication as well.
People who have lots of social power use fewer words less and more nonverbal gestures.

3.2. Use More Facial Expressions
See an example in the course.

3.3. Dominant Hand Gestures
There is nothing more dominant than directing other people’s behavior without words.
Hand gestures can be used either to defend your right of speaking without stopping, or to make
someone else speak.
Here is a good example from judge Judy:
Asking questions and having people answer is dominant. But making others speak and move without
a single word is much more powerful.

3.4. Facial Expressions Power Moves
Watch out for this one because judging or socially attacking with facial expressions only can be
passive aggressive instead of dominant.
It becomes a sign of dominance when talking directly and openly would be out of place, not possible
or way too confrontational.
Basically, think of it like this: in a situation where most people would have just pretended of going
along with the flow, the socially powerful individual still allows himself to pass judgment.
Look at De Niro passing nonverbal judgment with his future son in law:
Verbal disapproval towards her daughter’s fiance’ would have been too much.
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But he still sends out a message of disapproval. His expression right before sipping communicates
“hmmm I smell bullshit”.
Task For You:
Most people use way too little nonverbal. Try to increase your use of facial expressions and gestures.
Joining an acting class is a good way of increasing your nonverbal repertoire.

#4. Dominant Touching
Several studies show that people who touch others more are perceived as more dominant.
Different ways of touching convey different levels of dominance of course.
Back slapping or light punches on the shoulder while laughing and drinking, for example, tend to be
very juvenile, and not very dominant.
Touching someone’s face instead is very dominant.
Here are some more dominant touches:

4.2. Parenting-Style Touch
When one individual takes a parent role in a relationship, it often pushes the other party into a “baby”
role.
And of course, the parent is the role with most social power.
Touches that signal a parent role include:
patting on the head
cheek pinching
face touching
Sheryl Sandberg, the author of Lean In, complains of “patriarchy” in the workplace and shares the
story of a congressman who patted her on the head and asked “what are you, a pon-pon girl?”.
That was an attempt at taking the power role / father role in the relationship.
Here is an example of cheek pinching, which a professor of mine used on a classmate of mine:
This one is very good for a man to do to a woman because it places him as the dominant father figure
while still showing a caring attitude (next article we will see the perfect words to go with it).
Most of the times, when people touch your face they are communicating they’re in charge.
But it can also be used in a friendly way, to communicate you are taking care of someone (bosses in
mafia movies often use it):
The Godfather communicates “I care about you”, but it’s still delivered from a dominant position.
This is the pinnacle of “mixing power with warmth“

4.2. Power Hug
Example of Mike Epps in “Janky Promoters”
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Real Life Check:
Avoid this one if you’re older than 20 YO and sober. It’s rather juvenile and it’s annoying, too.
It’s also easy to remove your arm and make you look as overly aggressive.

#5. Aggression, Assertion & Punishment
The continuum of aggression is usually understood as going from submission to assertion to
aggression.
Dominant men are rarely on the submissive side, of course.
The most socially adroit ones are on the assertion side, but they also know how to cope with
aggression and, in the rare cases when it’s needed, they can also cross into aggression (but this is not
to say I’m recommending anyone to be aggressive).

5.2. Face Slapping
Face slapping can be friendly, or it can be threatening, as if to say “watch out”.
In the former, it will be delivered with a smile and in friendliness. In the latter, with a very stern face.
In either case, it sends a strong signal of dominance.
A slap in the face among male adults is very emasculating and it’s one of the biggest signs of a
dominant/submissive relationship.

5.3. Touching or Taking Your Property
Dominant men allow themselves to touch or take other people’s property.
Even if done in jest, it’s as if to say “you belong to me (and so does your stuff)”.
Even if done in jest, it’s if to say “you’re below me (so I can touch your stuff)”.
And the moment you let them take and touch your property at will you are communicating you
approve of that power relationship.
Beating property invasions:
Either you don’t let them take your things, or become more liberal about “property” and act the same
way towards their property.
You might not be comfortable doing it, but do it anyway.
If they complain that’s also great: you created a precedent when it will be OK for you to complain
when they touch your stuff again.

5.4. Claiming Territory
Most people have a natural understanding of “personal territory”.
But submissive people don’t act on personal space’s encroachment and fail to draw their boundaries.
The most dominant individuals instead act swiftly on personal space encroachment, and do so very
openly.
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So defending one’s territory and space is a sign of dominance, confidence, and social power.
Here is an example from the movie Boiler Room:

#6. Commanding Attention
The more socially dominant individual command attention.
Individuals with great social power are not necessarily flashy -and often they are not-.
But people tend to gravitate towards them by virtue of their power, authority, or status.
People also tend to pay more attention when the most socially dominant man speaks.
Or when he enters the room.

6.2. The Buck Stops at Dominant men
It’s especially when the going gets tough that the attention naturally turns towards the most dominant
individuals.
People seek answer, they want wisdom.. They want someone to make them feel calm.
And they turn to the real leader.
In these cases, it’s less about physical dominance and more about experience, leadership,
competence, and intellectual dominance.
Look at this scene from The Godfather:
Of course they pull him back in.
It’s because people naturally turn towards the “real” leader when they’re lost or when they’re in
trouble.
This is the “leaders’ burden”: people will look for you. And they will expect you to be there. And it’s
also your duty to help.
The leader’s burden.

Summary
The previous article alpha male body language was more about still poses.
This post showed you how dominant looks like in real social interactions.

Learn More
Dominant expressions (what you must do more)
Submissive body language (what you must get rid of)
Submissive expressions (what you must avoid saying)
This is an excerpt from Power University
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Verbal Dominance: 10 Ways to Speak With Confidence
February 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Whether you want to be dominant in conversations, or simply learn to speak with more confidence,
there is good news:
You can learn that.
This article will show you to speak with confidence and power.
Contents
#1. Lead The Conversation
1.2. Dictate the Tempo
1.2. Impose The Frame
1.3. Ask The Questions
1.4. Correct People’s Mistakes
1.5. Contradict People When You Disagree
1.5. Sum Up the Conversation
#2. Be Assertive
2.1. Make Sure They Got Your Point
2.2. Expect a Reply
2.3. Repeat the Message Until It’s Accepted
#3. Be Aggressive (when needed)
3.1. Speak Over Others
3.2. Cut People Off
3.3. Push Others on The Defensive
3.4. Ignore What Others Say
3.5. Criticize & Judge Others Harshly
3.6. Make’Em Squeak With Social Pressure
#4. Never Submit
4.1. Answer With What You Want to Answer
4.2. Don’t Follow Their Lead (Pressuposition Answering)
4.2. Block All Attempts at Soft Power
#5. Use Fewer Words
5.1. Use Pregnant Pauses
5.2. Wield Social Pressure With Silences
Use Dominant Expressions
Learn More

#1. Lead The Conversation
How to lead a conversation?
Well, there are a few key variables to control a conversation, and dominant individuals heavily
influence all of them:
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Tempo
Tone (happy, sad, serious etc.)
Subject (what to talk about)
Who speaks (who speaks and for how long)
Keep in mind these dynamics don’t always apply to all groups.
In group conversations the dynamics might change.
You can sometimes have jesters and loudmouths who clamor for people’s attention. And in those
cases, the socially powerful man might simply call himself out of the conversation. Or he might focus
on one or two persons and start a side conversation with them.

1.2. Dictate the Tempo
Dominant individuals want to be on top of the important things.
They don’t delegate the important stuff: they want to be sure they understand it, so they can make
decisions.
So they control the speed of the interaction to make sure that they both understand the topic, and that
they don’t waste their valuable time.
The most obvious examples of managing the tempo are from interviewers, who need to manage the
tempo to keep the conversation engaging (the interviewer there goes overboard as he does it 3 times
in 20 seconds with Nassim Taleb, but exaggerated examples can be good to learn the concept).
If it’s a group, socially powerful, and socially intelligent leaders make sure everyone is on the same
page, everyone is participating and everyone is enjoying the conversation.
If there is someone who is hogging the conversation and boring the group, they will intervene to cut
the attention whore short (for a few examples see “group conversation“).
Other expressions of controlling the tempo even more directly include:
Socially Powerful: Go ahead
Socially Powerful: Wait a second
Socially Powerful: Let’s hear Mark here what he thinks
Socially Powerful: Slow down, you’re going too quick

1.2. Impose The Frame
In Power University we explain that some frames are “socially held”.
Such as, culture and society frame certain topics in a certain way. And people who adopt those
frames have an easier time to dominate the frame and, potentially, shame others.
This is the game that SJW and virtual signalers play. They align with the majority, so they can win
and gain status by oppressing the minority of dissenters (see: fighting against moral policing).
Dominant men hold the frame of what’s right, what’s fair, and what’s “normal” or not normal to do.
And the more power they have as individuals, the more they can go against the grain of social frames,
groups and cultural diktats.
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An example from Horrible Bosses:
Drinking at 8:15 in the morning is not normal, but his rank and social power manage to impose on the
more submissive man his new normality.
Kevin Spacey in the above example has so much power in that environment, and he maintains his
frame so strongly, that he can “buck the frame”.
This is something you want to keep in mind if you live a life that goes against what’s considered
“normal”.

1.3. Ask The Questions
A question I am often asked is: is it more dominant to ask questions?
Well, it depends on the circumstances. But, in general, it’s more powerful to ask questions and have
others reply.
When the conversation is 1:1, more often then not, the dominant person is the one who makes
questions and asks for clarifications.
Dominant individuals ask the questions, and the submissive individuals reply.
When the domination/submission dynamic is very pronounced the submissive party will also be
nervous while providing the answers.
This dynamic is replicated in seduction as well.
Here is an example from The Saint:
Also see:
Dominance in seduction
Leadership in seduction
When dominant individuals answer questions, they take more freedom instead.
They choose whether to answer the question, or whether to change the social dynamics as they see fit
(see “frame control techniques“). Their answers are less about answering questions and more about
what they choose to talk about.

1.4. Correct People’s Mistakes
Corrections are a form of attack on authority, which makes it a potential power move.
Corrections increase the authority and credibility of the person making the correction while
decreasing the authority of the individual being corrected.
That’s why submissive people often avoid correcting others: they are afraid of taking a strong social
stand.
Dating Power Move
Correcting people is also a sign of intellectual dominance that can be used very effectively in dating.
See Power University for an example.
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1.5. Contradict People When You Disagree
Similar to correcting, but packing an even bigger punch, is to contradict people by saying the exact
opposite of what they just said.
Here is an example from Meet the Parents:
Real Life Check:
Don’t use this one too much. Yes it’s dominant and socially powerful, but it’s also a huge rapport
breaker and it’s the most socially unaware people who contradict others.
The more socially smart individuals say “yes” and then redirect the conversation towards the right
answer.

1.5. Sum Up the Conversation
A dead giveaway of who’s the leader in a conversation is who sums up the discussion.
Whenever you want to take a step forward and advance your leadership, always sum up what’s been
said and people will look at you like you’re the de-facto leader.

#2. Be Assertive
Socially powerful individuals expect to be heard.
And they expect that their rights to speak will be upheld while they also make sure they can
understand what you are saying -if they want to-.
They are also not easy to hush and they won’t buckle down if you pressure them.

2.1. Make Sure They Got Your Point
Dominant individuals will make sure their subordinates understand.
They will ask “did you get it?” or “everything clear?”.
In the most extreme situations, they will tell them to repeat. As in this example from Pulp Fiction:

2.2. Expect a Reply
Sometimes in social exchanges, people will try to avoid answering a question.
Dominant men will make it clear when they don’t appreciate it, and they might keep questioning with
the attitude of the person who expects an answer.
That attitude is an example of “dominant frame” by imposing one’s own expectations.
A great technique you can use is to simply repeat your question with the tone of the person who
expects a reply.
See an example from Jackie brown:
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Jackie: well, thanks, I got one now
Him: you went out this morning and bought a gun?
Jackie: well, let’s say I got one, OK?
Him: (ignores) somebody loaned it to you?
(she replies)
If at her first refusal to answer he had laughed uncomfortably, he would have admitted she’s the
dominant one. Instead, he keeps inquiring as if the were the most normal thing in the world.
Very powerful.

2.3. Repeat the Message Until It’s Accepted
Theresa May doing something similar to the video example above.
Just instead of questions, we are now talking about uses statements.
Imagine you are delivering a speech and the crowd gets too noisy.
If you stop your speech, you lose power. Why? because you communicate that their noises are as
important as your speech, and that your power as the speaker, and your right to speak, is in question.
Look How May handles it instead.
By repeating her statement, she communicates something like this: “you can laugh as much as you
want, but you gotta listen to me because I’m the authority”:
“to what’s been said in this chamber and out of it“, as her voice raises on the repetition, she is
conveying power and disapproval with her assertive tonality and inflection.
Also notice it was very, very good of her not to acknowledge the jeering in any shape or form, not
even with her facial expressions.

#3. Be Aggressive (when needed)
The dark side of dominance is the ability -and willingness- to punish others.

3.1. Speak Over Others
Dominant and aggressive individuals will trample your right of speech if you let them to.
If you saw any of Trump’s debates, it’s shocking how many times he blatantly interrupted, spoke
over, or simply just robbed opponents of their right to speak.
And whenever others fought him, he won almost all the times -if not all the times-.
Here is an example with Jeb Bush:
Jeb Bush, like pretty much everyone else, was simply unprepared to deal with Trump at his level of
dominance, aggression, and Machiavellianism.
He makes a litany of mistakes.
Not only he allows Trump to win, but he turns towards him with a smile, communicating that Trump
is the real leader of the pack.
Trump caps it all off telling him “go ahead”, and Bush starts speaking on cue like a puppet on a
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string.

3.2. Cut People Off
Similar to speaking over people, but even more powerful as the submissive party simply accepts it,
thus confirming that he is the real authority.
In this scene from Platoon:
Real Life Check:
As a general rule, void both 3.1 and 3.2. unless you have been aggressed first.

3.3. Push Others on The Defensive
This is one of the critical dimensions for learning and understanding the basics of frame control.
Whenever there is an argument, look at who’s attacking and who’s defending.
The person attacking is the dominant one, and the one defending is the submissive one.
This is an example with a shame attack:
The interviewer is being dominant by not accepting any of Julien’s rebuttals and pushing Julien to
defend only. Julien would like to counteract but ends up only defending without really ever making
his point (he is also nervous, understandably).
Beating Shame Attacks:
Don’t just defend.
Instead, either defend and counterattack, a typical politician’s approach to debating, or attack back
right away by reframing the topic or refusing their frame.
We will see examples going forward.

3.4. Ignore What Others Say
Ignoring is a way of showing dominance through (slight) disrespect.
You will see most often when submissive individuals make a mistake or get into a topic that the
leader doesn’t like.
An example from Beautiful Girls:
By starting with “so what do you do” Matt Dillon ignores the previous topic and gives the impression
he is starting the conversation from scratch. But since the red-headed had already started the
conversation, Dillon is lowering his status and showing himself as the dominant man of the group.
Real Life Check: This is very useful
Knowing when to ignore people and remarks is a skill you must develop. It’s powerful and high
quality while at the same time avoiding escalations and unneeded time-wasting.
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3.5. Criticize & Judge Others Harshly
Judgmental aggression mixes aggression with judge powers.
Example from Trump:
That’s dark power, but it’s high octane power nonetheless.
Look at it very well. The pauses, the power and anger in his voice, the hand gestures and, in the end,
his judgmental head shaking.
He looks authoritative, strong and, given his conviction, even right.
People tend to side with authority and power. Many people who have no idea of what happened will
laugh and side with Trump.
Good or bad, that’s the world we live in.
Note: Trump’s little mistake
When he says “I watch you a lot”, that’s where he lost power though.
Why?
By now you can start guessing why: it’s because he shows a lot of investment in them. He spends lots
of effort to keep up with them. He is basically admitting that they are a high priority for him (and
they get under his skin).

3.6. Make’Em Squeak With Social Pressure
Social pressure is not necessarily rude or intimidatory.
However, it does leverage a certain fear or at least some discomfort from the submissive party.
An example from Meet The Parents, a great movie to learn power dynamics:
De Niro’s questions are strong and direct. Stiller makes a joke to relieve some pressure but instead of
accepting the release of pressure -a friendly move- De Niro keeps piling pressure on, culminating
with “but you didn’t pick it”.
Now if Stiller wanted to be equally dominant, here is how he could have done it:
De Niro: They say geniuses pick green…. But you didn’t pick it
Stiller: “They” say it? Who says it
Here he would be questioning his authority and forcing him to explain. Then he could have delivered
his dominant coup de grace by taking the judging position and ending with “hmmm I’m not
convinced. Anyway… “.
If he wanted to be even more direct and aggressive:
De Niro: They say geniuses pick green…. But you didn’t pick it
Stiller: Not really, I’ve heard boring people pick green
And this is a powerful yet polite way of handling it:
De Niro: They say geniuses pick green…. But you didn’t pick it
Stiller: I don’t know about that Jack. It’s just a nice color as far as I’m concerned. And it
fits well with your lovely garden too (smiles ). Shall we go in now guys
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#4. Never Submit
Dominant men avoid expressions of submission.
Makes sense, no?
They avoid submitting to other people’s tempo. They avoid defending themselves, they reject
contradiction and corrections, and, finally, they approach questions differently than non-dominant
men.

4.1. Answer With What You Want to Answer
Remember that answering questions put you in the submissive position?
Well, here is how dominant men avoid to fully commit to answering questions:
1. Don’t answer with everything there is to say
2. Say something, then ask a question back
3. Only address a bit of the question, then talk about what inspires you
Here is an example from the intellectually dominant Aleksandr in Sex and The City:
If she wanted to be less submissive, she could have insisted in a socially smart way. For example:
“very nice, I liked that. But you must remember something more.. how did you feel there, was it a
good time?“
Also observe Aleksandr for the whole scene, very socially powerful with his facial expression and
social-pressure inducing silences (albeit he is a bit emotionally distant).
Aleksandr comes across as socially powerful and intellectually dominant (which is even more
important for an older man, who is expected to be intellectually dominant)
Note: Senate hearings are tough
This is why it’s difficult, extremely difficult, to be dominant and socially powerful at a Senate
hearing or at an interrogation.
Being the one grilled, forced to reply and forced to stick to what people want you to answer, it’s
extremely difficult coming across as socially powerful.

4.2. Don’t Follow Their Lead (Pressuposition Answering)
This is very socially smart and shows high-level social skills.
It consists of answering in a way which presupposes yes or no instead of saying yes or no.
Here is a great example from Jackie Brown:
Saying “no” would have followed her lead while decreasing his value -admitting of not being a well
traveled man- and would have put an end to the conversation.
The way he answers instead presupposes the “no”, but presents himself a strong independent man
who doesn’t follow her lead. Plus it allows the conversation to continue.
(too bad for the ending).
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Here is another example from the Hedge of Tomorrow:
Notice the general does not reply with “yes”.
Replying with “yes” would have elevated Cruise’s question to a level where it “deserves” to be
properly addressed.
That would entail a respectful conversation of two people who are nearly at the same level.
Instead, he raises his voice and makes his point, which shows a slight disdain for Cruise’s question
and communicates that he is not up for a conversation between equals.

4.2. Block All Attempts at Soft Power
Social power often requires you to “see” the social dynamics and avoiding people to take a soft
power position over you.
This is exactly where this website will help.
Here are two ways to avoid people from pushing you on the defensive with the judge role:

#5. Use Fewer Words
Remember the law of social effort?
It applies to verbal production as well, of course.
Socially powerful men, on average, speak less.
And when they speak, they say something important that people will listen to.

5.1. Use Pregnant Pauses
Fearful people speak quickly.
As if they cannot stand being at the center of attention.
Speaking quickly also signals they’re afraid someone will steal their speaking time.
Powerful people instead speak slowly and use lots of pauses.
Olivia Cabane in The Carisma Myth recommends people who want to look powerful and charismatic
to wait 2 seconds before replying.
Here is possibly the most famous example of pregnant pauses:

5.2. Wield Social Pressure With Silences
One of the most powerful ways of exerting dominance is by actually removing words in a way that
puts social pressure on people.
Di Caprio does it in this scene from Wolf of Wall Street.
He puts pressure on the banker to answer his question and gets down to business through pure
silence.
However, my by far favorite example of the power of silence is in Casino.
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Both of these are examples convey final authority without words.

Use Dominant Expressions
Here are more expressions of social power.
For brevity I only list the words, for examples and ways to deal with them, check Power University:
(Yo) listen (to me)
I didn’t understand anything, tell me again
What did you just say
That’s right
No! It’s not like that at all…
Wrong!
And you think there is nothing wrong with that?
“Alright?“ (as if to say “did you get it?” or “done, now we move on”)
No, answer my question
Sorry, I don’t wanna hear about it right now
Tell me something more interesting
Shut up! Silence! Quiet!
Facts and numbers say it
The last one is important.
In debates, rationality and science convey power and authority and are often what makes the
difference between losing or winning a debate.
Trump lost two exchanges in a row because the journalists managed to take the rational high ground
on him:

Learn More
Dominant body language
Submissive body language
Submissive expressions you must avoid
This is an excerpt from Power University.
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Submissive Behavior: 9 Body Language Signals to Avoid
February 18, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Submissive behavior and body language among humans communicate the acceptance of someone
else’s leadership over the environment and/or over oneself.
It a nutshell, submissive behavior relinquishes control and gives power to others.
Albeit there is nothing inherently wrong with submissive behavior, too much submissive can become
a problem for those who want to maximize their potential and reach ambitious goals.
This is why eliminating some submissive behavior, or at least being more conscious of it, will result
in a net improvement for all those people who overdo submission in their lives.
By the end of this article, you will know clearly how submissive body language and behavior look
like in real life, so that you can gain more conscious control over yourself.
Contents
#1. Deferring to Leaders
1.1. Scrutinizing the leader’s reactions
1.2. Rotating towards the leader
1.3. Following the leader and group’s laughing-patterns
1.4. Laughing at leader’s joke even when not funny
#2. Defensive & Reassurance-Seeking Signs
2.1. Walking backward
2.2. Rushing away
2.3. Covering one’s mouth
2.4. Averting leader’s gaze (during criticism)
2.5. Leaning towards the leader
#3. Signs of Social Insecurity
3.1. Looking away after a “risky” comment
3.2. Angling one’s face away
3.3 Blinking excessively
#4. Signs of Low Self-Esteem
Learn more

#1. Deferring to Leaders
The core of submissiveness is deferential behavior towards leaders and more powerful individuals.
Deferring takes many forms, including:

1.1. Scrutinizing the leader’s reactions
Submissive people aren’t sure what they need to do and what they can do.
They look around because they need cues from the social environment.
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They need confirmation that they’re still in good standing with the group and that they are toeing the
line.
Most of all, they look at the leader.
Here is an example from The Wolf of Wall Street.
Notice how the underlings look at Di Caprio, the leader, for several times during this scene:
Also notice at minute 1:22. The underling makes a joke and looks at the leader to check his reaction.
Then he nods as if to say “alright, I’m done here, take the lead”.
And here is another interesting example from the movie “The Break-Up”.
It’s a split of a second, but notice how he keeps looking at her after he delivers his dominant line:
He sounds like he is dominant and in control.
But pay attention to how he looks at her after he delivered his line and he’s still sipping on his beer.
He is staring at her to glean what her reaction will be, which suggests that she has a strong influence
on him.
He is not super submissive, but he’s not the leader either.
The dynamics in “The Break-Up” are very common in relationships where the man looks dominant,
but where the ultimate power actually rests with her.
Also read:
Female relationship control tools
Real Life Check:
There are many situations in life in which you are not the leader. And that’s OK.
However, looking at the leader too often sends the message that you might not have much leadership
qualities at all. And that doesn’t bode well for your future, both from a career perspective and from a
social power point of view.
In that scene from “The Wolf of Wall Street” they all look like eternal underlings, no matter how
much money they make or what their official title is.
And in real life, 95% of the times, the eternal underlings are not the ones who make it into upper
management.
To have a great career, you must learn to act more like an executive. In the beginning, look around.
But once you understand the politics, the company culture, and the general rules of socialization, then
avoid seeking constant confirmation.

1.2. Rotating towards the leader
Dominance is a bit like an electromagnetic charge.
It can repel people who are afraid or not comfortable with the dominant person (equal charge), but it
will attract all the rest (opposite charge).
For example, submissive women, or women who are extremely into their men, move towards their
partners with their bodies (or even hide behind their partners when they’re feeling shy and nervous).
Similarly, they will angle their bodies towards the person they are either most attracted to or who has
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the most social power (which is often the same person).
Notice the meeting between South and North Korean leaders, and how the women move right after
the meeting:
Kim Jong Un’s sister doesn’t rotate towards him.
We can speculate she is very independent, she doesn’t respect him much or she does not like him
much (but it’s heavy speculation with so little footage).
On the other hand, we can guess that Lee Nak-Yeon’s wife recognizes his leadership over her
because she rotates towards him.
Also read:
Leadership and seduction

1.3. Following the leader and group’s laughing-patterns
Patterns of laughter and smiles are a great indicator of social power in a group.
The social dynamics of laughter are very telling for two reasons:
1. Laughs are a sign of friendliness, so who smiles at whom is a good indicator of who is
deferring to whom
2. Laughter communicates what topics one can laugh about, and what topics must instead be taken
seriously
The latter is an important decision in the group’s social dynamics and submissive people are often
scared of taking it by themselves.
When non-leaders start laughing only to realize that the group or the leader is not laughing, they will
often stop.
She doesn’t really like the joke and he quickly lets the joke die.
He doesn’t do it too badly because it’s not an abrupt ending, but you could guess from this behavior
that he has no strong leadership in that relationship.
For men, it’s particularly important that they don’t let the women they want to seduce dictate what
they can or cannot laugh about. Because that will likely kill most of her attraction.
Training Day has one much more obvious example when it comes to leadership and patterns of
laughter.

1.4. Laughing at leader’s joke even when not funny
Submissive people will force themselves to laugh when the group is laughing and, of course, when
the leader is cracking a joke.
See Power University for an example.
Real Life Check:
If someone around you has done a poor joke, I recommend you arch your lips up just a little bit
without showing your teeth as if to say “that wasn’t really funny but I’m being polite”.
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Then move on.

#2. Defensive & Reassurance-Seeking Signs
Do you remember the article on body language of dominance?
We first introduced there that submissive people close their bodies and make space for dominant
individuals.
The same applies to socialization, which is expressed in many forms:

2.1. Walking backward
Walking backward is a way of giving space to the person whom we perceive as being the leader.
You can see this in seduction as well, where it replicates a dominant/dominated body language which
can be the precursor of sexual submission:
Real Life Check:
This can be a great seduction power move for men.
A “predator-prey” dynamic is extremely seductive when she’s attracted and primed for sexual
intercourse.
However, men must be conscious to only pull it in situations where the woman is attracted and feels
safe. Because in all other environments it’s outright scary and rape-y (and not in a good way).
Also read:
Dominance in dating
An example of predator-prey dynamic

2.2. Rushing away
When you rush away from someone you communicate that you’re overly worried about bothering or
taking too much of their time.
And that in turns communicates that their time is so much more important because they are so much
more important than you are.
This dynamic is common in workplace environments.
Alternatively, it can also communicate that you’re intimidated or you’re afraid of them, like in this
Godfather’s scene:

2.3. Covering one’s mouth
People who don’t believe in themselves will also cover their mouths, as if to hide what they believe
and think.
Sometimes it’s not as obvious, but any movement of our hands in front of our face is often a sign of
protective, self-effacing behavior. Keep your hands as far as possible from your mouth.
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A dramatized example from Fantozzi:
For Women:
Covering one’s mouth can be a highly seductive coy signal. It’s very feminine and it attracts most
men.
It’s also a signal of potential “exploitability”, and we explained how that’s an effective dating
strategy.
Women can keep covering their mouth as a strategic tool of attraction, but should avoid doing so
when they want to be more assertive and be taken more seriously -ie.: on the workplace-.
Also read: how women can be successful in male workplaces.

2.4. Averting leader’s gaze (during criticism)
People with power are not afraid of looking at people’s eyes.
And that includes the times during which they voice disagreement, when they criticize or when they
are making a controversial pitch.
People who feel strong enough to criticize but not strong enough to look into people’s eyes are
communicating a personal drive to get things done, but also that are not fully confident in their own
power.
Look at Schumer:
Schumer comes across solid, overall.
He has a strong voice, and deliver his opinions with conviction (a strong frame).
But the moment he says “lemme just say something mister president” he does not look at Trump. His
gaze is fixated ahead of him and it goes lower.
He communicates two things: that he probably doesn’t like Trump and is not very comfortable with
him. And two, that he is in a submissive position relative to Trump (who instead keeps looking at him
straight on like a predator).
Real Life Check:
If you express your disagreement fairly and if your criticism is well-founded, then you must also back
it with your eye contact.
Politely express your opinion and stand behind it with your body language.
Same for when receiving criticism: keep eye contact and don’t close your body language.

2.5. Leaning towards the leader
In intimate relationships or in seduction the partner who is more into the other will usually move
towards the leader, grab the leader’s arm, or even seek protection behind the leader.
Who moves towards who is also an indicator of who needs who the most.
Sexy picture, but it’s him who leans into her.
Also read:
How to maintain attraction in relationships
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#3. Signs of Social Insecurity
Insecurity and submissiveness are not the same.
But there is a strong overlap between them.
Insecure individuals rarely are leaders, and submissive people tend to be insecure.
Submissive individuals tend to be particularly tentative and insecure around more assertive
individuals.
They are focused on threats, and fearful of causing the ire of the more dominant individuals.
Some examples of insecurity signals:

3.1. Looking away after a “risky” comment
A risky comment can make or break your social status.
If people back it up (ie.: laugh, accept the topic or adopt your attitude towards it), you’ve just acted as
a leader.
If they ignore it or reject it, they just rejected your leadership.
Since risky comments are so consequential in social dynamics, submissive people are afraid of the
consequences.
And when they do make a risky comment, they are afraid they might have gone “too far”, and they’re
afraid the group might not accept it.
So they look away, look down, close themselves up or “move away” from what they just said.
This is similar to when people lie and then they move away.
Look at Nixon here and see if you notice anything:
See what Nixon does right after he says “I’m not a crook”?
He moves away.
He can’t stand there because, deep down, he knows he’s a crook.
That’s the same with people who feel like they have just said or done something too socially risky:
they feel the need to escape and defend. And they do so by moving away, looking away, nervously
laughing or closing up their body language.
Look how James Bond does the exact opposite instead: he looks away before delivering the witty
remark and then stands behind his words by looking straight into his eyes and holding the pause.
That’s social power right there:

3.2. Angling one’s face away
This is a bit like the ostrich move -which doesn’t really happen in nature but you get the point-.
Instead of facing the issue, we’d rather move away and hope the issue goes away by itself.
Milton in Office Space does it twice:
Lowering your head down instead of sideways is even more submissive.
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3.3 Blinking excessively
Some body language experts, including Allan Pease, say that blinking is a way of blocking messages
we don’t feel comfortable with.
The more we blink, the more we get to remove ourselves from situations and people that make us
uncomfortable -or afraid-.
Frankly, I’m not sure the explanation is true. But too much blinking does indeed make you come
across as more insecure.
On the other hand, a longer blink-free gaze makes you look more confident.
Note on Blink-Free Stare:
Don’t overdo the blink-free gaze though or it can become overwhelming the same way psychopaths‘
stare can be overwhelming (but also note that the psychopath stare can be highly intoxicating for
women in the right seductive environments).

#4. Signs of Low Self-Esteem
Low self-esteem often looks like insecurity externally.
But while insecurity is situational and changes depending on the environment, low self-esteem is a
character’s trait and tends to be “stickier” (but you can change that too).
Please see Power University for more (I need to leave something out for the customers).

Learn more
Dominant body language (what you must do more)
Dominant expressions (what you must say more)
Submissive expressions (what you must avoid saying)

This is an excerpt from Power University
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15 Signs of Verbal Submissiveness
February 19, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Signs of submission in humans communicate that the speaker is lowering one’s own status in
comparison to the others.
Men mostly use submissive signals in social settings, while women can use submissiveness signals in
both social and dating settings (see: signs she likes him).
Submissive signals are not bad per se.
They are an integral and natural part of communication and, when used strategically, they can also be
part of a long-term strategy of power.
However, too many verbal signals of submission will make it impossible for men and women to meet
their true potential in life.
So it’s best to become aware of them, and only deploy them when they are strictly necessary.
Let’s see what these submissive signs are:
Contents
#1. Defensiveness
1.1. Justifying
1.2. “Just… ”
1.3. “What”
#2. Insecurity
#2.1. Filler Words
#2.2. Tail Filler Words
#2.3. Lowering Expectations
#2.4. Emotional Over-Reactions
#2.5. Upward Inflection (Upspeak)
#2.6. Trailing Off
#2.7. Passive Aggressive Attacks
#3. Lack of Leadership & Direction
3.1. Verbal Flip-Flop
3.2. “They Said…“
#4. Fear of Punishment
4.1. “Come on… “
4.2. Passive Aggressive Attack, Then U-Turn
Persistence, Pressure & Power

#1. Defensiveness
Defensiveness is indeed a recurring pattern of submissive people.
In verbal expressions of dominance, we saw that dominant individuals take the judge role, pose
questions, lead, control the frame, and, potentially, attack.
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Well, the submissive individual does the opposite.
He answers, justifies, and defends.
Submissive people fall into this trap because they feel that their destiny is in the dominant men’s
hands, and they need to win their approval and/or their forgiveness by defending and justifying.

1.1. Justifying
Imagine this dialogue:
Authority: You knew it was forbidden didn’t you
Submissive Person: Yes I knew it, I’m sorry
Authority: Then why did you do it
Submissive Person: Well, I was thinking that it was OK after all because in this case there
was an exception, because basically what happened is that…
“Submissive person” in the above dialogue is defending and justifying himself.
Both the words and the length of the answer denote submissiveness and lack of confidence (see more
in “skills for career advancement“).
Notice that “person” might be guilty. Or he might not. But simply by retreating, defending, and
justifying, he is behaving like he’s guilty and everyone around will think of him as guilty -or weak-.
A more dominant way of handling that conversation would be the following:
Authority: You knew it was forbidden didn’t you
Person: Yes I knew it
Authority: Then why did you do it
Person: I’m not sure why. I just did it and it was a mistake (I apologize to everyone
involved)
Or to deliver a barb to your inquisitor you could say:
Person: I’m not sure the how the why will help us. I’ve done it, it’s in the past, and now I
know it was a mistake. I apologize to everyone involved and it won’t happen again. This is
what I will do to make up for it…
Much more powerful.
Even with the apology, it’s much more powerful. You own it and you don’t defend yourself.
Notice that “apologizing to everyone involved” is a social finessing power move.
Instead of apologizing to the person who is cornering you, which will give him a lot of power and
authority, you are instead apologizing “to everyone involved”, thus not deferring to him.
Very shrewd, very effective.

1.2. “Just… ”
“I Just meant.. “, “I just wanted to say…”
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Just is the keyword of the defensiveness and it’s akin to asking for forgiveness.
“I didn’t mean to offend you, I just wanted to fix a mistake”.

1.3. “What”
(long nonverbal pause) “what”
Do you remember that dominant individuals withstand social pressure and create tension?
Well, the submissive party tries to release that social tension.
Especially when the most dominant party seems angry or judgmental, the more submissive party will
defend himself and release tension by re-engaging verbally.
“What” in that contexts communicates something like “what have I done wrong now”.
Here is an example from the movie “Beautiful Girls”:
“What” gives to the group of friends power over him (the power of judging his actions).
A more assertive and socially powerful individual would have flipped the scripts instead and imposed
his frame, which might have been something like “what the hell is wrong with you guys”.

#2. Insecurity
As much as submissive individuals look physically tentative and insecure, so does their verbal
production reflect a lack of conviction, clarity, and confidence.
Read this section attentively: these issues plague the majority of people and removing them will
skyrocket your social power.

#2.1. Filler Words
Filler words are expressions such as “ehm”, “uhmm”, “well…”.
Filler words come naturally to most of us.
But “natural” doesn’t mean “good”, and we should all get rid of them.
Watch this judge Judy video several times until you also start hating filler words. Or join a
Toastmasters where they use a clacker to highlight filler words.
It’s time well spent: getting rid of filler words will do miracles to make you a more credible,
authoritative, and powerful figure. If you can’t join a TM, then you need to become aware of your
own usage.
Go “damn!” in your head every time you use one of these hideous sounds. That will help you become
aware and once your awareness precedes the sound, then you will be able to swap the filler word with
a pause.
Here as an example from Margin Call:
Also notice his words going up at the end of the sentence.
This is an issue that plagues many people who could otherwise be confident and powerful.
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But you can’t look confident and powerful until you get rid of your filler words. Make filler words a
priority.
Here is an example of a public speech without filler words where most people, including me in the
past, would have used filler words. After I trained myself to remove them, I come across far more
influential and compelling.

#2.2. Tail Filler Words
There is no existing expression for this signal of insecurity, so “tail filler words” is an expression that
I made up -and to which I claim rights for :)-.
But even though an expression for it doesn’t exist, sure does the phenomenon of adding filler words
at the end of a sentence exists.
They are utterances such as “ah”, “ok” or, as they do in Germany “ja”. It sounds terrible and like you
don’t believe in what you’re saying.
He looks solid overall but he loses points right off the bat because his sentence didn’t need any “OK”
(first few seconds).
An example of tail filler words is also ending sentences with “or… “.

#2.3. Lowering Expectations
“Guys, maybe this is silly, but… “.
How would you feel if I prefaced my paragraphs with those words?
Certianly you wouldn’t think I know what I’m talking about, or that I am worth being listened to.
That’s what lowering expectaitons does: it decreases your authority.
Submissive individuals fear social judgment and fear looking bad.
Thus, they preface their ideas and opinions with words that predict failure, so that if they do fail
indeed, they at least soften the blow (or so they think).
Similar submissive expressions which signal insecurity are:
Insecure Person: I’m not an expert, but… “
Insecure Person: I hope this is not completely stupid…
Real Life Check: Exception
Advanced communicators can use similar expressions to draw more attention to what they are about
to say.
So if you have a good reputation, authority and social status in a group, you can use it strategically.

Lowering Expectations Give Away Judge Powers
Lowering expectations says this:
I am afraid you will judge me poorly, so I do it first
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Lowering expectations gives away power, and also gives away the judge role.
Sometimes you can see this behavior in women right before a date -especially if from online dating-.
They try to manage down expectations by telling they don’t look good, they’re fat, or that they
dressed poorly for the day.
But this behavior only makes them come across as insecure. “Managing expectations down” can
work, but it must be done more subtly and in person.
I understand where it comes from: people are worried about being negatively judged and if they can
lower expectations then they can also more easily blow past those expectations -and get their
dopamine fix by being accepted, liked and being told “nooo, you’re beautiful”-.
I get it, it’s normal.
But it’s one of those situations where “normal” works against us.
This behavior only makes us come across as insecure.
And “managing expectations down” rarely results in beating those expectations.
It more often results in making us come across as more insecure and, overall, lower value.
I said something uplifting that made her feel good, but in truth, I was respecting her less and less

#2.4. Emotional Over-Reactions
Overreacting shows signs of nervousness, unease and over-dependence on the more dominant
individual.
Furthermore, people who overreact show they don’t have control over their own minds.
Powerful individuals instead take care of dominating their own minds first and foremost (read:
Ultimate Power).
Here’s an example from the Godfather:
Because she raises her voice you might think that she is dominant.
Raising her voice is a sign indeed that she is not fully submissive and she is trying to reject his
brother’s authority.
But getting so worked up also shows her weakness: she needs to aggress to defend herself, which
tells us that his brother is getting to her.
And when someone can easily get to you, it means that they are very important to you (likely, they
hold soft power in the form of a judge and you need their positive opinion).
Another example of an overreaction is when a submissive individual is being scolded, maybe
unfairly, by someone they respect a lot and they just can’t wait to jump in to defend themselves.
Relationships:
Men who are relationship leaders will see it a lot from their girlfriends. When you are unhappy or
explaining to her why you’re disappointed she will jump in to justify herself before you can even
finish your sentences.

Over-reaction Quiz
Look at this scene for twenty seconds, and ask yourself: who is the least socially powerful in the
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group?
It’s the lieutenant who says “Jesus”.
He is the only one who overreacts to the bad news, coming across as the most fearful. Then he darts
his eyes around looking for other people’s reactions.

#2.5. Upward Inflection (Upspeak)
An upward inflection, or “going up at the end of the sentences” is very feminine, but not necessarily
in a positive way.
If you’re a woman you can keep it a little as it’s attractive to some men. But scrap it completely at
work and whenever you need authority and credibility.
Here is a good example of upward inflection from the movie Bridesmaids.
The very first moment, when she introduces her friend she goes up with the words “Danny” and
“Becca”
Also read:
The businesswoman guide to winning at work

#2.6. Trailing Off
This one says that you don’t really believe in yourself and you’re afraid that people might disagree
with you’re just about to say (ie.: fear of judgment).
You will see a lot when an insecure individual starts to say something, then notices that people aren’t
really listening and instead of increasing his intensity to get their attention, he gives up and trails off.
Here is an example from “The Wolf of Wall Street”, the Swiss banker scene:
Notice how he also ends with a slight smile -friendly submissive signal- and a nod.
As if to say “OK I’m done, you leaders can take over now”.

#2.7. Passive Aggressive Attacks
“Passive-aggressive attack” might sound like an oxymoron, but it exists.
It’s a pattern I have noticed and that I have not read anywhere else so, again, it doesn’t have a
standardized name.
So here it is just for you, an exclusive from The Power Move :).
Submissive people are afraid of cornering others, even when they are right.
So they use utterances such as “come on” and an abundance of filler words to “keep the pressure on”.
But their way of keeping the pressure on is low in power, and delivered with many submissive cues.
I could not find any good video for this, but it’s important because I have seen it from many different
people it’s difficult to explain with just words.
So here’s me doing an interpretation of a passive-aggressive attack:
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What’s the alternative?
The alternative is to state your point resolutely and assertively. Rinse and repeat if needed, but no
“come on”, no upward inflection, and no filler words.

#3. Lack of Leadership & Direction
Submissive people look insecure because, often, they themselves don’t know what they want.
And when they know it, they still submit their will to that of the leader or to that of the group, so they
end up looking like they don’t know what they want.

3.1. Verbal Flip-Flop
Verbal flip flop means going from yes to no and spending a lot of time “uhm-ming” in the middle
without making a final decision.
Why do submissive individuals engage in more verbal flip-flopping?
Because they don’t answer based on reality or based on what they believe in. Submissive people
seek to provide an answer that the group will accept and/or that the dominant individual wants
to hear.
Hence, especially in tense exchanges, submissive individuals tentatively guess what they should
answer. They say something, then look for cues in the environment.
And if they don’t get any, they switch opinions back and forth waiting for some encouragement from
the environment.
In this scene from “Reality Bites”, Ben Stiller shows all his insecurity by going back and forth on
such a simple decision as to whether or not the waitress can take his dish.
Ben Stiller shows insecurity by flip-flopping on such a simple decision as to whether or not the
waitress can take his dish.
Watch the whole video, and you will notice much tentative language: it’s because he is not sure what
he should say to gain her approval.
That’s where a strong leadership would have helped the seduction.
PRO TIP: How to Become More Decisive
Sometimes it’s not that we are being submissive, but that we aren’t even sure ourselves. What you
can do then is to pause to think for a second about what you want, then make your final
decision.
In the above example, you would tell the waitress: “one moment” and take two seconds to think.
If you’re still not sure, keep the status quo to give you even more time to think about it and tell her
“thank you, I’m not done yet”.
If you’re with someone, you can ask them first to take their opinion into account. Asking and taking
other people’s opinions into account is a very leader-like behavior and it will also give you some
more time to collect your thoughts and more inputs to reach an even better decision.
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3.2. “They Said…“
Try saying the following sentences aloud:
they said I could it
they allowed me
they told me
How do they all sound to you?
All these words broadcast to the world that you don’t have any power yourself.
Notice Trump using first “we” and then “they”.
Notice how different it feels when he moves from “we” to “they”.
He doesn’t sound too presidential using “they”, does he?
Probably Trump is trying to detach himself from the problem and doesn’t want to make big
statements about what he fears he cannot accomplish.
But don’t fall for that: leaders must take the responsibility upon themselves, even when the problem
has no easy solution. Especially when the problem has no easy solution.
The passive form makes it only worse, such as:
I was told
I have been instructed
I have been tasked with..
Real Life Check:
Of course there will be plenty of situations in life where you are indeed instructed or told what to do.
And that’s fine.
But if you keep speaking (and thinking) like you have no agency whatsoever in life, you will keep
having no agency whatsoever.
Even if you were told, instructed, or tasked, take ownership of those tasks. Nobody put a gun to your
head, so you also elected that those tasks are fair and moral enough that you can execute them.
So now they are your tasks.
You are doing, you need others to, you want to.

#4. Fear of Punishment
Part of submissive individuals’ verbal woes is that they are overly-afraid of punishment from the
group or from the most dominant individuals.
And that reflects poorly on their verbal communication.
The following showcase a fear of punishment:
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4.1. “Come on… “
Come on is the verbal equivalent of sticking your hands out, palm up, and beg.
When people have no power to enforce resolutions and no courage to mount a serious challenge they
resort to “come on-ning”.
In Scarface Frank, with no leverage and no power whatsoever shows you both the “come on” and the
tail filler words combo:
“come on you listen to me ah“.
That “ah” is a tail filler word. It serves no purpose if not to prop up his own sagging courage.

4.2. Passive Aggressive Attack, Then U-Turn
Much of passive-aggressive behavior stems from fear of confrontation, fear of engaging, fear of
ruining the relationship and, of course, fear of the dominant and assertive individual.
When submissive people get annoyed by more dominant individuals they might push back first.
But then get scared they pushed too much and keep adding more words to soften the blow and fill the
uncomfortable silences.
Especially so if the more dominant individual puts his foot down.
Here is a great example from the movie Fargo:
He first explodes -at least for his usual standards of behavior- and then spends the rest of the
interaction trying to defend his own behavior with a slew of passive aggression.

Persistence, Pressure & Power
This is a crucial aspect of learning power dynamics.
But to leave some for the customers, this one is available on Power University only.
This is an excerpt from Power University.
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Tony Montana Teaches How to Get Power (Scarface)
March 5, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you are wondering how to to get power QUICK, you have come to the right place.
This article will answer that question with a case study of Tony Montana a character in the movie
Scarface.
Albeit Tony Montana is a fictional character, his climb of dominance hierarchies and his ascension to
power is not unlike many turbo-charged power grabs which happen in real life, from business, to
criminal organizations, to gangs.
In that sense, Scarfaces makes for an extremely interesting analysis while providing me with all the
video material to make my points even clearer.
Contents
1. Be Bold
2. Always Be Leading
3. Be Ruthless
4. Be (Street) Smart
5. Have Boundless Ambition
6. Be Hungry For Success
7. Have a Sense of Entitlement
NEGATIVE TRAITS
1. It’s a Big Gamble
2. The Hunger is Sense of Inferiority
3. Relationship Muppet
SUMMARY

1. Be Bold
Boldness is a crucial characteristic to skyrocket upward and gain power quickly.
Timid men hem and haw and they miss all the chances for quick ascension. Sure, they might slowly
and steadily get there, and that approach might be even advantageous in many cases, but they don’t
go up as quickly as Tony Montana does.
You can clearly see the difference in mindset here between Tony and his appeased bosses:
In the case of Tony Montana that boldness often becomes impulsivity, as he acts and reacts too
quickly and hastily.

1.2 Be Ballsy
Balls, courage and daredevil is a subset of boldness.
You can hardly be bold without being courageous. And if you’re afraid, sometimes you must force
yourself to act anyway.
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There are many instances in which Tony Montana’s display of fearlessness allowed him to move
ahead quicker.
This example is particularly interesting from a power perspective because it allows him to go from
defensive to aggressive:

2. Always Be Leading
If you want to get power without waiting, you gotta lead to the top because nobody will carry you
there.
Tony Montana always takes the lead.
He walks in first, he speaks first, he jumps on the deal and opportunity and he takes responsibility (“I
go on the streets for you, one milli here, on milli there.. ).
Tony Montana is a man of action.
But notice that he still expects his partners to do the menial tasks for him. That’s a hallmark of
power: don’t do for yourself what you can let others do for you.

3. Be Ruthless
People are not going to make way for you and many are not going to be happy about you overtaking
them.
At times, you’ll need to be ruthless.
In the criminal world, ruthlessness might as well be a necessity to go up very quickly (but it can also
help in business).
Tony Montana is plenty ruthless.
At times, he has troubles containing his mean streak with the people dearest to him as well.
Unluckily, ruthlessness, and intimidatory tactics are not confined to the criminal world and they can
provide an edge in business and politics as well.
Donald Trump is ruthless, many sociopaths that climb to the top are ruthless, if you read the book
Bad Blood Elizabeth Holmes, was mean and ruthless and Albert “chainsaw” Dunlap was ruthless,
with some sources describing him as a psychopath.
These guys all crashed and burned and Trump is possibly in the process of crashing and burning, but
before burning, they burned plenty of people along the way.
And that is one of the reasons why I always repeat that if you want to be good, you have to learn to
be bad first.
This world needs fundamentally good people who know how to be bad.
I started ThePowerMoves and this channel in the hope that more people will receive this message and
join the “be bad to be good movement”.
Anyway, let’s move on.
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4. Be (Street) Smart
Whenever you see someone going to the top, rarely it’s a case of violence and terror alone.
To become a linchpin, you almost always need some skills and intellectual abilities as well.
Obviously, Tony Montana wasn’t book smart and while he might not have been the smartest criminal
ever, he was far from stupid.
There are several scenes that show us how is able to see the power moves much more clearly than the
people around him:
And this other scene shows us how Tony has a much better sense of his own value.
Again, compare the different attitude of Tony to his friend Manny:
In this other scene Tony Montana shows a great understanding of human psychology and leverage.
Omar wanted to get the money and the coke from Tony to look good on the big boss.
but by holding both money and cocaine, Tony knows he’s got the leverage to go straight to the big
boss Frank.
Stupid people let themselves be exploited. Smart ones know when they have the power to back up
their big demands.
Finally, most low-level criminals and most non-criminal poor people as well, behave more like
animals when it comes to impulse control and immediate gratification.
They see something they like it, they take it, they eat, they drink, they spend it and tomorrow… Well,
we’ll see about tomorrow.
To better understand this phenomenon that differentiates successful people from non-successful ones,
also read The Marshmallow Test.
There is one crucial moment in Scarface where Tony Montana shows he can take a loss today in
exchange for a bigger gain tomorrow.
Many violent men with no brains here would have taken the money here, partied and felt they had
“hit big”.
Not Tony Montana.
He’s in to go to the top.

5. Have Boundless Ambition
You don’t reach the top without ambition and without a strong drive.
Self-help is a huge industry, and it’s very helpful, yet there is only ONE major element that stands
above all else to achieve high levels of success. And that is drive and ambition.
And if you want to skyrocket to the top quickly, then you need boundless ambition.

6. Be Hungry For Success
What’s the difference between boundless ambition and drive for success.
Well, there are many ways of being driven. Some men get sidetracked in their life by pursuing lots of
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short term sexual adventures.
But while men who reach the top can also enjoy women and other passions on the side, they are
usually driven first and foremost by winning, money, or dominating their field of choice.
You can see here the difference between Tony and a few other characters in Scarface:
The higher your drive and the fewer distraction you have, the more you can achieve.
This is why the MGTOW movement in many ways, makes sense. And that’s why monk mode can be
a life-changer.
If you want to fuel your growth and success though, even better than pretending there are no sexual
distractions, is to leverage your sexual drive for non-sexual achievements.
This is what in Napoleon Hill refers to as “Sex Transmutation” in Think and Grow Rich.

7. Have a Sense of Entitlement
There is also another important trait that many individuals with boundless drive and ambition
possess, and that is an exaggerated sense of entitlement.
A sense of entitlement without skills and hard work is an extremely negative trait that just by itself
dooms men and women to be low-quality individuals.
Get rid of your sense of entitlement unless your skills and hard work match your entitlement or, even
better, far exceeds it.
But when it’s coupled with skills, bold actions and relentlessness, then a sense of entitlement is
crucial to gain power and skyrocket to success.

5.2. Despise Your Boss
People with boundless ambition and sense of entitlement also often have authority issues.
And if you want to get power as soon as possible, that’s not a bad thing. You just need to keep it
under wrap until you have enough power to overthrow him.
If you do it too early though, like Robert Greene says in The 48 Laws of Power, you’re toast (see
here an example of out-dominating the boss).
If you’re the boss, watch out. Overly ambitious individual will often work to undermine you (see
Berlusconi example here).
Scarface was obviously going to be a bad “employee” for any boss.
And this is what Frank never realized. Albeit it was rather obvious.
Frank was really bad at reading and understanding people, and he paid the ultimate price for it.

NEGATIVE TRAITS
Should you then be more like Scarface?
Well, it’s not up to me to tell you how you should you be, but also consider these negative
characteristics:
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1. It’s a Big Gamble
This is not literal gambling but bold action often ends up being the equivalent of gambling.
Don’t think that because Scarface was successful then it was necessarily “worth the risk”, that’s the
idiotic way of assessing risk.
You assess risk not by looking at single instances, but by looking at the most realistic probability
distribution you can find.
And a more realistic probability distribution, is something like this:
And for every ultra-bold man who makes it to the top, there are probably 10 or os who died trying.
In the case of the criminal world, that might as well be literally drying.
Even for those who get on top, rapid growth too often does not equate with staying power.
Think about many histories of explosive growth to the top.
Scarface is a fictional character.
But George Jung , El Chapo, Pablo Escobar and similar, they are not. Like Scarface, they have all
been immensely successful.. Until they weren’t anymore and died prematurely.
Take Pablo Escobar, the most famous of them all.
He ended up killed like a stray animal, a fugitive in poor and tattered clothes, and with policemen
taking pictures next to his lifeless body.
That same hot-headedness and boldness allow for skyrocketing growth but also often set the stage for
the undoing of too hot-headed individuals.
A gambler’s attitude can get you lots of power very quickly. But rarely allows you to keep that
power.
It’s inherent in the mathematical properties of gambling: it doesn’t do well in the long run.
The smartest ones instead change their attitude once on top and move from a meathead to a quieter,
more calculative style.
Or they might completely change their business model, like 50 Cent has done for example.

2. The Hunger is Sense of Inferiority
The drive that Tony Montana shows is partially fueled by a sense of inferiority.
Tim Grover in Relentless says that most overachievers are driven by a dark side.
That dark side can be insecurity and a constant need to make up for what you perceive is a
shortcoming of yours.
We see several instances in which Tony Montana clearly shows a sense of inferiority.
For example, he seems to have a problem with rich white men, which is a feeling that I have also
seen, several times, in some immigrants or minorities:
Some psychologists even speculate that modern Islamic terrorism is partially driven by a feeling of
inferiority, and I believe there is a lot of truth in that.
Being driven is simply a trait. It’s not necessarily good per and it’s not necessarily bad per se.
However, when that drive comes from a sense of inferiority or hatred, then it usually makes for a
poorer quality of life and for poorer mental health.
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A sense of inferiority is also a thumbscrew that allows people to easily manipulate you.
And that is exactly what happens to Scarface in his relationship.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

3. Relationship Muppet
Highly driven men with a feeling of inferiority have an emotional hole that never gets filled. They
have a constant need of proving themslves to themselves and to the world (see: David Goggins).
One way of proving themselves to the world is through a so-called trophy wife.
These men wish they could exert control on their women, but Smart and manipulative women feel the
deep insecurity and use it as a thumbscrew to keep their men emotionally dependent.
The result is a constant tug of war and a highly unfulfilling relationship where, most of the times, she
ends up controlling the relationship and exerting most of the influence.
Watch this example and notice how she is the one who wields sot power in the relationship:
Also read:
How women manipulate and control men

SUMMARY
Ultimately, getting power and skyrocketing upwards the way Tony Montana did it is more of an
exception than a rule.
You might still be successful doing it, but he’s still not the type of person that most people would
look up to.
He was not a good role model and he was a poor leader by almost all accounts. Even in his own
relationship Tony Montana was not a leader.
In this regard, I see a lot of paralles with Donald Trump.
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4 Ways to Beat Covert Aggression (Rude & Sneaky People)
March 15, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article shares how to handle rude people.
But not “in your face type of rude”, but rather “subtly rude”, in a sneaky way, which is sometimes
referred to as “covert aggression”.
Contents
What’s Subtly Rude
Example of Subtly Rude
#1. Use Humor to Crack a Joke At Their Expense
#2. Use Humor to Highlight Their Covert Aggression
#3. Encircle Them by Recruiting Bystanders on Your Side
#4. Dominate Them Socially
Why Escalation is Difficult
SUMMARY

What’s Subtly Rude
Subtly rude people make their attacks to more underhanded.
Maybe a dismissive gesture, a “funny” joke, or the good old eye-roll.
Sometimes you will see subtle rudeness from frenemies (see how to spot frenemies).
But while frenemies often don’t even attack you at all and just stew, subtly rude people think they
have enough power that they can effectively undermine you.
In the article on mean jokes and underhanded compliments we explained that the best way of dealing
with these people is to “draw them out” and show to them -and to everyone around- that their “jokes”
are actually barely veiled meanness.
However, with subtly rude people, it’s more obvious they are being rude. So there is less of a need to
show everyone what their game is.
But you can’t attack them head-on either.
Both because winning without escalation is most often socially superior, and because, since their
move is small, it’s easy for them to take a step back and make you look like you are overreacting.

Example of Subtly Rude
To understand what’s subtly rude, look at this scene for one minute and see if you spot it:
De Niro is being highly dominant through and through. And the subtly rude moment is when he
shields his code from Stiller.
Stiller was already sleeping in the house and he is the official boyfriend of De Niro’s daughter in a
serious relationship that seems to be going towards a possible marriage.
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Given the preconditions, De Niro is rude because his gesture communicates the following:
1. I don’t trust you
2. You’re not part of this family
Given the situation, it was fair for Stiller to hit back.
But how to do it?
Here are four ideas:

#1. Use Humor to Crack a Joke At Their Expense
Your humor shouldn’t be innocent humor or, God forbid, selfYour humor should even the scores, so this is one of those cases when derisive or “aggressive
humor” is in the cards.
An example of derisive humor would be implying that De Niro is a paranoid wacko.
Alternatively, I like a type of humor that pokes fun at De Niro’s move rather than directly attacking
De Niro’s personality (which is way more aggressive).
For example:
Stiller: Damn! I was this close from stealing the alarm codes of the house I am already
sleeping in
This type of humor makes fun of Jack and the gratuitousness of his move while at the same time
showing a superior attitude.
Very powerful.

#2. Use Humor to Highlight Their Covert Aggression
In this case, you would simply shake your head in disapproval and mutter something like:
Stiller: How welcoming
Or:
Stiller: I love you too Jack!
This one is good to show that De Niro was showing strong negative sentiment towards him.
Or:
Stiller: Typical Jack..
This last one is as if to say “typical Jack’s dickhead move”.
Minimalist humor is great for all situations in which you are not sure what to do and cannot come up
with a smart, witty retort.
It’s simple and effective:
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1. Shake your head in disapproval or disgust
2. Mutter what they did was very low
That’s it, very simple. It shows superiority and doesn’t allow the rudeness to unchecked.

#3. Encircle Them by Recruiting Bystanders on Your Side
If there are people around you can rally the troops on your side and isolate the rude bully.
This technique works best in two situations:
1. You have good standing within the group
2. The bully’s move was unsavory
If one of the above is met, then it’s relatively easy to get people on your side. And when you get
people on your side, you win by default.
In this case, Still could have pulled off an encirclement move by looking at the bystander(s), pointing
towards De Niro and then make a joke or retort.
With just a small tweak, most of the above examples would work in this situation as well.
For example:
Stiller: He really loves me
The moment the bystanders would have laughed, he had scored a social win.
If he wanted to go for a more serious tone, the social equivalent of filing a complaint with his
girlfriend or mother in law, he could have looked at one of them, shaken his head and used a
minimalist retort.
Chances are that Stiller would have managed to get De Niro’s wife or daughter to complain to De
Niro about his behavior.
And that would have been a huge power move on Stiller’ side.

#4. Dominate Them Socially
The final option for dealing with rude people is to go socially dominant on them.
In the example we are discussing, Stiller could have walked to De Niro and touched him. Either put a
hand on his shoulder or pat his back.
Touching someone is very dominant and, in this case, it would have sent a strong message that Stiller
does not take sh*i from anybody.
Since walking over and touching De Niro in his own house was going to be a very dominant move, it
was paramount for Stiller to take the edge off.
He could have taken the edge off the dominant nonverbal with a friendlier verbal move.
For example:
Stiller: Ahah it’s OK Jack, I’m here in friendliness
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This one would have rather openly communicated something like “I saw what you did and you don’t
need to do it because I’m a friendly, trustworthy person”.
I personally like this approach a lot.
A more dominant version would have been to say something like this while patting De Niro on his
back:
Stiller: It’s OK Jack..
This one would have communicated something like: “it’s OK Jack, you don’t need to be such an ass”.
For the right tonality you can watch this video:

Why Escalation is Difficult
Escalating against subtle rudeness is difficult and socially risky for one main reason: since their move
is subtle, an escalation puts the burden all of you.
You become the one who has to “prove him” wrong and you are the one who is expending more
effort.
In Power University, I explain that the person who expends more effort is also the one who is more
often socially weaker.
And it would be easier for the rude bully to step back and make it seem their move was nothing. If
they decide to use that move, it’s easy for them to deny or minimize and counterattack by making you
look like you are overreacting and taking things “too personally”.
Here is how it could have turned out in that event with a direct escalation:
Stiller: Jack, stop that! Why are you treating me like a thief. I am the boyfriend of your
daughter
De Niro: ? What are you talking about
Stiller: The way you’re protecting your combination, you are acting as if I were a thief. Did
you realize I am already sleeping in this house?
De Niro: I am putting the alarm on as I always do
Stiller: Yes, but you did this and turned your back on me to hide yourself. I’m not a thief
Jack
De Niro: You are making things up..
Etc. Etc.
Even if De Niro didn’t want to deny his move, he could have easily said it was a natural reflex to hide
his password, and Stiller would have indeed looked like he was making a big fuss out of small stuff.

SUMMARY
That’s why, my friends, great social skills are not so much about pure dominance but about high
social intelligence and social finessing.
As a matter of fact, the higher you go in the social hierarchy, the more the moves become subtle and
the more power is conferred to the person who can display more tact and finesse.
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Power Moves Recommendations
March 21, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This page lists the resources that helped me in my business (or my life).
Some of them include affiliate links.
Contents
#1 SiteGround
#2. Tax-Free Today
#3. LearnPress
#4. Content Views Pro
#5. Genesis by StudioPress
#6. Fiverr
#7. Freelancer.com
#8. Airbnb
#9. Asgaros Forum

#1 SiteGround
I use SiteGround for ThePowerMoves
If you want to launch your website or if you are planning to move hosting provider, I can highly
recommend SiteGround.

Cons
It’s easy to exceed the amount of CPU / allocated on shared servers
My upgrade to virtual servers wasn’t super smooth
I had issues with CPU and RAM spikes, but that was my very own issue.
My TTFB (time to first byte) on virtual servers wasn’t as fast as on shared plans, which I thought was
very strange.
But I didn’t work on it long enough because I later downgraded back to GoGeek, the highest shared
servers’ plan (my move was too rushed).

Pros
Fast
Speed is super important because it has a direct impact on SEO and users’ experience -the two are
correlated anyway-.
Secure
Siteground has HTTPS on all plans, offers two-steps login, pushes patches and updates automatically
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and they take good care of their servers’ environment security, which is even more important on
shared plans.
Reliable
100% uptime which is awesome.
Lots of own plug-ins and services
SiteGround develops own caching solutions and plugins that will help you get rid of a lot of plugin
bloats. All with the advantage of seamlessly integrating into the SiteGround ecosystem.
PRO Tip: if you are planning to grow or if you are already growing, it might be a great idea to start
with a higher plan at a discount.
Because when you start with the smaller plan at a discount, you won’t carry that discount when you’ll
have to upgrade to higher plans.
So pick the GoGeek and carry that discount for a few years until you’ll move to dedicated server.
Start your website with SiteGround.

#2. Tax-Free Today
Guys, if you plan on starting a business you need the best information available on:
Maximizing taxes
Minimizing bureaucracy
Legal and asset protection
And the best information available, bar none, is at Tax-Free.Today.
If you’ve already been around entrepreneurial-minded people you know that this is a world where
everyone talks about legal entities and tax optimization.
But you will quickly realize that the truth is this: everyone talks about it but nobody knows anything
about it.
It’s against this backdrop of widespread ignorance that I was absolutely in awe of Christoph’s work.
Christoph is a well of knowledge and on Tax-free.today, he delivers it in a simple, practical and
actionable format.
I am very happy that today (May 2019) I have had my (first) consultation with Christoph and I
couldn’t be happier.
His team can also help you with the actual process of incorporation which is what I am doing right
now.
I’ll keep you updated on the actual results with a more in-depth review.
But in the meanwhile do yourself a favor and inform yourself on what, where, when and how you
should incorporate:
Book a consultation with Christoph
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#3. LearnPress
For the online course Social Power, I use LearnPress (the website and company are called ThimPress
as they also make WordPress themes).
The two major competitors of LearnPress are Learndash and LifterLMS.
Bot of them is relatively expensive while LearnPress is free to start with (you only pay add-ons,
which still makes it cheaper and you don’t need add-ons to start with).
I haven’t tested the other two, but LearnPress was so simple and effective that I never had the need
to.
I use LearnPress with the following add-ons:
Stripe checkout
In the future I am planning to also get:
Content Dripping
Paid Membership Add-On
Basically, I am thinking to move from a one-off payment to a weekly payment system for Social
Power and I will need those two add-ons to make it work the way I want.

LearnPress Support
Online reviews complain of a lack of support.
On the WordPress page of the plugin indeed there is little to no support, but you will get support on
their forums on their website.
I can’t compare with the support of other LMS, but I can tell you that Huyen not only got back to me,
but actually logged in on this website more than once to fix some coding for me (thank you Huyen!).

LearnPress Themes
When I got LearnPress I was already running Genesis with a different theme and didn’t want to undo
all of that work.
If you are starting with the idea of selling a course, it might make sense to go for both LearnPress and
Thimpress theme all at once.
Get LearnPress Themes here.

#4. Content Views Pro
To organize the blog page and, most of all, the Reading List that makes me so proud, I use Content
Views PRO.
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I absolutely love those guys.
There is nothing in the market that gets even close to them.
They also have a free version which I kept for a while.
But once I bought the pro version I had to wonder why I waited so long.
At $29 a year, it’s so cheap anyway that I recommend you get the PRO right away.
Get Content Views Pro

#5. Genesis by StudioPress
I run Genesis by StudioPress on top of my WordPress installation and I also use a StudioPress theme.
Some people prefer Divi.
Divi is more customizable and makes it easier to change pages and homepage.
That’s cool, but I chose Genesis because it’s sturdier, safer and, some say, better for SEO.
That sealed the deal for me.

StudioPress Themes
First I had Magazine something, which was better for blogging purposes and showing off the latest
posts on the homepage.
Then I changed to Academy Pro, the current one, which is better to use the homepage as a sales page
for the course.
My goal is to have something in between though. I love writing and sharing wisdom and I think some
of my latest work should find its way on the homepage.
It’s in my to-do list.

#6. Fiverr
My go-to service when I need to hire external help.
You can hire developers, CSS experts, data entry workers, translators, and even photoshop help.
My recommendation is that you find someone you like and then stick with him.
It will save you time and money.
Ask me for a specific recommendation on the right people.
Use this link and you get 20% off:
Get 20% Off Your First Order

GA Tracking Analytics
Learning what users are doing on your website is crucial to understand in which direction you need to
develop and improve.
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The default Google Analytics installation might not be enough for many. It wasn’t enough for me for
example.
Particularly, I wanted to know what users were doing before buying a membership.
To add customer goals and events, I was super happy with Tobias’ work.
He was fast and thorough at the same time.
More thorough than anybody else I’ve seen on Fiverr, which I highly appreciated:
Customize your Google analytics with Tobias here

#7. Freelancer.com
While Fiverr is better for smaller work, Freelances is better suited for bigger projects or for custom
projects.
Write a description of what you need to get done and watch tens of people apply.
Then you can comfortably sort and choose depending on price, feedback, and expertise.
It’s great.
Use this link and we both get a $20 bonus:
Get started with $20 bonus

#8. Airbnb
Airbnb will be your best help while you launch your company.
It provided a survival income stream to my business partners’ while they bootstrapped.
If you have the opportunity, I can highly recommend you do the same.
Apply here and you get a $30 bonus right off the bat!
Travel with Airbnb
Or:
Begin hosting & bootstrap with a $30 bonus!

#9. Asgaros Forum
For the forum, I use Asgaros Forum.
There is no affiliate link here because it’s free and I highly recommend above the more popular
bbPress.
It looks beautiful and works wonders right off the bat while bbPress looks terrible and you’ll waste
weeks (and hours of developers’ money) to make it acceptable.
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Social Power: Start Here
March 25, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article gives you a quick overview of power.
Contents
#1: Avoid Power Dickhead-dom
#2. Understand Power Is Not Dominance
#3. Understand the Drawbacks of Aggression
#4. Power Must Ensue
#5. Develop The 3 Foundations of Power
Questions?

#1: Avoid Power Dickhead-dom
The More You Chase It, The Less You Have It
Every now and then I receive comments and questions from people who want “learn how to be
powerful”, “learn how to dominate” and, of course, those who want to “walk into a room and be the
most powerful person”.
How can I put this mildly… These people are idiotic kids.
Even if they’re grown up, psychologically speaking, they have a childlike mindset.
Most people with that mindset confuse power with dominance.
In life, they tend to be very low quality, isolated and socially awkward.
The few with that mindset who make it to the top -a there are quite a few- still are far from the most
well-respected, high-quality people around.
And they have trouble holding onto that power (ie.: Donald Trump).
Power-hungry men are often not the leaders of their (poor) intimate relationships
Finally, people who approach life with a thirst for power not only cramp their own quality of life, but
also inflict damage on others -and that’s the opposite of what this website stands for-.
If you have that mindset, you need to fix it ASAP.
Both for your own sake, and for the world.

#2. Understand Power Is Not Dominance
You can exercise power in many ways which do not include dominance.
Soft power in social relationships, for example, entails little displays of overt dominance and yet is
the most common form of power in our current world.
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Dominance indeed is simply a subset of power, and it’s often expressed through aggression.
I wanted to show you here an extreme example of how power and dominance are inherently different:
“Say what you want, but do as I say”
–George Thompson, author of Verbal Judo
In this scene from Scarface, the banker is, apparently, dominated.
Yet he is the one who gets what he wants while also preserving the relationship.

#3. Understand the Drawbacks of Aggression
Scarface is also a good example of how pure dominance and aggression help reaching power quickly.
But they often cause the downfall of those who don’t learn how to “sterilize” the side effects.
Dominance and aggression help in getting power quick, but also help in losing power quick.
Why?
Well, one of the main reasons is that people resent domination.
And instead of wanting to help you, they’ll want to stop you.
Instead of wanting to see you win, they crave for seeing you lose.
We can see it with Trump as well, who has lost plenty of power and control by escalating all kinds of
battles that didn’t need to be escalated.
Congress hates him, the press hates him, Mueller hates him, many members of his own party hate
him… And I think that deep down his wife might hate him too.
He painted himself into a corner with the wall funding and he’s become the most embattled president
in recent history. Scratch that, he is the most embattled in history.
That’s an effective way of retaining power.

#4. Power Must Ensue
Healthy, long lasting, high-quality forms of power that have people look up to you is different.
Viktor Frankl in his timeless “Trotzdem Ja zum Leben sagen” says that “happiness cannot be
pursued. It must ensue”.
That was a simple, yet genius.
Power is similar:
Power cannot be pursued. It must ensue.
The Power Moves
But… Ensue from what?
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#5. Develop The 3 Foundations of Power
Power is surprisingly simple for many high-quality individuals.
Indeed, the simplest way to becoming powerful is becoming a high-quality person as the two strongly
overlap.
Who you are, how much you care, how much responsibility you take and how well you understand
people all form the basis of long-lasting power.
Your Personality
Most people crave a leader and someone to look up to.
But here is the important caveat: they only want to follow and defer to those who are better than they
are.
The potential for getting anything you want in life is only limited by your level of skills, and
personality.
In short: your power is only as great as you are.
Thus, to increase your power, one of the best investment you can do is investing in developing
yourself.
Emotional Intelligence: Reading Power Dynamics
Like Simon Sinek explains in Leader Eat Last, the most successful and beloved leaders care about the
people they lead.
He is not fully right, but he is not wrong either.
The reason why some great leaders are successful is not only because they care, but because the
people care about them.
And yes, caring about the people is a great way of achieving that. But not the only one.
The most successful leaders are successful because people want them in power.
Or at least, a good chunk of the people. Or at the very least, a good chunk of the people who matter.
I explain the difference in Social Power, but hopefully you’ll decide to go for a broader appeal.
This also applies for men in intimate relationships (see again the effects of power for power’s sake in
Trump’s relationship).
Social Intelligence: Acting On Power Dynamics
Reading power dynamics well is only half the battle.
The second one is knowing how to act on those power dynamics.
There would be much to say here, but for this quick overview let me just mention a key mindset.
And that mindset is ownership.
The best leaders take responsibility for the results and for the well being of the people around them.
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Once you get into a mindset of taking responsibility for people and results
something funny will happen: you stop searching for power because you become powerful.
Mentally first of all.
And then, little by little, you realize that the tables have turned and power comes to you.
People ask you for directions in life, friends and colleagues look at to you. Then bosses give you the
best assignments and you start getting promotions and responsibilities.
We’re not done though.
There is one more element…

Questions?
If you got any question, head onto the forum.
Ask & I’ll Answer
Filed Under: Social Power Moves
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The Myth of Emotional Intelligence And Leadership
March 28, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Emotional Intelligence is a crucial component of both effective leadership and power.
Especially long-lasting power.
However, it’s not the “Emotional Intelligence” as most people think of it.
By the end of this article, you will know exactly what’s the emotional intelligence that enables and
supports leadership and power over the long run.
Contents
How People Get Emotional Intelligence Wrong
Power Requires the Ability to Switch Off Empathy
Leaders Without Conscience
Ultimate Leader: High EQ, But Can Shut It Off
Long Term Power Rests on Good Leadership
SUMMARY

How People Get Emotional Intelligence Wrong
First of all, most authors and writers have spread misinformation about emotional intelligence.
Let me give you an overview here of how that happened.
Daniel Goleman in his bestseller Emotional Intelligence popularized studies like this one with the
often misquoted headline that “EI accounts for 80% of career success”.
For the sake of clarity, Goleman clarified that he has been widely misquoted and misrepresented.
And of course to anyone with a critical mind the “80% thing” is absolute nonsense.
But that didn’t stop the spreading of the misunderstanding.
The issue has been compounded by the misunderstanding of “vulnerability” as espoused by the
researches of Brene Brown and culminating with bestselling books such as Daring Greatly and The
Gift of Imperfection etc.).
Since then vulnerability has become the new way of showing power. And leaders should now
“showing their weakness”, “show their true self”.
Of course, there are moments when a leader must be vulnerable, but not nearly as frequently as some
people have been lead to believe and not nearly as obvious as one might want (also read:
vulnerability is not power).
So today many people see emotional intelligence as a form of touchy-feely way of leading.
Of course that’s not the case: emotional intelligence is simply the ability to better understand feelings
and social dynamics.
But let’s go in order.
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CEOs Are Emotionally Stupid
So today many people believe that emotional intelligence means tending to relationships and that
emotional intelligence will help them become more powerful.
But is that true?
Does EI help in climbing dominance hierarchies?
Well, it turns out that Travis Bradberry, author of Emotional Intelligence 2.0 measured the EI of
many managers, executives, and CEOs.
What he found out was striking.
Managers had higher EI scores than average.
But CEOs?
CEOs showed lower EI scores than the average.
See the results here:
Bradberry’s answer to that says a lot about human nature (and cognitive dissonance).
Bradberry instead of calling into question the whole idea that EI helps you advance in your career,
says that CEOs weren’t doing a good enough job and they had some work to do.
This a good example of “bending the data to fit the narrative”.
But let’s get back to the data now and develop a better theory with it.
And the data clearly showed that emotional intelligence is not a great predictor of career success. At
least, not if you’re aiming for the top spots.

The Truth of EI & Gaining Power
The truth, unluckily, is dimmer and darker.
And the truth is that climbing to the top of many hierarchical organizations requires people to act
more ruthlessly.
Or at least, not to prioritize the aspects of emotional intelligence that put your own interests in the
backburner in favor of harmony and general well being.
Here is indeed what George Simon, Ph.D., says in his important book “In Sheep’s Clothing“:
CEOs like who they are and are comfortable with their behavior patterns and how they act.
Even though their behavior might bother others a lot.
The CEO might be emotionally intelligent enough to understand when his behavior might bother
some people.
But he also ignores those other people’s feelings and keeps on going anyway.
And says again Simon:
CEOs most often have inflated self-esteem, and it’s not compensation for underlying feeling
of inadequacies.
CEOs are undeterred by adverse consequences or societal condemnation.
That’s a different type of emotional intelligence.
It’s not endless love and empathy. And it’s not about accomodating others.
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The emotional intelligence that is more likely to carry people to the top is also about knowing
when to keep on going straight, no matter how others feel.
In the words of Dan Rust in his wonderful Workplace Poker, CEOs act more like Teflon rhinos.
Here is how Dan Rust defines rhinos (edited by me for brevity):
Sometimes these individuals don’t even perceive rejection that would seem blindingly
obvious to others. We call these people “Teflon Rhinos” because nothing sticks and nothing
penetrates their thick skin.
That thick skin is not what most would think of when they read about “emotional intelligence”.
But in my book, it’s one of its most important elements.
Says again Rust:
So is the key to success having a rhinoceros-thick skin, emotionally speaking?
Well, there are a lot of benefits.
You don’t let rejection slow you down. It’s easier for you to talk to influential, powerful
people without being intimidated. You’re more likely to ignore the lame criticisms of
others. You persevere through obstacles. Accept no excuses. Drive yourself hard—and
drive others even harder. You achieve your career goals, and in the end, that’s all that really
counts, right?
Dan Rust then goes on to describes the negatives of being an extreme rhino and to propose a slightly
more balanced approach.

Power Requires the Ability to Switch Off Empathy
But a new theoretical paradigm seems to emerge when it comes to power and emotional intelligence.
And that’s that the people who get to the top are able to dim, shut down or ignore empathy and
interpersonal emotions to enact plans and activities that might bother, hurt, or pain at least some of
the people around.
And looking at the business world today, we might make the case that no Emotional Intelligence is
better than too much Emotional Intelligence IF that EI functions as a constraint to actions.
Here is the truth then:
In life and interpersonal relationships, EI is crucial
To become (mid-level) managers, EI is very important
To get to the very top, a “barge my way through it and fuck what others think” yields better
results than one which is overconcerned about others
And that’s why, sadly, the world we live in is prone to hostile takeovers by people who have no
conscience and no moral checks and balances.
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Leaders Without Conscience
Now we get to the real problem.
Sometimes you might have to act in spite of your empathy and caring. That’s part of being a leader
with a mission.
The problem is when leaders who climb to the top or get into power positions don’t have any
conscience at all.
This has happened more than once throughout history with a few recent examples including:
Donal Trump (The Dangerous Case of Donal Trump))
Elizabeth Holmes (Bad Blood)
Albert “Chainsaw” Dunlap (Discussed in “Leaders Eat Last“)
A bunch of unnamed others that might as well be in your company (see: psychopathy at the
top)
Leaders with no conscience at all are very dangerous for everyone. And, in the long run, can also lead
to very poor results for themselves too.
What’s the solution then?

Ultimate Leader: High EQ, But Can Shut It Off
Even though it seems like many CEOs have little EI, it would be very silly to discount Emotional
Intelligence as a crucial aspect of leadership, power and even the ability to quickly climb dominance
hierarchies.
Countless studies, papers, and researches show a positive correlation between EI and effective
leadership (for example: Emotions and leadership: The role of emotional intelligence).
The ultimate leader indeed is a compassionate leader, who cares and loves the people he leads.
But who can also look beyond the single instances and act forcefully when needed. A leader who
feels the pain for himself and for others but, if he must act, will act anyway.
As Ray Dalio says in Principles, the whole should take precedence over the single and what’s good
for the whole is good.
And as Babin and Willink say in The Dichotomy of Leadership, a good leader must love his troops
but, ultimately, carry the mission for which he is responsible for.
And as Robert Greene says in The Laws of Human Nature:
This empathy, however, must never mean becoming needlessly soft and pliant to the
group’s will.
That will only signal weakness.
When it comes to our primary task—that of providing a vision for the group and leading it
toward the appropriate goals—we must be stern and immovable. Yes, we can listen to the
ideas of others and incorporate the good ones. But we must keep in mind that we have a
greater command of the overall details and global picture.
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As Daniel Goleman explains in Primal Leadership, the best leaders can combine different types of
leadership and pick and choose what is best suited for the occasion.
And Goleman recommends to develop both democratic and affiliative leadership styles, focused on
harmony and relationships, and authoritative leadership style, based more on top-down orders for
crisis and “difficult” employees.

Long Term Power Rests on Good Leadership
Leadership rests on two opposing forces: the people’s need for a leader and the people’s resentment
for the leader’s power and benefits.
Poor leaders let resentment grow and then must rely on coercion -and the military- to keep their
control.
It’s not always easy to stay on the good side of the majority of people, and that’s one of the reasons
why Machiavelli in “The Prince” said that it’s best to be feared than loved.
But don’t let that mindset infect you.
Great leaders do manage to enact strong leadership while being loved. And so can you.
These great leaders create enough goodwill to outweigh the resentment for having a leader in the first
place.
They do it through shows empathy, caring, and delivering results.
And that’s why empathy, caring and love, all elements of emotional intelligence, are crucial for
leadership.
When leaders fail to show they care about the people they lead, the follower disconnect. Passive
aggression increases, and the chances of rebellion also increase.
A mutiny, either in the form of violence or voting the leader down, becomes more likely.
This is what Robert Greene says:
When leaders fail to establish these twin pillars of authority—vision and empathy—what
often happens is the following: Those in the group feel the disconnect and distance between
them and leadership.
They know that deep down they are viewed as replaceable pawns.
And so, in subtle ways, they begin to feel resentful and to lose respect. They listen less
attentively to what such leaders say.

… And On Tough HR Decisions
Needless to say, not everyone deserves your love and not everyone deserves to be in your team.
Emotional intelligence also allows you to “see” who are the people who are spreading rumors,
discontent and generally poisoning the environment.
It allows you to see the power dynamics in your tribe and the power moves that can be used against
you by conniving completists.
Emotional intelligence allows you to know when it’s time to use force and prune your beautiful trees
by the bad apples that threaten to spoil the bunch.
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Then once you know, act forcefully and swiftly.
As I often repeat on this website, there can be no love without the capacity of facing evil.

SUMMARY
Emotional intelligence is crucial for leadership because leadership, ultimately, rests on the people to
choose you, and support you as their leader.
But you must not confuse “emotionally intelligent” with touchy-feely. Or with “paralyzed” by what
others think and feel.
Emotionally intelligent leaders do care about the people around them.
But they also have a deep understanding of how to get the most from them and when it’s time for
forceful actions.
And that’s what emotional intelligence is about: understanding people, caring, and leveraging that
knowledge and love to doggedly pursue the best course of action.
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The #1 Way to Stay in Power
March 28, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Getting into a leadership position can be difficult.
But what’s even more difficult, as history has proven over and over again, is keeping that power in
the long run.
Power indeed often rests on shaky foundations: people want you there, but they also resent your
power.
But by the end of this article, you will know how to keep power over the long haul.
Contents
The Ambivalence of Power
Entitlement to Power Is Leaders’ Biggest Mistake
You Keep Power When People Want You With Power
How Great Leader Hold to Power
SUMMARY

The Ambivalence of Power
The main reason why power rests on shaky foundations is because of people’s inherent ambivalence
towards people.
People:
Want a leader, but also want freedom
Need a guide, but like to believe they don’t need anyone
Love looking up to someone better, but secretly resent them for making them feel inferior
Say they want a friendly leader, but will lose all respect for a leader who can’t lead
Respect and fear strong leader, but secretly want to kill a leader who makes them feel
insignificant
Like to dream of being as rich and powerful as the leader, but are deeply jealous of him
When things go badly, the same people who came to give you the crown will now come clamoring
for your head.
In the past, heads have been rolling literally.
And executions were big public celebrations:
Note: Staying power with gullible subjects is easier
Notice how sis charisma still gets through the sheep, even when those sheep were there to see him
die. If you’re leading gullible people, staying in power is easier.
It’s when you’re leading more intelligent and/or people more at your level that it gets more difficult.
Heads roll more seldom these days, but don’t think it’s any easier to stay in power.
We’re exactly the same people as centuries ago indeed, and we can see the same pleasure of seeing
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our leaders crumble whenever a big-name politician loses a major election, or whenever a new big
scandal hits the news.
The pleasure, of course, is double when the one who fell was a bad leader, like with Theranos’
Elizabeth Holmes.
Then we can all bask together in the crowd’s animal spirit, taking our sweet revenge on those who
got all the leadership perks, but eventually betrayed us.
However, often you don’t need terrible leadership to lose your power.
That ambivalence can be easily tipped towards the negative even with average or, sometimes, even
with good leadership.
From a social dynamics point of view, the change from support to resentment can be swift and
sudden. And it catches most leaders off guard.

Leaders Only See The (Positive) Tip of The Iceberg
Most leaders fail to see the ambivalence of leadership for three reasons:
1. They are not emotionally intelligent leaders and miss the signs
2. They haven’t taken the time to study and understand social and power dynamics
3. People simply hide their negative feelings
Leaders mostly see the hand-clapping, the babies handed to them for kisses and pictures, the
smiles…
And until the tipping point is about to reach many leaders fail to read the changing times, possibly
unconsciously trying to cling to the status quote.
He dismisses the backhanded compliments of the frenemies, the slight disrespect, the passive
aggression.
And he focuses on brown nosers, cronies and the many sycophants who fail to see the end nearing.
But what is it that causes leaders to lose the goodwill of the people they lead?

Entitlement to Power Is Leaders’ Biggest Mistake
Some people say that power corrupts, while some others disagree.
I think we have ample evidence that power can corrupt. Or, at least, make easily-corruptible people
worst.
History has shown it to us more times than we can count.
Leaders get power, maybe through fully legitimate elections.
And they soon forget they weren’t bestowed power by birthright, that they are not there to enjoy
fame, fortunes and the trappings of power but that they are there to lead.
And to lead means to move people and the organization towards a better future.
Instead, they get used to the power, to the attention, to the spotlight and to the trappings of leadership.
This is entitlement kicking in.
And albeit entitlement coupled with strong and forceful action can be helpful in quickly climbing
dominance hierarchies, entitlement almost always loses you the people’s goodwill which, in turn,
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makes it hard to keep your power -at least legitimately-.
An important caveat indeed is that the people’s goodwill might not matter much in dictatorships.
Dictatorships follow different rules. But since most readers are thankfully living in more or less
democratic countries, we are talking about non-dictatorial power here.
And in any democratic organization and in most groups, leaders and politicians can be voted out.
And leaders are often voted out, independently of their results, simply based on how much
people like them (or dislike them).
I have witnessed a politician after the other having fallen prey of entitlement and got the boot because
of hubris.
Some examples:
Matteo Renzi: called a referendum to transform Italy into a presidential system, got the boot
because people resented he wanted “king’s powers”. And he was doing a great job with the
economy.
Nicolas Sarkozy: was seen a bit too chummy spending time on the yachts of the ultra-rich,
people felt he had lost touch with, well… The people who vote. Got booted out.
Emmanuel Macron: this guy made more power mistakes than I can count. See Macron VS
Trump, Macron is Trump’s bitch, and Macron makes people resentful
I list some famous people here so you can check them.
But you don’t need to be a president to fall for the “power’s entitlement trap”. Any position of
power, even among your friends, carries the same risks.
The general rule is this: the more you start acting like a king who’s above everyone else, and the
more people will come to resent you.
And it those resentful people can vote, join forces, or find the power to boot you, they will gladly do
so.

Entitled Leaders Are Poor Leaders
Even if elections weren’t a problem, the results almost always suffer when leaders become entitled
and egotistic.
Entitled leaders grow and ego and close off and new ideas.
It’s similar to the effect of a fixed mindset, and they see any bad news as a sign of dissent and an
affront to their power and authority.
People sense when that happens and they start disliking their leaders.
This is what happened to French president Nicolas Sarkozi, Matteo Renzi in Italy and, recently,
Emanuel Macron who saw one of the biggest street protests to rock the Western streets in modern
times.
This was a very telling video of Macron’s increasing entitlement and “power haze”:
He was right in demanding more respect from the snotty kid, but the way he did it, it deeply reeked of
entitlement and a huge ego.
People feel their leaders’ ego ballooning and they wonder whether they are in charge to feed their
own ego or to lead them.
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When that happens, respect dwindles and goodwill disappears. The disconnect grows and resentment
also grows.
In the worst cases, leaders who can manage to cling to power in the face of growing push-backs
become paranoid.
They spend all their time and energies to fend off enemies, whether they are real or imagined.
This is what happened with Richard Nixon and this is what’s happening with Donald Trump (also
read: The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump).
When things get even worst, delusional leaders cling to power as they destroy organizations or whole
countries, as it was the case with Muammar Gaddafi.
In Eleven Rings, Phil Jackson says he once told a power-hungry but not yet ready to lead Kobe
Bryant:
You can’t be captain when nobody wants to follow you
How true.
Leaders can get a bit more mileage out of followers who don’t fall anymore because tehy are already
in power.
But when your followers don’t follow to you anymore, then it’s either you let the tanks roll, or
your grip to power starts getting shaky.
Also read:
How to overcome entitlement

Letting the Tanks Roll
I will eventually make an article for despots only.
But it bears repeating again: sadly for the population, the rules change for leaders that have access to
the military.
Hated, selfish, and sociopathic leaders can remain in power if they pay the military well, and if they
secure the generals’ support (De Mesquita, 2011).
Great picture. But, ultimately, the tanks did score their win for the regime
But you don’t necessarily need the military to remain in power as long as you got a way of harming
your followers.
A bad boss who can fire his employee will still remain in power as long as he can keep his team
divided (divide and stay in power).
Hopefully, though, you will at keeping power because the people want you there.
As we’ve already mentioned, it’s usually better fo all. And it’s doable. If you put your effort into
charming your followers and doing well for the team, everyone will win -and you will get to keep the
power-.

You Keep Power When People Want You With Power
Great leaders know that, ultimately, their power rests with their followers.
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And you must earn their trust by delivering, improving their lots and staying true to your values and
ideals.
And, ultimately, by showing the way on how to be high-quality person with your own personality.
Great leaders also know that as much as they will stay in power as long as people want them in
power, they can also increase their power by increasing their goodwill with the people.
When leaders take their leadership position as a responsibility to carry their people forward, they
build goodwill.
And when hardships strike, people will keep supporting the leaders they love.
They might even take up arms for the leaders they love.
Writes Robert Greene in The Laws of Human Nature:
(us as leaders) must realize that we are actually in a weak position, and we must struggle to
adopt the opposite attitude: We expect nothing from the people around us, from those whom
we lead.
We are not defensive or sitting back but completely active—everything we get from others,
and most definitely their respect, must be earned. We have to continually prove ourselves.
We have to show that our primary consideration is not ourselves and our sensitive egos but
the welfare of the group.
(…)
With such an attitude, we will notice a very different effect. People will open themselves to
our influence; as we move toward them, they move toward us. They want to win our
approval and respect. With such an emotional connection, we are more easily forgiven for
mistakes.
And says Simon Sinek in Leaders Eat Last:
The true price of leadership is the willingness to place the needs of others above your own.
Great leaders truly care about those they are privileged to lead and understand that the true
cost of the leadership privilege comes at the expense of self-interest.
“Privileged to lead”, that’s the key mindset difference between entitled leaders and leaders who build
goodwill, are loved by their people and stay in leadership positions for the long haul.
Leaders depend on those whom they lead
In this regard, a leader-group relationship is not that different from a person to person relationship.
If you show empathy, respect, care and love for the group you lead, you will receive respect, care and
love back.
And with that, also the guarantee that you will stay in power for the foreseeable future.

How Great Leader Hold to Power
On top of the core pillars that we already saw in the overview of social power, this is what the most
beloved leaders do:
Lead From The Front
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Leaders work harder than everyone else.
And marketing-savvy leaders show themselves working harder than everyone else, too.
July 1937 –. Image by © Bettmann/CORBIS
Benito Mussolini genius propaganda was one of the first examples of great use of mass media to
influence the public.
By showing himself working hard people could look up to him without feeling jealous and resentful
for his position: he was earning his stripes (or so it looked, at least).
Take Responsibility
As Willink and Babin explain in Extreme Ownership, leaders take responsibility for whatever
happens in their group and within their mission.
If things go south, leaders shoulder the blame.
Leaders who shoulder the blame hold up to the unwritten leadership contract: I get the trappings of
power, but also shield you from blame and troubles (as much as possible).
And if things go well, they pass the credit.
Walk The Talk
We live in a world -or perhaps we’ve always lived in a world- where facts randomly follow promises.
Duplicitous marketing slogans oversell mediocre products and politicians who promise change and
better times often only deliver for their cronies.
But that’s a great opportunity for enlightened leaders to distinguish themselves and causing major
upsets even among better-funded competitors.
That’s who Sanders was able to pull the offsets that he’s pulled against the more established Hillary
Clinton:
Hillary’s Clinton coarse voice BTW is one of the reasons she has lots.
Know the psychology of leadership
This post on leadership’s psychology is by far the best overview of leadership’s psychology and
group-psychology you can get.
Study it if you want to be a leader one day (or if you are already one).

SUMMARY
This article showed you that great leadership keeps power because people want great leaders in
power.
There are different ways to maintain power, and this article focused on the positive aspect of
keeping power: doing a great job as a leader.
This article also stated that power can corrupt.
And the more it corrupts you, the worst leader you become and the harder it is to remain in power.
It’s your duty as a leader to develop the mental checks-and-balances that make sure you stay
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grounded and never forget that good leadership is, ultimately, about responsibility.
Never grow entitled to power: that’s the easiest way to make people resent you and force you out of
office.
You must earn the trust and love of the people you lead and always remind yourself that you are there
to serve.
That’s the mindset that will bring you love, fame and long-lasting power (and, incidentally, also
make for a better world).
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5 Toxic Pick-Up Artist Mindsets You Must Avoid
April 3, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Toxic masculinity is a loose concept and definition encompassing all individuals and arguments who
seek to justify and legitimize male’s (purportedly) dominant position in society.
Toxic masculinity has also taken a larger scope and it has been associated with the worst
stereotypical male traits which include expressions of violence, aggression, emotional distance, and
dominance.
By the end of this article, you will know what toxic masculinity really is and what mindsets men
should distance themselves from.
Contents
A Brief History of Toxic Masculinity
Toxic Masculinity Definition
How Toxic Masculinity Hides
#1. Need Her Less
#2. Girls Are Silly And Cute
#3. Women Always Cheat
#4. Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks (So: “NEVER Invest”)
#5. Toxic Tribe Mentality (The “PUA-Lair”)
SUMMARY

A Brief History of Toxic Masculinity
Toxic masculinity is the digital-age popularization of an older sociological theory.
The theory, going by the name of “hegemonic masculinity” in scholar circles, postulates that (some)
men actively seek to perpetuate their dominant role in society. In their effort to defend their unfair
privileges, men restrain women’s rights and keep them subjugated.
“Hegemonic masculinity” is a term coined by fellow sociologist Raewyn Connell.
Connell, a transexual woman and an exponent of the Australian “New Left” movement, has long
fought in feminist movements.
Her theory of hegemonic masculinity is based on the theories of classes power struggles of my fellow
countryman (and not-fellow Marxist) Antonio Gramsci.
Alright… Now, why does this background matter?
It’s for a simple reason: the term and theory of toxic masculinity have their roots in feminist and leftwing circles.
And today toxic masculinity has been identified as feminist and left-wing.
And that’s a pity.
It’s a pity because toxic masculinity is not an invention of politically-motivated fringe groups.
Toxic masculinity, same as toxic feminism for women, is real, is harmful, and it’s poisoning many
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men’s minds.

Toxic Masculinity Definition
In this definition of toxic masculinity, I want to break away from leftist and feminist movements and
embrace a politically neutral, gender-neutral definition.
I will define toxic masculinity as:
Any theory, mindset, philosophy or advice which promotes, directly or indirectly, hatred,
misogyny, or predatory and abusive behavior.
Toxic masculinity promotes bitterness, a black and white vision of the world, and “in-group VS
outgroup” social dynamics.
Among the consequences of toxic masculinity are poor mental health, poor intimate relationships,
and a bellicose attitude towards women and “non-members of the tribe”.
Instead of looking at toxic masculinity as the sign of men battling to keep their dominance, my
definition equates toxic masculinity with bitterness and what I refer to as “low-quality men“.
The high-quality man approach to masculinity is different. The difference is that high-quality leaders
don’t need to battle to be the leader of their relationships.
They naturally are. And people want them there.
In this definition, a man who does not believe in the usefulness of gender equality is not necessarily
part of a “toxic culture of masculinity”.

Toxic Masculinity as Overreaction to “Male Shaming”?
Millennia of pain and abuse… All your fault, man!
I can understand why manosphere blogs and communities such as The Red Pill, which in turn have
become breeding ground for toxic masculinity, have become so popular.
Feminism has done great things and female emancipation was long overdue.
Yet, at times, the feminist movement found its reason to be against men.
Especially, of course, white men.
“Men VS women” has indeed sadly become one of the main narratives of our divided society.
And in a world that has become so polarized, we desperately need politiques who stand in the middle
and build bridges.
Building bridges, in my opinion, is also done by exposing the toxic shortcoming in “one’s own
camp”.
Men criticizing feminism indeed have limited credibility (same for
feminists criticizing “toxic masculinity” and “patriarchy”).
And as a white man myself, I would have little credibility in pointing out the emptiness of extreme
feminism.
I think that’s best done by other female authors (read “Men on Strike: Why Men Are Boycotting
Marriage“, as an example).
And that’s why my contribution to the discourse is different.
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A Voice for Reality-Based Win-Win
My main contribution can only come from highlighting the aspects of toxic masculinity.
Not as a man who sympathizes with feminists and not as a man who feels guilty about being a man
(fuck that mentality).
But as a guy who looks beyond gender divides.
I personally have little patience for anyone who finds their reason to be in attacking and vilifying
others.
I have no sympathy for extremist feminists, “patriarchy conspiracists”, “limousine liberals” and
“guilt-ridden white men
This post is for men (and women) who want to develop themselves into high-quality men (and
women) and who believe that “against” is a meaningless, sub-par, and undeserving approach to life.
As corny as it might sound, building bridges is superior to tearing each others apart.

We Live In A Divisive Society
If you look at the debate between Jordan Peterson, author Peterson, author of 12 Rules For Life, “VS”
Caty Newman, you will realize how divisive our society is.
Peterson talks from a point of view of reason and data.
He does not stand against women, men, or trans.
But the simple fact the debate was framed as “feminist VS male-right defender” says a lot about the toxic
and divisive culture we’re living in.

How Toxic Masculinity Hides
Toxic masculinity, the same as extremist feminism, rarely comes out saying the harsh truths.
You’ll never hear anyone saying:
“I hate women”
Or:
“I feel inferior, so I seek protection among other men and together we can feel better by
vilifying women”
Instead, it hides behind (slightly) higher ideals and values.
It hides behind the ruse of “seeking the truth”, “male self-development” or “defending men’s rights
for a fairer society”.
It’s behind those fronts that toxic masculinity festers and proselytize.
This is normal: everywhere and anywhere humans have a tendency to hide their darkest drives and
fears behind bigger ideals.
And that’s why we need a deeper analysis to separate the good advice from the toxic ones.
The 5 entries below show how seemingly benign advice and mindsets actually hide very toxic
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mindsets.
For a quicker consumption: in green is the ruse, such as how authors and thought leaders hide their
message behind positive ideals.
In red is what it really means and what the consequences actually are.

#1. Need Her Less
Ruse: high-quality men are leaders, and to remain the leader of the relationship, you must need
her less. And she’ll like you more for it.
Toxic masculinity translation = relationships are power struggles and we must win them
Needing your partner less is very common dating advice in both male and female dating literature.
It’s poor advice, but there is a backdrop of truth when it comes to power dynamics both in dating and
negotiating.
Needing a deal -or a person- less than the other party is one of the basics rules of negotiation.
This is what Trump refers to when he says to “always being ready to walk off the negotiation table”
in “The Art of The Deal“.
And this is why any good book on negotiation recommends the readers to look for as many
alternatives as they can (Ury and Fisher in Getting to Yes call it “BATNA”: “Best Alternative to a Negotiated
Agreement”).
So if you approach negotiations -and relationships- with a mindset of who’s got more power, then
yes, the party who needs the other the least, has more power.
But what’s the problem with that?
Everything!
To begin with, approaching negotiations with the idea of overpowering your “opponent” most often
leads to poor results (Chris Voss, “Never Split The Difference“).
And many pieces of research and studies have shown that concessions and a win-win attitude actually
helps to achieve better results (Stephen Covey made “win-win” one of his key habits in his bestselling “7 Habits of
Highly Effective People“).

And guess what?
This is all the more true in relationships!

Why “Need Her Less” is Toxic Mindset
Just think about it.
When you approach a relationship with the idea of “needing her less”, are you more likely to give,
support her and create a nurturing and positive relationship, or are you more likely to take away,
always be on guard and create a toxic relationship?
Of course, it’s the latter!
Let’s not dance around it.
Men who focus on “needing her less” have sh*tty relationships.
I’ll tell you more: men who focus on “needing her less” are, often, not simply low-quality men but
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also abusive men (also read Lundy Bancroft’s bible on abusive men “Why Does He Do That” and Patricia Evan’s
excellent work “Controlling People” for the psychology of power hungry and controlling individuals).
Think about, how is a man who approaches relationships thinking that “he has to need her less” likely
to act?
He is likely to act in the following ways:
“Encourage” her to stay her home
Discourage her to grow and improve
Keep her one down (see examples of one-downs here)
Social climb her trying to appear “better than her”
Keep her away from other “options & threats” (overjealous boyfriends)
It’s pretty clear that these are low-quality behavior, right?
And albeit they don’t all start with a “need her less mindset”, a “need her less mindset” often does
lead to these behaviors.

“Need Her Less” Stems From Fear
Approaching relationships with the idea of “needing her less” is also a defensive mindset.
It’s the defensive mindset of the man who’s afraid of getting hurt and strikes pre-emptively because
he’s afraid of not being enough to be the leader of that relationship.
And a defensive mindset communicates the same that defensive body language communicates: fear.
“need her less” is the pre-emptive strike approach of the fearful boy
Intimate relationships are one of those realms where some vulnerability can help (up to a certain
point, also read: vulnerability is not power).
Better Approach:
Develop yourself into a man with many options. Absolutely. In everything in life.
But do not approach your intimate relationships with the main focus of “needing her less”.
Even if you stay away from the most extreme cases of abusive relationships, by its very nature this
mindset makes your relationships -and your life- worse off and less fulfilling.
Instead of focusing on needing her less, make her want you more
Also read:
How to maintain power and attraction in relationships
Relationship power dynamics 101

#2. Girls Are Silly And Cute
Ruse: High-quality men know that what all women crave is a powerful man who makes them
feel silly and cute
Toxic masculinity translation = men are intelligent and powerful; women are intellectually
inferior
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This was a popular mantra at the beginning of the pick-up community (read “The Game” and “The
Mystery Method“).
But it’s still going strong today.
Even one of the dating coaches I recommend, Chase Amante the author of Girl’s Chase and One
Date, espouses this mindset.
Again, there is a backdrop of truth.
It’s true that most “strong-looking women” will mellow and act much “girlier” with stronger men
who dominate their relationships.
But that doesn’t mean said girls are generally “silly and cute”.
Without sugar coating it, this mantra is quite meaningless.
Many girls aren’t silly, many girls aren’t cute and some girls are just awesome without being silly
and cute.
So why do men tell themselves that women are silly and cute?
Because they need a crutch.
It works like this:
I’m afraid of approaching a girl, but I tell myself she’s just cute and funny maybe it’s easier.
It will hurt if I get rejected, but if I tell myself girls are silly then it’s better
I feel inferior so I tell myself that girls are below me to make me feel better
But hey, if “girls are silly and cute” can help you for a while, that’s all good.
But I don’t think it really helps you much.
It’s because it seeks to address the consequences of the issues instead of fixing the root causes.
A man who’s developed strong internal confidence and, most of all, an antifragile ego, doesn’t need
to push women down to give himself courage.
And I think that whenever you can choose, you’re always better off staring at the truth rather than
seeking refuge in “your own reality” (also read: Principles by Ray Dalio and The 50th Law, both texts stressing the
importance of focusing on reality).
Real power is starting naked a reality. Even when it hurts. Especially when it hurts
And, finally, if you think women are silly and cute, what kind of woman are you likely to find?
A high-quality, go-getter, smart professional?
Or a silly and cute one waiting for your handouts?

#3. Women Always Cheat
Ruse: Men must know that a woman will never be “his”. Red-pilled men know that women are
not into “you” but simply seeking the best man they can get
Toxic masculinity translation = men have values and ideals; women have no ethics morals
|Source=selbst fotografiert. Originally from [http://de.wikipedia.org de.wikipedia]
In Red-Pill parlance, this becomes “women are hypergamous“.
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Which is true.
And so are men.
Hypergamy is nothing but the innate tendency of maximizing returns. Both genders have it.
As a matter of fact, all forms of life have it. We just happen to express it differently.
As a very general rule of thumb:
Male hypergamy seeks to amass resources to exchange them for sex
Female hypergamy seeks to maximize attractiveness to exchange youth and beauty for
resources
But many manosphere and red-pill communities don’t look at the whole spectrum.
They only focus on the female side of hypergamy.
Toxic masculinity indeed exploits the ruse of female hypergamy to vilify women and to justify their
own personal grudges against women.

The Truth of Female Hypergamy

The idea behind the much-vaunted “female hypergamy” is that women will drop men at the drop of a
hat because all they care of is securing the best man they can get.
For the sake of clarity, women do are more ruthless than men when it comes to dating.
Studies and researches show that women are actually less romantic than men and more pragmatic.
I speculate that this is likely because:
1. Women have a shorter reproductive span
2. Women need more help and support with child reading
Basically, it’s biological differences which require women to be more pragmatic and “ruthless”.
A woman mindset tends to be more like this:
Are you committing and delivering?
No?
Then make space for someone who will.
See you.
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And in a way, that’s good.
Women should be more ruthless and pragmatic for the good of the specie and for the children.

Female Hypergamy As Sign of Quality Woman
Just think about it:
what type of woman would not care at all if her man is poor, unreliable, and generally low quality?
It’s a low-quality woman of course and a terrible mother!
A certain amount of hypergamy indeed is a signal of quality, both in men and in women.

Hypergamy Complaints Are Motivated by Fear
But of course, toxic masculinity doesn’t see the need behind the woman’s actions.
They see the affront.
They see the danger.
They see the possibility that a woman might prefer another man. Maybe a better man! Ouch!
And instead of working on themselves, they choose to lash out.

#4. Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks (So: “NEVER Invest”)
Ruse: Low-quality men have to pay their difference into bedding a woman. High-quality men
don’t have to because they’re enough
Toxic masculinity translation = alphaness is expressed through multiple sexual partners that
men should never share resources with
Again, there is a backdrop of truth in this one as well.
There are plenty of men who chase women the wrong way and who use investment and money to
make up for a lack of personal value (this is why I tell women not to focus on making men chase BTW: because only
the poor quality ones will do).
Here is an example:
Of course, as for the previous signs, toxic masculinity takes a principle that applies on some
occasions and makes it a black and white principle, generalized to all situations and taken to the
extreme.
But what’s toxic here is not so much so that the principle, generally applied, is wrong (see examples
in lovers VS providers), but that it’s used as a tool for hatred and ego massaging.
This is indeed what I call “alpha posturing“.
Such as: I accuse other men of being “betas”, so that I can feel better by comparison.
Basically it works like this:
The more I can point fingers to some losers, the more I can feel better about myself (and
hopefully others will believe me)
Of course, the “losers” are often strawmen with exaggerated traits (or the accusers take extra care of
exaggerating those “beta” traits).
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Why?
Because, psychologically, the bigger the distance he can put between himself and the “beta”, the
better he can feel about himself.
Of course, to the alpha posturing man it matters little that he is probably not getting laid that often
himself, or that he’s in rather unfulfilling relationships.
What really matters is that he can prop up his ego to feel better in the short run.
This, my friend, is an ego fix. It’s mentally rather unhealthy and it’s one of the reasons why alpha
male posturing is a form of emotional addiction.

#5. Toxic Tribe Mentality (The “PUA-Lair”)
Ruse: We form communities to learn, improve and support each other. We bond in good spirit
and have a great atmosphere going on
Toxic masculinity translation = We feel great together by tearing apart those who don’t
belong within “us”. Being part of a group covers my insecurities.
And those who criticize us, especially if females, we gang up on them
Finally, one of the worst emblems of toxic masculinity is the “tribe mentality”.
It’s the congregation of men around strong values and ideals (some good, some others toxic) who
makes it all too easy to build an enemy represented by “those outside of the tribe” and, of course, the
women.
It might seem a stretch to you, but this is the same in-group and out-group dynamics which have been
the basis and backbone of most of the world wars, atrocities and our most shameful moments of
shared history.
This isn’t just true for men, of course, this is the same for toxic feminism.
And it’s the reason why to me feminism and toxic masculinity are both strands of the same toxic
mindsets.
I will write more about it because this is crucial, but it’s something I already talked about when
reviewing toxic masculinity and toxic feminist books such as:
The Way of Men
Lean In
Tribe by Sebastian Junger
The only group you belong to is that of the human race. Anything less is backward,
and far too dangerous
-Robert Greene

SUMMARY
Alright, we’ve covered some ground here.
This was a mixed post of theory plus practice.
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First, we reviewed toxic masculinity (the theory).
Second, we got into the mindset that you must avoid (the practical side).
I want to highlight again that this is not an attack on the manosphere as a whole.
There are plenty of good ideas there and plenty of cool guys.
There are also many readers of manosphere blogs and communities who read here.
And I am very happy about that:
From a YouTube comment on the video
Every time one guy realizes he was going down the wrong path and changes course, the world just
got a bit better.
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Elon Musk: The Emotional Idiocy of A Genius
April 8, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
In this article, we analyze Elon Musk.
More specifically:
Elon Musk emotional intelligence
Elon Musk social skills
Elon Musk leadership skills
Contents
Elon Musk Relationship
Talulah Riley Power Games
Elon Musk Social Intelligence
Elon Musk Leadership
Elon Musk Body Language
Is Elon Musk Autistic?
Summary

Elon Musk Relationship
For the sake of this article, I will analyze two videos of Elon Musk’s relationship with his ex-wife
and actress Talulah Riley.
Look at this first video:
Quite a brutal treatment, eh?
If you can spot the brutal treatment, you are already 10x smarter than Elon Musk when it comes to
EQ :).
We might go as far as to say that she goes the extra mile in an effort to emasculate him.
However, what’s equally disturbing, is how he both fails to do anything about it, and how he seems
not to even notice what’s happening.
The moment in which he says “really” is especially telling about Elon Musks emotional intelligence.
Talulah: Alright, I’m getting on a plane to England and I’m n ever gonna see him again
(she said it jokingly, albeit it’s still an obvious power move)
Elon Musk: Really?
Everyone with EQ above 0: face palm
In this other video, she goes down even harder on him (is that even possible? Seems so):
Again, Elon Musk fails to do anything about it. We don’t know for sure that he failed to understand
how rude she is being, but social intelligence is also the capacity of acting on disrespect, and he
obviously fails there.
And the fact that they stayed together for so long also leads me to believe that no, he didn’t even see
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the power moves for what they really were: emotional abuse.
Since Elon Musk doesn’t attack back this is not a combative relationship. Not because it’s a good
relationship, quite the opposite: this is a highly toxic relationship.
But because, Elon Musk being non-reactive, he is simply a punching bag for her aggression.
Not an enviable position to be in, is it :).

Talulah Riley Power Games
Clearly, she is engaging in relationship power moves and trying to position herself as the prize of the
relationship.
If she is successful in keeping him down and lowering his self-esteem, she will always have him
prove himself to her and try to “win her back”.
That way, she can hold him like a puppet on a leash.
I have not met them in person and I have not seen all footage available and read all the resources on
the two of them. But since they stayed together for so long, she might as well as have been
successful.
You can read a deeper analysis (and comment) on the forum:
Talulah Riley manipulation of Elon Musk
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Power or Low Self-Esteem?
As I explain in the video, Talulah’s abusive power games might also be the consequence of her low
self-esteem and a consequence of her not feeling good enough for him.
Bringing him down is then her way of rebalancing the relationship and feeling more secure in it.
That might be one explanation.
If that’s the case, it’s also partly because Elon Musk never communicated other -or made her feellike she is with her for more than just a pretty face or a pair of perky books (something I talk about in
“common communication mistakes men make in relationships“).
But it might also be she’s plainly a low-quality woman and/or hell-bent in overpowering him.
It’s a minority, but there are a few women who take pleasure in shaming their partners (I once had a
girl hug me and tell me she was getting wet… In front of her boyfriend. Talking about awkward).
I cannot say from here for sure why she does it.
But for sure she is engaging in nasty power moves, one-upping and, even more often, put-downs.
And why she does it, in a way, is a moot point.
She does, and Elon Musk does not see it. And does not do a thing about it.

Elon Musk Relationship Leadership
Look at this scene:
She wants to stay while Musk clearly wants to move away.
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Musk doesn’t have the courage, strength, or leadership to influence her decision in any way.
And she obviously does not care enough to accommodate his husband. It might even be the case that
she is doing it on purpose (making someone wait is, of course, another power move).
So what does he do, finally?
He walks away by himself.
Some people on that video commented that it was cool and showed strength.
Well, some people don’t understand power dynamics any better than Elon Musk does :).
No, it doesn’t show strength.
It’s very un-leader like instead and very puerile.
If a more socially powerful individual had been in Musk’s position, he would have likely walked over
to her and warmly but resolutely told her it was time to go.
Without being overbearing or aggressive, but he would have made it clear that it was enough and he
was done waiting.
Only after her possible (but unlikely) refusal, he would have walked away (and then again, if that
scene had repeated a few times, he might have walked away for good at that point).

She Is In Charge
The scene above also suggests that it’s Talula Riley the one with more power in the relationship (or at
least, she is the one with more power in that clip).
If Elon Musk had been in charge of the relationship, she would have most likely conformed to his
will.
Maybe she would have asked to spend some more time taking pictures, but for sure she would not
have ignored him, stepped away from him and let him wait the way she did.
That was quite disrespectful.
And usually, followers, submissive women and good relationship partners are not disrespectful to
their men.
Or at least, not for long…

Elon Musk Social Intelligence
Elon Musk not only does not bond and connect with people -which few do anyway-, but fails to
understand people and social dynamics at their very basic.
That becomes especially obvious when Musk tries to make some joke. He is not good at
communicating that he is joking, which sometimes leads to his jokes falling flat.
And it becomes especially painful when people try to joke with him, as he fails to read nonverbal
cues and cannot tell apart irony from serious conversation.
Here is an example:
“I’m trying to do useful things”. Evidently, bantering with the host was not “useful” enough to
engage in for Elon Musk, LOL ?
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Elon Musk Leadership
We already saw Elon Musk lacking in relationship leadership. And, as we might expect, he does not
shine when it comes to people’s leadership in general.
Look at this scene here:
The speaker at the event is as socially challenged as Musk is.
But unlike Musk, he also seems to be quite irrational and might have some other issues going on.
To any leader with a bit of emotional intelligence, it would have become obvious within the first 20
seconds that his task was to curtail the crazy speaker and let him down as easily as possible
(enlightened social power is about caring for the people around, as Simon Sinek also acknowledges).
But Elon Musk does the opposite of what a good and strong leader would do.
He:
1. Vacillates first
2. Then brutally drops him
Sure the man was being idiotic, but that doesn’t mean Elon Musk could not have treated him with
some heart and helped him save face (as Carnegie recommends in How to Win Friend and Influence
People).
That would have taken some social finessing though, and by now it’s obvious that you can’t expect
any social finesse from Elon Musk :).

Elon Musk Body Language
As you would expect, Elon Musk body language is rather poor.
First of all, he walks with a slight hunchback, which is far from ideal.
He also:
Nods too often and too quickly
Looks down for too long
Constantly crosses his arms
You would at least expect that someone who has been called a genius more time than Einstein
(Einstein also emotionally clueless BTW) probably would talk well and sound smart.
Instead, he uses a ton of filler words which make him sound insecure and far less intelligent than he
actually is.
Also read:
Verbal signs of submissiveness

Is Elon Musk Autistic?
Watching a few of Elon Musks’ video I had to wonder if he might have been autistic and if he might
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have Asperger syndrome.
However, albeit I have done it previously for Trump and anti-social personality disorder, I will not
engage here in “digital diagnosis” (The Goldwater rule also discourages any psychologist to make a
diagnosis from afar).
Therefore, I cannot be sure, cannot judge, and don’t want to judge whether Elon Musk is AS or where
he places on the autism spectrum.
Also because, frankly, it would just be a label that would not add anything to this analysis.
It is pretty obvious that Elon Musk cannot relate well with people and has impaired social abilities.

Summary
For all his billions, vaunted intelligence and “genius status”, Elon Musk is emotionally challenged.
His former business partner Peter Tiel says in Zero to One that Elon Musk is a master salesman.
Honestly, I struggle to see how that’s possible.
Salesmanship requires emotional intelligence and social skills, and I fail to see how Musk could ace it
with people (and I think you do as well, by now).
With Elon Musk it’s not just about “geeky”, submissive or lacking confidence.
He genuinely seems not to understand basic social cues.
Lemme finish with a quick note: this is not an attack on Elon Musk. He seems a good person and I
am grateful we have people like Elon Musk in this world.
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Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses
April 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Marrying femininity and leadership is not easy.
And being a strong, powerful woman while also remaining feminine, well-liked, and, why not,
successful at dating and relationships, is even more difficult.
But alas, difficulties also present the biggest opportunities for those elected few who manage to crack
the code.
This article teaches you the science and psychology of being a powerful woman while also remaining
feminine, attractive, and well-liked.
Contents
The Science of The “Female Leader Curse”
#1. Lead For An Ideal, For People Or A Bigger Goal
#2. Use “We” Frames To Avoid Being Overly Ambitious
#3. Make Use of Indirect Forms of Dominance
#4. Use Democratic Style of Leadership
#5. Offset Power With Stereotypically Feminine Qualities
#6. Offset Power With Hyper-Femininity
#7. Pursue More Typically-Female Careers
#8. Combine Warmth With Power
Is The Female Leadership Curse Cultural or Inborn?
SUMMARY

The Science of The “Female Leader Curse”
Research has spoken loud and plenty:
Most women pay a social price for their power and leadership positions.
By “social price” I refer here as to being disliked for carrying herself with power and confidence.
And, possibly, socially marginalized and excluded.
In the workplace, that might mean being passed up for promotions. In politics, that could mean not
getting elected. And in dating, that could mean being passed up for the more submissive woman.
The female leader’s curse applies without women having to do anything.
Indeed research shows that when students read the exact same description of a male and female
leader, they ended up liking the male leader but disliking the female one… For the simple fact of
being a woman.
Of course, there are also studies to the contrary.
But there are almost always studies to the contrary. And, in this case, the overall trend is clear.
When it comes to female leadership, the body of research overwhelmingly points to women facing
more or less strong social backlash when they pursue power and/or when they display
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dominant traits (see for example the findings of researchers Madeline Heilman and Susan Fiske).
Women who pursue power are not liked across the board.
Including by other women and, albeit they might deny it, it also applies to liberal men.
See here Obama leveraging the “likability” issue against Clinton:
Obama: You are likable “enough”
With that power move, Obama effectively makes Clinton’s likability an issue, and calls it into
question.

Female Leadership Curse & Politics
The 2016 US election also provides supporting evidence for the female leadership curse.
When did Hilary Clinton’s ratings drop?
Hillary Clinton’s rating dropped precipitously the moment she announced her candidacy for
the presidency.
Correlation is not causation, but we can probably guess here that Hillary became “unlikable” the
moment she decided to go for the top leadership position.

Female Leadership Curse & Dating
There is little research into female power, dominance, and dating success.
Luckily, we have enough experience there.
And we can also use evolutionary psychology here to provide us with answers.
Evolutionary psychology tells us that while men have a bias towards quantity, women prefer “better”
partners (female hypergamy).
The consequence, of course, is that men do indeed fear -or “are intimidated”- of women who are
“more than they are”.
It’s a rational choice: women who are better than they are are far less likely to accept them, like them,
respect them, or stay with them (and more likely to cheat).
In a nutshell: powerful, ambitious, and dominant women are less attractive for most men than less
powerful, ambitious, and dominant ones.

The Power-Charm Trade-Off
Some women might say
“to hell being liked, I don’t care about a few bigots, I’ll go for power and make them all
jealous with my success”.
Most of the times it doesn’t work that way though.
To begin with, most of us suffer when we are harshly criticized and most people dislike us.
The second problem is in actual power.
Women who go for authoritarian and more typically male styles of power lose all or almost all of
their charming power and seductive power.
While a more aggressive man can more easily move from social charm to authoritarian leadership, a
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woman who crosses into authoritarian leadership can hardly be charming.
As an example, look at this video:
Kamala Harris chose to go the authoritarian way, leaving all her femininity behind.
That makes it much harder for her to use charm the same way that a more feminine woman could.
Unless your natural disposition is exactly like Kamala Harris, I recommend you stay away from that
style. Especially from her most angry, judgmental and haughty attitudes and facial expressions which
make her easily disliked.

The Solution
Luckily, there are plenty of solutions to the “female leadership curse”.
These solutions require social intelligence, and some good understanding of psychology, power
dynamics, and human nature.
This article is here to help.
Let’s start with the techniques:

#1. Lead For An Ideal, For People Or A Bigger Goal
The women who pay the biggest social price of the female leadership curse are the ones who look
like they are in it mainly for the power.
Power is mostly a male pursuit, and women who are after power look very “gender deviant”.
Gender deviant is a very ugly expression, but it correctly identifies the problem here.
Research shows indeed that men who look like they are after power are not penalized.
But women are.
And that’s why you should avoid looking like you’re after power for power sake.
As a matter of fact, I warmly invite you NOT to go after power for power’s take as that makes you a
much worse leader, no matter whether you’re a female leader or male leader.
Also read:
How to keep power

#2. Use “We” Frames To Avoid Being Overly Ambitious
Similar as above: ambition is a trait that is OK or even appreciated in men. But it’s very much
disliked in women.
Sheryl Sandberg in Lean In says that when you negotiate from an “I” perspective, both men and
women will like you less.
You must approach negotiations, speeches and campaigns from a “we” and “us” platform instead of
“I”.
If you are negotiating for a raise, always frame it as a win for both you, the company and your team.
Say “me and the team can do so great if we find a solution” and:
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Let’s just find an agreement and we will be so strong
Also read:
Best negotiation books

#3. Make Use of Indirect Forms of Dominance
Studies show that direct expressions of power and dominance (for example: direct requests) adversely
affected women’s likability.
But indirect expressions of power (ie.: eye contact) did not.
This means that for you as a woman it might be better to ask something in a friendly tone such as:
You: Do you think you can do that?
(hold eye contact)
Him: Yeah, I think so
And then hold eye contact and have him (or her) acknowledges that yes he can, rather than telling
him “do it”.
The effect is the same, but the indirect social pressure might be a more effective tool to wield power
for women (and from an Influence point of view, it’s also much more effective!).
Also read:
Soft power

#4. Use Democratic Style of Leadership
So far we have spoken generally of the inverse relation between power, dominance and effective
female leadership.
But here is the catch: research shows that when women lead with a democratic style of leadership,
then there is no social price to pay and no adverse effect on her likeability and social relationships.
Says Eagly ( Eagly et al. (1992)):
Female leaders showing autocratic (i.e. masculine) behaviour are evaluated more negatively
than male leaders showing the same. However democratic male leaders and democratic
female leaders are not evaluated differently.
People are much more comfortable with women in power positions who ask questions, include and,
generally, act like benevolent leaders.
But what to do when a female leader needs to put her foot down?

#4.1 Consider A Maternal Style of Leadership
As much men can adopt a “father figure” style of leadership, women can adopt a “mother figure”
style of leadership.
A mother figure style of leadership is a powerful role and a good solution to most of the resistances
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that women face in positions of power.
When needed, you bust out the spanking.
But it’s not a scathing dress down in front of everyone to display power. It’s more like a spanking for
the bad boy because he deserved it, but which is delivered not to re-assert power but because it’s in
everyone’s interest.
And then you can go back to a more communal and affiliative style of leadership.
Angela Merkel is referred to as “mutti” or “mommy” in Germany.
She is not “motherly” in a feminine way, but more like a detached, “father & mother” type of mother
because the father is not around.
See some examples:
Angela Merkel’s secret is that of staying away from all excesses of both extreme male expressions of
power and typically feminine expressions which would decrease a leader’s perceived authority.

#5. Offset Power With Stereotypically Feminine Qualities
I remember years ago in my first big corporate job, working as a Lean Methodology consultant
alongside McKinsey and internal DHL consultants.
The head of the program was called “Tania”, and she was an icy German woman with an
authoritative streak and a tall figure with blue eyes and light blonde hair.
Her appearances certainly didn’t help her to come across more relatable. But she didn’t even try that
hard: everyone thought of “nazi” and “ice queen” in her presence when in the presence of Tania
When Peter, one of the line managers described her to me, he said:
Peter: The new project head is German, woman, 43… No kids..
You should have seen his expression of contempt as he highlighted those words.
And by the time he had reached “no kids” I already knew where he was going.
What he wanted to say was this:
She is not a real woman
Which, in turn, translated to this:
She is not a normal human being, she doesn’t belong to our species and we can’t relate to
her.
This is rather common.
When women come across as “gender deviant”, from a sociological perspective, people place in the
“out-group”, or “different from all of us”.
We don’t relate to people from the out-group and it’s much more likely that we will see them as
enemies.
Here is the catch though: if a woman can show and “prove” her femininity, she can offset the
This research indeed shows that when people see that powerful women also present typically female
characteristics, hostility decreases and the strong female leaders become more liked and more
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accepted.
Here is what you might strategically choose to do:
If you’re a mother, make that information circulate
Spread information on how you spend time home/parenting
If no children, get a dog and do the same
Tell stories of your cooking
Put fresh flowers in your office
Avoid masculine suits
Use more colorful dresses
Do your makeup
All these actions serve to communicate to the people around that “oh yes, she’s a woman alright”.
Remember:
Since the backlash against women arises in good part for her violation of “expected gender
roles”, a woman can offset her power and dominance by showing feminine traits outsider
her leadership position
Also read:
How to be feminine

#6. Offset Power With Hyper-Femininity
At the opposite of neutralizing yourself is the hyper-feminization of your power.
Imagine if your power is 10, then you want your feminine level to be an equal 10. Or even your
feminine levels to outstrip your power, depending on the occasion -for example, when dealing with a
superior-.
There is a special place in the Olympus of powerful women for the elected few who can correctly go
for this style.
Why?
Because combining super high power with super high femininity is what makes you “the
queen”.
Joan Holloway from the show “Mad Men” is a good example of hyper-femininization of power.
Look at this scene:
Joan adds hyper-sexuality to her femininity. You don’t need to go that extreme with sexuality, but a
highly feminine woman will always have a touch of sexuality.
It’s not a matter of being beautiful or attractive, or young. It’s simply that very high femininity, with
it’s flowing and cat-like, simpering moves, also oozes sexuality, independently of age.
Remember the direct/indirect language “how to look confident at work“?
Well, notice how Joan wields power:
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Joan: “I SUGGEST you pick your tents elsewhere”
She’s not really suggesting it, she’s telling them to move.
And her voice tonality says that she’s ordering them to move right now. But, again, she doesn’t need
to express that verbally.
Using indirect language and voice tonality to wield power makes her come across as higher class and
more socially polished. That makes her the true queen of the office.
Had she used a more direct expression, for example: “guys, move out of here, right now”, she would
have come across as overly aggressive and overpowering, too rough around the edges.
People would have jumped on that opportunity to call her a “bitch”, “hag” and “a bad manager
unsuited to hold any position of authority”.
Eventually, she would have lost power -and possibly her position, if management agreed with that
Also, she would have put herself at the same level of the guys, making her lose in femininity. With
direct language, even if she kept her position, she would have been just another bossy boss -not “the
queen” anymore-.

#7. Pursue More Typically-Female Careers
Paustian-Underdahl in her meta-analysis on female leadership and power found out that:
(…) Male leaders were seen as more effective than female leaders
in organizations that were male-dominated or masculine in other
ways (i.e., numerically male-dominated organizations; military
roles; Eagly et al., 1995). Additionally, female leaders were seen
as more effective than male leaders in less male-dominated or less
masculine organizations (i.e., educational, governmental, and social service organizations)
Basically: organizations and businesses that fit the female gender stereotype boost the credibility
of female leaders.
This was a study on effectiveness rather than likeability, but I wouldn’t be surprised if we can infer
the same for likeability and acceptance.
Miranda Priestly in “The Devil Wears Prada” would have been less respected, would have had less
authority and would have probably been even more disliked and has she worked in, say, an arm’s
producer rather than a fashion magazine.

#8. Combine Warmth With Power
This is more from a technical point of view, but whenever you can combine warmth and humor with
a reprimand or with a request for compliance, you are better off than crude power.
This is an example of a woman who’s done it very well:
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Is The Female Leadership Curse Cultural or Inborn?
Shall we really get into this?
Alright, let’s do it quickly.
If you read the researches and studies linked in this page you will realize that the researchers
themselves often speak about “culture”, “qualities traditionally associated with…”, “traits linked to
behaviors that people associate to leadership and genders” and, of course “gender stereotypes” (as if
all gender differences when it comes to dominance and power were stereotypes).
Basically: most researchers refer to the culture and nobody mentions nature, genes or evolutionary
psychology.
I’m not surprised in the slightest.
For various reasons, it’s politically risky to say that something might be genetic and inborn.
It’s much safer instead, and you are much more likely to be heard and appreciated if you say it’s
mostly cultural.
That is not true, though. Sure as hell culture plays a (big) role. But, as Steven Pinker shows in “The
Blank Slate“, so do genes and nature.

The Future of Female Power
Will things get better for women?
Since part of the backlash against powerful women is partially culture, we might see further
improvement for the conditions of female leaders.
Researchers who have compiled meta-studies have indeed noted a tendency toward more acceptance
of female leaders.
It’s also possible that as more inclusive and less authoritarian styles of leadership become more the
norm than the exceptions, women will do better and better (also read “Leaders Eat Last” for an
example of leadership cultural shift).
As Koenig et all (2011) point out in another meta-analysis:
Leadership now, more than in the past, appears to incorporate more feminine relational
qualities, such as sensitivity, warmth, and understanding.
Basically, things have improved for women and are likely to further improve.
However, in my opinion, that’s a tendency that cannot be extrapolated to infinity and to perfect
equality.
And that means that the social backlash against powerful women is not going away any time
soon.
It’s also not obvious and not written anywhere that we will keep moving towards more equality.
Cultures always change and our culture might also swing again towards more conservative attitudes
in the future.
This makes it all the more important for women leaders to learn how to wield power in a way that
maximizes their chances.
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SUMMARY
There is no research that shows that people dislike successful women. Indeed, nobody has anything
against’ women’s success.
It’s when women have power, act dominant, or hold leadership positions that things can get a bit
trickier.
Specifically, it’s how women wield their power that makes a big difference. And when women
behave like men, they lose.
Power, dominance, and femininity are not necessarily at the opposite end of the spectrum.
Yet they don’t exactly overlap either.
And it’s sometimes difficult to combine the two.
However, it’s possible, and this article gave you a few ideas how to be a successful female leader all
around: from power to charm to social success to success in dating and relationships.
This is a sample from Power University (far more examples in the course).
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Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses
April 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Marrying femininity and leadership is not easy.
And being a strong, powerful woman while also remaining feminine, well-liked, and, why not,
successful at dating and relationships, is even more difficult.
But alas, difficulties also present the biggest opportunities for those elected few who manage to crack
the code.
This article teaches you the science and psychology of being a powerful woman while also remaining
feminine, attractive, and well-liked.
Contents
The Science of The “Female Leader Curse”
#1. Lead For An Ideal, For People Or A Bigger Goal
#2. Use “We” Frames To Avoid Being Overly Ambitious
#3. Make Use of Indirect Forms of Dominance
#4. Use Democratic Style of Leadership
#5. Offset Power With Stereotypically Feminine Qualities
#6. Offset Power With Hyper-Femininity
#7. Pursue More Typically-Female Careers
#8. Combine Warmth With Power
Is The Female Leadership Curse Cultural or Inborn?
SUMMARY

The Science of The “Female Leader Curse”
Research has spoken loud and plenty:
Most women pay a social price for their power and leadership positions.
By “social price” I refer here as to being disliked for carrying herself with power and confidence.
And, possibly, socially marginalized and excluded.
In the workplace, that might mean being passed up for promotions. In politics, that could mean not
getting elected. And in dating, that could mean being passed up for the more submissive woman.
The female leader’s curse applies without women having to do anything.
Indeed research shows that when students read the exact same description of a male and female
leader, they ended up liking the male leader but disliking the female one… For the simple fact of
being a woman.
Of course, there are also studies to the contrary.
But there are almost always studies to the contrary. And, in this case, the overall trend is clear.
When it comes to female leadership, the body of research overwhelmingly points to women facing
more or less strong social backlash when they pursue power and/or when they display
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dominant traits (see for example the findings of researchers Madeline Heilman and Susan Fiske).
Women who pursue power are not liked across the board.
Including by other women and, albeit they might deny it, it also applies to liberal men.
See here Obama leveraging the “likability” issue against Clinton:
Obama: You are likable “enough”
With that power move, Obama effectively makes Clinton’s likability an issue, and calls it into
question.

Female Leadership Curse & Politics
The 2016 US election also provides supporting evidence for the female leadership curse.
When did Hilary Clinton’s ratings drop?
Hillary Clinton’s rating dropped precipitously the moment she announced her candidacy for
the presidency.
Correlation is not causation, but we can probably guess here that Hillary became “unlikable” the
moment she decided to go for the top leadership position.

Female Leadership Curse & Dating
There is little research into female power, dominance, and dating success.
Luckily, we have enough experience there.
And we can also use evolutionary psychology here to provide us with answers.
Evolutionary psychology tells us that while men have a bias towards quantity, women prefer “better”
partners (female hypergamy).
The consequence, of course, is that men do indeed fear -or “are intimidated”- of women who are
“more than they are”.
It’s a rational choice: women who are better than they are are far less likely to accept them, like them,
respect them, or stay with them (and more likely to cheat).
In a nutshell: powerful, ambitious, and dominant women are less attractive for most men than less
powerful, ambitious, and dominant ones.

The Power-Charm Trade-Off
Some women might say
“to hell being liked, I don’t care about a few bigots, I’ll go for power and make them all
jealous with my success”.
Most of the times it doesn’t work that way though.
To begin with, most of us suffer when we are harshly criticized and most people dislike us.
The second problem is in actual power.
Women who go for authoritarian and more typically male styles of power lose all or almost all of
their charming power and seductive power.
While a more aggressive man can more easily move from social charm to authoritarian leadership, a
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woman who crosses into authoritarian leadership can hardly be charming.
As an example, look at this video:
Kamala Harris chose to go the authoritarian way, leaving all her femininity behind.
That makes it much harder for her to use charm the same way that a more feminine woman could.
Unless your natural disposition is exactly like Kamala Harris, I recommend you stay away from that
style. Especially from her most angry, judgmental and haughty attitudes and facial expressions which
make her easily disliked.

The Solution
Luckily, there are plenty of solutions to the “female leadership curse”.
These solutions require social intelligence, and some good understanding of psychology, power
dynamics, and human nature.
This article is here to help.
Let’s start with the techniques:

#1. Lead For An Ideal, For People Or A Bigger Goal
The women who pay the biggest social price of the female leadership curse are the ones who look
like they are in it mainly for the power.
Power is mostly a male pursuit, and women who are after power look very “gender deviant”.
Gender deviant is a very ugly expression, but it correctly identifies the problem here.
Research shows indeed that men who look like they are after power are not penalized.
But women are.
And that’s why you should avoid looking like you’re after power for power sake.
As a matter of fact, I warmly invite you NOT to go after power for power’s take as that makes you a
much worse leader, no matter whether you’re a female leader or male leader.
Also read:
How to keep power

#2. Use “We” Frames To Avoid Being Overly Ambitious
Similar as above: ambition is a trait that is OK or even appreciated in men. But it’s very much
disliked in women.
Sheryl Sandberg in Lean In says that when you negotiate from an “I” perspective, both men and
women will like you less.
You must approach negotiations, speeches and campaigns from a “we” and “us” platform instead of
“I”.
If you are negotiating for a raise, always frame it as a win for both you, the company and your team.
Say “me and the team can do so great if we find a solution” and:
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Let’s just find an agreement and we will be so strong
Also read:
Best negotiation books

#3. Make Use of Indirect Forms of Dominance
Studies show that direct expressions of power and dominance (for example: direct requests) adversely
affected women’s likability.
But indirect expressions of power (ie.: eye contact) did not.
This means that for you as a woman it might be better to ask something in a friendly tone such as:
You: Do you think you can do that?
(hold eye contact)
Him: Yeah, I think so
And then hold eye contact and have him (or her) acknowledges that yes he can, rather than telling
him “do it”.
The effect is the same, but the indirect social pressure might be a more effective tool to wield power
for women (and from an Influence point of view, it’s also much more effective!).
Also read:
Soft power

#4. Use Democratic Style of Leadership
So far we have spoken generally of the inverse relation between power, dominance and effective
female leadership.
But here is the catch: research shows that when women lead with a democratic style of leadership,
then there is no social price to pay and no adverse effect on her likeability and social relationships.
Says Eagly ( Eagly et al. (1992)):
Female leaders showing autocratic (i.e. masculine) behaviour are evaluated more negatively
than male leaders showing the same. However democratic male leaders and democratic
female leaders are not evaluated differently.
People are much more comfortable with women in power positions who ask questions, include and,
generally, act like benevolent leaders.
But what to do when a female leader needs to put her foot down?

#4.1 Consider A Maternal Style of Leadership
As much men can adopt a “father figure” style of leadership, women can adopt a “mother figure”
style of leadership.
A mother figure style of leadership is a powerful role and a good solution to most of the resistances
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that women face in positions of power.
When needed, you bust out the spanking.
But it’s not a scathing dress down in front of everyone to display power. It’s more like a spanking for
the bad boy because he deserved it, but which is delivered not to re-assert power but because it’s in
everyone’s interest.
And then you can go back to a more communal and affiliative style of leadership.
Angela Merkel is referred to as “mutti” or “mommy” in Germany.
She is not “motherly” in a feminine way, but more like a detached, “father & mother” type of mother
because the father is not around.
See some examples:
Angela Merkel’s secret is that of staying away from all excesses of both extreme male expressions of
power and typically feminine expressions which would decrease a leader’s perceived authority.

#5. Offset Power With Stereotypically Feminine Qualities
I remember years ago in my first big corporate job, working as a Lean Methodology consultant
alongside McKinsey and internal DHL consultants.
The head of the program was called “Tania”, and she was an icy German woman with an
authoritative streak and a tall figure with blue eyes and light blonde hair.
Her appearances certainly didn’t help her to come across more relatable. But she didn’t even try that
hard: everyone thought of “nazi” and “ice queen” in her presence when in the presence of Tania
When Peter, one of the line managers described her to me, he said:
Peter: The new project head is German, woman, 43… No kids..
You should have seen his expression of contempt as he highlighted those words.
And by the time he had reached “no kids” I already knew where he was going.
What he wanted to say was this:
She is not a real woman
Which, in turn, translated to this:
She is not a normal human being, she doesn’t belong to our species and we can’t relate to
her.
This is rather common.
When women come across as “gender deviant”, from a sociological perspective, people place them in
the “out-group”, or “different from all of us”.
We don’t relate to people from the out-group and it’s much more likely that we will see them as
enemies.
Here is the catch though: if a woman can show and “prove” her femininity, she can increase
acceptance, and make herself more likable.
This research indeed shows that when people see that powerful women also present typically female
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characteristics, hostility decreases and the strong female leaders become more liked and more
accepted.
Here is what you might strategically choose to do:
If you’re a mother, make that information circulate
Spread information on how you spend time home/parenting
If no children, get a dog and do the same
Tell stories of your cooking
Put fresh flowers in your office
Avoid masculine suits
Use more colorful dresses
Do your makeup
All these actions serve to communicate to the people around that “oh yes, she’s a woman alright”.
Remember:
Since the backlash against women arises in good part for her violation of “expected gender
roles”, a woman can offset her power and dominance by showing feminine traits outsider
her leadership position
Also read:
How to be feminine
How to Be Feminine: Step-by-Step Guide (Videos & Pics)

#6. Offset Power With Hyper-Femininity
At the opposite of neutralizing yourself is the hyper-feminization of your power.
Imagine if your power is 10, then you want your feminine level to be an equal 10. Or even your
feminine levels to outstrip your power, depending on the occasion -for example, when dealing with a
superior-.
There is a special place in the Olympus of powerful women for the elected few who can correctly go
for this style.
Why?
Because combining super high power with super high femininity is what makes you “the
queen”.
Joan Holloway from the show “Mad Men” is a good example of hyper-femininization of power.
Look at this scene:
Joan adds hyper-sexuality to her femininity. You don’t need to go that extreme with sexuality, but a
highly feminine woman will always have a touch of sexuality.
It’s not a matter of being beautiful or attractive, or young. It’s simply that very high femininity, with
it’s flowing and cat-like, simpering moves, also oozes sexuality, independently of age.
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Remember the direct/indirect language “how to look confident at work“?
Well, notice how Joan wields power:
Joan: “I SUGGEST you pick your tents elsewhere”
She’s not really suggesting it, she’s telling them to move.
And her voice tonality says that she’s ordering them to move right now. But, again, she doesn’t need
to express that verbally.
Using indirect language and voice tonality to wield power makes her come across as higher class and
more socially polished. That makes her the true queen of the office.
Had she used a more direct expression, for example: “guys, move out of here, right now”, she would
have come across as overly aggressive and overpowering, too rough around the edges.
People would have jumped on that opportunity to call her a “bitch”, “hag” and “a bad manager
unsuited to hold any position of authority”.
Eventually, she would have lost power -and possibly her position, if management agreed with that
Also, she would have put herself at the same level of the guys, making her lose in femininity. With
direct language, even if she kept her position, she would have been just another bossy boss -not “the
queen” anymore-.

#7. Pursue More Typically-Female Careers
Paustian-Underdahl in her meta-analysis on female leadership and power found out that:
(…) Male leaders were seen as more effective than female leaders
in organizations that were male-dominated or masculine in other
ways (i.e., numerically male-dominated organizations; military
roles; Eagly et al., 1995). Additionally, female leaders were seen
as more effective than male leaders in less male-dominated or less
masculine organizations (i.e., educational, governmental, and social service organizations)
Basically: organizations and businesses that fit the female gender stereotype boost the credibility
of female leaders.
This was a study on effectiveness rather than likeability, but I wouldn’t be surprised if we can infer
the same for likeability and acceptance.
Miranda Priestly in “The Devil Wears Prada” would have been less respected, would have had less
authority and would have probably been even more disliked and has she worked in, say, an arm’s
producer rather than a fashion magazine.

#8. Combine Warmth With Power
This is more from a technical point of view, but whenever you can combine warmth and humor with
a reprimand or with a request for compliance, you are better off than crude power.
This is an example of a woman who’s done it very well:
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Is The Female Leadership Curse Cultural or Inborn?
Shall we really get into this?
Alright, let’s do it quickly.
If you read the researches and studies linked in this page you will realize that the researchers
themselves often speak about “culture”, “qualities traditionally associated with…”, “traits linked to
behaviors that people associate to leadership and genders” and, of course “gender stereotypes” (as if
all gender differences when it comes to dominance and power were stereotypes).
Basically: most researchers refer to the culture and nobody mentions nature, genes or evolutionary
psychology.
I’m not surprised in the slightest.
For various reasons, it’s politically risky to say that something might be genetic and inborn.
It’s much safer instead, and you are much more likely to be heard and appreciated if you say it’s
mostly cultural.
That is not true, though. Sure as hell culture plays a (big) role. But, as Steven Pinker shows in “The
Blank Slate“, so do genes and nature.

The Future of Female Power
Will things get better for women?
Since part of the backlash against powerful women is partially culture, we might see further
improvement for the conditions of female leaders.
Researchers who have compiled meta-studies have indeed noted a tendency toward more acceptance
of female leaders.
It’s also possible that as more inclusive and less authoritarian styles of leadership become more the
norm than the exceptions, women will do better and better (also read “Leaders Eat Last” for an
example of leadership cultural shift).
As Koenig et all (2011) point out in another meta-analysis:
Leadership now, more than in the past, appears to incorporate more feminine relational
qualities, such as sensitivity, warmth, and understanding.
Basically, things have improved for women and are likely to further improve.
However, in my opinion, that’s a tendency that cannot be extrapolated to infinity and to perfect
equality.
And that means that the social backlash against powerful women is not going away any time
soon.
It’s also not obvious and not written anywhere that we will keep moving towards more equality.
Cultures always change and our culture might also swing again towards more conservative attitudes
in the future.
This makes it all the more important for women leaders to learn how to wield power in a way that
maximizes their chances.
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SUMMARY
There is no research that shows that people dislike successful women. Indeed, nobody has anything
against’ women’s success.
It’s when women have power, act dominant, or hold leadership positions that things can get a bit
trickier.
Specifically, it’s how women wield their power that makes a big difference. And when women
behave like men, they lose.
Power, dominance, and femininity are not necessarily at the opposite end of the spectrum.
Yet they don’t exactly overlap either.
And it’s sometimes difficult to combine the two.
However, it’s possible, and this article gave you a few ideas how to be a successful female leader all
around: from power to charm to social success to success in dating and relationships.
This is a sample from Power University (far more examples in the course).
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How to Present With Confidence: 7 Winning Tips
April 19, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Do you have a presentation, a speech, or a pitch coming up and you want to convey confidence,
authority, and power?
You have come to the right place.
My name is Lucio and my expertise lies in social skills, emotional intelligence, and, of course, power
dynamics.
By the end of this article, you will learn how to deliver the most powerful presentation anybody has
ever seen.
Contents
Why You Must Present Confidently
#1. Walk Confidently On Stage
#2. Approach The Host With A Mix of Warmth & Power
#3. Confident Handshake
#4. Start With A Frontal Stance
#5. Don’t Lavish Compliments (If You’re A Junior Presenter)
#6. Stay Vocally Neutral
#7. Avoid PowerPoint
SUMMARY

Why You Must Present Confidently
Have you ever heard of Marshall McLuhan?
As a student of communication, I have read about Marshall McLuhan so often that Marshall felt like
my next-door neighbor.
But if you haven’t’ heard about him, no worries.
Here all you need to know about McLuhan when it comes to present with confident:
The medium is the message
“The medium is the message” means that who (or what) says something influences that message.
That’s so simple, yet so deep.
It means that if you present confidently, powerfully, authoritatively, and convincingly, then your
message will come across as powerful, authoritative, and convincing.
If you present meekly and unconvincingly, then your message will come across as weak and
unconvincing.
And we don’t want that.
Especially if you got something important to say and to present.
This article then will now show you how to present with power and confidence.
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#1. Walk Confidently On Stage
First impressions are crucial.
Every single good book on social skills or body language says that.
And they’re right.
To walk confidently on stage, you must feel like you have something important to say.
You must believe in your message and look forward to delivering your message.
Yet, you don’t want to rush on stage, because that communicates too much passion, and too much
passion is juvenile and childish.
Just look at this example:
Rushing to the stage says either that you’re nervous, or that you’re a bit too juvenile.
And junior employees and researchers rarely are the ones we listen to (and yes, the black hole picture
is an exception: don’t make the rules with the exceptions).
At the end of the day, in business as in life, what truly delivers the goods is staying power (also read
“Grit by Angela Duckworth“).
And yes you want to communicate passion, but you want to show passion tempered by expertise,
authority, and staying power.
And you communicate that by walking slowly and confidently on stage.

#2. Approach The Host With A Mix of Warmth & Power
Conveying power that attracts rather than repels is about striking that good balance between warmth
and (too much) power.
Too much power would mean to treat the host like he’s beneath you. And that would estrange the
audience and make you come across like a smug, full-of-hot-air individual.
Avoid it.
On the other hand, you want to avoid behaving too warmly and friendly towards the host (or anyone
else for that matter).
Because too friendly also communicates submissiveness.
One way that people end up behaving too warmly is by allowing the host to give them the upper
hand.
Here is one (extreme) example:
It’s important that you take care of not looking submissive towards the host or you (and by reflection
your message) immediately look like less noteworthy before you even open your mouth.
Three mistakes I often see from people who communicate submissiveness in their approach to the
host:
1. Stick their hand out too early
2. Stick their hand out too far
3. Smile too much and too broadly
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You can read more here:
How submission look like
How submission sounds
And of course:
Mix warmth with power

#3. Confident Handshake
A confident and powerful handshake is what sets you off for the races in style.
On the other hand, a weak handshake will subconsciously communicate that you’re not an authority.
Unluckily, you will have to contend for this with the host and/or the person who gives you the stage.
Allan Pease says that 88% of corporate executives shake hands taking the upper hand.
When someone takes the upper hand on you they push you in the submissive, subservient position.
And you don’t want to start a presentation from the subservient position.
Typical techniques for aggressive hosts who give you an upper-hand handshake include:
Meet the host from his right side so your hand will look like it’s on top
Use your other hand to cup his hand
Use your other hand to clasp his arm or upper arm
For more techniques on how to cope with handshakes read:
Alpha male handshakes

#4. Start With A Frontal Stance
Most people are afraid of public speaking.
Even the experienced public speaker can start off with a certain “queasiness” about standing in front
of a lot (or even a few) people.
A natural, unconscious reaction, is often to close our body language. And most people know this and
they know they should avoid crossing their arms or locking their feet.
What fewer people are aware of though are what I call “sideway body language”.
Such as, they walk around the stage or they look back at the host as an unconscious excuse to avoid
standing fully frontal to the audience.
Sideways body language makes you look unconfident and shifty. Sometimes it’s a split of a second,
like in this example:
It’s possible that he wasn’t fearful. But because he adopted a sideways body language as soon as he
walked in, people will unconsciously rate him as less confident, less authoritative and less
trustworthy.
To be on the safe side: start your speeches with a friendly but full frontal stance towards the audience.
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#5. Don’t Lavish Compliments (If You’re A Junior Presenter)
Giving compliments is great, and it can confer power (also read soft power).
Compliments also win you friends and make you come across as warmer and more relatable.
However, the same rule as for friendly signals applies: too many compliments aggrandize others
while removing power and authority from yourself (also read: submissive signs).
The rule of thumb is this:
The more famous and established you are, the safer it is to give compliments.
The greener and less experienced you are, the more you need to avoid gushing about others.
Why so?
First of all, because you risk coming across as a sycophant. And sycophants usually add little value
and rarely overtake their masters.
And second, because giving out too many compliments to the host or the previous speakers would
send the message that their presentation is what people must pay attention to (and not yours).
And you don’t want to send that message.

#6. Stay Vocally Neutral
You can’t deliver a powerful presentation and go up at the end of each sentence.
You just can’t. You either go up at the end of each sentence, or you deliver a powerful, confident
presentation.
The two are mutually exclusive.
It is that important.
Just to be sure, by “going up at the end of each sentence” I am referring to that tendency of ending
sentences as if there were a question mark.
Here is Stewie mimicking it in Family Guys:
Women sometimes use upward inflection as a seductive tool to send out “protect me” messages.
In those instances it’s fine.
But you must avoid it if you want to present with power and confidence.
Also see:
Speaking Pro by Roger Love

#7. Avoid PowerPoint
PowerPoint only has “power” in its name, but it’s otherwise a tool that will remove from conveying
power and confidence from your presentation.
There are 3 ways in which PowerPoint kills your confidence:
1. Triangle of death (teetering from full-frontal stance to the audience and giving the audience
your back to look at the slide)
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2. You lose the audience (when you force people to either read or listen to you, they can do only
one.. And often it’s neither of them)
3. You lose the audience while switching medium (when you go from the text on the slides back
to speaking people need some time to re-adjust and if you don’t give it to them, you lose them)
“Triangle of death” is a term I got from Nick Morgan, the author of Power Cues.
When you stand in between the slides and the audience you murder your credibility, confidence, and
power.
What’s the solution then?
These are the solutions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Don’t use PowerPoint
Only use pictures
If you must use text, give people the time to read and don’t talk as they read
If you must comment on the slides, either learn them and don’t look at them or move outside
the stage and use a pointer to adopt a “voice over” type of presentation

SUMMARY
This article is an extract from a seminar I have delivered at the Technical University of Berlin.
The central idea is that if you want people to listen and believe in your message, then you must make
yourself a trustworthy and confident conduit for that message.
This article gave you a few advanced pointers on how to deliver a powerful presentation and how to
come across as a confident speaker who speaks with authority.
Also read:
Speaking Pro by Roger Love (review)
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Mind Games Women Play
April 20, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Women play all kinds of games on mem:
Manipulative games to control relationships: these are the games to make sure he will stay and
serve her
Nasty power games to control dating: and these are the games to make him chase and invest
while she becomes the relationship prize
But stay with me here for a second.
This post will give you a great overview of games women play, plus, you will learn how you can
play them back.
© Universal
We will classify the mind games women play in a few high-level categories that will help you
understand the female psychology behind dating.
Contents
#1. Look At Me (& I Don’t Look At You) Games
#2. I’m Not So Interested Games (AKA: Chase Me Some More)
#3. “Invest in Me” Games (Ie.: I’m More Valuable, Pay The Difference)
#4. Delay Responses Games
#5. Waiting Games (Ie.: The Longer The Wait, The Bigger The Chump)
#6. Cancel The Date Games
#7. Prove Yourself to Me Games (AKA: Dance Monkey Dance)
#8. No Sex Games
#9. Damsel in Distress Games
#10. “I’m Not That Kind of Girl” Game (AKA: “I’m Relationship Material”)
Getting His Commitment Games
Relationship Games
Nasty Games Women Play
Bonus: These Are Not Games Women Play

#1. Look At Me (& I Don’t Look At You) Games
Games start early in seduction.
Far before a single word has been exchanged, women are already making sure that he is the one who
is chasing.
And the very first move to slot him into the chasing position is by attracting his attention while
pretending she hasn’t even noticed him).
More times than not indeed women don’t want men to realize they are looking at men while at the
same time trying to get men to look at them.
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Some women keep playing this game long after the two have first met.
Have you ever noticed that some women bury their noses on their phone on your agreed meeting spot
or always fail to see you first?
And maybe you’ve been wondering:
Clueless guy: Gosh, I wonder how could she not see me
Well, if you have been wondering that: wake up and smell the coffee my friend: many women play
games :).
You don’t need to take my word anyway, just look at this scene from Sex & The City and then look
at the comments below the video (in case you don’t want to do that I’ll tell you: plenty women show
they think in the exact same way):
Also notice how Carrie often looks away as they talk.
That way, making him look at her more often that she looks at him, she positions him as the one who
wants something from her, which gives her power.
Well played.

The “Look At Me Catwalk”
The crown for the “look at me game” goes to the lady whom I dated a couple of times a few years
ago.
She was a real champ :).
She came out of the metro, dressed to the nine and walked two meters beside me with long stride and
erect spine like a catwalk model who was overdoing her catwalk.
Then she stopped 3 meters in front of me, emphatically looked left and right as if she was looking for
someone, and then stopped there.
I laughed, then immediately proceeded to knock a couple of points off of her for being such a game
player.

Beating “Look At Me” Games
You can let her play this game and let her “win” it.
As long as she likes you and she doesn’t exaggerate, a prey/predator dynamic is good for seduction
(and if you do it well, it an be great).
Just make sure that you:
Don’t stare too much before approaching
Are not staring at her when she turns to look at your during your approach
Also read more in: a scientific guide to approaching a girl.

#2. I’m Not So Interested Games (AKA: Chase Me Some More)
The female dating literature sounds like a big choir whose refrain is: “make him chase you”.
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And making him chase starts by feigning disinterest or, at least, showing less interest then he does.
The approach in the movie hitch is all about playing disinterest game:
It’s easy to play this game wrong and end up with a nasty combative relationship.
In the movie, it looked cool, of course, but in real life it rarely ends that way simply because most
strangers don’t meet a second time in real-life big cities.

Beating the “Feign Disinterest” Games
This is one of those games that risk derailing the budding relationship if any of the two overdoes it.
I recommend that you break this vicious circle not by calling her game out, which risks pushing her
on the defensive and denying, but by making the first step towards a more constructive relationship
where adults with a secure attachment style have the courage to be honest.
For example:
Her: Well, I don’t know if I will have time to be honest
Him: Look, it’s not like you must find the time. Nobody dies if you don’t. But I like you.
And maybe we can get along well. But to know for sure, we should find the time for a coffe.
So let’s do this: we exchange contact, I’ll give you a call and we’ll try to find some tie

#3. “Invest in Me” Games (Ie.: I’m More Valuable, Pay The
Difference)
Some women make it a point to make men pay and invest in them.
Gold diggers are an extreme example, but normal women who seek a provider also play.
“Invest in me” games include trying to make the man:
Pay for the dates
Buy gifts
Run to support her
Emotionally support her (commiserate her woes, rail against her enemies etc.)
Making him invest in her increases her power because it shows that she has higher sexual market
value and the investment serves to “pay for the difference”.
See an example here:
Overall, I was having a very bad impression of this girl. I threw her a lifeline to take a step back with
that last message, but she was sinking in value in my eyes (P.S.: “two* people”)
Most men are happy to accept that frame and invest because, on average, women are more valuable
than men in the dating marketplace.

Beating “Make Him Invest” Games
Depending on your background and dating culture investing in a woman might actually be fine and
might also be the safest way to eventually get her (also read: how to date, a scientific look into
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dating).
It’s when investing becomes “over-investing” and when you’re getting little back that this game
women play becomes really nasty.
A relationship where one gives and the other only asks indeed is a very poor one.
I advise men to stay away from women who ask without giving and I advise women to stay away
from “make him invest games“.
Most cool and well-adjusted guys don’t like it anyway:

#4. Delay Responses Games
The first time a girl messages a boy is the first time she will start thinking about delaying response
games.
It’s that natural and it’s that common that we don’t need to discuss it further

Beating the Delaying Response Game
A game of tit for tat where you make her wait longer and longer can be dangerous because it can turn
into a slippery slope where you simply abandon each other.
In this example, she was very warm and quite chasing me in person. But her message came with a
delay and with a very snubbing tone:
So I let her wait and kept it short and snubbish as well.
I recommend the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The first time she does it, wait even longer
Don’t invite her out if she avoided your invite of course
Keep your text shorter
As soon as she replies, reply within a day

The last point is the most important.
As we mentioned before, your objective here is to break the vicious circle of game playing.
Because there are some games that help the two of you and can actually add value.
But the delay game women play does not help.
It’s juvenile and it’s the equivalent of dating abortion: it doesn’t even give you two a chance (I
recommend women not play this at all)!
See it this way: one of you must be an adult about dating and relationships.
And let it be you.
Leaders behave like adults, so don’t be shy of being the first of stopping the games.
Great leaders always move first when it’s time to stop the games.
-ThePowerMoves
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#5. Waiting Games (Ie.: The Longer The Wait, The Bigger The
Chump)
Similar to delaying responses, “making him wait” is the old power move in the world.
No self-respecting woman would show up early to a date and wait for him.
Many women will show up late and some will show late on purpose.
The “make him wait game” communicates that she has more power and she can let you wait.
And when you wait, you communicate that it’s true and you agree with it.

Beating “Making Him Wait” Games
If the tardiness stays within 10 minutes it’s OK.
Longer than 10 minutes she must write to you.
If she is not apologizing, consider it a very bad sign and a strike against her character.
If she also not responsive, consider the date off and move.
Often women will chase you when they will realize you’re not waiting around for them:
10 minutes delay, no writing, no apologizing… I considered the date off. And moved to look for
better prospects.

#6. Cancel The Date Games
Here is another old trick.
The person who cancels communicates he cares less about the event, meeting or date.
Robert Cialdini explains in Influence that we want what we can’t have.
So canceling a date can work in making men want her even more.
However, as with most games, it can also specularly backfire:
Of course at this point, I could not be sure whether she had a real reason to cancel or not.
But since she canceled on the same day of our scheduled date, I reacted the only way possible (read
below).

Beating “Date Cancelling” Games
How do you recognize a real need to cancel a date from a game women play?
Simple, you look for the following:
Is she telling you well in advance?
Is she apologetic about it?
Does she propose alternatives?
Does she show a willingness to make up for it?
If she does any of the above, great news, It’s probably true and you can reschedule (just a bit later,
not right away).
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If she just drops a shi**y text like the one above on the same day, without any apologies, she doesn’t
deserve your time.
Let it die.
And if it was true, it’s up to her to re-initiate.
And if she reinitiates with a lame excuse, you know she liked you, you know she feels guilty and you
know she knows she misbehaved (and, likely, you know that she was playing a mind game):
The problem with many games women play is that they work with the most undiscerning men.
But with cooler guys, they just hurt everyone. Starting with the woman herself: in this example, I
really lost most of my interest in her.

#7. Prove Yourself to Me Games (AKA: Dance Monkey Dance)
This is what in the past I have also called “jump through the hoops” and it’s more of a soft-power
type of game.
Many smart women play it instinctively and most normal guys fall for.. Equally instinctively :).
The games women play which fall under the “make him prove to her” are varied and almost infinite
actually.
And sometimes they can be a bit subtle.
Look at this example from a Tinder conversation:
It would be easy to keep the joke up here by saying “I’m crazy smart” or “our babies would be
smarter than Einstein”.
But, even if said jokingly and seemingly good for our seduction, it would have still been me proving
myself to her.
My reply instead actually says:
Lucio: Nono lady, you prove yourself to me
And in this case, it worked like a charm:
She got this ?
Many advanced dating games and power moves belong to this group.
And learning to deal with them is all about increasing your emotional intelligence pals, there is no
shortcut (Social Power course is your best shortcut).
Also check this forum entry for a perfect execution of the “dance monkey dance”:
She maneuvers seats to lock-in and he plays the monkey dance

#8. No Sex Games
Withholding sex is an example of social games that I call “bartering games”.
The “withholding sex game” is actually encouraged and recommended by several dating coaches,
including in the popular dating book for women “The Power of The Pussy“.
The author of “The Power of The Pussy” book recommends women to use sex as a bargaining chip to
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get whatever they want.
And that’s what the game is all about: it consists of not letting him enter her… Unless he does
something that she wants (and it’s the game Margot Robbie plays in the very first picture of this
article).
If her biggest bargaining chip is spreading her legs you should play at another table
(the stakes are low here)
-ThePowerMoves

Dealing With Bartering Games
Men who give in to the bartering game of withholding sex are communicating a host of bad traits,
including:
He can’t get sex elsewhere
She doesn’t really enjoy sex so much
She is the sexual prize of the relationship
That is why you must always refuse to even entertain withholding sex games.
A good answer is to get offended she’d even stoop so low and invite her to leave (or leave yourself if
you’re at her place):
Her: No, I don’t feel like doing it if you don’t make me that gift
Him: You know what, I really don’t have time for this. The relationships I seek are
supportive and you don’t seem to want the saem. You seem more intent in playing nasty
games here and I’m not up for that.
I should get to work now, and you should probably go
Then watch her chase you (as she should! She has to make her up for her manipulation).
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#9. Damsel in Distress Games
The “too girly for this life” is a game women used to play much more often in the old days of
romanticism.
Today, with feminism and the pressure on women to actually be the opposite, such as strong and
independent, we don’t see it nearly as often.
But you’d be mistaken thinking it’s completely gone.
The smartest women indeed know better than drink the kool-aid on the “strong women lies” and they
still use it.
Of course, not all do it this obviously, but the psychology behind is actually this one:
Make him feel strong and powerful, and he’ll move mountains to protect you.
This is actually a high-quality woman type of game.
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#10. “I’m Not That Kind of Girl” Game (AKA: “I’m
Relationship Material”)
This is part of the more general “Madonna games”.
Such as, women seek to position themselves as “serious” and “relationship material” that he must
wine and dine before he can get to the cake (read “Madonna-whore dichotomy” because this is
important in female and dating psychology).
Women play this all the times, in different formats.
Women play this game even when they’re being open and forward about sex (for a woman!).
Look at this example: this girl invited me to go to her place before going for lunch, and I wanted to
make sure I was going to go there without “wasting a trip”, if you know what I mean.
So I joke a bit about “coming”, but that was too much and pushed her into the Madonna game:
Typical Madonna game to avoid looking slutty. It’s often up to the men to help her get rid of
Madonna games.

Beating Madonna Games
The old pick-up artist mantra of “plausible deniability”, such as pretending that you’re not going to
have sex but “just spend 5 minutes for a drink”, works well.
But if you can’t manage to move her out of the Madonna games and you only wanted short-term sex,
then… Run for the hills.
You’ve been doing everything wrong, she’s taking you for a ride or… She thinks you’re quite some
dumbass.
Or maybe all three of them combined.
No shame though brother, there is plenty of fish in the sea :).
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Getting His Commitment Games
The games women play don’t stop at seduction of course, but actually switch to an even higher gear
when things get sexual.
You can read more commitment games here, but some of the most popular include:
“You can’t control me… Unless you become my boyfriend”
Here is how this game looks like in real life:
Her: I am going to party with my girlfriends
Him: Aren’t you partying a bit too much recently..
Her: Well, you’re not my boyfriend, so you can’t say anything..
This one basically says: start to get serious or I am drifting away and might meet someone else.
In a way, she is giving you more control over her.. As long as you give commitment.
It’s not the nastiest game as it’s a type of barter game and she is giving you something back.
Triangulation Games
Her: My new teammate Marco is sooo nice to me. Today he invited me for lunch and he
taught me so much about..
This is a threat of triangulation, and old seduction technique Robert Greene talks about in The Art of
Seduction.
It’s a veiled threat that if you don’t hurry up, she might find someone else.
Adelyn Birch considers triangulation emotionally manipulative behavior, and while I would normally
agree with her, you must also ask yourself if you are not wasting her time.
Here is another example of triangulation game:
Ultimatum Games
Women usually play the ultimate game when they’re looking for a relationship:
Her: Either you get serious, or I’m outta here
All threats, including breakup threats, are, of course, nasty games.
I highly recommend men not to get into a relationship under any type of threat.
Not only it would give all the power to her, but it also says a lot about what she thinks of you (not so
much) and provides a preview of how she might behave in the relationship.
The gentle ultimatum game
This one looks like this:
Her: I don’t do sex without relationships
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This is a good type of ultimatum game actually.
It’s still a slight threat of possibly abandoning the relationship, but it does so in a very tactful way.

Games Women Play to Get Commitment
Finally, once you’ve already been intimate and you have bee dating for a while, women will play
“commitment games”.
I describe 3 “commit to me” games in this video:
And of course, there are the games that women play in relationships. But that’s a whole different ball
game fellas, and I recommend you check “female relationship control techniques“.

Relationship Games
Games diminish in relationships but do not disappear.
Relationships games start with her rewriting the history of how you two met and, somewhat
magically, it always ends up looking like you chased her far more than you actually did :).
Relationships have very different games and power dynamics and men and women play different
games because of their different needs.
See:
How women control men
Relationship power dynamics
How to control relationships (the healthy way)

Nasty Games Women Play
Not all games are created equal.
Some games women play, same as for some games men play, are actually helpful for the relationship
and can even be the signs of a high-quality woman.
But some others can be very nasty and lead to highly toxic relationships.
I’ve done a whole article on this, so read here:
Nasty games women play

Bonus: These Are Not Games Women Play
As usual, I have read other articles before writing this one and there is some incorrect information
around.
The following are commonly listed as mind games women play, but they’re really not:
Let’s just be friends
No, sorry, women who are attracted to men rarely if ever will tell them they are just friends.
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The only exceptions are with coworkers and when other people are around, in which case she might
be trying to protect her reputation.
I like you more like a brother
Similar to the above: this is rarely a game or a shit test, as it’s often listed.
Women simply don’t say this kind of stuff to men they are attracted to.

SUMMARY
The old pick-up artists used to ask as a conversation starter if men or women play more games.
Sure men do play games as well, but the games women play are, on average, far more numerous and
far more advanced.
This article gave you an overview of the most common mind games women play and how you can
confront them as a high-quality man.
Now you don’t need to fear women’s games anymore :).
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20 Manipulative Negotiation Tactics
April 22, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Being the victim of manipulative negotiation tactics sucks.
Luckily, you don’t have to be a victim.
By the end of this article, you will learn the psychology of manipulative negotiation, and how you
can defend against them.
Always watch out for parties whose interest align against yours
Contents
#1. Feign Disappointment
#2. Say: “You’ll have to do better than that“
#3. Say: “Don’t Be So Defensive“
#4. Invent A Higher Authority That Limits Your Freedom to Concede
#5. Wrestle Last-Minute Concession With Made Up Last-Minute Problems
#6. Play Good Cop / Bad Cop
#7. Let Them Come to You
#8. Outnumber Them: The Encirclement Tactic
#9. Get The Last Drops, Before The Champagne Pops (AKA: Nibbling Technique)
#10. Flinch At The First Number
#11. Say: “Let’s Avoid Games, What’s Your Bottom Line?“
#12. Get Angry: The Intimidatory Negotiation
#13. Pretend to Notice A Defect (“Ooops, I hadn’t seen this, please adjust the price“)
#14. Assume The Negotiation’s Ended (In Your Favor)
#15. Empathize To Screw Them Better
Manipulative Negotiation Psychology
Go E-Negotiation With More Powerful Negotiators
SUMMARY

#1. Feign Disappointment
Power negotiators will purposefully act disappointed during negotiations.
Studies show that looking disappointed is likely to decrease your demands and increase the size of
your concessions because you unconsciously feel like you need to give more to re-balance the
relationship.
Power negotiators will act like they don’t like your offer even they are very happy.
They do it for two reasons:
1. They can get even happier by faking unhappy and asking for more 2. If they look happy you
might decrease your offer or think twice about it
This is especially important on the first offer. As a matter of fact, power movers rarely take the first
offer at all.
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Dirty-Negotiation Buster
When they play unhappy, tell them that unluckily there is not so much room on such a good offer of
yours.
But if they tell you what they’re looking for you’ll take it to your guys (this is the “higher authority
game”, more on it later).
Not strictly about negotiation, but the concept is the same. By not looking impressed Ashton Kutch is
keeping his value high.

#2. Say: “You’ll have to do better than that“
Simple technique, the dirty negotiator just says:
Power Negotiator: You’ll have to do better than that
Then he stays silent and waits for you to take a step back and make a concession.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Here is how you answer:
Power Negotiator: You’ll have to do better than that
You: How much better exactly
This way you keep control of the interaction while also avoiding unneeded escalations.

#3. Say: “Don’t Be So Defensive“
This is a sneaky psychological technique partially based on reverse psychology.
In this website’s guide to manipulation, I call this technique “manipulative peace talk”.
They will resort to this when they realize you are not trusting them or that you are not going along
with their manipulation.
Then they will tell you not to be so defensive and then maybe crack a joke to relax you.
For example:
Power Negotiator: Jake!
You are being so defensive!
Relax my man , we’re just discussing a deal and it’s looking like a great deal for you.
You are basically going to bankrupt us unless we can can get something out of that
defensive fortress of yours!
That’s a fake release of tension.
When you accept that tension release and laugh, you are also buying into their frame that the
negotiation is going great for you and you need to make more concessions.
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Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Don’t defend by saying you’re not defensive.
If you answer seriously to that sentence, psychologically, you might be pushed into acting more open
and trustworthy just to prove them wrong. Instead, say something like:
You: the way you’re dealing with me is causing me to be defensive. And if you want to
look into that, I’ll tell you exactly why… “.
Now you’re taking the lead role.
You can always reply with a joke, like:
You: don’t worry mate, since we’re such good friends if things go south for you, you’re
always welcome to sleep over at my place. You cook though
Or you can deal with it the dominant way that Putin used against Obama:

#4. Invent A Higher Authority That Limits Your Freedom to
Concede
You always know you’re dealing with a clueless, ego-driven muppet when they present themselves as
the final authority.
When a sales manager, for example, says he has some “latitude for deciding on price”, you know he
has little to no power.
The real power negotiators of this world instead like to present themselves in the guise of a lamb.
They actively pretend they can’t make the final decision by themselves, and they say they need
approval from the higher authority above them.
Then they can leverage that (non-existing) higher authority for all sorts of games -including a
possible good cop/bad cop games.
A fictitious higher authority affords several advantages, including:
1. Allows to delay the negotiation by saying they need to ask their people
2. Allows to be tough without looking nasty (they’d be nice if they could, but their bosses are
pushing them)
3. Allows to play the “last-minute concession game” on you (keep reading)

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Here are a few ways to deal with this dirty negotiation tactic:
1.
2.
3.
4.

pretend you believe him and make a mental check-mark of the game he’s playing;
say “oh come on, you’re not playing good cop/bad cop with me are you”;
say “OK, and when do your people meet? I’d love to come by and speak with them too”;
say “ah please, you’re the expert/director/boss, those guys must always be following your
decisions don’t they”
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#5. Wrestle Last-Minute Concession With Made Up LastMinute Problems
98 times out of a 100 a last-minute “problem” to get a last-minute concession is a manipulative
negotiation tactic.
They might, for example, OK the transaction and tell you they “just need the final approval from the
board”, making it sound like it’s a done deal (notice that the board is the higher authority here).
But then they come back to you saying that the board is being difficult and they asked for a further
concession.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
When they get back to you with the higher authority game tell them you also need to speak to your
people / think it over.
Then get back to them asking for another concession back.
And if they need you more than you need them, you can go for power showdown here.
Here is how you will blindside them:
You: Look Mark, I thought about this, and I really want to hold my side of the deal
But I ran some numbers and I’m getting busier and busier with more demand here and,
well.. I don’t like reneging my own word, but with this market I need to charge a 10%
more.
Now just because I gave you a different price, I can do 5% just for you. But I need to know
by end of the week.

#6. Play Good Cop / Bad Cop
The most famous of the dirty negotiation tactics.
Here are a few scenarios of good cop / bad cop:
1. Bad cop is strict, good cop seems more malleable
2. Bad cop gets angry and leaves the room while good cop plays friendly
3. Good cop says he would give it to you it but his people (higher authority bad cop) don’t allow

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Create your own bad cop.
Or pretend you’re falling for it and use it to your advantage to see what they propose / offer.
When the good cop proposes a deal, you will know what’s a good deal for them and you will know
what you must not accept.
Here is an example from the movie “Jackie Brown”:
The police officer is playing good cop by creating an external bad cop who’s not even there.
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#7. Let Them Come to You
Perceived power is crucial in negotiations because, as research shows, negotiators with more power
get more concessions and weaker negotiators give more concessions.
Power is expressed in many ways, for example:
Come to my office (location)
I’m only free at X time, good for you? (time logistics)
I don’t have time this week, call me again next week OK? (who chases whom)
If you can avoid, avoid going to their place or office.
Going to their office is an implied statement that they have more power.
Also, people meeting on their own turf feel more powerful and secure, while you feel less powerful
and secure. That will give them an unfair advantage.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Counter-propose your location or say it’s fair to meet middle way.
Also try never to chase too hard unless you’re aware and willing you are giving away power and/or
you’re doing it as part of an overall strategy.

#8. Outnumber Them: The Encirclement Tactic
Negotiations, especially in the beginning, are often perceived as a power tug of war.
And when manipulative negotiators show up outnumbering you, that can easily put you on the back
foot.
Especially if they sit all together on one side of the table or, even worst, they sit around you, they are
going for an antagonistic frame of “us, many VS you, alone” (Robert Greene refer to the
psychologically devastating effects of encirclement in “The 33 Strategies of War“).
But also watch out if one sits near you while the other sit in front as that might be the game plan of
playing bad cop (in front of you) and good cop (besides you).

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Tell them:
You: I was expecting to see youm Mark, why did you come with two friends
Power Negotiator: They are also interested and they were free, so here we are, let’s sit
down now, shall we
You: Look, instead of playing negotiation games, I’d rather find a win-win approach, fair
enough?
If you are feeling particularly bold and you know for sure there is no point for more people to be
involved, this can also be a valid approach:
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You: look, I have been in touch with you Mark, and if you don’t mind I prefer speaking
with just one person. The more we are, the more complicated it gets and I like to keep
things simple.
(looking at the extra people)
I know a wonderful restaurant I can recommend to you guys
The last line is such a sweet power move, isn’t it :).

#9. Get The Last Drops, Before The Champagne Pops (AKA:
Nibbling Technique)
You know the feeling when you are nearing a solution and signature time is coming?
Finally, you can release the tension, sit back, chill… And maybe go with the guys for a beer.
That’s when you let down your guard and start looking forward to finally wrapping things up, and
maybe celebrate.
And it’s right there and then that the most manipulative negotiators will try to squeeze the last drops.
They might say:
Dirty Negotiator: Oh, by the way, you will repaint the walls before leaving right?
If you say “no” or that it’s not the right time to add any more clauses, they might try to make it look
like it was “obvious” that you had to do it.
For example:
Dirty Negotiator: Oh come on man, we didn’t discuss it because it’s standard procedure,
everyone does it.
I have no words to express how much I dislike this game and the people engaging in it.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
There are several ways you can counteract this highly manipulative negotiation technique.
Much of it comes down to frame control.
For example:
You: Not true at all, you say everyone, but everyone who?
Where I come from nobody does and nobody asks for it.
So don’t be a Grinch now that we’re almost done.
Or:
1. Smile as if they were joking;
2. Tell them they’re getting an awesome deal as it is and that’s it;
3. Tell them that after that dirty power move the lunch right after the signature is on them. But if
they hurry to sign you’ll be nice enough to still toast with them.
Then smile and wait
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#10. Flinch At The First Number
Power negotiators will sometimes “jump” at your first ask price or offer.
That’s called “the flinch”, and it’s a strong nonverbal reaction that communicates the following:
Power mover: are you crazy with that number? Please come down immediately
And when you come down immediately, you lose both power and credibility.
Here is an example of the flich:
Of course, the good power negotiator will rarely go for the dramatic flinch because the dramatic
version is offensive towards you and/your product and it’s a big rapport breaker.
The best negotiators have high emotional intelligence, and they will do more subtly.
For example, they’ll pause for a second, look a bit flustered and pensive, as if they were thinking
“damn, I really wanted to make this deal, but with that crazy price… “.
And then, they do the unexpected.
They compliment you and build you as they subtly pull the flinch on you.
Something like this:
High EQ Negotiator: Hmmm.. I can see why you can ask for that much. It’s a great
service, I’m a big fan. I really want to find a way to work with you…
See the manipulative game being played here?
They are buttering you up and building rapport while making it easy for you to lower the price
without losing face (see Dale Carnegie on saving people’s face).
It’s the poor negotiator who criticizes you or your services in an effort to lower your price (see “low
ball technique” for the science and a complete walk-through).

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Do NOT renege your first offer right away after their flinch or they will have you.
Instead, ask what they had in mind, then flinch back (power negotiations can be funny, eh? :).
And if they butter you up, say
Thank you, thank you, I’d also love working with you, so I hope you can find a way to pay
the fair price so that we can start right away.

#11. Say: “Let’s Avoid Games, What’s Your Bottom Line?“
If you thought that “no game” and “game” are antithetic, you’re right.
A common dirty negotiation tactic is indeed to pretend they don’t want to play any games and that
they don’t even want to negotiate.
So please, just tell them your last price so you can all save some time and, maybe, get to work.
But of course, this can easily be a manipulative negotiation tactic to get you close to your bare
minimum so that they can negotiate from a position of power.
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A similar technique is to pretend that they are about to sign with a competitor of yours.
But before signing with that other vendor, they’ll come to you and “give you a last-minute chance”
by saying:
“Could you please give me your absolute bottom line?”
They frame it as if they don’t have time, so you can give them your best offer and maybe snatch a
customer away from your competitor.
But often, there was no other competitor they were just about to sign with.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
1. Say that the official price tag is already super attractive;
2. Tell them you are to start with another customer and if they want your service they should
hurry at the offered price;
3. Give them a price which is very near the official price tag

#12. Get Angry: The Intimidatory Negotiation
Studies show that bursts of anger can provide more concessions to the angry yeller.
This works especially for negotiators who are more powerful than their victims.
When powerful negotiators get angry, the less powerful party demands less value regardless of the
appropriateness of the expressions of anger (Van Kleef, 2007).
Bursts of anger work in part like acting disappointed: we feel that the relationship is unbalanced and
we must give to rebalance it.
But when it’s a powerful negotiation who uses it, it functions as a dominance power move: it
generates concessions out of fear and it can increase the perceived power of the angry party (a weak
party usually does not get angry).
P.S.: Adelyn Birch rightly points out that anger outbursts are also an emotionally abusive technique
that abusive partners and power-obsessed partners -most often men- use to control relationships.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Stay unflustered and make a mental note they are dirty negotiators and you can’t trust them.
Then look at them with icy control and say
You: I’d rather keep things calm and respectful. Hopefully, you can manage to keep your
emotional outbursts in check.
Boom.
Or simply yell right back at them.

#13. Pretend to Notice A Defect (“Ooops, I hadn’t seen this,
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please adjust the price“)
The dirty negotiators will string you along until the end of the negotiation.
And then, maybe right in front of the notary, they will come up with a problem in the contract they
had “failed to notice”.
At that point, they will try to get one last (big) concession from you to go ahead and sign.
This technique leverages the psychological bias of sunk costs.
Since you have already invested so much time in the interaction, you might be willing to give one last
concession simply not to “waste” all that time.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
1. Tell them the issue is already priced in;
2. If you want to try to avoid an escalation, tell them that if they drop the games lunch is on you
right after the signature (then feel free to go your own way)

#14. Assume The Negotiation’s Ended (In Your Favor)
A typical sales technique is that of assuming the sale.
And there is a similar power move in negotiations.
It consists of “moving past the negotiation” by starting to talk about the details of the service or
product instead of the details of the deals.
Example:
Dirty Negotiator: When would you like to move in
Or:
Dirty Negotiator: Can you start tomorrow
The technique also works in negotiations.
But of course, when you start to discuss the deal as an already foregone conclusion you are giving a
lot of your negotiation power.
Here is an interesting example of the last job interview I took, which I took because this website still
needed to grow and because I wanted to test out some negotiation theories):

We hadn’t even finalized compensation and he’s jumping to “starting right away”.
Then he tries to make me go to their place at their time (logistics power move) and takes for granted
I’m cool with everything (assuming the end of negotiation).
And even adds the busy power move -“unfortunately can’t earlier“.

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
If you’re interested in their offer don’t play offended and don’t say you haven’t decided yet because
you don’t want risk souring the relationship with a possible employer.
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I recommend you say something like this:
You: yeah I look forward to it, but before we get there I would like to focus on the details of
the deal here.
We were talking about…
Alternatively, if you got leverage, you can go to the high-risk counter-power move, which is to
refuse.
Refuse, but leave that door ajar, just enough for them to change tune and “try to change your
mind”, which will turn the tables and give you all the power.
Like this:
If you have leverage, the walk-away gambit will lay bare all your power in the negotiation, and you
will often see a big U-turn on their side and you can negotiate from a position of power.
See their reply:
What a U-turn eh?
Now with that, all the power is on my side.
But by that time he had already burned himself and I never replied.

#15. Empathize To Screw Them Better
Another highly manipulative negotiation technique you must be aware of is that of the (fake)
empathizer.
This is what Chris Voss talks about in “Never Split the Difference” as a hostage negotiator.
Voss is the representative of a psychological revolution in the way that modern host-negotiators
approach criminals.
The new breed of negotiators don’t chest-thump but instead listen to the kidnappers’ woes, let them
vent and empathize.
The empathizer is the most lethal technique when you are desperate or at your worst because that’s
exactly when you need the empathizers the most.

Example:
Imagine you are negotiating your severance package after you have been fired.
Your boss now is gone, and it’s just you and the HR representative (now playing a sort of good cop
game).
They say
HR: I’m sorry, you are such an esteemed person around here.
How do you feel
Maybe they will add:
HR: We are aware that your manager has some issues.
Then you complain about your boss, and they will be all ears. They will say that unluckily they have
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been powerless in booting your manager. Hopefully, things will change soon, they hint.
Now you’re so happy that your bad boss will be getting the boot soon.
Then maybe they say they know you bought a house, hinting at your mortgage.
They ask how do you feel about that, and if you think you’ll find a job soon.
And then they close the circle:
HR: I have some a good network in town with other recruiters, let’s do a lunch soon
Boom: now they set up reciprocity and with the hint of future help you’re also careful of not being
overly aggressive in negotiation as that might jeopardize their help (which might never materialize,
BTW).

Dirty-Negotiation Buster
Understand that some negotiations are win-lose, and your job is to make the other party the loser.
To insulate yourself, a good technique is to smile but, deep down, to consider everyone across the
table an enemy (a fun read to get into that mindset: What Would Machiavelli Do).

Manipulative Negotiation Psychology
And here are a few more manipulative negotiation tactics based on psychology, emotional
intelligence and social skills:
The Negotiator… Who’s Just So Like You
Schmoozing and small talk is all good and that’s how you should start negotiations.
But if you notice a bit too much mimicking of your body language, a few too many commonalities
and a faster than usual personal disclosure, then watch out: they can all be used for manipulation.
Solution:
It’s great to like people, but focus on the ball (ie.: the transaction).
The Gift-Giving Manipulator
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Another manipulative technique is to leverage our inborn tendency to reciprocity.
The problem is that our natural tendency to give back does not differentiate much between “sizes of
giving”.
Thus buying you the menu lunch will make you soften on that 5% price you’re discussing for your
house.
But the former is worth 10 Euros, the latter is worth 10.000 Euros.
Solution:
Focus on the transaction, and don’t let anyone buy you lunch (“despise the free lunch”, says Robert
Greene).
The Manipulative “Fair Negotiator”
Research shows that around half of cooperative negotiators are actually wolves in sheep’s clothing.
The manipulative negotiator here will say something like: “I’m just looking for a fair deal”.
Or: “I only do win-win deals” and maybe they’ll even drop some Stephen Covey quote on you.
Whenever I hear those sentences my alarm bells go off, and I recommend you also raise your levels
of alertness.
The Inspirational Negotiator
Any crap of “rebirth”, “change”, “opportunity”… They are true actually. But only if they come from
friends and people who care about you.
Not from the people you are negotiation with:
Here is a rule of thumb: whenever you are negotiating something important where money or your
future is at stake, treat it as a cold business transaction.
The Complimenter
Finally, if they compliment you for your negotiation skills or for the deal you got, be careful.
They might be happy with the results and simply want to make sure you stick with the agreement.
Research indeed shows that employees follow through on the agreement and stay longer on the job
not based on what they negotiated, but based on how they feel about the negotiation (the objective
value of subjective value).
Highly informed HR personnel knows this, so consider that the final negotiation sweetener might
actually be poison.
More manipulative negotiation techniques from the forums:
The pity play
Honey-deal trap
Fake self-disclosure to acquire juicy information (example from my neighbor)
Using indirect threats to gain a discount (example from ThePowerMoves.com)
How to pitch 2 employers against each other for higher salary
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Go E-Negotiation With More Powerful Negotiators
Be aware that when there is a power differential in-person meetings tend to bring that power
differential to full fruition.
This includes both negotiation power and social power which is expressed, for example, through hard
questioning, bullying tactics and pressuring.
What to do then?
Well, studies show that electronic communication tends to produce more equitable outcomes when
there is a power disparity.
Croson, the researcher, says:
In particular, the electronic medium “levels the playing field” between
stronger and weaker negotiators
Electronic communication is also better for people who are not as experienced, not as aggressive
and/or not as good at thinking on their feet.
Please don’t be the idiot who pounds his chest… And then pays through his nose for his egothumping.

SUMMARY
Understanding negotiation power dynamics is crucial to your success… In pretty much any life
endeavor.
Self-help guru like to say that to become a billionaire you must help a billion people. But that’s only
one side of the coin, so don’t be a Pollyanna about it.
There are also plenty of rich men who got rich screwing up a billion people.
Research and real-world evidence shows that an adversarial approach to negotiation can be
counterproductive.
And that’s why the most insidious power negotiators often use a more manipulative approach than
one purely based on dominance.
This article showed you the game they play and how you can protect yourself.
You can read more at:
Unethical hacks to sell a house
Unethical hacks to buy a house
And of course:
This is a preview of Power University.
Power University the complete course that will insulate you from all manipulation and power moves.
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10 Bullying Debate Techniques From Ben Shapiro
April 27, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
When it comes to debate techniques to win debates no matter what, Ben Shapiro is a great guy to
learn from.
Shapiro is the most successful and ruthless political debater in the English speaking world.
But he is also a deep connoisseur of power dynamics and, sometimes, a bit of a manipulator.
This article will show you all the techniques Ben Shapiro uses to dominate his debates.
Contents
#1. Get Under Your Opponent’s Skin
#2. Strike When They Overreact (ie.: Gaslighting)
#3. Convey Authority by Talking Like You’re Gospel
#4. Ridicule Your Opponent
#5. Use (Or bend) Data & Statistics to Increase Your authority
#6. Play The Victim
#7. Hide Your Power Source
#8. Accuse Your Opponent of Your Own Faults
#9. Frame The Interaction (the way it serves you)
#10. Seek Peace (Only) When They’re On Their Knees
Ben Shapiro Personality Traits
Ben Shapiro’s Debating Fundamentals
What I Think of Ben Shapiro
SUMMARY

#1. Get Under Your Opponent’s Skin
One of the major reasons why Ben Shapiro dominates all the debates is that he’s the best I have ever
seen at getting under his opponents’ skin.
This is something of the things he’s done, said or heavily implied to get under people’s skin:
“you’ve been standing on the graves of dead children”
“you’re not a real woman” (to a trans)
“I fell terrible for you” (to a trans)
“why are you mainstreaming delusion” (to a full panel of journalists)
Getting under his opponents’ skin is a technique Ben Shapiro uses consciously.
And I know that because he bragged about to a room of his supporters.
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#2. Strike When They Overreact (ie.: Gaslighting)
This is how Shapiro deploys gaslighting:
1. Manipulate the victim into overreacting (“getting under their skin”)
2. Remain calm as they overreact
3. Point out to the victim that they are overreacting and/or acting crazy and aggressive
The victim, looking their aggressor calm and realizing that they are indeed acting crazy, often ends
up feeling crazy.
Gaslighting is a common technique that abusive men use in their highly toxic relationships (Adelyn
Birch, 2015).
When Ben Shapiro makes his victim act aggressively, he makes it a point to highlight while he acts
calm and rational.
That way, it looks like he is winning the debate thanks to his arguments, and not thanks to his
emotional manipulation.
Ben Shapiro is an intelligent man and a highly skilled political debater.
Yet I’d go as far as to say that most of Ben Shapiro’s claim to notoriety is bad on him gaslighting his
opponents (ie.: making them overreact and aggress him and then taking advantage of it).

Why Shapiro Does Not Say His Opponents Are Acting Crazy
When transgender Zoey Tur threatened to physically assault Shapiro, Shapiro could have claimed
that threats of violence have no place in a debate.
And he could have made the case that everyone in the studio was supporting violence by not openly
condemning Zoey Tur (and it would have been a good point, BTW).
However, he decided not to.
Why?
Because from a persuasion point of view it’s much better if people realize by themselves that people
are being aggressive towards Shapiro while he simply makes his case calmly and rationally.
That way, people are actually siding with Shapiro by their own volition rather than because Ben
complained or asked to do so.
And that’s much more persuasive.

#3. Convey Authority by Talking Like You’re Gospel
Ben Shapiro talks with an unwavering belief in his values and he talks like he’s speaking
unquestionable truths.
That attitude helps Shapiro browbeat his adversaries and it makes him wield outsized power and
influence.
Talking with unwavering confidence like you’re delivering scripture works very well both in
destroying his debating opponents and in galvanizing his followers’ base.
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Most people indeed have an inborn tendency to follow the charismatic leader.
This is a terrible human bias because it actually helps dictators, psychopaths, and snake oil salesmen
alike to build a huge following.
But alas, it’s there and it’s real so you better take it into account.

When People Quit Debating Shapiro
Ben Shapiro is so good at conveying power and authority that sometimes his least skilled debating
opponents simply give up.
They quit trying to debate him or start asking him questions instead of confronting him.
That’s the hallmark of a powerful debater.
When people stop debating you they are recognizing your superiority. And when they ask you
questions they are basically saying “you know more, you are the real leader, know let me learn from
you”

#4. Ridicule Your Opponent
Ben Shapiro is a ruthless debater.
And one way he dominates debates is by intellectually destroying his opponent.
He does in all the ways he can.
But one of his favorites and one of the nastiest power moves he deploys is by implying, or sometimes
directly stating, that his opponent is an idiot.
He does it with smirks, witty remarks, voice tonality, eye-rolling, and other indicators of contempt.
Contempt also contributes to Shapiro’s gaslighting effect.
Shapiro’s “know it all” attitude is typical of the “smart alec” dominant archetype that we analyzed in
“The 7 Archetypes of Dominance“.
Note how he also leverages the “podium” and “speaker” position of power by getting the audience to
laugh along with him (learn here how to speak with power).
That’s similar to Obama’s social-climbing BTW.

#5. Use (Or bend) Data & Statistics to Increase Your authority
We live in a society that, righteously, celebrates science, data and statistics.
People who drop quotes, names, data, statistics and studies, sound well-informed, intelligent, and…
“right”.
Ben Shapiro loves to drop a copious amount of statistics that make him sound like the ultimate
authority on the topic.
If you have been following this blog though you know that statistics can be manipulated to say almost
anything you want to say (Darrell Huff, 1954).
Furthermore, few if any people even check whether what you’re saying is based on good data (or on
any data at all, also check “popular but wrong self-help myths“).
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Example of Bending Researches
For example, in his crusade to refuse to call men going from male to women “she” Shapiro often
quotes research which says that the suicide rate among transexuals is the same whether people
recognize them for their preferred gender or not.
For anyone familiar with basic psychology and sociology, this makes little sense.
Being recognized or ostracized by the people around has a huge impact on people.
So I looked up the research.
Turns out, it was pretty much as I expected it would turn up and pretty much disproving what Shapiro
stated.
I quote:
Respondents who experienced rejection by family and friends, discrimination,
victimization, or violence had elevated prevalence of suicide attempts
Now, based on that, what do you think forcing a “he” does to a trans who wants to become a “she”?
Might that qualify as a rejection for her?
I definitely think so.
And this is what another research says:
Social support, reduced transphobia, and having any personal identification documents
changed to an appropriate sex designation were associated with large relative and absolute
reductions in suicide risk
And:
Interventions to increase social inclusion and access to medical transition, and to reduce
transphobia, have the potential to contribute to substantial reductions in the extremely high
prevalences of suicide ideation
Basically: don’t listen to what Shapiro says about transexuals. Frankly, I find it nasty and it only
increases the level of pain and hurt in this world.

#6. Play The Victim
There is a strange tendency among human beings.
And that tendency is to think that if one has been victimized he can hardly be a victimizer himself.
Funny, because that’s actually the opposite of how it goes (Glasser, 2001).
So what Shapiro conveniently says is that he is against abuse and bullying because he’s been the
victim of vicious bullying as a kid.
That helps him deflect a lot of bullying accusations and, when he’s accused of bullying, it gives him
an easier way out.
It’s a bit like the abusing partner who says to his wife when she accuses him of being emotionally
abusive:
Him: How can you say that to me, you know what my father did me!!
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Ben Shapiro’s Next Level Victim Power Move
Playing the victim is a dangerous technique though. It’s very easy to overdo it and end up sounding
like a complainer or like a powerless, submissive victim (check here body language of submission).
And you can’t dominate debates as the weaker party of the interaction.
But of course, Ben Shapiro is too smart to fall into that trap, and he finds indeed a strong, powerful
way of presenting himself as a victim.
Basically, it sounds a bit like this: “I’m ready to debate fair and square with anyone… But they prefer
to shut me off, protest me and aggress me instead of debating”.
That way he sounds intellectually superior to his opponents while still painting himself as the victim
of abuse.
It makes him look like a 21st century Robin Hood.

#7. Hide Your Power Source
In “The 48 Laws of Power” Robert Greene says you should play a sucker to catch a sucker.
Indeed, it’s often best to hide your power source. When people are confused as to what your real
sources of power are, they can’t easily attack them.
And when they are not sure as to what actually makes you powerful, they can’t easily copy your
debating techniques.
As we have seen Ben Shapiro’s debating techniques often resort to emotional manipulation and
bullying.
Yet he loves to paint himself as a “small Jewish guy who’s been viciously bullied”.
That’s very convenient, isn’t it?
Of course, that makes little sense because your threat in debates is not conferred by your physical
size.
But it helps Shapiro hide his darker power sources which are, at times, bullying and manipulative.

#8. Accuse Your Opponent of Your Own Faults
This is another common technique of abusive men (Bancroft, 2002).
It consists of “beating your opponent to the punch” and accusing him of using your own manipulative
technique.
Let’s imagine you are verbally bullying someone and then accuse your opponent of being a verbal
bully.
When you do it:
1. You get under his skin and he will surely overreact
2. He will look like he’s following your lead and reacting to your leadership when he will
counter-accuse you of being a bully
3. People tend to believe the accuse more than the defendant
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As a matter of fact, the more he overreacts and accuses back, the more he will look like a bully, and
the more likely you are of winning the debate.
This is also a technique that Donal Trump used quite often.
Also read:
Trump debating technique
Win a debate like Donal Trump
Win Bigly (analysis of Trump’s persuasion techniques)

#9. Frame The Interaction (the way it serves you)
Whoever gets to frame the interaction holds a huge advantage in debates.
Sometimes people will pose you a question and frame it in a way that it presupposes you said
something or that you agree with something.
If you’re not aware of it you end up debating something you don’t even believe that much.
Or as you speak someone might move the conversation towards a frame that is better suited for his
position.
For example, a frame to support capital punishment might be “what we’re really talking about here is
about proper punishment for the most heinous crimes like torture, pedophilia and mass murders”.
Ben Shapiro is very good at framing the conversation in a way that supports his own views.
For example:
“which is what we’re talking about here”, see? He is the one who frames the conversation.
The way he does also give him huge power in the interaction because he’s implying that the woman
is rambling on and babbling and he is the intelligent one who is now bringing the conversation
towards its central proposition.
Also read:
Basics of frame
10 Frame control technique

#10. Seek Peace (Only) When They’re On Their Knees
People remember mostly how things begin and how they end (Elliot Aronson, 2011).
This is highly relevant to an aggressive debater like Ben Shapiro, because if all he did was to aggress
and deride, then people would leave with a very bad impression of him.
Instead, I have noticed he often ends with a more conciliatory tone. That allows him to take rather
extremist positions but still makes it seem like he’s quite open.
But mostly, it allows him to shred his opponents to pieces, then offer an olive branch in the end and
look like he’s a very magnanimous dude.
His opponents, browbeaten during the whole arguments, are often more than happy to take that olive
branch which is a way of saving (some) face.
To people looking from the outside, that seems like Shapiro destroys his opponents with hard facts,
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data and strong arguments.
And then, he is nice enough to end in friendship.
yeah, great, now AFTER he destroyed everyone, he even looks sensible and magnanimous

Ben Shapiro Personality Traits
Researching Ben Shapiro I have realized that is possibly the most ruthlessly effective debate I have
seen so far.
He is better than Tucker Carlson and, in some ways, more effective than Jordan Peterson, author of
The 12 Rules For Life.
Here are some of Ben Shapiro’s superpowers:
Icey cold under stress (the way he remained cool in front of the physical threat was nothing
short of astonishing)
Does not take things personally (also read: Ego Is The Enemy, The Antifragile Ego)
Quick-witted (he owes his notoriety and skills to his quick-wit as well)

Ben Shapiro’s Debating Fundamentals
Ben Shapiro uses plenty of power moves and unfair debating techniques, but don’t get me wrong: he
is also skilled with the basics.
For example:
He embodies his values by living them, which gives him huge credibility
Knows his topics really well
Researches before going into a debate
High degree of mastery in the English language
Separates himself from his arguments (this allows him to take strong criticism without taking it
personally)

What I Think of Ben Shapiro
This was a rather critical analysis of Ben Shapiro debating skills and personality, but it’s not meant as
an attack against Shapiro.
I strongly disagree with his stance on transexuals and on his insistence on calling them by their
biological pronoun.
That’s really unhelpful and only adds to this world’s misery. And if there one thing we should all
strive on is in reducing misery and increasing people’s well-being.
I do very much enjoy and also very much agree with some of his video comments though.
Especially the ones which lay bare the hypocrisy of certain people, awards, ceremonies, and news
cycles. His criticism of Oprah Winfrey’s speech is spot on, for example.
And I has a column up where he publicly airs his dirty laundry and his past mistakes, which is cool
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(and something I want to mimic).

SUMMARY
Here is the truth:
If you want to win debates, then you need to master the dark side of the debate techniques.
Ben Shapiro is one of the most successful political debaters around, and there is much to learn from
him.
His debating dominance though does not only rely on facts and skills but also resorts to manipulation
and bullying.
My personal invite to you is to build bridges, rather than “dominating” the opponent.
But with this article, you will know how to defend yourself against Shapiro-like debaters.
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Russell Brand Flirting Techniques: Seduction Analysis
May 4, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Russell Brand is one of the most famous public figures that people connect to flirting and seducing.
Of course, flirting is not sleeping and we should not confuse reactions with results.
But the Russell Brand also gets results, so it’s well worth analyzing his flirting and seduction style.
Contents
#1. Push – Pull
#2. Destroy Male Competition
#3. Dominate Socially
#4. Dominate Sexually
#5. A Feminine Touch
Downsides of Russell Brand Flirting Style
Defeating Alpha Stereotypes
Jester Dominance Style
SUMMARY

#1. Push – Pull
Push and pull is a technique whereby you first make a compliment or a kind remark -the pull- and
then you immediately push away -the pull-.
It’s a great technique to build intrigue and to build people up while at the same time not to give your
game away too quickly.
It’s best used when:
1. She’s not yet attracted to you (and a compliment might seem like you’re putting her on a
pedestal)
2. You are not coming across as a high-value man she respects (and you risk being friendzoned
Mr. nice guy with the compliment)
3. The compliment is a big one and she’s at a loss of words (and you want to avoid those moments
of awkwardness)
And since Russell Brand often overdoes it with the compliments and the romance, it’s indeed very
good that he uses push-pull as much as he does.
Here are the examples:

#1.1. Inverted Push – Pull
Russell Brand also does the opposite, such as he makes a big joke at the woman expense and then
reels her back in with kindness or with touch.
That’s very good and I actually recommend men to use it much more often than the standard pushwww.TheRedArchive.com
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pull because you end on a positive and you end with the two of you closer.
This is an example of the inverted push-pull.

#2. Destroy Male Competition
Russell Brand always positions himself as the man of the revolution against the greedy ones who
govern and control us.
His alternative is a more collectivistic society, a brotherhood of men. And that starts with more
equality.
That’s interesting, because he doesn’t seem so hell-bent on equality when he deals with other men.
Instead, he hogs all the attention and never fails to marginalize other men to get the female
attention all focused on him.
Here are some examples:
Contrary to Ben Shapiro, I don’t think that Russell Brand does it on purpose to unsettle all other men.
He does the same with women, after all.
But the result is the same: when Russell Brand walks into a stage, other men tend to disappear.

#3. Dominate Socially
One of the main reasons why Russell Brand attracts all the women around him is because he
dominates social interactions.
And with that, he looks like the alpha male leader that women so much want.
To be precise, Russell Brand has a clownish style of social dominance that does not work on all
occasions, but whenever it works, it’s social dominance nonetheless.
He especially leverages his “jester powers” to change topics as he pleases. It’s difficult for hosts and
other men to counteract because jesters reside outside of the social norms and they can do and say
things which other men cannot do and say.
Plus, the public is often laughing at Russell Brand’s antics, which would it make it very difficult for
anyone to confront him without looking like an antisocial brute.
That allows Russell Brand to do and say almost anything he pleases. And he uses it to full advantage
to control the interactions as he pleases.

#4. Dominate Sexually
In the old days of kings, jester could not exaggerate with sexual jokes because, well, the king was the
king and he had first pick.
But today few people have the balls to be sexually direct, which leaves Russell Brand on a class of
his own, one of the exceedingly rare men who do flirt and who can do it well
Russell Brand leverages a dynamic of predator/prey in his interactions with women.
When the prey likes the predator, that’s a very good flirting dynamic that allows him to go as far as
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he wants and, often, can lead to actual sex.

Off-Handed Remarks
Russell Brand likes especially to go overboard and catch women off guard. The more they’re lost, the
more power he wields.
And since women are attracted to men with power, his sexual dominance coupled with his social
dominance makes Brand supremely seductive.
Also read:
How to flirt with texts

#5. A Feminine Touch
Finally, I would like you to notice that Russell Brand presents a touch -or even more than a touch- of
femininity in his behavior.
Starting from the way he dresses: catchy, provocative, and super stylish, he looks borderline gay.
His voice is slightly high-pitched and his movements often resemble a gay man as well.
You never want to be too feminine.
But a touch of femininity goes a long way when it’s offset by an otherwise masculine and attractive
frame.
Russell Brand reminds of dandyism and of glam rock superstars like Axl Rose.
Don’t believe me?
Take a look at these images!
Note: unless you also have a similar alternative and dandy style never go as feminine as Russell
Brand does as it would be too much for most men.

Downsides of Russell Brand Flirting Style
There are major downsides to Russell Brand flirting style though.
As a matter of fact, I’m not a big fan of Russell Brand style.
It’s not the pinnacle of seduction and I think many guys misunderstand it because they look at the
reactions of women and then think “oh wooow, he soooo good”.
But equating reactions with results is a typical beginner’s mistake.
Of course, we can probably guess that Russell Brand also gets results, but let’s not forget that it’s not
just flirting and seduction style which produces results.
There are other important variables including, for example:
Fame
Looks
Money
Intelligence
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And Russell Brands excels in all of them.
We could probably compare Russell Brand level of attractiveness with Johnny Depp.
So which style is better, Depp or Brand?
The difference between Brand and Depp is that Russell Brand gets laid by chasing hard and that
makes him lose quite some power.
A man with a style more like Jonny Depp can make his seduction work more like a dance where both
the man and woman contribute. Or, since Depp is so attractive, he can also get the woman to do most
of the chasing.
That’s why, ultimately, a seduction style like Johnny Depp can get the woman to invest more, which
in turn makes her more attracted, and which in turns gives more power to him.

When Russell Brand Loses Power
Another problem is that his style can isolate him from the people around, who sometimes can form a
coalition of “normal people” VS the oddball.
And they can end up not taking him seriously, which vastly reduces the social power of the jester.
See an example here:
See?
Russell Brand took the joke very far out there and, at that point, they all socially coalesced against
him.
They started speaking of him like “he”, as if he was an animal that was there to entertain them.
That made Russell Brand look much less impressive than the dominant force he was just a few
seconds prior.
And that’s the risk that all jesters run when they take it too far: normal people coalesce and they end
up looking like jester that are being stupid for everyone’s pleasure.
And that point, they lose social power and also seductive power.

Defeating Alpha Stereotypes
In a way, I like Russell Brand.
He shows everyone that you don’t need to chase the worst aspects of toxic masculinity, that you can
drop the alpha posturing, and you can still clean it.
Because here is a guy who defies a lot of the hyper-masculine stereotypes of the red pill.
He behaves somewhat gay, laughs all the time, talks fast and does not lift… And he slays it
(attention: I’m not saying you should not seek power, lift, or be masculine: do all of those. I’m saying
it’ snot necessarily needed for success).

Jester Dominance Style
In my guide on the dominance archetypes, I omitted a few styles which I left out for the customers of
Social Power.
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One of the archetypes I left out is the jester.
And from a social point of view, that’s exactly who Russel Brand is: a jester.

SUMMARY
From a seduction point of view, Russell Brand relies heavily on flirting, direct sexual talk, and heavy
innuendos.
It works great for him both because he’s good at it and because he’s very attractive.
Albeit any feedback should be personalized, most men could improve by implementing more flirting
and by better learning female psychology.
But because of its major downsides, I wouldn’t recommend most men to imitate Russell Brand’s
style.
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How to Win A Toastmasters Speech Contest
May 17, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you interested in competing and winning a Toastmasters speech contest?
You have come to the right place.
But be warned: this is a different guide.
It’s a guide grounded in the realpolitik of life, including power dynamics, human psychology, as well
as some Machiavellian games and some social manipulation (but ultimately, win-win manipulation).
In all evaluation contests I have competed at, I only have finished either 2nd, or 1st
Contents
#1. Train At Club Level To Get A Feel For Time
#2. Make Friends With The DTMs
#3. Flirt With The DTMs in Your Area
#4. Make DTMs Your Mentors: Ask For Recommendations
#5. Visit Other Clubs: That’s Where Your Judges Come From
#6. Travel With The Judges
#7. On Contest Day: Network With Potential Judges You Don’t Yet Know
#8. Pick Low-Competition Markets
#9. Take Friends With You: The Stooge Effect
Why World Championship Is Waste of Time
My Toastmasters Background
SUMMARY

#1. Train At Club Level To Get A Feel For Time
Evaluations are usually the role where people go the most often over time. In many clubs, mine
included, people don’t even try to stay within the time.
I personally never try to stay within the allotted time because I couldn’t care less. My focus is giving
value, not nailing the time or “staying within the rules”.
However, that always puts me at a great disadvantage when it comes to competitions because I
haven’t developed a good feel for the time.
I never know how many of my observations I can safely deliver and as I speak I need to double-check
the time every so often, which is distracting.
When it gets red and I then rush to finish and my evaluations end abruptly.
That’s why if you care about winning a speech evaluation contest, you should get used at a club level
to staying within the time limit.
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#2. Make Friends With The DTMs
Here is the biggest “secret” to coddling with the judges: it’s always the same people who are judges.
And of course, the DTMs are the people who most often end up being judges.
Make friends with them, and you’ll have friendly judges for as long as you want to compete.

DTM Profiling
WARNING: Skip this section if you’re a feminist, male feminist, or virtue signaler
DTMs are more often women than men.
They either don’t have a job, have an easy one, or are retired.
If they do have a job, it’s either part-time, or not too demanding (and that’s why they got time to
dedicate to TM).
Some of them are attracted to Toastmasters because it gives them the chance of climbing the
hierarchies that they never managed to climb in actual business.
Sometimes they are strong women, even domineering.
They enjoy the hierarchical organization and the “power” that comes from their experience and from
judging others (so first hint: make them feel good about their TM accomplishments).
They tend to be very conscientious -otherwise, they wouldn’t have stuck so long with Toastmaster-.
And with high doses of conscientiousness often come an eagerness to obey the rules.
So don’t to be too rebellious or “too different”: show that you respect the norms.
Finally, some of them are after status and recognition.
They shoot for DTM because they crave status and respect. These women often wear armor and
present an aggressive facade that keeps most people at bay.
You must learn to see behind the appearances because once you get past the armor, they’ll love you
for it.

Befriending DTMs
So if you’re not sure where to start from, always make good friends with the DTMs (they always
have a pin and the older DTMs have a golden plaque).
Here is what you can do to be friendly:
Talk to them face to face
Always go to say hi first when they enter your club
Make them feel important
Add them on Facebook / Linkedin
Like their status updates (yes, this is super important)

No Friendly Judges, No Trophies
How important is it being friends with the judges?
It’s crucial.
Either almost as important as your performance or equally important.
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I know a couple of people who are very, very good speakers and are top table topic performers with
decades of experience.
They are far better at what they do in speeches and tables topic than I am at delivering evaluation
speeches.
And yet never went past district level in competitions and fail to go past the area level more times
than not.
I don’t think it’s purely a coincidence that they are not friends with the DTMs who always end up
being contest judges.

#3. Flirt With The DTMs in Your Area
Flirting is the next level of friendship.
Avoid too openly sexual flirting, but if you are around the same age and if it’s applicable, do hint at
the sexual.
This is an art in and on itself and can’t be explained via a short paragraph.
But just be aware that “flirting” is not necessarily sexual.
As long as you make them laugh by broaching racier subjects that most people wouldn’t dare talk
about, you’re golden.
Below are some ideas for you.
Most people don’t dare to talk about personal life in their first or second conversation.
But you’re not most people and you ain’t got time to waste. It’s personal life that makes people feel
bonded, so go there as soon as it’s safe.
And then use that information to get closer:
You: Whaaat, your children are in their 20’s? You’re so young yourself!
Use small daily occasions to build them up and make them feel important:
Them: Can I sit here?
You: As if you had to ask, everyone here wants to sit next to you, you’re a legend!
Build them up via third parties, this is all done in jesting and good fun. You make them feel great
while also making everyone laugh.
Very socially powerful and leader-like as well:
Random Pawn: DTM Marta here is my mentor
You: Wow, congratulations, now tell me, what does one have to do get a legend like Marta
as your mentor, are there some secret steps to follow?
If some of these might seem “over the top” to you it means you’re not yet as socially skilled as you
could be.
If you execute anything similar to the above well and naturally they will take a huge liking on you.
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#4. Make DTMs Your Mentors: Ask For Recommendations
Most guides tell you to ask for recommendations because it makes people feel good.
That much is true. But in this case, it’s actually dangerous.
The more you ask for recommendations and the more you act like you are taking it all in, the more
power you give them… and the more of a beginner you look.
And judges don’t elect beginners as the winners.
So you must watch out for what you ask for and how you position yourself. Making them feel good,
yes. Looking like a total beginner, no.
I recommend you ask questions, but more like an equal who respects their great knowledge and
experience.
It’s also great if you can ask something that they will see you follow up on.
Here is an example:
You: do you think it’s better to go on stage with the badge on or without?
Of course, it’s better to go on stage without the badge, you know that already. But by asking you can
make it look like you’re later going to follow their suggestion.
And when they see you on stage they will think “my boy is following my recommendation”.
They will feel like your win is also their win. And they’ll rate you higher.

#5. Visit Other Clubs: That’s Where Your Judges Come From
When you compete you can’t have judges from your own club.
Theoretically, you could be despised by your own club members but have very friendly judges.
And the opposite is true: everyone could love you in your club but that means nothing when you
compete.
This why it’s crucial that you visit other clubs.
Especially the clubs that DTMs and judges frequent, and mingle mostly with the senior members
there.

#6. Travel With The Judges
If the competition is outside of your town, don’t be the lone wolf going by himself.
Travel with as many Toastmasters you can, but focus specifically on the ones who most often end up
being contest judges.
And then work them up along the way, offer breakfast, drink with them, listen to their stories and
make them feel good.
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#7. On Contest Day: Network With Potential Judges You Don’t
Yet Know
The higher you go, the more judges there will be.
Remember that by the time you got to the higher level contests, you already should know all the
judges from your areas and most DTMs from your district.
But of course, you can’t know everyone.
So on contest day, you want to increase your odds of adding a few more friendly judges to your
squad.
Focus on the DTMs and senior Toastmasters you don’t yet know and do this:
Go early in the morning (don’t be the guy who gets there late as I did)
Attend all contests (don’t be the guy who only attends his contest)
Take supporting roles (judge of other contests, ballot counter)
Talk to everyone, but prioritize with the DTMs you don’t yet know
Congratulate every speaker (even the ones who sucked)
Be aware that the judges of one contest are also often judges of other contests, so always take the
opportunity to be a judge yourself and make friends with the other judges.
Good speakers in a contest are also likely to be judges in another contest, so always make friends
with the speakers as well.

#8. Pick Low-Competition Markets
There are two ways to win: get better yourself or lower the competition.
You might think I’m joking, but in many instances, it’s much, much easier and much, much more
practical to move to lower competition markets than working on yourself (same for dating, by the
way, see: sexual market value hacks).
Look at my results for example.
I am very good at evaluating (modesty aside: I have never met a better observer, which is why I do
what I do on ThePowermoves.com).
But I didn’t prepare myself for the contests. And I am not that good at public speaking (I haven’t
even delivered 10 speeches so far!). And to win an evaluation speech contest you do need to be a
good public speaker.
How come then I have been relatively so successful?
The main reason for my success is that I competed in easy markets.
What’s an “easier market” in Toastmasters?
For example, it’s competing in your mother tongue in areas where Toastmasters is not that popular
(TM is most popular in English-speaking countries).
Or it’s competing in English in regions where English is not the competitors’ native language.
In my case, I competed in English in continental Europe, and that made it much easier for me.
On the other hand, I would expect the US to be a highly competitive market for Toastmasters.
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India is also a highly competitive market as many people there grow up in a culture that glorifies
academic achievements. And they carry that hard-working mentality to Toastmasters.

#9. Take Friends With You: The Stooge Effect
Listen to this one:
In my last district contest where I placed second everyone told me I was superb, and the win was
going to be between me, and another guy.
In the end, I didn’t win.
But here is the funny thing: neither did the other guy that everyone tipped off!
It might be a coincidence of course, but do you know who won? It’s the guy who had the most
friends in the audience who won.
He had the most friends from his club who all made a huge ruckus when he went on stage and who
all laughed hard when he cracked a joke.
And who all applauded and cheered like it was 2019 when he finished (this was a Covid-19 joke :).
Having people support you from the audience is huge.
It’s so important that in the old days of theater, there was such a thing as “hired clappers“, and
performers paid them (and still do) because it works.
If you crack a great joke people will laugh anyway.
But it’s when your attempt at humor is average, poor or “too difficult for most” that having friends in
the audience will make a difference.
Their laughter can make the difference in the judges’ minds between a “what was that” and “that was
good” (remember that judges also evaluate depending on the audience’s reaction).

Why World Championship Is Waste of Time
If you have been reading around here you know that I’m all about efficiency and efficient use of time.
And in a nutshell, this is what I think about preparing yourself to become a Toastmaster world
champion speaker:
Working hard to become a Toastmasters world champion is the equivalent of working
hard to win a lottery
And if that’s not yet clear, it means that it’s not an efficient use of your time and your resources (As
Warren Buffet once said: gambling is a tax on ignorance).

Difference between evaluation and speech contests
I actually could recommend to prepare yourself well for winning an evaluation speech contest at the
district level.
So why don’t I recommend the same approach to the international speech contest?
Here is why:
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Large Numbers = Random Results
The difference between the speech contest and the evaluation contest is in the word “world”.
The evaluation contest ends at the district level while the speech contest keeps going to the world
stage.
But that also means that there are many more people competing for the world champion.
And when we are talking about very large numbers, there is no reliable path that will significantly
increase your chances of winning.
The keyword is “significantly”.
Sure, you can “significantly” increase your skills. And you can increase your personal chances of
winning going from, say, 0,1% chance of winning to a 0,2% chance of winning.
And that’s a “significant” increase in relative terms: you double your chances of winning.
But you are still competing against so many people that you still face a 99.8% chance of losing.
Is it worth it to work so hard in a field where no matter what you have 99% chances of losing?
I personally don’t think so.
No matter how good you are, a speech contest still leaves you with 99+% chances of
losing.
Compare it to entrepreneurship instead.
Working on your business -or in your job- you have a much more direct control over your chances of
earning more.
Many people can get rich. And one person getting rich does not take away from your chances of
getting rich but actually increases them.
Nassim Taleb and Seth Godin say something similar.
You’re better off competing in a field that has many winners than in a field where one wins and
hundreds lose.
It’s irrational to seek victory in a field where one wins and thousands lose
Especially when you consider there are plenty of fields where thousands can win.
As a matter of fact, I would say that it’s irrational -and even idiotic- to invest days and days of your
time to go after what is, in practice, a lottery ticket.

Working on Skills Matters Little
Working on your skills will not help much.
Most people competing are good, which means that high skills are a minimum requirement, but not a
differentiator.
Sure, you can get better.
And you can get slightly better than the competition. Maybe even slightly better than any other
competitor.
But that’s still not that helpful and certainly not a guarantee of winning.
Just think about it.
Even if you reach a level of a 10/10, there will be plenty of people that score between 9 and 10.
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And skills are only one variable to influence victory.

Too many variables are outside your control
Here are a few variables that are partially or wholly outside of your control:
How well you sleep the night before
What the judges subjectively think of your speech
How much the judges like the others
The skill of all the other competitors
Howe well all the other competitors prepare
Investing too much of your time in a field where the results are so out of your control might not be
the best investment of your time and resources.

My Toastmasters Background
I have been a Toastmasters now for a little over two years.
I wasn’t a good speaker when I started. I’m not that good today either to be honest, speaking is not
my strong suit.
My specialty is evaluations, and my skills at evaluating derive from the same analytical skills which I
use for this website.
I analyze speeches for structure, body language, confidence cues, persuasion techniques, etc. etc.
And it’s the high quality of my analyses that make me a very good evaluator.
I can often come up with observations that lead people to think:
Wow, that’s true! I hadn’t thought about that!
And when you can make people think that, you’re on your way to deliver a “wowing” evaluation.

My Competitions Results
At my first competition ever as a greenhorn, I won the club contest, the area contest and I placed 2nd
at Division level.
At my second competition ever I reached the international finals of district 95 in Gothenburg, where I
placed 2nd (2nd sucks, lemme tell you that :).
In every single evaluation competition I competed, I either placed first, or second.
And, finally, I probably win the “best evaluator” award around 90% of the times at club level, and
mine is quite a competitive club.
I say this not to brag, albeit that doesn’t hurt :), but to provide you with the credentials that allow me
to write a guide on how to win a Toastmaster speech contest (or evaluation contest).
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SUMMARY
You have just read an advanced guide on how to win a Toastmasters competition.
This article focused on a speech evaluation contest, but most of the steps apply to any Toastmasters
competition.
I don’t think it makes sense to prepare too hard for a Toastmasters speaking contest because the
numbers are skewed against you, no matter how good you are.
Speeches evaluation contests are better because they require less preparation and they have fewer
knock-off rounds on the way to “ultimate champion”.
In this article, I showed you the less known “tricks” to win a Toastmaster speaking contest.
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12 Ways Companies Manipulate Employees (W/ Examples)
May 20, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Corporations lie and manipulate.
HR lies and manipulates.
And your boss lies and manipulates.
But The Power Moves is on your side.
And this article blows the whistle on corporate manipulation strategies, HR lies, and bosses’
machinations.
Contents
#1. Employees Matter
#2. “We’re A Team”
#3. We’re A Dream Team
#4. We’re A Family
#5. We Wanna Change The World
#6. “It’s Not About Me, The Owner”
#7. We Care About Stakeholder, Not Just Shareholders
#8. We Are Driven By Values
#9. We Win Together – Or Lose Together
#10. Us (Good) VS Them (Bad)
#11. Appeals to Higher Ideals
#12. Appeals to Death-Defying Goals
Do All Employers Manipulate?
SUMMARY

#1. Employees Matter
This is the most common and most pervasive corporate lie.
There is no HR department in the world that wouldn’t tell you that employees matter.
But that doesn’t make it any truer.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
Says Dan Rust, author of Workplace Poker:
It’s not employees who matter, it’s the output of the employees that matters.
Big difference.
Remove the output and the employee becomes a cost. And then you will see how much you really
“matter”.
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= make them feel good, and they’ll build your business (for a pittance)
In my experience, there seems to be a connection between how menial a job is and how much hot air
HR spouts about “talent” and “employees’ satisfaction”.
As a student, I had a brief stint in Infosys BPO, and if there is such a thing as a “monkey job”, that’s
BPO (BPO stands for “business process outsourcing”).
And I have never heard as much crap about employees’ talent and skills since my BPO monkey days.
The funniest thing though?
The number of people who actually believed those corporate lies.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
We all have in-built mechanisms for “social accounting” (law of social exchange) and for
reciprocation (Cialdini, 1984).
If the company can make us feel like they care for us, then we must reciprocate to rebalance the
account.
And just like that, with a few empty slogans and some discount vouchers, companies turn 9 to 5
captives into happy and loyal corporate flunkies.

The Example: Ray Kroc & McDonald
Ray Krok famously said that your business is only as good as the people you hire.
Which, on average, makes sense.
Yet, coming from Kroc, it’s the perfect example of how manipulative corporations really are.
Says McDonald founder and minimum wage skirter Ray Kroc
This also taken from McDonald’s mission and values:
We provide opportunity, nurture talent, develop leaders and reward achievement.
Of course, facts tell a very different story.
McDonald lost countless lawsuits for wage theft and university researches showed that fast-food
workers earn so little that many of them depend on government welfare to survive (which is the
equivalent of saying that taxpayers are subsidizing McDonald’s profits).
There is one McDonald initiative that deserves a special note though.
I think the guys at corporate McDonald wanted to take the above Kroc’s quote literally.
But instead of elevating their hires to the high-quality company they wanted, they lowered
McDonald’s communication to the low wages they offer.
And in a colossal brain fart, they offered the following tips to help their minimum wage employees
make ends meet:
Return unopened purchases
Break food into pieces to feel fuller
Quit complaining or you only raise your stress hormones’ levels
What a great employer: first gives you a job and then teaches you how to survive with it.
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#2. “We’re A Team”
This is so pervasive that most people even fail to see its manipulative side.
After all, teamwork is important for the success of corporations and individuals alike.
But there is a trade-off between the two.
And those who can see the dual nature of the teamwork best position themselves to win the career
contest.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
There are many good reasons to be team players.
But there are also many good reasons to be selfish (for more on “public good games” read Thaler,
2015).
But here is the thing: being a team player benefits the corporation, while being selfish benefits
the individual.
Many individuals fail to realize this basic truth because nobody is openly selfish. That would be a
very poor strategy.
But the most Machiavellian players profess team-playing values, while maximizing for themselves.
This is the complete description of team-work for the more astute Machiavellian player:
We’re a team… Of selfish individuals who must hide their selfish drives with teamwork
appearances
The most successful political operators indeed play a bit for the team, pretend to play a lot for the
team… And they mostly maximize their own interest.
And look at this quote to see that’s not even morally objectionable:

=directin
g individuals’ accomplishments to my objectives
Here is the caveat: the “organizational objectives” are, of course, Andrew Carnegie’s objective.
And the same is true for every business owner.
Being a team player benefits the owner far more than it benefits the individual.
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And that’s why corporates all the world over stress the importance of being a good team player (=a
good working bee).

When Team Culture Masks Abuse
There is an element of conflict of interest between teams and individuals.
And when the “team culture” is taken to the extreme, it can be used as justification to abuse the
individual.
The miners complain about dangerous working conditions? It’s not good for the whole Rio
Tinto, fire them.
The unionists complain of wages too low to live? Not good for Carnegie’s steel company, hire
the goons to break the strike.
Ray Dalio also takes an extreme “team first” position in his acclaimed “Principles“, where he
basically says that:
What’s good for the whole is good
–Ray Dalio
Ray Dalio’s team-first approach could easily become abusive towards the individual.
But of course Dalio prefers that approach: he is the owner.
Ray Dalio is the owner of that whole, which makes him a slightly biased source (being ironic there).
Owners are inherently biased towards the whole because they own the whole.
And what’s good for the whole is not necessarily good for you.
As a matter of fact, this “team first” value could easily justify cruelty and abuse towards the
individuals.
We have seen it played out in history a number of times already. For example, the Jews were
supposedly not good for the whole nation. So… Eliminate them.
Here is the same law re-written from a more cynical -but realistic- point of view:
What’s good for the whole is good for the owner
–The Power Moves

Corporate Manipulation Explained
Allow me some quick theory, please.
Group selection is controversial in evolutionary psychology (Pinker, 2012) but, from an
organizational point of view, it’s fair to assume that groups with selfless individuals outperform
groups where individuals pursue more selfish strategies (Sloan, 2007).
And that’s exactly what organizations angle for when they impose team values.
The corporate incitement for teamwork seeks to discourage more individualistic pursuits which might
be good for the individual but bad for the company.
Organizations with 100% selfless individuals increase the organization’s overall returns.
The whole -and the owner- wins. But it’s all to be seen whether or not the individual also benefits
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from a selfless strategy.
The question then becomes whether the corporation returns the favor and shares the spoils.
But, alas, people -and owners- often being selfish, it’s often a very small trickle that seeps down the
chain.

Example: Howard Schulz & Starbucks
There are countless examples.
One of my favorite though is Howard Schulz, founder of Starbucks and author of “Onward“.
In “Onward” Schulz makes a big show of loving his people.
Schulz was in so much pain for having to fire his beloved staffers. You know, for Howard they were
family.
Yet, he did do fire a whole bunch of them.
And then did it again.
There is nothing inherently wrong with having to fire people.
Businesses exist to turn a profit, and would disappear if forced to operate at a loss.
But when you talk about family and “standing together”, and then you fire your own family
members… Then you also realize that the family and standing together thing is a big con.
P.S.:
Schulz also thought that really good teams don’t need unions (unions defend workers’ interests).
And he always ferociously fought to keep unions away from Starbucks.
Basically, he said:
Since I love you guys, I forbid you to join union and seek a better bargain.
Nice manipulative trick to keep all the bargaining power on his side.
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#3. We’re A Dream Team
The next step from “we’re a team”.
In the overzealous efforts of celebrating victories and hiding defeats management loves to gush how
great the team is.
Easy manipulation, since people love it too. Everyone wants to be a dream player part of a dream
team.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
The “we’re so great” corporate BS is common.
Yet, it doesn’t mathematically add up.
Dream teams are, by definition, a minority.
Simple math then tells us that most execs are lying with the “great team talk”.
So here is a quick litmus test against condescending execs: how much are you being paid?
It’s only a dream team if everyone’s on a dream salary
If you are at around the market salary, then you’re not in a dream team.
No shame in that. It just means that you’re being the victim of another corporate lie.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
How does this technique work?
In two ways:
1. Make people feel good for being part of a special team, and they will work harder to keep up
that flattering reality
2. Sed yourself up as a good judge, and people will work to avoid feeling like “not good enough
for your expectations”
The latter is called “attribution”.
Research has proven that attribution is a highly effective technique to improve performance (Miller,
1975).
What does it mean, more practically?
That when you tell people they are good, you incentivize them to be good (ie.: work hard), so they
can confirm the expectations and feel good about it.
In other words: people tend to rise to the level of expectations.
This is a technique Carnegie also recommends in his classic “How to Win Friends and Influence
People“.
Finally, assessing people’s performance also leverages what I refer to as “judge frames”. Judge
frames increase the soft power that managers have on employees.
Also read:
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Judge frames and soft social power

The Example: Pixar & Ed Catmull
Ed Catmull is the former CEO of Pixar and author of Creativity Inc.
Catmull prided himself on “having institutionalized creativity”.
His job, he said, was to hire the best talent and remove the barriers to creativity.
I quote him:
What is the point of hiring smart people if you don’t empower them to fix what’s broken?
Probably Catmull didn’t think his employees’ salary needed any fixing and he took it upon himself to
ensure their wages stayed below market value.
Catmull insists he did it for the “long term good of the company”.
What a real leader!
Jesse: This isn’t a family! This is a prison! You’re a liar and a bully!
Jesse in Toy Story 3 might have as well addressed his creators’ CEO.

#4. We’re A Family
This is the advanced manipulation level of “we’re a team”.
You can see it more often in early-stage startups (and in mafia-like organizations).
Enter shared values, field trips, drinking together and, of course, “changing the world together”.
Part of the “we’re a family manipulation” include:
Using inclusive names for low-level employees (ie.: “partners” for baristas in Starbucks and
“associates” for Walmart)
Management’s big show of openness (ie.: open-door policies, dressing down, talking
informally, etc.)
Easy-going, anti-hierarchical attitude (“bring your whole self to work”, you know, “just be
yourself within the family”)
“Hip” job titles (“ninja”, “hacker”, “customer happiness”)
Informal attire (just come as you just left your sleeping room)
BTW, about the latter, if you want to test start-up open-mindedness, try to go to work with a suit and
see what happens (hint: they’re not gonna be very open-minded about that).

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
It’s not a family.
As simple as that.
You can change titles, clothes, or keep your door open, but the fundamentals dynamics of power
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don’t change.
And the power dynamics in companies have nothing in common with families.
One above all: bosses fire employees. Families don’t fire family members.

Ants die
for their queen ant. Be my guest…

Corporate Manipulation Explained
The “family manipulation” arches back to evolutionary psychology.
We are all hardwired to break our backs for our families because we share a large chunk of our
genetic coding with them (Hamilton, 1964).
And that’s what corporations are trying to do.
By framing workplaces like families corporations seek to encourage in their (disposable)
employees the same level of affiliation and dedication that they have for their families.
Of course, the biggest beneficiaries of this games are owners, CEOs and company leaders.
As a rule of thumb, the higher the manager, the bigger his incentive to play the family card (and the
more likely it is that it’s all a big lie).

Example: Peter Thiel & Mafia
If you think I’m exaggerating, take a leaf from Peter Thiel’s book.
Peter Thiel encourages founders to seek a culture that resembles a cult or mafia.
And, not by a coincidence, the mafia calls itself “la famiglia”, or “the family”. That’s an effort to
evoke a superior sense of belonging from its members.
See an example from The Godfather himself:
Godfather: but don’t ever take sides against the family again (ie.: the family loves you…
But only long as you do whatever it’s good for the family)
Remember this: when an owner says the organization comes first, they are telling you that you
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are expendable.
So watch out for those “family” talk because family-first organizations require lots of sacrificial
lambs on the altar of profit.

#5. We Wanna Change The
World
We are in the era of “Start With WHY” and moonshots.
Nobody is out to win and succeed for themselves. And nobody wants the limelight because of their
narcissistic tendencies.
And God forbid if any entrepreneur wants to make money first.
No, today everyone wants to change the world or, in millennia’s parlance, “want to make an impact”.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
Guys, it’s simple:
It’s either we all turned into transcendental creatures who all outgrew their natural and inner selfish
drives, or… Someone is lying.
Even the worst narcissists and sociopaths these days use this front.
Tai Lopez, for example, wants to help people (and not finance his fetish for sportscars).
And even Elizabeth Holmes, the fraudster CEO of Theranos, said that it’s not about the money but
the vision.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
Why do corporate want to frame their missions with lofty ideals?
Well, for one, because the owner look better.
You know, kinder and prosocial, rather than selfish.
And second, psychology research tells us that intrinsic motivators like higher goals and ideals can
drive people more powerfully than extrinsic motivators such as money and benefits (Daniel Pink,
2011).
That’s great news for employers, who are now all busy concocting grand visions to help the world.
With lofty missions, companies can pay less money, while getting more dedication.
This technique seems to work especially well with millennials, a generation packed with wellmeaning simpletons who seek to “make a positive impact” (what does that even mean?).
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When
you have big dreams to impact the world… There are no limits to hypocrisy
What a win-win!
Stephen Covey would be proud.
The employers win. And the manipulated employees feel like they’re winning.

The Example: Bill Gates & Microsoft
Bill Gates vision was that of a “PC in every desk and in every home” to make the world more
productive.
And today Bill Gates cures diseases to make the world a better place with his Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
I am grateful for Gates’ work, but it’s rare that you will meet any dominant business leader who’s not
ruthless and cunning.
And Gates is no exception.
Several memoirs of business leaders who competed against Microsoft (like Ben Horowitz) show how
Bill Gates went out of his way to squash his competitors.
And he did fell out of the law when he settled for Microsoft’s abuse of monopoly power.
And, like pretty much all corporations, he does his best to avoid taxes:
Gates might want to cure malaria. But he surely doesn’t want to pay one more cent in taxes.

#6. “It’s Not About Me, The
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Owner”
“It’s about you, guys”.
You will see the self-effacing manipulation with very charismatic or very powerful founders who
tend to hog all the attention.
What they do then is to play the self-effacing game to avoid being branded like the power-hungry and
narcissist individuals they probably are.
There are two types of self-effacing manipulation:
1. “it’s not about me, it’s about the vision”
2. “it’s not about me, it’s about the people”

Why It’s a CEO Lie
People who become CEOs and work all the time are usually highly driven to succeed, win, and
dominate.
Sure, some of them also have a vision that includes others, but it all starts with the self.
Elizabeth Holmes, our example of self-effacing business leader, wrote at 9 years old she wanted to
discover “something that mankind didn’t think it was possible to do”.
That’s not the behavioral cue of modesty. That’s the cue of unbridled personal ambition.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
The self-effacing manipulator aims at becoming a transcendental type of leader.
Indeed the archetypes of the self-effacing leaders are often found in pro-social religions.
Jesus Christ was a self-effacing leader who not only sought no (apparent) credit but literally carried
the cross for all his disciples.
How can we not love the leaders that do it all for us?
They almost seem to good to be true.
Well, turns out, some are too good to be true!
Similar self-effacing figures in popular folklore are Robin Hood, Don Quixote and Che Guevara who,
on paper, fought for the people.

Example: Theranos & Elizabeth Holmes
Listen to how Holmes self-effaces:
Elizabeth Holmes: We have a belief system that it is not about us or about technology but
about giving people a basic right
Little later people found out that Holmes defrauded not only investors and partners, but also the
patients whom she so touchingly wanted to help.
If you have read “Bad Blood“, then you know that Holmes was possibly a sociopath or psychopath.
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Yet the deeper question here is: is she an exception or is she just the most blatant example?

#7. We Care About Stakeholder,
Not Just Shareholders
In this day and age, it’s not about the shareholders anymore.
It’s all about stakeholders and society at large.
Here are the stakeholders:
Employees
Customers
Society
Environment
The last one is particularly popular today.
Even fossil fuel companies joined the (green) party:

When Shell joins the Green planet movement, you know someone is taking you for a ride.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
Companies care about profits.
And since these days showing an environment-friendly facade helps to sell well, companies have
adapted.
Needless to say, that facade is often more marketing than facts.
As this European Commission study shows, 60% of shoppers prefer to buy environment-friendly
products, but corporate information is so misleading that, I quote:
European consumers are not able to make an informed choice (of what’s real or fake
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environment-friendly).

Where Is The Manipulation
Same as consumers, employees want to feel like they are good and caring human beings.
Cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) then dictates that working for unethical companies would
make them feel bad.
So companies feed employees just what they want to hear (ie.: the goody-good ethical hypocrisy).

Example: Phil Knight & Nike
Phil Knight in his memoirs “Shoe Dog” says that he rented sweatshops “just like any other business
did”.
And then he adds that they went after him because Nike provided a better target.
Which is the equivalent of saying:
Everyone was a POS so I thought it was OK to be a POS and now everyone is on my case
becuase I’m famous
Knight is reminiscent of the Nazi excuse “I was just following orders”.
I quickly went through “Shoe Dog“, Knight’s autobiography. In those pages full of pathos and love,
Knight prided himself on treating his sponsor athletes “like real people” and not as a conduit to earn
more.
Nice!
Millionaire athletes must have had their lives changed by Knight’s niceness.
We could have only wished that Knight gave the same respect to the kids in the sweatshops.

#8. We Are Driven By Values
Every single company today lists values and beliefs.
And they always sound so good and inspiring, don’t they?

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
An organization is an inanimate construct, it has no values in and on itself.
The values you read are either the ones that the founder liked most -which rarely means he embodies
them himself- or the values he believes better serve the business.
So values are either there because the founder wishes he had them, or because they’re good for the
bottom line.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
The famous Maslow’s hierarchy of needs shows that when our most basic needs are met we all strive
for higher ideals.
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Company’s values appeal to our higher selves and have three objectives:
1. Feed the hypocrisy to make employees feel good
2. Nudging people towards pro-social behavior which are good for the organization
3. Seek to increase the feeling of homogeneity among members.
The last one is interesting.
If we believe we share similar values, it means we’re alike. And since we like people who are like us
(Cialdini, 1984), you become a better team player (again, good for the corporation).

Case Study: Goldman Sachs & The Muppets
Goldman Sachs, the most successful, competitive and (in)famous Wall Street investment bank lists
among its core values “integrity”, “honesty” and ”
putting their clients’ interests first”.
How surprising to find out that Goldman’s bankers internally referred to clients as “muppets”.
How even more surprising that a few years prior Goldman Sachs settled a 550 million fine with SEC
regulators for, in fact, swindling their clients with the cr@ppy subprime CDOs which fueled the
financial crisis.

What Machiavellian Bankers Show Us
Goldman Sachs employees’ survey shows that none of the employees picked transparency and
integrity as the highest value and they all picked “teamwork and winning”.
Nice move to put “teamwork” next to “winning” LOL (“How to Lie With Statistics“, anyone?).
GS shows that in an environment of selfish Machiavellis people know the rule:
Pay lip service to the higher ideals and focus on amassing resources.

#9. We Win Together – Or Lose
Together
Businesses love to talk up and celebrate “team victories”.
And often you win and lose together, that’s true.
But the consequences of wins and losses look very different for owners, CEOs, and employees.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
When the team loses the CEO gets a golden handshake and you get the sack.
When the “team” wins, the big shareholders get the cash and you get a pat on the back, a pittance and
a useless corporate party that will steal even more of your personal time.
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It’s not
about winning “together”, it’s about the split of the spoils

Corporate Manipulation Explained
Research shows that groups prefer leaders who seem similar and closer to the group they lead.
And the opposite is also true: the further removed and privileged the leader seems, the less the
followers want to sacrifice themselves for the group (Haslam et. al., 2006).
This can create problems for modern corporate leaders.
Much social psychology research also shows that men become more risk-seeking and prone to rioting
when they feel like they are not given an equal chance in life (Hopkins, 2013).
But people on top don’t like unrest and risk-taking men and they’d rather have an obedient and
submissive workforce.
When corporate leaders say or imply you all win together, they are trying to pre-emptively
stave off all thoughts of unfairness to make you feel you’re all on the same boat.
Finally, by talking about “togetherness”, leaders try to position themselves as part of the in-group.
And leaders who are part of the ingroup enjoy a much stronger leadership and command a much
more loyal followership (see Haslam, 2001) -at least among the most gullible majority-.

Example: Walmart & Sam Walton
Sam Walton was a ruthless money-grubber and faced much criticism for the way he treated his
workforce.
Until, he says in his memoirs “Made in America“, he had a revelation while traveling in England.
Walton decided Walmart would consider its employees as associates and would let them part of the
company’s success through stock-sharing options.
Wow!
How nice what Walton says.
Critics, who also have facts on their side, are not nearly as celebratory.
Walmart paid 352 million to settle 63 lawsuits over wages, including forcing employees to work off
the clock.
And Walmart employees are so poorly compensated that the state of California alone pays them $86
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million a year in financial subsidies and food stamps.
Maybe money can’t buy you love, but Walmart employee’s stock options can’t even buy you food.

#10. Us (Good) VS Them (Bad)
The outgroup manipulation is most obvious in military units and dictatorships the whole world over,
but company leaders are no strangers to it.
It consists of depicting the competitors (outgroup) as “bad”, “unfair” or “undeserving” and us
(ingroup) as “good”, “just” and “deserving of victory”.

Corporate Manipulation Explained
A world where evil is 100% evil and good is 100% good would be a much simpler world.
But unluckily, we don’t live in that world (Baumeister, 2010).
And of course, the implied game here is that by “winning” you restore the world to what’s just and
fair.
But guess what?
The owner profits from that new world order.
While chances are that you get zilch when the company’s market share increases to N.2 instead of
N.3.

Where Is The Manipulation
The ingroup-outgroup is a well-known sociological principle (see Tajfel, 1970) and this is how
corporations gain by creating this social dynamic:
1. With a hostile outgroup, people feel a bigger sense of belonging
2. With the competitive mindset derived from ingroup/outgroup, employees will work harder
3. The worse you frame the competitors, the easier to justify unethical, immoral and violent
actions

Example: Jocko Willink & US Military
Number 3 above is why you see the “enemy mindset” so obviously in the military.
Here is what Leif Babin, co-author of Extreme Ownership, says about the “Iraqi insurgents” (italic is
mine):
Our snipers killed a lot of bad guys and received many well-deserved accolades for it
“Bad guys”, says the officer from the invading army.
It might not be a coincidence that business-speak borrows so much military jargon. I recommend you
reject that “bad enemies” frame at all times, it’s a cheap trick to get the best out of you, on the cheap.
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A Note On The Danger of Social Identities
Ingroup – Outgroup lead to social identities, such as people defining themselves not as individuals
but as groups.
Social identities are potentially toxic and dangerous as they are major drivers behind jingoism,
hooliganism, wars, and general aggression and unneeded hatred.
I will cut it short here, but the potential toxicity of social identities is why I always invite in my
reviews to reject:
Tribalist ideologies (“Tribe“, “The Way of Men“);
Misogynist ideologies pitching men against women (Toxic masculinity in “The Rational Male”
and similar)
Toxic feminist ideologies pitching women against men (“The Power of The Pussy“, “Lean In”
etc.)
Sometimes the most pro-social stance you can adopt is through a massive dose of
individualism.
–The Power Moves

#11. Appeals to Higher Ideals
The advanced level of the “values manipulation” are the appeals to higher and abstract ideals.
Appeals to higher ideals on more fragile minds can even lead to self-sacrifice and death.
You can see these more often in more extreme organizations such as military, sects, hate groups, etc.
Higher ideals include:
Unity & brotherhood
Honor
Loyalty
Motherland

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
Don’t even make me start on this.
In corporations, you work overtime for… For what exactly?
In the military, you give your life for an ideal and your family -or mangled you- gets a badge in
exchange.
What a great deal.
But hey, you sacrifice yourself knowing that somewhere there is someone who handsomely profited
from your sacrifice.
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Corporate Manipulation Explained
There are two types of higher ideals manipulation:
1. Leveraging people’s tendencies to believe in mystic or religious promises of after-death
(Charles Manson, Bin Laden etc.)
2. Leveraging evolutionary tendencies to defend the group (discussed earlier)
It might not be a coincidence that countries and ships’ names have female names.
So, you know, it’s easier to inebriate young men into giving their lives to protect “their” women
(yeah, sure…).

Case Study: Best-Selling Navy SEALs
Examples of higher ideals can often be seen in all organizations that require big sacrifices from their
team members.
William Wallace Braveheart’s speech was only great insofar as it convinced a bunch of people to die
anonymously for his own ideals of glory, fame, and power.
The bigger the sacrifice, the bigger the ideals (and the ougroup, see above).
Writes Jocko Willink in “The Dichotomy of Leadership“:
The wounded SEAL’s grip on my hand tightened and he pulled me in (…).
Not scared (..) that he might lose his leg. Only concerned he might have to leave our task
unit.
Task Unit Bruiser. Our task unit. Our Lives.
This was a man.
This was a true friend -a brother-. This was a hero.
Young, brave, and more concerned for his friends than for his own life.
There you go.
That kid about to lose his leg doesn’t even have a name. That’s how much he mattered.
But hey, now his name is “hero”.
But you only need to put a wider lens to see a much different story of this “hero” and the great team
he got a bullet for.
How about the “hero” being part of an invading force which some professional propagandist span as
a “war for freedom”?
And the team he got a bullet for as the fat cats getting rich on his behalf in the oil and arms’
industries?
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#12. Appeals to Death-Defying
Goals
Some of the most powerful values one can summon are transcendental.
Appeals to eternity leverage our unconscious wish of transcending the psychical world, contributing
to something eternal.
Few are frank enough to admit it because, unconsciously, they know how narcissistic that would
sound.
But death-defying values are all about “being remembered forever”.
The “making an impact” that we saw earlier is an example of an appeal to eternity.
When we “make an impact” we leave a mark in the world and in the universe.
And we keep living on.
Some appeals to eternity are:
“Changing the world”
Disrupting
“Moonshots” (see popular speaker Peter Diamandis)
Anything that’s “never been done before”
Working on the “biggest / most advanced” project etc.

Why It’s a Corporate Lie
I can tell you with almost complete certainty that no human being will ever be remembered forever.
And the idea of “changing the world” is ludicrous. The world changes anyway, and any changes are
nothing but transitions.
In short, the goal of “being remembered forever” is not only aggressively narcissistic, but it’s also
plain stupid.
And no, that’s not sad.
Quite the opposite: it’s empowering and liberating (and it helps you break free of manipulative
leaders).

Corporate Manipulation Explained
We are the only animals on this planet who are aware of our own mortality.
That must impact our psychology and behavior somehow, and terror management theory is a branch
of social psychology researching exactly that.
TMT has received its fair share of criticism, but it has passed laboratory scrutiny (Burke et al., 2010)
and it’s solid science.
TMT It postulates that the conflict between self-preservation and our cognition of death pushes us to
unconsciously pursue values, ideals, and goals that make us transcend the physical realm.
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Burkeman in “The Antidote” says that people primed with subtle reminders of death:
Prefer charismatic leaders (Cohen et al., 2014)
Supports group-affirming values (Cohen et al., 2005)
Seek stronger punishments for “culturally amoral” (Rosenblatt, 1989)
There you have it: seek a charismatic leader, defend the group and punish outsiders.
The definition of a sect.
And that’s why conservative leaders also leverage the fear of physical harm and death: it rallies the
troops behind the (supposedly) strong and charismatic politicians (Bush the Vietnam war’s skirter in
military uniform, anyone?).
These are all behaviors that corporations would be happy with. Act like a sect, follow the leader and
give your all… For eternity -and for the founders’ more physical income-.
TMT theory has been used to explain the birth and persistence of religions.
And that’s why, in many ways, No Logo author Naomi Klein was quite right and prescient when she
said that the best brands are the new religions (brain scans confirmed it too, eventually).

Example: Steve Jobs & Elon Musk
Steve Jobs was the master of this corporate manipulation.
Everything about Jobs was about “changing the world”, “making an impact” and “putting a dent in
the universe” (he actually said that).

By reflection, people who joined Apple as employees were also part of that “universe dent”.
They also “changed the world” and they all put in their (futile) claim to eternity.
Elon Musk also leverages appeals to eternity.
The whole spiel on “making us an interplanetary species” is a big moonshot at “making history”.
And people really get stupid trying to join Musk’s team. That’s the power of the charismatic, deathdefying leader.
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Do All Employers Manipulate?
Yes.
But so does pretty much everyone else.
The very human nature of maximizing one’s own returns leads most humans to be natural
manipulators (Wright, 1994).
Better questions would be:
Do corporations manipulate more than individuals?
Yes.
By their own very organized structure and by virtue of the people they tend to attract in leadership
roles, corporations can manipulate more effectively and at a larger scale than individuals can.
Do all corporations take advantage of employees?
That depends on what one would consider a “fair” and “non-abusive exchange”.
Your best bet is always to put negotiation leverage on your side though.
Because, given the chance, most corporations do try to keep as much as possible and give out as little
as possible.
Should employees always be wary of their own employers?
There is a natural, opposing duality in the relationship between organizations and employees.
Both can be better off cooperating and, often, both are better off.
Ideally, there would be a fair 50/50 split fo the pie.
But, like in a public goods game, either one -but not both- can be much better off by taking more of
the pie and short-changing the other.
The human tendency is to always take a more and give less, but without exaggerating too much (see
various experiments of ultimatum games).
But some bad apples, of course, will try to take much more and give much less.
Employees must be aware of this potentially adversarial relationship.
Do leaders roles go to the worst of human beings?
No, not necessarily.
Driven, and even driven to get rich, is not synonymous with “bad”.
Driven men are the men who move the world forward. Without them, we’d be still stuck in stone-age.
We need driven people.
But it’s also true that ruthless and Machiavellian individuals can have an easier time climbing
corporate ladders (see: Machivellis at the top).
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“Chainsaw” Albert Dunlap
This all might point to an even deeper question: is it even moral to work for corporations?

The Morality of Corporations Over Individuals
This is what we gleaned so far:
1. Many CEOs are self-absorbed individuals who care little about others, yet
2. Corporate manipulation is all about getting employees to forego their self-interest for the
group’s allegiance (depersonalization, in psychology)
Let’s be clear about something: getting people to care about the group can be a very good thing.
It is, after all, what holds our societies together and it’s a win-win.
But selfish leaders can also leverage group allegiances for darker purposes.
Whether it’s used for good or for the founders’ personal gains only depends all on how the employer
rewards the employees for foregoing the self in favor of the organization.
I don’t know the specifics of your company and it’s your responsibility to judge your own
company.
And I underline “responsibility”.
So take a hard look.
What’s behind your company’s slogans and values?

And don’t forget to contribute
Finally, lemme clarify that this article is not an encouragement to expect a salary without giving
back.
Expecting strangers to care for you without giving back is the definition of free-loading -and one of
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the worst examples of entitlement mentality-.
My recommendation is that you focus on giving while critically observing your work environment
and assertively demanding a fair balance of give and take.
If you don’t see a fair environment or if your fair demands are not met, then consider you might be
doing something better with your time.

SUMMARY
Organizations have a tendency to manipulate employees into dropping their selfish interests in favor
of the group’s interest.
That’s not always necessarily wrong.
But it’s usually the case that the company gains by promoting pro-social behavior while the employee
does not always gain in equal measure.
This article encourages you to critically assess your company and to look at the reality of things
beyond corporate lies and HR manipulations.
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Why Successful Women Fail At Dating (& How to Fix It)
May 25, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Successful women in life are often not nearly as successful at dating.
Most of us heard or experienced anecdotal evidence for successful women’s dating woes.
You know Jane, that smart, accomplished, high-income career woman… Who’s just so poor at
dating, and can’t manage to find and hold onto a good man?
Well, turns out, there is million of successful Janes.
But why’s that?
This article will tell you why successful women fail at dating. And it will then provide you with the
solutions.
Contents
#1. The Higher She Goes, The More Her Dating Pool Shrinks
#2. Female Success Is Not So Attractive to Men
#3. High-Quality Men Have Options & Leverage
#4. There Is An Oversupply of High-Quality Women
#5. There Is An Undersupply of High-Quality Men
#6. For Men, Looks Trump Success
#7. For Men, Youth Trumps Experience
#8. Career Women Are Not Feminine
#9. Successful Women Date Poorly
#10. Smaller Issues
Career Women VS Successful Women
Limitations of this analysis
What’s The Solution?
SUMMARY

#1. The Higher She Goes, The More Her Dating Pool Shrinks
Let’s start with the first, most obvious reason.
Women more so than men show a more or less marked tendency towards hypergamy, meaning that
they prefer men who are “better” than they are.
This creates an obvious problem because the better she does in life, the fewer eligible men she will
find who are at her level or above.
Paradoxically, average women have an easier time meeting appealing dating options than successful
women do.
Here’s a chart to clarify this concept:
Women want men who are ahead of her. So the farther she travels, the fewer the men
Women think that a big salary and a big name college should increase their options, but sometimes
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the opposite is true.
Of course, we are talking here about preferences.
Women can physically reproduce with any functioning man, but dating less successful men feel like
“settling” to most of them.

Where’s The Problem?
Unless you are well-versed with evolutionary psychology, you might miss the issue here.
You might think: OK, but men also must want equally successful women, so they just find each
other.
Well, it’s not exactly like that:

#2. Female Success Is Not So Attractive to Men
What, men don’t like successful women?
It’s not that men don’t like successful women, but:
1. Men have lower “success standards” than women
2. Some traits men value can be antithetic to success (ie.: age, submissiveness, a nurturing
disposition)
3. Men only value professional success up to a certain point (and almost never above their own
level)
Sure, men say they value intelligence and success and nope, never would they be turned off or
intimidated by it (a rational stance, BTW).
But what people say rarely has any resemblance with reality.
Despite what they say indeed, men prefer women who are “less” than they are:
Men prefer less intelligent women
Studies show that above a certain threshold, men find female intelligence a turn-off.
And it’s especially when he feels that she outsmarts him that he really loses attraction (Park et al,
2015).
Men prefer less dominant women
Women prefer more dominant men, while men prefer more submissive women (Wu et al., 2016)
This is true also for some of the most successful men, which is why you see many tycoons with very
low-key women (read strong VS submissive women).
Submissive Women VS Strong Women: Who Wins at Dating?
Men prefer women who earn less
Time and culture have changed, but people haven’t.
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And deep down most people don’t feel it’s OK for her to earn more (Bertrand, 2013).
That attitude translates into numbers, as statistics show that men tend to marry women who make less
(or women marry men who make more if you prefer).
Men are wary of highly-ambitious women
Women like ambitious men, but men don’t award ambitious women any more points (Townsend,
Wasserman, 1998).
As a matter of fact, ambition is often considered a masculine trait, and that’s probably why women
hide their ambition (Harvard Business Review, 2004).
Women who do not hide their ambition can be seen as gender deviant and lose points (and that’s
probably why Hillary Clinton lost the election).
Alpha men prefer kinder women
Finally, some alpha males prefer not to date “alpha females” as that could mean more battles for
relationship control and less mutual caring.
Successful men, work hard.
They might not want to admit it, but they prefer going home to a kind woman who helps them
unwind rather than another (spent for the day) corporate fighter.
Note:
Most dominant women turn submissive with more dominant men, but they still require more energy
to “tame” and that’s why men often prefer more submissive women to begin with.

#3. High-Quality Men Have Options & Leverage
Here’s another dating woe for career women: high-quality men and women have totally different
markets.
Why?
Because as men and women go up the success ladder, their dating markets move in the opposite
direction.
While women would rather not date less accomplished men, men are OK -and sometimes even
prefer- dating and marrying women who are less accomplished than they are.
And if that weren’t enough men have even laxer standards when it comes to short-term partners.
This creates huge imbalances on the upper echelons of social status.
Look at this chart:
Successful men have huge leverage, which leaves some career women frustrated when said men
don’t chase and invest at all.
“Doesn’t he realize what a great catch I am”, they wonder-.
Well, as we have already mentioned men don’t value her career achievements as much as she thinks.
And when men have options, their dating strategies often change.
Jon Berger in Date-Onomics explains that when women are abundant, many men go from a
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monogamist to a “spread the semen far and wide” strategy.
You can read more about how gender-splits affect behavior here.

#4. There Is An Oversupply of High-Quality Women
There are no good men left
-the cliche’
But is it really a cliche’?
Turns out… It isn’t.
At least not for successful women.
It is harder for a successful woman to find man.
“Successful”, as much as “high-quality” is a subjective term, of course.
But it’s less subjective than some sources would want you to believe. And women are kicking men’s
asses in many of the areas that make a person high quality.
Including:
Women are more educated than men
Women have long overtaken men in obtaining college degrees and the difference has kept on
growing over the years.
And since women have historically been reluctant to marry less-educated men, that’s a huge quality
issue for successful women’s dating opportunities.
In recent years women have been adapting (or settling?), but the highest rates of unmarried (and
childless) women are still to be found among the most highly educated (Pew Research 2010).
Women have higher emotional intelligence
I remember a female friend complaining she had met a great guy… On paper.
But she couldn’t date him anymore after she opened up her heart about a recent painful event… And
he immediately moved the conversation towards sports.
How to blame her?
Sure that guy was exceptional but women, on average, are markedly more emotionally (and socially)
intelligent than men (Smieja et al., 2014).
And that’s a very important trait to define a person’s overall quality.
Women care more
If we use conscientiousness as a measure of general “caring”, some psychologist say that women
score higher (ie.: Jordan Peterson, author of “12 Rules for Life“)
But the findings are contentious to say the least (Weisberg et al., 2011).
Where there is little arguing though is in personal care.
On average, women take better care of themselves.
From what to wear, to personal grooming and hygiene (Statista, 2016) women take more care of
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themselves.
And caring about oneself is one of the very basics of personal value.
Where does this all lead us?
Well, it’s funny that when I say this, some women start cheering, as if they had won some
competition (facepalm).
But this is a case of “winner’s curse” and it reminds me of an old saying: it’s lonely at the top.

#5. There Is An Undersupply of High-Quality Men
As women have been improving their conditions, men lagged behind.
And in some areas, there are just too few men in general:
More women in urban areas
The gender split in cities varies widely, but a Columbia’s university paper shows women outnumber
men in big cities (and the authors propose they’re there looking for men).
And when looking at statistics, we should take into account that gay men show up as male but are not
looking for female mates. And there are twice as many gays as lesbians.
Whole world regions have more women than men
Some regions of the world also see women outnumbering men.
One little-discussed reason is that transexuals, such as men who feel like women and thus are not
available partners, skew the statistics.
In countries like Thailand and the Philippines, the gender ratio penalizes women in very significant
ways (and that’s why many Europeans enjoy Thailand).
There are far more low-quality men
Finally, men are overrepresented in the (almost) “undatable” lowest rung of society.
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Men use drugs at almost double the rate of women and are more likely to:
Commit suicide
End up in prison
Socially shut down to the world
Overdose and die (National Institute on Drug Abuse)
Become alcoholic
In some regions of the former URSS alcoholism has contributed to making those countries terrible
markets for women to meet men.
Writes evolutionary psychology researcher David Buss:
This trend is exacerbated by women’s high standards for a mate: their choosiness
dramatically shrinks the effective pool of eligible men. This leaves just a few
survivors—men of reasonable social status, with adequate self-confidence and good
resource potential, who are willing to commit—over whom women then compete.

#6. For Men, Looks Trump Success
Women are into hot women, we know that.
But here’s the interesting bit.
We made the point that men prefer women who are less accomplished than they are.
And yet, most couples still often match each other in terms of overall value.
How come?
It’s because what the two genders seek and exchange in the sexual marketplace is not exactly the
same (in international trade it’s called “comparative advantage“)
That means that transactions (ie.: marriages) can happen with wild imbalances of specific traits.
Take attractiveness for example: an ugly man can marry an attractive woman because he makes up
with resources.
On average:
Men value most youth and attractiveness (genes) while women value most
attractiveness, social status, and resources.
That’s a very high-level generalization of course, but it’s been confirmed by research over and over
again (Regan et al., 2000 as an example).
Since attractiveness is not highly correlated with life achievements, it’s often relatively easy for older
but successful men to end up with unaccomplished but attractive women.
And in case you’re wondering, trade-offs are consistent with evolutionary psychology theories and
well documented in the literature (see Stanik, 2009).
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#7. For Men, Youth Trumps Experience
This is a contentious one.
But we don’t let contention stop us on our way to the truth.
The average age difference of heterosexual couples tends to be above 5 years in developing countries
and around is 2-3 years developed countries (Zhang, 2007).
But here’s the catch: most men still prefer younger women (OKCupid study).
Many older men don’t date younger women because they can’t, not because they don’t want
(exceptions apply, of course).
And that wouldn’t be a problem for average women. But since we are talking about successful
women who want successful men, well… The rules change drastically for successful men.
They change because many successful men can date younger women. (remember the comparative
advantage).
And many of them, do.
These findings are confirmed by data (Pollet et. al., 2013).
The richest 400 men in the US married women who were on average 7 years younger. But when they
remarried, they chose mates who were on average 22 years younger.
If you don’t believe the data, you can listen to hyper-realist Samantha from Sex and The City:
However, please hold the judgemental attitude.
This must not necessarily be a case of “gold-digging” and I find it aggressively offensive to label
“gold diggers” or “insecure old man” men or women who choose to date each other.
We could indeed also theorize that there is a strong relation between resources, genes and personal
character.
The most successful men also showed a lot of grit, determination, and intelligence in amassing their
fortunes.
And that makes them attractive fathers no matter their age.
Note: there are exceptions
Some older successful men do prefer women closer to their age.
Evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller says that life experience and maturity make for
emotionally more fulfilling relationships, and some men appreciate that (Miller, 2000).
But usually, you’re better off working with the rule, rather than seeking the exception.

#8. Career Women Are Not Feminine
… And men prefer feminine women
This one will not go down well with some female readers.
But, again, it’s either rejection of reality and fantasy or reality.
And both common sense and studies prove that men prefer feminine women (Little et al., 2014).
The downfall of femininity is two-pronged: cultural and professional.
The de-femininization of career women is not (wholly) women’s fault. In large part, most industries
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and businesses reward traits that are more associated with masculinity than femininity.
It’s not an accident indeed that Elizabeth Holmes decided to lower her voice to increase her
authoritativeness and corporate clout:
Of course, correlation is not causation and many career women might be more masculine to begin
with. But still, it’s most likely a mixture and I wouldn’t discount the nurture side of it.

#9. Successful Women Date Poorly
Many successful women date poorly for a variety of reasons:
Mistakenly believe their success makes them great catches
And then get bitter when some men don’t recognize them for the great catches they believe they are.
Some career women adopted combative “feminist” social roles
Social roles are OK… Unless they come with baggage.
And self-identifying oneself with “feminist” often comes with a very unattractive dose of bitterness
and, in the worst cases, man-hating (yes, extreme feminism is the female version of toxic
masculinity).
Just read Lean In, the most popular book for “feminist career women”, and you will easily recognize
a combative, bitter undertone.
Career women don’t date assertively enough
Most women don’t date assertively enough.
And career women are not the exception.
Strong in the (false) belief that their accomplishments make them great catches leads successful
women to date too passively.
Mark Gimenin even says that game theory factually predicts that successful women lose out in dating
because, feeling like they have a strong hand, don’t bid aggressively enough.
Then the least successful ladies come in, and they’re ready and available and fun… And they pair up
with the successful men.
Believed in the lie that men and women are the same
That lie comes with many harmful consequences for career women’s dating options.
They include the belief that her resources were going to give her dating leverage, that femininity was
a thing of the past and that female open ambition came at no cost (and as we’ve seen, they’re all
wrong).
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#10. Smaller Issues
We have already listed the main issues to career women’s dating success.
But to compound the dating woes of successful women:
Metrosexuals are on the rise (and male testosterone on the decline)
Our culture of easy sex favors high quality-men (but not women)
Anti-harassment laws made some men overly scared of office-dating
Same as some rich men are targets of gold-diggers, career women are targets of psychopaths
(see “Hare, 1993“)

Career Women VS Successful Women
Some authors have complained of the expression “career women” as sexist because we don’t use the
equivalent “career man”.
I don’t enter into the discussion, but I use the term “career woman” because it defines a specific class
of successful women.
I define a career woman as:
A career woman is a woman who earns or is planning to earn an above-average income,
does well or extremely well in her profession, takes her job seriously and prioritizes her
career over many other aspects of her life
That is a very different definition from “successful woman”, who might be successful in a myriad of
ways and possibly not even work at all.
And it’s also very different from the more general “high-quality woman“.
A career woman is not necessarily a high-quality woman and a high-quality woman does not need a
career or job to be high-quality.

High-Quality Women Have Better Dating Options
The distinction is also important for our analysis because a career woman presents a very different
sexual market value than a high-quality woman who’s not pursuing a career.
It’s much easier indeed for a high-quality woman who’s not busy climbing the corporate ladder to be
feminine and charming.
Most high-quality men will take a more feminine woman with little or no income over an unfeminine
one with high income.
Thus, a high-quality but non-career woman has much better dating options (also read: archetypes of
alpha females).
The 10 Types of Alpha Female (With Examples)
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Limitations of this analysis
This a general analysis of the sexual marketplace for career women and successful men.
And as every general analysis, it does not apply to every single market player.
To begin with, the variance in personal preferences in dating and relationships is notoriously high
(Wiederman & Dubois, 1998).
Even for attractive traits, which tends to be more stable for men, present plenty of exceptions (we all
know that guy who’s into older women or who places high importance on intelligence).
Another variable we haven’t taken into account is the relationship type of man VS the player, with
the former placing more importance on internal qualities such as personality and intelligence (also
see: the psychology of womanizers and lovers VS providers).
And of course, this article is written from the point of view of a career woman who wants a
relationship.
But of course, it might be the case that a woman is not interested in a relationship (or in a relationship
with a man).
However, the overall analysis holds true because exceptions are exceptions, and you don’t make the
rules with the exceptions.

What’s The Solution?
So far this article might have seemed a bit depressing.
But in my opinion, it’s never depressing to know the truth.
The truth will set you free.
And once you know the truth, you can get down to realistic solutions that work.
So let’s talk solutions now.

#1. Know Your Stats
If you care about getting married and having children, do consider the gender split of:
The city you’re moving in
The university you will attend
The field you’re working in
Or, at least, take into account the gender split of your:
Hobbies, bars, places you frequent
Sure, art galleries are nice and wine tastings are sublime (I agree). And maybe you can meet some
exotic and romantic Italian or French men. But if most attendees are women, what are the chances?

Be Aware of The Racial Divide
The education gender split differs heavily among ethnicities.
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Asian men are holding up and there is little difference between men and women (no pun intended on
Asians’ lack of hair :).
White men have lost much ground, but worst of all it’s for Black women and Hispanic women.
Keep that in mind.

Black college guys, anyone?

#2. Expand Your Dating Pool to Non-Graduates
Of course, there is a correlation between the level of education and overall quality, but that
correlation might not be as strong as you believe.
There are plenty of great men who didn’t graduate
In my own household, my mom went to college and my father didn’t even finish high school.
But there are little doubts as to who’s the intellectually dominant partner in the relationship (and yes,
there is such a thing as intellectual dominance).
IQ and education are also only one aspect of quality. Men can be masculine or high quality in plenty
of other ways (ie.: good with repairs, in great shape, good in bed, very caring, etc. etc.).

#3. Get Real: Perfection Doesn’t Exist
Some career women have super high standards, are perfectionists and are never happy with
themselves.
And they carry the same unrealistic high expectations in dating.
But perfection doesn’t exist. People are flawed. We all are.
Consider turning “good but not perfect” into “good is good enough”.

#4. Lock In Young
“Die young, stay pretty”, sang the rebellious goddess Blondie.
But if you want to live and even catch a successful man, you might want to consider pairing up and
getting serious earlier in life.
This is important information because, in this day and age, you will find countless resources telling
you the opposite.
And guess what?
It’s always women!
Writes Elizabeth McClintock on Psychology Today:
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Age-old scare tactics (…) to frighten women into early marriage may do substantial harm
and little (if any) good.
Don’t fall for that.
Those narratives sound pro-women and supportive, but they are the exact opposite.
Most women advising other women to “wait” indeed are being rather manipulative as they’re trying
to:
Handicap and mislead the competition with false information
Make themselves feel better with the “misery love company” effect
Improve their own lives by lowering the social stigma of unmarried women
I call these forms of manipulation “pro-group feints“, and their only benefit might be to make you
feel better. But not to make you date better.
I have no vested interest in telling women to pair up young instead.
As a matter of fact, I really prefer all women to stay single.
But if you want to be in a relationship, then take heed from rational arguments and actual data.

It’s Basic Negotiation
Basic negotiation principles dictate that you get the best outcome in your negotiations when you have
the most options (Ury & Fisher, 1981) and the most bargaining power.
And since it’s been proven over and over that female market values peaks earlier, then locking in
earlier yields the best results.

It’s Simple Math, Really
Simple math dictates that a bad dating market will only get worse with time.
Think of the analogy with a game of musical chair: in the beginning, most people find a mate because
the imbalanced are spread over a large population.
But it gets more and more difficult as the faster players catch the best mates.
And in the end, when there are two people left and one chair, 50% of the population is left standing.
Again, this is not to say that women must pair up early.
And it’s not to say that older women have no chances, because that wouldn’t be true.
This is to provide you with good information so that you can make informed decisions.

#5. Stop Selling Your Career Success
Look at what this successful lady once wrote me:
… And notice my “far from impressed” reply
The lady in this example thought I was going to be impressed by her thunderous career start.
I appreciated she was a professionally accomplished woman. Until she turned it into a selling
proposition.
Then I thought it was cheap and, to be 100% honest… A bit beneath me.
If you are successful, great. But know that it’s not a huge advantage for many men (and that you
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shouldn’t “sell it”).
Also read:
Dating mistakes women do before sex
Games men play
Nasty games women should better stop (at least if they want high-quality guys)
But as you don’t oversell your career achievements, there is no need to hide them, either:
… But you can definitely look for ways to present your job in a more appealing way (which you
should be doing for anything in your life anyway).

#6. Date More Assertively
Not overselling yourself doesn’t mean you shouldn’t date assertively.
Because… You should.
Here is an example for you of a sexually forward, assertive, yet attractive dating style:

And if you think that’s unfeminine, she was the most exquisitely feminine woman I’ve ever dated.
Also read:
Biggest dating mistakes women do before sex

#7. Mix Femininity With Power
It’s not easy to be powerful and feminine at the same time.
But neither is it impossible.
A few examples from powerful and feminine:
Read the full article here:
Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses
Plus, of course, this classic here:
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How to be feminine

#8. Increase Your Mating Intelligence
Yes, there is such a thing as mating intelligence.
In more simple terms, it’s basically the equivalent of “dating psychology”.
Going too deep on effective dating is outside the scope of this article, but here are some resources for
you:
Attractive female body language
3 seduction styles analyzed
How to drive him crazy
How to date towards commitment
Hopefully, you have been too busy to read too much mainstream dating advice.
But if you have, mainstream advice is for average women and it’s often wrong. This guide can help
you deprogram:
Pussy Power (and detox from bad dating advice)

SUMMARY
This should be superfluous, but I want to make it abundantly clear that this article is not a denigratory
piece towards career women.
This is not an invite for women to work less hard or drop their careers -quite the opposite: I prefer
financially independent women, so keep on rocking lady!-.
And it’s not even an invite for men to “step up” -albeit that wouldn’t hurt them-.
This article showed you that, factually, there are some roadblocks for career women towards a happy
and fulfilling relationship.
However, it also showed you that there are solutions.
This article showed you a path.
Whether you are going to walk it -or whether you even want to walk it- is wholly up to you.
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9 Types of Office Politics Players (W/ Examples)
May 30, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Office politics take place in any office, the whole world over.
This article will present you with the archetypes of the main political players, including:
Political player’s strategy
A real-life example
How you can you deal with them
Let’s start:
Contents
#1. The Tasker
#2. The Grumpy Players
#3. The Sticklers For The Rule
#4. The Overachievers
#5. Suck-Up Players
#6. Power Aligners
#7. The Shunners
#8. The Vanity Player
#9. The Sociopath Player
Can Office Politics Ever Be Stopped?

#1. The Tasker
“Can you please do that for me? Thanks!”
The power dynamic of tasking-executing is that people who assign tasks are bosses, and people who
execute those tasks are subordinates.
By telling others what to do, taskers are positioning themselves as the most powerful party in that
relationship.

Psychological Profile
Taskers are very power-conscious individuals.
Some of them resent being told what to do by their bosses and, in a sort of “the oppressed becomes
the oppressor dynamic”, they seek revenge on their colleagues.
In some cases, taskers can also be insecure bosses who tell their reports what to do in very direct
ways just so they can “show who’s boss” (the meme above is a humorous example).
And finally, the last category of taskers are highly ambitious individuals who want to climb the
corporate ladder and have a good career.
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In their warped minds “being the boss” only means having power over others, and tasking is their
way of showing that power.
Usually, they pick people whom they think are easy to boss around. However, the most ambitious and
dominant of them will try to talks almost anybody.
The most knuckleheaded taskers will even try it with their own bosses.

Poor Team Players
When you’re in the presence of a continuous tasker, 95% of the times you’re in the presence of a
power-conscious, selfish, and often socially ruthless individual.
These people are very poor team players because they see workplace politics in black and white
terms: there are those who give orders and those who execute.
That’s it.
No teams, no squad, no friends.

Office Power Play Example
Here are typical expressions of tasking:
Tasker: Can you please do X for me
The standard format.
Tasker: Can you (please) take care of it by EOB it’s very important
The “very important” bit makes them sound smart and strategic.
It’s indeed people with high-level visions who are able to assign the correct priority to tasks.
And as they look strategic and leader-like, you become the tactical pawn who executes orders.
Tasker: Can you come here please, I need your help on something
When you move to them, you look like the flunky who’s supporting the one who does real work.
Tasker: Thank you for taking care of that for me
This is an example of a covert power move. It’s presented as if they were thanking you, but it’s a
power move that makes them sound like magnanimous leaders who properly recognize their teams’
work
Tasker: (Standing up to go to the meeting room) Come on, let’s go
With this one, they lead, you follow.
They make it seem like you were in standby, waiting for them to be ready. It looks like they were
wrapping something important and you were doing nothing.
Also read:
What to do when someone makes you wait: a guide on handling one of the most common
workplace power moves
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Junior Employee Power Move
There is a version of tasking that the most junior employees seem to relish since the entry barriers are
smaller and it’s more difficult to push back.
They are:
1. Asking for small, inconsequential stuff, just to show they matter
2. Asking to execute things you were going to do anyway
I wouldn’t even know which one is more annoying.

#2. The Grumpy Players
“Bark bark”
The grumpy players operate on the assumption that the fewer people can task them, the more office
status they acquire.
They play office politics very defensively, fortifying their desk-turf from encroachment and keeping
as much as their time for themselves.

Who Are Grumpy Players
By and large, grumpy players are unhappy people with little social life.
Some of them are grumpy because they are frustrated with their own insignificance, both in the office
and outside of it.
In some other cases, they can be very asocial, introverted, or at odds with people.
If that’s the case, they are defending their “me” time and the only refuge of safety they have: with
themselves.
In rare cases, they are simply trying to defend against very aggressive taskers but have no idea how to
do it assertively.
And that’s why the two types of grumpy players are:
1. Aggressive
2. Passive-aggressive
If you are afraid of approaching a colleague because they always seem on the verge of exploding and
yelling at you, you know the aggressive type.
Finally, watch out for grumpy players who are grumpy with a few selected people or only with you.
You might be dealing with ego-defense mechanisms or… It might be the case they simply don’t like
you.
I dealt with lots of grumpy older player in my first real job as a consultant.
Grumpiness, in that case, was a defense mechanism.
They were rejecting being told what to do by someone whom he perceived to be a nobody who knew
nothing about his business (and they weren’t wrong :).
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Their Office Power Strategy
Most grumpy players don’t have huge ambitions or, if they had, they have been thwarted by years of
stagnating career -of course, who would promote them?-.
Some grumpy players are aggressively lazy -or, more rarely, busy with their own stuff.
If that’s the case, their aggression is a (very entitled) way of defending their free time.

Office Power Play Example
As we mentioned, there are two types: the aggressive/scary one and the passive-aggressive who’s
“too much of a nice guy” (ie.: too weak) to aggress anyone.
Milton in the movie “Office Space” is a type of passive-aggressive grumpy player:
All Milton is communicating here is “don’t bother me, leave me alone”. He’s not powerful in any
way, but he wins anyway (and frustrates his colleague).
The aggressive types are worse.
If Milton had been an aggressive type, he might have pretended not to hear his colleague calling but
he would have made it a point to look more and more nervous.
In that case, the message is “go away or I’ll blow up on you”.
At the far end, they have anger management issues with Mad Max in “The Wolf of Wall Street”
being such an example.

How to Beat Grumpy Players
The standard advice of getting close to them not fully wrong because sometimes it works.
When colleagues are grumpy because of personal issues it’s possible to pierce their defense
mechanism and become their best (and possibly only) friend in the world.
You can then have a huge influence on him/her.
But from a political and social status point of view, it’s a double-edged sword.
Grumpy players are rarely high flyers and unless you’re already a highly skilled social master,
associating with them might drag you down.
As Robert Greene says in “The 48 Laws of Power“: avoid the unhappy and unlucky.
And the grumpy players.
Here is the rule of thumb for you:
Befriending losers as a powerful man is an act magnanimity.
Befriending losers as a powerless man is a case of “misery loves company”.
-The Power Moves

#3. The Sticklers For The Rule
“Please stick to the guidelines“
“Sticklers For The Rules” stake their claim to power with laws, regulations, and SOPs.
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Psychological Profile
“Sticklers For The Rule” have lowish social skills and low emotional intelligence.
However, they can be very assertive and they even look confident and in control.
The confidence is mostly a front though and they rarely are individuals of strong character.
And that is why they hide behind the rules.
Aggressing others or defending your position becomes indeed much easier when you can claim the
law on your side.
Sticklers can be very power conscious.
On paper, they say they are following procedures and making sure everyone is on the good side of the
law.
But in reality, they are piggybacking the rules for their own personal power.

Their Office Power Strategy
“Sticklers For The Rule” are after office social status.
When they become the “go-to guys” to check procedures and when they become known as “the rules
guy”, they become someone.
Specifically, they become somebody in the small pond of the office world.
When they are after power or when they engage in turf defense, they see the organization as a big org
chart where only official authority lines matter.
If you have official authority over them, they will comply. If not, they’ll relish sending you packing.

Their Power is Limited
The power of sticklers for the rule is limited though. They move up a little, but there is a (well
deserved) glass ceiling for them.
The movers and shakers make things happen.
The sticklers for the rules instead are not focused on making things happen and improving the
organization. They would be happy to go down in flames… As long as they do it following SOPs.

Office Power Play Example
Here are some examples of typical Stickler’s political games:
You: hey hi man, my keyboard broke, they told me you guys can help
Stickler: please go through the official channels and ask my boss for allocation I’m busy
now
Maybe you’re just asking for a favor, something that you would have no problem doing for them…
But nope, they hide behind the rule to tell you to f*ck off.
The worst is that you can’t even get angry because, well… Officially they’re right.
That’s why the lazier types of sticklers for the rules are very harmful in unstructured organizations
and project-based companies.
In these environments, it’s easier for them to refuse cooperation and harm productivity.
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Another example:
Stickler: do you have the badge with you? You need to have the badge or I will not let you
in
Unless there are really good reasons to adhere to the rule, they are most often power tripping.
Sometimes people revert to Sticklers when defending against what they perceive an abuse of power,
as it happens in the movie “Edge of Tomorrow”:
And of course, a wonderful power move on Sticklers is to actually get authority over them, as in the
example.
Make sure not to rely solely on power bending though, in the long run, it’s a poor strategy.

#4. The Overachievers
“The world, chico. And everything in it“
You know these ones, don’t you?
Speak too much at the meeting
Seek responsibility and power positions in all fields
Unashamedly take all credit even though it’s been a team effort
When there is some credit to loot, the overachievers takes no prisoners.

Psychological Profile
Overachievers are partly inborn and partly nurtured (Judget et al., 2010?).
Nurtured overachievers who grew up in families with high expectations, for example with narcissistic
parents (McBride, 2008), are more likely to feel the pressure of having to perform and they’re more
likely to be stressed out.
Inborn overachievers do it for themselves. Some of them “enjoy their own drive” and don’t get nearly
as stressed out.
There are several types of overachievers:
Dr. Jekylls= they can be nice on their own or when nothing is at stake, but turn into monsters
in the presence of bosses, upper management or opportunities to “shine”
24/7 overachievers = it’s “always on” with them, they never stop pursuing power
opportunities. You can’t be friends with them and they’re often lonely
Socially skilled = these are the most dangerous. They put on a facade of fairness and caring
and it takes really emotionally intelligent people to sniff them out early
Usually, overachievers are highly in personal drive and low on empathy.
They have this big target in life that keeps them going and moving like a hamster in a wheel.
Not all of them are low on empathy, but the difference is epistemological only. Whatever empathy
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they have, it gets tramped by their ambition, which is always bigger than other people’s
consideration.

The Lies of Overachievers: Cognitive Dissonance
Non-sociopath overachievers, which is the majority anyway, justify the cognitive dissonance
(Festinger, 1957) of their unethical actions with ad-hoc narratives that make it possible for them to
keep abusing the system -and the people- without feeling any emotional blowback.
Some of these narratives can look like this:
I’m a fundamentally good person, it’s good for everyone if I win
The company matters more than anything else, and I’m fighting for the company
I was robbed of a chance in life, I have to fight for my fair share
Our vision is to help a billion people, if 100 get trampled along the way, I’m still making the
world a better place
Sometimes the company vision of “helping people” is recruited to justify the killing of some other
people.
But the truth is that, the vast majority of the times, the overachievers do it for themselves.
And just for you to know, most CEOs are overachievers.

Office Power Play Example
Tracy Flick in the movie Election is an example of the 24/7 overachiever (some people dubbing her
“young Hillary”):
“Election” is a great movie to understand the psychology of overachievers (and the seduction
technique depicted in the scene is also a great and realistic one).

How to Beat Overachievers
It’s relatively easy to isolate and maneuver the socially unskilled overachievers.
Everyone can see and feel the ugly side of their ambitions so your job is just to throw the match on
the tinder and watch them burn (socially! :).
The problem starts when overachievers grow skilled enough that they can mask their real selfish
intentions with a layer of sociability or pro-sociability.
It might also be the case that you will be one of the few to know or see the “real” them.
If that’s the case, you must make sure you’re also not the only fighting them!
And never, ever tell them they’re horrible persons before you’re well equipped to start (and win) the
war:
Never openly communicate your distaste for overachievers and never show that you know what
they’re up to.
Only attack them when you’re strong enough to destroy them.
And don’t you ever think you can “help” an overachiever by telling him about his overachieving
ways.
Yes, they might feel disgusted by themselves, but they’ll blame you for it. And their next
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achievement will be getting rid of you.

#5. Suck-Up Players
“Just like you said, boss“
The suck-up players are all about fawning on their bosses.
They shower their managers with compliments, listen to what they say as they nod, and always say
yes.

Psychological Profile
Contrary to what some people believe, brown-nosers are rarely highly ambitious or highly driven.
They might want to be bosses one day, but rarely can they even fathom themselves as CEOs or
entrepreneurs.
Brown-nosers indeed live in a small world that they never transcend.
Often are motivated by fear and the search for security. Just like a baby wants his mother to be
present and caring, a brown noser wants his boss to be protective.

Their Office Power Strategy
O’Neil in the movie Platoon is an example of a suck-up player with Barnes:
Barnes is not a typical boss though. Most bosses enjoy having a few suck-up players. It strokes their
egos, which is what makes the suck-up players relatively successful in winning the boss’ graces.

#6. Power Aligners
“That’s not what we stand for. This company believes in… “
Power aligners seek power by aligning themselves with power.
They take on the same values as the boss, of the company (or both) and champion them as if they
were their own.

Psychological Profile
Some people confuse power aligners with brown-nosers. And while there is certainly some overlap,
they’re fundamentally of a very different breed.
Brown nosers suck up from a position of subordination and they (unwittingly) tend to tie their
fortunes with their bosses. And that, as Robert Greene correctly notes in “The Laws of Human
Nature“, is not a smart idea.
Power aligners are strategically smarter instead.
They align with the more general zeitgeist, or to their boss, and it’s all part of a grander strategic
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vision of power.
Power aligners also tend to have more power then suck-up players.
They vary in gradient of course, and they range from “almost pure brown-nosing” (Mike Pence) to
“almost at the same level as the boss”.
Are shackles and leader’s condescension worth the 2nd in command role?
In a way, Power Aligners take a social approach to power. They look at what the culture seeks and
promotes, and then they reflect it back on them.

Office Power Play Example
Here is an example of a low-quality Power Aligner delivering a figurative stab in the back:
She handled it perfectly and very high in power.
Or imagine a team meeting with your boss, you are making the case that a customer was abusive to
you:
Power Aligner: But that’s not what we stand for. It doesn’t matter what the customer said
to you. I know it can be hard, we are here to offer the best service we can, no matter what
How are you going to reply to that?
The boss is nodding at the power aligner’s comment and you’re now in a catch 22.
Tell them they’re right and they win.
Keep defending your position and you dig yourself deeper. And that’s the power of power-aligning.
Another example:
Power Aligner: Did you ask if they could give a discount? Always ask for a discount, it can
save us a lot of money
See what they’re doing?
Acting like your future boss and presenting themselves as representing the company -“us”- (yeah,
sure).
Even if you say you did ask for a discount, you are still proving yourself to them.

Their Office Power Strategy
Power aligners use a smart strategy well-founded in psychology.
To begin with, we all like people who are like us (Cialdini, 1994) and power aligners mimic their
bosses’ personality and value.
Second, we are all hardwired to seek in our ingroup people who support us and, as legendary GE
CEO Jack Welch explains in his book Winning, management wants to promote people who back
their ideas.

Slipstream Power Players
It’s worth mentioning here that there is a specific type of power aligner, and they are the most
dangerous of them all.
I will call them “slipstream power players” because they mimic the overtaking technique used in
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motorsports.
Similar to slipstream overtaking, slipstream players align to the boss today, to overtake him
tomorrow.
There is a lovely business example in a great movie called “C’eravamo Tanto Amati “. This is the
dramatic scene where the final overtake takes place.
Or if you prefer a historical reference, there is Brutus. He first became one of Caesar’s favorite and
most loyal senator.
And then he championed the palace intrigue that stabbed Caesar in the back, this time more literally,
and plunged Rome into chaos:

Caesar is rumored to have said before dying “of all the people, you Brutus, my son”.
Brutus wasn’t Caesar’s son, but he took full advantage of Caesar’s sympathy, which made his
ascension to power much easier.
That’s why leaders should always be watchful of reports who are “a little bit too much like them” and
“a little bit too supportive”.
Some of them might be preparing the ground for their own reign. And of one thing, you can rest
assured: as their former bosses, your head will be the first to roll.
Also read:
How to coddle to bosses: boss interpersonal strategies for quick promotions

Slipstreaming The Culture
Same as for slipstreaming the leader, power aligners can slipstream a culture.
They pretend to back the company or party value and then, once in charge and once powerful enough,
they lead towards what they really wanted.

Power Aligning is Super Effective
This strategy works better than most people would think.
As Haslam notices in his seminal “The New Psychology of Leadership“, men who start off
presenting themselves as dominant upstart leaders tend to fail.
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Those who start off listening, watching and learning about the group tend to win (see BBC Prison
Study as an example).

How to Beat Power Aligners
Never, ever attack a power aligner publicly.
And God forbid, don’t you even think of calling their game out.
The deck is stacked against you.
When you attack them frontally it’s as if you’re attacking your whole company.
The powers that be are on their side, the values they (pretend to) espouse are the company’s values
and, never forget, bosses love having watchdogs who help them control the herd.
And don’t even think of taking them on the sideline and have an “eye to eye conversation”.
It’s too easy for them to deny everything.
Here is a funny example from Family Guy on what’s most likely to happen:
Power aligners will play dumb. They can’t do anything else or their whole game crumbles.
They must keep the pretense that they’re 100% genuine and their buy-in into the corporate missions
and values is unwavering.
The result when you challenge them is always the same: they’ll look a great company fit, real
management material.
And you’ll look like someone who should better find a new job.
For effective ways of tackling please check out Social Power, section on workplace power.

#7. The Shunners
“Oh, I didn’t see you standing there for the last 2h… “
The shunning game is the office politics equivalent of stonewalling and gaslighting of intimate
relationships.
The shunners form a clique to socially exclude the target of their political machinations.
When the target approaches one of them, the shunner is curt, detached, or even ignores them
(stonewalling).
The gaslighting effect starts when you ask why they’re cutting you off… And they’ll tell you that it’s
not true at all (ie.: it’s all in your head).

Psychological Profile
Shunners are most often, albeit not exclusively, women.
It’s a form of silent social punishment, it communicates that “we’re a group, and you not part of us”.
The shunners usually gang up on people whom they perceive are a threat, but yet who are (still) weak
enough to be victimized.
Is the new colleague a bit too beautiful, bright or ambitious? Then she’s not one of us.
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Is the new recruit too good and ambitious? You’re not welcome here because you upset our little
world of entrenched interests.
Those are the psychological drivers behind the shunning game.
In a way, shunning is a reactionary game of fear. Fear of change, fear of losing status and fear of
having our egos upset by the results of the new incumbent.
Imagine a new colleague comes in, and they change our business for the better, or quickly launch into
an upward career.
That would show us we’ve been doing it wrong for the whole time. Or that we’re stagnating in our
progress.
People with high self-esteem and a growth mindset would use it as a wake-up call.
But that’s not the shunners of course, who would rather isolate the threat to their individual egos with
the abusive strength of the group.

Office Power Play Example
Albeit it’s a silent political game, it’s not that difficult to recognize a shunning clique.
For example:
In your presence, the shunners go overboard with insider jokes that you don’t get
They laugh at each other’s jokes but not yours
If you open up they look at each other as if to say “what the hell was that”
They are warm to each other, but very distant wit you
All these behavior communicate that you don’t belong and they’ll be much happier if you left.
Shunning games can also happen when you’re absent, used to both strengthen the group and
reinforce, once again, that they stand united against you.
Sarkozi plays a shunner game with Merkel against (absent) Berlusconi:
Sarkozy looks at Merkel, says nothing, smiles until she smiles back… It’s as if he was saying
“Berlusconi is laughable, Merkel and I agree on that, he doesn’t belong with us”

How to Beat Shunners
Shunning games are hard to beat.
Now imagine Berlusconi had been there in the video above.
He’d know that Sarkozy is an enemy and he’s forming a collation with Merkel against him.
But if he were to escalate openly, he would look childish and argumentative.
As a silent type of aggression, the shunning game can easily be denied.
This is what a good shunner would have replied:
Shunner-Sarkozy: We? Ignoring you? Laughing at you? Where did you get that from.
We’re here to work for the good of our Union, and we’re happy if you join us with
constructive input
See how an astute shunner would approach it?
Not only would they deny and make you look crazy, but they would make you look petty, unhelpful
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and selfish.
A better strategy then is the good old “divide and conquer”.
Work up the members of the groups who are least sold on office politicking until you befriend them
and break the game.
“The Devil Wears Prada: has one example of a shunner dynamic that might be on the way of
breaking:
The moment a shunner looks too spiteful and too into the shunning game compared to the other
players is a sign that you’re on your way to winning

#8. The Vanity Player
“Am I not good?
Look at me, how good I am.
… Are you gonna tell me I’m good?”
Vanity players are all about attracting attention and praise.
They think they’re good, and they want others to respect them for how good they are.

Psychology Profile
Some people confuse Vanity Players with narcissists.
And don’t get me wrong, they might as well be narcissists.
But most often though, it’s a mix of:
Histrionic personality disorder
Low self-esteem
Entitlement mentality
Vanity Players are addicts and their drug of choice is emotional validation and what I call “ego
candies”, which is anything that makes them feel emotionally good (recognition, small-time awards,
consideration, etc.).
They’ll go to great lengths to get their fixes and when they don’t get them, they throw tantrums and
create office drama.
This makes them very entertaining actors of corporate politics, with important consequences for you.

Office Power Play Example
Whenever you see anyone with little power making a big ruckus, you are in the presence of a vanity
player.
Whenever you see anyone whom people don’t respect much demand for their “due respect”, you are
in front of a vanity player.
And whenever you see anyone attracting far more attention than their actual worth, you are in front of
a vanity player.
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Fredo from The Godfather is a good example of a vanity player.
Fredo only apparently seeks power, but all he actually wants is some scraps of respect and
recognition:
Fredo: I’m smart, I can handle things
Don’t give these people power, give them the feeling they are appreciated and that they are doing
great things.

Their Office Power Strategy
Don’t get distracted by the Vanity Players decoys, self-aggrandizing, and entitlement: there is no real
power here.
Vanity players make waves, but they’re surface waves that don’t move any boats and, at worst, just
impedes action.
The real players instead are like deep currents that actually move stuff.
You must not waste time with Vanity Players.
Sure, they can be annoying with their self-righteous attitude, but you shouldn’t battle people who are
beneath you and your aspirations.
If anything, you can use Vanity Players for your maneuvering because here’s the thing about them:
they’re easy to persuade.
For example, you can recruit them against a bad boss or against an overachiever.
Also read:
How Machiavelli would destroy a bad boss

#9. The Sociopath Player
“I so deserve the top spot that I shouldn’t even work for it“
Sociopaths follow the Pareto rule.
They focus 80% on office politics and 20% on actual work. Given how successful some of them are,
we might even wonder what’s more important…

Psychology Profile
There is already much literature on this website on sociopaths and psychopaths, including:
Why sociopaths win the corporate race
Best resources on the dark triad
Dark psychology
And I can also highly recommend “How Companies Manipulate Employees“.
In a nutshell, though, sociopaths see the workplace as a big chessboard and they have little to no
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empathy for people. That makes it easier for them to actually move people as if they were inanimate
objects.
They consider themselves superior to everyone else and deserving of top management positions.
Many sociopaths can’t stick to long years of continuous work which might put them at a
disadvantage.
However, many sociopaths have superficial charm, are smooth talkers and are very good
manipulators.

Office Power Play Example
Younger female sociopaths are some of the most dangerous specimens of corporate political players.
Why?
Simple, because male bosses are far (far) easier to bamboozle with charm and sexual innuendos.
And full-on sex is not even always needed, that’s how dumb some men are.

Elizabeth Holmes built a whole empire bamboozling investors, media, and a who’s who board of
directors which included former US secretary of state Henry Kissinger and defense secretary, stargeneral James Mattis.
General James Mattis is famous for his “macho quotes”, including:
James Mattis: When you men get home and face an anti-war protester (..) shake his hand.
Then, wink at his girlfriend because she knows she’s dating a pussy
Turns out macho-man James Mattis got so manipulated by the pussy that he lent all his power and
authority to support Elizabeth Holme’s own ambitions without getting anything in return.
As chronicled by Carreyrou in Bad Blood indeed Theranos’ board was powerless under Holme’s
guidance.
That, my friends, is some next level sociopath manipulation at play.
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How to Beat Sociopaths
You must match their political savvy while delivering superior results and making sure people know
who’s delivering.
At parity of political dexterity, then your superior results can win the day.
But just to be sure, you should support the creation of some internal enemies for the sociopaths.
It can be a boss who micromanages them, an exec who sees through them or a higher-up who’s afraid
of the sociopath ascension.
If you can combine all three, then you will win:
Deliver superior results
& make sure they’re properly attributed to you
Play the political game equally well
Pitch them against someone powerful
In case you’re in need for more, I have a case study up in Social Power.

Can Office Politics Ever Be Stopped?
Unluckily office environments partially follow the rules of “public good games“.
In public good games, if everyone contributes and nobody abuses the system, it’s possible for
everyone to win.
On the other hand, public good environments are ripe for abuse. And that’s where the office politics
fester.
Politickers are not playing for fair distribution or team victory. They are in to take as much as
possible.
And the office, and life in general, largely makes it possible for them to do so.
I remain highly skeptical about any office being completely devoid of workplace politics.
Workplace politics are simply an extension of human nature.
We are designed, in good part, for the maximization of personal returns through social interaction
(Dawkins, 1976). And gossiping might be a direct offshoot of our nature of social animals (Wright,
1994).
It’s a fascinating topic for a social scientist, but let’s cut it to the chase here.
Where does this take us?
To us, it means that there is no office without office politics.
And to win the professional game, you must learn the rules of workplace politics.

Limitation of This Article: Archetype Model
As per any theoretical model based on archetypes, the limitation is that people tend to be more
complex.
And most people will present a combination of traits, from different archetypes.
But, albeit imperfect, well-designed archetypes are still useful to better understand human nature and,
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in this case, to increase your office politics skills.
This is an excerpt from Power University, where you can find more examples and more
practical strategies for career growth.
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10 Office Power Moves (For Machiavellians Only!)
May 31, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Office power moves are actions and behaviors that assert your dominance and authority over
colleagues and reports.
Why would you ever want to engage in power moves?
If you’re really asking that question, get immediately out of this page, please.
For the other Machiavellians who started salivating, this is your place.
This post will teach you how to assert power through the vast expanses of the office world.
Because whichever dark recesses those nine-to-fivers hail from, they must all know that you’re the
alpha male (or female) of the office tribe and that nobody fux with you.
Note: this is a humorous article (but it’s still based on real principles).
Contents
#1. Task Them For Stuff They Were Going to Do Anyway
#2. Fix Their Mistakes Before They Got A Chance to Self-Correct
#3. The Melons Power Move
#4. Territorial Pissing Power Move
#5. Master The Fine Art of Offers They Can’t Refuse
#6. Show Them For The Poor Idiots They Are
#7. Haze The F*ck Out of Them
#8. Misspell All The Nobodies’ Names
#9. Always Let Them Adapt to You
#10. Let The Useless C*nts Wait
#11. BONUS: Burn The Whole Thing Down

#1. Task Them For Stuff They Were Going to Do Anyway
Nothing makes you look powerful and in control as telling others what to do.
Always be the first to tell others what to do.
Act quick, before anyone else might score those precious points or, God forbid, before they get a
chance at doing it without being told to (brrr).
You never want to waste any chance at increasing your office clout.

#2. Fix Their Mistakes Before They Got A Chance to SelfCorrect
The more mistakes you fix, the more attentive you look -and the more you make others look sloppy-.
The stark tension between “perfect you” and “sloppy everyone else” will soon loom so large that it
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will automatically propel you right to the CEO’s spot.
And then you’re finally free to make all the mistakes you want.
But again, be quick!
There is nothing worst in the world of office power moves than a colleague correcting his mistake
before you can do it!
Don’t allow that to happen!
It’s always better to jump the gun and overcorrect than to miss an opportunity for power moving.
In case you’re wrong, you still win.
Just say:
You: Good, good. I want to make sure you’re not as sloppy as you seem
Power moved!
You can never lose in this game of power by being too bold.

#3. The Melons Power Move
When life gives you melons, f*ck the melonade, make a career out of it.

There will come a day when CEOs won’t pay stacked hookers anymore but they’ll plug their VR
machines instead.
But until then, you’re still on time to take advantage of the most easily manipulatable animal on
planet Earth.
So strike while it’s hot, sista.
Men are still desperate to exchange a blow job for any kind of job you want. So show the gals, and
ask.
P.S.: men can also give it a try.
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#4. Territorial Pissing Power Move
Regena Thomaschauer, in art “Mama Gena”, inspired us all with “Pussy: A Reclamation“.
Regena taught us how she secured her powerful, romantic, disgustingly rich and exquisitely European
lover.
How did she get him?
When her beau let her stay at his place, she snuck around his back and rubbed her pussy all over the
place.
Like, literally.
And if you’re not “WTF-ing” already, that included his toothbrush.
After that, she told us, she became the queen of the house.
That’s a true story from her book (urgh!).
Still, you can take a leaf out of her book -but if you wanna get her book, go for the digital version…
You never know the paper ones haven’t been rubbed by her personally-.

How to Territorial Piss All Over The Place
Does your company have separate areas for upper management and employees?
Flaunt those rules!
The rules are for the herd, and you’re here to learn the office power moves of the movers and shakers.
Let your soul soar higher than the small confines of corporate borders.
Be a towering bastion for freedom, for equality.
Lead the herd towards a more just world.
Encroach upon the land of the wealthy and powerful as you carry the cross of the poor and oppressed.
Yours truly did just that in high school.
While professors had their own clean toilets marked as “reserved”, the students were relegated to
cattle-level stalls.
Do you think I was gonna have any of that?
I wasn’t!
Until I got busted.
The principal, old fuck that he was, didn’t get the pun. You should have seen his face when he was
told:
Rebel power player: yeah, but it didn’t say reserved for whom
Power moved!
Good thing you can’t fire rebel f*cks from high school.

#5. Master The Fine Art of Offers They Can’t Refuse
Don’t let money and rules constrain your creativity.
There is so much more you can exchange: think outside the box!
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Tyson once said:
Everything is for sale. But the price is not always money
Well, turns out that if you find out what they like, you might even save some money.
The Godfather, for example, found out that senator Geary gladly paid for the license instead of being
involved with her hooker’s murder.
And the big band leader who started Johnny Fontane preferred to put the signature on the contract
instead of his brain. True story.
Yep, the Godfather is really good at thinking outside the box.

Papaya Power Move
But if that type of outside the box doesn’t do for you, don’t worry.
There are all kinds of non-monetary offers that don’t entail violence.
And sometimes some love is all you need.
And if you don’t get need big melons to make a fast career, don’t despair.
A good papaya also does the trick.

Sometimes thinking outside the box could also mean inviting people to peek into the box.
Just be creative!

#6. Show Them For The Poor Idiots They Are
There is no point in making a lot of money if you can’t rub in the face of poor people.
But in this world of PC we are losing the art of a good rubbing it in.
That’s why you must take it upon yourself to make those entry-level nobodies feel like the worthless
pieces of cr@p they actually are.
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A great office power move is to invite them out for a bash to make them feel like they are part of the
group.
The secret to executing this power move well is to make them believe the company will pay. Those
cheap f*cks love it when they can scrounge a meal on your dime.
But when the bill comes, big surprise!
Enjoy the look on their faces as you tell the waiter “we split the bill, thank you”.
LOL.
They thought it was going to be fun ordering the most expensive booze on your company, eh?

Oh, what mr. Nobody, you don’t have that much money with you?
No worries, it will come off your salary on a monthly basis.
And you understand that by our internal very regulations we need to charge our interest fees.

#7. Haze The F*ck Out of Them
You know the famous Groucho Marx quote:
I don’t want to belong to any club that will accept me as a member
Indeed, you don’t want lazy-asses, freeloaders commies like Groucho Marx in your club.
OK, that might have been a different Marx, so what, the point is the same.
You must set the bar high for your kingdom!
Plenty of sociological research shows that people don’t value groups that are too easy to get into
(Cialdini, 1984).
And that’s why you must have them earn the entrance.
Cough up that entry fee until the last penny.
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And then some more.
And this isn’t f*cking high school.
It works the inverse here: the more senior they are, the harder you haze them.
New CFO thinks he’s above the rules?
Sure thing pal, pass me the paddle!
The CIO thinks it’s not “safe” to record the hazing?
That’s why he’ll get a double dose!
That’s how they earn their entry.
Everyone must earn their buttons. You don’t want any young f*ck in the future to come in and tell
your guys that they bought their buttons.
But most of all, you must make the point that only YOU are above the rules.
All the rest, they toe the line.
As long as you say so, at least.

Office Power Moves Twist
Oh, and in just in case you didn’t get it yet, you record it so you get proof of dirt on them.
That’s the Denzel Washington’s power move in Training Day.

#8. Misspell All The Nobodies’ Names
I hope you didn’t buy into that goody good shit from “How to Win Friends“.
Here is the quote, so that you can more easily erase it from your brain:
Mr Softie: Remember that a person’s name is to that person, the sweetest and most
important sound in any language.
And since Mr. Softie Carnegie hundreds of thousands of execs have been pissing all their power
away by lowering themselves to the status of nobodies.
But not you!
Real power players showcase power with the weight of their disrespect. Starting with the very first
names of the nobodies around them -which is pretty much everyone-.
Here is a rule of thumb: the more exotic the name sounds, the more you will misspell it.
You want to make them feel like barely accepted guests in your office. The feeling must be a distinct
feeling that they’re only there as long as they produce.
But at the minimum mistake, you sent them packing to the sh*thole they came from.
What’s that? “Oh you really need your VISA?”
OK, thank you for letting me know about your weak hand. Then maybe I won’t report you for
stealing if you accept to work at half the salary.
Fair deal!
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The Art of Misspelling Names
And you might wonder, what if they are called “John”, “Jim”, or anything too easy to misspell?
I’m glad you ask!
Just because they’re from your same place it doesn’t mean they get treated any better!
And that’s where you show why you’re boss and you take it to the next level with your creativity.
You will call “John”, “Jim”.
And you will call “Jim”, “John”.

Another great option is to say that you’re sorry, but they look so similar.
Bonus points if they don’t look like each other in the slightest.

#9. Always Let Them Adapt to You
You want to make sure people know this:
You’re not jumping on the fags’ fad of inclusivity.
Let Justin Trudeau lead the way there:
Justin Trudeau: (with nasal, high-pitched voice): we like to say peoplekind, not
necessarily mankind, it’s more inclusive
How do you nail this down?
Just do the opposite of what Trudeau would do.
Trudeau would include other cultures?
You diss them.
Trudeau respects minorities?
You always side with the majority that abuses the minority.
Trudeau would call the Christmas party the holiday party?
You know better.
Calling the “Christmas party” “holiday party’ is for faggotish corporations. A real office king has
everyone else adapt to his culture.
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Of course, it doesn’t matter if whether or not you’re a practicing Christian, it’s just to show that the
others have to adapt to you.
And if one year you want to that point really clear, you will tell HR to organize the food with pork
chops in every single dish. To hell vegetarians and other religions.

Show Disdain For Their Cultures
Real power players don’t buy the BS of their own company cultures and values.
They just made that stuff up to maximize the nobodies’ output.
And for the petty middle-level managers. They’re the conscientious ones who actually believe the
corporate lies.
Power players are not really proud of their own cultures and countries. They know that top dogs are
top dogs anywhere you go, and they have been the same any time throughout history.
But they still show disdain for anything “different”.
Just to show superiority and to decrease everyone else’s status.
Here’s how it’s done, fellas:
That’s a proper power player.
F*ck you and your culture, let’s drink. When I say so.

#10. Let The Useless C*nts Wait
You must always show everyone that your time matters more than all their times combined.
That’s why you call a big meeting and then you stroll with a 20 minutes delay saying:
You: sorry the delay guys, I had some important stuff to do.
Say it with a superior tone.
Then, if they still don’t get it what a bunch of useless c*nts they are, you add:
You: Alright, let’s get through this quick so I can get back to do important stuff
If they still don’t get it, you might have gone too far following Michael Gerber’s advice and making
your business monkey-easy to execute.
You know, kings can get lonely too.
So hire some c*nts who can at least get your office power moves. There is no pleasure otherwise.

#11. BONUS: Burn The Whole Thing Down
What are you telling me?
You’re not yet the top dog of the office world?
Then you must wash that dishonor in blood and destroy anyone who might otherwise live on to tell
the story.
Learn how to destroy your boss, of course.
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But first, learn to hate him.
Whatever small thing he has done to you, never think it might have been your own fault.
That feedback with “room for improvement”?
F*ck him!
What, taking ownership of your mistakes?
No, f*ck that.
Growing from failures and feedback?
What are you a hippy now?
Use it all as dark motivation to bring him down instead.
Much better use of your time.
Or at the very least, gather enough dirt on him to properly blackmail him:
Kevin Spacey takes his boss down threatening to charge him for homosexual harassment.
Oh, the irony.
But a real Machiavelli quits the office with some proper flames in his wake.
The biggest office power move is always to bring the whole company down and to bury the full list
of scumbags who failed to see you were king material.
Attila the marauder, “flagellum Dei”, wherever he moved, he brought destruction. The Italians still
say that on his wake, grass would never grow back.
Well, f*ck those spaghetti momma lovers and let them complain about small-dick Attila. There’s a
reason the memories of the great past are all they’re left with.
But you, you won’t let a horse-humping troglodyte outdo you.
Enter, the mister Farage power move.

What, you’ve been laughing about me for 2 decades you unelected, chair warming, businesssuffocating EU c*nts?
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Look who’s laughing now, f*ckers!
That rainy island is still in the EU, it might never leave and this whole charade just cost hundreds of
millions?
Whatever.
Farange won.
He showed them.
Mic drop.

About This Article
This article is inspired by a book called “What Would Machiavelli Do“.
Similarly to that book, you can read this post at different layers.
It’s satirical, of course. But it’s not pure fantasy, either.
And some of these office power moves are what some managers and execs are actually doing, either
consciously or unconsciously.
Just not as obvious and not as aggressively.
Maybe.
But the gist is the same.
Also see:
The best power moves. Ever.
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How to Be A Great Toastmasters President
June 13, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Let me guess:
You are researching “toastmaster president role”, right?
So I suppose you are interested in becoming a Toastmasters president.
Great.
I am happy you are thinking about being president, it’s an incredibly enriching experience.
And you have come to the right place to learn about how to be the best Toastmasters president.
After 2 years on the board and 1 year as president of the biggest and most awarded club in Berlin, I
share here my experience to help you become a great Toastmasters president.
Contents
#1. Build Members Up
#2. Make The Club Great
#3. Set The Example
#4. Always Give Value
#5. Look At Stage Time As A RESPONSIBILITY
#6. Lead Like You Own It
#7. Align To Group’s Culture
#8. Make It A Group of Friends
#9. More Decisions, Less Chit-Chat
#10. Start Every Meeting With a Great Intro
#11. Be Like A Sportsclub Manager: Hunt Top Players
How to Influence Toastmasters Boards
SUMMARY

#1. Build Members Up
Strong members for strong clubs.
Toastmasters’ own slogan couldn’t be truer.
And we could also add: strong members for strong clubs, with strong presidents.
Only when all 3 are in balance you can achieve great results.
And they go exactly in that order: people first, then club’s structure, then you can think of yourself as
a president.
This is similar to how Viktor Frankl describes happiness. Viktor Frankl says that “happiness cannot
be pursued, it must ensue”.
It’s the same for effective leadership:
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Effective leadership cannot be pursued, it must ensue
-The Power Moves
And it ensues by taking care of the people first and the club second.
John Maxwell in his best-selling “The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership” calls this principle “the law
of empowerment”.
And in a nutshell, it’s this:
The more you empower, the more powerful you become
Again though, ideally you have grown and matured enough that you are not doing it for the power.
Here are a few ways with which great Toastmasters presidents focus on making the club members’
grow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Encourage new-joiners to deliver their ice breakers
Give accurate feedback
Gently push members to stretch themselves
Are the first to applaud their members’ wins

#2. Make The Club Great
After people comes the club.
There are three ways in which you work on your club:
1. Reputation
2. Awards
3. Orderly and high-quality meeting
Focus on upholding a reputation for a quality meeting, great speakers and a club that develops and
grows speakers and people.
Ideally, get some of your members to compete and win in Toastmaster’s speech contests.
And get that distinguished president’s award.
Then you can use for your marketing material on Meetup, your website and your Facebook group
(and you can brag about in your president’s intros :).
Speaking of which, have your VP PR publish craft a strong online presence.
Ideally, you want to have so many people wanting to join that you can allow yourself to choose
the members who best fit your culture.
When it comes to orderly meeting and taking care of the club, here is the beautiful thing: if you take
care of the people, the people will take care of the club.
A Toastmasters president is the easiest job if you have a strong board and active members.
I barely did anything as a president -and all the kudos and credit to Mercury’s board and the
wonderful members-.
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#3. Set The Example
Now it’s time to focus on yourself.
As we will see later, you set the example with your whole persona.
And in Toastmasters club, it includes public speaking as well.
Can you imagine a Toastmasters president going on stage and forgetting his words, drowning in a sea
of filler words while he stares into the void?
Don’t worry, that can happen.
And it’s OK if it happens.
However, albeit it’s always OK to fail, it’s not OK to fail because you failed to prepare or because
you failed to work on yourself.
It must always be your goal and you must always do your best to deliver great speeches, accurate and
helpful evaluations, and outstanding functionary reports.
Let the others “wing it”.
And maybe let them join other clubs.
They don’t carry the cross of responsibility.
But you do.
Remember, you lead by example. And your example must be that of an exemplary Toastmasters.
And that includes being at least a good speaker.
Or, at least, it means that you work hard and show improvement on al the basics of proper stage
performance:
Breathing (with your nose, never with your mouth)
No filler words
Clear diction
Voice tonality (no upwards inflection)
Good body language
Etc., etc., you know the basics.
You must be an example of what members can achieve by joining your club.
Again, that doesn’t mean you must be “perfect”.
But it does mean that you do strive for perfection and that you do always give it your best.

#4. Always Give Value
Answer this question for me:
Why should anyone join your club?
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This should always be the answer:
Because it delivers great value at a multitude of levels.
It cannot be just “to improve my public speaking”, because that’s what every single Toastmasters
club is there for.
Improving public speaking is the bare minimum!
You must give something more to the people who join your club. For example:
Superior feedback
An example of leadership
An environment of friends (more on it later)
Great networking with lots of professionals
And finally, every time you go on stage, you must show the example of what “striving for
excellence” really means.
When people see you on stage, they should think “nice, I’d like to become like that guy/gal”.
How to do it?
Here is the mindset to do just that:

#5. Look At Stage Time As A
RESPONSIBILITY
Responsibility, not opportunity.
What do I mean by this?
Do you know those speakers who go on stage and always fail to leave a mark on the crowd?
Most of the times, it’s because they don’t focus on giving.
They tell a bland story, they share why they quit their job but fail to relate it to the audience or, worst
of all, they tell us what great stuff they have done without teaching us how we can do the same.
As a president, you must focus on giving and enriching your audience.
But what does that mean, more precisely?
Here is how you can give value:
Give high quality and specific feedback on how to improve a speech
Entertain and make people laugh
Inspire and motivate to take action
Share a touching story
Build people up, make them feel good
The key to do it is to consider your time on stage as “irrupting into people’s lives”.
In a way, that is exactly the case: whether they are aware of it or not, when you are on stage you are
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taking people’s most precious commodity: their time.
You can take their time to bring value and help them up, or you can waste their time.
Only Toastmasters presidents who look at their role as a responsibility to deliver value will truly
excel.
The only mindset of Toastmasters excellence is to look at your time on stage as a
responsibility to give.

#6. Lead Like You Own It
As a child, I was THE biggest fan of Valentino Rossi.
Rossi is the most legendary motorbike racer ever.
And he said about riding a motorbike:
Ride it like you stole it.
A bit extreme, but effective.
Similarly, as the president, you want to feel like you own your club.
Now this might be controversial, so let me explain it.
Ownership is one of the most misunderstood dichotomies of leadership.
We live in a world where people are wary of identifying themselves with their countries or
organizations.
Politicians who feel like they “own” their countries are considered dangerous -and for good reasons!-.
And manosphere communities profess that “their girlfriends are not theirs, it’s just their turn” -and
they’re not fully wrong!-.
And let me be clear again: none of the above is actually wrong.
Too strong an identification and too strong a sense of ownership are very unhealthy.
Controlling and abusive men have too strong a sense of ownership. And dictators take a sense of
ownership to the extreme, feeling entitled to power and to the country’s resources.
However, you must be cautious not to throw away the baby with the bathwater of ownership.
What do I mean?
I mean that a sense of ownership is also one of the bedrocks of strong leadership.
Yes, you can’t be a good Toastmasters president without feeling ownership and responsibility
for your club.
And ownership and responsibility go hand in hand.
So don’t be shy and do walk the dichotomy of ownership without any fears: you are only one
member of the club and the club is bigger than any single member.
Part of you must know that.
And yet, you must feel responsible for your club like you own it.
So don’t be shy of feeling like it’s your club.
Because, as it’s true for every other member, it is your club.
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Not everybody agrees, but you must not listen to these people:
Don’t listen to people telling you it is not “your” club: it is your club.
It’s those who take responsibility who will save the world.

The Dichotomy of Ownership in Life
The dichotomy of ownership holds true of life in general.
It’s not YOUR environment, but it also is.
And you are also responsible for it. We all must be.
Even in relationships, it’s not your girlfriend or wife in the sense that you own her.
But as long as you are together, she is also is your girlfriend.
And what kind of man would you be if you don’t feel any responsibility for her?
Don’t be shy for a sense of ownerhip. A sense of ownership will save the world.

#7. Align To Group’s Culture
I will keep it short here.
Bottom line is this: There cannot be any leadership without the leader’s cultural fit.
For the simple reason that no group will accept, support or follow a leader whom they don’t
recognize as “one of us”.
Rare exceptions apply, for example with the charismatic leader who invites his followers to change
their ways to mold him instead.
But they are exceptions, and the rule is that you must be a good fit for your group’s culture.
These are the corollaries of the “club culture rule”:
1. Never seek to become president of a club where you don’t feel like you belong
2. Don’t ever try to change a club culture before the most senior members recognize you as “one
of us”
3. Never vote or elect a president who is not a good representative of the club’s culture
Notice that I say “align” and “fit”, not “take over” or “mold it to your personality”.
That would be manipulative leadership and the results are doubtful.
Says Haslam in his seminal work “The New Psychology of Leadership“:
In both the world and in the laboratory, leadership that is grounded in shared identity will
always win out over that which is grounded in ego.
Power Moves Note:
in some clubs, the older members, sometimes the founding members, form a “clique” that controls
the club’s dynamics and decisions.
In these clubs, weaker leaders are muppets in the hands of the clique. To become president of these
clubs you first need to align with the powers that be.
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And then you can reform by recruiting new members and getting more people -and the power- on
your side.
You can see an example of how prime minister Conte did exactly that here.

#8. Make It A Group of Friends
Guys, this is THE most important point!
If you get all wrong, but you get this right, you still have a great club.
A Toastmasters club where the members are friends will always, almost by default, be a great
Toastmasters club.
And that was one of the key ingredients which made Mercury, my club, the best club I have ever
visited.
In many of the other clubs I have been to, members congregate for the meeting, only talk about
Toastmasters during breaks and then all go away once the meeting ends.
In these clubs nobody knew much about each other and neither it felt like they cared.
I can tell you this much: I would have never joined Toastmasters if the atmosphere had been the same
in my current club.
So, how do you tell apart an average club from a club of friends?
Here are a few telltale signs of a club of friends:
Members know each other’s lives beyond Toastmasters
After the meeting members go to grab food / drinks together
Members are aware of each other’s life successes and are happy for them
Members support each other in ways that go beyond Toastmasters
When it’s election time, you don’t need to coax or cajole members to take board roles: they are
happy to
Members collaborate for the well-being of the club even when they’re not board members
As a Toastmasters president, this human approach to club life must start with you.
If you don’t, people will feel like you are far away removed from the club and that’s how they are
also expected to act among each other.
If friendships are born in a colder club environment, the friends will feel like it’s “us friends VS all
the other unknown Toastmasters people”.
Instead, you want everyone to be part of the brotherhood.
Here are a few ideas on how to do it:
Organize out of club events: our club became the connecting point between all the other clubs
for everyone who wanted more than just improving speeches
Bar nights: these are meetings held at a bar or restaurant. If there are drinks and/or food,
people are more likely to become friends. See a picture example here.
Picnics: I instituted 2 picnics a year where we’d go to a park in the city, and bring food
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and drinks. They were total blasts
Special surprise meetings for members leaving: organize surprise parties for strong members
who are moving. We had a song created for one of us who moved out of the city, with the
whole club standing up and dancing. That made me memorable for him, and for the club
Announce members’ life milestones: make them part of your intro, sharing good news about
marriages, awards, etc. This deepens the feeling that it’s a club of supportive friends
Show your love for the people: meet people outside the club, talk about it, share pictures with
members, share pictures of members hugging
When people show up to the meeting, greet them with a hug, be happy to see them, and cheer for
their improvements and life successes.

Don’t Learn Club Environment From TMI!
Finally, don’t try to learn how to structure a club of friends from TMI.
The Toastmasters organization has been rebranding and it’s more and more winking to corporate
America these days.
Now it’s all about “leadership skills” and career advancement.
Even public speaking has now morphed into “public speaking to a bunch of corporate flunkies” (see
picture below).

That
looks like fun (NOT)!
But, unluckily, corporate culture is often antithetic to the values of genuine relationships and
friendships.
So take the good stuff from TMI, but avoid that stultifying suit and tie culture.
Don’t run your toastmasters club like a business meeting.
Go instead for passion and, for a place where personal growth overlaps with good humor, great fun,
and true friendships.
When it comes to Toastmasters’ clubs atmosphere, friendship trumps leadership
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#9. More Decisions, Less ChitChat
A great Toastmasters president also runs efficient meetings.
Efficient meetings are based on decisions that bring about positive results, and not on long debates
and discussions.
Leave long discussions for coffees and happy hours: board meetings are not surrogates for bonding.
When it’s time for decision making, keep it efficient and solution-oriented.
There are 3 general types of decisions you can have on the Toastmasters board:
Data-available decisions: whenever you can use numbers, get people with the data, the
knowledge and the actual experience. Seek to reach decisions based on facts
Creative decisions: the more people chip in, the more creative material you will have.
Discussions here are helpful. Use a democratic style to brainstorm and make everyone feel free
to speak. The whole board should leave feeling they contributed and the group did a great job not anyone in particularNo-DEK decisions: No Data, Experience or Knowledge available. There is no point in
discussing here. Contrary to how most people act, more talk will not get you closer to the truth.
Instead, narrow down on the options quickly, decide on something, and try it out.
From a mindset point of view, it’s crucial for a Toastmasters president to internalize this belief: you
are NOT your ideas.
You must focus on fostering an environment where the best idea wins, no matter where it
comes from.
As a matter of fact, you should be the happiest when the best ideas come from members and board
members, and not from you!
To reach this level, you must develop a growth mindset (also see Dweck, 2007).

Keep Meetings Short
As a final tip: keep board meetings short!
As short as possible.
Maybe you are aware of the Parkinson’s Law, which states that: “work expands so as to fill the time
available for its completion”.
There is a lot of truth in that, but the good thing is that the opposite is also true:
Meetings shrink to fill the time available for their completion
So keep meeting short.
Half an hour should be enough for all regular meetings.
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#10. Start Every Meeting With a
Great Intro
A great president provides the club with a great atmosphere.
It’s your duty as a president to be a positive force for the club.
You should always be an example, and the best way to influence people to follow your positive
example is by starting the meeting with the right mood.
Telling an uplifting story is a great way of getting people’s attention and channeling the meeting in
the right direction.
Also notice that I tell stories that people can relate to: they were there. That helps the group bond and
it shows to any guest that this is a club of friends who enjoy each others’ company.

#11. Be Like A Sportsclub
Manager: Hunt Top Players
Toastmasters is to help people improve their speaking skills and to increase their confidence.
And yet, there is little to learn and improve if you don’t have in the club great speakers to learn from,
great evaluators to provide superb feedback and best in class members who encourage others to
attend and grow.
That’s why a great Toastmasters president also focuses on finding, “hiring” and retaining the best
talent.
Your Toastmasters club is only as good as the people in it. So make sure the people are
best in class.

How to Influence Toastmasters Boards
Finally, we got here.
Come on… I know you were waiting for this!
But first of all, let me say this as loud as possible: you do NOT want to influence anybody.
As a Toastmasters president, you want smart board members and members who are happy to
contribute that they come to you to influence you with their ideas and proposals.
And remember this: the deepest influence is always character-based.
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You influence people by virtue of your character. Who you are and the example you give.

Steps for Group’s influence
That being said, there might be a few occasions when you think it’s important that your motion
passes as quickly as possible.
And persuasion is a good skill to have in your toolset.
Here is how you influence Toastmasters boards -and groups in general-:
1. Pre-suasion: introduce your idea by linking to how it was done in the past, how someone else
did it and what good results it will likely get -also see Presuasion by Cialdini–
2. Look everyone in the eyes as you speak. When you stop to ask the board, never start with
people who didn’t look sold on your idea: only ask people who were nodding
3. Ask questions that nudge towards a yes. For example “for simplicity and based on the positive
past results, would you agree to do it as we did it the last time?”
4. Ask people in the circle, which seems more democratic. But go to the left or to the right of the
first person you asked depending on who seemed most sold on your proposal
5. After the second person, you jump in with your vote. Say “Cool, I’m glad we’re agreeing on
this, I also think it’s the best solution”.
6. Now it’s 3 yesses already and it’s downhill. Even if you still have a naysayer, you can still pass
your motion by majority
In this video I describe a real-life example in a Toastmasters board:
Only use these influencing techniques as exceptions
Approaching life with the mindset you need to “influence people” is childish and slimy. Have people
influence you instead with their great contributions.

SUMMARY
There you go guys, how to be a great Toastmasters president and how to make your Toastmasters
club the best club ever :). In a nutshell, the biggest takeaways here are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Love the members of your club
Love your club
Always do your best to deliver value
Make the people are friends and supportive to one another

As a last note, let me say that the title “how to be a great Toastmasters president” is only to help
people find this post.
Since I am writing about my experience, it would be extremely childish of me to anoint myself as “a
great Toastmasters president”.
So take this post instead as “Lucio’s experience as a Toastmasters president”.
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The Psychology of Political Manipulation
June 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Political persuasion (and manipulation) is an art, but also a science.
And since anyone can ramble about the “art” part, we are going to focus on the science of political
persuasion.
This article will show you the influencing techniques that politicians use to persuade people to vote
and back their policies –even when it’s not in the voters’ best interests-.
Such as: the political side of manipulation strategies and techniques.
Contents
#1. Promote National Pride
#2. Mold Your Voters
#3. Create A Community of “Us”
#4. Throw A Bone To The Nobodies
#5. Create & Maneuver Enemies
#6. Be Unfair to The Outgroup
#7. Embody The Nation
#8. The “Great Leader” Dupe
#9. Feign Disinterest in Power
Note: Politics Is Good
SUMMARY

#1. Promote National Pride
Rational self-interest is a politician’s biggest nightmare.
Politicians’ jobs and power rest on the willingness of the people to accept their authority, the
government’s legitimacy, and, of course, to pay the taxes.
On the other hand, the more politicians can convince people to selflessly support the country and the
government, the more powerful and legitimate they grow.
The problem is: selfless support for the group is not rational from a voter’s point of view.
And that’s why politicians love to talk in terms of higher values, about “our great country” and
serving that great country, of course.
The bigger and least homogenous the country, the more politicians need those abstract ideals.
Enter us, how great we are, how good our values are and, my absolute favorite, “what we stand for”.

Persuasion Explained
Sales manuals invite salespeople to pitch their products with the “what’s in it for me” model.
Even Robert Greene recommends appealing to people from their own self-interest.
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And, in general, that’s good practice.
But the WIIFM for me model doesn’t work in politics.
WIIFM is a model of social exchange and, in politics, appeals to identity trump the social exchange
(Tyler & Blader, 2001).
Why so?
Because if people went deep answering the question of “what’s in it for me”, the answer would
be “not much”.
Just think about it:
Your vote counts for nothing (mathematically)
Hiding part of your income is often more rational than declaring in full
Serving in wars means risking your life for a badge
Your political activism has little -if any- impact but takes a huge amount of time
What’s the political solution?
The evidence suggests that the key to spurring people into supporting organizations beyond the legal
minimum lies in preventing people from thinking in terms of rational exchanges.
And that’s why leaders must appeal to higher ideals of honor, responsibility, and motherland.
Nothing wrong with that.
But the question is: are you helping your fellow citizens with your behavior, or are you helping
mostly the persuasive politician?
Answering that question can help you avoid falling prey to political persuasion.

Example: Kennedy’s “What Can You Do”
Kennedy’s line in his inauguration speech is the most famous example of what I call “selfless
political manipulation”.
You already know the line.
But I would like you to focus on what comes right before that.
And this is it:
Each generation of Americans has been summoned to give testimony to its national
loyalty.
The graves of young Americans who answered the call to service surround the globe.
National loyalty, graves of young Americans scattered around the world… Did anyone stop to think
about what that means?
Little later Kennedy asks “will you join in that historic effort?”.
The only rational answer here is “no thanks”.
But of course, Kennedy’s political persuasion worked and people cheered.
And a little later, after the build-up, comes the famous line:
Kennedy: Ask not what your countries can do for you, but what you can do for your
country
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And what should one do for his country, exactly?
Join in the graves of prematurely dead men?
Be my guest.
Again, this is not necessarily to say “be selfish”.
As a matter of fact, be altruistic.
But do so intelligently.
Being selfless to “the country” means nothing.
“The country” is an abstraction that too often only means supporting the elites, the arms’ producers
and big business -or the stickers’ producers if you’re going the redneck way :)-.
When they ask what you can do for the country, always ask yourself if, by any chance, they
are running that country.
That could uncover a few vested interests.
P.S.:
I’m glad I wasn’t the only one to notice. And Steven Pinker recently listed Kennedy’s speech as an
example of anti-enlightenment ideals.
In my model of social manipulations I call this “pro-group feints”:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#2. Mold Your Voters
We like people who are like us (Cialdini, 1994).
And, turns out, we want politicians who are like us, too.
And that’s why a mainstay of political persuasion is making the politician seem the most
representative of his citizens.

Persuasion Explained
We talked about “liking”, but it’s slightly more complex when it comes to politics and leadership.
“Prototypical” would be a better word.
Leadership psychology (Haslam, 2006) has shown that it’s leaders who are prototypical of their
voters who gain the most support -and the most votes-.
Needless to say, looking prototypical in voters’ mind is equivalent to being prototypical, thus lending
itself to a lot of political posturing.

Example: George Bush
Bush was, in many ways -and unluckily-, a political genius.
A president everyone mocked for being a dumb idiot, he managed to position a war for big
corporations as an all-American payback for freedom, democracy, and world peace.
Bush’s personal positioning to the electorate the “All-American president”.
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The good old Texan boy who loved beer and steaks and shunned the big-talking Washington bigwigs
-just the kind of guy many of his compatriots would feel close to-.
And his verbal mistakes helped persuade the electorate of the genuineness of that image:
“Awesome speech your Holiness” – the etiquette experts lambasted Bush. And the voters liked him
even more.
Bushisms were a central part of making Bush seem more vulnerable, more relatable and… More just
like an average voter.
All the detractors who attacked him on his apparent lack of intelligence were doing him a big favor.
As Jacob Weiser acutely notes:
Elitist condescension, however merited, helps cement Bush’s bond to the masses

The Machiavellian Genius of Bushism
What’s so Machiavellian about Bushisms?
It’s the genius of using a weakness as your representative quality.
Think about it.
When you choose a weakness as your representative quality you can’t be attacked on it.
As a matter of fact, the more your opponents attack your manifest weakness, the stronger you become
(Antifragile).
Something to think about for wannabe politicians.

#3. Create A Community of “Us”
There is no “I” in team, goes the platitude.
We have already seen that the centerpiece of corporate manipulation is to encourage employees to
give up their self-interest for the company’s self-interest.
Well, it’s the same for political persuasion, and this is the other side of the “vilify self-interest” coin.
The main goal is to encourage voters to give up their self-interest and join in the “collective national
community”.

Persuasion Explained
From a social-psychological when the “we” mindset triumphs, depersonalization begins.
There are many gradients along the selfish/depersonalized continuum, and at the extreme, the group
becomes more important than the self (Turner, 1986).
And when the group becomes more important than ourselves, we can do all crazy things for the group
which might not be very good for us.
Again, nothing wrong with that.
That might even be a good thing.
But the real question: is being so selfless for your country good for the country, or for those at
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the top?
It’s an important question because, usually, the politicians benefit by default from a “we” mindset.
Why?
Because the politicians lead that “we” entity of course, with all the benefits that follow.

Example: Michelle Obama
While not 100% a politician herself, Michelle Obama has had a tremendous influence on American
politics.
And she is also a master persuader when it comes to identity politics.
See here an example (below the transcript of the most salient bits):
Have you noticed the persuasive techniques in there?
It’s all about building Hillary to be “one of us, standing for people like us and for what we value”.
She started with a slew of “we”.
Then described Hillary as the perfect representative of us -there was something for everyone in there, and then she’s back to the “we” again.
Look at the transcript of the climax of that speech:
We as women
We as American
We as decent human beings
Can come together
to say enough is enough
Notice how she talks as a woman, thus indirectly painting an outgroup, possibly hostile enemy: men.
She says “decent human beings”, thus indirectly painting “the others” as non-decent -a basket of
deplorables?-.
Of course, not all political manipulations lead to victory, and selling one of the biggest Inc. shills of
all times was a tall order.
But Michelle shows you exactly how it’s done -and if she had run, she would have most likely won-.

#4. Throw A Bone To The
Nobodies
The best politicians know this secret:
The higher you go, the more you risk losing touch with your base.
But the opposite is also true: the higher you go, the more leverage you have when you get close to
your electorate.
Why?
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Because the more powerful and gregarious you are, the more people will perceive your
approachability as the true sign of unending magnanimity.

Persuasion Explained
As we’ve already seen, voters prefer leaders who seem similar and closer to the group they govern.
And the opposite is also true: the more distant and king-like the leader seems, the less the followers
want to sacrifice themselves for the politician’s causes and goals (Haslam et. al., 2006).
History indeed shows us that most dictators and kings who lost their heads did so after they became
too self-absorbed and too far removed from their population.
Solution?
Today’s focus of political persuasion is making the politicians look like they’re in it for the
people and with the people.
By looking warm and chummy with the average Joes politicians gain brownie points, look like “one
of us” and stave off risks of looking too far removed.

Example: Barack Obama
Obama is a master of what I call the “manipulation of the politician next door”.
From turning back to (awkwardly) say hi to a marine to fist-bumping cleaning staff (randomly caught
on camera, sure) to “spontaneously” stopping by at a burger place.
Look how down to earth I am!
It always surprises me how most people fail to see the political game.
But fail they do.
Here are the two top comments below Obama’s burger spree:
In truth, fist bumps to strangers are an unpalatable mix of condescension, manipulation, and
patronization.
And to me, they are also somewhat demeaning to the receiver.
Just as the title suggests, the power differential is the equivalent of saying “here’s my bone to you.
Happy now?”.

Failing to Respect The Law: Macron
Someone once said that you always recognize a powerless man by how hard he tries to look
powerful.
Oh yeah, I said that.
But it still stands.
Politicians who fall victim to “power tripping” lose all their political goodwill, fail to influence
voters, and ratchet up anger and indignation.
Our beloved Immanuel Macron, self-appointed leader of the world (yeah sure), is a good example of
this type of politician:
By asking a kid to call him “Mr. President” Macron looked stuffy, full of himself, and far removed
from average people.
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That’s the attitude that unleashed the yellow vest protests on him.

#5. Create & Maneuver Enemies
Machiavellian politicians don’t make enemies.
They create them.
An enemy can be used as a pawn for internal power battles.
For example, an enemy of your political opponent can be your friend (Putin to Trump against
Hillary).
Or getting into a special relationship with a stronger foe can allow for political oppression to go on
unchecked for decades (North Korean dictators defended by China).
And of course, the oldest use of an enemy is to shore up internal support and marginalize your
political opposition.
There is little which can embolden politicians as much as a righteous war against an evil enemy.
Bush after 9-11 is the perfect example. Every speech with the word “terror” in it suddenly became so
supremely persuasive.
Machiavellian politicians don’t make enemies.
They create them.

Persuasion Explained
From evolutionary psychology, we can derive that when an enemy shows on the horizon, the group
tends to put all animosities aside and coalesce.
Coalesce around the growing power of the leader, that is.
And that’s why leaders love enemies.
The real-life observation of enemies’ power dynamics is also replicated in the laboratory, with
Rabbie and Bekker finding out that insecure and embattled leaders are more inclined to pick fights
with out-groups.
This is a sad and potentially dangerous reality of politics we should all be aware of.
I quote Haslam here from his seminal “The New Psychology of Leadership“:
We can see that intergroup phenomena like prejudice, discrimination, and even hatred,
often derive from the struggle for intragroup authority and leadership.
In a nutshell: political games for power often have the nefarious consequence of harming innocent
bystanders.

The effects of political enemies
In a more schematic form, this is how enemies help politicians influence their electorate:
1. Control over the political agenda (the enemy becomes the salient topic)
2. Claim of being the only representative of group’s interest (by championing the fight)
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3. Discrediting rival leaders (others aren’t vigilant and strong enough)
4. Centralizing power (beating the enemy takes priority democratic processes)
5. Disciplining followers (the only patriotic action is to fall in line to focus our efforts on the
enemy)

Example: McCarthy & Witch-Hunting
Witch-hunting is an interesting example of social and political power dynamics.
With the witch-hunt the enemy isn’t just outside, it’s within.
That increases voters’ insecurities, who then look up to the only politician whom they feel they can
trust: the leader of the witch-hunt.
The witch-hunt also obeys the strategy of the “divide and conquer”. A divided population is less able
to mount a credible opposition.
And it can be used as a political weapon for coercion and for dispatching political enemies (see
Robespierre’s Terror as an example).
In a cruel twist of fate phrases like “enemy of the revolution” and “enemy of the people” will be
hurled around in a crescendo of madness and hypocrisy.

So back
me up to do that job “for you”
Of course, it’s implied that only McCarthy and his fringe Republicans were strong enough to stop the
communist danger.
Notice also how he uses “Americans” in there.
That’s McCarthy trying to position the witch-hunt as a moral duty for Americans, not just
Republicans, thus enlarging his political appeal and increasing its legitimacy.

Enemies Are Self-Fulfilling
Made up political enemies not only work very well but can become self-fulfilling prophecies.
The initial prosecutions indeed can provoke counter-reactions, which then confirm the politician’s
characterization of the world.
All to the benefit of the Machiavellian politician -and to the detriment of everyone else-.
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#6. Be Unfair to The Outgroup
Great leaders are fair, say all leadership books.
Talking about platitudes -eye roll-.
And it’s true that being fair to the ingroup promotes leadership’s authority. But it’s also true that
being unfair to the outgroup often strengthens the leadership.

Persuasion Explained
Politicians know that their constituencies expect favoritism.
As a matter of fact, sociological research proves that everyone unconsciously knows that.
It’s been long proven that referees, umpires, and judges favor their home teams or countries.
And people act more unfairly and aggressively towards the outgroup precisely when they know that
their constituencies are looking (Van Kleef et. al., 2007).
Indeed politicians who are insecure in their leadership can even strengthen their power by favoring
their groups to the detriment of non-group members (Platow, 2001).
The unfairness is then re-interpreted as “standing up for us”.
Unluckily the consequences for real-world politics are quite dire because it means toughness or
international aggression can be a strategy to secure voters’ support.
Politician’s manipulations then can end up harming others just to “look good” to their voters.

Example: The Price of Disobeying The Rule
The mayor of Rome, an exponent of the most idiotic of the populistic movements, apparently wasn’t
aware of how realpolitik works.
So she showed up in person to give free housing to a family of gypsies -gypsies being a notorious
outgroup almost anywhere in the world-.
The local police didn’t have an easy day defending her from people’s anger.
Sure thing, a few left-wingers might stand on her side.
But on net accounts, Raggi lost political goodwill there -and votes-.
Why?
Because staunch left and right always vote their party, no matter who’s representing. And those who
matter most to political persuaders are the more pliable centrists.
And of course, the well-meaning centrists would never say anything against gypsies in fear of being
called “racists”.
So they weren’t protesting that day.
But they are going to vote soon…

Trump’s Leverage of In-Group Politics
Compare it to Trump instead, who always played the “in-group politics” very well.
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His criticism of politicians has always been that they are allowing others rip the US off.
And he presented himself like the candidate who would finally defend America’s interests.
And that appeal worked really well.

#7. Embody The Nation
The ultimate political persuasion is this:
Convincing the electorate that you embody the country and its values.
When a politician can come to embody the country and its values, he transcends the physical and
becomes a mythic, selfless representation of the nation.
When you see people lighting up candles and decorating their houses with figures of the politician,
that’s the sign that politician has become the embodiment of the values he claims to represent.

Persuasion Explained
By becoming a representative of the national values, the politician’s personal power grows
unmatched.
If it’s a democratic system, a vote against him is not a vote against him, but a vote against the country
and the values he represents.
In the old days, this political game also added a divine representation.
And kings all across history sought their blessings not through votes, but through the god themselves.
But don’t think that we have improved with time: divine approval or not, the effect is still the same.
A vote against the politician who embodies the country is a vote against ourselves

Example: Ronald Reagan
We could have used an example of a totalitarian dictator such as Hitler.
But that would have led people to think that this type of political persuasion is a thing of the past.
Of course, it’s not. It can happen today or tomorrow as much as it happened yesterday.
A more recent and democratic example?
In recent history, and buoyed by a perfect propaganda machine, Ronald Reagan was the embodiment
of American values.
This is what Richard G. Darman, Assistant White House Chief of Staff, wrote at the beginning of
Ronald Reagan’s campaign:
Paint RR as the personification of all that is right with or heroized by America.
Leave Mondale in a position where an attack on Reagan is tantamount to an attack on
America’s idealized image of itself—where a vote against Reagan is in some subliminal
sense, a vote against mythic “AMERICA”
And as Ronald Reagan became the embodiment of freedom and capitalism, so America became the
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embodiment of freedom and capitalism in a mutually reinforcing cycle.
Reagan also had the historical advantage of having a natural big enemy with communist URSS.
But Reagan taking on the former URSS wasn’t just a president persuading another president, it was
the embodiment of freedom and capitalistic power taking on the failed communist experiment.
It was the battle -and triumph- of America’s ideology. Embodied in Reagan’s persona.

Notice that when he says “we are called”, he doesn’t say that the Democrats say so or that other
Americans say so.
Reagan didn’t want that, because that would have communicated internal dissent.
Instead, he wanted people to feel like some external foes were calling America “materialistic”.
You see, Reagan didn’t just want to be the embodiment of Republican values, Reagan wanted
Republican values to be the embodiment of all that is American.
He did it very well.
And then, he embodied those same values himself -until today, with Reagan’s portraits still adorning
many conservatives’ homes and circles-.
Sadly, the ultra-liberal view of the world won out, and it hasn’t been good for the people or the
world.
And that’s why we must all learn how political persuasion really works, lest we all get the elites’
shafts.

#8. The “Great Leader” Dupe
What’s the best situation ever for a politician?
Having others to call on them, rather than having to sell themselves.
The pinnacle of any political persuasion is having people believe that you only can do the job.
And there is nothing like an enemy, a war, and an image of a tough and resolute leader to have voters
flocking to the ballots.
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Persuasion Explained
Gustaf Le Bon was a sociologist who, similar to yours truly, didn’t hold crowds in very high opinion.
He believed that crowds seek charismatic leaders to submit to.
Le Bon has been criticized with time, and for good reasons. But it remains true that, in time of
uncertainty, crowds still crave strong leaders (Hakkar, 2017).
And that is why the more dominant types of leaders do two things:
1. Endorse highly individualistic models of leadership (ie.: we need strong leaders like myself)
2. Persuade the electorate about the “difficult and uncertain times” (so we need them to lead us)

Example: Bush in Flying Suit
After he created the external enemy, Bush painted himself as the only political leader who was
hawkish enough to lead the charge.
The next step was for him to pose like a true commander in chief, leading his people to victory.
George W. Bush could have flown in on a helicopter when he visited the USS Abraham Lincoln.
Instead, he chose a military plane.
And he talked the part of the warrior leader.
And he dressed the part.

… Or I’ll
stay home to check on the oil tankers
It’s easy to look at Bush after his presidency and think “he wasn’t successful”.
But he was.
Let’s not forget that Bush reached some of the highest approval ratings of any president ever.
All while conducting a made-up war against an inexistent enemy.
Sure, eventually reality caught up with people.
But by then, the deed was done.
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#9. Feign Disinterest in Power
Politicians know the basics of persuasion.
And one of the basics is that they can’t look like they’re in it for the power.
They must seem like they’re in it for the people.
And that’s what they always do: talk up their commitment to their constituencies and hide their real
power ambitions.

Persuasion Explained
Leaders who forego the windfall of leadership are preferred to leaders who seem to be in it for
themselves (Wit & Wilke, 1988).
This is a case of lab experiment backing up the obvious, of course.
What’s more difficult is how to do it in real life.
And the best politicians do it by championing some big causes -reforms, “change”, fighting this or
that enemy etc.-.
Those never fail to gain the best grassroots support.

Example: Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Roosevelt is, still to this day, the only president who has run for a third -and later fourth- mandate.
But things weren’t as certain towards the end of his second mandate. Had he made his intention
obvious, he would have faced some major headwinds and the accusations of having autocratic
tendencies.
So Roosevelt never said he was interested in a third.
But neither did he flatly deny, which would have made it difficult for him to backtrack.
Instead, he maneuvered in the background to make sure that no major candidate would come out
looking too strong (Robert Greene, 2006).
And then, while the Democratic leadership was struggling to choose a candidate, he made his selfeffacing move sending his flunky to prepare the ground for him:

Notice that Roosevelt also used many of the techniques we discussed before:
He managed to project an image of the great leader doing the impossible (the “great man dupe”,
unmatchable by any other candidate)
With the war raging, he also leveraged external enemies
And finally, he pretended he was there to serve out of a sense of obligation, and not because he
(also) craved the power
A lesson on how to make a power-hungry pass for a savior.
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Note: Politics Is Good
Please note that this article is not a politicians’ bashing and nor is it tea-party sloganeering.
Politics do tend to attract more power-hungry individuals but, ultimately, politicians are people just
like all the rest of us.
And by and large governments support our civilization and their impact is massively more
positive than negative.
Politicians are those who run those governments, and they are motivated by good ideals as much as
by darker drives.
This article is to better understand politics by learning its darker side.
Only by learning its darker side we can all contribute to shaping politics to better serve us all -and not
just the elites and their cronies-.
Because politics is too important to be left to politicians alone.
Because politics is too important to be left to politicians alone.

SUMMARY
Politicians, of course, are not bad per se.
However, since politics is ultimately a game of influencing and persuasion, politics is also replete
with games and manipulations.
They are not necessarily bad per se but, as we have seen, some of them can be harmful not only to
other politicians -which is to be expected- but also to citizens.
Also see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics
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A Manager’s Guide To Toxic Employees
June 18, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How to deal with toxic employees?
Great question.
Especially if you consider that most “difficult employees’ articles” on Google’s first page help very
little.
Well, here’s for you a Realpolitik resource for dealing with toxic employees.
First, I will briefly explain the psychology of toxic employees.
And then I’ll give you some advice based on their specific personality profile.
Contents
#1. Rebels Without A Cause
#2. The Cynics
#3. Homo Economicus
#4. The Thin-Skinned
#5. Shirkers
#6. Power Seekers
#7. Suck-Up Players
#8. The Predators
Why Most “Difficult Employees” Guides Are Useless
Limitations of This Article
SUMMARY

#1. Rebels Without A Cause
I hate you, don’t fire me
These types of toxic employees cannot stand having a boss.
They reject any type of outside authority, are hypersensitive to power dynamics and they soon come
to resent any boss who doesn’t grant them enough freedom.

Psychology Profile
Some rebels had an overbearing parent or a highly demanding parent to whom they are still rebelling.
Accepting dominance hierarchies is indeed a sign of maturity, but rebels are locked into a child role
(see Transactional Analysis).
And now, even as adults, any outside authority triggers the same parental resistances of their teenage
years.
But today, instead of slaying the overbearing father, they want to slay you.
Sometimes though childhood has little to do with it and Rebels are simply power-hungry individuals
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themselves.
They want to be the ones giving orders and calling the shots and they hate you for having authority
over them.
These types of toxic employees often have huge egos coupled with very thin-skin. A terrible
combination for anyone aspiring to a leader position (see Trump).

Rebels Make Excuses to Hate You
Rebels hide behind causes and ideals.
They might pose as “social justice warriors”, saying they hate power and bosses because “it’s unfair”,
because “they oppress people” or because the boss is “abusive and mean”.
That’s only a front of course: the truth is that they resent people who have power over them.
They don’t want a good relationship with their bosses, they want power over their bosses.
Watch out for these people: the ones who are good at playing this game can easily sow discontent and
potentially turn your whole team into an enemy.

How it Feels Managing Rebels
With the aggressive types, you will get into power struggles.
If they are more the passive-aggressive types, then you’ll see typical passive-aggressive signs
(delayed replies, poor executions, undermining behind your back etc.).

How to Deal With Rebels
It’s a common mistake trying to overpower.
Overpowering rebels is tantamount to cure a problem with more of what causes the problem.
They will come to see you more and more as the abusive inflictor of terrible ego beat downs.
And they will want to destroy you to vindicate the infamy.
What to do then?
If they are poor at what they do, fire them.
If they are good, you must give them “freedom of operation”.
Make them feel like they are special agents with “license to act like self-employed”.
Yep, that’s the secret to keep these guys performing problem-free: make them feel like they are
self-employed.
Allow them to work from home, come and go at their time and, if they perform, remove any needs
for reporting.
Just let them come to you with the results and the money they earn for your company -that’s what
you want in the end, no?-.

Just Like Investment Bank’s Traders
This is the method that investment banks use with alpha-males, over-aggressive traders (Taleb,
2018).
Banks grant them lots of freedom and let alone to perform. When they lose more than they make,
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that’s the time to fire them.
After all, they never had any allegiance to you, right?

Skills You Need to Master
If too many people in your team seem to resent your management, it’s time to face the fact that you
might be the problem.
You need to learn to manage not through authority and title, but more by example (read power over
VS power through).
And if you cannot grant more freedom to top-performers, then you must wonder if you are the one
with power issues (in this case: the need to feel powerful).

#2. The Cynics
Just when you want to soar with the eagles… A cynic will bring you back with the turkeys.
Cynics are insidious because they masquerade their envious doom and gloom as realism.
They position themselves as simply rational, realist types that the rest of your team should better
listen to.
And that makes them toxic employees per excellence.

Psychology Profile
There are 3 main types of cynics:
Defensive cynicism (it’s not that I’m successful, it’s just that everything sucks and I don’t even
want to try)
Power mover (use cynicism to discredit others)
Former idealists
The last one is most common in plum Western societies -poor countries have seen too much dog-eatdog behavior to nurture many idealists-.
Former idealists change tack when they hit life difficulties and realize that the company, the state, the
people or whatever it is they were duped to believe in, weren’t there.
Hurt and disappointed, instead of rebalancing their views, they swing in the opposite direction.

Cynics Misunderstand The Power Moves
The cynic says he loves Robert Greene, but it’s mostly just The 48 Laws of Power and he vibes with
that “everyone manipulates” message.
He reads the power moves, and loves articles such as “corporate lies” and “how politicians
manipulate the masses“.
But he fails to read the finer print, where it says that any social contract can be win-win.
And that our efforts should be in developing a fairer system, not on withdrawing or destroying the
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system.

High-Achieving Cynics
Here’s the kicker:
Most executives and top performers are positively cynic.
The positive cynic is a different breed.
Not swayed by corporate BS, he focuses on giving because he obeys the cardinal rule of effective
cynicism:
#1. Rule of a successful cynic: the more I give, the more I can ask.
And, contrary to Pollyanna operators who apply misguided advice of “giving without asking“, they
are very assertive in demanding their share of the pie:
Cynic High-Flyer: don’t give me BS, I put X on the table, and I want Y back.
And they are not wrong!
Better to assertively ask for what’s fair, then waiting and hoping the man will be nice enough to give.

How to Deal With Cynics
If they are poor performers, what are they doing in your team?
They destroy team morale and undermine your authority.
If they are high-achieving cynics, make sure the non written contract is in place: they can remain
cynic, but they must play the game.
Playing the game entails showing up to team events, pay lip service to the company’s values and
pretending they give a f*ck about Mark the IT nerd’s birthday.
Yep, welcome to company’s politics Mr. Cynic.

#3. Homo Economicus
I am paid for 8 hours. At 17:30 hours I go home.
What you wrote on the contract, you get.
Don’t expect extra work, extra effort or special allegiance.
With him, you get what you pay for -literally-.

Psychology Profile
Sometimes the homo economicus is afraid of being taken advantage of.
He is afraid that if he does more and doesn’t get more, then he will get hurt by the unfairness of this
world -he fails to see that that’s the perfect test for an employer-.
But more often the homo economicus is your average Joe.
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Not particularly driven, no particularly motivated and, often, not particularly bright either.
He’s gotten his degree with average grades so that he could live a simple yet comfortable life with a
mortgage, a car, and an average lady on his side.
He pays his health insurance, his pension plan and he trusts the system to take care of him if things go
south.
That’s it.
He’s not bad… He’s just an average fella.

Toxicity Impact
How can this guy be a toxic employee?
Well, he’s not… If you are running simple operations like, say, business process outsourcing, or if he
is some dull compliance work.
But the homo economicus is toxic for top-performing teams.
Why?
Because they will form a clique with other homo economicus, slackers and cynics.
And they will become the ballast preventing you from flying.
That average-performing clique will also stand in stark contrast to the top performers, the extramilers and your screaming fans employees.
The two groups will grow further and further apart and, at a certain point, some of the extra-mile
employees will start thinking “why working hard if these slackers will be reaping the same rewards”?
And, like in any public good game, the givers will stop giving.
That’s how average Joes harm team performance.
If you need excellence, you don’t the Homo Economicus

#4. The Thin-Skinned
This meme sums up well the Thin-Skinned employee:
They have a fragile ego that easily gets hurt.
And that means that you need to police your words and much of your effort must go on etiquette, not
on results.
They also make a lot of drama and, potentially, unneeded escalation to upper management.

Psychology Profile
Thin-Skinned are prototypes of fixed mindset people.
That is, they believe that their traits and skills are fixed in time, which in turn means they interpret
negative feedback on their work as you telling them they are bad and unworthy.
Everything is personal with Thin-Skinned employees.
And that’s why they can’t stomach reality: reality is often harsh.
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Toxicity Impact
Thin-Skinned don’t belong in high-performance, result-oriented teams because unadulterated, raw
and quick feedback from reality should be the only metric there (see Ray Dalio’s Principles).
Thin-Skinned employees can’t grow quick enough to meet the needs of performance-based teams, so
one of two things will happen:
1. The team comes down to meet the thin-skinned employees, a “kid gloves approach” takes hold
and efficiency pays the price
2. The team steamrolls the Thin-Skinned who is left behind, quits or creates drama
Watch out because what you perceive as “honesty” and “no-BS approach” is “bullying” and “verbal
abuse” for the thin-skinned employee.
And those you don’t want those labels in an HR formal complaint.

The Vindictive Thin-Skinned
Vindictive employees are a subset of thin-skinned and they are particularly toxic employees to deal
with.
They might put a fake stoic face, but in reality, they hurt and they never forget.
And they swear that they will make you pay for your insolence.
They never communicate directly and honestly and as they stew in their resentment for you, their
interpretation of reality becomes more and more distorted.
Many managers fail to see the signs, and that’s how they end up blindsided when they got called by
HR with no idea how the hell they got there.
And there might be no real proof in that brief.
The dumbest and most spiteful of them will sue you even if they got nothing on you -contrary to the
Machiavellian players outlined below-.

How to Deal With Thin-Skins
If you’re in big sprawling corporations, you can’t avoid them.
And if you are the more aggressive managerial type, you must take it on you to learn some tactful
communication.
These books on communication skills and “Thanks for The Feedback” will help you.
If you can move them, put them into easier roles.
They will do well in quieter back-office environments: they tend to be conscientious people.
They can also become very loyal to you because their fragile ego goes both ways: they get hurt easily
and they also get hooked easily on emotional rewards.
Oh, and what to do if you’re in a startup or in any “no space for faint of heart employees”?
Then you know what you gotta do…
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#5. Shirkers
Efficiency is doing as little as possible while collecting the same salary
Shirkers are some of the most common toxic employees.
They are busy with mysterious projects, take long to finish tasks, and generally try to do as little as
possible to get by.
Oh, and they also take long lunches and often get sick.

Psychology Profile
There several types of shirkers:
Entitled shirkers: victims of entitlement mentality, such as the belief that they are due stuff
without having to put in the work
Nurtured shirkers: grew up with helicopter parents who gave everything (except good
parenting)
Lazy shirkers: apathetic to work and life, they just don’t see the point and their biggest
ambition is Netflix and pizza
Finally, there are the socially clueless shirkers.
They overlap with entitled and nurtured and don’t see or understand that healthy relationships entail
an exchange.

How it Feels Managing Shirkers
Some shirkers are professionals in looking busy.
They like being in multiple easy projects so that you never know what’s their real workload.
And they can always refer to “that other project they’re working on”.
But the most toxic shirkers have learned the greatest secret of easy office life: if they make it
difficult for people to approach and deal with them, nobody will ever give them work.
Some of them become difficult employees through latent aggression, while others do it with passive
aggression.
Milton in “Office Space” is an example of the second type:

Toxicity Impact
What’s toxic with shirkers?
They spread the virus!
Free-riders aren’t just toxic in companies and teams: free-riders are toxic to societies.
The number of free riders varies widely depending on whether or not punishment is introduced in the
exchanges (Fehr and Gächter, 2000).
The issue is that free rider, as James Surowiecki righteously notes, “poison” the whole system.
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Employees who would go the extra mile in a fair contribution system stop giving when free riders
show up.
And that’s why free riders are devastatingly toxic: they trigger vicious circles of apathy,
demotivation, and disinvestment.

#6. Power Seekers
My boss is my stepping stone
Power Seekers have huge ambitions.
That ambition includes taking your place or, even better, jumping straight above you.
They are dangerous for managers because if moving up means destroying you in the process, they
will happily do so.

Psychology Profiles
The poorest power seekers will make it obvious that they reject your authority and are planning of
overtaking you.
But most of them are Machiavellian and manipulative to the core.
They pretend of being all about “doing a great job” and “learning from you”. And they’ll even build
you up in the process.
Of course, they fully support management and the company’s values.
But not because they believe in them, but because they know that aligning with power is always one
of the best strategies to accrue power.

You Are The Placeholder Boss
Power seekers are the workplace equivalent of what some red pill sources (mistakenly) portray
female hypergamy.
Such as:
I work for you now because I couldn’t find any better, but you’re only my stepping stone
and I’ll move up as soon as I can.
This breed of toxic reports is not planning to be your report for long. Unless you’re equally ruthless
as they are, they have contempt for you.

How to Deal With Power Seekers
If it’s your company, you can use them.
Unless they’re pure sociopaths, you can bridle them and milk their ambitions for your own benefit.
Just be extremely careful though: the most toxic types focus more on politics and rival elimination
than on actual results.
If it’s not your company and you don’t have great ambitions, don’t cross them and let them free to
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walk their power path: that way you won’t get hurt.
And if you want to compete with them, then make sure they learn nothing from you and get ready to
rumble.

#7. Suck-Up Players
The closer I get to my boss, the more power I have
Suck-up players’ flatter you and support you.
But it doesn’t come for free: they do it because they want you to like them, protect them and,
crucially, to play favorites with them.

Psychology Profile
We talked about Suck-up players in office politics players as well.
Suck-up players can brown-nose for different reasons, ranging from admiration to love to powerinfatuation.
True suck-up players are not very ambitious.
Seeking power by reflection and brown-nosing indeed are defensive games, low-status behavior, and
inherently submissive.
Just like children unconsciously seek their parents’ goodwill, so suck-up players seek political safety.

Toxicity Analysis
You might wonder:
How can these guys be toxic?
They are toxic for two reasons:
1. Your other reports might think you two are in cahoots
2. It injects politics into your teams and lowers the morale
Finally, if you’re not attentive enough, they might even manage to get too close and win your favors.
You want to avoid that at all costs or you’ll come across as weak and easy to manipulate.
Remember this golden rule of management:
When you grow too close to someone specific, you grow distant with all the others

#8. The Predators
How can I screw them over…
If shirkers are happy to give as little as possible, predatory employees actively look for ways to take
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as much as possible.
Employees with this mindset rarely stop at moral and ethical considerations.
And they even rarely stop at lawful boundaries -unless they can leverage the law to screw you over,
that is-

Psychology Analysis
Here we start getting into criminal psychology and psychopathologies.
They have no moral standards, are cynics and sometimes are sociopaths and psychopaths.
If they do have internal morals, some of them will manipulate themselves first and foremost.
They will twist the story in their mind and paint you as the evil boss they must destroy -and yeah,
they are the Robin Hood of that story of course-.
The lowest quality overlaps with the shirkers.
They’re the kind of toxic employees who are mentally deranged enough to voluntarily hurt
themselves just to get insurance money.
The most Machiavellian of them instead connive and conspire to enact more elaborate frauds.
For example, they will read corporate laws and record your infractions just so that one day they can
sue you and your company.

Toxicity Analysis
These types of toxic employees, needless to say, are some of the most dangerous you’ll ever meet.
They destroy team morale, bring about legal woes and make for terrible PR and publicity.

How to Deal With Predators
You must learn to read people and prevent.
Look for signs of antisocial-disorder personalities, examine past employment history -often dotted by
very brief stints- and check references.
If they are already in your company, the best solution is always to cut them off.
But you must do so with ruthless Machiavellianism.
Because if they have dirt on your or on your company, expect getting sued.
American Beauty has an example of a predatory toxic employee:

Why Most “Difficult Employees” Guides Are Useless
Google feeds in the first-page content that comes from big publishers such as Forbes or Harvard
Business Review.
Albeit these publications got there because they, often, have great content, that does not hold true
when it comes to more nuanced social dynamics.
This is the first result when typing “how to deal with difficult employees”:
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This catch-all advice is rarely effective, often useless and, sometimes, counterproductive.
Here are just a few reasons why it’s wrong:
1. Listen: listening to suck-up players will communicate that you also want to get closer. You
need to send the opposite message
2. Feedback: giving feedback to a rebel will only make him hate you more. Remember, he’s like
a rebel child rejecting parent-like behavior
3. Walk through the company process: vindictive and predatory employees will only take it to
mean they must get ready for war. Much better pretend all is good until you fire them out of the
blue
Big publications are also forced to produce plain vanilla content that fits our zeitgeist of political
correctness.
And that’s not going to cut it when you need effective, real-life advice.

Limitations of This Article
Reality is complex.
We know that.
Yet, embracing complexity doesn’t mean we have to suspend all our attempts at simplifying reality in
order to make sense of it.
This article describes archetypes of toxic employees by clustering them within single-trait boxes.
Archetypes are a form of complexity-reduction.
Like all attempts at simplifying things, archetypes also distort reality and leave out important
information.
Keep that in mind before you lock your colleagues and team members into any of the above boxes.
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Toxic Employees… Or Toxic Manager?
Finally, if you are a manager reading here, you might ask yourself the difficult question.
Are you the problem?
In a complex world, it’s likely that there are multiple factors contributing to a problem.
And you might be one of them.
Looking in the mirror is always difficult, but it’s the first step towards true self-development and selfempowerment.

SUMMARY
There is no one size fit all for dealing with toxic employees.
Why?
Because “toxic” is an umbrella term and “toxic employees” are all different.
And different personalities require different solutions.
The first step in dealing with toxic employees is understanding toxic employees.
That requires that managers improve their emotional intelligence and their people skills.
This article gave you an overview of the archetypes and psychological profiles of toxic employees.
For a holistic approach to office politics, check the workplace module.
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A Solopreneur’s Approach to Values-Based Business
June 18, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Solopreneurs have a historical, life-changing opportunity to build businesses molded around their
personality.
That means a business that is a reflection -and an extension- of who they are.
Contents
The Historical Opportunity for VBB
Values-Based Business Philosophy
Customer Care
SUMMARY

The Historical Opportunity for VBB
There is already a word for values-based business.
And that’s “values-based organization”.
But that’s different, because an organization, with many people in it, cannot be as laser-focused as a
business run by one single individual.
As a matter of fact, as a social scientist, I contend if it’s even possible to talk about “values-based
business” for team-based organizations.
I believe that the true essence of values-based businesses is limited to solo-preneurship and very
small teams of like-minded individuals.
And we are now living in the dawn of values-based businesses.

Values-Based Business Philosophy
A values-based business is the extension of the entrepreneur’s persona.
What he loves doing, what he values, and how he wants to shape the world -or at least, his small
contribution to it-.
The difference with a normal business is that, in the values-based organization, the entrepreneur’s
values and vision come before business considerations.
Now let’s get a bit into the basic tenets of a values-based business through the philosophy of this very
own business:

#1. A Values-Based Business Is The Reflection of Your Life
A values-based business intrinsically starts with doing what you love.
Not because it’s hip these days, but because your business is a reflection of who you are, including
what you love doing.
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My business is based on me doing what I love doing: studying, living life while I reflect on it and
write about it, and learning about people and strategies.

#2. A Values-Based Business Is The Reflection of Your Values
Your business inherits your values.
It couldn’t be otherwise: your values are part of your business because the business is an extension of
who you are.
That means that you do what you think is right to do, not what’s expedient.
This not to say that business decisions are not part of the equation.
A business must be financially viable to exist. But one can choose financially viable options within
the value-viable options that are available.
Furthermore, the better the business is going, the less the financial side of the equation will restrain
your decision-making.

#3. A Values-Based Business Seeks Values-Based Customers
A values-based business want individuals who feel the same about life.
In my case, that means that I don’t want bullies, freeloaders, or abusive customers.
Knowing that someone might be using this website’s information for exploiting others bothers me, so
I don’t want these people here.
Keep in mind that one of the values of this website is to assert individuals’ freedoms and standing up
to life’s bullies, abusive individuals, and tyrants of all kinds.
My philosophy when it comes to selling and customers is this:
I’d rather not sell than sell this material to a SOB
I’m happy to help good people for free
Of course, life is not black and white.
Bad people can do good things and good people can do bad things. But I think you can still largely
differentiate between “mostly value-taking individuals” and “mostly value-adding individuals”.

Freeloaders-Free Products
My products are structured to be freeloaders-proof.
My course is designed to drip over time, and the last pieces of content drip after the refund period
ends.
That way, honest customers can try out the product without risking their money.
But the bad apples can’t get the whole value without at least joining in the exchange-based system.
I also constantly update the ebooks, and customers who went for a refund don’t get the updates.
If they truly didn’t like the ebook, the transaction ends there and we’re both cool. If they wanted to
game the system, they don’t get the latest information.
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#4. Money Loses Appeal Above The “Living My Way” Threshold
If you seek riches, then you run a business, not a values-based business.
My philosophy towards money, in general, is this:
Any income above what guarantees a “good life” is superfluous
“Good life” is relative, so you must define yours.
To me, it’s defined by: the freedom to structure my day as I please, to do an say as I please, to wake
up whenever I wake up, to travel whenever I want to travel, to live wherever I want to live, to get a
non-luxury accommodation in good parts of town, and to sit down at a restaurant whenever I want plus a good wine from time to time-.
It might sound like a long list, but in truth, it requires relatively little income for Western standards.
Probably around $3k a month is all that’s needed.
Now, what happens when you reach the “living your way threshold”?
Once you reach the “living you way threshold”, time becomes more important than money.
So you optimize less on financial income, and more on time-saving.
This has major repercussions on ThePowerMoves from an actual business point of view.
See Next Point:

#5. Prioritize Quality Over Sales & Marketing
The website is far from optimized, as some customers very nicely pointed out to me:
I love these readers! Feedback is much appreciated and the best support
And yet, while I do want to fix those issues, I do not prioritize them (unless they bring me below my
“living my way threshold”).
What do I prioritize, then?
I prioritize the value, quality, and content of that course.
If fewer people sign up for it while I do that, I’m totally cool with it.
In my worldview, it’s immoral to ask for more money or seek more customers without first
taking care of your side of the exchange (ie.: the product you give back for that money).
Taking care of your side of the exchange means that you must provide the best product you can
provide. In my view, it’s immoral to sell something that is not thoroughly researched and tested, or
that doesn’t work.
I let the snake oil salesmen prioritize marketing over quality. There’s enough of those, I think.

5.1. Prioritize Personal Growth Over Sales & Marketing
It’s not that I don’t want to sell more.
But life is a question of priorities. And marketing is not very high in that priority’s list.
This is also the reason why I am not going to join any “entrepreneur’s mastermind”.
I already know their first question:
What are your numbers?
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And by “numbers”, they mean analytics.
Where do your customers come from, what pages they visit, how they look like, how you’re going to
retarget them, etc.
If I had al the time in the world, I’d love to look into that.
But I don’t have time all the time in the world. And forced to choose between using my time to dig
deep into the analytics and learning more about my core topics, I prioritize learning more -which in
turn helps me develop better products-.
So far, I prioritize learning literally hundreds of times already. And I plan to keep doing so.

#6. Freedom Is The Most Important Value
At the core, solopreneurs love freedom.
They are somewhat idealists and they cannot stand the hypocrisy and constrictions of organizations.
My philosophy towards freedom is what allowed me to get into entrepreneurship without many fears:
I’d rather die living my way than living restrained in a golden cage of safety and luxury

6.1. Intellectual Freedom: The Power Move’s Core Value
Intellectual freedom is one of the core values of this website.
In my opinion, intellectual freedom must form the foundation of any knowledge-based organization.
It can’t be otherwise.
As someone said:
You can never trust someone who is not free.
Of course, it’s easier to “only say good things” about others.
But to me, that’s not “being nice”. To me, that’s being the worst kind of coward.
It’s the fake niceness for selfish ends.
To me, all those people who say “only say good things or don’t say anything” are sellouts.
You are a sellout if you have good reasons to disagree but you purposefully choose to only say
good things.
Why?
Because you are betraying the trust of those who are following you.
You owe it to the world to always tell the truth about the product / theories / people / books you
review. Especially when your truth is criticism.
Intellectual freedom requires some strength and willpower, because it can become costly.
And that’s one of the reasons why I keep expenses as low as possible here: financial independence
underpins my intellectual freedom.
And as long as I’m above my “living my way threshold”, I don’t need any more money, so I can keep
saying whatever I need to say.
I quote one of my favorite authors, Nassim Nicholas Taleb:
This is sometimes called “fuck you money,” which, in spite of its coarseness, means that it
allows you to act like a Victorian gentleman, free from slavery.
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(…)
Large enough to give you the freedom to choose a new occupation without excessive
consideration of the financial rewards.
It shields you from prostituting your mind and frees you from outside authority–any
outside authority.
I couldn’t agree more.

6.2. Pay the price of your intellectual freedom
The way I see it, greed can never be intellectually free.
I know, “greed” has a negative connotation, and I don’t like that word. There is nothing wrong in
wanting money -money is power and enables your intellectual freedom-.
BUT… If you prioritize money, then you can hardly be intellectually free.
Why?
Because speaking the truth will eventually come to cost something.
Take this website and the red pill, for example.
This blog is one of just a handful of blogs to be officially archived in the “TheRedArchive.com”:
That’s because there is some obvious overlap between this website’s content, and the red pill.
And since the red pill is SO popular among men, it would pay off well if I winked at it.
It does not pay off well instead when red pill guys stumble upon here and are put off of my criticism
of “The Rational Male“, the Bible of the red pill. And it pays off even worse when I shit on the whole
group-dynamics of “The Red Pill“.
But I am very happy to pay that price. To me, it’s a badge of honor.
When I see nonsense, I call it out, no matter what the business requires.

#7. Your Customers Are Your Kindred Souls
When you sell from your values, your customers are just like you are.
You automatically sell to a tribe of people with whom you get along.
I love the people who transact with this website, because I feel we share similar goals and values.
And I am deeply grateful for their support for the financial side of it.
For that, I also feel indebted to my customers. I feel the obligation to provide great value for them,
and I place them very high in my priority list.
This has several consequences which make the approach to customers VS prospects highly atypical
in the business world:
My products are lifetime products
To begin with, I never consider a product “done”. Whenever I can improve it, I do it, so my products
grow with me.
As I learn and develop more, so do my products.
Customers command high priority
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Contrary to many other entrepreneurs, I always prioritize current and past customers to potential
ones.
It’s not smart, in a way, but that’s what I do because, again, I’m not in the business of maximizing
profits.
My business is the reflection of my life and values, not the other way around.
I (relatively) often get emails from people who failed to pay, and I either fail to reply (sorry guys!) or
do so very late:
Most people prioritize the “funnel”, but as I don’t have sales as my #1 priority, I prioritize the current
customers and users

#8. You’re OK With Haters
A values-based business will easily step on someone’s toes.
Especially the toes of the people who have different values.
Some of my personal values that put me in a collision course with people are:
Ripping people off is immoral, and when I see it, it’s my duty to call it out
So in my book reviews, you see a few cases of me tearing apart some people’s work when I believe
they are selling snake oil
That does not make me friends.
And it cost me a few threats of lawsuits -so far luckily no actual lawsuits-.
But if I didn’t do that, I wouldn’t be living my values.
Seek the truth (and there aren’t infinite truths)
The value is “seek the truth” and the belief is “for many topics and subjects, there aren’t infinite
truths”.
That again leads me to openly criticize some people’s work when I believe that what they are saying
goes against the evidence.
Help people empower and free themselves
How does that put me in collision with some others?
Well, I think that some self-help gurus or self-help based groups don’t really want to empower and
free their respective followers and members.
In part, it’s human nature.
We all want others to be dependent on us.
Still, I prefer people to develop critical thinking skills, carve their own path, and become “their own
(wo)men”.
That often leads me to warn people against groups, including some groups with lots of potential
customers from this website.
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#9. Independence Means Independence From Any Single Source
Values-based business is driven by the fire of a mission that goes beyond money.
Sending their message out is about the expression of their personality. Values-based entrepreneurs
are like artists.
Their mission must not necessarily be the “helping people” trite BS that we so often hear these days.
It can simply be living life way, doing your art or, as well it can be helping people or starting a
movement.
But to truly express and speak your values, you must be free.
If you are dependent on anything specific, you will have to adapt to it -or die if it dries up-.
That’s why I went for a subscription model here -need to keep the details under the hood for now-.

Customer Care
A values-based entrepreneur’s time is sacred.
Unless his value is to “bond with people”, customer care must be done efficiently or it takes time
away from his art.
And here is the truth:
Efficient inbound lead management often means not replying to the questions at all.
So here are the rules of VBB:

#1. Don’t Do 1:1 Sales
When you’re a solopreneur your time is your most important resource and most of the inbound
questions do not translate into sales.
Example:
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And
that’s why I dropped it right there and then
When the customer missed the chance to buy he went into second-guessing mode.
There was no point in me “telling him more about the program”.
All the information is online, what could I tell him more?
And from a power dynamics point of view, that was the equivalent of telling me “jump through my
hoops and sell to me some more”.
But I’m no (more) a salesman.
The program is there, there is a 30 days trial period and I stand by my word.
Give it a try and if you don’t like it, you get your money back, no need to make any hard sale.
If that prospect had actually bought the course, he would have understood the dynamics at play there
-but it was my fault for having a buggier system back then- :).

#2. Save Time By Expecting Prospect to Do Their Own Research
Luckily, Power Moves customers are smart people.
So it’s rare that people ask silly questions.
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That’s not true for any business, though.
So I will give you now a few examples mixed from this business + some Airbnb requests where I had
to resort to more ruthless time-saving:

He asks me if the flat is near the Carnival.
But he’s got the address of both, it’s something he can check himself, and do a much better job at it.
In my value system approaching strangers expecting them to do most of the work is immoral.
Customers asking for these questions are not being Machiavellian or pulling social power moves on
you. They are more like “socially unskilled” power moves.
But they are power moves nonetheless because they ask you to invest and work for them.
My point of view on this?
It’s your life, do your homework, don’t expect others to carry out your tasks.

#3. Don’t Waste Time With High-Effort Requests
Some people will approach you putting all the burden of exchange on you.
And unless you’re selling products in the tens of thousands, that’s not an effective way of conducting
business.
Examples of high-effort requests are:
Too general questions
Too many questions
Discount requests
Requests of getting in touch with them
Requests in non-English languages
This one was a mix of both of the last two:
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Of course, maybe he’s not a bad guy!
But still, he’s clueless about how the system works and he hasn’t read my description that doesn’t list
the German language.
Not worth the exchange.
And understand this: “non-replying”, at least for me, is not the equivalent of “F U”.
Not replying means:t “life is short mate, let’s focus on what matters”.
The art of non-replying says “life is short mate, let’s focus on what matters”.

#4. Don’t Serve “Future Complaint” Customers
Here is a very general rule of thumb:
The more questions they ask upfront, the more likely it is they will either complain
later, or find a way to take up much more of your time
Plus, it can also be a power move.
Some people pose questions just to make it easier for them to complain later.
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In this example, it was: “is it soft enough”.
Then once they can easily complain the product is not as soft as they wanted it.
The trick here is partially a manipulative negotiation technique against you, you, and partially, selfmanipulation.
When they complain later you feel guilty because you made them buy and now they’re not happy
(guilt-tripping).
And for them, it’s easier to complain because, “hey, they had warned you that softness was important
for them”.
Even the ones that are not out to defraud you are usually “difficult customers”.
If you can choose, better getting easy and good customers.

The Great People Out-There
I’m thankful to say that, in this world, there are plenty of non-free riders (in social science they’re
called “altruists”… And in English too :).
Here is one example:
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Which leads me to my last value:

#9. Never Take Free Money If You Don’t Need It (Or If You Can Sell)
I removed Patreon from all my online presence.
Actually no, I only use it for people who can’t afford the current membership price.
Why?
Things can change at the drop of a hat, but this business is getting closer to becoming self-sustaining
and I don’t think it’s fair to take anyone’s money unless you need it.
If you are making enough but want more, then better improving your conversion and your marketing
rather than asking for people’s money. There are probably others who need it more in the world.

SUMMARY
A values-based business is a way of life.
A way of living life your way and make a living while you live your way.
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7 Types of Freeloaders & How to Beat Them (For
Entrepreneurs)
June 20, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you are an entrepreneur, you know who freeloaders are.
They are the “potential customers” who expect discounts, exceptions to the rules and, of course, who
seek to get your services for free, without giving anything back.
This article will show you who the freeloaders are and how to deal with them.
Contents
The Types of Freeloaders
How to Deal With Freeloaders
Why I Dislike Freeloaders
Note To “My” Free Riders
SUMMARY

The Types of Freeloaders
Here are the types of freeloaders, categorized based partly on psychology and partly simply on
humor:

#1. The Entitled Freeloader
If he has a question he immediately goes on the “contact” form because, of course, he is important
and if he has a question he needs a reply.
Once on the contact page, he immediately thinks that my request to avoid personal questions via
emails does not apply to him -of course, he’s entitled to a priority treatment!-.
And to make sure I reply quickly, he uses smart copy to compel me to read:
Notice the highly descriptive subjects, just to show respect for my time
And of course, as every self-respecting freeloader, he keeps his issues for months rather than, God
forbid, spend some money on a personal consultation.
Or who knows, maybe he’s trying different subject lines copy on me to study which one works.
In that case, respect to you my freeloading friend :).
Advice for the entrepreneurs:
don’t open those emails, they are freeloaders’ clickbait.
If you do, skim through them and never reply.

#2. The “Go Get Another Job So I Can Get Your Stuff For Free” Freeloader
This freeloader is a thing of beauty.
He realizes that you might need to sell some stuff, but the rules should not apply to what he wants to
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consume -makes a lot of sense, no?-.
Advice for the freeloader:
Change mentality.
That “stop trying to monetize your work attitude” makes you come across as a selfish freeloader
who’d rather see the content producer starve than providing even the smallest support through a
“like”.
Advice for the entrepreneur:
Don’t reply and God forbid getting dragged into defending your right to ask for a fair exchange of
value.

#3. Social Warrior Freeloader
You gotta love these ones.
Using social power moves on ThePowerMoves :).
Their angle is to take the moral high ground that it’s about “learning and sharing”, which is good, and
“asking for money”, which is bad.
For example, they complain to me about the 5 articles limit because “people need to learn”.
That is, of course, a highly manipulative, self-righteous attitude that pretends to take the side “of the
people” to make you look like a money-grabbing grinch -instead of someone who, just like anyone
else, needs an income to live-.
It’s also the same technique that manipulative politicians use to justify their profit-driven wars.
And the same technique that unfair debaters and moral police use when they deploy moral justice
attacks.
Come to think of it, I might copy that strategy:
Me to the bank: I need to live somewhere, stop with this mortgage sh*t every month!
Then you can get on a roll and knock down all your payment obligations:
Me to SiteGround: I need to host my website somewhere, stop running your charge FCS!
When you start, it becomes a way of life and you can get anything with it!
You can even expand to your personal relationships:
Fathers from now on: It’s your baby, it wasn’t me who grew him for 9 months, take care
of him. And of yourself. And since you’re there, take care of me as well
The issue with this freeloader is that instead of facing and fixing his own issues -a lack or inability of
producing an income- he pushes the blame onto others -ie.: you, by not making it free, are the source
of my problems-.
Advice for the freeloader:
1. quit using shame as a tool for power and compliance. It really makes you come across superunlikable.
2. Understand that capitalism, albeit far from perfect, is also a good system to enable our lives of
freedom and choice.
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3. Everyone needs an income, when you take that approach of “make it free” it’s the equivalent of
saying: “I don’t care if you cannot make a living”.
Advice for the entrepreneurs:
Don’t allow those messages to stay in public forums. They are nonsense, but people who still don’t
know much about the world can get easily swayed by these fake charismatic leaders (see Savonarola
for a historical example).

#4. The “Rub It In” Freeloader
Freeloading is a way of being, not acting.
It becomes so normal for this type of freeloader, that you don’t need to hide it anymore.
As a matter of fact, you can rub it in to those idiots producing content and services:
Yeah, and “a lot” means that you’ve been evading the PayWall ?
LOL, I just had to smile at that one though, it was fun.
Basically this guy flaunted all my requests in the contact form not to write with personal requests and
then told me that he’s been going around the PayWall.
He might have added in there he’s been using an AdBlock as well, you know… Just to hit all the
right buttons :).
But he did it all so naturally that I just had to smile at it.
Advice for freeloader:
to increase the chances of a reply, share a couple of articles or like the Facebook page and then tell
me you did that.
I’ll immediately feel like you’re a supporter.
Advice for the entrepreneur:
Don’t get offended that people are trying to get your stuff without paying: that’s how many people
are.
Focus on the loopholes and weaknesses of your system instead. Or focus on getting more “proper
customers”. Whichever you decide, don’t waste time and mental cycles on people who give you
nothing.

#4. The “Link To Me” Freeloader
I get a lot of these of course.
I might dig deeper later to find a couple entertaining ones, but here’s a typical bonehead request:

Advice for Freeloaders: What’s In It For Me man, “What’s In It For Me”.
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Especially if the person hasn’t replied to you the first time around, don’t go about stealing more of
their time without fixing your delivery.
And if you don’t have a WIIFM, then admit it.
It will make you come across as more sincere and less slimy.
Advice for Entrepreneurs:
They’re doing that with hundreds of others, you don’t want to link up with these people.
And asking without giving is immoral, never give to these people.

#5. The “Refund Me” Free Rider
Of course, the biggest example of freeloaders for digital entrepreneurs are people who abuse your
refund guarantee.
Sometimes you can’t be sure if someone is taking advantage of your refund system or if they
sincerely couldn’t take the full value out of your course.
But sometimes, you can be fairly sure they were trying to abuse the system.
Here is one example:

Basically: he asked a refund as soon as he got into the course.
When I told him that the course hadn’t yet fully unlocked, he “changed his mind”.
Alright, right until now it might still be an honest “not a good fit for me” customer.
But here is where it gets dodgy.
Right after the course fully unlocked, he asked again for a refund.
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Like all those weeks weren’t enough to decide the course was good for you? You had to wait until
everything was available for you to enjoy and download?
Because it looks like he was enjoying it if he waited until everything unlocked and he still tried his
luck outside of the 30 days refund window.
A bit sad considering this also was a previous buyer of one of my ebooks.
How do you deal with these people?
If you want to run a value-based business where your time only goes to worthy individuals, then
these people are not worth your reply.
I have to add here that, thank goodness, they are very rare.
Advice for the freeloader:
Buy if you can afford to buy or don’t buy if you can’t afford to buy. Quit being a bottom-feeding
scammer.
Advice for the entrepreneur:
Don’t refund people who are trying to scam you.
As a matter of fact, don’t even reply.
But do record the events in case they try to harm you with negative feedback.

The Complaining Customer
Then, of course, there is the customer who “complains” to get something -a discount, a freebie or, if
they hit the jackpot of their lifetime, a full refund!-.
This was the second email he had sent, one to my business email and the other to the Paypal account you gotta love people who double or triple message you-:

But I
appreciate he stopped the game early and got around to proper behavior
In this article, I walk-through a real-life negotiation of an unfair refund request (but that was before
my business days and with an Ebay product).
Advice for the freeloader:
Mate, please, this is what all the worst people in the world do and everyone knows what’s going on
when you show up with that fake sad-sack loser face.
Advice for the entrepreneur:
Same as above, giving in to scammers means contributing to a worst world. Don’t be that type of
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entrepreneur.

#6. Stingy Digital Freeloader
The stingy digital freeloader is like the old day analog freeloader, but on steroids.
He grew up in the Internet era, he learned to use Torrents, he unlocks research papers on sci-hub if
he’s an academic and he binge-watches Games of Thrones on a cracked Netflix if he’s a couchpotato.
The idea that he might have to exchange value on the Internet is alien to him.
When he lands on ThePowerMoves.com and likes the content he bolts to Thepiratebay.org to check if
the course and ebooks are there.
Damn, not (yet)!
He tries a few more torrent websites.
Damn, not (yet)!
He then bookmarks the page to keep hanging around it with the attitude of a vulture.
He thinks that if he stays close to his victim, he will eventually find a crack.
Hopefully, he won’t…

Stingy Is A Sad Way of Life
The Stingy freeloader is stingy in all areas of life.
And he doesn’t realize that, in the long run, his stinginess is costing him.
At work, he brings from home to save a few bucks, without realizing that investing in human
relationships would have a much bigger effect on his bottom line (see “Never Eat Alone“).
He walks home for 30 minutes instead of making a bus ticket, without realizing he could be using
that time so much wisely.
He doesn’t realize he’s throwing his life away.
And, in general, he wastes hours and hours every week in what are pathetic efforts of saving a few
bucks.
If he’s a conservative, he deep downs feel hookers are immoral, but he doesn’t realize he’s selling his
life away for single digit dollars -at least hookers charge more-.
Luckily you don’t have these in your customers’ list.
They’d never think of buying anything: you never know that 30 days guarantee ain’t real!

#7. The “Ask Without Giving” Freeloader
This is another typical one.
It consists of asking without even considering to give back and, sometimes, without even being
willing to give back.
Look at this example:
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Still, I am happy to help someone out.
So I tell him “alright mate, how about this deal: you share on your FB (or whatever social media you
use) a couple of the articles you like most, and I will give you access”.
In my mind it was a no-brainer, the easiest way for him to say “yes” and even save face.
That way he wasn’t scrounging around, but he was entering a fair exchange.
Win-win.
Instead:

Instead, here fuses the offer.
Fine, maybe he doesn’t want to share his social media. I undestand.
But at that point, it was up to him to either:
1. Come up with an alternative (ie.: “I’ll tell a friend of mine)
2. Show me he understands he’s in debt and ask for a favor (ie.: sorry I can’t chip in right now,
I’m asking just as a favor man)
3. Show me he undesrtands he’s in debt and stop pretending this is a fair exchange and refer the
decision to me (ie: “sorry I can’t give anything back mate, you’d just do it for a favor and I’d be
very grateful. Up to you”)
And it wouldn’t have hurt if he had added “I know it’s not much, I’m just going through a rough
spot”.
That would have given him more credibility and “saved my face” just in case the receiver could feel
he’s overcharing.
Any of the above, I would have happily helped me.
And I would have thought
Alright, I can’t be sure he can’t afford $9, but if he spent so much time asking for it, maybe
it’s true.
Plus he gets it and he’s being polite, and I appreciate that.
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Instead, he refuses my proposal, keeps pretending this is a fair exchange and his reason for being a
fair exchange is “because it interests me a lot”.
Advice for the freeloader:
If you can’t exchange, admit it and ask for a favor.
The reason is “because your content is so awesome and I’m going through a rough patch so if you
feel like doing me a favor”, and not “because it interests me”.

How to Deal With Freeloaders

There are two ways you can deal with freeloaders:
1. Let them have it
2. Fight them
Most businesses today prefer letting the freeloaders win to lower the entry barriers to their business.
It’s effective because that way you also get more legit customers on board and, after all, freeloaders
are a minority.
However, that’s not the path I decided for myself.
Since I run a values-based business, I choose to uphold my personal values and my business values to
the way I monetize as well.
My products are designed to be freeloaders-proof.
Here are a few ways to do it:
1. Drip feed your course with the last part dripping after the end of the refund period
2. Don’t offer refunds on products you can’t drip-feed or:
1. Only offer partial refunds
3. Make sure that paying customers always get additional value and perks
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Freeloaders & Free Riders: The Science
Freeloaders for online entrepreneurs is an instance of a bigger issue that in the social sciences is
called “free-rider problem”.
In a nutshell, the free-rider problem refers to people who take out from a system without contributing
anything to it.
It’s an interesting social phenomenon and it’s also highly relevant for this website.
However, this post only deals with the “free-riding problem” from a practical point of view.
As a matter of fact, from now on I will also use the more informal and pejorative form for the
phenomenon, such as: “freeloaders”.
As we go through the example, you can also learn more about emotional intelligence and social
skills.

Why I Dislike Freeloaders
Alright, this was a long post.
Why do I take so many precautions against freeloaders?
What’s the point?
The point is that freeloaders worry me they will be using this website for all the wrong reasons.
The Power Moves is about growing and becoming more powerful for yourself, sure, but also for the
people around and for the world.
The Power Moves is about win-win.
And freeloaders are not.
The Power Moves is all about teaching people how to avoid win-lose and how to deal with win-lose
individuals.
And guess where the freeloaders stand on that dichotomy?
Freeloaders are all about take-take.

Note To “My” Free Riders
Are you one of the senders of the above messages?
Don’t take it personally, but take it as a learning opportunity (develop a growth mindset).
This post is not to “shame you”.
Quite the opposite.
Take this post as the free personalized lesson that I didn’t have the time to deliver.
Free-riding can be helpful when you’re building up and when you don’t (yet) have enough.
So there is value in it, at times.
But staying stuck in that mindset is, ultimately, limiting your life.
Social research shows that a lifetime and a mindset of free-riding leads to poorer life satisfaction.
A lifetime of free-riding trying to save a few bucks is, on average, a much less fulfilling.
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Research also shows that giving has the opposite effect: it increases life satisfaction.
Hence my recommendation: rather than pinching pennies, better focusing on making more.
And better to spend on experiences, personal growth, and relationships -including, maybe, the
relationships with the people you’re trying to freeload from since you seem to enjoy what they do :)-.

SUMMARY
Free-riding can be helpful when you’re really poor or when you’re building up, but you better
most past it
When writing to busy people asking for something, don’t forget that you are asking. That puts
you in debt and you need to put a WIIFM there
Avoid approaching content producer with the attitude they need to answer to you personally or
they need to give you stuff for free: it makes you come across like a dic*head
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The 30 Best Books On Power (2020 Updated)
July 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Are you looking for the best books on power?
You have come to the right place.
This website is dedicated to power dynamics, and this is a complete reading list of the very best
books and resources to understand power in all its aspects.
Contents
#26. The Prince
#25. Power Moves
#24. Evil
#23. People Skills
#22. Don’t Think of An Elephant
#21. Why Does He Do That?
#20. Power Cues
#19. Getting Past No
#18. Fooled by Randomness
#17. 33 Strategies of War
#16. In Sheep’s Clothing
#15. Influence
#14. Workplace Poker
#13. How to Lie With Statistics
#12. The 4 Hour Workweek
#11. No Logo
#9. Will I Ever Be Good Enough?
#9. Secrets of Power Negotiating
#8. 48 Laws of Power
#7. I’m OK – You’re OK
#6. The Psychology of Leadership
#5. The Art of Seduction
#4. Dating Power Dynamics
#3. The Wisdom of Psychopaths
#2. The Selfish Gene
#1. Power University

#26. The Prince
By N. Machiavelli
Summary | Amazon
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The Godfather of all power books.
It’s last in the order as it’s aged a bit, but also commands the top position of this power-list.
Machiavelli was the first to write about realpolitik, and centuries later, it’s still an eye-opener for
generations of (previously) naive folks.

Power Nugget:
For many politicians and leaders, power is something to hold on to at any cost with a web of lies,
manipulation and, if necessary, fear.
Quote: A good person is ruined among the great numbers who are not good

#25. Power Moves
by A. Grant
Summary | Amazon
“Power Moves”, frankly, is good but not great.
Why does it make it to this list of best books on power, then?
For a simple reason, it’s the only book I’ve read which draws a clear line between the personalities of
those who seek power.
“Power Moves” distinguishes indeed between “takers”, who are in it only for themselves, and
“givers”, who also enrich the people whom they lead.
Of course, it would be simple-minded to think that boundary is clear and immutable.
In real life, it’s fuzzier.
But that doesn’t mean it’s not valid.
The concept that some personalities -and their values- are unfit for power positions is also an
important principle of this website, which seeks to promote and nurture more “givers” to challenge
the more common “takers”.

Power Nugget:
Not everyone is the same and some personalities are unfit to hold positions of responsibility.
Also read:
12 Power Moves to win at life
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#24. Evil
by R. Baumeister
Summary | Amazon
There can be an overlap between the quest for power and evil deeds.
And that’s why many, mistakenly, shy away from power: they, mistakenly, again, believe that the
two are the same.
Baumeister is the only social scientist with a realistic, amoral, and data-backed analysis of what
causes violence and evil.
And he even explains what works and what doesn’t work when it comes to the use of violence for
power.
I know you’re curious to read what works… Sign up for the newsletter and you’ll know :).

Power Nugget:
“Idealistic evil” is the most destructive, systematic and unrelenting type of evil.
These “evils” -or “idiots”, if you wish- fervently buy into their leader’s set of morals and relinquish
their egos for group belonging.
Then they brainwash themselves that their evil deeds are for an ultimate good cause.
Quote: The goals of instrumental evil are generally acceptable ones, such as money or
power, but they are not normally endowed with sufficient moral force to make people think
that it is right and good to use violent means.
Idealism can make the methods seem right and good, or at least acceptable.

#23. People Skills
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by R. Bolton
Summary | Amazon
Socially weak people have one thing in common:
They are afraid of confrontation, and they fail to enforce their boundaries.
Mostly, they are passive and submissive.
But they can swing from submissive to aggressive because they don’t know how to strike that
assertive balance which is so crucial in life.
People’s Skills is the best book I have read on assertive communication, which in turn is one of the
main fundamentals of social skills and social power.
It’s a good combo with “No More Mr. Nice Guy“, and for navigating the most difficult conversations
go with “Difficult Conversations“.

Power Nugget:
Both submission and aggression have their own payoffs, but both lead to poorer lives.

#22. Don’t Think of An Elephant
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by G. Lakoff
Summary | Amazon
Have you ever head this quote:
The biggest trick the devil pulled was to make people vote against their own self-interest.
I just made it up.
But how could you otherwise explain that Warren Buffet’s secretary pays more taxes than his own
boss, one of the richest men in the world?
Well, we’re not going to attempt an answer here.
Because George Lakoff does it in one of the best books on framing, reframing and political
persuasion (or manipulation, if you prefer).
Not only for the political discourse to which it’s tailored, but for the general influencing of the
masses as well.
Caveat: this one is extremely partisan (liberal).
Also read:
Politicians’ manipulation techniques
Frame control techniques
Best books on frame control

Power Nugget:
Facts do matter, but only if morally framed.
But you better latch onto an existing one, or have the means to create a new one, because the latter
takes plenty of repetition.
Quote: People do not necessarily vote in their self-interest. They vote their identity. They
vote their values. They vote for who they identify with.
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#21. Why Does He Do That?

by L. Bancroft
Summary | Amazon
Abusive men and controlling people are all about power.
This book will help you understand the psychology of controllers and abusers, but also of men in
relationships in general.
Evolutionary psychology indeed is clear: mate guarding can pay off. So here is the best-kept secret in
the world: most men have controlling tendencies.
So if women want to defend themselves, they better learn the psychology of abusive men.
And if men want to become high-quality leaders of their relationship, they must first tackle their
controlling tendencies.
Further Reading:
Controlling People focuses on the psychology of controllers; “30 Covert Emotional Manipulation
Techniques” provides a briefer overview of manipulation techniques in intimate relationships;
“Codependent No More” shows that in some cases the victims are allowing, enabling and even
unconsciously seeking abuse. This book helps codependent partners break free of this toxic
relationship
And:
Power dynamics in intimate relationships: an overview of how power shifts within
relationships

Power Nugget:
Controllers seek total power over their partners because they see them as an extension of themselves.
Any sign of independence is an affront to their power and a threat to themselves and the relationship.
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#20. Power Cues

by N. Morgan
Summary | Amazon
Your body signals the power you feel you have.
Thus, you can get powerful people with incongruently weak body language. And people with no title
who look and act powerful, and thus command influence through unofficial channels.
Power Cues is one of the best books to tie nonverbal signals (including voice) to power.
Beware though that it doesn’t tackle the basics of body language and the true beginners should look
for that information somewhere else:
Best body language resources

Power Nugget:
To project power and confidence we need to sync our unconscious cues with our words and voice
tonality.
If you’re serious about maximizing your life’s potential, it’s worth hiring a coach.
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#19. Getting Past No

by W. Ury
Summary | Kindle
People with the most power win at negotiations.
Usually.
But skills also help.
There are some great resources on negotiation, also including Ury’s other books “Getting to YES”
and “The Power of a Positive No“.
But this one is a good mix of negotiation skills, conversational best practices, influencing and, as
well, a solid overview of negotiation power dynamics.

Power Nugget:
If you can use force, only use it to instruct and teach, not to punish.
Force used to punish will sour the relationship and make negotiations unfruitful for both.
The goal of using force is to show that not agreeing is the worst solution for them.
Quote: “Diplomacy is the art of letting someone else have your way”

#18. Fooled by Randomness
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by N. N. Taleb
Summary | Amazon
Critical thinking is power.
How?
In countless ways, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Support you to reach better decisions
Insulate yourself from propaganda and manipulation
Not falling prey and wasting time on silly superstitions
Become an intellectual authority among the masses of acritical thinkers

Some people preferred “Antifragile” from Taleb, which is also excellent (but a bit scatterbrained).
But few texts can help you hone your critical thinking and BS detector as well as Fooled by
Randomness can.

Power Nugget:
Noise and news are there to distract the fools.
The real power shakers focus on their task and goal.
Quote: This is one of the many reasons that journalism may be the greatest plague we face
today—as the world becomes more and more complicated and our minds are trained for
more and more simplification
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#17. 33 Strategies of War

by R. Greene
Summary | Amazon
Albeit it purports to discuss war strategies, many of these principles adapt to social settings as well.
Most of all I found useful the concepts of “advancing while negotiating”, “occupying the moral high
ground” (you gotta know this to combat social justice warriors!) and “give rope to hang themselves”,
a super effective and vastly underrated strategy.

Power Nugget:
The biggest conquest is always the conquest of your mind.
And the biggest war you can win is always the war you didn’t have to fight for.
Quote: Do not fight them. Instead think of them the way you think of children, or pets, not
important enough to affect your mental balance

#16. In Sheep’s Clothing
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by G. Simons
Summary | Amazon
Another crucial book both for power and for this website.
Simons differentiates between “fighting”, which is normal and we all do, and “fighting unfair”, which
is what manipulative and aggressive individuals do.
A wonderful text also to understand the dynamics of covert aggression, which is not to be confused
with passive-aggression.
Covert aggression is probably the most widespread use of aggression and the most common mean
with which people seek power.
I have to say that Simons is also one of the most astute observers of human nature and the only one
who realized this important rule of manipulators and power-hungry individuals:
Manipulators and power-hungry individuals don’t internalize social rules because obeying
social rules is the equivalent of submission.
And they cannot stand submission.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Power Nugget:
Individuals who are out to win and dominate have very clear priorities: winning and dominating.
They sometimes have impaired conscience as well, so don’t be the sucker who expects allegiance and
support.
Their bonds are temporary and they will throw you as soon as you’re not useful anymore (see
Michael Cohen, first-order sucker to Trump).
Quote: Power by itself doesn’t have the ability to corrupt a person’s character.
It’s the character flaws already present in people’s character that lead people to pursue
power and abuse it once they have it.
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#15. Influence

By R. Cialdini
Summary | Amazon
The ability to influence and persuade is power.
I picked Cialdini not because it’s a classic, but because it’s very good.
Further Reading:
I can recommend Pre-Suasion from the same author, Methods of Persuasion, and all these best
persuasion books here.
And since you’re here, learn some sales techniques (from Brian Tracy and Tony Robbins for
example).

Power Nugget:
Salesmen and persuaders of any kind all use similar triggers.
Learn what they are so that you can stop being buffeted left and right, possibly against your best
interest (and maybe you can start doing some influencing yourself, instead).
Quote: Where all think alike, nobody thinks very much
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#14. Workplace Poker

by D. Rust
Summary | Amazon
The best book I have read so far on workplace politics and workplace power dynamics.

Power Nugget:
Companies don’t care about employees.
They care about employees’ output.
Employment is always a contract of ethical egoism based on pure transactional values.
Don’t fall for anything else, which are only corporate manipulations.
Quote: You can’t get inside someone else’s head until you get out of your own

#13. How to Lie With Statistics
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by D. Huff
Summary
Knowledge is power.
Especially if you can make your statements sound unassailable.
And what a better way to do it than with data and science?
Our society reveres science!
And that’s why we should all learn how easily science can lend itself to manipulation.
Not juts manipulation by the way, but also:
Mistakes (see “Replication Crisis“)
Bastardization (see “Self-Help Myths” and “Pop-Psychology Myths“)
Made up theories (evolutionary psychology is a darling for it lends itself really well to all kinds
of speculations)
And, of course:
Political movements of any sorts (see nazism and all kinds of utopian societies backed by
“science” and which, conveniently, benefit the ones in power)
Also read:
Dark psychology: an overview of how psychology is used for manipulating, winning, and
acquiring power
Best books on manipulation: a list of the best resources to learn about manipulation
Trust Me I’m Lying: the confessions of a media manipulator. Says the author: “if you want PR,
sell the media the trash news that helps them sell”.

Power Nugget:
Numbers, as much as science, can be manipulated to support almost any argument you want to make.
And it carries a big manipulative punch for being “data-driven” and “scientific” (you know as they
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say… Numbers don’t lie).
Quote: A well-wrapped statistic is better than Hitler’s “big lie” it misleads, yet it cannot be
pinned on you.

#12. The 4 Hour Workweek
by T. Ferris
Summary | Kindle
Money & power are highly interconnected.
And entrepreneurship, as in the ability to generate income, is power.
That being said, I don’t think that Ferris here will be of great help in launching a business.
As a matter of fact, I haven’t read any book that will make a real and a major difference to your
business.
But Ferris does provide readers with something equally valuable: a perspective with which to break
free of the hedonic treadmill.
Money indeed is a double-edged sword: it can free you. But it can also enslave you.
This book is a stark reminder that money should be used to buy freedom, experience, and time.
Ie: you need money to gain power and control over your life.
And, equally powerful, Ferris shows that you don’t need much for that.
And I couldn’t agree more.
That’s how, after all, I structured my life and values-based business.

Power Nugget:
Money is power.
But it goes both ways: it can give you power, or it can enslave you.
Once you understand how to use money as an enabler of freedom, you will also realize that you don’t
even need that much of it.
Quote: “They have riches, but the riches actually have them”

#11. No Logo
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By N. Klein
Summary |Amazon
I still can’t fathom how underappreciated this pearl is.
Or, sometimes, how over-hyped it’s been.
Actually, I know why: “No Logo” presented itself as the theoretical and intellectual foundation of the
anti-globalization movement.
And of course, it’s been later usurped by the left and radical left as their own manifesto (I know that
well as a protesting, “no global”, clueless teenager with a dyed faux-hawk whom, of course, hadn’t
even read the book).
However, let’s look at the ideas independently of politics.
And “No Logo” is the best book I have ever read to describe and explain the immense power and
influence that brands and marketing exert on the psyches of easily impressionable minds.
Brands are the new myths.
And they become a conduit for self-actualization and to advertise one’s own personality to the world.
And who cares if they cost more?
People are very willing to shell out 10x the value of a product to express and defend “who they are”
(see Family Guy brilliantly spoofing this phenomenon).
Later on Simon Sinek will further develop this theory with his “Start With WHY“, another highly
recommended read.

Power Nugget:
The capitalistic ethos of “freedom of choice” masks the true and almost boundless manipulative
power of the best marketing and brands.
No Logo not only helps you understand the power of marketing and brands, but also to free yourself
from their yoke.
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#9. Will I Ever Be Good
Enough?

by K. McBride
Summary | Amazon
What this one doing here?
A book subtitled “healing the daugthers of narcissistic mothers” on a list of the best books on power?
I’m sure most people wouldn’t expect this book here.
And that’s why most people don’t understand power dynamics and why most never become
influential.
Don’t be “most” people!
You’re not here to be like most people, are you?
This is the best book to understand one of the biggest, most impactful and most underappreciated
power dynamics of them all: the one between parents and children.
Any parent -or any parent who wants to grow healthy children- should read this one.
But also those who don’t want to become parents should read it.
Because, of course, parent-child dynamics get replicated outside of parent-child relationships.

Power Nugget:
The dynamics of judgment, approval-seeking, and emotional dependency that are at the strongest in
the parent-child relationship get repeated as adults.
And they form one of the fundamentals of soft power and social power.
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#9. Secrets of Power Negotiating
by R. Dawson
Summary | Kindle
The power dynamics at the negotiation table can make you rich.
Or poor.
And that’s why you better learn the power moves of the best negotiators.
Lest you are going to pay them to teach you in real time: with the money you leave on the table
during the negotiation.
This is by far the best book on power negotiation techniques.
Also read:
20 Manipulative Negotiation Techniques

Power Nuggets:
Don’t negotiate anything worthwhile before learning the tricks of the trade (and the power dynamics
of negotiations).
Quote: “If we can do that for you, what can you do for us”

#8. 48 Laws of Power

by R. Greene
Summary | Amazon
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Here’s a book that doesn’t need any intro.
The net effect of “The 48 Laws of Power” has probably been to make those who crave power to have
even less of it.
Why?
Because to get the book it’s crucial that readers are able to contextualize the laws within a deeper
understanding of social dynamics and power dynamics.
Without basics of social skills and emotional intelligence “The 48 Laws of Power” doesn’t add much
value.
And without context the laws by themselves are meaningless.
Funny stories and power anecdotes at best and, at worst, confusing and counterproductive.
Here is an example of a question that I got asked more than once:

Some
readers believe the “laws” are cast in stone, without context or exceptions
And here is an example of someone without basic social skills who’s probably behaving like an
awkward weirdo (mis)applying the “laws” out of context:

One of
the many nonsense questions asked on the subreddit “The 48 Laws of Power”
That being said, for those who have a sufficiently developed social and emotional intelligence, “The
48 Laws of Power” is the modern day “The Prince”.

Power Nugget:
Self-interest is the currency that makes the world go around
Appeal to self-interest is one of the most significant -and easily forgotten- laws (see freeloadersapproaches).
You can switch to intrinsic motivation once you have the leverage (see “Drive“), but on first
approach best to focus on self-interest (see “WIIFM“and “laws of social exchanges“).
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Quote: Powerful people impress and intimidate by saying less.

#7. I’m OK – You’re OK

by T. Harris
Summary | Kindle
Warning: it’s a heavy read.
This is a manual on transactional analysis, the same psychoanalytic theory of the much more popular
“Games People Play“.
So if you’re looking for an entertaining read before bedtime, you better stick with the masterfully
crafted stories of Robert Greene :).
On the other hand, if you want to understand true social power, then the dynamics of parent-child are
crucial.

Power Nugget:
Whenever you’re dependent on someone’s approval, you’re the child. When someone is dependent
on your approval, you’re in power.
Overreacting and getting violent often underlies an emotional dependency and, thus, a subordinate
child role in the relationship.
Quote: Central to most religious practices is a Child acceptance of authoritarian dogma as
an act of faith, with limited, if not absent, involvement of the Adult.
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#6. The Psychology of
Leadership

By A. Haslam
Summary | Amazon
Leadership is power.
And true power requires leadership and influence over others.
And “The Psychology of Leadership” is the best book on leadership, bar none.
All other leadership books look like children’s books in comparison.
However, similar to “I’m OK – You’re OK”, this is a very heavy rad.

Power Nugget:
Persuasive leaders are not different or special like most people think.
To be accepted, influential and persuasive, leaders must first of all be prototypically similar to the
people they lead.
Quote: Just as politics is too important to leave only to politicians, so too leadership is far
too important a matter to be left only to leaders.
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#5. The Art of Seduction

by R. Greene
Summary | Amazon
Greene again, for the third time.
How not surprising, eh? ?
To me, “The Art of Seduction” is his best work, and it’s also the only book on seduction of this list.
In spite of not being the best when it comes to seduction efficiency in the modern world, it’s a great
book to understand how sexuality can help accruing power.
“The Art of Seduction” is the deepest treaty on seduction psychology -including dark psychology– I
have ever read.
But it’s not just sleeping around.
This one goes further deep into “social seduction”, being helpful to social charmers as well.
You might want to integrate it with “Ho-Tactics” and “A Gold-Digger Guide“.

Power Nugget:
“Being yourself”, vulnerabilities and all, is for contract-style partnerships.
True seduction is about fantasy and idealization.
Quote: Your greatest power in seduction is your ability to turn away, to make others come
after you, delaying their satisfaction
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#4. Dating Power Dynamics

by L. Buffalmano
Overview | Free Chapter | Free Audio Chapter
If you want to learn the power dynamics between sexes when it comes to dating and mating, this is
your book.

Power Nugget:
1. Each gender has been evolutionary programmed to swindle the opposite sex based on what the
opposite sex wants the most.
That’s why women spend more time wearing makeup: because men value beauty. And that’s why
men spend more money on cars and watches and are more likely to lie about their jobs: because
women want successful men.
2. each gender has been evolutionary programmed to force or cajole the opposite sex to provide
what they need the most
That’s why women are so good at controlling relationships: to secure his resources.
And that’s why it’s mostly men who hide their mates: from a genetic point of view, faithfulness is
more important to men.
Quote: By learning the darker side of human nature, we can all create more light.
For ourselves, for our partners, and for the world.
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#3. The Wisdom of Psychopaths

by R. Greene
Summary | Amazon
Consider this #3 position as the “psychopaths’ pack”.
But first, let’s address the obvious controversy.
How can you say we should learn from psychopaths?
So just follow me for a second:
Question: Who should you learn power from?
Answer: Doesn’t it make sense to learn power, dominance, and manipulation from those who
live for power and see everyone as pawns to manipulated for pleasure and selfish ends?
It does make sense, right?
And as Dutton explains, psychopaths aren’t all serial killers like some (ignorant) folks imagine.
Some psychopaths are functioning members of society, and some of them are very good at reaching
the top of society (and if you hadn’t noticed, Trump has many traits of a sociopath).
Enter, the literature on sociopathy and psychopathy.
There is a lot to learn here.
Especially when it comes to power, Machiaveliannism, and games people play.
But we don’t want you to become an antisocial deviant who takes value away from others, so also
from Dutton check out:
The Good Psychopath Guide: Notes & Review
Power Nugget: Mild levels of psychopathy can be helpful in life. And you can learn how to
use and leverage certain psychopathic traits to more easily achieve success in life
Quote: There are two things that rises at the top: the cream, and the scum.
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3.1. The Psychopath’s Whisperer
Kiehl, the author, worked with countless psychopaths and shares much insight on the games
psychopaths play.
They ranged from a staged “I’ll defend you from that crazy inmate who wants to kill you” (ie.: a
manipulative version of the “social scalper game“) to “joking” threats of physical assault (ie.: “I own
you”).
And of course, some good inmate on inmate power moves.
Like Ritchie, the guy who on his first day in prison walked naked in front of the TV when everyone
has huddled around it.
Why?
“To mess with their heads and establish myself as someone you better not f*ck with”, he explains.
Power Nugget: Violence, intimidation, and the right reputation can be great tools for power.
Especially if you can make the victim feel defenseless…

3.2. Emotional Vampires
It’s not just sociopaths and psychopaths.
Different mental disorders also push people to seek power and control
Some vampires, as the author calls them, want to be admired and to feel the pleasure of their
seductive pull.
Yet some others need to control the environment for their own safety.
And they will all suck you dry, if you let them.
“Emotional Vampires” features in this power list because it’s the quickest, simplest, and most
effective field-guide for the laymen to understand (and protect against) sociopaths, BPD, narcissists,
paranoids, and OCDs.
And it’s also a great guide to help you avoid toxic and low-quality partners.
And there is nothing which can decrease your power over life (and your finances) as the wrong life
partner.
Power Nugget: It’s when you’re at your weakest that you attract the vultures.
Quote: Of course, not all emotional vampires are mean.
But they do are hollow.
Like children, they see their needs, but not yours.

3.3. Psychopath Free
Long and rather unscientific.
So unscientific, I might even recommend more academic-oriented folks to skip it.
So why on this list?
Because it’s SO vivid.
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In “Psychopath Free” you can feel the pain and the despair of the author, caught hook, line, and
sinker in the throes of a sociopath.
He was in it for love.
The sociopath was in there to wield power, get him hooked… And then enjoy the victim’s despair
after the discard phase.
It’s also one of the best descriptions of how sexual and romantic predators wield close to unlimited
power when they can sink their claws into their prey.
The same might happen with a narcissist and, to some extent, with certain types of womanizers.
This book will help you prevent being in a similar situation and, possibly, help people around you.
Power Nugget: If it seems to good to be true… It might be wonderful. But it might also be a
big con, so watch out.

3.4. Confessions of a Sociopath
Guys, answer this:
If you had to learn fishing, would you rather learn from the zoologist researcher at university, or
would you rather learn from the fisherman who fishes every day?
Probably the latter, right?
So when learning about power, why wouldn’t you learn from those who obsess about power?
And those are the sociopaths.
And no book will give you a better glimpse inside the mind of a power-craving sociopath more than
this one will.
Power Nugget: Some people in this world target others for the simple pleasure of ruining them.
The simple act of wielding destructive power makes them feel good. Yes, gratuitous evil does
exist, and you better know how to spot and how to deal with it.
Quote: If you combine the propensity for manipulation, dishonesty, callousness, poor
impulse control and the rest of the sociopathic traits, you could end up with a socially
dangerous individual… Or the next big thing entrepreneur

#2. The Selfish Gene
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by R. Dawkins
Summary | Amazon
Whaaaaat??
The Selfish Gene in the top 3 on a list of “best books on power?”.
Are you crazy, Lucio?
If you are asking that, you haven’t yet developed a holistic mindset around power.
Power permeates all facets of life, both on the outside and within us.
And of course, it runs much deeper than our conscious mind, too.
“The Selfish Gene” operates at that deeper level of power that most people miss out on.
“The Selfish Gene”, here as a representative of the best evolutionary psychology book, will teach you
how your genes are exercising power over you.
Our genes have us on a rail system.
We can barely budge that they get us back on course. But here is the biggest problem with it: it’s
their course, pushing us to pursue ambitions, status symbols, people and things that we haven’t even
vetted -let alone chosen-.
Your genes have shaped our drives and urges not for us, but for themselves.
And until we learn what that programming is, the selfish genes have total power over us.
This book then is about learning our gene’s programming so that we can understand where that
railing system takes and, if we don’t like it, change it and transcend it.
And that’s the first step to gaining power over ourselves and our world.
The Selfish Gene is about true freedom and power of choice.
Further Reading:
Understanding our evolutionary psychology is also the foundation of any self-development effort.
Any improvement must start with self-awareness, and that begins with our innate programming.
After that, you can then move to good books on psychology, mindfulness and general self-help, all of
which will help you gain power over yourself.
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Power Nugget:
Your selfish genes have a program in store for you.
And you may or may not agree with that program. But sure as hell, it wasn’t designed to make you
happy or fulfilled. As a matter of fact, it wasn’t even designed with your best interest in mind.
The only way to upset that program and gaining a foothold of power over yourself (and the world
around) is to understand what that program is all about.
Quote: Let us understand what our own selfish genes are up to, because we may then at
least have the chance to upset their designs, something that no other species has ever aspired
to do.

#1. Power University

by L. Buffalmano
Course Curriculum
Power University is this website’s flagship course.
And albeit I’m not a big fan of plugging, it was either I put this here, or I’d lie.
Power University contains all the best information from all the books in here, and many more (plus
researches, video analyses and examples and own content).
The more academically-oriented might not enjoy: Power University is real-life power and more
practically-oriented.
Those who seek a short format will also be disappointed.
Power University drip-feeds over the course of a month.
The lessons average 2.500 words and have a mix of videos, text, dialogues and quizzes.
On the other hand, those who make it through the month will understand how to accrue and keep
power better than 99% of people ever will.
It also includes a meta-summary of all the best self-development books to curate the mindsets and
mental aspects of power (Ultimate Power), while Dating Power Dynamics is a spin-off of the dating
module in ebook format.
Quote: The difference between power and abuse is in your moral compass.
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Note on Financial Power
I would have loved to include some books on financial independence, business and power.
Financial independence is huge in having power over your own destiny and it’s always been a goal of
mine.
Mastering your finances and having a way to independently generate income will give you huge
leverage in almost any interpersonal negotiation you enter in life.
But I don’t find any title in the personal finance literature to be good enough to make it into this list.
They’re all too basics, mostly centered around the idea of “spend less than you earn and invest the
difference (true) and the stock market will always go up anyway (not true).
And you don’t need a heavily padded book for that.

Note on Absentees
You might notice that some popular classics are missing.
For example, “How to Win Friends”, “Propaganda”, “Games People Play” and “Meditations” for the
mindset side.
Why?
Simple: as for all my other lists and products, this “best books on power list” prioritizes on utility, not
on “fame”.
“How to Win Friends” is basic social skills, and some of the suggestions don’t always apply to
powerful people.
“Propaganda” was groundbreaking for his time, but today it’s misleading. And let’s be honest,
do you think that after a century of social research you can’t find more factual and scientific
information?
Games People Play concerns the tactical level games.
Like “The 48 Laws of Power” it makes for a fun reading, it sells well, and it has plenty of wisdom.
But the tactical level is only really useful if you are able to contextualize it within the larger context
of social dynamics, power dynamics, and people’s innate drives and psychology.
And finally, with “Meditations“, “Mindset“, and similar books we would have gone too much into
the self-development arena, which is yes important, but it’s also too off-topic for a book list on
power.
Also, all the best self-development information is summarized in “Ultimate Power”, which is part of
the bonus material of “Power University”. So it’s also included in the #1. entry on this list.

What Do You Think?
I have long thought about this list.
As I mulled it over I added some titles and then removed some more.
I wanted it to be comprehensive, but also not crazy long otherwise you’d lose the point of a “best of”
list.
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What do you think?
Do let me know in the comments or in the forum.
Sign up to stay updated on new entries!
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The Power Dynamics of Being Jacked (+ 3 Tips to Get Jacked
Fast)
July 19, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Foreword:
When it comes to the power dynamics of being jacked, muscular and “big”, I cannot speak with firsthand experience.
I exercise daily and take some martial art class but, on top of being small and naturally thin, “bulking
up” has not been one of my goals (yet, you never know in the future).
But I do know there is power in being “big”, and muscles can have a major impact on social power
dynamics (as well as dating power dynamics).
And that’s why I am very happy to introduce the very first guest post of ThePowerMoves.com.
It’s from Jon Anthony.
I loved Jon’s work and he knows what he is talking about when it comes to training and growing
muscles.
So take it away, Jon!
We’ve all seen it… some hulking fitness model walks into the club, and all of a sudden, it’s “all eyes
on him.” The girls want him, the guys want to be him, and everyone wants to talk to him.
… But why is this?
What causes this primal, animalistic shift in human beings, when they see another human being
who’s bigger than they are? Well, to understand, let’s take a look at evolutionary biology, and how it
still impacts us to this very day.
Contents
The Bigger Caveman
Being Jacked: The Power Dynamics
The Social Benefits of Being Jacked
A Fitness Model’s Perspective
The Difference I Noticed
3 Tips to Get Jacked Faster
Summary: Being Jacked Gets You Instant Social Status

The Bigger Caveman
In every single social species across the world, there’s the alpha males, and the beta males. We all
know this, but let’s do a quick recap.
Social animals require a social hierarchy – otherwise they wouldn’t know whose direction to follow.
In every social species, from wolves to walruses, there’s an alpha male.
In the more animalistic species, size and strength are all that matters. Take elephant seals for
example. This species is known for its size and strength, with a typical elephant seal alpha male
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weighing up to four tons (yes, that’s almost 8,000 pounds).
For these animals, strength reigns supreme. Whichever male in the group is the biggest, sleeps with
quite literally, 85% of the females.
Compare this with a more advanced social animal however, such as the chimpanzee. With
chimpanzees, strength and size still matter, but what’s more important is social status.
Thanks to Jane Goodall, we now have a very deep understanding of how their social dynamics
operate… and there’s one study in particular that illustrates this perfectly.
Upon observing a certain chimpanzee troupe, Jane noticed that one of the chimps was bigger and
stronger than the rest. He treated them all like complete garbage however, and always put himself
first, even at the cost of the other chimps.
Then however, there was another chimpanzee. He wasn’t as strong as the previous one, but he did
numerous social favors for the other chimps – picking their hair clean of bugs, helping take care of
the young, and offering food to the others.
When it came down to it, most of the chimps sided with the nicer chimpanzee, because he had
amassed more “social status” by helping out his fellow chimps.
Now, don’t get me wrong – in the animal world, size and strength are important. But do you know
what’s more important? Social status – and today we’re going to talk about how to get it.

Being Jacked: The Power Dynamics

Every animal on the planet has one objective: to pass their genes into the next generation, and give
them the past chance of surviving (see “The Selfish Gene“).
It’s that simple.
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So, with that in mind, why does being jacked have such a huge impact on your social status? It’s
quite simple, really. Being jacked shows you’re physically superior. That’s it.
The benefits of being jacked go beyond simply attracting women, too. There’s a theory in
evolutionary biology which states that if another animal can help you gain access to other
opportunities which would benefit your survival, you will befriend that animal.
Unconsciously, when people see a jacked man, they internalize two things:
1. He Probably Has Access to Lots of Women
2. He Could Help Me Gain Status if He’s My Friend
It sounds shallow, and while human beings aren’t all manipulative and fake, each and every one of us
has a certain degree of these elements inside of us.
Being friends with the jacked guy means that women will come up and talk to him, and eventually,
talk to you, too (through proxy).
Being friends with the jacked guy means that he will have your back in a social conflict… and
everyone wants to be the jacked guy’s friend when social conflict arises.
This is why being jacked changes the power dynamics. Fundamentally, life is, at its core, the
struggle for SPACE. Land, resources, and territory are deeply ingrained in our minds.
That’s why alpha male body language typically takes up more room.
And what better of a way to do that, than to ACTUALLY have your body take up more room, by
being jacked?
When most men see a jacked fitness model, they typically have one of two responses:
Get Needy/Jealous
Want to Befriend Him
Here’s a tip, gentlemen: those guys who get needy and jealous of the fitness model?
Those are beta males, who are insecure about their status.
Those guys who want to befriend him? They’re other alpha males who recognize the power of
connecting with another alpha male.
Keep that in mind.

The Social Benefits of Being Jacked
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Imagine
How Much Attention He Gets At The Pool
You’ve heard the PUA concept of peacocking, right?
It’s an idea that stems from the peacock, an animal which prides itself on having the most colorful,
gorgeous tail of feathers (see “The Game” and “The Mystery Method“).
Now, why would an animal evolve such a tail, you might ask. It certainly draws more attention from
predators, so wouldn’t that be a bad thing?
Funny enough, it does draw more attention from predators, and that’s exactly why it’s a GOOD
THING. If a peacock has a giant, colorful tail of feathers, what does that signal to the females?
“This peacock is so good at surviving, that even with a giant, colorful tail, the predators still
can’t get him. Mating with him would give me the best genes, period.”
The same concept applies to human beings, and the same concept applies to being jacked.
So, with that in mind, here’s some of the social benefits of being jacked:
More Female Attraction (Obviously)
More Male Attention (Good and Bad)
Passive Shit Test to Men (A Chance to Catapult Your Status)
The Halo Effect
The biggest benefit, in my opinion, of being jacked, is the halo effect.
It’s a social dynamic that basically states you get all sorts of benefits for looking attractive.
Again, why is this?
It’s because being friends with an attractive person, means that by proxy, you will probably be
introduced to other attractive people.
It’s why hot girls always hang around other hot girls.
So, with that in mind, let me tell you a quick story… and then share some insider secrets on how you
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can get jacked faster, to reap the social benefits.

A Fitness Model’s Perspective

This article is a little bit difficult for me to write, because I’d much rather say that being jacked is all
that matters… but it isn’t (and that’s coming from a professional fitness model).
Being jacked does change the social dynamics, however – and if you can develop strong social skills,
AND be jacked at the same time? Being the alpha male is like shooting fish in a barrel.
The funny thing is, too, being jacked is almost like a passive shit test towards the alpha males in the
room. They sense the energy shift, and immediately test your frame to see how strong it is.
You know what a shit test is, right? It’s when you test someone’s frame and status.
Those pictures above were some recent pictures I took of myself. Not to toot my own horn, but I’m
pretty jacked – hell, I get jacked for a living. In fact, let me tell you a story.
A while ago I walked into a bar with my girlfriend, and the second we walked in, the energy
shifted in our direction. Now, from a social perspective, why was this?
I’m Jacked (And It Shows)
I Have Alpha Male Body Language
I Have A Sexy Girlfriend
We’re Both Grounded in Our Own Energy
That’s pretty much it.
We didn’t even have to say a word, and the energy immediately shifted towards us. A big part of this,
was me being jacked.
Shortly afterwards, one of the guys in the bar (who knew some game) came up and tried to steal my
girlfriend. It clearly wasn’t working, so he tried to shit test me.
Damn dude, look at that chest!
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he told me, trying to butter me up, or get me self-qualifying.
Your boyfriend’s so sexy damn, how much do you lift dude? Stop it, I can’t compete with
this!
He kept on going, in an attempt to get me self-qualifying.
Of course, it failed miserably, and only made me look better. You would not believe how insecure
most guys get when they see a guy who’s in way better shape than they are.
So, by now, I’m sure you’re thinking to yourself: “That sounds great… but how can I get jacked?
Doesn’t that take a lot of time?”
Well, fortunately not… if you follow these three tips.

The Difference I Noticed

My most
recent 3-month transformation
I’m sure a lot of you are reading this, and thinking:
“That’s great, Jon! But is it really worth it to put in the extra effort?”
The answer is an unequivocal yes. When I was skinny, I still got female attention, but it was
nothing compared to what it is now.
Before, I used to maybe get a few girls interested in me here and there… but now, it’s literally like
shooting fish in a barrel.
I was at the pool the other day, and two girls lying down, tanning, literally yelled out to me: “Hey,
babe,” while they were playing with their hair. I went over to them, chatted for 5 minutes, got their
numbers, and left.
Now, to be fair, this doesn’t usually happen – usually girls just give you strong IOI’s, but a lot of the
time, they’ll actually open YOU when you’re jacked.
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Why is this? Three big reasons:
1. You’re More Attractive (Obviously)
2. It’s Socially Acceptable
3. The Power of Pre-Selection
The first reason is obvious. Being jacked means you’re more physically attractive. No shit.
The real magic lies in the other two, however.
First off, think about it from a girl’s perspective – she runs the risk of being “slut shamed” if she
opens guys too readily.
But, when she sees all of her friends checking you out? Now it becomes a fun game between the girls
– “who can get the jacked guy to come talk to us first?” That’s pre-selection for you.
She sees that her friends are checking you out, so it’s suddenly “socially acceptable” for her to
approach you. It feels normal and acceptable, because her friends instantly approve.
It’ similar to when a group of 3-4 guys sees a REALLY hot girl, and they egg each other on to
go talk to her. Think of it like that, except it’s girls egging each other on, to talk to YOU!
That’s how incredible it is.
I remember another time I was at the pool (I go there a lot to show off the gains), and a girl literally
came up and started flirting with us.
“You’re cooking hamburgers? Oh wow, those look so good…” she said. “You can have one,” I told
her, since we had a bunch. “Oh, really? No… I don’t want it for free, can I do something for you
instead?” she said.
I literally felt like I was in a porno or something.
One of the beta males in the group immediately cock blocked the situation, because he never gets
approached, but I wasn’t even mad. How can you be, when you can just get another girl in minutes?
On top of this, getting girls on Tinder is literally like shooting fish in a barrel. I get opened on
Tinder all the time, and girls will literally throw their numbers and Snapchats at me.
I know all of this sounds hard to believe, but believe me when I tell you this… Getting jacked has
changed my life more than almost anything else, and it can change yours too, if you give it a try.

3 Tips to Get Jacked Faster
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Some
Recent Snapchat Flexing, With Rapport Breaking Texts
Obviously, being physically superior is a huge attraction trigger. Girls are naturally attracted to men
who are physically superior, which is why they go crazy over jocks in high school, and professional
athletes in the real world.
This is female hypergamy at work.
We all want to be jacked – and we all can, too. What’s important is that you stay consistent, and
follow the fundamentals, however.
Find a good workout routine and stick to it. Count your calories, and get more than enough protein.
We all know these things. It’s nothing new.
But, I’m here to share a few of the secrets I’ve picked up along the way, that you can use to literally
3x or even 4x the speed of your recovery, fat loss, and muscle growth.
Tip #1 – Intermittent Fasting
Studies have shown that intermittent fasting is highly beneficial to your hormone profile.
… And you know what that means, right? It means more testosterone, which means you build muscle
more easily, and in way less time.
Personally, I follow the 16-8 model, which means you restrict your eating to an 8-hour window.
So, if you wake up at 8am, only eat from 2pm to 10pm. This is the most common form of intermittent
fasting, and in my opinion, the most effective.
Tip #2 – Utilize High Intensity Interval Training
High intensity interval training, or HIIT for short, is a form of exercise that’s extremely intense for a
short period of time.
If you think about it, this naturally mimics our evolutionary conditions. Do you think cavemen were
going on a 3-hour jog every other day? Of course not!
They were lightly walking around for most of the time, and then immediately sprung into action
when they were hunting down an animal, or running from a predator.
To do HIIT, you simply sprint for 30 seconds, and then rest for a minute and a half. You repeat this
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4-5 times, or to start, just 2-3 times.
So, for example, your HIIT session might look something like this:
3 Minute Warm Up
30 Seconds of Sprinting (or Going All Out on the Elliptical)
90 Seconds of Light Walking (to Recover)
Repeat This Cycle 4-5x (30 seconds sprinting, 90 seconds walking, etc.)
The beauty of HIIT is you only have to do it once or twice a week to gain the benefits… and the
benefits are abundant. Similar to intermittent fasting (IF), your testosterone will skyrocket.
Tip #3 – Use The Sauna
Studies have shown that using the sauna just 15 minutes a few times a week can yield massive
benefits for your hormones, recovery time, and heart health.
Once I started using the sauna for 15 minutes post-workout, I noticed the following benefits:
Faster Recovery
Relaxed Muscles (No More Knots & Tight Muscles)
Better Sleep
Overall Health/Wellness Improvement
Just adding in a quick sauna session post-workout can do wonders for your health, and best of all, it
will help you get jacked way faster than you thought possible.

Summary: Being Jacked Gets You Instant Social Status
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In conclusion, human beings are social animals, but we still value strength and size when choosing
our alpha males. The world is a scary place sometimes, and we feel safer when we’re led by a man
who’s physically outstanding.
…and while being jacked won’t cure all of your social issues, when you get jacked in conjunction
with learning some of the power moves we talk about here, your life will 10x in every way.
Getting jacked will take some time, and in fact, it will sometimes draw negative attention in your
direction. Other men will test you, and talk shit about you… because deep down, they know that their
girl would rather fuck you instead.
Just stay the course, and don’t let it get to you. Life is a marathon, not a sprint… and I’m convinced
that if you put in the work, you will completely transform your physique in just a few short months,
and completely transform your social life in the process.
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How to Be A Leader: 13 Laws From Social-Psychology
July 21, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are many guides on how to be a leader.
But most of the ones you see online are not based on science and research.
This one is.
By the end of this post, you will know how to base your leadership on solid social-psychology
principles.
Contents
#1. Apprentice Yourself: Learn Culture & Power Structures
#2. Embody The Group’s Values & Identity
#3. Err On The Authoritarian Side When Starting Off
#4. Develop Groups Identities: Turning “Is” Into “WEs“
#5. Champion & Defend Your Group: It Shores Up Support
#6. Leverage Intrinsic Motivation (But Control Sticks & Carrots, Too)
#7. Don’t Shy Away From Occasional Anger
#8. Provide Emotional Stability: The Rock During The Storm
#9. Structure Group Hierarchies Based On Contribution
#10. Make The Group Look Up to You: Lead by Example
#11. Be Fair: Perceived Fairness Enables Group’s Cooperation
#12. Remove Anti-Social Individuals (Or They’ll Spoil The Bunch)
#13. Steer the Ship: Stay The Course, Prevent Toxic Drifts
SUMMARY

#1. Apprentice Yourself: Learn Culture & Power
Structures
You’ve seen it in the movies:
The upstart comes up from nowhere, delivers a breathtaking and charismatic speech, or somehow
shows everyone the way.
And everyone follows him.
And albeit that’s certainly possible, the reality in 99% of the cases is much different.
Let’s analyze that reality then:

1.2. Early Dominance Often Fails to Turn Into Leadership
Those who try to “take the group by storm” rarely become leaders.
Why not?
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Because the rule of thumb is this: strong leadership candidates rest on the group’s support.
And when overly dominant individuals try to exert their will, they fail to bond with the other
members and to win their acceptance (also read: don’t confuse power with dominance).
And while an already established leader can keep leading with an iron fist, it’s much more difficult
for an aspiring leader to impose his leadership by starting with an iron fist.

1.3. Learn The Ropes: The Leadership Apprenticeship
What do the future leaders do, instead?
They start out by being followers.
But not submissive, “hide in the corner” type of followers, of course.
They are active followers.
They take part in discussions, contribute, bond and connect with members and, of course, they over
responsibilities and add value to the group.
In short: future leaders start by being great group members (Greenleaf correctly calls this
“servant leadership”).
But that’s what many do.
Including many who don’t become -or don’t want to become- future leaders.
What differentiates the future leaders is that they learn and take notes.
It’s during this period that they develop the foundations of their future leadership (Greene calls it
“apprenticeship” in “Mastery“).
What do future leaders learn?
They learn as much as they can about:
Group history
Culture and identity
Informal webs of power
The most/least respected members
Members’ personalities and histories
Potential and aspiring future leaders (& threats)
Current leaders:
What do people say about them?
How do current leaders act?
How can they use that info to position themselves?
If the current leader falters and the aspiring leader has enough status and support, he might go for a
putsch.
But first of all, he seeks to be consonant and similar to the group. And he seeks to be liked by the
current leadership.
The successful future leader accepts and internalizes the group‘s norms, values, and aspirations.
He positions himself as someone who can help the group and the members move forward.
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Example:
The BBC Prison Study presents a great case study.
The study allowed for intensive observation while the group strived to form a leadership.
The man who came to represent the prisoners started off participating in group discussions, but
without taking them over.
He observed, asked, studied.
He probed about the outgroup (the guards) and their power structures. And he tested them, too.
And when it came time to decide who was going to speak for the group, it was him who lead the
group -and not the most dominant man of the group-.

Reversal of The Law: Failure of Apprenticeship
The reversals of the law are:
Trying to lead without knowing the group
Losing support for lack of group’s representativeness
Here is John Redwood, a spectacular example of the latter:
Lack of knowledge of the national anthem communicated that Redwood was not a true member of
the group.
And not being a member of the group undermines your ability to lead.
John Redwood’s career went tumbling because he sub-communicated that he wasn’t representative of
the group he was leading. He wasn’t “one of us”.

#2. Embody The Group’s Values & Identity
The most effective leaders embody the group.
And they keep some elements of group’s identity even when they decide to change and modernize.
That’s why it’s crucial that you only decide to join, remain, and later lead, groups that match your
personality.
Joining groups you don’t like is a waste of valuable time in your life.
Haslam in “The New Psychology of Leadership” describes the leader’s representativeness of the
group as “prototypicality”.
Being prototypical allows leaders to:
Receive more support
Drive change more easily
Be excused more readily for mistakes (and even when behaving unfairly, Platow, 2001)
Lead without push-back
This last point is crucial.
Power is perceived much differently whether it comes from “within the group” or from people whom
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we perceive to be outsiders (Fiske, 2011)
Power and influence from people outside of the group feel oppressive, while power and influence
from an ingroup member is more positive and can even be uplifting.
The message for leaders here is clear: trying to seem special as in “different” and “apart” from the
group is a huge mistake.
Instead, the most effective leaders represent the group as one of their best members.
When the leader partakes of the group’s culture and identity, we refer to “shared identity” (identity
shared between leaders and followers).

But Don’t Brag of Your Embodiment
But never say that you embody the group.
Show that you embody the culture, talk about the culture that joins you together, tell people how great
you as a group are and why… But don’t say that you are the perfect representative.

#3. Err On The Authoritarian Side When
Starting Off
First impressions are critical.
And they set the expectations and the baseline for future behavior.
If you start too democratic and affiliative (see Goleman, 2013), people will expect all decisions to be
democratic and up to discussion.
And don’t get me wrong: democratic leadership is great, especially with highly competent groups.
But if that’s all you can do, it can become a problem the moment you might need to shift to a more
forceful style because the group will feel like you “are becoming too overpowering”
It’s much better to do the opposite instead: start slightly more authoritarian.
Then when you will move towards a more democratic style it will feel like you have been “won over”
by the greatness of your team.
And if you will need from time to time to lay down the law again, it will feel natural.
People always respect strong leaders who choose magnanimity and democracy.
But they sometimes doubt if democratic and affiliative leaders are lacking in strength.
Note: Handling Insubordination
The autocratic, powerful style is also helpful when you are dealing with insubordination.
Anything more accomodating reeks of insecurity.
I go over one such example in Social Power.
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#4. Develop Groups Identities: Turning “Is” Into
“WEs“
We define group identity as:
The way in which a group defines and recognizes itself
This is crucial for leaders because the group’s identity not only determines norms and behaviors, but
also who it attracts and retains.
As a leader, you must be acutely aware of the group identity.
And you must shape it and control it.
Why?
Because effective leaders leverage group identities to channel the collective action towards the
desired goals and behaviors.
We can’t stress enough how important this is, both for the group’s effectiveness and for the leader
long term power and control.
It’s crucial because leading through identity and intrinsic motivators is often superior than leading
with punishments and rewards (more on it later).

Example: Bush & The Iraq Invasion
Freedom and democracy are two major values of the American group identity.
And guess what Bush stressed, highlighted, expanded and leveraged to shore up support for his war?
Freedom and democracy, of course.
The unspoken message was that “if you are a true American and part of this great ingroup, then you
also must support the good war against that tyrant”. And that also leveraged the willingness of people
to be good, while also stroking Americans’ ego as the leaders of the free world.

4.2. Whenever You Can: Choose Strong Identities
Few people understand group identities.
And that’s too bad because, on average, the stronger the identity, the stronger the commitment.
A strong identity drives cohesiveness, engagement, and performance.
Some ways to increase the group’s identity include:
Selection to enter the group
High standards
High commitment
Entrance Fees
Special rights for group members
Recurring face to face meetings
And, unluckily, external enemies and hazing have also been proven to increase the group’s social
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identity and cohesion (for hazing also see Cialdini, 1984).

4.3 Lead People to Define Themselves As Team Member: It’s What Turns
Individuals Into Team Collaborators
We need to quickly introduce social identities here.
And will define social identities as:
How the members define themselves in relation to the group
When social identities are weak, people don’t feel any belonging to a group.
On the contrary, when social identities are strong people are proud to define themselves as group
members.
You want the latter.
At the very least, you need your team members to feel like team members.
The self-categorization theory explains why.
John Turner, the developer of STC, found out that when people define themselves as group
members, they also started behaving as a group.
And behaving as a group is the precondition for collaboration and strong team performance.
People who defined themselves as group members are more altruistic, contribute more and care more
about the group.
To you as a leader, it means that you must instill as a sense of “we” for the group.

4.4. Shape & Control that Sense of “We”
But that’s not enough.
A sense of “we” could be equally supportive, neutral, or even counterproductive for what you are
trying to achieve.
If you let it develop randomly, you are letting chance govern your mission, and great leaders must
control the odds, not the other way around.
That is why, as a leader, you must shape and control that “sense of we” in a way that you can
leverage it for your goals.

Example: Excellence Mixed With Fun
When I became president of the biggest Toastmasters club in Berlin, our culture wasn’t well defined.
Who were we? Nobody knew
Why were we even meeting? Just to get better at public speaking? If so, they could have joined
any other club.
I wanted something more. I wanted a band of people who loved meeting and supporting each other.
I defined the “we” as follows:
1. A highly supportive group of people
2. who love each other’s company
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3. serious about self-development,
4. but who don’t take themselves too seriously
In that seeming contradiction, the “we” defined us as fun and freedom lovers, at the same time that
we are driven and serious to move forward in life, while helping each other with tough-love
feedback.
The clarity of our group identity, coupled with the appeal of that identity, helped propel the club to a
record number of members with a strong core of members who never missed a meeting.
Also see: how to be a great Toastmasters president.

4.5. Five Steps to Developing Your Culture
There is no one-size fit all culture.
Groups can thrive under the most disparate cultures.
But that’s not helpful to you.
So I will share here the guidelines for what Robert Greene in “The Laws of Human Nature” calls the
“reality-based group”.
In Greene’s opinion, that’s the healthiest possible group.
These are the steps to establishing one:
1. Instill a collective sense of purpose (an ideal, a goal)
1. Making money should be a consequence of that ideal
2. The group must feel like it’s creating something important
2. Assemble the right team of lieutenants
3. Structure an ego-free environment where people are not afraid of “offending” others
1. Make the people feel free to communicate ideas
2. When mistakes happen the group should be free of self-criticizing without feeling
embarrassed or fearing blame
4. Infect the group with productive emotions
1. Show the way with persistence, confidence, lack of fear and openness to new ideas
5. Be aware of group dynamics and remove toxic individuals
For more high-performing business cultures I can highly recommend:
Principles by Ray Dalio
Radical Candor by Kim Scott
For more on culture of non-profits see:
How to be a great Toastmasters president

#5. Champion & Defend Your Group: It Shores
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Up Support
We live in a PC world.
And “championing your group” can easily be branded as “racist”, “territorial” or “belligerent”.
But that’s not how people’s minds work.
Nobody will say it out loud, but everyone will secretly resent a leader who doesn’t stand up for his
group.
But wait, it gets nastier.
Plenty of studies show that leaders can lose support when they don’t bend the rules to favor their
ingroups.
And the opposite is true.
Leaders who are perceived as staunch defenders of the ingroup can count on some of the most loyal
supporters.
And they are allowed more leadership latitude because people will always see them as “the leader
who has our back and whom we can count on”.
Says Haslam:
Leaders’ capacity to exert influence—the very essence of leadership—rests on their
behavior being seen to have “done it for us.”
That being said, highly prototypical leaders who showed in deeds and actions they are in it for the
group -as opposed to themselves- can allow themselves to be fair even with the outgroup.
One more reason for leaders to be fair and prosocial!

Example: Ariel Sharon Pulling out of Gaza
Pulling out Gaza in Israel was seen as an outgroup-friendly move and as a potentially ingroupbetraying move.
But Ariel Sharon could do it without much political blowback.
Why?
Because Sharon was seen a conservative hawk, a war hero, and a staunch defender of the Israeli
ingroup.
It was because Sharon had a history of championing his ingroup that he could allow himself so much
latitude.

Machiavellian Advice: Romance Your Spirit of Sacrifice
This is something that manipulative politicians often do.
They pick a fake enemy and play tough, or they romanticize their battles and sacrifices for the group.
Manipulative bosses tell employees how hard they fought against budget cuts, or what a big tussle it
was to defend the “casual Friday policy” (it takes so little to make some people happy… ).
This is how Trump won the election: his “America first” policy was nothing but a promise of ingroup
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favoritism.
Sadly, Trump supercharges his ingroup favoritism by building up enemies. That’s a toxic leadership
style.
You can read more on leaders’ psychological manipulations here:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#6. Leverage Intrinsic Motivation (But Control
Sticks & Carrots, Too)
Poor leaders focus solely on sticks and carrots.
After all, that’s what traditional approaches to power have long focused on.
The old paradigm, simplified, is this: those with power are those who control the resources (carrots)
and/or have the power to inflict punishment (sticks).
And those who are powerless are the individuals who are dependent on the resources and/or who
can’t escape the punishment.
And don’t get me wrong: carrots and sticks are also important and they do work (in certain
environments and with certain individuals).
But they’re inefficient.

Why Carrots & Sticks Is Inefficient
In many environments and particularly with high-performing teams, carrots and sticks drain the
leader’s goodwill.
Why is it ineffective?
For a host of reasons, including:
People resist leaders who use punishments and rewards (called “reactance” in psychology)
People will not buy into a goal or vision
People will not be persuaded it’s the right thing to do
In brief, as the classical research of Lippit & White shows, incentives might lead to compliance,
but not to conversion.
Machiavelli said it a long time ago after all: mercenaries make for bad armies.
And the same is true for businesses and volunteer organizations, not just armies.
Relying on carrots and sticks is costly for leaders because: one, they need to keep monitoring their
followers to ensure compliance. And second, they need to expand resources and effort to impose their
will.
That’s why the carrots and sticks of extrinsic motivation are self-depleting while the intrinsic
motivators of social identity and personal motivation are self-replenishing.
See the diagram:
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In short: based on plenty of research, relying on punishment and rewards only is the hallmark of
leadership’s failure.
Also read:
Drive for more on intrinsic VS extrinsic
Power Over VS Power Through

6.2… But Be Sure to Control Rewards & Punishment
But let’s not be naive.
Extrinsic motivators can, in some cases, “crowd out” extrinsic ones when someone was going to do
something anyway.
But in most other situations, the two are not antithetical.
So make sure you also got the “harder” form of power both on the reward side -bonuses, promotions,
etc.- and on the punishment side -firing, removals, fines, etc-.
As a matter of fact, it’s much better to have both.
Here is a good maxim to keep it mind:
Your friendly handshake on the table is always most appreciated when there is a
revolver in the drawer.
-The Power Moves

6.3. Don’t Forget “WIIFM”, But Move Beyond It
WIIFM is similar.
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“What’s In It For Me” is crucial in many social relationships, and especially so in first encounters
among strangers.
But whenever you can avoid appealing only to “WIIFM”.
WIIFM is a model of transactional social exchange, and it’s cold and impersonal.
As a group leader, you are not leading based on one-off exchanges or impersonal transactions.
Quite the opposite.
Research shows indeed that in politics and in non-profits appeals to identity trump the social
exchange model (Tyler & Blader, 2001).
But that is also true for the very best for-profit businesses.
Organ and colleagues, for example, show that employees’ willingness to “go the extra mile” hinges
on them not asking “what’s in it for me”.
And Sinek well explains in “Start With WHY” that people dream of working at Apple because Apple
speaks to their identity and it helps them define “who they are”.

#7. Don’t Shy Away From Occasional Anger
Machiavelli once said:
It’s better to be feared than to be loved.
But here is the best part: fear and love are not wholly antithetical.
And rare outbursts of anger or dominance in an otherwise calm and caring personality can help
achieve that goal.
The opposite can be dangerous: a constantly calm and detached leader is suspicious.
Does he even have what it takes to raise his voice?
This is what the type-As, drivers and more alpha-male personalities will be wondering.
And can he be passionate like a human being or is he some kind of emotionally impaired psychopath?
This is what the more empathetic team members will be wondering.
Put those questions to rest with well-calibrated outbursts.
See Michael Corleone, mostly calm.
But also going wild every once in a while:
If raising your voice is not your style, you can achieve the same effect with:
Strong feedback
Expressing your disappointment
Telling them you expect better from them
Express your disappointment first, which will break rapport.
Then, once they fix their mistake, you are even warmer than before, as if to say “now (that you
complied) we are great friends again”.
That’s emotionally addictive in a powerful and positive way.
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Once you re-embrace them, they will know that good work and proper behavior get your emotional
reward.

#8. Provide Emotional Stability: The Rock
During The Storm
Have you heard of “Brene Brown?”
For sure you have, her concept of “vulnerability” is all over the place these days.
But now let’s drop the sentimentality of “how great it would be if anyone could be vulnerably
himself” and let’s step into the real world, where it works like this: a leader cannot be too
vulnerable.
Or at least, not a leader who wants to be a highly respected.
A highly vulnerable leader who’s an open book for everyone becomes “our (slightly) emotionally
incontinent” and (slightly) broken pal”.
Not the perfect identity for a leader, is it?
Sure, it would be nice to share all your fears and hang-ups, sometimes. And for that you have your
friends, or your therapist.
Just don’t make your followers your pals: they need you in a different role.
That “overly vulnerable” image is particularly damaging when resolute leadership is needed: during
emotional times, during crisis, and, well… When everyone is looking around for a leader.
When the hard times come, the leader who cultivated himself to be in control of his emotional self is
much better placed to steady everyone’s nerves and provide the level-headed guidance everyone
needs.
Don’t worry: you don’t need to be a cold robot.
Sometimes you can even open up and share about your life, or show a glimmer of your emotional
self. When you do it from a position of overall strength, then it will feel like you are truly trusting
your reports.
And it will feel special.
Also read:
Vulnerability is NOT power
Everyone loves a vulnerable leader. In Words.
But in deeds, they will follow and respect strength & resolve.
-The Power Moves

#9. Structure Group Hierarchies Based On
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Contribution
Hierarchies are natural within any group (Peterson, 2018).
Leaders who follow our current zeitgeist and pretend hierarchies don’t exist will only look daft, weak
and… A bit simple-minded, too.
What should you base your hierarchies on?
Hierarchies must be based on tangible benefits people bring to the group, including:
Knowledge
Effort
Connections
Resources
Results
Acknowledging and respecting unspoken merit-based hierarchies shows that the leader rewards
contribution.
And it motivates people to find ways to add value to the group.
Respecting merit-based hierarchies sends the message that meritocracy reigns
supreme.

9.2.: The Ultimate Team: Competitive Altruists
Yes, there exists such a thing as “competitive altruism”.
Barclay (Barclay, 2006) proved it empirically.
Competitive altruism refers to team players who “show off” their altruism to climb the social
hierarchy.
That’s the ultimate “culture of cooperation”: if you can set up a culture where advancement and
status are granted based on contribution, then you have just reached the “ultimate team-spirit”.

9.3. But Don’t Tell People Who’s Lower
One manager once said to my colleague:
Bad Boss: Lucio is more senior than you are
And with that, he created a rift in the team.
My colleague hated him and I didn’t feel close to him because he didn’t tell me.
But because my colleague told me about it, we felt closer together.
Closer together against our boss.
Don’t make the same mistake and never tell anyone they’re “lower” than someone else.
Most people know it anyway, and reminding them is divisive and promotes internal infighting.
What you do instead is to simply reward those who contribute more and praise them more.
Which, in turn, will serve as an encouragement for everyone to do the same great job.
And that’s the hallmark of soft power and influence: having people work for your approval and
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rewards (and for the group’s benefit).

#10. Make The Group Look Up to You: Lead by
Example
We discussed “embodying the group”.
And we called it “prototypicality”.
It’s important to note here that “prototypical” is NOT synonymous with “typical” or “average”.
Quite the opposite.
You want to represent the group, but as a leader you want to represent the group as one of its very
best members.
Ideally, you want to represent the group as the very best member.
Standing out because of your personality and/or performance will make your leadership all the more
influential.
On the other hand, being an average member will make it much harder to lead the most driven
individuals.
Especially the most hierarchical-minded ones will be thinking “who the hell is this guy to lead me”.
Some crucial areas to excel at:
Work Ethics: work hard, harder than anyone else
Work quality: deliver great work
Preparation: always be well prepared, sloppy leaders lead sloppy teams
Knowledge: study and research your field
Learnability: own up to your mistakes, show you appreciate “learning” more than “being
right” (see: how to develop a growth mindset)
And avoid:
Any social climbing behavior (see example here)
Abuses of power, including:
Personal vendettas
Sleeping with reports
Demanding and expecting exceptions
And, finally: keep your ego in check.
Both real-world analysis and research show that leadership grounded in shared identity beats egodriven leadership.
It’s good talking about how great you are, but always make it about “we, the group”.
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#11. Be Fair: Perceived Fairness Enables Group’s
Cooperation

So obvious, yet so underappreciated.
Unfair leaders break their teams into individuals.
Keep that in mind:
Unfair leaders break their teams into individuals.
When people perceive leaders to be unfair or corrupt, they revert from pro-social to selfish and
cynical.
And what could have been a win-win team for every single individual devolves into a big tragedy of
commons.
On the other hand, principled leaders set the examples to turn selfish individuals into a
collaborative team.
That’s one of the reasons why trustworthy, honest politicians run well-functioning, wealthy countries.
Social research has proven this law of leadership over and over.
For example, Tyler and Degoey found out that people weren’t willing to restrain their consumption of
water depending on how severe the shortage was, but based on how much they trusted the politicians.
Think about it again: people’s pro-social behavior didn’t depend on the severity of the threat, but
on the (perceived) fairness of the leader.
That’s why it’s so crucial that leaders be fair and pro-social. Axelrod (Axelrod, 1984) says that one
the ways to foster cooperation is to cultivate a personal reputation of a recriprocate.
That means that if you want team-players show you’re a team-player.
In social psychology this is called the “group engagement model” (Tyler & Blader, 2003) and it’s
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been confirmed by experiments of game theory as well (also see “Ridley, 1996“).

After
Tyler & Blader, Adapted from Haslam
In simple words: be fair, be the first to sacrifice for the group, and be the example of the behavior you
want to see.
Exemplary leaders show individuals that “we” is stronger than a collection of “Is”

#12. Remove Anti-Social Individuals (Or They’ll
Spoil The Bunch)
Rotten apples spoil the bunch.
That’s not a maxim, that’s science.
Let’s quickly review it.
Experiments in public good environments show that most people are “conditional cooperators”.
That means, they cooperate as long as the majority cooperates.
But when they see selfish individuals (free-riders) who take from the group more than they give, then
they stop giving, too.
When that happens, the majority of the group stops adding value and you devolve back from a team
to a collection of (selfish) individuals.
This is crucial, so let’s make this simple: selfish individuals spread selfishness like a virus within
the group.
The good news of getting rid of selfish players enhances the team.
Remember when we talked about “competitive altruists”? Well, one of the tools of altruistic
competition is the punishment of free-riders.
People who punish free-riders are seen as more trustworthy (picture below) while they also help the
team coalesce around pro-social values.
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Again, win-win.
Source: Evolutionary Psychology, David Buss, 2018

12.2. Nip It In The Bud: Dispatch Snakes Before They Grow Teeth
Same goes for your enemies.
Keeping enemies within the group is dangerous not only for yourself, but for the team atmosphere as
well.
Enemies who know what they’re doing will be scheming against you and forming coalition of haters.
As legendary Chicago Bulls coach Phil Jackson said:
The secret of managing is to keep the guys who hate you away from the guys who are
undecided
When these internal enemies are left free to operate, the team will split into two sub-teams: the
loyalists, and the rebellious faction.
The first victim, of course, is team’s morale, atmosphere, and effectiveness.
Solution?
Whenever you suspect an enemy, cut him loose.
It’s good for you, but it’s also good for the team. Win-win.
Also see:
Profiling toxic employees

12.3. Lead The Way With Empathy! Leaders With Empathic Connection Are Good
Leaders
This might be the right time to talk about John Mayer’s research.
Mayers focuses on emotional intelligence and empathy.
And, in short:
Good leaders are empathic leaders.
They care about their people.
Leaders who lack an emotional bond with their followers are dangerous leaders.
Cold and cynical leaders are more likely to use their power position to further their own ends rather
than the group’s ends.
Great leaders care.

#13. Steer the Ship: Stay The Course, Prevent
Toxic Drifts
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Group leadership is like being an orchestra conductor:
It’s always in motion, and you must make sure the environment remains positively productive.
As we have seen, there is no one culture fits all.
However, toxic group dynamics are similar in every group, engulfing the most disparate teams in
very similar ways.
Typical toxic dynamics include:
Back-stabbing
Exaggerated social climbing (one-upping, throwing under bus etc. etc.)
Internal factions (tribalism)
Politics above results
Big egos and/or fragile egos (the two overlap anyway)
Status as final goal (instead of results and/or companionship as final goals)
If you find yourself trying to fix toxic group dynamics avoid the natural temptation of making it
about the people.
Individuals are swept away under toxic group dynamics, and even good people turn toxic.
Instead, it’s about the overarching dynamic.
You are not fighting against anyone, you are fighting for the group.

13.2. Prepare Your Succession Plan
John Maxwell said:
Time is the ultimate test of leadership
And by “time” he means “what happens after you are gone”.
Indeed, some of the worst infighting happens right after a great leader abdicates and some of the best
empires faltered because of poor succession.
Don’t do the same mistake: ensuring that your work remains after you are gone must be your final
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crowning.

Leader’s Succession: From Within or From Outside?
From a social-psychological point of view, there is a huge difference between big corporations and
smaller groups (less than 150 members).
With big corporations, there is no definitive answer on whether an external or internal CEO will
perform better.
But as a rule of thumb, looking for an external leader can be a good choice if the business is
struggling and/or needs big changes.
But if things are good and if you have done your job well, hiring from within will help strengthen
your group.
From a social-psychological point of view, internal succession shows that members are valued and it
tells the team that “one of us” is leading us.
When it comes to shared identity, a successor who is too different from the leader can lead to cultural
drifts and potential disagreement about the organization’s identity (Balser, 2009).
If your group is doing well avoid that risk and choose leaders who are similar to yourself and to the
culture.
How about appointing successors?
Should you know who is going to replace you beforehand?
One study into family-owned businesses shows that a formal succession plan did not correlate with
work relationships.
However, having no idea about potential successors might lead to internal struggles.
Whole empires have faltered when an enlightened leader suddenly died with no obvious heir. Avoid
that mistake: it’s usually best to have at least a few candidates at the ready.
In brief: if all is well, choose your successor from within, based on merit and based on the value he
has added to the group.
To ensure continuity, pick a prototypical leader who represents the culture well.

SUMMARY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Study the group: become fully acculturated as an active follower (apprenticeship)
Align yourself with the culture and remain aligned as a leader (shared identity)
Develop group identities: most groups have weak identities, strengthen yours
Start off your leadership with a more forceful style and mellow down later: starting too
democratic can pose future challenges
Champion and defend your group: it will strengthen your leadership
Control rewards & punishment, but lead through group identity and intrinsic motivators
Do get angry or harsh when it’s needed, but do it from a position of caring: results require
tough love
Keep your fears and vulnerabilities for yourself: People follow and respect strong leaders more
than vulnerable ones (that’s the “burden of leadership”)
Acknowledge and respect hierarchies: everyone is a beloved member, but who gives more also
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10.
11.
12.
13.

gets some more
Lead by example: always the best way to instruct and shape culture
Be fair: but watch out when being fair with an outgroup
Be quick in removing enemies and anti-social individuals: rotten apples spoil the bunch
Steer the ship: once you established your leadership within a strong culture, your job is to keep
it that way

Further Resources:
Peters & Haslam, 2009 and BBC study for early dominance and leadership (and Haslam, Jetten,
& Smith, 2009)
Platow, 1997 for leaders fairness to outgroup
Turner, 1992 for social identities
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The Realpolitik Guide to Being a Great Manager
July 24, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Here you are, searching for how to be a great manager.
Maybe you just got promoted?
Or maybe you want to get even better.
In either case, congratulations to you.
This article will help you become a better manager with real-life advice based on both experience and
science.
Contents
#1. Embody The Company’s Culture
#2. Develop A Group Identity: Turn Individuals Into Team Players
#3. Learn How to Wield Power
#4. Develop Your Personal Power
#5. Acknowledge & Foster Value-Based Hierarchies
#6. Champion Your Group: They Will Love You For it
#7. Set The Example: Be The Manager Everyone Wishes to Be
#8. Keep A Healthy Emotional Distance
#9. Dispense Emotional Rewards
#10. Don’t Shy Away From Occasional Anger
#11. Be Honest: That’s How You Foster Team-Spirit
#12. Be Quick to Fire Anti-Social Individuals…
#13. … & Be Quick to Fire Your Enemies
Beware of The Employees’ Masks
Career Strategies
SUMMARY

#1. Embody The Company’s Culture
This is for your own career:
To be a great manager within a certain organization, it’s important you fit that organization’s culture.
Managers who fit the culture and buy into the vision are congruent with their words, actions, and
body language.
And congruence of values, words and body language is exactly what allows you to come across as
charismatic, persuasive and powerful (Morgan, 2014)

What happens when you don’t fit the culture
Think about it:
Who stays in a place they don’t like, doing things they don’t believe in?
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Is it powerful managers, managers with options, and who take charge of their lives?
Or is it managers with few options, who don’t respect their time and easily sell out their values?
Of course, it’s the latter.
The result: managing people in a culture where you can’t be yourself makes you look slimy,
powerless and uncharismatic.
And if you decide to be sincere in a culture that you disagree with, one of two things will happen:
1. The employees side with the company and against you
2. The employees side with you and against the company
The latter is better for you, but unless you have the power to change the culture and overthrow the
current leadership, then it’s best you go your own way.

#2. Develop A Group Identity: Turn Individuals
Into Team Players
You heard the saying “there are no “Is” in “team”, right?
But how do you do that?
Well, here is the most important aspect of building teams: you must lead your reports to identify
with the team (or company).
It’s that sense of belonging, often encapsulated in people defining themselves as team members,
which turns individuals into teams.
John Turner, the developer of the self-categorization theory explains that when people define
themselves as group members, they also start behaving as group members.
And it’s that self-definition which leads to team spirit and pro-social behavior such as mutual support
and personal initiative to go the extra mile.
As a rule of thumb: the more your employees define themselves as part of your team, the prouder
they will be for being part of that team.
And the prouder they will be, the harder they will work for you and for your team.

#3. Learn How to Wield Power
Great managers know how to wield power and influence.
This section will quickly review how you can effectively wield power and influence.

#3.2. The 6 Forms of Power
Let’s start with the classics, shall we.
The most influential work when it comes to academic research on power has been that of French and
Raven, who identifies six different forms of power.
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Let’s introduce them through an example: a manager who wants his reports to attend a weekend
seminar.
That manager can achieve his goal through one of his 6 powers (or a combination of them):
1. Rewards: pay the overtime, assign future high-visibility tasks, etc.
2. Coercion: pass the employee for promotions, “mobbing”, assigning unpleasant tasks, etc.
3. Expertise: reports attend because the manager recommends it, and they trust him because he’s
an expert (ie.: he says it, so it must be good)
4. Information: the manager sells the idea well and makes the reports want to attend (this is
persuasion)
5. Legitimacy: reports attend because they recognize the manager’s authority over them (this is
ranks and titles)
6. Respect: reports attend because they respect their manager and look up to him (this is a subset
of soft power)
What type of power managers use depends on context (Bacharach, 1980), personality, company’s
culture (Ashforth, 1994) and, of course, who they are dealing with.
This is how managers feel they can use one of the six types of power, depending on who they are
dealing with (superiors, peers or reports):
Taxonomies of power and the observed capacity to use them on others (based on Kahn’s survey)
The managers were correct when it comes to the capacity to use power, and you might want to take
note that expertise and persuasion are the true “win-all” when it comes to power.
That means expanding your expertise and improving your persuasive communication.
Also read:
Best persuasion books
Best communication books
But if you want to be a truly outstanding manager, then we can’t stop here.
We need now to discuss the ability to motivate and inspire your reports.

#3.3. Increase Your Influence by Appealing to Intrinsic Motivation
Reward, coercive, and legitimate power are the easiest to use.
Why?
Because they come prepackaged with the territory.
The moment you got promoted to a managerial position you got the title (legitimate power) and you
got the power tools of the trade (rewards and punishments).
But managers who stop there don’t get people.
And they are poor managers.
See an example from Don Draper:
If Don Draper had been able to lead through intrinsic motivation, he would have been a more
effective manager.
Classical research of Lippit & White, reproduced many times over in social science, shows that
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incentives might lead to compliance, but not to conversion.
Meaning: your reports might do it, but they will not believe in it and they will not take ownership of
your goal.
Furthermore, only relying on rewards and punishment (or “carrots and sticks”) is costly for leaders.
Rewards and punishments deplete your resources, and disenfranchised employees require more
supervision, which, again, costs time and money.
See the first half of the diagram:
What’s the alternative?
The alternative is intrinsic motivation.
Intrinsic motivation includes:
Shared group identity with the team (ie.: reports proudly self-categorize as group members)
Shared identity with the manager (ie.: “us and the manager both belong to this great group”)
Alignment of individuals’ aspirations with team’s goals
Uplifting, supportive environment members want to be part of
Which one is superior, intrinsic, or extrinsic?
So far the accepted consensus in the social sciences is this:
As long as you reach a minimum threshold of salary, then intrinsic motivation is more
effective than extrinsic motivation
That is of course even more obvious in politics and in non-profits, where money plays a smaller role
(Tyler & Blader, 2001).
But it’s a huge managerial mistake to think that in for-profit businesses, people are more motivated
by money and “what’s in it for me” types of exchanges.
Organ and colleagues, for example, show that employees’ willingness to “go the extra mile” hinges
on them not asking “what’s in it for me”.
And the very best for-profit companies are built around intrinsic motivation.
Simon Sinek, for example, makes a compelling case that people dream of working at Apple because
Apple speaks to their identity and it helps them define “who they are”.
That’s the pinnacle of intrinsic motivation.
To you as a manager, it means yes, you must provide a fair salary, but also that you must appeal to
higher motivations and ideals.
And don’t think that because you work in a dull industry it can’t be done: any team can foster a
prideful sense of belonging.
Also read:
Drive for more on intrinsic VS extrinsic
Power Over VS Power Through
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#4. Develop Your Personal Power
There is one form of power that we haven’t listed yet:
Social power.
If you want to be more than a good manager and join the exec cadre, then you need to develop social
power.
This website is here to support you.
But a few tips here:
Don’t talk too much
Managers who talk too much are perceived as being too friendly and chummy.
Friendly and relatable, yes.
But too friendly and chummy, no. You can’t be top management material if you’re too close to the
bottom layer.
Direct meetings, don’t participate
During team meetings, focus less on speaking and more on directing the discussion of others, making
sure you stay on topic and keep it productive.
Help reach decisions, assign tasks and then summarize: that’s how strong managers behave.
Don’t over-apologize
Some people mistake “owning up to one’s mistake” with “over-apologizing”.
Powerful individuals have antifragile egos and are focused on getting things done, not on exculpating
themselves.
Furthermore, too profuse an apology feels like begging for forgiveness, which is emotionally needy
and puts you in a subservient position.
Solution?
Learn to say “I’m sorry” in a more neutral tone:
Skip the pose which might be a bit too cocky and hear the tonality of “I’m sorry”.
It’s very neutral, as if to say “I’ve made a mistake there, so what, let’s move on”.
Also read:
How to look the part of a powerful executive
How powerful men speak
How powerful men move
The archetypes of dominance
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#5. Acknowledge & Foster Value-Based
Hierarchies
All groups have a hierarchy (Peterson, 2018).
Leaders who follow our current zeitgeist and pretend hierarchies don’t exist will only look weak
and… A bit daft, too.
What should you base your hierarchies on?
Hierarchies must be based on tangible benefits people bring to the team, including:
Results
Effort (ie.: show example of dedication and hard work)
Spirit (ie.: upbeat, positive, full team loyalty etc.)
Hierarchies function in parallel to actual job titles, since not everyone with the same title (or
comparable title) contributes in the same way.
Acknowledging and respecting merit-based hierarchies shows that the manager rewards contribution.
And it sends a simple message: if you want to advance in this team, all you gotta do is to help the
team.

5.2. But Never Don’t Tell People Who’s Lower
One poor manager once said to my colleague:
Bad Boss: Lucio is more senior than you are
And with that, he created a rift in the team.
I didn’t feel close to him because he didn’t tell me, my colleague hated him and the two of us got
closer together against our boss because we formed a bond against his “divide and conquer” strategy.
Don’t make the same mistake and never tell anyone they’re “lower” than someone else: it’s divisive
and promotes internal infighting.
What you do instead is to simply reward those who contribute more and praise them more.
Which, in turn, will serve as an encouragement for everyone to do the same great job.
And that’s the hallmark of soft power and influence: having people work for your approval and
rewards.

#6. Champion Your Group: They Will Love You
For it
Theoretically, everyone should support the company as a whole.
But that’s not how people’s minds work.
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Probably because of our evolution, people tend to break-up bigger groups and to form smaller units
of allegiance.
None of your reports will say it out loud, but they will secretly resent a manager who doesn’t seem to
stand up for his team.
And everyone will love a manager who champions and defends his team.

#6.2. An Example of Defending Your Team
I still remember my very first manager.
There was Anton, the program manager from another unit who’d always grab me last minute for
whatever he needed.
As a freshman, I wasn’t sure whether it was fair for me to say “no” or not, so I asked my manager.
He listened to me and then said: “whenever you feel it’s too much, simply tell me and I will take care
of telling Anton to f*ck off”.
Well, he didn’t actually curse, but that was his message.
And that was the day my respect and admiration for him grew 10-fold.
This isn’t just me, of course.
Social research shows that the more your reports see you as defending and championing them,
the more they will love you and support you.
Says leadership researcher Haslam:
Leaders’ capacity to exert influence—the very essence of leadership—rests on their
behavior being seen to have “done it for us.”
Of course, “championing” your team within a bigger company requires some tact and can’t be too
brutal and obvious.
But there are plenty of ways to do it.

#6.3. Machiavellian Tip: Romanticize Your Support
There are many ways to “romanticize” your support.
For example:
In salary negotiations, be (slightly) on your report’s side
There is always a tug of war between reports and HR.
Usually, HR has a range for each position, and it’s often in your best interest to help your reports be
in the upper range.
If you are the founder negotiate with a “higher authority” for salary approval and play the good cop /
bad cop through the higher authority (see: manipulative negotiation techniques).
20 Manipulative Negotiation Tactics
Leverage enemies (tactfully!) to show you’re on their side
It’s a well-known phenomenon that enemies help a group to bond.
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Of course, you gotta be careful here.
Exaggerating will make you come across as a bad fit for the organization.
But imagine your report complains to you about “that other department” which, as usual, is slowing
down his work.
The typical manager response that you’re all part of the same company will frustrate your employee.
Instead, you will still give the “we’re all one company” spiel, but you will add a slight sigh, a head
shake… All this communicates to your report “I’m with you, I get you”, but without sticking your
neck out.
Also read:
Corporate manipulations
Manipulation: a field guide
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#7. Set The Example: Be The Manager Everyone
Wishes to Be
This is simple:
You want to be representative of the group but, as a manager, you want to represent the group as
one of its very best members.
Standing out because of your personality and/or performance will make your leadership all the more
influential.
On the other hand, being an average performer will make it harder to manage the most driven
individuals, who will be thinking “who the hell is this guy to manage me”.
Some crucial areas to excel at:
Work Ethics: work harder than anyone else
Work quality: deliver great work
Preparation: prepare, because sloppy managers lead sloppy teams
Knowledge: know more than anyone else
Learnability: show your inner strength by appreciating “learning” more than “being right”
(see: how to develop a growth mindset)
And avoid:
Social climbing
Competing with the reports (remember: you are the manager, see yourself as a hunter and
groomer of talent)
Getting too wasted at companies’ parties (nothing screams “sloppy” as an overly drunk
manager, only beat by a wasted manager who gets too emotional or too sexually forward)
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Abuses of power, including:
Personal vendettas
Sleeping with reports
Demanding exceptions
And, finally: keep your ego in check.
Leadership grounded in shared identity beats ego-driven leadership.
It’s good talking about how great you are, but never make it about you and always make it about “we,
the team”.

#8. Keep A Healthy Emotional Distance
Vulnerability is all over the place these days.
But a manager cannot be too vulnerable.
Over-sharing your feelings, personal stories, fears and hang-ups will make you seem weak and too
close to your reports to actually lead them.
Much better to keep most of your private life private, especially at work and in the beginning.
Then, when you will open up a bit outside of the office, it will feel like you are truly trusting your
reports.
And it will feel special.
Also read:
Vulnerability is NOT power
Everyone asks for a vulnerable manager.
Except that when they get one, they don’t really respect him.
-The Power Moves

#9. Dispense Emotional Rewards
You know the sales mantra?
Always be closing.
The good manager mantra could be:
Every time you seem something good, say it
As Blanchard and Johnson say in “The One Minute Manager“, most managers give feedback only
when something is wrong.
And just like that, they make the employee feel like whatever they do is wrong and that they unfairly
criticized and underappreciated.
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#9.2. Example: The Emotionally-Challenged Manager
Some years ago I quit work and went traveling.
And when I came back, I started negotiating with my previous employer.
During those days the parent-holding threw a big party that both me and my boss attended.
And, together with an “I got you SOB expression”, this is the very first thing he told me when I saw
him:
Bad Manager: You know that your last customer isn’t using the money? But you got the
bonus, eh?
What an interesting way to say “hello” at a party… And considering that at that point all the
customers they had were from my sales.
Don’t fall for that: always highlight great performance.
And always show it and publicize it with external people.
Prop Tip:
When you receive external compliments, confirm and then share the compliment with your team.
See an example here:
Compliments: the easiest & cheapest way to foster a supportive team environment!

#10. Don’t Shy Away From Occasional Anger
Machiavelli said:
It’s better to be feared than to be loved.
And here is the best part: fear and love are not antithetical.
A strong manager who loves and cares about his team… But who seldom also gets angry will often
achieve both at the same time.
A constantly calm manager, often described as the ideal in most “how to be a great manager” guides,
is suspicious.
Your reports will be asking if you’re some kind of emotionally impaired psychopath and if they can
really relate to you.
Or, even worse, they might ask themselves if you even have what it takes to raise your voice or if
you’re not too weak.
Put those questions to rest with well-calibrated outbursts.
See the mostly calm and cool Michael Corleone, but getting emotionally wild when it’s needed:
Raising your voice is not your style?
No problem!
You can achieve the same effect with harsh feedback or honest expression for disappointment.
For example:
Strong manager: that would have been OK for someone else. But not from you. You have
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much better potential than this. I expect better from you
Notice that this is uplifting and inclusive at the same time that it’s an harsh feedback.
At first, this will break rapport.
But then, once they fix their performance, you are even warmer to them. As if to say “now, with this
kind of contribution you are really a great team member”.
That’s emotionally addictive, but in a positive way.

#11. Be Honest: That’s How You Foster TeamSpirit
So obvious, yet so underappreciated.
Keep that in mind:
Selfish managers break their teams into their selfish individual components
When it comes to culture and behavior, as a manager, you are the most important individual in the
team.
If your team perceives you as being unfair, corrupt, or selfish, they will generalize those traits to the
whole team.
They will stop considering the team “a team” and they will revert from pro-social behavior to the
more cynical and selfish approach of “what’s in it for me”.
This can lead to a vicious circle where everyone focuses on taking and nobody gives anymore (in
public good games this is also referred to as the tragedy of commons).
Social research proves this law of management over and over.
For example, Tyler and Degoey found out that during water shortages people weren’t willing to save
water based on how severe the shortage was, but based on how honest they thought the politicians
were.
Think about it again: people didn’t contribute depending on the severity of the threat, but depending
on the fairness of the leader.
Luckily, the opposite is also true.
And principled leaders set the examples to turn selfish individuals into a collaborative team.
This is why, if you are wondering how to manage great teams, the simplest answer is: be a great team
player.
In social-psychology Tyler & Blader call this phenomenon “Group Engagement Model”, and it’s
been confirmed by experiments of game theory as well (also see “Ridley, 1996“).
See a diagram here:
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#12. Be Quick to Fire Anti-Social Individuals…
The same law applies to team members.
This is the rule of thumb when it comes to team spirit and cooperation:
Rotten apples spoil the bunch.
That’s not a maxim, it’s (social) science.
Let’s quickly review it.
Experiments show that the biggest group of people in any team are “conditional cooperators” (around
50% to be precise).
What does that mean?
That means that most people cooperate only as long as the majority cooperates.
And when they see selfish individuals (free-riders) who take more than they give, they start reassessing their pro-social strategy.
And if the number of free-riders passes a certain threshold, conditional cooperators stop giving
completely.
When that happens, you don’t have a team anymore.
You have a bunch of selfish operators.
And that is why a good team manager must recognize selfish operators and get rid of them as
soon as possible (or inoculate them, if they are irreplaceable).
Luckily, even here the opposite is also true: when a spirit of cooperation and support permeates the
team, the majority of people also start giving more.
The increased contribution is often related to how much more others contribute, which is why it’s
possible to start a virtuous cycle of cooperation.
As the manager, you must set the example of that virtuous circle of cooperation.
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Pro Tip:
Don’t rely on the company’s sponsored lunches to foster cooperation. It must come from you.
And it doesn’t have to be based on resources of course: wisdom, support, finding time for 1 on 1,
working hard, caring and championing… These all count as team’s contribution.

#13. … & Be Quick to Fire Your Enemies
This might sound Machiavellian, but it’s not.
As a manager, you are the lighthouse of the team.
And if you are doing a great job, your enemies are the team’s enemies (and vice versa).
Keeping enemies within the group indeed is dangerous not only for yourself, but for the team as well.
Enemies who know what they’re doing will be scheming against you and forming a coalition of
haters.
As legendary Chicago Bulls coach Phil Jackson said:
The secret of managing is to keep the guys who hate you away from the guys who are
undecided
This is similar to the collaborators and freeloaders split we have just seen in the previous step.
Most teams will have leaders’ loyalists, some members who are more neutral and, as well, it might
present some hostile players.
When internal enemies are left free to operate, a split will take place between the loyalists and the
rebellious faction.
The first victim, of course, is the team’s morale, atmosphere, and effectiveness.
Solution?
Whenever you suspect an enemy, cut him loose.
Also see:
List of toxic employees

Beware of The Employees’ Masks
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Your reports lie to you.
Not because they’re liars, but because they’re human beings.
Managers tend to see the best side of their employees. The smiles, the kindness, the shirt with the
company’s logo… But that’s only the front.
Many employees put a front because depend on you, and you cannot expect full honesty from
people who depend on others (that’s why this website embrace emotional and financial
independence alike).
And that’s why, as a manager, you need to learn to peer behind the mask.

But Ultimately, You Must Accept The Manager’s Burden
The manager’s burden is to serve without expecting eternal loyalty.
Great managers know the ambivalent nature of people towards power. They know that on one side
people crave a leader while at the same time resenting the leader’s power over them.
And they might as well find pleasure in seeing the leader fall.
But… What are great managers going to do, anyway?
The best leaders lead because they’re the best ones at doing it. What else are they going to do, not
serving?
That’s the leader’s burden: you simply must do it. Shoulder the responsibility… And shoulder the
blame if things go wrong.
Only when you can accept the leader’s burden you can become a great manager.
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Career Strategies
Start with this article here:
The psychology of toxic employees
And then move onto getting smarter about your own career moves:
Mastering office politics
Developing a fruitful relationship with your boss

SUMMARY
Being a great manager is more difficult than being a great leader, because you have more constraints.
But it’s possible.
And you have the chance to positively impact many people’s lives, which is both a great opportunity
and a great responsibility.
This is a preview of Power University. The lesson in the course has more examples, more steps,
and more practical advice
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The Updated 48 Laws of Power for The 21st Century
Machiavelli
August 8, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We all loved The 48 Laws of Power.
So why do we need a revised 48 Laws of Power?
Well, think about the (valid) criticism of Greene’s Work:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No empirical evidence
Micro approach, no overarching theory of power
Laws are highly circumstantial
All examples are from the ancient world

I’m not going to address N.1.
That was Greene’s job and if I fix it for him, he will copy it and take the credit :).
I do will address the rest, though.
The 48 Laws of Power, based on centuries-old micro-examples, does not always adapt to modernity.
Sure, people have stayed largely the same.
But the environment has changed so much that it makes sense to adjust the laws, too.
This article -and its follow ups- revises and adjusts The 48 Laws of Power for the modern man.
Contents
Law #1: Learn All You Can From Your Master – Then Move Past Him
Law #2: Make Many Friends, So You’re Not Dependent On Anyone
Law #3: Profess Noble Intentions, & The Hordes of Gullibles Will Follow
Law #4: Hire Others to Say Good Things For You
Law #5: Get A great Online Reputation, Then Be A Jerk In Real Life
Law #6: Attention Is Costly – Cure Your Narcissism
Law #7: Appeal to Prosocial Ideals – Then Reap All The Benefits
Law #8: Make Others Come To You. Pull Always Beats Push
Law #9: Act Unethically, Cover Up With Words
Law #10: Help Strategically: The Lower They Are, The Bigger Your Credit
Law #11: Make People Want to Submit to You
Law #12: Be Unethical By Deed, But Honest by Law
Law #13: Appeal to Higher Ideals With Prosocial Hype – Then Capture The Profits
Law #14: Make Friends, But Learn to Peek Behind Their Mask
Law #15: Make Your Wars Swift
Law #16: Create Scarcity & Exclusivity
Summary
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Law #1: Learn All You Can
From Your Master – Then Move
Past Him
? Law 1: Never outshine the master.
? Law 1: Make your master feel good until you have learned everything from him, then focus
on acquiring more power, and move past him

Law of Power N.1 Explanation
This law worked better in the ancient world.
In Greene’s beloved courts, the king was the ultimate power, until his death.
In a world that lacked mobility, “never outshining the master” was a better rule of thumb.
But today there is more mobility, few offices confer power until death and you can always replace
anyone.
CEOs included.
And if you aim high, you should probably aim to do that.
Focusing on “never outshining the master” might easily turn you into the “good boy employee”, the
perfect housebroken dog.
That’s particularly dangerous if you have an average boss -and most bosses do cluster around the
average-.
Rising stars have a different mindset.
They don’t look at their immediate boss and worry about “not outshining him”.
As a matter of fact, the rule of thumb for rising stars is this:
The more meteoric the rise to the top, the more likely it is that some average boss got
outshone
Scarface is a dramatic -and dramatized- example of a man constantly outshining his boss:
Imagine if scarface had “never outshined the master”.

Law of Power #1 Proper Application
Don’t get me wrong:
This is not to say you should go out of your way to outshine your boss.
Before you even think about outshining your boss:
1. Learn all there is to learn from your boss (thinking of power before learning the trade is the
definition of crash and burn)
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2. Make sure you have enough power when you attempt overtakes (the bigger the power
differential, the riskier a collision course becomes)
And even then, potential overtakes must be executed shrewdly.

How to Outshine The Master
There are three ways to outshine the master:
1. Professionally neutral: Position all your outshining moments as “for the good of company”.
Here you keep a professional relationship with your boss counting on the fact that he can’t sack
you becuase you bring great results that other leaders are noticing
2. Slow burn murder with a smile: Outshine your master while while being extra friendly and
obsequious. That will make it impossible for the master to strike back without looking vengeful
and spiteful
3. Swift takeover: For when there is only place for one man at the top and he doesn’t want to
move. Stay friendly and unthreatening… Until he’s weak and you’re ready to pounce. Then
pounce.

#1. Law of Power #1. Example: Marquez Kills The Masters With A Smile
How do you kill your masters with a smile?
Like Marquez did.
In 2003 Marc Marquez was an upcoming young gun who had just joined MotoGP, the premier class
of motorbike racing.
The first year in MotoGP is largely considered “apprenticeship” because nobody had ever won in
their first year.
That meant that expectations were low for Marquez and high for the older guns.
Among the older guns was Marquez teammate, Daiel Pedrosa.
Pedrosa was a proven race winner, an experienced driver and a title contender.
Pedrosa was #1. in the team and Marquez was expected to learn a lot from him.
But Marquez didn’t just learn.
Marquez came in and started going fast.
So fast that he was beating all the established players, including his teammate Pedrosa.
Tensions were simmering in the paddock.
And how did Marquez handle it?
Marquez went out of his way with his public declarations of love.
How fast the older guys were, how much he was learning from them and, just when he was topping
the chart, he went as far to say that his teammate and main rival Pedrosa was “N.1 in the team”.
This article sums it up well:
Marquez “greasing up” approach made it impossible for the old guard to attack him without looking
like a vengeful pack moving out of spite.
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#1. Law of Power #1. Example 2: The Swift Takeover
The swift takeover is quick and blodless.
And it’s perfect for when there is only spot at the top.
The game is simple: you stay friendly and play the subordinate… Until you have enough power to
overtake the master.
This is what Matteo Renzi did within the Democratic Party in Italy.
Enrico Letta was prime minister for the Democratic Party, but Renzi was the up and coming young
gun.
A positive and energetic politician with the gift of gab, Renzi positioned himself as the man of
change (similar to Obama, who would indeed later gift Renzi with his last state dinner in full honors).
As Renzi political clout increased, there was just one final master above him: the prime minister.
The media smelled blood and hunted for signs of war.
But Renzi always played down any possible battle with Letta.
This was Letta’s government and he had no personal ambition, he said.
And he kept saying it.
Culminating with a famous olive branch he gave Letta on live TV, which has since become famous in
Italy:
Renzi: Enrico, you can stay serene
A few weeks later, when Letta faltered and looked weak, Renzi made his move.
Renzi played the friend while he waited for the propitious moment to pounce.
Enrico Letta was so stunned by the blow that he left Italy altogether.
They stopped being friends.
But Renzi couldn’t care less: Letta was history, Renzi was in power.

Further reading
If your boss is a POS read here:
How to crush a bad boss
Bosses should learn who they can trust and who they can’t.
Read:
Toxic employees
You can only move to the top when you eventually outshine your master.
-The Power Moves
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Law #2: Make Many Friends, So
You’re Not Dependent On
Anyone
? Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends, learn to use enemies.
? Law 2: Power is shaky when you depend too much on any individual, but do make friends

Law of Power #2. Explanation
This law is a very good analysis of power dynamics.
And it still applies to modernity.
It’s when you take it to an extreme that it becomes silly.
Because sure, you can’t 100% count on anyone and friends can turn.
But on average, you’re still better off with a friendly cast around you.
Even our primate cousins prefer friends.
Most alpha male chimps are not the strongest.
But they have the most elaborate political skills and have the largest web of friends and alliances
(Ridley, 1996)
And that’s all the truer for people.
As Lincoln said:

Law #3: Profess Noble
Intentions, & The Hordes of
Gullibles Will Follow
? Law 3: Conceal your intentions.
? Law 3: Make your intentions sound noble, dupe yourself into believing them, then advertise
your world-saving goals, and the hordes of the gullible will follow you

Law of Power #3. Explained
Concealing your intentions is very basic manipulation.
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And unless you’re a great actor, people will sniff the fakeness out of you.
The higher level of concealment is to truly mix pro-social efforts with self-interest and only promote
the pro-social side.
And the highest level, manipulation is not to conceal anything, but to really believe in your plan.
Then you will sound all the more credible and charismatic.
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Law of Power #3. Example: Oprah Winfrey
Self-duping is what the most successful self-help guru are doing.
They crave power, success and an audience to support their narcissistic needs.
But they hide their real motives beyond the guise of “helping people”.
Most of them buy -or seek to buy as much as possible- into their own PR, so it sounds more natural.
You can see the difference: Tai Lopez seems a slimy snake oil salesman because he’s concealing his
intentions.
Compare it to people like Napoleon Hill, Joe Dispenza, Oprah, and a few more “law of attraction”
quacks.
Rabid fans defend the work of these gurus because they seem to really buy into the most
controversial -and best selling- aspects of their work.
That’s a quote from the biggest selling self-help book ever. In the face of Hill’s unwavering
conviction, nobody ever bothered to say “wait a second… “.

Law of Power #3. Example: Visionary Entrepreneurs
This will be quick, but it’s crucial.
The 21st century most successful way of acquiring power with law #3 is to come up with missions to
“chance the world”, “disrupt this or that industry”, or “help a billion people”.
If you want to go overboard, you might even go for “saving the human race”, like Elon Musk is
doing.
And I’m not saying that there is nothing true in there.
Entrepreneurship is the engine of progress and new technologies do empower us.
But there is also a major dose of concealment and manipulation.
Entrepreneurs’ missions are far overblown and far more idealistic than reality.
Because the reality is a bunch of corporations all doing similar things and battling each other out for
domination.
And when one wins, it’s the “visionary entrepreneur” who wins the most, not the human race.
But it works great.
People flock to buy from and be hired by those successful “visionaries”.
Also read:
Corporate manipulation
Start With WHY (on how visionary companies communicate)
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12 Ways Companies Manipulate Employees (W/ Examples)

Law #4: Hire Others to Say
Good Things For You
? Law 4: Always say less than necessary.
? Law 4: Don’t tout your own horn, but manipulate others to say good things about you

Law of Power #4. Explanation
Robert Greene says that powerful men dominate and inculcate fear through silence.
That’s in part true (see The Godfather analysis), but it’s not a “law”.
There are many ways of being powerful, including extroversion and even flamboyance (see “The
Archetypes of Dominance“).
Indeed, in this day and age of advertisement overload, you do need some powerful PR to get your
name out.

How to Say Less Than Necessary
Avoid making the pitch yourself, but have others do it for you.
One possible way of doing it in the 21st century is to leverage the media.
See:
Confessions of a Media Manipulator
Or ask ThePowerMoves how to get quoted on Forbes and BBC ?

Exception of Law of Power #4: Ben Shapiro
As we’ve mentioned, the laws are not generalizable.
Plenty of people gained success and power by talking more than necessary.
Some of them incarnate certain values or beliefs, turn themselves into cult figures or spearhead a
movement.
Ben Shapiro, talking more than necessary, became a leading figure of young conservatives.

Law #5: Get A great Online
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Reputation, Then Be A Jerk In
Real Life
? Law 5: So much depends on reputation. Guard it with your life.
? Law 5: Focus on your reputation selectively. Some people and situations are not worthy of
upholding your reputation

Law Of Power #5. Explanation
Law #5 applies today even more so than in the past.
But with a big caveat: you cannot think of reputation as something you need to constantly uphold in
person.
It’s a waste of life to continually defend your reputation.
Why?
Because your reputation will start at 0 at any time you change group or any time you meet someone
new.
Curate your online reputation instead, and then do whatever the f*ck you want in your private life.
Read more:
Avoid small-pond syndrome (about status futility)
The Power of Now (for dividing “I” from “what happens to you”)

Guard Your Reputation Example: Yours Truly & Her Neighbor
As I type, my neighbor is ringing at my door.
Twice today already and 4-5 times in the past few days.
And I’m not opening.
One because at home I’m always in underwear and can’t be bothered.
Two because I’m enacting a plan (more in the advanced forum).
And three because, for several reasons, my neighbor doesn’t deserve my time.
I’m losing “neighborly” reputation with my neighbor, but I deemed her as an undeserving of my best
behavior, so she doesn’t get to mess with my priorities just so I can uphold some finicky “reputation”.

Guard Your Reputation Example 2: Keanu Reeves & The Heart of Gold
As far as I know, Keanu Reeves is a great guy.
And the world is better off if he helps people, no matter why he does it.
It might also be true that he wanted to help secretly, but sure such a public statement makes me
wonder:
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Sounds a
bit fishy if your name is attached to it through different channels, though
Reeves “secret” was so secret that it was all over my Linkedin feed:

Imagine
if he wanted to make it public…
That’s proper 21st century reputation management.
Manage at macro level, do whatever you want at micro level.
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Law #6: Attention Is Costly –
Cure Your Narcissism
? Law 6: Court attention at all cost.
? Law 6: Attention comes with strings attached. Unless you’re an influencer, make yourself
into someone who doesn’t need the spotlight: it’s much more freeing

Law of Power #6 Explained
Too much attention in the 21st century can make for a truly uncomfortable life.
Together with the good attention you also get stalkers, paparazzi, “selfies fans” all over the place and,
maybe… The taxman as well.
It can get annoying.
You can ask Briney Spears about it.
Unless attention is your only ticket to success, you’re probably better off making yourself into a man
who does not need attention.
It’s freeing, really.
And freedom is power.

Law #7: Appeal to Prosocial
Ideals – Then Reap All The
Benefits
? Law 7: Let others do the work for you, but always take credit
? Law 7: Make people feel their work is for the team and for the world while you position
yourself to be the real benefiter

Law of Power #7. Explanation
Another rule that worked more in the past than today.
If back then the master was going to gloat on his servant’s idea… Tough luck.
When your king stole your idea, tough luck again.
But as masters’ coercive power has waned, the costs for credit takers has increased.
You can’t put your employees to death if they tell everyone what you’ve done -and you can’t silence
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Glassdoor anonymous reviews-.
And they can always move to someone else, which the best ones will most likely do.
Leaving the sneakiest credit takers stuck with the idiots.

Law of Power #7. Bad Example: Don Draper
See an example with Don Draper:
Even in the very best case scenario, your report will still know you’re being a sneaky MOFO

Law of Power #7. Good Example: Elizabeth Holmes
21st century top manipulators don’t steal credit making others feel cheated.
Today’s top manipulators take credit while making others feel good about it.
Make others think they are doing the work for themselves or, even better, for the world.
Feed them with higher ideals and a small portion of the spoils, and they will be happy about you
taking the lion’s share of the pie.
Elizabeth Holmes is one of the most dramatic examples:

Holmes did it for the people (yeah, sure).
And to provide basic health rights (yeah, sure).
At a certain point, she even added “female empowerment” to the mix.
And the gullible ones were happy to toil for her:
This is the 21st century way of taking credit for others, fellas.
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Law #8: Make Others Come To
You. Pull Always Beats Push
? Law 8: Make other people come to you. Use bait if necessary.
? Law 8: Make others come to you. When you can’t, learn how to rebalance the relationship.

Law of Power #8. Explanation
Little to change here.
When you approach, you are perceived as the one asking and taking value.
And you are in the power down.
People who get good with people learn to re-adjust the relationship, but it’s not always easy.
And, as they say, starting well is half the job.
This is also a heavily underestimated rule of seduction.
While mostly powerless PUA focus on approaching, the most successful men position themselves as
the honey for the bees.
|Source=selbst fotografiert. Originally from [http://de.wikipedia.org de.wikipedia]
For more read:
Dating Power Dynamics

Law #9: Act Unethically, Cover
Up With Words
? Law 9: Win through your actions, never through argument
? Law 9: Sync actions and words in a mutually reinforcing cycle

Law of Power #9 Explained
Actions and words are two sides of the same coin.
And there are plenty of situations when you need to win with words even more so than actions.
This is might be all the truer in the 21st century.
We revere intellect and we elect politicians, which means they must convince people to give them
power… Mostly with words.
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Law of Power #9. Good Examples: Trump, Peterson
There are many good examples of reaching power with words.
Some of them:
Trump: Lies & Word Salad Spectacles
Trump wins more with words than facts.
He can’t stick to things and chances are that he isn’t even a billionaire.
But it doesn’t matter what you have done, it only matters what people think you have done (and will
do).
And you convey that with your ads, PR and… Words.
Also check out: Trump debating techniques part I and part II.
Words Legitimizing Wars: Bush Mass Manipulation
Words can pave the way for actions.
And they can even legitimize illegitimate wars.
Think of the Iraq war.
Words allowed for massive action in what turned out to be one of the biggest political con of our
modern world.
Also read: Politicians’ manipulations.
The Psychology of Political Manipulation
Power Debaters: Jordan Peterson
A few modern gurus rose through fame thanks to words.
Think of Shapiro, Tucker Carlson or, even more so, Jordan Peterson, also author of the extremely
wordy (and best-selling) 12 Rules for Life.
Peterson talks openly about making $80k/month with book royalties alone, and he might be today’s
most influential intellectual.
That is power.
Jordan Peterson’s power are words. Words and actions are not antithetic, they can both support
power.

Law #10: Help Strategically: The
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Lower They Are, The Bigger
Your Credit
? Law 10: Infection: Avoid the unhappy and the unlucky.
? Law 10: Help people strategically, depending on how willing and able they are to pay back

Law of Power #10. Explanation
The original law #10 is more an exception than a law.
And goes against our own evolutionary programming.
Why?
Let’s digress very quickly and we’ll see why.
Have you ever wondered why humans feel most compelled to help those who are most in need?
Because we’re nice?
Maybe… But some evolutionary psychologists say we prefer helping those most in need because it
provides the biggest bang for the buck (Wright, 1994).
To begin with, helping people at their lowest is easier because even a small handout will make a
difference.
And second, when you help someone out of a desperate situation they will owe you big.

Law of Power #10 Example: The Man I’ll Never Forget
Years ago I was desperate, alone and lost.
And I will never forget Umar, the man who helped me up.
But here is the funny thing: he didn’t actually do much at all.
Umar listened to me for maybe 20 minutes, asked a few questions and allowed me to bounce off
ideas (great technique to bond and connect BTW).
But at that time, it meant the world to me.
Many years later, I still think of Umar as a savior (as a matter of fact, as I type, I am getting mistyeyed).
And I would do a lot for Umar.
So the rule here is that if you can help someone who’s going to get back up, then you’re better off
helping people who are at their lowest.
Also read:
Influence by Robert Cialdini (reciprocity principles)

Law of Power #10. Reversal Example: Romantic Relationship
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Watch out helping people who:
1. Have higher potential than you have
2. Are highly ambitious
3. Are very ungrateful
This can happen sometimes in romantic relationships.
A man or a woman meets someone in distress and helps them back up.
But once the formerly downtrodden partner is back on their feet, they’re going to want a partner
whom they feel is closer to their value.

People
partner up around their value. Helping someone above your level might lead them to drop you.
The song “Don’t You Want Me” describes a similar dynamic:
You were workin’ as a waitress in a cocktail bar
When I met you
I picked you out, I shook you up and turned you around
Now five years later on, you’ve got the world at your feet
(…)
Don’t, don’t you want me?

Law #11: Make People Want to
Submit to You
? Law 11: Learn to keep people dependent on you
? Law 11: Make people want to depend on you (pull VS push)
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Law of Power #11 Explained
I am ambivalent about this law.
Sure, dependencies confer power, and today is no exception.
But it’s weak to approach life with a mindset of keeping people dependent on you.
It’s often the sign of excessive emotional investment, it’s a defensive mindset and it often leads to
toxic relationships.
Why?
Because pure dependencies are less common than codependencies.
You can see this most strikingly in romantic relationships, with controlling men and abusive men
who seek to keep their women dependent on them.
But if the women eventually become independent, the tables turn.
The men go crazy and turn into stalkers and, in the most extreme cases, killers.
This is more common than you would think.
And today, with options all over the place, high quality men and high quality women are unlikely to
stay dependent on low-quality controllers.
And, here’s the crux of the matter: most controllers who seek dependencies are not the highest
quality individuals.
What’s the solution?
People should want to stick to you.
Which happens almost automatically when you are high quality.

Law #12: Be Unethical By Deed,
But Honest by Law
? Law 12: Use selective honesty and generosity to disarm your victim.
? Law 12: Make the laws, lobby for the laws, or pay the best to find ways around the laws

Law of Power #12 Explained
The 48 Laws of Power says the following:
One act of honesty will cover dozen lies
But that’s how small-timer cheats operate.
They ask you to trust them, constantly fib and lie about small things… And make a reputation for
liars.
And they never manage to cheat big.
The bigger time cheats do the opposite instead.
They are honest a dozen times (or more) to cover the real big time cheat.
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Like Bernand Madoff:

Madoff famously said “it’s all a big lie”. But to keep that lie alive, he was selectively honest
hundreds of times.
Barnie Madoff shelled out $18 billions of honesty to cover one big lie.
But we’re still in the realm of losers here.
That’s the pinnacle of cheating.
Not the pinnacle of power.
Power that works well does not serve prison sentences.
The pinnacle of power is spotlessly clean when it comes to laws.
True power influences the masses to elect the politicians that will enact the laws they want.
Or they will find legal loopholes around the laws.
So true power writes or bends the laws to keep amassing resources legally, without ever having
to cheat the way that most powerless men do.
Also read:
Don’t think of an elephant (for how rich Americans controlled politics)

Law #13: Appeal to Higher
Ideals With Prosocial Hype –
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Then Capture The Profits
? Law 13: When asking for help, appeal to people’s self-interest, never to their mercy.
? Law 13: Appeal to higher ideals. That’s where the fat margins are

Law of Power #13. Explained
Greene recommends:
Emphasize out of proportions what’s in it for them
However, unless we embrace a much wider definition of “self-interest” this can often backfire today
(see the discredited “homo economicus theory“).
As a matter of fact, social psychologists have proven that deep engagement and teamwork happens
when people do not to think of what’s in it for them (see Haslam, 2011).
On top of it, add our culture or idealism and value-signaling.
A large percentage of the population in the rich countries feels “guilty” for being self-interested and
will give you give lots of time and money to relieve themselves of that pain.
Also read:
How to be a leader (for how leaders must leverage identity and pro-social drives)
Drive (for intrinsic VS extrinsic motivation)
Misbehaving (for how psychology unseated the “rational man” theories)

Law of Power 13 Example: Overpriced Teslas for Virtue-Signaling
The 21st century most successful manipulators don’t appeal to the basest interests.
In a world where most basic drives are already met, aiming at higher needs in the Maslow Hierarchy
pays well.
The 21st century highest profiting businesses ask for more money to make people feel like they
are less self-interested.
How?
Think of Limousine Liberals who feel guilty for the environment, for the penguins, for the poor
Africans, for the toxic masculinity… Or whatever it’s fashion to feel guilty for.
These people play a hefty premium for two reasons: to escape their sense of guilt and, of course, for
virtue-signaling.
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Profits
are large when you help rich people feel better about themselves
Again, let’s not over-generalize: not all appeals of pro-social products are scams.
But most of them charge far higher than the contributions to the social cause they claim to support
would warrant.
More examples?
Starbucks and the fair trade
Dolphins-safe tuna (dolphins are cute, you know…)
Airplane surcharge fees (as if throwing more money at carriers was going to reduce
consumption!)
Also read:
Corporate manipulations

Law #14: Make Friends, But
Learn to Peek Behind Their
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Mask
? Law 14: Pose as a friend, work as a spy.
? Law 14: Make friends, but don’t let the “friendship” fool you: learn to peek behind the mask

Law of Power #14. Explained
Writes Greene:
Better yet, pose as a spy yourself
The real powerful men though don’t spy themselves.
They send the spies.
If we intend “spying” as in learning about people though, that can never be wrong.
Also read:
The psychology of frenemies
How to spot a frenemy

Law #15: Make Your Wars
Swift
? Law 15: Crush your enemy totally.
? Law 15: Crush your enemy totally, or show crushing strength. Most of all, avoid leaving a
wounded man with enough power to plot revenge and strike back

Law of Power #15 Explained
This one applies to modernity as well.
With a caveat though: crushing enemies totally can be a costly business, while an overwhelming
display of force can save time and resources.

Law of Power #15 Example: Nuclear Warnings
In life, crushing your opponents totally often comes at high costs and risks.
In real life, even stronger opponents often end up paying heavy prices for war.
Take the US in WWII for example.
The US was eventually going to crush Japan totally, but it was going to be a dirty business against
such a dogged fighter.
Enter, the overwhelming display of force.
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The power display of the nuclear bombs might have ultimately spared lives and resources on both
sides (just too bad it had to drop on an actual city… Twice :S).

Law #16: Create Scarcity &
Exclusivity
? Law 16: Use absence to increase respect and honor.
? Law 16: Don’t just use the principle of scarcity, but be scarce for everything and everyone
you have not chosen to focus on

Law of Power #16 Explained
I wouldn’t make “absence” into a law.
I’d focus more on building a life where you really have little time for distractions.
So you can be honest and scarce.
And for whatever you care, focus more on adding value with your presence than with your
absence.
Focusing on absence is, again, a defensive mindset.

Law of Power #16. Example: Romancing The Power Moves Coaching Business
Sometimes people reach out to me asking for coaching.
Coaching is a service I removed from the products’ list some time ago, albeit I’m not against it in
principle.
As long as I like the person and it’s not a request for ongoing commitment, though.
And I make sure people know that, if we agree, it’s a special offer:

Scarcity
+ exclusivity get people chasing
Cheap hoes are always available on the side street. You be busier and scarcer
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Summary
This is the first part of a series of posts.
It takes The 48 Laws of Power from Robert Greene and puts some of its laws in perspective while
adapting them to better fit the modern world.
Please note that I personally don’t necessarily agree or condone the use of all these “laws of power”.
Indeed, you might see The Power Moves as the place where to learn about these laws, prepare for
people using them and, eventually, transcend the nastier ones.
Follow up articles:
The Modern 48 Laws of Power (Book 2)
The Upgraded 48 Laws of Power (Book 3)
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The Modern 48 Laws of Power W/ Examples (Part 2)
August 11, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This is the modern 48 Laws of Power.
It’s the second installment of our “48 Laws of Power for modern Machiavellian” series.
This series takes Greene’s work “The 48 Laws of Power” and revisits it with a more modern look and
more contemporary examples.
See here the first installment of the modernized 48 Laws of Power.
Contents
Law #17: Be Friendly, But Hold Onto The Tools of Coercive Power
Law #18: Build A Fortress – Then Pretend You Do It For The Peasants
Law #19: Know Who You’re Dealing With – Not Everyone Deserves Your Time
Law #20: Take Sides Strategically – Or Become The Referee
Law #21: Play Dumb If You’re Smart, And Smart If You’re Dumb
Law #23: Stick to Your Goals. Continuity of Effort Builds Empires
Law #24: Learn Office Politics, But Never To The Detriment of Skills & Results
Law #25: Find A Profitable Niche, Then Fabricate An Identity For Its Marketing
Law #26: CYA Legally, Then Dirty Your Hands With Unethical But Profitable Deeds
Law #27: Create A Cult Of Short Term Mood Fixes & Feel-Good Emptiness
Law #30: Make Your Accomplishment Inspirational – They Can Do It Too!
SUMMARY

Law #17: Be Friendly, But Hold
Onto The Tools of Coercive
Power
? Law 17: Keep others in suspended terror: cultivate an air of unpredictability.
? Law 17: Manage through goodwill, But make sure you hold onto the tools of coercive power,
too

Law of Power #17. Explained
The original law worked better with old power.
When an absolute monarch decided for life or death with the direction of his thumb, an “air of
unpredictability” could reduce his subjects to trembling Jell-O in his presence.
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In that sense, suspended terror worked to increase the monarch’s power in the immediate short term,
silencing all possible dissent.
In the long term though it was likely to make the monarch’s power shakier because that approach
leads to poorer decision making and increases the risks of assassinations.
In any case, making it work today is both difficult and even less effective.
Unpredictability in today’s society is most likely to become “fickleness”, or pure “craziness”.
And the same is true for government leaders.
With a globalized world and international trade at historical highs, it’s easier for a consortium of
states to impose debilitating sanctions on rogue players even without having to go to war.
There is however still a place today for an “air of unpredictability”.
Where?
In street gangs.
Having a reputation of a dogged, crazy fighter, will paradoxically lead to fewer fights.
Indeed, since few people want to mess with madness, a vastly underrated self-defense technique is to
scream like a possessed madman before a possible attack.
But power built on unpredictability is often limited, even in the underworld.
Why?
Because people don’t usually want to be led by “unpredictable schizophrenics”.
So, albeit there are exceptions, real power most often goes to more even-minded leaders.
This is a movie scene, but Nicolas Cage correctly explains this concept.
Also read:
The realpolitik guide to management

Law of Power #17. Bad Example: Saddam Hussein & Trump
Saddam Hussein kept his neighbors on suspended terror.
But his wars pissed off the international community, leading to biting sanctions and, eventually, a
military intervention that delivered Saddam a searing defeat (and later cost him his life).
Keeping others in terror indeed does not work as well if you’re not very powerful to begin with.
And if you are very powerful… Then you have better strategies at your disposal.
It’s also worth noting that Saddam’s “terrorizing approach” made for a rather paranoid and fearful
leader.
Saddam created an army reporting directly to him to defend against internal dissent.
As a sign of his paranoia, he kept the tanks around Bagdad purposefully low in ammunition in case
they were going to turn on him.

The Personal Terror of Donald Trump
Trump cannot be compared to Saddam, of course.
But his erratic behavior could certainly fit the definition of “an air of unpredictability”, and several
White House insiders testify that many fear for their jobs.
Trump’s fickleness is not helping him any, though.
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The “terror” that he might say or do something stupid does not support Trump’s leadership.
And it does not help him to get things done with others and through others.
Why?
Because modern power in democracies as much as in business is enhanced by alliances and support,
and it’s hard to form a strong web of allies while being unpredictable.
Indeed, modern power that lasts is best served by a web of alliances and a certain smoothness and
constancy of operations.
Also read:
Trump VS Rapinoe (how aggression creates its own enemies)
Trump’s evidence that adversarial negotiations suck

The Solution? Positive Collaboration Supported By Coercion
Machiavelli famously said that being feared is better than being liked.
The beautiful thing though is that the two are not opposites.
And you can be both.
This is how high-quality power, the type of power that lasts and grows, acts.
Enlightened leadership prefers friendly relationships and always approaches with a smile.
But it’s not naive friendliness: it’s friendliness backed by strength.
At a very raw level, this is the stance:
I come with a smile and a gift looking for collaboration because that’s best for both.
But if you try to f*ck me up, then, well… I’m also carrying a gun.
Even some of the most thriving underworld organizations adopt this approach.
Think of The Godfather.
Albeit it’s a movie, that’s exactly how the mafia became so entrenched and successful in Sicily: its
terror was for the enemies only.
The Godfather mostly sought to do business win-win and always sought to provide value, too.
And that’s how Tom Hagen, the family’s lawyer, approached Waltz:
Had Waltz played along, the transaction might have been win-win.
It’s only when Waltz refuses that terror comes into play.
Your friendly handshake on the table will go much further if you keep the revolver in
the drawer

Law #18: Build A Fortress –
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Then Pretend You Do It For The
Peasants
? Law 18: Do not build fortresses to protect yourself – isolation is dangerous.
? Law 18: Fortress your life by covering your downsides. And then enjoy life carefree

Law of Power #18. Explained
Robert Greene intends “fortress” more figuratively.
Because, literally, castles and walled cities (mostly) worked, and they have been bastions of
civilization for centuries.
But let’s move to today.
What do we intend today for a fortress?
It could still be taken literally, like the bunkers that some wealthy people love to arm themselves
with.
Or we might consider fortress in a wider sense, including modern contracts such as:
Prenuptial agreements
Golden parachutes
No performance clauses
These are all examples of a “fortress mentality”, in the sense of “preparing for the worst-case
scenario”.
Some authors also speak of healthy intimate relationships as an emotional power base with which to
more confidently face the world -to which we might refer to as “emotional fortress”-.
The 21st century version of a fortress is a great approach to acquire and keep power in life, and it’s
exactly how powerful men think.
Once you have a fortress to retreat to, figurative or not, you can more safely and more confidently
live outside of it.
With a prenup, for example, you can enjoy the relationship worries-free, and with golden parachutes
you can work without fear of being sacked.
And you can still keep great relationships with the non-fortress people by pretending you’re just like
them.
Which is what many politicians do:

Law #18. Example: To Get Modern Fortresses, Pretend You Do It For The
Peasants
Look at how Hillary pitches her campaign:
Some politicians want power for power’s sake.
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And some of them don’t even plan on supporting the middle class and the average citizens.
Yet, if they want to swing for the presidential palaces -the modern fortresses- they need the citizens’
vote.
And that’s when you’ll see them stepping out of their strongholds and mingling with the commoners,
pretending to be just like them.
Most commoners don’t see the game and feel blessed for being the recipients of such generosity.
Look at this example of Obama pretending to be “just one of the guys”:
Notice the boom mics placed around the place, including behind the counter (minute 1:06, 1:38).
Do those suggest a truly “improvised pop-in by the president”, or more like an elaborate PR scheme
to shore up political support?
To me, it feels more like the latter.
But it worked.
Look at the comments:

How
much more gullible can a guy get?
I’d have been super bummed if Obama disrupted my dinner just so he could play his “I’m just like
you” game.

Law #19: Know Who You’re
Dealing With – Not Everyone
Deserves Your Time
? Law 19: Know who you’re dealing with- do not offend the wrong person.
? Law 19: Not everyone deserves your time. Make sure you know early on who does and who
doesn’t

Law of Power #19. Explained
Offending the wrong person was much more dangerous in the ancient world, when power could
decide for life or death on a whim.
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Granted, you still don’t want to offend the wrong person, with this iconic scene from the Godfather
proving the point:
But still, I find the mindset behind the original law to be rather limiting.
The original law is motivated by fear and subordinates one’s goals to others.
But real power players worry less about offending others than achieving their objectives.
And second, the better and more powerful you get, the more you start thinking in terms of who
deserves your time.
My usual stance is: be kind to everyone, and find out early who they are.
Why?
Because there is an element of exchange in life, and you want to know if people taking your time are
also going to give something.
Also read:
The law of social exchange
WIIFM
Freeloaders and examples

Law #20: Take Sides
Strategically – Or Become The
Referee
? Law 20: Do not commit to anyone.
? Law 20: Study the situation, then make your strategic commitment. Alternatively, you
position yourself as the mediator
Robert Greene is right when he says this:
Only fools jump in too early taking this or that side
That’s the equivalent of betting on the black or red, and you lose a tremendous amount of power by
giving your support away too early and too cheap.
So yes, this law adapts well to modernity.
But there is one step above the noncommittal game (second example).

Law #20 Example: Italy As Realpolitiker (WWI) & Fool (WWII)
As long as you remain outside of the fray, you are the big prize courted by all sides.
And this is exactly what Italy got with its noncommittal game during WWI.
The war saw Austra/Germany pitted against France/England, and Italy spoke and negotiated with
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both.
Italy was picking sides based on convenience, best offer on the table and likelihood of victory.
And it was happy to let everyone know about it, because that increased the offers on the table.
Italy was using commitment as a bargaining chip.
Compare it to Italy in the second world war, which jumped in right away based on ideology (nazifascism).
And that proved disastrous.

Go one level up: be the referee, not the player
The next level of the noncommittal game is taking the referee or mediator role.
Smart power players prefer taking the mediator role rather than taking sides and getting mired in the
war.
If you play your role well, you can become the referee of the contest, a role that everyone looks up to.
The mediator does not fight himself, but by influencing the terms of negotiation and the rules of the
game, it can defend its interests at no costs while increasing its political clout and soft power.
The US played it several times after WWII as the world’s major superpower, and it’s indeed a role
naturally suited for the strongest party.

Smaller Players As Mediators
Albeit not easy, smaller can sometimes be mediators, too.
It takes smarts and a certain element of boldness, as you have to show up with the attitude of being a
righteous moral authority (a hideous power move, BTW).
Putin tried to play the mediator often.
For example, he met the North Korean’s president when US-NK relations seemed to sour and he
openly stated he wanted to broker the nuclear deal.
And Benito Mussolini dramatically boosted his power and international political standing playing
mediator between the more extremist Hitler and the democratic powers (see Munich Agreement).
Also read:
Negotiation power moves
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The mediator role is a “soft” version of the vote counter.

Exception: Picking side without anyone else knowing it
Of course, there are almost always exceptions.
And if you can pick side without anyone else knowing it, than you got nothing to lose.
If that side wins, you got a powerful ally.
If it loses, nobody knew what you did.
See it in action:

Law #21: Play Dumb If You’re
Smart, And Smart If You’re
Dumb
? Law 21: Play a sucker to catch a sucker- seem dumber than your mark.
? Law 21: Discover people’s true intentions by posing as a victim. Make your enemies feel
safer by looking weaker, then attack

Law of Power #21. Explained
This one of my favorite laws.
And in a world of braggarts and alpha male posturers, it’s way underrated.
One of my favorite ways of using this law is to test people.
How do you do it?
You make yourself look clueless on purpose and then observe their behavior.
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If they help and explain, it might mean you’re dealing with principled individuals.
If they try to take advantage of it, you know you must enter into your “Machiaveli mode” (article on
“Machiavelli mode” to follow).

The Caveat of Law of Power #21: Always Invert Play/Reality
Here is a caveat.
You want to look dumber strategically and only when in reality you’re smart and ready to profit from
your opponent’s aggression.
Because looking dumb will invite aggression, and if you’re actually dumb and unprepared, then…
You see the problem.
On the other hand, when you’re dumb and defenseless, playing strong and smart might the best
option and might fend off an attacker looking for easy victims.

Example of Strategic Strength Play: The Nonexistent Lawyer
The last time I got fired I told my employer I needed more time to get back to them because my
lawyer was off for two days.
But I didn’t actually have a lawyer.
I played that game to increase the chances that my employer wouldn’t try to screw me over (ie.: being
weak but strategically posing as stronger).

Law of Power #21 Example: Women Playing Damsel in Distress
This is a common game womne play.
It consists of playing dumb and weak to make him act, care and take care.
Does it work?
Yeah, with most men it works very well.
Also read:
How women control men and relationships
But if you’re a man, don’t despair, men can use this technique as well.
People love to feel strong.
Position yourself like the emotional validator of their strengths/skills, and you can recruit them to do
your work.

Law #23: Stick to Your Goals.
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Continuity of Effort Builds
Empires
? Law 23: Concentrate your forces.
? Law 23: Find something you love and stick with it over the long run. Mastery translates well
into money and power

Law of Power #23 Explained
The law of power #23 applies to modernity very well.
As a matter of fact, with today’s endless distractions and whole industries built on time-wasting, it
might apply to the 21st century more than ever.
Also read:
Deep Work
Grit
Values-based business

Law #24: Learn Office Politics,
But Never To The Detriment of
Skills & Results
? Law 24: Play the perfect courtier
? Law 24: Develop your emotional intelligence and social skills, they are fundamental to your
life’s quality. But never forget hard skills and results.

Law of Power #24. Explanation
This law only applies to modernity at 50%.
In the old courts, politics might have been 95% of power.
Back then metrics and KPIs were poor or non-existent and it was all about who the king favored and
who influenced the king the most.
Today the “perfect courier” who only plays politics fails far more times than he succeeds (some highfunctioning sociopaths can sometimes be the exceptions, there is one example in Social Power).
Most power players today marry politics with results and skills, and you should aim at doing the
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same.

Law #25: Find A Profitable
Niche, Then Fabricate An
Identity For Its Marketing
? Law 25: Re-create yourself.
? Law 26: Find something that sells, and then create an identity around your product. If you’re
a public persona, best to stick with one identity

Law of Power #25 Explained
Recreating yourself worked better in the past, when people couldn’t keep track of your changes.
You could move to a new city, and you would start from scratch.
Even as a famous person or as a con artist.
But today, whatever you were or did is readily available with an Internet search.
And the more success you get, the more people will scrutinize your past, making the re-creation all
the more dangerous.
Indeed, few people today achieve power and success with endless recreations.
The most successful Machiavellians of the 21st century do the opposite: they first find something that
sells, and then attach an identity to it.
This is a shortcut to actual mastery, but in the digital world identities and authority can be faked.

Law of Power #25 Example: Jon Gray of “Men Are From Mars”
Jon Gray penned “Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus“.
That’s the most popular book ever in the relationship genre.
Quite striking, if you consider that Gray lacked any meaningful background on the topic.
But John Gray quickly worked to change that.
He doubled down on relationships and acquired the references.
“Acquired” here might be quite literal, here, with Gray’s master degree shrouded in mystery and his
Ph.D. awarded on correspondence from a non-accredited and now-defunct institution.
Gray also joined the American Counseling Association and the International Association of Marriage
and Family Counselors, and later founded his own relationship institute where he took the importantsounding title of “president”.
Where am I going with this?
If John Gray had kept moving and “recreating” himself, he would have lost all authority on
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relationships and, with his authority, lost his lucrative royalties and speaking engagements.

Note:
This is no bashing of John Gray.
The guy understands genders better than most academics. Much of Gray’s criticism is driven by the
nonsensical notion that genders & people are born mostly the same (also see “The Blank Slate“).
Gray is not the exception, but the rule of how many coaches, self-help gurus and marketers operate.
Have you noticed how almost any entrepreneur with products linked to his expertise seems to have
such a compelling, inspiring story on how they started doing what they’re doing?
They struggled with this or that, fought without reprieve, learned and improved… Until they finally
achieved their dreams.
And now… Now they want to sell you their product to do the same.
Of course, sometimes those stories are true.
But the vast majority of times those stories are “romanticized”, and many other times the identities
are custom-made from scratch.
They are sales pitches, and the sellers’ identities are part of the marketing.
Also read:
Tai Lopez Manipulation Techniques
Chandler and his convenient “friend’s death” in “Published”

Law #26: CYA Legally, Then
Dirty Your Hands With
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Unethical But Profitable Deeds
? Law 26: Keep your hands clean.
? Law 26: Keep your hands clean of small-time offenses, dirty them for good once you’re
ready for the once in a lifetime hit

Law of Power #26. Explained
There are plenty of people who keep their hands clean all their life.
They make it such a big deal of respecting the law, acting morally and never saying anything out of
place.
In truth, many of these proud “law-abiding citizens” go to swell the rank and files of average people.
And this is exactly what “The Goodfellas” intro describes.
But this is not how many powerful men operate.
While many good citizens care about being prosocial and keeping a prosocial image, many type-a
personalities care more about power and social climbing than about what you think.
Their worry is not “staying clean”, their worry is not getting caught once their hands get dirty.

Law of Power #26 Example: Jho Low Stained His Hands & Happily Disappeared
Your reputation only matters if you stain your hands under your real name, if people find out or… If
you stick around.
Jho Low, POS that he is, stained his hands big time.
Eventually, everyone knew about it, but he did it well and before police could catch up, he was gone.
He is “believed” to be in China.
But wherever he is, he is enjoying a lavish lifestyle financed by billions he stole from the people he
was supposed to serve.
Unluckily, the truth is that we live in a world were staining your hands with a well-concocted plan
works.
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Legal Hands-Staining
Alternatively, you can simply take care that you stain your hands legally.
If people won’t be able to recoup the fruits of your unethical deeds, then you can dirty your hands as
unethically as you please.
And this is how the real power players do it.
They hide money in fiscal paradises, they lobby politicians, and they leverage loopholes.
You’ll never find out and, if you do, nobody will be able to do a thing about it.
One example?
The Clinton Foundation, legally providing the Clintons with the immense type of power and leverage
that only billions of dollars can.

Law #27: Create A Cult Of
Short Term Mood Fixes & FeelGood Emptiness
? Law 27: Play on people’s need to believe to create a cult-like following.
? Law 27: The appeal of real solutions which require hard work is limited. The mass appeal is
in the quick fix and in the “feel good” industry

Law of Power #27 Explained
This one depends on how you define “cult”.
In the strict sense of the term, creating a cult-like following was easier in ancient times.
People were more gullible before science and mass-education.
Sure, it’s still doable today and there are plenty of modern hard-core cults.
But if you aim at being a high-quality individual, you’d have to wonder today: who is going to follow
a cult?
And if you are reading here, you probably will realize that cult-followers are not the type of people
you want to spend most of your time with.

Law of Power #27 Example: The Self-Help Cult of Inspiration (Jay Shetty)
If we go for a “softer” definition of a cult, then you’re in luck.
There is an endless supply of people ready and willing to idolize the latest charismatic, deepsounding guru teaching them how to think and how to live their lives.
As a matter of fact, our digital world is the best era in history for self-help gurus to gather a following
as they can leverage digital virality.
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For those who choose this path to power and influence, there is no need to worry about checking facts
and actually helping people over the long term.
The best cults indeed don’t change people for good: they deliver short-term fixes that keep them back
for more of the same “spin your wheels” inspiration.
Try to listen to self-styled “urban monk” Jay Jetty speaking:
He says:
“The paradox of our times is that we have more degrees but less sense. More knowledge but
less judgment.
More experts but less solutions.
Tried to clean up the air but polluted our soul
That’s, my friends, is emptiness made into time-wasting motivation.
And other self-help gurus are only marginally better.
Take Brendon Burchard, whose books are a mumble jumbo of repackaged self-help but who can call
himself a “New York Time bestseller” thanks to his cult-like followers.
And some of these self-help gurus are not just time-wasters but actually harmful (see my review of
Marie Forleo).
Also read:
Self-help myths
Pop-psychology myths

Law #30: Make Your
Accomplishment Inspirational –
They Can Do It Too!
? Law 30: Make your accomplishments seem effortless.
? Law 30: Position your accomplishments as the final fruits of a mighty struggle and adverse
fate, which you only conquered thanks to relentless drive, motivation and hard work

Law of Power #30 Explained
The original law does not reflect modernity too well.
Of course, people still love and respect talent.
Everyone unconsciously envies and respects “good genes”.
And that’s part of the issue with it.
Some people will be looking for ways to discount and discredit success from talent.
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“Oh, yeah, he was born good-looking”, they’ll say.
Or “he won because he’s bigger”.
But as a hard-working underdog you are tougher to discredit.
And, most of all, you send a much more appealing message: that if you made it, so can anyone else.
It today’s cultural climate, if you want to be admired and revered across the board, you need to drop
the natural talent angle.
You’re better instead to position yourself like you’ve fought insurmountable odds with endless
dedication, grit, and power of perseverance.
And then end your spiel with a wink to the audience: they can do it too.

Law of Power #30 Example: Gary Vee & Hustle Porn
Almost every successful influencer today talks about struggle, hustle and hard work.
A mention to Gary Vee, the king of “no talent, all hard work” is mandatory here:

Please
note this is NO bashing of hard work, which is often a precondition.
But the same is true for Tom Bylieu, Tony Robbins and most everyone else.
Heck, even Will Smith had to toe the “hustle porn” line when he wanted to broaden his appeal
beyond simple “Holywood celeb status”.
One of his most famous quotes runs:
And where I excel is ridiculous, sickening, work ethic.
You know, while the other guy’s sleeping?
I’m working.
Sure one might wonder mr. Smith must also sleep at times?
So, yes, in this day and age, when you talk about money and success, you are better off bragging
about work ethics than pretending it was all talent.
Note:
This is NO bashing of hard work, which is often a precondition and which can also be very fulfilling
(see my monk mode for the past 2 years).
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SUMMARY
This is the second installment of the modern 48 Laws of Power.
I skipped a couple of laws as they were either valid and didn’t need any amendment, or they didn’t
add enough value to make it in here.
Here is the first volume of updated Laws of Power with laws 1 to 16.
Here is the third and last installment
Note:
This article, as much as this website, is not an invitation to act amorally.
This is a dispassionate description of power dynamics and how some power-seeking individuals
operate.
There are otherwise plenty of ways to acquire power ethically and that’s what I invite readers to seek.
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The Upgraded 48 Laws of Power for Contemporary
Manipulators (Part 3)
August 15, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The Upgraded 48 Laws of Power reviews “The 48 Laws of Power” by Robert Greene with
contemporary interpretations and examples.
You can read the previous installments here:
The Updated 48 Laws of Power Book 1
The Modern 48 Laws of Power Book 2
Contents
Law #34: Dress With Sprezzatura to Display Power
Law #38: Behave Like Others When Learning, Then Switch: Power Makes Others Adapt
Law #39. Strategically Roil Your Opponents & Lead Them to Overreact
Law #41. Learn From The Best Leaders, Leverage Them As Mentors
Law #42: Purge The Troublemakers
Law #43 Make People Want to Follow You
Law #44. Use The Mirror Effects To Oust The Established Power
Law #46: Focus On Doing Your Best First – Learn Strategic Vulnerability Later
Law #47: If You’re Doing Better Than Expected, Double Down
Law #48: Remain Open to New Ideas – The Law of Teachability
SUMMARY

Law #34: Dress With
Sprezzatura to Display Power
? Law 34: Be royal in your own fashion: act like a king to be treated like one.
? Law 34: Dress royally. Unless you’re already powerful and rich. In which case, dress how
the hell you like

Law of Power #34 Explanation
This is another rule which applied better in the old days.
In the past dressing well was the prerogative of well-off people, so high quality dresses were a major
indicator of wealth and power.
I am listening now to the biography of Casanova.
Casanova slept with a ton of women, and did so in what was a very sexually conservative society.
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One of the keys to his success was power: he was a wealthy nobleman, and one of the main ways he
conveyed his status was with his clothes.
But today?
Today almost anyone can afford to dress well.
This is not to say that you shouldn’t dress well.
I love dressing well and it’s a huge tool of personal influence and persuasion.
But today things have changed, and the rules invert at the very top. At the very top, a disdain for
appearances can become a power display.
Nothing screams “I don’t need your approval” like a disheveled man mounting on a Ferrari like he
had not a care in the world.
Why?
Because not caring for what others think is either the sign of a low-quality individual or… The sign
of power and superiority.
In today’s world dressing poorly and/or simply has also become a status symbol for entrepreneurs, so
consumed by their visions that they can’t find the time for “appearances”.
Avoiding suits and fine clothes makes the entrepreneur look monk-like deep and consumed by his
lofty goals.

Law of Power #34 Example: Steve Jobs’ Evolution of Style
Nassim Taleb makes the case that rich people cuss and dress down as a power display.
Why?
Because cussing means you don’t need to follow the PC etiquette and you’re not afraid of pissing off
anyone (both major signs of “f*ck you money” and independence)
Dressing down is similar, sending the message that you don’t need to obey the rule styles that the
herd must obey.
See how Steve Jobs changed style over time:
Powerless Steve Job on the left; powerful Steve Jobs on the right
Steve Jobs on the left didn’t have the power to dress as he wanted (the name tag is another indicator
of low power).
Steve Jobs on the right instead was top dog, and he could dress as he pleased.

Law #38: Behave Like Others
When Learning, Then Switch:
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Power Makes Others Adapt
? Law 38: Think as you like but behave like others.
? Law 38: Behave like others while you are still climbing the ladder. Once you’re on top make
others adapt to you

Law of Power #38 Explained
The original law from “The 48 Laws of Power” is good to climb to power.
But it’s not good for established power players.
From a mindset point of view, even while climbing the true Machiavelli knows that his “fitting in
days” are numbered.
The true power power player wants to shape cultures, not adapt to them.
Because, if you think about it, what’s the alternative?
If all you worry about is fitting in and dancing on someone else’s tune… Guess what, your future is
written.
And it’s the future of a sheep.
Also read:
Office power plays (it’s a humorous article, but also based on how some power-obsessed
Machiavellian think)

How to Fit In to Acquire Power
Let me repeat this:
You do want to fit in as a trainee, a junior employee, a manager and even maybe up to executive role.
This is something I describe in “How to Become A Leader“, which I recommend you check out if
you’re serious about leadership.
But as you get closer and closer to the top, you want to focus less on fitting in and more on
influencing the culture.
And same for what we said for personal style, a display of quirkiness going against the grain is also a
display of power.
It says that you can allow yourself to be you.

Law of Power #38 Example: Gianni Agnelli & Sprezzatura
Gianni Agnelli was a cool man.
Born into money aristocracy, he was known as the “rake of the Riviera” even while he kept a steady
and (seemingly) happy marriage.
He wasn’t the type of rake who only slays because of his power and money though, and his conquests
included equally powerful women.
Jackie Kennedy, JFK’s wife, flew to the Amalfi Cost just to spend the holidays with him, and a
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defensive US president hat to plead her for “more first lady, less Agnelli”.
But Gianni wasn’t “just” a womanizer.
He enjoyed women, but wasn’t the type of man to let women steer him off his path.
And with a mix of business acumen and charm, he led his family business to become Italy’s biggest
industrial complex.
Famous for his conquests, business success and style… Why would such a man wear his watches on
the outside of his shirt?
There are a few rumors as to why he did it.
But ultimately, it’s because he could.
Where you wear your watch is purely cultural.
Nobody says it must be inside the shirt, or your left. People wearing it “the proper way” are fitting in.
But Agnelli didn’t need to fit in.
And he didn’t want to.
The watch on the outside of his shirts was his way of saying “I got f*ck you money and f*ck you
power, so f*ck your rules, you follow them”.
The watch on Agnelli’s wrist cuff says “I have the power to buck the social rules”

Law #39. Strategically Roil Your
Opponents & Lead Them to
Overreact
? Law 39: Stir up waters to catch fish.
? Law 39: Roil your opponent whenever a clear mind provides an edge, but be careful that an
emotional opponent will not instead gain an edge

Law of Power #39 Explained
This rule actually works even better in modernity.
Why?
Because we condemn violence and overreactions even more so than we did in the past.
However, it’s still a big mistake to generalize.
Greene says that “anger and emotions are counterproductive”, but that’s now always true.
We will see two examples for each to learn how to properly use the law of power #39.

Law #39. Example: Successfully Stirring Fish (Marco Materazzi)
Raise your hand if you know Materazzi.
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Unless you’re into football, like really into football, then you probably don’t.
You see, Materazzi is not a great player.
Not with his feet, at least.
But when it comes to stirring up waters, he pulled the biggest feat ever in football.
Italy and France, two countries with a strong sports rivalry, were battling it out in the world cup final,
the biggest sports event ever.
The two teams were tie 1-1 but France, led by its best player ever Zinedine Zidane, was going on the
assault.
Zidane was an experienced player who had already won a world cup -the first ever for France-.
Winning two world cup would have consecrated him into the Olympus of the best players ever.
And this was his last match ever, making everything more legendary.
Zidane seemed on his way into legend-hood already.
He scored the first goal, and did so with a “panenka” penalty kick, a football power move hat had
embarassed the Italian goalie.
It’s hard to overstate the significance of that panenka.
Zidane scored it against keeper Gianluigi Buffon, who happened to be the captain of the Italian
squad, the main alpha male of the team, one of the best players in that tournament, and widely
considered to be the best keeper ever.
Buffon was representing the Italian team, and Zidane made a mockery out of him.
See the panenka here:
Embarassing the Italian captain with a panenka kick was a highly significant power display by
Zidane. Captain VS captain, it was the equivalent of saying “I’m the true master here”. And
embarassing the best goalie ever was a statement as to “who” was the real best player.
Yours truly was on the edge of his seat for the whole night.
It all seemed set to be Zidane’s crowning night. And a searing defeat for the Italians.
And it might have worked that way.
If it wasn’t for Materazzi stirring up waters.
Nobody knows exactly what Materazzi said to Zidane.
But it changed the course of history.
Zidane overreacted, lost his head and sank it deep into Materazzi’s chest.
Materazzi then played the game, pretending it hurt more than it actually did. And Zidane was thrown
out of the game.
See the video here:
What a shameful way of ending what should have been a glorious career.
Some people defended Zidane and roasted Materazzi.
And, honestly, Materazzi has often been a very dirty player and I can’t support him outside of this
very specific game.
But Zidane shouldn’t have let a few curse words to the women of his family get to him, which is a
typical reaction of controlling men (and the most backward Islam).
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He deserved to end in ignominy.
In that game, Marco Materazzi, a mediocre player against a legend, was a true hero for all the world’s
underdogs.

Law #39 Reverse Example: McGregor Loses Stirring Up Waters
Stirring up waters can lead to violence or war.
When that’s the case, it might be that both sides lose.
And anger and rage in contact sports can be an advantage for your opponent.
For example, many have argued that Khabib destroyed McGregor also thanks to the rage that he
brought into the ring.
And that rage was there because of McGregor trying to stir up waters.
McGregor’s “stirring water” technique likely made his opponent stronger (and sure made him look
like a big mouth after the bout)
Even in non-contact sports, people who are good at channelling that anger can turn your stirring into
motivation.
Legendary coach Phil Jackson shares in his biography the story of Derrick stirring up waters with
Michael Jordan.
The Grizzlies were winning against the Chicago Bulls, and Derrick thought well of stirring waters
and taunting Michael Jordan.
Big mistake.
This is what Michale Jordan told him:
Stirring water with individuals like MJ is counterproductive
And then proceeded to unleash hell.
MJ led the Bulls to turn around the match and to inflict an historical beating on the water-stirrer.
What does it all mean to you?
What should you do, stirring or not stirring?

Stirring Up or Not Stirring Up?
As we’ve seen, stirring up water can be dangerous.
As a rule of thumb, do this:
On pure mental games of concentration where rationality and coolness rule, stir your enemies
With opponents who know how to channel their rage appropriately use the opposite strategy
and induce them into a false state of tranquillity instead (play a sucker to catch a sucker)

Law #41. Learn From The Best
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Leaders, Leverage Them As
Mentors
? Law 41: Avoid stepping into a great man’s shoes.
? Law 41: Seek great leaders to learn from

Law of Power #41 Explained
It’s partially true what Greene says.
It will always be a challenge being the leader after a great leader.
But what’s the alternative?
Waiting it out?
Who knows when your next chance will come.
Moving somewhere else?
Even if nobody knows, deep down you will know that you’re quitting out of fear.
Again, this is a terribly defensive mindset.
Even more, this is a defetist mindset.
I invite you to take the opposite view.
A great predecessor is a great man to learn from.
You might be able to recruit your great predecessor into your mentor as you take over, and you can
use his great work and achievements to spur even bigger achievements.
Even if you aim at being “remembered” as the best -a really hollow mindset you should overcome-,
remember this:
A dynasty always beats a single good ruler
A good CEO manages a turnaround, or gives a company a good run. Dynasties create empires.
So don’t be a scared bitch: take the challenge and run with it.

Law of Power #41 Example: Baresi and Maldini
Baresi was the captain of AC Milan, and he was one of the finest defenders to have ever played.
Maldini, a promising football rising star, was a born and bred Milan player, coming up from the
junior teams of AC Milan.
Eventually, Maldini was old and talented enough to start playing with Serie A teams.
As the up and coming young gun, if he wanted to “avoid stepping into a great man’s shoes”, he
should have left Milan.
He could have sought greener pastures somewhere else and, strong of his talent, become captain soon
after and be the undisputed N.1 of a smaller team.
But that would have been a typical “big fish in a small pond” mentality.
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And Maldini was better than that.
He stayed and built a great relationship with Baresi, learning all the tools of the trade from the best of
the best.
Maldini grew to be one of the finest defenders to have ever played, winning everything there was to
win, being part of one of the best teams ever -a title it contends with Messi’s Barcellona– and
eventually becoming captain after Baresi retired.
Strong of his model-like looks, Maldini also became the (pretty) face of the club and a true “flag” for
Milan since he never switched teams.
In terms of skills, it’s hard to say whether or not Maldini surpassed Baresi.
But it doesn’t matter: his name only shone bigger because of the partnership at the top.
The two of them are the best defending duo to have ever played together.

Maldini
wasn’t afraid of stepping into a great man’s shoes and became an even bigger legend

Law #42: Purge The
Troublemakers
? Law 42: Strike the shepherd and the sheep will scatter.
? Law 42: Bad influences spread. Make sure you spot and fire the troublemakers early
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Law of Power #42 Explained
This law applies well to modernity as group dynamics stayed the same.
The caveat is that you must strike early, because rotten apples can spoil the bunch very quickly.
If you’re looking for team performance, troublemakers take on a much wider meaning, including
people who:
Avoid work
Don’t buy into the vision
Aren’t unsupportive of the team
There are good resources on this website grounded on both psychology and power dynamics.
Check out:
The realpolitik guide to being a good manager
Toxic employees
Archetypes of political players

Law #42 Example: Sometimes It’s Either Them Or You (Kobe VS Jackson)
Phil Jackson, whom we already saw earlier shares a story all leaders should do well to heed.
Jackson was eventually ousted from the Lakers in good part because of his souring relationship with
the team’s star: Kobe Bryant.
Jackson implied that Kobe Bryant was too rebellious and uncoachable.
In this interview Bryant implies that Jackson was sneaky and talking too indirectly:
It’s difficult getting to know the truth.
Having listened to both I tend to believe that Jackson’s approach was too much on the “finessing”
side and he might have been more forceful and more direct.
However, once he realized he couldn’t fix the rift, he had one option only if he wanted to remain the
leader of a healthy team; get rid of Kobe Bryant.

Law #43 Make People Want to
Follow You
? Law 43: Work on the hearts and minds of others.
? Law 43: Make people want to follow you

Law of Power #43 Explained
Law #42 is the opposite of Greene’s “air of terror” law.
And albeit they both might have a place, law #43 works better on most occasions and with most
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people.
And especially so in our modern world of democracy and personal freedoms.
Also read:
How to be charming
The Art of Seduction

Law #44. Use The Mirror Effects
To Oust The Established Power
? Law 44: Disarm and infuriate with the mirror effect
? Law 44: Use the mirror effect when you are the upstart and you are trying to unsettle more
powerful and more established players

Law of Power #44 Explained
The “mirror effect” can be very powerful, but it has a limited scope.
Why?
Because while it can infuriate, it also shows you are overly-invested into your opponent (rather than
your own life and goals).
And over-investing into someone is the clear sign your opponent is holding sway over you.
There is however one use of the mirror effect.
And that’s when you are dealing with legends and/or opponents who are obviously better than you
are.
In those cases, it’s OK for you to over-invest in them because it’s already obvious to everyone they
are better while you still need to prove yourself.

Law #43 Example: Unsettling The Established King (Valentino Rossi)
Valentino Rossi had been the dominant figure of motorbike racing for years.
Dominant here not just in wins, but in attitude as well: Rossi was (covertly) obsessed with power and
dominance.
During my formative years, Rossi is one of the guys from whom I learned the most about dominance,
power, and power dynamics.
But here is a truth of life: no lion reigns forever on sheer force.
And eventually the upcoming young guns started claiming the throne.
Jorge Lorenzo was the first aspirer to the throne.
And to unsettle his rival, he used the mirror effect.
Valentino Rossi, extroverted and exuberant, was famous for mocking his opponents and staging postrace theatrical celebration.
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Jorge Lorenzo, reserved, introverted and somewhat socially awkward, wasn’t the type.
But he forced himself and started copying Rossi’s post-race celebrations. Here is one example where
Lorenzo indirectly mocked Rossi for finishing the race much farther behind.
The most dramatic example of the “mirror effect” though was with a later upcoming young gun:
Marc Marquez.
Marquez never admitted it, but he was obsessed with being the new (and upgraded) Rossi.
He copied Rossi not with his celebration, but with what hurt the most: his wins, his riding style, and
his on-track aggression.
The apex of the mirror effect came in the Laguna Seca race.
Years prior Rossi had pulled in Laguna Seca one of the most legendary overtakes ever in the history
of motorbike racing by going on the off-track gravel with a bike on slick tires.
See it for yourself here.
Now what does Marquez do?
He overtakes Rossi himself in the exact same spot, going outside the tarmac exactly like Rossi had
done.
See the overtake here.
Marquez would go on antagonizing Rossi in undercover ways and trying to prevent him from
winning a 10th title.
But Marquez did it with a smile on his face, which infuriated Rossi and prompted the old lion to
overreact in one of the most dramatic scenes any sport has ever seen.
Watch for yourself:

Law #46: Focus On Doing Your
Best First – Learn Strategic
Vulnerability Later
? Law 46: Never appear too perfect.
? Law 46: Show strategic vulnerability when appropriate. If you’re not sure when, stick to
always do your best no matter what the envious will think

Law of Power #46 Explained
This law works differently for the ancient world and modernity.
In the past, appearing perfect for kings and masters was advisable for kings and masters, but
dangerous for underlings (“never outshine the master”).
Today, it’s different.
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We live in democracies where (on paper) everyone is the same. But we also live in an iconoclastic
culture that does not respect ranks and authority nearly as much as it did in the past.
Today everyone is invited to feel the same as their bosses and masters, which creates a ripe
environment for envy and jealousy.
In this environment, “never appearing too perfect” can make sense. Even for an already powerful
individual.
Perfection funnels envy and resentment, and does so especially in certain types of individuals.
For example:
Men can be jealous of a successful woman when said men feel that women should be inferior
As Taleb correctly points out, an ivy-league educated man will be resentful of a self-made man
without education because some ivy-league individuals feel “superior” to uneducated men
Rich-countries’ citizens can be jealous of immigrants who become successful because they
(secretly) feel like immigrants should do menial tasks
In these cases it might make sense to appear less than perfect IF you want to be accepted and
welcomed by the group who feels envious of you.
But there are important psychological caveats for this rule.
It does not apply If the envious people have little power over you and if you could care less about
them.
And it does not apply to people who admire you deeply, care for you and are not ambitious (or
dickhead) enough to feel superior to you.
In all these cases, don’t heed the advice of “making mistakes on purpose”, which is one of the most
stupid “social skills” tip I’ve ever read.
Focus less on making mistakes and more on producing mistake-free work
This is the truth:
It takes a lot of emotional intelligence to understand when strategic weakness is called for.
People who haven’t reached that level and/or haven’t acquired enough power yet should not focus on
this rule.
Also read:
Frenemies and how to spot frenemies (frenemies are the envious par excellence)
Vulnerability is not power: don’t overdo it

Law #47: If You’re Doing Better
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Than Expected, Double Down
? Law 47: Do not go past the mark you aimed for; in victory know when to stop.
? Law 47: If you were aiming for 90 and getting 95, try to go for 100, too

Law of Power #47 Explained
This is another law that applies more to the war fields that Greene loves so much than to modern
social life.
In the old battlefields over-stretching your supply lines and entering too deep into enemy territory
was dangerous (see Operation Barbarossa and Napoleon’s invasion of Russia)
But in normal life, if you are doing better than you expected, you should likely double down your
efforts instead of stopping earlier.
That’s how power players act.
Real power players, especially the ones who climb fast, think in terms of “faster, bigger, greater”.

Law of Power #47 Example: Going For The Bigger Deal
Blow is a movie based on the real story of George Jung.
And sure, Jung he was in the drug business and that didn’t end up well.
But it’s the mindset here that is common to all power players, including the ones in legal businesses.
And this is the mindset of how some individuals acquire power fast.
In Jung’s career, when the business was going well with the weed the average guys in the team were
happy with a good, but not life-changing sum of money.
They would have stopped there.
But Jung smelled the opportunity for real money and power.
Jung saw the business had potential, and he immediately thought about overshooting his goal and
supplies and go directly to the sources.
And this is exactly how many fast-climbing power players think and act.
To stay within movies, it’s how Tony Montana in Scarface thinks and behaves.
But it’s also how Trump thinks and behaves.
In his movie “The Art of The Deal” Trump shows the typical “more, more, more” attitude of the fastclimbing power player.
It’s the attitude of going past his mark that allowed Trump to win the presidency while most
people laughed at his campaign and called him unfit for the presidency.
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Law #48: Remain Open to New
Ideas – The Law of Teachability
? Law 48: Assume formlessness
? Law 48: Never assume you have “arrived”, but remain teachable and open to new ideas

Law of Power #48 Explained
Remaining “adaptable” is one of those suggestions that’s easy to give but difficult to apply.
What does it even mean, and where, when and how do you apply it?
The best interpretation in our modern world of fast change is to remain teachable and learnable.
Idiots repeat the same thing over 30 years and call it “experience”.
Fools end their training, get their diplomas and feel like they have arrived.
Real wise men keep searching for new answers and new wisdom until they die.
Also read:
Sometimes You Win, Sometimes You Lean
Mindset
How to develop a growth mindset

SUMMARY
The 48 Laws of Power is a wonderful book about power, but its laws are too specific and mostly
suited for the ancient world.
This article puts the laws in perspective and adds modern examples and interpretations.
You can find the two previous installments here:
The Updated 48 Laws of Power Book 1
The Modern 48 Laws of Power Book 2
PS.:
To keep this series streamlined I skipped some laws because they overlap with previous laws (for
example: “dazzle with spectacles” is “learn to leverage politics and appearances but never to the
detriment of skills and results”).
Note:
As usual, The Power Moves does not encourage or condone amorality. Use responsibly.
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The 48 Laws of Power for Virtuous Leaders
August 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
I am somewhat at odds with “The 48 Laws of Power“.
To begin with, I am not a fan of total amorality and power purely for power’s sake.
Why?
Because power purely for power’s sake makes for toxic personalities, toxic relationships, and a
toxic world.
And, unless you’re totally amoral and unemotional, it makes for a poorer quality of life for yourself,
too.
If you aspire to be a leader and a high-quality man, I also find it hard to separate power and
leadership from ethics, morals, and virtues.
When you’re a leader, it’s not just about you, but also about what your followers think of you.
And from a social science point of view, I can tell you that people prefer leaders with strong values
and ethics. These are the types of leaders that they look up to.
Hence, ethics and morals are embedded in strong leadership.
So let’s review the new “48 Laws of Leadership”:
Contents
The Updated 48 Laws of Power for Ethical Leaders
Is Moral Leadership Less Effective?
SUMMARY

The Updated 48 Laws of Power for Ethical Leaders
? Law 1: Never outshine the master
? Law 1: Respect your mentors and stick with them as long as you are learning from them and
they are great role models.
If you’re not learning and if they’re not role models, move past because you’re wasting your
life working for poor leaders.
? Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends, learn to use enemies.
? Law 2: Give enough trust to people that they feel empowered, but not enough that they could
take you and your team down.
Most of all, learn to tell apart trustworthy individuals from toxic ones and make sure you only
have trustworthy ones around
? Law 3: Conceal your intentions.
? Law 3: You will rarely be able to be honest 100% of the times, but that’s not an excuse not
to try to be as honest as possible.
Most people can smell fakeness and lies anyway.
Solution?
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Strive to align your values, words and actions so that you can act, be and slowly become a man
of honor
? Law 4: Always say less than necessary.
? Law 4: Speak only when needed and when you can add real value. That way, people will
come to see you a true wise man and everyone will listen when you open your mouth
? Law 5: So much depends on reputation. Guard it with your life.
? Law 5: Your reputation is a fancy way of saying “what people think of you”.
Don’t become a slave of what people think of you.
Differentiate worthy people you want to help and support and people who are not worthy of
your time and best behavior. The reputation with the former matters. With the latter, it doesn’t.
? Law 6: Court attention at all cost.
? Law 6: Narcissists are weak and, dependent on external validation as they are, not in control
of themselves.
Make yourself into a man who does not depend on external validation instead (read “the
antifragile ego” to start)
? Law 7: Let others do the work for you, but always take credit.
? Law 7: Build your team around group identities and foster an environment where people
want to work “for the team”.
You will automatically reap the benefits as the leader
? Law 8: Make other people come to you. Use bait if necessary.
? Law 8: Pull is always better than push.
Make people want to come to you based on your knowledge, skills and personality
? Law 9: Win through your actions, never through argument.
? Law 9: Actions and arguments are two faces of the same coin.
Make sure you’re good at both and make so that your actions and words support and reinforce
each other
? Law 10: Infection: Avoid the unhappy and the unlucky.
? Law 10: Avoid complainers and people with paper-thin egos: they are incompatible with
self-development, healthy work environment and high performance.
Don’t cut out unhappy and unlucky people instead: everyone can be unhappy at times and they
will love you if you manage to make them happy.
And go back to science 101 if you still believe in luck: luck doesn’t exist and powerful leaders
make their own luck
? Law 11: Learn to keep people dependent on you.
? Law 11: Get your mind off the concept of keeping people dependent.
Why?
Because that’s exactly how low quality men, power hungry men, abusers, controllers and
jealous-paranoid men think (ie.: how the scumbags of this world think).
Instead, be so good that you won’t even manage to give your time to all of those who wants a
piece of you.
? Law 12: Use selective honesty and generosity to disarm your victim.
? Law 12: You will not be able to always be 100% honest, bust strie to be as honest as you
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can, as often as you can.
Every time you behave ethically and in line with your professed values, you build a reservoir of
goodwill.
? Law 13: When asking for help, appeal to people’s self-interest, never to their mercy.
? Law 13: Avoid appeals to self-interest only or you attract low-quality people who only think
of “what’s in it for me“.
Psychology shows that extrinsic motivation and appeals to higher ideals work better
? Law 14: Pose as a friend, work as a spy.
? Law 14: Be a good friend, but learn to judge people’s true character. Learn to read the signs
of frenemies and drop these people.
? Law 15: Crush your enemy totally.
? Law 15: There will never be a war to end all war, so always seek to avoid wars.
But if you really must, avoid attacking in any way that will make your enemy willing and able
to retaliate
? Law 16: Use absence to increase respect and honor.
? Law 16: Focus on delivering as much value as possible with your presence.
Then, once you’ll be away, your presence will be sorely missed
? Law 17: Keep others in suspended terror: cultivate an air of unpredictability.
? Law 17: Don’t be a fickle, but don’t be afraid of showing signs of strong emotions when it’s
called for.
It reminds people that you are serious and committed to your goals, team and values
? Law 18: Do not build fortresses to protect yourself – isolation is dangerous.
? Law 18: Fortresses can be good.
Don’t be afraid to fortify your life: knowing you have a bastion of power to retreat to will make
you both more confident and more carefree.
Just don’t spend your life inside of them: they’re for emergencies only.
? Law 19: Know who you’re dealing with- do not offend the wrong person.
? Law 19: The original “law” is the mindset of slimy, powerless individuals.
Instead, know who you’re dealing with because not everyone is worth your time, attention and
help
? Law 20: Do not commit to anyone.
? Law 20: Commitment limits your freedom, but can also bring many benefits.
Just make sure it’s win-win.
? Law 21: Play a sucker to catch a sucker- seem dumber than your mark.
? Law 21: If you are not yet sure who you’re dealing with, pretend to be dumber to truly
assess people’s character.
And if you must go on a war path, pretend to be weaker and dumber to induce your opponent
into mistakes
? Law 22: Use the surrender tactic: transform weakness into power.
? Law 22: Never fight unwinnable wars. That’s the definition of idiocy.
As a matter of fact, avoid most “winnable” wars, too: they rarely are as “winnable” as they look
on paper (and as presented by power-craving generals)
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? Law 23: Concentrate your forces.
? Law 23: Don’t waste your time on today’s countless distractions. Find something
meaningful and fulfilling and give your full attention to it
? Law 24: Play the perfect courtier (royal advisor).
? Law 24: Don’t be the idiot who reads Greene and thinks that politics is all there is to power.
Politics is important, but it’s only half the battle. The other half is hard skills and results.
If you had to choose between “perfect courtier” and hard skills, go for hard skills: they are
transferable while politics disappear the moment you leave an organization or a group (read
“the futility of social status“)
? Law 25: Re-create yourself.
? Law 25: Choose who you want to be, then work to become it.
And choose your identity wisely, because it will determine how you think, how you act and,
ultimately, the direction of your life
? Law 26: Keep your hands clean.
? Law 26: Refrain from behavior which is below you.
Little by little seek to think and behave more and more like the (wo)man you aspire to be
? Law 27: Play on people’s needs to create a cult-like following.
? Law 27: People want to look up to someone.
Become someone who is worth looking up to and you will have an endless crowd wanting to
follow you, learn from you and spend time with you
? Law 28: Enter action with boldness.
? Law 28: Once you decide on a course of action, don’t half-ass it, but fully commit to it and
give it your very best
? Law 29: Plan all the way to the end.
? Law 29: Start out with a rough plan and a target of where you want to be.
Don’t overplan, though: it never goes according to plan. Be ready to adjust along the way: the
end goal matters. But how you get there, doesn’t
? Law 30: Make your accomplishments seem effortless.
? Law 30: Train until getting things done will be effortless for you. But never be shy of telling
people how hard you worked: everyone admires grit and staying power, and that’s what you
want to teach your best followers
? Law 31: Control options: get others to play with the cards you deal.
? Law 31: It’s often better to give options rather than commanding.
Learn the psychology of nudging people towards a certain option so that you still get what you
want while people feel empowered and committed to their choice
? Law 32: Play to people’s fantasies.
? Law 32: Pitch your ideas and opinions in a way that fits your audience, not yourself
? Law 33: Discover each man’s thumbscrew.
? Law 33: Learn to get to know the people behind their mask. Their dreams, aspirations,
goals… And their weaknesses too, including their pains and past traumas.
? Law 34: Be royal in your own fashion: act like a king to be treated like one.
? Law 34: Dress well because everyone judges books by their covers. Once you have enough
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power, skills and reputation, dress however you please. By then your content will precede you
and you don’t need to care for the cover
? Law 35: Master the art of timing.
? Law 35: Study, learn and understand the spirit and the zeitgeist of our time.
But never let it control you: there is always a place for those who rebel against it -especially in
our the digital era? Law 36: Disdain things you cannot have: ignoring them is the best revenge.
? Law 36: Weak minds let what they don’t yet have control them. Strong minds focus on the
work needed to achieve. The transcendental minds learn not to need any external possessions
and recognition
? Law 37: Create compelling spectacles.
? Law 37: “If you build it they will come” is a failed approach to business and life. Marketing
and product are two faces of the same coin: curate both
? Law 38: Think as you like but behave like others.
? Law 38: Learn how your social group thinks and behaves and, as a beginner, adapt to it. As
you grow and start getting more and more responsibility, start shaping that culture for the better
? Law 39: Stir up waters to catch fish.
? Law 39: An emotional enemy can be a weak enemy. But it can also be a dangerous enemy.
Make sure you know the difference when you deploy the risky “stirring up waters” strategy
? Law 40: Despise the free lunch.
? Law 40: Despise the freeloader’s mindset instead of the free lunch. Learn to use freebies and
generosity as a tool for influence and persuasion. And, for those who deserve it, provide free
lunches out of kindness and caring
? Law 41: Avoid stepping into a great man’s shoes.
? Law 41: Follow great men and seek to make them your mentors: that’s where the real
learning begins. You’re not going to learn nearly as much following poor leaders
? Law 42: Strike the shepherd and the sheep will scatter.
? Law 42: Go at the root of the problem. If it’s about people, be aware that you need to strike
early because toxic attitudes spread like wildfire
? Law 43: Work on the hearts and minds of others.
? Law 43: Some people say that emotional appeals trump rationality. That’s true, but it’s not
always the case: learn to appeal to both instead and you’ll cover all your basis (Aronson, 1972)
? Law 44: Disarm and infuriate with the mirror effect.
? Law 44: The mirror effect can be effective, but it communicates you are consumed by your
opponent, which naturally puts you in the subordinate position.
Don’t waste time with those low-level power games: focus on becoming the kind of person
others want to mirror, instead
? Law 45: Preach the need for change, but never reform too much at once.
? Law 45: Effective change is the hallmark of leadership, don’t be afraid of it when it’s called
for.
Present change as a natural consequence of who you are as a group, be the first to show the
way, praise people embracing change, cut out the insubordinates… And soon you’ll have a
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much-upgraded team
? Law 46: Never appear too perfect: it creates envy and enemies
? Law 46: Foster an environment where people aren’t afraid of mistakes. Reward those who
own up to them and learn from them.
But do not commit mistakes on purpose just to be more “relatable”: it’s such a waste of time
and life. Focus instead on getting rid of the jealous and envious types
? Law 47: Do not go past the mark you aimed for; in victory know when to stop.
? Law 47: Have a goal in mind and do your best. And if your best overshoots the mark, then
your mark was too low: raise it and keep on going.
? Law 48: Assume formlessness
? Law 48: Enjoy everything, but don’t get attached to anything because everything in life is
transitory. You included.

Is Moral Leadership Less Effective?
Let me preface this:
It’s difficult to answer such a general question in a short format.
And this is not the place for moralism, so let me also say this right away: sometimes, amoral
leadership might provide an edge (.
However, contrary to what many readers of “The 48 Laws of Power” or “The Prince” might think,
it’s not true that amoral leadership is always superior.
Frans de Waal‘s research among chimpanzees shows that alpha male ape Yeroen remained in power,
not through aggression and strength, but thanks to his social intelligence and his ability to foster
peace and harmony.
What was remarkable is that in peacekeeping and breaking fights, Yeroen didn’t let his own
friendships get in the way.
And that’s exactly what gave him a superior moral edge: he was a true impartial judge working for
the good of the group, not in support of his cronies.
Chimpanzees are also more combative and aggressive than humans, so that is likely even more true
among humans than among chipanzees.
Indeed, as Miller says in “The Mating Mind“: “Status based on moral leadership is a legacy of the
great apes”, and we only must look at ourselves to know it’s true: we all admire and love an impartial
leader who works for the group.
So yes: moral leadership can work great.
No leader has any excuse to be an ahole.

SUMMARY
“The 48 Laws of Power” is a good text to learn more about power.
But it deals mostly with micro-level expressions of power and its laws are not generalizable.
Furthermore, it boasts its amorality as proof of being “real-world”.
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But that’s how cynics think, and it’s not necessarily how real life works.
Indeed cynics often fail in their quest for power and they never make for great leaders.
If you want to become a better person, including a more powerful person, then ethics and morals
should be part of the mix.
And even if you want to do completely without ethics and morals, “The 48 Laws of Power” is a
poor text for leadership. Especially for leadership in democratic environments where people have a
choice and can vote you out of power with their ballots, or with their feet.
This article quickly revisits the laws not only adding more ethics, but also adding more real-world
wisdom.
Also read:
The 13 laws of leadership
How to be a great manager
The updated 48 Laws of Power (Part II & Part III)
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The 48 Laws of Power is All Wrong: This Is Why
August 18, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
“The 48 Laws of Power” is a hugely popular book.
Especially among the more “type-A” personalities and among the most power-craving
Machiavellians.
Yet, in your efforts to develop and acquire more power, “The 48 Laws of Power” might be more
damaging than helpful.
Why?
Keep on reading.

Is “The 48 Laws of Power” Realistic?
In a strict sense, “The 48 Laws of Power” is neither true nor realistic.
It’s not true because the laws are not real “laws”.
They are maxims teased out from ancient-world examples which might apply to some modern
circumstances, but which badly backfire in many others.
This should be obvious to anyone with a modicum of emotional and social intelligence.
But some people who read “The 48 Laws of Power” do not yet possess a basic understanding of
social and power dynamics.
So they start applying the “laws” in all the wrong situations.
Result?
They come across as sociopathic at best, and as social retards, dickheads, and emotionally challenged
at worst.
They don’t gain power, but lose power, together with losing friends and social status.
And the more they apply the “laws”, the more they progress on a highway to social isolation.
See here one example from a user post on the “48 Laws of Power subreddit“:
What happens when you apply “The 48 Laws of Power” with little EQ and social skills
The above example is eerily common in that group.
And that’s exactly what has led me to write up this article.
This post reviews the shortcoming of “The 48 Laws of Power” and warns readers of the most
common misinterpretation of the laws.
Contents
#1. Never Outshine The Master: And You Become A Housebroken Dog
#2. Never Put Too Much Trust In Friends – But Friends ARE Power
#3. Conceal Your Intentions – So That You Can Look Like A Big Fake
#4. Say Less Than Necessary – But Plenty of People Acquire Power by Talking Lots
#5. Guard Your Reputation With Your Life – And Your Reputation Might Just Cost You Your
Life
#6. Court Attention At All Cost – And You Become An Attention-Seeking Whore
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#7. Let Others Do The Work And Take The Credit – Then Watch All Your Best People Leave
#8. Make Others Come to You – But Don’t Be Afraid of Taking The First Step
#9. Win Through Actions, Not Arguments – Except Arguments Support Actions
#10. Avoid Unhappy & Unlucky – Except Luck Doesn’t Exist
#11. Learn to Keep People Dependent On You – So You Can Start Behaving Like A True
Abuser
#12. Use Selective Honesty – And Get A Liar’s Reputation In No Time
#13. Appeal to People’s Self-Interest – And You Will Get Only Self-Interested People
#14. Work As a Friend, Pose As a Spy – Ie.: How To Become A Despised Traitor
#16. Use Absence to Increase Respect – Or Maybe Use Presence to Increase Respect?
#17. Keep Others In Suspended Terror – And You Shall Also Live In Terror
#18. Do Not Build Fortresses To Protect Yourself – Actually: Why Not?
#19. Know Who You’re Dealing With, Lest Offend The Wrong Person – AKA “Keep Your
Head Down”
#20. Do Not Commit to Anyone – So You Can Spend A Lifetime Alone
#21. Seem Dumber Than Your Mark – So That You Can Invite Aggression
#22. Use Surrender As A Tool – Just So You Get The Reputation Of A Quitter
#24. Play The Perfect Courtier – And Never Focus On, You Know… Actual Skills & Results
#26. Keep Your Hands Clean – Except This Is Now How Power Players Move
#27. Create A Cult-Like Following – Then Enjoy Spending Your Time With Idiots
#28. Enter Action With Boldness – And Risk It All With A Boneheaded Move
#29. Plan All The Way to The End – Never Mind Life Never Follows Plans
#30. Make Your Wins Seem Effortless – And Totally Miss Our Struggle-Adoring Zeitgeist
#32. Play To People’s Fantasy – So They’ll Never Support The Way You Need
#33. Discover Each Man’s Thumbscrew – So You Can Make More Enemies
#34. Be Royal to Be Treated Like Royalty – Or Ditch The Window-Dressing Game
#35. Master The Art of Timing – And Now You Really Are On A Fool’s Errand
#36. Disdain/Ignore Things You Cannot Have – But Disdain Broadcasts Your Hurt
#37. Create Compelling Spectacles – Ie.: Waste Your Time On Cheating
#38. Think As You Like But Behave Like Others – Baa, Baa
#39. Stir Up Waters To Catch Fish – But Stirred Up Water Can Get Choppy
#40. Despise The Free Lunch – Become The Worst Guest Ever
#41. Avoid Stepping Into A Great Man’s Shoes – Should You Follow Average Men Instead?
#44. Disarm and Infuriate With The Mirror Effect – Ie.: Overinvest In your Opponents
#45. Preach The Need For Change But Reform Slowly – Just So You Can Waste More Time
#46. Never Appear Too Perfect – Just So You Can Let The Haters Control You
#47. Stop At What You Aimed For – And You Cap Your Own Upsides
SUMMARY

#1. Never Outshine The Master: And You
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Become A Housebroken Dog
This law says that it’s a big mistake to appear smarter and brighter than your master.
In many cases, that’s true.
But if you keep obeying this law without a bigger strategy for career advancement, you’re on a
highway to average-dom.
How else are you going to move forward if all you worry about is looking dumber than your boss?

Why Law of Power #1. Is Wrong
Bosses are people, and most people cluster around the average.
That means average skills, average drive, and even average power.
If all you do is focusing on not outshining the master, you risk remaining stuck behind an average
boss for years to come.
And for years to come, you will keep your head down, following your master like a sheep.
If your goal is to live a safe, modest, and simple life, then all good.
But if you want more, then you probably don’t want to apply this law (unless your boss is an
awesome rising star who’s also carrying you forward).
Personally, one of the biggest regrets of my life is that it took me so long to stop appeasing
average bosses.
Don’t do the same mistake.
Life is short. And appeasing average bosses is a waste of life.

Do This Instead
First of all, seek bosses whom you can learn from for a long time.
Ideally, you will not only learn the hard skills of the trade, but he will also be a role model.
If there is some age difference, don’t be afraid of a boss being a father or mother figure if you never
had a positive father or mother figure.
Very open-minded bosses will not try to stop your career because you outshine them but they will
help you up instead (just make sure you can tell the difference between envious and helpful).
In any case, once you have learned everything, the time has come for you to move ahead.
And that point, it’s not anymore about how “not to outshine the boss” but how to “move past him in
the most effective way possible”.
Also see:
How to effectively outshine the boss
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#2. Never Put Too Much Trust In Friends –
But Friends ARE Power
Robert Greene is not totally wrong.
Friends can grow resentful and turn, or simply screw you over in spite of the friendship.
And enemies can be turned into friends and allies too, for sure.
But you don’t make the rule with the exceptions.

Why Law of Power #2. Is Wrong
This law puts you in a bad mindset.
The mindset that friends and enemies might be more or less the same.
But they’re not.
And you’re much better off with lots of friends.
As someone said, your network is your net worth and authors such as Keith Ferrazzi have built whole
businesses on how to network effectively.
Friends and allies are crucial even in the animal kingdom.
Chimps for example don’t rule through sheer force alone.
Often the alpha male is not the strongest, but the one with more friends and allies (Ridley, 1996).
And that is all the truer for humans.
As my first mentor once told me:
Make friends, not enemies

#3. Conceal Your Intentions – So That You
Can Look Like A Big Fake
In life, you can’t always be honest.
There will be plenty of times when you will have to conceal your true intentions, embellish your
motives, or only present the most “socially acceptable” side of your true intentions.
But going from “sometimes having to lie” to “making lies the centerpiece of your strategy” is a big
stretch.

Why Law of Power #3. Is Wrong
The law is wrong when concealing your intentions becomes your main way of approaching life.
Many people can smell fakeness, and eventually, your lies will catch up with you.
I remember this highly skilled guy who once joined our team. He might have been the most skilled
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speaker in town.
But he always concealed everything, and eventually, his concealments started not adding up
anymore:

As you can see, concealment eventually started to show cracks. And he destroyed his reputation.
The funny thing?
This guy probably thought he had fooled everyone “concealing his intentions”.
He probably thought he was coming across cooler and increasing his power.
It didn’t.
People felt somewhat “off” with this concealer, and he never fit in. He ended up highly isolated.
Now, of course, some others might never be found out and gain power by concealment.
But you can gain the same power without as much concealment.
So, why lying (and risking) then?

#4. Say Less Than Necessary – But Plenty of
People Acquire Power by Talking Lots
It’s not completely wrong that powerful people talk less.
In my overview of the “archetypes of dominance” I list the silent Godfather as the true archetype of
power.
And yet, thinking that power always talks little is a very limited view of power.
Because there are many ways to acquire power and resources by talking a lot.
Below are just a few examples
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Why Law of Power #4 Is Wrong
I will not waste too much time because a couple of examples will suffice to show that this law cannot
be generalized.
McGregor became the richest MMA fighter with his mouth as much as his punches
Jordan Peterson & Ben Shapiro became rich by talking way more than necessary
Donald Trump became president by dominating the news with his constant presence
Seen an example of one of those socially skilled impaired folks who apply “rules” at random.

#5. Guard Your Reputation With Your Life
– And Your Reputation Might Just Cost
You Your Life
It’s true that reputation is important.
But not in all situations and not al the times.
In the digital era, one could have a spotless digital reputation while actually being a dickhead.

Why Law of Power #5. Is Wrong
Yet, “reputation” is nothing but a fancier way of saying “what people think of you”.
Overly worrying about your reputation is the equivalent of worrying too much of what others think of
you.
And when you worry too much about what others think of you, you are giving them huge power
over you.
Much better to focus your reputation on a few people whose opinion matters and letting all the rest
outside of your “reputation management efforts”.
Finally, reputation is often connected to your ego.
And people do all crazy of stupid things when they are controlled by their ego.
The famous bar scene in Goodfellas is one example of the stupidity of defending “reputation”:
This is one example of the stupidity of “guarding your reputation with your life”. Literally.

#6. Court Attention At All Cost – And You
Become An Attention-Seeking Whore
I don’t why Greene even comes up with this law.
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There is just a little connection between power and attention.
As a matter of fact, attention-seeking is correlated with little power -and even less power and control
over one’s own mind-.

Why Law of Power #6. Is Wrong
This law is only valid for influencers, social media celebs, and some jet-set personalities.
For everyone else, there is truly little power in seeking attention at all costs.
Indeed, the more attention you get, the more scrutiny you get.
And more scrutiny leaves you with less room to maneuver and higher chances of getting mired in
time-wasting scandals.
Furthermore, at the upper echelons of attention, it’s annoying being under the limelight at all times.
Ask Britney Spears about it:

Don’t court attention at all costs, but instead rid yourself of the narcissistic need for attention.
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It’s freeing, and freedom is the sweetest fruit power (and vice versa).
Also see:
Stop being an attention whore on social media

#7. Let Others Do The Work And Take The
Credit – Then Watch All Your Best People
Leave
Many offices and many bosses function exactly as Robert Greene describes.
But many is not all, and excessive credit taking never fails to estrange your subordinates.

Why Law of Power #7. Is Wrong
Robert Greene writes with the ancient times in mind.
And back then, when masters decided for life or death and power was absolute, it worked.
But today?
Not so much.
How long would a manager keep his best employees if all he did was stealing their ideas?
This example is from a series (Madmen), but it’s realistic of how people feel when their managers
steal their ideas.
And they will not stick around long:
And in the series as much as in reality, she later quit for greener pastures (and better bosses).
What this “law” also misses on is that there are great social benefits in sharing the credit when you do
it publicly and visibly.
See this example and analysis here:
The power of sharing credit

#8. Make Others Come to You – But Don’t
Be Afraid of Taking The First Step
The idea of being approached first is great.
Using bait is a bit sneaky, but depending on the situation and the person you’re dealing with, it can
also be fair game.
However, this maxim is wrong when taken to the extreme.
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Why Law of Power #8. Is Wrong
To be successful in life, sometimes you gotta ask.
And you gotta go to people first.
Many successful and powerful people often started out asking a lot and being refused a lot (and that’s
why a good skill in social interaction is learning what do when you get rejected).
Bottom line: you can’t always wait for others to come to you in life.
And whether or not you take that first step differentiates those who enjoy success from those who
don’t.
This is all the more obvious in dating, for example.
Also see:
How leadership gets you girls

#9. Win Through Actions, Not Arguments –
Except Arguments Support Actions
This law is not very suited for modernity, where freedom and democracy require influence and
people’s support.
Today, it’s difficult to divide actions from arguments.
They are two faces of the same coin.

Why Law of Power #9 Is Wrong
To realize this law makes little sense you only need to take a look at some of the most powerful
people in the world.
Many of them are some of the best communicators around.
Arguments indeed are not opposed to action: arguments can pave the way for actions.
Or, once actions are underway, good arguments can legitimize those actions.
This is what all the most powerful politicians do: they sell their actions with arguments to ensure
public support for whatever they deem helpful (see Putin, Bush and the Iraq War).
Also see:
The uses of dark psychology

#10. Avoid Unhappy & Unlucky – Except
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Luck Doesn’t Exist
Greene takes a leaf out of the self-help literature here.
Law number 10 indeed sounds a lot like the old adage that “you are the average of the 5 people you
spend the most time with”.
But that’s only partially true and, in good part, it’s a self-help myth.

Why Law of Power #10 is Wrong
Let me summarize this one for you:
1. No serious scientist believes in luck
2. Helping people in dire straits can provide bigger pay-offs than helping anyone else
Point number two is a bit complex to explain here quickly but, in short, helping someone desperate
provides you with a bigger credit (also see Cialdini, 1984 and Wright, 1994).

#11. Learn to Keep People Dependent On
You – So You Can Start Behaving Like A
True Abuser
This is a law that sounds like it cynically describes power.
But it does not describe power. It describes how abusers think.

Why Law of Power #11. Is Wrong
These are the people who focus on keeping others dependent:
Controlling men
Paranoid-jealous
Sociopaths
Abusive men
Some of them can be successful in keeping their victims dependent, but they are mostly “successful”
with low quality men and women who have few options.
And even then, relationships with a dependent often end up being co-dependent and nobody is really
in power (see Beatty, 1986).
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However, worry not.
There is a high-quality way of keeping people dependent.
And that’s to be so good that they want to be dependent on you.
These types of high-quality people though don’t really crave to have anyone dependent on them.

#12. Use Selective Honesty – And Get A
Liar’s Reputation In No Time
Robert Greene writes:
One act of honesty will cover a dozen lies
Not only that’s most often not true, but lies also destroy your reputation (another example of laws
contradicting each other).

Why Law of Power 12 Is Wrong
Unless you keep moving, lies quickly add up.
And you soon lose the benefit of the doubt and get the reputation of a liar (see again the example of
“conceal your intention).
So much so for Greene’s own law “guard your reputation with your life”.
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#13. Appeal to People’s Self-Interest – And
You Will Get Only Self-Interested People
Again, a law that sounds cynically realist, but which is actually wrong.

Why Law of Power #13 Is Wrong
Social sciences are pretty clear about this one: appeals to higher ideals and shared identities are
superior to self -interest.
And appealing to self-interest can actually be counterproductive.
Above a certain threshold of salary, a typical example of self-interest, appeals to higher values work
better.
Read more:
Laws of leadership
This a chart to help you understand the difference between appealing to external incentives (what’s in
it for me) VS higher ideals:
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#14. Work As a Friend, Pose As a Spy – Ie.:
How To Become A Despised Traitor
Robert Greene says:
Better yet, pose as a spy yourself
And here already you should be able to see what’s wrong with this.

Why Law of Power #14 Is Wrong
Do you remember some years ago the international scandal when Germany found out the US tapped
Merkel’s phone?
Can you imagine now if the US president had done the tapping himself?
Exactly: quite ridiculous to even to think of.
That’s because powerful people don’t spy themselves: they send spies.
And if you’re not the president of a country (yet), focus on making good, support and win-win
friendships instead of spying.
One single act of spying will immediately leave you with one single friend (the one you spied for)
and lots of enemies (everyone else).

#16. Use Absence to Increase Respect – Or
Maybe Use Presence to Increase Respect?
Law 16 is not all wrong: there can be such a thing as over-presence and becoming banal.
Yet, it’s wrong for how it shifts your focus.

Why Law of Power #16 Is Wrong
You are far better off focusing on adding value whenever you’re there.
Only then when you are not there people will notice the difference.
But if you focus on absence before you become the most skilled and value-adding individual in the
group… Then nobody will care you’re not there.
Before your absence makes the difference nobody cares you’re not there.
Focus on adding value with your presence, not your absence.
And that’s why you’re better off focusing on mastery, not on absence.
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#17. Keep Others In Suspended Terror –
And You Shall Also Live In Terror
It’s funny:
Greene says never to build castles because isolation is dangerous.
And then he suggests to let others live in suspended terror through your unpredictable behavior.
And guess where does that lead? To isolation and to the necessity of castles.

Why Law of Power #17 is Wrong
Reigning through terror makes for paranoid leaders.
And they are paranoid for good reasons: when you reign through terror everyone longs to plant a
knife in your back the moment you turn.
Take Saddam Hussein for example.
Saddam Hussein reigned through terror.
He purposefully ordered the tanks around Baghdad to be low in ammunition, just in case the army
wanted to turn on him.
Do you think that makes for great leadership -or great quality of life?-.
Exactly…
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#18. Do Not Build Fortresses To Protect
Yourself – Actually: Why Not?
Unexpectedly, Greene advises against fortresses.
Since he is so into history and ancient times, he should know that fortresses have been bastions of
civilization against the dark forces of barbarianism.
Fortresses enabled progress and, even today, fortresses work.

Why Law of Power #18 Is Wrong
Greene says that fortresses are dangerous because they isolate you.
But fortresses isolate you only if you let them isolate you.
Instead, you can build them and use them as insurances on your life.
The term “insurance” is very befitting since modern versions of fortresses are:
Insurances
Prenuptial agreements
Contract clauses
These types of fortresses enable and protect power (and money).
And, if you’re very rich, it might actually be a literal fortress.
It’s such a thing that modern fortress buyers even have a name: doomsday capitalists.

#19. Know Who You’re Dealing With, Lest
Offend The Wrong Person – AKA “Keep
Your Head Down”
This is such a terribly, terribly defensive mindset.

Why Law of Power #19 Is Wrong
This law gets people in the wrong frame of mind.
Again, we go back to a “sheep frame of mind”, more worried of not crossing the wrong person rather
than achieving their own goals and dreams.
Needless to say, this is not how people going places think.
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#20. Do Not Commit to Anyone – So You
Can Spend A Lifetime Alone
Another law which cannot be generalized.
I get what Greene is saying: play both sides and only negotiate based on your interests.
Yet this cannot be generalized.

Why Law of Power #20. Is Wrong
Let’s begin with relationships first.
As Amir Levine explains, a strong intimate bond allows the partners to take on the word more
confidently.
And in both interpersonal and international relationships, commitment gives parties a strong moral
authority.
Think of the US and its stance against totalitarianism in WWI and WII.
The US was mostly accepted as the world’s policeman also thanks to its commitment to democracy
and the rule of law.
A non-committal party instead can easily come across as sleazy and unreliable.

#21. Seem Dumber Than Your Mark – So
That You Can Invite Aggression
Looking dumber can be used strategically.
But only if you’re stronger than your mark.
Otherwise, you invite aggression and bullying.

#22. Use Surrender As A Tool – Just So You
Get The Reputation Of A Quitter
Greene makes surrender and regrouping sound easy.
But it’s rarely like that in real life.

Why Law of Power #22. Is Wrong
This is simple:
When you lay down your arms you are at the mercy of your opponent.
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It will be up to him to decide the terms, and who knows if his terms will allow you to regroup or if
they will destroy you completely.
It’s best to negotiate while you’re still standing and kicking instead. Then you will have a say in
negotiations.
Finally, there is also an advantage in never surrendering: you make a reputation for someone who is
better left alone, which paradoxically leads to fewer battles.

#24. Play The Perfect Courtier – And Never
Focus On, You Know… Actual Skills &
Results
Politics are important.
But there is more in life, success and power.
And if all your effort is in playing the perfect courtier, then you’re definitely going down the wrong
path.

Why Law of Power #24. Is Wrong
Robert Greene has a classical background and he’s never really worked in business.
In the old courts he studies, politics might have dictated 95% of power.
Back then there were no obvious results to tie one’s power to, so it was all about who the king
favored and who influenced the king the most.
But things have changed today.
Of course, office politics still matter.
But they’re only one side of the coin.
And you must also focus on skill-building and results.

#26. Keep Your Hands Clean – Except This
Is Now How Power Players Move
Wouldn’t it be nice to live in a world where people with dirty hands couldn’t hold onto power?
Yes.
But we don’t live in that world.

Why Law of Power #26. Is Wrong
This also depends on what you mean by “keeping your hands clean”.
In a larger context, worrying too much about keeping your hands clean also means you are submitting
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to what everyone else defines as “clean”.
The top power players do not accept the definition of what’s “clean” and what’s not.
They focus more on doing as they please and changing the perception of what’s “clean” and what’s
not (see for example the frame battles on abortion, capital punishment etc.).
Finally, we also live in a world where the issue is not whether or not you dirty your hands.
The real issue is whether you get caught, and the two things are very much not the same thing
(unluckily).
See Jho Low:

Luckily, there is also a positive way with which you can approach the “hands clean” topic.
Indeed, it’s possible to acquire great reputation and to command admiration by sticking to your
moral values no matter what.
We all admire the kind of men who are virtuous when nobody is looking. And we all tend to be more
honest with the few men whose handshake is the equivalent of a contract.
So, yes, there is plenty of power in strong ethics.

#27. Create A Cult-Like Following – Then
Enjoy Spending Your Time With Idiots
Albeit creating a cult-like following was easier in the old days, it’s still possible today.
But it’s still not the best way to acquire power.

Why Law of Power #27. Is Wrong
The main question here is this:
Who are you going to deal with after you have successfully created a cult?
You are going to deal with people who are most likely to fall for cult and cult-leader.
And that’s probably not the cream of the crop, is it.
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#28. Enter Action With Boldness – And
Risk It All With A Boneheaded Move
Another law that is hardly generalizable.

Why Law of Power #28. Is Wrong
There are plenty of situations where a more observant approach will serve you better than entering
action with boldness
Leadership in a new group is a good example.
Too forceful leaders are disliked by the group, while those who look around and learn the power
structures and the non-written rules are more likely to rise fast (see “laws of leadership from social
science“).
“Enter action with boldness” as a general rule makes me think of these Family Guy skits of Kool-Aid
boldness:

#29. Plan All The Way to The End – Never
Mind Life Never Follows Plans
Planning is good.
But only up to a certain point because, more time than not, life does not go according to plan.
Do make your plans, but keep in mind things will most likely develop differently than what you
planned.

Why Law of Power #28. Is Wrong
Overplanning is often a waste of time.
Especially in those important fields that are inherently unstable, like entrepreneurship and love.
As Tyson said:
Everyone has a plan until they get punched in the face
It’s usually best to have a rough idea and start than making greatly elaborated plans and delay action.
If I showed you my original plans for The Power Moves, you’d laugh.
I wasted way too long planning, and I’d rather you not make this same (common) mistake.
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#30. Make Your Wins Seem Effortless –
And Totally Miss Our Struggle-Adoring
Zeitgeist
Greene here is missing the spirit of the times.
There is still a place for effortless action: we all admire and secretly envy the natural talents.
But we prefer effort today.

Why Law of Power #30. Is Wrong
In our modern culture, the best accolades go to the hardest workers -or those who say they are the
hardest workers-.
Just tune in to any self-help guru, motivational speaker and most celebs too. They are all about hard
work.
That’s what sells.
If you want to be liked and respected today, talk up your hard work.

That’s the message that resonates today: the glorification of the hustle.
And that’s what makes people feel good, because it sub-communicates that if only they put in the
work, they could do it, too.

#32. Play To People’s Fantasy – So They’ll
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Never Support The Way You Need
Greene makes the point that people don’t want the truth.
And, for the most part, he is right.
The issue with it is that those are not the people you want in your life.

Why Law of Power #32. Is Wrong
You’re not going to go far in life if you keep around people with paper-thin egos.
You want in your life people who want -and can stomach- reality as crude and as raw as possible.
That’s how Ray Dalio built his empire: looking for truth and hiring smart people who sought the truth
(see Principles by Ray Dalio).

#33. Discover Each Man’s Thumbscrew –
So You Can Make More Enemies
Getting to know people as they really are is important.
But why would you limit yourself to thumbscrews?

Why Law of Power #33. Is Wrong
More than what pains people, you want to know what excites them and what makes them tick.
Because with thumbscrews you can hurt people. But with their inner drivers, you can get the very
best out of them.
In short:
Thumbscrews bring you wars and destruction.
Dreams and aspirations build you great relationships (and revenues).

#34. Be Royal to Be Treated Like Royalty –
Or Ditch The Window-Dressing Game
The rule is not totally wrong.
People judge others by their cover all the times.
Yet, it’s not how true power players act and think.

Why Law of Power #34. Is Wrong
True power players transcend the cover (the clothes) because their content (who they are) is so
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obvious and well known that they don’t need the cover.
Indeed, by disregarding the cover, they send a strong message about their content (and their power).
Steve Jobs is a good example:

Jobs on the left was powerless and he had to dress the part. Jobs on the right makes a statement about
his superior power status by dressing as he pleases
Remember: the people struggling to make it to the top are the ones most desperate to dress royally.

#35. Master The Art of Timing – And Now
You Really Are On A Fool’s Errand
Greene talks about never being in a hurry here and letting people wait.
But he also talks about spotting trends and timing your moves.
And while the former are indeed common power moves, the latter has little to do with power.

Why Law of Power #35. Is Wrong
Years ago I began trading stocks.
And like every trader, I tried to “master the art of timing” and buying and selling “at the right time”.
Long story short: I paid a good sum of money to learn that trying to time the market is a fool’s
errand.
Nobody can predict the future.
Even worse it’s trying to “time” your entrepreneurial endeavors.
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People who try to time their moves will always find a host of reasons why it’s not yet the right time.
But it’s never the right time because the right time is (almost) always now.
Stop making timing your biggest worry and focus instead on doing your best, adding the most value
and becoming the best you can be.

#36. Disdain/Ignore Things You Cannot
Have – But Disdain Broadcasts Your Hurt
I agree you should ignore things you cannot have and focus on what you can have.
But disdain and ignoring are two completely different things.

Why Law of Power #36. Is Wrong
Disdain stays within you and poisons you.
Disdain is proof that, deep down, you really wanted it. And you are broadcasting your failure to
yourself and to the world.
Don’t disdain what you cannot have: focus on what you can have.

#37. Create Compelling Spectacles – Ie.:
Waste Your Time On Cheating
Why focusing on compelling spectacles when you can create compelling visions and turn them into
compelling realities?

#38. Think As You Like But Behave Like
Others – Baa, Baa
This law makes sense… For powerless individuals.
But it’s not how powerful individuals think and act.

Why Law of Power #38. Is Wrong
Power is about shaping your environment.
It’s about shaping the culture, the people around you, the customs and traditions, and the way of
doing things.
If all you do is behaving like others… Why are you even in power?
Instead, adapt and learn while you’re still training.
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Then, start focusing on shaping culture and behavior.

#39. Stir Up Waters To Catch Fish – But
Stirred Up Water Can Get Choppy
Stirring waters to induce your opponent into mistakes can make sense… Sometimes.
But some other times, stirring up waters has the complete opposite effect.

Why Law of Power #39. Is Wrong
An emotional opponent can be a dangerous opponent.
And an opponent who knows how to channel his anger and rage is an even more dangerous opponent.
Michael Jordan is an example of the latter:

When MJ’s opponents tried to roil him, it often had the exact opposite effect: it would draw the best
out of MJ.
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#40. Despise The Free Lunch – Become The
Worst Guest Ever
Greene says that what is worth having is worth paying for.
And sometimes indeed people will try to buy you stuff to influence your behavior (also see
“manipulative negotiation techniques“).
Yet, it’s a mistake to think of any freebies, invites or favors as something you need to despise.

Why Law of Power #40. Is Wrong
Exchanges of gifts and favors strengthen relationships.
Refusing gifts can send the message you are refusing the friendship, and you should be careful with
that.
As a guest, for example, it’s a sign of appreciation to accept a free lunch.
Furthermore, since money is power, looking to save money can be a highly effective technique for
acquiring power.
And yes, that savings can also come from different forms of free lunches that life might offer.

#41. Avoid Stepping Into A Great Man’s
Shoes – Should You Follow Average Men
Instead?
Another example of an extremely defensive mindset.

Why Law of Power #41. Is Wrong
Just answer this one for me:
Are you more likely to perform at an elite level if you train and follow an elite leader, or if
you train and follow an average one?
When you work, train and learn from elite performers, you can also manage to get them to mentor
you after you take over from them.
And that, again, will further boost your performance.
I will be very clear cut here: don’t listen to this “law” and don’t be fearful: seek great men and you
are more likely to become a great man yourself.
Laws 42 and 43 are mostly correct and we will skip them.
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#44. Disarm and Infuriate With The Mirror
Effect – Ie.: Overinvest In your Opponents
The mirror technique can work.
But in far fewer situations you might think.

Why Law of Power #44. Is Wrong
When you mirror someone you are giving them lots of attention.
And when you give people lots of attention, you place them above you.
When you mirror someone you are electing him as your N.1 enemy while they are still ignoring you.
And that’s why, more often than not, mirroring others places you in the subordinate role.
While you mirror people will also be wondering why your target is so important to you and what’s
your beef with them, which can make you look spiteful and full of hatred.
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Unless you’re a young upstart trying to unsettle an established player, skip the mirror and focus on
getting better.

#45. Preach The Need For Change But
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Reform Slowly – Just So You Can Waste
More Time
Greene says that when you’re new, you should make a show of respecting the old power and reform
little by little.
That’s true… Sometimes.
And some other times, it’s wasted time.

Why Law of Power #45. Is Wrong
When you’re new it’s exactly when people expect change the most.
That’s your chance to strike when it’s hot and change for the better.
If you let time pass, people will think of you as “the same old”. And you don’t want that.
Sure, someone will resist chance.
Most often it’s the old guard, who has grown complacent and is busy defending their entrenched
interests.
Great: the sooner you get rid of them, the better off you and the group you lead will be.

#46. Never Appear Too Perfect – Just So
You Can Let The Haters Control You
Here is another “rule of thumb” which is not a “law”.
Greene makes the case that people will envy and resent you if you seem too perfect.
True.
Some of them will.
So what?

Why Law of Power #46. Is Wrong
So what if someone will envy you?
Let them envy you, you can’t start making mistakes on purpose to appease your haters.
Greene’s example is also idiotic: JFK was suddenly more liked after the failure of the Bay of Pigs
invasion?
So what, JFK -and the world- would have still been better off without that blunder!
Furthermore, don’t worry: in the off chance that you look “too perfect”, not everyone will envy you.
It’s mostly frenemies, people who resented you already and people who think they should be above
you by dint of their gender, nationality, skin etc.
Those who like you and admire you instead will admire you even more when you look “too perfect”.
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#47. Stop At What You Aimed For – And
You Cap Your Own Upsides
Another law that makes little sense.

Why Law of Power #46. Is Wrong
If you always only stop at what you aimed for, you are capping your upsides while still leaving all the
downside risks open.
Instead, when you’re winning more than expected, it might be just the right time to double down and
make history.

Example: When Hannibal Lost The Chance Of His Life
The greatest example is possibly Hannibal.
Hannibal was an incredibly cunning general, and yet few could expect the incredible feats he
achieved in his war against the Romans.
In one of his most famous dares, he crossed the Alps with African elephants and, deep into enemy’s
territory and without any supply lines, he delivered a series of crippling defeats to one of the most
feared army in the world.
At the battle of Canne he destroyed the whole Roman army and what, at that date, was the biggest
army the world had ever seen.
But Hannibal stopped.
He reached his immediate goal of winning the battle and never marched to take Rome.
The Romans then switched to a war of attrition.
And little by little, because of Hannibal’s failure to keep on going and make the most out of his
prodigious victories, he was eventually forced to retreat.
One of Hannibals’ best lieutenants was rumored to have said:
Hannibal, you know how to gain a victory, but not how to use one.
Don’t stop when you’re over-shooting your mark: double down.

SUMMARY
After reading messages like this one I had to write this post:
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This article sounded critical of “The 48 Laws of Power“.
And well, this is because this article is a critical review of “The 48 Laws of Power“.
This is not to say that “The 48 Laws of Power” is all wrong.
Many of the laws have valid applications in certain circumstances.
And it’s good to learn them because many people, and especially those who seek power, do apply
these laws.
But the “laws” are not laws and they are not always applicable.
As my martial arts trainer said:
There are no rules. Only principles
The 48 laws are even poorer when it comes to life principles.
To end this article, I totally recommend you read Greene’s work: he is one of my favorite authors and
one of the finest observers of human nature.
But I also recommend that you seek different sources as the centerpiece of your self-development
work.
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You Can Do Better Than The Red Pill. Here’s Why
September 18, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The red pill comprises a group of men who congregate to discuss sexual dynamics, male rights, and
general self-development.
There are plenty of good things in the red pill.
And there are some good self-identified red pill authors, and even some great ones.
But there is also some toxicity.
And you can probably do better by growing beyond the red pill.
So in this article, we analyze:
Red Pill philosophy
The social-psychology of Red Pill group dynamics
Why the Red Pill is a potential incubator of toxicity
Contents
Who Am I: A Red Pill Author (?)
What Is The Red Pill
Is Misogyny Red Pill’s Philosophy?
Alpha Pride: How Toxicity Starts
The Social-Psychology of Group Conflict
The Truth of Inter-Gender Relationships
The Psychology of Abusive Red Pill
The Red Pill Drift Into Nonsense
Does The Red Pill Make Things Worse?
The Red Pill: Feminism For Men?
So What’s A Man to Do?
SUMMARY

Who Am I: A Red Pill Author (?)
In many ways, I might be considered a Red Pill author.
There is some obvious overlap between this website and the Red Pill.
And this website is also featured in TheRedPill archive, the largest repository of everything posted in
the red pill.
Only a few blogs vetted as “red pill” are featured there:
And I’m glad of being there.
But at the same time, this website is also different in a few crucial aspects.
This website promotes individual empowerment and intelligent win-win relationships. Including
between genders.
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That’s not the red pill.
At the extremes, the Red Pill can present unhealthy group dynamics and encourages men to embrace
gender war, rather than win-win.
This post is here to help you wade that environment.

What Is The Red Pill
This is a high-level definition of the Red Pill:
The Red Pill is a community of individuals, mostly men, who congregate with the aim of
learning, sharing and discussing topics and uncomfortable truths that are too politically
incorrect to be openly acknowledged, discussed, and appreciated by society at large.
The Red Pill is a subset of the larger “manosphere” constellation, dealing with varied topics such as
life strategies, power dynamics, male rights and general self-development.
But the main course is gender relations, dating and relationships.
The popular expression “taking the red pill”, means opening up to the hidden truths of life that
society hides from most people.
That sounds admirable to me.
But is the Red Pill really an unadulterated pill?

Truths and Lies
The Red Pill’s is not wrong,
There are major systemic layers of lies and manipulation both in people and society.
Yet, the Red Pill seldom approaches topics with a rational, scientific and analytical mind.
And, at times, Red Pill communities make men -and their lives- worse, and not better.
In this article, I will make the case that Red Pill communities, victim of self-selection bias,
groupthink, and unhealthy group dynamics, can turn into a breeding ground of toxicity and
misogyny.

Is Misogyny Red Pill’s Philosophy?
Let’s start with the elephant in the room:
Misogyny.
The Red Pill focuses on gender dynamics, dating, and relationships. So to understand the Red Pill, we
must first understand how they view women.
In general, how men feel, think and interact with women provides a wonderful litmus test of a man’s
maturity and personal value.
If we had to simplify with 3 buckets, this is how men relate to women:
Blue Pill Man / SJW: men for women, white knight, women are oppressed, men need to serve
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women (lose-win)
Red pill: men VS women, men need to protect against women and show power over women
(win-lose)
Healthy relationship leaders: men and women, top men naturally are relationship leader, and
great leaders lead with the team in mind (win-win)
The Red Pill’s take is not wholly wrong.
Men and women’s interests diverge sometimes, and those divergences can create friction and chances
for cheating.
We could call the Red Pill’s approach a “Machiavellian take on gender dynamics”.
However, the Red Pill mindset is toxic for two reasons:
1. Men VS Women: It focuses only on areas of friction, disregarding opportunities for win-win
2. Women as aggressors: It only focuses on women cheating men, never on the value women can
add (beyond sex) and never male cheating
80% of the red pill toxicity stems from N.1, seeing men as opposed to women.
The second one is a consequence of the first, and leads to extremism.
Isn’t accusing women of being “all bad” evidence of misogyny?
So let’s see how the “man VS women” narrative start:

Alpha Pride: How Toxicity Starts
Red Pill philosophy encourages men to self-identify as men.
Up until here, all good.
Being a man, feeling like a man and being glad of being a man is OK.
The problem with red pill male self-identification is two-fold:
1. Man is the only self-definition: “being a man” is the main category of self-identification, and
“alpha male” is the dream belonging, all else is secondary
2. Being a man is opposed to being a woman: being a man stands against all that is not good,
such as women, effeminate men, gay men, betas, blue-pill men, etc.
Both tendencies are either latent in Red Pill culture, or openly embraced and encouraged.
Here is one example from the Red Pill subreddit:
Red Pill authors discuss “male pride”, “male bonding” and “alpha male” at length.
Masculinity is Jack Donovan’s main focus, for example.
Donovan, author of “The Way of Men” and a respected author in the RP community, theorizes that
society, weakened by feminization (the enemy), is on the verge of breaking up
So he teaches men “how to start a gang” and, tough lack for women, it’s for men only:
I enjoy some of Donovan’s work, but I’m not a fan of “men only” gang
Rollo Tomassi, possibly the most notorious voice of The Red Pill community, also encourages “male
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pride” and “men only spaces”.
Rollo Tomassi says women actively try to “insert” themselves into male spaces to subvert them:
(…) women inserting themselves into male space in order to enforce the dictates of
feminine social primacy
I enjoy reading Rollo and he’s got deep analysis, but this is an example of one-sided analysis and
conspiracy theorizing, which is a big thorn in the Red Pill’s side.
In male bonding, Rollo Tomassi sees a bulwark against the feminine assault.
Criticizing the MGTOW movement, he says:
This only serves to cede power to the feminine imperative
-Rollo Tomassi, “Positive Masculinity“
Tomassi sees genders locked in war, and he is not alone.
The Red Pill is founded around a purported big struggle between men and women.
If exaggerated male pride and a poor opinion of the outgroup had no consequences, this would be just
an immature mindset and that’s all.
But an extreme sense of belonging with an adversarial attitude leads to increasing anger and
hatred towards the outgroup (in this case, women).
Let’s see a few examples:

#1. Men Are Good, Women Are Bad
Someone once said:
In war, truth is the first casualty.
Among the truths that first go AWOL in the Red Pill are the nuances and complexities of human
psychology and behavior.
The Red Pill replaces complexity with a more effective and group-bonding take on life: “men are
good, women are bad”.
It’s a convenient belief to adopt.
It helps men find solace among other disgruntled men while also propping up their ego, as they can
bask in their supposed superiority.
Red Pill practitioners deny, promoting the Red Pill as a culture of self-development investigating
uncomfortable truths with science and open mind.
That’s typical debating “confound game”: when someone accuses of a specific flaw, no matter how
evident it is, always deny it with appeals to complexity and higher ideals.
But it seems apparent that a significant chunk of Red Pill’s philosophy can be boiled down to this
precise central tenet: “women are bad, men are superior”.
Let’s see some examples:

#2. Men Work Hard, Women Manipulate
Do women manipulate?
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Sure.
Just like everyone else.
But the Red Pill wears the distorted lenses which are typical of adversarial group dynamics.
With the conveniently distorted lenses, the faults of the “us” male ingroup are out of sight, while the
faults of the “them” female outgroup are in full focus.
A quick sift among the most popular threads shows repeated confirmation of the “good men VS bad
women” frame:
As if men can’t manipulate, too (eye roll)

#3. Men Are Smart, Women Stupid
This is what I have realized:
Misogyny and anger might not be the style of the best Red Pill authors, but they are endemic of Red
Pill communities.
This post has been upvoted more than two thousand times, by 88% of the readers, and received the
moderator’s endorsement.
Here is what it says:
Basically, this guy claims unsurpassed experience to draw the conclusion that “all” women are
“f*cking retarted”.
Makes a lot of sense… Not.
And still, most people Red Pill members lapped it up.

#4. AWALT: All Women Are All Like That (Bitches)
The good old “they’re all alike”.
What does it remind you of?
To me, it’s reminiscent of indiscriminate pogroms, ethnic cleansing, and the worst ilk of racism.
Again, no surprise for anyone schooled in group dynamics and psychology: this a natural
consequence of adversarial ingroup/outgroup dynamics.
These two group dynamics are particularly salient in communities like the Red Pill:
1. Self-Stereotyping: members strive to conform to the group (See Haslam, 2006)
2. Outgroup stereotyping: the outgroups is seen as “homogeneously bad” (see Baumeister,
1997)
Both of them can take some mental gymnastics.
It’s not always easy to only see the positives in us and only the worst in them.
How do red pillers pull it off?
Enter cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957), the ostrich-mode psychological superpower to stick to
your preferred beliefs no matter what.
In online communities it’s simple: simply publish and upvote only information that supports our view
until supporting information is all that’s available to see. And everyone can keep repeating “see? All
women are bad”.
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In real life, it takes some more work, but it’s doable. Plus, they got the online community to go back
to for a shot of “Red Pill truth”.
Here is a meme on Red Pill cognitive dissonance:
Cognitive dissonance wreaks Red Pill havoc
Once the community becomes protected by cognitive dissonance, it becomes an insular island
detached from reality.
And free of any external interference, it becomes easy to spread one-sided theories that are poor
reflections of reality.
Here is a quick overview of what the Red Pill hammers its members with:
Women are slaves to hypergamy (but men are not)
Women dupe a beta to provide, then cheat him (as if men are not interested in cheating)
Marriage is how women keep men hostage (as if some women couldn’t be victims of poor
marriages)
Women never really love a man
Women from no real attachment: she forgets you the moment she dumps you
Again, there is a backdrop of truth in most of them.
Just not the way the Red Pill presents them, because the Red Pill naturally distorts them.

#5. Women Control Unfair System, Men Fight Back
Finally:
The Red Pill sees itself as a bastion of truth and fairness.
A bunch of rebel freedom-fighters unleashed against a feminized society which is out to oppress,
harass and turn men into blue-pill slaves.
It’s a romantic and appealing way of looking at oneself, reminiscing of old myths and modern rebels
fighting wicked dark empires.
It’s also exactly how hate groups operate, recruit and proselytize (Lee, 2002). And it’s a convenient
narrative to double down on conspiracy theories.
Part of the “good rebel” narrative, appealing to the masses and which further distort Red Pill
“analysis”, are:
We’re right, they’re wrong
We’re good, they’re bad (a free pass to being nasty)
They’re strong, so we must stick together (helps the group survive)
They control the brainwashing media, but we’re smart
The last one is particularly interesting.
It provides an excuse never to double-check one’s theories because you can’t get the truth outside the
Red Pill.
Great weapon for cognitive dissonance.
You can see that the “unfair system” against “us” is exactly how nazi hate groups recruited young
and lost men:
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The Social-Psychology of Group Conflict
Writes social psychologist Roy Baumeister:
People do not generally need a great deal of urging to despise the groups that are arrayed
against them (…)
That much is true.
But just to make sure, the Red Pill still provides plenty of urging.
In social psychology, the tendency of hating the outgroup is an offshoot of the “realistic conflict
theory“.
Conflicts become more extreme when:
Members are authoritarian, craving power, and control
Members engage in competition
The competitions are zero-sum games
All three are true for the Red Pill.
The Red Pill attracts authoritarian men who crave more power and control, men high in Social
Dominance Orientation, which in turns predicts sexism (Pratto et. al., 2000);
it encourages a view of gender relationships as social competitions;
and (falsely) teaches that relationships are zero-sum games.

The Truth of Inter-Gender Relationships
I always loved this expression from the Bible:
Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay no attention to the
plank in your own eye
That might be the red pill’s mantra: focusing on the speck in the sisters’ eyes and missing one’s own
planks.
When red pillers focus only on the “wrong” that women do and “what’s to lose”, they only see 1/4 of
reality.
Why one quarter?
Because they miss:
1. The positives of women
2. The negatives of men (also see “games men play“)
3. The potential for win-win (you find what you look for, as they say)
Let’s dig deeper.
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#1. Game Theory Explains Red Pill’s Philosophy
Looking at relationships as win-lose is not unique to the Red Pill.
It’s also not necessarily wrong, either. Take zero-sum games, for example. Zero-sum games are winlose.
In zero-sum games, for one party to win, the other must lose.
Cooperation in zero-sum games is difficult, challenging, and borderline impossible.
Playing itself is risky and time-consuming: you need to learn game strategies and, as much as you can
win, you can lose.
If you see relationships as zero-sum games, then the red pill approach makes sense.
It makes sense for some men “go their own way” or focus on short term, zero investment
relationships.
The question for us becomes: are inter-gender relationships zero-sum games?
Let’s see:

Defector Strategy Loses Win-Win Gains
Relationships are difficult for (and with) Red Pill men.
Red pillers see relationships as zero-sum games, playing against manipulative opponents, within a
society that defends women and punishes men.
How could anyone not get paranoid with those premises?
The Red Pill is at odds with women and relationships because it presupposes zero sum
games relationships, playing against a cheating opponent, who successfuly rigged the
system to win.
Thus, Red Pill relationships look like prisoner’s dilemmas: they can’t trust neither their partner nor
the system, so they must always defend never give an inch.
Here is the typical red pill advice when it comes to women:
Avoid long-term relationships
Never trust women
Make sure you can drop her quickly
Invest nothing in women
In game theory, this is referred to as a “defector strategy”.
But, more befittingly, I define this strategy the “fearful defector”:
Fearful defector: is so afraid of being cheated, that he either avoids the game altogether, or
approaches the game with a mindset of “I’ll cheat first”.
A defector strategy in social relations means maximizing one’s own returns to the detriment of
others.
The defector strategy is not necessarily bad for the defector, and it can pay off big time if they are
playing with a gentler player (ie.: swindling a naive girl).
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Of course, a defector strategy is always bad for their partners and, we might argue, for society.
As Berz says:
Individual defection can improve the individual’s life at the detriment of the collectivity.
Berz, 2016, “Game Theory Bargaining“
But what if relationships were not zero-sum games?

Selfishness Loses Out to (Smart) Cooperators
Here is the answer:
Human relationships are not zero-sum games.
The most important relationships are repeated interactions between colleagues, family members,
friends and, of course, partners.
Game theory would refer to long term relationships as “iterated games” (see an overview of Auman’s
work).
To keep it simple:
In iterated games, the more you interact, the poorer the defector strategy performs.
Defecting players in iterated games gain little rewards as people learn their style and adapt, giving
back as little as possible. Defecting players remain stuck with the little pay-offs of their defensive
strategies (the Nash Equilibrium).
Cooperative players who gain the trust of trustworthy players instead leverage win-win relationships
and reap bigger rewards with each transaction.
A similar argument can be made for business and negotiations:

#2. Neoclassical Economics & The Fixed Pie Mindset
The “zero-sum mindset” dominated economics for a while.
The “rational operator”, also quipped as “homo economicus“, was the central figure of all
economists’ theories.
He operates rationally, defects whenever it’s good for him, and optimizes for self-interest.
As psychology improved the field of economics, a new model started taking hold.
It was a model of a more irrational man, sometimes quipped “homo reciprocans“, with feelings and
biases and who, lo and behold, often sought collaboration and mutual gains (Thaler, 2015).
The two models are not mutually exclusive, but the consensus in business these days is that
collaborative works better.
And researches have shown that homo reciprocans tend to be more successful in life and,
unsurprisingly, to have higher life satisfaction (see Dohmen et al., 2006)

#3. Negotiating Small Pies With Red Pills
Western negotiation style was truly Red Pill.
It was all about defecting, showing power and grabbing as much as possible of that negotiation pie.
But even here, things have upgraded.
The first salvo against the “tough and uncollaborative negotiator” model came when Robert Cialdini
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showed that concessions lead to better negotiation results.
And cooperation, empathy and pie-enlarging strategies went mainstream with the seminal “Getting to
Yes” and the influential “Never Split The Difference“.
In modern negotiation science, The Red Pill mindset is called a “fixed pied mindset” (Malotra, 2007).
The fixed pied sees negotiation as zero-sum games and can be summarized as such:
If one negotiator takes more, the other must lose.
This is exactly the mindset of the Red Pill when it comes to relationships.
Rollo Tomassi writes in “Preventive Medicine“:
For one gender’s sexual strategy to succeed the other gender must compromise or abandon
their own.
-Rollo Tomassi
I respect Rollo Tomassi, but with that attitude, I am truly curious of his marriage.
To end this part, top negotiators, like top quality men, are not stupid.
While they seek to enlarge the pie, they know they must be careful about diverging interests and
potential cheating.
Smart negotiators cap their downside while seeking more upside.

#4. Evolutionary Psychology Disproves The Red Pill
Finally, back to psychology.
In evolutionary psychology, the defector strategy, the homo economicus, and the small pie mindset
found their home in the theory of the selfish gene.
The Selfish Gene, best selling book by Richard Dawkins, postulates that self-interest is good policy,
pays off and permeates everything in life.
It was a great insight, but it needed heavy corrections which, in time, arrived.
Luckily, Dawkins is a true scientist, and he took stock of the new scientific evidence, acknowledged
and made amends.
In more recent versions of “The Selfish Gene”, Dawkins writes:
Cooperation and mutual assistance can flourish even in a basically selfish world (…) we
can see how even nice guys can finish first.
Dawkins went as far as to say that he could have called his book “The Cooperative Gene”.
Today, evolutionary psychology widely accepts that self-interest can sometimes be best achieved
through cooperation (for an overview, see Ridley, 1996).
And there is lot of research to show that humans function better with strong relationships. John
Gottman’s research for example shows that highly mistrustful men, men who withdraw from
relationships in fear of being taken advantage of, die significantly younger.

Summing it all up
Relationships have plenty of areas of friction and men (and women) should be aware of them.
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But humans collaborate with each other because it’s good for them.
In intimate relationships, we developed as a pair-bonding, semi-monogamous species because it’s
better for both.
The red pill defector strategy of approaching relationships as win-lose is bad for the guys who adopt
that mindset, toxic for the couple, and bad for the world.
Collaborative and value-adding is usually better for both

P.S.: Exceptions Apply! You Must Be A SMART Cooperator
To be clear:
There are plenty of poor relationships or poor partners with whom collaboration is not convenient or
not possible.
This post does not urge you to “get into a relationship”, or to “trust women (or men) blindly”.
Quite the opposite.
Marriage is a risky business in the West and asset protection is smart.
I shouldn’t be saying this because it should be obvious, but: I’m also not saying be “nice”.
Quite the opposite.
I’m saying that, in many realms of life, smart cooperation trumps defection.
And relationships, which research proves to be the most important determinant of life satisfaction, is
one of them.

The Psychology of Abusive Red Pill
Let me start with the obvious:
Not all Red Pill men are abusive.
Yet, it would be naive to deny a strong overlap between Red Pill philosophy and abuse.
There are two group dynamics active in the Red Pill which can lead to abuse (and self-abuse):
1. Dehumanization process (common in all hate groups)
2. Drive to “be alpha” and dominate
3. Overlap with the authoritarian branch of political conservatism
Let’s go in order:

#1. Dehumanization Process
Dehumanization is what allows good people to become monsters.
Social psychologist Philip Zimbardo, notable researcher on violence and abuse, lists four social
causes responsible for evil:
1. Deindividuation (“I” merges with “red-piled men”)
2. Dehumanization (women are bad, so morals don’t apply to them)
3. Anonymity (Red Pill communities are founded on anonymity)
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4. Diffusion of responsibility (the more of us, the safer it is to be extremists, thus the effort of
recruitment)
De-individualization means that men project their identity onto the “group” of men.
This leads to all kind of low-quality and disempowering mindsets and behaviors, including what I
call “ego-leeching“.
Ego leechers use other men, and the supposedly “superiority of men” to feel about themselves.
Seen an example here:
NateSim latches his ego on the “men’s cart”, so he can feel about himself when a man “beats” a
woman. Very low-quality behavior.
Dehumanization (Kelman, 1976), possibly the worst of them all, is not only tolerated, but encouraged
in the Red Pill.
This is what Esther Vilar, author of one of the most popular Red Pill books, writes:
Women live an animal existence. They like eating, drinking, sleeping – even sex, providing
there is nothing to do and no real effort is required of them.
-Esther Vilar
Vilar describes women as mindless, animal-like creatures who leech on men for their survival.
Vilar’s book, “The Manipulated Man‘, is a recommended reading of The Red Pill subreddit, finding a
prominent spot right on the sidebar:
Link to online PDF file BTW, just to support the author ?
Through dehumanization, even normally moral men stop feeling any bond and empathy with women.
See an example from a popular thread:
The toxic end game?
Once women are dehumanized, then it’s fair game to treat them as sub-humans.
And that’s why the Red Pill openly supports abusive behavior like:
“Dread game” and triangulation
Dark triad traits acquisition
Emotional abuse to “keep her hooked”

#2. The Alpha Imperative: A True Male Yoke
This is what f*cks men up without them realizing it.
The Red Pill purports to free men.
But it actually enslaves them under the yoke of the alpha man.
The Red Pill talks about “feminine imperative”, but the true diktat Red Pill men are all under is the
Red Pill (misguided) “alpha imperative”.
Men who buy into the red pill build their self-esteem around semi-toxic and inherently fragile traits
such as:
Being alpha / dominant
Banging lots of women
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Controlling the relationship
Being the most alpha she’s ever had
This guy, for example, ended up in a relationship after having “taken the red pill”.
Here is what he writes:
See the pattern?
Every fear of this red-pilled man can be boiled down to the possibility of someone more alpha
than he is.
If there is someone more alpha, that other guy wins, he loses… And he goes into an existential crisis.
Why is he in such a crisis?
Because, after internalizing the Red Pill philosophy, he builds his self-esteem around inherently
fragile Red Pill commandments.
And if he’s not the most alpha she’s ever had, then… Ouch, then that will crush his Red Pilled ego.
The fear of other alphas branding their women is so scary and devastating it has a name: “alpha
widows”.
Alpha widows, or women who have been with an alpha, are supposedly “dangerous” to be with
because they harder to control (again, the toxicity of controlling men).

True Enlightenment Means Not Fearing Alphas
Overcoming the fear of alpha is crucial both mentally and practically.
I recommend “the antifragile ego” here, a free post.
Or the whole “Ultimate Power” guide.
You can’t be afraid of other alphas in her life because high-quality women mostly date alpha
men.
High-quality women will only sleep with high-quality men, who are most likely to be alpha males.
Avoiding women who have been with an alpha male is the equivalent of looking for a low-quality
woman.
Looking for the woman who’s never been with a great man is the equivalent of trying to be the big
fish in a small pond.

#3. Hierarchical-Minded Authoritarianism: Oppression is Natural, So It’s Good
There is a significant overlap between self-defined Red Pill men and affiliation to political
conservatism.
See an example here, with Red Pill moderators officially endorsing Trump:
There is plenty of research showing that the authoritarian branch of conservatism:
Cannot stand ambiguity: that’s why you see the sweeping generalizations
Focus on threats: that’s why they naturally focus more on defection than on possibilities of
cooperation
Tendency to form outgroups and derogate them: that’s why the strong “us” and “them”
Tendency to being comforted, respect, and enforce structures and hierarchies: that’s why
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you see lots of anger for anyone who discusses the basic tenets of “red pill theory”
Tendency to fall for the naturalistic fallacy (Miller & Kanazawa, 2008): what’s “natural” is
good, so if oppressing others whenever you can is natural, it’s also fair
BTW, much research links low intelligence with conservative political affiliation (see Sapolsky,
2018)
How’s that for a generalization (BTW, I don’t believe that’s the case).

The Red Pill Drift Into Nonsense
Groups like the Red Pill are bound to be irrational.
From a social-psychological perspective, the bigger the personal self-identification with the “we”, the
higher the depersonalization.
At the extreme of depersonalization, the group becomes more important than the self (Turner, 1986)
because, well… The group is the self.
Any attack on the group is an attack on the self, and defending the community means defending
oneself.
And at that point, the goal of the community is the preservation of the community itself.
And to preserve the group and its Red Pill ideology, anything goes.
The bar gets lowered to anything that might help confirm the ideology, no matter how unlikely the
theory is or how flimsy the evidence appears.
This guy, for example, offers confirmation that “all women are the same” after having visited one
hooker:
Pure nonsense, worst example of inductive reasoning
Blue-pilled men and “beta males” also help preserve the group, serving two important Red Pill
functions:
1. Strengthen the group (“they suck, never go back to blue pill, stay with us”)
2. Shore up weak egos (“I’m better than this blue pill”).

Social climbing
The “beta male” and “blue pill” designations also serve as tools for silly and time-wasting social
climbing.
I have described these dynamics in “alpha male posturing” and the previously linked article.
Check them out, because social climbing is poisonous to your mood, your status, and your personal
freedoms. Also read “big fish in a small pond” to help you overcome that small-timer attitude.

When At War, Warriors Lead: The Power Dynamics of Hate Group Leadership
Hate groups need hate to stay alive.
Says Baumeister in his landmark work “Evil“:
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The members with the firmest sense of hatred will end up being the ones that the others look
to for support and guidance.
A moderate leader disempowers the group by building bridges.
That’s dangerous because assimilation to another group means dissolution of the group/self and loss
of the “special status” of “superior” red-pilled man.
Better an extremist to keep the group tight.
Out of fear of ostracization, nobody will tell of a leader he’s too extremist anyway. The more
moderates in the group will either quit or toe the party line, thus making the group even more
extreme.
That is why some red pillers resent Jordan Peterson: he might be too mainstream and seek too many
bridges.
The community needs the adversarial outgroup of women and enemies to stay strong. Without them,
the extremists lose power and support.
The biggest enemies of hate groups are people seeking bridges. See how feminists isolated and
viciously attacked a former feminist who realized that yes, male rights activists had some good
points:
Former feminist: when you start to humanize your enemy, you in turn may be dehumanized
by your community

Does The Red Pill Make Things Worse?
In a way, yes.
Men with a certain mindset naturally gravitate to the Red Pill, but the Red Pill also pushes them
further down the line.
The Red Pill also provides angry men with the sounding board and confirmation to reassure them that
“yes, I am right in my hatred”.
It’s a sort of group chest-pounding that whips men into a heightened frenzied state they would have
never reached on their own.
Red Pill: self-development group or gangs for extremization?

The Red Pill: Feminism For Men?
Red Pill men cannot stand feminists.
And feminists cannot stand red pill men.
Which makes a lot of sense, since they are specular movements at the mercy of very similar group
dynamics.
Of course red pillers abhor this idea.
Same as feminists, of course.
Why?
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Because they both adopt distorted lenses and they fail to see that both make some valid points (while
failing at others).
The feminist “patriarchy” becomes the “gynocratic society”, “male domination” becomes the
“feminine imperative”, “toxic masculinity” becomes “feminazi”.
The Red Pill is just a tad less bad, but I might be biased as a man myself.

So What’s A Man to Do?
How do we take it from here?
It’s already a long article :).
Please read:
Working on your need for belonging
Growing beyond the red pill
And I will end with a quote from Robert Greene:
We belong to the human race. Anything else is backward and far too dangerous.

SUMMARY
The Red Pill presents itself as the place where to get the uncomfortable truths of life.
And some of those uncomfortable truths, they get them right.
The next step is to turn that inquisitive mind towards, well… The Red Pill itself.
The red pill and the anger in it should be a phase for men. Beyond that phase, men should embrace
exceptions, complexities, shades of grey… And the possibility for win-win relationships as well.
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The Rational Alpha Male Mindsets: Post-Red Pill
September 23, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
At the core of this article, there is the belief that the “red pill” should only be a phase in men’s
development.
It’s a phase that only some men must go through, and it’s the men who grew up within a blue pill
world and ideology.
Not all men grew up blue pill.
If you are going throw a red pill phase, keep this in mind:
To be the best you can be, you must move beyond the Red Pill.
This post will help you get into the mindsets of the men who have moved beyond The Red Pill and
reached a higher stage in their personal self-development.
Sometimes I will refer to post-Red Pill men as “post red pill”, “high-quality leaders” or simply “highquality men”.
So let’s start:
Contents
Attitudes Towards Women
Attitudes Towards Seduction
Masculinity Ideals
Attitudes Towards Others
Views On Romantic Relationships
Attitudes Towards The PC-World
Politics
Feedback From The World
Test Yourself!
The Stages of Moving Beyond TRP
Be Like Water

Attitudes Towards Women
The views on women are the most significant differentiator between Red Pill men and post-Red Pill
men.

Red Pill Mindset: Women Are ALL Bad & Manipulative (AWALT)
At the heart of Red Pill toxicity is the view of intergender relationships as adversarial.
The Red Pill sees women as:
Morally inferior to men
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Irrational and less intelligent
Naturally manipulative and conniving
Acting always and only on self-interest, which in turn never intersects with male interest
This is an example:
Taken from one of the most upvoted threads on TRP Reddit
Some men joining the Red Pill were victims of Madonna-whore mindset.
Before they used to believe all women were Madonnas.
But then something unexpected happened in their lives, they join the Red Pill, and now they swing in
the opposite direction, happy to justify their anger with the “all women are like that” mantra (ie.: “all
women are natural whores”).
They become highly mistrustful of women, and while sometimes mistrust is good, John Gottman’s
research showed that protracted mistrust and constant suspicion of other people’s motives leads to
loneliness and early death (mostly common in men).

Alpha Fucks, Beta Is Fucked: The Race for Holy Grail Alphaness
Red Pill men believe that “the truth” is depressing, but it also presents opportunities for those who
become “alpha males”.
Alpha males don’t get manipulated: betas do. Alpha males get to do whatever they want.
In Red Pill’s common black and white thinking, it’s either you fuck women by being an alpha, or you
get fucked by being a beta.
Again, we go back to the black and white thinking of the Red Pill community.
The Red Pill has a very black & white view of the world
Of course, the “alpha fucks beta bucks” is not wholly wrong.
But the concept, in its extremization, ends up being a distortion of reality.
Indeed, the two middle categories are far more common than the extremes the red pill describes:
Beta fucks: a non-stereotypically alpha male who gets sex, relationship, and children within a
committed relationship
It’s probably far more common for the beta male to raise his own children than it is for the alpha
male to fuck a bunch of women and father lots of children without providing anything.
And it’s especially rarer with high-quality women.
So some betas -the beta fucks- are not always and necessarily a total loser, but they’re getting
something out of their commitment.
Alpha bucks: an alpha male who commits and/or provides financial support for the
woman/women they have sex with.
And there are plenty of alpha men who do commit.
Because I don’t know where you live, but where I have been living, it’s mostly the lower quality
women who end up as single mothers-.
Many of the smarter women I’ve seen aren’t too keen in letting themselves get impregnated and
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abandoned.

Post-Red Pill Mindset: Women Are The Female of The Human Species, With Their
Pros, Cons, Some Baseline Shared Traits & Some Personal Peculiarities
High-quality men are not naive.
They know that while male and female interests often overlap, they can also diverge in some
important aspects.
And they know that women, just like men, and some women more than others:
Play games
Can play nasty and manipulative games
Tend to control and “domesticate” men in relationships
Female Domestication: How Women Control Men & Relationships
Post-Red Pill men also believe that there are general and fundamental tendencies in women, men, and
human beings in general.
In that sense, “AWALT” applies to women, men, and humans as well.
But they’ve traveled and experienced enough to know that, on top of those AWALT common
tendencies women, just like men, women vary wildly. Both in the positive and in the negative.
They have experienced women who played dread games, who texted them to meet up to celebrate
their new “single lives” after they had been hooking up for a month, and women who lied and
deceived.
And they have experienced women who want simple lives, craving for 1:1 attachments and a man to
take care of.
As a matter of fact, they worried for those women when they themselves weren’t willing to commit.
They wanted to help those women become “badder”, more like male assholes equivalents. They
thought that was the best way to help those women, to insulate them from the pains and realities of
lives.
In a way, they wanted to make those women more Red Pill.
Then they saw those same women get exactly what they wanted with some other men who wanted
the same thing that they wanted.
A loyal, collaborative, and mutually supportive relationship.
Here is one example:
NAWALT: the diversity is huge
I worried she was too into me.
And too nice, too submissive, too “good”.
Dropping gifts in my mailbox, preparing expensive dinners, showing up at my door within 20mins
when I told her I got fired (and while I was having another woman over…).
I wanted to expand her options, increase her negotiation power… Make her more like me.
But it’s not what she wanted.
I came to realize that she truly was a “church, home, work” kind of woman, looking for a man to
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revere and serve.
Now she’s doing the same she was doing with me, with a man who wants the same and was doing the
same back to her.
Turns out, seeing her happy, giving it her all to someone else, and making that man’s loyal
companion… I wonder if I wasn’t the one who was wrong all along.
That’s the topic for another discussion, but the point here is: Post-Red Pill don’t jump to
conclusions based on general tendencies, but focus on getting to know the woman they are
interacting with.
They know some women make for (much) better partners than others, and that’s why they want to
know who they’re dealing with.
And, as good rational thinkers, do, they are careful not to generalize one single bad or good
experience to the whole population.

Attitudes Towards Seduction
Often men enter the Red Pill after a heartbreak or following the momentous self-admission that they
are not doing well with women.
The Red Pill promises solutions for both, so the sale is easily done.
Let’s see how that turns out to be.

Red Pill Mindset: Spin Plates, Be An Asshole, Never Develop Feelings
At the core, this is what Red Pill seduction looks like:
Women chase unavailable assholes.
Become one.
And while there is certainly some truth in that, it’s also a limited view of what works in seduction.
Men starting with the Red Pill often seem to seek self-validation through the “N-count”, or the
number of partners one has had (validation-type womanizer).
And there is nothing wrong with seeking lots of partners, the author here has been through it, too.
What’s more debatable though is the rampant objectification of women, called “plate” after Rollo
Tomassi’s popular “The Rational Male” book/blog.
Objectification can also be OK, especially during sex, and can be attractive to women.
But continuous personal-objectification can lead to a loss of feelings.
See an example here:
Since women are de-humanized, it’s only natural that game in the Red Pill degrades into
manipulation.
Enter mind games such as or “triangulation” and “dread game” instead of earning her admiration and
lust with true leadership.
“Murder and romancing both lead to sex, but killing might be easier” (Red Pill mindset)
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Post-Red Pill Men Mindset: Women Are One of Life’s Pleasures
High-quality men might also see seduction as a game.
And they might even joke (or consider) the woman as the “prey”.
But it’s a game just like any other human relationship, and it’s not based on the idea that one party is
totally wicked and another party 100% good and honest.
High-quality men can thrive in a world of shades of gray, and appreciate women with their flaws and,
sometimes, because of their flaws.
Contrary to Red Pill men, some high-quality seducers enjoy the feelings and emotional side of
seduction the most.
They appreciate or prefer seduction the Casanova style rather than asshole game or the robotic style
of PUA.
And they believe that it’s also more effective: true whirlwind romance is an intertwining of souls
where physical ecstasy overlaps with romance, in an emotional tango resonating into eternity.
This is the type of seductions I’ve always preferred, and this is what misogyny and “asshole game”
will never provide.

Masculinity Ideals
What does it mean to be a man?
That’s a major topic of both the manosphere and the Red Pill, where the emphasis is on “being an
alpha male”.
Let’s see what it means:

Red Pill Mindset: Be Alpha Or Be Fucked
First rule to be an alpha male:
1. Don’t be a nice man.
Red Pill men read “No More Mr. Nice Guy” with the intention of “getting rid” of “nice man”
qualities.
But they often overdo it, and end up ditching the traits that can make for collaborative relationships
(more on it later).
It’s the same mistake women do BTW.
Women read equivalent books such as “The Power of The Pussy” and “Why Man Love Bitches” with
the intention of becoming stronger.
But they often just become angrier, more argumentative, and bitter.

Alpha Males Against Feminazis
One of the reasons why many Red Pill men are misogynists is because they feel under threat by
women.
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In a way, it’s understandable.
Women are getting better education, earning more, driving their own cars, launching their own
companies and, on average, taking on roles and occupations that have been traditionally male.
And they are even “trying” to make it seem like it’s normal and perfectly feminine to do so.
Argh!
How are men going to feel about that?
This is what Rollo Tomassi, a popular Red Pill author, writes about women “invading” male spaces:
(…) women are inserting themselves into male space in order to enforce the dictates of
feminine social primacy
This is the mindset of men who feel like their masculinity is under siege by the “feminine”.
Why do men feel backed into a corner?
Well, think of it this way: if women also aspire to traditionally male values such as “camaraderie”,
“entrepreneurship”, “grit”, “courage” or, God forbid, “honor”, what’s left for men to define
themselves as men?
Some men, fearing an assault on their spaces and seeking differentiation, get pushed more and more
into extreme positions.
Enter, toxic masculinity.
Male values become more extreme, including violence, the denial of feelings and emotions, and the
refusal to form partnerships with “these women” who make them feel less of a man.
As they get pushed into extreme positions, men also fire to cover the retreat.
The advancing women become “undatable”, “desperate and alone”, “feminazi” and “unworthy of a
true woman”.
The alpha male, the Red Pill ideal, is a mythic figure who stops the female onslaught.
Romantically, he makes women swoon and go back to their submissive and kitten-like selves. At
work and in life, he shows women they can’t truly compete with a “real” man. And in the gym, he
shows women a man is naturally stronger.
Strong, powerful and unassailable, this is what every Red Pill man aspires to.
For the pussy-starved men, this is their dream-self who slays like nobody’s business.
For the angry ones, this is the man who will serve revenge on a silver platter.
The ideal Red Pill alpha male: he “beats” women
There is a name for this tendency, and it’s the:
Identity leecher: someone with a rather mediocre life who derives pride and self-esteem not
from what he does, but from what his group of reference does
You can see an example of identity leeching here:

The Yoke of External Imposition
There is nothing wrong with wanting to move towards an ideal.
But one of the issues is that the “alpha male ideal” is externally imposed by the community.
“What it means to be a man” for Red Pill men becomes an external imposition of rules of conduct.
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Whenever you accept an imposition of what it means to be a man, whether it comes from the
community, your woman -or even yourself-, then you place a yoke on yourself.
The external party controls your yoke with some powerful tools:
Belonging: abide the rules and you’re one of us, disobey and you’re blue pill
Shame: abide the rules and you’re alpha male; disobey and you’re beta male blue pill
And of course, the judge yoke of being “good enough” or “not good enough”.
Shaming is also a tool used by women to control men, and it works the same way:
You don’t conform to my description? Then you’re not a “real (alpha) man”. That’s how control
works.

Post-Red Pill Mindset: F*ck Your Standards, I Make My Rules
High-quality men answer with a big “fuck you” to anyone who tells them what a man ought to be.
They don’t like external impositions because they’re content with themselves to the point where they
don’t need a group to prop up their ego and self-image.
If they meet a strong woman making lots of money they don’t necessarily feel threatened because
they don’t link their self-esteem to either money or career.
If she bench-presses more than they do, still not threatened, because they don’t link their ego to
“strength”.
Most of all, enlightened men don’t put themselves any pressure on having to be “alpha”, hitting the
gym, “slaying women” or whatever any external authority commands for “being a man”.
High-quality men are freer and more resilient because they use more flexible guidelines instead of
steadfast rules.
They don’t attach their ego to any specific trait and they embrace complexity instead of black and
white.
If they’re on their asses, they’re not even afraid of crying in their room. They know they’ll get going
soon anyway.
If they are developing feelings for a woman, they don’t necessarily try to fight it because that would
be a “one-itis” and “one-itis are for betas”.
And if they’re hurt, they don’t try to suppress it. They sit with the hurt because they know that, as
Ray Dalio said, pain + reflection = growth.
They might even hold dear to that pain, but instead of letting it fuel their hatred like many Red Pill
men do, they use it for personal growth (something yours truly routinely does):

Attitudes Towards Others
How do the two relate to others?
In diametrically opposed ways:
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Red Pill Mindset: Push Others Down to Go Up
The Red Pill is a huge game of social climbing.
“Alpha male” and “Red Pill” are social currencies that afford or remove status within the Red Pill
community.
The community, like most other ideology-based groups, is set up to reinforce the beliefs of the
community and to prop up the ego of its participants.
People who are not in the Red Pill are blue pill, and inferior.
That already makes the members feel “better”, as they can point to someone who is “worse”.
And it keeps the community stronger with this unwritten promise: we tell each other we are “better”,
stay here and you get to feel better.
There is also an internal struggle for status, of course.
Since the community’s brownie points are delivered based on adherence to “red-pillness” and “alphamaleness” values and traits, well.. You guessed it, many men are busy proving how alpha and red
pill they are.
This leads to social climbing, a common but nasty, and rather low-status behavior that people adopt
in groups.
I specifically addressed manosphere social climbing in “alpha male posturing“.

Post-Red Pill Mindset: I’m Up Already, Could Use Some More Company Here
Top men don’t push people down.
Why should they?
They’re at the top already.
It’s only those in the middle and at the bottom who push others down to climb up.
High-quality leaders look at men squabbling for status and think of the “crabs in a bucket” analogy.
And they have no interest in entering that bucket.
Albeit high-quality men don’t engage and don’t waste time assaulting and ridiculing people below
their level, they also know how to effectively maneuver around the threat and come out on top (see
Social Power).
That’s what makes them high quality, after all.
Ultimately, when they like someone or when they have enough time for the effort, seek to bring
people higher, not lower.

Views On Romantic Relationships
Part of the manosphere encourages men to fulfill their “obligations” and care and provide for women
and families.
That works in more traditional, non-Western areas.
But the Red Pill is mostly a Western movement.
And they reject that.
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That’s the path carved by society and it doesn’t work anymore with feminists, easy sex for women
and, of course, divorce law stacked against men.
I partially agree with the Red Pill here. Except that Red Pill philosophy just can’t seem to fathom
there can be such a thing as a happy relationship.

Red Pill Mindset: Relationships Are Way Too Dangerous
Remember that the Red Pill sees:
Intergender relationships as a tug war
Women as inherently wicked and manipulative
The playing field stacked for women to win
So relationships for the Red Pill are naturally hard.
Navigating relationships is not about synergy, chemistry and a team working together.
It’s all about him -and his alphaness-.
He must remain alpha at all times, never “break frame”, show power over the woman and keep her in
check via “dread game”.
It might come as no surprise that this leads to toxic relationships, possibly abusive relationships and,
overall, to plainly terrible relationships (no wonder most Red Pill men are single).
See this example of a man who swallowed the pill and became completely paranoid:
Indeed, even if they want a relationship, it’s difficult developing one for men schooled in Red Pill
philosophy.
The whole Red Pill philosophy stands in contrast to successful relationships.
Because assholes, bad boys and dark triad manipulators can pick up women, but they can
hardly form good relationships and struggle with a high-quality woman.
High-quality women have higher self-respect and more options, and they’re more likely to bite the
bullet and pull the plug, even if they’re still hooked.
But it’s easier to keep hooked women with self-esteem issues.
This is why some men seek to decrease her self-esteem by lowering her value.
That makes the men feel more in control and decreases the chances she’ll leave or cheat.
You can see it in action in “combative relationships“, or take a look at this example:
Red Pill-schooled relationships are toxic because they are built around his fears.
Fear cheating, fear of getting hurt, fear of her “female hypergamy” and fear of being found out for
not being as alpha as he’s trying to show.
There is a name for this mindset and personality, and it’s the:
Fearful defector: to be so afraid of being cheated, that he either avoids the game altogether, or
approaches the game with a mindset of “I’ll cheat first”.

Red Pill Relationships and Ego-Threat
A woman leaving someone for another man is a big blow for anyone.
But it’s particularly destructive for Red Pill men.
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For Red Pill men, that would mean that they found “someone more alpha”. Which, in turn, means
“they are not alpha enough”.
And since all their ego is built around “being alpha”, they fold like a castle of cards.
See an example here:
See the pattern?
These are all different manifestations of the same fear: that there is someone more alpha out there.

The Folding Alpha: One Example
BTW, I dated a girl once who left her former boyfriend for me.
This genius loved to go old-school alpha male on her with things like “shut up woman”, “go to the
kitchen woman”, etc.
The girl once took a cigarette from her friend and went to puff one. He took it from her lips and threw
it away in front of everyone because he “wouldn’t allow her a single puff”.
When she left him, he went into a tailspin.
On top of the typical promise of beating the new boyfriend up, he also cut himself.
And please note that I am saying this while I actually felt for the guy. But it says a lot about the
“strength” behind “alpha male controlling behavior”.

Post-Red Pill Mindset: Win-Win Is Possible, So It’s Either Win-Win Or Nothing
High-quality leaders know a few truths about relationships:
Understanding women is crucial for relationships
Picking the right woman is crucial for relationships
A focus on oneself must find a corresponding focus on team-effort
Relationships, like good negotiations, entail accepting influence as well
Not all high-quality men must want or settle in a relationship, of course.
But if they do, they screen their partner hard and aim for win-win.
From the get-go of dating, they like to see win-win mutual investment. They give, but with the
expectation of receiving the same back.
And if they don’t see anything coming back, they are happy to cut ties.
They know people can slip and while they always leave the door open for possible cheating or future
breakup, they don’t stress about it.
And they know that, if they picked a good partner, a good chunk of what happens is within their
control.
They tend to be leaders of their relationships, of course.
But it happens naturally and, most of all, it’s not confrontational leadership because women are
happy to elect high-quality men as their leaders.
This is what my girlfriend sent me during our relationship:
Those are not the messages that assholes tend to receive.
And these are the messages that ex girlfriends send to men who are positive leaders:
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This was years after we ended. But positive leaders are rare, and women often miss them.

Attitudes Towards The PC-World
The Red Pill holds views that that either run contrary to what the larger society embraces, or which
are difficult to share and talk openly about.
The same is true for high quality leaders.
However, they have very different attitudes towards the gap between their beliefs and society’s
beliefs.

Red Pill Mindset: I Can’t Believe How Stupid And Gullible People Are!
Red Pill men spent vast amounts of time and effort reading, sharing and commenting on what their
nemesis are doing.
They like to attack, ridicule, or laugh at feminists, liberals, blue pill men or society.
The ridiculing serves to make them feel better about themselves to strengthen the group and,
partially, for social climbing (ie.: “look at me how better than those idiots”).
There is nothing wrong with analyzing others and, sometimes, a bit of venting and ranting is also OK
and might even be therapeutic (I did in this post on Scandinavian bathrooms).
But it shouldn’t take too much of your time.

Post-Red Pill Mindset: It Is What It Is, I Don’t Want to Change Everyone’s Mind
High-quality men are too busy with their lives to get lost in discussions of “how things ought to be”.
If there are a lot of feminists these days in the west, that’s how it is.
They might be curious as to why more women are feminists today, but they will not waste time
complaining about it.
Post-Red Pill men think that if you waste too much time talking and discussing the turkeys, you tend
to become more like the turkeys.
And they prefer soaring with the eagles.

Politics
Personal political orientation will tell you a lot about people.

Red Pill Mindset: Long Live The Strong Man
Red Pill members long for the strong man.
That’s because a large portion of red pillers belong to the authoritarian subset of political
conservatism, which focuses on hierarchy and obedience (Sapolsky, 2018).
The strong man, of course, reminds them more of the dream end game of alpha-maleness.
The strong alpha male seeks to centralize power, silence the competition, reward other alpha males
and punish the weak. That seems fair to most red piller because, as Miller and Kanazawa point out
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(Miller & Kanazawa, 2008) conservatives are more likely to fall for the naturalistic fallacy -ie.:
what’s natural is good-.
So Putin, a known kleptocrat, is a true alpha male, while Obama was a weak ass feminized man.
Obama also gave the Red Pill more ammo to complain about the “declining West” and fawn upon
foreign lands where societies (apparently) still respect “true men”.
That’s why a good chunk of the Red Pill is happier with the new American strong man, Donald
Trump.
As a matter of fact, the Red Pill officially endorsed Trump:
There was disagreement here, but the post was still upvoted by 82% of Reddit users.
I can see these dynamics with my own readership.
Yours truly gets quite a few critical messages whenever he criticized Trump:
As we’ve mentioned, there is a strong overlap between Red Pill beliefs of “alphaness”, “power” and
“control” and what Adorno referred to as “Authoritarian Personality” (Adorno, 1950) and what
Lakoff calls “strict father morality” (Lakoff, 2008).
The red pill, albeit it presents itself as an apolitical movement, is actually naturally authoritarian, and
leaning towards conservatism.

Post-Red Pill Men: Strong Men Can Either Be Much Better Or Much Worse
High-quality men can be liberal or conservatives.
They might be against immigration, wanting to keep their guns, or prefer low taxation because
they’re rich (for the record, I am against “open doors” immigration policies, would like to own a
couple of guns, and prefer low taxation).
But they seldom fall for the allure of the strong man.
Deep down, they instinctively know that weak egos seek refuge in groups and charismatic leaders,
while strong men seek to carve their own paths.

Red Pill Mindset: Group Above Individuals
Red pillers tend to see the group of “men” an extension of the self.
They recognize themselves as “men” first and foremost, and any win of men against women is also
their win.
See an example here:
This guy -and the many who upvoted him- have this issue:
1. They project their ego onto the group
2. They have a confrontational approach to gender relations
Hence, it’s “men VS women”, and a win of any man, is also his win.
Also read:
Drop the need for groups
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Post-Red Pill Men: Individuals First
More enlightened men embrace instead, well… Enlightened ideals.
And among the enlightened ideals is that the group does not get to govern the individual.

Feedback From The World
How the world sees you does not define you.
But it can provide an important feedback.

Red Pill Mindset: They See Us As Misogynists Because They’re Not Red-Pill, Their
Opinion Doesn’t Count
Most non-Red Pill people tend to agree the Red Pill is misogynist.
The Red Pill says that it’s the blue pill world only that says that. But to paraphrase what someone
said:
When everyone thinks you’re a misogynist, it’s either everyone’s wrong and women truly
are terrible, or you’re actually a misogynist.
The final answer is up to you, but one should always consider the possibility of being wrong.

Post-Red Pill Men: If People Bring Good Arguments or If 80% Agree On
Something, I’ll Truly Ponder That Feedback
Since post-Red Pill men purged are not angry nearly as angry, they are more acceptable across the
board.
Still, they get some flack from the extremists, since they’re not extremists (anymore).
But that’s a good sign.
Usually, you want to see some angry comments from both sides:
And from those more extreme in the manosphere side:
Here’s my rule of thumb:
If you’re discussing sensitive topics and you’re not getting some flack from both sides, you’re
either playing it too safe, or you’re an extremist yourself.
However, on average, you get respect from the moderates on both sides:

Test Yourself!
Now comes the fun part.
Time to test yourself.
Look at this video and think of how you would react:
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Done it?
Here is how our two archetypes of men would react:

Red Pill: That’s An Alpha
Well done, she had it coming.
He chased in the beginning and that was beta and blue pill.
But when he enforced the rules, that was truly a dominant alpha.
And she will go back to him because he’s alpha.
That’s not wholly wrong.
But that’s also not how high-quality men think.

High-Quality Man: That’s Some F*cked Up Relationship
What a toxic dynamic.
He seems like a high-quality man, what the hell is he doing with that drama queen?

The Stages of Moving Beyond TRP
1. Denial – What a bunch of hating misogynists, this ain’t real
2. Anger – This can’t be real, but some of it makes sense… Women and society have truly taken
me for a ride!
3. Deep Diving – OK, let’s see what else makes sense and how I can use it
4. Depression – Damn, the world truly runs on self-interest
5. Self-identification – I’m a Red Pill man, and feel superior to others because of it
6. First Post-TRP Awareness – Wait, I am becoming angrier and more bitter. That’s not good. Is
there something else is available?
7. Post Red Pill – There are exceptions to the general rules, society and women are complex, and
win-win are possible
Only non-authoritarian conservatives will reach 6 and 7.
The authoritarian conservatives are more likely to remain in the red pill.

Be Like Water
Being Red Pill, by definition, is self-identification.
Once you belong and identify with a group, your reality is almost automatically distorted.
The Red Pill reality, even moderate Red Pillers, is tinged and filtered through the colors of the group.
I invite you instead not to define yourself with anything at all.
Imagine there is no countries, sang John Lennon.
No group to conform to, no nationality to die for, no gender to defend from.
That’s somewhat a scarier place because it demands a high tolerance for uncertainty.
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But it’s a freeing place.
I never define myself.
I don’t even like adjectives. Sometimes people tell me I’m “confident”, as in these feedback from a
speech I gave:
5 years ago, I would have thought “awesome”.
Today, I’m getting closer and closer, finally, to thinking absolutely nothing of it.
Today I willingly avoid taking ownership of any adjective or definition.
“Confidence” does not define me.
I know that sometimes I can be confident and sometimes I can be scared shitless.
And I’m totally cool with both.
There is power in refusing definition.
No ego equals no target and full control.
Bruce Lee said it first, Robert Greene made it one of the laws of power:
Be like water, my friends.
-Lucio
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Why Psychopaths Get Laid More
October 6, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
You heard it before: men with dark triad traits get laid more.
And, partly, it’s true.
We already have seen it here before:
Casanova & Machiavellianism: Casanova was high in both narcissism, Machiavellianism,
and power-craving
Seducers & Narcissism: many archetypes of seducers have at least a touch of narcissism
And of course, the main article:
Psychopaths’ sexual strategies: a mind-blowing read
But why are psychopaths more sexually successful?
And is true for al psychopaths?
Is there also something that holds psychopaths back?
This post will answer these questions.
Contents
The Attractive Traits of Psychopaths
The Psychopaths’ Disadvantages
The Psychopaths’ Myths
Psychopath Lose Out Against High-Quality Empaths
Should You Aspire to Psychopathy?
SUMMARY

The Attractive Traits of Psychopaths
Here are some of their attractive traits:
1. They seek more partners: the single and most underappreciated advantage. It’s not so much
that psychopaths are more attractive or better with women, but they simply desire and seek
more partners than the average guy
2. They go for it: psychopaths also take more chances. While most men are worried about what
the woman might think, or what people might think, psychopaths tend to go for what they want
3. Risk-taking: risk-taking means lots of losses, but also lots of wins
4. Confidence approaches: psychopaths tend to approach women with less fear, which makes
them seem more confident
5. Gib and charm (at least superficially): not all psychopaths, but many dark triad men have
learned to come across as smart and polished
6. Good game: Dark triad are better at playing seduction games, including:
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Power dynamics mastery: psychopaths and dark triad men are more aware of general
power dynamics and dating power dynamics, so they come across as more dominant, and
more leader-like
Love bombing: Initial overload of whirlwind romance, followed by emotional
unavailability that leaves the victim desperate and need
Triangulation: psychopaths are notorious for playing triangulation games, which makes
them come across as pre-selected, and makes her invest more through jealousy
7. Power and dominance over women: psychopaths crave power, and we know that women like
more powerful and dominant men. Later on, they will realize it’s toxic dominance, but it might
be too late
Let’s examine a few of these

#1. Fearlessness & Risk-Taking
A bold entrance can make the difference between a boring seduction, and a whirlwind romance that
sweeps women off their feet.
Here is an example of a famous psychopath in movie history: Joe Pesci.
The psychopathic trait that worked for Joe Pesci here is fearlessness.
See it for yourself:
He meets her, greets her, walks her to his car, and pushes her head down for a blow job
You bet that risky approach will backfire a lot of times and lend you into some troubles over a
lifetime.
But psychopaths are driven by present rewards while being undeterred by risks and possible
future troubles. That risk-seeking approach does help them increase their notch-count.

#2. The “Edgy” Appeal: When Risk Intersects With Excitement
The “edgy” and dangerous side of psychopaths appeals to women.
Especially to a certain subset of women high on extraversion and, themselves, high in excitementseeking (Brown, 2009).
At the extreme of these women are the serial-killers groupies (but they’re a minority).
The vacuously-intense stare of the psychopaths, for example, can stoke fear and excitement, which
heightens and/or is confused with “butterflies love” and sexual excitement.
Adelyn Birch, author of “30 Covert Manipulation Tactics” says that the psychopath stare is scary and
unattractive from a stranger, but it makes women weak at the knees when the two are already close
and gazing at each other in an intimate setting.
The psychopath stare can evoke strong excitement
The “bad man” appeals to certain subset of women, including some women with emotional issues
who are sometimes referred to as “Women Who Love Too Much” (Norwood, 1985).
Here’s one of Norwood’s interview with a criminal as she analyzes the psychology of toxic
relationships:
When you’ve done time you learn that there are some women who’ll think you’re a creep
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and have nothing to do with you.
But there are others (women) who get turned on by the whole idea. It fascinates them.
They see you as big and bad and they get real seductive, trying to tame you. Or they think
you’ve been hurt and they feel sorry for you and want to help you.
So you get two types of women when you go criminal:
Those who like bad boys
Those who like broken men and want to “fix” you

#3. The Power and Dominance Advantage
The most important trait that makes psychopaths effective in seduction is the power, dominance, and
confidence they can convey.
Psychopathy, as much as sociopathy, is all about seeking power and control, And women like
powerful men.
Psychopaths are attractive because men who approach women from a position of power,
dominance, confidence and leadership are all attractive, whether it comes from a position of
positive leadership or from a destructive one.
Indeed, women are also initially attracted to non-psychopathic power-hungry men for the same
reason they attracted psychopaths. And, as well, they are also attracted to otherwise moral and ethical
leaders: these men all show power and dominance over them.
We saw that with Obama, where his power-position as the president allowed him to make this woman
go all giggly just with his presence:
The man who behaved more psychopath-like was Mike, the girl’s boyfriend.
But Obama could have easily taken his girlfriend as an empath, because of the power, position and
authority he had.

#4. Machiavellianism and The Willingness to Play Games
Machiavellian sociopaths see life as a big chessboard.
That helped them learn dark psychology strategies and techniques to help them persuade and
manipulate others.
Most normal guys don’t learn persuasion that well, and they are wary to play any games that might
hurt people.
Not psychopaths.
They are well versed in maneuvering others.

#5. The Advantage of No Conscience
This is the dark side of psychopathy and seduction.
On top of being good at maneuvering others, psychopaths have no qualms in harming others.
That, of course, offers an “advantage” over men who do not want to harm women or, as the old pick
mantra went, over men who to “leave women better than they found them” (Strauss, 2005).
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As an old headhunter might say: it’s always easier to bring home the reward if it’s “dead or alive”
instead of “alive only”.

The Psychopaths’ Disadvantages
Psychopathy can provide some mating advantages, as we saw.
But it also comes with some heavy ballast that keeps the psychopath from enjoying the runaway
success that the top tier men enjoy.
And while most people do understand the psychopath’s advantages, few people understand the
drawbacks of psychopathy.
Sampling bias we will see later is one of the reasons why some people misunderstand the topic of
psychopathy and mating success.
And the second reason stems from a misunderstanding of evolutionary psychology.
Let’s see:

#1. Psychopaths Struggle to Acquire Resources
We talked about this more than once:
Women prefer men with status and resources.
And albeit Machiavellian men are good at gaining status and resources (Buffalmano, 2020), pure
psychopaths are bad at acquiring social status and resources.
Some exceptions can be made, and some more violent psychopaths can acquire status in the
underworld, but that’s not a prerogative of psychopaths.
On average, men very high in psychopathy, especially the criminal and violent psychopaths, tend to
populate the bottom rung of society (or of prison).
That can work against them in acquiring mates.
Also see:
The traits that make up your sexual market value

#2. Psychopaths Do Not Always Maximize Looks
We’ve seen it already:
Psychopaths chase quick rewards.
That’s why they often sleep with more women than the average guy: they need that new stimulation.
Aware, they often chase all types of quick rewards, including the high and buzz of alcohol, drugs,
and sometimes even food.
Chasing rewards today comes at a cost for tomorrow.
Some psychopaths are drug addicts, alcoholics, or even food addicts.
James Fallon is a neuroscientist who became famous when he found he was a psychopath, and wrote
a book about it.
Fallon says he loved seducing women for the power it gave him. But look at James Fallon:
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A good caption would be “can I eat that microphone”?
My point is: Psychopaths obey the laws of the sexual market place just like anyone else.
And if they don’t have many attractive qualities, they will struggle to get laid just like anyone else
(especially with high SMV women).
Note: it’s different for dark-triad men
The above is truer for pure and low-functioning psychopaths.
But it’s not true for men with some psychopathy traits and who are also high in narcissism. Those
guys do care about their looks.
Also see this article on male archetypes of seducers:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!

#3. Psychopaths Struggle With High-Quality Women
It’s true:
When you meet a woman who is treated poorly but she is in love with him, she is often in a
relationship with a man high in psychopathy.
Some of those psychopaths get drunk, sleep around, treat her like crap… And women still clean after
them.
However, as you can imagine, women who stick with poorly behaving psychopaths and bankroll their
debauchery are rarely the highest-quality women around.
Usually, they are lower SMV women, or women with low self-esteem and/or who come from abusive
families.
It’s simple math: women high sexual market value can get high-quality and demand high-quality men
(David Buss, 2018).
Studies also show that dark triad men, especially psychopaths, have lower standards when selecting
mates (Jonason et al., 2011).
Even their strategies are often targeted at women with fewer options.
Love bombing is about chasing hard, and showering with attention. And that usually works best with
women who have fewer options.
Psychopathy expert Sandra Brown never say so, but if you read her book “Women Who Love
Psychopaths“, you will quickly realize that in her sample size there are no women who would
normally have lots of dating options.
And if psychopaths are not great at dating high-quality women, they are even worse at keeping highquality women -or simply just healthy women, for that matter-.

The Psychopaths’ Myths
Let’s now reviews some myths around psychopaths and their success with women.

#1. Psychopaths Better Defend Women
Says Rollo Tomassi, a popular red pill author:
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“(dark triad triad) were survival traits in the past.
Those were the guys who got things done. Those were the guys who took care of their own.
Those were the guys who were volatile enough to be fun in bed. Those were the guys who
had the capacity to kill off a rival, to defend the woman with his life.
Tomassi is not fully wrong:
A woman’s genetic inheritance might be better off mating with a strong psychopath than a weak man
with little to no status.
That’s especially true in violent environments and societies.
But in more peaceful societies, a woman might be better off mating with a man who can provide
resources, who will stick around… And who will not abuse her.
Especially because psychopaths do not defend their women.
Psychopaths are selfish, do not love, and do not create bonds with others.

#2. Psychopaths Make For Great Leaders
The myths here are similar:
1. Psychopaths can be heroes
2. Psychopaths make for strong leaders (to serve their community)
The idea that psychopaths can be heroes is a common one, but that doesn’t make it correct (see
Dutton, 2012(opens in a new tab)).
It’s a popular, romanticized view of the “bad guy who’s actually good”.
You know, the guy everyone thinks he’s bad, but that he truly has a heart of gold and defends people
with his life?
Yeah, that’s good for a Hollywood script, but it’s wrong 95 times out of 100.
I have addressed that fallacy in “do good and evil overlap” but, in short, here it is: psychopaths lack
empathy and are extremely selfish.
They get the small stuff done, but rarely they accomplish the big things: psychopaths can’t stick to
things.
And especially the more violent-prone ones, they rarely manage to make others want to follow them.
It’s more like the opposite: psychopaths need a larger society to leach off to.
Psychopathy indeed is a frequency-dependent strategy (Mealey, 1995). That means that psychopaths
depend on a larger society of collaborators, and cannot function effectively on their own.

#3. Serial Killers Are Attractive
This is pure sampling bias.
People see a famous serial killer and a few women who want to fuck them, and from “some women
are attracted to some psychopaths”, they generalize to the whole population with the wrong
conclusions that “women are attracted to psychopaths”.
Rollo Tomassi, author of the popular manosphere book “The Rational Male“, falls for this bias in this
interview:
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(..) every time a new violent criminal like Nikolas Cruz the guy who shot up the school in
Florida, or Chris Watts the guy who killed his pregnant wife and their two daughters (…) as
soon as they get convicted almost immediately they get female fan clubs.
Sure, some women are attracted to serial killers.
Some lust the thrill and excitement that go with the fear, and some others feel (mistakenly) that the
serial killer makes them safer.
However, we shouldn’t overblow this phenomenon.
There is a subset of women who are attracted to almost any man who’s famous and attractive.
There is a fan club for almost any non-ugly, famous man.
Rollo there also displays the typical poor understanding of the psychopathy phenomenon that leads to
the wrong generalization of psychopaths’ attractiveness.
Let’s clarify:
1. It’s psychosis more often than psychopathy: as psychopathy researcher Kent Kiehl explains,
mass murderers are committed by men suffering from psychosis, not psychopathy (Kiehl, 2014)
2. Few psychopaths are serial killers: even if we consider serial killers only, then the obvious
realization is that not all psychopaths are serial killers
3. Only a minority of women go wild over serial killers: and only a fraction of the number of
women who go crazy over your average pop singer talking about heartbreaks
4. Quality of women is low: probably women who chase serial killers are not the highest quality
women around
Picture of the woman who pursued and thought a marriage with 80-years-old Charles Manson.
Cutting herself to look more like Manson

#4. Psychopathy Is Attractive
Psychopathy is a mental disorder.
Per se, it’s not attractive.
But if the man affected by psychopathy is attractive, then that man can be attractive.
But it’s not necessarily because of psychopathy, that he is attractive.
As a rule of thumb, women tend to be attracted to attractive psychopaths, not to any psychopath.
And, of course, not all psychopaths are attractive.
Many psychopaths indeed have NO gib and charm, are ugly or completely socially retarded.
As a matter of fact, the more violent they are, the less likely it is they are socially intelligent and
successful with people.
The smart ones tend to do less violent crimes and more white-collar crimes (see “Snakes in Suits“).
And, of course, there are also psychopaths who are total losers.
Dr. Hare, a leading expert on psychopathy, explains that some psychopaths go on a killing spree
because they had no success with people and women whatsoever and feel rejected and
“wronged” by society (ie.: the definition of a loser).
This is a bit like we’ve seen for the different roles of lover or provider that men take in seduction: the
role does matter, but it’s quality matters more than the role (see: lovers VS providers).
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In this case, it’s more about individual psychopath and his level of game, skills, and
attractiveness, than psychopathy as a disorder.
Psychopaths who don’t know what they’re doing are rapists and only get laid through hookers.
So, even here, quality makes a bigger difference than “psychopath” or “non-psychopath”.

5. Psychopaths Have Great Game
What would you think if you saw a man trying to pick up women pretending to be in need of help?
These days you might call him a beta male, or a simp.
But that’s exactly what the most famous psychopath, Ted Bundy, did.
Bundy, touted for his attractiveness to women, used pity plays to lure his victims and pretended to
need help.

6. Amorality and Aggression Are Attractive
Again, there is a speck of truth.
Some women can be perversely attracted to a total lack of ethics and morals.
And aggression can also be attractive, especially to some women.
But let’s not exaggerate and overgeneralize.
Here is a rule of thumb, instead:
Cold-heartedness and aggression would backfire when first meeting a woman far more often
than it would succeed.
Says Geoffrey Miller in “The Mating Mind“:
Very few psychopaths flaunt their lack of sympathy like Hannibal Lecter, because very few
of them are glamorous, urbane geniuses.
Mostly, they are just ordinary creeps who beat their girlfriends, stab guys in bars for no
reason, get caught (…).
Most psychopaths instead feign kindness and, often, go to the extreme and into what’s been referred
to as the technique of “love bombing”.
Love bombing consists of ardent pursuit, fast-pacing the relationship towards more and more
commitment, professing unending love and writing, calling and texting more than any normal man
would.
Miller says that females’ appreciation for kindness might have evolved to avoid psychopaths and
psychopath-like men:
If sexual preferences evolved to avoid anything, they should have evolved to avoid
psychopaths.
During human evolution there may have been a three-way arms race: females developed
better tests for male sympathy, male psychopaths developed better ways to fake sympathy,
and male non-psychopaths developed sympathy-displays that were harder and harder to
fake. Just as fitness indicators evolved to advertise freedom from harmful mutations,
perhaps sympathy indicators evolved to advertise freedom from psychopathy.
Women who failed to recognize psychopaths faced bigger challenges in raising their children
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compared to more empathic parents.
Challenges not big enough to completely root out psychopathy from humans’ gene pools, but enough
to make psychopathy the exception and not the rule.

Psychopath Lose Out Against High-Quality Empaths
Yes, psychopaths have an advantage over too nice guys.
But psychopaths don’t look nearly as good by comparison when pitted against equally strong,
empathic leaders.
Top quality women tend to pair up with the top quality men who are near the top of the social
hierarchy. And, albeit there are a few notable exceptions, the men at the top of social hierarchies
tend to be “normal” empaths much more frequently than they are psychopaths.
Many psychopaths spend too much time pissing off people (or in prison) to build the social support
that leaders use to get to the top of social hierarchies.
This is true today as it was true in our hunter-gatherer days.
In the ancient world in which we evolved non-psychopaths were most likely not the most successful
men of the tribe.
That is why, from an evolutionary point of view, moral leadership is more likely to trump and
defeat the “psychopath” amoral approach to power and social dominance.
Writes Geoffrey F. Miller, an American evolutionary psychologist:
One could imagine a primate species in which females happened to develop a sexual
preference for psychopaths, and males could obligingly evolve into violent bullies.
But groups playing that psychopathic equilibrium would go extinct in competition with
efficient, peaceful groups playing the good-leadership equilibrium.
Thus, group selection is likely to favor non-pscyhopathic leadership as much as intra-group selection
and social dynamics are likely to favor non-psychopathic individuals.
Geoffrey Miller, by the way, is one of those researchers who hates political correctness as much as I
do.
When he writes that he is not trying to promote ethical leadership VS “bad behavior” and nudging his
readers towards the former.
He is simply analyzing the status quo.
And bringing psychology and science -game theory, to be precise- to explain what worked in human
evolution.

Should You Aspire to Psychopathy?
Some men seek to develop dark triad traits as a sexual advantage.
That’s what I realized during my research to write the “Analysis of The Red Pill“.
On that Reddit community, some men discuss how dark triad traits allow men to sleep with a lot of
women.
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Well, they might be onto something.
Even actual psychologists have written books on the advantages of psychopathy and how to acquire
some of those traits.
See for example:
The Wisdom of Psychopaths
The Good Psychopaths’ Guide
This same website could be seen as a big guide to become a pro-social, high-quality dark-triad
individual.
But that “high-quality” and “pro-social” are critical.
Pure psychopaths are not high-quality people.
And if you need one more warning, take mass murderer Nikolas Cruz. Cruz asked on Quora how he
could “pretend to be a psychopath” (apparently his answer was to kill a lot of people :S).

SUMMARY
Psychopathy can provide advantages in mating and dominance hierarchies under some circumstances
and in the short term.
Some of that advantage is because psychopaths seek more mating opportunities, while men with more
secure attachment styles will be happy to stop with a single partner -and maybe some cheating on the
side for some of them-.
That’s why, because of his short-term predisposition, a good looking, high-functioning psychopath
will get laid more than an equally good looking, but more average man.
The psychopath’s advantages are most obvious when pitted against average or lower quality, fearful
men rather than with a high-quality, strong and empathic men.
A psychopath strategy was particularly bad in small tribes and fares relatively better in larger
societies, albeit it’s still not the best strategy available.
It works better in the short term and more poorly in the long run.
In relationships, psychopaths then use a host of different techniques to keep their partners under their
thumb, but that’s a topic for a different article.
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Sexual Conflict: How Men & Women Fight The Sex War
October 13, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Sexual conflict describes the area where the sexual interests of genders and individuals diverge.
The sexual marketplace, the exchange where mates, sex and relationships are traded, is the
battleground for the ultimate sexual conflict: the war of the selfish gene.
Those who were too nice lost, and failed to shape our modern brain.
Those who won, engaged in the never-ending escalation of the sexual arms race.
This post focuses on the weapons of sexual conflict.
Orgasms: symbols of peak love and peak duplicity (read on)
Contents
Female Sexual Weapons
Women Against Men
Women Against Women
Male Sexual Weapons
The Contested Battlegrounds
When Genders Band Together
Lastly: Collaboration Is Also Real

Female Sexual Weapons
Women, just like men, wage the sexual war both against men and against female competitors.
We will review both.

Women Against Men
Women seek from men a mixture of good genes, resources and child support.
All of them are important for women, and what she goes for depends on personality, environmental
factors and life phase.
However, since when it comes to conception all three of them are important, we get some complex
and interesting sexual strategies.
Let’s review them:

#1. Orgasms: The Pleasure Tool of Cuckoldry
Many researchers agree that women sometimes pursue a mixed sexual strategy trying to get the best
of both worlds: a committed relationship with one man and uncommitted sex with another man.
When women seek sex outside of the relationship, often it’s because they prefer the man on the side
but, possibly, they can’t get a relationship with him.
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Where does orgasm enter the picture?
Well, a theory of female orgasms says that since women are more likely to retain male sperm
when having an orgasm, orgasms can be used as a tool to favor the affair partner.
Indeed, women are more likely to reach orgasm with the affair partner.
Orgasms might be an adaptation to help women get genes from a more attractive man, and
investment from a less attractive one.

Branch Swinging
That being said, women usually prefer switching to the affair partner, if he is a higher status and more
attractive mate.
And they will drop hints with the affair partner that they want to “move over” to him.
See an example here:
She deployed a mixed strategy & tested the ground for branch swinging
Her unstated message was “I’m single now (for you)”.
BTW, please notice what a controlling freak of a boyfriend she had, installing apps on her phone to
check her location. But smart “filles de joie” find ways around controlling men and find it even more
exciting to cuckold them.
It’s a way to reassert their power and freedom, and to take their revenge.
Note:
There are counter-arguments to this theory.
In any case, there seems to be some evidence that (some) women favor the affair partner to get
pregnant.
Also see “female hypergamy“.

#2. Concealed Ovulation: The Female Dread Game
Why do women hide their ovulation?
It’s very atypical in the animal kingdom.
Most other animal females, including our brethren great apes, advertise fertility as much as possible.
Why not women?
Well, there are several theories, and a good chunk of them involve the deceit of men.
Here are some of the most popular (names are mine):
Gold-Digger theory: female primates get more male support when ovulating, so hiding
ovulation allowed more astute women to keep the treats coming
Ho-theory: women can trade sex for favors, but sex linked to conception was costly and risky
to sell. Thus, delinking sex from conception empowered women by lowering the risks
“Dread fatherhood game”: men are paranoid about fatherhood, and women developed
concealed ovulation to force men into permanent marriage bond
“Love me” theory: men, clueless about her fertile days, had to keep having sex with her for
long stretches of time. Time and sex increase pair-bonding and keeps him and his investment
around
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As of now, nobody knows which theory is correct, but, as it’s often the case, it might be a mixture of
them all.
A theory for hidden ovulation is resource-extraction from men

#3. Bait & Switch: Turning Sex into Investment
Short term and long term sexual strategies are not mutually exclusive.
Indeed, they often feed into each other and smart women are able to turn quick short-term sex into
long-term investment.
As a woman told me on the second date of our whirlwind sex romance:
Her: Lucio, I don’t do sex outside relationships
Great move: it positions herself as “serious” while making me feel good for being the exception.
Sure, who knows the truth. But the sex was great, she was just my type, we got along great… And
she turned short-term into long-term.
Many smart women manage the same.
The “bait and switch game” works best with men with little options, with men around her same value
or when there is great chemistry.
But the biggest win for women is to bait and switch high-quality men who are unaware of their
sexual value (yes, it happens).
It works less well with higher quality men who are aware of their sexual market value, but it can still
pay off to at least try.

#4. This Is Your Kid: Invest In Him (Trust Me He Is)!
I’m sorry to spoil this one for fathers.
But in these most innocent words, there might lie the darkest manipulation:
Her: Look at him, he looks just like you!
Well, that might be the case.
The child might indeed look exactly like the father.
But then, how come studies show women say this far more often than men do?
Even the mother’s family says it more often than the dad’s family!
One theory is that since fathers can never be certain of paternity, it’s always good for the woman (and
her family) to “remind” him.
Telling fathers that the baby looks just like them is a way of telling them “it’s yours, baby,
invest in him”.
Of course, there is also a darker twist here.
Sure, most of the times the kid truly is his kid.
But the “this is your kid game” can also be used by cheating wives to support their dual strategy of
“sexy son – unsexy provider”.
Women remind men the child looks like them to keep their investment
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#5. Mood Swings: The Female Emotional Slip Knot
I hear you:
How can emotional mood swings help women win the sexual war?
Well, it’s simple: mood swings serve as a test of commitment and as a multiplier of investment.
Why?
1. A man who overreacts to her mood swings shows his strong emotional investment
2. A man who runs to help the damsel in distress signals he is willing to provide through thick and
thin.
3. Psychology research shows, the more one invests, the more likely he is to value the receiver of
the investment
4. Finally, wild swings of anger and pacification are also addictive, and help her keep the man
around.
Female Domestication: How Women Control Men & Relationships

Example: The First Woman Who Cried On me
Consider what happened when the first woman cried on me.
I was still naive and vowed to myself that I’d make her stop crying (what a knight, eh?).
And I succeeded.
She even told me I “did great”, which is an obvious power move. And, doofus that I was, I did feel
great.
Result?
She got her confirmation that I was into her and I was going to be a good emotional provider.
And I got more invested into the relationship.
A female wet eye is the 2nd most powerful lubricated organ
In my experience, some of the men who fell the hardest for their women met their cry-babies right
when they were crying.
Tears are a heavily underrated tool in women’s quiver.

5.2. Nagging, Drama & Tasking: Controlling the Relationship
This a bit more speculative, but consider this:
Women who were able to secure male investment over time won over women who got abandoned.
That might have easily put evolutionary pressure to favor women who got good at locking down men
into committed relationships with men willing to help and provide.
This might be the reason why today most relationships are controlled by women in a process that, in
manosphere and Red Pill communities, is sometimes referred to as “betaization”.
Please refer to this article for the details:
How women control men in relationships
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#6. Ridiculing Male Preference For Femininity
Imagine this sentence:
Her: Only weak men need the reassurance of a submissive woman
Or its similar version:
Her: Men who are afraid of successful women are weak
Those women might have a point, sometimes.
But their goal is to change the culture and the male mating strategy in a way that favors them.
They want to guilt-trip men in choosing less feminine women, and change the culture in a way that
rewards and appreciate the go-getter women who, traditionally, have paid a heavy price for their
more masculine traits.
But it’s funny you never hear feminine women complaining, right?
It’s non-feminine women who are scared of more feminine women because feminine women
steal their mates.
And instead of competing on femininity, which requires work and a difficult change, some women
lash out and try to change the culture.
Of course, it’s not just culture, it’s mostly nature.
But culture still matters a bit. And women have been winning this battle and have largely succeeded
in changing at least the superficial cultural layer (the proof is the virtue-signaling men).

#8. Derogating Short-Term Strategies: Real Men Commit (?)
You know this game.
It’s one of the most obvious (and cheap).
Basically: women looking for commitment denigrate sex and “fun” in favor of the supposedly
“serious” relationships (as if the “serious” relationship didn’t entail sex and fun anyway).
Here is an example from yours truly:
Example of derogation tactic against male short-term strategy
LOL at that, no more comments needed.
But do check what happened later on (link to follow).
Here is another example, this time using a cheap form of reverse psychology:
Female derogation of male short-term strategy
She was testing my availability and using inverse psychology to prod me to “prove her wrong”
But it was a cheap shot. It’s as if I had sent her an article about “emotional clinginess”.

Women Against Women
Women certainly have competing interests with men, but they probably compete even harder with
other women.
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Here are the weapons they use:

#1. Denigrating the Competition (Basic)
You know the most obvious one:
Her: She’s such a slut
The game here is obvious: trigger the male inborn “Madonna-whore radar” and make the victim look
like an unworthy long term investment.
The game here leverages men’s greatest fear: female cheating and the prospect of raising someone
else’s children.
But the “slut-shaming game” is also basic and dangerous.
Not only it can easily make the attacker look envious of her competitor’s attractiveness and sexuality,
but it can also backfire in the long run.
Why?
The slut-shaming game can backfire because men do love short-term sex and as we’ve
mentioned many women manage to transform initial quick sex (short-term strategy) into long
term commitment (long-term provider strategy).
Indeed, I still resent the woman who tried to denigrate an ex-girlfriend of mine for being “easy” (and
guess who of the two was higher value?).

#2. Denigrating the Competition (Advanced)
Think of these sentences:
Her: He uses his power and position on desperate women
That’s women talking about men in a position of power (but only women who are not within his
graces, of course).
Her: They only like him because they think he’s rich / has white skin / has this or that
“superficial” trait
That’s white women to any white man who’s stupid enough to talk about lateral mobility strategies
and men making smart use of sexual marketplaces differentials (ie.: getting laid easily outside of their
native sexual market).
These sentences might seem like attacks against men, but they’re truly attacks against other women.
Let me explain better.
This is the reality of the sexual marketplace:
Top notch men have easy access to an abundance of women.
This is upward mobility.
Women are kinda of OK with this.
What they truly dislike is this other truth:
Sexual marketplaces around the world differ markedly, resulting in microcosm that give
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either women or men the upper hand.
Mobile men can “shop around” in easier markets and dramatically improve their
sexual market values overnight.
This is geographical mobility.
And women, understandably, hate it because men can leave for greener pasture at the drop of a hat.
Women indeed are willing to tolerate filthy rich or super-high status men as they consider them
insignificant statistical outliers.
But when it’s “normal” men who can sleep around easily? “Normal” men whom they’d be interested
to settle down with?
Alarm bells go off!
Men are empowered when easy sex is available and they often switch to a short-term strategy.
And women hate other women who sleep too easily with men of their same value because they
negate their power to extract resources and commitment.
When women say of other women that “they only like him because of the money / skin / notoriety /
power” etc., they are somewhat devaluing the man.
But what they are doing, even more, is to devalue the women, “cheap” enough to sell themselves so
easily.
The game here is typical social climbing: denigrate and pull down other women, and look
better by comparison (ie.: “I wouldn’t sell myself so easily because I’m high value”).

#3. Competitors’ Manipulation: Fake Help, Real Harm
This is by far the nastiest.
The manipulation game some women use is truly Machiavellian.
It masquerades itself as encouraging and helpful, but it’s a spear masked as a gift.
You heard these ones:
Her: Focus on your goals and men will happen as a consequence
That advice might work for a man.
But it doesn’t work nearly as well for a woman.
Women say this to decrease the competition.
Women suggesting other women to be stronger and more independent are (subconsciously)
trying to make other women less competitive and appealing.
And by decreasing the appeal of other women, they automatically increase their own sexual market
value.

3.2.: Pushing Competitors Off The Market
Some species of bird chicks push competitors out of their own nest.
Women rarely do it physically and prefer manipulation instead.
Think of this:
Her: You don’t need a man
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Great advice!
The girlfriend remains alone and the advice-giver increases her sexual market value (fewer women
competing = comparatively higher individual value)
Or look at these two:
Her: Never settle for less than the man you truly deserve
Her: Never accept a man who doesn’t show proof of his love
Those are not necessarily bad advice, depending on the situation and the receiver.
But since it’s rarely women with scads of chasing men who get this advice, more times than not it
ends up hurting the receiver.
This type of advice places all the risk on the receiver while providing all the benefits to the advice
giver.
What do I mean by that?
A woman who refuses to settle risks remaining alone.
The risk is all hers.
But her unyielding dating stance always favors women as a group, including the advice giver.
Why?
Think about it: if all women refused to settle and/or give sex without huge male investment, men
would always have to invest big.
And the global bargaining power of women would increase.
Paraphrasing psychology researcher David Buss:
The sexual strategy of the group affects the individual’s mating success
That’s why individuals never stop seeking to influence what others do.
However, as a woman recommend lofty ideals and unattainable standards for others, it pays off
for her to defect and do what’s best for her.
For example: while she suggests her girlfriends to “hold on”, she might get semen or resources from
a top-flight man without asking for commitment. Or she might “settle” for a good but not great man
and start a family.
In the meanwhile, her girlfriend remains single, sex-less and, if she wanted a baby, childless.
This is the advice that feminist women often give other women. And it makes sense: part of the
feminist strategy is demanding individual compromise to favor the collective.
This is exactly what crooked politicians and fascist leaders do: ask individuals to sacrifice in the
name of an abstract public ideal while privatizing the gains for themselves.
Male attention = female resentment
Malena is the story of female intra-gender sexual competition, with the protagonist physically
“pushed off the market”. The film culminates with the mob lynching Malena -Monica Bellucci- and
cutting her hair, the symbol of her beauty and femininity.
Sure, a movie. But the same happened countless times in real life
For more female tactics see “shunning games” in office political players.
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Male Sexual Weapons
Men certainly aren’t standing there and watch women play games on them.
We have already talked in the past of games men play at the micro-level.
This section will deal more with the systemic-level strategies that men deploy to win the sexual
conflict.

#1. Circumcision: Lowering Her Sexual Appetite
Men love when their women lust after them.
But fear when women luster after other men.
Of course, on average, high-quality men are more likely to enjoy the former and not worry about the
latter. But since high-quality men are a minority, when in doubt, some men prefer to play
defensively.
Men mutilate women’s clitoris to prevent them from having orgasms which, in turn, should reduce
the risk of her straying and/or deploying dual sexual strategies.
I am not aware of any data, but I doubt that this is even effective. The woman still has the same
urges, and she is still going to prefer better males.

#2. Infibulation / Chastity Belts
Infibulation and chastity belts seek to physically prevent sexual penetration from other men by
blocking the vaginal opening.

#3. Feigning Long-Term Strategy & Support
What do men lie about?
It depends on the environment, circumstances, personal sexual market value and the type of sexual
strategy (short term, long term or mixed).
Men pursuing a short-term strategy seek to come across as ladies’ men, good lovers, pre-selected, etc.
This is a minority of men.
Most men instead feign to pursue long-term strategies by faking resources, kindness, feelings and
professing non-existing love.
However, the short-term / long-term divide can get blurry sometimes.
Contrary to what some believe, a high-quality man faking long-term potential can also score quick
sex if he’s also sexy and moves fast.
As evolutionary psychology researcher David Buss says, women are more open to considering a short
term mate if he also fits her long term ideal (also see providers VS lovers)
See Berlusconi:
Berlusconi needs not to show off wealth. But kindness helps his (social seduction)
Also see “atypical seduction techniques“.

#4. Arranged Marriages: Abducting Female Choice
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There are two reasons why arranged marriages benefit men than women:
1. On average, women choose, and arranged marriages limit female choice
2. In a free sexual marketplace, most women have more power than most men, and arranged
marriages curtail that power
The fact that most arranged marriages take place in male-dominated societies gives us a clue as to
who they benefit the most.

#5. Cultures of Honor (for me) & Slut Shaming (for you)
Why do men play the slut-shaming game?
Well, think about this:
Most high-status (and liberal) men enjoy “sluts” as in “liberal women who enjoy sex” because that
means more sex for them.
But high status men are the minority, and for most men it’s safer to keep women under a
restrictive cultural leash to protect against infidelity.
Of course, when men dominate the culture, they bend said culture to fit their own sexual agenda.
And “honor and shame” male culture ends up like this:
Honor for me if I sleep around, shame for you for doing the same.
Unless you’re sleeping with me, in which case we hide it so that we can keep up this
charade.
Truth to be told, an honor and shame mindset is natural to most men, but it’s stronger in some men
and in some cultures.
I’ve seen it often growing up in Italy.
The father of my sister in law professed, publicly and in front of all the extended family:
If I hear any “stories” I take care of it personally, I don’t even let the husband stain his
hands with it
The “honor” in this case was also about “guaranteeing a high quality woman” to my brother and my
family.
Especially important when the man’s family is higher social status, as this was the case.

5.2. Extreme Honor: Killing The Harlot
Killing the woman is the ultimate stage of the “honor code”.
Honor codes imply that men ought to “own” and “control” their women, and female infidelity is the
ultimate subversive act of male control.
A man who fails to revenge the female infamy in honor cultures loses face and status in both the
social order and the sexual marketplace. Killing the “dishonorable sinner” serves to wash the
infamy, recover the honor… And recover status in the sexual marketplace.
Some legal systems around the world still provide mitigating circumstances for “honor killings”,
while some countries just let the murderer free.
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There are also plenty of works of art that romanticize “honor killings”.
Think of “Jailbreak” by AC/DC and “Delilah” by Tom Jones. Both beautiful songs, but Jone’s lyrics
should give any moral being some pause: “I felt the knife in my hand and she laughed no more“.
Mate murdering is the ultimate act of possessiveness

#6. Hiding The Mate: You Can’t Bang What You Can’t See
Did you think the veil was for religion?
Maybe. Partially.
But hiding the female is such a time-tested technique in the animal kingdom that you might forgive
us for seeing malice in male’s insistence on veils.
Of course, hiding one’s mate is a very defensive play best suited for average men who are afraid of
mate poaching.
But don’t forget this: most men cluster around the average, so it makes sense for the majority of men
to insist on a restrictive culture.
Religion or defense against mate poaching?

#6. Harassment, Coercion & Rape
Men have developed two biases that naturally lead to some (unavoidable) episodes of sexual
harassment:
1. Trying one’s hand (men who tried more got laid more)
2. A positive bias in reading female signals (men who tried more got laid more)
The above biases might lead to men hitting on women in inappropriate situations, or when women
aren’t reciprocating.
But here’s the clincher: harassment is highly contingent to male status, and what’s harassment
from a low-status man might be a bold and sexy move from a high-status man.
You can see that principle in action in this video:
With any other man that would have been harassment and mate-poaching. Because Obama is the
president, it was cool.

Rape
The ultimate coercion of course is rape.
Rape is high-risk and low-reward but, for men without options it can still provide genetic benefits
–purely from an amoral, evolutionary point of view-.

#7. Men On Men Derogation
Women are nastier when it comes to intra-gender derogation, but men do it as well.
See the forum entry for men VS men derogation or get Dating Power Dynamics.
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The Contested Battlegrounds
Some battlegrounds of the Great Sexual War see a constant, never-ending conflict.
Let’s see:

#1. The Legal System: Whose Interests Are We Defending?
The legal system has a huge impact on modern power dynamics between genders.
Historically, men have dominated the legal system, but things have changed and, possibly, reverted
today.
It’s possible for women to leverage the legal system to extract wealth and, in extreme cases, to turn
the “bait and switch” game into a true “criminal bait and trap”.
As an example, do you know the Boris Becker story?
Boris Becker, allegedly, had oral sex with a waitress.
The distinguished lady held on to the precious semen and manually inserted it in her vagina.
Boris Becker paid millions.
Still, there is room for maneuvering and some informed men manage to cover their tracks.

#2. Culture & Morality: You Obey, I Defect
We already saw this in the female sexual section:
Influencing and manipulating what others do helps the individual win in the sexual arms’ race.
And what a batter way to influence others than by instituting a worldwide set of morals?
From this point of view, ethics and morals are nothing more than another weapon to fight the sexual
arms’ race.
I paraphrase Geoffrey Miller here:
Values developed as reactions to patterns of natural behavior that we decided should be
discouraged.
If advertising one’s fitness imposes social costs on others, and if moral norms develop to
minimize social costs, then moral norms seek to discourage sexual fitness indicators.
So here is a rule of thumb:
Every time someone, or a culture, says something is wrong, always ask yourself what’s in it
for them
As a rule of thumb, to get to the truth, stay away from systems of thoughts, organized groups, and
anyone with a shared interest.
In Western society the moral imperative so far has been “one man, one woman, stick together for a
lifetime”.
After decades of undisputed ruling, the “lifelong monogamy” cultural diktat is finally showing the
overdue cracks.
Morality is the pro-social mask of a selfish sexual strategy
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Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

When Genders Band Together
Sometimes individuals do coalesce around the fault lines of genders to win a common war.
Some women, for example, rally around the “fight against the patriarchy”, and demand preferential
treatment from other women in the name of the common enemy.
Writes Sheryl Sandberg in this reprehensible passage of Lean In:
We need to look out for one another, work together and act more like a coalition.
As individuals we have little power. Working together we are 50% of the world population
and therefore have real power.
Women also seek more power by trying to remove men from the sexual equation.
Funny I just saw this on my FB timeline when I started this article:
Yeah, who needs a man when you can get 100s of ’em with a good thirst trap
In this arena, somewhat surprisingly, women are more childish than men.
But men have also been building their own “male-only” support communities, some even refusing to
play the dating game altogether (MGTOW).

“Is Gender-Organized Warfare” Effective?
Yes and no.
It definitely is a force multiplier.
And since most people cluster around the average, some gender-wide wins will benefit most
individuals.
On some specific issues, it’s also possible that an organized movement based on gender can score a
win for almost all males or women.
As an example, in the legal battleground, think of alimony checks or spousal support, which
empowered all women to the detriment of men.
But the idea that men and women share the same goals fails to properly appreciate the complexities
of human nature and the realities of intra-gender warfare.
Since the sexual marketplace is extremely sensitive to individual differences, many gender-sensitive
issues do not apply to all members.
And sometimes, what’s good for most people within one gender is bad for some individuals within
that gender.
For example, a high status man gains with female sexual freedom, while a low-status man prefers
strict monogamy and female repression.
For women, an attractive, smart woman might lose in the “fight against the patriarchy” culture
because she has better tools to control men. It’s for average women dating in difficult markets that
feminism can help.
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Lastly: Collaboration Is Also Real
Dawkins and Kerbs (1978) were the first to realize that courtship is sometimes collaborative, other
times exploitative.
But the exploitative side should not make us forget about the collaborative side.
Let’s not forget:
The sexual marketplace also negotiates love, sex, relationships, and what makes life worth living.
This article showed that the sexual marketplace is also a battleground, and believing that male and
female interests perfectly intersect is naive at best.
Yet, most researchers suggest that believing that male and female interests have no overlap is
equally wrong.
Most of the conflict arises in short term mating and casual sex.
And unless during our evolution one gender completely dominated the other, which is highly
unlikely, the simple fact that pair-bonding and relationships evolved is proof that men and
women can gain from cooperation.
Maybe it will be the topic for a future article.
In the meanwhile, don’t get paranoid.
But don’t be naive, either.
So long,
Lucio
Sources:
This article is based on personal experience (screenshots), researches, and the following books:
The Third Chimpanzee, Jared Diamond, 1992
The Evolution of Desire, David Buss, 2016 (4th edition)
The Moral Animal, Robert Wright, 1994
The Mating Mind, Geoffrey Miller, 2000
The Origins of Virtue, Matt Ridley, 1996
The Red Queen, Matt Ridley, 1993
Sex At Dawn, Ryan, Jetha, 2010
The Selfish Gene, Richard Dawkins, 2006 (third edition)
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Sexual Market Value: A Practical Analysis
November 16, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The sexual market value (SMV) is the personal value that everyone has in the sexual market place.
High SMV individuals can get high-quality partners and/or can more easily get a high number of
partners.
Understanding the concepts around the sexual market value is enlightening, and it will help your
increase your own SMV.
Unluckily, there is a lot of misunderstanding on this topic.
Scientists have done great research, but have sometimes written with little appreciation for real-world
sexual dynamics.
Some dating coaches and Red Pill authors took over the popular discourse with their personal
experiences and theories, but with little scientific knowledge and rigor.
This article fills the gap by bridging science and real world.
So let’s start:
Contents
Definition of Sexual Market Value
Sexual Market Value Assessments
Quantitative Assessments of Sexual Market Value: Surveys
Female Adaptive Problems
#1. His Resources
#2. His Social Status
#3. Ambition & Industriousness
#4. Kindness
#5. Intelligence
#6. Male Physical Traits
#7. Her Youth
#8. Her Physical Appearance
#9. Faithfulness
#10. Misc.: Art, “Fun”, Good Sex
Short-Term VS Long-Term SMV
Pick Your Battles: Choosing A Sexual Niche

Definition of Sexual Market Value
The definitive dictionary of power dynamics defines sexual market value as:
Sexual market value (SMV) refers to an individual’s mating value, and it’s the the sum of
all resources, personal qualities, and fitness indicators that he possess.
In simpler terms, the sexual market value is an individual’s level of attractiveness to the opposite sex,
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and it’s equivalent to one’s own dating power.
Everyone wants a high SMV mate, but people’s success in the sexual market place is highly linked to
their own sexual market value, which constrains their ability to mate as they truly wish to mate.
Luckily, your SMV is malleable, often highly malleable, and you can almost always increase it with
well-directed effort, smart marketing, and good old personal self-development.

How SMV Impacts Mating Efforts & Partner’s Choice
Most people have an inherent understanding of their own SMV, and usually target mates who are
within a relatively narrow band within their own sexual market value.
Usually, men tend to enlarge the scope of their mating efforts in short-term dating (red arrows),
especially by lowering standards.
That why men sometimes have f*ckbuddies with whom they don’t want to be seen in public: they’re
good for sex, but not for official long-term girlfriends. These men are cool to pursue and meet them
for short-term, but they don’t think the yare “good enough” for the long term -such as, “they are too
low SMV for them”-.
When it comes to approaching, focusing slightly above one’s own SMV is an inborn practice that
makes evolutionary sense. It maximizes the chances of securing a high SMV mate relative to one’s
own SMV, while still playing with relatively good odds.
And when it comes to falling in love, people tend to fall in love harder when they pair up with
higher SMV partners. It is the author’s belief that love, in this case, serves to increase his efforts to
keep the relationship going.
The self-assessment of one’s own sexual market value is a mix of self-esteem, confidence, sexual
market place feedback, past sexual success (or lack thereof) and, of course, temporal and
environmental variables (ie.: the competition and normal mood swings).

Assortative Mating in The SMP
Each individual wants a mate with a higher SMV.
But since every single individual does not want someone who is lower value than they are, there is a
strong tendency for each player to match and mate with individuals of around the same overall value
(assortative mating).
Indeed, an individual’s own SMV is the best predictor of the types of mates he will pair up with,
and that’s especially true for long-term dating.
Thus, the higher mate value an individual has, the more dating power he has.

Sexual Market Value Assessments
Let’s make a deal:
We will be honest with each other.
And here is the honest truth: the sexual market value depends so much on the individual’s traits, and
is often so highly context-dependent that any chart plotting the sexual market value of a large
group of people is a fool’s errand -and ludicrous-.
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So, yes, that chart you have seen with the male’s sexual value plotted along the variable of age adds
little real information.
But… People demand it, and articles look better with charts.
So we will present a few simplified charts while addressing the biggest drawback of all other charts:
the lack of differentiation between short-term and long-term dating.

Male Sexual Market Value Formula (Short Term)
Looks matter for casual sex.
Duh!
But if looks are the equivalent standing naked as you wake up in the morning, then game thought of
as the whole marketing of that package also matters hugely.
Game takes that basic package you’ve got and seeks to maximize the presentation of oneself. Game is
the equivalent of marketing and sales.
Everyone engages in game.
Conversation, personal style, nonverbal language, bonding and vibing with others… They’re all
game. And of course, mating intelligence, or what people usually refer to as “game” in seduction
circles, is also “game”.
Games works best in short-term dating just as marketing and sales works best in selling the product.
Once the sale has been done, the intrinsic qualities of the product tend to come to the fore. Which is
why game that revolves around true self-development is the best way of improving one’s own SMV
for both short-term and long term.
One might ask:
Why are resources even here, if we’re talking about short-term mating?
It’s been proven in many different studies resources can help even in short term dating.
Resources can turbo-charge short-term attraction through what’s been dubbed “conspicuous
consumption” (Kenrick et. al., 2011). In simpler terms: throwing money around. Throwing money
around is a very effective technique to attract attention -and women-.
Sure, you tend to attract more of a certain type of woman with conspicuous consumption, but then
again.. We are in the short term realm here and you’re not necessarily looking to bang wifey material,
right (plus all women like money anyway)?

Male Sexual Market Value (Long-Term)
Now imagine you want to settle down.
And you would ask yourself the ancestral male question:
What do women want?
The simple answer is: everything.
For long term, women look at pretty much everything, and the more you have, the better.
Sure, it doesn’t mean all women can get everything, since their dating power is constrained by their
own sexual market value, but the desire is still there.
For simplicity, I kept the traits in the chart below just like the traits for short-term SMV.
But if we had to make a more realistic chart, then we would add a lot more traits and the value of
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each one would decrease. Because, again, women look at the full package -package included, yes,
scientists who say male penis only got bigger to show off to other males are clueless-.
Game is still there by the way.
Game in long term also includes the marketing and sales of the short-term, but it also enlarges its
scope to include relationship management and maintaining attraction in the long-term.
Intelligence is part of both “game” -learning social skills and putting it to use- and “personality” people like those who can make them feel good, which also requires emotional intelligence-.
And of course, all traits are at least somewhat connected and some even overlap.
For example, high-status men is perceived as being more attractive, even taller. And vice versa.
And you rarely have high status with very little resources. And vice versa.

Female Sexual Market Value (Short-Term)
This one was not difficult:
Game for women is the ability of making him horny, which of course is strongly tied to looks as well,
but it also complements looks, or can help make up for looks (partially).

Female Long Sexual Market Value (Long-Term)
Here is one misunderstood, yet simple reality of SMV:
When it comes to long term dating, men act more like women, screen harder, and look more at
the overall package.
And of course, the inverse is also true: when operating with a short-term mindset, women become
more like men.
Whenever I hear a man who wants a woman with a master’s degree, for example, I know he’s not a
player. Or at least, he’s not anymore and now he’s looking to settle down.
Swapped game for faithfulness here because men value it very high
Age is interesting.
Especially since in Red Pill communities there a few popular charts only based on female age to
assess her sexual market value.
But also age is relative, and it matters more for men who want children in monogamous relationships
and within monogamous cultures with marriage institutions.
In non-monogamous cultures, men are not “stuck” with a woman for a lifetime. So as long as she’s
fertile age matters comparatively less.
Faithfulness, the most sought-after trait in a few scientific surveys, also matters less to very highstatus men in polygynous cultures.
These men have many women, so they care less about what each single one of them is doing -unless
they’re jealous paranoid, exceptions always apply-.

Quantitative Assessments of Sexual Market Value: Surveys
I know what you’re thinking:
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Wouldn’t it be great to have a nice ranking of all SMV traits that matter?
That way I know what to focus on.
Weighing the value of each single trait would bring much clarity to the sexual market place, indeed.
But as we shall see, that clarity would be illusory and provide more a semblance of science than true
understanding.
But that hasn’t stopped researchers from trying.
Here is how Buss’ survey ranks the characteristics most commonly sought in a mate:
Surveys of the most sought-after traits in a mate are not a new phenomenon and began several
decades ago.
This has allowed researchers to keep track of changes over time.
Here is one example:
Of course, surveys are prone to all kinds of errors.
To begin with, surveys are based on what people say, which somewhat overlaps with what they truly
want and do, but which is far from being the exact same.
Just picture Katy, her survey in hands, thinking how her future husband should be like. And she
selects “dependability” first because she thinks her two kids and dog need a dependable dad.
But when she goes out that evening and first lays eyes on Tom, wouldn’t you agree that good looks,
or even simply “fashion and clothes” trump dependability?
Exactly.
So let’s take a bit of a deeper look into this sexual market value now.
And let’s go at the roots of what women want, and why.

Female Adaptive Problems
The following table is taken and adapted from “Evolutionary Psychology” by David Buss, and can be
considered a high-level summary of why women want what they want:
The interesting thing here is that you can find different ways to help women meet their demands
beside what the usual answers are (more in “Dating Power Dynamics”).
For now, let’s move past the tables, though.
And let’s get into some more qualitative investigation of sexual market value.
We will select the most important traits that determine men and women’s sexual market value and
dissect them.
So let’s start:

#1. His Resources
Says Buss:
The male occupational status seems to be the best predictor of the attractiveness of the
woman he marries.
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Countless of studies show that women appreciate resources much more than men do.
The preference of women for men with resources is universal. In all cultures, religions and political
systems, women placed higher importance than men in resources (roughly 100% more).
Even with the sexual revolution, women still value financial prospects twice as high as men do (albeit
Swami says that self-professed feminists place less important on his financial standing… Or so they
say).
Women seek men with resources even when they themselves have resources.
A research among women in the upper-income bracket in the US showed that high-income women
placed an even greater value on mate with high degree, professional status and high income.

Resources & Short-Term Dating
Resources are most important for long-term dating.
However, they can also be effectively leveraged for short term dating and “sex on the side”.
Thorstein Veblen first introduced the idea of “conspicuous consumption”.
Veblen argued that in modern urban societies of strangers, men need to find a more reliable way to
advertise their resources.
But for conspicuous consumption to be effective in short-term dating, it must be reckless.
A Ferrari or a Lamborghini screams “conspicuous consumption”, but a Porsche or a BMW doesn’t.
VIP table, bottle service and offering drinks to all pretty girl is conspicuous consumption, buying one
drink to one girl is less conspicuous consumption and more boring provider.

#2. His Social Status
Women desire men who command a high position in society.
High social status or a high-status job are viewed by US women as only slightly less important than
financial prospects. But the two things often go hand in hand, anyway.
Evolutionary psychologists often said that women want high social status because it’s linked to
access to resources. I believe that’s part of the reason why, but there is more: as Harry Kissinger once
said “power is a potent aphrodisiac”.
Women also place high importance to indicators linked to high social status, including:
Education
Professional degrees
Commanding the respect of the group (social power)
The opposite is also true, with women rating lack of education as “highly undesirable”.
Albeit this might simply be correlation, men who enjoy high status and income also seem to be aware
of their ability to attract more desirable women.
As men’s income goes up, they seek younger partners while also expressing a stronger preference for
facially feminine women.
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Female Blinders to Low-Status Men
Women, when they can still exercise the power of choice, tend to ignore lower-status men for long
term pairing and to sometimes even ignore their existence if they are also not attractive.
If those men are at least attractive and sexy, they might make for a short term fling -think of the
proverbial “pool boy”-, but women enter these relationships from a position of power and only
“settle” for lower-status men.
That’s one of the dating woes of highly successful women: there are too few men who are higher
status than she is.
Why Successful Women Fail At Dating (& How to Fix It)

#3. Ambition & Industriousness
Some personality traits are more important for younger men because they provide a clue as to their
future role in society.
Particularly important traits are:
Ambition
Industriousness
Intelligence
In Buss’ large-sample study ambition and industriousness were rated as important or indispensable.
Indeed, the best predictor of a man’s ability to climb social hierarchies and increase his income is
how hard he works (industriousness), which is often underpinned by personal ambition.
And that’s why, on average, men work harder than women. And that also partially explains the
famous “wage gap”: men are sexually incentivized to work harder and put in longer hours.
And that’s also why pool boys, guards and helpers are not very attractive: by selling their time
cheaply they are communicating a lack of ambition.
Again, there is a major gender difference between the sexes here: women regarded a lack of ambition
as extremely undesirable, while men didn’t care about women’s ambition.

#4. Kindness
In Buss’ large survey data both men and women the world over value kindness.
Buss says it’s because people depend on other people’s kindness, but not from strangers’ kindness,
but from their mates.
And a mate who shows kindness also promises to provide support when we will all, eventually, hit a
rough patch.
Kindness also increases the chance that a man will commit and provide, and make for a better father.
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How About Assholes?
This might be the right time to introduce the topic of “assholes”.
The stereotype is that women say they want nice guys, but actually prefer assholes.
Luckily, there have been a couple of studies on the subject.
In Urbaniak and Killman’s study, female participants were given descriptions of typical nice guys,
“middle of the road” guys and typical assholes.
The participants’ task was to pick the best men other women should date, and then they were asked
which men they would pick for themselves.
Turned out, the “nice guy” was the man the majority of women picked for other women.
When it came to choose a man for themselves, some women did present the typical attitude of “a nice
guy for you, a bad boy for me”, but it was not the majority. The majority still chose the nice guy.
In a similar study with dating ads, thus mimicking an even more realistic long-term dating scenario, it
was still kind men who were picked the most.
Or, more precisely, men who exhibited altruism as a courtship display, using keywords such as “I
volunteer at a food bank” or “I enjoy helping people”.
Age is another factor that comes into play.
Younger women tend to be more infatuated with the image of the rascal bad boy, while older women
tend to go more for the stable and mature type.
The temporal frame (short-term VS long-term) is also important: with the stereotypical bad boy
providing that “edginess” and “rebellion” that so well overlaps with “sexyness” and gains short-term
mating points.
But the most important trait we need to discuss here is confidence.
What’s attractive about the bad boys is the allure of confidence.
That tells us that if the “nice guy” is unconfident and looks like he lets everyone trample him, then
the bad boy might be the preferred option.
This is the same conclusion Viram reached when reviewing the evidence for the nice guy / bad guy
dichotomy: to be successful, the “nice” guy does need to be confident -and, at that point, he’s not the
“nice guy” stereotype anymore, I would add-.
But if we are talking about a confident man, then the bad boy appeals to a smaller fraction of the
population while being unappealing to a much larger one.

#5. Intelligence
Evolutionary psychology professor Geoffrey Miller says:
During human evolution, sexual selection seems to have shifted its primary target from
body to mind.
Think about men and boy meeting.
What do they do?
99% of the times, they talk.
That talking is nothing but a way of assessing one person’s mind and intelligence.
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Intelligence is also not just a trait that we select for, but intelligence is the meta-trait that allows us
to play the dating game itself.
Take our cousins great apes, the chimpanzees and the bonobos, for example.
They live in complex societies where reproductive success often comes to depend more on social
intelligence than on brute strength.
And that’s all the truer for humans.

5.2. Humor, “Game”, Conversations, Frames
Some people say “intelligence doesn’t count”.
And then maybe in the same breath say that “game”, such as the whole ensemble of seduction skills,
is very important.
Yes, game is an indicator of intelligence.
Conversations and humor are both strong indicators of intellectual faculties as well. And controlling
the frame of interaction is an indicator of dominance, but also of intelligence.
Also see:
The role of dominance in seduction
10 frame controlling techniques
10 Frame Control Techniques to Out-Frame Anyone
Humor is also well adapt as a tool for sexual choice and sexual discrimination.
Every time you see a pleasure center that can be stimulated but cannot be stimulated by everyone and
everything, you are staring at a too for sexual discrimination.
Thus, when a woman says she likes a man because “he makes her laugh”, she is not exaggerating:
humor is an important tool of sexual selection (the same is true for orgasms, as we shall see).
Women tend to show a preference for men who can make them laugh, whereas men tend to prefer
women who laugh at their jokes.

5.3. Vocabulary & Conversations
Vocabulary is at least 60% heritable and 80% correlated with general intelligence (and 20% with
body symmetry, BTW).
A widespread theory of the existence of so many synonyms when one single word would suffice is
that words serve not to better explain things, but to show off superior intelligence.

Why Men Stop Talking
A common complaint of women is that men stop talking during relationships.
That complaint supports the theory that vocabulary, language and intelligence are used as courtship
tools in humans: men show it off to gain sexual access.
But once sexual access has been granted, men don’t need to put up with that effort anymore.
As someone said “why should he regale you with poetry when 20 words a day suffice to have sex
with you?”.
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#6. Male Physical Traits
The female preferences for attractive physical traits include:
Height
Symmetrical body and faces
Athleticism
Toned muscles
Masculine features (more personality-based than the previous ones)
Large jaw
Jutting chin
Beard
Low voice (up to a certain point)
V-shaped torso
Some physical traits are intercultural and present few exceptions, like the female preference for men
taller than they are (albeit even there I’ve had a few exceptions).
Other traits are more cultural and present more variance, like for example with the masculine
features. Younger women sometimes prefer more feminine faces and bodies, see for example the
legions of female fans that androgynous boy bands singers collect around the world.
Some of these features also have an upper limit.
Take voice, for example, which is attractive when it’s deep… But only up until a certain frequency.
Funny enough, men keep being intimidated by more mannish men long past women are
attracted by them, suggesting that the “lover” strategy confers more SMV than the “fighter” strategy
(Tamsin, 2015).

#7. Her Youth
Men solved the problem of finding fertile women, in part, by looking for younger women.
The proof that men seek youth as a sign of fertility is in adolescent males, who instead prefer older
women (but older women don’t want these younger men of course).

7.2. The Appeal of MILFs
The MILF-phenomenon is real.
And shows that 20-something is not always better than 30-something.
Why so?
Well, think about what an older woman with children has proven.
She has:
Proven health: she’s been around for longer
Proven fertility: her kids are the proof
Proven mothering skills: her kids being alive are the proof
Experience being a mother: men can “dick and move” confident she’ll keep them alive
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That’s why, for men who don’t have to get married, a MILF can present a better option than an
“untested” younger girl, who is also more likely to end up depending on him.
Case in point, I found this older MILF in my FB feed far more attractive than any other younger lady:

7.3. Youthful Behavior
Buss says that our ancestors had access to two types of observable evidence of a woman’s health and
youth: features of physical appearance and feature of behavior.
Feature of behavior includes:
Bouncy youthful gate
Animated facial expressions
High energy levels

7.4. Age & SMV: Her Age Highly Correlates with Power, His Not as Much
Age correlates strongly with women’s dating power and less strongly with male dating power.
Why?
1. Age is more correlated to her reproductive value than men’s
2. Age is more correlated to beauty in women than in men
3. Women’s overall sexual value is based on fewer traits than men’s, and age and beauty weigh
more for women than it does for men.
The peak of desirability depends on a number of factors but, on average, it tends to be in the early
and mid 20s for women and late 20s and mid 30s for men.
Here is a chart from OK Cupid, based on the number of messages men and women received:
Again, as per our previous tables, the same holds true for this one: aggregate numbers are very bad
predictors of individual’s true sexual market value because the individual variances are huge.
There are more influences and mitigating factors to age, including:
Availability of resources
Destitute women might place a premium on resources and care less about his age.
Quality & quantity of other available traits
Remember that what’s bargained is the sexual market place is the overall package and a lack in one
trait (age) can be compensated by other traits and vice versa.
These findings are easily confirmed by data: the richest 400 men in the US married women who were
on average 7 years younger. But when they re-married, billionaires chose mates who were on average
22 years younger.
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#8. Her Physical Appearance
Men rate physical appearances much higher than women do.
Traits of high appeal physical appearance include:
Smooth skin
Clear skin (signals absence of parasites)
Homogenous skin color distribution
Big and firm breast
Facial femininity (signals your and more estrogen, ie.: higher fertility)
Full lips
Large eyes
Thinner jaw
Small chin
Chromatic contrast
High cheekbones
Relatively short distance between mouth and jaw
Facial symmetry
Clear eyes
Lustrous hair (hair quality and length correlates with age and health)
Good muscle tone
Leg length (long legs relative to torso length, 5% longer than the average receive maximum
attractiveness)
Symmetrical faces and bodies
Waist to hip ratio
Albeit not related to physical attractiveness, her voice also matters, with higher-pitched voices being
preferred.
Same for walk: men prefer the female gait when she is wearing heels, because it makes for shorter
steps and increased tilt and rotation of the hips.

8.2. Physical Appearance & Power: More Power for Women
Physical appearances provide a huge SMV boost to both men and women.
But it’s far more important for women than for women.
Why?
Because, as we saw, beauty matters more to men than to women.
Handsome men mostly gain in short term dating but less in long term dating, while women gain
powerfully both in short term dating and long term dating. Indeed, beautiful women tend to have less
casual sex and more relationships.
Conversely, some less attractive women might loosen up their standards both in terms of quality of
partners and in terms of resources and commitment they demand for sex. That’s why less attractive
women tend to engage more easily and readily in casual sex.
Which is also why beautiful people tend to have more daughters than sons.
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7.3. Status Boost: The Trophy Wife
Men value a woman’s attractiveness also for the status boost it grants them.
Men do place a lot of importance on “rank”, and a beautiful wife helps them rank higher in social
hierarchies.
So, yes, the “trophy wife” is a thing.
The trophy wife is especially important for unattractive men, because people infer that if he is
with an attractive wife, he must be very high social status.
A trophy wife also matters more to status-driven men, insecure men, men low in self-esteem,
narcissists, and men who build their self-esteem around external validation (also see the relationship
analysis of movie character Tony Montana).

#9. Faithfulness
U.S. Men evaluated faithfulness and sexual loyalty as the most valued trait in Buss & Schmitt survey
out of 67 possible characteristics.
Surprisingly -or unsurprisingly depending on your point of view-, nearly all men gave these traits the
highest rating possible, averaging +2.85 on a scale from +3 to -3.
Women too evolutionary note of course and strategically self-present cues to sexual fidelity when
they are in a long-term mating mindset.
Also see the “Madonna-whore” dichotomy.

#10. Misc.: Art, “Fun”, Good Sex
Sex…
Why wouldn’t anyone value sex in the sexual market value?
Sex is one of the most glaring traits that many scientists and researchers miss out on.
Some scientists also largely miss out on the many “alternative” indicators of human intellect. Human
intelligence and fitness indeed can be displayed in more ways than climbing status and economical
hierarchies to acquire material luxuries.
Enter the obvious and well-documented appeal of poets, artists, singers of course, but even
transcending hippies and tantric sexual gurus.
Some of the ways in which “alternative” signals of high fitness are paraded are:
Art (albeit today it overlaps with status)
Body ornamentation
Dance
Irreverent humor
Ideological ardor
Snake oil salesmen
Shamans
Honest idealists
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Rebels
Memorable storytelling
Spiritualism, sometimes mixes with allusions to sex (see tantra)
Shared consciousness
Altered states of consciousness
Pro-social behavior & charity
Good sex
Both men and women enjoy good sex, and people who can provide -and market- their lovemaking
skills are also providing a great SMV currency.
The female orgasm is elusive probably because it’s a sexual discrimination tool (more on sex and
the currency on sex in Dating Power Dynamics).
Pro-social behavior is another aspect that researchers have largely missed on.
Geoffrey Miller makes a compelling case that cooperation didn’t evolve only because it was good for
the selfish gene (see “tit for tat” games), but also because of sexual selection (Miller, 2000).
That makes a lot of sense and fits with the research evidence showing that men give more to charity
and more in tips when women are around (and explains the phenomenon of virtue-signaling, too.

Short-Term VS Long-Term SMV
Of course, there is overlap between short-term and long-term SVM.
But as we have already mentioned more than once there are also important differences, which also
underlines that the two are two different strategies.
See how women rated different traits when considering short-term partners or long-term ones,
ranging from ?3 (extremely undesirable) to +3 (extremely desirable):
Ambition presents the biggest difference between short-term and long-term, helping explain why an
attractive hippie with a guitar can make for a great short term partner, but would rarely be sought
after as a long term, “official” mate.
When it comes to physical attractiveness, women look more at male faces than body.
Men tend to look more at bodies than faces -some very classy friends of mine referred to the
phenomenon as “banging her night and day with a bag on her face”-.
Sex and sexual “charge” is also not in the table.
But men who are successful at short-term dating tend to have a higher sexual vibe and also to be
more comfortable around sex.
The promise is better sex, partially, but also “guilt-free sex”, where she doesn’t have to play the
Madonna and hide her true self.

Pick Your Battles: Choosing A Sexual Niche
So many traits… And such a great opportunity!
Especially for men.
It allows for specialization and for choosing along the lines of personal preferences.
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Since there are so many traits indeed it’s almost impossible for anyone to score in the top 10% in
each one of them.
Sure, the indicators of overall fitness do somewhat correlate to each other, but it would be a mistake
to think that they are highly correlated.
Says Geoffrey Miller:
(..) such correlations might be quite modest.
(…) Because each indicator is costly (so it works according to the handicap principle), there
are trade-offs between indicators. This allows scope for individuals to differ in their
allocation of resources to different indicators
The last part is especially interesting.
That means that each trait may work as an indicator of a specific kind of fitness, somewhat related to
overall fitness, but focusing on a specific niche that appeals to a specific subset of potential mates
who appreciate that niche the most.
Indeed, continues Miller:
(…) Instead, sexual selection may produce a great diversity of strategies for allocating
scarce bodily resources among different indicators.
That means that each man and, to a smaller extent, each woman, can gain by “specializing” in a
certain niche.
Sure, it’s more about quality than about role.
But the role and niche also matters.
Start by thinking whether lover or provider works better for you.
Lover VS Provider: How to Pick Your Best Strategy
And then think about your product placement.

What’s Your Niche?
It pays off to think about it and know how to market it best.
Here are some ideas of successful male archetypes for you.
All different, but all can be attractive:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!

Resources:
The Evolution of Desire, David Buss, 2016 (4th edition)
Evolutionary Psychology, David Buss, 2019 (6th edition)
The Mating Mind, Geoffrey Miller, 2000
The Origins of Virtue, Matt Ridley, 1996
The Red Queen, Matt Ridley, 1993
Why Beautiful People Have More Daughters, Kanazawa, 2008
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Attraction Explained, Viren Swami, 2006
Various David Buss’ researches
Various surveys and researches

This is an excerpt from “Dating Power Dynamics“
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The Sexual Marketplace: Overview of Sex Dynamics
November 17, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
To understand dating and sexual dynamics, you need to understand the sexual marketplace.
Let’s start with a quick definition.
The dictionary of power definitions defines sexual marketplace as:
The sexual marketplace (SMP) is the ensemble of people looking for sex or long-term pair
bonding.
In the SMP people offer their sexual value (offer), compete with other members of the same
gender, and seek and assess the sexual market value of potential mates from the opposite
gender (demand).
While the sexual marketplace dynamics concern more the theory of dating, this is the type of theory
that will also help you date more effectively.
By understanding the forces, needs, and drives that govern the sexual marketplace, you will increase
your dating IQ.
And a higher dating IQ will help you to:
1. Be a better and more strategic dater
2. Assess your partners better
3. Be a better leader of relationships
People enter the SMP to date, and dating is a way to assess each other’s SMV
So let’s start:
Contents
Sexual Marketplace 101
Sexual Market Place Power Dynamics
Bargaining in the Sexual Marketplace
Relationship Structures & Power Dynamics
SUMMARY

Sexual Marketplace 101
The root causes of the major gender differences in dating come down to three biological facts:
1. Anisogamy: the female sex cell is larger, more costly, and more “precious” than the male one,
which instead is easy and abundant
2. Internal gestation: its’s women who grow the fetus, within them, taking time (9 months) and
lots of effort. As a consequence, women invest far more on each child and can produce far
fewer offspring than men
3. Breast-feeding: even after the child is born, the mother still invests more. Babies need mothers
to feed them to survive, but not fathers (fathers are a “nice to have”, mother are a “must-have”)
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All three facts point to this simple conclusion: women invest in offspring far more than men do, both
quantitatively in time and resources, and qualitatively from an emotional point of view.
Thus:
1. Each child means far more to a woman than to a man
2. A reproductive mistake, such as picking the wrong partner, is far more costly to a woman, than
to a man
That means that a man has less to lose and much to gain in having sex with a new woman and with as
many women as possible.
A woman instead does not always gain by adding one more sex partner. Indeed, sex and a new sex
partner has lots of downside potentials and carry some major risks for her.
Because of these biological differences, on average: men are always ready and willing to have sex,
while women are more careful and pickier.
This is one of the most fundamental laws that govern the sexual marketplace and the power dynamics
that follows.

Men Are the Offer, Women Pick (Women Have Power of Choosing)
On average, since men are more willing to have sex with a new partner, men are the offer: their
sexual offer being plenty and abundant, while women are the demand: picky and, well, demanding.
Thus, women are the choosers.
Over the whole population, on average, women have more power in dating.
The comedian Bill Maher put it nicely in one of his stand-up jokes (I paraphrase):
For a man to walk into a bar and have his choice of any woman he wants, he would have to
be the ruler of the world. A woman who wants the same power, does her hair and puts
makeup.
In other words: when it comes to short-term dating, any reasonably attractive woman has more or less
the same power as the (male) ruler of the world.

Female Beauty & SMP Power
Since women are better served pairing up with a high-quality man than by sleeping around with lots
of guys, more beautiful women tend to be more often in relationships than less beautiful ones.
Less attractive women might lower their standards and be more willing to engage in short-term sex
because they have less power to tie down a high-quality man.
For the same reason, less attractive women might also pursue a quantitative strategy, such as giving
birth to more children with comparative less providing, rather than a qualitative one.
It’s rare indeed to see a very beautiful single mother, and single mothers seem to cluster in the lower
rungs of society.
Beautiful women command lots of power and can easily find a high-quality provider
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The Limits to Female Dating Power
So, women have power, men just parade and hope to get picked?
Well, no.
Here is another rule of the sexual marketplace: general rules are poor at explaining the dynamics of
the sexual marketplace. The general rules most often apply to the middle of the bell curve for average
men within normal distribution environments.
But where selection really gets interesting -and where there are most rewards to be reaped- is at the
extremes.
Taking sexual market value as an example, and to simplify:
More exceptions and contingencies to the general rule of female power in the SMP:
1. Dating is not only short-term, and men also get pickier for long-term
2. Women don’t want any man, but truly crave higher quality men
3. Female dating power is highly dependent on age and looks
Finally, the most powerful players in the sexual marketplace are the very top men.

Top Men Have Top Power
At the very top, men have so much power, status, and resources that they can attract and take care of
many women -together with their children-, more than any other average men could.
The women know it, and they all queue up.
When those guys are also attractive or are overall high fitness, they are the complete package. And
women queue up even more.
At the top of the pyramid power, status, and resources matter more than looks in terms of his
power of sleeping with lots of new women, especially in the ancestral environment in which we
developed.
But if you think about it, it’s also true today.
If it were a race for more casual sex, few male models could beat an average looking tycoon.
And that’s even more true with fame and celebrity status.
Remember the difference of reproductive effort that, on average, gave more power to women in
dating?
Well, at the very top, since men don’t have to wait more than a year to reproduce again, as the power
dynamics invert, and anisogamy gives power to men also from a genetic point of view.
The evolutionary proof that top men have more power than top women is in the babies.
Very powerful men tend to have more sons than daughters.

Why Women Seek Resources: The MPI Theory
Male parental investment is another crucial axiom to understand human dating.
Parental investment, first theorized by Robert Trivers, defines how much parents invest in their
offspring, and male parental investment (MPI) defines how much the males of a particular species
invest and care for their offspring.
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Human males are relatively high in parental investment compared to most other species in the animal
kingdom.
But they are probably around the middle of an imaginary scale of 0 to 100% when compared to
women.
Such as: men don’t invest in their children nearly as much as women do, but they invest quite a bit.
So, how does male parental investment affect sexual dynamics?
Here is how:
In nature, females of species who cannot expect any help from the male counterparts (ie.: no male
parental investment) only mate based on genes (ie.: looks, physique, dancing prowess, and any other
fitness indicator).
Meaning: when women cannot get any help to raise offspring, they mate based on genes, driven
by their attraction.
Conversely, when she can get resources, she will screen for resources as well.
As you probably might have guessed by now: since women can get resources most of the times,
women always screen for resources and resource availability in long-term dating.
This is especially true for high-quality women.
Since high-quality women are the ones who can most easily pick and choose among many men who
are willing to share that burden with her (in exchange for her genes, mating value, and social boost,
of course).
Plenty of data confirms that high-quality women seek the “complete package”, and tend marry men
in the upper-income brackets.
Short-term dating is a bit different, as we shall see.
But keep in mind that since a minority of sexual intercourses lead to pregnancy, long-term dating
is where most of the selection really happens (evolutionary speaking, long-term affairs also count
as long-term dating, of course).
Flowers and gifts are a sign of his willingness to commit and provide

She Seeks Commitment to Ensure Future Access to his Resources
Sure, the man having resources is good and nice.
But it’s not enough.
The question all our female ancestors had to answer was: will he commit those resources to me?
And that’s why women don’t just seek resources, but women also seek signs that he will make
those resources available to her.
How does she do it?
Commitment is one way.
In part, commitment is the measure to which a man promises to make his resources available to
her.
And of course, she wants to see “proofs” that the commitment is true and not just verbal.
Enter gifts, dinners, wining and dining, picking her up, investing time in her, etc. etc.
We can speculate that women don’t like men whose lives revolve around them because those men are
less likely to climb dominance hierarchies and amass resources (ie.: too focused on them means less
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focused on other life endeavors which are likely to yield resources).
In vernacular terms, the woman is communicating something like: “stop adoring me and being
always around me: be a man, go out, and bring back some resources”.
We can also speculate that women evolved a set of tools and behaviors apt at controlling their
relationships so that they could more easily control men, together with their support and resources.
Check out this article for that:
How women control men and relationships
Female Domestication: How Women Control Men & Relationships

Sexual Market Place Power Dynamics
Alright, let’s get into some proper power-dynamics talk now.
We will quickly review a typical date progression and analyze where the power lies:

#1. Before Sex, She Has More Power
Sex is a huge milestone in any budding relationship.
Be it short-term or long-term, before sex, women have power.
If he is spending time with her outside of obvious friendships and professional partnerships, it’s
almost a given he would like sex with her.
This holds true, on average, even in the case of high-quality couples.
Sure the woman is excited around him might really want him, including sexually. But she still has the
power of denying and is still holding the most important card: sex.
Which is why men must always be careful, and smooth, in the lead up to sex, no matter their
SMV. Indeed, a botched up escalation is proof of a much lower SMV.
How the man acts to being rebuffed is also important
See here an example of smooth handling of a rejection:
“No problem”, perfect tonality to handle rejections like a boss

#2. After Sex, He Has More Power (& She Needs to Chase Commitment)
As we have seen, human males are often happy and willing to “nest up” and stick around.
But still, not all men commit and stick around.
And when they don’t, it could be disastrous for her.
That’s why while men seek sex, it’s usually women who care more about commitment.
Especially after sex.
Why?
Because when sex beings, the woman is more and more at risk of getting pregnant. And if she hasn’t
secured his commitment by then, that could be a costly mistake for her.
Of course, some men do chase for commitment.
And they chase for commitment after sex, they communicate that the sex they got was a fluke for
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them, a lucky shot. And that they really have no options with a woman of her SMV.
When men enter a relationship after chasing for commitment, they lose all their power and enter the
relationship as the needier party.

#3. After Commitment, She Has More Power
After commitment it should hopefully be more about teamwork than power.
But still, we are analyzing power dynamics here, and the question of “how has more power after
commitment” has a definite answer: she sees a power resurgence.
Why?
Think about it: who gains more with commitment?
The woman.
Sure, he also gains much with commitment, including exclusive access to her reproductive system.
But while a man maximizes his potential with lots of casual sex, a woman is better served to raise
children with the help of a committed partner.
And that’s why commitment is more of a win for the woman.
The woman has no higher upside potential than commitment with a high-quality man. But a man has
much higher potential outside commitment.
That’s why, with commitment, the man is giving more and the woman is taking more.
In some cases, men communicate with commitment that is she is worth more than him, and
commitment serves to make up the difference.
Purely from a mathematical point of view, as we saw, she is worth than him because his reproductive
contribution is cheap, while hers is high-maintenance.
Still, a man might still be better served by letting her go after the commitment.
He proposes and professes endless love… And gives away all his power

#4. After Children, He Has More Power
After the children is born, the man has more power.
Why?
Because the woman is more invested in the child.
Because since women invest more in children and can have fewer children in their lifespan, a child is
worth more to the mother. Furthermore, a child needs the mother to survive, but doesn’t need the
father.
That means that the father could walk away and the mother would still have to take care of the
child… On her own.
So right after the child is born, women need male help and providing more than the man needs the
woman.
Ironically, it’s the mother’s greater commitment that allows the father to potentially neglect the
children even more.
Breaking up with young children is the ultimate game of chicken, and it’s usually the woman who
swerves first because, if she didn’t, the child would die.
A completely amoral man could abandon a woman when she needs him the most and seek another
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woman to impregnate, having his cake and eat it too -from a genetical point of view-.
Most modern nations have instituted laws and regulations to force men to at least provide financial
support to children.
For more, see:
The stages of power in dating and relationships
Relationship Power Dynamics 101

Bargaining in the Sexual Marketplace
The sexual marketplace, just like the social marketplace, can be seen as a big exchange.
And as we have seen in the sexual market value overview, there is a plethora of traits that people seek
and exchange.
Especially for men, those traits are many and varied, often with only a tiny limited overlap among
each other.
This means men need to master more areas of their lives to reach their full potential.
But that also gives men more freedom and more potential for power because they can make up for
one trait’s lack with another trait’s abundance.

Exchanging Value in the Sexual MarketPlace
People tend to pair up around the same overall value.
The self-assessment of one’s own sexual market value is a mix of self-esteem, confidence, sexual
market place feedback, past sexual success (or lack thereof) and, of course, temporal and
environmental variables (ie.: the competition and normal mood swings).
Of course the assessment varies somewhat but, overall, people tend to have a relatively good grasp of
their value and an unconscious idea of what they can realistically “get”.
Porper value targeting and matching helps reducing rejection and wasting time on unobtainable
mates. But it’s also important to the health of the relationships, and since the health of the
relationship is also important to make and grow healthy children, it does make sense to target people
who are going to be happy with us.
However, partnering up with the same overall value is not the same as “being similar”.
Most couples do end looking similar, that’s true, but most couples look similar only because most
people are not excellent in any single traits.
Enter what I dubbed “assortative bartering”.

Assortative Bartering in The Sexual Marketplace
Because the sexual marketplace matches different intra-gender needs and wants, it’s very possible to
end up with very different couples.
How?
With assortative bartering.
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The general rule is that the more value you have, the more you can ask back.
But since there are different traits that are being exchanged, a subset rule is that the more of a
certain type of value you have, the less you can give in a different type of value.
Biologists for example report that in some species of birds more attractive males work less and care
less about the children.
Why?
It’s because a huge amount of value in one trait (physical appearance) allows those birds to give less or nothing- in another trait (caring and support).
But the couple still forms because, she is still getting enough overall value.

Assortative Bartering in Humans
The same is true in humans.
Since the currencies that both sexes appreciate are different, you can get couples who look much
different.
For example:
The young woman who’s trading her looks and reproductive years for his resources
An unattractive but powerful smart man pairing up with an attractive woman
Handsome black man pairing up with the overweight white woman
These exchanges are perfectly valid because, albeit uneven on a specific currency, they still match up
on the overall value.
Or so at least think people who enter those relationships.
The only ones who complain, of course, are more average people who are not very valuable in any
specific currency.
So instead of looking at themselves –or, mind you, to the obvious fact that the couple was happy
enough to enter into a relationship-, they prefer finger-pointing and acting “offended” and
“scandalized”.
For anyone who wants to see, assortative bartering is everywhere.
Women demand higher income to date races they don’t like, billionaires marry young women (Pollet
et. al., 2013) and psychopaths court older women to monopolize their finances (Brown, 2009).
Power allows for the bargaining sex in exchange for opportunities

Relationship Structures & Power Dynamics
In environments with scarce resources, for a woman, it’s better to be the 10th wife of a king than the
only wife of a struggling peasant.
What does it all mean in terms of power and dating?
It means that polygyny is best for women in environments with scarce resources.
And it means that strict monogamy reduces the power of highly attractive and successful men.
Because that super top guy could otherwise freely and openly have his own harem.
Conversely, monogamy increases the power of attractive women because there will be lots of
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pressure on his highly successful male counterpart to commit to her (plus the legal system helps her
in case of separation).
Monogamy is also good for average men, because average women will spend less time eyeing highquality men who, on average, end up with high-quality women (instead of banging and providing for
several women).
And for very poor-quality men?
Monogamy is better, but they fare poorly in almost any relationship system.
Keep in mind that many Western societies are not strictly monogamous anymore. Some authors
defined Western society as “serial monogamy”, or “soft polygyny”.
There is also plenty of room for men living in big cities to be fully polygynous (whether that’s
polyamorous, such as with the consent of all, or hidden).

SUMMARY
The sexual marketplace follows many of the economic rules of supply and demand, with operators
trying to get the best deal for themselves.
This post gave you a quick overview of some of the most fundamental rules that govern the sexual
marketplace.
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Sexual Market Value Hacks: Boosting Your SMV
November 17, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We have already reviewed the basics of sexual market value.
In that lesson, we focused on intrinsic and personal values such as looks, character, intelligence,
resources, etc.
But the individual’s sexual market value is complex, and also includes environmental and cultural
factors.
And in this lesson, we will review those external factors.
And what you can do to control them and leverage them to your benefit.
Contents
#1. Gender Ratios’ Impact On SMV
#2. Racial’s Impact on SMV
#3. Cultural Impacts on SMV
#5. Government’s Impacts on SMV
#6. Children’s (& Age) Impact on SMV
7. Personality & Preferences’ Impacts On SMV
8. Social Influences’ Impact on SMV
9. The Temporal-Mode Impact on SMV
SMV Is Highly Relative
Summary: SMV Tips

#1. Gender Ratios’ Impact On SMV
Gender ratio has a huge effect on the balance of power between genders.
The best contribution came from an economist, Jon Birger’s work in DateOnomics.
So, what happens when we change the gender ratio?
When there are fewer men than women:
Women have less power in demanding resources and commitment in exchange for sex
Men tend to pursue short-term dating strategies rather than one based on monogamous
continued investment
Cheating in monogamous relationships increases
When there are fewer women than men:
Women tend to become choosier
When men land a woman, they appreciate her more, are more jealous and more protective.
The gender ratio is one of the most underappreciated variables in dating, and one of the most
powerful determinants of intersexual power dynamics.
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SMV Hack: Move Where You’re a Minority
If you are serious about maximizing your returns, choose professions and fields where your gender is
the minority.
If you want to find a mate more easily and more quickly, consider moving to places and cities with
more of the gender you are seeking.
Women and men who want to enjoy the quickest boost in their sexual market value power be
better advised moving to a place with better gender ratio (quick solution) than working on
themselves (the long-term, harder solution).
I call the former “lateral mobility”, and while everyone focuses on self-development, such as
“upward mobility”, the former is far quicker.
Or, better yet, simply do both.

#2. Racial’s Impact on SMV
A chart speaks more than a 1.000 words:
Good to be Asian and white women & good to be white men
The chart paints a clear picture: white skin is (still) the favorite for men. For women, it’s best to be
Asian.
Overall, people tend to like people who have the same ethnical background.
This is taken from OKCupid data, and OKCupid is mostly popular in the West, so also keep that in
mind.
The “exotic bias” might be at play too, here. A black man wouldn’t get as many points from a black
woman in Africa because there are many black men there.
And an Asian man wouldn’t get as many points from Asian women in Asia, for the simple fact that
there are many of them and different races might get “exotic” points.
From a more general point of view: the impact of race can be huge. But it works mostly a “business
card”.
Race is the superficial layer and matters less once you get to know the person. Then, all the other
qualities we talked about take center stage.
Exceptions of course apply, with some people being potentially super-prejudiced or having strong
personal preferences.
That being said, first impressions do matter.
On average, race matters more for women than for men.
Both from a judger point of view and from a judged point of view.
Why?
For a few reasons, including:
1. Because men are judged by women on more traits, meaning that race gets “diluted” among all
other traits that matter
2. Men are, on average, more looks-oriented
3. Women care more about racial stereotypes because they are, in general, pickier and more riskaverse
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4. Women are more attuned to what others think, so if a certain skin color is considered “safe” or
“high-status” in their culture, women pay even more attention to it than men
As a final note, black skin is a big polarizer in the West.
Some men and women will be turned off while others will be very attracted to it.
Being a polarizer can be a good thing as you get stronger reactions and waste less time with
”maybes”.

SMV Hack: Move Where You’re Most Prized
Move where your skin provides you the biggest advantages, or move away from areas where you’re
at a disadvantage.
Asian men might want to consider moving out of predominantly white and black countries, while
black women might want to reconsider living in Asian countries.
White men get a huge boost in African and Asian countries, and men from richer countries always
get a boost in poorer countries.

#3. Cultural Impacts on SMV
Culture is a hotly debated topic.
Of course, the debate is wholly ideological, because what’s natural and what’s cultural is actually
quite easy to discern.
And a good part of it is also well documented.
When it comes to dating, nature is more important than culture.
But the influence of culture is still deep and powerful.
Here is how culture influences sexual market value:
Female dating power and sexual freedoms increase with cultural liberalism while the
value of chastity disappears
The type of culture, open and libertine or conservative and repressive, has a huge impact on dating
power dynamics and the traits that men and women seek and advertise.
For example, cultures where sexual mores have become open and libertine do not value chastity (the
Netherlands, Scandinavia).
But in more restrictive cultures female chastity is still a valued prize (rural China).
In short, it works like this: when men can expect chastity and when it’s relatively common for
women to marry virgins, men value and seek chastity.
When chastity and virginity are rare, men drop it.
Liberal cultures also tend to award more power to women, since women tend to have better
education, better access to jobs and, hence, are less materially dependent on men.
Liberal cultures also tend to afford and grant a litany of social and legal protections to women,
empowering their dating sexual choices -that’s not to say though that women always make the
smartest choices with that freedom-.
2. Female slim / plumb figure
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Another culturally-sensitive trait is the “slim VS plumb” body built.
Men don’t seem to have an ultra-rigid, inbuilt preference for a specific amount of fat.
Some have speculated that the amount of food and resources available influence what’s considered
“higher status”, with poorer tribes preferring plumber women.
3. Skin tan / hue / color
Skin color is another trait that seems to ebb and flow along the variables of time and cultures.
White skin in middle age Europe was cool, while today a tan is cool.
As for everything, plenty of exceptions apply and personal taste matters, of course.
But on average, outside of the west, the preference is for pale/white skin.
4. Openness to casual sex and short-term dating
The culture influences how open or not open the local men and, especially, women are to pursuing
casual sex.
Looking at the average sexual partner count by country, for example, provides a rough overview of
how open a country is to short term sex.
5. Eyes / nose shapes
The attractiveness of the size of eyes and noses is not culturally determined, but the shape is.
See as an example the thriving industry of plastic surgery in South Korea, enlarging eyes and adding
eyelids, and adding height and depth to the base of the nose.
6. What counts as status symbols, & resource signaling
In Western society, and today in much of the world, men spend to acquire consumerist indicators of
their spending power.
But what counts as an indicator of status and wealth is culturally-determined.
Some authors have opined that in a different society individuals might come to compete in
“conspicuous charity” instead of “conspicuous spending on random artifacts”.
But businesses have more spending power and better marketing than charity organizations, so
probably we’re stuck with what we have for a while.
Signs of commitment are also largely, but not wholly, cultural.
Nothing said a diamond is a woman’s best friend until an advertisement first said it.
7. What counts as proof of kindness and “good heart” (ie.: virtue-signaling)
Yes, virtue signaling is a weak form of sexual signaling.
We typically interpret certain ideological positions as “good” or “bad” and assign “good” or “bad”
etiquettes to people depending on which ideological positions they espouse.
People who espouse good ideological positions are seen as being magnanimous, kind and “having a
good heart”. Even if those positions might not really be rational or helpful.
Those ideologies are, in good part, culturally-produced.
Read more in this forum entry.
8. Dominant / Subordinate culture
What’s culturally prizes is what’s culturally dominant -we go back to power dynamics here-.
Western culture, predominantly and historically white, has been the most dominant society in the last
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centuries.
So typically white physical features have also been regarded as valuable in many other cultures.
See an example here from a Korean plastic surgeon website:
Within the global trend, there are also plenty of smaller cultural influences.
Black men, for example, received a boost in some countries and subcultures thanks to the success of
rap music and culture.
And Asians can enjoy a boost among subgroups that appreciate specific Asian cultural aspects. For
example the Japanese can take advantage of international crowds of manga lovers, circles in which
Japanese men and women receive a tremendous value boost (women more than men).
Usually, it works like this: subordinate cultures tend to value and prize dominant cultures. And
individuals from the dominant culture receive a sexual boost (a positive bias of “high status”).
When there is a lack of clearly defined “superior/inferior” cultural branding, the “foreigner” status is
polarizing, but usually it’s best being a polarizer and standing out (see an example of its positive
effect here, in a city of millions).

SMV Hack 1: Pick A Job & Place Where Your Culture is Dominant
If you’re serious about maximizing your potential, think if you can move into places, workplaces, or
cultural niches where your background and culture are dominant.

SMV Hack 2: Seek a Culture, Then a Mate
Humans have a vast array of sexual behavior they can select from.
And what they select tends to be in good part determined by the culture.
So it makes sense to seek mates in cultures that best fit what you are looking for.
If you seek monogamy, it makes sense to pick mates from cultures where monogamy is successful. If
you seek supportive men, it makes sense to choose men from cultures that value supportive men
(China). And if you seek docile and kind women, it makes sense to seek them from cultures that
value those qualities (Japan, Taiwan).
On the other hand, if you seek easy sex and equal partnerships, move to more libertine cultures.

#5. Government’s Impacts on SMV
How does the government influence intersexual dynamics and sexual market value?
Simple: the state can provide -or not provide- the financial and child-rearing support that women
should otherwise seek by themselves.
In more socialist countries women get unemployment benefits, time off, free kindergartens, etc.
Socialist states give more power to women and decrease the need for a male provider. Socialist states,
in a way, boost female choice and casual sex because they lower the risks connected to casual sex,
including the risks to reputation.
Rumors of being a cheating slut are less dangerous to a woman in Scandinavia than to a woman in a
poor rural village in Africa.
As we have seen, women who compete for loyalty and chastity signs tend to reside in societies where
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they are more dependent on men and where the culture is more conservative.

SMV Hack: Move Where Your Best Quality Is In Short Supply
If you live in a rich socialist country, the “provider dating style” is not so attractive: lovers fare better
there.
And if you live in a poor country or in a liberal country, making money will have an even bigger
impact on your sexual market value.

#6. Children’s (& Age) Impact on SMV
Some authors believe that a child makes a woman much less attractive.
And, in many cases, they are right.
But “many cases” is not all, as other authors have pointed out.
A woman with already one child might be less attractive for men who have no children themselves
and want to nest up.
But it might not be a big handicap for men who are not interested in long-term dating, for men who
also have children, or for men who don’t want children themselves (her children are his raincheck
pass on having to provide her with some).
Plus, a woman with children advertises some good traits about her.
What are those traits?
1. Stayed alive long enough to (successfully) raise children
Any woman who managed to reach her mid-thirties and raise several children successfully while
staying attractive might make a better genetic bet for a choosy male than an untested teenager of
unproven fertility.
2. Proved -and honed- her mothering skills
The proof of her mothering abilities is right there with her living children. Plus, she had the chance of
gaining mothering experience.
3. Proved her fertility
What better proof of fertility than existing offspring?
This ties back to the case for mothers past their 20s still being highly attractive potential mates (the
“MILF” phenomenon).
This older MILF, FB connection of mine, was far hotter than many younger women:
MILFs have a strong sexual market value for very good adaptive reasons

SMV Hack: If Without Children, Settle Down At Your Peak
It’s best to seek a mate when you are at the peak of your sexual market value.
Yes, age and children are not the death knell some make it to be, but they do matter. And for women,
age matters the most. It’s best for women to settle down with a high-quality man while they are at
their peak, in their mid-twenties.
Plenty of exceptions but, on average, it’s simply common sense: you would rather negotiate when
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you got your strongest hand, right? Same for negotiating a mate.

7. Personality & Preferences’ Impacts On SMV
Personal preferences and personalities have a huge influence on the dynamics and power dynamics of
the sexual marketplace.
Its influence is probably larger than culture, and it’s usually severely underrepresented because
studies and research focus on averages, not on outliers.

7.2. Low VS High Sex Drive & Asexuals
People differ in their drive and in the intensity, frequency and lust with which they seek and enjoy
sex.
Individuals with low sex drive are less interested and prone to casual sex, and short-term dating
strategies focused on sexual arousal work less well with them.
Comparatively, other traits like resources, emotional bonding, and intellectual stimulation work better
with low sex drive and asexual individuals.
Statistics are unreliable for asexuals, but a popular statistic computed them at around 1% of the
population, the incidence being higher among women than men.
Some women are naturally more sexual, while others less so

7.3. Individual Variance in Short-Term VS Long-Term Dating
One important and well-established area in which personality influences mating behaviors are the socalled “socio-sexual orientations”.
Sociosexual orientations refer to the propensity to engage in short-term dating, and it presents large
individual variations.
Said in simpler terms: men and women differ in their likelihood of seeking and enjoying no-stringsattached sex with casual partners.
And both men and women differ in their levels of fidelity.

7.3. There Is Always an Exception: Why Dating is a Number’s Game
Any rule presents its exception.
But not all rules have the same amount of exceptions, with some rules being almost universal and
others being little more than a coin toss.
So, for example, the general rule that women like taller men than they are, has very few exceptions
(albeit I’ve personally seen exceptions there, too).
But the general rule that women like a mannish man instead has a lot of exceptions and the “boysh”
and more feminine looks appeal to a relatively large swath of the female population.
Some exceptions to common rules include:
The general rule is young female is better, but older MILFs can be exceptions (plus a few
gerontophiles do exist)
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The general rule is that powerful alpha male is attractive, but some women are (also) attracted
to more feminine-looking men
The general rule is that men prefer large breasts, but a few men prefer smaller breasts
There is a mitigating factor to personal preferences though, which also contributes to keeping the
outliers out of the public eye, and that’s the social pressure.
People tend to stick to the social norm publicly and keep their “outlier preferences” hidden. The
reason why is simple: “outlier taste” often translates into just “weird” in the public eye, and that
would be costly for their social status.
In our previous example, you will rarely know which man is a gerontophiliac because, out of social
pressure and social status reasons, they will not be seen publicly with really older women.
That being said, the exceptions are still real.
And the personal variance is one of the reasons why sex and dating truly do are a number’s game.

SMV Hack: Work Hard (& Smart)
Never stop trying my friend.
No matter where you stand, it’s still all a number’s game.
But work smarter, too, taking into account all other components of the SMP and how you can better
package and present your SMV.

8. Social Influences’ Impact on SMV
Attraction is not simply what she likes but, in big part, also what other women seem to like.
Why?
From a genetic point of view, she wants offspring that can easily find a mate to further procreate.
And if other women like it, well… What many women like is statistically (and genetically) more
important than one single woman likes or doesn’t like. Even if that woman is herself.
This means that attraction is not highly objective but, in part, it’s also a social construct. And that’s
why female attraction is also social and influenced by what other people (especially women)
seem to like.
And since humans are not computers, there is also a good amount of “guesstimating” what other
females find attractive.
That’s why one night a man with two women flirting with him is a sought-after man at the bar and
the following night when he’s sitting alone he might be a wallflower.

SMV Hack: Boost Your Preselection Score
Learning to move socially in a way that makes you look in demand and high status can make the
world of difference in small venues and social circles.
Curating your online presence to showcase social status and female preselection can also reap strong
rewards.
Leaving some women’s items in your room can also help to look preselected.
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9. The Temporal-Mode Impact on SMV
We have already mentioned how men and women change preferences and behavior depending on if
they are in “casual sex mode” or “long term mode”, which sometimes they refer as “casual” or
“serious”.
Attractive and sexy men see a boost in their value when women are willing and ready for casual sex,
since women become more like men in short term mode (plus men who can position their wealth as
an “exciting experience”).
Conversely, women who are more the “complete package”, with intelligence, good jobs and an
appearance of seriousness and loyalty also see a boost in their overall value when men are looking for
long term partners.
Clubs are bad for average-looking men
This tells us that the environment and the culture, whether it’s filled with lots of casual sex or lots of
individuals pursuing long-term relationships, also gives different value and power to different
individuals.
A sexier man in a very conservative culture will have less short-term dating power than, say, during
spring break or college circles. While a wealthier man will have more power to attract a high-quality
long term mate in environments and culture where women have more of a “long-term mindset”.

SMV Hack: Hot Men Move to Party Towns, Provider Guys Move Out of Wealthy
Party Towns
Sexy men will maximize their value in party-towns, among younger crowds and, for lack of a better
word, shallow environments.
Men with money but no looks
Men with money but without good looks have little to offer in party environments.
They can secure a higher quality mate in more conservative environments where most women do
little casual sex and are more focused on long-term dating.
Men with game, but without looks
Men with game but without looks must avoid looks-first environments such as pool parties, beach,
loud venues (unless they can dance and lead sexually), etc.
Dress well to make up for the abs and pick up anywhere where you can talk while wearing some
clothes.
Men who have neither looks, nor money, nor game, nor status… Well, do get something, bro :).

SMV Is Highly Relative
Individuals’ sexual market values vary enormously.
Those who say that “those who get laid, get laid anywhere” are truly missing the point and men who
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are unsuccessful under certain conditions can become very successful under others.
Just as an example from personal experience: white men in Africa.
When I visited a few African countries, some women stalked me to find me on FB and complained
when I didn’t find time to meet them:
She spent time finding me on FB and complained I didn’t find time for her
This was a pretty lady, too, and it was also a big city. Trust me, women don’t stalk me in Europe.
Plenty more women in Africa kept texting and asking me when I would go back, far more often than
in any other world region.
Of course some of them might have wanted me also as potential a ticket to Europe, but the passport is
also part of the whole personal package. And it’s one of the reasons why your sexual market value
varies enormously.

Summary: SMV Tips
Now it’s time to plot and strategize:
1. Know your market.
Are there more women, or more men?
What’s the culture in there, more short-term or more long-term? Is it sexually open or conservative?
Is it a rich country, does the state provides all the resources and women need less providing?
2. Know your competition
How’s the competition like, how do you stack up to it?
Are they more lovers, more providers, boring and dull?
You can either choose to do better than your competition, if you got the means, or to differentiate
yourself.
That decision depends on your tastes and your potential.
3. Know your market positioning
How can you position yourself?
What niche could you carve for yourself?
If you’re in Hollywood and everyone is a narcissist, then dressing to the nine and buying “more
expensive clothes” is not the answer for you because you’ll only join the masses. Maybe best to go
the artist way, or show that you don’t care about that “superficial stuff”. That could be a powerful
niche if it fits your personality.
But if everyone dresses terribly, then nice clothes will make you stand out like nobody’s business.
Finally, finding a niche is all about advertising that niche. How can you advertise and market them
most effectively, in a high-quality fashion (and without looking tacky?)?
Also see: types of male seducers.
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!
4. What do you want?
What do you really want?
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More success, sure, but do you have specific measures for that success?
Get laid a lot, get laid a bit then settle down, or settle down with a high-quality partner?
Knowing what you want will help you lay out a strategy.
5. Be real: tough love for success
Don’t buy into the “feel good” BS.
If you’re a woman and want a mate, then settling down early is better than later. You can settle down
at any time, but negotiating when you got more negotiating power is better.
If you’re a man, there is no point in denying that resources can help you secure a more high-quality
mate.
6. Next steps, low hanging fruits… Drastic measures, maybe?
Prioritize your next steps.
But don’t stop at what you can do easily, think out of the box, “drastic” measures are not really that
drastic.
Are you really in a bad market?
Is there little you can do? Are there maybe great potentials in different markets?
Maybe a career change or a geographical move could be in the cards.
The result of this analysis will give you tremendous insights, together with the tools to powerfully
boost your sexual market value.
Chances are that there are a few low-hanging fruits you can pluck very easily.
7. How are you going to meet your mates?
Finally, remember that it’s a number’s game.
You can’t just pump your value and wait around. You need to meet people. How are you going to
meet them?
Where?
Where do the people you like to hang out? How often are you going to go there?
Because dating is a number’s game, the great news is that the results, are largely up to you.
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How to Stop Cockblockers (For Good)
December 6, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
If you are out meeting women, you will eventually stumble into cockblockers.
What is a cockblocker?
The power dynamics dictionary defines it as:
Cockblocking is the action, behavior or intent, from a woman or from another man, to
prevent a man from interacting, seducing, or sleeping with a woman.
After this article, you will fix the cockblock problem for good, no matter what type of cockblocker
you are facing.
That great friend who doesn’t know when it’s time to leave
Contents
Cockblockers-Busting StraTEgies
#1. Focus on Becoming a High-Value Man
#2. Move The Girl to More Private Settings
#3. Learn Power Dynamics & Make Cockblockers Fear You
#4. Only Focus On Your Best 20% of Interactions
#5. Turn Potential Cockblockers Into Friends & Allies
#6. Ignore The Cockblocker and Empower Your Girl to Choose You
#7. Tell Her to Handle the Cockblock For You
#8. Go “Under The Radar”
#9. Leave Her to The Cockblock: Let Her Realize How Much Better You Are
Why Sometimes It’s Not Your Fault
When to Ignore & When to Engage the Cockblocker
How to Engage The Cockblocker
Cockblocker Power Moves
The Power Dynamics of Cockblockers
Summary

Cockblockers-Busting
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StraTEgies
These are nine steps to handle cockblocking for good:

#1. Focus on Becoming a High-Value Man
Cockblockers are less likely to meddle when you look like a high value man.
Women want to interact with high-value men, and people don’t usually cockblock high-quality
men that women are happily engaging with.
The movie Hitch has one good example.
It’s his low status and his poor handling of the situation that invites the cockblocker:
Cockblocking an inept man can be an opportunity to start an interaction, BTW
When you’re a high-value man, only extremely jealous cockblockers will meddle, and that’s because
they don’t mind losing social points as long as you also lose.
Basically, these cockblockers are the equivalent of social suicide mission: they look like jealous
idiots, but they will foil your plans and you won’t get the girl, either.
Also read more on seducers’ styles and attitudes:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!

#2. Move The Girl to More Private Settings
If you two like each other, move her somewhere more secluded.
Cockblockers have an easier time if you remain in networking environments or in high-traffic zones.
But if you sit down or move somewhere secluded, then cockblockers cannot come and butt-in.
This is truly the simplest, most effective technique.
And it’s what good seduction is about: moving the interaction towards higher intimacy.
Even just moving outside of a bar or a club is enough.
Or in the smoking areas, too.

#3. Learn Power Dynamics & Make Cockblockers Fear You
Who is easy to cockblock?
The man who doesn’t know how to defend against cockblocking.
It’s when you look socially uncalibrated that other jealous men will think they can interrupt you with
no repercussions.
Preventing cockblocking is not much unlike avoiding street mugging in a way: don’t look like
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easy prey and people won’t assault you.
But if they can see you’re a socially-skilled individual, they know you can make them look for the
annoying cockblockers they are.
Even suicide-mission cockblocking from white knights orbiters will decrease when they fear you.
Of course, fear is not just social, but can also be physical.
Size also helps here.
Hitting the gym will help to make you a more menacing figure that people will not want to cross.
Imposing and aggressive-looking men are cockblocked less (by other men, at least)
Equally helpful is a reputation, an image, or a network of friends who suggest that you can retaliate at
will.
However, I don’t recommend you focus on physical threats to avoid cockblocking: it’s not an
effective way of getting results in seduction.

#4. Only Focus On Your Best 20% of Interactions
Yes, the good Pareto Law works on cockblockers as well.
If you focus on the best 20% interactions, it means you only stay in interactions with great chemistry.
In those interactions, the girl also likes you.
People will see that she’s having a good time and that there is no reason for cockblocking.
And if someone still tries to, she will be there to help you out fending them off.

#5. Turn Potential Cockblockers Into Friends & Allies
This strategy is pre-emptive.
And it’s based on the idea that if her friends like you, they are less likely to cockblock you.
It’s not always true, but it’s true more often than not, and since life is about increasing the odds of
success, do be warm and social towards her friends.
Don’t go overboard here and remember that you are there for the girl you like.
But if you meet her with her friends around or if one of them happens to come and say hi, do show
some warmth.
Say hi, smile, and as you say “nice meeting you” flash your eyebrows upwards, which is a nonverbal
indicator of friendliness.
When the girl you like is putting her contact in your phone, that’s also a perfect time to crack a
couple of jokes with her friend.
That way, she won’t say anything bad after you’re gone.

#6. Ignore The Cockblocker and Empower Your Girl to Choose
You
This is the gold-standard of anti-cockblocking strategies:
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Having her handle the cockblock for you.
Women will not always do it because it requires social power and leadership, but you can prod them
in that direction.
See here how you can do just that (I use here the worst-case scenario of friend physically grabbing
her):
You: Wow, congratulations! And what…
Friend: (grabs her arm) Let’s go Kristi
You: (pull her back on your side, raise your voice) Wait! (lowers voice again) It looks like
your friend is trying to pull you away. (optional: turn towards friend, give a smirk, raise
your eyebrows and say “hi by the way”) I was having a good time with you, stay for a few
more minutes Girl: Yes, (to friend) Angela, we’re good.
Friend: You good?
Girl: Yeah, yeah, we’re good
You want to make the grab back more physical and less about raising your voice with “wait”, which
looks more dominant.
Act quickly, but try to be smooth: knee-jerk motions make you seem like you’re panicking and out of
control.
If you decide to turn towards her friend, that’s your small olive branch that will make it more unlikely
that an escalation will follow.
Why is that important?
Because when you escalate against her friends, her friends almost always win, so always try to
avoid escalations.
If the cockblock is not physically pulling her, but only telling her to go away, which is the more
likely scenario, it’s the same but without the grabbing.
The beauty of this approach is that she deals with the cockblock herself, and when she deals with the
cockblock to stay with you, it’s the equivalent of admitting that she likes you and she wants you
to take the interaction to the next level.
Basically, you turn the cockblock to your advantage.

High Risk Move: Threaten to end the interaction
A higher risk, higher return response would be to tell her: “shall we say goodbye”.
That puts more pressure on her to decide right there and then if she wants to commit to you.
If she stays, it’s a stronger indicator that she likes you.

#7. Tell Her to Handle the Cockblock For You
In this version, you task your girl to handle the cockblocker for you
You: Wow, congratulations! And what…
Friend: (grabs her arm) Let’s go Kristi
You: (grab her on your side, raise you voice) Wait! It looks like your friend is trying to pull
you away. Could you please tell her you’d like to stay a couple more minutes and you’ll
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join her later
It’s important here that you offer the opportunity to stay a bit longer with you and still rejoin her
friends later.
You want to avoid making it a question of “me or her”.
This is a mistake many men do because they would choose a new girl over old friends.
But it’s not how most girls think and behave.
We saw it in “sexual market place 101“: women tend to be conservative. So, unless things were going
incredibly well, chances are that if she is forced to choose she will choose an old friend rather than a
new, almost unknown guy.

#8. Go “Under The Radar”
Who’s more likely to get cockblocked?
Those who make it the most obvious they are trying to pick up a woman.
Double loss if you the woman looks like she is resisting you. That makes the cockblock 10 times
more likely to intervene -and for good reasons!-:
See an example from “Menace II Society”:
Instead, smooth operators who seem social and flirt more under the radar will be able to peel off with
her later on, or to surreptitiously exchange number nonchalantly.
I’ve done this several times.
In groups, I exchanged contacts as friends, kept talking while we typed our details, and maybe even
exchanged contacts with some of the guys in the groups.
And then I’d go out on dates with the girl.

#9. Leave Her to The Cockblock: Let Her Realize How Much
Better You Are
Ready for a risky move?
Leave her right after the cockblock joins.
This is a move I like when:
1. You are feeling in great shape
2. There are different targets around
3. You want to parade your power over her and/or make her chase you
What’s the rationale here?
It’s that if you two were having a great time, now you give her space to miss you when you leave
her.
If you two were having great chemistry, chances are that she will be shocked -and saddened- about
your departure.
Often, you will even be able to see the effects on her face.
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Like in the Hitch scene we mentioned earlier:
Leaving is high risk, but it can shot-up your value
If you two were going really good, chances are she won’t be able to focus on the cockblocker.
In psychology, there is a name for this phenomenon: the recency effect (Elliot Aronson, 1972), and it
happens when the previous attention-grabbing item on the list -you-, keeps lingering on in her brain.
Of course, this doesn’t work when it’s unlikely you will see her again soon (and that’s why that Hitch
scene, in those circumstances, is a poor strategy).
But it’s great stuff for social circles.
And it can work well or for parties and events where leaving and joining new groups is a common
behavior.
If she approaches you again, it’s on. If not, do approach her again later.

Why Sometimes It’s Not Your Fault
Prevention is not a 100% guarantee against cockblocking.
Plenty of circumstances can be outside of your control.
For example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

She has some bitter friends
The alpha female leader of her group is jealous she’s talking to you
Lots of people bothered her and now her group is protective
She had some personal issues recently and friends are overprotective
One of her male orbiters is madly in love with her and will do all crazy stuff to keep men away

So don’t take it too personally if cockblocking sometimes happens: it’s part of life.

When to Ignore & When to Engage the Cockblocker
Should you always ignore a cockblocker?
The author of “How to Make Girls Chase“, recommends you never look away from the woman to
engage the cockblocker.
And, generally speaking, ignoring is a good frame control technique for damage control limitation.
That works great if your girl also ignores the cockblocker. When that’s the case, you are forming an
unspoken alliance and you are throwing the cockblocker down the bus together.
Powerful stuff.
Ignoring the cockblocker does not work as well instead if the woman engages the cockblocker,
though.
Why not?
Because she broke contact with you and took the lead of the interaction. And she openly spurned
your leadership: you ignored, she included.
Now she is deciding who to give priority to.
And she decided to put you on pause while giving the cockblocker the precedence.
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If she quickly dispatches the cockblocker and comes back to you, you’re still good and it’s a strong
sign she’s interested in you.
But if she keeps engaging the cockblocker then it’s terrible news for your seduction: she became the
leader while at the same time putting you on the back burner.
In that case, you would have been better off if you had taken the lead to deal with the cockblocker.
In sum, this is how you decide:
Do not engage the cockblocker if:
1. You two are already very bonded
2. She’s very into you
Basically: you don’t engage the cockblocker if you think she won’t engage him or if you think she
will dispatch him quickly.
Engage the cockblocker if:
1. You’re at work networking events where people are there to meet new people (not engaging
would look overly aggressive and out of place)
2. You are don’t have good chemistry yet and she’s not engrossed in the convo
3. Your girl seems very happy to meet new people
4. The cockblocker is very close to her
In sum, you engage him if you think she will engage him or if welcoming people is what’s expected
in the environment you’re in -for example, a networking event-.

How to Engage The Cockblocker
If ignoring the cockblocker is not possible and you must engage, then you must take ownership of
that interaction.
Do it like this:
Let him in and lead the dance
If you decide to let him in, do so from a position of leadership.
That means that you decide how to let him in.
Best of all, don’t say anything, but open your body language to include him without even saying
hi (ie: slightly turn towards him, as if to say “I can see you’re there”).
Don’t overdo it: you are just being socially polite because anything else would backfire, and not
shifting priority from the girl you like it to the cockblocker.
Keep your priority on the girl
Let the cockblocker in with your body language only and finish what you were saying with your girl
before verbally engaging the cockblocker.
If it was her who was speaking, look interested and then somewhat reluctantly turn to the cockblocker
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when she’s finished.
Engage the cockblocker at low priority
You don’t want to show more interest and joy in talking to the cockblocker.
Slightly (slightly!) turn towards him to make him part of the group but DON’T change the subject
you were talking about.
If you start asking him “so what about you” you are offering him the stage, and you don’t want to do
that.
Instead, turn to the cockblocker, quickly look at him to acknowledge him (shake hands if appropriate
and possibly introduce your girl), sliiightly rotate your body towards the new person and then go back
to the girl.
Boom, you just communicated “you’re in because we have to, but the sooner you’re gone, the better”.
Keep engaging the girl
Keep going as if it were a 1:1 conversation between you and your girl.
If the girl likes you she will follow your lead and show little engagement of the cockblocker. If the
cockblocker has any social skills, he will understand and leave.

If your goal was to exchange contacts and you already did so, you can be warmer
towards the cockblocker
How do you calibrate your level of warmth?
It depends on these two variables:
1. your goal in the interaction
2. if you have already exchanged contacts.
If you want to keep the interaction going and potentially try to bring her home on that same day, then
you should be less social and more aggressive in your interaction.
For example, you choose to ignore the cockblocker.
If your goal was to exchange contacts with the girls and if you’ve already made plans, you can allow
yourself to be warmer to the cockblocker.
Your job is done there and you can even use the occasion to leave her on a high and move on.

Cockblocker Power Moves
The worst cockblocking for you is this:
1. He joins the two of you
2. You turn to him
3. He then turns to the girl right away, ignoring you
Why?
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Think about what that communicates from a power dynamics perspective.
It communicates that he can get your attention and sidetrack you from your interaction with the
woman, which suggests that you either didn’t like the woman, or that you don’t have the strength to
go for what you want.
Then he cuts you off by moving to the woman, which is the behavior of a higher status individual
compared to you.
Ouch…

Example of Poor Cockblocker Control
Here is an example from La Haine.
The black guy was going great… Until he lets in his idiotic cockblocking friend and lets him take
over the interaction:
What a great way of letting down a woman! ?
As a rule of thumb, you are always the leader when you make the first move and introduce your
friends.
But you show yourself for being a crappy leader when you then let them actively disrespect you and
the girls.
If you want to become more socially effective and you have clueless friends, I’m afraid that you must
get used to going out without them.

The Power Dynamics of Cockblockers
On average, cockblockers of any kind are good news for her and bad news for him.
They are great news for her because it shows she has options, friends and/or male orbiters.
And it’s bad news for him because it shows he must fight the competition.
If a competition ensues, even if he wins it, he will still lose out in terms of the balance of power.
On average, a cockblocker always tips the balance of power in her favor.
That’s why men who are highly socially skilled will handle cockblockers without looking like they
are fighting over her.

Summary
Your best way of avoiding cockblocking is to work on yourself and find a girl you like and who also
likes you back.
Focus more on the process of getting you two together than on “fighting” against cockblockers to get
her.
The mindset of “having to fight cockblockers” is most often the mindset of men lower in sexual
market value, trying to get higher SMV women.
And you don’t want to date within that frame of mind.
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The 8 Types of Cockblockers (& How to Handle them)
December 6, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We already outlined how to handle cockblockers.
In this article we will go more in details on the different types of cockblockers.
Contents
#1. The Clueless Friend
#2. The Jester
#3. The cockblocker who jokes you’re picking up the girl
#4. The “Are You Two Together” Cockblocker
#5. The Fake-Friendly Cockblocker
#6. The Socially Aggressive Cockblocker
#7. The Physically Aggressive Cockblocker
#8. The Power Dynamics-Aware Cockblocker

#1. The Clueless Friend
First of all is the clueless friend.
You know the guy.
You are getting along with a girl, you flirt with her, she responds, everything says it’s all about the
two of you… But the third wheel just stays there.

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
The clueless friend is easy ot handle: you just gotta take the lead and let him know, as directly as it’s
needed, that “you two”, such as “you and the girl”, are going somewhere and that you two -you and
him-, will catch up later (more like another day).
The day after call him and apologize you had to do it.
If he’s a good buddy, he will understand.

#2. The Jester
The jester cockblocker will come in high energy, crack jokes, ask opinions and potentially engage in
lots of touching to both you and the girl.
These are the sometimes pick-up artists who are following “high energy” models as espoused by
early pick-up theory (Mystery Method, The Game) or RSD-style schools.

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
To handle these cockblockers effectively you have to form a non-written bond with the girl which
says “it’s the two of us, enjoying this clown”.
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When the guy cracks a joke look at the girl, not at him.
Don’t get too drawn in by his stories and jokes. Keep your body pointed towards the girl, and if she
does the same, you got this.
Then keep talking to the girl only, and if she replies looking mostly at you, she’s telling you she
wants to be alone with you.
If the jester doesn’t get it, move her away with an excuse.
You can simply tell her or ask her if she wants to move somewhere else. For example “hey, do you
want to go refill a drink” or “hey, shall we go check the dance floor”.
If she nods, put a hand on the joker’s shoulder and say “alright man, that was fun, pleasure meeting
you”.
It’s also possible to do it the other way around and first tell the jester that it was nice meeting him and
then inviting the girl to move.
It’s very dominant, but it’s higher risk and it gives more of your game away.
You also come across more defensive while sending a very strong “I like you” signal before she
commits to anything.

#3. The cockblocker who jokes you’re picking up the girl
This is a specific type of joke which can put most men in a bind.
There is a video on YouTube where a guy named Barron describes this exact situation:
His technique is to go over the top in a joking way.
I disagree with it.
It gives the cockblocker way too much important and power, and he is following the cockblocker’s
lead.
When you try to “outdo” the cockblocker you also end looking like a social climber, and by now you
should know that’s far from optima social behavior.
Where most people trip here is that they feel like they need to answer verbally -or, worst, physicallyto the tooling man.
But that’s not the case.
Here are two big takeaways for you:
1. You don’t need to reply to everyone
2. Not everyone is worth your time and effort

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
Don’t engage him.
You don’t need to be confrontational about your refusal to engage.
You can even give the cockblocker a slight nod as if to say “I heard you and I’m acknowledging you
(but not going to give you full attention with an actual reply)”.
And then you can actually use him to strengthen the bond with the girl.
Like this:
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Tooler: Hey man, you trying to pick up this chick, go ahead, ask her out, how’s your
schedule Jane, this guy’s interested
You: (look at him and nod slightly, possibly even smile and say “hey man” then turn to the
girl while pointing your finger towards the guy) funny guy here
Why is this move more powerful?
Because it obeys the law of social effort.
The cockblocker bent out of shape to trip you.
He’s trying to get your attention and tool you, which is a high effort behavior (and possibly motivated
by fear).
When you try to out-do him, you spend even higher levels of efforts.
Not good.
And you forget about the girl.
Terrible.
When you don’t engage him instead, you communicate he’s not worthy of your time. Much more
powerful.

#4. The “Are You Two Together” Cockblocker
Have you ever had someone asking a girl you’ve recently met if you two are together?
Handling that question is not easy when you’re not (yet) together but you’re interested and things
seem to be going well.
It puts you in a bind: saying yes is possible only if she’s dying to be with you. Otherwise, it
communicates you want her so badly while she hasn’t decided yet.
And that will sink your chances.
Saying no is slightly demeaning towards her and it communicates that he’s free to intrude.
And if you don’t reply you let the awkward silence linger, which reduces both yours and the girl’s
social status -but mostly the man’s status as he should be the leader- and makes it painfully obvious
you are not together.
Which is exactly what happens in this scene from The Breakfast Club:
Sporto is losing the most value because he is the man and he is not taking charge. He is also allowing
a bad situation to fester, and women usually blame the man in these cases.
Bender, the “bad boy” is not winning either, but he’s managing to destroy the romance between the
two.
A better answer by Sporto here would have been to deal with Bender’s attack by dealing with his
behavior or his motives, not with his words, which answers within his frame of reference and leaves
you stuck in the double bind.

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
If a cockblocker barges in and asks the two of you if you are together, you want to answer with
something noncommittal, but without saying “you’ve just met” or anything that sounds demeaning to
her.
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A good option is to exit that frame and say that the two of you are talking and getting to know each
other.
Then move back to the girl and cut him off.
If you two are already close, you can use this occasion to move her away with you.
If you are not yet close, watch how she reacts to your handling of the intrusion as that will be a great
test for how much she likes you.

#5. The Fake-Friendly Cockblocker
The friendly cockblocker is insidious.
He leverages our inborn tendency to be friendly to people who are friendly to us (Cialdini, 1984).
However, don’t fall for it: he’s trying to tool you and ruin your interaction. Sometimes it happens to
me with people who use Italian stereotypes in a seemingly friendly way to interrupt my conversation.
Like raising their voice with “ciao bello” and doing some Italian hand-gestures.
This might seem friendly because they are recognizing your culture and giving you lots of attention.
But don’t fall for it, it’s the opposite of friendly and they’re acting way too dominant if they are
interrupting your previuos conversation.

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
A great way to handle this is by acknowledging them with a slight smile but no more.
Don’t follow their high-energy lead and you will come out of it much stronger.
Then stay focused on the girl.

#6. The Socially Aggressive Cockblocker
There are many ways of being aggressive.
For example:
1. Barges in and start talking without being invited
2. Tells you she is not free
3. Come in and hugs her as if to mark territory (even though he’s just a friend)
The correct mindset here is that if your girl is still there talking and engaging with you, other men
don’t have the right to cut you off.

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
It’s in these cases that I recommend not turning towards the cockblocker at all.
Either raise your hand as if to say one minute, or slightly turn your head and say “hey, wait a minute
man”.

Example: the white-knighting cockblocker
Some years ago I was at a club.
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I was talking to a black girl, and she was happy to talk to me.
Suddenly, a big “jealous friend” (or maybe a friend of the guy she was supposedly seeing) butted in
in a confrontational way.
I can’t recall exactly what he said, it wasn’t a quiet environment.
But I turned my head halfway between the girl and him and said loud and sternly “I’m not talking to
you man”.
That stopped him in his tracks, which also suggests that attitude often overthrows size.
Pyrric victory, though: that also stopped my interaction with the girl.
The problem with using aggression against aggression indeed is that it will likely sour the interaction.
And it mostly only works with cockblockers who don’t know the girl.
If the cockblocker and the girl are friends, it will force her to pick the friend over an unknown guy
because sticking with you would ruin their friendship.
And, again, women are conservative and are more likely to pick a guy from their social circle over a
stranger.
Social mastery is about using the least force possible to get your desired outcome.
Better Strategy: Recruit Her Help
With an aggressive cockblocker who happens to be her friend, I recommend you recruit her help to
handle him.
In the example above, you can ask her “do you know him”? If she says yes, then prod her to handle
him by saying “alright, cool, can you tell him it’s all good here?”.
Move Her Away From The Confrontation
If the cockblcoker doesn’t know the girl and you successfully used aggression against aggression,
seek to move her right away.
You want to look like you’re “protecting her” and want to move away from an unpleasant interaction.
If you stay stuck there, she will likely excuse herself and abandon what looks like a nasty and
dangerous environment.

#7. The Physically Aggressive Cockblocker
Look at this scene from Scarface:
A mistake many men do here is to think they need to fight for the girl.
That’s typical male mindset, applied straight to women.
But since men and women are different, that does not always work well.
There has likely been physical some competition among men for women in our past as a species, but
evolutionary psychology, together with real life-observation, shows that violence is rarely conducive
to seduction and to sleeping with girls.
You shouldn’t have to fight for a girl who likes you.
And if she didn’t like you to begin with, then you’re fighting for nothing and you’re better off
moving to a girl who actually likes you.
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How to Handle This Cockblocker:
A better course of action here?
Tell the girl to follow you somewhere quieter.
If she follows you, she wants you.
If not, she might prefer the guy, or she might enjoy seeing men battling for her.
I’m not telling you necessarily to back down, but I do am telling that you are going to lose power visa-vis with her, even if you win against him.
Even if you were to win, you’d end up being the power down, because she just played the “contest
game” on you, and that makes her the prize of the relationship.
Also read:
What do do when a man hits on your girlfriend?
How To Deal With Guys Hitting on Your Girlfriend

#8. The Power Dynamics-Aware Cockblocker
This is the rarest breed and they’re potentially the most dangerous.
They come in, and ignore you.
Most guys would naturally try to get his attention and right there and then, they lose.
If a guy ignores you and just talks to the girl, it’s paramount that you ignore him as well.
If you try to get a man’s attention when he’s given you none, you basically acknowledge him as
higher value.
And 99 times out of 100, you’re toast.
Avoid laughing at his jokes, too, or you risk looking lower value:
Don’t laugh at his jokes or you risk looking lower status. Just arch your lips up if it was good, that’s it

How to Handle This Cockblocker:
What you must do when a man butts in and ignores you is to do the same as he does and only engage
the girl.
She will then be the chooser.
You must be wise about it, though.
Avoid looking like you’re vying for her attention, or that puts you in the chasing position and powerdown position.
If he is trying to get her attention, let him while you avoid over-investing: he is actively devaluing
himself.
Talk normally, and if she engages you more and looks at you more often, then get into some slightly
more personal topic that will make it obvious this is about you and her.
For example: “oh I see, I had a similar experience actually, how did it feel for you when… “.
Alternatively, you can flirt with her.
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Touch her arm while saying with a smile “and I bet you’re always flirting with that handsome boss of
yours aren’t you“.
If she plays along with you, you are effectively cutting him out together, which is perfect for your
seduction.
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7 Dating Strategies for Men (Research-Based)
December 8, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are countless books and courses, not to count articles all over the net, teaching men how to get
women.
Few of those articles and products are based on solid science though, which can create some
confusion.
This article is based on proven male dating strategies that have been studied and measured.
We divide each strategy into 4 components:
Overview
Mating manipulation: how men use the strategy to manipulate women
Mating competition: how men use the strategy to interfere with other men’s strategies
Mating effectiveness: how effective the mating strategy actually is
So let’s start:
Contents
#1. Acquire & Display Resources
#2. Acquire & Display Status & Power
#3. Display (or Feign) Commitment
#4. Display Physical Prowess Through Sport Success
#5. Display Self-Confidence & Bravado
#6. Display Indicators of Intelligence (Game)
#7. Become Famous (Social Proof)
Maximizing Your Dating Success

#1. Acquire & Display Resources
David Buss says that men offer a vast array of resources -or resources potential- as one of the primary
tools of attraction.
Driving expensive cars, buying overpriced watches, and wearing a suit are only some of the countless
ways men seek to communicate their status and access to resources.

Mating Manipulation
Since resources are so important, one of the most common games men play is trying to appear
wealthier than they are.
See more on manipulation:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics
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Mating Competition
Business is built around competition for resources.
Every time you go to work, you go to acquire resources.
And every time you seek to make more money, you are competing for resources.
Men also try to derogate other men’s resources by implying they “got lucky” or “they cheated”.
When men say other men cheated or got lucky they try to undermine the link between their results
(the resources they acquired) and their genes.
If they cheated or got lucky, it means they couldn’t replicate the results, don’t have the traits
necessary to acquire resources, and thus are not going to make good children.
Derogating other men for their availability of resources can be effective in long-term dating, but it’s
relatively ineffective in short-term dating.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, resources afford lots of dating power to men.
Steven Pinker says that of the best predictors of a man’s wife attractiveness is his income.
Countless studies now show the importance of resources for mating.
Resources are more effective for long term mating, but they can also help for short-term mating.
Townsend and Levy for example found out that women preferred entering into both short-term and
long-term relationships with men who were wearing expensive clothes.
And you can also see it in Buss’ research.
Women do value resources more for the long term, but also show a strong appreciation for resources
in short-term mating:
Source: Sexual Strategies Theory, Buss & Schmitt, https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-295X.100.2.204
How men wield resources can also influence dating, both in the long and short-term.
You can see from Buss & Schmitt research, “stingy” is a bigger turnoff for women in short term
dating than longer term dating:
Source: Sexual Strategies Theory, Buss & Schmitt, https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-295X.100.2.204
Why would even care about resources for short-term mating?
Well, think about how a taste for resources could have evolved for short-term dating only: even if
only a few women managed to “lock down” a man with lots of resources, it could have made sense
for women to develop a preference for casual sex with wealthy men instead of poor ones.

Conspicuous Consumption
We mentioned resources can help in short-term mating as well.
Resources are particularly effective in short term mating when they are so abundant that the man
throws them around carelessly.
That’s called “conspicuous consumption” (Thosten Veblen, 1899), and refers to the flashy display of
vast amount of resources.
Research shows that conspicuous consumption works for short-term, but not long term, signaling that
also women know that conspicuous consumers are mostly interested in casual sex.
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What About Most Non-Rich Men?
Most men though don’t have vast amount of resources.
And that’s why most men use resources for long term mating, promising to make those resources
available to a single woman, together with their devotion and support.
Enter, commitment (third item on this list).

#2. Acquire & Display Status &
Power
Power and status overlap with resources, but are not exactly the same.
Robert Wright suggests that since our ancestors could not hoard resources, women might be more
viscerally attracted to power than to resources.
Buss suggests the opposite, with power being an indicator of resources.
But for our purposes, it doesn’t matter which came first: power outside of dating does confer power
within dating as well.
And plenty of research shows that women prefer high status men, both in questionnaire research (and
in real world experiments (Gueguen, 2012).

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, it is.
It can be effective in darker ways, too.
Ask Weinstein:
Weinstein is an example of using power as an exchange of “opportunities for sex”.
However, the exchange doesn’t have to be “pay (with sex) to play (with an opportunity).
We hear about the cases of “abuses of power”, but we don’t hear about the countless of cases where
women are more than happy to sleep with a powerful man. And I suspect the latter cases, the willing
ones, are far more numerous.

#3. Display (or Feign)
Commitment
Men demonstrate their willigness to commit in a litany of ways:
Displaying empathy and understanding (ranked #1 for long-term dating)
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Displaying fidelity (ranked #2 for long-term dating)
Honest & openness
Acting truthful
Communicating feelings to her directly and openly
“Being oneself”
Displays of kindness
Displays of love towards children (La Cerra, 1995) or pets (Tiefferet et. al., 2013)
Signals that he’s willing to help around the house (Bleske-Rechek, 2006)
Professing love
Discussing future plans
Showing concern for her problems
Helping her out
Spending lots of time with her
Persistence in courtship
Any signal that says “I am willing to channel resources, time, and effort over the long run”
Men offer commitment in exchange for exclusive sexual access to her reproductive system.
The unwritten exchange is: “I will provide for you and the children, and you only sleep with me”.

Mating Manipulation
Commitment is difficult to fake because it’s shown over a period of time.
However, that doesn’t mean that some men aren’t willing to fake over a long period of time.
And indeed, many men do fake commitment to gain sexual access to a woman, only to “ghost” her
after sex.
Or, even worse for her, after she has given birth.
Feigning commitment for sexual access is most widespread in cultures where casual sex is rarer and
long-term dating is the norm.
Why so?
Because in cultures and environments women deny casual sex to most men, so men are “forced” into
either committing… Or faking commitment.
That’s why you see the “feign commitment” more often from Asian men than European men:
European women are more open to casual sex (statistics here), and men have less of a need to feign
commitment.

Fake Honesty & Vulnerability
Some of the most advanced players can use “fake vulnerability and honesty” strategically.
For example, he can talk about a past of gallivanting and womanizing.
That sounds like honest disclosure and “coming clean” while it actually positions him as a high
sexual market value player (low SMV guys don’t get lots of sex).
As they share the story, they leave the door open to the possibility of commitment now that they’re
finally maturing.
And that’s the woman’s dream: a high SMV man, a bit of a rascal, who now might stop just for her.
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If they do it well, the woman will want to rush towards that possibility.

Sexual Competition
Denigrating a man’s willingness to invest over the long-term is effective to attack a rival for longterm dating (Buss & Schmitt, 1996).
In Buss’ research, disclosing that a man has a serious girlfriend was ranked as the most effective
tactic to make a rival less attractive to women (Buss, 2016).
I doubt it’s very effective to denigrate men pursuing casual sex, though.
In my experience, the allure of the “player” can be very attractive for short-term sex.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, for long term mating.
As a matter of fact, for most men, commitment is a basic requirement that women demand to enter a
relationship.
Few men, either very attractive (high in fitness) or very wealthy (high in resources) can do without
commitment and still get sex.
However, as for most things in dating, there is also an overlap between what’s attractive for casual
sex and what works for long-term mating.
And some forms of effective long-term dating, such as showing high interest in a woman, are also
crucial aspects of some short-term strategies.
Also honest communication and displays of vulnerability can be attractive to women as they suggest
the man is “being himself” and “honestly opening up” to her.
That’s why I recommend men to listen more than they talk, but also to open up (strategically) during
conversations. Mutual “opening up” contributes to whirlwind romance that truly sweeps her off her
feet (and that leads to physical “opening up” later).
Finally, professing love and devotion can also be used by more unscrupulous men to overcome last
minute resistances to sex when she’s still on the fence.

“Conspicuous” Commitment Displays
There is no “conspicuous commitment” in the research literature, so this is my own theory.
Exaggerated display of courtship can work similarly to how exaggerated displays of resources can
work.
They accelerate the courtship process. But, since they are mostly personality-based, it’s part of the
type of romance that can make women swoon.
See the “perfect lover” Rudolph Valentino, as described by Robert Greene in “The Art of Seduction“.
And that’s why high-effort displays of love can also work on first approaches, see for example “The
Notebook”:
Note: high in romance conspicuous commitment strategies works better in cultures with a long-term
bias and with romantic women. It fares more poorly in cultures with a strong short-term bias (also see
“SMV variables“).
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#4. Display Physical Prowess
Through Sport Success
Women want healthy and physically strong men -or, at least, stronger than they are-.
Men show their physical strength with:
Playing competitive sports
Seeking rewards and victories in their sports
Seeking prestige roles in team sports (ie.: quarterback or team captain)
Lifting weights
Physical prowess in almost any physical endeavor is an indicator of both health and higher than
average fitness.

Sexual Competition
There are many layers of competition when it comes to physical prowess.
Winning at sports is one way of showing physical superiority in a controlled and safe environment.
Men also see to derogate other men’s success related to sports, for example insinuating they are “all
brawn and no brain”, or that they are using drugs (see an example here).
Physical prowess also feeds into social dominance, with men trying to use size and physical threats to
assert dominance over others.
In early pick-up artist parlance, the domination techniques were referred to as “AMOG-ing” (ie.:
“alpha male of the group”).
Also see:
Alpha male handshake
Alpha male body language

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes.
Athletic men, especially the successful ones, have more sexual partners than the average.
When it comes to muscle, there is much variability on women’s preferences, so it’s not a straight
relation where “more is always better”.
Very thin body types are usually a turn off and, some studies show, moderate amount of muscle mass
is preferred (Frederick, 2007).

#4.2. Display Sexual Prowess
An overlapping but independent indicator of physical prowess are displays of sexual prowess.
Every man good on the dance floor is also alluding to sex, while good music coordination suggests
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good rhythmicity, which is important to help women achieve orgasms.
Sexual prowess signals don’t actually require masculinity.
As a matter of fact, it requires a level of comfort with one’s body and a “free-flowing” of movement
that is rarely found in the most masculine men.
Enter the elegant tango dancers, or the slightly feminized glam rock stars (see more pictures of young
Axl Rose).
Look at how Russel Brand, a successful seducer, moves:
Some modern urban seducers also seek access to women’s bodies by promising how good they will
make her feel in exchange for it.
They can do it with direct sexual communications, hints to sex or, even better, indirectly with body
language.
Look at this guy for example, dripping sexuality with his moves and attitude.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
This one requires skills.
It can backfire badly and make him look like a pervert if done wrong -like most men do-.
But it’s effective if done well.
More effective for short-term mating than for long-term mating, albeit as we’ve seen there is often an
overlap between the two.
And it’s always easy for high-value men to switch from casual sex to long term dating, if they so
wish.

#5. Display Self-Confidence &
Bravado
Self-confidence is an indicator of status (Barkow, 1989) and past successes.
David Buss says that high confidence men earn more money and more easily find sex partners, and
many men try to appear more assertive and dominant when they are around women they like.

Sexual Competition
Men often engage in social competition for social status.
They exaggerate their sexual exploits, brag, seek to act “masculine” and denigrate each other in an
effort to gain status (social climbing).

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Confidence is effective at all times.
Bravado, as in risk-taking, can also be effective for short term, with research showing that women
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prefer men who engage in risky behavior (Petraitis, 2014) and even men who had head scars (Burris,
2009).
Source: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jasp.12237
Men must be careful not to overdo the bravado thing though or it looks like he is strutting around for
her, and that gives her all the power.
Furthermore, in my opinion, bravado is not very effective because it aims more at impressing other
men rather than actually advancing a romance from first approach to sex, which is what works most
effectively.

#5.2. The Asshole Dating Strategy
You know the “asshole game”.
Some men are naturally assholes, while some others purposefully seek to be more antisocial and
unpleasant in the belief that it will get them more women.
But is it true?

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Well, under certain, limited conditions, it works.
So we need to dig a bit deeper here.
Urbaniak and Killman’s study shows that women would pick “nice guys” both for other women and
for themselves, albeit a few women did pick a nice guy for other women and a bad boy for
themselves -but still a minority of women-.
In a similar study with dating ads, thus mimicking a more realistic long-term dating scenario, it was
still kind men who were picked the most.
Or, more precisely, men who exhibited altruism as a courtship display, using keywords such as “I
volunteer at a food bank” or “I enjoy helping people”.
Age is another factor that comes into play.
Younger women tend to be more infatuated with the image of the rascal bad boy, while older women
tend to go more for the stable and mature type.
Viren Swami, in his science-based “Attraction Explained” book, reaches the conclusion that if the
“kind guy” is unconfident and looks like he lets everyone trample him, then the bad boy might be the
preferred option.
But if we are talking about a confident man, then the bad boy appeals to a smaller fraction of the
population while being unappealing to a much larger one.

The Kind Asshole Strategy
Please note that kindness and “asshole” are not necessarily opposite.
As a matter of fact, I like the mixed “kind asshole” style (example in Dating Power Dynamics or
Social Power course).
Women love it when an otherwise kind and refined guy shows an edge of aggression and antisociality directed towards the “real” antisocial (in a way, that’s exactly what ThePowerMoves is all
about).
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#6. Display Indicators of
Intelligence (Game)
Among the numerous possible displays of intelligence:
Humor
Poetry
Arts
Good conversations
Any verbal aspect of “game”
Evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller (Miller, 2000) says that many of the “higher” forms of
human intelligence are nothing but indicators of fitness.
Since there is much overlap between success at arts and status, and between seduction and good
conversations, I think that Miller is right.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, with some caveats.
You might have read on Tinder sometimes of women self-defining themselves as “sapiosexuals”.
Well, it turns out, it could be true.
Albeit only a minority of people are sexually attracted to intelligence (1% to 8%), sapiosexuality
exists (Gignac et. al., 2017).
It’s not a linear correlation, though, and there is a ceiling: when someone is too smart, like genius
level, then attraction decreases.
In my opinion, this is due to the fact that women are generally attracted to men they feel are better
than they are.
But when the difference is too big, then the disconnect is also too big.
It’s the same for masculine traits: studies show that a masculine voice is attractive, but below a
certain threshold, it’s not attractive anymore.
What works best with intelligence are the expressions of intelligence.
IQ by itself does nothing to attraction, it’s all about how you convey it that works (ie.: sounding
intelligent, and smart, and refined).
Take the old cliche’ of women liking men who make them laugh, for example. Well, it’s true, women
like men who make them laugh (Bressler, 2005).
And that’s because humor is an easily recognizable expression of intelligence, together with good
quips and comebacks, or good conversation and making her feel good.
“Game”, in many ways, is also an expression of intelligence.
Also read:
Mating intelligence
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Mating Intelligence: Effective Dating for Smart People

#7. Become Famous (Social
Proof)
Social proof, includes:
Having a group of cool friends
Showing good status in that group
Having women warm and friendly towards you (mate-copying)
All of the above work effectively.
All of the above work effectively.
And they will provide outsized mating success when they are amplified by fame.
Fame is the new mating superpower.
The power of fame was limited during much of our evolution.
After all, everyone was “well-known” in small tribes and being “famous” had some benefits, but it
was capped by the tribe’s size.
Today, technology has changed the game.
Access to millions of potential mates who self-select to follow you because they like you is a true
game-changer.
It started with mass media, and reached new heights with social media.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Depends on how you look at it.
Not in the sense that you should seek to become famous, because that’s like seeking to get rich by
winning the lottery.
For most people: focus on having a good social circle of friends, including female friends.
However, if you got a shot at fame, this is as close as it gets to a silver bullet.
Fame provides men with power and resources all at once, plus a mass market to advertise them.
Followers also self-select, meaning that many of those who choose to follow you already like you.
Fame can also help transcend looks.
Studies show that average-looking famous people have a bigger emotional impact than non-famous
but attractive ones (Gakhal, 2008).
We also grow familiar to famous people, and there are plenty of studies now showing that familiarity
breeds liking and attraction (Peskin, 2004).
Plus, there is the law of the large numbers.
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Put yourself in front of enough people, and you’re bound to find someone who likes you.
In sum: become famous enough, and even an otherwise unattractive man still could rake in in large
numbers of willing female sexual partners.

Maximizing Your Dating
Success
As you can see, men have many different tools at their disposal.
In our current society, there are enough paths to success that men can “specialize” in one or a few of
them depending on their taste or propensity.
See here how different types of men can all be attractive and successful at dating, albeit they all have
different personalities and styles:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!
Men can also make up for what they’re lacking in one area by exceeding in another.
With these many options, all that’s required is to get off one’s ass and work :).
Power University excerpt.
This article is an excerpt from Power University.
The lesson in the course has more examples and more practical strategies you can apply to your life.
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9 Proven Female Dating Strategies (Science-Based)
December 9, 2019 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are countless dating books and courses for women, not to even mention articles and the newly
minted Red Pill community called “female dating strategies”.
They all purport to teach women how to date, how to find a boyfriend, and how to drive make men
crazy.
But few of them are truly scientific.
This article combines science with that truly works in the real world, as personally experienced by the
author.
Contents
#1. Enhance Your Appearances
#2. Signal Your Youthfulness
#3. Signal Your Faithfulness
#4. Delay Sex (Sometimes)
#5. Play Selectively Hard to Get (Selectively)
#6. Signal Your Exploitability (& Flip The Script)
#7. Signal Your Approachability (IOIs)
#8. Signal Your Kindness / Caring
#9. Derogate Your Competitors

#1. Enhance Your Appearances
Men place a premium on appearance.
And as a natural consequence, the most prominent female dating strategies revolve around enhancing
one’s physical appearance.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, absolutely.
This is the foundation of any good dating strategy.
It’s not even only about “looking better”, it’s also an indicator of quality.
To make a comparison, a woman who doesn’t care at all about her appearance is the equivalent of a
man who is happy to remain at his entry-level job position.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
You probably know the basics already, and it’s important to stay on point there.
Starting with personal hygiene to basics such as shaving legs and upper lip.
Science supports all following items as important dating assets:
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White teeth
Facial skin contrast (makeup)
Cheek redness (don’t overdo it)
Smooth and clear skin
Lustrous hair
Red lips (lipstick works)
Firm breasts (push-up bra)
Hourglass figure
Leg length (high heels are sexy)

#2. Signal Your Youthfulness
Men are attracted to younger women.
How young depends on a number of factors, including how old he is, what he can realistically get,
and whether or not he wants children and a serious relationship.
It’s not true that “younger is always better”, but on average younger women do command more
negotiating power in the sexual marketplace (for the exceptions check out the ebook “Dating Power
Dynamics“).

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Being strategic as to when to best settle down is very effective.
As a matter of fact, in a world where everyone largely leaves this important part of their lives to
chance, it might be the best-kept secret in the world.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
There is little you can do to change your age, but since an indicator of youth is youthful behavior,
“acting” young is an effective technique to be more attractive.
Evolutionary psychologist researcher David Buss lists the following traits for “youthful behavior”:
Bouncy youthful gate
High energy levels
Animated facial expressions
If you want an example of “animated facial expression”, look at this clip:
Highly feminine, attractive flirtation, BTW
And for a grander dating strategy:
Settle down young
It’s simply a question of negotiating power.
Sure, sometimes you can do well in negotiations no matter what, but if you want to put the odds on
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your side, you’re better off playing when you got a strong hand.
In the West marrying after her 20’s is not a huge drawback because many women do it.
But if you plan for it earlier, you enjoy a competitive advantage.
Start planning a couple of years before because it’s always best negotiating without an approaching
deadline.
Be strategic about settling down
Being strategic means that you know what you want and plan how to get it.
By when would you like to have a serious relationship? Always start two years before your “deadline
date”.
What type of men, where are you going to meet him, how and when are you going to ask for
commitment… ?

#3. Signal Your Faithfulness
Since men tend to divide women in Madonna and whores and do not want to invest in the whores,
women position themselves as Madonnas.
Fidelity cues include:
Virginity
Low number of former partners
Faithfulness
Delaying sex and “playing hard to get”, which we will discuss right after, are also partial indicators of
faithfulness.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
For long-term dating, yes, absolutely.
In David Buss’ research men seeking a long term partner rank faithfulness as their #1 priority.
For obvious reasons, faithfulness is not as important in short-term dating.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
Well, if you want to be honest, then you’d avoid sleeping around like crazy.
But that’s up to you.
What I can tell you, is this:
If you have been with more than 10 men, don’t say it
If you have been with more men than he has, don’t share it
If you have crazy sex stories and he hasn’t, don’t share them
If he asks how many men you’ve been with and you fear your number is too high, say:
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You: I have gotten close with the ones I really liked a lot. The way you act, I think less than
you. How about you, by the way?
Then, confirm it was less.
It pains my heart to write this and encourage people to lie. But if I have to tell you what works, then
this is what works best.
However, playing the Madonna comes with big drawbacks. It’s built on a lie, and ideally you don’t
want to start relationships on a lie.
With more open-minded and worldly men, it’s best to drop that game and you will enjoy a much
more genuine relationship.
Which is something that is generally good advice: nasty and win-lose games work with men with
little options, but tend to backfire with higher quality and emotionally healthy men. The latter tend to
prefer more collaborative women.
Here’s a list of games that women should better use carefully (or in doubt, not use at all):
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)

#4. Delay Sex (Sometimes)
Women delay sex for two reasons:
1. To make him invest more while she retains the biggest bargaining chip
2. To avoid looking easy
In the Madonna-whore dichotomy, delaying sex helps women to position themselves as Madonnas.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
It can be effective, yes.
Men cannot know her previous history, so they rely on how she behaves with them.
If she is hard to get for him, then many men generalize that she must be hard to get for most men, and
thus she’s a woman worth investing in.
However, it does not work so well for men who know the game, and many women play this game
very badly, making it obvious they just want to withhold on the sex chip as a negotiation tool.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
Here are six rules of thumb to help you strategize:
Wait if he’s conservative
Wait if you’re in a conservative culture
Wait if you have some deeply ingrained beliefs on waiting
Go for it if you’re in a whirlwind romance
Go for it if you have great chemistry and passion is running high
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Go for it if you have been on a long nice date and it just feels like the “icing on the cake”
Open minded men who have been around: go with the flow of how you feel
Finally, if there is strong chemistry, don’t douse the flames as that will scream of “game playing” and
“frigid”, and it might derail an otherwise wonderful romance.
If you go for it quick, ideally you will want to make him feel special and that you did it “just with
him”.
If you must delay sex, many men have a fragile ego and they take a sexual rejection personally.
The key is to “delay without hurting his ego”. Read more in “how to delay sex“.
How To Turn Down Sex & Get A Relationship

#5. Play Selectively Hard to Get
(Selectively)
Women play hard to get for two reasons:
1. To signal desirability (“she must have lots of options”)
2. To look more faithful (“Madonna”)
We go back to the Madonna-whore yet again.
It’s not that we are repeating ourselves, it’s because the Madonna-whore is truly deeply ingrained
into men’s brains and it is central to his levels of commitment and investment to a woman.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
The non-selective strategy, on paper, makes sense.
And in some circumstances, it can work great.
But there are a few issues in its application, including:
Some men will take her game as honest disinterest and will move on (see: “top dating
mistakes“)
Some men will not want to play that game (see: “the make him chase myth“)
Men with options might end up with easier women (maybe women playing the “bait and switch
game“)
People like people who like them, and stand-offishness communicates “I don’t like you” (Viren
Swami, 2016)
Some driven men might want her more, but end up liking her less
However, there is a way to make it work.
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How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
The idea is simple:
Women should be hard to get for everyone except the man she chose.
This is what I call “selectively hard to get strategy“.
With this strategy, she retains all the positive aspects of the general “hard to get” strategy, such as
desirability and loyalty, but without the drawbacks.
As a matter of fact, this “selective hard to get strategy” has a strong advantage: it makes him feel
great.
Research supports the efficacy of this strategy (Walster et. al., 1973), and so does my personal
experience.
I can tell you that the women who had few sexual partners but had sex with me quickly and
pleasurably were my real favorites -and the ones I think of most fondly-.
This is truly powerful.
Ideally, you will not fake having had few partners so that you can build your relationships on the
solid ground of honesty (but that’s up to you).

#6. Signal Your Exploitability (&
Flip The Script)
Sounds strange?
Well, beyond the veil of political correctness, that’s how people -in this case, men- really are.
Men are attracted to signs which communicate “I am easy to exploit”.
Exploit for what?
Sex, of course.
Signals of exploitability, on top of the ones in the figure below, include:
Silliness
Giggling
Cluelessness
Scatterbrained conversation
Irrational beliefs (very religious or superstitious)
Child-like behavior
As Mae West once said:
Brains are an asset, if you hide them.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Absolutely.
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This is truly the female honey that drives all the male working bees to jump over backward.
This is one of the main ingredients in the secret sauces of the best world seductresses.
Marylin Monroe looked exploitable, and the teasing seduction technique also leverages “child-like
playfulness” (see: “how to seduce a man” for case studies).
And this is why “lollipop girls” are sexy: it’s not because men have an inherent child-molester within
them, it’s because it sends signals of exploitability (exploitable like naive children are).

Risks of This Dating Strategy
To begin with, it works best with men pursuing a short-term strategy (Lewis et. al., 2012).
And while men like silly and exploitable girls for the short term, they don’t usually like them as longterm partners.
See the research ranking “exploitability signals” on both short and long-term dating:
Source: Goetz et. al, 2011 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.evolhumbehav.2011.12.004
You will notice they are almost specular: as good as they are to get attention for casual sex, they
make men run for the hills after sex.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
There are many ways to improve on this dating strategy while limiting its downsides.
Let’s see a few of them:
Add the “protect me” layer
A woman can add to the “exploitable” signals the “protect me” side.
The “protect me” side is what makes men want to stick around and invest, and it’s very effective.
See a real-life example from the forums:
And I immediately wanted to meet her more, and care for her more.
Read more here:
How to make men want to invest and protect
This scene is an exaggerated example, of course, but just to give you an idea:
This strategy positions him as the father-figure of the relationship. Just don’t stay stuck in it 24/7:
men also like a grown up sometimes
Asking men for help, for example, is a time-tested strategy that works to initially position her as
“exploitable” while also awaking his protective instincts.
This is the secret sauce of Marylin Monroe: sky-high signals of exploitability together with sky-high
signals of “protect me”.
Bait (with exploitability signals) and switch to long-term
Another technique can be to bait men with exploitative cues and then seek to switch to a longer-term
strategy.
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Most baited men would be OK to wait for sex when they know she likes him and it will eventually
get there.

Can’t Women Just Be Smart?
Men say they like intelligent women.
And they do… Up to a certain point.
They even say they like women who are smarter than they really are but, when it comes to real-life
interaction, they don’t (Park et. al., 2015).
That means smarter women need to play the game a bit… Or look harder for a smarter man (or an
open-minded one, at least).
Plenty of those exist, so don’t stress too much about it (also read: “submissive VS independent
women“).

#7. Signal Your Approachability
(IOIs)
For women to date at all, they need to attract suitors first.
Some men will make the move anyway, but those are often either players or men who can’t even read
social signals.
Women who want more control over their dating lives -and you should be one of them- take it upon
themselves to signal that they want to be approached.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
For short term, absolutely.
In the literature, these are called “sexual signaling”, and the more forward she is, the more effective
men rate her strategy to “get” casual sex:
Source: Greer & Buss, https://doi.org/10.1080/00224499409551752
Of course, this research states the obvious to the point that it’s almost comical.
I suppose women won’t be surprised to know that “guiding his hand to her genital area” could
promote a sexual encounter :).
Problem is, research also confirms what both men and women instinctively knew: that a sexually
forward woman is extremely effective at getting casual sex, but not so good at getting a long-term
partner.
Cari Goetz (Goetz et. al., 2011) for example measured how attractive “easy” women are to men.
Turns out, men love easy women for short term sex (+0.65) but actively dislike them as long-term
partners (-0.60).
Again, we see the inherent sexual conflict of male strategies here: what they seek in a short term
partner is the opposite of what they want for a long term partner.
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How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
Most men miss out on women’s signals.
For that reason, avoid anything too fancy and stick to the good old “hold eye contact with him” and
potentially add a smile, both of them backed by research (Abbey, 1982).
Women could be well advised to “dial up” their approaches invitations.
It’s often maladaptive in a big city to be too afraid of “looking too obvious”. Chances are she is not
going to see that man, or the people around her, ever again.
So when he’s not reading the more subtle signs, “too forward” beats “invisible”.

#8. Signal Your Kindness /
Caring
People want to partner up with good people.
And men also gain if the mother of their children has good character, so it only makes sense if men
also developed to appreciate cues of good character.
The character’s traits men appreciate are:
Femininity (see “how to be femine“)
Kindness
Coyness
Agreeableness
Honesty (Paunonen, 2004)
How to Be Feminine: Step-by-Step Guide (Videos & Pics)

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
Yes, for long term.
But also for short term, it can lower barriers to approaching.
It’s been now shown by several studies that personality traits can enhance a woman’s attractiveness
(Albada et al., 2002).
The field of research even has its own name, and it is the “interaction appearance theory”.
Swami’s research, for example, found that providing positive personality information leads men to
consider a wider array of body types as more attractive.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
Provide a good time, and people will want to spend more time with you.
Both romantically, and not.
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Here are a few crucial bits:
Move beyond extremist feminism (has an anti-male side to it and men are getting tired)
Swap the “resting bitch face” for a welcoming one
Curl your lips up, not down
Make it less about me, more about you
Listening more than talking often pays off
Do a favor to him / preening
This one is particularly interesting.
A woman once reached out to my jacket and as I wondered “what the hell is she doing”, she picked
something and said “there was a hair”.
That was such a great move.
At the same time that she signaled interest, she also signaled caring and kindness. And my attraction
skyrocketed: I so wanted her.

#9. Derogate Your Competitors
Derogating means “devaluing” and “talking behind someone’s back to lower their reputation and
sexual market value”.
Women, just like men and probably more than men, derogate their competitors.

Is This Dating Strategy Effective?
It’s risky because it’s very easy to come off as jealous or bitter.
Take the good old “she’s such a slut”.
I still remember the woman who used that tactic against the girl who later became my girlfriend. I
took a huge dislike on her that lasts until this very day, more than 10 years later.

How to Effectively Use This Strategy:
David Buss says that effective competitor derogations should affect a woman’s sexual market value
both for the short and long term.
For example, the popular “she’s such a slut” is effective in the long-term mating dimension, but men
might still chase the girl for casual sex.
More effective derogation instead includes:
Her: She’s such a prude / frigid
Men don’t like women who are completely closed off to sex and sexual enjoyment, not even for the
long term. And that’s what makes this one more effective.
Her: She’s such a tease
This one says that she’s a poor long term prospect because she flirts around, looking for validation
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and male attention.
But at the same time, it also lowers her value as short-term mate, because it implies she does not get
down to it.
Overall, I would avoid derogation in any case.
But if you truly have to, do it properly.
Power University excerpt.
This article is an excerpt from Power University and the Dating Power Dynamics ebook.
The lesson in the course has more real-life examples and more practical recommendations.
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10 Frame Control Techniques to Out-Frame Anyone
January 4, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Frame control is one of the most important concepts of all social skills.
Frame control refers to the body of skills and attitudes with which you control social interactions and
interpersonal relationships.
When you have frame control, people are “playing by your rules”. They accept your frame, your
values, your morals, and your presuppositions. And they accept your leadership.
As we will see, that has momentous consequences for how the relationship unfolds.
In this article, you will learn what frames are, how to control frames, and you will see plenty of frame
control examples.
Contents
What’s a Frame
Frame Control Techniques
Don’t Fight, But Negotiate Frames
Impose Your Frame When…
Summary

What’s a Frame
In social and power dynamics, the definition of framing is:
A frame is a set of beliefs, values, and perspectives with which people interpret reality, a
specific topic, or the social interaction they are engaging in
But don’t let that complex definition fool you: it’s far easier to understand frames with examples,
than with definitions.
Frames are always there, but they become most obvious when two people disagree about something.
Imagine for example that Saint Valentine is approaching.
He believes gifts are a waste of time and money. She believes that it’s romantic and exchanging gifts
is proof of caring.
That couple is going to have a frame conflict, and who wins or, better, how the conflict is resolved,
depends on the frame control skills of both individuals.
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Frame Control Techniques
There are many ways with which you can challenge and control a frame.
Here are some the most popular and most effective ones.

1. Ignore It (AKA: “Frame Ignoring”)
This is your all-seasons workhorse.
Your standard answer when you don’t know what to do or say is to ignore.
Imagine this scenario, where some guy is trying to tool you by a pool:
Tooler: hey dude, did you borrow your swimsuit from your grandma or what
You: (glances in his general direction) hey man, what’s up (then turns away and ignores)
See an example here:
Moore: hey
Alpha: hey, how you doing (looks away and keeps on walking)
Moore: I’m looking for some advice
Alpha: Yeah, good (ignores the content of what Moore says)
This is frame ignoring at two levels:
1. Body language frame control: Moore seeks to frame the interaction to have people go to him.
Instead, the man keeps on walking
2. Verbal frame control: Moore’s frame is that one should answer his question with advice.
Instead the man ignores the verbal content and replies “yeah, good”.
So simple, so effective.
And finally, the icing on the cake.
He also ends up with a zinger to reframe the interaction as one where judgments of values and
personal qualities are being passed:
Moore: You guys got any advice for me here?
Alpha: Yeah, don’t make anymore movies (=your movies and point of views are terrible)
Notice that the environment you’re in heavily influences the strength of your frames, making it
either easier or more difficult to hold your frame.
And the frame setup in that example strongly favors Moore.
Moore is a famous anti-capitalism director, standing outside of NYSE with a camera and his troupe.
He can edit the content later, potentially turn you into a villain, and he can share it with millions of
viewers.
That gives Moore lots of power.
Everyone coming out of that tunnel knows that, and that’s why they ignore and slink away out of
fear.
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Instead, this guy goes out with this frame of mind:
Alpha male: here I am, I make lot of money, I’m proud of it, and what the f*ck is your
problem.
The fact that he sheathes that frame with a civilized approach only increases his clout.
And then his frame turns into:
Alpha male: Oh, and by the way, I think your movies and world view are sh*t and I’m
telling you in your face
100% alpha male.
If you ever wanted an example of alpha, there you have it.

Ignoring the Frame On Your Terms
Notice that “ignoring” doesn’t necessarily mean that you pretend nobody said or did anything.
In our first example, ignoring an insult you obviously heard would look weird on your part, and it
might suggest you’re panicking and don’t know what to do.
The attacker might also feel like he needs to up his aggression to get your attention, and it might lead
to a vicious cycle where he pushes harder and harder.
Instead, look in his general direction, make very brief eye contact, acknowledge they said something,
but ignore the content.
Then turn back to what you were doing.
Same for our alpha male example.
He ignores the content, but still engages with Moore on his own terms.
I use this technique with street-hustlers

2. Pick & Choose (AKA “Framing Buffet
Technique”)
This is how emotionally strong men control the frame.
The frame-buffet consists of picking and choosing something within their whole frame that best suit
your needs
It takes emotional strength because people’s natural reaction is to reply to what grabs more attention
and to what hurts the most.
Emotional detachment is also one of the central tenets of Thompson’s book “Verbal Judo“.
Once you can remain unaffected, then you got the power to decide.
And you can decide if, how, when and what you want to address in whatever they said, without
getting emotionally swept away by their unhelpful frame.
For example, if they attack you, you ignore the aggressive packaging of their frame and do not
defend. Instead, you address the content of their frame as if it were a normal comment.
Steve Harvey does it well here:
Ariana: (“you’re always making mistakes” aggressive frame) you keep making mistakes,
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it’s not Arihana, it’s Ariana (laughs)
Steve: (doesn’t laugh, doesn’t defend) See, once again, let me show you something now…
If Steve Harvey had laughed, he would have accepted Ariana’s frame. If he had defended, he would
have also accepted her “I attack you” frame, and validated it.
He would have played by her frame, and tacitly admitted his own incompetence.
Instead, Steve Harvey won because he picked the bits of her frame that best suited him, and he
ran with it.
He ignored the annoying attitude of her frame, he ignored the “you keep doing mistakes” part, and
instead addresses the technicalities of name pronunciation only.
Result: he looks in charge, she looks like an immature girl.

Never Use “I” With Accusatory Frames
David Lieberman in his book “Get Anyone to do Anything” provides a wonderful piece of advice to
go with this technique.
And it’s that you should never use the word “I” when someone is being rude. If you do, you take
ownership of the issue. Instead, you want to keep the negativity with them.
For example:
Him: You’re such an idiot, how can you even think such crap
You: Wow, you seem really angry man, you must feel very strongly about this
That way, you keep the anger issue with them, instead of getting mired in their anger frame like most
people would do.

3. Use Humor to Control the Frame (AKA:
“Humor Framing”)
“Be like water”, says Robert Greene in “The 48 Laws of Power“.
And that’s great advice to learn frame control as well.
Don’t think of frame control too squarely, as two frames fighting and one winning and one losing.
Think of your frames like water, transforming and adapting to suit the environment.
Humor can be used as a standalone or together with the other techniques we saw in here.
It can also be used to cut your losses.
Imagine this example:
You: Of course you will love him, all mothers love their children
Her: My mom didn’t love me
You: OK, all mothers except yours
Her: Ahaha
You: Jokes aside, were you serious? I’m sorry to hear that, how come..
See what you did here?
You avoided escalating an unnecessary frame battle, which you would have also likely lost, and
instead turned into a joke.
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That’s great, because you always want to avoid escalating frames you’re going to lose.
It’s when people paint themselves into a corner and keep insisting anyway that they look like idiots
with thin-paper egos:
By realizing this was going to be a loss, you turned into a joke. You still “won” that frame battle but,
in this case, there were no losers.
And second, you followed the most relevant thread: the new information. That shows you’re a
socially intelligent person who cares. Someone who’s more focused on bonding than on “winning”.

4. Flip The Frame’s Meaning (AKA:
“Frame Flipping”)
Reagan, a master at frame control, often used the “frame flip”.
On one occasion Reagan’s flame flip, coupled with his humor, helped him win the presidency.
Reagan’s old age was an issue in the campaign, and when asked about it, this is how Regan flipped it:
Reagan: I am not going to exploit, for political purposes, my opponent’s youth and
inexperience
Big laugh by everyone, and he turned weakness into strength.
Reagan accepted the original age frame, but twisted it to make a handicap for his opponent, not for
him.
The power of this frame control technique is that instead of negating the initial frame, which would
escalate into a battle of frames, you accept it and then win within their frame.
This way, your opponent has no way to escape: he set the frame, and you beat him within his frame.

5. Reshape it From Within (AKA: “Frame
Reshaping”)
This one requires the ability to creatively think on your feet.
But if you are the kind of man with a silver tongue and a witty comeback always at the ready, the
reshape technique is golden.
I don’t have a silver tongue.
Except in some rare circumstances, as in the example below:
Him: Hey man, don’t finish all the water
You: There isn’t a single drop left
Here as well, I stay within their joking frame.
But instead of taking it as it is, I transform it to the point where I can flip the power dynamics.
Don’t confuse this technique which is about “transforming their story” into “amplifying their story”
which, as we shall see, is often a poor technique.

6. Undermine Their Frame’s Authority
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(AKA: “The Judge Frame“)
Have you ever been dealing with one of these:
SJW / moral police
Dirty debaters
Manipulative negotiators
These people fight the frame battle by attaching higher values and ethics to their frames.
When people deem their frames as ethical and moral, they themselves become the moral
authority, and they become the judge of what’s right or wrong (see “soft power” and “judge power
dynamics“).
The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control
How to deal with these frames?
First of all, you want to challenge the authority and moral high ground of their frames.
If you don’t do that and if you let them take the moral authority, then there is no way for you to win.
If you don’t first address the higher authority that they claim, whatever you say and do, it will be
rebranded as “unethical”.
A soft version of this the “moral framing” can be found with manipulative negotiators.
For example:
Him: Look, this is not about legal issues, this is about trust.
And we’ve known each other for a while now, haven’t we?
Here they are framing the interaction from a trust point of view. They are being honest and
forthcoming, and they deem you as being uncooperative.
And if you fight them without addressing the bigger moral frame based on trust, you become the
“untrustworthy” one who refuses to negotiate for win-win.
In this case, I like what William Ury proposes (Ury, 2007).
For example:
Him: Look, this is not about legal issues, this is about trust. And we’ve known each other
for a while now, haven’t we?
You: We’ve known each for a while, and it’s not about trust, it’s about…
And then you can reframe the issue with your own frame.
For example, if you want to play the same dirty negotiation games, you pick another “high moral
value” to attach to your frame.
For example:
You: It’s not about trust, it’s about fairness. And I don’t think you’re being fair here. The
way I see it is…
In our era that reveres science, the “judge frame” can also leverage science.
Your typical smart Alec will casually turbocharge his frame with sentences like “the consensus is…
“, “research proves”, etc. etc.
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To handle that frame effectively, before even replying, you need to reframe their original frame as
NOT the ultimate scientific fact.
For example, you could say it’s just an opinion of theirs, and not science.
Also see:
Fight judge frames with judge frames: when people judge you for not being “man enough”

7. Fight Fiery Frames With Fire (AKA:
“Fire Alarm Frames”)
Sometimes your opponents will come out swinging.
They will use emotional outbursts, yelling, crying, blaming… These are all techniques that will put
most people on the defensive.
And of course, you don’t want to go on the defensive.
There are two options here:
1. Stay calm and let your logic win the battle
2. Meet them at their own level
The first option works best in high level public debates, because people can judge for themselves that
you’re actually winning the debate with facts (see Jordan Peterson using this technique).
The second one works better in most daily situations.
For example, when you’re arguing with a woman.
Sometimes women will inject lots of emotions in their arguments. And the problem with remaining
calm in the face of emotional outbursts is that the attacker gets more and more aggressive, the attack
gains the momentum, and it becomes a never-ending onslaught.
Here is one example:
Her: Hoooneeey, gooo! Do sometihng! Harry! Hurry!
Her frame is “this situation is terrible”. His frame is “this situation is amusing”.
But since she injects so much emotion, he feels compelled to buy into her frame, right away and no
questions asked.
That’s why, to stop the buck, you want to be meet people at their same level of aggression or
“passion”.
Also see:
How women control relationships (and what to do about it)

8. Use The Frame Mirroring Technique
(AKA: “Frame Mirroring”)
Ben Shapiro and Piers Morgan us this frame control technique on each other.
See it in this example:
Shapiro: and then when I say that’s a bullying tactic, you turn around and say that I’m
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bullying you for saying that. It’s absurd.
The truth is that they both engage in dirty debating tactics, but Shapiro was smart enough to realize
and play the same back on Piers.
This is something you want to keep in mind for self-defense as well.
Some of the worst manipulators will accuse you of doing exactly what they are doing.
This is also called “gaslighting” or “crazymaking”, and we saw it in action in abusive relationships.
And while most people go crazy when their opponent use this technique, you want to remain calm
and in control, and accuse them right back. With plenty of evidence and examples to sustain your
claim.
Yes, it’s childish and you’d rather not play this game, but sometimes you must stoop down before
you soar back up.

9. Change the Rules of Engagement: Go
One Step Sideways (AKA: “Frame
Sidestepping”)
This is the equivalent of ducking a punch and KO-ing with a kick.
The technique works like this:
1. You accept the confrontational frame, BUT
2. You reject the rules of the confrontation
3. You engage with your own rules
Instead of fighting blow by blow within their frame, you completely change the rules of the game to
something that suits you better.
The idea is to “bring a gun to the knife fight”.
Simply changing the rules will often result in mild shock from the attacker, which means you seized
the day and are marching towards victory.
In the example below, the challenger’s frame was “confrontation through physical power (where I am
stronger)”.
Samantha instead twists it in “confrontation through status and connection (where I am stronger):
Challenger: I know Taekwondo
Samatha: I know the manager
Simple, yet genius.
Samantha reframes the rules of the contest and, without backing down, takes the high road.
The effect is to slightly shame the challenger for going down the violent road. But at the same time,
Samantha does not give up the fight. It simply changes the terms of the fight.
And since our society reveres “civil” ways of winning arguments, Samantha trounces her challenger
(and gains her respect).
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10. Go Wider: Make Your Frame Too
General to Be Attacked (AKA: “The
Philosopher’s Frame”)
This is one of my favorite frame control techniques.
If you do it well, you can’t lose.
In its simplest form, you just take a wider angle on life, you remain noncommittal, you appeal to
general principles and, indirectly, you’re suggesting that “everything is relative”.
Yes, this is the philosopher’s way of frame control.
And it’s unassailable.
For example:
Him: These damn foreigners, coming to our country and stealing our jobs
You: Our country, my country… What’s a country: an imaginary line that shifts around
time. People have been moving around the world, countryless, for millions of years. It’s
hard to say who truly belongs anywhere if go back long enough
You refuse his frame, but don’t really commit to anything here, which makes your frame hard to
attack.
If he wanted to continue debating you, it’s up to him to define “country”, which is very difficult, or to
deny that people have been moving around for millions of years, which can’t be denied.
Or on the opposite side of the political spectrum:
Him: If people complain that immigrants are stealing their jobs it means they’re really shit
at their jobs
You: Well, depends who we’re talking about. Usually the people lower in socio-economic
status suffer the most from labor competition. When lots of people chase the same jobs, that
puts downward pressure on salaries and weakens the laborers’ negotiation power
Again, you’re not saying that he’s a limousine liberal and it’s easy for him to say that as an executive.
You make it about the general concept of supply and demand which, again, is very hard to refute.
He can’t go anywhere from there.
I can also highly recommend this technique when you’re answering first.
It gives far more power and weight to whatever you say (example in Social Power).
Jordan Peterson makes himself unassailable in debates by using a philosopher’s frame.

11. Go Deeper: Shame Their Frame (AKA:
“Frame Shaming”)
Alright, another favorite of mine.
It leverages the judge position, and it makes you the “intellectually dominant”, party.
It works like this:
You refuse their frame and, without saying they’re being low-quality individuals, you take the higher
road and you show them, by contrast, that you are above them.
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See here one example:
Him: But you’re not like that
Her: Aren’t you?
Him: Not a drop. Not even half a drop (takes the higher road, shames her)
Her: What’s wrong with you (tries to shame him back, frame battle going on here)
Him: I get it… You’ve never been in love (not afraid of holding his frame)
In this example, he ends up indirectly shaming her for having sex without feelings, for never having
been in love.
And he paints himself as morally superior, but also enjoying life at a deeper level.
She ended lower down, and his value increased ten-fold. Powerful stuff.
This is another good example, from the same series.
He shames her curiosity by making nothing of his past at Studio 54. That way, he looks worldly and
“intellectually superior”.

Use It For Dating
In dating and seduction, when a girl tells you that “you only want sex”, you could go bold and say
“yes”.
And you’d lose the girl more than 90% of the time.
Instead, you want to use a similar technique.
Something like this:
Her: I don’t want to go to your place. You will only want to have sex
You: I might want, yes. But I disagree with the “sex only”. The only reason why I might
want that is because I like you (reframes “only sex” to “I like you”)
Sex is one of the pleasures of life, especially when two people like each other (reframes sex
as normal). It’s one of the defining traits of romance, and romance is a beautiful thing. I
love love and romance (reframes the whole interaction to romance).
Don’t you also like love and romance? (asks her to contribute, seeking a collaborative
frame)
That’s how you change the frame to go higher and deeper at the same time. In this case, you “win”
the frame with a collaborative approach, and winning the frame with a collaborative approach is
the best you can achieve.
You win, but nobody loses. You score a win not for yourself, but for both. And you included her in
the frame, which makes it far more likely she will follow you.

12. Deny & Insist (AKA: “The Dominant
Frame”)
If you have a lot of power or authority, or if you are 100% sure of being in the right, you can deny
their frame and insist on yours.
This is very dominant, and something that Trump does all the time (of course).
See here one example of the “deny and insist” technique:
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This is a powerful frame control technique, and I advise you use this technique whenever you need to
defend important boundaries (see later).
However, issues will arise if you overuse it in normal situations:
1. People will come to see you as a bully
2. Even when you’re right, people will doubt you
3. You lose people’s goodwill with this: it’s not what great leaders do
Nobody likes being dominated, and if you do it too often, people will come to resent you (and that’s
possibly the reason why Melania doesn’t want to hold his husband’s hand).

Avoid The “Agree and Amplify”
This is the most typical “frame control PUA” style.
It seems like everyone in pick-up teaches people to control the frame by “agreeing and amplifying”.
Sometimes, if you’re being very funny and high energy, it can work.
But most of the times you are not being super funny and high energy, and then it’s a rather poor
strategy.
An example of the “amplify the frame?”
Look at this video from Barron of Charisma Matrix:
I’ve seen some great content from Barron, but I disagree here.
There are some serious flaws with the “agree and amplify” approach, including:
1. You are buying into his frame and playing within his rules
2. You are following his lead
3. You are investing a lot of resources trying to out-do him
Those are all major drawbacks.
Even if you “win”, you expanded so much effort into this frame battle that you don’t look that cool,
not even in victory.

Don’t Fight, But Negotiate
Frames
More often than not, you’re better off negotiating than imposing.
Tony Robbins, a master communicator and persuader, says that a great salesman never contradicts his
customers.
What does a great persuade do, instead?
He “agrees and redirects”.
How do you redirect the frame?
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To redirect the frame, you take something they said, twist it or blend it with your own frame,
and then negotiate the frame for win-win.
Negotiating the frame is often the superior option whenever there is at least the possibility of mutual
gain.

Negotiating Frame in Pick Up & Seduction
Frame negotiation skills are especially important in early in seduction.
Why?
Because, usually, you don’t have much leverage early on to impose your frame.
If you escalate the frame battle, you sour the interaction just enough to doom it (early interactions are
fragile, and people don’t like being made the losers).
Look at this frame battle example:
The frame battle here turns lose-lose, always a risk with “battles”
We fought over the meeting location for a long time, until she finally relented.
Looking at the way she acted, I knew that battle was souring the relationship and turning our
interaction into a contest.
And indeed, just to rebalance the power dynamics, she added “I’ll meet you as a friend”.
Btw, to properly handle that “we’re just friends” frame, check out this forum entry.
Now compare that with this other example of frame negotiation:
The initial frames here were:
Her frame: Early sex is not good (and trying to make me qualify as not seeking sex)
My frame: early sex is good
And we ended up with:
Our negotiated frame: Early sex is OK if the two like each other, and if they keep liking each
other, a relationship is also possible
Much better, right?
That’s why negotiating the frame is often a better option than trying to impose your frame.
If I had escalated the frame war, this interaction would have soured and gone nowhere.
Instead, I ended up with a pretty girl coming over to my place for drinks, with a bikini.
Guess how that’s most likely to end…
Also see:
How to cement frames: this is how 10x the power of your negotiated frames
“I’m glad we agree” power move

Why You Want to Avoid Too Many Frame
Battles
Let’s be honest:
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There can be a lot of power in imposing your frame.
However, “winning the frame battle” should not your default mindset.
Why so?
Well, think about it: if you interface the world with a mindset of winning the frame war, what are you
going to get?
A lot of wars.
Some, you’ll win. Great.
Some you’ll win, and the loser will even end up respecting you more. Even better.
But other times, you’ll lose.
And even if you were to the mast majority of wars -which you likely won’t-, you still end up with the
reputation of a belligerent negotiator, and lots of enemies (see Donald Trump).
If you can twist your frame wars into “fun” and “entertainment, then you you escape the belligerent
label, but you must start acting more clown-ish, like Russel Brand does it (see an example here).
Evolutionary psychology is clear about it: humans evolved cooperation because it’s good for the
selfish individual first and foremost (Ridley, 1997).
Conflict, on the other hand, is costly. And, in the long run, it erodes your power.
So you want to battle the frame a bit less, and instead seek one of the following options a bit more
often:
Negotiate the frame for mutually satisfactory outcomes
Agree with something from their frame, then redirect
Use collaborative frames
Turn confrontational frames into collaborative ones (a true game changer)
This is not just me, the best negotiation authors say it (Malhotra, 2008), together with some of the
most popular researchers of influence and persuasion (Robert Cialdini, 1984).

Impose Your Frame When…
Alright, so we said that collaborative frames, whenever you can, tend to be superior.
However, you will not always be able to go for collaboration.
And you should not always go for collaboration, either.
These are some of the situations when you want to impose your frame:
A woman is teetering between yes and no (and a bold move will make the “yes” win)
You know for a fact you’re right
Someone is accusing of non-existent wrongdoing
Someone is being abusive
Someone is overstepping your boundaries
See an example here:
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There were no other options here.
My frame is iron solid and because it goes to the core of one my strongest-held values: I am not an
abuser and, as such, I don’t accept abuse.
And I will keep holding and imposing that frame, no matter what.
There can be no negotiation, no compromise: my way, or get out of my way.
The first time someone crosses an important boundary, is when you need to enforce your frame the
strongest.
Any compromise early on would leave the door open for future abuse and disrespect.
Later on, once they step back, get defensive, and apologize, you can discuss your “rules of
engagement”.

How to Impose Your Frame
When you impose your frame, do it like this:

1. First, make sure you’re not defending an indefensible position
If you’re defending a difficult position, then you’re only harming yourself by sticking to your guns.
For example, during “clean hands” in Italy, former prime minister Bettino Craxy held the frame that
he didn’t do anything wrong to steal because “everyone else was doing it”.
He made his frame all the stronger by staunchly refusing to apologize and accept any blame.
Silly mistake: he made himself the most hated Grinch.
And when he was brought to court, anti-riot police still wasn’t enough to defend him from people’s
hatred.

2. Deny the attacker’s authority
You can’t win the frame battle if you allow them authority to question you, judge you, or dispense
punishment.
This is true both from an actual social dynamics point of view, and a mental point of view.
You must reject their authority first and foremost within yourself.
For more information, also see “withstanding shame attacks“.

3. Remain rock solid and don’t budge
Keep a staunch, steadfast conviction.
You must believe you are right, and that’s why you are not going to yield way.
Rollo Tomassi in “The Rational Male” called the guy in the video the “alpha Buddah”.
It’s a good example of extreme frame battles and holding frame despite repeated and forceful attacks:
Her: Why don’t you take your glasses off so we can see you
Him: Hmm no, I’m gonna keep them
(…)
Her: (…) Take off those glasses (…) take your glasses and apologize to us
Him: I’ll say sorry, but I’m not gonna take my glasses
It’s when he says “because they’re famous” a bit later, that he loses some points.
That’s not an iron frame because he is making excuses.
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An iron frame would have been:
Her: Why not
Him: Because I don’t want to
Alternatively, he could have provided a motivation by turning the tables on her, for example:
Him: Am I asking you to remove any piece of clothing of yours? No, right? So stop pushing
me because you’re acting like a real bully (mirror frame control technique)
Notice that “turning the tables” here at two levels.
First, you would explain what she’s doing by posing a question -and he who makes questions holds
the frame, usually-.
And second, while she’s framing you as a bully, you turn the frame on her with the mirror technique.

Summary
“Frames theory” is an important theoretical model to analyze social dynamics and power dynamics.
Learning to read and influence frames will increase your emotional and social intelligence, it will
make you more effective with people and in life, and it will also make you a better leader.
This article provided you with an overview of what frames are, including effective frame control
techniques, and plenty of frame examples.
This is a preview from Power University, where there are more examples, techniques, and
strategies.
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Mating Intelligence: Effective Dating for Smart People
January 12, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Maybe you’re smart… But when it comes to dating, are you smart where it really matters?
Because not all intelligences are created equal.
It’s mating intelligence that is the most relevant mental ability to help you find a great partner and
enjoy a great relationship.
This article will explain what mating intelligence is, what it’s not, why it matters, and how you can
develop mating intelligence.
Contents
What’s Mating Intelligence
The Types of Intelligence
How to Increase Your Mating IQ
Advice Lacking Mating Intelligence
Displaying Your Intelligence (The Right Way)
SUMMARY

What’s Mating Intelligence
The dictionary of power dynamics defines:
The set of cognitive and intellectual abilities, as well as the knowledge and proficiency of
power dynamics and sexual strategies that support effective mate selection, courtship,
reproduction, and relationship management.
Mating intelligence also includes the psychological abilities that deal with competition, as well as
understanding the motives of rivals and mates alike.

The Types of Intelligence
The literature on the types of intelligence is large and contradictory.
Some people even deny the existence of different types of intelligence.
And that alone, to me, raises questions about the intelligence of those people ? (read here for a better
take on this topic)
Just take a look at Elon Musk social intelligence, or Albert Einstein’s letter to his wife, and it will
become obvious how some super high IQ men understand little about psychology, mating, and the
opposite sex.
Here is a quick overview of the most important types of intelligence:
All types of intelligence actually overlap with each other more than this diagram shows. And “mating
intelligence” is at the center not because it’s necessarily more important, but because it’s the focus of
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this article.
Let’s review the types of intelligence:

1. General intelligence
General intelligence is at the top because it predicts all the others, and it’s what women are indirectly
trying to evaluate when they meet you.
However, just being intelligent does nothing to your attractiveness and to your sexual market value.
In simple words: IQ by itself does nothing to increase attraction.
Yes, there are a few sapiosexual, and yes, it’s not just a thing in Tinder’s descriptions, it exists
(Gignac et. al., 2017).
But even then, sapiosexuals have no idea how to assess intelligence unless the intelligent person
knows how to convey that intelligence.
Yes, at the right time, pure displays of “smarts” can work -and bonus points if it’s accompanied by
passion-. More than once I was passionately explaining something to some women who stopped
listening to what I was saying, but instead looked at me languidly, and sometimes muttered “I love
you”. She didn’t care what I was saying -which I wished she did-, but she cared that it sounded smart.
But it has to be at the right time.
Intelligence that is presented in the wrong way, by being smug or belittling others, can even be
negative.
So when does intelligence become relevant?
Intelligence only becomes a sought-after trait when you convey it appropriately and through
mating-relevant signals.
For example: humor, emotional connection, intellectual dominance, and sounding intelligent. Or, as
well, through seduction techniques sometimes referred to as “game” (ie.: push-pull, screening,
tasking, etc.).

2. Social intelligence (SI)
Definition:
Social intelligence is the ability to understand other people’s interests and drive, and to
operate effectively within social groups to achieve both personal and shared goals.
Social intelligence is attractive both directly in dating, and indirectly for what it allows men to
achieve.
Socially intelligent men are better at working with others, acquiring status within groups, climbing
social hierarchies, and acquiring leadership roles. All of these traits are also highly attractive in the
sexual market place.
Because some very bright guys are not good socially, some people think that there is no connection
between social intelligence and general intelligence, but that’s not true: the two are linked.

3. Emotional intelligence (EI)
Definition of emotional intelligence:
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The ability to understand and leverage your emotions to guide effective thinking and
behavior, coupled with the ability to read other people’s emotions.
Same as for social intelligence, general intelligence and emotional intelligence are positively
correlated.
Bright people are better both at managing their emotions, and at creating better emotional
connections with others.
Needless to say, don’t confuse emotional intelligence with being “touchy-feely” or “gushing”.
Emotionally intelligent men make for better daters and seducers because they know when to push and
when to step back, when to talk a bit more and when it’s time for a bold move.
And they make for better life partners, too.
Men high in EI are also less dangerous to both women themselves and to children, which makes these
men ideal candidates for long-term relationships.
And since men high in EI are less moody and better control their feelings, it also helps men to
become relationship leaders.
Finally, there is a special place in women’s heart for those few men really high in EI.
Women love men who can get inside their heads and know what they’re thinking. And if he can
explain it to them as well, that’s intellectual dominance as well.

4. Verbal intelligence (VI)
Definition:
Verbal intelligence is the ability to understand both spoken and written language, as well as
the ability to speak and write well.
In a practical sense, verbal intelligence, sometimes referred to as “linguistic intelligence”, is the
extent to which an individual can use language to achieve goals.
And since people heavily rely on language for communication, being high in verbal intelligence
means that you are good at getting what you want -which is also the definition of power-.
And of course, verbal intelligence has a special place in courtship and dating.
After all, just think about it.
What do girl and boy do, upon meeting?
99% of the times, they talk.
VI also predicts more highly relevant courtship skills, such as:
Your ability to tell good stories
Your humor
Exciting conversation
Good conversational flow
Active listening
And, of course, pillow talk as well (never underestimate the power of good pillow talk :).
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5. Practical intelligence (PI)
Practical intelligence is the most relevant intelligence for the real world.
It includes both manual dexterity, fixing things around the house, and “street smarts” as well.
It also includes the ability to construct makeshift devices to achieve goals, which you will often see in
movies (McGiver was built all-around practical intelligence).
Here is one example:
Behind that flier there is a light spot.
It was on my balcony, without any switch to turn it off. Since I prefer sleeping in fully dark rooms, I
had to find a way to cover it.
I found a flier in the room, went to the garbage room looking for packages, removed some Scotch
tape, then put it on top of and dustpan facing upward, and pushed the dustpan against the ceiling.
Women always like men to show practical intelligence, because men with practical intelligence
seek ways to control the environment and win.
Practical intelligence is how we moved out of the stone age, and it’s the true original impetus behind
high-tech engineering.
Women instinctively value high PI because many challenges that potential partners and dads will face
are at this level of practical problem-solving.
Today, PI includes knowledge and dexterity of:
Circuit breakers
Car engines
Maps
Tax forms
Food recipes
Guns functioning
Yes, basically all things that the bookworm types tend to ignore. Which, again, it’s why people tend
to think that general intelligence and practical intelligence are not linked.
But, again, they are.

6. Academic intelligence (AI)
This is what is most often measured with IQ tests.
And it’s also the type of intelligence people associate the most to general intelligence.
And yet, it’s not very highly correlated with dating and sexual success.
Some academics, though, like to cling to the idea that “real” intelligence is only shown in the halls of
university and in debates with big words thrown around.
But it’s all a game of status, of course. Academics who place academic intelligence “higher” than
other intelligences are indirectly implying they are somewhat “better” than a good plumber or an
effective seducer.
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Instead, the sexually unsuccessful academic would be better advised to admit he’s not as smart
as he thinks he is in all types of intelligence, and get to work to improve at them.
Because he can improve at them.
If he can put his ego aside, that is.
However, since our society has become what Miller refers to as a “cognitive meritocracy” (Miller,
2016), academic intelligence still helps in dating.
Book smarts predict how well people do on SATs, which college they get in, which grade they will
receive, and how well they will do at work and at building wealth.
Eventually, unless the academic intelligent fella is very poor at everything else, those qualities will
also help him lend a woman.

7. Mating intelligence (MI)
It’s funny, isn’t it?
There are official and well-recognized ways of increasing and working on all of the above forms of
intelligence.
Yet nobody teaches how to effectively find and keep a partner, which is what most people care the
most about.
Well, this article is here to fix that.

The “Intelligence Handicap Myth”
Some people think that intelligence doesn’t matter in dating.
Funny enough, this myth is perpetuated by smart men even more than non-smart ones.
Look at this example:
That’s a psychological self-defense mechanism, not a realistic analysis
When those who think of themselves as smart do poorly in dating, they will be the first to say that
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“intelligence doesn’t matter in dating”.
Most of the times, these guys are being victims of psychological self-defense mechanisms.
Such as, they seek to defend their own self-esteem by accusing others of stupidity and by keeping
their own self-image of “smart”.
The mistake here is two-fold:
1. Conflating “book smarts”, which is only one type of intelligence, with “intelligence”
2. Assuming the successful athlete is dumb, which he might not be
Chances of the athlete being dumb are lower than for any other given random man.
The successful athlete learned to master his sport and its rules -practical intelligence-. If he’s in a
team sport and even more if he’s the captain of that team, that’s all social intelligence.
And if he can tease, joke, and talk, he’s also verbally intelligent, which makes him the complete
package.
By the way, you can see these “false myths” propagates by everyone who is not having success and
wants to preserve his self-esteem.
The poor guy says that women only want rich men, thus excusing himself for all the other traits he
lacks.
And the “nice guy” says women only want assholes, thus excusing the fact that he’s possibly a
pushover.

Why Women Select for Intelligence
From an evolutionary point of view, it makes a lot of sense for women to prefer more intelligent men.
Intelligence is not only a strong indicator of an individual’s success, but also overlaps with body
symmetry, physical health, and longevity. And it has a very high heritability.
Intelligence also works as an indicator of the absence of negative traits.
The human brain is a very complex organ, and it’s easy to mess it up. And that makes the brain a very
good indicator for genetic qualities.
Intelligent people and people with healthy brain functions have fewer mutations that mess up their
brains. So by choosing a man who’s smart, a woman gets a huge range of genetic benefits.

Traits Correlated to Intelligence
A BBC study of 120,000 people across fifty-three countries showed that the most attractive traits in a
long-term mate were, in the order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Intelligence
Humor (which is a form of intelligence)
Honesty
Kindness
Physical attractiveness
Moral values
Communication skills (another form of intelligence)
Dependability
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In some way or another, most of these traits at least partially depend on intelligence.
Humor and communication skills depend on verbal intelligence. Kindness and moral values depend
on emotional intelligence. And honesty and dependability partially depend on social intelligence.
There are many important traits that help increase one’s own sexual market value which are also
linked to intelligence.
Intelligent people:
Achieve more power and status in life
Accrue resources
Remember more things (including physical-related tasks, like her favorite sexual positions)
Are more mature at any given age
Lower rates of drug addiction and unemployment
More likely to live longer and avoid accidental death
Make for better mentors and teacher to the children

Why Mating Intelligence Matters The Most
Mating intelligence is not “superior’ to any other types of intelligence in any way.
It matters more to dating simply because it’s dedicated to mating and dating.
To fix a pipe or a car, practical intelligence matters most.
To understand complex equations and do well in research, academic intelligence matters most.
And to bang more women, but also to snag the highest quality men and enjoy better relationships,
mating intelligence matters most.
Mating intelligence helps men get laid in two ways:
1. It makes courtship run smoother (direct way)
2. It signals general intelligence and good genes (indirect way)
Focusing on the indirect boost, says Miller:
A guy’s clever courtship reveals his general intelligence, which reveals his general brain
function, which reveals his general genetic quality, which predicts how well his kids will
survive and reproduce in turn.
So, how can one go about increasing his mating IQ?

How to Increase Your Mating IQ
To increase your mating intelligence:

1. Learn general psychology
You can check my list of the best psychology books to learn about human nature and psychology.

2. Learn about mating psychology
From an evolutionary point of view, our psychology is based on two things only: survival, and
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reproduction (and the tradeoff between the two).
So to learn about human mating psychology, evolutionary psychology is best.
See here the best evolutionary psychology books, or go straight for Dating Power Dynamics, which
summarizes all the most mating-relevant information.

3. Learn about dating power dynamics
Cooperation is stronger than competition.
But competition is also real, and possibly dangerous. So you should learn about sexual conflict and
dating power dynamics.
Again, the best source I have found for that is Dating Power Dynamics & Sexual Strategies.

4. Learn good seduction strategies
See here the:
Best dating resources for guys
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Proven dating strategies
Types of successful seducers

5. Make lots of experience…
Theoretical knowledge and personal experience are two sides of the same coin.
But if you had to choose just one, it’s simple: practical experience gives you the real chance of
netting you girlfriends (or boyfriends).
Just reading, doesn’t.

… And take notes
Go out, meet people of the opposite sex… And take notes. Reflect on what happened, and you will
increase your effectiveness two-fold.

6. Make female friends
Yes, you shouldn’t be in the friend zone.
But that doesn’t mean you should not have female friends.
As a matter of fact, the more female friends you have, the more you can learn about female
psychology.
The trick, of course, is to make them feel free to talk about anything without being judged.
Overall, avoid locking yourself up in all-male “lairs”, or hanging out with men only.

7. Develop critical thinking
Critical thinking is truly the meta-skill of learning.
Critical thinking is the superpower that shields you from snake oil, self-serving gurus, and clueless
advice-givers.
Once you have critical thinking you truly can read and learn from anything and anyone.

8. Learn from mentors mixing both science and experience
Dating is a huge industry, which of course means that there are also a lot of quacks.
Ideally, you want a mix of both scientific theory and experience.
Having only one is limiting, especially if the guy’s experience is not very broad.
The guy who’s been with more than one thousand women doesn’t always and necessarily know a lot
about women. He might just happen to be famous, or super attractive. Or he might be using the same
strategy which might or might not work well for you -and that’s why sometimes I force myself to go
to clubs and bars, even though I don’t like it-.
And the guy who studies attraction lacks the experience to discern “paper attraction”, or what people
say and report, from what can actually work in real life.
I can see this a lot from scientists who write books on attraction, including science-based dating
books to which I have given 5 stars to (ie.: “Attraction Explained“).
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9. Stay away from your friends’ advice
If I had a dollar every time a clueless guy gave advice about dating and seduction…
As a rule of thumb, avoid what your friends are telling you.
Especially if those friends are not getting laid.
Most guys are not really giving advice which is helpful, they are just “pretending to know” so that
they can gain social status.
And that’s especially true when it comes to women and seduction.
Even some of the people teaching dating and seduction are not always real experts (see below).

Advice Lacking Mating Intelligence
There is plenty of advice when it comes to dating.
Some of it is good, while some other spreads dating idiocy.
Example of bad dating advice:

1. Sweeping generalizations
You’ve heard these.
At the very basic level, they start with “all men are…” and “all women are..”.
Some examples are:
Men like to chase
Women want money
But there are also less obvious generalizations, such as “moving quicker is (always) better”, or
“making him wait is (always) better”.
Even otherwise very good sources are not immune to generalizations.

2. Made Up Evolutionary Psychology
Evolutionary psychology is the new dismal science.
Not because it’s not good, but because every idiot makes up evolutionary theories.
As a rule of thumb, stay away from anyone who uses evolutionary to sell something or to support a
strong ideology he strongly adheres to (ie.: extremists among feminists and manosphere authors).

3. One-Issue Focus
Some authors or sources focus only on one side of the coin.
These sources give the appearance of being mating intelligent because they go beyond mainstream.
But they’re still skewed.
For example:
Mainstream advice focuses on feelings: it’s PC, and it forgets about power dynamics,
diverging sexual interests and, often, what really works
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Red Pill focuses on sexual conflict: and misses out on the opportunities for cooperation and
relationship-management
Pick-up advice focuses on active effort: it’s about approaching lots of women, forgetting
about deeper power dynamics, and leaving out potentially more efficient strategies
Self-development focuses on passive values: work on yourself, go monk-mode, etc., and it
forgets that experience matters
All of them are right.
Even mainstream media, Dr. Phil and Steve Harvey have some good things to say.
But by focusing on one single element of the equation, many authors in those niches miss out on the
complete forest.

4. One-Issue Solutions
You know, things like:
Get rich
Get ripped
Get game
Again, they all work.
The problem with one-issue solutions is that they often appeal to guys who are not yet well-rounded
enough.
So, the (very) few who do indeed get good with one-issue solutions, end up very unbalanced.
A few men do get good at one of those.
And while getting good in just one aspect will increase their SMV, it will not increase it nearly
enough compared to those who have taken a wider angle at self-development.
Being rich while still low in mating intelligence only increases the risk you will be used by some
gold-diggers.
Wanna see an example?
Just check out Elon Musk’s relationship with Talulah Riley.
Focusing on “game” only will make you into a bar fly and it will get sadder and sadder the older you
get.
And that’s why, at the end of the day, to be successful at both dating and life, you truly do need
a holistic approach.

5. Advice Based on What One Prefers (Not What Works)
People often don’t give advice based on what works.
Or even on what they believe.
They give advice based on what they chose, and what makes them feel good.
People defend their niche of choice because they need confirmation and reassurance they are doing it
right.
So you get this:
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The gym guy says muscles get you laid (ie.: “I’m doing it right, follow me”).
The PUA says it’s all about game (ie.: “I’m doing it right, follow me”)
The poor guy says it’s all about sexual escalation (ie.: “I’m not at a disadvantage because I
don’t got money)
The famous guy says it’s all about vibe (ie.: “i’m not getting easy lays because I’m famous,
it’s because of my personality”)
And those who seek “lifestyle game” point to the harems of stars and millionaires (ie.: “it’s
not that I’m afraid of approaching women, it’s that I’m working the long game”).
And actually all of the above can be helpful.
But what’s worked for those people won’t necessarily be the best strategy for you.
And it’s certainly not the only strategy for dating success.
Furthermore, in many cases, the most ardent proponents of a certain strategy aren’t even having
success with it.
But:
1. They are trying to convince themselves by convincing others
2. They are misleading the competition to gain a competitive advantage (a manipulation
technique)
Instead, different male types can all be successful, as long as they’re good in their niche:
10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!

6. The Truth: Embrace Complexity & Find Your Own Way
Human social behavior is complex.
And human mating behavior is also complex, with different and sometimes opposing strategies that
work or not work depending on the individual, the circumstances, and the culture and environment.
That’s great news.
It means that, if you understand the game, you can find something that works for your personality and
the type of mates you like.

Displaying Your Intelligence (The Right Way)
Alright.
So we get it.
Intelligence matters.
But how do you display it?
This is how, in descending order of importance:

1. Convey Your Sense of Humor
Yes, it’s true that women like men who make them laugh (Bressler et. al., 2005), and good humor
predicts mating success (Greengross and Miller, 2011).
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And it makes sense for women to like men who make them laugh, because a good sense of humor
reveals intelligence of multiple varieties.
Don’t go overboard with the humor, of course.
The backbone of your conversation should be about getting to know a person, and humor should be
sprinkled over it to also make it fun and engaging.
You talk about important stuff, then make a little joke or tease to lighten up the mood. Talk more
about important stuff, then another joke. And then repeat on a loop.

2. Learn Conversation Skills and Storytelling
What you did and who you are is the product.
How you present it is the marketing.
And, as we all know, marketing is important.
When you talk about yourself, are you presenting yourself in the best possible way?
When she asks about the most typical things, such as “what’s your job”, “what do you like doing”, or
“what about your exes”, do you have a clear, engaging, funny response?
If not, that’s your exercise: prepare the answers to these most common questions.

3. Keep Some Myster: Leave Dots to Be Filled
When you tell your story, it’s always more intriguing to leave some blanks to be filled.
And it’s always more powerful if she asks you more information, instead of you saying everything.
For example, instead of saying “I moved to the city because I wanted to get a great job”, which is
quite plain, you would say:
You: And then I moved here because I’m a guy who demands more from life
More of what?
What else do you demand more from? Maybe you’re also more demanding when it comes to women?
That gets her thinking, and in a very positive way -plus, she invests more mental cycles in you-.

4. Focus On The Conversation (& On Her)
There is nothing worse than a conversation partner whose eyes keep darting around, who is distracted
ad who cannot keep his focus.
It’s not just bad for the conversation, it also communicates many negative traits.
So when you do something, learn to give it your full focus. Including your conversations.

5. Do Talk Feelings and Emotions
Many guys think that talking about feelings and emotions is effeminate.
Well, many guys don’t get laid much.
This doesn’t mean you have to cry or only talk about feelings and emotions.
But when talks about something touching and important, do ask her “and how did that make you
feel”.
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And when you talk about your story, add what it meant to you. How you felt when you did whatever
you did.
Being able to talk and convey feelings communicates emotional intelligence, and makes women feel
more understood and at ease.
Also, as a nice power move, you can mix emotions with sexual hints. See an example here:

6. Use More Nonverbal Expressions
In a politically incorrect forum post, I describe why Slavic men are not stereotypes of lovers and why
Latin men are.
One of the reasons is that Eastern men use almost zero facial expression, a flat voice tonality, and
little hand gestures.
That communicates emotional distance, and women feel like there is a gulf between you two.
Instead, learn to use your face as a communication tool.
You can even take acting classes to improve your facial expressions.
And since you’re there, do use more hand gestures as well, and active listening highlighted by
interjections such as “ah-ah”, “hm-hm” and “I see”.
All of these have been proven effective to increase attraction.

7. Showcase Creativity and Creative Skills
Creativity starts from the way you dress and groom.
Are you bland, plain and boring?
Or do you communicate your personality and taste with the way you dress and groom?
And of course, it goes all the way up to everything artistic you do and appreciate.
There is a good reason why women love creative men: creativity and intelligence are tightly linked.
So if you can play an instrument, talk about it, and put one in your room. Then play it when she
comes over -it’s not corny, it’s effective-.
A friend of mine used to play guitar and sing for the ladies. Then to take some of the edge off, he’d
say: “I used to be very romantic..”.
That hints to some darker story in his life. What happened to him? And maybe could she be able to
make him love again?
And of course, the way your house looks and the ambiance and vibe it communicates says so much
about you that you can’t really leave it up to chance.

8. Teach Her and Explain Things
Don’t be afraid of the 1% of angry women who coined the term “mansplaining”.
You don’t need me to tell you that many women love their teachers and professors, right?
Women love it when a man can explain things to them.
As long as he can do it well, of course.
Doing it well means you can explain things in an entertaining way, relating it back to her life and to
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you two.
Teaching well is also attractive to women because the man will also be good at teaching children.

9. Be Intelligently Humble
One mistake some people do is that they feel they need to show off.
Huuuge mistakes: braggarts come across as social retards.
And they do it when they don’t know shit, too.
That has the opposite effect, and makes them come across as total douchebags.
Humble means knowing your limits and not being afraid of admitting them.
Remember: the greatest strength is knowing your weaknesses.

10. Be Curious About Her and Her Story
One of the most underrated traits of intelligence people is curiosity.
When someone talks about something you don’t know about, ask more, prod for more, ask for
examples.
The attitude must be “I don’t know about, tell me more”.
I always ask so much when I don’t know about something because I’m genuinely curious.
And I always ask for examples. Or even pictures.
When a girl tells me she draws or cooks, I always ask to see some pictures.
It gives her a chance to show off (soft power), and makes her invest more in the relationship.

11. Use “Philosophical Frames”
Philosophical frames mean that when you talk about complex topics, you can discuss them with all
their complexities.
For frames, please check “frame control” or, more in-depth, Social Power.

12. Listen More (AKA: Know When to Shut Up)
No matter how good you are talking, it’s often better to let your speaking partner talk more.
However, that doesn’t mean that you just let the conversation develop randomly.
Indeed, it’s best to combine listening and power with this last advice:

13. Act Like a Host
Direct the conversation as if you were the host of that conversation.
Your goal is to make that conversation entertaining and fun, while you also get to know her more, in
an atmosphere of emotional safety where you are not going to judge her.
Being a good host who directs the conversation for mutual gains combines power and kindness at the
same time.
And it’s what will truly make you stand out.
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SUMMARY
Intelligence matters, in dating.
Intelligence is also not just a trait that we select for, but the meta-trait that allows us to play the dating
game itself.
Mating intelligence is the most relevant type of intelligence when it comes to dating and
relationships, and it can be increased with conscious effort.
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The 4 Fundamental Strategies of Power
January 30, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Some of the popular literature on power rests on cynicism.
It’s easy for cynicism to find fertile ground.
Since a lot of the self-help literature is based on politically correct, feel-good BS, cynicism can sound
more “real”, and “more effective”.
However, total cynicism is no more effective than naive self-help is.
And it’s especially harmful for close relationships and, generally, for a happy life.
What is effective, then?
Well, when we are talking about repeated-social interactions, which include friends, intimate
relationships, family members, as well as many business transactions, collaboration is most
effective in increasing your power and influence (and your well-being, as well).
Collaboration is simple.
Collaboration means that you give value, and they give value back to you.
Collaboration evolved in humans because it was good for everyone. Including the selfish individual.
Evolutionary psychologists disagree on many things, but they all agree that collaboration yields
social and material benefits not just for the group, but for the individual as well.
There is plenty of evidence for that, and contemporary computer simulations support the same
conclusion (Matt Ridley, 1996).
Let me say it again: collaboration is not empty self-help or for the naïve ones. Collaboration evolved
because it proved a boon for the individual’s self-interest and selfish genes.
What does it mean to you?
It means that if you structure most of your long-term relationships as collaborations and as winwin, you will gain (together with your partners, and society at large).
Here is an infographic for long-term power:
Let’s review each one of them:
Contents
#1. Seek Win-Win Deals
1.1. Use win-win frames
1.2. Reframe as win-win
#2. Seek Collaborative Relationships
2.1. Use Collaborative Frames
2.1. Reframe As Collaboration
2.3. Turn Competitive Frames Into Collaborative Frames
#3. Make Friends, Not Enemies
#4. Be Warm And Powerful
Applying the Laws: Examples
1. Powerful Businesses Ally: Peter Thiel & Elon Musk
2. Powerful Organizations Build Powerful Alliances: The Godfather
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3. Powerful Empires Build Powerful Alliances: Rome, England, The U.S.
4. Reversal of The Laws. Lots of Enemies Means Less Power: Donald Trump
The Exceptions

#1. Seek Win-Win Deals
Business transactions tend to be more transaction and utility-based than non-business relationships.
So your focus is more on concrete help (WIIFT), rather than emotional support, advise, or a good
mood.

1.1. Use win-win frames
People must know that you seek win-win.
There is plenty of people with a defector and value-taking approach to life, and it’s your duty to put
others at ease and make them trust you.
How do you advertise win-win?
1. Internalize within yourself that you seek win-win: then your vibe, nonverbals and gestures
will automatically align
2. Mind your reputation: your reputation precedes you, and can open many doors before you
even open your mouth
3. Say that you seek win-win: simply state that you seek win-win. It works wonders.
Another major benefit of framing as win-win is to influence people’s behavior.
Remember: most people have the capacity for both collaboration and defection. When you use
collaborative frames, you increase the likelihood that you will select their collaborative mode.
And note:
NOTE: You can still be aggressive within win-win
Many people don’t explicitly say they seek win-win because they think it means that they can’t
negotiate hard, if they do.
Baloneys!
Win-win is not about being nice. And it’s not even the same as going 50/50, or being “fair”. Even if
you reach an agreement that captures 90% of the added value, that is still win-win as they are 10%
better.

1.2. Reframe as win-win
You also want to re-frame the interaction as win-win whenever things get too tense.
People have a tendency for losing their head in the fog of negotiation, and they might walk away or
start antagonizing you at a personal level.
Reframing the interaction as win-win reminds people that the negotiation is not against them, but that
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instead this negotiation -and you- are still going to add value for them.
So for example, if it seems like you are reaching an impasse while you negotiate your salary, you
would say:
You: Look, what I’m saying here is I can deliver to you exactly what you’re looking for.
And maybe more. Which is great, because I also want to join your team. There is an
opportunity to gain on both sides here, and that’s what I want.
We only need to find how we can make this work.
If you could only match this number, which I think is very fair..
That re-sets the frame again towards win-win.

#2. Seek Collaborative
Relationships
Collaborative relationships apply the collaboration principle to non-business relationships.
These include friends, sexual partners, spouses, and family members.

Step 1.: Becoming a Giver
Because of the social exchange law, when you give value, people will want to give back.
Those who don’t give back, you cut them out of your life.
Those who can’t give back (yet), up to you.
To start being a giver:
1. Avoid value-taking behavior: social climbing, ridiculing others, back-handed compliments,
undermining, these all destroy collaboration
2. Make people feel good: yes, it doesn’t have to be complex. Being an uplifting force, rather
than a mood dampener, gives value
3. Encourage people: encouraging people to try new things indirectly says “I’m happy if you
grow and expand”
4. Cheer their successes: congratulating people indirectly says “I’m on your side”, plus it
expands on happy threads and makes you a giver of good feelings
5. Offer value-adding advice: the more you grow, the more real help you can give. That makes
you a value giver, and makes people want to give back to you.
An example of increasing collaborations by valuable advise and “mindsets” upgrades:
In this case, I was indirectly teaching her to act more high-power, and repsect her time more. Plus, to
combine work and pleasure by meeting me later: win-win
6. Advanced level: expect better from them: this is a value-adding judge approach. By
expecting them to be better and improve, you pull them up from a judge frame
When you go for collaborative relationships, you have more friends, more allies, fewer enemies, and
fewer frenemies.
And as we’ve said many times: friends and allies empower. Enemies disempower.
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The closer the relationship, the more you must seek collaboration
As a rule of thumb:
The closest the relationships, the more important it is that they stay within a mutually-accepted
collaborative frame.
Of course, it’s not always possible.
You can’t choose your parents or siblings, for example. But you can still do a lot to hold your side of
the collaboration and to spur and encourage their collaboration by making your frames explicit (see
example below).
And, luckily, you can choose your closest friends and your spouse.
Don’t even think of making close friends who can’t work within a collaborative frame. And if you
pick a spouse who can’t work within a collaborative frame, I will personally come pay you a visit :).

The smart collaborator mindset: give and expect back
Needless to say, the goal is not to have 100% of your relationships 100% perfect, at all times.
That’s just silly.
It also doesn’t mean you have to give to everyone.
No, not everyone is worthy of your time, and not everyone is worthy of your giving.
And “collaborative” doesn’t mean you always agree or never have an argument, of course.
But it does mean that you can frame those arguments as “blips” and disagreements in the overall
bigger frame of collaboration.
The goal is to develop a collaborative mindset.
Better yet, a smart-collaborator mindset.
A smart collaborator mindset seeks collaboration and, as well, demands collaboration back.

2.1. Use Collaborative Frames
Again, same as fo win-win.
But possibly even more important here. People need to know that you’re a value-giver and that you
want and expect win-win.

2.1. Reframe As Collaboration
Again, same as for win-win.
With some people, it’s very easy to keep collaborative relationships.
With some others, you need to do some more reframing. And you will see more examples in the
relationship module.
Some others, you can’t fix them.
Maybe they only liked you when you were down on your ass, so that they could give while feeling
superior, but they don’t accept you as a giver at their same level.
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And some others are natural-born takers (leechers).
You can cut these people off.
But with many others, you can turn things around with collaborative reframing.

2.3. Turn Competitive Frames Into Collaborative
Frames
I call this technique “collaborative reframing“.
Collaborative reframing is one of the biggest, best-kept secrets of being successful with people.
I use this one very often, and you will see it across all this website and course (because it works).
Girl says I’m pushing too much?
I say: maybe it might seem like that, but it’s only because I want you to be happy.
Friend makes a snide comment?
I sidestep, maybe shake my head with a slight smile, but don’t escalate it. Instead, I make a
mental note he’s entering into “competition mode” and that I need to show more warmth
(lesson on warmth in the next module).
Girlfriend says “she’s also good at doing XYZ”?
I think “uh-oh, she’s getting into competition mode”, and I say: “of course you are baby, that’s
why we’re together. We’re not in a race at who’s better, we’re a team”
For good examples:
Handling shit test with collaboration: a real-life example from John
Removing the seed of antagonism: see an example from my own life
It works within families, too.
My brother was thinking about selling his house and moving in with my aging parents. A big move
with potentially big consequences on inheritance and the split of family assets.
When the idea reached me, the family was dangerously thinking whether it was fair, and who was
going to gain and lose.
A terrible frame to discuss the topic.
So the first thing I said was this:
Me: It’s a big project to think of. Let’s talk about it and find something we’re all happy
with. We’re a family, and personally I only want something we’re all happy with, and
especially our parents.
Immediate change of mood.
Everyone nods, everyone’s closer -and I become more leader-like, too-.
Remember this: a frame of collaboration sets the expectation of collaboration, which in turn also
leads people to behave collaboratively.
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Also read:
Frame control
10 Frame Control Techniques to Out-Frame Anyone

#3. Make Friends, Not Enemies
Listen out:
This is especially important to you.
If you’re reading here, chances are that you’re high in power.
You want power, you are driven, you want more in your life, and you are ready to work for it.
Many people who are high on power make the mistake of entering relationships with a competitive
mindset.
They want to win and dominate, and enter new encounters with the idea of “showing power” and
“showing who’s boss”.
That gets you two possible reactions from people: submission, or competition.
Problem is, most winners are also high in power, and that means that if you compete with other
competitive people, you end up competing against the people you want on your side.
And that’s why in Power University we discuss the importance “mixing warmth with power”.
Of course, we must be realistic.
It will not always be possible to make friends and allies.
But again, this is not about getting that 100% score. It’s about the mindset.
But by approaching people and life with the mindset that you seek friends first, you will win more
often, and more easily in life -plus, you’ll be happier-.

#4. Be Warm And Powerful
Your focus is dual:
1. Making yourself into the best and strongest giver/collaborator you can be (self-focus)
2. Developing the best and strongest collaborations you can develop (social-focus)
The two go absolutely hand in hand.
The more power you have, the more people want to collaborate with you, and the more you can
advance each others’ interest.

Applying the Laws: Examples
The above rules don’t just apply to people.
They apply to business, and organizations as well.
See here some examples:
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1. Powerful Businesses Ally: Peter Thiel & Elon Musk
People love “Zero to One” by Peter Thiel.
And for good reasons, it’s a great book on entrepreneurship.
What Zero to One also is, though, is an ode to collaboration in business (and to monopoly).
Peter Thiel:
1. Tells readers to drop the “disrupt” myth BS, because it creates competition against the most
powerful and established players (ie.: Thiel exhorts to avoid unneeded fights)
2. Shares how allying with Elon Musk instead of fighting him made both of them winners (ie.:
turning enemies into allies)
3. Exhorts readers to build teams based on cooperation, win-win, and shared meaning (ie.: pick
people and partners with whom it’s easier to establish win-win and cooperation)
And BTW, Thiel understood the power of “extreme collaboration”, too.
That’s why he exhorts his readers to build teams that he (shamefully) calls “mafia”.
Speaking of which:

2. Powerful Organizations Build Powerful Alliances: The
Godfather
The same principle of cooperation can be applied to crime.
Think of the difference between “petty crime”, “crime”, and “organized crime”.
Which of the three is most effective in enriching and empowering its members?
It’s organized crime, which is based on building up a web of alliances.
Being a Godfather is less about war than it is about establishing and nurturing alliances.
Including, and possibly especially, with other powerful players: other organized crime families,
politicians, and high-ranking cops.
Even the name itself, “Godfather”, is used to foster the strong bond and cooperation that reigns
among same-blood families.
The organization is also structured to provide win-win.
The organization provides work and opportunities, you share your part with the bosses, and
everyone’s happy.
You do great work, “make your bones”, and one day you can enjoy the full protection of that family.
Do you want to see how a mafia boss uses collaborative frames?
Check this one out:
Lorenzo: (speaks aggressively and somewhat disrespectfully)
Sonny: First of all, I respect you, Lorenzo, you’re a stand-up guy and we’re from the same
neighborhood (collaborative frame), but don’t ever talk to me like that again (sets
boundaries within the collaboratie frame)
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Read the full forum entry here.

3. Powerful Empires Build Powerful Alliances: Rome, England,
The U.S.
The same concept applies to countries.
It doesn’t matter how powerful a country is: if it starts wars, it loses power.
And if it starts too many wars, it’s doomed.
Even focusing too much on military power can be counterproductive.
Think of the Assyrians.
Oh wait, you don’t know who they are?
That’s OK.
Nobody does.
And that’s because all they did was investing in war and making war.
And in spite of developing the most advanced and ruthless army of the ancient world, they left no
mark on history. Constant and continuous rebellions by their many enemies eventually led to the
Assyrians’ downfall -in spite of their superior power-.
Wars are often bad news even when you win.
Take Sparta for example, which theoretically won against Athens.
Sparta’s victory over Athens was a loss for everyone. It ended the Greek golden age, which never
recovered.
And when the bigger guys invaded Greece, Sparta had nobody to ally with.
A more recent example is Germany, which up until World War II was the biggest military power in
Europe.
And still it lost both world wars and much of its territory.
Why?
Too many wars and too many enemies.
Germany failed to collaborate.
Compare Germany with more long-lasting powers that did build empires.
Rome, England, and the US.
Those are the powers that, on average, set up win-wins and collaborations.
And made friends and allies.
The Romans could be ruthless when needed to, as all great powers sometimes need to be.
But the overall frame was one of cooperation. Rome always stressed unity within the empire,
freedom for the population it annexed, and common good and trade.
Same for England and its Commonwealth.
They all had plenty of wars, but they also had larger collaborations.
And made friends and allies.
The Romans could be ruthless when needed to, as all great powers sometimes need to be.
But the overall frame was one of cooperation. Rome always stressed unity within the empire,
freedom for the population it annexed, and common good and trade.
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Same for England and its Commonwealth.
And similar to what the US has been doing.
A superficial look from the critics would have that the US is a warmongering country. But the
opposite is true.
What truly allows the US to project its power is its web of alliances, together with the military
bases that the US operate in their allies’ territory.
The US is the most powerful country in the world. And still, guess which allies it picked?
The US’ allies are also the most powerful countries in the world. The NATO countries in Europe
include all the rich Western countries.
And in Asia, Korea and Japan, both close US allies, are the two most technologically advanced
countries in the region.
The richest and most powerful country, allied with the richest and most powerful countries. Is it any
wonder the URSS was going to lose?
That’s how you build a proper power network.
To strengthen its alliance, the US also made its partners stronger and richer, both with trade and,
when needed, even with direct aid (most famously the Marshall plans, which ensured Western
Europe remained capitalist and friendly).
The US also created bigger global markets, making the alliance not just more powerful, but richer,
more prosperous, and happier.
And everyone gained.
That’s proper win-win deals on a world stage.
It’s the exact same with people.
People who start personal feuds and wars lose power.
People who seek a web of powerful allies gain power and leverage.

4. Reversal of The Laws. Lots of Enemies Means Less Power:
Donald Trump
Donald Trump is a competitive and dominant man.
That’s how it should be.
Any driven man is at least somewhat competitive.
The challenge is in channeling that competitiveness in ways that support your goals with cooperation
and alliances.
And Trump often struggles to contain his dominant streak, making too many enemies.
Sure, one could say: “but he is the president of the US”.
And that’s exactly why I picked him as an example.
Is Trump president because of his many enemies, or in spite of it? Look at what it’s costing him.
His constant warfare with the Democrats is making it impossible for him to pass the legislation he
wants to pass.
He often battles his own party, turning friends into enemies. And that likely cost him his attempted
repeal of Obamacare.
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He picks wars with neutral judges and justice department, tarnishing his reputation, which
contributed to making him the most disapproved president (and making his prosecutors even more
dogged).
And not to talk about the press, where it looks like it’s “Trump against all journalists”:
The press certainly isn’t going to write anything flattering when Trump is always busy fighting it.
The result is that Trump is the most embattled president in history.
And that’s because his belligerence and uncompromising attitude of “with me or against me” makes
too many enemies.

The Exceptions
As we have said, these rules refer to relationships that see repeated interactions over time.
However, as for almost any laws, there are exceptions and special circumstances. Even within
repeated interactions, for example, it’s possible to feign collaboration.
And it’s possible to repress and/or manipulate someone into giving and giving while you take and
take.
However, in the long run, it becomes more and more difficult to keep abusive relationships in place.
Also, keep in mind that people who are easiest to swindle rarely are the ones with a lot to give. And
the inverse is also true: the more powerful and resourceful the people are, the better their radar
against scammers and manipulators (and the more power they have to get rid of cheaters).
On average, cheating works comparatively better in:
One-off exchanges
When there is no possibility of retribution
When there is no harm from a damaged reputation
When the cheated party has no way of finding out about your deceit
When the cheater does not know how to cooperate: cheating is his way of life
When the ill-gotten spoils of cheating can be so life-changing that they’re worth the risks
And, very important for your mental and emotional well being, when you don’t feel bad about
it
This website is built, in good part, to teach you about the exceptions as well, so that you can protect
your value0adding alliancs from life’s marauders.
However, whenever you are in doubt, always revert to these basic strategies of power.
Why?
Because the downside of “being wrong” is, often, small.
But the upside can be huge.
Take a friend who’s teetering between a friendly collaborator and a competitive frenemy, for
example.
If when they act competitively, you escalate, you make an enemy.
Sure, you might later patch things up, but the scar will remain forever.
But if instead you manage to turn him and win him over to a collaborative relationship, you make a
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friend. And a good friend, too, because he now feels he was stupid and unworthy in trying to trip you.
Ie.: you make a friend, from a position of power (judge role).
This can be shown schematically as well:
See?
Seeking win-win cannot ensure you will always get win-win.
But seeking win-win first is the only strategy that gives you a chance at making a friend and
ally, and thus increasing your own well-being as well.
If you go warm first when someone was curt towards you, the risk is small: he might rebuff your
attempt, and you potentially lose a bit of status (we will see an example with the “icy dominance
style“).
But if you play it well, you will still seem “superior”, and you make him look petty and vengeful.
The risk, overall, is small if things go wrong.
But if you manage to turn him, you win big (green quadrant).
Here is what one of the Power University alumni says when he discovered how this law applies to
frenemies:
I recovered, thankfully, but a valuable lesson was learned that day: fight only as a last
resort. And seek out friendlier options if possible. If I applied your knowledge to that
situation today, I am sure things would have turned out differently.
Yep, he’s totally right.
Of course, we can’t be 100% sure it would have turned out differently.
But life is about odds, and chances are high that it would have turned out better for him, indeed.
The sooner you start applying these laws, the more power to you.
This is a shortened version of a Power University lesson, which contains 2 more fundamental
strategies.
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Power Strategy 101: Mix Power With Warmth
February 9, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This post will review one of the foundational strategies of power.
You will learn how to relate with others to make the best impressions, gain the most social status as
quickly as possible, and establish the strongest win-win relationships with the highest quality people.
Contents
Mix Power With Warmth
Low-Warmth / Low-Power: For Testing People
High-Warmth / Low-Power: For Female Seduction
Low-Warmth / High-Power: For Despots & Gangs
High Warmth / High Power: The Most Consistently Successful
In Summary

Mix Power With Warmth
The stereotype content model postulates groups and individuals assess each other along two
dimensions:
– Power: how powerful is he?
– Warmth: is he friend or foe?
The original research refers to “competence” instead of power.
But since “competence” is defined as “the capacity to enact one’s intentions” (Fiske et al., 2007),
that’s basically also the definition of power.
The two axes form 4 quadrants.
See it here with an example for each form the realms of:
Politics
Work
Relationships

#1. Low Power – High Warmth
The too nice guy
Included in this category are:
The panhandler you take pity on
The pussy-whipped provider for men
The housewife who always says yes to her man, no matter how she feels
Emotion: Pity
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Behavior: Passive facilitation (and sometimes passive harm)
This quadrant says:
“I’m friendly and naive, easy to manipulate and take advantage of”.

#2. Low Power – Low Warmth
The underachieving frenemy
Included in this category are:
Jealous frenemies
Angry overweight man
Average frustrated people
Old grumpy woman yelling at the neighbor
From a stereotype perspective, such as before we get to know the person, people place in the lowpower and low-warmth category folks such as homeless and welfare recipients. These groups are
seen as leaching off society without giving anything. They take and give nothing (low warmth), but
also take little (low power).
Emotion: Contempt
Behavior: Active harm
This quadrant says:
“I’m unhappy with my life and take my frustration on the people around”.

#3. Low Warmth – High Power
The unapproachable, cut-throat CEO
Examples in this quadrant:
Donald Trump
Famous and unapproachable VIP
Powerful and cruel dictator
Manipulative and self-serving boss
Republicans are seen as low-warmth, and that’s why Republican leaders tend to need more security
and protection.
Emotion: Envy
Behavior: Passive harm
This quadrant says:
“I’m powerful because I’m better than you, so stay away”.

#4. High warmth – High Power
The successful and fulfilled man
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Examples of this category are:
The famous VIP who takes time to shake hands and sign autographs
The founder who mentors his team
The champion who starts a gym in his hood
Generally the people everyone wants to be around.
Beyond your political affiliation, liberal leaders tend to be seen as high warmth and high power.
Obama tried to be here and partially succeeded, and Bill Clinton is a great example. No matter your
political affiliation, this is a man people wanted to be around.
Emotion: Admiration
Behavior: Active facilitation
This quadrant says:
“I’m powerful, and I’m happy if you also join me here at the top”.
Let’s see now when you can strategically use each approach:

Low-Warmth / Low-Power: For Testing People
There are not many instances in which low-warmth / low-power can come useful.
Two of them are:
1. When you want to be left alone: pretend you know nothing, act cantankerous, and people will
avoid you
2. When you want to test people: pretend you’re harmless, and somewhat annoying. And see
how they react
But those are rare exceptions. For the most part: avoid this quadrant. And the people in it.

High-Warmth / Low-Power: For Female Seduction
High warmth mixed with low power has more uses.
It works even better to test people:
1. Testing people: will they take advantage of your friendliness?
As Jesus said: ” whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did
for me”. Then pretend to be one of the least of those brothers.
And see if they take advantage of it.
Another technique is to give without asking back. Will they give back, or not? If they don’t, they
might not be the right people to establish a collaborative relationship with.
2. Seducing men
This quadrant works great for women to send signals of “exploitability”, which are attractive to men.
See the dating section for more.
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Low-Warmth / High-Power: For Despots & Gangs
High warmth invites win-win relationships.
And generally, that’s great.
But you can’t always go win-win in life.
When there is no room for win-win, then you might need to go win-lose or, at least, you might want
to discourage any attempts of lose-win (ie.: relationships where you are the losing party).
Low warmth can help with both, especially if you can combine it with high power.

1. Despots & Dictators Can Gain by Instilling Fear
In some circumstances, despots can acquire more absolute power by keeping the people around in
fear.
Instead of trying to influence you, courtesans will be busier trying to appease you.
And instead of plotting against you, they will be more occupied trying to be on your good side.
This is why Machiavelli says that “being feared is better than being loved”.
And this is why Robert Greene recommends to “keep others in suspended terror”.
Instilling fear is a dangerous strategy, though. There are three crucial aspects to make it work:
1. Build your reputation before the action even starts
People need to know in advance that any machination and rebellion against you will be brutally put
down.
That way, chances are higher that they will never even try.
When people know that as soon as they get in the street, they’ll get shot, chances are that nobody will
want to make the first move.
2. You must act quickly and resolutely
Act quick and don’t let any rebellion gather momentum, or it can become a long, drawn-out
bloodbath.
If the dictator allows for momentum to build, the rebellion might gather enough speed and
momentum to topple him (or to become a stalemated conflict, see Syria and Venezuela).
3. Keep the few crucial people happy (& the military)
A dictator depends on a few crucial backers, which includes army generals (de Mesquita, 2011).
The fear strategy is risky: dictators low in warmth are hated by the population, so they must be high
in financial rewards towards those crucial backers.
So never forget: it’s OK to keep your key backers fearful, but also make sure they got a full belly.
That holds true for the military, of course.
In times of turmoil, a dictator’s best friend is the military.
Needless to say, these are very poor leaders (so don’t make your goal to be a POS dictator).

2. For Criminals To Climb Hierarchies in Violent Environments (Gangs)
Violence and a reputation for violence are important currencies to gain status in gangs.
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Being low in warmth can be advantageous for a quick climb (see Scarface analysis).
That being said, once at the top, you still need more skills than just a violent attitude.
People at the very top of well-organized gangs, like the mafia, still gain from a reputation of fairness
-albeit a twisted, illegal version of “fairness”-.

3. To Prevent Abuse in High-Competition & High-Danger Environments
Instilling fear in others can also be useful in high-danger environments.
It can include sports competitions, especially contact sports, or cut-throat business environments.
And of course, high-violence environments, like prisons (see an example from “The 25th Hour“).
Says Baumeister:
A reputation for dangerous, unpredictable aggressiveness, causes others to leave one alone.
(…)
This is the irony of the fighter who never fights because he is known to be such a
dangerous fighter that no one is willing to challenge him.
However, life in gangs truly doesn’t pay well.
So you probably don’t want to go down that road.

Low-warmth / High Power Looks More Powerful
People who are low in warmth and high in power usually look more powerful.
Why’s that?
For most non-powerful people, submission and high warmth are signals to avoid confrontations.
So we tend to associate very high levels of friendliness and submission with low-power.
On the other hand, some people purposefully use low-warmth to appear powerful.
This is what Steven Pinker dubs “aggressive noncomformity”, such as purposefully being low
warmth as an indicator of power.
Anti-sociality and a bad temper, in this case, aims to communicate:
“I’m so talented / wealthy / well-connected / popular, that I can afford to offend you”
So when we see someone who is being openly snotty, snobbish, and unapproachable, we tend to think
they must be high status.
“They can afford” to be low-warmth, we think.
However, this is a trap.
People who seek to look powerful by being unfriendly, pay a high social price.
Just look at this picture:
Photo by HavanKevin. Used under Creative Commons License

Does she look powerful or like she’s trying too hard to look powerful, high-value and in demand?
Most often, it’s the latter.
That’s why I discourage this technique: it screams social climber, alpha male posturer, or third-world
country bitch with a complex of inferiority.
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Low-Warm / High Power: Lots of Enemies, Few True Allies
The other major problem with being in this quadrant is that you fail to establish win-win and
collaborative relationships.
As we saw already, win-win and collaborative relationships are a hallmark of long-term power
strategies.
Let’s look at the original data from Fiske’s research:
By Sonicyouth86 – Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0 (edited), https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=20772991

See the issue?
The problem with individuals low in warmth is that we consider them as outgroup.
And, in people’s brains, it’s a close step to go from “outgroup” to “enemy”.
And that’s the problem of being low in warmth: when you’re low in warmth, you make many
enemies, but few friends.
That’s a problem because, as we said, allies empower, and enemies disempower.
That’s also an issue for leaders -or, at least, for those who want to be great leaders-.
Remember in the beginning, when we said that power that lasts uses as little coercive power as
possible?
Well, that’s the other problem with being lower in warmth: Bosses and leaders who are low in
warmth are considered as despots. Everything you ask people to do while you’re in low in warmth is
perceived as an imposition on people.

Example: Jews, The Holocaust, & The Threatened Ego
Leading to WWII many Germans saw Jews as a hyper-potent outgroup (low warmth, high power).
And jews did little to assuage those fears and change the Germans’ perceptions.
Jews, by and large, stayed within their ingroups and did not take any real steps to integrate, make
friends, be seen more trustworthy, and increase their “warmth” scores.
So when the Nazis got to power and the repression against the Jews started, most Germans didn’t see
it as racism.
They saw it as payback time, as “evening the odds”. It was the battle of the good people against the
mean enemies.
From the SCM model point of view, the nazis wanted to move the jews from “low-warmth/highpower” to “low-warmth/low-power”, where most people instinctively feel that all low-warmth people
should dwell (Sapolsky, 2017).
This story is also relevant because of what it says about the relationships between ego and behavior.
When people feel unhappy with their circumstances, or feel that their ego is threatened, they increase
their anger and hatred towards the low-warmth/high-power.
Which is why low-warmth/high-power is a breeding ground for frenemies.
In short: when you’re in this quadrant, people might smile at your face because they have to, but
when the chance arises, they will trip you.

Overall: Avoid Being Here Too Long, And Avoid People Residing Here
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If you’re reading here, you’re probably not a despot and probably not in a gang.
And even if you are, you probably want something better than that.
So, overall, you want to limit your time in this quadrant.
And you want to avoid people who reside here most of their time.

High Warmth / High Power: The Most Consistently Successful
High-warmth / high-power works best for most life situations.
The advantages include:
– Decreases competition against you
– Increases supportive behavior
– Increases the chances of win-win
Let’s look again at the quadrant:
By Sonicyouth86 – Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0 (edited),
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=20772991
While we consider low-warmth individuals to be the outgroup, we consider those high in warm to be
“one of us”.
That way, fewer people will want to trip you and beat you, and more people will want to join you and
support you.
This is why high-warmth/high-power is one of the foundational strategies of power. It’s the one most
likely to equip you with friends and allies, within win-win and collaborative relationships.

In Summary
In most free-forming relationships, which are the majority in our modern world, warmth
complements and increases your power.
The mistake many men commit is to completely erase warmth in an effort to be more “alpha” and
dominant.
And while that’s a good strategy in some settings and situations, your overall strategy is this: aim to
be both high warmth and high power.
This is an excerpt from Power University.
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Lover VS Provider: How to Pick Your Best Strategy
February 13, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Lovers and providers“, together with “friends”, are popular roles in the seduction and pick-up
literature.
In simple terms, the provider provides women with the full package, including financial resources,
emotional intimacy, and a committed relationship. The lover instead only provides her with sex.
These are two different dating strategies, and each can be successful.
In this post, we will delver deeper into the advantages and disadvantages of being a lover or provider.
lovers VS providers
Contents
Lovers VS Providers in The Dating Literature
Lover Strategy
Provider Strategy
Overlap Between Roles
Should You Date as Lover or Provider?
Summary

Lovers VS Providers in The Dating Literature
The mainstream dating advice recommends men to date as providers, and doesn’t even realize there
can be different dating strategies.
Let’s immediately scratch that.
PUA and red pill communities do realize there are different dating strategies. They scoff at the idea
of the provider and advise on the lover role as the only proper way of dating.
If you run a search for “lovers VS providers”, aside from the first result with a more balanced view joking here, since the first result is from this website :)- these are two of the top results you will get:
Be a lover, not a provider (from “MasculinePrinciple”)
Alpha male lovers VS beta male providers (as if the all lovers were alphas and all providers
were betas)
Of course, this dichotomy is simplistic and, if not fleshed out better, it’s also plainly wrong.
The lover and provider strategies can both be valid and effective strategies. It all depends, among
other things, on your strengths and weaknesses, your environment, other men’s strategies, your goals,
and the type of girls you like.
This post will clarify when each strategy is best.
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Lover Strategy
First of all, let’s define a lover strategy:
A man dating with a lover strategy seeks sexual intercourse with a woman while providing
little or no financial support, emotional support, or commitment.
These are the characteristics of a lover strategy:
Heightened focus on the physical and sexual aspects of seduction
Actively seeking the quickest path to sex
Avoidance and rejection of long courtships
Actively avoiding big investments of time and resources
Potentially active disqualification of himself as a long-term potential (ie.: presenting himself as
a traveler, a player, or saying he doesn’t do relationships)
Potentially playing down any indicators of commitment
Potentially, but not necessarily, keeping the relationship to sex only
For short-term and casual sex, the lover role tends to be superior.
It’s quicker, more efficient in screening women who are down to sex, and it requires less investment.
The major caveat, of course, is that for the man to successfully use a lover strategy, he must be at
least somewhat attractive to the woman she wants.
But how about getting into a relationship?
Both can work for a relationship.
And the lover strategy can help men get quicker access to sex.
Why so?
Because women are not screening lovers for resources and are not trying to look like good girls
(Madonnas in the Madonna-whore dichotomy).
The theory is that since women are not auditioning lovers for a long-term role in their lives, they only
need “attractive enough” or “fun enough” to enjoy the sex or the adventure.
There is also one more important advance of dating as a lover: entering the relationship as a lover
can also confer more power and leverage in a possible future relationship.
Why?
First, because she will compare him with other men she’s been with. And subconsciously, she will
rationalize that if the lover was faster, than he must be more successful with other women (and
women like sexually successful men).
And second, because entering a relationship as a non-providing lover adds a “double-bind” attraction.
First, she picked him for his sexiness. And now she even gets the resources?
Wow, what a win!
But of course, there is no “all-season perfect strategy”, and the lover role comes with its risks and
shortcomings.
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The Risks of Being a Lover
The lover strategy riskier especially for more average men -but I’m sure most of the readers think of
themselves above average :)-.
Some of the risks include:
1. It might not be her type of sexy
If he doesn’t pull off “sexy enough” for quick sex, then he has no value to her.
Or he might be an attractive man, but still not the type she fancies.
2. If sex doesn’t happen quickly, he’s out
If the seduction doesn’t quickly lead to sex, she will turn cold and completely write him off.
Why?
Because sexy lovers are supposed to make things happen quickly, and if he doesn’t, then he is no real
lover (no sexy, no provider… Next!).
Of course, it’s not always his fault that sex didn’t happen, but women don’t think that way. Women
are risk-averse, and if sex didn’t happen quick, she will subconsciously decide that maybe he’s not
such a great lover.
It’s his fault and he has lost his chance.
3. Flawless seduction is expected
Mucking an escalation to sex is a big sin for a lover.
A lover is expected to be smooth. A small blunder and he’s out because he’s not much of a lover if he
mucks it up.
4. You might trigger anti-slut defenses and she will turn cold and disappear
“Anti-slut defenses” refers to women’s tendency of not wanting to feel too “easy”.
And when you go full-on lover, there is always that risk that she will reject you because you make
her feel slutty and too easy.
And it’s possible that, had you gone in a bit more conservatively, she would have liked you.
Here is a good texting example:
The lover frame was set, she was digging it, we moved to discussing logistics and we agreed for the
date… And then she suddenly unmatched me.
She likely felt she was being too easy, too slutty… And she cut the interaction.
The lover strategy is generally riskier with women low in sexual drive, simply because you have less
sexual drive to leverage. And it’s riskier with more women and with more hang-ups about sex.
5. Buyer’s remorse risk (post-sex anti-slut defenses)
The risk of anti slut defenses doesn’t disappear after a successful seduction.
The risk after sex is that she will feel slutty later, or that she was “too easy”.
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The risk is especially high with conservative women, or if you pushed for sex.
If you pushed for sex, she might feel used, or like you are too overpowering.
She might also feel like you “won” with your push for sex, and she might resent it (that’s why I
recommend collaborative frames during LMR).
Check out Dating Power Dynamics for the concrete steps to address this risk.
But the gist is that, to increase the chances of a relationship (long-term) after you get together with a
lover frame (short-term), you want to show more provider qualities, such as caring and kindness.
As Miller says in “What Women Want”:
Even a woman who is really just cruising for some hot sex will enjoy you more and feel less
vulnerable to slut-shaming if she can fantasize about you being a great boyfriend.
This happened several times to me. Here is one example:
How do you go from all over and “miss you” to ghosting? With a lover’s frame that makes her feel
like a slut on the day after
6. Risk of being branded as “not relationship material”
Some women will slot lovers as the “guy for fun” or “the guy with whom to fool around but who’s
not to be taken too seriously”.
The risk is present even if she likes you a lot, and sometimes especially if she likes you a lot.
One of my biggest heartbreaks was the woman who disappeared on me saying she “needed to protect
herself”.
That was the equivalent of saying “you’re not the kind of guy I can trust, you will not form any pair
bonding”.
And that’s one of the reasons why I’m not too sold on the advice of never telling women you like
them (see AMS). That’s low-level, fearful game.
7. You misdiagnose her personality (and fall for the bait and switch)
The lover strategy can be dangerous for the same reason why it can be a great strategy.
What do I mean by this?
Well, up until the power is all on your side, her focus is to lock you down and present the best version
of herself.
But things will change as the relationship develops and she accrues more power. For example, after
marriage, or after kids.
Then the lovers really get to see the “real” her, and it can be a big surprise.
8. You’re dating below your full potential
This is potentially the biggest drawback of the lover dating strategy.
When you date purely as a lover, you are taking important assets off the negotiation table.
You are removing your resources, the availability of your resources, your commitment, your
emotional support, and the possibility of true love and romance.
No matter how sexy you are, a sexy man who also adds those traits is inherently higher value.
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Keep this in mind: at parity of sexual market value, the boyfriend candidate is superior to the
lover candidate, because the boyfriend candidate, who is most often a provider, is the full package.
That means that by dating with the lover role you might lose the chance of dating higher quality
women. Women who might have otherwise dated you, had you chosen the provider route.
9. You might not get the type of girl you like
Some women you will rarely get with a lover’s strategy.
It might be a minority, but women who never wanted sex outside of a relationship do exist.
Women looking for a relationship might also be more closed off to men dating with a lover strategy.
Overall, the lover strategy tends to work less well with certain types of women, and better with
different types of women. These latter are libertine, unrestricted, high-sex drive, closeted high sex
drive, sexually curious, etc.

Provider Strategy
Let’s define a provider strategy:
A provider is a man who seeks long-term sexual access to a woman as part of a package
which might include mutual commitment, emotional support, and financial support.
Some men are providers at heart, and most men date as providers most of the times. And most socalled “serious” relationships often see the man in a provider role.
Presenting oneself as a provider with less sexual edge is slower but, on average and for most people,
safer.
As PUA Richard La Ruina says in “Soulmate Sequence“:
To proceed at a slow burning pace is just playing easier.
Going immediately from strangers to lover is a pretty hard challenge.
Wining and dining might be in the cards, but he is allowed more room for mistakes.
Part of the reason might not be very encouraging, and in part it’s because most providers are held to a
lower sexual standard than lovers.
However, most is not all, and if you’re reading here, chances are that you’re not “most” guys.
And a sexy man can also date as a provider.
Indeed, there are different layers of being a provider.
The low-quality way is to pitch one’s resources and commitment in exchange for sexual access.
A step above that is to use this frame:
Here is me, here are my qualities, here are my resources, and if we get along I might join
forces with you and commit them or a part of them to you
Some ways in which men show their willingness to provide include:
Picking her up
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Taking her to dinner
Paying for her
Showing up well dressed and clean for her
Caring about her
Defending her and taking her side

The advantages of Adding Provider Traits
Good reasons to for the provider role include:
It works best for most men (by definition most men are not super sexy)
Has a higher batting average for most men (at parity of SMV, at least)
Some women seek to avoid pure lovers (especially the ones looking for a relationship)
Relationships with a provider tend to be stronger
Many men tend to feel more “whole” and happier when they are also providers: as Bruce
Bryan says: the right woman will make you want to be a provider.
It allows men to get higher quality women who wouldn’t otherwise sleep with him right
away
The last one is the most crucial, as we’ve seen.
That’s the main reason why I would not advise most men to date as lovers unless I knew their goals
and preferences beforehand. For men looking for a relationship, I would definitely advise a highquality provider.

The Risks of Being a Provider
The risks of being a provider include:
If they get into a relationship, he might start the relationship with less power
He needs to share his resources
He might end up moving too slow and attraction might dissipate
If he’s boring and showing off too much wealth, it might seem more like a transaction
If he’s not good at truly making people open up, she might present him with the mask of what
he wishes to see
As you can see, there are risks associated with being a provider as well.

PRO Tip: To date effectively as a provider, communicate high standards
To date effectively as a provider, you want to communicate, sometimes even directly, that you got
high standards.
Your dates should be your way of assessing women.
That way, she has to conform to your standards to be elected as the queen of your castle.
The unstated deal here is that “yes, you’re looking for something serious, but the woman to take that
special place in your life must truly deserve it. Is she good enough for it… ?”
Up to her to prove it.
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Short/Long-Term & Lover/Provider
There is an overlap between the lover/provider role and the short-term/long term strategies.
However, the two are two separate concepts.
A man pursuing a short-term strategy might still present himself as a provider, while a man
presenting himself as a lover might still want -or later realize he wants- a long-term relationship.
Here is a chart, with corresponding behavior:
Short-term dating with a provider role, in red, is the most exploitative strategy.
The long-term lover helps get rid of the Madonna/whore dichotomy since she will not be playing the
Madonna. But if you are reading here, you will have enough mating intelligence to avoid the
Madonna games even as a provider.

Overlap Between Roles
Of course, reality is rarely cut and dry and people are rarely 100% lovers, 100% providers -or 100%
friends, for that matter-.
And as much as it’s possible for a rich provider to be sexy and move quickly, it’s also possible for a
more “poor but sexy” lover type to add provider’s layers to the mix
Everything is in the execution.
Look at this example from “The Saint”:
Van Kilmer plays the stereotypical lover.
Yet, her attraction spikes higher when he shows he also has money and he’s inviting her for the
drinks.
This is a good example to derive another general rule: the truly top quality men combine qualities
from both providers and lovers.
And that’s why, again, I invite you to look less at the roles, and focus more on overall quality.

Should You Date as Lover or Provider?
Each strategy is not superior to the other in general terms, and each must be assessed depending on
the individual situation.
Here are a few questions to help you decide what’s best suited for you:
Q.: Are you around average or handsome?
– If you’re average or below, provider might be more suited
– If you’re very handsome, lover will come easier to you
Q.: Are you in a conservative or libertine culture?
– If you live in a conservative culture, provider might be more suited
– If you live in a libertine culture, lovers have an easier time
Q.: Do you live in a big city or countryside?
– If you’re in the countryside, the lover is much more challenging
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– If you’re in a big city, the environment better supports a lover strategy
Q.: What priority do you assign to women?
– If you have many competing interests, then keep in mind that the lover might suck up lots of your
time
– If women are really important to you and “notches” are indispensable, then you should develop the
lover’s skills
Q.: What type of places do you like?
– The lover style tends to work better in bars and clubs
– The provider strategy fares comparatively better when you meet women outside of bars and clubs
Q.: What age bracket are you dealing with?
– The lover style tends to work better with both younger and older women
– The provider strategy fares better with women in “settling down age”
Q.: What type of relationships do you prefer?
– If you’re more into relationships, then you don’t lose anything going for provider
– If you’re into casual sex, then you the lover is more effective
Many men (and women) are not sure.
If you are not sure, that can create issues within yourself, so think it through.
If you are not sure and want to find out, here is a quiz for you to take (subscribers only).
Q.: What type of girls do you prefer?
– Low sex drive, more conservative women respond better to a provider
– High sex drive and more libertine respond better to a lover, especially when they’re not yet in
“settle down mode”
If I had to pick one way to choose, I would recommend you to pick based on your preferences and the
types of girls you like.
For all the rest, you can find ways around it.

Be Like Water, My Friend
Finally, it’s always best not to constrain yourself into a role.
If you’re going for casual sex and lover style, you can always slow down if one day you meet a
virgin, conservative woman who just doesn’t trust you yet.
And if you’re going for a high-quality provider, you’re not tied to any number of dates.
Think fluidly, and you will always be more successful.
Fluid minds always beat inflexible ones.

Summary
In sum: lovers seek quick sex with no strings attached, while providers seek sex within a bigger
frame of mutually agreed give and take.
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Lover or provider are two different dating strategies.
One is not necessarily more effective or superior to the other, and each must be assessed depending
on the individual’s characteristics, his goal, and the external environment.
Finally, dating success is less about being a provider or a lover, and more about overall value.
For more information and examples, please read:
Lovers, providers, and friends
This is a preview from Dating Power Dynamics, chapter 7, “Dating Strategies for Men”
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The 9 Irrefutable Laws of Power
February 16, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We have already reviewed the basic strategies for power.
Now we will review the fundamental laws of power.
Contents
#1. Learn How to Control Yourself
#2. Get in Control Of Your Own Life
#3. Learn How to Control Others
3.2. Coercive Power Is The Ability to Enforce
3.3. Authority Is The Legitimacy of Power
3.4. Control Over Resources: The Power of Keeping Others Dependent
3.5. Leverage Intrinsic Motivation
#4. Learn How to Read and Control Frames
Frames Are The SOP of Relationships
#5. Learn How Soft Power Works (AKA: The Judge Role)
5.2. Parent/Child And The Judge
5.3. Who Jumps The Hoops
5.4. Who Makes Whom Happy
5.5. The Shaming Superpower
5.7. The Inverted Judge: Guilt-Tripping
#6. Learn to Do More, With Less (AKA: Law of Social Effort)
#7. Leverage Resources (AKA: Do Make Some Money)
#8. Learn to Leverage The Power of The Law
8.2. Maximize Your Taxes
#9. Acquire Physical Strength – Or At Least, Stay In Shape

#1. Learn How to Control
Yourself
This is where it all starts.
Don’t confuse “control over oneself” with “having to overpower yourself”.
Control starts not with a struggle, but with acceptance, and being comfortable in your own skin.
It’s only after self-acceptance that you can better control yourself, and more effectively project
power.
Self-awareness
Lack of control: not knowing what you like or dislike, what your values are, what drives
you, what you care about, what makes you feel good
Full control: knowing what you like and dislike, what you stand for, your strengths and
weaknesses
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Willpower
Lack of control: being at the whim of one’s own drives, chasing short-term
gratification that ultimately makes you feel unaccomplished
Full control: knowing your short-term drives, when they’re good and when they’re
harmful, and actively deciding when to entertain them or resist them; building
habits and routines that support your long term goal and sticking to them
Self-esteem
Lack of control: based on values and qualities outside your control; swinging from low
self-esteem to inflated self-esteem without real skills and results to back it up
Full control: self-esteem built around resilient qualities and values; always high on selfesteem
Emotional
Lack of control: needing someone’s approval; letting people get under your skin;
allowing external circumstances to dictate your moods
Full control: emotionally independent; owning, not being afraid, and being comfortable
of your own weaknesses; controlling one’s states, including learning to enjoy the process
as much as the results
An example of emotional control is this famous Godfather’s scene. We know that the Godfather has
reached the level of maturity that it takes to lead when he moves beyond emotional vendetta
(emotional out of control) to doing what’s most effective (emotionally in control).
“It’s not personal” = I’m not emotional about it. And “it’s strictly business” = this is what is
rationally most effective

#2. Get in Control Of Your Own
Life
Once you are on your way to mastering your inner self, you then move to master the external
environment.
Control over your own life gives you freedom. But it also protects you from other people’s
attempts to control you.
Control over your own life is one of the best antidotes against all types of abuse.
Some of the main areas to tackle:
Life plan and direction
Lack of control: following what parents or society deemed as “good”; goals based on
what others want; following our genes’ programming without understanding it
Full control: based on self-awareness developing plans and routines that move you in the
direction you’ve chosen
Work
Lack of control: working in a job you hate, with fixed hours and fixed breaks
Full control: doing what you like, with full freedom on how and when to execute
Financial
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Lack of control: depending on someone to pay the bills, without having other options
Full control: works on his own / can easily find job from competitors / has a diversified
income / has lots of savings
Preparation
Lack of control: puts all his eggs in one basket; is one illness away from bankruptcy; has
no idea what to do if he’s in trouble
Full control: diversifies; insures his most important assets; legally protects his assets
against possible lawsuits or divorce; he knows what to do and who to call in case of
troubles

#3. Learn How to Control
Others
At the crudest level power is getting what you want and, when others stand in the way, to get them
to do what you want.
Different authors and different texts provide different levers of power, including:
Rank
Authority
Coercion
Seduction
Resources
Interpersonal skills / charm / charisma
These categories overlap and feed into each other, of course.
But let’s have a quick overview of the three most important ones:

3.2. Coercive Power Is The Ability to Enforce
Coercive power is based on the ability to force others to do what you want.
It’s the equivalent of firing employees at work, physical aggression in a disagreement, or
government’s incarceration for law-breakers.
It’s good to have coercive power, even when you don’t want to use it.
As a matter of fact, coercive power can even be used to avoid escalations -as Jordan Peterson said: if
you can bite, you often don’t have to-.

3.3. Authority Is The Legitimacy of Power
Army generals are the stereotypical example of the power of official authority, conferred by their
rank
Authority is the legitimization of power.
There are two types of authority:
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1. The one coming from title and official ranks (officially sanctioned authority)
2. The authority that people grant you by virtue of your qualities (unofficial authority)
When people know you have authority, they know they must obey you or punishment will follow
(official). When they want to follow you and be influenced by you, they freely elect you as a leader
(unofficial).
When you combine both, people feel that it’s right and fair for you to have power over them.
The more authority people feel you have, the more you influence people.
On the other hand, when you can decrease or question someone else’s authority, you delegitimize
their power and hobble their ability to persuade and influence.

3.4. Control Over Resources: The Power of Keeping Others
Dependent
You have probably heard this proverb:
Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a
lifetime
From a perspective of power dynamics, it can be generalized this way: the more people need you,
the more power you have.
And, conversely: the less you need people, the less power you give away.
The resources can be of different nature, including:
1. Financial resources (salary, accommodation, etc.)
2. Social support (cool parties, friends, professional network, etc.)
3. Emotional (approval, flattery, etc.,)
And of course, as it’s often the case, it’s a mixture of them all.
This can be a good time for a first self-assessment:
– Are you living from paycheck to paycheck? If so, you are financially dependent on your
employer
– Do you need people to go out or join an event? If so, you are socially dependent on your
friends
– Are you craving someone’s approval? If so, you are emotionally dependent
The goal is not to be totally independent, which would make for a hermit life but, whenever
appropriate, to reduce your dependence.

3.5. Leverage Intrinsic Motivation
Finally, don’t forget leadership and appeals to higher ideals.
Leadership is about leveraging intrinsic motivation.
Read:
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How to be a leader
And since you’re at this stage, learning the dynamics of manipulation will also make you a far more
capable individual:
Basics of manipulation
Basics of dark psychology
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

#4. Learn How to Read and
Control Frames
A frame is a set of beliefs, morals, and perspectives with which people interpret the world.
When two people with different ways of looking at the world meet, the person who can impose his
frame on others is the most powerful.
Frames become especially obvious when it comes to disagreements.
Here is an example:
Saint Valentine is approaching, he believes gifts are a waste of time and money. She
believes that it’s romantic and exchanging gifts is proof of caring.
What the couple does depends on whose frame prevails.
Frames are personal as much as social.
When a frame becomes ingrained at a social level, it’s very difficult for individuals to buck the trend.
In our Valentine’s example above, society’s frame is on her side.
That makes it difficult for him to “win” the frame without her feeling like he is imposing his will. If
he keeps insisting, that could easily become a negative display of dominance which sours the
relationship.

Frames Are The SOP of Relationships
Those who control frames control the relationship for two reasons:
1. The one wins shows he is more powerful -more dominant, more persuasive, or both-.
2. One the winner sets his frame, the relationship unfolds within the winner’s rules
Frames carry a code of morals: what’s fair and not fair, what’s good and what’s not good.
And the code of morals sets the “rails” of the relationship. That means that imposing your frame is a
bit like imposing your legal system.
This is important because the opposite is also true: when you buy into someone’s frame, you are
playing by their rules and your behavior is being judged based on what they believe in.
That not only gives away power but also limits your personal freedom.
A good part of learning social dynamics is learning to see frames and whose frame you are
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playing by.
As a quick example, let’s rewatch this scene from Mrs. Doubtfire:
Her frame is that the big party is stupid. His frame is that the party is fun.
Whose frame wins? Just look at his face to know the answer: frame battles often happen without a
single word being spoken.
Read more in frame control.

#5. Learn How Soft Power
Works (AKA: The Judge Role)
In most relationships in your life, you will not deal with coercive power.
You will deal with “soft power“.
Good conversationalists, people who understand psychology and good salesmen are all good at
wielding soft power.
But, pardon me the cacophony, the most powerful version of soft power goes to the individual who
judges others.
That’s why from now on I will call it “the judge role” -or “the judge”-.
The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control
You gain judging powers when people accept your frame and your authority (as we said: most forms
of power are connected).
The judge wields power by dispensing (emotional) punishment and rewards (French & Raven, 1959).
The power of judgment provides rewards in the form of compliments, happiness, and acceptance.
And it delivers punishment with withdrawal, criticism, scorn or, more subtly and even more
powerfully, with unhappiness, unacceptance, and disappointment.
It’s important to understand the effects of judges in your life because judges decrease your personal
agency, and they prevent you from reaching true self-control.
Please Note: Healthy judges are only disappointed when disappointment is called for
Expressing disappointment on a constant basis is an abuse of power and tantamount to emotional
manipulation.
See an example here from Mary Cain:
Mary Cain was abused by her trainer who treated her like dirt and constantly criticized her. And she
still wanted to go back. She says she “craved his approval”. She is right. And that’s an example of
trauma bonding from an abusive judge.
I don’t recommend to abuse of a judge role.
There are moral implications, of course.
But also because abusive forms of soft power don’t work nearly as well with more powerful and
more high-quality individuals. Instead, high-quality expressions of power work on everyone.
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5.2. Parent/Child And The Judge
There is an overlap between the judge role and the parent/child relationship of transactional analysis
(Harris, 1967).
When children get rebellious in their teens they are rebelling not much against hard rules, but against
the soft power of judgment.
Teenagers are claiming their emotional independence from their parents.
Children with very demanding and/or judgemental parents sometimes stay stuck in emotionally
dependent child roles throughout their lives. And that’s why learning power dynamics also help you
become a better parent.
On the other hand, also ask yourself if your parents are still pushing you into a child role. If as an
adult you still feel the need to please your parents, or to have them approve of you, your
parents are probably holding too much power on you.
The parent/child roles are replicated in adult relationships as well.
When you become the judge in adult relationships your power is to make the judged emotionally
dependent on your approval, a bit like children are dependent on parents’ approval.
This can be a source of extremely powerful dark social power.

PRO Tip: Watch Out For Highly Critical Individuals
Consciously or unconsciously, people who are very severe and demanding are trying to take a judge
role and push you in the emotionally dependent child role.

5.3. Who Jumps The Hoops
The judge is the party that makes others “prove themselves to him”.
Proving yourself to others is a major sign of (emotional) dependence and submission.
We have seen many examples in the dating section, including shit tests.

5.4. Who Makes Whom Happy
The other superpower of the judge role is the “right of happiness”.
This sometimes happens in relationships, with the woman becoming the judge and the man who takes
on the onus of making her happy.
See: how women control relationships.
Female Domestication: How Women Control Men & Relationships

5.5. The Shaming Superpower
The judge role is also the platform to launch what I call “shame attacks”.
Shame attacks are a form of coercive power because they threaten to ostracize people not just from
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the judge, but from the whole group of reference.
The most obvious and direct shame attacks use emotional constructs such as “evil”, “dishonorable”,
“disgusting”, “slutty”, “not good enough (for us)” that aim at browbeating and isolating the victim.
You can see examples here:
Julien Blanc shame attack
Charlie Sheen shame attack

5.6. Identity-Based Shame Attacks
The nastiest shame attacks seek to undermine us at the core of our identities.
Our identities differ from person to person, but some key traits are common to most of us.
Almost all men, for example, are partial to any attack to their “sense of being a man”.
And almost all women are easy marks for attacks to beauty, femininity, and sexual behavior.

5.7. The Inverted Judge: Guilt-Tripping
Guilt-tripping is a form of covert aggression.
The party who is trying to make you feel guilty does not have the power to force you to do anything.
Usually, you have more power when someone tries to guilt-trip you.
But the guilt-tripper is trying to turn the table and take a judge role from the weaker position.
They make you feel guilty for having power over them and hurting them, or for having power and not
using it for good causes -ie.: helping them-.
Albeit from a weaker position, they are still trying to make you act with their negative judgment.
They are judging you not worthy of your power and leadership. If you fall for it, you will give them
what they want in exchange for them changing their judgemental opinion.
This is an example of guilt-tripping:
She is trying to make me feel guilty for her problems. She is indirectly saying that I am a bad person
for not helping her.
You can see the full analysis of guilt-tripping here.

#6. Learn to Do More, With Less
(AKA: Law of Social Effort)
“Effort” is the measure of how much effort people are investing to get things done.
In social interactions, effort is measured by the amount of effort people exert to engage with you.
“Effort” is a bit of an umbrella term, so here are some practical examples:
1. Talking more to keep the interaction going
2. Walking across the room to say hi
3. Giving gifts without receiving any back
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In a nutshell: the person who invests less looks more powerful, and the person who expends more
effort looks less powerful.
Least powerful are those who expend lots of effort for little or no returns.
Paul Cicero in Goodfellas is an extreme example of the power dynamics of effort.
By moving little while others move lots for him, he is the living embodiment of power.

#7. Leverage Resources (AKA:
Do Make Some Money)
In our society, there is a strong link between resources and power.
Wealthy individuals are formal or informal advisers of top politicians and they have preferential
access to formal and informal levers of power.
Albeit the law is supposedly equal for everyone, the truth is that wealthy individuals enjoy more
“exceptions”, and can sometimes avoid punishment by virtue of their friends, status, and power.
There is little to opine here: in our society, lots of resources confer tremendous power.
Today, resources have also delinked from strength. Physically strong individuals work for the rich.
The bodyguards’ job is to sell their bodies and risk their own lives and health to preserve the lives
and health of the rich.
I’m not advising here that you make your life objective to get rich and make money -indeed, I would
advise you not to-. But I do am pointing out the obvious fact that money does empower you.

7.2. The Power of Financial Independence
The beauty of money is that it can buy you freedom and independence.
I quote Nassim Nicholas Taleb here:
(resources) shield you from prostituting your mind and frees you from outside
authority–any outside authority.
And you don’t even need that much.

#8. Learn to Leverage The
Power of The Law
The legal system can empower the weak to take revenge -or money- from the powerful.
And it can empower the powerful to grow yet more powerful, and abuse the weak.
Theoretically, the legal system should protect people and make for a fairer society.
And in part, it does that.
But only if you know how to use it.
Knowing your rights, what constitutes evidence, how to collect evidence, your likelihood of winning
in court, and which lawyer to call and when to call him, can provide you with tremendous power and
leverage.
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Once you know how to move within the law and how to defend yourself in case things end up in
court, you will also grow more confident.
My advice is to know the law, play within the law, and collect evidence to cover your ass.
But you’re unsure, avoid getting to court just because you’re angry. Unless you’re confident of a
quick and swift victory, getting mired in court is risky, expensive, and very likely to poison your
mood.

8.2. Maximize Your Taxes
Financial guru Robert Kiyosaki says that the powerful and rich find loopholes around taxes.
The really poor get some little government help.
And the masses in the middle-class shoulder most of the taxes.
Being smart with your money and taxes will allow you to retain more power.

#9. Acquire Physical Strength –
Or At Least, Stay In Shape
Yes, size and physical strength do matter.
Evolutionary psychologist David Buss said he was surprised that, in this day and age, size, and
strength still matter (Buss, 2019).
Me, I was surprised that Buss was surprised, instead.
Sure, physical strength and violence are not as linked to power as they used to be, but it’s just silly to
think they don’t matter at all.
At a social level people, and especially men, tend to have natural deference towards bigger and more
muscular individuals.
Physical strength also tends to correlate positively with self-confidence and testosterone, which leads
to more dominant behavior, which in turn leads to more confidence and yet more social success, in a
self-reinforcing loop.
I personally have not chosen to go the big muscle way, but I still do keep myself in shape.
It’s important to at least avoid getting too out of shape, because that communicates being out of
control. It might not be fair, but many people look down at those who are overweight.

Exceptions: Fat Tony
Exceptions apply, like for example with big dons and druglords who boast a belly as part of their
image.
I discuss this more deeply in Power University, but to keep it short: don’t make the rule with the
exceptions, and stay fit.
Also read:
The power of being jacked
10 steps to avoid being a beta male
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This is an excerpt from Power University
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Relationship Power Dynamics 101
February 20, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This post is an overview of power dynamics and the phases of power in intimate relationships.
It will help you to:
1. Better understand intimate relationships
2. Improve your relationship skills
3. Better assess your partner (the rule of thumb is that you best assess your partner when they have
more power)
Contents
The Pattern of Power in Relationships
1. Dating Before Sex: She has more power
2. After Sex: Power shifts on his side -with a caveat3. After Several Sex Encounters: He has more power
4. After Commitment: She has more power
5. Early Relationship: Power re-negotiation
6. Long Term Relationship: She accrues more power
7. After Children: He has more power
8. Growing Old: Paper power for him, real power for her
9. After the Breakup: First he’s up, then she’s up
Changing Power Rules: Game

The Pattern of Power in Relationships
Power shifts in romantic relationships in predictable, recurrent patterns.
The obvious disclaimer here is that not all relationships are exactly the same and that exceptions
abound.
That being said, the following pattern applies most of the time to most relationships.

1. Dating Before Sex: She has more power
On average, women are the choosers.
Women receive bids, and assess, while men field the bids.
As the choosers, before sex women screen and assess men, and that gives them power.
If this is not yet clear, read:
The sexual market place: a primer
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The Sexual Marketplace: Overview of Sex Dynamics

2. After Sex: Power shifts on his side -with a
caveatAfter sex, he tends to have the upper hand.
A few caveats here.
First of all, contraception has changed the game.
Sure, our psychology hasn’t changed since, but culturally everyone knows that sex with protection
won’t lead to childbirth.
Second, even before contraception, only a minority of sexual intercourses lead to pregnancy.
What does this all mean?
It means that often it takes more than one sexual intercourse to fully shift the power on his side.
It takes sometimes a couple of sessions of shared intimacy to go from “I’m not yet 100% sure about
him” to “I accept him as a lover”. And it might take yet a few more sexual encounters before she
wants to lock him down for a relationship.
How much power sex grants him also depends on how she views the sex.
If she considers the sexual act as a roll in the hay, then it means little or nothing.
If she had already decided he was a strong boyfriend candidate, then the sex is only the final
confirmation and, unless it was truly terrible, then the first time the two have sex will already shift the
power on his side.
This means that, usually, first-time sex awards more power to providers than lovers.
Also read:
Providers and Lovers: understanding the two dating strategies
Lover VS Provider: How to Pick Your Best Strategy

3. After Several Sex Encounters: He has
more power
Once sex becomes routine, the power shifts on his side.
Especially if sex is happening outside of a relationship.
If there is no relationship status fully in place yet, the tendency is for her to pursue the official status.
That’s the phase when the woman nags about going steady, making it official, and the good old “what
are we” :).
Even who had started having sex without liking him all that much will often end up pursuing him
once sex becomes routine.
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It’s a question of psychology and chemistry.
Repeated exposure tends to increase liking and attraction. And the sex, skin-to-skin contact, cuddling,
and possibly orgasms, they all release chemicals that increase bonding and attraction.
This is true for both men and women, but even truer for women.
And that’s why I always advise women who are still choosing between a few men to make their
choice either without having sex with any of them, or while having sex with all of them.
The instances in which the man has the most power is when sex happens often, she likes him a lot
and he is not making any overtures about a committed relationship.
Here is an example from Bridesmaids:
Of course, this is not to suggest that he should purposefully make her feel like he doesn’t want a
relationship when he actually wants one, just to go on a power trip.
That’s unfair, puerile, and wholly unneeded.
What women look for:
In this phase, she is worried about whether he will commit to her or not. She looks for signs that he
cares and she tries to test for and secure his commitment.

4. After Commitment: She has more power
Once she gets official relationship status with exclusivity, there is a resurgence of power on her side.
We already mentioned why.
When the two give commitment and exclusivity to each other, they both give up the possibility of
random sexual encounters. That has mating opportunity costs.
However, the mating opportunity costs are higher for him.
Strictly from a genetic point of view, exclusivity is costlier for a man than for a woman (remember
that men have much to gain from random sex than women?).
What does it mean?
It means that when the two give exclusivity to each other, the woman takes and the man gives.
That’s a big win for her and it reflects on the power dynamics.
Once in a relationship, men also tend to lose personal drive and there is often a drop in testosterone some researchers hypothesized it’s to help men switch from a “hunting for mate” to a “nurturing for
the family” role-.

Note For Men: This is not an encouragement to avoid commitment
This is not an encouragement not to “give” an official relationship, or exclusivity.
Men also gain from commitment, including genetically, otherwise commitment wouldn’t have
evolved in men (more on it in Dating Power Dynamics).
And that’s without even considering the emotional point of view, with plenty of research showing
that men in relationships are healthier, happier, and live longer.
The drop in testosterone can also be mitigated, and it doesn’t stay “stuck” at low levels. Research
showed that just a brief conversation with a young woman was enough to increase men’s T levels. So
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don’t worry too much about it.

5. Early Relationship: Power re-negotiation
Partners enter the relationship with a certain power structure already in place.
That power structure depends on different factors, including:
Who has higher SMV
Who needs the other the most
Who has more options
Who insisted the most in being together
Who sacrificed the most to be together
Who is more in love
But no matter with which level of power partners entered into the relationship, at the beginning of the
relationship there is a “power negotiation phase”.
The couple starts deliberating and deciding on many more topics. From where to go on holidays, to
personal boundaries, to cost-sharing, to potentially where to live, and family planning.
What usually happens is a division of “spheres of influences”, which often happen without even
officially discussing.
But there usually is one partner who holds the most power, though, and he has outsized influence for
decisions that involve both of them.
For example, where to move, which house to pick, when to go to holidays, etc.
What she looks for:
Women look for confirmation of continued interest and attraction.
Most women, for example, will take note of how often he makes love to her, and if it’s decreasing too
abruptly, they can interpret it as a sign of danger to the relationship.
And they have good reasons for it: some men, and especially men with a short-term bias, tend to lose
attraction over time

6. Long Term Relationship: She accrues
more power
In many relationships, the man is the one with “official” power.
But the woman is the one who wields more influence.
In the parlance of this website, women tend to take the judge role in the relationship (see: soft
power).
Women dispense emotional rewards or punishments, and men make decisions based on what makes
her happy.
Women over time also tend to increase their control over men, in a process which we will explore in
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the next lessons.
It’s possible women unconsciously seek to acquire more power to keep the man’s support over the
long term. And there is indeed evidence that relationships where she is in charge last longer.
Also read:
How women control relationships
Female Domestication: How Women Control Men & Relationships

SMV Fluctuations: The Power of Improvement
Power fluctuates also depending on how each partner develops.
As a general rule, the partner who improves the most is the one who is liable to field demands of
renegotiation on their current power structure.
Changes in personal value can take many forms.
If they married when they were both young, they married while she was near her sexual market value
peak while he was still climbing.
And he will potentially keep climbing even as she goes past her peak.
But it’s also the woman who can acquire more power.
For example, they married students and he flunked or supported her studies while she now has a
degree and mingles with other degree-holders.
Or he was older when they met, but now that she’s mature she doesn’t see him as a father figure but
more as an equal.
Even if people don’t change their value much, there can still be changes in the power structure.
Relationship researcher John Gottman says that past the limerence phase, or the “puppy love phase”,
strong relationships enter a new phase which feels more like a “partnership for life” -called
“companionate love” by some other researchers-.
Couples who do not enter that phase are more liable to competition, power re-negotiations, and
fluctuating levels of attraction. And that’s when the two can grow to be more like strangers under the
same roof, and growing more intolerant of each other.
On average, while some people might think it’s only men who get tired and intolerant of their wives
because of the sexual market value mismatch, it’s instead more often women who grow past men
who have become complacent -most men just sit on their assess-.
In strong relationships, changes in personal value must not necessarily be negative. Strong couples
welcome an improvement of their partner because they view it as a win for the team.
Troubles instead emerge when one or both partners are not fully committed to the relationship.
What happens then is that partners who are not 100% committed to their relationship re-assess
their market value and consider whether they can get better.
Also read:
How to keep power in LTRs
Sexual market value: an overview
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How to Maintain Power & Control in Relationships

Pro Tip: For Strong Long-Term Relationships, Grow Companionate Love
If you want strong long-term relationships, you can’t rely on “love”, which only lasts a couple of
years (more or less).
You have to develop companionate love, which is a form of “strong friendship”. That’s what makes
for a strong team.
And here we go, again, back to the fundamentals: applying collaborative frames to relationships and
seeking win-win are the foundations of what makes for better (interpersonal) lives.
Also read:
The fundamental strategies of power

7. After Children: He has more power
And now… Who has more power after children?
Usually, it’s the man.
Why?
Because he has walkaway power.
Remember that the woman is more invested in the child.
Since women invest more in children and can have fewer children in their lifespan, a child is worth
more to the mother.
Furthermore, a child needs the mother to survive, but doesn’t need the father nearly as much.
That means that the father could walk away and the mother would still have to take care of the
child… On her own.
So right after the child is born, women need male help and support more than the man needs the
woman.
Ironically, it’s the mother’s greater commitment that allows the father to potentially neglect the
children even more.
Breaking up right after birth is the ultimate game of chicken, and it’s usually the woman who swerves
first because, if she didn’t, she’d be left alone with the child (Kanazawa & Miller, 2008).
A completely amoral man could abandon a woman when she needs him the most to seek another
woman to impregnate, having his cake and eat it too -from a genetic point of view-.
Of course, that is not to say that there are not advantages for men to stay, including strictly genetic
advantages (more on it in dating power dynamics).

8. Growing Old: Paper power for him, real
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power for her
Biologically, men retain more reproductive power over the years than women.
That might lead some to believe that men are more likely to leave her for a younger woman.
And while that might be true for a few attractive, high-resources men, it’s certainly not true in the
majority of cases.
Indeed, the opposite is true. Women initiate more than 65% of divorces after the age of 50.
The truth is that most men grow complacent in the belief their woman will always be there while they
lose all drive and confidence they can find a new woman.
The woman might not have much power -or interest- in finding a new man, but she might simply
prefer being alone.
Women, being more practical, will ask themselves what’s the point of being together.

Games of Chicken: She Dominates
Men and women have very different approaches to relationships.
Once things have gotten sexual, men are content with things staying as they are. They rarely need a
ring, marriage, or official status.
Women, on average, need that type of progression much more than he does.
On paper, that gives him more power.
And it does. Sometimes. But only with women who are afraid of asking for what they want and need
or with women who truly have little options.
With more assertive women, and women who know how to find boyfriends, those same needs give
women more power on the imaginary negotiation table.
Indeed, because of their needs, women also have more walk away power.
Learn here how to handle breakup threats:
How to handle breakup threats
Here’s What To Do When She Threatens to Break Up

Women Have Walk Away Power
Women need progression.
And going from dating, to steady, to official, and to married, is all part of a progression that leads to
children.
For women in reproductive age, time is an investment for which they seek a return.
That makes women much more practical and pragmatic than men.
They have a bigger sense of urgency and, contrary to most men, they are on a mission.
That gives them much more strength and power in pushing through their requests and demands and
they are more prepared than men are to jet if they don’t get what they want.
Science indeed shows that, on average, men are more romantic than women, fall in love quicker and
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stay in love for longer after a breakup.
Women instead are eminently more practical.
Here is one example of a progression that many women are after:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Start dating
Sex
Serious relationship
Children-tests (“look how cute those babies”, “do you like babies”… )
Engagement
Children planning
Marriage
Children (or children / marriage)

The more a man gets stuck in one level without getting to the next, the more she gets antsy.
The antsier she gets, the more she’s ready to start threatening and, eventually, preparing her exit plan.
This is why in the dating module we said that great sex gives him initial leverage, but it won’t last for
long: because women still need to see the progression. And the more that progression delays, the
more the need for that progression becomes her main focus -while all the rest becomes comparatively
less important-.
Because women operate on a shorter time frame, that also makes them more ruthless when it comes
to ending things.
And once she’s gone, she will rarely take him if he doesn’t provide what he failed to provide.
That, of course, is on average.
There are plenty of women who take him back on verbal promises and then delude themselves when
he fails to deliver.

9. After the Breakup: First he’s up, then
she’s up
Right after a breakup, there are two different approaches:
1. Women hope she will get back in touch and provide what they wanted, but if he doesn’t, she
will move on
2. Men go through an initial burst of joy phase, only to realize that being single suck, and then
will want her back
In the immediate period right after the break up, men have more power.
But as time passes by, the power shifts on the woman’s side.
Women, being on a shorter timeline than him, have a stronger resolve to go through the pain and
move on.
If they are talking about getting back together again, she usually negotiates from a power position,
and she demands that it’s either on her terms, or it’s goodbye forever.
And that’s why many marriages quickly follow suit after a breakup.
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She’s Empowered By the Nature of Dating (& Biology)
We’ve already explored how biology and evolutionary psychology impact dating.
In a nutshell: women on average have more power.
They are the demand, and men are the offer.
For most men dating is hard.
It’s up to them to make the move and make things happen.
Having a girlfriend is comfortable for most men: they can finally stop getting rejected, and having
to go out looking for a mate while getting their egos kicked in the sand.
Thus, going back to dating is, on average, easier for women than for men.
And that also contributes to giving women power after a breakup.

Changing Power Rules: Game
Most of the dating advice for either men or women seek to shift the most common patterns of power
described above.

Dating Advice for Women
Women dating advice tells women to get as much investment as possible in the beginning to ensure
he will stick around after sex.
Some go as far as telling women to get official relationship status before sex.
That serves to give her more power.
However, when that power imbalance turns too skewed, or she demands too much, then men with
options will walk away.
That’s why I recommend women to avoid nasty and manipulative games.
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)

Dating Advice for Men
Dating advice for men is often centered on not over-investing early and pretending he has lots of
options to force her to drop her demands.
What ensues are games of chicken.
Games of chicken can work or backfire, depending on the situation.
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Social Power Dynamics: Start Here
February 21, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Go in this order:

Social Skills
Before learning power dynamics, acquire a minimum level of social skills and emotional intelligence.
Some people naturally have both, while some others learned it with time. Still, it won’t hurt to review
the basics:
1. Best social skills books: the best books and resources to learn the basics
2. The laws of social success: learning to analyze social relationships as exchanges will help you
get into a mindset of being a giver, which will do a lot of good things for you
1. Also check the forum entries for some typical mistakes linked to the law of social
exchange: missing the WIIFM and failing to put their best foot forward
3. Learn to move beyond exchanges for close relationships: The social exchange law is
strongest among strangers and business-based transactions. But the closer you get to someone,
the more you want to add different layers. For example, see “how to bond with people” and
“how to be a leader” to get a feel for the higher levels of social skills
4. Learn power dynamics: this is a series of 4 articles on dominant body language, verbal
expressions of power, body language of submission, and verbal expressions of submission.
They will help you understand social dynamics at a deeper level than most other resources

Power Dynamics
These are some of the basics
1. Power dynamics: let’s start with a definition, and why they matter
2. The irrefutable laws of power: this post lists the main laws of personal and social power, and
it will help you prioritize your self-development goals
3. The fundamental strategies of power: this post details what works best for long-term success
-success and power are the same4. Mix power with warmth: Machiavelli said that, ideally, a prince should be feared and loved at
the same time. He was right. That’s why you want both power and warmth. Also read “value
and availability“, which is the ultimate goal of mixing power and warmth.
5. Frame control techniques: understanding frames is understanding power dynamics. The full
lesson is in social power, but here you get 75% of the value
These will provide you with the basics.
From here on, you can move to mastery with Power University.
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Dating For Men: Start Here
February 21, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This post provides an overview of dating strategies, techniques, and mindsets for men.
Contents
The Basics
Power & Seduction
Dating Strategies
Gender Conflict

The Basics
It’s just two articles to get a quick overview of dating power dynamics:
Sexual Dynamics 101: this article provides an overview of the power dynamics of the sexual
market place
Sexual market value: here you will learn what men and women seek and value in a mate based on 20% experience and 80% scienceThose two form the foundations to understand the theoretical and scientific side of dating.

Power & Seduction
Most women prefer men to be more powerful, more dominant, and higher status than they are.
These two articles provide you the foundations on how to be the type of leader women want:
Leadership and Seduction
Dominance and Seduction
Traits of high-quality men

Dating Strategies
PUAs and seduction blogs usually sell the “lover style of seduction”, faster and with less
commitment and investment.
Mainstream dating advice (and women themselves) is more tailored towards the provider style, which
entails more personal investment, commitment and, often but not always, a slower lead up to sex.
Both are correct, depending on the context.
But rarely either will admit that the other strategy might just work out better.
Mainstream culture cannot embrace the lover type because the lover type is inherently bad
news for society itself, and that makes sense (it would be bad for society if no men ever invested).
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And seduction websites cannot embrace the provider type or they’d be out of ebooks and courses to
sell (yes, the same selfish reason).
In truth, albeit I have a personal bias for the lover strategy, what strategy works best depends on the
man, the girl, each one’s life-phase, the environment in which you meet, and the overall culture.
Which one is best for you?
So start an overview first:
It’s more about quality than role: most of all, it’s not about being a lover, a boyfriend
candidate, or even a friend. It’s about the quality. Focus on quality first and foremost.
Then move to this one:
Lover or provider: lover and provider are two different strategies, and one is not always
superior to the other. This article shows you which one works best for you, and when.
Get a more balanced view on the different ways to meet women:
Cold approach VS social circle: the short of it is that you’re better off with an intelligent mix
of all strategies. How much of each depends on your situation and your environment
And then upgrade to these:
Dating strategies: There are countless dating products, some of which are very good, too. This
list does not replace all those good products but focuses on strategies that have been proven and
confirmed as being effective for the majority of men
Types of seducers: just like any good products seeks a good market niche, so does your sexual
result improve when you know what’s your sexual market positioning
Sexual market value hacks: there is so much more you can do to improve your dating life than
simply learning game and approaching more. As a matter of fact, learning game might not even
be the quickest and most effective thing you can do. Sexual market value hacks might provide
you with the quickest bang for the buck.
There are also countless legit reviews of dating products on this website (quick warning: in at least
one instance a popular online website for dating product reviews behaved as an affiliate scam).
You can start with this list of:
The best dating books and courses

Gender Conflict
In some male-only self-development circles, there is a large focus on sexual conflict.
Sometimes it’s good wisdom, but not always on point when it comes to science.
So here is an article on that:
The tools of sexual conflict: this one will pull you out of the matrix with actual science and
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evidence (and without biases).
A bit more real-life power dynamics here:
Games women play: including manipulative games women play, and shit tests. Those are a
small sample from “Dating Power Dynamics”, which goes more in-depth
Check the forum too, there are plenty of strategies and examples to help you learn power
dynamics.
Here is a popular one with actual pictures.
This is it for an overview.
To reach a good level in your dating effectiveness, you don’t need tons of material. You need great
material, and then working on it.
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How Leadership Gets You Girls
February 23, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Leadership is not only crucial to lead groups, but it’s also the essence of seduction.
Women prefer men who are more powerful, dominant, and generally “higher value”, than they are.
And leadership ties all of them together.
Leadership is the best -and healthiest- way to convey high-value, as well as power and
dominance.
Strong and positive leadership is how you get laid -or manage a relationship- as a high-quality man.
Contents
Leadership & Seduction
How to Lead & Seduce
Task Her More!
Leadership Showdowns and Escalation to Sex
Female Approaches to His Leadership
Adapt Your Leadership to The Culture
SUMMARY

Leadership & Seduction
Says AMS, the author of “Alpha Male Strategies”:
If you a woman to submit in bed, she must submit to you outside of it
Indeed, sex can be seen as the final act of submission.
When she agrees to sex, she accepts his leadership, recognizes him as the most dominant party of the
relationship, and recognizes him as a good partner to mate with.
Of course, there are exceptions to almost any rule, and there are cases in which women do most of the
work.
However, the vast majority of the time, women are passive and want the man to take charge.
That’s why, albeit sex might happen without his leadership, good and proper seduction always
requires male leadership.
And the opposite is true: there is no seduction without leadership.
If the man doesn’t lead, in most cases, the two stay put and the seduction does not happen.

When She Accepts His Leadership, She Accepts Him
When a girl accepts your leadership, she accepts you.
She accepts your leadership, your authority, your power over her, and things look golden for you.
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Some signs that she accepts your leadership are:
She follows you -physically and intellectuallyShe answers your questions
She does what you ask
She changes her mind based on what you say
She accepts your frames or relinquishes her frames to make room for yours

When She Refuses His Leadership, She Refuses Him
If she refuses your leadership, she refuses you as a potential sexual mate.
If she refuses your leadership, you have little chances of seducing her until she changes her mind -but
hey, you can still be friends :)-.
One or two times of her refusing him might not spell the end of the seduction if he knows how to
recover. But if she refuses him too many times in a row, it starts looking bleak for him.
That’s why men must assess the likelihood of her following his leadership before actually leading
her.
It’s best to be strategic and lead when you feel she is likely to follow your lead, instead of asking too
soon or too much, and getting denied.
Read an example here in the forums.

How to Lead & Seduce
General principles to make her want to follow your leadership:
Focus on being a high-value, high SMV man: that’s 70% of her wanting to follow
Focus on providing value-adding leadership: I can’t stress this enough. If you have to take
one thing away from all of the articles on seduction, let it be this: women crave a good leader,
and a great leader takes care of the team, not just himself
Don’t be afraid of telling her to do things: just tell her, so simple, yet so effective. This is
where most men drop the ball: they never ask for anything
Start with small requests, then work your way up: from “tell me about you” to “show me
your tattoo” to “let’s go sit there” to “I’ll show you my place, let’s go”, this is a good and
natural leadership progression
Calibrate the steps to her interest and comfort level: if she refuses to follow your leadership,
rebuild some goodwill, some rapport, and some value before leading again
Take her opinion into account: collaborative leadership almost always beats selfish
leadership, especially for long-term relationships. Don’t go drill sergeant-style, go “we’re in
this together” leadership
“Sell” your ideas well: instead of just saying “let’s go back to my place”, say “yeah, it’s
winding down here, come over, I’ll show you that fish-tank, it’s breathtaking at night”
Use well-known persuasion principles:
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Adding “because” to your requests increases compliance: “let’s go sit there because here
it’s too noisy”
If it’s a make or break situation, keep insisting -tactfullyIgnore or avoid getting bogged down in unhelpful frames or requests
In make or break situations, simply assume she will follow your lead

How to Become More of A Leader
Being more of a leader outside of seduction will also help you to become a more effective leader
when it comes to seducing.
Here are a few tips:
Become a manager at work
Become a business owner with employees
Get into leadership roles in your clubs / sport’s group
Build a social circle from scratch with you at the epicenter
Teach something you know very well
Take dance classes -dance styles where you lead the woman-

Task Her More!
You task a girl when you tell her to do something.
Tasking is a strong indicator of where the power lies in a relationship.
Those who assign tasks, tend to be the leaders.
Those who execute the tasks, tend to be the followers who accept the tasker’s leadership.
A woman who executes his tasks communicates she accepts his leadership.
And if she keeps accepting his leadership as the relationship progresses, chances are she will accept
him as a lover as well.
If you have seen the movie Scarface, Elvira constantly rejected Tony’s advances.
But by this scene, we know things have changed. Why? Because Elvira is doing what Tony asks her
to do:
She prepares him a drink when he asks. And she sits next to him when he asks.
Both are examples of her accepting his leadership.
Executing your tasks is not just the sign that she likes you. It also increases attraction.
That’s why it’s so crucial that you’re not afraid of telling women to do some small things for you.

Moving Forward Is Winning, But Winning At All Costs Can Be Losing
You generally want to appear self-assured and you always want to be high-value.
There are no doubts about that.
But avoid getting into a mindset that you always have to win, “show your strength” or “control the
frame”.
That leads you to operate from a bad mindset. “Having to win” is poor leadership, it’s defensive, it’s
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not nearly as effective, and it’s potentially abusive when taken to an extreme.
A frame of mind of “having to win at all costs” also shows a poor mindset and a weak ego.
It’s men who are afraid of getting their ego hurt who need to win at all costs. And it’s pathological
and abusive men who always need to overpower women.
Look at this scene from “The Nights of Cabiria” as a poor example of dominance and leadership:
Some of his moves, like ignoring her emotional outbursts, are great.
But overall, he is too curt, aggressive, disrespectful, and haughty.
The man is dominant and he does behave like a strong leader. But it’s a poor leader.
Ultimately, she follows him because he has sky-high sexual market value. But a higher quality, selfrespecting woman would have probably dropped him.
From a seduction perspective, your task as the leader is to move the interaction forward, while
retaining her goodwill.
If you make your leadership about winning and pushing her, you sour the relationship. And chances
increase that she will eject or reject your leadership.
Again, we go back to the basics: think pull, instead of push, and collaborative and win-win frames
within value-adding leadership.
This is not to say that a more forceful leadership style will never succeed, but it meets more
resistance and drives away more women.
As a rule of thumb, the asshole-leadership style fares comparatively better for short-term liaisons, but
struggles to keep around high-quality women.
The collaborative, tender-defender type of leadership works even better for long-term.

Collaborative Leadership & The “Tender-Defender” Role
Do you remember the basic strategies of power?
And the article on frames?
They both apply to leadership for seduction as well.
Albeit some women do are attracted to selfish dominance, most women, and most high-quality
women, respond much better to a leadership which is both strong and caring at the same time.
Evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller calls it the “tender defender” (Miller, 2016).
But however you want to call it, as a rule of thumb, it’s indeed best to establish your leadership
within a frame of team-work and collaboration.
People are naturally selfish, and women have been programmed to also seek men who make it more
likely that they and their children will survive and prosper. And that’s why women want strong
leaders who can also further their own well-being, of course.
Assholes who lead with only selfish goals in their minds are dangerous to women.

Embracing the Leader’s Risks
Romantic leadership requires risk.
The risk that someone will not follow your leadership, and hurt your ego.
You must be able to embrace that risk, take action anyway, and don’t let it affect you when she might
turn down your leadership.
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This goes back to mental and emotional control, which we’ve already seen is the true foundation for
an empowered life.

Screen For Women Who Want to Follow Your Leadership
Looking for women who want to follow your leadership might be one of the most effective ways of:
1. Getting quick sex
2. Finding women who are into you
3. Getting into a relationship with women who are into you
Meet several women, quickly discard the ones that don’t want to enter into your life and follow your
leadership, and move forward with the ones who will happily follow your lead.
When you meet a woman who wants to follow your leadership, it means you met a woman with
whom you have great chemistry, a woman who appreciates you and your qualities.
And guess what?
That makes for a great relationship.

Leadership Showdowns and Escalation to
Sex
Now we get into more advanced power dynamics.
Showdowns are interpersonal escalations that resemble “power tugs of war”.
How the tug of war develops and ends will have outsized influence over what happens next.
Well, there are leadership showdowns in seduction as well.
Look at this example from Sex And the City and try to guess what’s the crucial showdown moment:
If Harry had obeyed Charlotte’s request to “open the window” the seduction would have likely
stopped, going from hot and heavy to slimy and embarrassing.
He would have communicated she is the leader and her task mattered more than his sexual drives.
That would have been a huge turn off for her.
Unwavering confidence and dominance can make all the difference between a successful seduction
and an awkward mating attempt ending with a sexual harassment (or assault) charge.

Female Approaches to His Leadership
Some women will rarely lead and are very passive in dating.
These women make it easier for men.
They are less likely to screen for very dominant men, but also have a much easier time finding a
boyfriend.
Also see:
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Submissive VS Strong Women
Some other more dominant women try to continuously task men and act catty and rebellious to his
leadership.
These women are more likely to end up with very dominant men or, sometimes, they have to content
themselves with very submissive men because they have difficulties finding a dominant enough man
who also happens to like dominant women -not all dominant men like dominant women-.
On average, it’s harder for these women to find a boyfriend.
And finally, there are socially clueless women who just don’t know how to get a cool guy.
This is one such example:
She left, point blank, in an attempt to make me follow her.
This is a losing strategy for women because it screens in low-quality men, who will run after her, and
screens out high-quality men, who will drop her.
It’s the opposite of what a good dating strategy should do.
P.S.: don’t date these types of women. They are catty and confrontational and don’t make for good
partners.

Adapt Your Leadership to The Culture
Most dating coaches are based in the West.
And their advice is mostly tailored for Western-based men.
However, don’t forget that also dominance and leadership are highly cultural.
Here is a story for you to highlight this point:
More than fifty years ago a young, little countryside girl visited her village on a hot summer day.
A man saw her walking by, and liked her.
He went over, said hi, introduced himself, and asked about her.
Until here, not too different from what might happen today.
They exchanged some pleasantries and then the boy asked her to meet again.
The girl told him that she couldn’t.
You know, she had recently ended a relationship, and her dad didn’t allow her to date so soon again.
You can see all the weight of the conservative culture there.
The bias towards proper courtship instead of “hanging out”. Taking breaks between dating one man
and another. And of course, the father approving who and when she was going to meet.
In a more libertine culture, the man might have smelled an excuse, or an easy barrier to break, and he
might have insisted. Maybe he might have tried to make her sit with him right away.
That might have worked too, who knows. But in that conservative environment, the odds were
stacked against him. And he didn’t want her parents to see him hanging too long around her daughter.
So, the guy didn’t even try.
Instead, he asked the girl: “where do you live”.
The day after, the guy went to visit the little girl at her family’s house. He asked to see his father,
introduced himself, talked about himself, and showed he was a respectable man. He said he was
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serious, and that waiting was unnecessary.
The father agreed, and approved.
That’s how it started.
The two are still married to this day.
And a few years ago, I went back home to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary.
The story I just told you is how my father met my mother.
Now compare that to how I met meet girls just one generation later.
A world of difference.
Yet, what my father did was extremely dominant and leader-like. But it was bold within that culture
and within the type of relationship he was seeking.
What does it mean to you?
It means that your dating and leadership must be calibrated to your culture and your goals.
By the way, you can also see a similar example from the movie the Godfather:

SUMMARY
There is no seduction, without male leadership.
Seducing, courting, dating, getting into a relationship… They all require leadership.
And no, it doesn’t require you to be a superman.
You are “only” required to take responsibility for making things happen, and to take action to
take the things you want.
Just like in any other life’s realm.
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Dominance: Mastering The Key to Dating & Sexual Succes
February 24, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Dominance, power, and leadership are some of the most crucial elements for male dating success.
This article shows you how dominance and power dynamics affect dating success.
You will learn of the different types of dominance, and show you how they translate into dating
success.
Contents
1. Social Dominance
2. Intellectual Dominance
3. Physical & Sexual Dominance
4. Predator-Style Dominance
5. Sexual Dominance
Dominance and Pathology: A Warning
6. Romantic Dominance
7. Provider Dominance
8. Parental-Figure Dominance
SUMMARY

1. Social Dominance
One video is worth a 1.000 words.
Take a look at this scene from Beautiful Girls, the interaction between Mo and the girl:
He looks down, a typical submissive sign and exactly what women should do in reaction to a
dominant man.
What do you think would be his chances of seducing her?
Close to zero.
Why?
Because, in that scene, she is the dominant one, and he is the submissive one.
And women don’t sleep with men who submit to them.
Women sleep with men who make them submit.
If the power dynamics of that scene were not immediately clear to you, have a look at these articles:
Signs of social dominance
Signs of social submissiveness
If you’re also physically stronger, more intelligent, and richer, it’s all great. But the most important
trait, is that you must be more dominant.
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10 Signs of Dominance: How to Act Dominant

1.2. Social Pressure
Social pressure is an indicator of social dominance.
Usually, the person who puts social pressure on others is the most dominant one. And the one who
acts -or cracks- under social pressure is the subordinate one.
And a man who puts a woman under pressure communicates he is socially in charge.
Look at this scene from the movie The Saint:
His ability to raise and release tension at will communicates “I’m in charge here”.
However, men must be careful with social pressure and only use it strategically.
Some women can be overwhelmed or get scared if you are too intense at the wrong time. If you are
unsure, start the interaction with more friendliness and less dominance.

1.3. Social Power Showdowns
Same as for leadership, you can have key social power showdowns that can make or break a
relationship.
Since social power is more difficult to spot, sometimes the showdown moment can happen in
seemingly innocuous exchanges.
Imagine this dialogue:
Her: You’re so into yourself (with a haughty look, turning away as if to refuse him)
Him: Me? I’m so into myself? (turns to her, gets closer to her to her face, raises his voice
but smiling: it’s a friendly counterattack) Look at you, with the slim fit biker leather jacket,
(reaches out to her scarf) the Italian scarf, the coiffed hair (touches her hair). Yeah, nice try
(pats her head, a “babying power move”)
Her: (lowers her eyes, smiles, she’s happy of the compliments… And for being socially
out-powered)
This is similar to an exchange happened to me some time ago, and little later we went back to my
place.
I cannot re-run the interaction to test it, but I’m fairly confident this was the biggest turning point on
the way to bed.

2. Intellectual Dominance
Intellectual dominance is an underrated, yet crucial aspect of overall dominance.
We already saw that intelligence is one of the sought-after traits in the sexual market place, especially
for long term dating.
And sounding articulate is important.
But intellectual dominance is not so much about IQ or about “knowing more”, it’s more about frame
control, defending your opinion, showing the flaws in her opinion, and changing her mind.
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That’s true intellectual dominance.
10 Frame Control Techniques to Out-Frame Anyone

3. Physical & Sexual Dominance
Physical dominance is a poorly discussed and highly misunderstood topic.
Physical dominance refers to the whole spectrum of body movement and body contact.
It includes being comfortable with one’s own body, being comfortable with touching, taking up more
space, etc.
Sexual dominance is a subset of physical dominance, referring to the last stages of seduction, during
sexual escalation and before and during sex.
This section will clarify how physical dominance fits into seduction and power dynamics.

3.2. Token Resistance to Sex & Dominance
“Token resistance to sex” refers to the woman resisting sex while also enjoying the process and, in
spite of the resistance, being willing, or at least open, to sleep with him.
Sexual resistance serves as an important test of his emotional stability (see: shit tests & sexual market
value).
Some men can’t control themselves or get angry when a woman slows them down. And women fear
these men.
Experienced and emotionally stable men won’t get angry and will keep a good mood throughout the
escalation.
That’s why a man who handles her resistances well does not just get sex, but her heart as well
(see Power University for an example).

3.3. Expressions of Male Sexual Dominance
These are some advanced moves that men can use during escalation:
Hold her face if she refuses to kiss you until you can give at least a pecker (more advanced)
Put her hands on your hard penis
Kiss and grope her overcome by lust, then go back to normal
Jokingly push her in horizontal position
Jokingly drag her towards the bed
Pick her up to carry her to the bed
Increase physical intensity to overcome resistance and remove one piece of clothing
On the bed, pin her hands above her head while you kiss her bosom or remove an item of
clothing (more advanced)
Men should be at a good level of emotional intelligence before safely engaging in any of the above.
Remember that all expressions of physical dominance must happen in an overall atmosphere of
safety.
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She must know and feel that it’s safe.
Here is how to do it well:

3.4. How to Escalate Dominantly, Within A Safe & Collaborative Frame
The best way of physically escalating to sex is to mix physical dominance with:
Verbal banter / fun conversation
Signals of kindness and caring
And, most of all:
Collaborative frames
Yes, again, we go back to the basic strategies of power.
Did you read the article on lovers and providers?
Well, by mixing boldness with kindness and collaborative frames, you get the best of both
worlds: the power of the lover, and the kindness of the provider.
See here a real-life example of what it means to combine the two:
“Behind the thirst for sex, you’re a gentleman”. And that’s exactly the mix you want to go for: bold
and resolute, while still being an overall gentleman.
As I escalate, this is what you can do to make sure she knows it’s all good:
1. Take breaks in between bouts of escalation and lighten the mood (tease or tell a short story)
2. Take a break when you see it’s getting too uncomfortable for her (that’s why EI is so
important)
3. Stop for a second and with serious tone say “hey, I want you to know that you are safe here”.
Pause, let it sink in.
4. Switch from hard escalation to more cuddly-and caring (ie.: kiss on the forehead, hug, light
make out)
5. Tell her “I like you” or make fun of yourself to take the edge off
6. Turn all competition into cooperation (for example, if she says you’re being aggressive, say
“nono, I’m very kind, I just want you to be happy”)
7. If she says you are making her feel bad, say “if you say that, you make me feel guilty. I want
you to feel good” (and change approach, you’re doing it wrong if you’re making her feel bad!)
If your native language is different than hers, speaking your native tongue is also a great way to
lighten the mood.
Sometimes women want to do it but are still battling some mental blocks and need the man to take
charge.
So you might tell her:
I am going to pin your hands down now and remove your panties (so that it’s not your fault)
If she says she wants to leave, you can say that she should stay because you’re having a good time.
Say that she can leave at any time, but that you would really like her to stay.
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If she really wants to leave, needless to say, you let her go and escort her back.

3.5. When Women Take Physical Charge, Don’t Let Them
It’s rarer, but women sometimes also engage in more purely physical strength games.
She might for example playfully wrestle him.
Or she might take charge of the escalation, for example, move him away from being on top and get
herself on top.
Some less experienced men think that’s good and she is leading herself to sex.
But that’s rarely the case.
Women mostly lead to sex with men who played coy all along, but rarely with men who go from
leading to lead.
Usually, men should not allow her to prove herself stronger or more strong-willed than he is.
So while he must be careful not to make it seem like he is taking it too seriously, he should always
avoid letting her physically dominate him.
I don’t know who started that “woman takes my hand thing”, but I can tell you this: he wasn’t any of
the following: driven, powerful, or successful with women

Example of Dominance Battle: The Fight Simulation
If the man takes her up on the challenge sometimes the battle can end up mimicking a fight.
This scene between James Bond and Pussy Galore is a light fight simulation, with the prize being her:
I am not a fan of the dynamics of fight simulation.
To begin with, they come from a frame of confrontation instead of collaboration.
And second, from a power dynamics perspective, it’s a relationship of equals instead of one where
the man is clearly in charge -and you should aim for being in charge-.

When Women Tease For Your Sexual Domination
Some women love a tease.
And they also use teasing to prod him into a sexual charge.
The tease sub-communicates that the woman’s refusal is only a facade and that the man should really
take charge, barrel through and dominate her.
If the man acts on those signals it often ends in lots of moaning and requests of fucking her hard.
Here is a good example from Five Easy Pieces:
She is he teasing him by walking away -thus forcing him to follow-, then smiling at his outburst, and
acting coquette.
She puts on perfume, whose main reason for existence is attracting mates, while confronting him with
a power gaze.
Also her words, “I’d like you to leave so I can take a bath” are hinting at the sexual.
But note that when women tease men to dominate them, the power rests with the woman.
Or, at least, she feels in power because she orchestrated the whole thing and he only acted on her
cues.
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For a man to gain power after the sex, he should act distant, and let her come to him and express
more interest and emotional investment.
Otherwise, the power dynamics still see him as chasing for sex and her deciding when to provoke
him.

4. Predator-Style Dominance
Physical dominance is also conveyed without any touch at all.
The way you talk, walk, deal with the people around, how you expect her to follow you and, of
course, the way you look at her.
This picture is not the greatest gaze example in itself as I was drunk by then.
But compared to a company party where everyone tried to look friendly or silly, flashing toothy
smiles and big grins, it stood out.
And notice her reaction:
This is similar to the excitement of what’s sometimes referred to as the “psychopath stare”.
Adelyn Byrch, curator of the website “psychopaths and love”, says that the “psychopath stare” is
scary with strangers and outside of seduction but, when she is with her lover and in seductive
environments, many women find it extremely arousing (but no, psychopaths aren’t more sexually
successful than high-quality men).
Another good example of the predatory-prey dynamic in The Goodfellas.
And yet a better one is in the movie “Seduced and Abandoned”, notice his stare and how she cowers
in a corner (even though she likes him):
Her later feelings of guilt and shame are also realistic, and this is the risk of dominance without
warmth: she can feel ashamed and cut contact with him (more than once I’ve never heard from a
woman after dominant escalation and steamy sex).

5. Sexual Dominance
Dominance leads to bed, but can also continue in bed.
Moving her around, changing positions at will and showing an “animalistic” side when having sex
are also signs of dominance which can make many women do-eyed.
Just one rule: if you must be dominant, do it with full conviction.
Half-assing it is sure to backfire:
?

5.2. Sexually Objectifying Women
Most women will vehemently deny this of course.
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Many women enjoy being treated as sexual objects… At the right time and by the right man.
Being overcome by a strong sexual urge, turning her around, bending her over a piece of furniture
and entering her as soon as she enters your place, for example, can be extremely arousing.
Waking up at night and start fucking her can also be extremely arousing.
Some women will become much more mellow and submissive after you dominantly penetrate them
in one of the above ways early in the relationship.
This is a convo after that type of raw sexual aggression:
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P.S.: don’t count on women to actually see you again after a wild sexual romp outside of a
relationship.
It’s quite common instead, that they will want to forget you.
Emotions are fleeting, and the wilder they swing upwards, the more they’re liable to go the opposite
direction.
Case in point: this same lady who “felt unreal” came back to Berlin… And we didn’t even meet.

Dominance and Pathology: A Warning
Dominance is dominance.
Per se, it’s not good or bad.
But some individuals who seek dominance and power over others can be pathological.
This is important, as I have been asked more than once “how to find and date dominant men“.
Not all dominant men are pathological of course, but almost all dark triad individuals seek power,
dominance and control.
Relationships with pathological men often turn toxic, abusive, or both.
Worst even, many psychopaths feel at the most powerful when they can ruin and harm their partners
(M.E. Thomas, 2013). That goes beyond being selfish and enters the real of gratuitous harm and
sadism.
Yes, we live in a world where evil does exist.
Some psychopaths also seek to use sex, and sexual perversion, as a way to entrap and control their
victims (read more in Dating Power Dynamics).
If you see these tendencies in yourself, it’s good if you stop and re-assess. You can’t change
psychopathy, but you do can become less of a narcissist.
If you see these tendencies in your partner, cut off contact.
Also see:
Signs of a sociopath in relationships
30 Signs You’re Dating a Sociopath (W/ Examples)

Is Learning Dating Power Dynamics Antisocial?
Sandra Brown, author of “Women Who Love Psychopaths” says that any man looking into
seduction advice is by its very nature high in psychopathy traits.
Shocker: I don’t fully disagree.
There is plenty of people who want to learn seduction -including dating coaches- who are high in
dark triad traits (see Mystery or even Casanova).
But I also disagree, in large part.
Many individuals learn seduction advice because they are driven men and women, looking to do
more, be more, and maximize their potential.
And that’s not psychopathic.
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And the more empathic, high quality men and women learn power dynamics, the better off we will be
as a society.

6. Romantic Dominance
Surprised to read this one?
Don’t.
This might be the most bonding, best memory-making type of dominance you can ever have.
Taking her hand to walk on a beautiful bridge, stopping her to admire the view and then passionately
kissing her like there was no tomorrow is an example of romantic dominance.
Many women remember the first kiss more than the first sexual encounter.
A well-executed “dominantly romantic move” is sure to make her swoon and leave an everlasting
memory.
An example from SATC:
Her: So corny (she’s afraid of the romance)
Him: No. It’s classy (imposing his frame, positive dominance)
The fact he’s mentioning his parents only turbocharges the romance: it alludes at a life together, with
family and children.
Romantic dominance requires the man to stay in the leadership role, and leading smoothly in and out
of the romance. That makes the difference between memorable or corny.

7. Provider Dominance
High level of providing is also an aspect of dominance.
Some authors mistake “providing” for less sexual, less dominant men (beta males).
This is a wrong approach because it focuses on average and below-average men instead of looking at
the whole spectrum.
So let’s look at the whole spectrum and let’s take the two extremes to see the difference:
Low-status provider: breaks his back on low paying jobs to cater to her every whim.
He provides not because he wants, but because he fears she will leave.
After much pursuing, she allows him to be with her. And he keeps breaking his back for the
rest of his life, trying to make his queen happy.
Dominant alpha provider: he swats her hand away when she chips in 10 dollars for the tip on
a 450 bill while saying with a smile “oh don’t be silly, save those to buy your boyfriend a
trinket“.
He drives her home on a Ferrari, where the music starts as they walk in. He prepares two
cocktails with top shelf liquors and then proceeds to fuck her.
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Afterwards, he stays busy with his own. He can have many women, but he likes her. So they
keep in touch.
She starts falling for him, and wants to rope him in for a relationship. He consents. She is
overjoyed she is with such a catch. He is also happy they are together.
Also read:
Provider and Lover Sexual Strategies
Lovers, Providers, and Friends
Lover, Provider & Friend: The Truth of Men’s Sexual Roles

8. Parental-Figure Dominance
Dominance can also be conveyed with a parental, guiding figure that provides a feeling of protection
and safety.
It would be a mistake to think that it’s just women with “father’s issue” who fall for it, or that it only
happens with big age gaps.
Many women, and many men as well, are prone to be hooked by a parental figure.
And there is little more dominant than a father figure.

“You Lil’ Girl” Seduction Style
Many women enjoy being treated like “little girls” in the right place and from the right man.
James Bond in this scene has an attitude of “you lil’ girl”:
That slap communicates “now go you silly lil’ girl and let the men speak”
There are important caveats to use this style, as it’s only appropriate at the right time, at the right
place, and from the right man.
More details in the course and ebook.

SUMMARY
To date successfully, men must be more dominant and socially powerful than women.
There are many ways to convey power and dominance, and this article showed you 8 different ways
to become more dominant and successful.
All these eight types of dominance can be used in healthy and mutually beneficial ways -just limit the
predator one to sexual environments-.
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How to Maintain Power & Control in Relationships
February 28, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
There are many ways to keep power and attraction in a relationship.
And on this website, we already discussed many of them:
Manipulative games women play: this is how women seek power while dating
Power moves in a relationship: this is how women seek power during the relationship
How women control men: this is how most women control most of the relationship
Abusive and controlling men: this is how men seek to control their women
BUT those articles are about nasty power moves, manipulation, and win-lose relationships.
This article here instead teaches you the basics of power in a relationship, as well as the healthy
ways of maintaining attraction and power in the relationship.

Contents
#1. Chemistry: Settle Down With Those Who Like You
#2. Be High Quality & High SMV
#3. Keep Improving & Increase Your SMV
#4. Make It So Good They Just Can’t Leave
#5. Be A Leader, More Figure, or Father Figure
Poor Ways of Keeping Power
Summary

#1. Chemistry: Settle Down With Those
Who Like You
So simple, so obvious… Yet so overlooked.
What all dating advice for men and all dating advice for women seem to do is teaching people how to
get those who are on the fence about them.
That might make sense for hooking up.
But for relationships, it just doesn’t work nearly as well. If the person you settle down with feels
“meh” towards you, you’ll always be fighting an uphill battle in your relationship.
On the other hand, when you enter a relationship with someone who naturally likes you, the
relationship is naturally stronger, more affectionate, more sexual, more loyal, more supportive, and…
Just plain better.
This is so obvious that it doesn’t need an explanation. But it does need reiteration, because most
people only focus on getting who they want, and not so much on who also wants them.
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When looking for a relationship, this is the sweet spot:
You like them, both physically and personally
They like you, both physically and personally
They’re around the upper end of SMV you can realistically get
If you must pick two and are undecided between mutual liking and someone who’s a bit more
attractive but also colder towards you, you’re probably better off prioritizing the first two.
Even purely from a genetic inheritance point of view in case you want children, children growing up
in a warm and healthy household with loving parents who love each other will most likely
“outperform” children from a more attractive mate, but growing up in a less warm and supportive
environment.

#2. Be High Quality & High SMV
Your overall value confers power in three different ways:

2.1. Options for Sex, Dating, & Life Satisfaction
Dating and relationships present a certain element of negotiation.
Fisher and Ury in Getting to Yes refer to options as “BATNA” or “best alternatives to a negotiated
agreement”. It means that the more alternatives you have, the more power you have.
Sure, relationships are not exactly like negotiations.
Relationships also entail feelings, a history together, possibly children and, as well, love.
But alternatives do also matter.
The individual with more alternatives only settles for good relationships, and he is not afraid of:
Enforcing rules of proper conduct
Calling out all power moves and uncooperative behavior
Enforcing personal boundaries of mutual respect
Addressing and extirpating any hint of abuse as soon as it appears
There can be a darker consequence to options.
For some people, and more for men than for women, having lots of options might mean that they care
less about their partners and contribute less to the relationship.
You can help counter that with some conscious effort and exercises -see the ebook on relationships-.
But the best cure here is quite simple: develop a great relationship that it’s a pleasure being in. Then
you will realize that casual sex is fun, but that a great relationship is a whole different ball game.

What Confers Options
Options go beyond the sexual and relationship aspect.
You have options when you can lead a happy and fulfilled life, no matter which specific person
is in that life.
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On top of dating opportunities, options include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Life mission bigger than the relationship
Enjoying alone time -or at least not being afraid of being alonePassions and hobbies you’re happy to dedicate more time to
Large social network you enjoy hanging out with
A few good friends you love

Having options means having lots of options to have a good and fulfilling life.

2.2. (Ir)replaceability
What makes you irreplaceable?
On top of some of the most stereotypical sexual market value traits like looks, intelligence, and
income, there are more qualities that contribute to irreplaceability in a relationship, including:
Kindness / caring
Supportiveness
Interest in our partner’s life / listening
Uplifting mood
Shared mission
Shared interests
Empathy
Trustworthiness
Faithfulness
…
Yes, basically, all the traits that make you both a high-value person, and a pleasure to be with.
And that’s why boyfriend and girlfriend candidates are superior to lover candidates: the ideal
boyfriend candidate is the whole package.

#3. Keep Improving & Increase Your SMV
Your SMV is not fixed in stone, but it shifts over time.
How it shifts is, in good part, up to you.
Imagine two partners enter the relationship with around the same sexual market value, but then each
develops differently:
Who do you think is more likely to have power in the relationship?
Who is more likely to engage in mate-guarding behavior? And who is more likely to grow
disillusioned of the relationship, and seek an out?
You know the answer.
To you, it means this: the best way to maintain leverage, power and attraction in a relationship,
is to keep improving yourself.
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If you seek self-development with an eye not just on yourself, but on the relationship, that selfdevelopment is also the best thing you can do for the team.

Exceptions: Jealous & Fearful Partners
These types of partners will perceive your self-development either as emotional disconnect, or as a
threat:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Partners who do not ever work on improving themselves or their lives’ condition
Partners with low self-esteem (they feel like you’re too good for them)
Partners who see relationships as competition (you are “winning” if you improve too much)
Anxious partners who don’t feel safe, secure and loved (they will fear abandonment)

In case of competitive partners, you either need to teach and school them -see Power Power-, or if
they are a lost cause, you need a better partner.
Consider that if you are really making strides in your life, a bit of fear is almost natural and normal.
You can help assuage your partner’s fears by building them up, reminding them why you are happy
with them, and why you chose them.

Men Have a Natural Advantage
When it comes to growth over time, men have a natural advantage.
The first obvious reason is that men retain more sexual market value over time than women do (see
SMP dynamics for more).
But it’s not the only reason.
Men, on average, also take less time off for childcare and household management. Usually, men use
that time in ways that lead to both personal growth and SMV growth.
Compare the two:
Woman: “I grew two children and learned a lot about child psychology. I missed a lot in life by
staying at home most of the time, but I feel happy and fulfilled”
Man: “thanks to my hard work I moved into the board of directors. I grew more confident as I
took over more responsibilities, and gained more real-world experience as I traveled across the
country and worked with all kinds of people. As a bonus for leading my department’s
turnaround, I even make much more money. I feel accomplished, strong and powerful.”
The woman’s child-rearing might be a bigger contribution to society than the man’s job.
But the man’s job awards far more SMV points.

Advice for Women:
To retain power and attraction over time, do the following:
1. Seek activities that increase your value and SMV
2. Seek activities that limit the loss of your value and SMV
3. Above all, limit your dependence from him
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Staying at home is OK.
But it can become a problem if you become wholly dependent on him.
Until the children are young, he needs you, so you will likely not see any problems bubbling up.
But the issue might start when the children are independent and you’re still at home. Some men are
cool with that because they have more of a team-mindset.
But more exchange-minded men will perceive the relationship as unbalanced. And their attraction,
love, and respect, will tank.
That’s why, depending on the man, I do agree with the female dating advice that it’s best for women
to keep their financial independence.
But, with most men, women don’t have that much to worry about, because:

Most Men Throw Their Advantage Away & Disappoint Their Women
Most men throw their natural time advantage away, and it’s more often women who grow
discontent over time, not men.
Research shows that more men feel like their relationships are “good”, while more women than men
are actually disappointed by those same relationships. As sociologist Dr. Schwartz points out, women
have higher expectations than men, and that can lead to discontent and disillusionment.
The proof is that women initiate more divorces, and college-educated women, which we might expect
to be more driven and demanding, initiate divorces at an even higher percentage than men do.
Women also report being less happy than men during the relationship (Rosenfeld, 2017), and happier
after the divorce (Craft, Erik D, 2002).
To me, this all points to the same conclusions:
1. Women have higher expectations
2. Men are not living up to those high expectations
The main reason, in my opinion, is that men place the bar lower for the relationship, the emotional
connection, and for themselves. They grow complacent, fail to keep improving, and they’re OK with
sitting on their assess.
The second reason is that women are more practical than men. And they are more likely to ask
themselves:
If there is no love left, if this guy isn’t doing anything with this life, if we’re living a dull
life… What’s the point of even being together?
But of course, if you’re a man reading here, you’re not “most men” :).

#4. Make It So Good They Just Can’t Leave
Some dating advice promotes relationship control techniques aimed at keeping one’s partner
insecure.
That advice can work.
BUT… It can lead to toxic relationships, it doesn’t work nearly as well with high-quality partners,
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and it always makes for poorer relationships.
The opposite and positive approach to relationship power and retaining attraction is this:
Make the relationship so good, that they can’t be without it
Just put yourself in your partner’s shoes: who are you going to want to be around the most, or miss
the most if things don’t work out?
That awesome guy/gal who supports you in your goals, listens to you, and makes you smile, or that
entitled try-hard guy/gal who is never there when you need them because they are playing power
games and want you to chase them?
Stupid question, right?
I can tell you that the first time I needed help and support from my ex-girlfriend and I realized she
wasn’t there… That’s also when I realized I wasn’t going to be in that relationship for much longer.
On the other hand, the partners I miss the most are the ones who loved me the most.

Exceptions to A Giver’s Attitude
There are 3 exceptions:
1. The phase of the relationship: don’t give all your support too soon
2. The type of partner: don’t give your all to narcissists and entitled partners
3. The SMV of the partner: don’t give your all to a higher SMV partners who don’t appreciate you

Avoid Too Much, Too Soon
Please remember we are talking about relationships here.
Supporting too soon and too much while dating can reek of desperation. So don’t go out of your way
until you’re together and until your partner has shown they can operate within a cooperative frame.

Entitled and Narcissists
Entitled and narcissistic partners feel like they are owed love for being so great.
Avoid these people for relationships.
And when non-pathological men and women start taking you for granted, strategically withdrawing
your love and support can help remind them what they’d be missing if they keep acting selfishly.

Higher SMV Partner
The best relationships see the partners:
1. Roughly matched in SMV, OR
2. The higher SMV partner wants his/her partner irrespective of SMV
The Ashton Kutcher-Demi Moore relationship is a typical example of the latter.
However, if you are unmatched in SMV, you can’t be sure you’re in the latter category until your
partner has had the chance of leaving you first.
For example, you might be in a situation where you help a higher SMV partner when they’re down
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on their luck and they’re desperate for help.
Once they’re back on their feet, if they don’t truly appreciate you, they will likely move on.
Here is a meme for you to understand this concept:

So if you want to be Machiavellian about it, provide love and support as long as that love and support
does not lead them to a place where they above you, and won’t you need anymore.
Whenever you’re not sure, always revert to the general rules:
1. Seek collaborative relationships & win-win
1. Cut out non-collaborators & win-lose players
2. Mix power with warmth
3. In LTRs: give without keeping track, and expect your partner to do the same

#5. Be A Leader, More Figure, or Father
Figure
Last but not least:
Long-lasting power within a healthy relationship is rooted in good leadership.
If you’re the man, there is nothing healthier, more loving and more powerful than being a good leader
of that relationship.
If you’re a bit older, or wiser, or more life-experienced, then a leader and father-figure role is also a
valid option.
Father figures are calmer, they talk less, listen more, they dispense good advice and, in case of more
anxious women, also help to center them emotionally.
If they’re more on the playful side, a father figure can also mix in some of the “babying power
moves” (see Power University).
How Leadership Gets You Girls
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Women & (Supportive) Leadership
For women, the leader role is admittedly a bit trickier.
We have already mentioned that there can be good relationships with the woman in charge, and these
relationships also tend to last longer.
But what to do if she does not want to take over that leadership role?
Well, then there are three options:
1. The “mother figure”
2. The “full support” girlfriend
3. The “tell him how to lead”
The Mother Figure
The mother figure provides the man with the unconditional love that a mother would provide a child
with.
This is a technique Robert Greene talks about in his The Art of Seduction, but it’s not necessarily a
game. Some women naturally have that attitude towards men. Bree Holson talking about Charlie
Sheene is a perfect example:
“Little boy Charlie that I want to protect from the world”. That’s the mother’s figure style
The Full-Support Girlfriend
The second works especially well with driven men.
The supportive woman provides the driven man with a safe platform from which to take over the
world.
For driven office workers, the supportive woman provides him with a safe environment to unwind
back home in the evening.
This is why so many powerful men have long-term wives who do not share the limelights: they need
those women.
In the most wildly driven men, the woman also serves as a health life-preserver. Tim Grover, trainer
of some of the best athletes in the world, says that women provide men with a respite from the dark
side that drives them.
The “Tell Him How to Lead” GF
The third option is how some women naturally behave with less dominant men.
In a study, low-dominance men were paired up with high-dominance women and were told to
execute tasks as a team. But they couldn’t work together: one could only execute the tasks, and the
other should lead.
From the outside, it looked like men took the leadership position most of the time. So the researchers
thought that low-dominance men were forcing themselves to be more dominant and leader-like.
But when researchers analyzed the conversation, it turned out that 91% of the time it was the women
who told the man to get into the leadership position.
You can do something similar, either through direct command, or with indirect influence.
With this option, the facade is that the man is leading, but he is just executing her tasks.
This can be a good middle ground between being the leader, and letting him lead.
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Poor Ways of Keeping Power
Now let’s review some poor, but common relationship advice.
Albeit the advice below might work, it tends to be value-detracting, making the pie smaller for
everyone.
And remember this: smaller pies are bad for both, and toxic relationships are toxic for both partners,
so you don’t win either.

#1. Need Her (/Him) Less
Needing your partner less is an inherently low-quality approach to relationship.
On the surface, it’s the equivalent of “have options”, but it takes the negative aspects of it, and it
comes from a defensive and fearful mindset.
While “having options” focuses you on becoming a better person who has chosen his partner,
“needing your partner less” does the opposite.
It puts you in the mindset that you are together because you got lucky, or because that’s all you could
get.
Finally “needing her less” does not come from a mindset of improving the relationship, but you work
against the relationship. If you take it along its natural conclusions, then “needing her less” means
that you’re better off alone.
If that’s the case, then be a man and stay single.

#2. Never Show You’Re Fully Hers/His
The idea here is to never fully commit and to instead keep your partner guessing about your true
intentions.
Again, this might work in giving you some sort of short-term power when they are most hooked to
you, but this is also exactly how abusive relationships work.

#3. Anything Based On Fear, Manipulation & Power Moves
Here is a rule of thumb:
If it’s based on short-term patches and power moves, it’s usually bad for the long-term.
Short term games might have a strategic place in dating, but they’re toxic when repeated in long term
relationships.
And if games are used to cover up your actual personality, that means that you’re entering a
relationship in which you can’t be yourself. And that’s the definition of setting yourself up for failure.
What are the short term power moves?
Things such as:
1. Make him/her jealous with triangulation
2. Always invest less
3. Don’t meet his/her needs
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4. Lower his/her self-esteem
Etc. etc.
We’ve already discussed the problems with this approach: it leads to toxic relationships, and it mostly
works with lower quality partners.
After all, who’s more likely to accept bad behavior?
It’s these groups of people:
1. Lower quality partners who feel like they are getting someone so much higher SMV, that they
cannot expect anything better. If that’s the case, you probably should seek someone more
around your level and treat them better.
2. People coming from dysfunctional homes, who never even knew good relationships could exist
3. Generally low-quality individuals

Summary
The issue with most advice on relationship control is that it either focuses on power and control only,
or it focuses on feelings and communication only.
But the two go hand in hand, and cannot be considered separately. Focusing on power only is toxic,
and focusing on communication only is naive.
The best thing you can do to have positive power in your relationship is also the best thing you can
do for yourself, for your partner and for the world: be the best (wo)man you can be.
And then leverage that value to shape a partnership that is bigger than the sum of its parts.
Also check out:
The phases of power in a relationship
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How to Cover Your Assets with a Prenup
March 7, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Note from Lucio:
We mentioned on this website that money is power -or, at least, an important element in of an
empowered life-.
And in “the fundamental strategies of power“, we mentioned that win-win collaborations in longterm relationships is power, while wars, especially protracted wars without clear winners, sap your
power.
This is especially true with intimate relationships. With intimate relationships the benefits of
collaboration are huge, but the costs of litigation can be even bigger -both financially,
emotionally, and time-wise-.
It’s within this framework that a prenuptial agreement can become an important strategic tool to
protect your future well-being.
Specifically, a prenup can be an important tool of your loss-mitigation strategy, and help cap
your downsides in case things go wrong. A well-thought prenup can not only limit your financial
losses, but also save you time and resources: life is too short to for endless and bitter legal wars.
Personally, I don’t have much knowledge in legal matters.
But Veronica Baxter does have.
So when she reached out to write a post on how the law can help empower people, I immediately
proposed her to share her knowledge on prenuptial agreement.
And this is how this post came into being.
You just got engaged and you are planning your wedding – congratulations!
But I hope you have already discussed a prenuptial agreement?
Of course you, your intended, and your families are busy discussing and deciding on the date, venue,
guest list, wedding party, flowers, music, and more… but what you and your fiance really need to do
prior to tying the knot is sit down and decide if the individual assets or debts you each bring to the
marriage require a prenuptial agreement, or “prenup.”
This is certainly not the most romantic conversation you two will have prior to your ceremony, but it
is a necessary one nonetheless. This article will give you a comprehensive starting point for your full
and frank discussion regarding finances and asset protection and whether you need or want a prenup.
Deal with these issues upfront – while you may never need to enforce the prenup if, at some point
you do, you both will be glad you have a prenup.
Contents
What is a Prenup?
Who Needs a Prenup?
How Do I Make a Prenup?
What Happens if I Don’t Get a Prenup?
What if You Just Live Together?
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What is a Prenup?
A prenup, short for “prenuptial agreement,” is a contract created by a couple prior to entering into
marriage, domestic partnership, or civil union that lists the properties each party brings to the
marriage and what property rights each has during the marriage and should the marriage dissolve. It
may also list the parties’ joint or individual debts.
A prenup may be called alternately an “antenuptial agreement,” a “premarital agreement,” or a “prepartnership agreement” according to the state in which you live.

Who Needs a Prenup?
While historically prenups were used by a wealthy spouse to preserve his or her premarital assets in
case of divorce, today many couples of more modest means use prenups to organize their separate
and marital finances in the following ways, among others:

1. Preserving the Inheritance of Children of a Prior Marriage
In most states, without a prenup, a surviving spouse is likely entitled to the entirety of the decedent’s
estate, leaving the children of a prior marriage with nothing. A parent can specify in a prenup what
assets will pass to his or her children, and when his or her fiance signs off on that the prenup becomes
a legally binding contract that the children can enforce.

2. Setting Forth the Financial Rights and Responsibilities of Both Parties During
the Marriage
Prenups are as varied as the people making them. The parties can establish upfront who will be
responsible for paying specified joint bills or debts during their marriage.
Setting forth the financial rights will help you cover against, for example:
Men or women who live above their means during courtship, lying about their jobs, income, or
level of debt;
Men or women who play a “bait and switch game”, being cooperative and financially sound
during courtship, but then turning uncooperative takers once married;
Discourage potential gold-diggers, either male or female, who want to marry up and then
divorce as soon as they can secure a strong divorce settlement (smash and grab weddings, see
Talulah Riley and Elon Musk)
Talula Riley received 16 million cash, plus assets. Not much for Musk, but enough to attract a horde
of potential gold-diggers

3. Protecting One Spouse from Responsibility for the Debts of the Other
If one spouse comes to the marriage with individual debt such as student loan debt, a mortgage, or a
car loan or lease, the couple can use a prenup to establish individual responsibility and liability for
those debts.
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In some states, a couple can use a prenup to establish individual liability for future medical debt.

4. Avoiding Arguments in Case of Divorce
This is the classic reason for entering into a prenup.
Imagine if love ever after is not in fact love ever after. How does a prenup help?
With a prenup, you can agree in advance what your spouse will get in case of divorce.
This will avoid nasty fighting and legal expenses, and it can protect you against your spouse
seeking to appropriate 50% of your total net worth in some states.

5. You May Have to Pay Support Despite a Prenup
Be advised that many states do not allow a spouse to waive his or her right to alimony or spousal
support, so that term will be unenforceable.
In this case, the remaining terms of the prenup may be enforceable depending upon how fair it is and
whether it meets the other requirements for enforceability in your state.
In most states, the standard for spousal support is to maintain the marital lifestyle. The length of the
marriage and the employability of the dependent spouse may also be factors in determining the
amount of alimony.

How Do I Make a Prenup?
The requirements for a valid prenup vary by state. As a general rule, a prenup must be in writing and
signed by both parties to be valid and enforceable and must be freely entered into by both parties.
Many states require that the prenup document be notarized.
Every state allows prenups, but prenups must be fair and meet any other legal requirements set
forth by the state in which you live. Historically, courts have carefully scrutinized prenups and have
frequently held that they are invalid, as prenups were most commonly used to unfairly strip a lesswealthy spouse of rights to the other spouse’s property should the marriage end.
Nowadays, with divorce at an all-time high and most women working and owning property
individually, prenups are viewed as an estate-planning tool between equal partners.
A prenuptial agreement can address just about any marital issue.
Take the case of Michael Douglas and Catherine Zeta-Jones. Their prenup sets forth a sum Catherine
will receive if Michael is caught cheating.
Douglas and Zeta-Jones drafted in their prenup what will happen if Douglas were caught cheating.
You can plan almost anything in a prenup
It is important that even if you both agree on the terms of the prenup, you each bring it to separate
attorneys for review, and it’s important that you insist your partner also brings the prenup to an
attorney.
This will tell the courts that, in the event one of you seeks to enforce the terms of the prenup, you
each had the advice of legal counsel and entered into the agreement freely, knowing the
consequences.
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What Happens if I Don’t Get a Prenup?
If you don’t enter into a prenup, in the case of divorce or the death of one of you your property will
be divided according to the law in your state. This means that without a prenup you give up control
of what happens to your property and/or debts.
State law will dictate what happens to property acquired during the marriage (called marital property
or community property in some states) and may also dictate what happens to individual property
acquired prior to the marriage.
Without a prenup, the courts have the authority to make financial and property division decisions for
you both in the case of divorce, if you cannot agree among yourselves. Think about it – chances are
that one or both of you will feel some resentment or animosity caused by the end of the marriage and
that those emotions will interfere with your ability to agree on the division of property or joint debts.
Take the case of Fresier star Kelsey Grammer. He and ex-wife Camille Donatacci did not sign a
prenup, and now Camille is likely to receive $30 million of Grammer’s $84 million fortune.
Marrying without a prenup cost Grammer $30 million
Finally, without a prenup or will, your state’s laws of intestacy will dictate what happens to the
individual property upon death.

What if You Just Live Together?
Living together is a popular alternative to traditional marriage and a prenup can help you in this
situation too, by setting forth each person’s financial rights and responsibilities upfront.
If you live together without marrying, most states would not award the dependent partner any
type of spousal support should the relationship end. That can make non-marrying a rational choice
for people who are particularly afraid of the fallouts of a divorce -see “Men on Strike“-.
However, things change if you have children with your live-in partner, and if you have children, you
will be responsible for child support.
That’s why a prenup is a good idea even if you are simply living together.
If you are in a relationship, married or not, and you want or need to organize your individual or
marital assets, debts, or financial responsibilities, a prenup is for you.
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Don’t Allow The Guilt-Tripping Culture to Disempower You
March 10, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We are in the midst of a systemic, worldwide, “guilt-tripping movement”.
This guilt-tripping movement is actual aggression, hiding behind the guise of fake social justice.
The Power Dictionary calls it “privileged guilt-tripping”, and defines it as such:
The hostility or outright aggression, either overt or covert, directed towards certain groups
of people who are accused of enjoying or exploiting an unfair advantage to the detriment of
others.
Depending on the severity of the attacks the accusations of “unfair advantage” can become
accusations of bullying, abuse, or crime.
The groups under attack are sometimes referred to as “privileged”.
And if you are in any of those groups now considered as “privileged”, you must watch out.
The guilt-tripping movement is out to get you.
Let’s analyze how it works, so we can overthrow its controlling yoke.
Contents
The Sneaky Double-Bind of The Guilt-Culture
SJWs & The Emotional Harm of the Guilt-Culture
Life Isn’t Fair: Accept It
Three Antidotes to Guilt

The Sneaky Double-Bind of The Guilt-Culture
The guilt-culture is nothing new under the sun.
It’s just the way with which loosely-connected groups of people with somewhat of a common goal
fight the war for influence and power. But today, it happens to be sneakier than in the past.
In a way, the guilt-movement is a big, society-wide form of double-bind.
This is how it works:
I despise you because you are abusing of your privileges to oppress me and bully me.
But you can’t despise me because, if you do, you confirm that you are oppressing me, and
that I am right for despising you.
Be damned if you accept their finger-pointing, and be damned if you seek to rebel against it.
People who don’t see the double-bind and accept that frame, end up feeling guilty and without any
recourse -and often, without having done nothing wrong-.

The Aggressive Nature of Attacking the Privileged
Let’s be clear about this:
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There is value and heroism in standing up against abuse.
The first woman who stood up for the right for divorce, was a hero. And the people who campaigned
until divorce was legalized were part of a force for good.
The first women to face backlash for demanding the right to abortion were civil heroes.
Rosa Parks refusing to stand up was also a hero.
But today?
There might still be a few kinks we need to iron out.
But today most of the basic rights are already in place. Today women, blacks, gays, trans and
whatever group was previously marginalized can do pretty much anything that straight white men
can.
Today, there is no more value in keeping up the incendiary and aggressive rhetoric.
Going on the assault against (white) men today is about power and other darker motives, not
about civil rights, freedom, or equality.
To me, much of the guilt-movement attacks fall into one of these categories:
Exercises in excuse-making (ego-protection): it’s not that I didn’t work for the things I
wanted, it’s hat the system is crooked, and it’s your privileged ass’ fault (not mine)
The search for a sense of importance: today people have lots of free time and no obvious
reason for living. Some people can feel lost, so they make up an enemy and embrace a (madeup) fight to give a sense of purpose to their existence
An excuse to vent personal bitterness: I’m angry, but I blame you for my own anger so that I
can keep a better self-image
Manipulative warfare: I make you feel guilty so that you will become more submissive, less
assertive, and easier to control and win against
Strawmanning for power: construct a made-up enemy, lead the charge against them, and win
easy accolades without taking any real risks
Oprah Winfrey is a good example for that last one:
Typical burning stake power move.
Here is a transcript of Oprah’s widely applauded incendiary rhetoric:
She lived as we all have lived, too many years in a culture broken by brutally powerful
men. For too long, women have not been heard or believed if they dare speak the truth to
the power of those men. But their time is up. Their time is up.
Holy cow!
Their time is up?
Whose time? Powerful men? Men in general? That’s fucked up. Many powerful men are good
people.
To most of the readers, I’d candidly ask: do you feel like you’re living in a culture “broken by
brutally powerful men” that you need to break free from?
I’m pretty sure most readers would reply “no”.
We live in a blessed world of freedom and democracy where everyone can work on themselves to
improve their lives.
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Oprah Winfrey, a woman extremely high in power, is not describing reality. She is fabricating a
distorted reality for her own personal gains (straw-manning).
She paints a strawman of oppressive (white) men, and she frames herself the brave one fighting
against it.
Oprah paints a bigger enemy to get more power and exposure. Unluckily, she is the only winner,
while everyone else loses.
It might seem a stretch to you, but the dynamics at play here are no different than Hitler scapegoating
the jews.
Or the Bolsheviks scapegoating the small landowners (and deporting them en-masse).
You could easily turn Oprah’s speech into any speech that throughout history had led to the
prosecution and massacre of whole classes of people:
The Jews (landowners / Christians, etc.) are bad, taking advantage of us, disempowering
us… Are we gonna stand up and teach them a lesson or what?
Death to the Jews (landowners / Christians, etc.)!
Bottom line:
We don’t need more Oprahs fanning small flames of discontent into a huge fire. We need more
conciliatory men and women building bridges.
If you want a fairer and better world, don’t fall for the war rhetoric of Oprah’s style charismatic
leader. Social psychologist Roy Baumeister said it best: there will never be a war to end all wars
(Baumeister, 1999). This is all the truer and more important when there is nothing to fight about, as
it’s in this case.
Anger only leads to more anger, and to more lose-lose for all.
If you want things to be better, today is the time to join the collaborative movement.

The Manipulative Guilt-Tripping
The guilt-tripping movement also serves to disempower others -and to empower the attacker-.
I’ve already discussed a few instances of systemic manipulation, like feminism, for example.
The guilt-tripping movement is the same.
Accusing historically powerful classes of still being abusive and unfair serves as a moralizing
manipulation tool.
How does this work?
The more you can make others feel bad, the more those others will give up their rights and act
submissive. And the more competitive advantage the guilt-inducers will enjoy.
You make that white, pretty woman feel guilty for being white and pretty?
She will be less assertive in going after that executive suite because she feels “she already got enough
privileges”.
You make that white man feel bad for his “toxic masculinity”? He will not defend himself when he
actually needed to defend his rights. And if things get heated and the police show up, in doubt, they
will charge him (Smith, 2017).
And if the privileged ones can do little to make up for their supposed wrongdoing, all the better: they
are going to be victims -and submissive- for life.
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You are eternally in debt for your Y chromosome, brother.
Also see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Out of Control Guilt
The guilt movement has grown so big that it has not stopped at gender and racial issues.
Today, we have all kinds of people wanting you to feel guilty for all kinds of issues:
Guilty for polluting
Guilty for having exterminated animals
Guilty for global warming -you know, you drive, fly, eat too much meat, etc.And don’t take this wrong: I am 100% sold on reducing pollution, protecting animals, and doing
something about global warming.
I always tell people not to give me a bag with my fruit, I always say no to disposable cutlery, and I
never owned any car.
Indeed, rejecting guilt is not about rejecting responsibility for being good citizens.
It’s the opposite: it’s especially when we are being considerate humans that we should not feel guilty
for, you know… Living.
Guilt is not only useless and irrational, but it’s unhealthy.
It’s unhealthy for individuals to feel guilty for things that are either natural, or that they didn’t
commit.
Let’s get real for a second.
It’s natural that, as we go about life, we do pollute at least a little bit (Pinker, 2020). Electricity
pollutes. Taking a shower pollutes. Doing anything will create some human waste.
Now we should aim to pollute less, but not feel guilty for a minimum amount of pollution that’s
needed to live.
And it’s natural that the species that becomes the most dominant will drive a few other species to
extinction. That might not sound “nice”, but at a certain point, you need to get real. Being
emotionally mature also means accepting that there are certain trade-offs in life.
And it’s either lions, bears and tigers roam the planet as they please, or you roam the planet as
you please -which you’re probably already doing-.
Our responsibility is to avoid any unneeded animal suffering. But it is not to preserve any single
species on earth, no matter what.
Because if you want all animals to reclaim their space, then take the first step and go back living in a
cave.
If you like embracing extreme measures without being willing to make extreme compromises, then
you’re a hypocrite.
Great is both part and victim of the guilt-culture.
She jumped in the movement while also being duped by it.
The guilt-culture stole Greta’s childhood and turned her bitter, not the “elites of power” she
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accuses

Why Now?
I cannot think of any other time in human history that we’ve been inundated with so many messages
about how bad we are.
Why now?
In a way, it’s a sign of opulence.
As we live in a world largely free of major risks, people have enough time and resources to dedicate
mental cycles on abstractions like “fairness”, “equal opportunities”, “animal rights”, etc.
And, by and large, it’s a great thing we are tackling these issues.
This is the pinnacle of human enlightenment: taking responsibility not just for us, but for the
planet and the other living creatures as well.
But it should be done rationally, and intelligently.
Finger-pointing and guilt-tripping are neither intelligent, nor helpful ways of going about it. They are
abusive ways of going about it.
If you allow it, that guilt-culture is going to disempower you.
So now let’s discuss the effects of guilt-tripping, and then some solutions.

SJWs & The Emotional Harm of the Guilt-Culture
The extremists of the guilt-movement want you guilty for everything that is wrong in the world.
The funny thing?
For many of the items you should feel guilty for, you bare no direct responsibility.
And, most importantly, you bare no control over.
Things like:
Being born in the West
Being born in the middle class or above
Being attractive
Being a man
These all fall under “being privileged”.
And unluckily, it’s a common sentiment not only among liberal circles, but also in some selfdevelopment circles.
Writes Eckart Tolle in a particularly disheartening passage of his best selling “The Power of Now”:
Of course, there’s something wrong with you, and you are not being judged. Don’t you
belong to the human race who killed over 100 million members of its own species in the
21st century alone?
-Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now
Oh, thank goodness I’m not being judged, Eckart.
Imagine if I was :S.
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On average, the group most liable to self-harming guilt are white, progressive women.
Women tend to have lower self-esteem, and are more prone to guilt. Sensitive women can end up
suffering the most under the guilt-culture.
White, beautiful model Cameron Russell amassed 24 million views on a speech that she should have
had at a shrink’s office.
She says:
Cameron Russel: I’m on the stage because I’m a pretty white woman.
(…)
But mostly, it was difficult to unpack the legacy of gender and racial oppression when I am
one of the base beneficiaries.
She says she is the beneficiary of a culture that makes her privileged. Instead, I see the emotional
pain of a woman under the yoke of the guilt-tripping culture.
To begin with, she is most likely selling herself short by saying she is only pretty.
And most of all, she is blaming herself for all the “gender and racial oppression”, which is, how to
put it mildly… Pure fucking nonsense.

SJWs: Duped and Self-Duping
How do social just warrior fit here?
SJWs are mostly followers.
They follow the bigger leaders, like Oprah, to either get some scraps of power, to gain acceptance or,
in some cases, because they actually believe it.
There are two kinds of social justice warrior:
1. Privileged people who play the guilt game for their own gains: these people seek to gain
acceptance in liberal circles and in society at large. They include white knights, male feminists,
and the people who stood up at Oprah’s speech. Also see: virtue-signaling strategy
2. More sensitive privileged people who do actually feel guilty: like for example Cameron
Russel we saw above. Or German women in this example below:

German Women: An Example of Harmful Self-Guilt
To people who are not much prone to guilt, guilt-inducing messages are annoying.
But to people who are prone to guilt, these messages are emotionally harmful.
An interesting case example are some Germans nationals.
Nazism is history, it’s done and dusted.
The only empowering way to approach is to learn the lessons, learn human nature, and make sure it
won’t happen ever again.
But the guilt-culture is not about empowering people, the guilt-culture is about disempowering
people, and making them feel bad for things they aren’t even responsible for.
Within this culture, decades after nazism, many Germans still feel awkward towards national pride,
as that reminds them of nazism.
My ex-girlfriend and a bunch of her leftist progressive friends always felt bad for being German for
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things that she had no control over.
They had this big emotional burden they were carrying over, accompanied by the guilt-induced
feeling they needed to repent and make it up… But there was no way to make it up, of course.
So they were trapped in their feelings of guilt, which is the definition of emotional abuse.
At times, it was becoming an issue in our relationship. It’s unhealthy to take too much guilt upon
yourself when you can’t do anything about it.
Without judging whether that was right or not, in my opinion, part of the reason the German
government accepted millions of immigrants without performing much control at all, is because of
the guilt-feelings of their past.
Now let’s look at a few solutions against the feelings of guilt.

Life Isn’t Fair: Accept It
Behind much of the guilt-fever, there is the wish for fairness.
Fair is good.
Unfair is bad.
And if you got an “unfair advantage”, you should feel bad.
And again, same as before: it’s good to strive towards fairness. It’s also an important value of this
website.
However, approaching fairness with emotional maturity means that you strive towards fairness, while
also accepting that the world is an inherently unfair place.
Until we evolve into a different species, we are also an inherently unfair species.
And that’s OK, you must be at peace with that.
As you strive to treat people fairly, you also must know that you are not responsible for life’s
unfairness.
And again, same as before: it’s because you personally strive to treat people fairly that you can accept
all the luck that’s come your way without feeling guilty about it.
If anything, feel grateful for it. Gratefulness is good. Guilt is not.

Three Antidotes to Guilt
There are three more antidotes to guilt:
1. A healthy sense of entitlement
2. A focus on how you’re going to use your privileges in service of a bigger goal
3. Accepting responsibility only for what you have done (not your group, your tribe, your
ancestors, etc.)
I was reminded of the importance of healthy entitlement when I read a post on Facebook.
Someone asked to a group of digital nomads if they felt a national belonging, or if they felt world
citizen.
Look at some of the comments:
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She feels privileged for having a strong passport.
And the likes pour in with crying faces, likely from other guilt self-harmers.
And the other champion there, chiming that “he’s not a citizen, but he’s a “guest”.
How cute of him, tiptoeing his way through life.
A typical case of “nice” that’s not “nice”, in the sense of adding any value to others, but it’s actually
useless nice at best, and virtue-signaling nice at worst.
It’s good to be “nice”, as in warm and kind -see: mix power with warmth-. But you should not feel
like a nuisance when you are not being a nuisance.
Don’t confuse privileges with rights -or with what you can safely claim as a right-.
In this example, instead of seeing the privilege of having a strong passport, why don’t you see it as
your right?
Hopefully, you’re not a thief, and you’re not a scumbag. Hopefully, you are a value-adding human,
you treat people deserving respect with respect, and you’re bringing your money to whichever
country you visit.
You should be entitled to travel, see, and meet people from all over the world as an equal -just like
any other value-adding human being should-.

Do Your Best Towards Your Goal, F*ck the Privileges
An empowered mindset doesn’t think about the “privileges” it’s got.
An empowered mindset thinks how he can do more with whatever he’s got.
Strong passport? Great, how can I use it. Poor passport? Too bad, how can I change it.
Rich family? Great, how can I leverage these resources. Poor family? Too bad, how can I change it.
You got what some people would refer to as “privileges”?
Great.
Leave the guilt behind, and start focusing on doing something good with them. Because the ultimate
sin is having a chance to do something good, but wasting it.
Once you focus on doing something constructive with whatever you’ve got, then your guilty feelings
will disappear in a heartbeat.
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Office Power 101: How to Get Power At Work
April 12, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
How do you acquire power at work?
Well, understanding people and politics, having good career strategies, a great relationship with your
boss, as well as being good at your work, all help.
But with this article, we will go a bit more in-depth on what exactly confers power in the workplace.
Contents
1. Results: The Power of The Hard Currency
2. Politics: The Power of People-Tested Strategies
3. Skills: The Power of Mastery
4. Internal Friends: the Power of A Supportive Network
5. External Friends: Walk-Away Power
6. Alliances: The Organized, Mafia-Style Power
7. Mentors & Sponsors: The Power of “Big Daddy”
8. Money Talks: The Power of Bottom-Line Impact
Bonus: Positive Attitude

1. Results: The Power of The Hard Currency
Results matter.
Of course, they’re not the only thing that matters.
And that’s what can trip some people the first time they realize there is much more than just results.
They feel cheated and betrayed by a lying system. And they swing in the opposite direction.
They start believing, or professing, that results do not matter at all.
That’s not true.
Avoid that mistake.
Do not neglect results and output for politics: results and politics are not antithetic but
interdependent.
People who say “it’s not what you do, it’s who you know” rarely go far.
A healthier way of looking at results and politics is this: politics clear the path that allows your results
to bring you upwards.
A few exceptions apply, but you’re always better off having solid results and work output on your
side.
Your work is what you can always turn to and say “see? These are my results, I’m putting numbers
on the board”.
Producing great work is not something you only do for your career.
Knowing that you can produce great work makes you more confident and more fulfilled.
People admire and respect those who produce good work. And for good reasons: doing your job well
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is the simplest, most effective way of being a good citizen and adding value to the world.
PRO Tip: Record your accomplishments in terms of $$$
Results matter, but they matter so much more if you can quantify them and record them.
Keep track of what your work meant in terms of dollars, or how much it saved. Save that, keep a
record of all your KPIs, your past projects, and even all congratulatory emails you receive.
Your next negotiation for a raise or promotion, will be that much easier when you can drop the
evidence on your boss’ desk.

2. Politics: The Power of People-Tested Strategies
Politics is nothing but the human element of work.
It includes anything besides your skills and work output.
Alliances, feuds, coalitions, friendships, favors, backstabbing, self-promotion, sexual trysts, career
strategies, conflicting goals, social gatherings… These are all politics.
Depending on which point of your career you are at, politics can matter more than results.
Studies showed that at managerial level networking is more important than how well your team is
functions (more in Social Power).
Getting good at politics means increasing your social skills, emotional intelligence and, of course,
understanding power dynamics.
This whole website helps you become a master operator when it comes to politics.
Also read:
How to master office politics
7 Steps to Master Office Politics: A Field Guide

3. Skills: The Power of Mastery
Skills matter.
If you were forced to focus on skills, company’s politics, or work output (results), I’d tell you to
prioritize skills.
Not because the other two are not important, but because skills are transferable and last a lifetime.
Politics and work output are more company-specific, and evaporate the moment you step out of the
organization. But skills stay.
There are two very different types of skills:
1. Technical skills = the knowledge that allows you to do your job (coding skills, accounting
rules, laws and legal processes, etc.)
2. Soft skills = the knowledge that allows you to operate and execute with and through other
people (persuasion, social skills, emotional intelligence, motivating others, confidence,
leadership, etc.)
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Obviously, the two at least partially co-exist in the same person.
A highly technical developer needs at least a minimum of soft skills to operate in a team. And a highpicture executive still possesses at least some technical skills.
Yet, depending on which one you prioritize, you get very different careers.
On average, focusing on technical skills gives you job security, while focusing on soft skills gives
you upward mobility.
If we wanted to use a catchier tagline, we’d say that technical skills give you job security, while soft
skills give you power (read here of the day I truly realized that).

3.2. Technical Skills: The Power of Expertise
“Technical” refers to all knowledge necessary for hands-on work and work that you do yourself,
instead of delegating, managing, or organizing.
Technical skills matter most at the beginning of your career because your work output, as much
as your initial career progression, depends mostly on your technical skills.
Some people only focus on technical skills for their whole career.
If you become good at your chosen trade, that’s OK and you will also accrue lots of localized power.
The higher levels of power, leverage, and income, unlock when you become what’s sometimes
referred to as “guru”. On, in more lay terms, the “go-to person” whenever there is a difficult problem
to tackle.
Google veteran Kim Scott, author of “Radical Candor” refers to them as “rockstars” as opposed to
“superstars”, who seek growth.
You probably know someone like that in your organization.
It’s the name that always comes up when things get complex and people say “oh, for that you need to
ask X”.
Well, that guy has a lot of power.
Triple that power if you are the go-to guy for topics that matter to the CEO.

Climbing On Tech Skills
You can make good money and get a lot of respect with technical skills only.
And some companies, like Google, allow engineers to climb the corporate ladder on technical skills
only, without ever managing people or departments.
That way, great engineers can keep doing great technical work without ever managing others. If you
prefer hands-on work, and you’re in that type of company, you’re good.

The Drawbacks of Technical Skills
The problem with only possessing technical expertise is that you will not advance to board levels
on technical skills only.
Technical people do not call the shots. They execute what other people decide.

The Back-End Guy of A Rising Star
Sometimes a guru, or a “problem fixer”, can rise quickly through the ranks by attaching himself to a
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soft-skills superstar. However, that also means you become their “guy in the backend”.
They get the spotlight, and you do the work (sucker’s trade?).
You can see an example in the movie “The Big Short” (in typical Hollywood dramatization):
Vinnie is the sot-skills superstar, doing the presentation, the quant is the tech rockstar, in the backend
However, it’s risky to tie your fortune to just one guy.
And the final risk your bear over your whole career is that your skills might become redundant.
If one day a software can do what you’re now doing, then you lose all your leverage. And you can
rest assured no soft-skill guy is going to save you ass. Soft-skills guys have a knack for thinking of
themselves as better than the tech guys :).

3.3. Soft Skills: The Power of Power Dynamics Mastery
Soft skills are the skills that allow you to work with others and through others (people skills), or to
envision and design the work that others will perform (strategic thinking).
By this description alone, it becomes clear that soft skills are for higher-level work.
And if you want to make it to executive levels, boardrooms, or become the CEO, then you need soft
skills.
Soft skills also help you move upward because they include emotional intelligence, leadership skills,
social skills, and knowledge of power dynamics.
Those skills allow you to operate within the political landscape, while also helping you come across
as confident and authoritative.
I call these soft skills related to career mobility the “executive skills”.
When you hear someone say that they are “upper management material” or they have the potential to
be a top leader, it’s because they mastered the “executive skills”. They come across as confident and
powerful, they command respect and, sometimes, can also command fear.
I like this scene from “Margin Call” to showcase the executive skills:
John Tuld: It wasn’t brains that got me mere, I can assure you that (= I didn’t get here on
technical skills)
Contrary to what he says, John the CEO is most likely very smart, instead.
He’s just smart in a different way, not on technical skills, but on soft skills and power dynamics. He
is the poster child of the alpha male CEO.
This website is all about learning executive skills.
For external training, I highly recommend you do public speaking and presentations. The two are
similar, but there are some important distinctions.
They are both parts of the executive toolset, and they never go out of style.

4. Internal Friends: the Power of A Supportive Network
A long time ago I went to my very first mentor in my very first job with an inter-department power
issue on my hands.
I thought I had been slighted and I wanted to hit back. Badly. I asked my mentor for advice and I will
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never forget what he told me.
Here it is for you, simple and life-changing:
Make friends, not enemies
Needless to say, it doesn’t mean being a pushover and accepting what’s not acceptable.
But it does mean approaching all situations with the goal of making friends and allies –all situations-.
Because here is the rule of thumb: friends and allies increase your power, while fights and
enemies decrease it.
Remember, for large networks, you don’t need “close friends”, you just need “friendly” and,
possibly, a few friends around.
This is why mixing power with warmth is so important. So that when you approach someone, even
when you don’t know him yet you immediately get labeled as a “(cool) potential friend”.
When you have friendly relationships with people around the company, anything you want to do will
come easier.
A lot of work is done through informal networks. If you can’t get your ass off your desk and get
someone else to do something for you without having official authority on them, you’re going to have
a tough time advancing.
And the same is even true for bigger projects that can truly launch your career. If you have a cool
idea that can help you fast track your career, your internal network allows you to check for feasibility,
pitch it, launch it, and successfully bring it to completion.
And it’s your supportive network that will share you the information about the next strategic move
and the next opening you can apply for.
And remember: you must be building relationships before you need them. If you try to ask for a
favor before you have a relationship, you’re a burden. If you ask when there is already a relationship,
then it’s a normal part of the relationship quid pro quo.
PRO Tip: Avoid As Much As Possible Putting People In The “Enemies” Category
A crucial mindset to an effective friend-building strategy is seeing people for who they are, with
flaws and all, but not allowing the flaws to destroy the whole.
Some people fall victim of black and white thinking, and you don’t want to be one of them.
For black and white thinkers, people are good or bad, friends or foes. One mistake, one flaw, and they
become enemies Guess what happens with that approach? The “enemies” category swells.
The worst approach is negative black and white thinking.
These people think there are too many “jerks” and “morons” around to make friends. In truth, it’s an
ego-protection mechanism.
So they stick to the one or two friends they have, usually other powerless colleagues going nowhere,
telling each other how bad others are, so they can feel better.
Let them be that way.
But not you. Avoid that mentality: befriend everyone.
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5. External Friends: Walk-Away Power
Your network is anyone whom you can call to ask for information, or introductions.
Internal networks are useful to move up.
But the external network is more useful to save your ass and/or to provide you with opportunities for
switching jobs.
Networks also provide power and leverage against your employer because they help you find new
jobs. The bigger and stronger your network, the bigger your walkaway power.
That doesn’t mean, of course, that you will (necessarily) use your network to threaten your employer.
But it means that it’s a positive insurance in case things don’t work out.
One great tip from Keith Ferrazzi which helped me increase my network was to always go to lunch
with someone.
Once you reached the periphery of the people you can reach to personally, send Linkedin messages to
people you don’t know yet or ask for introductions. Write to people in similar positions or in the
same industry and say you’d like to know them because you’re in the same industry.
So for example, if you do IT sales at SAP, reach out to people at Oracle, Sage, SunSystems, and
Salesforce. Plus, other salespeople in your city.
And stay in contact with colleagues who left.
Especially if they stay in the same industry: they become a powerful source of information on what’s
happening at your competitors.

6. Alliances: The Organized, Mafia-Style Power
Allies are “special friends” that help you further your interests within the company and increase your
personal leverage (and you increase theirs, of course).
Allies can be sexual trysts, spoken or unspoken alliances of “I scratch your back, you scratch mine”
(transaction-based alliances), deeper bonds (what I call “brothers in arms”), or simply best friends at
work.
As you can see, alliances come in two kinds:
1. Machiavellian alliances: you support each other to increase your personal power (nothing
wrong with that unless you truly go out of your way to destroy someone)
2. Genuine friendship: you supposed each other based on emotional bond and mutual liking
The power of alliances must be one of the best-kept secrets in the world of business. Everyone talks
about networking, but few talk about structuring alliances.
The reason might be simple: the standard career advice rarely tells you to do anything that might go
against the interests of the company.
And alliances further your interests, and not necessarily those of the company.
Companies prefer to deal with you as an individual, because individuals are considerably
weaker than duos (or groups).
Things that allies will help you with:
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1. Increase your negotiation leverage: you can negotiate with an employer to join as a team (or
as a duo), instead of two separate individuals, which gives you more power
2. Increase your power against bad bosses: it’s easy for a bad boss to bully individuals when he
can keep the team divided and fearful. But if the team is united, then it’s one VS many
3. Increase your power to oust bad bosses: if your boss is an asshole, complaining as a team
gives you immensely more power than as an individual. An individual is a problematic guy. A
small group is at worst a mutiny (which must be still taken seriously), or the proof that the boss
is an asshole
4. Provide cover against attacks: people will be more careful to criticize you publicly if they
know there is a third party ready to join you
5. Provide support for your ideas: a simple “yeah, that could work” or “that sounds promising”
might be all you need from your ally to let your proposal be considered more seriously by
everyone else
6. Report rumors and backstabbers: an ally is a set of ears and eyes working for you, a free
secret agent on your behalf
7. Promote you behind your backs: is your boss taking all the credit? Your ally can “casually
mention” to whoever needs to know that it was your great work that made that success possible
Allies are a bit like mafias.
But in this case, you are furthering your interests within a corporation that, probably, doesn’t care all
that much about you. So, in my opinion, it’s fair game.
How Many Allies Should You Have?
Usually, the larger the alliance, the more diluted the bond. Unless you can find a clique with whom
you truly get along great, I recommend you keep your alliances as duos or trios.

7. Mentors & Sponsors: The Power of “Big Daddy”
“Help from above”
Mentors help you with advice and career opportunities.
And both of those directly impact your clout and power.
But their impact on your power is also more direct.
Having a mentor from senior management means that you are friend with someone in power.
It’s like when you’re growing up in that tough neighborhood, and you befriend a local gangster.
You’re not just like the other kids, you can call the big brother when you need to.
With a powerful mentor, you have a made-man in your corner.
Sponsors are even better. They are like mentors who want to help you advance within the
organization. A sponsor will more actively talk you up, nurture you, and prepare you for that next
position.
While all mentor/mentee relationship requires that you support your mentor, with your sponsor you
must truly show that you can -and will- pay him back when and if needed to. You don’t necessarily
have to, but you must show that you’d be willing. Otherwise, why would he go the extra mile to
promote you?
The more junior you are and the bigger the power difference between you tow, the more you want to
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treat a sponsor like your bigger brother ally. He’s your Batman, and you be Robin. Make him feel
like a Batman, too. Yeah, you’ll be a sidekick for a while. But you won’t be a sidekick all your life.
Eventually, you’ll get to be Batman.
Act and behave as if you’d do anything to help and defend him. And they will reward you with that
position you want.
The more senior and the closer you get to your sponsor, the more you want it to be a relationship of
equals. But never forget that you must keep that relationship in balance. You always want to make
your sponsor feel like you’re his ally and you’re ready to support him.

8. Money Talks: The Power of Bottom-Line Impact
The N.1 resource -and goal- for any business is money.
The greater the influence you can exert on your company’s bottom line -or the people directly
responsible for your bottom line-, the greater your power.
Profitable traders have lots of power, since they directly bring in money.
Salespeople and account managers are also close to the money. Now you want to leverage that
position.
Ideally, you want to become the only point of contact to your customers. Don’t CC your colleagues in
your communication or, God forbid, your boss. Develop very close relationships with your customers
and you will develop immense leverage.
The same is true for investors or any other money provider.

8.2. Get In Line
Line is where the main work of the organization gets done.
And it’s what the company bills for.
If you work in an accountancy company, then accountants are in the line position and IT and HR are
staff positions. If you work in a data center, then IT people are in the line function and accountants
and HR are staff positions.
When a company must fire people, they usually look at staff positions first. And people from line
functions have an easier time climbing the organization.

Bonus: Positive Attitude
Positive attitude means optimism and a personality that brightens the team.
Basically, the kind of person people want to work with and include in important and visible projects.
We probably know some of these guys and we probably know their opposites too: those who
complain, lament and bring others down.
The former stay and get promoted, the latter are the first to get the chop.
This factor is less important than the previous ones, since one can also be promoted while not being
particularly loved by his colleagues. But still, it helps. Plus, it will make your life at work much
easier if you can get along well with others, and if others like you.
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This is a preview from Power University, the workplace module, where you can find more real-life
examples and practical advice.
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4 Career Strategies for Rapid Promotions
April 13, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Effective career strategies make the difference between a steady, safe, and slow climb to the top, and
an elevator ride to the top.
This post will explore the best career strategies for the quickest possible career progression.
Contents
1. Ask Early For What You Want (Before You Deliver)
2. Work Hard & Network, Cheating is Too Costly
3.2. As an Individual Contributor, Focus on Skills + Boss Relationship
3.3. As a Manager, Focus on Networking + Exuding Confidence & Ambition
3.4. As An Exec, Focus on Risk-Taking (Men), or Precision (Women)
4. Find a Sponsor

1. Ask Early For What You Want (Before You Deliver)
This is rule #1.
If you take one thing away from this post, is this: express interest for the position you want, as soon
as possible.
Remember: “a closed mouth never gets fed”. The mouth that asks for promotion is far more likely to
get it than the mouth that keeps shut.
Even if the mouth that keeps shut does slightly better work, the mouth that asks will snatch that
promotion 9 times out of 10.
When you don’t ask, your boss will often think that you are OK to stay where you are, with the salary
you are currently receiving.
Sometimes, managers will actually think that you are happy to remain where you are.
Even if you do great work, they might think you are a rockstar -happy to do great work- instead of a
superstar -hungry for career advancement-.
Human psychology also suggests that managers subconsciously believe that the people who ask for
the promotion are readier and more suited for that promotion -even when that might not be the case-.
So, bottom line?
Ask.

1.2. When to Ask? Right Away
You want to ask as soon as possible.
As a matter of fact, straight from the interview:
You: given my experienced, I am confident I can do great work for you. I am eager to start,
and I am also an ambitious man, so I’d like to know about career opportunities. What do
you like to see from me to help me advance?
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Of course, there is a time and place when to. Too early, and you look like you’re entitled. Too direct,
and you look overpowering.
You must ask when you’ve already established that you’re a good candidate. Once they want you,
then it’s the right time to start talking about your career ambitions.
See Social Power for the exact best moment to ask.
If you haven’t asked at the interview, it’s OK.
Just ask at your next meeting.
And remember, the reverse is also true, and equally, if not more, important:

! Never Ask After You’ve Delivered Great Work !
Asking after you have done a lot of good work puts you in the weaker negotiating position.
If you have delivered a big one-off win, like you onboarded a big customer, worked 1 month around
the clock for the IPO, or implemented cost-saving solutions, then your leverage has already
disappeared. The company already enjoyed your big win, and you can’t take it away. Negotiating on
what you have done in the past is weak negotiation.
If your work is cumulative or recurring, then you’re in a better position. But you’re still negotiating
sub-optimally. The manager has already received a good chunk of your good work, which decreases
his incentive to reward you for what he’s already bagged.
And there is an even bigger danger in asking late.
Delivering great work without asking for advancement turns that great work into baseline
expectations.
When you ask after you’ve delivered and shown a lot of your value, your manager will always,
without fail, reply one of these two to your requests of advancement:
Boss: “just keep doing this great work and we’ll talk about it”
or, even more common:
Boss: “for that promotion, just do better than what you’ve done so far”
Now your previous good work, your weekend calls, and your long work hours have become the
baseline, and you are condemned to keep doing more and more.
When you deliver without asking, you trap yourself in a race against ever-increasing workcommitments.

Dealing With The “You’re Being Paid For Good Work” Power Move
Sometimes your manager will tell you that you are already receiving a salary for your good work, so
you’re doing what it’s expected.
Basically, he is saying that you have no right to ask for advancement. First off, realize you have a
terrible manager who doesn’t know how to deal with people.
But, unluckily, that’s common.
What you want to reply here is that yes, he is right, and that you are happy to be where you are.
The salary is for work. And if he agrees that you are delivering above-average work, then wouldn’t it
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be fair to also talk about advancement?
Most of all though, no matter how big of a dick is your manager, you want to avoid making it a “me
VS you”. Remember that influence is about power, and if you make your attempts at influencing too
obvious, you will make your boss defensive and, potentially, angry.
So, instead of convincing him you’re doing great work, ask what he wants to see more, and then ask
for feedback on how to get there (more on it later)

1.3. How Much to Ask For: 10% More of Your Work-Value
You want to ask proportionally to your work-value.
Early on your work value is linked to your technical skills and the quality of the work you deliver.
Later on it will be linked more to your team results, and your “exec skills”.
In any case, you want to ask slightly more than your work-value would otherwise warrant:
Always ask for a little bit more than your work would warrant
I know, asking slightly more is uncomfortable.
But that’s what maximizes returns.
Sometimes, asking for a lot more will give you huge, unexpected wins.
If you’re not sure of your value, it might pay off to start with a crazy demand. There are many
situations in both life and work when that’s the case. But it’s a risk, and you might come across as
irrational if you overdo it.
It’s best to come up with a realistic figure, or position you might aspire to, and then ask for just a
little bit more.
That way, nobody can say that your demands -or you- are out of touch with reality, and nobody will
think that you’re an entitled prick. Instead, you will come across as “confidently stating your case”,
which is what’s most likely to get you promoted.
The second reason I insist that you ask for a little bit more is that most people usually ask less -or not
at all-. Forcing yourself to ask more will fix one of the biggest problems that plague the “too nice
employees”.
Again, if you haven’t done it so far, the first time you ask for what you want will be challenging. And
that’s exactly why you must do it.
If you need help, stop looking at what you have so far and go read about the salaries and perks of
those far above you. When you will realize their work and personal value does not probably justify
that big of a difference, your motivation to ask for more will soar.

1.4. How to Ask: Ask for Guidance to Reach Your Career Goal
There is a danger that if you ask too directly or too strongly for what you want, you will annoy your
manager.
Instead of mitigating that risk, you can turn into an advantage.
How? Instead of telling your manager what you want, you first air your ambition as goals, and then
you ask for guidance on how to reach it.
If you’re doing good work, this will put you in a winning position: your manager cannot -and does
not want- to deny that you’re doing good work.
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So he is forced to admit that yes, you moving towards your goal.
This will also allow you to get that clear, radical-candor feedback that is so invaluable to your growth
(more in Social Power).
As he gives you feedback, you will play the astute politician. You take note, you say “aha”, you
thank him, and then you show that you’re working on his advice. Now, you are turning your boss into
a mentor.
The final step is to make sure you are not one of those “eternally getting close and never getting it”,
so you will ask for more concrete timelines.
Once you have a timeline for your next promotion, you are fast-tracking yourself upward.
When you execute this move well, you become one of those open mouths that the manager feels
compelled to feed. And he even feels good about it, because he helped you along the way with his
feedback.

2. Work Hard & Network, Cheating is Too Costly
One study by Kyl-Heku and Buss and has identified three major tactics to get ahead in hierarchical
structures:
1. Deception/Manipulation: Derogate and exclude others; ingratiate self with superiors; use sex;
“sell” your results; use deceptive self-promotion (e.g., claim credit for the work of others).
2. Social Display/Networking: Cultivate friendships; display positive social characteristics;
participate in social events; enhance appearance.
3. Industriousness/Knowledge: Work hard; display knowledge; obtain education or knowledge;
organize and draft strategies for the company; assume leadership.
All three tactics can be effective in Western organizations.
However, the Industriousness/Knowledge tactic is most highly correlated with educational
attainment. And both Deception/Manipulation and Industriousness/Knowledge are positively
correlated with actual salary.
So, yes, the use of the Deception/Manipulation tactic can also be effective, but it comes at a personal
cost. Those who used deception and manipulation did get results, but had significantly lower life
satisfaction.
I suspect this is the case because the cheaters feel like they are faking it, they are less confident and
more anxious about getting caught, and present a higher incidence of “impostor syndrome“.
It’s a bit like when you take the bus without a ticket. You’re saving money, but you’re a bit tense.
And unless you’re a sociopath or very poor, you also know you’re not being the best version of
yourself that you can be.
So, from this research, it convenes that it’s best to work hard, network, and play politics ethically.
And avoid deception.
Also see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics
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3. Adapt Your Strategies To Your Position
The best strategy will vary depending on what point of your career you are at.
This is what works best:

3.2. As an Individual Contributor, Focus on Skills + Boss
Relationship
To go from individual contributor to manager, focus on team contribution and work (doing a great
job), and developing a good relationship with your boss.
First-level managers are more often promoted on technical skills and individual contribution rather
than on soft-skills, and that’s why work-related knowledge (technical skills) and doing a great job
should be prioritized first.
You also have little status in the company, no title, little track-record, and a limited network.
And, let’s say it as it is, people don’t exactly jump at the opportunity to network with junior
employees. People see junior employees as of little use, so you might be struggling to get to know
any higher-ups.
That’s why, at this point in your career, your manager has an outsized impact on your future.
Finally, in some companies, the first step is to management is “team lead”, which is between you and
the real boss. In those cases, the relationship with your boss is even more important.

Don’t Over-Focus on Power, It’s OK to Be “Nice”
Several career coaches say that being “nice” at this point in your career can be an advantage.
Even being “overly nice” at this point of your career can help.
If you’re really junior, doing things like getting coffee and jumping at any opportunity to help can
ingratiate you to everyone around. It can and make up for a lack of skills and give you real
opportunities later on.
It’s when you move forward that being “too nice” can come back to bite you in the ass.
But at this stage, focus less on power and more on being liked.
Because the flip of the coin is also true: nobody likes an executive who is a dick. But people hate a
junior employee who’s a dick even more. And the dickish newbie will kill his career before it even
starts.

3.3. As a Manager, Focus on Networking + Exuding Confidence &
Ambition
To go from management level to the executive level, you must focus on things like networking,
confidence, public speaking, and ambitious.
Sadly, for Machiavellian efficiency, you should focus more on networking and less on your team.
If all you do is being a good boss, you’ll stay stuck there.
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Says career coach Helgesen:
If you allow your energy to be consumed by conscientiously tending to your team’s needs,
you will primarily prove that you are superbly suited for remaining in an internally facing
position. The management skills that have gotten you here will end up keeping you here,
instead of helping you rise to a place where you could have maximum impact.
This is also backed by research.
Fred Luthans studied for four years successful managers -as in getting promoted- and effective
managers -as in having productive teams-, and he found out that the successful ones did not overlap
much with the effective ones.
Effective managers spent most of their time nurturing and helping their teams. Instead, the successful
managers spent less time with their teams and more time networking and promoting
themselves outside their departments.

Prioritize Ambition & Power Over “Niceness”
Non-ambitious, nice people can and often do make it to the manager level.
But executive levels require different skills and mindsets. It requires ambition, and assigning a high
priority to your career.
That’s why it’s even more important at this stage that you talk up your eagerness to move ahead and
do more.
Being seen as “nice” and “kind” here can be risky, since execs are promoted on competence,
ambition, and driving results.
You can combine kindness and success. As a matter of fact, they work great, like Fran Hauser both
proves ant teaches. But you must be double careful that “nice” will never be confused with
“pushover”.
Also see:
How to look to the executive part
17 Tips to Exude Exec-Level Confidence at Work

3.4. As An Exec, Focus on Risk-Taking (Men), or Precision
(Women)
Says executive coach Carlos Marin:
Coaching data and the psychometric surveys we deliver when doing assessments suggest
that men at the executive level are most likely to be rewarded for daring and risk-taking
At exec level, you’re supposed to drive revenues. Promotions often follow on revenue increases or
cost-cutting. And to deliver those, you must risk.
If financial crises are anything to go by, the game in big corporations is this: take large risks, spend
big and pocket the profits. If things go south, disappear or ask for a bailout. This is exactly what’s
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happened with the banks in 2008 and with the airlines in 2020.
If you’re a woman though, Marin says that you’re more likely to be rewarded for precision and
correctness.
In my opinion, this reflects the reason why different genders are hired in the first place. The women,
slightly higher in conscientiousness and far higher in pro-sociality, are expected to keep a wellrunning department. Men are expected to take more risks and drive revenues.

4. Find a Sponsor
Mentors increase your power in the office.
And they also help you advance faster.
Albeit not all researches reach the same conclusion, the evidence as a whole shows that’s the case.
It couldn’t be any different, after all.
A mentor is nothing but a close relationship with a senior member. A senior member who can make
introductions to other powerful people, say good things about you at a level where it matters, and
share crucial company-relevant information that you wouldn’t otherwise have access to.
And that’s on top of the actual advice of someone who’s been there, and done that.
Research says that mentors are even more important for women’s career advancement.
Pat Heim says women benefit even more from a mentor because it helps them learn the unwritten
rules of male culture (Heim, 1992).

Mentors Advice, Sponsors Promote
Mentors give you advice and help you triangulate ideas.
Sponsors can do that as well. But, most importantly, they also actively promote you, seek to assign
you to high visibility projects, or put you candidacy forward for the next promotion.
Having a sponsor is like taking a lift instead of the stairs.
The easiest way to get a sponsor is to turn a mentor into a sponsor. If you can click and bond with
that mentor, then chances are that he will naturally help you up.

4.2. To Find a Sponsor, Show Potential
Tips on how to find a mentor?
From a power dynamics perspective, and some research confirms, the key is this: since mentees and
proteges are allies to their mentors, both mentors and sponsors prefer people who already look on
a path to success.
So never approach a mentor with the attitude of someone who needs help and rescue. Approach them
with the attitude of someone who’s going places and who can go just that little bit faster with their
help. And as someone who will remember who has helped them along the way.
Again, we go back to the basics:
Show power + warmth
Fundamental laws of power (develop power alliances)
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This is a preview from Power University, the workplace module, where there are more real-life
examples and practical advice.
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8 Ways Men Keep Women Down at Work
April 13, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
As you seek to become a successful businesswoman, you will face some headwinds.
Some of that competition will be from men, who don’t enjoy more competition.
Of course, some men are competing with you just as they’d compete with other men.
But some men especially resent female competition. More competition from women not only means
more competition in general, but for every woman that beats him at work, it’s one less woman
available on the sexual market place for him, since women don’t really like men who are below them.
That’s why many men, secretly, would rather see women withdraw from work.
Going back to the 1950’s would make dating easier for men. And that’s why some will try to push
women back into their old “girly” and submissive roles.
Here are some of these power moves.
Contents
1. “Girls Are Silly & Cute” Power Moves (AKA: Infantilizing)
2. The Philosophical Shamer
3. “Are you a man” Power Move
4. Feigning Anger & Annoyance
5. Implying That “You’re Inappropriate”
6. The Self-Accusatory Power Move
7. Task You With Coffee / Minutes
8. “It’s Because You’re A Woman”
9. Sexual Objectification

1. “Girls Are Silly & Cute” Power Moves (AKA: Infantilizing)
“Girls are silly and cute” used to be an old pick-up mantra.
Men used to repeat this to themselves in order to self-convince themselves that they didn’t need to
fear approaching women because, well, there was nothing to be afraid of. One should not be afraid of
“silly and cute”.
This power move can be used both in private life, and it often is, and at work. It works something like
this:
Her: Mark, at the meeting you repeated my idea without crediting me. That makes me
angry when you repeat what I’ve just said without mentioning me
Him: You’re so cute when you get angry
That one tries to get under your skin and make you overreact. If you overreact, it becomes a selffulfilling prophecy, and it’s a form of gaslighting.
He just said that you “look cute when you’re angry“. If you get angry, you confirm that he was right.
So you’re stuck in a double bind, and that’s a form of gaslighting.
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If you let guys like Mark get in your way or, worse, if you internalize that message, you will never
become a leader.
“Cute and emotional” are not leadership material.
You answer this one by remaining calm and insisting on the issue, which is him not crediting you.
Also see:
Frame control techniques
To this category belong also what I call “babying power moves”, which are was of infantilizing you
and robbing you of your power as an adult.
For example, Sharyl Sandberg in Lean In says that a senator once patted on her head and asked her
“what are you a pon-pon girl”?
That was a babying power move because it framed Sandberg as “not mature enough for real men
talk”.
Pinching your cheek, repeating your name three times, or tapping on your back are also babying
power moves.

2. The Philosophical Shamer
You gotta love this one, trying to go from the one down to the one up.
It seeks to shame you for your goals and aspirations. If you accept his frame, you will feel guilty for
being driven.
It’s usually delivered from a judge frame (also see “soft power“).
Him: Why do you even care about that, it’s just a silly title, for a meaningless position in an
org-chart. Can’t you just be happy with what you’ve got?
Shaming is a common manipulation technique in social exchanges, and you can read more here:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Example: Reality Bites
Ethan Hawke uses a similar frame in “Reality Bites” to keep Winona Ryder from expressing herself
through work fulfillment.
Ethan frames himself like a free spirit, and frames Winonah as a corporate manipulated corporate
drone
Sometimes you will see a man using this technique when the woman earns more than him.
So he tries to frame his “life choice” as superior and worthy, and he seeks to frame her life choice of
seeking fulfillment in business as “dirty and unworthy”.
He is the cool philosopher who doesn’t care about material stuff. You are the venal, materialistic
woman slaving away on a corporate treadmill (sure!).
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3. “Are you a man” Power Move
This class here seeks to shame you for behaving assertively.
Every time you are too assertive for his taste, he tries to make you feel like you are overly aggressive,
which implies that “you’re not a real woman”.
The best jabs of this kind don’t directly tell women they’re like men, which would sound like overly
aggressive and sexist, but they indirectly imply they are like men.
For example:
Her: John, I’m tired of coming back to my desk and seeing you haven’t done anything of
the work we agreed upon. I’m gonna tell you one last time: pull your weight, or I will have
to take this matter to our boss
Him: Woooh, you’re nasty!
Accusations and adjectives like “nasty”, “aggressive”, “overpowering” seek to strip your femininity
away.
If you take that criticism personally, chances are that you will retreat back in the “submissive girly
shell”, just so that you can preserve your femininity and your self-identity as a woman.
Donald Trump used it a few times against her female opponents.
Instead of apologizing, he doubles down on his “nasty” comment. Trump confirms that Hillary is
“nasty” and “even nastier than Rosie O’Donnel”

4. Feigning Anger & Annoyance
Annoyance indirectly says that you are being too pushy. And not to be too pushy, you will want to
step back or apologize.
Anger shows that you are being unfair, and that will also make you want to step away and potentially
apologize.
If you are right, or if you are asking for what’s fair to ask, don’t back down in front of anger or
annoyance. They are just (manipulative) negotiation strategies.

5. Implying That “You’re Inappropriate”
Women have a bigger need than men of being socially accepted.
And, because of sexual dynamics (the Madonna-whore dichotomy), they also have a bigger need of
sounding “proper”.
That makes it easier for men to control women using the “inappropriate” power move.
Some of these moves are typical SJW moves, and they can be delivered with words, nonverbal
expressions of disgust or surprise, or fake shock.
For example:
Her: nonono, don’t try the typical male move of telling me I’m being emotional
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Him: “typical move”, what do you mean. That’s sexist, Christy
Playing offended is also a way to make her feel she was out of line:
Her: Hey Matt, I’d like to talk to you about Alex, sometimes I feel he is too rude
Him: How dare you saying that, Alex is a great team player, I’m offended you could even
think such a thing, let alone say it
It doesn’t even to be so obvious. Sometimes simply saying “you didn’t just say that”, or “wow, what
was that”, is enough to make women backtrack or crow in embarrassment.
Or just a nonverbal gesture can be enough.
See here an example:
Charlotte: (yelling, high-pitched) What?? Tray gave me that apartment!
Him: (pulls back, with the expression saying “what was that”)
See the way he pulls back? That’s as if to say “what the hell was that”. She feels self-conscious for
being too aggressive, and backtracks, losing power and authority (and looking unable to control
herself).

6. The Self-Accusatory Power Move
This one accuses you of accusing them.
Maybe you want to talk about a legitimate issue, but they pretend you are accusing them personally.
Since women don’t want to come across as too aggressive or demanding, she will let him change the
topic and never get to deal with the real issue.
You: It’s been two years since I’ve had a raise and I’d like to talk to you about why I think I
deserve one.
Him: Are you accusing me of overlooking your well-being?
You weren’t accusing him of anything, but if you accept his frame and start defending, you are now
the one down -and you just got sidetracked from the real issue-.
See a longer example in the forums.

7. Task You With Coffee / Minutes
If you are the most junior employee, you might have to bring the coffee or take the minutes.
That’s part of life, sometimes.
But if you’ve been around for a while and if you are hired as a professional, then you want to avoid
being the “errand-girl” or the “take the minutes girl”.
How do you do that?
Privately, you can tell your boss the truth of how you feel about it, and that you think it’s unfair that
you always do the menial tasks.
You can then say it’s fairer if the most junior employee does it, or that the responsibility is rotated.
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If you feel very brave or if the person asking you is not your boss, Lois Frankl recommends that you
can say in front of everyone “I think I’ll pass since I did it last time”.

PRO Tip: Think in advance what you can and cannot do
Fran Hauser, author of “The Myth of The Nice Girl“, says that it’s best if you think in advance what
you are OK doing and what you are not OK doing.
That way, you will never be caught off-guard.
This is important because when you are caught off-guard and you do something that you end up
resenting, you will become resentful, and the qualify of your work (and life) will suffer. So think in
advance of what you can and cannot put up with, and prepare an appropriate way of declining.

8. “It’s Because You’re A Woman”
You’ve probably heard this one a few times in your life.
At work, it works like this.
Whenever you make a mistake in a field that’s stereotypically male, some men will want to make you
feel like the lady who’s just invaded the locker room.
You are more likely to encounter this one in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics), but any job where you’re performing anything stereotypically male will do.
Some men might say directly, and some others will communicate it with their attitude.
For example:
Her: I can’t see where is this mistake, the formuals seem to be correct
Him: Move (gestures her away from the keyboard). Here it is, it’s in F4. ah, women (rolls
his eyes and quickly move away)
Sometimes men will not even make a reference to women at all, which makes it more difficult to
address it directly. But they will make the woman feel unwelcome with that “ol’ boys club attitude”.
Them using insider jokes, not inviting you for lunch, changing topics when you arrive.
These all send the message “you’re not welcome”.
For example:
Her: I can’t see where is this mistake, the formuals seem to be correct
Him: Move. It’s a case of PEBCAK error
All other men: (laughing)
PEBCAK means “problem exists between chair and keyboard”. His IT friends will get it, you won’t.
And that’s the equivalent of saying “you’re a woman, no good with anything computer-related”.
Whenever men make a reference that you’re not going to get, which also sometimes includes sports
references, they are indirectly saying “you don’t belong here as a woman”.
If you internalize that message, you might want to run away from any male-majority profession.
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9. Sexual Objectification
And finally, we get to the main point.
Sexual harassment sometimes is just that: sexual harassment.
But, often, it also indirectly seeks to keep women away from the workplace.
When a man objectifies you sexually, he is discounting your work-value and contribution in favor of
your sexual value.
Scratch that presentation you are delivering, it’s not nearly as worth as the sight of your ass when you
turn around.
He is indirectly saying that your main value in this world is that of being penetrated by a man.
Here is an example:
This is so extreme you’d think it’s a movie. Instead, it was a prime minister
The example above is extreme but, sexual power moves are real, and happen every day around the
world.
Deborah Tannen also correctly points out that objectification mustn’t even be directed at you
personally.
General jokes about women, or even just keeping pictures of sexy women in the office sends the
message that “women are for sex (only)”.

Preventing the Sexual Power Move
In Power University there are a few techniques to handle these situations.
But the first one is prevention. Dress appropriately, and you will always be able to defend yourself
and frame him as a sexual deviant.
If you are dressed inappropriately, he might be able to frame you as inappropriate.
Finally, I’d also avoid drinking too much when you go out with work colleagues. Even if nothing
happens, rumors might spread.
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The Businesswoman Guide to Win in Male Organizations
April 14, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Men and women approach business very differently.
As it’s to be expected, after all.
Men and women are biologically different, are brought up differently, and move within different
cultural expectations.
Whether culture, nature, or nurture matters the most is a hotly debated topic. Luckily, we can skip the
discussion and focuses on practical solutions.
And for our practical purposes, we can recognize two different approaches to business for men and
women.
One is not superior to the other, of course.
However, different situations tend to favor and reward either the male style or the female style.
Historically, workplaces have been environments that functioned with the male style.
There are exceptions, of course. But in most cases, if women want to make it to the top of their
organizations, they need to learn the men’s way of doing things.
This table summarizes the two different approaches:
Bookmark it here at high-resolution.
Note that I didn’t say that women have to adapt to the male style.
A woman can:
Find a way to be successful in her own feminine way
Find more feminine-oriented cultures
Say “screw business success”
Build her own business
But if she wants to make it within male-dominated organizations, she must learn to work the male
way. And, in any case, she can only gain by understanding how men differ.
Contents
The Higher You Go, The More The Male Style Wins
The More Autocratic the Leader, The More Extreme the Male Style
The 3 Traits to Master The Male Style
#1. Competitiveness: Be More Competitive Than the Average Woman
#2. Power Dynamics: Learn to Respect -and Be Respected- In Hierarchies
#3. Goal-Orientation: Develop “Bottom-Line Mindset”
Advice for Career Success
#1. Find a Mentor
#2. Approach Relationships Issues With Work-Talk
#3. Act Swiftly On Catty Female Subordinates
#4. More Bullet-Advice
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The Higher You Go, The More The Male Style Wins
Women are well represented in the workforce and in managerial positions.
But are still struggling to make it into executive and board positions, and this is why:
In Junion Positions the Feminine Style Works Great
Women can enjoy great success early on by being nice and submissive.
They focus on being pleasant, doing great work, and they do well.
In Middle Management the Feminine Style Works Great
Women still enjoy good success with the feminine style in management positions.
Low and mid-management levels are seen as nurturing and collaborative: taking care of the team
members, and keeping the team cohesive and harmonious.
At Exec Level the Feminine Style Struggles
Things change when you get into executive positions.
To make it into executive positions you must be -and be seen- seen as hard-driving, ambitious, strong
and, in some organizations, ruthless. That’s the male style.
On average, to make it to the top you need to learn to play the men’s game.

Why the “Go-Getter” Male Style Goes to The Top
Some women are natural go-getters. Others need to develop those skills
Bradberry surveyed 500.000 employees, managers, execs, and CEOs (1.000 CEOs, to be precise).
Bradberry found out that EQ (emotional quotient) increases with titles up until middle management.
Then it starts steeply declining with executives, and it reaches the bottom with CEOs.
Why do CEOs score the lowest in emotional intelligence?
Is it because companies promote lower EQ folks, or the tasks linked to their position lowers their
EQ?
Even Bradberry, who is a big proponent of Emotional Intelligence (EI), acknowledges that it’s a bit
of both -hence, he’s also saying, being low in EI helps you get promoted-.
There are two more factors at play, though.
One is that people in power do not need to be empathic towards the ones below them.
Says Goleman describing the “politics of empathy”:
Those with little power are expected to sense the feelings of those with power, while those
in power feel less obligation to be sensitive in return.
And second, and most important, it’s not that CEOs are (necessarily) emotionally stupid. They just
have different priorities.
CEOs are more concerned with power, winning, and getting things done than with what help
you score high in emotional intelligence -things such as understanding what others feel, protecting
people’s egos, nurturing relationships, and “getting along”-.
And if you want to make it to the top of most organizations, it helps to know the game that those
execs and CEOs are playing.
Even if you want to transcend those rules once you’re at the top, you still need to learn them.
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This post (and Power University) is about learning those rules.

The More Autocratic the Leader, The More Extreme the Male
Style
As a general rule:
The more autocratic the CEO, the more the male style permeates the organization. And the
more the male style is necessary to climb hierarchies.
You can see it with Donald Trump.
People who are successful around him are sworn allies to the man, not the organization. They respect
the hierarchy and honor the boss (notice how meek vice president Mike Pence is around Trump).
And when the boss is not around, they all have an aggressive, “results-no-matter what” attitude.
See here an example with Mike Pompeo, one of Trump’s favorite and most successful allies:
Mike Pompeo: Our adversaries should know this (..) this organization will be more vicious,
more aggressive, more inclined to take risks (…)
Pompeo’s way is the extremization (caricature?) of the male style. It’s all about aggression,
domination, risk-taking… And enemies that need to be conquered.
In that Trump-environment, a more pro-social and kinder female-style would be seen as weak and
ineffective, and it would never reach the top.

The 3 Traits to Master The Male Style
In the table above there are many entries, and I recommend you read it all.
The main ones you need to care of, are:

#1. Competitiveness: Be More Competitive Than the Average
Woman
Going up the corporate ladder, in good part, is a matter of competition.
To do well in business means getting good at competing.
Men are more competitive and more comfortable with competition, and that gives them an advantage
both at work, and in power dynamics in general.
Says Deborah Tannen:
If one person is trying to keep everyone equal and working hard to save face for the other,
while another person is trying to maintain the one-up position, the person seeking the oneup position is very likely to get it, and to succeed in assigning the one-down position to the
person who has not been expending effort to stay out of it.
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Coaching Advice:
1. Embrace competition: To go up, you need to compete more -as simple as that2. Reframe competition as good for all: Reframe competition. It’s not mean, it’s how the best
idea or the best candidate comes out on top, and that’s good for everyone (minus the one who
lost)
3. Reframe ambition: Hegelsen says that women are wary of ambition because they accept
someone else’s negative definition. Change the definition of ambition. For example: ambition
is the desire to maximize your talents in the service of work you find worthwhile and rewarding
4. Acknowledge that you can be friendly and competitive: competition doesn’t mean you’re
enemies. You can compete fairly, while being respectful of others

#1.2. Learn to Settle Disputes Through Competition
Psychologists Kilmann and Thomas developed the managerial grid model, listing the following
behaviors to settle disagreements:
Accommodation (giving in)
Avoidance (“let’s pretend there is no issue”. It can lead to resentment and passive aggression)
Compromise (negotiating the different interest, we both gain a bit and lose a bit)
Collaboration (we seek a way that will lead to win-win)
Competition (I seek my way, you seek yours. One will win, and one will lose)
While women ten do to avoid competition, competition is exactly how conflicts are resolved in many
boardrooms (and in some cultures).
For more information, self-assessment, and tips on how to compete, read here:
Business conflict: self-assessment and advice

#2. Power Dynamics: Learn to Respect -and Be Respected- In
Hierarchies
Men move in a world of top-down hierarchies, while women are more accustomed to flat hierarchies.
This is not to say there are no alpha females and no female hierarchies at all, but they are less
pronounced, and follow different rules.
This is what you need to know about male hierarchies:
1. Male bosses expect you to honor the hierarchy: act like he is a boss to be respected and
listened to, and he will like you more than if you pretended you two are “just two human
beings”
2. Male bosses expect loyalty to honor the hierarchy: in male hierarchies great team players
show loyalty to the man above and to the team. Not showing loyalty will put you at a political
disadvantage. And be wary of loyalty tests
3. Male colleagues will try to one-up you: men seek a hierarchy also among peers, so they might
try to one-up you. Banter and teasing are also part of the one-upmanship games. Try to respond
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in kind
4. Men seek and respect hierarchy status symbols: bigger office, bigger salary, (bigger)
expense budget, (bigger) company car. When women give them up, they give up power and
male respect.
Many of the above rules may seem petty to some women. In many ways, they are. But if you flout
them, you are likely going to pay the political price.
Also read:
How to combine power and femininity
Feminine AND Powerful: 9 Tips For Women Bosses

Common mistakes to avoid:
Ask “why” and expect the boss to explain the tasks
Tell the boss why you think he is wrong
In interviews, telling male interviewers what work you do and what you don’t want to do
Try to change the boss’ mind publicly (persuading someone is a sign of soft power, the boss
will not like it)
Doing voluntary work outside the team without his approval (including charity work)

#3. Goal-Orientation: Develop “Bottom-Line Mindset”
Men revere winners.
So they tend to be goal-oriented, thinking about the fastest and most effective way of reaching the
goal.
Only after they found the quickest way, men consider the rules and constraints.
Women tend to be more process-oriented, valuing fulfillment and harmony as important parts of that
process.
To men, that can look like women don’t want to win badly enough.
At work, a bottom-line first mindset is most likely to carry you to the top.
It’s not that corporations are evil per se, but the interests are simply aligned that way. People who are
financially invested in the business want to see their money grow.
A bottom-line first mindset is the mindset that Wall-Street, investors, and owners love. It means they
can entrust you with their money.

Common mistakes to avoid:
Perfectionism: perfectionism tends to focus on the process instead of getting it done
Over-worrying: worriors are seen as weak in the “winning-first mindset”
Lack of prioritization: men tend to focus on one thing at a time. They will think you’re
scatterbrained if you do too many things at once
Hiding your drive: if you hide your ambitions you will come across as uncompetitive, and
“not exec material”
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Coaching Advice:
Present your idea in terms of bottom-line impact: since men value bottom-line thinking,
frame your opinion in a way that saves money or makes money.
Make yourself less available: studies show that women are far more available than men. Being
too available communicates you’re not giving enough priority to your bottom lines

3.2. Develop “Bottom Line Talking”
Deborah Tannen talks about “rapport talk”, that women engage in, and “report talk”, that men prefer.
Women talking to other women often like to start with a backstory, like how they came up with the
idea. And that can be OK… As long as you quickly tie it to the main point.
Too long a preamble, and men lose patience fast, especially at the executive level where time is
money.
I like this example from Margin Call:
When the junior employee starts sharing his background story, the CEO immediately tells him to cut
to the chase. But notice that it’s different when the background story relates -and leads- to the main
issue

Advice for Career Success
Most career strategies apply to both men and women. But there are several significant peculiarities
women should be aware of:

#1. Find a Mentor
Having a mentor is helpful to anyone, but it’s especially important for women in business
organizations.
The authors of “Breaking the Glass Ceiling” found in their survey that only 38 percent of successful
men had mentors, but all of the women executives had mentors.
Pat Heim believes that’s because women need to re-learn the rules of the game, and a mentor helps
them navigate that new world.
Should you get a male or female mentor?
The short story: ideally, you will have both a male and a female mentor.
Research shows that female mentors help get more promotions, but male mentors help women earn
significantly more.

#2. Approach Relationships Issues With Work-Talk
Women are comfortable talking about relationships and feelings.
Men are not.
You make men uncomfortable talking about your relationship, even if you mean “work
relationships”.
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So if you need to talk about interpersonal issues approach it by saying “how to work better together”.

2.2. Watch Out for The “Factual Power Moves”
Some men might try to avoid a needed relationship talk by sidetracking you.
We will see more examples in the relationship module, but for work, imagine that your colleague has
taken your idea to the boss and got all the credit.
Now you confront him:
You: Matt, when I tell you my ideas and you take them to our boss pretending they’re
yours, I feel I can’t trust you. There’s a big problem with us working together
Matt: Well, your idea wasn’t that good. I can think of lots of better ways to streamline the
process
The attack is the sidetrack.
If you start defending your idea, you fall for the bait.
Instead, you must maintain your frame and take it back to the relationship issue (in this case, trust):
You: Matt, the issue is not who has the best idea. The issue is trust. And when you behave
like that, I don’t feel I can trust you
At this point, in the most extreme cases, men can use the “emotional power move”, which goes a bit
like this:
Matt: Oh, you women are all alike. So emotional about everything. Let’s just keep this
professional
Again, he is trying to sidetrack the conversation to avoid fessing up to his wrongdoing. You want to
keep insisting on the real issue.

#3. Act Swiftly On Catty Female Subordinates
Pulling ranks on insubordinate employees after they refuse to change their ways is the only way to
maintain your authority
When a woman is promoted to a managerial position, other women can grow resentful.
Don’t take it personally, often it’s a knee-jerk reaction to their own female bias.
To a woman, a woman becoming a boss is a betrayal of the female unwritten rules (flat organization
and “power dead-even”).
Read more in this forum entry.
To handle it, I recommend this approach:
1. Get personal: go to lunch, get to know her, use indirect ways of commanding (“female style”
solution)
2. Coach her on how business works: explain that business is a hierarchical organization and
you had to learn yourself. Now, you’re happy to share with her (coach solution)
3. Tell her you’re the boss and she must execute: if the two above fail, try the top-down
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approach. This is likely to make her even more resentful though, so be prepared (autocratic
solution)
4. Fire her: a toxic employee is undermining you and your team. If she can’t work well, it’s your
duty to let toxic employees go

#4. More Bullet-Advice
And here are more female-specific advice in shorter format:
Avoid volunteering for non-business critical tasks
have you ever seen a man collecting money for Christmas gifts, or sending around birthday
cards to sign? Me neither.
Develop relationships that increase your power: women are uncomfortable building
alliances that further their goals. But alliances are a critical path to power and success
Don’t talk behind men’s back: women are used to talk about their friends with other friends,
but to men that’s a personal betrayal. Avoid talking about a man’s way of working to other
women
Dare to lead: women often feel uncomfortable taking leadership positions. Especially if there
are men around. But if you have to make it in a male world, you might have to push yourself to
get in the lead
Take criticism in strides: women more than men tend to take feedback and criticism
personally. Never show that criticism is getting to you because men consider that an emotional
weakness (develop an antifragile ego and growth mindset)
Use your budget: Loils Frankl says that women tend to be conscientious about their
company’s money. That’s great, as long as you aren’t inconveniencing yourself to save a few
bucks
Beware of father figures: if you tend to behave unnaturally childish or “girly” around men
with authority, beware you’re not seeing him as a father figure
Avoid over-apologizing: some women have a tendency to over-apologize. Apologizing
profusely for inconsequential slips shows insecurity
Avoid playing the gender card: unless you can prove anything, you will get little support
Don’t waste too much time on early ideas: Fran Hauser says that men knock on their bosses’
door to share a business idea. Women instead prepare presentations before they even get simple
feedback. Before you invest much time, mention that idea in a casual conversation first.
Network with both men and women: women tend to cluster with other women, but that’s a
mistake. In organizations where most top executives are men, it’s men who have the most
important information
And if you’re feeling like crying?
Read this forum entry on how to handle tears.
This is a preview from Power University, the workplace module, where you can find more real-life
examples and practical advice.
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17 Tips to Exude Exec-Level Confidence at Work
April 14, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Coming across as confident and powerful at work might be the most important strategic career move
if you want to make it to the boardroom.
Indeed, among the most important, unspoken rules to make into the C-suite are confidence, and
mastery of power dynamics.
In this article, we will review some key aspects of coming across as powerful and confident in
business settings.
Contents
1. More Declarative Sentences, Fewer Questions
2. Avoid Speech Weakeners
3. Cut Preambles, Go Straight to The Point
4. Use Logic or Data
5. End With Your Suggestion (& Avoid “Laundry Listing”)
6. Think, Then Speak (& Don’t Think Out Loud)
7. Return Touch to Your Colleagues
8. Keep Your Personal Issues to Yourself (Stay Professional)
9. Assume Permission Granted
10. Use the “I Got This” Format When You Smell Opportunity
11. Introduce Yourself With Full Name & Surname + Title
For Women
1. Become Aware of Your Smiling Pattern
2. Keep Your Head Straight
3. Ban the Word “Girl”, Use “Woman”
4. Beware of the Nurturing Trap
5. Speak Louder (If You Speak Too Softly/Airy)
6. Avoid The “Hair Behind Ear”
7. Play the Banter Game…
8. … But Don’t Get Drunk With the Boys
9. And If A Man Stares at Your Breast…
Direct, Indirect & Power

1. More Declarative Sentences, Fewer Questions
Declarative sentences communicate certitude and conviction.
Questions communicate doubt and unconfidence.
If you are confident about something, you want to avoid questions and use declarative sentences
instead.
Examples:
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(Talking about seeranve packages)
HR representative (question): Don’t you think it could be a good idea if we offered 3
months of pay instead of 2 weeks salary?
This is rather weak, especially considering the HR representative has a good degree of authority in
discussing employees’ termination.
The declarative sentence would be:
HR representative (declarative): We must offer her 3 months of pay. That’s the fair way
of letting someone go.
However, this might be too overpowering.
So this one strikes the right balance:
HR Representative (balanced): I would rather offer Sandy 3 months of pay to end our
relationship. It will lower the chances of getting sued, and it will uphold our reputation as a
fair employer.

2. Avoid Speech Weakeners
Speech weakeners include:

2.2. Minimizers
Just: “I just need a minute of your time.”
Small
Little
Tiny
Quick
As a rule of thumb, you want to limit their use unless you are using them strategically.

2.3. Discounters
“I might be wrong about this, but… “
“I should preface I’ve never done this before… “
“You may already have thought of this..”
“Maybe this isn’t important…”
“This may be beside the point… “
“It’s not like I’m an expert… “
Watch out that you don’t use too many of these unless you are using them strategically (exceptions in
Social Power).

2.4. Qualifiers
“It’s kind of like…”
“We sort of did…”
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“Somewhat I tried… “
These make you sound both insecure and juvenile, so you want to avoid them most of the times.

3. Cut Preambles, Go Straight to The Point
A preamble is a concoction of words and nonwords used before getting to the main point.
As a rule of thumb:
Preambles serve to soften your message, and the more words you use, the “softer” your
message will be.
Women are more likely to use preambles in fear of appearing too direct or aggressive, but some men
fall for it as well.
An example of using too many preambles, adapted from Lois Frankl:
Preamble Speaker: You know, I was thinking about this issue. In fact, I’ve been talking to
my colleagues, too. A lot of us share the same concerns over reduced productivity during
the last two quarters, so I’m not alone in this.
Come to think of it, it might be even more than just those two quarters. It’s something
we’ve known about for a long time but haven’t measured. Anyway, we’ve all been trying to
find a way to address it and I think I may have come up with an idea. I’m not saying it’s the
best idea or the only idea—just that it’s one idea.
Now, my idea involves…
That whole speech screams “defensiveness” and “fear of saying something stupid”.
Confident Without Preambles: Productivity has been an issue we’ve struggled with for
some time. In the last two quarters, we measured it, so we’ve been able to quantify it. The
numbers are in your brief, page 5.
The good news is: I have studies the issued, and I have two proposals for fixing this
problem.
Again, preambles can be used strategically. A good preamble is like a good starter. It strokes people’s
appetite for more, and it’s part of storytelling. But you must know what you’re doing.
When you’re not sure, cut to the chase.

4. Use Logic or Data
In “Stealing the Coner Office” career consultant Brendan Reid explains that pitching one’s own idea
with passion and fervor is the typical rookie’s mistake.
Executive materials instead position themselves as neutral and rational operators above any single
idea or option.
That’s a smart idea because workplaces, on average, revere logic, rationality, and data.
Being seen as a guy who speaks based on data, facts, and logic will give you lots of power -and make
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you come across as upper management material-.

5. End With Your Suggestion (& Avoid “Laundry Listing”)
Let’s pick from the same previous example:
Poor communicator: A lot of companies are doing this now. We can either use an outside
consultant or our own staff. Or if you prefer, you can name a task force to investigate
options. On the other hand, if you want I will investigate the options and get back to you.
That’s what I call a “laundry list”: a list of options with no added value from your side.
That all sounds like fluff unless you make your own recommendation.
A much better approach would be:
Effective communicator: Based on my research, I see two different options. We can hire
BCG Digital Ventures to help, and their quotation is for 750k. Or we can do it with our own
staff. Based on the same number of people BCG quoted, I projected less than half the cost,
at 350k. If management is interested, I’d be happy to take the lead.
Now that’s someone management listens to because he brings some expertise that it’s worth being
listened to.

6. Think, Then Speak (& Don’t Think Out Loud)
Some people fall for this one when they’re not sure of the answer, or when they’re asked a tough
question.
Then, instead of pausing and organizing their thoughts, they start speaking their mind as they make
up their mind.
The result is that it makes them look scatterbrained and uncertain.
This is especially damaging when a higher-up is asking for your opinion.
See an example:
CEO: Do you think it’s best to warn shareholders about the anticipated loss, or should we
wait until we’re sure about the nunbers
SVP: Hmmm… We could tell them now in preparation for the fourth-quarter financials. But
if we wait, we might sound more credible when we give actual figures. If we tell them now
we’ll have to deal with lots of questions we can’t answer. But then again, if we wait it may
appear we’re trying to hide something…
The problem with this answer is not that it’s wrong, but it ends up being a laundry list of pros and
cons that do not help the SVP.
And it does not make you look smart and helpful.
You don’t necessarily need to give him a “yes or no”, but you want to use the opportunity to sound
smart and strategic.
For example:
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CEO: Do you think it’s best to warn shareholders about the anticipated loss, or should we
wait until we’re sure about the nunbers
You: There are pros and cons either way, for sure (pacing reality).
If we tell them now, we come across as honst straight shooters. If we wait, we will be able
to be more precise and answer questions more accurately. Given our culture for
transparency, I would issue a profit warning ASAP. I would just make sure to make it sound
like there is no reason to panic
CEO: How would you do that?
You: …

7. Return Touch to Your Colleagues
The rule of thumb is this:
People higher up in the hierarchy can touch you, and you can freely touch the people
beneath you in the hierarchy.
That means that you shouldn’t touch your boss at work.
But it also means that to keep the relationship with your colleagues on an equal footing, you want to
return their touch.

Tips for Women
Some men will touch women more freely than they do other men.
And some men will purposefully do it to one-up women.
Touching him back right away might betray that you’re out for power, and make you less liked.
A good way then is to make your touch a bit more feminine. Instead of a pat behind the back, touch
the outside of his forearm.
Another option if he overdoes the touch is to highlight his impudence with social grace -and maybe
throwing him under the bus-.
Looking at his hand, stop talking to draw attention to him, or replying “hey, hello” with a tonality that
says “what was that”.
The flinch is another option.
Angela Merkel tried the flinch when Bush sneaked on her from behind:
It wasn’t the best flinch, but the idea is good: draw attention to the touch being out of place, and you
will win with superior social intelligence.

8. Keep Your Personal Issues to Yourself (Stay Professional)
It’s fashionable these days to say “bring your whole self at work” and to be “radically candid“.
But that’s also a trap.
Some bosses will appreciate you be candid and being your true self.
But most, won’t.
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In doubt, keep it professional and don’t divulge the details.
For example:
Boss: there is some feedback I want to give you. It seems like you have been going home
early quite often, and that’s fine, but you missed a deadline twice this month
You: I’m going through some challenging personal situation right now. But doing great
work is as important as ever, as it will always be.
Now, about the work…
And then go back to talk about work, thank your boss for the feedback, and tell him that you will
work on delivering great work, on time.

9. Assume Permission Granted
Junior and less competent employees must ask for permission.
More senior and competent people who take responsibility for their work, don’t.
If you always ask for permission, and if you do it with the most submissive style, you communicate
you’re not leader-material.
Consider these different levels of subordination:
Very low on power:
Very low on power: Hello Matt, sorry to disturb you. I wanted to ask you if you could
allow me to work from home the first half of the day tomorrow?
Low on power:
Low on power: Would it be all right with you if I work at home tomorrow? I’m expecting a
delivery midday and it would be great if I could be at home
Neutral:
Neutral: Hi Matt, may I work from home tomorrow? I’m expecting a delivery midday
High on power:
High on power: I’ll be working from home tomorrow as I’ve got a delivery coming. OK
with you?
Very high on power
Very high on power: I just wanted to let you know I’ll be working at home tomorrow. I’ve
got a delivery coming.
Highest in power:
Don’t ask any permission, you call your own shots
In any performance-based organization you should reach this last step already when you’re in a firstlevel manager position.
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PRO Tip: Focus less on power, more on trust & responsibility
If you are trustworthy then you can safely ask with power.
But if your boss thinks you need supervision and you ask high in power, you’re going to piss off your
boss -and he’d be right-.
So this is a case where you must focus on delivering great work, gaining trust, and taking
responsibility. And then you can focus on power.

10. Use the “I Got This” Format When You Smell Opportunity
Sometimes higher-ups will ask your opinion as a way of putting out feelers on a possible opportunity.
That’s when it’s not so much what you say that matters, but the confidence you exude.
In one of Pat Heim‘s examples, a manufacturing firm sought to restructure operations.
The head of operations asked two different people in the team if they had any idea how to go about it:
I’m not sure reply: Well, I’m not sure. You know I haven’t had any experience in this
approach. I suppose we could try giving this to the work cells to solve, though I’m not sure
they can. If they don’t, we can have R&D and engineering form a team to look at it. If those
two approaches don’t work, I suppose we could call in a consultant. But to be perfectly
honest, I can’t say right now.
The second one:
I got this reply: Easy, we can totally get that done. We form a cross-functional team to take
care of it. If they can’t do it, we’ll give it to one of the cells to chew on. And if they can’t, I
can personally look for an external consultant and keep an eye on them.
Wanna take a guess at who got the opportunity to lead the restructuring?

11. Introduce Yourself With Full Name & Surname + Title
Have you ever heard of “Bill” as the founder of Microsoft?
Or “Elizabeth” for Elizabeth Warren?
Me neither.
Because those are powerful people, and powerful people go by their full names.
If you have a strong title, you can also use it to build your authority. If someone does not use your
power title when introducing you, you can say it as soon as you are introduced:
Interviewer: Today we have with us Lucio. Lucio is a blogger and he will talk to us about
power dynamics
Lucio: Thank you Mark. Indeed, my name is Lucio Buffalmano (gives full name), I’m a
social scientist (replaces the low in power “blogger”), and I focus on power dynamics. I’m
excited to talk to you today (ends on a friendly tone)
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For Women
I categorize the following as “for women” as women are more likely to make these mistakes.

1. Become Aware of Your Smiling Pattern
Smiling is great.
Unless you’re smiling too much, or out of nervousness:
One previous video also had an example of smiling at the wrong time.
People, and women more often, smile excessively when they are nervous, self-conscious, or
vulnerable (also notice in the example the voice going up, plus fading out).
Become more aware of your smiles and keep them only for:
Entertaining situations
When you’re truly happy about seeing someone
Strategically, to appear more welcoming and kind.

2. Keep Your Head Straight
Tilting and chin lowering convey vulnerability.
But also powerlessness, so you might want to avoid them at work.
Cute, friendly, and approachable. In a “girly” way. Not exec material.
You can use the head tilt strategically when you want someone to open up or when you want
encourage someone to keep speaking.

Practical Advice:
Keep your head straight when speaking: when speaking, especially when conveying an
important message, keep your head straight
When listening to someone talking about personal matters, feel free to tilt: it helps people
open up, and it conveys you’re empathetic and you understand
When people are sharing something difficult, searching for words, tilt: it helps to bridge an
uncomfortable silence, it communicates “take your time, I understand it’s difficult”

3. Ban the Word “Girl”, Use “Woman”
At work, never allow anyone to introduce you as a “girl”.
And the same is true for any woman in your team.
You can correct people indirectly, for example:
Colleague: That girl you sent me was super
You: Glad to hear, she’s one of the most competent women in my team
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What if all else fails?
Then you can explain that it’s demeaning to call a professional a “girl”. To help grasp the concept,
you can tell them “how would you feel if referring to you I’d say “that boy did a good job?””.
With that, they should get it.

4. Beware of the Nurturing Trap
Be aware if someone introduces you or recommends you with typically feminine traits, such as:
Helpful
Caring
Kind
These are all good traits to have, but the receiver might subconsciously think “oh, here is a nice girl
who will make a good supportive role”. And that’s not what you want them to think if you are
ambitiously aiming at the top spots.
Also, be even more careful for adjectives such as:
Self-effacing
Humble
Anything that resembles “nurturing”
The more feminine you look, the more you might want to be introduced with adjectives that highlight
skills, drive, competence, and leadership qualities.

5. Speak Louder (If You Speak Too Softly/Airy)
As a rule of thumb:
Soft and hairy voices are high in femininity but low in power
Volume also impacts body language. The louder you speak, the more gestures you tend to naturally
use. By combining appropriate volume and gestures, you immediately convey a sense of authority.
As an example of too soft voice, listen to Marilyn Monroe:
Albeit successful in her own field, Monroe certainly wasn’t successful in corporate and business
environments
Notice especially her voice on the word “important”.

6. Avoid The “Hair Behind Ear”
You probably already know that lipstick and makeup should only be done in private.
What you might not be aware are the subconscious “hair-flick” and “hair be the ear move”.
They both make you look more girly and less authoritative.
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Now that I said “hair behind ear” you probably know what I’m referring to. If not, here is an
example:

7. Play the Banter Game…
Men use banter and verbal aggression as a way of bonding and jostling for status.
They don’t expect women to push back, so you can score easy wins and gain their respect if you can
dish it out.

8. … But Don’t Get Drunk With the Boys
Yes, the boys might order a pitcher of beer or do the rounds with the cocktails.
But you joining then makes you come across as a potentially loose woman. The night might end with
nothing happening, but the rumor mill starts anyway.

9. And If A Man Stares at Your Breast…
When you’re speaking and a man stares at your breast, stop speaking.
It’s like a wake-up call to move his gaze up.
If he goes down again, stop speaking again.
And if he does it a third time, you can more directly tell him “up here”.
Like Nicole Scherzinger did to Conan:
But please note this only works when you dress professionally. Otherwise, it will be used against you
(like Conand did in the same skit).
Also read:
How women can learn to play the men’s game at work

Direct, Indirect & Power
There is a big misconception when it comes to direct and indirect talk.
The misconception is that direct talk is powerful, while indirect talk is weak.
As linguistic researcher Deborah Tannen explains, the truth is a bit more complex. But, to keep it
brief: indirect talks prioritizes relationships, while direct talk prioritizes immediacy.
Direct and indirect run on a continuum scale, and they involve both language, tonality, and body
language.
There are countless ways of being both direct and indirect, but here are some examples:
Direct: Prepare a list of all the invitees and send it to me
Slightly indirect: If we can have a list of invitees, that would be great
Questioning Indirect: Do we have a list of invitees? (and he expects to be told “I can make
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one” or “Yes, I will send it to you now”)
A man in power can also get people to act by making an indirect statement. For example “it’s cold
here”, and he expects his subordinates to do something about it.

Adapt to Your People & Environment
People and cultures differ in their preference for direct or indirect language.
Direct people tend to see indirect people as time-wasting and, potentially, even underhanded and
manipulative.
You can see an example here with Kobe Bryant being annoyed by his former coach Phil Jackson
indirect way of leading:
Bryant: If you want me to do something, just tell me. You don’t have to go around the
corner, drive around the block (…). Just tell me. You tell me what you want me to do..
Bryant is basically saying: I’m a direct type of guy. Please lead me with direct talk.
On the other hand, indirect people tend to see direct folks as overbearing and overly-aggressive.
Potentially, even as little despots that need to be overthrown. That’s one of the risks of direct talk and
orders: it can grow resentment and make you enemies.
People high in power and independence are especially annoyed by direct orders, and so are as more
senior and experienced people.

Avoid Indirect-Insecure
Indirect is a fair choice, and can be delivered confidently.
But it can also be used to mask insecurities. Here is an example of indirect-insecure you must avoid:
Lumberg: shhhh… Uuuuhhhh… Yeahh…. Aahhhmmmm.. I’m gonna have to go ahead
and sort of disagree with you there… Yeah… (…) and I’m just not sure that..
Consultant: (..) You haven’t challenged him enough
Lumberg: I’m just not sure about that right now
Lumberg uses indirect style, but the problem is not the indirect style, it’s the extreme levels of
indirectness, both in words and nonverbals, that makes him across as slimy.

Choose Indirectly-Secure
I like this format the most.
Indirect-secure uses indirect language, but delivers it with confident nonverbals and tonality.
With indirect-direct, you preserve relationships, and you also come across as confident and
authoritative.
This is the high-warmth / high-power style.
The indirect-secure is versatile. It can be soft-spoken, or it can be delivered with so much poise as to
leave no doubt as about who’s cracking the whip has power.
Look at Joan from Mad Men:
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Joan: Unless one of you needs help finding a dead client file, I suggest you pick your tents
elsewhere
Joan proposes to help by seeing “unless you need help”, but it’s not a real request of help. It’s an
indirect way of saying “you’re loitering”.
Then she says “I suggest” you pick your tents. But, again, it’s not a real suggestion and what she’s
really saying is “scram and go back to work”.
Joan is cracking the whip, but since she uses indirect-direct, she comes across as socially skilled,
emotionally intelligent, and charismatic.
Powerful and classy.
This is a preview from Power University, the workplace module, where you can find more real-life
examples and practical advice.
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10 Techniques for Strategic Self-Promotion At Work
April 14, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Self-promotion at work includes any activity, time, and resources, that you devote to networking,
promoting your work, and generally “getting your name out”.
This lesson helps you maximize your self-promotion efforts at work.
Contents
Self-Promotion With Your Boss
1. Romance your work
2. Don’t let him see you bleed
3. Make your work more visible
Creating Opportunities
1. Elevator’s pitches
2. Kitchenette power moves
Strategic Self-Promotion
1. Let them hear you shine
2. Leverage storytelling for self-promotion
3. Go the whiteboard to share a strong idea
4. Be the first to applaud (& ask questions)
5. More tips
The Rules of Self-Promotion
Low-Visibility Work: Prioritize Self-Promotion
Self-Promotion for Career Level
SUMMARY

Self-Promotion With Your Boss
In most cases, the relationship with your boss is the most important work-relationship you will ever
have.

1. Romance your work
Being quick is good… In general.
But if you are too quick, then he might think the job was too easy and your results will also look less
impressive.
You want your boss to think you are quick because you are good, not because the job happened to be
easy.
The solution is to “romance” the process and sell it as part of your personal branding.
A good way of doing it is to use some storytelling and incorporate the difficulties you have
overcome:
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You: Boss, I am done with the job. The information wasn’t immediately available so I
asked Brian from accounting. Some of the figures were missing, but fortunately I could
secure a meeting with Cristina and piece together all the missing data -she’s wonderful by
the way-.
Here is the final result..
Or, if you do something for him:
You: The IT department was backed up, but I’m happy to report that I convinced the them
to repair your laptop ahead of several other requests.
Here it is.
I knew you would need it before you left on your trip.

1.2. Break up your achievements
Imagine you say the following:
You: The project is completed within budget and ahead of schedule
And your boss will think “very good”.
Now imagine you tell your boss the following:
You: Good morning boss. Tonight the application went live.
The project is completed ahead of schedule -one week in advance to be precise-.
Thanks to that reduction of head count I talked you about we also managed to finish within
budget.
And we also met all quality requirements.
Now your boss thinks “schedule, check; budget, check; quality, check”. “wow!”.
Research confirms what intuition suggests: breaking up accomplishments make them seem more
impressive as compared to lumping them up.
And if you are writing an email?
Write your accomplishments in bullet points, so they will further stand out.
And remember that the opposite is true: lumping up bad news to minimize their effect.

1.3. Put a positive spin on things
Here are some examples:
Negative Spin

Positive Spin

I could have done a better job to remain under
budget.

It has cost us some more, but we completed the
project ahead of schedule.

I didn’t manage to make it within budget

We finished on time, and almost within budget

I wish I researched his background before making Although he proved to be a bad match for the
the final decision to hire him
team, we learned now who we really want
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“True, I might not have all the qualifications
“You’re right, I might not be the right person for
listed, but correct me if I’m wrong, experience
the job—I don’t possess all the qualifications
doing this kind of work is what you’re looking
listed
for, and as we’ve seen, I have that

2. Don’t let him see you bleed
Effective self-promotion means showing how good you are… While hiding your fuck ups.
I remember my very first job, initially supporting a project manager before eventually taking that
project over.
I had managed to send the wrong email with all the “important” heavy-hitters in CC.
The project manager was furious. He called me up and reamed me on the phone. That was the biggest
scolding of my career. Actually, of my life.
But if you had heard the conversation just listening to me, you would have thought that was the
weirdest conversation ever.
This is how it went:
PM: (very angry) Think before you hit “send”, THINK! Are you able to THINK!
Me: (very calm) Yes, I think I am
PM: Who else was in CC, was it Andy in there too?
Me: (very calm) I think he was, yes
PM: (yelling) What the fuck were you thinking, ANDY was there, you sent ANDY the
wrong report on MY project! Do you know who are they going to blame?
Me: (very calm) Well, I think me
PM: (yelling) No, because you’re a fucking junior who can’t do shit and they will blame
ME!
Me: (very calm) Hmmmm yeah, maybe you’re right
And so on.
You will notice there was no “I’m sorry” in there.
I just let him yell on the phone and just kept saying “yeah, yeah, you’re right… “.
When he was done yelling. I got up, picked up my mobile, and called the project manager back. I
apologized profusely, told him how I was going to make amend… And also told him I wasn’t
comfortable with his tone.
Why did I do that move?
Because the first call was on the desk phone and with my boss sitting nearby.
And my boss never got to know of my blunder.
My boss wasn’t directly involved with my work, and he strategically missed quite a few blunders of
mine.
A few weeks later I ended that assignment with an “exceeds” in my evaluation.
Had my boss known of all my blunders or had he gotten from me the “non-romanced results”… I
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don’t think I would have gotten an “exceeds”.
Moral of the story: a mistake that your boss hasn’t seen is a mistake that doesn’t exist.

2.2. Generalize failures, point finger at external circumstances
Imagine your boss or the program manager asks you the following:
“Why wasn’t the project delivered on time?”
If you are the project manager, or if you were taking care of it, then the natural tendency is to
immediately explain what you did wrong.
But wait a second.
More than likely, there are plenty of reasons the project wasn’t completed on time that are not your
fault. And that’s how you should frame it.
For example:
You: Yes, it bothers me not to deliver on time as I always do. There are two main reasons
why this time the project got delayed. First, Jack quit his job when we needed him the most.
And second…
After you have provided the extenuating circumstances, then feel free to show that you can also take
responsibility.
People respect people who own their mistakes. Just put things in perspective first, and own the right
amount of blame.

3. Make your work more visible
Career coach Marie McIntyre correctly points out that if good work remains invisible, then it’s as if it
never existed.
And she then proposes the “visibility quadrant”.
It’s similar to Stephen Covey‘s time quadrant of effective management, but it applies to how visible
your work is:
Not Important – Not Visible
Your goal with non-important and invisible is just to make sure it won’t break and attract negative
attention while you seek to move out of this quadrant ASAP.
Tasks in this category: data entry, document filing.
Not Important – Visible
Visibility means that you get lots of people’s interaction and/or your work gets lots of visibility from
management.
This is a great opportunity to network and get your name around.
Build a reputation for someone who delivers, and then use the visibility to demand more challenging
work.
Social skills and political acumen are key here so you can make the most of that visibility.
Jobs in this category include: secretaries, receptionists, project coordinators, support staff.
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Important – Not Visible
It’s not bad being here.
You can learn a lot, and you can find ways to make your work more visible.
Sometimes a good idea can be to look for interesting facts and figures in your tasks and make a report
with it.
Plus, as we’ve explained above, romanticize your work.
Jobs in this category: account management
Important – Visible
You’re in the right spot.
Now it’s time to deliver.
It can be a good strategic move to negotiate what you will get before you deliver -see: strategies for
rapid career advancement-.
Jobs in this category: sales, management consultants, turnaround specialists, private equity.

Creating Opportunities

1. Elevator’s pitches
The elevator’s pitch is a quick introduction of yourself that you can deliver at a moment’s notice.
It should seem natural, but only because you rehearsed it plenty of times.
Once you deliver it, stop.
If the person you can help you, he might provide you with a career-changing opportunity. If not,
that’s OK. At the very minimum, you just let a powerful player know that you’re a confident and
ambitious player. Executive material.

1.2. Elevator’s ride hunting: creating chance encounters
And of course, smart players don’t leave chance encounters to chance.
When you see a top player approaching, slow down. If you see him ahead of you, hurry up.
If you think this is too out there to work, think again.
I’ve mostly used it for dating, and I ended up meeting and successfully dating plenty of women by
maneuvering to make a “chance” encounter happen.
Elevator’s rides are also figurative.
They don’t have to be “elevator rides”, and probably they aren’t going to be elevator rides.
They can be entering the building at the same time, sitting nearby at a cafe, or going to the kitchen
when you’re staying late at 9pm (such as easy power move to pull!).

2. Kitchenette power moves
Do you know when you meet a superior or some high flyer, in the kitchen or at the water cooler and
they ask you “what’s up”?
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And everyone replies “all good, and how are you”?
Well, right there and then people waste a great opportunity to shine.
Instead, from now on, prepare your little “shine pitch”:
Boss: Hey, how are things
You: Things are going great, thank you!
I’m very excited on the progress on XYZ project you approved. It’s going better than
expected and we may bring in X revenue for the company.
That would be a huge win.
Then if they show interest, ask for their perspective.
You will burn yourself in their minds with extremely positive associations, and you look like an
important guy who takes his work very seriously.
Upper management material.
The trick not to seem try-hard is to look and behave like you truly care.
If you make that your “baseline way of being”, then you’re good.
If you’re not working on anything exciting, it’s OK. Express happiness and excitement for the job,
show you love the company and the big boss will love you.

Take Chance Encounters Seriously -Especially If You’re Junior!It’s easy to discount informal encounters as “insignificant”.
But if you are in a low-visibility position, the only way the higher-ups will form an opinion of
you is based on chance encounters, presentations, and what other higher-ups say of you.
Chance encounters form 1/3 of the higher-ups’ impression of you. And far more if you give little
presentations or are not yet known to other higher-ups.

Strategic Self-Promotion

1. Let them hear you shine
On top of using the phone to wait for the right moment to strike, I sometimes also do it to get some
attention.
Speaking Italian plus some gesticulation always helps with the ladies.
You can do something similar at work as well.
When you see from afar a higher-up who’s passing by, for example. Instead of letting him see you
smoke or loiter outside the building, pick up the phone and pretend you’re doing business. You can
also use the occasion for some indirect flattery:
You on the phone: John, please. You know us, StanleyCooper has the great reputation it
has because we uphold our values day in, day out
Just make sure you put your phone on mute: you’d hate it if it rang while you played your game :).
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2. Leverage storytelling for self-promotion
When you blurt out a good idea without any build-up, you are selling your genius short.
Just look at the difference between these two approaches:
Old You: We could automate the flow with Zapier, my former company did it
New You: Alright guys, I have been hearing you all and what you say makes sense. And I
have come to this idea, hear me out.
What if instead of looking for someone to take over this role, we could get it done, without
anyone doing it. Imagine a complete automation of reporting, no time wasted anymore, no
more human errors.
Here is how it works..
Now everyone will listen.
And everyone will remember it was you the one with the solution.

Note for Women: Avoid Deflecting Praise
Praises bump people up a notch in the hierarchy.
That will make women schooled in “power dead even” culture uncomfortable, and she will knock
herself back down by deflecting the praise or minimizing.
To men, this might look like poor self-esteem -and no executive material-.
See:
How to act confident at work

3. Go the whiteboard to share a strong idea
Research shows that the whiteboard gives people a feeling you “own” the idea, and it increases
engagement and retention of your words.
When you feel you got a genius idea, grab the opportunity to go to the whiteboard.
Even if your idea is not accepted, you still score leadership points for the courage of speaking up in
front of an audience.

4. Be the first to applaud (& ask questions)
This is a tip from Leil Lowndes.
And I have tested its effectiveness more than once.
Even the most seasoned execs are always looking for applause and support. Friendly applause also
suggests to a boss that you’re a loyal ally, which is extremely important in male hierarchical cultures.
So when the big guys in your company are giving a presentation:
Always sit in front
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Make questions that make them look good
Make sure you are the first to applaud
When they’re done, go talk to them and compliment on such an inspirational speech
Ask a couple of questions about whatever they talked about

5. More tips
Attend company’s parties: absences communicate disloyalty
Do go for after-hours, especially if your boss/management will be there
Get into the company’s newsletter: make friends with PR / comms, and get a company-wide
mention
Post wins on Linkedin, and tag your company
Like the updates of your boss / founders and share them: trust me, they notice
Approach powerful people with something you have in common: research the attendees of
the networking events, look up their background, and go talk to them mentioning some
commonalities

The Rules of Self-Promotion
Here are the best promotional strategies, depending on where you’re at, and what you’re working on.

High Visibility Work: De-Prioritize Self-Promotion
The logic here is simple: if your work is highly visible, then it makes more sense to spend
comparatively less on promotion, since the work is already visible, and more time on work, since the
results will matter a lot.
The best of all world is high-visibility work, coupled with someone else promoting you.
In those cases, you can even self-efface. As a matter of fact, when you overdeliver and someone else
is singing your praises, you can use the occasion to self-efface and share credit. And you will look
like a dream leader.

The reverse of the rule: Donald Trump
Donald Trump.
Here is a guy with a high visibility job.
The economy was growing, the stock market was booming… He could have taken a mild approach to
self-promotion, given credit around, congratulated America… And let the results and his team do the
PR for him.
Instead, he never let up on self-promotion, and he never stopped fighting the press for more good
publicity.
Given that as a president he should take care of the people instead of self-promoting, Trump reeked
of narcissism and poor leadership.
His handling of Coronavirus was poor for the same reason. He focused on the promotional side
instead of the containment work.
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Here is an example:
Trump failure is due to “me self-promotion” in a high-visibility job that needed not promotion, but a
focus on work and “us leadership”
And here are more examples.

Low-Visibility Work: Prioritize Self-Promotion
If your tasks have little visibility within the company, to your boss and/or to upper management, then
you need to amp your self-promotion.
The logic, again, is straightforward: low-visibility work is not going to get you noticed and it’s not
going to help you network.
So you have to put in extra effort to notice and self-promote. Enter the romancing your work,
“kitchenette moments”, elevator power moves, strategic networking, after-hours cocktails, etc. etc.

Self-Promotion for Career Level
The effort you put on self-promotion also changes depending on career stages.
See this table for an overview:
Managers need the most self-promotion, CEO the least
Employees: Focus on Work
Individual contributors are often promoted based on technical skills and work output.
They are also close to their direct managers, which helps their case when it comes to visibility.
Managers: Focus on Promotion
Research has shown that those who get promoted the most among managers are not the ones that
spend a lot of time with their team, but those who spend more time networking outside their teams.
Exec: Focus on Work, & Promote With CEO
The exec can spend relatively less time on self-promotion because he only has one person to promote
to: the CEO.
CEO: Let Your Team Promote For You
Everyone knows you in the industry, so networking is less critical. When it comes to self-promotion,
your business’ results will do most of the talking.
The Machiavellian approach is to best to leverage your team for promotion while you look humble,
hard-working, and magnanimous.

SUMMARY
Self-promotion is a critical element of career success.
An effective strategy of self-promotion must be tailored to the goal you need to reach, and take into
account the publicity you are already getting.
The time you devote to self-promotion comes at the expense of actual work, free time, or skills
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development.
So, as for anything else, self-promotion must be strategic, and you want to maximize the efficiency
and ROI of your self-promotion.
This post helped you understand how, when -and when not- to self-promote for maximum career
impact.
This is an excerpt from Power University, the workplace module, where you can find more real-life
examples and practical advice.
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Managing Your Boss For Ruthless Career Advancement
April 15, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Managing your boss means establishing the type of great work relationship with your boss that helps
you advance your career.
Any effective “boss managing” strategy must take into account the realities of human psychology,
including its more selfish and darker sides, as well as the office politics.
This post will show you how to manage your boss to maximize your career progression -this is the
“political” way of managing your boss-.
Contents
#1. Be realistic: most bosses are average
#2. Accept that your boss has authority over you
#3. Flatter your boss the right way
#4. Promote tactfully: don’t overshadow him
#5. Prioritize his tasks
#6. Never complain about your boss
#7. Match his emotional distance
#8. Give positive feedback (but pitch it as “honest”)
#9. Align with his communication style
#10. Remove awkwardness, establish friendly relationship
#11. Make him your mentor
#12. Let him cash in on your extra capacity
#13. Protect yourself from jealous colleagues
#14. Adapt Your Strategy to His Power
#15. Go past him: smooth talk, resolute overtake
SUMMARY

#1. Be realistic: most bosses are average
The first principle.
Most problems with bosses stem from unrealistic expectations and from black and white thinking.
And this is an even bigger problem for highly driven individuals.
Highly-drive individuals work on themselves tirelessly, they place high demand on themselves…
And they expect the same high standard from the people around. But if you don’t cut people some
slack, you become unable to accept average.
When that happens, you are the problem, not others. You -or “we”- are the “weird” ones, not others. I
know this is an issue for me, for example, which I also carried over in my intimate relationships
sometimes.
But simple math says that most people are not striving to be the best persons they can be.
Your boss also has his strengths though, and his positive sides. And he’s likely to be an OK person.
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It’s up to you, not to him, not to let his weaknesses overshadow his positives.
As a general rule, the more you like your boss, the better your relationship will be. And that is
something you can control.

1.2. Accept he might not take an immediate shine to you
And since you’re there, accept that your boss might not like you, or he might not stand behind your
every idea.
Expect divergences of opinions instead, bonuses which are smaller than you wanted, and expect to
have days that you will rather not have him around at all.
If you don’t get along “naturally”, that’s when it comes down to your people skills and self-control.
Remember: being able to get along with people you don’t necessarily love is a sign of emotional
maturity.
Immature people think in black and white: either great or asshole, best friend, or enemy.
Mature people instead accept shades of grey, and find a way to make it work even with people whom
they don’t exactly revere.

#2. Accept that your boss has authority over you
Some people struggle to accept the power their boss has over them.
This is especially an issue for smart and driven men, and for people who are high in power -again,
those are most likely do be reading here-.
And it’s also an issue for visionaries and passionate people.
They cannot stand that someone could not see how genius their idea is, and implement it right away.
And who knows, maybe many of their ideas are genius.
But remember, Steve Jobs said: real artists ship. And to ship, you need political savvy and a positive
relationship with your boss.
There is no glory in being the genius who gets shown the door because he was too rebellious.
If you can’t stand being in a hierarchy, and that someone can have power over you, I sympathize.
Take it as a challenge for you to learn how to operate and thrive in an environment that you dislike,
while you find long-term solutions.
Ultimately though, dealing constructively with the constraints in one’s life is also part of developing
emotional maturity. Living in a complex society also means that no matter who you are, sometimes
someone will have some sort of authority over you. And you must make the most with those
situations, as well.

#3. Flatter your boss the right way
Almost everyone enjoys receiving a compliment.
And still, some people feel that it’s not OK to compliment their managers because:
1. Compliments should only go from top-down
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2. Bosses see through the game
They are not wrong: compliments from the bottom up can seem condescending -see “soft power“and too open flattery can make you look like a brown noser.
And yet, the generalization of “not complimenting bosses” is dangerously wrong.
As Robert Greene brilliantly notes in “The Laws of Human Nature“, leaders can secretly grow
resentful.
The take the credit for the team, and that’s what everyone focuses on. But bosses also shoulder much
of the responsibility for the team, and most reports easily forget that.
When they get no appreciation whatsoever, bosses feel like their reports are being ungrateful.
Robert Greene, in his usual Machiavellian ways, suggests to compliment bosses on what they are
insecure about, or to use different words to express their own opinions.
I agree with both techniques. When you hear your boss telling you “exactly!”, you know you are
doing it right.

Bad way of complimenting your boss
Anything that your boss’ boss might say to him is a bad idea.
Topics such as leadership, leadership style, personal performance, team performance, and the likes
are off-limits.
Those are compliments that people his paygrade would say, and when it comes from you, it feels like
you are trying to position yourself above him.
It’s jarring, and only socially unaware people do it.
Here is how that would turn out in real life:
Report: You’re doing a great job as a manager. The team is very cohesive and the guys
love you
Boss: Hmmm thank you (but thinks: who the hell is this little cunt to assess my work as a
manager)
Do that a few times, and you can rest assured your boss will prefer you out of the team instead of
inside of it.

Good way of complimenting your boss
Compliments that work great are what he has done for the team or for you.
As a rule of thumb, “thank you compliments” are safe. “Well done compliments” are risky.
For example:
You: I love this team so much right now, we have such a great atmosphere, you really
picked some great people, boss
That’s a compliment delivered as a team member, to the team captain. Plus, it highlights that you
love it there and, indirectly, it frames you as an integral part of that team.
Here is another example:
You: I just checked the last quarter’s financials of SpinWeb: it’s the biggest customer we
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have so far. Thank you for getting this one for us, boss

#4. Promote tactfully: don’t overshadow him
Self-promotion is crucial for your career success.
However, there is an inherent conflict of interest between you and your boss when it comes to selfpromotion: you want to look good for yourself, while your boss wants the team to look good,
which reflects well on him.
And the conflict of interests doesn’t end there:
Lion VS cub conflict: A guy who self-promotes assertively comes across as confident, but that
translates to “cocky” for male bosses who want to be the only roosters in the team
Teacher VS learner conflict: if you’re doing the same job, the boss will resent if you’re
getting better than him
Master VS subordinate conflict: if you get really good, the boss will fear you’ll take his place
(this is the “never outshine the master” of “The 48 Laws of Power“)
Does this all mean you should not self promote, just so that you can save your boss’ face?
No, unless he’s a rising star going straight to the top, you don’t want to stay stuck out of fear of
making waves.
What to do then?
Well, the trick is to promote tactfully. For example:
Tout your achievements, but frame them as “wins for the team”: people will get the
message you’re good, but you come across as more of a team player
Tout your achievements, but frame it as “team efforts”: this indirectly sends some love back
to “his team”, so you don’t look like you want to hog the spotlight
Tout your achievements, but also credit your boss: pass some credit to your boss saying he
mentored you, explained how to do it, or gave you the opportunity
Self-promoting by sharing credit is not something you do for the boss only, but it’s part of a good
strategy of self-promotion.
Also see:
Strategic self-promotion at work
10 Techniques for Strategic Self-Promotion At Work

#5. Prioritize his tasks
So simple, yet so effective.
Prioritize his tasks in your to-do list, but also:
Answer his emails quickly
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Reply first when he poses a question on the team chat
Raise your hand first after he’s done a presentation
Sit front line and applaud when he gives a presentation
Be the first to finish whatever survey he sends around the team
Move slow to project power. But act quickly for your boss to get real power

5.2. Take something off his to-do list
Former media executive and career mentor Fran Hauser says she received her first big promotion
because she took care of making things easier for her boss.
Hauser proposed her boss to take meetings with smaller outside vendors to free his time and worked
extra to deliver consolidated financial reports that also saved his time.
Rather than offering generic help, it’s best to approach him with a specific offer.
Says Fran:
Offering to help is nice, but without volunteering to take on a definite and specific task, it
puts the onus on the other person. (…) figuring out how you can help her is just one more
thing she has to do. Instead, make yourself aware of what needs doing and how you can do
In short: observe what your boss needs the most, then offer to help with that.

5.3. Create unexpected value
Career strategist Dan Rust says that a great way to become your boss’ darling is to find ways to
deliver unexpected value on top of your usual tasks.
For example, if your boss mentions how useful it would be to get more customers’ feedback, start
recording it and present it to him.

#6. Never complain about your boss
Some complaints will eventually reach your boss.
And, most of all, it will influence your own behavior in unconscious, negative ways. Avoid making
your boss the villain in your mind first and foremost.
Do not partake in any group that spends time talking crap about your boss. Those people usually
don’t go anywhere.

#7. Match his emotional distance
It’s OK for a boss to make the first step towards getting personally closer.
But it’s more dangerous if it’s the report to make that first step.
Many bosses don’t like it when employees get too chummy because it decreases their authority.
And it’s never good when a boss has to step in to enforce his boundaries of authority.
Be friendly and warm, but not like you’d be with a colleague -no jokes about him being gay, and no
talk about women-. Show that you respect his authority position.
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If it’s your boss who wants to get closer, then great. Take advantage of it. But don’t start it yourself.

#8. Give positive feedback (but pitch it as “honest”)
Everyone professes an open mind.
But few have it.
And in the era of Radical Candor management, everyone will profess a willingness to get real
feedback.
But few really appreciate the tough love of real feedback.
Remember: highly critical feedback positions you as a non-friend and a potential enemy.
Here is the rule of thumb: bosses might learn the most from critical feedback, but they prefer
promoting the sycophants who support them.
I’m not happy to say that, and I’m happy that there are exceptions. But, on average, that’s how it
goes.
Treat your boss’ requests for negative feedback like you treat the interview question of “what’s your
biggest weakness”. Pick a good trait, and frame it as a negative.

#9. Align with his communication style
Remember the importance of studying people?
At work, it will be most useful with your boss.
Learning people’s communication styles will serve to align yourself to your boss, and since people
like people who are like them, your boss will also like you more.
NLP practitioners focus on communication styles such as kinesthetic (“it feels like… “), visual (“I
can see why..”) or auditory (“I hear you.. “).
I’m not against it, but I recommend you prioritize on more obvious -and more important- factors such
as:
Direct / indirect
Quick / long winded
Chit chat before business talk / straight to business talk
Formal / informal
Rituals of speech (next paragraph)
In person / electronic
Pay particular attention to the latter as it’s a major sign of extroversion/introversion.
People who avoid in-person communication feel like you are violating them if you keep seeking inperson interactions.
And people who prefer talking in person will feel like you are shifty if you write instead of talking.
So put aside your preferences and power-align instead.
Once you will be the one in power, then you will then demand that others adapt to you.
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10.2. Match their conversation rituals
Linguistic research Deborah Tannen presented her research in her seminal book “Talking From 9 to
5“.
Conversational rituals are patterns of speech and behavior that work only when both players use
them.
When one party uses conversational rituals and the other doesn’t, communication is less effective
and, most importantly, it damages rapport.
Some of the most relevant conversational rituals, especially from a power dynamics perspective,
include the use of “sorry” and “thank you”.
Imagine this dialogue:
Boss: thank you for running this by me <— this is the ritual
Report: no worries, cheers <— misses the ritual
The boss is expected to keep oversight, so the “thank you” there is a ritual, not a real thank you.
The boss had no real reason to say “thank you”. The boss is putting himself in the one-down out of
kindness, but he expects you to do the same to rebalance power.
When the report does not reply back with “thank you”, it makes the boss the one down. Over time,
the boss is likely to start resenting this report.
Even worse would be the following:
Boss: thank you for running this by me
Report: you’re welcome
And the boss will be thinking: “you’re welcome?? For what! Does he think he is the boss now?”
So, what’s a better solution, in this case?
It’s to play the ritual and thank them back. For example:
Boss: thank you for running this by me
Report: no, thank you for taking the time to check this with me, boss, I appreciate that very
much!
Boss: Thank you for saying that, it’s my job and I am happy when I can help
Now the boss will be thinking “this guy gets it”.

10.3. Jump on indirect commands (& avoid taking offense on direct ones)
As we saw in “how to look confident at work“, some bosses prefer direct commands, while some
others prefer going indirect.
If your boss is direct and you prefer indirect, that might rub you the wrong way and you might think
he’s an ass. You need to reset that.
You need to realize it’s a question of culture, personality, and preferences. You can’t judge a person’s
moral code based on whether he prefers direct or indirect talk.
On the other hand, if he speaks indirectly and you are more direct, you can think he’s a submissive
cuck who doesn’t have what it takes to lead. Same as before, though, you need to change your
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perceptions.
If he’s indirect and you are direct, you can also miss the signals that he wants you to act.
For example, if a very indirect boss were to say:
Boss: I really have to get this report done, but I don’t have much time
He is asking you to do it for him.
If you don’t get it right away, he might have to ask you again, this time more directly. But you will be
forcing him to act out of character, he will feel you two don’t get along, and that you’re not very
bright.
Another common way of issuing indirect request is this:
Boss: Do we have a list of invitees?
The boss is not asking your opinion on whether we have it or not.
He is asking you to either send him, or to prepare one if you don’t have it.

#10. Remove awkwardness, establish friendly relationship
Sometimes, there can be some awkwardness between boss and employee.
The problem with that is that bosses tend to promote those they feel good with, not those they feel
awkward with.
So you have to take it upon yourself to normalize that relationship.
You do it by first by getting over the fact that he’s your boss (entry N.1).
Then, by eliminating any personal reserve you might have. And third, by seeing him as a person.
Then you can find an opportunity for some humor, building on his jokes, or commenting on
something he likes.
Best of all, go to lunch together sometimes.

#11. Make him your mentor
On average, the more time you can spend with your boss, the better
Those who elect their bosses as their teachers win major brownie points.
Better yet, turn your boss into a mentor.
Mentors often put their mentees on the fast track. That’s all you need to know, right?
Here are the steps:
1. Start asking questions on how you can accomplish something at work
2. Go back with the results and say his advice helped you (this is the “work-level mentor”)
3. Branch out to what really matters: advice on people, and work situations (this is the career
mentor)
4. Try discussing politics, competitors, and job opportunities. If he bites, you effectively turned
him into a sponsor.
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12.2. Remove behavioral stumbling blocks to mentorship
It’s crucial to uncover what your boss likes least about you.
And then work on that with him.
Why so?
Well, first of all, if there is anything your boss truly dislikes about you, he will not help you.
And second, if you don’t address it with him, his negative neuro-associations will always frame your
behavior negatively.
Says Goldsmith in his popular “What Got You Here Won’t Get You There“:
We view people in a manner that is consistent with our existing stereotypes.
If I think you’re an arrogant jerk, I will filter everything through that perception. If you do
something wonderful, I will this it’s the exception to the rule. Within that framework it’s
almost impossible for us to be perceived as improving, no matter how hard we try.
But if you tell your boss you’re committed to working on your issues, things change. Now it’s not
anymore an exception to the rule, but it’s you changing for the positive.
And if you change thanks to his feedback, he’s investing in you, and becomes part of your change.
Your win, becomes their win.
PRO Tip: Show you want to be like them
Mentors will never say it, but most of them will like you the most if you seek to become just like
them.
To show you strive to be more like him, you can ask things like “you look always so calm and in
control. I’d love to be the same. How do you do that”.
If you see him smile, you know that your indirect compliment has hit the mark.

#12. Let him cash in on your extra capacity
It’s nice to help a colleague when you got the chance.
And sometimes, you should.
But this is an article on how to leverage your boss relationship to advance your career.
And from a political point of view it’s best to offer your extra capacity to your boss.
If a colleague asked you for help, you can say yes, but run it by your boss first.
For example:
You: I’m planning to help Chris on the McKenzie brief, but I wanted to run it past you first
in case you have other priorities or need a little extra help.
If you finish a task or project ahead of time and now are free, say something like this:
You: Boss, I just wanted to let you know that I finished the project ahead of schedule, so I
have some extra capacity. Do you know of anyone who could use my help?
This is a double whammy: he gets to know you are done early, that you want to help, and that you
respect him so much to ask him first.
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Now he will put you either on his priority, or company’s priority, thus further increasing your
visibility.

#13. Protect yourself from jealous colleagues
As you develop a stronger relationship with your boss, your colleagues might get jealous.
How do you handle that?
The trick is to be friendly and gregarious with your colleagues as well.
That way, it never seems like you’re particularly “working” your boss. It seems like you’re just a
friendly guy who’s just a little bit more attentive towards his boss-.
Most of all, make sure that you never brag about your special relationship with your boss, and
never make it seem like you two are in cahoots.
That’s the best way to ruin that relationship. Do the opposite instead, hide and deny.
If someone says you’re close to the boss, play it down.
Say:
You: I don’t know, but I like him. I’m learning a lot from him, I’m glad he’s our boss.
And then, move out of the topic:
You: The whole team is great. I’m happy to be here.
That way, you take the high road and slightly shame them for implying you’re “close to the boss”.
No, you’re just a friendly guy learning as much as he can.

#14. Adapt Your Strategy to His Power
Finally, you need to assess your boss’s strategy against his power.
How powerful is he in the organization?
And what’s his career trajectory (ascending, stationary, or descending?).
If he’s powerful and going up, you can gain in becoming his right-hand man, or mentee
If he’s not moving, develop a good relationship but don’t tie yourself to him.
If he’s losing power and possibly on the way out, keep it professional but don’t get too close
You must never tie your fortunes to falling angels, no matter how cool they are and how well you get
along.

#15. Go past him: smooth talk, resolute overtake
This is something that superstars and very ambitious people need to plan for.
If you want to grow quickly and your boss doesn’t help, then your boss might be a potential
roadblock.
This is why it’s all the more important that you frame your relationship as collaborative, that you
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show that you are a friendly force and, possibly, even that you are an ally.
The last thing you want is to develop a confrontational relationship with your boss.
Most of all, you want to avoid a confrontation while he still has power over you.
If you are delivering great work and networking with the higher-ups, you are already overtaking your
boss.
But before you are fully released from his formal authority, it’s still important that you keep
“sterilizing” your wins as not to make him feel threatened.
Say publicly that he’s N.1, that you’re learning from him, that you owe to him. And make big shows
of deference in your 1:1s.
I like this example from racer Marc Marquez:

Talk him
up with words, overtake him with deeds
Marquez was destroying his official team captain. But he kept pretending his teammate was N.1.
Then, once he bagged that title, he was free to drop the game.
Remember: until your boss has official authority over you, you’re not out of the tunnel, yet.
Once your overtake is complete, then you can stop the game. But not before.
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SUMMARY
In the ideal workplace, “managing your boss” means developing a relationship that prioritizes work
and efficiency.
Then, you will get promoted as a consequence of your great work.
That’s the ideal workplace that people write books about.
But the ideal workplaces barely exist.
Maybe one day you’ll build your business as an ideal workplace, as the boss, or as the founder.
I hope so.
But before getting there, you must learn the realpolitik first.
This post showed you how to manage your manager to make him love you -and promote you-.
This is an excerpt from Power University, workplace module.
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12 Political Landmines You Need to Know
April 18, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Office politics can make or break your career.
And political mistakes can cost you a promotion, or even a career, independently of your work
performance.
Sometimes, they can even cost you your job because of too good job performance.
That’s why you are well-advised to develop your political acumen alongside your skills.
This post will show you some political landmines you need to be aware of, and, in so doing, how you
can be more effective at work politics.
Contents
1. Getting Chummy With Falling Stars
2. Taking Sides Too Early
3. “Licking Up & Kicking Down”
4. Gossiping (the Politically Dumb Way)
5. Leading The Charge (& Becoming The Battering Ram)
6. Objecting Organizational Changes
7. Keeping Your Loyalty With Old Boss / Management
8. Failing to Decode Corporate-Speak
9. Flirting With Assistants & Secretaries
10. Forming Out-Groups With Management
11. Over-Promoting Your Ideas Before Having Power
12. Putting All Eggs in The Boss’ Basket

1. Getting Chummy With Falling Stars
Who are falling stars?
Falling stars are former high flyers who are nose-diving in the power hierarchy.
Often they know fully well they are on their way down, and guess what happens?
Their former, inaccessible and haughty selves suddenly become friendly and gregarious.
And lower-level employees, star-struck by their big names, are all too happy to get closer to them.
Often that’s not a good idea.
The issue is that falling stars are falling because they royally pissed off someone at the very top.
If you get too close to them, they won’t help you up, but they will likely drag you down.
Their newly minted bad reputation will infect you like a disease: upper management will see you as
the friend of their enemy.
And that makes you an enemy, too.
Falling stars are sometimes in the last weeks in the organization and they can get bitter and negative.
Once they’re out, you’ll be out of a (useless) friend and will still be reeling from the bad infection.
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2. Taking Sides Too Early
What do the politically clueless do during a power struggle?
They quickly take up arms for one side or the other.
Which, of course, is as smart as betting on red or black -that is, not smart at all-.
The political strategist instead keeps cordial relations with both warring factions. He waits out
the political struggle -or at least until it’s safe to place his chips-.
And in the meanwhile, he looks like he is too busy focusing on work and work only to worry
about warfare.
That way, whoever wins, they will consider him a friend of the organization.
He delivers results, seems only concerned about the overall health of the organization and looks
supra-partes, garnering respect from both factions.
Whoever wins, he’ll be fine.
Then, when the war ends, strong of his reputation, he begins his own political campaigning.

2.2. Instead: pick (both) sides privately
A politically astute move is to take sides privately.
That way, if the side you picked wins, you’re on the winning coalition. If they lose, nobody will
know.
See Pete Campbell in Mad Men doing exactly that:
Of course, the next step, most Machiavellian thing you can is to take sides, privately, with both
factions.
The risk they will communicate with each other is very low.

3. “Licking Up & Kicking Down”
Licking up and kicking down.
How many times have you heard that as the “Machiavellian” way of winning at office politics?
Except it’s only true in the most fucked up organizations.
Just think of it: who’s more likely to succeed in the long run, the person who is hated by his
subordinates and loved by his superiors, or the person who is loved and respected up and down the
chain?
Exactly…
Having support from below is like leading a grassroots movement. When it becomes large enough, it
can help you carry upward.
And of course, you never know who will become the next heavy hitter, and people who seem useless
today might become useful in the future.
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3.2. The Machiavellian “Licking Up & Kissing Down”: “Shine Up, Praise Down”
Watch out for bosses who praise you a lot within the team, but not outside of it.
That’s the Machiavellian way of hugging all the credit where it matters -with the upper managementand keeping you stuck -but happy- within the team.
The internal praise is the equivalent of throwing some ego candies while the boss truly works on his
own career -with your own hard work-.

4. Gossiping (the Politically Dumb Way)
There is power in being “in the know” in the company.
And yes, sharing juicy information does show power for being part of a restricted circle of
informational flow.
Says Geoffrey Miller:
If the gossiper usually knows some news that the listener does not know, the gossiper may
have privileged access to secrets, or a wider social network, or or friends who themselves
have privileged access to social information. That is, the gossiper must have high social
status
Gossiping also helps form “cliques”, which can be the beginning of power alliances.
So, yes, there are some political advantages in gossiping.
But there are also major issues with gossiping.
To begin with, as soon as you spill the juice all is left is an empty carton.
When you gossip you give away information and you get back the reputation of a gossiper.
That’s a losing trade.
From a power point of view, gossiping is in large part harmful ego-massaging.
Of course, people will like you for sharing the gossip. But they also lose respect for you. Everyone
uses and enjoys a gossiper, but nobody respects him.
The second major issue is: who are you forming a gossiping clique with?
Because a good chunk of gossiping happens at the lower level of the organization, with people using
gossip as an escape valve for their humdrum boring job.
Gossiping at the higher levels tends to be different. As a matter of fact, how you share information
is one of the main ways to recognize executive materials from the rank and file.
It’s one of the “secret handshakes”, and one of the “executive skills” you better develop.
Executives share their information quick and dry, almost to purposefully show disdain towards
gossiping.
Leaders are afraid of being seen as gossipers. They prefer an image of doers who focus on getting
stuff done and have no time to waste. The winners of this world know that the true power players
are not the ones doing the gossip, they are the ones others gossip about.
This is how you show you’re a baller, get the facts, straight to the point, then get to work:
Don: You wanted to see me?
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Roger: About 3 weeks ago (pause) I hope you were looking for a job in Califorinia.
Because you’re going to need one
Notice he does not ask where he’s been, or what’s happened. That would be the “gossipy” talk.
Instead, Roger Sterling makes it a point to show off that he doesn’t care. All he cares is Don reporting
to work and get stuff done.
Notice how the rest of the talk is all straight to the point, all the side stories about gossiping are
purposefully left unexplored -or leveraged to display how they are both above gossiping-.
Roger Sterling uses a juicy personal life gossip as a joke:
Don: Any conflicts?
Roger: Mona hasn’t been pleasant since my engangement (introduces a gossiping topic, but
as a joke)
Don: (smiles, knows it’s a joke) With the deal. But… Congratulations
Roger: (immediately back to business) Thank you (pause: shows that he’s unharried and
calm even with life-changing topics) very few conficlits. Coop and Allis jumped on it. I
wasn’t gonna make troubles. (pause) Well, now you can go back to your office and figure
how much I made on this (invites him to leave: the business talk is finished, there is no
point in standing around and chit-chatting)
And then little later Don refuses to even say a word about politics. That’s how hardened, hard-balling
executives behave.

4.2. Most of all, avoid gossiping with those below you
The worst type of gossiping is negative gossiping, with people below your pay grade. There is
nothing to gain there and everything to lose.
“Showing off” your political knowledge to those below you adds little value because the truly
important information comes from above, not from below.
Here is a good way to handle a lower-level employee when they try gossip on you:
Joan rightly refuses to entertain gossipy conversation with someone who is below her
Keep the good information for the people at your level or higher, and only use it strategically.
Don’t gossip just for gossiping’s sake: all you get back is a bad reputation.
PRO Tip: Gossip Smart. Communicate power, while keeping power
There are better ways of showing you are in the know than gossiping, talking behind people’s back,
and giving out details of other people’s lives.
For example, when others share juicy information with you, you can nod and mutter “yeah, I know”.
“How does he know?”, people will think. And they will conclude that you are just in the know as
they are, probably more. And will respect you for keeping your mouth shut.
Or consider this simple, yet genius technique: only share positive information that makes people look
good.
For example, you can say that it makes sense the managing director stays in shape because he runs
5km every morning. When you know those personal details about people, it means you must be close
to them. People will know that you’re in the know. It has the same positive effect of gossiping, but
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without the downsides: you are either not detracting value from colleagues, or you are complimenting
them.

5. Leading The Charge (& Becoming The Battering Ram)
Who is the battering ram?
The battering ram is the person in a group of complainers and conspirators who leads the
assault.
When you have an issue with someone or something at work, people will usually start complaining.
But it will take a long time before anyone does something about it.
Well, the battering ram is the person who acts.
It’s the person who stands up at the meeting and tells the boss everyone is tired of his attitude.
It’s the guy who walks into the CEO’s office to complain.
And it’s the woman who takes the first step in filing a sexual assault complaint against the boss who
jokes a little bit too much.
It takes courage to make the first step and, from a power perspective, it might be the first step that
makes you the leader of a big change.
But these situations carry big risks, too.
The risk when everyone complains but nobody wants to take action is that they might be hiding
behind you.
And after you have made your move public, you might turn around only to realize too late that there
is walking the talk and backing you up. That happens relatively often if your first move is not highly
successful.
And if that’s the case, you’re (politically) screwed.
There is some overlap between “leader” and “battering ram”. But while the leader has actual
power, the battering ram takes far more risks to become one, with far more uncertain rewards.
Being the battering ram is a very high risk, for high rewards. Such as, on average, the risks outstrip
the rewards.

Battering Ram Set-Up
The battering ram might also be a political set-up.
People pretend to be angry and to be ready to stand behind you.
But then, as soon as you make the first step, they will even deny they ever agreed with you.
And then you’re out.
If you’re not sure, it’s best that you organize a small group of people to take action together with you.
Like walking all together to your boss’ boss office, or all going to HR at the same time.

6. Objecting Organizational Changes
Standing against change is one of the most common political mistakes.
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Think of it this way: why does change happen?
Changes to organizational structure, priorities or projects don’t happen randomly. And they don’t
happen because John the security guard wanted to.
Change happens because someone at the very top wants to change. And opposing change is like
opposing the movers and shaker of your company.
When you refuse the change, reject it and complain about it, you are basically giving a big middle
finger to some of the most powerful individuals in your organization.
At best, you get a reputation of a complainer. At worst, the top brass will recognize your resistance
and you will become the internal enemy.
Here are the approaches you can take in regard to change:
1. Embrace the new way, make a show of it for upper management, and thrive in it
2. Leave for greener pastures
3. Become a complainer
Guess which one suits you best?
As Jack Welch says in his book “Winning“, the executives who promoted the change love to see
people embracing it and championing.
For them, it’s like receiving a compliment with your actions -much more powerful than your wordsand they will see an ally in you.

7. Keeping Your Loyalty With Old Boss / Management
Remember, when a new boss enters the scene, it’s a clean slate for you.
That might not be cool, if you were very close to your old boss, or if you had a promotion lined up.
But that’s how it is.
What you can try to do is to have your old boss talk to the new one or, even better, have your old boss
to talk to his boss and let the new boss now that you’re a good guy in pole position for a promotion or
salary increase.
On the other hand, a new boss and/or new management are a great opportunity.
People will be scared, afraid of their jobs, looking around, clinging to the past… And you instead will
be running towards the novelty with your arms open.
Finally, once the new boss enters, don’t talk about “how it was before”. That never fails to piss off
the new one.
The old boss can’t do anything anymore except of saying: talk to the new one.
You can rest assured the subordinates talking to the old boss annoyed the new boss, Michael
Corleone

8. Failing to Decode Corporate-Speak
You heard these:
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Employees are our biggest asset
We put customers first
Our aim is to change the world for the better
Some, especially the younger and more naive, truly believe the official company line.
And while there is some truth in them, they are far from the whole truth.
The truth is his: most people will always put themselves and their needs above the needs of the
company.
And the other way is even truer.
The company, which represents the interests of the owners, the shareholders, and the C-suite, will
always its interest above those of the employees.
Sometimes those interests overlap, and everything seems jolly.
But don’t get lulled into a false sense of fraternity.
When the interests will start diverging… You will realize.
To the company, employees matter… Until they don’t matter anymore at the drop of a hat. As Dan
Rust says in “Workplace Poker“: it’s your output that matters, not you as a human being.
It’s not mean.
Cold, yes, but not mean.
You can have stronger bonds and relationships with your colleagues. Just not with your employer.
With your employer, it’s more likely to be a pure self-interest based exchange.
You can also enjoy and warm up to your employer, and I even recommend that. But still, don’t forget
the true exchange-based deal. You must seek to get the most out of it. Because they’re trying to get
the most out of you.

9. Flirting With Assistants & Secretaries
Might not be a jail bait, but unless you’re her boss, she’s a pink-slip bait
Maybe you’re a cool guy and you’d like to make a move on those personal assistants (PAs).
But that could easily be a political mistake. Bosses often develop a protective attitude towards their
assistants.
They can become their mentors, protectors, or sexual partners.
Here is the funny thing: even when bosses are not sexual partners of their PA, they still get
jealous and protective (just like any other stupid man).
One because they might still want people to believe that they are having sex with their assistants -or
at least leave people in doubt-.
And second, because many male executives consider men hitting on their secretaries a personal
slight.
So, what to do?
Either don’t make a move on the PA.
Or make what you should always do: make a move on the low, do your thing quietly. Let the big ego
do the show-off of public flirting. You be the silent killer, instead.
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The same applies to any female employees the bosses appear to be fond of.

10. Forming Out-Groups With Management
If you want to be management material, you must feel to them like you’re an ingroup.
The most politically clueless individuals instead stay stuck in lower-level roles because they form
outgroups.
Here is one example:
I remember sitting in a big room as a consultant on a lean project.
A first-level manager bumped into an airplane model on the way to the meeting table and a high-level
made a joke on what it would cost to fix that airplane.
A brief discussion of the actual costs of the model ensued, and this was the dialogue:
Random guy: actually they’re very expensive, I remember it was around 3.000 each
High-Level Manager: wow, that’s more than my weekly salary
First-Level Manager: I definitely need to be careful then, I’m not one of you big paycheck
guys.
The first manager smirked as he thought he had done a cool joke.
But the “joke” was politically idiotic in countless ways.
First, it sounded slightly derogatory towards upper management, as if they were making too much
money.
Equally important, these types of jokes stress the differences between you and the powerful people.
They communicate there is a group of higher-earner, “you”, and there is me here. And we are worlds
apart.

10.2. To Join Upper Management, Look Like Upper-Management
Remember, you will only get promoted into upper management if you already look and sound like
one.
You must look like you belong into the club if you wanna enter the club.
The best way to become upper management is for upper management to feel like you are
already one of them.
Then they will want to officialize your position with the title.
Downplay the differences and show the similarities. Show the ways you are like them, how you
understand them and you will soon become a heavy hitter yourself.

11. Over-Promoting Your Ideas Before Having Power
Young funny chemist in front of white board
Career strategist Brendan Reid got this right in “Stealing the Corner Office“.
If you’re the owner or CEO, think big and you’ll be praised for it.
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Think strange and you’re a visionary.
But if you’re still working your way up you’re better off being a cheerleader of management’s vision
rather than over-promoting your own ideas.
Yes, being passionate is good.
But being overly passionate for an idea or strategy that doesn’t seem to catch on is counterproductive.
Worst of all is if you keep promoting it after it’s already received lukewarm feedback.
At best, your visions running against management’s vision will signal that you don’t really
understand what business is all about.
At worst, you will brand like a problematic employee who doesn’t like the company’s vision and
doesn’t fit the culture.
Don’t get me wrong: do not throw away your vision and ideas. As a matter of fact, cultivate them and
improve on them with a healthy dose of realism.
Then let them blossom… Once you’re up there.
But while you get there, focus on bringing business, cutting costs and looking and talking like upper
management (and let the differences manifest later).

12. Putting All Eggs in The Boss’ Basket
Yes, you do need to work your boss.
However, you don’t want that to be your only source of power.
As Robert Greene says in The Laws of Human Nature, the “favorite” position can be dangerous. It’s
likely to stir envy among your colleagues and isolate you.
And it’s all too easy-going from “too close” to “disliked”.
As with romantic relationships, smaller gestures carry more weight when we are close. And with a
boss there is no sex, cuddling, and intimacy to make up for those hurt feelings.
Especially with touchy and finicky bosses, build great relationships while you also deliver good
work, promote yourself outside the team, and expand your other sources of power.
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7 Steps to Master Office Politics: A Field Guide
April 19, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Office politics and politically-savvy career strategies are crucial to your career success.
It couldn’t be otherwise, after all.
Politics is people.
Office politics encompasses all human relations taking place within a hierarchically structured
organization and, as such, office politics is present in every single organization.
And since people are in charge of strategic decisions, as well as promotions and demotions, office
politics is crucial both to get things done for the greater good, and for your personal career
advancement.
How you use office politics, for the greater good, for personal career advancement, or both, is up to
you.
What’s sure though, is that you gotta learn office politics.
This post will show you how to master office politics.
Contents
1. Learn Basic Social Skills
2. Learn Power Dynamics
3. Now Finally Learn Office Politics
4. Know Who Matters: The Org Power Chart
5. Draft Real-World Career Strategies
6. Learn Effective Self-Promotion
7. Learn to Act Alpha / High Power
SUMMARY

1. Learn Basic Social Skills
Politics is people.
And to do well with people, you need some basic social skills.
Without basic social skills, people are not only poor at office politics, but they are politics-negative.
Their lack of political intelligence actively harms them.
Some of the most harmful political mistakes people commit are basic stuff, like:
Inadvertently offending the boss
Being difficult to work with
Missing their boss’ loyalty tests
Political harakiri is only marginally correlated with job performance or general intelligence.
Lack of political savvy can -and often does- harm top performers as well. Top performers might do
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great work, rapidly increase their status within the company, but then they self-promote too much and
end ousted for “outshining the master“, as Robert Greene calls it in his “48 Laws of Power“.
To avoid political mistakes, you need to reach a minimum level of interpersonal intelligence.
Here are some good resources to bring you to a basic level of emotional and social intelligence:
Best social skills books
Stop being socially awkward
How to stop being a social burden

1.2. Intermediate level of social skills
Once you’re at a basic level, here more resources to get you to an intermediate level:
The law of social exchange
What’s in it for them
Real-life examples of WIIFT failures
Once you reach intermediate level, then you become “politically neutral”.
You stop making mistakes you’re not even aware of, and that’s great. But you still don’t have an
advantage over others.
Most people cluster around the middle, so to start reaping real political dividends, you need to move
towards advanced levels.

2. Learn Power Dynamics
The dynamics of touching and explaining are part of the basics of office power dynamics
Power dynamics is the advanced level of human psychology and social skills.
The good news is that once you have the basics of socialization down pat, it won’t take you long to
also understand the power dynamics.
Socializing with power dynamics in mind means that you are aware of the dynamics of “one-down /
“one-up”, influencing and persuasion, who is emotionally in charge (soft-power) and, finally, how to
come across as powerful, influential, and respect-worthy.
Some good articles to get you started:
Office power dynamics 101
9 foundational laws of power
Power strategies 101
Frame control
And I highly recommend this post to understand the inherent conflicts of interest between companies
and employees:
Corporate lies and manipulations
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12 Ways Companies Manipulate Employees (W/ Examples)
This whole website is dedicated to power dynamics and advanced socialization, so if you read around
you will quickly grow your understanding of power dynamics.

3. Now Finally Learn Office
Politics
Here is the great news:
If you’ve done your homework properly so far, then office politics will come natural to you.
As we’ve already mentioned, office politics is about people, psychology, and power dynamics.
Once you understand those, you will understand how to operate in office politics.
Just a few minor adjustments are needed for the specifics of the workplace. But here’s the rub: you’re
not going to learn that in mainstream publications.

When it comes to workplace politics, avoid mainstream advice
Here is a rule of thumb:
If you want to leverage office politics for personal success or to properly defend yourself
from political animals, then you need to scratch mainstream media.
Forbes, Harvard Business Review, lists of “best business books”… They are not going to be very
helpful with office politics. It’s not that they don’t have good information: they do.
But they serve a different purpose: the purpose of aligning interests between you, the team members,
and the company. That’s not optimal from a learning and strategic point of view though because
those interests do not always align.
Mainstream media is wary of admitting that your interests can diverge from the interests of the
organization, as well from the interests of your boss and your teammates.
Even the Harvard Business Review’s “Guide to Office Politics“, which I reviewed here, was mostly
about avoiding politics so that you can win for the company.
Nice… In theory.
Here are a few articles about the practice of political players:
Types of office players
Types of toxic employees
Office power moves: it’s a humorous article, but it will get you thinking in terms of pure power
plays
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4. Know Who Matters: The Org
Power Chart
You’re always at the center of your personal power chart
Now you know psychology, how to deal with people, and some office politics.
But who should you be networking with, who should you be careful around, and who can give you
the opportunities that will change your career for the better?
This is the next step.
You need to know who matters around you and where you stand in relation to others.
The org-chart is a good start, but you need to personalize it. If you’re in a huge company and you’re
at the bottom of the pyramid, the CEO doesn’t really matter for you.
Depending on your level, seniority, and job position, the highest you can easily hobnob with might be
your boss’ boss.
And unless your boss is on his way out, he will almost always be the most important piece in your
chessboard.
So start here:
How to deal with your boss: the politically-savvy way
Managing Your Boss For Ruthless Career Advancement
What you need to keep in mind when drawing your power map is that not all job positions are created
equals.
And the momentum of the people filling those roles is paramount.
Some people are stationery, some others are on the upswing, while some others are going downward
-or are on their way out-.
In Power University there is a bonus Excel spreadsheet to help you compute the people who matter
the most to you.
But as a general rule, the ones who are going down, no matter their position, not only are useless, but
are actively harmful.
They are going down because they pissed off someone very powerful. It can take years to recover
from a demotion, and most never recover.
Just to be on the safe side, don’t get too close to them.
Instead, you want to associate with those going up.
They are the winning faction, those who are friends with those still higher up, and those who can
soon bring you up as well.
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5. Draft Real-World Career
Strategies
Now you’re getting good with office politics, and you got a power map.
Now it’s time to turn that knowledge into action.
It’s time for actionable plans.

When it comes to career strategies, avoid mainstream media
Just like we said above for office politics.
Mainstream media is not the best way to learn career strategies.
They teach you the “official” way of success. Such as: win by being a good team player and by
making the organization win.
And yes, that is a very valid strategy.
But it’s not the only way to success -and sometimes not the quickest or most reliable-.
And there is more than it meets the eyes.
Rapid career advancement is barely linked to how well your company is doing.
As career strategist Brendan Reid correctly points out, when everyone is advancing because of a
rising tide, you aren’t really advancing.
And when it comes to teammates, sometimes, the opposite of what mainstream media teaches is true:
your success can be inversely correlated to how well your colleagues and boss are doing.
After all, it’s pretty logical: the worse your teammates look, the better you look by comparison -and
you win that promotion by default-.
Don’t get me wrong though on Machievellianism: this is not to say that there can be no teamwork, or
team spirit. There can be real relationships at work -and even alliances based on deep emotional
bonds-.
But people can, and often do win by shortchanging others -see for example “shine up, praise down”-.
The two opposite drives, for prosocial teamwork and cheating, often co-exist together in the same
workplace, and sometimes even in the same person.
And to win, you need to know both the pro-social rules, and the Machiavellian ones. Even if you
decide to mostly be pro-social, which I hope you will, you still need to learn the Machiavellian side.
That’s realpolitik.
And realpolitik office politics pertains more to the “underworld of wisdom”, the “red pill” side of
things that people don’t like to talk about.
Well, luckily for you, that’s what we only talk about here.
Here are some better resources for you:
Career strategies 101: a science-backed guide on basics principles of career advancement
Best career strategy books: the slightly lesser-known, more politically incorrect books on
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politics and strategies
Best career strategy books for women: same as above, tailored to women
Frankly, though, there are not that many great sources of office politics wisdom. There are some, but
it’s very scattered wisdom.
If you want the biggest shortcut, all at once, here it is:
Power University (module 3)

6. Learn Effective SelfPromotion
Self-promotion is the art of managing your reputation, marketing your skills and results, and getting
your name out to the people who can help you advance.
You can meet the people who matter either directly through networking, or indirectly via reputation
or allies who will talk you up -the latter is always recommended-.
We just called self-promotion “art” but, luckily, science and logic can also help up self-promote more
effectively.
See:
Effective self-promotion at work

7. Learn to Act Alpha / High
Power
Now you know politics, you got a career plan, and you are actively promoting your personal brand.
But what product are you promoting?
The product is you.
Not just your work, but you.
How do you come across? How you come across is equally important, if not more important,
than your actual work.
Most people who reach the top are not great technical people, and they more often than not weren’t
even the best at their jobs.
But they have leadership skills and they look the part. They have what I call “executive skills”.
Remember the maxims:
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To become an executive, you need to look and act like one
And:
Technical skills give you job security.
Soft skills give you board seats.
What are these soft skills, anyway?

7.2. More Alpha Male, Less Emotional Intelligence
The soft skills we’re talking about aren’t all related to “emotional intelligence” (EI).
That’s a term coined by Daniel Goleman, and Emotional Intelligence is the recipe to keep you
stuck at middle-level management. Goleman kept milking that EI train with “Working With
Intelligence“, but he failed to warn people that you don’t advance on EI -or at least, that’s far from
the most important trait-.
While emotional intelligence does help you work better with others and it likely also help you
perform better at work, it does not help you advance to the top -unluckily-.
It sounds strange, I know, and I wished it weren’t so.
But that’s what the data shows.
And between what we wish and what the data shows, I suggest we go with the data:
Bradberry’s survey results of 100.000 workers, including 1.000 CEOs
The results clearly showed that execs and CEOs score lowest on emotional intelligence than all other
ranks (Bradberry & Greaves, 2009).
And the author of the survey, Bradberry, sells emotional intelligence training, so he had all the
incentives to show the opposite.
Bradberry guesses that’s both because the nature of the tasks at higher levels lower emotional
intelligence and because companies tend to promote people who score lower on emotional
intelligence.
In my opinion, it’s not that execs and CEOs are emotionally stupid.
Instead, CEOs prioritize different qualities than those that help you score high on EI tests.
CEOs and execs prioritize things like getting the job done, winning and, of course, power. And
if someone stands in the way or gets hurt… Too bad for them.
That attitude lowers your EI scores, but it obviously helps you advance.
In the words of career strategist Dan Rust, it’s “Velcro Butterflies” VS “Teflon Rhinos” dichotomy
and, as he righteously points out, you want to be more on the rhino’s side.
That’s the gist on EI.
If you want to read more, see here:
The emotional intelligence lie
So, scratch that emotional intelligence.
What should you score high to master office politics and advance your career to the top?
You need executive skills.
They look something like this:
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Leadership skills
Confidence
Goal-orientation / Bottom-line mindset
“No BS attitude”
Calm and in control or
Unafraid of yelling
Public speaking skills
Intelligence -or, at least, sounding smartAnalytical thinking / critical thinking skills
For simplicity, exec skills means being an alpha male and an alpha female, but a professionally
polished alpha.
The CEO in the movie “Margin Call” is the poster child of a high-powered executive:
So, how do you start for those exec skills?
Here:
Executive skills for work confidence
How to look powerful
How to speak powerfully
Submissive body language (behavior you need to stop)
Submissive language (words you need to stop using)

SUMMARY
There are several different definitions of office politics.
Some of them focus on the negative and underhanded aspects of politics, while this website takes a
larger look –and definition– of office politics.
To this website, politics is people.
When you put people in an organization, you automatically get office politics as a byproduct.
And since politics is people, being good at office politics means being good with people.
Getting good at office politics means understanding psychology, the (sometimes selfish) human
drives, the laws that govern social exchanges – including “what’s in it for them”-, and becoming
aware of power dynamics.
Whether you own a business or you seek career within an organization, political proficiency will
help you succeed.
People decide what gets done and who gets promoted, not systems.
Ergo, if you want to flourish, you absolutely need to master politics.
This post is your starter pack to mastering office politics.
Bookmark it and come back here until you’ve mastered this crucial area of your life. It will pay you
off handsomely.
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Frame Control 101: Understanding & Controlling Frames
May 1, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
At the highest level of abstraction, we can define a frame as:
A frame is a set of beliefs, values, perspectives and personal predispostions with which
people filter and interpret the world
That “world interpretation” ranges from general beliefs about life and the meaning of life, to more
practical, circumscribed and mundane topics such as whether a real carbonara is with eggs or cream
(it’s eggs, BTW :).
Frames also include dreams, goals, personal interests, as well as selfish motives.
The selfish motives can sometimes be in contrast with other people’s own selfish interests. An
individual’s frame indeed can include hidden agendas for acquiring power, manipulating others to do
one’s biddings, or, sometimes, simply “throwing one’s weight around” to display dominance.
From this quick introduction, it becomes clear that people’s frames can either differ from one
another, or even stand opposite to one another.
And when people with different frames interact with each other, each individual seeks to color the
interaction with their own frames.
That negotiation of frames is often referred to as “frame control”.
Personally I’m not a big fan of the name “frame control” because it predisposes people to a
combative stance whether it’s either you prevail, or you lose (win-lose).
Well, don’t get me wrong: sometimes you need exactly that type of attitude. But, usually, you are
usually better served by seeking to align interests rather than fighting them.
So from now on whenever I say “frame control”, know that I am referring to a higher-level view of
power and influence which includes persuasion, negotiation, and interest-alignment.
So, from a social power perspective, we can define frame control and frame negotiation as:
The body of skills and attitudes with which people navigate social interactions and influence
others.
Was this intro too complex?
Don’t worry, it’s far easier to understand frames with examples, than with definitions.
And you will see plenty of examples here and in “frame control techniques” (and even more in
“Social Power“).
But first, let’s start with the basics with which you can understand and analyze frames.
Contents
Up, Down, or Across
Example of Up / Down
Frame Example
One-Uppings: Overview
One-upmanship Awareness
One-Crossing
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Strategic One-Crossing
One-Crossing to Win the Frame
One-Crossing To Buy Time
One-Crossing To Gather Precious Intel About People
Use This Structure to Start Out
Then Add One-Layer

Up, Down, or Across
The “up”, “down” and “across” is a system I first saw used by Kathleen Kelley Reardon, professor of
management at the University of Southern California.
I read it first in her book “The Secret Handshake“, and I loved both its simplicity and its explanatory
power.
So instead of reinventing the wheel or, worse, changing names so that I could brand it as mine, I
borrow her system exactly as it is, together with a few examples from her, and expand on it (there is
much in giving credit, anyway).
This is what “up”, “down”, and “across” mean:
One-up (?): taking control, and generally acquiring power
One-down (?): giving control, and generally losing power
One-across (?): neutral, not taking or losing either control or power
This is a simplified system, of course, but it’s a useful one nonetheless.
The up and down can vary in intensity, power, as well as efficacy. And the “one-across” can
sometimes be up to interpretation, being potentially close to a one-up or to a one-down.
Also, keep in mind that in power dynamics one-ups are not the same as personal attacks or ultimate
power acquisition.
There is a certain overlap between the three of them of course, but one might ultimately lose power
with one-ups. Or one might acquire power at your detriment while also being respectful. He might,
for example, respectfully prove you wrong. When he does that, his authority -and power- increases,
while your authority -and power- diminishes.
That’s why in this article we will also talk about the strategic use of one-crosses as tools to acquire
power.

Example of Up / Down
Laura arrives in the morning at her workplace.
This dialogue takes place:
Matt: (loud, with sarcastic tone) Well, well, well … Look at who’s on time for a change.
(?)
Laura: (apologetically) I’m rarely late (?)
Matt: Oh-ho! We’re feeling defensive as well! ( ?)
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Laura: (looking downwards, lower tone of voice) Not really (?)
Matt: Sorry, Laura, but it sure seems that way to me (?)
Matt has gone one the offensive with two one-ups in a row, and Laura answered with two one-downs
in a row.
Notice that Laura’s statement “not really”, if taken at face value, would be a power-up statement. But
it’s the nonverbal and the context that makes it a power-down.
And by that point of the interaction, Laura was so down in power that she needed a much stronger
come back to rebalance the power dynamics.
Looking at the whole interaction, Laura is being very submissive.
Matt is socially dominating, and since he smelled weakness, he ends up with another one-up.
Yes, in the end, Matt does come across like an asshole.
But that’s of no consolation to Laura, because she comes across as too easy to be bullied around.
Laura will never advance in her career with that attitude -and she will struggle to reach her full
potential in life, in general-.

One-Upping Back
Here is the same conversation if Laura had been more aware of power dynamics:
Matt: (loud, with sarcastic tone) Well, well, well … Look at who’s on time for a change.
(?)
Laura: (looking at the other people around) Good morning folks (?). And hello Matt, being
your usual friendly self, I see (?)
Laura first ignores Matt, which is a great move.
Then she is warm to other people around, showing that she does not let a nasty player drag her into
nastiness. That’s emotionally strong and leader-like behavior.
Finally, she sends a small one-up back towards Matt.
Depending on the relationship and environment in the team, Laura might have even said: “being your
usual pain the ass, I see”.
Both options frame Matt as a slight nuisance, instead of someone who has to be taken seriously.
If Laura had a witty come back on the ready, she might have used it for a more direct one-up:
Matt: (loud, with sarcastic tone) Well, well, well … Look at who’s on time for a change.
(?)
Laura: Wooow, Mark, that truly was a deadly cut, you must have been up all night
practicing that (?)
This one is higher in intensity compared to the previous one because it challenges Matt directly and
right back, and uses the same sarcastic frame against him.
Now Laura might get a laugh back.
If not from Matt, it’s likely she’ll get at least some smiles from the people around.
It’s also possible Matt might try another one-up. But at that point, what happens next matters
comparatively less. Laura has accomplished her main objective and made her point very well: she’s
no pushover.
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One-Crossing: If It’s The Boss
If Matt is Laura’s boss, then things are different, of course.
To keep an effective relationship with the boss, Laura is well-advised to avoid one-ups.
As a rule of thumb, you don’t want to get in a race of one-ups with people who have power over you
and with people who need to have power over you.
The two are not the same.
A boss at work needs to have his reports show some deference or he will lose his effectiveness.
When you one-up your boss you are challenging not only him as a person, but also his ability to get
thigs done within the team.
Not only that’s a political mistake, but it’s also a sign of being a bad team-player. A good team player
must know when it’s time to defer.
So this is a situation where you drop the one-up and go for one-crosses.
Laura must consider whether or not she’s often late. If she is, she can drop the sarcasm and go serious
with something like this:
Matt: (loud, with sarcastic tone) Well, well, well … Look at who’s on time for a change.
(?)
Laura: Good morning Matt! Yeah, usually I come up late and stay longer as I’m more
efficient that way (?) (she takes some power back by defending her track rocrod as a good
worker)
Do you want me to come earlier? (?)
Notice that the one-cross must not necessarily be a sequence of one-crosses.
A cross can be the net effect of mixing a one-up with a one-down, as in this case.
The final question is on the submissive end and gives full power back to his boss.
The serious tone of Laura’s reply also shows she has the strength of breaking free of the sarcastic
frame without retreating or apologizing. That’s good.
And she still re-empowers her boss in the end. Simple, effective, and respectful.
At that point, the boss can either say “no, it’s OK, I was just kidding”, or he can express that indeed
he prefers his people to come early.

Frame Example
Let’s see another example running the one-up, one-down analysis.
This is an excerpt of a conversation I’ve had a few hours ago.
I sat next to her on a bench while she was smoking and using her phone. I was carrying much of the
initial conversation when she said:
Her: I’m talking to my boss now, can you wait (?)
Her frame is one-upping because she asks me to wait (command), takes the lead of the interaction,
and puts me in the lower priority bucket.
She was also texting, not talking. So if I complied to her request, I’d end up way too low on power to
still have any respect from her.
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So:
Me: It’s OK, no need to wait, give me your number, I’ll call you later when you’re not
talking to your boss (puts phone out, waits for her) (?)
Notice that one-ups don’t have to be angry or confrontational. This one is assertive-collaborative,
seeking an arrangement that can work for both.
Her: (looking at the phone) Just like that? (lowering her voice, almost muttering) You can’t
get a number like that (?)
Another important concept of frames here: you judge frames on both verbals and nonverbals.
This was a tentative one-up from her.
Verbally, she is communicating that she wants me to invest more in the interaction, and wait around
while she chats with her boss.
Her frame is that you can’t get a number with so little talking an bonding. My frame is that you can.
Her frame is that number an important step. My frame is that the number is meaningless, just a first
small step.
Her frame was a token one-up.
As we mentioned earlier, frames vary in strength.
You can have a one-up backed by the full power of total conviction, and you can have a tentative
one-up that is just a masked one-down ready to give-in.
This was a case of one-up by word, but a one-down by deed. Her body language and voice tonality
communicated that she was already teetering on the verge of acceptance and only needed one slight
last push delivered from a stronger frame.
So I just kept my phone out for her to type it in:
Me: Yeah, just like that (?)
After that, I rebuilt some goodwill with some more chit-chat (magically she didn’t have to chat with
her boss anymore :). Remember that dominance without warmth can easily make bad blood.
But notice that if she had been adamant about not giving her number so soon, I might have changed
strategy. And instead of going one-up and trying to stick to my frame and potentially sour the
interaction, I might have one-crossed and rebuilt some goodwill.
For example, I might have said:
Me negotiating frame: OK, let’s make a deal, you stop talking to your boss and talk to me
instead. And if we like each other, maybe then we can schedule something”. (?)
That’s a good one-cross and a good example of frame-negotiation.
Also read:
Leadership in dating
Dominance in dating
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One-Uppings: Overview
One-uppings can take different forms, including scoldings, humiliations, criticism, jokes, or sarcasm.
Most one-uppings in normal life will use sarcasm, jokes, and innuendos.
The examples above all use more indirect forms of one-upping.
But sometimes one-uppings can also be direct and violent, either verbally or physically. When that’s
the case, yelling and anger are often part of the mix.
When you see high-intensity one-upping being answered with high-intensity one-upping, you are
witnessing a verbal fight, and there is the risk for a potential escalation towards a physical fight as
well.
But in most normal and polite conversations you will have few and mild forms of one-upping.
Good close relationships are also characterized by very few one-upping.
On the other hand, when you see lots of one-upping in close relationships, that’s a strong sign of
a dysfunctional relationship. We will see several examples in the module on relationships.

One-upmanship Awareness
When one-ups are direct and aggressive, it’s easy to spot them.
But it’s when they are more hidden that people often miss them. That way, they leave power on the
table, and they fail to advance to the social and organizational level that they truly deserve.
Getting good at seeing and handling one-ups means getting good at power dynamics.
With this website, you are learning to see the dynamics of one-upping.

One-Crossing
Most normal conversations are chains of one-crosses.
And much of your life will be a chain of one-crosses. Good conversation are also mostly one-crosses.
But that doesn’t mean that nothing power-relevant happens with one-crosses.
Quite the opposite…

Strategic One-Crossing
To begin with, don’t think that one-up must always be answered with one-upping.
Yes, sometimes you want to meet fire with fire.
But many other times ignoring that fire is the most powerful thing you can do.
Strategic crosses are the true power tools of the advanced players.

One-Crossing to Win the Frame
Sometimes “one-crosses” are the best way to negotiate or outright control and win the frame.
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One-crosses are especially good in all those environments where “taking the high” road awards you
point.
Those environments include political debates, workplaces, and, in general, most adult conversations.
Let’s see an example of using one-crosses to control the frame.
Imagine you’re at a meeting, presenting an idea, and, mid-way as you speak, someone blurts out:
Joe: This is nonsense, total BS (?)
If you answer that with a one-up of your own, you risk getting dragged into an escalation. Someone
will have to intervene to calm you both of you. That someone becomes playing peacemaker becomes
the leader, and your idea will sink as together with your status and personal power.
This is the time when one-crossing allows you to win the frame:
You: Let’s not be hasty. Bear with me while I explain how this works (?)
Very simple, without overcomplicating it.
You just ignore the insult and move forward.
If you want to ignore the insult even more strongly, avoid looking at Joe. This is the type of onecrossing that actually ends up being a true one-upping. You show Joe for being out of place without
even addressing him.
One-crossing against one-upping is the framing equivalent of concealed carry calmness. Or the
equivalent of the trained fighter ignoring the drunk bully at the bar.
Says Kelley Reardon:
To become and remain effective in day-to-day conversational politics, this ability to redirect
conversations is crucial. The politically adept are rarely pulled into dysfunctional
conversation patterns.
They manage conversations the way an expert chess player manages the moves and gambits
of the game.
Albeit Kathleen focuses on workplace frames, the same can be said of most normal life
conversations.

One-Crossing To Buy Time
One-crosses can also be wonderful tools to buy some time.
Why would you want to buy time?
Well, it so happens in life that sometimes a frame will hit you and envelop you and you didn’t even
see it coming.
Imagine a colleague walks up to you with a paper in his hand and proclaims loudly:
Joe: This is your fault
He seems aggressive and finger-pointing. But you have no idea what he’s talking about.
How are you going to handle that?
One-upping options:
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You: No, it’s your fault (?)
You: Don’t talk to me with that attitude (?)
You: I don’t think fault it is is the main concern, Joe, I’m a guy who focuses on solutions
(one-uppping the professional way) (?)
The problem with these answers is that you’re not yet sure what happened.
You might have really fucked something up, and if you focus on attacking back, you look overly
concerned about defending status than getting stuff done.
And you know that’s a no-no in the workplace.
The second issue with one-upping back is that you’re reacting instead of responding.
And if turns out that you made a big mistake, it will be far easier for them to win that escalation.
Says again Kelley Reardon:
It was my first lesson in what I’ve learned is a key political axiom: You can’t play in the
big leagues if you let them look good at your expense. The easiest way to get snookered
into such a position is to react rather than respond. Don’t allow yourself to be pulled
into an attack, as a spider pulls prey into its web.
One-crosses require stronger emotional control, which is why they also make you look good.
If deployed well, one-crosses can ultimately allow you more room for maneuver to control the frame.
Also notice that one-crosses do not necessarily take “one-ups” off the table.
Because you still reserve yourself the option to go one-up or to demand a more polite tone after you
found out what’s happened.
After you clarify with Joe for example that it really “wasn’t your fault”, you might add “oh, and by
the way Joe, I appreciate a more respectful tone when you talk to me”.
One-crossing options:
You: I don’t know about that, might even be, tell me what happened (?)
You: Interesting you see it that way, but I’m not sure what you’re talking about (?)
You: Let’s keep our cool, Joe (?) (one-uppping the professional way). What happened here
(?)
Without being weak, you send the ball back in Joe’s court to understand what’s happened.

One-Crossing To Gather Precious Intel About People
Once you will reach the relationship module you will see that I advise on remaining calm during your
first relationship arguments.
This is not because remaining calm is the only best alternative.
It’s because when you focus on winning the frame you might win it too easily, and never get to know
your partner.
In the article on “how to handle break-up threats” we advice that the best way to react to the first
break-up threat is not to escalate it, but to understand if your partner is unstable, a game-player, or if
she simply needs that commitment and you’re stumbling onto a hot-button for her.
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See here how it works:
Partner: look ,if you are not able to commit, (raises voice) then it’s over (?)
If you escalate with a one-up of your own, you will never get to know what’s really going on in your
partner’s head.
And a one-down answer such as “please, wait, I never said I’m against commitment” will work
against twice as badly.
Instead, you want to get more information at this point:
You: (that sounds mean), why would you say that (?)
The one-cross throws the ball back in her court, and gives you more information about where you
stand in the relationship -and about her moral compass-.

Use This Structure to Start Out
As you cut your teeth in social and power dynamics, this simple system of up/down/neutral is a great
tool.
It provides you with a reliable tool to quickly analyze your social interactions.
And it empowers you with a simple “threat detection system”. Whenever you see a “one-up” move,
you know that you need to be aware and that you might have to don your power moves helmet.

Then Add One-Layer
The beauty of this system is its simplicity.
And its drawback, is its simplicity.
So as you start understanding the basic dynamics, you want to add some more complexity to your
analysis.
The first layer you want to make room for, is win-win.
We already discussed these layers actually: they are the win-win of:
fundamental laws of power
and:
“mixing power with warmth“
So it’s just a matter of understanding how they fit into frames.

The Win-Lose “Me-Ups” VS Win-Win “We-Ups”
So far we didn’t differentiate crosses between “uplifting crosses” and “neutral crosses”.
Such as, there can be no win-wins in a system with only neutral crosses.
The power-warmth approach that we saw earlier instead is designed to move you from a neutral
system to one where more players can win simultaneously.
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So in this slightly more complex system, we could call the one-ups “me-up / you down”, because
they selfishly pull the attacker up while pushing others down.
And we could call the more uplifting crosses, “me up / you up”, since they pull both people up. The
sender is pulled up for showing his magnanimity and kindness, and the receiver, for being pulled up
by the sender.
Uplifting crosses of “me up / you up” is how positively high-quality men and high-quality women go
around life. By pulling others up to their level -while also knowing how to deal with the many “me
up / you down” individuals that populate this world-.
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Social Power – Reviews
May 8, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
These are only some two of the latest emails I have received:

And:

And:

And:
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Customer Service
Those Who Didn’t Vibe With It…

Public Reviews
I could go and on with emails.
But every time I saw a list of email testimonials on some program I always had to wonder.
So instead of a list of emails, these are public testimonials.
So good it gets you hooked:

You can read this one online here.

Two lessons of Social Power better than a whole course on Udemy:
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You can read that one here.

Social Power can help you turn over a new leaf:

You can
read the post here.

Using Social Power to ace casting jobs:

You can see the review here.

Customer Service
The people enrolling for Social Power are actively improving their lives.
And I feel like we are kindred souls.
People who want more for themselves and their lives, and take concrete steps to have it.
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And without them, this website wouldn’t exist.
I always prioritize customers above anything else:

That was
one of the first customers. And since then, the customer experience has only improved

Those Who Didn’t Vibe With It…
ThePowerMoves.com is different than most other businesses.
One of the ways ThePowerMoves is different in by being far more open as to what happens behind
the curtains.
So I’m including here also the feedback of those who didn’t vibe with Social Power.
It’s rare, but rarely it happens.
Most often someone was looking for something shorter:

Social
Power can be a life-changer… If you are willing to spend some effort
I immediately refunded P, no questions asked.
P was not a good fit for the course, and I knew it.
Social Power is not good if you’re looking for a quick fix.
Granted, this is condensed wisdom.
As condensed as it can be.
But it still requires some effort on your side.

Female Power
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Social Power constantly improves.
The last major update was thanks to a customer called Kristina.
Kristina thought Social Power was too male-centric:

I am extremely grateful for Kristina’s feedback.
This is what she went on to say:

Kristina had a great point.
There was no such resource to teach women how to strategically handle power and success
while still remaining likable and feminine.
I had to provide one.
Since then and for 5 months I did nothing but research women and power.
All of my quarantine days also all went into this project.
So I got the books she suggested. And many more. I delved into the research literature for women
and power, and women in the workplace.
And I scoured movies and YouTube for real-life examples.
The literature was great, full of wisdom to help driven women to be successful.
And I condensed all that knowledge in 3 lessons for women only. One addressing the mindsets, one
addressing career strategies, and one on how to combine power and femininity.
All with practical examples and videos.
Now Social Power is the best course on the market for women who seek to combine personal
success with social success.
And I will end with another public review.
This is what Alexander, a customer of Social Power, says of the people he has learned from:
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You can see there review here.
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Power University – Reviews
May 8, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
These are public reviews.
You can personally see them for yourself by following the link.
Keep in mind the course was previously called “Social Power”, so some reviews reference “Social
Power” instead of “Power University”, but they’re the same thing (actually, “Power University” is far
better as it’s gone through several updates).
You will gain an edge in life
And the sooner you start, the better:
You can see this review here (plus my answer).

You will see results in your real life
You can see this thread here.
Note: John actually came up with the strategy that he applied himself, putting together different
pieces of information, so all the credit to him.
I then added that strategy to Power University (thanks, John!).

Social ju-jitsu techniques take your social skills to advanced level
This was a case study on handling micro-aggressions and covert aggressions, which together account
for probably 90% of all aggressions you’ll go through in your life.
You can see this review here.

It’s so good you will get hooked
You can read this one here.

Two lessons of Power University better than a whole course on Udemy:
You can read that one here.

Helps you turn over a new leaf:
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You can read this review here.

Using Power University’s lessons to ace casting jobs:
You can see the review here.

One of the best investments you can do on yourself:
You can see that forum comment here.

Entrepreneurs learn to develop better businesses
This is part of a question in the customer-only area of the forum. Only Power University students can
access that private area.
Contents
Email Reviews
Customer Service
Those Who Didn’t Vibe With It…

Email Reviews
Some of the email feedback:
So good you wanna keep it secret
My answer: don’t worry about others studying the same. First of all, this website is niche enough that
you will most likely not meet anyone else who has taken this advanced type of training. And two,
most people are too lazy to train themselves to elite levels.
And:
Since then the course has improved 5x
And:

And:
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And:
Yeah, it’s a life-changing course, but full access is a different product. On the other hand, Power
University covers all the basics, so you might not need the full website access.
And:
Note: the course was previously called “Social Power”, that’s why the subject line
And:

And:

And:
And if you’re interested in competing products, take a look at this thread:
What to learn after Power University

Customer Service
The people enrolling in Power University are actively improving their lives.
And I feel like we are kindred souls.
People who want more for themselves and their lives, and take concrete steps to have it.
And without them, this website wouldn’t exist.
I always prioritize customers above anything else:
That was one of the first customers. And since then, the customer experience has only improved

Those Who Didn’t Vibe With It…
ThePowerMoves.com is not your typical business.
To begin with, I prioritize product above marketing (there still isn’t even a video or a teaser to
advertise Power University).
Another way ThePowerMoves.com is different in by being far more open as to what happens behind
the curtains.
So I’m including here also the feedback of those who didn’t vibe with Power University.
It’s rare, but anything can happen.
Most often someone was looking for something shorter:
Power University can be a life-changer… If you are willing to spend some effort
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I immediately refunded P, no questions asked.
P was not a good fit for the course, and I knew it.
Power University is not good if you’re looking for a quick fix.
Granted, this is condensed wisdom.
As condensed as it can be.
But it still requires some effort on your side.

When Female Power Was Lacking
Power University constantly improves its curriculum.
The last major update was thanks to a customer called Kristina.
Kristina thought Power University was too male-centric:
I am extremely grateful for Kristina’s feedback.
This is what she went on to say:
Kristina had a great point.
There was no such resource to teach women how to strategically handle power and success
while still remaining likable and feminine.
I had to provide one.
Since then and for 5 months I did nothing but research women and power.
All of my quarantine 13-hours work days also all went into this project.
So I got the books she suggested. And many more. I delved into the research literature for women
and power, and women in the workplace.
And I scoured movies and YouTube for real-life examples.
The literature was great, full of wisdom to help driven women to be successful.
And I condensed all that knowledge in 3 lessons for women only. One addressing the mindsets, one
addressing career strategies, and one on how to combine power and femininity.
All with practical examples and videos.
Now Power University is the best course on the market for women who seek to combine
personal success with social success.
And I will end with another public review.
This is what Alexander, a student of Power University, says of the people he has learned from:
You can see that review here.
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The Myth of Emotional Intelligence: Machiavellis At The Top
May 19, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The myth of emotional intelligence postulates that the more emotionally intelligent you are, the more
money you will make, and the better of a career you will have.
This article contends that emotional intelligence only helps you up to a certain point at work.
And, if you truly want to reach the top, emotional intelligence as it’s most often described, such as
high in empathy and tending to relationships, can actually be harmful.
Contents
What’s Emotional Intelligence
The Myth of Emotional Intelligence
The Harsher Truth: Psychopathy Beats Empathy
The Darker EI That Helps You Advance
SUMMARY

What’s Emotional Intelligence
Emotional intelligence (EI), measured as “emotional quotient” (EQ), is an umbrella term that could
be loosely defined as:
The capacity to be aware, control, and appropriately express one’s emotions, to understand
other people’s emotions, and to empathetically handle interpersonal relationships.
Daniel Goleman, who popularized the term, divides emotional intelligence into four components:
Self-awareness (personal competence 1)
Self-management (personal competence 2)
Social awareness (social competence 1)
Relationship management (social competence 2)
The first two elements of personal competence refer to being aware of your emotions and managing
your behavior.
The second two elements of social competence refer to the awareness of other people’s feelings,
moods, and behavior in order to improve the quality of your relationships.
Obviously, those competencies are important.
But how important are they when it comes to career progression, compared to other skills?

The Myth of Emotional Intelligence
This quote made “emotional intelligence” popular:
As much as 80% of adult “success” comes from EQ
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That was Daniel Goleman.
Since then, emotional intelligence entered the collective imagination, more supporting “evidence”
emerged, and seminars teaching emotional intelligence have sprung out around the globe.
And the craze quickly entered the world of business.
Goleman, in his sequel book “Working With Emotional Intelligence” restates that IQ does not
determine career success, but EQ does.
Travis Bradberry in his book “Emotional Intelligence 2.0” and in this Forbes article says that EQ
predicts salary, and that “one-point increase in EQ leads to an increase of 1.300 dollars of annual
salary” (which doesn’t make much sense by the way, because it cannot be a linear progression to
infinity).
But is it really true?

Empathic Nice Guys Might Not Finish Last, But They Do Get Stuck in The Middle
In brief:
From all the evidence I have gathered, it’s not true that emotional intelligence is a key contributor
to career success.
It matters, in a way, yes, but it’s not a linear progression.
It doesn’t help you in all types of jobs and, most importantly, it doesn’t seem like it helps you reach
the top.
One single chart, plotting the EQ results by job titles, should suffice to put the theory to rest:
Data from Travis Bradberry, “Emotional Intelligence 2.0”
Bradberry computed the results of his emotional intelligence survey from more than 100.000
individuals, across multiple industries, and on five continents.
Plus, Bradberry is one of the pundits for emotional intelligence, selling emotional intelligence
training. That means: Bradberry’s interests are in direct contrast to what his own survey shows (so
big kudos to him for releasing discordant data).
Both the numbers and the inverse conflict of interest make the results very telling, in my opinion.
And the results say that emotional intelligence is only high up until mid-level management.
Bradberry, in this Harvard Business Review article poignantly titled “heartless bosses”, asks:
How could it be that the very people who need emotional intelligence the most seem to have
it the least?
Well, to me, an obvious reason looms in the distance: because, it seems, you don’t need a high EQ
to be promoted to the executives rank.
What does the author of the original survey have to say about it?
In this article, Bradberry acknowledges that executives might have lower EQ because their job
“erodes” EQ, and because companies don’t take EQ into account when deciding who to promote.
Maybe.
My answer is somewhat different.
It’s not that CEOs are (necessarily) emotionally stupid. They probably aren’t. But they just have
different priorities.
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CEOs are more concerned with power, winning, and getting things done than with what helps
you score high in emotional intelligence -things such as understanding what others feel, protecting
people’s egos, nurturing relationships, and “social harmony”-.
CEOs are able to doggedly pursue their goals, independently of what others think and feel. CEOs
aren’t too touchy, and they don’t care if others get offended.
Those traits make your EI score tick downward. But, at work, they help you move upward.
Says psychologist George Simon in his best-selling book “In Sheep’s Clothing“:
CEOs most often have inflated self-esteem (…) and are undetered by adverse consequences
or societal condemnation.
Simon is basically saying that a thick-skin and feeling great no matter what others say or think is a
trait that, albeit potentially anti-social, helps you advance in life.
This is the equivalent of dialing empathy down, not up.
So, if being able to dial down one’s own empathy and sensitivity is useful, might it be possible that
not having empathy and sensitivity at all could be an advantage?
Well, there is indeed much evidence to suggest that the opposite of empathy and emotional
intelligence can help you get to the top.
Enter, the psychopath, the individual with no empathy and no conscience.

The Harsher Truth: Psychopathy Beats Empathy
Jon Moulton is a famed British private equity investor.
Asked by the Financial Times what his 3 best features are, he replied (italic is mine):
Determination, curiosity and insensitivity
Why insensitivity?
Moulton says that insensitivity “lets you sleep when others can’t”.
That doesn’t sound like a man high in empathy, does it?
It sounds much closer to psychopathy than to an empathic leader.
In my own experience in business and start-ups, I saw similar examples.
Of the ones I can share here, I once had a CEO who said we’d “throw bodies at the operations
department” -he loved repeating that in his previous company he handled the breakneck speed of
growth by “throwing bodies at operations.”
The venture was going to be a slam dunk, he loved repeating (grandiose view of self), and the
prospects who didn’t want to work with us were “stupid” (demeaning towards others).
Another founder, a speed metal singer who told me he fancied himself a “warrior”, invited me to prelaunch meetings with the goal of wooing me in. How did this one refer to the guys running
operational tasks in his future business?
“Monkeys”.
He called them “monkeys”.
And had the same braggart, grandiose sense of impending, easy victory as the previous example. His
company was going to be raking in money, and for the easy task of actually getting the work done,
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“we’ll just hire monkeys” (I left in mild disgust that day and never saw him again).
The Goldwater rule says you shouldn’t diagnose people whom you haven’t professionally examined.
But if I had to bet money, I’d bet that those two would score quite high in psychopathy.
This should not be a shocker to anyone in the social sciences.
The idea that psychopathy -or certain traits of psychopathy- can help individuals climb hierarchical
organizations and acquire power is nothing new in the field (Dutton, 2012; Hare & Babiak, 2006)
Data and evidence are not forthcoming in this field. We can understand why: few business leaders
would be happy to be measured and identified as high in psychopathy.
But some data does exist, and it points to interesting conclusions.
Babiak and Hare administered the psychopathy checklist to a group of 203 American business
executives.
The results?
While luckily the median psychopathy score was not high, the prevalence of psychopathic traits
among business executives was far higher than among the general population.
3.9% of the business executives had a score of 30 or higher, which is the minimum threshold to be
clinically considered a psychopath. That means that there were 2 to 3 times more psychopaths among
the business executives than in the normal population (that’s a lot).
And we’re not talking about extreme cases like “Chainsaw Al” or Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos.
We’re talking about random samples of successive businesspeople.
Holmes’ Machiavellianism allowed her to be hailed as a role model for females entrepreneurs while
she bullied her way to unlimited power
There is a very interesting caveat to the Hare’s study, though.
The caveat is, in part, worrying. But in part, it also holds the keys to a solution.
Here it is: the psychopaths from Hare’s study received poor evaluations from their superiors. And
they were correctly identified as poor team players and as having poor management styles.
So it seems like it’s not true that psychopaths can go up undetected. They do are recognized as some
sorts of a-holes -which makes sense-.
Yet the obvious reality remains: being correctly identified as poor leaders of people didn’t stop
psychopaths from climbing the corporate ladder.
Equally worrying, some of their psychopathy traits did indeed help them get near the top.
Says psychopathy expert Babiak in that same study:
Even those traits that reflect a severe lack of human feelings or emotional poverty
(lack of remorse, guilt, empathy) can be put into service by corporate psychopaths,
where being ‘‘tough’’ or ‘‘strong’’ (making hard, unpopular decisions) or ‘‘cool under fire’’
(not displaying emotions in the face of unpleasant circumstances) can work in their favor.
And he adds:
In sum, the very skills that make the psychopath so unpleasant (and sometimes abusive) in
society can facilitate a career in business even in the face of negative performance ratings.
That’s not the only study to link psychopathy with business success.
Board and Fritzon had a smaller sample of just 39 business managers, but it emerged that a number
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of histrionic and narcissistic attributes such as charm, egocentricity, and lack of empathy were
more common in business leaders than in so-called disturbed personalities.
The difference was that the business leaders’ group was less likely to display the more “antisocial
aspects” of psychopathy, such as physical aggression, instability, and hostile defiance.
So, yes, violent psychopathy won’t get you far. But the Machiavellian aspect of it, might.

The Future Trend: Less EQ, More Ruthlessness
What’s the trend?
Will EQ be more rewarded, or will psychopathy traits be more rewarded?
It’s difficult to say.
World-renowned psychopathy expert Robert Hare says that psychopathy is on the rise. And the
general corporate environment, with its faster pace and more frequent job changes becoming the
norm, is generally becoming more suitable for psychopaths.
From Hare’s writings, it also seems to me that many high-earning professions are more likely to
downplay the role of emotional intelligence and to instead reward psychopathy.
Investment banking seems to be a popular industry for individuals high in psychopathy.
And Robert Hare is often quoted as saying that:
“if I wasn’t studying psychopaths in prison, I’d do so at the stock exchange”.
-Pyschopathy researcher Robert Hare
The 2008 financial crisis has also been linked with psychopathic behavior (Boddy, 2011). It’s not a
mystery to anyone that plenty of executives made lots of money and walked away from the mess
while leaving the taxpayers on the hook.

The Darker EI That Helps You Advance
So, is EI useless?
No.
Quite the opposite.
From Bradberry’s and Goleman’s work, plus further menta-analysis, it seems true that emotional
intelligence is positively correlated to job performance (except for non-people facing jobs Newman
et. al, 2010), and makes for better leadership.
Such as, emotional intelligence is important for good governance and good leadership.
It just doesn’t seem to be so important for personal advancement and selfish ends.
Unless… Unless we enlarge the definition of Emotional Intelligence.
Emotional intelligence can help you advance. But it’s not the emotional intelligence as it’s often
understood to be, such as caring and empathizing with your team.

The 2 Types of Empathy
There are two main types of empathy: emotional, and cognitive (Cox et. al., 2011).
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Emotional empathy allows you to feel what other people are feeling, feel sympathy and compassion
for their pain, and possibly feel bad about it at a more or less deep level (sometimes referred to as
“somatic empathy”).
Cognitive empathy instead helps you to understand what other people are feeling, but without being
emotionally affected, and without caring for people’s suffering.
As psychopathy researcher James Fallon says, psychopaths have little or no emotional empathy, but
they can be good at understanding what others are feeling. And they use that information
strategically, and for selfish ends only (sometimes referred to as “tactical empathy”).
The same can be said for emotional intelligence at large.
As organizational psychologist Adam Grant shrewdly notes, EI can be used for good or for less good
purposes.
And the type of emotional intelligence that helps you make a good career is a different type of
emotional intelligence.
Such as:
The type of emotional intelligence that helps you advance at work is more Machiavellian in
nature. You understand how people feel, what behaviors are more likely to be rewarded, and you put
that information to the service of career strategies that get you promoted.
Just to be clear: emotional empathy does not necessarily hurt your personal career and success
potentials. It’s just that it’s not strictly needed, either. And too much emotional empathy can also
become harmful, leading to paralysis and the inability to act (Sapolsky, 2017). At work, that would
mean not firing people when you should fire people.
What does matter when it comes to promotions, is cognitive empathy for effective social strategizing.
This is the high-EQ that helps you advance:
Knowledge of human psychology (including your own psychology)
It’s people who decide who advances and get promoted.
And knowing how people work underpins any effective decision and career strategy.
Some psychopaths actively research psychology and power dynamics to become better abusers.
Read here a shocking account of a psychopath’s sexual strategy.
Office politics mastery
Depending on the definition, office politics is either all the human element of work, or all the human
element outside of the sanctioned rules.
But even if we adopted the latter definition, since most organizations don’t promote only on
competence, office politics mastery is crucial for anyone who wants to make it to the top.
Office politics is about ingratiating bosses, finding mentors and sponsors, self-promoting effectively,
and aligning interests.
And how about when those interests can’t be aligned?
When interests cannot align, the EQ that helps you advance is Machiavellian in nature
One study by David Buss and Liisa M.Kyl-Heku analyzed different career strategies.
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And found out that a “manipulative strategy” was as effective as a strategy based on industriousness
(ie.: hard work).
Frankly, I don’t think you can reach a scientific conclusion on specific career strategies. They’re too
difficult to measure, and they overlap too much.
But I think we can all agree that Machiavellianism can help you advance.
This is a case where the scientific study simply confirms what most of us have seen with our own
eyes.
The Machiavellian player knows that there are plenty of areas of conflicting interests between
himself and the organization, and between himself and his colleagues.
And he is keenly aware of how to maximize self-interest while looking like he’s playing for the team.
This is the area of EI where psychopaths do quite well.
Psychopaths are indeed good at recognizing emotions in other people’s faces. And they do not always
score low in emotional intelligence (Copestake et al., 2013). It’s “just” in the conscience and empathy
side that they’re lacking.
Knowledge and mastery of power dynamics
Here is the big secret:
It’s alpha males and alpha females who get promoted.
You will rarely see a CEO who’s a wimp, a CEO who acts submissively, or a CEO who speaks with
uncertainty.
The simple rule is that to make it to the top, you need to act like a top dog.
Also see this article on executive skills that get you promoted.

I Wish I Could Tell You Differently
I’m not happy to write this article.
And I wish reality was different.
So not only I’m open to change my mind, but I wish someone will change my mind (with evidence,
and pragmatic realism of course).
But for now, from the evidence I have seen so far, career progression has less to do with empathy and
emotional intelligence, and more to do with looking the part, smart politics and, sometimes,
ruthlessness and unabashed selfishness.

Exceptions: The “Enlightened Companies”
Luckily, there are a few exceptions.
These are what I call “enlightened companies”.
Enlightened companies are strictly based on results and, often but not necessarily, also have a lower
tolerance for assholes. That type of culture tends to screen-in more empathic folks while weeding out
the most obvious sociopaths.
As we saw earlier indeed, the psychopaths were correctly recognized as poor managers and team
players. So it would go a long way to fix the problem if companies refused to accept and
promote antisocial behavior.
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It also seems that enlightened companies perform better in terms of bottom line profits.
They follow the result-based organization style that billionaire and Bridgewater found Ray Dalio
explains in his book “Principles“. Or the management style that former Googler Kim Scott branded
“Radical Candor“, which is a mix of caring and radical honesty.
Other exceptions include companies that move slow (psychopaths aren’t good in stable
environments), or that prioritize relationships or sustainable growth over turning a quick buck.
Costco, as described by Simon Sinek in “Leaders Eat Last” might be one such example.
If you work for one of these companies, great.
If you want to build one of these companies, even better: we need more of them.
Still, keep in mind there might not exist a company where political savvy plays absolutely no role
whatsoever.
So some knowledge of how people work will always serve you well.
Furthermore, the most enlightened workplaces are the exceptions.
Between them and the stock exchanges of this world, there are plenty of grey-area companies where
psychopathy and Machiavellianism can pay off very handsomely.
And in the grey-area workplaces, emotional intelligence and empathy are far from being an obvious
asset.

SUMMARY
Emotional Intelligence is crucial in life.
It helps you understand people and yourself, get along with people, and bond and connect with
people.
It also helps you at work.
But not in the way it’s usually portrayed.
Emotional intelligence helps you to get up to mid-level management.
After that, at executive and board levels, different traits come to the fore.
Learning how to play politics, including sometimes in potentially Machiavellian ways, becomes more
helpful.
And what I call “executive skills” matter more than emotional intelligence.
This, by the way, could be one of the main reasons why women are still struggling to make it to the
very top.
Women take emotional intelligence more seriously. And more literally.

A Quote to Go By
Finally, I’d like to leave you with a quote from “The Good Psychopath Guide“:
There are two things that rise to the top. The cream, and the scum.
To which, I add: to be the cream, you need to know how the scum operates.
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Black Folks: Reclaim Your Power Against White VirtueSignaling
June 5, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
After the hideous murder –or martyrdom– of George Floyd, the messages of supports towards the
black community have been pouring in -or, shall we say, flooding social media-.
In many ways, that’s a good thing.
It shows people are empathetic, and that some of them want to see a better world.
But from a power dynamic point of view, we can see a different story to it.
And from a mental empowerment point of view, virtue-signaling towards “black people” is mental
poison.
Let’s dig deeper.
Sympathizing with colored folks for purportedly being oppressed only confirms a two-classes world.
Progressive folks and empowered people of color alike do NOT think of themselves as victims.
Contents
The Power Dynamics of White’s Sympathy
Don’t Let “Black” Stifle Your Uniqueness
Experiment: Putting “Whites” in The Condescended Shoes
The Danger of Sympathy: “Poor Me” Thinking
How to Come Out This: Building Bridges

The Power Dynamics of White’s Sympathy
On this website and, in more detail, in the Power University course, we talked about covert power
moves.
Covert power moves are words or actions that on the surface are friendly and supportive.
But that, on a second level order, hide a power relationship where the person being friendly and
supportive is actually disempowering the receiver.
Example of covert power moves are:
“Sorry for not picking up your call” (= you were not a high priority for me)
“I’m sorry that you had to wait for me here” (= I have the power to let you wait)
Those above examples are kind and sympathetic on the surface. And the speaker might even mean
well.
But they also hide a power dynamic where the speaker is disempowering the receiver and pushing
him down the hierarchical ladder.
Offering support works in the same way.
Offering support indirectly says that you need support because, apparently, you are not doing
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too well in life (but they are).
Attention, with that I’m not saying that most white folks are consciously disempowering black folks.
Many people are being warm and welcoming and many of them really feel empathy and want to help.
But some others, of course, are riding the SJW wave.
Many starlets and public figures belong to this category (Emma Watson example):
Emma Watson “stands with you” (“you” who?)
Even our beloved virtue signalers might in the end be OK persons and somewhat well-meaning.
But still… Even if they mean no active harm, in this case, virtue signalers’ support still re-affirms
a power dynamic that empowers them and disempowers the subjects of their “support”.
Virtue signaling is to the benefit of the signaler, and rarely if ever of the receiver.
The duality of wanting to help but actually harming is something that other researchers have noted as
well.
Take linguist researcher Deborah Tannen, for example. Tannen says that asking someone “where are
you from” as a first question can be both an attempt to connect and a power move, as it can both seek
to connect and pin someone down.
And the same can be said of gender relations.
Kim Scott for example says that men treating women with kid gloves at work might have wanted to
be nice, but they were actually relegating them as second class citizens in the office.
That type of kindness, she correctly points out, is damaging women.
Men who are nice in fear of hurting women are also indirectly saying that women are not strong
enough to play within a level playing field. It says that women need that help. And that men are the
powerful ones who need to dispense that help.
It’s the same for the sympathy expressed by white folks to black folks.
The support and sympathy of white folks towards blacks also indirectly say:
“I am (somewhat) superior and more powerful”.
Or, at least:
“I am a somewhat higher class citizen”.
There is also another element that disempowers “black folks”. And it’s addressing them as a
collective.

Don’t Let “Black” Stifle Your Uniqueness
It’s great to offer support to individuals as individuals.
But it’s disempowering to support individuals for their (supposedly) group of belonging.
Why?
Because when people address you by your group belonging, you become “a black person”, and
they disempower you of telling and controlling your own story.
You become “a (random, nameless) black person”, with all the stereotypes attached to it. And it strips
your uniqueness away.
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The same happens when people frame you with other groups of belongings, like with nationalities,
for example.
This is why when people ask me “where are you from”, I give a fuzzy answer (“Originally, from
there, but I studied abroad, I live there, and travel all the time… So, I’m international, really).
I do that because I don’t want any fucking one to pin me down with Italian stereotypes. Don’t get me
wrong: I like being Italian, but I am still an individual, I carve my own path in life, I write my own
story, and I present my own story, unencumbered by stereotypes.
Finally, framing a single case of brutality as a “black people issue” also serves to confirm the
status quo.
Indirectly, it confirms that indeed society empowers a certain ethnicity and disempowers another.
And while there might be some truth to it, when you keep repeating it, you also make it more real,
and you contribute to keeping it alive.
And that’s an unhealthy worldview to internalize. It’s dangerous to internalize that being black is
such as huge handicap (and it’s not).
And white people’s “support” only reinforces the nonsense narrative that blacks are at a big
disadvantage in life.
Don’t believe that shit not even for a nanosecond.

You’re Bigger Than Any Single Trait, Always Remember That
Individuals are made up of a multitude of traits and belonging.
Their genders, skin color, eye color, nationalities, sexual preferences, preferences, skills, attitudes etc.
etc.
Reducing them to just one, however visible it might be, is disempowering.
Now let’s be honest: there might be some truth in the “white privilege” thing.
But to me, it’s still BS.
So, white skin might confer some advantages under some circumstances. So what?
Advantages and disadvantages are part of life, and the same is true for all possible traits you can
imagine.
From eye color, to amount of hair on your head, to height, to IQ, to… Whatever. Any trait will confer
either some advantage or some advantages under certain circumstances.
And you can rise above each one of them.

Stop Babying Others
Telling others that you “support” them makes people feel good.
It makes them feel good because they can feel kind. And because, unconsciously, as we saw, it says
that you are more powerful than they are.
Somehow, this often happens about race.
Probably, because race is such an important issue in much of the US. But that doesn’t your “support”
any less condescending.
But as much as you don’t publish posts telling short or unintelligent or people that you
“support” them, it’s condescending to tell black people that you “support” them.
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Me, I don’t think that any race or group as a whole needs my support.
I think there are countless individuals within those groups who are strong and capable enough to
control their own destiny, and to far more successful than most individuals in any other race or group.
Addressing the whole group is highly condescending towards those folks.
Here is an example of condescending, borderline de-humanizing support I have recently seen on my
Linkedin wall:
Her: I see you and support you
So self-congratulatory, and so offensive. It implies that (most) others don’t see “them”.
Cut the haughty pomp, your black friends and colleagues have names, and they probably don’t know
what to do with your condescension.

Experiment: Putting “Whites” in The Condescended Shoes
Some white folks these days are inviting others to put themselves in black people’s shoes.
That’s always a great exercise.
The first part of that exercise, the one that everyone is embracing, is to “feel the pain” of black
people.
Great.
Now let’s finish the exercise, though.
Let’s add the power dynamics part I’m addressing here.
And put yourself in the shoes of being the subject of your own friendly support.
Here is what other races could tell white people:
Jew person: I’m sorry there is a pandemic of white people being born with such lower IQs
compared to us. Society shouldn’t discriminate against lower IQ. I stand with you, white
people.
Asian person: I’m sorry white people have to be born so selfishly individualistic. And so
unconscientious, with such poor work ethics. Society shouldn’t discriminate against poor work
ethics. I stand with you, white people.
Asian woman: I’m sorry white girls are so unfeminine and white guys prefer us. It’s not
fair that men like feminine women more. I stand with you, white women.
Black person: I’m sorry white people have no street smarts, have little dicks, and cannot sprint
or jump. Society shouldn’t discriminate against any of that. I stand with you, white people.
Albeit these examples are obviously exaggerated, they also show the “other side of the coin” of
offering support and sympathy -the power dynamics side-.
How would any empowered white person answer to any of that?
Any empowered wite person wouldn’t even want to hear any of that.
And this is how they might answer:
Thanks, but I’m doing great. My IQ is fine. And emotional Intelligence matters more
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anyway: all that IQ didn’t help you avoid a history of prosecutions, it seems (huge
one-up back)
Thanks, but I’m doing great. Western work ethics allowed Westerners to rule the
world, so I think we’re pretty fine (medium one-up back)
Thanks, but I’m doing great. Girls love my dick, and I prefer swimming and longlasting sports to sprints (mild one-up back)
You will notice that these answers are more on the aggressive aside.
From a framing point of view, they (correctly) read the initial “offer of help” not as a friendly
gesture, but as an attempt at one-upping, and they answer with a one-up back of their own.
Answering with a one-up defends your own power, and also serves to protect one’s own mind and
self-esteem.
After that, you can move to move conciliatory tones.
However, since messages of support rarely show the true power dynamics so obviously, you need to
answer with more tact.
Let’s see.

Power-Frames Against Condescending Sympathy
How to answer to all the condescension we’ve just described?
How can a black person answer, without being aggressive, while also defending his individuality and
his personal power?
Here is an example:
White person: (chest out, with the pride of the self-appointed savior) You have all my
support. I stand with you!
Black person: Thanks. But… “You” who, and… Support for what? (a simple question that
will dismantle his whole self-righteous frame)
White person: For the racism man. That’s disgusting that you guys must go through that so
often. I can’t imagine what it’s like
Black person: Thank you, I appreciate your friendliness (don’t call it “support”).
I suppose some policemen see some races with more animosity than others, in limited cases
(reframe the problem as localized, instead of general).
But hey, I’m Alex (shrugh shoulders, as if to say “I’m me”, and distance yourself from the
group, reclaim your power as an individual).
And personally, I’m doing great (reclaim your power as an individual 2).
I see life as a world of opportunities, not threats (frame yourself as a high quality man, not
as “a black dude”). This is a life of opportunity for those who want to take them (swtich the
tables: maybe he could use some of your support, instead?)
That’s it.
Power reclaimed.
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The Danger of Sympathy: “Poor Me” Thinking
What we’ve just described so far is bad enough.
But there is a pernicious, deeper danger of constant sympathetic messages.
And unless you’re aware of the power dynamics, it can go unnoticed.
Sympathetic messages frame you as “poor you”.
To me, there is nothing more offensive, and nothing that angers me more quickly, than a “poor you”
frame.
If you don’t question the “poor you” frame, you can start believing it, and it can become your reality.
The danger of accepting people’s support without questioning it is the internalization of the
belief that you do need support because the deck is stacked against you.
The danger is that you internalize that “poor you”.
When you internalize that, you are also accepting that you do are indeed a second class citizen.
You should be worried and afraid of internalizing that belief, because it’s terribly dangerous.
When you internalize it, you start believing it. And you start to act accordingly.
The consequences are two, and they stem from the same internalization of the “poor you” frame
1. Learned helplessness: whatever you do, you can’t win
2. Lashing out in anger and becoming anti-social
Two very different scenarios, but both being the consequence of believing that it’s too difficult for
you to win in this society.
And white people’s “support” is reinforcing the idea that you can’t do anything to succeed in this
society:
So is this implying that a black person “cannot have a cellphone”, or “go jogging”? Don’t let this BS
virtue-signaling sway you. You CAN do anything you want in life!
There is a good scene from the movie “Menace II Society” that well shows what I mean.
The black protagonist, Caine, is talking to a close girlfriend.
The girlfriend is encouraging him to move, pursue self-development, and leave behind small-timing
burglaries and drug dealing.
I found the movie, and edited so you can see it:
Caine: Ain’t nothing gonna change in Atlanta. I mean, I’m still gonna be black. Just another
nigga from the ghetto
Caine internalized the belief that there is no chance in life for him because he’s black.
What a fucking tragedy!
This is called learned helplessness in psychology (Seligman, 1991), and it’s the belief that no matter
what you do, you can’t win.
And virtue signaling messages contribute to creating learned helplessness among black folks.
It’s ironic, but the sympathetic messages that want to offer support do more harm than good.
That’s why I recommend black folks to put up shields against superficial and general support and
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sympathy.
Stand guard to the gates of your mind, friends.
You’re first-class, top 1% citizen, if you want.
Think it, believe it, dress it, act it.

How to Come Out This: Building Bridges
The other problem of generalized white sympathy is that it tends to vilify police.
Again, the issue is the same: support “blacks” as a whole and vilify “police” as a whole.
Bridges and healthy individualism are the answer.
Some cops are racist and scum.
Some protesters are thugs.
Unluckily, when we tend to paint everyone with broad brushes, we only flame the fires of hatred.
And we’re only more likely to get hatred.
Probably, most cops are good and/or normal people worthy of respect.
And the same is true for most people of color, and of most random groups you want to pick.
To get over this, be the first to condemn the bad apples within your group of belonging.
Then, build bridges and spread the love.
And extend some love to policemen as well.
They’re humans, too.

Summary
The avalanche of messages of sympathy support towards the black community is, overall, a good
sign.
It’s a sign that people care.
However, there is one potentially disturbing element of support:
1. Generalized messages of support towards blacks de-individualize them, and places everyone
under the “black guy” yoke
2. Constant messages of sympathy indirectly say that people of color are second class citizens
If people of color allow number 1 to happen, it will disempower them. And if they internalize number
2, it can harm their all lives.
That’s why, ultimately, I would advise people of color to distance themselves from that support.
Politely say “thanks”, but immediately reclaim your power as an individual.
And never think of yourself as moving in a world where you can’t win.
Fuck anyone who implies you’re a victim. You make your own world, my friend.
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How to Stop Being A Beta Male
June 16, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
“Beta male” is a very popular term in the manosphere.
But there is confusion around it. Who are these beta males, and how to stop being one?
This article will provide you with an answer.

Who Are Beta Males
In ethological terms, beta males are men who rank second highest within a social ranking of a
primate group.
However, in common parlance and among men and manosphere groups, “beta male” has come can be
defined as such:
A beta male is a male member of the human species who is submissive with other men,
subservient to women, and ranks very low in dominance hierarchies.
In ethological terms, that would be an “omega male”.
In this article, we will discuss the beta male in the manosphere terms. Such as, that guy who is
socially clueless, and near the bottom of the social ranking. For simplicity -and for SEO reasons-,
from now on, will (incorrectly) call him “beta male”.

A few hand-picked examples of betaness to start
Before we dive in, let’s take a look at a few examples of beta males we have already covered on
ThePowerMoves:
Neil Strauss gets pussy whipped: in this example, Neil Strauss fails to enforce his boundaries
and to draw the line in front of obvious rudeness and abuse
The sad of dancing monkey: the pictorial story of a man who chased for scraps of intimacy
and attention, while she enjoyed seeing him suffer
Talulah Riley humiliates Elon Musk: can a billionaire be a beta male? Usually, it’s unlikely.
But you are always a beta male, no matter how much money you got, if you are pussy-whipped
And now, here is a simple 10 steps formula to move out of betaness:
Contents
1. Cut Your Submissive Behavior
2. Don’t Put Women On A Pedestal
3. Learn Power Dynamics
4. Lift / Exercise
5. Unfriend All Your Beta Males Friends
6. Learn How Beta Males Act. Then Do The Opposite
7. Unfriend All Attentions Whores You Are Not Sleeping With
8. Don’t Pursue Women From The Friend-Zone
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9. Unplug From All Beta Sources
10. Escape the Betalpha Trap
Summary

1. Cut Your Submissive Behavior
If there was one major trait common to beta males, it’s this:
Beta males display signals of submissiveness, and they do so often and conspicuously.
The general rule indeed is that alpha males are dominant, while beta males are submissive.
Beta males are submissive in two very different ways towards men and women, and we will address
both in this article.
For now, start here so you can root-out any overly submissive signs you are sending out:
Submissive body language signals
Submissive verbal signals

1.1. But Watch Out for Fake Aggression
Too much submission is a no-no, that’s for sure.
That being said, the solution is never to just add aggression.
You’re simply not gonna fix betaness by swinging in the opposite direction and acting hyperaggressive.
The fixing must go deeper.
It’s the whole frame of mind that must switch, together with acquiring basic social skills (and later
adding more advanced power dynamics skills).
Simply adding aggression is like trying to turn a turd into gold with a can of yellow spray.
If you only add that thin paint coat of aggression, you end up looking like those abused, beaten down
dogs who curl up at the end of a cage, barking out of fear.
Those people who don’t know how to engage in constructive or assertive behavior are barely any
better than a submissive beta male.
An example?
Look at this scene, and you’ll notice right away who and what I’m talking about:
Bryan Callen: If someone tries to bully me I’ll show up at your fucking house and I’m
gonna kill you. That’s what fucking happens
(proceeds to keep yapping, get interrupted, and shown for a big loud mouth who can’t back
up his treaths)
Exactly the type of aggression that screams “beta”.
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2. Don’t Put Women On A Pedestal
There are two ways beta males deal with women the wrong way:
White knighting
White knighting is an old PUA concept.
A man has a white-knighting mentality when he sees women like poor damsels in distress who can’t
get by without his help.
White-knighting stems from the false belief that women are dumb, lost, innocent, and need to be
saved.
Many men feel good about supporting and providing for a woman.
What’s different with white knights betas is that they take it to the extreme, which also leaves them
easy victims of what I call “damsel in distress manipulation“.
The solution?
Feel free to support the woman you pick as your life partner, but it must be mutual support.
If you’re running around all day doing all the work for your queen, then you are probably whiteknighting and you must re-assess the give and take of your relationship.
Low-quality providing
Low-quality providers are men who date as providers, and who don’t feel like they are good enough
for women.
Dating as a provider is not beta per se, and one can be an alpha male provider.
But it is beta the way that beta men do it.
And how do they do it?
Beta males approach dating with the mindset that the woman is always far more valuable than they
are. Such as: beta males think they are not good enough.
In the beta male’s mind, there is a bottomless gulf of value between him and her, so he seeks to
make up for that value differential in all ways he possibly can.
Beta males seek to fill that bottomless gulf with money, emotional support, promises of endless love,
services, and… Massive doses of submissiveness. Why submissiveness? Because beta males feel
like they must be submissive to their woman or else she’ll just pick up and leave.
With white-knighting and the feeling of not being good enough, beta males always end up placing
women on a pedestal.
Luckily, the cure is simple: think of yourself at least as equal in value.
Getting on your knees only works when in jest, and when you are the undisputed relationship leader.
In all other cases: avoid.
Also read:
The Madonna / Whore dichotomy: the “Madonna” in the dichotomy is the natural
consequence of the beta male, white-knight idealization
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Provider and lover dating strategies: when to use which
Lovers, friends, providers: it’s about quality, more than the role

3. Learn Power Dynamics
Nobody sets to become a beta male.
So, why are most men still beta?
Because they don’t even know they are.
The main reason some men are stuck in “beta male” territory is that they are unaware of power
dynamics.
In truth, all the steps above, plus most issues on this list, are going to be taken care of once you learn
about power dynamics.
For that, I think there is no better cure than this website’s course:
Power University

3.1. Internalize This: “You’re Worthy of Being Respected”
Beta males allow other to disrespect them.
Sometimes, they even fail to label the abuse and disrespect as such.
Beta males prefer to pretend it was OK, that the other person “was just joking”, and that they “didn’t
mean it”.
Or even that they are “good friends”.
Sure you are… NOT.
See here a perfect example from beta male Fredo:
Godfather: Is that why you slapped my brother around in public?
(jumps in, defending his abuser)
Fredo: Oh no, eh-eh, that was nothing Mike. Oh no, Mo didn’t mean nothing by that. Sure
he flies off the handle every once in a while, but.. But me and Mo are good friends, right
Mo, eh?
(gets ignored by Mo, confirming all his betaness)
Now its true, Fredo might not have had the power to slap back Mo when he was humiliated.
And maybe even not to demand proper behavior right away.
But remember, acquiring personal powerful starts not with the power of pushing back on any and all
affronts. Personal power starts with this simple mindset:
Nobody has the right to treat me rudely.
Every time you can push back on any disrespect, do it.
And if the risk of pushing back is small, take that risk (hint: getting fired should be included in those
“small risks”).
But of course, in life there will be times when you won’t have the power to push back.
And that’s OK: it’s your mindset that matters most, and your mindset is still the same.
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To move out of betaness -and of victim mentality- shitty behavior must NEVER become “OK”
within you.
You don’t take the affront too personally because you’re building an antifragile ego, and you move
on…. But you also don’t forget. And if one day you get the chance, you’ll even the scores.

4. Lift / Exercise
The effects of testosterone are context-dependent, and more complex than most online resources
describe them.
For example, in environments where pro-social attitudes help increase status, men with more
testosterone actually become more pro-social, not more aggressive or anti-social (Sapolsky, 2017).
And that’s actually great news.
It means that more testosterone doesn’t make you more of an asshole, it just makes you less of a
beta.
So you got no excuses.
How to increase that T in your body?
An often-recommended solution is to exercise. And it makes sense.
Studies show that heavy exercise and high-intensity training increase testosterone.
Source: http://itestosterone.com/
Bigger size and more muscles might also have a more direct, positive effect on your social power.
Jon Anthony, for example, says that bulking up got him more of respect from men, and more
attention from the ladies:
The power dynamics of getting ripped

4.1. Consider HIIT Training
What if you don’t have time for gyms?
Consider doing high-intensity interval training (HIIT).
HIIT is a training method that consists of short bursts of all-out effort punctuated by brief rest
periods.
HIIT is effective no matter the age.
A 2017 study found that HIIT training increased testosterone also in men in men over the age of 60.
HIIIT is my go-to exercise.
Being often on the move, it’s difficult to attend gyms. So I do HIIT.
Plus, I use all props and furniture I can see around.
I pick up chairs and squat, or use 6-packs of water bottles. Or just jump up and down a bed.
Get creative, it’s double exercise: body, and mind :).

4.2. Eat Healthy (Without Becoming a Soy Boy!)
Diet is as important if not more important than exercising.
Reduce the carbs, especially the refined ones, and avoid the real junk such as:
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McDonalds / KFC / BurgerKing and all
Sodas of any kind
Snacks of any kind
Sugar-filled “sports drink” and juices
All kinds of packaged food
My opinion on nutrition is this: learn the basics, apply them 95% of the time, but don’t go crazy with
it.
It’s very beta-like to be scared of the carbs in a whole-grain spaghetti carbonara as if there was a
tarantula hiding in them.
Sometimes, just eat whatever the fuck you like, and do have a few drinks when you feel like.
Life is also meant to be enjoyed.
Both exercise and diet fall into a general mindset of caring and taking of yourself.
When you care and take care of yourself, it all ties together: you don’t allow assholes or mean women
to disrespect you, you put healthy food in your mouth, and you take care of your engine/body with
exercise.

5. Unfriend All Your Beta Males Friends
You know the saying:
He who walks with the betas learns how to become one
Alright, there wasn’t such a saying before I wrote it.
But now there is one, and it’s true.
You can’t hang out with betas and expect to be an alpha male.
Even if you are the alpha among the betas, chances are you’re still a beta outside of that group.
There might be an alpha male within a LAN party. But he’s most likely a beta as soon as he steps out
Remember, there is no such thing as a shark in a pond. Sharks just don’t live in ponds.
And alpha males don’t hang out in betas’ ponds.

6. Learn How Beta Males Act. Then Do The Opposite
I think this is a heavily underestimate way of learning things.
Instead of just watching how great people act and trying to do the same, also watch how the people
you don’t want to be like act.
And then do the opposite.
What do beta males do?
Things like:
Take all kind of crap from anyone
Engage in endless virtue-signaling
Feel guilty about themselves, for being men, or just for being evil humans
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Follow orders, always toe the line
Engage in scapegoating, never accept responsibility
Carry her bags while she waltzes around
Relinquish all power in their relationships (pussy-whipped)
Begging and pleading are typical beta-males behavior
On, and these days, the new variety of betas going by the name of “soy boy”, also do this:
Yell for “getting rid of police”
The belief that the world would be better off without police is part of an enlarged “white-knight
fantasy”.
Such as, as much as betas believe that women are innocent creatures, they also believe that almost
everyone is good and innocent.
Evil is extremely rare for the soy boy, and mostly concentrated within hyper-males, which includes
the police.
That also gives beta males another excuse to be betas: the “bad guys” are hyper male and
conservative. And the good guys like him are feminized and progressive.
More anti-beta reading:
How women control men (and what to do about it): you don’t need physical power to
manipulate and control people, a basic truth of human life that seems to escape many beta
males

7. Unfriend All Attentions Whores You Are Not Sleeping With
This is attention whoring:
Attention whoring consists of sharing sexy pictures (thirst traps) to attract the attention of
thirsty males
Attention-whoring also includes emotional and touchy stories (“depth traps”), sad stories (“pity
traps”), and political tirades (the soy-boy progressive types will never fail to like and share).
But it’s the sexual side that really hooks the thirsty beta males in.
Attention whoring is dangerous because it steals men’s time and diverts their energies from worthy
pursuits to feeding the ego of the attention whore.
Unluckily, there has never been more attention whoring in the history of the world than we have
today.
The favorite places of attention whores are, in the order:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TikTok
Instagram
Facebook
Tinder / dating apps

To avoid falling for the beta thirst trap, unfriend all attention whores.
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Alternatively, you can unfollow them.
You might skip this step if you’re more advanced and/or if you’ve
Warning: you’re only at this stage if you can tell yourself “hot, but LOL, she’s such a low-quality
attention whore”.

8. Don’t Pursue Women From The Friend-Zone
It seems like there is a new term around:
Simp.
So, what’s a simp?
Apparently:
A simp is a man who puts women on the pedestal and seeks to win their favor by acting like
a doormat.
Simp is a new word, but it’s a new word that describes an old phenomenon for which there was a
word already.
That word is “beta male”. Simp is a type of beta male, like the soy boy, the white knight, and the
virtue-signaler.
The simp version of beta male courts a woman running around at her beck and call.
Look, I hate black-and white thinking and I like to embrace complexity.
So let me be more precise here: it’s sometimes possible to get women after long chases (see:
“atypical seduction techniques“).
But not when you chase like a simp.
And it’s possible to bang women as friends if they see you like a hot cool “friend”.
But not when you’re a simpy friend.
Finally, it’s also possible that a woman will eventually decide that the beta male orbiter is “good
enough” and, in the absence of a better prospect, she might have sex with him or get into a
relationship with him.
But he’d be entering those relationships as super low in power.
Also read:
Relationship power dynamics 101
How to maintain power in long-term relationships
Hopefully, you want some more efficient and high-power strategies, so do the opposite of what beta
males do:
Beta males seek to befriend women and later date them
Beta males chase women too hard, and too obviously
Beta males wait forever before making a move
Beta males are happy to wait 3 months for sex
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So you, you just do the opposite.
And I will end this one with a quote from “alpha male strategies“:
Unfortunately, there’s always a beta male willing to play these women’s waiting game, just
make sure it’s not you.
Also read:
Games women play
I’m the prize power play

8.2. Drop All Women Who Demand You
Have you heard of books such as:
Why Men Love Bitches
The Power of The Pussy
A Gold Digger’s Guide
Do you know what they have in common?
Well, they all have in common that they are wrong: men don’t like uncooperative bitches.
Or, at least, alpha males and men with a backbone don’t like uncooperative bitches -and you
want to be that kind of man-.
These books tell women that they are teaching them how to get men.
In reality, they are teaching women how to get beta males.
Because only beta males would get into a relationship with a woman who demands without
giving.
She demands, expects to be chased, expects emotional and financial investment… And then gives
nothing back?
Drop her immediately.
Here’s an example for you of a woman who has to be dropped immediately.
For more red signs of women you will have no time for, read:
Nasty games women play

9. Unplug From All Beta Sources
Tough call, I know.
Betaness is all over TV, popular media, and songs.
Well, great!
This can be a great opportunity to free up much of your time:
Drop pop-music (especially J and K-pop), and anything where androgyny-looking men gush
about love
Stop watching celeb news, you shouldn’t even know who Rihanna is married to (or whether or
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not she’s married)
Cut down on memes / games: PewDiePie, memes, Reddit, games… Not exactly “beta”, but
not really “alpha” either, since you’re not being productive
Cancel your Netflix subscription
The problem with Netflix is that most shows and most Hollywood movies are full of beta male
characters and politically correct BS.
Yeah, even Iron Man in Avengers is a pussy-controlled beta.
If you still like movies and songs, it’s a great opportunity to enlarge your horizons outside of
Hollywood.
You’ll be surprised at how much more realistic non-Hollywood movies are, including with better
male role models, and more realistic seduction scenes with more sexually assertive men:
Warning: be careful with those high-dominance seductions, they require high emotional intelligence
Also read:
How to use dominance in dating seduction
How to use leadership to get women

Unplug From All Sources of Betaness
As you stop hanging out with beta friends, you also want to stop beta social media connections from
getting any access to your brain.
An example?
Whenever anyone posts or likes shit like this one on your wall:
Take articles like that one as an invite for an immediate unfollow / unfriend.
But there is something deeper here.
Why do males love to share articles about female empowerment?
To begin with, because they think they are gaining social (and sexual) points by professing their
supposed “open mind” (in truth, they’re not open-minded at all, of course).
But most of all, beta males love sharing female empowerment stories because it makes them feel
good. The female empowerment narrative makes beta males feel like it’s OK not to wear the
pants in their relationships.
The high-betaness of those messages reassures them by communicating something like this:
See, my dear beta?
Women are better than men, so it’s OK that women in your life lead you. Actually, every
man should let women lead because they’re better at it, so you’re being a forward thinker
So the beta can keep being a beta, and feel good about it.
Oh, and if you’re interested in that nonsense Forbes article, you can read more here why it’s
nonsense.
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10. Escape the Betalpha Trap
You made it to the last step.
Don’t skip this last step, though.
Too many men stop here and never really get 100% ouf of the beta male stage.
I call this the “betalpha” trap.
They are the quicksands in which some men get mired when they first start understanding about
power dynamics and self-development.
Betalphas come in different stripes, but they all tend to have a few things in common:
They’re not focused on getting better, but feeling better: hence, they engage in social
climbing and alpha-male posturing, mocking beta males and feminazis in an attempt to feel
better about themselves (you’re better off ignoring betas and feminazis, instead)
They get angry instead of getting effective: some online communities are too ripe with anger
and misogyny to be helpful. Venting and raging will not make you any better off
Follow other betalphas: see for example the story of LondonReal, where betalphas lost
$1.000.000 to a second-tier narcissist cult-leader. Don’t worry, I’m not telling you to go full
sigma and always walk alone. You can join any group. Just stay mentally independent. Get
mentors, but keep your critical thinking on and never turn those mentors into Messiahs
Misogyny, and joining forces with other men against women: this is one of the most
dangerous stages some men get stuck into. They realize the world is not a Hollywood romance,
and get angry at the system -and at women- for having “lied”. So they lash out against society
and, most of all, against women
Unluckily, there are plenty of manosphere leaders who are happy to keep men stuck in anger
Wanna see an example of a betalpha?
Here is one, from a commenter on a YouTube video showing a man running faster than a woman (no
shit, eh?):
NateSim: Why is this so satisfying to watch
Short answer:
Because you’re a cunt, Nate
Longer answer:
Because you are projecting your individual identity into the whole “male gender” group
(mistake #1), and you think that your personal value hinges on that group of men being
“better” than women (mistake #2).
It’s ironic, but since betalphas tend to be angry and confrontational, it’s more likely that a beta male
will have a more fulfilling life than a betalpha will ever have.
How to avoid getting stuck in this stage?
To begin with, remember this:
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Your path of self-development is about YOU.
If there is anyone holding you down or fighting you, it’s yourself.
As long as you believe there is someone, a gender, or a conspiracy theory holding you down, you will
always stay stuck with a victim mentality.
If you really must pick up a war with someone, be it with yourself (but even then, I discovered that
self-love is usually superior).

Striking a Balance
Yes, this last step means you must strike a balance.
As much as you reject feminism and cannot stand virtue-signaling male feminists, you also reject the
manosphere’s misogyny.
A mentally healthy high-quality man does want to be the leader of his relationship. And it’s also
healthy to believe that it’s best for the man to be the leader of the relationship.
But he also sees that relationship as an opportunity for win-win and mutual collaboration -which is
what relationships are-.
Also see:
Values to live by: scroll by down to the “Power Moves values” entry
Growing beyond the red pill
The group dynamics of the red pill
The MGTOW option

Summary
There, we make it to the end.
There is actually one last step that should be obvious and already part of your life if you’re reading
here:
Commit yourself to a self-development plant
Keep working yourself, and you can escape betaness in a matter of just a few moths.
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14 Power Moves to Dominate Anyone
June 21, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The definitive dictionary of power defines a “power move” as:
A power move is a sentence, action, or combination of the two, most often conspicuous and
memorable, that increases the power of the agent and, often but not always, decreases the
power of the receiver(s)
To be lexically correct, any action that alters the social power dynamics is a power move.
However, as it’ most often intended, a power move tends to conspicuous and flashy.
The difference between a “power move” and generally dominant behavior is that dominant behavior
is baseline behavior. Such as, it’s constant, and it’s more understated.
Power moves instead tend to be “concentrated displays of power”.
They can be:
Intellectual power moves: quips, well-placed jokes, or perfect rebuttals that display mental
superiority -or, at least, wins the debate-.
Negotiation power moves: negotiation gambits or high-risks threats, veiled or not, that display
your full negotiation leverage (see an example here)
Raw muscle power moves: displays of power to show that, if worse gets to worse, you win the
fight or war. Weaker parties can also pull raw muscle power moves with fearlessness,
indomitable fighting spirit, and/or the ability to inflict damage
Status power moves: displays of higher rank within a hierarchical structure, a social group or,
generally, within society. Money, friends, and titles all show superior status
Social power moves: anything that displays higher confidence, higher self-esteem, higher
social skills, and mastery of social power dynamics
The beauty of good power moves is that a single well-placed power move can change the whole
course of an interaction, or completely change the way you look at someone.
Sometimes a great power move can “flip the scripts” and catapult you from the subservient party to
the dominant one.
These power moves also tend to be memorable.
So, done with the intro, here are 14 proven examples of effective power moves.
Contents
1. “I Can F*cking Own You” Power Move
2. Remind Them They’re Lower Class
3. Rub Their Noses In Your Wins
4. Show Your Disdain With Body Language
5. Let Them Wait (With Royal Attitude)
6. Ask A Question, Then Contradict Them
7. Make Them Nervous, Then Tell Them to Relax
8. The “Offer They Can’t Refuse” Power Move
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9. Let Them Try to Lead You, Then Make a Show of NOT Following
10. Offend People With a Back-Handed Compliment
11. Use Humor-Frames to Destroy Their Authority
12. Use Covert-Aggression, Make Your Enemies Look Thin-Skinned
13. Dropping Hints About Your Power
14. Switch the Power Tables
Bonus: Power Move Fail
Summary

1. “I Can F*cking Own You” Power Move
I love this one.
Money is the true equalizer.
Money doesn’t look at your dress, your skin color, or your appearances.
If you got lots of money, you can always pull a power move that propels you from the bottom to the
top.
As a matter of fact, the best moment to execute this power move is right when people are looking
down on you.
Why?
Because with this power move, you are basically telling them:
If me, someone whom you think is unowrthy of respect, can fucking buy you and your all
mothafucking establishment, what does it say about you?
It says you must really be a fucking nobody, dude.
Look at an example here:
Bartender: (dismissive, looking down on him, implying he can’t afford it) The Latour is
400 pounds a bottle
The Saint: Then we will have two bottles. (hands a wallop of bills) There, you count it
However, there is an art on this power move as well.
You don’t want to flash credit cards at women like rich Arabs do. And you don’t want to look like
you are throwing money because you have been emotionally unsettled by people, like in this scene
from “The Wolf of Wall Street”.
To execute this power move correctly:
Pick among the most expensive items on the menu
Remain calm and collected in front of perceived slights: as a matter of fact, smile a little, as
if you’re thinking “LOL, if this poor loser only knew the gulf that exists between me and him”
Take out a big wallop of money: the bigger, the better. And make sure it’s big notes
Handle money as if it were paper, almost with disdain: most people are careful around
money, you treating it like paper highlights the difference between you and them -and like you
got so much you couldn’t care lesswww.TheRedArchive.com
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Always say “keep the change”: researcher Deborah Tannen notes that waiters are offended by
very large tips because it communicates you are almost seeking to “show them” (Tannen,
1994). Exactly what you want! Show them you could buy them and own them, if you wanted
to.
Alternative ways:
Bring a guy with you who handles the payments for you: If you got someone paying for
you, the power move is already executed, so you can even tell your man, casually “don’t tip
them, they’re very rude”. Then leave
Lots of money also show the power of independence.
As Nassim Nicholas Taleb says:
This is sometimes called “fuck you money,” which, in spite of its coarseness, means that it
allows you to act like a Victorian gentleman, free from slavery.
It shields you from prostituting your mind and frees you from outside authority–any
outside authority.
That’s the type of money I always wanted: the money that buys me freedom and mental freedom.

Money Power Move on Dates
Some weeks ago I sat at what I thought was a bar to order two drinks.
But it was a restaurant.
So the waitress said something like “sorry, you also need to order food here”.
But the way she said it bothered me. It was as if to say “you’ll need to leave”.
So I opened the menu, pointed at the first food item, and said “bring us this one”.
The waitress told my date in the local language: “foreigners don’t usually like this one”.
I said “bring it anyway”, and handed her the menu back.
Noticeable spike of attraction from her side.

F*ck You Money For Women
Women can best pull this power move while remaining feminine, since feminity empowers women.
Women can do it with more of a “coquette style“.
Not without taking out a wallop of money, but with a single bill that’s 10 times the size of the check.
See Charlotte executing it to perfection:
Friend 1: Charlotte, this is really inappropriate
Sidney: Yes, you’re such a…
Charlotte: What, what am I, Sidney? (stares them with a power gaze, drops a note inside
the glass, walks out owning who she is)
This worked well because she engaged in the “frame dominance” technique to control frames.
Such as, faced with a shame attack delivered from a judge position, she refused to backtrack and
owned the accusation with pride.
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2. Remind Them They’re Lower Class
AKA: “social class” power move
It’s a nasty power move.
It seeks to attack pain points one might be insecure about, which in this case include:
Family status
Country of origin
Racial background
Physical shortcomings
Lack of formal education
Mostly though, it’s resentful people who use this power move.
They resent that someone whom they think should be beneath them is instead more successful than
they are.
And they seek to “put them back in their place”.
Unluckily, this power move can work because many people feel somewhat inferior for their
background (instead of being proud for having it done in spite of it).
“I’m higher class” power moves can also be used to control relationships. See for example Elvira
doing it with Tony in the movie “Scarface”:
Elvira: can’t your stop saying “fuck” all the time (=you’re a boor). Can’t you stop talking
about money all the time (=you’re nothing without money). Frank never talked about
money (“triangulation power move”).
Tony: Oh, that’s because he was so smart (he bites)
Elvira: you’re an immigrant spic millionaire (=lower class, in spite of the money)
Tony Montana deep down felt pain for being “lower class”, and Elvira seizes on that personal pain
point to frame herself as the higher-class relationship prize.

Beating The “Social Class Power Moves”
There are two ways to counteract the “I’m higher class” power move:
1. Show them for the nasty people they are
2. Remind them of the current power structure
The former is better, and far more effective in social settings.
But for a short brush off, the latter can work as well.
Here is an example:
James Bond: Red wine with fish, that should have told me something (= “you don’t know
the rules of civilized eating, you’re a boor, I’m higher class”)
Russian: You may know the right wines, but you’re the one on your knees (=you might be
more civilized, but I’m still one-up)
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3. Rub Their Noses In Your Wins
Double power if you can also remind them of their losses as you do it.
Jorge Lorenzo used it against Valentino Rossi.
Valentino Rossi, a formerly dominant racer, called the new young guys “pussies” for being afraid of
tough racing.
Unluckily for Rossi, the “pussies” were finishing ahead of him, so the power move came natural:
See Obama engaging in this power move:
Obama: I have no more campaigns to run. My only agend..
Republicans: (interrupt with applause, cheering) Yeeeeeah
Obama: I know, because I won both of them (=suck my winning dick, losers)
The secret to doing it well is to move forward right after you deliver the power move, lest you look
narcissistic, too into yourself, and emotionally thin-skinned.

Note: Winners Don’t Overreact
Here’s a power nugget of wisdom for you:
Look at the video above again.
And note who goes wild at Obama’s joke.
It’s the backbenchers and the smaller players who truly go wild.
Why?
Because the bigger players know power dynamics.
They know how to act powerfully (see: exec skills), and they know that overreactions signal lowpower.
They also know that Obama’s win is not their win, they don’t submit themselves to the leader, and
they prefer to be seen as men who can soar above the political divides. (also see: “don’t tie your ego
to the group” and “how not to be a second-tier beta“).

4. Show Your Disdain With Body Language
Nothing says “I’m better than you”… Than saying it without words.
The law of social effort says that the least effort you expend, the more powerful you look.
So when you cut off or ignore people without saying a word, you naturally come across as superior.
Some tips on how to pull off this power move:
Exhale emphatically
Roll your eyes upward
Show disgust with facial expression
show disappointment with facial expression
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5. Let Them Wait (With Royal Attitude)
Letting people wait is an obvious power move.
As a matter of fact, it’s so obvious, that I do not recommend it.
It’s petty, and typical of what I call “dickhead stage of power”.
However, if we are dispassionately discussing power moves, then there is one way to execute it well.
How?
The secret it’s doing nonchalantly, like it’s the most normal thing in the world, and like people are
supposed to wait for you.
Wanna see an example?
Look at how this man from the movie “Il Marchese del Grillo” does it.
Note his tonality, and his body language:
Marchese: Oh yeah, that’s captain Blachard, let him wait, I had even forgotten about him
(and stays seated talking to his mother)
This is how old royalty moves and thinks.
They think like they are owed power, and that it’s actually fair for people to wait for them.

6. Ask A Question, Then Contradict Them
This is typical social power at play.
And I love this example from “Meet The Parents”.
Guys who “met her parents” know that there is always a certain power tug of war between husbands
and fathers in law.
If the two meet before marriage, the father in law can:
Be territorial with his daughter
Seek ways to “test” the new man
Make a point that he remains the big cock of the house and he isn’t going to be dethroned by
this new man
On the other hand, the groom-to-be wants to be liked by the family, which can put him in a
subservient frame of mind that gives all his power away.
In this example, De Niro displays his power with lots of verbal signals of power.
And caps it all off with the “contradict power move”:
Jack: Let me ask you a question, Greg: can you really trust another human being, Greg?
Greg: (thinks about it) Sure, I think so
Jack: No, the answer is that you cannot
Greg: (does not reply, looks away, owned)
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7. Make Them Nervous, Then Tell Them to Relax
Making people nervous with your presence, questions, or jokes is a dead giveaway of dominance.
To avoid breaking rapport after you made people anxious, you can then say you were “just joking”.
Denzel Washington does it in a few of his movies.
And De Niro does it here:
Jack: Oh, you’d be surprised how accurate they are. I can tell fairly easy if one is lying or
not
Greg: (Squeaks and sweats)
Jack: Relax, relax

7.1. Make Them Anxious, Then Release Tension
Similar to the above.
There are two ways of doing it:
1. Pretend you were serious, make them nervous. Then say you were joking
2. Pretend you were joking, make them laugh. Then say you were serious
Albeit the two take the opposite approach, the effect and the power dynamics are the same.
When people follow your lead, you display power by showing that you control the frame.
And if you do that while also making them anxious, that’s double power.
A famous, 60-seconds long power move to highlight this dynamic:
Henry: You’re really funny
Tommy: What do you mean I’m funny?
(the frame starts changing from light to serious)
Henry: You’re funny, you know, the story, it’s funny, you’re a funny guy
Tommy: (turns fully serious now) What do you mean, you mean the way I talk? What?
Anthony: (seeks to rescue Henry and build bridges) Tommy no, you got it all wrong.
Tommy: Oh, oh, Anthony. He’s a big boy, he knows what he said (dispatches the external
help, communicates he does not want bridges)
(puts the pressure back on Tommy)
What did ya say? Funny how?
Henry is in constant retreat, squeaking and fearful under pressure.
That scene shows that Tommy was the top dog.

8. The “Offer They Can’t Refuse” Power Move
This was previously “cat and mouse” power move.
Why?
Because when the cat plays with a mouse the frame is this:
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I can destroy you at any time
And there is nothing that will make your negotiation partner more pliable and amenable when you
can show that you can:
Reach a favorable outcome with or without them (flaunting other options)
Take what you are negotiating through negotiations or with nastier means (violence,
hostile takeover, replacing them, etc.)
Make them pay a very high price if they don’t negotiate as you please
See “The Godfather’s negotiation” as an example for the latter:
Animal cruelty aside, these types of power moves are actually classy.
They say:
We can get to you easily, but for this time, we just wanted to warn you.
You can play ball with us and get your fair value back, or your will force us to use force.
We hope you choose to negotiate in friendliness.
Usually, they choose friendliness :).

9. Let Them Try to Lead You, Then Make a Show of NOT
Following
AKA: never adapt to others, always let others adapt to you
Who adapts to whom is all about power dynamics.
And when people try to “teach” you about their culture, they are indirectly saying that you should
learn their culture because it’s important.
The moment you start following them, not only you empower them, but you also become, well… The
follower.
And power players don’t follow.
The real power players refuse to follow and take the lead, instead.
See here a great example:
Streisand: L’chaim! L’ha-ha. Like you have popcorn stuck in the throat. It’s a…
De Niro: (looks away, smiles derisively, as if to say “fuck you and your BS”) OK, to family
(takes back the lead)
Everyone: laughs

10. Offend People With a Back-Handed Compliment
Nothing screams “power move” like offending people with a compliment.
Billy Bats does it well here:
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Billy: This kid was great.
They used to call him “spitshine Tommy” (LOL)
I swear to God, he made your shoes look like fucking mirrors. He was the best. Made a lot
of money, too (you don’t make a lot of money shining shoes, it implies Tommy was poor
and working hard for a pittance)
Salute, Tommy!
This whole dialogue is an attack masked as a compliment.
It’s covert-aggression (albeit not too covert).
It’s far more annoying being on receiving end of covert aggression. If you get angry without playing
their same game you look over-reactive because it was not overt aggression -plus the attacker can
always say “take it easy it was just a joke”-.

11. Use Humor-Frames to Destroy Their Authority
There is nothing like harsh truth framed as a joke to show people for talking out of their asses.
Even more than covert aggression, humor makes it hard for them to challenge you back.
If they do, they’d look over-reactive.
Joe Rogan: you want people to walk down the street with a mask on?
Bill Burr: let’s not start this, Joe
Joe Rogan: do you, though? Let’s start it
Bill Burr: I’m not going to sit here with no medical degree, listening to you with no
medical degree, with an American flag behind you, smoking a cigar, acting like we
know what’s up better than the CDC
Ouch!
In that same interview:
You don’t have the body fortitude. Your fu*king knuckles would scrape on the floor
= You’re like a dumb gorilla
Oh God, you’re so tough with your fucking open nose and throat. G.I. Joe and his five
o’clock shadow. This is a man over here.
= you’re a posturer pretending to be tough
And later:
Now is the bitch Joe. Now is the bitch
(Joe laughs with hissing sound)
= In the end, you’re not even tough.
This whole scene effectively framed Rogan as a big mouth, without credentials, making big claims
about things he doesn’t understand.
It took away all of Rogan’s authority.
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It robbed him on any credibility, present and future, to talk about anything outside of, maybe, combat
sports.
From then on, people will listen to Rogan talk about things he has no expertise on, and laugh.
Humor is a technique that suits people like Bill Burr especially well. Since it’s his job to make fun of
others, you cannot attack him back easily.
Also see “the jester” role in Power University.

12. Use Covert-Aggression, Make Your Enemies Look ThinSkinned
Here is a basic law of power:
Your external power will always seem undeserved unless you first gain power over
yourself.
If you don’t show you have healthy self-esteem and strong control over yourself, people will always
think that you don’t 100% deserve your power and success.
And you also become an easy victim of what I call “psychologizing attacks”. Such as: he chased
success because he’s actually just an insecure boy.
Ben Shapiro is very good at this power move:
Piers: and you can smirk at me as much as you want
Shapiro: I’m not smirking (and keeps smirking)
Smirking is a derisive power move that says “you’re so ridiculous, I can’t even take you seriously”.
That often gets under people’s skin.
This power move works with most anyone, but it works especially well with:
People with low verbal abilities (they feel outgunned and lash out)
People more prone to aggression
Thin-skinned people
These people will want to forget the debate and physically wipe the smirk off your face (that’s how
Shapiro became famous).
Little later:
Shapiro: you demonize people by standing on the graves of dead children
Piers: (barely containing his anger) how dare you
Smart alecs also use this technique a lot.
To do the same:
Behave like a smug
Look down on them
Smile/smirk as if to say “you make no sense”
Look like you are amused by them
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In written exchanges, you would lose “LOL” a lot.
“LOL” is an effective, derisive power move.
It frames you as superior, looking down on them and laughing at them.

Advice: Ditch Covert Aggression
I recommend people to avoid covert aggression.
Why?
Because covert aggression always reeks of passive-aggression.
It’s a bitch-style power move, it feels like you don’t have the guts to speak assertively and have to
resort to underhanded, low-power tactics.
Personally, I used to use “LOL” a lot, but I’m actively removing it from my vocabulary. It breaks
rapport, it’s disrespectful, and it’s also low in power.

13. Dropping Hints About Your Power
Machiavelli said it first:
Every one sees what you appear to be, few really know what you are.
What’s the point of having power, if you cannot flaunt it?
Of course, there is an art to displaying power with power moves. Some people do it with a bragging
attitude, looking like big roosters puffing up their chest.
That makes them come across as boastful, “too big for their boots”, and, overall, reduces their social
power through isolation.
Instead, you want to do it in one of two ways:
1. with full confidence, as if to say “this is the reality of things, friends”
2. As if you’re trying to hide your real power.
Here are some examples of this power move:
Random guy: So, what do you do?
Her: I do some charity work to help less fortunate people (= I’m rich, I don’t need to work)
And:
Random Guy: Where are you from?
Me: Originally, Italy, but I live in Germany during summers and most of the times… I
travel the world (=I live life my way, free of any confines, and you can’t put me in a box)
And:
Him: if you had to choose between a man who’s rich, handsome, or one who is poor and
average but a good fit for you, what would you choose?
Her: Well… Frankly speaking, I have a lot of money and don’t need any help there. So the
rich goes out. I’ve also been around models for many years, and beauty does not impress me
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in the least. I prefer men who keep it real, who have the confidence of being who the are,
flaws and everything (= your stupid and low-value criteria don’t apply to me. I have all that
you crave and I go for chemistry because I can)
The above guy is trying to put her in a typical female box that reduces her power.
She switches the power tables by making him come across as petty and low-value.
And speaking of switching the power tables…

14. Switch the Power Tables
This the power move per excellence.
When you’re down on power… Act like you’re top dog.
Here are some examples:
When you feel like you don’t belong somewhere, act like you own it
When chances are slim, act like victory is a foregone conclusion
When accused of something, accuse back of an even bigger crime
When you’re walking towards your death… Smile. There is nothing like going out with a
power move ?
See James Bond pulling a “switching the power tables”:
This is unwritten dialogue that’s going on:
Minister: I got the power and can kill you
Bond: No, I got the power and you’re a traitor
An even better example, the power move while going towards your own death, turning a hostile
crowd into a fearful one.
Of course, these types of power moves will sometimes fail. And then, you might look like worse off
than if you had not tried it at all :). But power moves are not for the faint of hearts. And some
incredible unexpected wins will come your way.

14.1. Switch The Power Tables With Fake Powerlessness
This power move is so disarming as it is powerful.
But it’s a different type of power move.
It feigns not having power, and it refuses to fight.
Instead of fighting power with power, you let them have their win, walk out on them (with all your
leverage with you), and make them feel terrible for even having tried to pull a power move.
Charlotte: do you know how lucky you are to have me? Do you know what people think
when they are seeing us together? (power move)
Harry: Yeah, I know (refuses to fight). I just didn’t think you were one of them (walks out,
leaving her feeling twice as bad for everyhint tried to “show him”)
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Bonus: Revenge Power Move
Effective acts of revenge are also good power moves.
A good revenge says:
“you had power over me. Now I got power over you”.
That’s what revenge is all about, in power dynamics.
My point of view on this: don’t be afraid of wanting revenge (as long as that person was unnededly
mean).
Real power players never forget.
Yes, they move on. Maybe they even understand. And, possibly, they don’t even give a fuck anymore
(they work on an antifragile ego, so offenses will not fester within them).
But they still don’t forget those offenses.
And if the opportunity arises, they’ll be glad to even the scores.
See a good power move revenge here:
Jane: I don’t know. I get a nose bleed anywhere around 86th street (= wherever you can
afford to leave, it’s cheap for me)
Joan: (fake smile)
Jane: God, it’s so good to see you (= we hate each other, and I love getting my revenge,
you bitch)
Jane: Oh, I have a tiny favor to ask you, they are doing construction and my driver will be
circling. If you can have one of the girls run down at 1:15 and flag him down (= maybe you
used to task me and give me orders. But now I give you orders)
And you must also love the way Nigel Farage did it:
(20 years later)
Farage: Well, you’re not laughing now, are you?
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Bonus: Power Move Fail
I’m sorry to tell you this:
Power moves are awesome.
But there is no shortcut for acquiring personal power, consistently achieving high rank within groups,
and becoming a well-liked and respected individual to most anyone you meet.
Even with power moves, to be effective at them, you must deliver them with good timing, which
requires emotional and social intelligence.
And you must deliver them with conviction and confidence, and from a strong frame.
All that requires knowledge and mastery of power dynamics.
I’ll give you an example:

The High-School Power Move Fail
Back when I was in high school, we had very poor toilets for students.
Not for the professors, though.
They had fresh towels and good soaps, and had their own clean toilets. Which were all conspicuously
marked as “reserved”.
Well, rebel me didn’t like that two-caste system, so I used the “reserved” bathroom.
I was doing exactly that one morning when the school principal tried to use the bathroom, only to
find it locked from the inside by yours truly.
I made a mistake of going out too early, and the principal was still in the hall, holding court right
smack in the middle of a bunch of students.
He immediately stopped me:
Principal: Hey, was it you in the bathroom?
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Me: Yeah
Principal: (between angry and shocked) What? What were you doing there
(note: that’s “social attack mode”, he seeks to make me backtrack, justify, or apologize)
Me: Using the bathroom (I do not backtrack)
Principal: (he expected an apology, so he starts getting more agitated, and starts mumbling)
But, what were you doing, didn’t you see the sign? It’s reserved
(here comes the power move!)
Me: Yeah, but it doesn’t say reserved for whom
Well, I thought that was a GENIUS power move, a memorable frame control power move.
I was expecting people erupting in laughter, and my name to soar at the top of the list of the cool
kids.
Well, it didn’t turn that way, though.
The truth is that I didn’t deliver the line well, it was lacking conviction and power.
The result?
Nobody laughed.
It fell completely flat.
The principal only got more irritated, failed to see (or ignored) the joke/power move, and started
lecturing me on the meaning of “reserved” and what were the right toilets for students.
That framed me as an idiot who couldn’t understand basic social rules.
If I had had more personal power, and a better understanding of power dynamics, I could have still
turned that situation around, even after the initial failure.
But that took me some more time to develop.
If you want a shortcut:
Power University

Summary
Most power dynamics are negotiated subtly and without any major power move (that’s why most
people need to study this stuff).
However, in some rare times, it’s a big show and display of power or dominance that affects the
power dynamics.
Those big displays of dominance are the power moves per excellence.
At the most general level, a power move is an action, that changes the power dynamics of a social
interaction.
However, a power move is usually defined on the positive.
So a power move, as it’s most often understood and as it’s defined on this website, is anything that
increases your power, asserts dominance, or allows you to defend yourself against abuse or
disrespect.
This article was more on the hilarious and light end of the spectrum.
However, just like its cousin “office power moves“, it’s also based on solid principles of power
dynamics.
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So you can read it for a laugh, but also to help you deepen your understanding of power dynamics.
And maybe one day, you can pull a power move just like one on this list :).
Also read:
10 Office power moves to dominate at work

Notes: The original Lorenzo’s quote said “shame to be beaten by kids“. He didn’t know the meaning of “pussies” and someone translated it
for him into “kids”. I fixed the quote to make for a better example (and he would have probably used the right word, had he known its
meaning).
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Power Dynamics: What Is It, How it Affects You
June 23, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Power dynamics is defined as the study of how power is negotiated in social exchanges.
This whole website is dedicated to power dynamics, and this article provides you with an overview of
what power dynamics are, and why they matter to you.
Contents
Power Dynamics Definition
1. Leadership Power Dynamics
2. Social Power Dynamics
3. Dating Power Dynamics
4. Power Dynamics in Relationships
5. Workplace Power Dynamics
Power Dynamics in The Social Sciences
Why Learning Power Dynamics

Power Dynamics Definition
Power dynamics is:
The science of power negotiation among people and groups, as well as the ability to acquire
social status and influence, recruit, or bend others to one’s will on the way to reaching
certain goals.
And I will define power as:
Power is the ability to achieve predefined goals
This definition also shows that power, in and on itself, is agnostic, and it’s neither good nor bad.
It’s all about how you use it.
Both the definitions of power dynamics and power are very broad, and purposefully so.
As such, power dynamics includes the study of:
Strategies to reach an end or goal
The negotiation of conflicting interests
The cooperation among individuals to reach goals
Influence and persuasion, as well as manipulation
The negotiation of status between individuals and within groups
The formation and acquisition of rank-titles within structured hierarchies
Here is how power dynamics are applied to some of the major areas of human socialization:
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1. Leadership Power Dynamics
The study of power relations among leaders and followers
Leadership is all about power dynamics.
As a matter of fact, it’s power dynamics that differentiate between great leaders, and poor ones.
Poor leaders solely rely on rank and formal authority (hard power, or “power over”), while better
leaders acquire power by virtue of their personality and people’s skills, making others want to follow
them (“power through”).
Great leaders would acquire social status within groups even if they had no rank and formal power
over others.
Once they also get the rank, they then also acquire the formal power, which just serves as addition
and formal recognition of their already existing power.
Also read:
How to be a leader (with power dynamics in mind)
Power over VS power through

2. Social Power Dynamics
The study of power dynamics among people, either in group interactions, or in 1:1
interactions
Social power dynamics and social skills are very similar, but this website believes the following:
You are not really going to become socially skilled unless you learn power dynamics.
Why?
Because:
People respect more those whom them to be “high power”
You can only be effective with others when you learn how to persuade
Unless you learn power dynamics, you can easily become a victim of manipulation
Social skills courses and books address the basic level of “social skills”.
For the advanced level, you need power dynamics.
Of course, some social skills teachers scoff at social power dynamics.
They think of it as the “sociopath” approach to social skills. They’re not fully right, but they’re not
fully wrong, either. But to me, that’s exactly the reason why people must learn power dynamics.
If you don’t, the sociopaths of this world will always move ahead of you –and they are already doing
so!-.
You lose, and we all lose.
I repeat, yet again, one of the mantras of this website from “The Prince”:
A good person is ruined among the great numbers who are not good
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So wake up and smell the coffee of life, “nice guys”.
You can’t go through life as a lamb, hoping that you will never meet a wolf. Don’t be a lamb instead.
Or, even better, keep being a friendly lamb but carry concealed.
Also read:
Social power dynamics: start here
Basics strategies of social power
Mix power with warmth
And of course, just get the full overview:
Power University

3. Dating Power Dynamics
The study of mating negotiations, as well as strategies to gain sexual access to potential
mates
Dating is an interesting arena of social interactions.
Men and women have both converging and diverging interests, which also vary depending on what
point of the interaction they’re at.
For example: men have historically gained from quick sex with multiple partners. But women haven’t
necessarily gained in being one of those many women.
Also read:
Dating strategies for him
Dating strategies for her
And valid for both:
Sexual conflict
The sexual marketplace
Sexual market value
Or get the full overview (plus more than what’s in any single article):
Dating Power Dynamics – the ebook

4. Power Dynamics in Relationships
The study of how power and influence is negotiated within long-term relationships
I need to say this right away:
One of clearest signs of a toxic and potentially abusive relationship is a partner that within
an intimate focuses mostly or solely on power
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That being said, power dynamics are real and present in all relationships, including the healthy ones.
And the knowledge of mastery of power dynamics supports healthy relationships.
As a matter of fact, it’s the lack of knowledge of power dynamics, coupled with a lack of
personal power, that allows abuse to exist.
The way I see it is this:
Focusing on power dynamics only, is toxic. Living as if power dynamics didn’t matter, is
naive. And dangerous.
Also read:
Relationship power dynamics 101
How to maintain leadership in LTRs
Healthy relationships: an overview of the best literature on relationships

5. Workplace Power Dynamics
The study of power dynamics in workplace environments, including the strategies to gain
unofficial status and win official promotions
Workplaces the whole world over are a hotbed of politics and (hidden) Machiavellian power moves.
Why hidden and Machiavellian?
Because workplaces tend to be somewhat schizophrenic.
On the surface, there are the company’s values that almost always stress cooperation, teamwork, and
the “whole” over the individual.
But deep down, most people know that there are plenty of diverging and conflicting interests all over
the workplace (them VS their bosses, them VS their teams, and, most of all them VS their
employers).
Workplaces are also hotbeds of hidden power strategies because they are unnatural.
Think of it this way:
1. It’s a place where groups of people congregate unnaturally. The typical social dynamics are
exacerbated by the high-school-like sense of “having” to be there
2. People go to work to get resources. We care deeply about resources since they confer power
and sexual advantages. That makes work a crucial aspect of life’s success.
3. Competition is high, but masked. The resources are limited, which fuels competition. But in
many workplaces competition is also frowned upon in favor of teamwork. Power moves and
strategies are secret and aggression is covert.
4. People are ranked by titles, not necessarily value. Titles confer authority and power. But
titles only loosely overlap with personal value and true leadership skills. That fuels resentment,
and gossiping.
5. There are written guidelines and unwritten ones. Promotions are theoretically based on
merit, but in reality, they are also based on politics, appearances, liking, and more or less illegal
or immoral exchanges.
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Power dynamics in the workplace are often referred to as “politics”.
And since politics are embedded in the very structure of the workplace, the sooner you can accept
you also must get good at politics, the sooner you can start thriving in it.
Also read:
Career strategies: start here
Mastering office politics
Executive skills
Women’s guide to reaching the top

Power Dynamics in The Social Sciences
Are power dynamics a recognized discipline?
Yes and no.
No in the sense that, as important as power dynamics are in our daily lives, not to mention in our
personal success and self-development, there is no recognized branch in the social sciences going by
the name of “power dynamics”.
On the other hand, power dynamics are embedded in the very fabric of most of the recognized social
sciences.
Think of political science studying the different types of regimes, for example. At the core, that’s the
study of how power and decision making is structured.
So albeit there is no “power dynamics” university course, power dynamics, when done well, is still a
scientific discipline. It’s scientific because the different branches of the social sciences all contribute
with papers and researches to our understanding of power dynamics.
For example:
Psychology: understanding people is the foundation of any strategy that involves other people
Evolutionary psychology: with researches on what people find attractive in a mate,
evolutionary psychology sheds scientific light on how people negotiate mates, plus helps us
understand the most common mating strategies and their effectiveness
Economics: provides insight on the exchange and transactional aspects of human relations,
both in social settings (see: theory of social exchange) and in dating (see: sexual marketplace)
Organizational psychology: provides insights on the dynamics of business organization and,
to some extent, on office power dynamics and career strategies (albeit I wish there was more
there)
History: shows us what strategies peopled deployed across the millennia to acquire and
maintain power, and what has worked -or failed- over and over. Robert Greene, author of “The
48 Laws of Power” and one of the most popular writers on power dynamics, based almost all of
his work on history

Power Dynamics History
Here are some of the most important milestones in power dynamics as a discipline:
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5th Century BC – The art of War: the first text on how to negotiate power in military
campaigns, focused on the “rawest” negotiation of personal power and competing national
interests
1513 – The Prince: the first book on power dynamics and manipulation applied to politics, and
the first treaty of “realpolitik”. Later followed by “The Dictator’s Handbook“, providing a lucid
analysis of the power dynamics of dictatorships
1822 – The Memoirs of Giangiacomo Casanova: the first book with advice and strategies on
dating. Later followed by “The Game“, which gave birth to the modern “PUA” phenomenon,
and “Dating Power Dynamics“, the first book dedicated to power dynamics in dating
1928 – Propaganda: the first book dedicated to the manipulation of the masses through mass
media and public relations
1959 – The Bases of Social Power: the first study on power to go “mainstream” within
academia. It lead to a spark of interest in power dynamics, improved theoretical models of
power, and new researches, including on leadership styles and strategies
1976 – The Selfish Gene: the first book that popularized the idea of humans as machines
designed to maximize self-interest based on value-adding exchanges, fake pro-sociality, and
manipulation (it’s more complex than that and not 100% true, but still a fundamental text and
an important shift in the social sciences)
1999 – No Logo: a seminal text on the unparalleled power of brand and marketing in our age,
plus exposing marketing as nothing more than manipulation of the masses
2017 – ThePowerMoves.com: the first website dedicated to self-development through the
mastery of power dynamics
2019 – Power University: the first self-development course taught through the prism of power
dynamics, including manipulations to be aware of, and “realpolitik life-strategies” for success

The Stigma on Power Dynamics
In spite of the neutrality of science and the obvious truth that power strategies can be used for good,
the discipline still has a negative connotation attached to it.
And since few scholars openly talk about power strategies and power, there is still a sense of
“underworld” around power dynamics.
In a way, it’s actually understandable -albeit ultimately myopic-.
“Power dynamics” sounds like the type of science that power-hungry and unscrupulous individuals
would be drawn to.
And it’s not completely untrue. Obviously, very driven people, as well as power-hungry people, will
be more interested in strategies to win, succeed, and get what they want from others.
But the other side of the coin is equally true: power dynamics can also be deployed for personal selfdefense. And strategies for power and personal success can be deployed within an ethical
framework that ultimately adds value to the people around and to society as a whole -which is what
this website recommends-.
To draw a parallel with physical effectiveness, power dynamics are a bit like martial arts and weight
training.
Power dynamics are social martial arts. Albeit there are always exceptions, martial artists are
usually not the kind of people who start fights. And they are more likely to offer help and support
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when needed.
Equally, the student of power dynamics are not the kind of people who engage in bullying, and are
the ones who are most likely to offer help in socially challenging situations or when under social
assault.

Public Rejection of Power Dynamics & Manipulation
The reason why power dynamics is in good part an “underworld” discipline can be well explained
through, guess what?
Power dynamics itself.
This is why:
1. Virtue signaling targets power dynamics
Power dynamics offer a great opportunity for virtue signalers.
By making a big show of rejecting power strategies, the person who publicly scorns power dynamics
seeks to conspicuously advertise his kindness, pro-sociality, and “superiority” to what he deems
“unworthy knowledge”.
2. Power dynamics authors make easy targets for manipulative power grabs
Some people attack those who study and share power dynamics wisdom to acquire power for their
own.
After all, those who openly discuss power dynamics make for easy targets.
See here an example:
Funny thing, this person who lambasted me for writing, pretty much ethically we could argue, about
power dynamics, engaged in a nasty power move that was designed to acquire (scraps of) power and
influence.
Basically: I attack you for openly and ethically teaching about power dynamics, while I use those
same manipulative power moves, unethically, and while denying I am doing so.
3. Public scorn, private consumption
And of course, there is the “feign public disinterest, but consume privately”.
Adding the previous steps, this works like this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Say publicly you abhor power dynamics
Cash in those virtue signaler’s social points
Discourage others from learning power dynamics
Privately do learn power dynamics
Enjoy the edge against the weaker competition that you manipulated into not learning power
dynamics

I have a funny story for this one, actually.
I once had a Facebook connection who commented with one of those “shame on you” rants on one of
my posts.
A few days later, he wrote me saying my article was “interesting”.
Yet a few more days later, he wrote another message asking me to coach him (without offering
anything in return, of course: what do you expect from a guy like that? :).
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This is the same game that some feminists are playing on other women.
Also see:
Feminist manipulation
Pro-group feints
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

Why Learning Power Dynamics
In the forums, I realized I had to make this clearer.
The main advantage of learning power dynamics is not that you can “dominate the frame” or “be the
leader of every group”.
Those are part of it, but not the main goals.
Instead, one of the biggest benefits, as well as one of the major goals of learning power
dynamics, is to move beyond value-subtracting behavior and to either demand or influence
others to adopt more value-adding behavior.
The main goals of learning power dynamics are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learn to set more collaborative frames, for more win-win relationships
Learn to move more relationships from confrontational to collaborative
Learn to defend yourself from nasty power moves and social assault
Learn to recognize toxic people, and cut them out of your life
Finally, learning how to become a higher quality, more effective and powerful individual

The Contribution of Power Dynamics
In my opinion, and contrary to what some might think, it’s not only the individual who gainst by
learning power dynamics, but it’s society as a whole.
There are different reasons why:
1. Wolves don’t need to learn how to be wolves: those who are born as wolves quickly learn
power dynamics on their own. It’s those more empathic and good-natured people who never
learn them
2. Real sociopaths aren’t going to study power dynamics: they don’t have the patience and
conscientiousness for it
3. In a world with no lambs, wolves are out of luck: predators prey on easy prey. The fewer
easy preys in this world, the less abuse in this world
4. Less scum and more cream to the top (plus more meritocracy): some people with little
skills and power-awareness can sometimes get to the top by being aggressive, looking the part,
and charming/manipulating others. When more people, including more good ones, know how
to play those games as well, then actual skills become more relevant
And, now, after we’ve gone through this overview of power dynamics, we can revisit that
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Machiavelli’s quote:
A good man is ruined among those who are not good.
But a good man who has learned power dynamics is armed and ready.
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Dark Psychology: 7 Ways to Manipulate People
June 25, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
In the dictionary of power dynamics, dark psychology is defined as the use of psychological
principles in ways that harm the target.
There is a lot of interest in dark psychology around the web.
But there is not much good information.
This article is here to clarify and explain what dark psychology is, what it’s not, and how it’s
deployed for manipulation purposes.
Contents
What’s Dark Psychology
1. Dark Psychology For Social Manipulation
2. Dark Psychology in Dating
3. Dark Psychology in Relationships
4. Dark Psychology in Politics
5. Dark Psychology in Groups
6. Dark Psychology in War
7. Dark Psychology in Business
Summary

What’s Dark Psychology
I will define dark psychology as such:
The use of psychological principles of influence, manipulation, and coercion, for ends that
can benefit the perpetrator but that harm or limits the freedom and power of the receiver.
From now on, I will call “dark psychologist” anyone who deploys tools of influence and persuasion
in a way that harms the receiver.
Since dark psychology is a tool of manipulation, any dark psychologist is a manipulator, trickster,
scoundrel, or outright criminal or abuser.
Of course, sometimes the lines between a normal person, and a dark psychologist can blur.
And it’s also possible to manipulate others to exact fair revenge or for personal defense.
Yet, let’s not get lost in a sea of relativism, and let’s be realistic. Some people are “darker” than
others, and manipulate far more than others. And the opposite is true: some people have stronger
values and ethics, and you can more reliably expect them to be honest and fair.
Now let’s quickly review some myths of dark psychology.

What Dark Psychology is Not
First of all:
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Dark psychology does not allow anyone to surreptitiously control people’s minds, at will, and against
the targets’ will.
This section will dispel some dark psychology myths.

1. Dark psychology is not hypnosis to make anyone do anything
Hypnosis is powerful.
A series of well-placed commands embedded within a distracting word-salad of nonsense can
bewilder people enough to give you some control over them.
Once they disengage their critical thinking, you can then quickly escalate their compliance until you
can successfully ask them to hand over their wallets, for example.
Or let you go instead of giving you a ticket, if they are cops.
See here an example for the latter:
This video is impressive.
Yet, it also shows hypnosis’ limitations:
1. The cop was friendly enough that allowed the driver to dominate the frame at will
2. The hypnotist was himself shocked it worked, which tells us that it doesn’t usually work
3. The hypnotist admits that he picked a bunch of tickets trying to finally “hypnotize” a cop (ie.: it
didn’t work most of the times)
4. That fact that one technique worked once tells you little about how effective it generally is.
Namely, a friendlier approach might have worked as well, and without being creepy
As a matter of fact, I think there are far more reliable ways of talking yourself off a traffic ticket than
trying to hypnotize the cop.
Plus, these types of hypnosis depend heavily on the “target” you select.
If you watch some of the most shocking “robbing people” videos, Derren Brown only uses passive
and very compliant subjects who never defend their boundaries.
These people are happy to let him touch them all over, and are happy to execute initial small tasks
without ever becoming suspicious (plus he sometimes films the interactions with a troupe and a big
camera, which increases trust while making the subject more nervous).

2. Dark psychology is not NLP and “undercover seduction triggers”
Again, there is some truth, here.
Well-designed stimuli, including auditory patterns, can change people’s moods, and induce trancelike states that can help seduction and/or increase its feelings (I did it once, and I talk about it here on
how to set up your room for seduction).
However, NLP or “secret combinations of words” have been over-hyped by unscrupulous snake oil
salesmen.
Have you ever seen those advertisements of “send her these 3 texts and she’ll be all over you”?
Total BS.
In truth, she has to like you and trust you before you can induce any turnaround -or any trance-like
states-.
And to change her mind with words, you also need to have some value in her eyes.
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Otherwise, the more you speak and chase, the more she will dislike you.
Overall, you are better off working on more basic stuff than focusing on the exact words.

3. Dark psychology does not turn anyone into a cult-sect follower
Again, some truth.
Cults and sects are real.
And cult leaders do deploy solid psychological principles to ensnare people (plus they are often very
good with power dynamics).
It’s a myth though that anyone could be recruited into a sect and become a blind follower.
Remember this general truth about manipulation:
Manipulators’ biggest skill is always in picking the targets who are easiest to
manipulate
That’s not to say that you should have too much confidence in yourself. After all, the best way to put
yourself in danger is to believe you’re unassailable.
But it does mean that the power of dark psychology in cults is also limited by the targets’ own power,
which includes his knowledge of power dynamics and his knowledge of manipulation principles.
When you read of cult leaders who had their members do this or that crazy and dangerous acts,
including self-harm, never forget this: most of those people were not the mentally strongest and most
fiercely independent people to begin with.
And if you are reading here and enjoying The Power Moves’ content, chances are very low that
you’d end up in a sect.
Also, dark psychology is not:
Brainwashing: brainwashing requires total control over someone, do not work on everyone possibly only work on a minority of people-, take a long time, and its effects tend to dissipate
with time
World control by a small subset of people: the idea that government, CIA, Jews, or any
specific small group of people can control what everyone thinks and does thanks to the power
of propaganda is a failure of appreciating the complexity of our world. Yes, propaganda is
powerful. But, luckily, the world is far messier, and far more complex to be manipulated in
some fantasy war-room
Hannibal Lecter types of predators: that’s just a BS Hollywood movie
Psychopathy: psychopathy a mental disorder. And while some psychopaths are good users of
dark psychology, many aren’t.
Sears, psychics, spells, curses, potions, fortune tellers… : those are not psychology, neither
dark, nor light. That’s just, well… Largely BS
Subliminal manipulation: subliminal advertising works, but it’s been largely overstated by
some fabricated false reports (Lindstrom, 2008). It only works when existing associations are
already present in our brain. And you can probably hardly change deep-seated beliefs with
subliminal messages
Creepy pictures: clowns, dolls without eyes, Halloween costumes… Those are not dark
psychology, they’re just creepy artwork
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I don’t know why, but google “dark psychology”, and you get a bunch of creepy pictures.
So, what is dark psychology, instead?
Well, let’s start:

1. Dark Psychology For Social Manipulation
Dark psychology in social settings consists of strategies and techniques to manipulate
people to do what’s good for the dark psychologist, but harmful for the victims
Robert Greene, author of “The 48 Laws of Power“, says that persuasion is manipulation.
I disagree.
I think that not only we can differentiate between the psychology of persuasion and the psychology
of manipulation, but that we must differentiate between the two.
The difference between persuasion and manipulation is that persuasion does not necessarily harm the
target of persuasion or, at least, the persuader is not out to willingly harm the target of his persuasion.
Manipulation instead entails a loss for the victim of manipulation. That loss can be financial,
material, emotional, or loss in his personal power or freedom.
In short:
Persuasion does not harm people, while manipulation does.
At times, that line can be up to interpretation and framing, and persuasion and manipulation can also
overlap.
For example, the Nike marketing department might say that they are doing a good thing by making
the customers happy with a great product. Someone else might say that Nike is manipulating people
to overpay for pieces of poor quality plastics.
The same can be said for McDonald’s marketing department, or for a pastry shop.
But the line between persuasion and manipulation is not infinitely elastic and, many times, it’s
pretty easy to differentiate between persuasion and manipulation.
For example, it would much harder for a tobacco company to frame themselves as “helping people
enjoy life”.
And it’s next to impossible for an abusive man to convincingly make the case that his manipulations
for relationship control is for “helping his partner staying with the high-quality man he is”.
Both persuasion and manipulation are highly relevant for power dynamics, so on this website, we talk
about manipulative techniques as well as games people play -“games” are patterns or defined
instances of interpersonal manipulation”.

Manipulative Dark Psychology Techniques
On this website, we talk a lot about things like persuasion, negotiation strategies, power dynamics
and, as well, manipulation.
Some examples of manipulative techniques that dark psychologists might use:
Manipulative negotiation techniques: how manipulation is used to gain an advantage during
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manipulations
Guilt trip power move: when you have no real power, use this “pity play” to make people feel
bad and do what you want out of guilt
Social scalper: inflate what you did for others to acquire more social-exchange credits than
you’re due. This one exploits the reciprocity principle to get back more than you’ve given
Feminist manipulation: tell other women to be strong and independent, so that dating gets
harder for the target, but easier for the manipulator
Please note that many people will use these techniques without even knowing their names. They just
have a natural feel for manipulation.

2. Dark Psychology in Dating
Dark psychology in dating applies psychological principles to meet one’s own sexual
strategies at the detriment of the dating partner
We said this several times on this website:
Dating between men and women presents common objectives as well as some diverging interests.
For example:
Men gain from having sex ASAP, women lose
Men gain from sex without commitment, women lose
Women gain from lots of investment before sex, men lose
Women gain when men in their lives dote on them, men lose
Of course there are exceptions, and there are plenty of ways to smoothen out the divergences -with
collaborative frames, for example-. But the above statements are still true plenty of times to make
dating a fertile ground for manipulators and dark psychologists.
The dark psychologist dates with complete disregard of the well being of their dating partner, while
seeking to exclusively maximize their own self-interest.

The Male Dark Psychologist
The male dark psychologist:
Strings her along without a relationship: he lies about his future goals and plans, pretends he
wants to settle down, but just “later”
Seeks “sex on the side”: he gives commitment, but does not keep his word (very common)
Chameleon manipulation: he presents a mask of the man she wants, instead of the man he is.
The game is to pretend there are no conflicts of interests, and that they want the same thing,
which in turn helps to lower her defenses, and get to sex quicker
An example of the latter, and a cheap one at that, is the man who feigns to be into long term
relationships to get women who are seeking a relationship.
Like this guy: selling the “ideal relationship guy”:
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Him: now, that’s my idea of a perfect marriage
Her: totally (he stares at her and sighs)
Finally, seeking sex ASAP is not “dark” per se. That’s just a fair, and potentially smart, lover
strategy.
But it can become dark when the man cajoles, lies, or offer fake rewards that never materialize (see
Weinstein promising acting roles).
Also read:
Games men play: a list of common dating games men play
Tools of sexual conflict: a list of evolutionary-programmed games that both men and women
engage in

The Female Dark Psychologist
Among the female manipulations:
Position herself as the prize: reject him, feign low interest, make him chase… These all serve
to keep him on his toes and make him invest
Control him through sex: most men need sex more than women. And some women use sex,
dispensed as a reward or withhold as punishment, to get what they want.
P.S.: one of the most popular articles on this website is “how to make him crazy” and one of the
most searched keyword is “how to mindfuck a guy”. That should tell you a lot about women
who seek to use sex to keep men around
Also read:
Games women play: a list of dating games women play
Manipulative techniques to make him value her more: as the title suggests
Manipulative games women play: read this one to learn the red flags to watch out for
10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)

2.1. Dark Psychology in Seduction (Advanced)
Be especially careful of least common, but far more dangerous dark psychology in seduction.
This is how I define dark psychology in seduction:
Dark psychology in seduction seeks bonds and attachments based not on mature love and
affection, but on traumatic bonds that leverages or creates psychological wounds
Some examples include:
Regression seduction: seduction through mother / father roles
Judge seductions: the individual frames himself as superior, and makes the partner chase for
his approval (see: “the judge role“)
Traumatic bonding: the individual makes their partner attached through physical and/or
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emotional abuse
Emotional roller-coaster bonding: the individual makes their partner attached through cycles
of fights and re-pacification (also see: anxious-avoidant attachment)
Control through personal kinks: the dark psychologist can provide sexual satisfaction
through kinks that the target keeps secret. The dark psychologist becomes the only person that
can sexually satisfy them, plus they acquire an important secret the target wishes to keep secret,
which gives them leverage
Love bombing: the individual seeks to make the partner feel special and unique through a
showering of endless attention and adulation. Psychopaths often use this method
Some of the above techniques are sometimes deployed subconsciously, and sometimes they are even
the natural consequence of an individual’s psychological makeup, as it’s the case with the anxiousavoidant attachment, for example.
But some other times, they are premeditated. Love bombing, for example, tends to be more
premeditated.

3. Dark Psychology in Relationships
Dark psychology in relationships applies psychological principles to gain power and control
one’s partner
There is less conflict in relationships than in dating.
But there is still some conflict.
For example, each partner can gain by keeping one nominally committed relationship, with all the
sexual and emotional benefits that entails, while also seeking more sex on the side -and that’s why
cheating exists: it can pay off-.
Read more:
Psychological tools of female control: women naturally deploy a set of very specific (dark)
psychological tools to control their men
Males techniques for mate-control: men more than women gain from controlling their
partner, so they deploy a set of both physical and psychological tools to guard their partners.
These range from outright abuse, to jealous controlling, to shaming techniques, to lowering her
self-esteem so that she is more dependent on him
The psychopath’s control tools: which include:
Devaluation
Operant conditioning with punishment / reward
Drama to induce cycles of positive and negative emotions
Fear of abandonment to make the partner submit (“dread game”)
But the whole article is a shocking read on Machiavellian strategies and dark psychology techniques:
Psychopaths’ Sexual Strategy: Marauders of Sex
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4. Dark Psychology in Politics
Dark psychology in politics consists of techniques of propaganda and political debating
designed to negatively frame one’s opponent, influence voters, and enduce citizens to
abandon individualistic behavior in favor of the collective
There are many levels of political dark psychology, and we can separate them into two major groups:
during campaigns, and in office.
In democracies, these two phases can overlap since politicians in power are still campaigning for the
next elections.
But even in democracies, you can still notice a marked switch from campaign to office.
Here is a quick difference:
During campaigns
Frame the opponent as ineffective and unworthy
Frame the current state as hopeless
Frame yourself as the man to fix the situation
In extreme situations, make up an enemy and paint yourself as the right person to destroy
that enemy (see: “burning stake power move“)
Once in power
Frame the status quo as positive
Take personal credit for things going well
Find scapegoats for things going poorly (see Trump with China)
Foster ideals of nationalism to drop rational selfishness in favor of the group (which
ultimately benefits the politicians who lead those groups)
The last stage is common in many groups.
Government officials indeed can be seen as group leaders. And in the case of extremist governments,
despots act the same way as cult leaders and hate groups leaders act, using the same principles of
dark psychology.
That includes:
Making up enemies
Increasing group cohesion through extremist values and religious zealot
Stoking fears and framing oneself as the only one to effectively tackle the danger (see Trump
with immigrants)
Stoking anger as a diversion tactic

5. Dark Psychology in Groups
Dark psychology seeks to reduce the followers’ power and independence, while increasing
the leaders’ power and control
Have you read the Power Moves’ values?
One of them advises readers to develop themselves before getting too deep into any group.
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Why do I advise so?
Because most group leaders want to decreases members’ power and independence while
increasing their power and influence over those same group members.
To make people more dependent on the group, group leaders will deploy several tactics of dark
psychology, including:
Make people’s problems appear as bigger than they actually are: so people believe they
will need the group and group leader to solve them
Ridicule, disempower, or exclude discording voices: cult leaders seek to cut out all
discordant opinions. Since that’s rarely possible, group leaders frame any discordant voices as
“idiotic”, “uninformed”, or “manipulative” (funny, eh?), so that they can inoculate their effect
and keep followers loyal to the group’s diktats and dogmas
For example:
Don’t listen to the “femininized society” = that’s what manosphere groups say
Don’t listen to the “patriarchal society” = that’s what feminist groups say
Funny, eh? Same exact society, but two specularly opposite way of framing it, to keep the
group loyal.
Make up a big, huge enemy that can only be fought as a group: see the feminists with the
“patriarchy”, or the red pill with “feminized society”. When people perceive a big external
enemy, they will want to seek refuge in the group
More dark psychology techniques in groups are:
Fostering group’s superiority over the individual: humanist and enlightened ideals of
individualism and personal freedom are a threat to group leaders. They seek instead to prioritize
the group over any individual. The more people sacrifice themselves for the group, the more
power they have.
Dissolving members’ ego with the group: the more members identify with the group, the
more power the group -and the group leader- will have on its members
Fusing the group with the leader: the last stage of dark psychology is for the leader to
embody the group. That way, he can reach total control over its members. At that point, there is
no group anymore, just the leader and its followers who are in it for the leader
Read more in:
The dark psychology of the red pill
And a longer article on groups is in the offing.

6. Dark Psychology in War
Dark psychology seeks to instill terror, to mentally dominate or unsettle the enemy in a way
that will handicap its fighting abibility and, ideally, to make their fight and resistance seem
futile.
Manipulative communication during war frames the enemy as barbaric, and brutal, and
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spreads that view as widely as possible.
The armed conflict is only one aspect of war.
Psychology, information, and propaganda all become crucial strategic tools to support a military
campaign.

6.1. Terror to Win Without Conflict
The biggest dark psychology power move in war is this:
Lead the enemy to surrender without even firing a shot
For example, Genghis Khan purposefully crafted a reputation of merciless brutality towards anyone
who resisted him.
That way many walled cities and castles on his path simply opened the door without opposing any
resistance.
That was the equivalent of a big display of submissiveness in exchange for their lives.
Encirclement tactics or displays of superior firepower also serve to win without firing a single shot.
In a way, dark psychology at war can actually save lives.

6.2. The Nazi Stuka: Noise as Psychological Warfare
There are countless examples of psychological warfare.
A genius and innovative one was the light bomber plane Stuka, which had a siren attached to its nose.
The nazi engineers planned it that way to spread fear among the ground troops under attack. The goal
was to build in the minds of the enemies an association between the sound of the siren with
impending disaster and death.
From a psychological point of view, the Stuka siren wanted ground troops to “learn helplessness”
(Seligman, 1967).
Once troops learn they can’t defend from an attack from the sky, they paralyze in fear, disband, and
retreat in chaos. Exactly what the Germans wanted. And exactly what happened in Dunkirk.

6.3. Dark Psychology on The Air
During wartime, psychology is even more effectively deployed to control and sway public opinion.
Wartime manipulation consists of five different elements:
1. Frame oneself as “good”: ideally, as “holy”, or as having a responsibility to export “good”
wherever you’re going to fight
2. Frame the enemy as evil: the enemy is oppressive, brutal or, even better, a threat to our way of
life or our own same existence
3. Make victory seem easy and obvious: few people want to actually go fight that war. So make
it seem like a quick and easy business
4. Hide the true costs of war: nobody wants to pay for that war. So hide the costs, make it seem
like the people will gain from it
5. Hide the true emotional costs: nobody wants to see that our holy war is bringing death and
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suffering. So hide the casualties, the mothers with dead children, and the children crying on the
bodies of their dead parents. How’s that for dark psychology :(.
Claiming holiness and God on one’s side helps in two ways:
1. It makes one’s own troops feel destined to victory
2. Props up internal civil support for the ongoing war efforts

6.4. Mo’ Power, Mo’ Manipulation
Dark Psychology can provide the cover for brutality to keep going unchecked.
Countries with bigger budgets engage in dark psychology to control what the world thinks of their
wars.
By dominating the informational war, more powerful countries can keep engaging in modern-day
colonialism and invasions without people realizing what they’re truly up to.
For example, few people in the West would think of Israel as a bullying, invading force. In good part,
that’s because many major media outlets frame Israel as a victim, and Palestinian fighters are often
referred to as “terrorists”.
Thanks to that friendly support, Israel can continue to wage war with little international blowback
and little repercussions.

7. Dark Psychology in Business
Dark psychology in business manipulates employees into giving up their indivual selfinterest in favor of the organization, while accepting only a small portion of their true
contribution.
There is no point in saddling you with more information here.
There is already a large resource on this phenomenon, with plenty of examples:
Corporate manipulation of employees

Summary
Dark psychology is not a formal and recognized branch of psychology.
There is no such thing as research labeled as “dark psychology”, or any formal education courses on
it.
That’s why if you research it on the web you get a lot of dubious sites and books on the topic (many
of which are poor, see my reviews on “Dark Psychology 101” and “Dark Psychology 202“).
However, that is not to say that dark psychology itself is ineffective, or wholly unsubstantiated. Quite
the opposite.
Dark psychology is effective because dark psychology is psychology.
Dark psychology is simply psychology -or social science in general- applied for harmful and abusive
ends.
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The Women’s Guide to How Men Think: Notes & Review
July 3, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The Women’s Guide to How Men Think (2014) is a guide for women to understand male psychology
within relationships, and to help readers, both male and female, to improve their intimate
relationships.
Contents
Bullet Summary
Summary
More Wisdom
CONS
PROS
Quotes
Review

Bullet Summary
Always think “individual-first” instead of generalizing to “all men” or “all women”
Good men care about relationships and want to make you happy
But most men are different than most women, and those differences can create some rifts
You can learn to get along better if you learn more about typical gender differences, traits, and
possible issues (plus, about your partner’s specifics, of course)

Summary
About the Author: Shawn Smith is a clinical psychologist and author. He also published “The
Tactical Guide to Women“, this same book but for men and he writes on his blog at docsmith.co.

Intro: Individuals Differ
The author knows that too many people read about “general tendencies” and (mis)apply them to the
whole population.
That’s a mistake, because the individual always trumps his gender, group, nationality, or whatever
background he might have.
Says Smith:
The man you might be thinking of is a unique individual, not a statistical average.
Smith encourages the readers to always look at your specific partner first, and to listen to him more
than you listen to anyone talking about general principles.
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He is right.
Still, I also believe you can learn much from a book like this because chances are that your man will
share at least a few commonalities with all the other men.

It’s A Book About Good Men
Smith says he writes about “good men”.
Who are good men?
Good men:
Good men are dutiful men. They want to be effective in their lives, their careers, and their
relationships.
“Good men need to be effective”, says Smith and, later on, he adds that he is talking about “good
men with strong male natures”.

Good Men Want to Devote Themselves to a Woman
Smith says that men must have a purpose, or they lack a sense of direction in life.
And albeit most men are loath to admit it, I agree with him when he says that, for most men,
dedication to a woman is the highest purpose for many men.
He says:
We men can find our purpose in many places—work, play, camaraderie with other
men—but nothing scratches that itch quite like devoting ourselves to a good woman.
Sure, not everyone is the same.
And some men might want more freedom than women, while some other men see sex as a conquest
(see: types and psychology of players).
Historically, men might have had more of a penchant for multiple partners but, quoting research from
David Buss, Smith says that men desire lifelong partners as much as women do.
In short: few men are players, and most of them want to devote themselves to a woman.

Men Can Work Overtime As A Sign of Love, Albeit It Might Not Seem So
Men feel the pressure to provide and get resources.
Says Smith:
By devoting ourselves to that which provides resources, we’re indirectly devoting ourselves
to the ones we love because we’re advancing their survival too. Whether or not it’s perfectly
logical, this seems to be inborn in men.
As Smith says, many women would prefer to have more time with their men rather than making some
more money and never see them.
But men still feel the pressure to work hard.
That’s why some men will work longer hours even if spending more time at home will make
everyone happier -men included-.
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Men Also Feel An Obligation to The Team
Albeit men want to support their women, they also feel an obligation towards the team.
Men indeed have more of an innate “team mentality” and, contrary to women, they cooperate even
more when their group is in competition with other groups (Van Vugt, De Cremer, and Janssen
2007).
This means that, if the company needs him, your man feels compelled to be there and help.
Says Smith:
We desire that intimacy, but we also want to be a cog in a larger system.

Men Can Find It Difficult to Drop Their Emotional Guard
Says Smith:
One of the biggest challenges for men is allowing themselves to be emotionally exposed,
which includes talking openly about needs and desires.
He says socialization is partly responsible for it, as boys who show vulnerability are teased, ridiculed,
or punished.
Those lessons aren’t necessarily bad, but they might come with some downsides.
For example, men tend to over-hide what they consider “weak” emotions such as sadness and swap
with anger, humor, or withdrawal (also see: stonewalling).
Some of the issues deriving from the lack of men’s emotional awareness:
Men can sense when they aren’t pleasing women, but don’t often know what to do about it
The rule of stoicism prevents men from approaching women when they’re worried, hurt, or
frustrated
Men sometimes lack the training or willingness to put words to thoughts or emotions
Men tend to put some emotions behind secondary expressions like anger, humor, or withdrawal
Depressed men are more likely to hide depression with anger or alcohol, and the more
they do it, the more fearful they are of negative emotions (Greene and Addis, 2012). That
fear of emotions can trap men from finding more effective solutions
Men can get lost when expectations shift in the relationship because they are not good or are
afraid of communicating about the relationship (I remember my first relationship when I was so
annoyed by my girlfriend’s want to always talk about the relationship, and me avoiding all the
time)

Some Men Can Feel Inadequate Because They Think Women Want It All
Writes Smith:
We know that you women are watching us, and we want to impress you. Unfortunately, we
think you’re only interested in the perfect man.
When it comes to money and resources, most men tend to overestimate how important money is for
women. That can lead them to over-work or to feel inadequate.
And when it comes to muscles, it’s pretty much the same: even muscular men tend to think that
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women want more muscles.
On average, anything women can like, men tend to overestimate its importance.
Says Smith:
It’s that same old wiring: we aren’t sure what you want from us, so we figure we can never
have too much of a good thing.

Fix Relationships With His Male Nature In Mind
Most relationship counseling is woman-centered.
Says Smith:
My profession doesn’t help. Psychology is a word-based endeavor. We repair relationships
mostly by talking about them, and we tend to impose that on men.
That doesn’t mean men can’t improve their communication skills: they can, and should.
But a better approach is to understand both sides, with both partners taking steps towards each other.
Men also often assume that relationship problems are their fault because they’re taught that the
female way of relating is the correct way. But, again, understanding both sides is a better approach.
In extreme cases, psychological counseling can hide hostility toward men.

We Form Pair-Bonding Because It’s Good For Both… But We Pick Each Other
Poorly
In spite of some areas of sexual conflict, the general rule is that relationships are good for both men
and women.
But we pick each other poorly for a few reasons:
1. The qualities women are drawn to during courtship aren’t necessarily the qualities they want in
a long-term mate
2. The qualities that are attractive during courtship can become irritating when the flip sides of
those qualities reveal themselves
3. The confidence trap: women want confident men, but men are only confident around women
they don’t care about
As an example for number 2, the intelligent woman he admired can annoy him when she
intellectualizes and wins arguments.
And the industriousness she admired during dating can hurt her when he chooses office over family
life.

Strong & Vulnerable Men Are The Sweet Spot (But Are Rare)
There are few men who can embrace and talk about emotions while also being strong.
That can create some issues in relationships.
Says Smith:
Many men worry that the woman in their lives will find them unattractive if they show
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vulnerability, whereas she may feel that vulnerability builds intimacy.
And here is what a female responder’s to Smith’s survey say about men who are either strong or
sensitive:
“Men who are strong and ambitious are frequently arrogant and sexist. They certainly don’t
want to deal with the emotional terrain of a relationship. Nice guys complain that they never
get ahead, but they rarely ask for what they want. Sensitivity and guts seem to be
mutually exclusive.”

How to Improve Your Relationship
Here are some common issues you can fix:

Ineffective Strategies Women Use
Time-traveling: women are “pattern” oriented, that’s why they bring up old events. But to
men, that feels like an unfair attempt to win the argument and make them feel bad
Not forgiving him: some women are fearful that if they stop remind him of his mistake or the
pain he’s caused, he will do it again. But if you don’t let go, you will harm your relationship.
Endless retaliation for past mistakes also makes you look bad in the eyes of most men (I can
attest to this)
Punishing him for talking: don’t shame when he finally talks, but make him feel good for
doing it
Expecting him to read your mind: no, mind reading isn’t the proof you’re meant to be
together. Nobody can read minds.
Avoiding solutions: your man will propose some solutions when you just want to be heard.
Don’t be angry. Sometimes, take one of those solutions

How to avoid relationship quicksand
Relationship quicksand for Smith are what “vicious circles” are for John Gottman.
Here are the steps to overcome them:
Be someone your partner wants to be around: difficult times are precisely when it’s most
important to be the person our partners fell in love with
Don’t forget basic respect: when angry and while arguing we might say things that
come back to hurt us, and that will harm our relationship for a long time. Also read:
meanness in relationships
Respond to primary emotional reactions
Create a pattern escape hatch
Accept peace offerings: any acts of caring during turbulent periods are great opportunities to
seize on and rebuild goodwill
Don’t assume he understands: some subtler signals you think are clear might not be clear to
him. In doubt, be clear
Rebuild intimacy
Seek couples therapy: men can be intimidated by couples’ therapy. Makes it easy on them
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explaining that he’s not going to be framed as the bad guy

Concrete steps you can take
Let him please you: don’t forget that men love to please women. They feel ineffective if they
don’t. if they see no way of pleasing you, they give up
Give brownie points: yes, men crave your appreciation
Be specific when you express your needs: give him exact pointers on what he can do to help
you and the relationship
Weigh his actions as much as his words:
Understand his silence: they are not a way to punish you, it’s the man’s way of stopping a
fight
Be intimate: Smith stops short of advising women to have more sex. He just says that it’s
important for men to have sex, and that it’s also helpful to the relationship
Acceptance: if you’re pushing him to change and he doesn’t change, try to tell him instead that
you accept him as he is, that you will do your best to be a good wife, and that you hope you
will do the same
Go at the roots of the problem: watch out for relationship dances, for example, the
“demand/withdrawal”. It’s all too easy to focus on the immediate pain and miss the root cause

Women Hold a Lot of Power Over Good Men
This is not something Smith says, but it’s something you can glean both from what he says, and what
the men wrote in his survey.
How do women hold power?
Because good men want to provide and protect, and want to make the woman in their life happy. So
women end up being an important point of reference for men’s need to be effective.
If the woman is not happy, or criticizes him, the man feels like he is failing in an important realm of
life.
One of them wrote:
“When a woman is proud of you for doing something well, it’s a wonderful feeling. I don’t
mind working twelve hours a day, but like a good dog, I appreciate a scratch and a ‘good
boy’ at the end. … It sometimes annoys me how much I still want my wife’s approval,
even though I’m successful at work and in other areas.
That’s pure judge power right there (see: “soft power“).
And also see:
How women control relationships
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More Wisdom
Men respond to social and physical dominance in a similar fashion: That gives us the
ability to establish dominance without violence, since losing an argument affects our perception
of dominance the same as losing a fight (Watkins, Jones, 2012)
Social status makes men more cooperative: the existence of recognized social status and
hierarchies decreases conflicts and fights, and makes men more cooperative (ie.: status is a
good thing)
Men fish for compliments: for men, their women’s approval is so important that they
sometimes fish for compliments. Women can either fail to realize this, or find it unnecessarily
annoying
Make sure he has a way to please you: if you want him to spend more time with the family
but you often criticize him when he’s around, he feels he can’t win. Men who feel they can’t do
anything to please their partners stop trying
Women underestimate the power they have on their men: female happiness is very
important to men. When she is upset, men are also upset
Men think about sex more often than women, but not by a large margin: A person’s
openness to sex more accurately predicts the frequency of their sexual thoughts than does their
gender (Fisher, Moore, and Pittenger 2012)
Men better in larger groups, women better in smaller groups: both genders are social, but
in different ways. Women excel in small groups with intimate relationships, men larger groups
with looser relationships. Men also prefer larger groups and are better at solving problems
within larger groups, while women do better in pairs (Benenson and Heath 2006)
Some men hide their feelings even during sex: the emotional can make the woman feel used,
while instead, he is just being overly protective of himself and over-abiding the stoic rule of
“never showing emotions”
Men and women care equally about relationships, but in different ways: it’s not true that
women care about relationships (Simon and Barrett 2010), but women are more concerned
about whether it feels secure, while men zero in more on problems
Men seek to impress women: that goes all around, even during intimacy and sex. Smith says
that men’s brain is less about sex, and more about a big marketing device to win women’s
affection and admiration
High-value men treat their women better: they use less violent mate-guarding techniques
and are more likely to provide value-adding benefits to keep her happy and in the relationship
(Starratt and Shackelford 2012)
Men are more interested in numbers: women are equally good with numbers, but they are
just less interested (Ceci and Williams 2010)
Men are quicker to forgive
Men experience emotions as intensely as women, but actively work to suppress them: it’s a
good skill to have for certain activities, but it makes men less educated about their own
emotions
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CONS
One case of correlation / causation
Smith says that men who join gangs have more sexual partners because of status (that they apparently
gain by joining the gang).
But this is a chicken or the egg kind of situation, and we don’t know if those men would have had
more partners even if they had not joined gangs.
Women complain that men who earned their love become risk-averse?
This one left me baffled.
Says Smith:
Many women complain that once men have earned their love, they become risk averse.
Do women really complain about that?
I think some men grow complacent, stop trying hard, and become more “housey”, staying more at
home.
But it comes somewhat as a surprise that women would complain about men becoming risk-averse.

PROS
Science-based
Lots of good research to back the author’s claim
Great author, high in knowledge, experience, and critical thinking
Shawn Smith is my type of author: intelligent, well-read, has plenty of experience, does not overgeneralize, and adds research and evidence.
When you have those traits, you are bound to create great work, which Smith does.
Practical and effective
Many relationships would improve if more women (and men) read books like this one.

Quotes
On men seeking female affection:
Maybe you’ve seen one of those cartoon diagrams of a man’s brain in which most of the
brain areas are labeled “sex.” Those cartoons might be more accurate if they depicted a
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man’s brain as one giant marketing firm designed to earn the affection and admiration of
women.
On women’s changing preferences during their cycles (and on not overstating the differences):
I don’t want to overstate the matter. It’s not as if women prefer Rocky Balboa on Tuesday
and Mr. Mom on Friday. The effects are subtle, which is why men and women probably
don’t notice them on a day-to-day basis. Plus, it’s possible that some people are essentially
unaffected by these ancient drives.
Women want both bad boy and altar boy, and many men are actually both:
Do women want the bad boy, or the altar boy?
It seems (…) both, but not necessarily at the same time.
(…) It seems that we men are wired to give you both. (…) Bad boy when we’re trying to
win you over, and the altar boy after we win your love. Another way to put it: we show off
our more masculine, Fonzie-like traits when we’re trying to earn your love, but we switch to
reliable Richie Cunningham mode once we have a relationship (and possibly offspring) to
protect.
On the importance that men keep their word:
Some of the happiest, most relaxed women are the ones who know from experience that
their partner is a man who keeps his word, even on the little things.
On gender differences:
There really are no male or female traits; there are simply traits that one gender, on average,
possesses in greater quantity or uses differently.

Review
“The Women’s Guide to How Men Think” is a wonderful book.
It helps women to better understand men, get along with men, and develop better relationships with
men.
Check the:
Best relationship books
Or get the book on Amazon
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The Judge Role: A Tool For Power & Control
July 6, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We talked about the “judge role” and the “judge frames” many times across this website.
And for good reasons: judges are central figures in power dynamics.
Judges are relevant in all realms of human socialization, from general social dynamics to relationship
power dynamics, to manipulation, to dating power dynamics.
Understanding the judge role and mastering judge frames is a crucial step towards your personal
empowerment.

A Quick Recap
First, a quick recap on where and when we discussed judges:
Women relationship control: most women control intimate relationships by holding the judge
role. Most men naturally feel responsible for women’s happiness and well-being, and women
reinforce the frame by directly or indirectly judging men as worthy/unworthy.
Covert aggression: a good chunk of covert aggression is based on sending out judgemental
signals that “you’re not good enough”. An eye-roll, a headshake, looking away while speaking
to someone, they all say: “you’re not good enough (for me)”
Shit tests: shit tests are judge tools. It’s the judge, as the most powerful party, who sizes up
others. A focus on passing those tests only confirms that frame (it’s better to address the issue
at its roots instead, doing the judging yourself or changing the frame)
Shame attacks: shame attacks are purely based on judge frames (ie.: you’re not good enough
as a human being). Shame attacks can be covert, but can also be delivered as scathing, hyperaggressive attacks to recruit the public opinion as a big judge
A tool for abuse and control: at the extreme, the judge role becomes a tool for emotional
abuse, quasi-total mind control, and behavior control (the abuse-based bond between the judge
and judged at these extremes is an example of traumatic bonding)
Now let’s proceed with a definition.
Contents
What’s The Judge Role
Who Are Judges (& Examples)
Judge Frames
How to Spot Judges
Value-Adding Judges
Value-Taking Judges
How to Combat Bad Judges
Using Judges For (Dark) Motivation
SUMMARY
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What’s The Judge Role
The judge is defined as:
The judge is the individual who assesses other people’s worthiness, dispenses emotional
punishments and rewards, and exercises power and influence over others through emotional
control
The judge role has its roots in the parent role of transaction analysis (Harris, 1967(opens in a new
tab)).
The concept of “the judge” build on that original insight by adding “judge frames”, plus expanding its
use cases to include manipulation, interpersonal power dynamics, as well as intra-personal dynamics.
The judge is usually the party with the most power in social relationships.
It operates mostly at an emotional level but, like any other expression of soft-power, it also overlaps
with more obvious expressions of direct power and control, including physical power, financial
power, official rank/authority, hierarchical status, etc.
As a matter of fact, albeit it operates at a mental level, a judge role is often enough to invert more
direct expressions of power and control -including physical power-.
In simpler words: a less powerful individual assuming the judge role can control what would
otherwise be more powerful individuals.

Who Are Judges (& Examples)
Judges are high-power roles that take many forms in life and socialization.
Here are some of the most common ones:

1. Mothers / Fathers
Obviously.
Mothers and fathers are the ultimate judge figures.
Evolutionary psychology teaches us that, for their own survival, children come to life mentally
predisposed to crave parent’s approval.
For survival reasons, children are hypersensitive to what their parents think and feel about them,
which gives parents immense power over children.
That power can be misused and easily harm children.
Great parents provide a baseline of love and acceptance for their children.
Poor parents only provide love and emotional rewards when the child makes them feel good. For
example, emotional rewards for good grades, being just like their parents, or making them proud for
others to see -a sign of narcissism, also see the book “Will I Ever Be Good Enough“-.
And the worst parents never provide any love, but only parent and direct through anger, commands,
and perennial disappointment -an example of an abusive judge-.
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2. Mother / Father Figures
Mother and father figures have the same, and sometimes even more power than actual mothers and
fathers.
That’s all the truer if:
The biological mother/father was absent
The biological mother/father was a poor parent
The mother/father figure is high-value person you can look up to
Here is a great example of a father figure who was more powerful and influential than a biological
parent:
Tyson: My joy was when I make Cuss D’amato happy
Cuss D’Amato was Tyson’s trainer, and he became a father figure for Tyson. Later, we will see that
D’Amato was also an example of a positive judge role.

3. Older Brothers / Sisters
See Michael Jordan:
Brother: Get back in the house with your mom, boy, you’re never going to be anything
Michael: (commenting on video) when you go through it, it’s traumatic. Because I want
that approval
As we will see later, part of Jordan’s life and success has been driven by a judge-based selfmotivation.
I believe Michale Jordan is a highly-sensitive person, who was also high in power. He was then able
to turn the emotional pain of a negative judge into the motivation to win and dominate.

4. Intimate Partners
Intimate partners are most likely to become judges when they are:
Smarter / more intelligent (or sounding more intelligent)
More accomplished
Older / more experienced (can overlap with father / mother figure)
Aware and handy with power dynamics (which makes them across as higher power)
Being higher sexual market value, either perceived or real, can also help in acquiring a judge role,
albeit it’s not a necessary condition.
Indeed, some Machiavellian players seek a judge role to cancel out the difference in sexual
market value, and it can be an effective strategy to land a higher-SMV partner.
As we have seen, most relationships, it’s the woman who takes the judge role:
Husband: I’m not gonna look for another job, I’m going to pursue my dream
Wife: Listen, inspiration is for strangers. You get your ass out there, work, and pay the
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mortgage
The wife is taking an indirect judge role on him. The judge position is indirectly communicating:
To be a man means to be a reliable provider. Chasing your dream, you’re not being good
enough as a provider (and as a man).
The man feels judged as unworthy for not paying the mortgage, and falls into line.

5. Coaches / Mentors / Sponsors
Mentors tend to possess many of the traits that can make for a judge role:
Higher station in life
Higher status
More life accomplishment
More knowledge / experience
Power and influence over the mentee
Strong mentors can easily become “father figures”.
Indeed, we can see father figures as a sort of “mentors for life”.
Ultimately though the extent to which a mentor becomes a strong judge rests with both the mentor
and the mentee.
When the mentee looks up to the mentor, the mentor easily acquires judge powers.
When the mentee does not look up to the mentor, then the mentor has little judge power over the
mentee.

6. Bosses
Anyone who has power to direct your work or your life can become a judge.
A boss becomes a judge when judgment passed over work becomes judgment passed over the
whole individual.
Think about that sentence again, because it’s important.
You don’t want to give judge powers to anyone in your life, and you don’t want poor managers to
become judges.
But since most people do not separate their results from their ego, it’s actually common for bosses to
become judges in people’s lives. It’s also more common for men, since men place a higher value on
social status and hierarchies.
This is why mental power is so important for your freedom and personal empowerment.
Until you learn to separate yourself from your results anyone who judges your results will end
up controlling you and your emotional well being.
Also see:
Anti-fragile ego
Ultimate Power: a compilation of the best tools to develop mental power
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7. Public Opinion
The “judge” is a role.
And roles are not always and necessarily specific people.
Indeed, judges are quite often groups and, equally often, the nameless and faceless collective of
people that reside within our own mind.
Overall, it’s a good thing to care about what others think and feel about you. Those who do not care
at all are social rejects.
However, there must be a balance. And there is a big difference between caring about what others
think, and letting others control us.
And being able to selectively throw off the yoke of what “others” think about us is an extremely
important skill to develop in life.
George Simon, author of “In Sheep’s Clothing“, explains this way CEO’s personal success:
CEOs are undeterred by adverse consequences or societal condemnation.
In short, highly successful people don’t let the societal judge role to control their minds, their
actions, and their lives.
This is something you also want to develop.

8. Yourself: Your Own Judge
We all have our own judges within ourselves.
When you tell yourself things such as:
You’re worthless
You deserved it
You’re such a pussy
You are often using judge powers against yourself.
As we said before, a harsh judgment sometimes it’s exactly what’s called for. And it can also also be
useful, sometimes.
But… Is it always so?
Most people tend to judge themselves too harshly.
As we will see later, a strong internal judge can be used for motivation and dark motivation.
But in most people’s cases, too strict of an internal judge only serve to decrease their self-esteem and
their life contentedness -and doesn’t even spur them into action-.
If that’s the case for you, then you want to pay extra care at how you talk to yourself, and how you
judge yourself.

Switching From Negative Judge to Love-Based Motivation?
For a long time, I have mostly used a negative judge style of motivation for myself.
I used super-harsh judgment designed to make me act in order to escape my own emotional
punishment. Such as: act, so that you can be “good enough” again.
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But I am changing my mind. I think that, for most people, motivation based on self-love is not just
more pleasant, but also more effective.

9. In Most Social Dynamics You’ll Find Judges
Most social dynamics have at least a hint of judge dynamics.
At the core, deciding who’s more powerful between two people is a way of deciding “who is
judging who”.
And the individual that comes out on top is usually the one who exerts a stronger emotional influence
over the other (ie.: the one who takes a judge role over the other).
Overall, if you want to get good at social skills, but also at life in general, you need to understand and
control the dynamics of the judge role, including judge frames.

Judge Frames
Judge frames come in different flavors:
Direct judge frames: judges directly seek to frame the interaction as them judging you.
For example:
“great job” / “I’m disappointed”
“you are very smart” / “you’re dumb”
“I’m proud of you” / “I expect better from you”
“you’ll be a great success” / “you’ll never amount to anything”
Covert judge frames: the judge has no official authority and does not assess you or your work,
but you still feel the need to make them happy
Wife’s happy, husband feels good / wife is unhappy, husband feels a failure
Authority spillovers: when judgment is the natural consequence of explicit authority, and that
authority spills into emotional control
Bosses
Interviewers
Feedback sessions
Coaches / mentors
Captors: the “Stockholm Syndrome” is an example of extreme judge role turning into
traumatic bonding

When Win-Lose Judges Exploit Judge Frames
This is crucial to understand:
yes, sometimes the judge’s role goes to the person who has more value within an interaction or within
a certain realm of life.
But often the judge role goes to the person who first starts using judge frames, independently of
value.
That’s why you must be careful when people start judging you, be it with approval or, even worse,
disapproval.
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The natural tendency of people is to seek more praise and to try to turn the disapproval into approval.
When you give in to that tendency, you are confirming the frame, you are giving power to the judge,
you are subordinating yourself to the judge and, most of all, you are letting the judge control you.

The Most Powerful Judge Frames
The most powerful judge frames go at the roots of people’s sense of worth, which includes:
Being good / not good enough: this is the basic, bread and butter judge frame. Many judge
frames ultimately are variations of being good / not good enough for someone specific, or for a
group
Being good / not good enough as a human being: there are values that most people consider
as “making a good human being” and “making an effective human being”. Judging others
against those traits make for easy judge frames.
They include:
Winner / loser (effective / ineffective)
Pro-social / antisocial
Keeping one’s word / lying
Good or poor Morals / ethics / values
Being good / not good enough as a woman: since so many people build their identities around
their genders, attacks to “what it means being a woman” tend to very effective.
They include:
Power / dominance: women should be feminine and submissive. Women who are too
powerful are more like men, and “not good enough” to be dated. This is what feminists
resent: the judge power of men who consider them as “less of a woman”
Mothering: not being good enough at one of their supposedly most important biological
task. “Spinster” judges women at a dual level: for not being mothers and for not being
“good enough” to be dated
Household skills: unluckily, I know this all too well. Before I became aware of power
dynamics and started using them for better causes, making fun of my mom’s poor
cooking skill was an easy way of gaining power (eggs on me)
Being good / not good enough as a man: Same as above, and it works better with men, since
men need to “earn” their men card (Bosson and Vandello, 2011). There are countless ways to
attack manhood.
Some of them are:
Not providing for the family
Not attracting mates
Small dick
Fearful
Weak
…
Loser = not effective in life = “not good enough”
It’s easy to fall for judge frames when it comes to basic requirements of “being good humans” or
“being effective man/women”.
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Why so?
Because judge frames that attack people’s core values of worthiness leverage internalized rules.
We were both born and culturally reared to value our worthiness as human beings and as men and
women. That’s why applying judge frames on them tends to be very effective.
There is a corollary for this phenomenon.
When a judge attacks rules that have been internalized, then the judge doesn’t even need to be a highvalue person to make others feel unworthy.
That’s why an anonymous troll on the Internet can make even high-quality people feel bad: that
anonymous troll is objectively low value, but he’s leveraging internalized rules.

The Fairness & Manipulation of “Judge Frames”
Note:
Judge frames can be used for fair and value-adding goals, or for selfish, manipulative, and potentially
harmful goals.
Sometimes, that’s up to interpretation and it can be a grey area.
But, as for most things, there is no room for infinite relativism.
For example: most sensible people would agree that a child-rapist judged as “not good enough as a
human being” had it coming.
And there are a few more grey areas that are closer to manipulation than fairness.
For example:
A man frames a woman at work as “too aggressive”: that might or might not be true. But if
they are competing for a promotion, chances are he’s doing it to ruin her reputation, turn people
against her, and make her feel self-conscious in an effort to take out an opponent for
promotions
A woman frames a man as unworthy for pursuing his entrepreneurial dreams: The
woman might have a second motive to make his man feel bad for not providing at the level they
are used to and keep him in his job. Abandoning his dream will come at the price of his
happiness, though, so I’d consider this closer to manipulation
Also see:
Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics

How to Spot Judges
How do you spot if someone is having judge powers over you?
Well, if the judges are using direct frames, it’s somewhat easier.
You hear keywords such as “disappointed”, or you see them shake their heads, and your “judge”
alarm bells should go off.
But it can be more difficult with judges who are not so obvious. So here are a few signs to spot judge
dynamics:
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You fear someone’s judgment
You care a lot about what someone thinks
What someone does or says can easily hurt you
What someone does or says makes you feel good
A disgusted facial expression is the ultimate signal of negative judges. It says: “so unworthy to be
disgusting”
Exaggerated facial expressions can also be the sign of a manipulator.
Are you really that disgusting that one has to make a disgusted facial expression? Chance are that
you’re not.
So if they’re showing exaggerated signs of judgment chances are that they want to emotionally
unsettle you and gain judge powers over you.
The manipulation works like this: if they are disgusted, then it means you are unworthy to them,
hence: you need to change your behavior -or who you are- in order to please them (your answer: fat
chance, bitch/asshole!).
Women tend to play this game more often than men.
Take it as a red flag.

Value-Adding Judges
Judges follow the same general rule of power:
Power is neutral. It can be used for bad causes, or for good causes.
For the latter, think again of that relationship between Mike Tyson and Cuss D’Amato.
D’Amato used his strong influence over Tyson to turn a boy without direction in life into one who
was driven to reach the pinnacle of his sport.
Tyson was honest and aware enough to admit that he wanted to win for D’Amato, and that it was
D’Amato who developed his hunger for winning.
Value-adding judges are a positive force in this world, and they can even save lives.
So albeit you always want to be careful about whom you elevate to a judge in your life, a valueadding judge can help you grow and develop.
And the opposite is true: being a judge comes with a responsibility. Almost any good leader in this
world is also likely going to be a mentor and/or judge to someone.
Using that power for good causes elevates and improves people’s lives. Misusing causes sorrow and
pain. Read here a great analysis by Ali Scarlett for a real-life example.
Note: value-adding judge does not equal positive feedback:
As a last note, don’t confuse value-adding judges with “flattering judgment” (or “flattering verdict”,
as per Stef’s sharp correction).
Yes, it’s true: on average, perennially critical judges tend to be value-taking judges, while valueadding judges prefer to use more positive motivation. But a value-adding judge can also use negative
or critical judgment to spur people into positive action.
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Value-Taking Judges
Value-taking judges -“bad judges”, for brevity-, use their power in ways that harm others.
Examples of bad judges include:

1. Abusive Judges
I define abusive judges as:
Abusive judges use their power in ways that lead the target to indulge in harmful or selfdestructive behavior to gain the judge’s approval
Some abusive judges aren’t even getting anything out of their abuse, but they enjoy seeing the effects
of their power and control over their victims. The simple fact that their victims are suffering makes
the judge feel powerful -and good-.
As Stefano suggested, we may call these judges “sadist judges”.
Here is an example of an abusive judge:
Mary Cain: In my own, sad, never-fully healed heart, I wanted Alberto to still take me
back. Because when we let people emotional break us, we crave more than anything their
very approval.
It’s either Mary Cain was extremely self-aware, or someone helped her understand the dynamics at
play, because she was exactly right.
Alberto, Nike’s trainer, kept Cain in fear of his judgment through little rewards and much emotional
punishment.
Exactly what abusive, POS judges do.
How to spot abusive judges:
He is impossible to please: the stereotypical bad boss / abusive partner
He always criticizes you: it’s either you do everything wrong (unlikely), or the judge enjoys
seeing you squirm
You always end up doing favors that benefit him: the most Machiavellian judges don’t
criticize or reward too openly, but if you realize you’re always acting in a way that benefits the
judge, that’s a strong cue to subtle manipulation
Also read:
Types of abusive men
Nasty games women play to become the relationship prize

2. Moralizing Judges to Limit Your Freedom
There is a great song from an Italian songwriter
A left-wing songwriter (well, nobody’s perfect).
He talks about an easy woman who enjoys sleeping around.
Her carefree attitude is scaring the local wives though, who are plotting how to get rid of her.
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And that’s when an older and jealous woman in the village tells them that adultery is a crime, and
they can denounce her to the police.
Then sings De Andre’:
You know that people give good advice
Feeling like Jesus in the temple
When they can’t give the bad example anymore
-Fabrizio De Andre’
That’s what manipulative judges also try doing.
Manipulative judges judge others to limit their freedom when that freedom makes them feel
bad.
She parties and enjoys life too much? Slut!
He sleeps around and has more than one partner? Immature! Liar!
These are all truly selfish strategies of sexual manipulation, but they all hide behind the guise of a
(fake) indignant judge.
In truth, like De Andre’ sings, many others would like to do those same things.
But either because they can’t, because of fear, or because other people’s freedom limits their own
sexual options, bad judges seek to shame others into giving up their power as expressed through
their way of life.
Luckily most people reading here are cool guys and gals who focus on their self-development and
have little time for moralizing judgments. But sometimes, it happens.
See here an example from a buyer of Dating Power Dynamics:
= “I, the judge, know what “real” dating is. You’re too immature and not good enough for “real”
dating”
Understand this: people who have no personal stake at play will not go out of their ways to judge and
criticize you.
It’s only people with a second motive or vested interest that go out of their ways to take
moralizing judge roles against your values and/or life decisions.
It’s not necessarily envy or jealousy. It might also be that different ways of living make them
uncomfortable and doubtful, so they need to re-establish their values as the “only” way of living.
In either case, whenever you see someone moralizing a bit too strenuously for things that are not
really hurting anyone, always think: what is the real motive of this judge?
Once you know the real motive, you can go meta on them and dismantle their judge frame.

Virtue-Signaling: When shaming you makes me look good
Finally, there are Social Justice Warrior judges.
These people sometimes care about the causes they champion. But, frequently, they just attack others
to look good and pure by comparison.
The game is: I pretend to be disgusted by your (supposedly) immoral behavior, so that I can look like
a better human being.
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Also read:
Virtue signaling is a sex strategy, more than a movement for a better world

3. Dark Psychologist Seducers
The judge role can be used for seduction.
When Robert Greene in “The Art of Seduction” advises acting as a therapist would, he is advising to
take a parental figure role in the target’s mind.
Being distant and stand-offish can also function as a dark-psychology technique for seduction. By
being distant, the seducer is sub-commutating that the target is “not good enough for his full
attention”, which can lead the target to seek his approval.
Some women enter relationships with these types of men and end up doing the impossible to please
their impossible partners (see “Women Who Love Too Much“).
Also see:
Mother figure seduction: the female equivalent of the father figure seduction. Please note
though that mother and father figure seductions and relationships are not necessarily abusive
In more benign ways, the concept of “validation” that some pick-up artists and dating coaches teach
is also based on the judge role.
Validation means making other feel good -or bad- depending on your opinion.
When dating coaches talk about “not being validated by the woman” , they are saying to refuse the
woman’s judge role. And when they advise men they should validate women, are recommending to
become judge of the interaction.

How to Combat Bad Judges
Good judges are a minority.
And 100% bad judges might also be a minority.
Most judges fall in that grey area and, being the human nature more on the selfish side, most judges
are slightly more on the value-taking side.
So, with most judges, to maintain your power and social status, you want to reduce their power.
Here is how:

1. Be aware of judge frames
Any true self-development path and any true life strategy start with awareness.
If you are not aware, the judge can manipulate you as it best suits him. Once you become aware, you
take the first step in throwing off that judge yoke.
Even if you don’t react perfectly, being aware of the power dynamics at play is 70% of winning the
war.
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2. Avoid rebelling and getting angry
As a general rule, getting angry is not a good option for a simple reason: getting angry confirms the
judge’s power.
Yes, it’s two steps forward from bending over backward to please the judge, and it might be a step
forward from getting hurt and doing nothing.
But getting angry also says “yes, you’re getting to me” and “yes, you’re totally touching my hot
buttons”.
And usually, you don’t want to give away and publicize your emotional wounds.
See an example from “The Godfather”:
Michael: The ink on your divorce isn’t dry yet and you’re getting married (= you’re a
whore). You see your children on weekends (= you’re a bad mother)
Connie: (yelling) Michael, you are not my father!
Connie goes at the core of what Michael was doing. But the fact that she gets angry does not free her
emotionally, and it confirms that she feels bad about her own behavior.
She doesn’t own who she is.
You can also see it with Mike Tyson, a man who after Cuss D’Amato has long been hypersensitive to
anyone who acted as a judge:
Interviewer: Mike, why do you have to talk like that (= you’re being improper and “not
good enough for a civilized conversation)
Tyson: fuck off (diverts his gaze)
Mike comes across as getting overly worked up for nothing, and emotionally out of control.

Exceptions: Fixing the Issue With A Single Burst of Anger
If you can resolutely end a fight or argument with one single anger-driven fell swoop, it might work.
Right after you want to go back to normal, just to make a point that you were not emotionally
affected.

3. Channel anger constructively
Anger can be a useful emotion.
But the key is channeling that anger in the most effective response possible.
Let’s see how to do it, plus some more effective ways of fighting judge roles and frames, then.

4. Fight it smartly: Frame Control
Example:
Michael: If you marry this man, you disappoint me
Conny: Michael, it’s funny you say that, because I’m actually disappointed that you (tit for
that frame control), as my brother, care so little about my well being. Looking at our father I
always thought a great Godfather takes care of his family (persuasion power move).
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I love this man, Michael. If you care at all about your own blood, you would support me.
You know that I would do the same for you (ends with a collaborative frame and equalizes
judge power)
Some smart persuasion techniques there.
Michael wants to be a Godfather who takes care of the people around him. Connie changes the frame
to make him want to support her.
Other effective techniques of reframing include:
Judging right back (ie.: fighting for the judge frame)
Undermining their judge authority (ie.: who the f*ck are you to judge?)
Owning the accusation with pride (high-risk, high-reward)
Go meta: explain what they’re really doing, and what their little dirty motives actually are
See one more example here:
Fighting judge frame Example: an example of being the victim of a judge frame about “what
it means to be a man”, plus how he could have controlled it better
Power University: more examples in the course

5. Develop antifragile ego & growth mindset
Who is more likely to overreact and seek emotional rewards?
It’s usually people with a fragile ego, low self-esteem, and a fixed mindset.
Work on developing a growth mindset, an antifragile ego, and learning to better control your thoughts
and mind.
Then any judge who tries to make you feel bad for who you are will be shooting against a concrete
armor.
Example:
At the time of writing, the last time someone told me “I’m disappointed” was a girl just a few weeks
ago.
I don’t remember exactly what she was disappointed about, and that says a lot about how it bounced
off of me. But I do remember she said that, and I took good note of it.
I liked her a bit less after that and took it as a red flag of a potential game player.

6. Distance yourself from bad judges
Smart judges can be good at frame control as well as manipulation.
But nobody can manipulate you if you stay out of reach. And they can never touch you again if
you remain out of reach.
No matter how good or powerful they can be, or how long you still need to go to master persuasion
and power dynamics, if you remove yourself, you can’t be wronged anymore.
This is a trump card that anyone can take advantage of.
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7. Cut out game players & manipulators from your life
Most people play some games.
But some people play more games than others, and some play highly manipulative and abusive
games.
Those people are better out of your life than in your life.
Instead, seek:
Seek secure partners for intimate relationships
Seek people who play for win-win
Ruthlessly cut-off manipulators, nasty game players, and low-quality individuals

8. Fix childhood traumas
This will not apply to everyone but, to those it applies for, it can be a life-changer.
Here are some questions for a quick self-assessment:
Do you have constant issues with authority figures?
Do you see bosses as mother or father figures?
Do bosses have an outsized influence on your emotional inner life?
Did you have emotionally distant parents, unusually demanding parents, or parents who used
your for their own gratification?
If so, it’s possible you are carrying some emotional wounds. Those wounds can be healed, and
therapy can help.

Using Judges For (Dark) Motivation
We mentioned earlier that judges can be used for motivation.
Let’s dig deeper:

Emotional Pain As Motivation
A surprising number of high-achievers have either been hurt, or come from abusive backgrounds.
And a good chunk of these individuals climbed their hierarchies fighting against judges.
Keep in mind that past judges include:
Exclusions: a way of saying “you’re not good enough” (to be a part of us)
Bullying: a way of saying “you’re not good enough” (to be part of us and stand up for yourself)
Michael Jordan’s leveraged many judges across his career:
Jordan: He started the whole process with me, because when he made the team and I
didn’t, I wanted to prove (…) you made a mistake dude.
Jordan is not the exception. Many high achievers, and many smart coaches who wanted to motivate
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their teams used negative judges as motivation.
Personally I’m ambivalent about using negative judges for achievement. Negative judges tend to
make the process anger-fueled, and the victory a brief moment of vengeance-driven pleasure that
soon evaporates (Grover, 2013). That reduces the total happiness and contentedness in life.
And as Tony Robbins said: achievement without fulfillment is the ultimate failure.
Plus, if you can find motivation within you, without giving away control, it’s even better.

SUMMARY
The judge role is a concept elaborated by Lucio Buffalmano building on insights from transactional
analysis, power dynamics, and insights from dark psychology manipulation.
Judges exert power via emotional control, rather than sheer force or violence and, as such, are an
example of soft power in social interactions.
Understanding judge roles and learning to control judge frames will go a long way to help you master
power dynamics.
As a rule of thumb, keep this in mind: the more you advance in life, the less you will be judged,
and the more you will be the judge.
As usual, my invite to readers is to use power for value-adding purposes.
If you try to abuse of judge powers, you disappoint me and the whole power moves crowd
(punishment-based judge frame).
If you use it for value-adding causes, you will make us proud and you belong with us (reward-based
judge frame).
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10 Types of Male Seducers: Pick Your Niche!
July 13, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
We already know that different, sometimes even opposing dating strategies can all be effective, if
done well.
And the same is true for the type of men, or types of seducers.
There are many different types of seducers, some seemingly opposite of each other, who can all be
successful occupying different niches.
When it comes to success, the key is not so much in the specific niche one inhabits, but in being high
value -and high SMV– within that niche.
So here are the types of seducers, with the pros and cons for each one of them:
Contents
1. The Sensitive Artist
2. The Rocker
3. The “Me-First” Alpha Male
4. The Outlaw
5. The Pick-Up Artist
6. The Muscular Type
7. The Feminine Type
8. The Intellectual
9. The Charmer
10. The Narcissist
Bonuses
Competition Among Stiles
Which One Should You Go For?

1. The Sensitive Artist
The sensitive artist doesn’t even seem to be interested in women.
And that’s exactly what makes him even more attractive.
The sensitive artist is lost in his world. So lost, that it’s women who need to pursue him for some
real-world action.
He is:
Brooding
Dark
Slightly depressed
Deep
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PROS:
Women chase him: not necessarily because he is so attractive, but because he rarely takes an
active role in seduction. So the women who really like him are often forced to take a more
active role
Attracts resources: if he is the poor type of artist some women will take a provider role in the
house and support him

CONS:
Highest quality women prefer different types: it’s rarely a combination of emotionally
healthy and high-quality women who go for the sensitive artist. Plus, many sensitive types are
drawn to dysfunctional women. Even a top sensitive artist like Kurt Cobain ended up with
basket case like Courtney Love
Potential for losing women’s (respect): the struggling and sensitive artists are abdicating
typical male responsibilities that some women expect, including protecting, providing and, to a
lesser extent, fixing things. If he brings home no bacon, and does nothing all day, some women
-albeit not all- can eventually start to turn on him
Potential for toxic relationships: if he attracts the crazy type of artist… It’s gonna be
fireworks
Her: (shoots gun)
Him: You’re going to kill yourself
Her: I don’t wanna live
Welcome to the life of the crazy “artist” -where “artist” is often just a convenient cover for “crazy”-.

Women He Attracts:
Artists
Struggling artists: they both can make feel each other like they are actually artists, instead of
just being unemployed
Groupies: only if he is a successful sensitive artist, of course
Rebels
Hipsters
Crazy
The more depressed and less effective at life tend to attract the “women who love too much” type
(Norwood, 1985).

Subtypes:
The Dandy: the narcissist type of artist
The Hipster: the non-artist, but likes to dress like one
Drug-addict: less of an artist and more of a consumer of drugs. But he can put up enough of a
front to seem “artistic”
The Rebel: they both seek to live on the society’s fringes
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2. The Rocker
Professionally, you might consider “the rocker” an artist.
But when it comes to seduction, he is very different.
The rocker is not brooding, depressed, or lost in his world. The rocker enjoys life and lives life to the
fullest. And that makes him attractive -together with the fact that he is on stage, that he is popular,
and that he likely is pre-selected-.

PROS:
Owns the performance night: the nights when he is performing, he is almost automatically at
the top of the social pile. And that holds true even for less famous rockers
Assumed preselection: women assume that because he’s in a band, he must be very successful
with women

CONS:
Less appealing to women looking for stability: women who are looking for a boyfriend and a
man with whom to start a family might disqualify the rocker as a long-term partner (but some
of them might still want him for a night)

Women He Attracts:
The rocker has a large seductive appeal.
And he has the largest pull on:
Groupies: the “limelight effect” is always stronger on a subset of women who are sometimes
referred to as “groupies”
Promiscuous & highly sexual women: they feel free to embrace their full sexual self with a
rocker type. Especially if that rocker is not a next-door garage boy but an actual touring rocker
Romantic women: especially if he sings ballads or love stories

3. The “Me-First” Alpha Male
A new trend in the male dating advice, but an old seducer type.
The alpha male:
Prioritizes his purpose over women
Prioritizes self-development over women
Never chases
Refuses to entertain games women play
Get women as a consequence of his personal value / personality
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The alpha male strategy intersects with the previous “lifestyle game” strategy, which sought to get
women through an attractive and rich lifestyle.
The “alpha male game” does the same, plus it seeks to get women as a consequence of who is and
who he becomes.
That’s why the alpha male chases little: he does not get women first. He gets his life in order first,
and then the women will come.

PROS:
Gets high-quality women: high-quality women prefer all-around successful men (duh!). So
when men become successful in life, they naturally tend to attract higher quality women
Dates with power: by refusing to chase women and focusing on himself first, the alpha male
enters his relationships with lots of power
Reaches higher stations in life: by putting his purpose and his self-development first, the
alpha male tends to rise higher in society than many other styles

CONS:
Potentially limiting style: if he is overly concerned with “being alpha” and never giving an
inch, he precludes himself from strategies that might be lower-power or high-vulnerability, but
still effective (think of conspicuous consumption, displays of affection, “love bombing”
technique, opening up emotionally, etc.)
Prisoner of a fragile ego: if the alpha male builds his ego around “being alpha”, that’s an
inherently fragile ego. The alpha male type might take rejections too personally, and ultimately
reject women out of fear of rejection, more than out of power
Less effective for lower SMV men: put it simply, lower SMV men who will not become
millionaires need to move their asses more and cannot pretend to be alphas and wait
Unbalanced relationships of master and puppet: if you prefer “relationships of equals”, the
alpha style is not for you. This can be a con because teams based on the collaboration between
captains (men) and co-captains (their partners) are superior to teams of masters and tag-alongs
Potential for toxicity: if the alpha male focus is on having as much power as possible, that can
lead to manipulation, arguments, rebellious women, and toxic relationships
You can see it in Trump’s relationship:
Trump: Give me your hand
Melania: (swats his hand away)
When you try to “alpha” more independent-minded women and you don’t have their full respect and
admiration, you end up with lots of arguments and a catty, rebellious woman (and it’s his fault, not
hers).

Women He Attracts:
Most women: successful alphas have a very large appeal
Submissive women: submissive women make for better partners to alphas, since they will
accept their subordinate role without rebelling
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Traditional women who seek a strong male figure
But also some feminist women who hate him while at the same time being turned on by him.

4. The Outlaw
Is the outlaw appealing?
Let’s hear from an outlaw about his history with women (Norwood, 1985):
When you’ve done time you learn that some women think you’re a creep and have
nothing to do with you.
But there are other women who get turned on by the whole idea. It fascinates them.
They see you as big and bad and they get real seductive, trying to tame you. Or they think
you’ve been hurt and they feel sorry for you and want to help you.
As it turns out, being an outlaw is a polarizer: it repels most women, but it attracts a few of them.
Some researchers speculated that the outlaw appeal is also environment-dependent (Fallon, 2013).
Specifically, the outlaw appeals grows in times of violence and upheavals, and it decreases in
times of peace and safety.
I believe it’s not a coincidence that in countries such as Japan and Korea you will get far better
receptions if you amp up your friendliness on first approach.

PROS:
Polarizing effect: being a polarizer can be a good thing, since you get clear-cut attraction or
rejection, and don’t waste time on maybes
Carnal attraction: the outlaw, like the muscular type, is high in masculinity, which can make
for raw attraction
Otherwise though, not many advantages.

CONS:
Limiting strategy for high-quality women: high-quality women usually go for men at the top
of the pile and outlaws are usually not high-up in general society. The higher status outlaws,
most often, are on top of male-dominated gangs, which leaves them with a small pond of
women to fish from
Aggressive-looking men scare most women away on first approach: Starting a coldapproach with a smile is often better than going in at “high-intensity” (for example, Adelyn
Birch says the psychopath stare is a turn on once the two are intimate, but just scary during
dating)

Women He Attracts:
Repressed women: some of these women feel the quickest way to recover ground on all the
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life they didn’t live is to swing to the extreme
Women angry at their parents: getting with an outlaw type is the biggest revenge against
their parents
“Prisoners’ wives”: a subset of “women who love too much”. It’s a group of anxiousattachment women who are too afraid of abandonment, so they pick men who are physically
unavailable and who can never leave them
Fearful women: paradoxically, fearful women might feel safer with commanding and
dominant men. And the most extreme ones might feel safer with an actual criminal
Hybristophiliacs: this is a psychological umbrella-term for all the various subset of women
who are attracted to violent criminals

The Serial Killer Myth: Don’t Believe The Hype
It’s a common mistake to overestimate the seductive power of violent criminals.
First, try to Google the prison wives of the famous most serial killers, and you will see.
Second, it’s mostly fame that attracts groupies, and there is only a handful of Ted Bundies who get
famous. All the rest, including many serial killers, are nameless, groupie-less criminals.

Subsets:
The Fighter: overall, being violent and getting into fights is a poor strategy. Winning fights
only matters in species where the female has no say in picking a mate, and that’s not the case
for humans (Ridley, 1993).
The Pusher
The Drug User
The Rebel: the tamer side of the outlaw, and the “cool” kid in high-school. The rebel
communicates that he is strong enough to buck the non-written “social laws”, while only
breaking smaller laws. He attracts rebel women who don’t have the courage to rebel themselves
In my teen and early 20’s I was a rebel type:
That made me kinda “cool”.
But since women prefer the higher-powered man, the success you obtain from within society, both
sexual and non-sexual, is superior to whatever you can obtain from outside of society -or bucking
society-.

5. The Pick-Up Artist
The pick-up artist is not afraid of chasing women.
Indeed, that’s all he does.
He approaches a lot, talks to a lot of women, and women generally take a very high priority in his life
-often, the only priority in their lives-.
Among the traits of the PUA:
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Lots of cold approaches
Focus on games
Mostly verbal games (push-pull, yes ladders, routines, sex innuendos, “couple frames”,
etc.)
Lots of smiles and jokes
Higher energy
Very social

PROS:
Works well for cold approaches: the high energy helps women snap out of autopilot, and his
general friendliness and smiles can help ease possible initial fears
Many approaches equals many opportunities: the pick-up artist, more at ease with
rejections, can take lots of shots, and put the law of the large numbers on his side
Can make lots of approaches seem natural at parties and social circles: since he is high
energy and talks to a lot of people, men included, he can also approach lots of women without
looking like he’s hitting on every single girl (a generally unattractive and low-power behavior)
Well-rehearsed: the many approaches make him well-rehearsed in and, for the best ones,
smooth

CONS:
It’s low on power: by walking to a girl first, the PUA is almost automatically lower in power.
This is all the truer if you had to walk faster, or change direction to approach her. Smiling and
joking also contribute to make him lower power
Gets lots of shit-tests: PUAs focus a lot on shit tests because they get lots of shit-tests. They
can come across as somewhat fake, unnatural, and big game-players. Women will wonder “is
this guy for real?”, and throw plenty of roadblocks his way
Branded as immature: women and men alike tend to think of players as immature, which
partially makes sense, since many men tend to go through a “chasing women” phase and then
grow out of it. That makes it harder for the PUA to gain social status
It’s a poorer style for dates: Once you’re on a date, the lower-energy, high-power style is
usually more attractive
Wastes lots of time on women: sessions of approaching women require lots of time and
investment, and pick-up artists don’t always place enough high value on their time. Especially
if they focus on trying to turn “maybe women” into “yes women”

Subtypes
The party animal: high energy, happy, and hyper-social. They never hit the gym and can sport
a beer belly while still enjoying plenty of success (I’ve met several of these guys). Some PUAs
try to go down this road and be the life of the party
The wealthy womanizer: wealthy womanizers usually lead a lifestyle that gets women to
them, but they might also dabble in cold approaches
The natural: he never set out to be a PUA, but he sometimes behaves a bit like one
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6. The Muscular Type
Yes, muscles and definition are attractive.
Only thin and scrawny jealous guys would deny that.
And yes, be it because muscular men are more confident, or because they are more attractive, they
also tend to have more sex partners (Kordsmeier, 2018).

PROS:
Carnal attraction: attraction based body type is very sexual and is primal, which can make for
hot sex and a woman “always ready to go”
Fast sex: when women are very into the muscular type, the muscular man can easily date as a
pure lover. Sex happens quickly

CONS:
Time-intensive: getting big takes time, effort, and dedication. I agree with the guys who say
that “you shouldn’t lift if your primary goal is getting women”
Too much gym-dedication can make him a less rounded individual: there is only so much
in the day. If most of your time is spent eating and drinking protein shakes, and your holiday
choice revolve around “where you can find the closest gym”, you are bound to lose out on other
attractive traits
Can tun off certain types of girls: it’s a crock that muscles only attract superficial women. But
you do attract less of certain types of women, such as hipsters and intellectuals, for example
Can make some women feel insecure: women are very body-conscious. Some really shredded
men can make some women feel insecure in the relationship. And while that can be fixed in
dating by upping availability, it can cause issues in long-term relationships
Too much is… Too much: a study with 141 women in their 20’s found that women preferred
“men with moderate muscularity”. This is an example of what I call the “threshold effect”.
Men fail to realize the “threshold effect” because there is no threshold effect on physical and
masculinity traits among men. This is probably because, from an evolutionary point of view, male
competition has had a stronger effect on stereotypically male traits than female choice had (Puts,
2010).

Women He Attracts:
If we are talking about well-toned bodies, then the appeal is very large.
A few exceptions apply for women who prefer “cuddle monsters” and “dad bobs”, but those are a
minority.
Lifters enjoy an especially large pull with:
Female fitness models: it would be really hard for a thin guy to date a female fitness nerd
and/or a muscular woman
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Female bodybuilders: same as above, times ten
MILFs: older women in general are more attracted to muscular bodies than younger ones

Subtypes:
The fighter: getting big is a way of communicating “I have physical power”, so there is a
limited overlap with gang members and street fighters
The Jock: the jock invests heavily on his physical conditions, but his seduction power is
probably more about social status than pure physique
The Narcissist: a few heavyweight lifters are body-narcissists

7. The Feminine Type
A boyband, or girlfriends taking a selfie?
It can come as a surprise that men with a touch of femininity can be attractive.
But it’s only surprising to those who are unaware of boy bands and movies like Titanic.
Plus, it’s surprising for those who do not want to see.
Indeed many men look down and resent the feminine type.
They don’t consider him a “real man”.
Still, the successful feminine types can take solace with the large subset of women who find them
attractive.

PROS:
Very polarizing: women who like them will really like him. The attraction can be very sexual,
too

CONS:
Struggles to climb social hierarchies: people don’t like very masculine women and don’t
respect very feminine men. That can be an impediment in being well-liked and well-respected,
which in turn can make it difficult to climb power hierarchies and acquire social status

Women He Attracts:
Younger women: there are a few more mature women who also like more feminine men, but
it’s a minority
Women in more peaceful societies: less of a need for a stronger defender makes the more
feminine types comparatively better off
Fearful women: whereas very manly man can seem scary, the high femininity of the feminine
type puts them at ease (Greene, 2001)
Bi-curious women: the feminine type attracts bi-curious women. And for the record, many
women are bi-curious
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Subtypes:
The dandy: the dandy has a touch of femininity
The narcissist: by caring so much about his appearance and about what people think of him,
narcissists have a touch of femininity
The hypersexed bisexual: the hypersexed bisexual oozes sex and “swings both ways”
In spite of his beard and high-intensity, Russel Brand, just like other glam-rock players, has marked
elements of femininity.
He said it himself in an interview:
Russel Brand: Women lower their guard and feel at ease around me because they think I’m
gay

8. The Intellectual
Is knowledge attractive?
No.
If you think that “knoweldge” is the intellectual’s appeal, you’re wrong.
Or, to be more precise, you’d only be marginally correct.
Being an expert in any field doesn’t hurt, of course, but it doesn’t help that much either.
So, what’s attractive about the intellectual?
The intellectual is attractive because of the intellectual dominance he possesses over the people
around which, in turn, is an important subset of general social dominance.
The most Machiavellian intellectuals also take a judge role, which gives them even more social
power (see example later).

Women He Attracts:
Father complex-women:
Women with an absent father
Women who never knew their father
Women who admired their father (and seek someone similar)
Sapiosexuals: yes, it exists (Gignac et. al., 2018), albeit it’s more about perceived intelligence and intellectual dominance, of course- than actual IQ points
Anxious women: the calm serenity of the intellectual type soothes them
On the seductive pull of the intellectual, especially the judge-type of intellectual, I quote a very
instructive passage from “Women Who Love Too Much“.
My comments are in grey:
We met at a Christmas party. I was there with his younger brother who really liked me.
He was smoking a pipe and wearing a tweed jacket with patches on the elbows, and he
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looked so Ivy League. I was terribly impressed.
—> This is the “professor” type of appeal
But there was also an air of melancholy about him and really that was as attractive to me
as his looks.
—> This is the “artist” type of appeal
I was sure he’d been deeply hurt at some time and I wanted to get to know him, to know
what had happened, and to “understand.”
—> This is her “woman’s who love too much” drive to help kicking in
I was sure he was unattainable.
(…) We did talk a lot that first evening, but he never quite squared off with me, face to face.
He was always at an angle, slightly preoccupied with something else
—> This is the “philosopher lost in his own world” appeal, plus nonverbally framing
himself as superior. From a judge position, he is communicating “you’re not good enough”
for my full attention
and I kept trying to win his complete attention.
—> She accepted his judge frame. Now he has become the dispenser of positive and
negative emotional rewards. He’s in power.
What happened was that every word he spoke to me became vitally important, almost
precious, because I was sure he had better things to do.
It had been just like that with my father. (…)
—> And this is the final straw: her father had also been an abset man
Put all of those together, and she was smitten in love within minutes.

Subtypes:
The professor: women like professors because of their power position, but also because they
can teach children and help them achieve a good status in society (Miller, 2005)
The philosopher: he is less about teaching, and more about thinking
The writer: he is at the intersection between the artist and the intellectual

9. The Charmer
The charmer charms everyone.
And especially so the ladies.
The good social charmers are:
Socially skilled
Socially confident
High status
Intelligent (or intelligent-sounding)
Verbally gifted
Well dressed
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Well-spoken
Well-read

PROS:
Gets high-quality women: the charmer tends to be well-liked by everyone, to advance well
within hierarchies, and to get both social power and resources. That vibes well with highquality women
Women want to stay with him: more girls want to stay with a charmer after sex because he
does not come across like a player, but like a genuine high-quality guy
All-terrain, 360° seducer: the beauty of the charmer is that he is not bound to any hierarchy.
Because of his skills, he can move into any social group and be successful

CONS:
If he has no edge, he might be “too nice”: if he focuses too much on being liked, he can come
across as too friendly and not sexual and edgy enough
Can become too unavailable: if he is equally charming to everyone, women might feel he is
not interested in them, which leads to self-rejection
Overall though, high-quality charmers who learned power dynamics have little cons since they know
how to avoid those pitfalls.

Women He Attracts:
Most women: if he’s a high-quality charmer, his appeal is one of the broadest of them all

Subtypes:
Edgy types: their seductive pull is not in their social skills, but in their intensity. See for
example the eyes of Nikola Tesla, an example of the edgy charismatic type
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Narcissists: some charmers can have a touch of a narcissism. They became good with people
because they like climbing social ladders and being known by everyone
Refined lovers: refined lovers come across as equally polished and high-value, but are more
focused on women. They can be closer to the pick-up artists, and have a touch of narcissism

10. The Narcissist
Narcissism is the most attractive trait of the dark triad.
Narcissists think they’re hot shit.
And because they so well act the part, many women also think they must indeed be hot shit.
As an example for the narcissist, I love the song “You’re So Vain”, in which Carly Simon shares her
love story -and heartbreak- with a narcissist:
You walked into the party
Like you were walking on to a yacht
Your hat strategically dipped below one eye
Your scarf, it was apricot
You had one eye in the mirror
As you watched yourself Gavotte
And all the girls dreamed that they’d be your partner
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PROS:
Maximizes his looks: narcissist tend to take great care of their looks, which helps them
maximize a very important trait for seduction
He shapes reality with his perceptions: by acting like they’re high status, some women will
believe they are indeed high status

CONS:
Narcissists don’t grow: narcissists, thinking they are hot shit independently of how good they
truly are, tend to be poor learners, which keeps them stuck in life (Bernstein, 2000)
When self-image badly outstrips reality, can come across as pathetic: there are plenty of
unsuccessful narcissists. So when a narcissist with too high an opinion of himself is actually a
loser, he’s twice more of a loser than a “normal” loser
Can be poor persuaders: seduction and persuasion skills overlap. And many narcissists can be
poor at persuading others because they think that everyone should be able to see their
“obvious” genius
Narcissism can be if you’re around a 6 or 7 on a scale from 1 to 10. Above that, it becomes
counterproductive.
Also read:
What differentiates successful narcissists from losers

Women He Attracts:
Status-conscious women: they like equally status-conscious men, especially if they appear
high-status
Naive women: they confuse narcissism for real value
Social climbers: they feel they can get a nice a good kick up with the narcissist, and they are
good at manipulating the narcissist with the compliments and adulation the narcissist craves

Bonuses
These seducer types are equally effective, but we can analyze them in quicker format:
The pimp / psychopath (not endorsed by TPM): pimps overlap with abusive men and
psychopaths. Their “game” is about total control, operant conditioning through punishments
and few rewards, and emotional dependency with judge frames.
Here’s an example of a guy teaching others how he does it on “ask the red pill” (though you
never who’s making stuff up there):
Needless to say, I don’t recommend, encourage, or condone this style.
I don’t recommend the pimp/psychopath style, also because you tend to get lower quality women.
Also read “Women Who Love Psychopaths” and “are psychopaths successful with women“?
So back to more value-adding styles:
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1. The party animal: They talk loud, lots, and to everyone. They laugh and tell stories and are
generally cheerful and high-energy. Sometimes drunk, too. They get all the attention on
themselves, and women who are out for fun can stick to them and eventually go home with
them
2. The famous man: The famous man isn’t even a seducer, since women just fall into his lap.
Almost any woman is attracted by fame, since fame is an extreme form of social proof and,
often, of preselection. Fame might be the single biggest “sexual market value hack” available,
and any of the above styles is also turbocharged by fame.
3. The Handsome Type: these guys wonder why anyone would even learn how seduction works.
Of course, unless they’re total social retards, they don’t have to learn anything: women will like
them anyway
4. Daredevil: they attract women through their unavailability, atypical lifestyle, and penchant for
adventures. Thrill-seeking women are their most loving fans.
James Bond is a mix of refined lover, rebel, and daredevil
5. The passionate romancer: loves women above all, always in love, and always lusting for new
adventures. Casanova is the prototype of the passionate romancer. Albeit all modern dating
coaches (righteously) admonish not to chase, a high-value man pursuing with abandon can lead
to some incredible whirlwind romances
6. The sexual seducer: he promises great sex and seeks to arouse women with either sexual talk,
or sexual body language. You can see an example here:
Sex-based seduction are high-risk and high-reward.
Quick and hot sex is the reward. Driving away women who need a slower build-up -or have hung-ups
around sex- is the risk.
Better not trying this via text, the risks far outweigh the rewards. It’s far better to allude to sex, but
never go caveman via texts:
Hint at the sexual, but more in a romanticized way. Avoid full-on sex talk via texts

Competition Among Stiles
Question:
If so many different styles are effective, why do people argue on what’s “best”?
For a simple reason: people become their style.
And when their style becomes who they are, they are not really promoting or defending a style, but
they are promoting and defending themselves (plus, sometimes, their businesses).
As a rule of thumb, the more they have invested, both in time, finances, and self-identity, the less
open-minded they will be.
Let’s review the biggest “seduction beef” going on these days:

Alphas VS Pick-Up Artists
The two were bound to distrust each other.
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First of all, there are power dynamics.
Whenever someone enters a new circle (alpha male strategies), the old guard will often get defensive
(pick-up artists).
Plus, in this case, they also have quite different philosophies.
The alpha male strategist is low in games and high power, and that’s why men more schooled in
routines and “verbal game” don’t vibe with it.
Pick-up artist Todd Valentine calls the “alpha male style” a “disturbing trend” that is “really holding
guys back”.
I see his point, and I even partially agree (see the “cons” above). But I think Todd is being too harsh
and missing on the power dynamics aspect of dating.
In truth, of course, they are both right.
Both strategies are effective, but the yare effective in different ways, in different environments, and
with different women.
So you are better off with both.

Which One Should You Go For?
Choose depending on:
1. Your nature: what you like best and what you’re best suited at
2. The type of women you like: usually, your nature and the women you like go hand in hand.
What you like for yourself is also what you like in others
3. The environment: different types of seducers net different results depending on the
environment they’re in. That’s why being a chameleon pays off. Also see “sexual market value
relativity“
Plus, this:
Specialize, but bring up all the fundamentals of attraction above the minimum threshold
For example, if you’re the intellectual type, that’s not an excuse to be overweight and unhealthy.
And if you’re the muscular type, that’s no excuse to act dumb and have no social skills.

The Highest-Power Styles
Power is important for effective seduction, so it’s best to take it into account when choosing a style.
Red are low-power styles, green are high-power styles:
The pick-up artist tends to be lower power. Especially if he has a reputation for a PUA, or
seeks a reputation as a player
The high-energy party animal tends to be branded as “the crazy guy”, and not to have a very
high rank in social hierarchies
The feminine type is frowned upon by men and alpha females alike, and since those are the
ones with power, he struggles to reach the top
The alpha male type, dating with power dynamics in mind and by putting himself and his
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personal success first tend to be higher in power
The refined lover, strong of his knowledge of power dynamics and liked by men as he is
attractive to women, he is more likely to climb social hierarchies and date with power
However, as a rule of thumb, keep this in mind: it’s less about style, and more about quality within
each style.
Every single style in this list fails if the man who represents the style is a low-quality man with low
sexual market value. And every single style cleans it if the man who represents the style is a highquality man.
Also read:
Lovers VS providers (VS friends): an overview of how quality impacts the dating strategy
more than the dating strategy itself
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Manipulation: Techniques, Strategies, & Ethics
July 20, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
The definitive dictionary of power dynamics defines manipulation as:
The act of influencing and convincing others to embrace beliefs or behaviors that advance
the interests of the manipulator, while coming at a cost for the manipulator’s targets(s)
In this article, we explore:
Manipulation techniques
Practical examples of manipulation
Manipulative strategies for personal success
The ethics and morality of manipulation
Contents
Social Manipulation
Seduction Manipulation
Sexual Manipulation
Relationship Manipulation
Business Manipulation
Leadership Manipulations
Self-Manipulations
Socio-Cultural Manipulations
More Manipulations
Manipulators’ Victims
Manipulative Strategies
Manipulation VS Persuasion
Summary

Social Manipulation
From a social-exchange point of view, this is a simple definition of manipulation:
Manipulation is a form of social exchange that benefits the manipulator while pushing the
costs onto the manipulation’s target
Here are techniques of social manipulation:

1. Social Scalping
Social scalping seeks to artificially inflate one’s own social contribution as a way of
inflating the giver’s credit and the corresponding receiver’s debt
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Social scalping is a way of exploiting the social exchange system.
One of the most basic social exchange rules postulates that people who feel indebted to others will
feel an obligation to give back.
That obligation is based on what Cialdini called “reciprocity” (Cialdini, 1994). Reciprocity is the
feeling of indebtedness that, if someone gave us, then we owe them.
That’s what the social scalper exploits.
The social scalper seeks to make his own contributions seem bigger so that he can get back
more than he gives.
He does it in many ways:
1. Makes the favor seem “special”: “This is just for you, don’t tell anyone else” (and then does
the exact same with anyone else)
2. Makes the favor seem costly: “It took me 3 days of 12h work a day. But I know you needed
it” (and maybe it took me just one day)
3. Reminds you of old favor he’s done for you: “Remember that time you had to move, and I
helped you out? Well, now I’m just asking you for $100 bucks man” (and maybe you thought
that “favor” was part of your friendship, and repaid with the dinner and drinks you offered)
Some social scalpers can be confused for “service-oriented folks”. But make no mistake, many
“service-oriented folks” also love the feeling of making others feel indebted.
To deal with this social manipulation, read here:
Social scalping counter-strategy: a real-life example of a social scalper and playing the same
game back on her.
Finally, there is a fairer, non-manipulative way of making sure you get back what you gave.
And it’s to make it clear you expect something back.
Honest exchange talk: directly lets you know you’ll have to make a favor back
An example of “honest exchange talk” from “The Godfather”:
Godfather: some day, and that day may never come, I’ll call upon you to do a service. But
until that day, accept this as a wedding gift
It might be annoying to have someone tell you “you owe me”, or that they “might have to call you in
the future”. But at least, you know what you’re getting. Fair deal.

2. Guilt Tripping
Guilt tripping manipulation makes the target feel bad for something they either did or failed
to do, and manipulates them into acting to “make up” for their wrongdoings
Here is a text example of guilt-tripping:
The lady from the above text tries to make me feel guilty for not having taken her out of the country.
It implies that it’s my duty to let her travel, and that, by not doing so, I am responsible for her
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depression.
Also read:
Guilt-tripping culture: an important read if you feel guilty for anything that you haven’t done

2.1. Pity Plays
The pity play is a special technique of guilt-tripping where the perpetrator paints himself as
either hopelessly helpless, or as a victim.
The pity play seeks to make the target act “out of pity”.
A beggar who is doing his best to look hungry and desperate is using pity plays.
Pity plays are more effective when they are combined with guilt-tripping, as the guilt-tripping pity
play says:
“I’m a victim because of you, that’s why you should feel guilty, and that’s why you need to
make it up to me”.
Pity plays are effective as manipulations of last resort.
When you have absolutely no more leverage, you can go for a pity play.
Pity plays, as most other manipulations, can be used for potentially good causes.
But you need to watch out, as they can also be instrumentalized to frame an opponent as barbaric:
I couldn’t help by crying at the video and images of that shell-shocked, bloodied kid. But those same
strong emotions can be manipulated for less-ideal causes

3. Manipulative Moralizing
Manipulative moralizing makes the target feel guilty for behaviors or beliefs that do not
conform to the manipulator’s set of morals and ethics
How is moralizing manipulation?
Simple:
Who is to decide what’s a “good” set of morals and ethics to obey?
If it’s the manipulator who decides, then he might have a second motive.
By making us feel bad about something we have done, the moralizing manipulator seeks to change
our behavior to fit his ideal of “proper” behavior.
When the moralizing manipulator is good at it, the target feels “judged” poorly, and “not good
enough”. And so they change their beliefs and behavior to conform to the manipulator’s judgment or, at least, they hide their true selves-.
Moralizing is most often delivered from a judge role and with a judge frame, and is sometimes
referred to as “moral policing”.
We have already seen examples of moralizing on this website:
Charlie Sheene moralizing interviewer: the interviewer tried her best to make Charlie Sheen
look like an unworthy human being -an easy task since he gave her plenty of material-
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“A” stands for “adulteress”. The scarlet letter is an example of moralist shaming
The scarlet letter is an example of sexual moralizing, and sexual mores are some of the biggest
targets for moralists.
It goes both ways, of course.
Women seek to shame men into providing and committing, while men seek to shame women into
being caste and faithful, which is an (understandable) way of protecting against possible “nonpaternity events”.

3.1. Shame Attacks
Shame attacks are concentrated, high-powered moralizations.
Individuals who seek power resort to shame attacks through what I call “burning stake shows”.
We don’t burn people on stakes anymore in the West, but burning stake power moves can still
destroy someone’s reputation and livelihood.
We have one shame attack case study here, where you can learn how to deal with them:
Julien Blanc shame attack: a modern attempt at a televised public lynching
RSD Julien Scandal: Here’s How to Handle Shame Attacks

4. Manipulative Self-Disclosure
Manipulative self-disclosure offers fake or unrequested personal information to gain social
credits that will be later exploited to ask for more valuable information from the
manipulation’s target
Personal information is highly valuable in social exchanges.
Personal information potentially empowers the receiver of the information, and puts the information
giver in a potentially vulnerable position.
It also increases trust and, potentially, increases bond and connection.
Thus, because of the exchange nature of social relations, giving potentially valuable information
begets the ability to receive valuable information.
Or, at least, it puts pressure on the target to disclose valuable information because of the law of
reciprocity.
The manipulator abuses the social exchange system by sharing either dud or unrequested personal
information that puts pressure on the target to share their own valuable information.
Alternatively, if the manipulator has a clear objective, he can share unrequested personal information,
and then directly ask for the juicy information they wanted (tit-for-that self-disclosure).

Tit For Tat Manipulative Self-Disclosure: Example
This is a meme, but it’s very similar to what happened to me the first time I met my floor-neighbor
soon after I had moved in:
You can read the full details here:
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Manipulative tit for tat self-disclosure: Read more in the link. From that day on, I knew I had
to watch out with her. Plus, I knew I had free rein to manipulate as well, because manipulating
a manipulator is fair game

5. Prosocial Feints
Prosocial feints encourage others to adhere to a set of prosocial rule that limit their personal
fredom or impairs their life effectiveness, while the manipulator himself either defects on
those rules, or enjoys more power because people follow those rules
Prosocial feints are based on the dichotomy between group collaboration and selfish defection.
Such as, if everyone were prosocial, everyone would gain. But if the manipulator could convince
others to be prosocial while he surreptitiously defects, he enjoys far bigger gains.
There are three different types of prosocial feints:
Manipulate & defect: the prosocial manipulator professes prosocial ideals and behaviors. He
pretends to obey them in public but, in private and whenever he can, he defects
Abide & proselytize: prosocial behavior when nobody else is prosocial can be costly. Thus, a
true believer tries to enlist others to avoid a comparative loss (note: abiding and proselytizing
can be a respectable, value-adding choice in life)
Frame powerlessness as a virtue: the manipulator cannot compete in an open system, so he
seeks to promote virtues and ethics that limit people’s ability to achieve certain goals
In all of these cases, the prosocial feinter also gains social points by looking selfless and prosocial.

5.1. Pro-group Feints
Pro-groups feints encourage others to adhere to a set of pro-group morals and values that
limit or harm personal freedom and personal power, while increasing the manipulator’s
freedom and power
Of all the manipulation techniques, this is the one I dislike the most.
The feints aren’t even pro-humanity or aimed at protecting public goods, but they encourage
aggressive and bellicose attitudes towards an external out-group, making people bitter and angry.
Here are some examples:
Feminist feints by feminists: Encouraging women to be strong and independent and, at worst,
“not to need a man”, decreases women’s dating and sexual options. The feminist feinter can
then either defect, for example being kind and submissive with men she likes, or enjoy an
easier dating life when more and more women disempower themselves with “strong-woman”
ideals. In short: the more women she can convince, the better it is for her -and not necessarily
for the women she convinces-.
Male rights feints by misogynists: the angry misogynists seeks to turn more men into angry
misogynists to help them with their anti-women’s campaign
Patriotic feints by politicians: why do you think it’s politicians who always encourage
patriotism? Because the more patriotic people are, the more they give to the country. And the
more power the leaders of those countries have, of course.
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Idealistic feints by generals: the military is the most pro-group feinter of them all, ranging
from patriotism, to ideals of freedom and democracy, to appeals to “brothers in arms”.
It’s not surprising, since soldiers are asked to give up their lives. To make that sucker’s trade
seem acceptable, you need all psychological manipulation you can muster.

6. More social manipulations
There are countless social manipulations.
Here is just a few more of them:
Get denied to deny: propose something they’re forced to say “no” to, which makes them
socially indebted. Then exploit that social credit to deny their future, fair request
Manipulative peace feints: pretending to be friendly and collaborative when you’re not. For
example, telling others to “stop being so defensive“
Manipulative aggression: getting angry, aggressive, or overly dominant to instill fear and
make you the target more pliable and submissive.
Traumatic one-trial learning (Byrch, 2015) is an example of aggressive manipulation by
manipulative abusers within abusive relationships

Seduction Manipulation
Let’s keep it simple.
There are three main ways to manipulate in seduction:
1. Inflate one’s own perceived sexual market value: higher SMV allows for more sexual
options, quicker sex, and higher quality mates.
Among the countless manipulative techniques for higher SMV:
1. Instilling fear: flaunting options, triangulation, “my hot exes” games, etc.
2. Judge frames: when others prove themselves you, you are in charge and they are chasing
your (emotional) validation
3. Sexualization: framing oneself as a skilled lover. Works best with disinhibited and high
sex drive targets
2. Deflate the target’s perceived sexual market value: it makes the target more pliable to being
seduced
3. Faking chemistry: manipulators don’t date based on who they are, but rather seek to embody
the partner their target wishes for
For concrete manipulation examples see:
10 manipulative ways to make him value more: written from the point of view of women
with men as targets
Female seduction techniques: techniques that some of the best female seductresses use to
ensnare men
Dark psychology in seduction: a few techniques of dark psychology that can be considered
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highly manipulative
Sexual conflict: the areas where interests diverge are also the areas more fertile for
manipulation to evolve
“Piggyback and run (I love you)“: the manipulator picks a lower SMV partner, pretends to be
in love, then dumps him/her (visa scams, trumped-up charges of battering, or divorce)
And I also recommend:
The psychopath’s techniques for total control

Sexual Manipulation
There are two types of sexual manipulation:
Intra-sexual manipulation: manipulation aimed at making same-sex individuals less
competitive
Intersexual manipulation: manipulation aimed at reducing the dating power of the opposite
gender
Some examples:
Cultures of sexual loyalty (men on women): cultural-level intersexual manipulation where
men repress women’s freedoms to choose another man as a way of more easily controlling
“their” women
Slut-shaming (women on women): women shame promiscuity in other women as a way of
more easily controlling their partners (the less sex his partner can get outside of the
relationship, the more power she has)
Feminist “be strong and independent” advice: women tell other women to be strong as a
way of handicapping their dating effectiveness, which makes dating easier for the advice giver
Some really f*cked up, twisted manipulations here, eh?

Relationship Manipulation
Manipulation in relationships can be divided in:
Keeping the partner manipulations: most useful when the SMV of each partner diverges with
time, or when one partner starts losing interest.
The manipulation includes:
Lowering one partner’s self-esteem: low self-esteem partner fail to see they even have
other options
Isolating the partner: convincing or pressuring the partner to give up their friends and cut
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ties with their families
Increasing partner’s dependency: convince the partner to give up their job, pool or divide
resources, or make them emotionally dependent
Slut-shaming: the male partner embraces and promotes cultures of honors as a way of
shaming his partner into never-ending faithfulness
Acquiring power in the relationship: good relationships are heavy in collaboration, but
manipulators prefer power, to collaboration. Many techniques of relationship manipulation are
based on emotional manipulation, including:
Gaslighting
Belittling
Minimizing own’s bad behavior
Invalidating the partner’s feelings
Some articles that show the manipulative dynamics in relationships:
Women’s judge frames to control relationships: this is the “standard way” with which most
women naturally control most relationships
Controlling boyfriends: albeit jealousy is normal and even healthy, it stems from a desire to
control. High levels of jealousy lead to abuse and manipulation
Types of male abusers: abusers seek power and control, either via physical means of battering,
or via emotional manipulation
Sexual conflict: the area of sexual conflict in relationships
Are you dating a sociopath: the signs of a manipulator, see below:
30 Signs You’re Dating a Sociopath (W/ Examples)

Business Manipulation
Business manipulation can be understood at different levels:
Regulators’ relationships: business owners talk up their troubles and social contribution to get
undue support or protection. The goal is to nationalize the costs while privatizing the profits
Corporate manipulation of employees: similar to group’s and political manipulations, plus:
Framing the company’s goal as prosocial
Making employees feel cherished as in a family
Owners hide their contempt for employees while showing public admiration (see
“psychopathy at work” for how some owners feel about employees)
PR manipulation: the company exists to add value to humanity, and never to make money for
the owners no matter what
Negotiation manipulation: business is about dealmaking, and there is lots of potential for
manipulation in negotiation
Marketing manipulation: at the high level it’s developing emotional association towards a
certain brand, logo, or product (“No Logo” and “Start With WHY” are great, non-technical
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books for that).
At the tactical level, it’s about:
Scarcity principle: pretend your product is limited. Especially effective if the product is
scarce because of demand
Promotions
Experts opinions: “doctors recommend… “
Subliminal marketing: over-hyped by initially fabricated reports, but it can be effective in
leveraging already-present internal associations (Lindstrom, 2008)
Feigned intimacy: see an example below
I was disgusted when I received that automated email from Nel Patel, pretending he personally asked
about me. It was too manipulative, and an offense to the receiver’s intelligence
Critical thinking is always a great antidote to marketing manipulation.
See an example here:
Critical thinking against manipulative ads: dismantling a cheap, manipulative advertisement

Leadership Manipulations
Leaders can do great things for individuals and groups alike.
But leaders, groups, and individuals’ interests can also diverge, which make the leader-follower
relationship one that is ripe for manipulation.
Here is some of them:

1. Owners Manipulate Employee to Give More & Take Less
Owners prioritize profit over the individual, and manipulates the individuals into giving up
their self-interest for the company’s goals
There is an inherent conflict of interest between business leaders and employees.
Owners gain when the individuals are selfless and self-sacrificing individuals, while the individuals
gain when they retain their independence together with a healthy self-interest.
A colony of ants working for the gains of the queen owners. The dream of every business leader (be
my guest).
That’s why almost every company stresses the value of teamwork.
The teamwork mantra is an attempt at manipulating individuals into giving up their selfinterest.
Take Ray Dalio, for example, who says that “what’s good for the whole is good”.
Easy for Dalio, since he owns the whole.
But what’s good for the whole is not necessarily good for the individual.
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Employee Wants to Be Special, Owners Wants Them Disposable
The secret goal of most business leaders is to make employees disposable.
Unique employees gain negotiation power, and owners don’t like that.
So owners seek to make employees disposable while manipulating them into feeling special and as
part of a special family.
When employees feel like part of a big family, the owners can get more out of them, for less money
(for more on intrinsic motivation see Pink, 2009)
See more here:
12 Ways Companies Manipulate Employees (W/ Examples)

2. Leaders Manipulate Followers to Give Up The Self
Group leaders seek to manipulate the individuals into giving up their self-identities to fuse
with with the group idendity
A group of selfless followers who identify with their teams is a leader’s dream.
Selfless individuals who identify with the team will readily die for that team -and for the leader-.
And that empowers the leader -while disempowering the individuals-.
Hence, much of leaders’ manipulation seeks to influence people into investing more and more into
the group, including emotional and identity-based investment.
Some of the manipulations:
“We” & “Us” talk: the leader seeks to instill a culture of “WEs” as part of his group-identity
strategy
Talk up the group: the leader wants the individuals to see the group as the solution to all of the
problems
Making up enemies: the good old ingroup/outgroup manipulation. Make up an enemy, and
people naturally become more cohesive (Haslam, 2006)
Make the individuals dependent: the leaders don’t want to fix the individuals for good, but
prefers them dependent on the group
For more on the dynamics of group:
The Red Pill: an analysis of self-identities in manosphere group
Healthy individualism: an analysis of the value of healthy individualism
And to see this manipulation from the point of view leaders, see:
How to Be A Leader: 13 Laws From Social-Psychology

3. Leaders Naturally Engage in Pro-Group Feints
Leaders engage heavily in the pro-group feints we discussed early.
Why?
Simple: as the leaders of those groups they gain the most if everyone gives up personal power to
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empower the group.
Leaders sometimes don’t even have to fake to be pro-group. It’s easy and costless for leaders to
give up the self for the group when they control that group.
But it might not be the same for the individual.

Be
patriotic and “ask what you can do for your country”, or give your life for the leaders’ profit?
Stay especially away from fanatical group leaders.
As a rule of thumb, the more fanatical and intense a leader is, the more he wants you to give up your
personal power for his own power.

4. Purists Seek Leadership Through Fanatism
First, a definition of the purist manipulator:
The purist manipulator picks an enemy and puts on an act of being angry, shocked, or
indignant to look better by comparison, and to gain personal power by leading the masses of
disenfranchised
The purist manipulators deploy shame attacks and seeks to lead mobs of people to figurative burning
stake shows.
Here are examples of purist manipulator:
Political purist: rich people are disgusting, they got rich cheating and lying. Death to the
rich
Political purists tend to lead the masses of unhappy folks who need an excuse for their failures.
You can see them springing up all over these days with the populist movements.
There are several layers of the purist manipulator, depending on their level of danger:
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1. Social Justice Warrior level: annoying, but mostly an innocuous idiot
2. Digital firestarter level: he is the guy who writes angry posts on Facebook, always in absolute
and black and white terms
3. Lynching mob level: here is where the fanatism starts, but he never makes it to real offices of
power. Savonarola was an example.
4. The social-revolutionary fanatic: politicians who seek power by making up enemies and
pretending to be the usherers of a new, better world
5. Purists in power: the Stalin and Hitler of this world. Fanatics who achieved power and keep
pretending they are still revolutionaries for good

Digital Firestarter Example
The firestarter uses shame attacks for a quick burst of feel-good power.
You can see an example here with your truly as the target to be burned on the Twitter digital stake:
As a rule of thumb, be very careful of both purists and fanatics.
They seem good and candid, and great leaders you can follow. But they’re all but.

Self-Manipulations
Strange eh?
Of all of there sources on manipulation, none of them ever tackles one of the most important
manipulations of them all: how we manipulate ourselves.
As Feynman said:
The first principle is that you must not fool yourself – and you are the easiest person to fool
Self-manipulation, or inner-manipulation, must be addressed because it supports external
manipulation, and makes it more likely that we will be and remain victims.
For example:
Minimizing: “oh, she is not that bad, she just got emotional, that’s why she started breaking
dishes”, and men stick with abusive and manipulative women
Optimism bias: “if I just keep loving him, I am sure I can change him”, and so women stick
with abusive and manipulative men
Sunk-cost fallacy: “we have spent so much time together, we need to find a way to keep it”,
and so people stick with manipulators
There is many more of course. But learning psychology and developing critical thinking will go a
long way to fix our self-manipulation.

Integrating Your Manipulative Tendencies
The worst self-manipulation is believing you have no drive and willingness to manipulate others.
It might seem counterintuitive, but accepting your own manipulative tendencies is the very first step
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to becoming a bigger force for good in the world.
In short, accepting your own dark side is a necessary step of self-development.
As Jordan Peterson said:
Jordan Peterson: by denying the worst in yourself, you preclude the possibility for the best
Peterson is talking about aggression here.
But it’s the exact same for manipulation.
Remember:
The inability to manipulate doesn’t make you virtuous. It only makes you ignorant of
human nature.
-The Power Moves
It’s the ability to manipulate and to willingly avoid using it for harmful goals that make you moral.

Socio-Cultural Manipulations
At a social level, each individual and/or social group seeks to influence the public opinion to adopt
frames or moral norms that benefit themselves, or their own group.
Among cultural manipulations:
Promoting the belief that success all about choice and hard work: the rich wants society to
believe that success and wealth is all about hard work and dedication, which helps them frame
socialist policies of wealth redistribution as theft on the productive folks
Promoting the belief of “poor but happy”: Fiske found out that when those in power can
frame the underclass as high in warmth, but low in competence, it can help stabilize the status
quo (Fiske and Cuddy, 2002; and Sapolsky, 2017).
Culture of honors: men seek to instill a culture that represses women’s sexual freedoms to
defend against non-paternity events
“Me too”-like movements: a culture with an easy trigger against men and within which it’s
easy for women to shame and ruin men for any type of advance empowers women against men
(especially the most manipulative women)
Political framing: each party seeks to frame the public discourse in a way that benefits them.
For example, when expression such as “tax relief” or “pro-life” are adopted by everyone, the
conservatives are far more likely to win debates and influence policy choices (Lakoff, 2004)
At different points of time, this or that group manages to gain an edge over another.
But since there are so many competing interests at play, rarely a group can completely dominate all
others.
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More Manipulations
It’s difficult to write a comprehensive article on manipulation while also being brief.
So here are a few more forms of manipulation, in a shorter format:

1. Standard Manipulations: What We All Do
Standard manipulations are everyday manipulations we all engage in.
As a matter of fact, some everyday manipulations are a sign that we are well-adjusted human
beings.
For example:
Makeup to look younger for women
Tailored clothes for men to look at their best
Talking up our strengths to impress someone with power (think about job interviews)
Some everyday manipulations are also a sign that we are effective individuals:
Concealing inappropriate emotions
Behaving in ways that are effective, but not reflective of how we feel
However, overdoing standard manipulations can make you come across as submissive or nervous.
Think for example:
Smiling when we don’t feel like smiling
Being friendly when we are actually disappointed
Repeating that “we are fine” when we are actually angry
These types of overly-social manipulations all communicate that you lack confidence, that you don’t
respect yourself nearly enough, and that you lack power and assertiveness.

2. Familial Manipulation
You only need to look at family dynamics to realize that yes, we are indeed all designed to engage in
manipulations.
Among the familial manipulations:
Fetus manipulation: yes, it starts that early. Fetuses fight to remain alive and divert nutrients
from the mother, even if that might make the mother sick (Buss, 1998)
Babies manipulation: children cry, get in between parents and act seductive as a way of
attracting love and resources (Pinker, 1997)
“Look at me mom”: children showing off for their parents are subconsciously saying “I am
worthy of your continued support and investment”
Familial manipulation also shows us that some people manipulate more than others.
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M.E. Thomas, a diagnosed sociopath, realized she was different when she noticed her siblings
weren’t as interested in winning the parents’ favor to the detriment of others (Thomas, 2013)
I believe indeed that of the signs of female sociopathy is daughters who antagonize their mothers to
“win over” their fathers.
An alpha female sociopath I once dated gloated telling me how she pushed her mother over to
become the “queen bitch of the household”, which included her father’s main and only love, and the
main driver of family’s decisions.

3. Media Manipulation
It includes:
Feigned neutrality: pretending of reporting facts while instead promoting a specific agenda
Sensationalism: “new record”, “never seen before”, “first woman ever to”
Fear-mongering: fear sells and attracts viewers. The media overstates risks while downplaying
long-term, positive trends (Pinker, 2018)
Greta is a victim of manipulative reporting and sensationalist media
Greta Thunberg really believes that global warming means she has no future.
Global warming is a serious issue we need to tackle. But it’s far from being the main risk to her life.
She is too young and naive to understand that some media outlets overblew the severity of global
warming to human life to attract more viewers.

4. Machiavellian Manipulations
Machiavellian manipulations are next level, refined manipulations schemes.
One example:
Shine up, praise down: kiss up kick down is a weak strategy. As James Fallon said: “you don’t
manipulate by snarling, you manipulate by being sweet as shit”. Smart manipulators make their
reports feel great to maximize their output while maneuvering for their own promotions

Manipulators’ Victims
Who gets manipulated?
Clinical psychologists George Simon (Simon, 1996) and Harriet Braker lists the following traits as
the traits that make people easy victims of manipulation:
Naive people (blind to evil): good people tend to think there is less evil and manipulation than
there actually is
Naive people 2 (blind to lies): people who don’t lie are more easily a victim of the “truth by
default interpretation” (Levine, 2014). Such as, since they tend to lie little, they also think
others lie little
over-conscientious people: the victim focuses too much on their own part of the blame, and
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too little on the manipulator’s contribution
Unassertive people: the victim is unable or unwilling to give firm “nos” and enforce their
boundaries
Low self-confidence people: the victims are more likely to believe the manipulator’s version
of the events
Over-intellectualizing people: the victim justifies the manipulation because of supposedly
underlying issues. Some psychologists contributed to this problem by making excuses for
manipulation (Stout, 2005)
(Emotionally) dependent people: the victim is very submissive, emotionally and/or financially
dependent
Approval seekers: the manipulator takes a judge role and the victim accepts it, seeking the
manipulator’s approval
Emotophobic people: the victim fears either feeling or expressing stronger emotions such as
anger, disappointment, and disapproval
To this list, I also add:
Powerlessness: both in the awareness of power dynamics, in the mental fortitude, and in the
ability to get what one wants, thus more easily dispatching manipulators

Manipulative Strategies
Today, evolutionary psychology widely accepts that self-interest can often be best achieved through
cooperation (Ridley, 1996).
So, from a life-strategy point of view, it’s not the selfish player who succeeds.
It’s the collaborators who can expand the scope of collaboration that maximize their results the
most.
And that’s why we say here that cooperative frames are one of the fundamental strategies for
personal power.
The 4 Fundamental Strategies of Power
However, stopping there would be only half-way towards truth.
And this is not the place for naive self-help.
The truth is that selfishness and manipulation can also pay off within a collaborative framework.
Much of manipulation is based on a dichotomy between collaboration and self-interest:
Honest collaboration can create win-win, but feigning collaboration can create even more
proficuous win-lose
That’s why, as much as collaboration naturally emerges through natural selection, so does
manipulation.
In short: collaboration and manipulation are two faces of the same coin.
However, manipulators who let their selfish side goes too far take big risks, including:
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Exclusion from cooperative circles: in cooperative circles, everyone gains. Manipulators who
focus too much on taking ruin the system, so they get booted out
Loss of access to high-quality cooperators: many high-quality individuals have little patience
for the most blatantly self-interested manipulators (many of these people build their success
with honest collaboration, after all)
In short: blatant manipulation is not a smart strategy.
It cuts you off from lots of high-quality people and from many opportunities for win-win and
collaboration.

Opportunistic Manipulator Strategy
That being said, one must not be either always honest, or always a crook.
Indeed, from a purely Machiavellian and self-interested point of view, the best strategy is to
frame oneself as an honest giver and collaborator, while defecting and manipulating any time
you can get away with it.
Let’s call this strategy the “opportunistic manipulator”.
As usual, I’m not happy to say that and I don’t condone nor endorse that stance, but I must tell the
truth first and foremost.

A Case Against Opportunistic Manipulation
Luckily, there are some good reasons against a strategy out of constant opportunistic manipulation.
The main con is that it’s a far higher-risk strategy than it looks.
As a rule of thumb, the closeer the relationship, the more you deal with the same people over time,
and the longer the time horizon, the higher risk the opportunistic manipulator strategy becomes.
If you think about it, it makes immediate sense.
As a general rule, the more manipulations you spin, the more you increase the risk that some of them
will be discovered and/or that they will come back to haunt you in the future.
So, as a rule of thumb, the longer or closer the relationship is, and the healthier the relationship
you seek, the more it pays off to minimize manipulation and behave as an honest collaborator.
Finally, the wholly amoral stance tends to be a poor self-esteem strategy.
Knowing yourself as a straight shooter makes you far more confident.
On the other hand, on one-off encounters with people who have no recourse against you, there is
nothing to stop people from manipulating and getting away with it scot-free.
That’s where personal ethics and morals should kick in.

Manipulation VS Persuasion
What’s the difference between persuasion and manipulation?
Robert Greene, author of “The 48 Laws of Power“, says that persuasion and manipulation are the
same, and any attempt at persuasion is an attempt at manipulation.
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That argument is often presented with the cynic rationalization that “everyone manipulates”, and
those who don’t, are lying.
Well, it’s not 100% wrong.
But it’s not wholly right, either.
We could probably plot manipulators within the population as a bell-curve:
As much as there are few people who lie and manipulate all the time, there are also very few people
who are always honest.
Still, that does not mean that persuasion and manipulation are one and the same.
The difference between persuasion and manipulation is that manipulation comes at a cost to the
target, while persuasion does not.
There is plenty of grey area, of course, but grey areas are grey because they are not highly harmful.
Let’s consider two examples:
1. Salesman persuades prospect to buy a cool sports car, but the buyer didn’t strictly need a car
2. Man persuades woman who wanted a relationship into sleeping with him, but they don’t get
into a relationship
These are typically grey areas.
But they are not harmful.
Because of back-rationalization, the car prospect is probably happy in either case.
Same for the woman.
If the man managed to make it a good experience, she will most often be glad they became lovers.
So, in my opinion, most grey areas of persuasion are fair game and, in the absence of obvious
harm to the target, it’s fair to attempt to influence others to your point of view.
Yet, that grey area is not infinitely elastic, and it’s spurious to pretend there is no difference
whatsoever between persuasion and manipulation.
Examples of manipulation from the above cases would include:
1. Salesman manipulates prospect to buy a used sports car, while hiding important safety issues
2. Man who never wanted a relationship seduces virgin and strictly religious woman who wanted
a relationship into sleeping with him by hinting at a future together

Summary
Manipulation is natural to every living creature.
But some people are better at it, while some others happily use it for more harmful objectives than
others.
For true self-development, and to become a more enlightened human being, you must first recognize
your own tendency towards manipulation.
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The Definitive Dictionary of Power: Terms & Definitions
July 27, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This is a dictionary of power and social-dynamics definitions, including seduction, persuasion,
manipulation, and life strategies.
Entries marked with “™” are concepts or techniques that have been first described or first developed
by ThePowerMoves.com and/or the community.
When entries marked with “™” expand or build upon other authors’ work, due credit is provided.
Contents
Abuse
Collaboration, Social
Covert Power Moves
Frame / Frame Control
Judge
Manipulation
Negotiation
Power
Seduction / Game
Social Dynamics
Strategies
Credits

Abuse
Abuse: in power dynamics and manipulation, to treat someone with contempt (emotional abuse),
cruelty, and/or violence (physical abuse).
Abuse can be value-adding for the abuser (win-lose), or value-taking for both (lose-lose). But, in the
short term, abuse is always value-taking for the victim.
Proxy abusers (AKA: flying monkeys): people who support and/or act on behalf of an abuser
towards a third party, usually for an abusive purpose. Proxy abusers are either allies of the
abuser, or are doing the abuser’s bidding because they believed the lies and/or are being used as
pawns in the abuser’s hands
Abusive techniques: in manipulation and abuse, abusive techniques are recurring methods and
patterns (“games”), that people use to abuse others, control others, or keep others subjugated powerdown
Dread game: a general umbrella term to control a spouse through fear, including fear of loss
(direct or indirect breakup threats), fear of cheating (sexual triangulations, jealousy, flirting
with others, etc.), fear of missing out, or fear of physical abuse.
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Seeking to control others through fear alone is a form of “value-taking mindset”
Sexual triangulation: the act of introducing a new real or potential sexual partner to an already
sexually and/or emotionally bonded partner. There are many ways of instigating sexual
triangulations, including through previous lovers, parading suitors, or directly talking about
other dates (see an example of direct sexual triangulation).
Aggression: in social and power dynamics, words, tonality and body language that communicate
anger or exasperation.
Aggression can be physical aggression. But even when it’s still only at a verbal level, it often subcommunicates the willingness, readiness, or the state of mind for a possible physical attack.
In the submission-assertion-aggression continuum, aggression often refers to overreaction and to a
failure of proper assertive communication.
Aggressive push-pull: a technique to dominate and control the frame consisting of aggressing
first, and then pulling back. The pull back can be a compliment, a more friendly joke, or simply
saying “I was just kidding man, you’re a cool guy”.
Explanation: aggressive push-pull can help dominate others and control the frame without
necessarily breaking rapport.
Example: see this thread and video

Argument ad potentia: to win an argument not by virtue of logics and facts, but by power,
dominance, or intimidation.
Explanation: When people start defending and submitting, they can look guilty by behavior,
rather than by logic and facts.
Example: see Trump’s debating techniques here and here.

Covert aggression: to aggress someone in indirect ways. Also see the main entry.
Micro-aggression: small scale aggressions. Also see the main entry.
Smug micro-aggression: to attack and diminish someone’s status with a “smart alec attitude”.
Often, smug micro-aggressions are actually a form of “covert aggression” or “micro-covert
aggression”.
Availability ™: in social dynamics and seduction, it refers to how available an individual feels to
others. High availability with high-value is the hallmark of social charmers who uplift others. But
high availability with low value is useless.
Similar: personal value, SMV, self-rejection, rapport, pulling/pushing.
Availability, seduction: in seduction, it refers to how attainable a man is to a woman, and how
attainable she feels he is. If a woman feels a man is unattainable, no matter how high SMV he
might be, she will reject him (self-rejection)
Attainability: Availability in pick-up and seduction circles, originally from Sebastian Drake.
The concept is valid for all social settings, so we called it “availability” and enlarged its scope
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to all social exchanges.
Babying, power move ™: a power move that frames the (covert) aggressor as a father/mother figure
and frames the target as a baby. The power mover frames himself as more mature, powerful,
emotionally stable and/or knowledgeable.
A babying frame can also be used in seduction and, when used by men, can also help advance the
seduction.
Backhanded compliment: in social and power dynamics, a compliment that truly hides an insult.
It’s a specific type of covert insult, and how much a backhanded compliment is an insult or
compliment varies depending on the wording, the delivery, and the situation.
Example: “ThePowerMoves.com is a good website on power dynamics” might be interpreted as a
20% compliment and 80% offense if one considers ThePowerMoves.com to be the first, best, and
only website dedicated to power dynamics.
Bag dropping: in social and power dynamics, it consists of introducing someone to an individual or a
group with low-value people and/or negative dynamics at play, and then leaving immediately after.
Explanation: it’s a power move that makes the bag dropper look socially powerful and magnanimous,
but in truth, he is getting rid of a social liability.
Example: You can see an example in this forum entry.
Bag sharing: introducing someone to a low value individual or group to “share” the bad
situation
Manipulative bag dropping: the bag dropper pretends he is adding value
Bag holder: the person who is left with a low-value individual, or is stuck in a value-draining
group or situation
Betaization: the tendency of some men to become tamer and more submissive when in a long-term
relationship. “Betaization” is a term of Red Pill communities, and on this website we use the term
“domestication”.
Read here a description of the female forces of betaization
Big fish, small pond strategy: a strategy of focusing one’s effort in acquiring status and power
within a relatively small, specific, and circumscribed group or locality.
Explanation: most people unwittingly follow a strategy of seeking status within a circumscribed
niche.
Some people also seek refuge within small ponds when they can get validation within that pond. For
example, club queens with an average life enjoy clubbing because of the validation they get there and
that they don’t normally get outside of it.
Fried fish: when an individual gave up his ego (ego-loss) and life for a specific group (pond),
but the group has vanished (dried out pond)
Big fish, small pond syndrome: to become so overly invested into a specific group (pond), that
the group becomes the only way for the individual (fish) to receive personal validation and to
feel alive
Bro science: an extreme form of pop-psychology, most often brandished by men not as a way of
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informing with facts, but as a way of gaining status by instructing others and by acquiring the role of
“expert” on a given subject.
Women, being on average less status-conscious than men, don’t do it nearly as much, so there is not
widely circulating equivalent term for women.
Brother in arms / sister in arms ™: in life strategies and power dynamics, a strong ally you can rely
on.
Burning stakes power moves ™: the act of calling out for (digital) lynching, retributions, or
boycotts against a largely made-up enemy (a strawman enemy).
Purists, moralizers, and populists are the figures that engage the most in burning stakes power moves.
But SJW can also go for as a way of virtue-signal.
Obviously,y this is a nasty power move and an extremely lopsided form of win-lose.
Burning stake ™: the (figurative) location where shaming attacks and the most extreme
moralization power moves are consumed.
These days, the burning stake locations happen to be more often online than in the physical
world.
Burning stake shows ™: the public consummation of the retribution, punishment, or payback
against a supposedly guilty and monstrous individual (a straw man).
Burning stakes are where the collective thirst for masochism and toxic quests for power sublimate.
The darker, evil side of the individuals who organize and enjoy burning stake shows hides behind
made-up or largely inflated charges.
People who enjoy burning stakes also often seek a release valve for the feelings of inadequacy and
personal failures.
Example:
Buy in: in persuasion strategies, the individual’s acceptance, willingness, and conviction to actively
support and participate in something.
Calibration, social: in social and power dynamics, the act of adapting one’s own behavior and
responses to the individual and/or situation.
Explanation: calibration is what differentiates the beginner students of power dynamics and social
arts, and the advanced students. Most general advice is useless for those who seek mastery, since it
lacks in calibration and results in calibration failure.
Calibration failure: the failure of adapting to the specific individual or situation.
Over-reacting: a failure of calibration by reacting or answering too strongly, usually too
aggressively or too angrily.
See for example “calibrating to micro-aggression“.
Cementing ™: in power dynamics and frame negotiation, it consists of expanding the thread of the
“agreement reached” to solidify it and increase “buy-in”.
Cementing (social dynamics): In social dynamics, cementing is used to amplify a positive thread and
surface the notion that yes, you two get along well.
Example: if a girl says “I never shared that before”, the man can cement that by replying “I’m glad
you feel so comfortable with me that you can open up. It’s a great thing, it means we have a great
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chemistry and I’m happy about that”.
Chameleon, sexual ™: pretending to be just like the person that your dating partner wants to date.
It’s one of the games men play.
Chameleon, social: an individual who can socialize seamlessly in the most disparate social groups.
The best social chameleons don’t just socialize in different groups, but are able to gain status and rise
through the ranks of any group they join.
Character assassination: in power dynamics and frame control, to go after an individual’s history,
reputation, and personal flaws instead of addressing his arguments.
Note: be careful with character assassination, it makes you come across as petty, morally bankrupt,
and lacking real arguments.
Example: Ray Dalio used character assassination when he went after the reputation of a critical
journalist and, as a consequence, looked petty… And guilty.
Cognitive biases: in psychology, cognitive biases are systematic patterns of deviation from what
would be expected in “perfect rationality”.
Some critics made the case that not all cognitive biases are irrational, but can be effective ways of
reaching non-perfect, but often-good-enough conclusions with minimum cognitive effort.
Some evolutionary psychologists also point out that from the point of view of evolution, cognitive
biases are not necessarily “mistakes”, but can provide a survival advantage even while deviating from
“perfect rationality” (Buss, 2019 and Pinker, 1997)
Cold-blooded: see “icy men”. Also see “Slavic men“.

Collaboration, Social
Collaboration: in social exchanges and relationships, to work together (collaborate) for “enlarging
the pie”, and for win-win.
Explanation: ThePowerMoves.com promotes collaboration as the ideal relationships, since
collaboration increases your power and leverage over the world.
All our civilization has been built on collaboration, and by increasing the scope of collaboration you
can increase your power.
Collaborative attitude: the general attitude of people who believe in collaboration and prefer to
collaborate. There is an overlap with the “value-giver” mindset”
Envious collaborator: a bean counter when it comes to social accounting, he collaborates only
when his payoffs are bigger than the other party’s payoffs.
Fearful semi-collaborator: he wishes to collaborate and sometimes does so, but he is too afraid
of going all in. Afraid to get hurt in love and relationships, and afraid that he might make his
friends and colleagues too strong in the process. He leaves value on the table, value that is lost
both to him, and the people he crosses path with
Naive collaborator: he collaborates with everyone, and tends to trust too much. Alternatively,
the naive collaborator believes in karma or in the theory that if you just give, give, and give,
you’re bound to receive back.
Smart collaborator (AKA: “selective collaborator”): the smart collaborator seeks collaboration,
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and usually leads with collaboration first (tit-for-tat strategy). But smart collaborators know
human nature, and are aware of the opportunities for cheating that less ethical folks will be
happy to exploit. So they observe people , and keep an eye open to make sure they are also
giving back.
Machiavellian collaborator: he collaborates when it’s good for him only, and always keeps an
eye on how he can get more, either with silver-tongue manipulation, or outright cheating. Also,
he always keeps an eye on his grander strategy, and if defecting gives him a higher chance of
winning the war, he will defect no matter how many times he previously cooperated.
Related to: expanding the pie (in negotiation), value-giving mindset, defection (the opposite of
collaboration).
Collaborative frames ™: collaborative frames serve to inform and/or to remind people that our
goals and intentions are win-win.
Collaborative frames can often decrease resistance and increase collaboration.
Collaborative shaming ™: a step of “collaborative refraing” see main entry
Collaborative feints ™: in manipulative strategies, pretending to be collaborative while actually
nudging towards a trap or preparing to defect.
Example: “don’t be so defensive” power move
Peace feints: pretending to be friendly or to seek peace, while actually nudging towards a
trap
Collaborative reframing ™: a strategy to turn neutral or antagonistic interactions into collaborative
ones.
Explanation: it serves to remind people of the win-win opportunities of collaboration, and it increases
the odds of developing win-win and value-adding relationships
Collaborative shaming ™: in power dynamics and life strategies, a technique that serves to increase
the scope for collaboration and decrease the scope for win-lose games. Collaborative shaming
consists of shaming someone for playing win-lose games or nasty power moves with the intent of
making them backtrack, apologize, or drop the win-lose games in favor of more collaborative
approaches.
Collaborative shaming is delivered from a judge role, and often followed by collaborative frames to
reach a better win-win outcome for both.
Similar: shaming, collaborative frames, value-adding dominance, value-adding leadership
Conspicuous consumption: the act of carelessly spending money as a way to ostentatiously display
an abundance of money and resources.
It can be a very effective technique of gaining both social status and sexual attention.

Covert Power Moves
Covert aggression: a form of aggression, bullying, or attempt at dominating others that is partially
hidden.
Explanation: Covert aggression is often hidden with indirect talk, humor, nonverbal expressions of
disapprova but without words, and/or sayings or expressions which seem to apply to the victim but
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are not directly addressing the victim.
Covert aggression can be highly upsetting because the victim knows it’s aggression, but cannot easily
address it without in turn looking overly aggressive or touchy.
Once attacked back, the covert aggressor will often pretend he “meant no harm” and “was just
joking”, and frame the victim as “overreacting” and “overly-aggressive over nothing”. Handling
covert aggression requires a certain mastery of power dynamics.
Covert insult: a specific type of covert aggression that hides an insult behind a compliment or
behind a facade of friendliness.
Example: this Goodfellas’ example. “This kid was great. They used to call him Spitshine
Tommy. He’d make your shoes look like fu*kin’ mirrors He was terrific, he was the best. He
made a lot of money too, ah salud, Tommy.”
Covert warfare: constant covert assaults protracted over time
Self-denied assault: it consists of verbally denying that one wants to assault or offend someone,
and then attacking them either throguh the denial itself, or soon after
Example: “I don’t say that you’re stupid as a way of offending you, but as simple description of
reality”, or “I don’t mean to offend you, BUT…”. Or see Trump below.
Trump: I never attacked him on his looks, and believe me, there is plenty of subject matter
right there
Smug covert aggression: to criticize or allude at someone’s faults with a “smart alec” approach.
It can be done with a proverb, a saying, or a foreign or Latin expression.
Example: you are telling someone why you disagree with them. And to avoid taking your reply
seriously, they say “Condemnant quo non intelligent”. And they later explain it means that
“people condemn what they don’t understand”. Basically, it’s a double covert aggression.
Before they go smug, quoting Latin. Then, they covertly imply you’re too dumb to understand.
Covert power moves ™: in power dynamics, covert power moves are power moves that are
delivered in a guise that seems neutral, apologetic, or even submissive, while actually increasing the
power and/or status of the power mover, and while potentially disempowering the victim.
Example: “I’m sorry that I made you feel so bad”.
Covert-criticism: to deliver criticism without exposing oneself, or while framing it as anything
but criticism.
Example: “look, you made some good points and don’t take this the bad way, I’m only saying
this for the good of our organization, BUT …”
Explanation: criticism can decrease your status and increase the criticizer’s status and
reputation. But some players, loath of criticizing too directly, prefer to shoot from sheltered
positions.
Similar: covert guilt-tripping, covert aggression
Currencies, Social: in the social exchange, social currencies are units of values that are traded
among individuals.
In simpler terms, social currencies all types of physical and personal traits, possessions, or skills that
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people value.
The more sought after currencies an individual has, the more successful he will be socially, and the
easier it will be for him to climb social hierarchies, and get what he wants.
Hard social currencies (Or: global social currencies): forms of social value that are appreciated
everywhere. Wealth, positive attitude, uplifting humor, and connections tend to be valued
everywhere.
Soft Sociial currencies (Or: local social currencies): currencies that are valued by a specific
group or subculture.
Sexual currencies: the traits that are sought after in the sexual market place. There is a strong
overlap between sexual currencies and social currencies.
Dark psychology: in Machiavellian life strategies and manipulation strategies, it refers to the use of
psychological principles in ways that harm the target. The “targe” can be either an individual, a social
group, or society at large.
Similar: value-taking behavior, value-taking leadership
Dark triad: in psychology, the dark triad refers to the three different but sometimes related
personality traits/disorders of psychopathy, narcissism, and Machiavellianism.
The concept has become popular in the blogosphere, and has sometimes been addressed in less
rigorous, pop-psychology fashion.
Dark tetrad: the dark triad plus sadism. Cruelty is not a mean to an end, but a pleasurable end in
itself (credits to Stefano)
Defection: in social exchanges and relationships, to refuse collaboration. It can mean to either refuse
to play at all (“value-neutral defection” or “opportunity loss defection”), or to play for win-lose
(“win-lose defection” or “value-taking defection”).
Some defectors defect because of a defensive mindset where they focus more on the possibility for
losses, than on the opportunities for victory.
Explanation: ThePowerMoves.com encourages to recognize defectors, especially the value-taking
ones, and either engage them with the same win-lose mindset, or to cut them out of your life.
Defector attitude: the general attitude of people who believe in defection and prefer to cheat
and/or to avoid others. There is an overlap with the “value-taking mindset”.
Envious defector: He defects because he can’t stand that someone might alos gain from
collaboration. Frenemies are envious defectors in friendships.
Fearful defector: he is so afraid of being cheated, that he either avoids the game altogether, or
approaches the game with a mindset of “I’ll cheat first”.
Similar to: defensive mindset, pessimists.
Sexual marketplace defectors: individuals or groups who defect dating adn relationships. Red
pill men are sometimes defensive and fearful defectors who approach dating with a win-lose
mindset, while MGTOW men defect dating altogether. Same for “feminazis”.
Sour grapes defector: an individual who is not particularly valuable in an exchange and
pretends to refuse the game first.
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Defensive mindset: a mindset of those who focus more on the opportunities for loss and defeat, than
on the possibilities of vitory and win-win.
Explanation: people with a defensive mindset are more likely to miss out on opportunities for winwin and collaboration.
Similar to: defector mindset, fearful defector, risk-avoidance, pessimism, nihilism.
Dehumanizing: the act of framing, addressing, or describing the victim in a way that is so base,
inferior, or monstrous, as to lack basic human qualities.
Dehumanization has been described as an enabler of evil (Zimbardo, 2007), because when someone
lacks basics human qualities, then it means that it’s fair to treat him as an insect.
Objectification: a milder form of dehumanization.
Sexual objectification: the act of seeing, or treating an individual as an object for personal
sexual pleasure
Examples: the most common examples of dehumanization refer to genocides, but dehumanizations
are also common in our daily lives. Calling women “plates”, for example, is a small act of
dehumanization.
Deny-Me Games™: deny-me games area manipulative social strategies that consist of purposefully
fielding questions or requests for favors that the victim is, for whatever reason, forced to deny.
The perpetrator then gains social credit for having been denied once, while the victim incurs in social
debt, accompanied by a sense of guilt, for having refused a favor.
The perpetrator then exploits the favorable social exchange to get more out of the social interaction.
Deny to get denied: a specific type of deny-me games consisting of getting purposefully
denied first, to later deny the victim and make it seem like it was a fair exchange.
See how you can use it to avoid sharing a windfall.
Difficult people: an umbrella term for all types of people who are difficult to deal with.
haughty / consdescending / pompous / know-it-alls
whiners / complainers
irresponsible / lazy / indifferent
negative / overly critical
rude / insensitive
overly sensitive / thin-skinned
creeps / weird / stalkey / socially clueless
Direct talk: in communication and social dynamics, a style of communication that goes directly to
the crux of the matter, wasting no time in preambles or in cushioning potentially difficult subjects.
Direct talk bully: aggressors, bullies, and manipulators will sometimes hide their aggression or
darker social strategies behind the guise of “direct talk”. If you complain, direct bullies will flip
the frame and pride themselves of “calling a spade a spade”. Don’t fall for that. Abuse is
unacceptable, no matter how it’s delivered.
Disqualifying: in social and seduction strategies, telling the target that you’re not interested in them
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because of a certain trait they lack and that you seek. The idea is to remove the frame that you are
chasing them, and to make them chase you
Self-disqualifying: to provide a reason why you are not pursuing the target.
Example: in seduction, to say “I’m gay” or “I’m in a relationship” (if they’re false, they’re also
called “false disqualifiers”)
Domestication™: in social and power dynamics, the process by which an individual loses certain
rebellious or more selfish traits and characteristics while acquiring more cooperative and conforming
traits and qualities that make him a better fit for life with a certain group or with a certain person.
While domestication is usually good for society, the group, or for the individual who domesticates,
it’s up to discussion and interpretation whether it’s good or not for the domesticated.
Social domestication: the process by which individuals internalize the social rules of “proper”
conduct
Professional domestication: the process by which individuals learn to live and operate within a
business organization
Female domestication™: the process with which women bring a man under their control.
Much of domestication is made possible because women take the judge role, in most
relationships.
Dominance: the more showy and obvious displays and signs of power. While power is about what
you want in a myriad of way, dominance is usually about getting what you want by bending others to
your will, or imposing your will.
Ego loss, social : in extreme forms of identity projection, when an individual gives up his
individuality to derives his whole sense of self (identity) from his affiliation to a specific individual,
or his belonging to a specific group.
This is the ultimate state of giving up personal agency and control.
Examples: kamikazes sacrificing the self for the group, and People’s Temple members committing
suicide when Jim Jones ordered so.
Effectiveness, social: in social and power dynamics, social effectiveness relates to power and
influence through people.
It includes the ability of building relationships, entering new social groups, acquiring status,
persuading and influencing, or simply getting along with others.
Social effectiveness also includes the ability to manipulate, so social effectiveness alone is not
synonymous with personal quality, and no guarantee that the effectiveness will be used for win-win
and/or value-adding purposes.
Similar: social skills, emotional intelligence, social intelligence
Fanatics: a fanatic is an extreme moralizer, purist, or populist politician with strong convictions and
black and white views that can come across as charismatic.
Fanatics are often power-craving narcissists. If they can rally enough support to get to power,
democracy and meritocracy are the first victims, often followed by plummeting quality of life for the
citizen.
Fanatics often use extreme forms of straw-manning, make up enemies, and indulge in
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dehumanizations.
Examples: Lenin, Jim Jones, and Hitler are examples of fanatics.
Feinter, manipulative ™: the manipulative feinter professes to adhere to a set of supposedly ethical
rules.
His main motive though is to look trustworthy, gain social status, and disempower others. He then
often defects on those same standards he professes.
Most manipulative feinters embrace seemingly prosocial causes (prosocial feints, see below).
Similar: SJW, virtue-signaling
Feints, social ™: the act of feigning adherence to a set of rules as a strategy for personal power and
personal success.
Feints, prosocial ™: same as social feints, but the ethical rules the feinter professes to embrace
happen to be costly to the individual, but good for society at large.
Example: a married man encourages other men never to sleep with taken women. But he then
does sleep with taken women
Pro-group feints ™: same social feints, but the feinter professes adherence and support to a
specific group and invites others to do the same. He then either defects privately, or enjoys
more success because he effectively disempowered the competition.
Example: feminist encourages women to be strong and independent. That makes the sexual
marketplace easier for her, since women become generally less attractive as feminists
Leaders’ pro-group feints ™: the leader of a group talks up the importance of belonging,
contribution, and sacrifice for the group the ideal behavior. But he only does so because
prosocial members are good for the group, which is ultimately good for the leader
Festering ™: in social dynamics, the negative feelings that expand and envelop a person’s mind after
a negative experience. Festering is more pronounced in people who tend to ruminate, but it happens
to almost anyone.
People who get good at social dynamics know that when a negative event like a rejection, a social
faux pas, or an unwilling offense happens, they need to rebuild good feelings right away, or the
silence will invite festering.
Example: if she rejects a sexual attempt or an invite home, the man must brush it off and engage in
more rapport-building talk to rebuild goodwill and avoid festering.
See an example here.
Firestarter, Social ™: see “pyromaniac”.
A firestarter feigns being shocked, angry, and scandalized to frame others as unworthy just like a
pyromaniac does.
But he does not necessarily do so on a continuous, daily basis (yet).

Frame / Frame Control
Frame: in power dynamics and frame control strategies, a frame is a set of beliefs, values, and
perspectives with which people negotiate meaning. The “meaning” includes how they interpret and
see the world, a specific topic, or simply how they interpret and negotiate the social interaction
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between them.
Covert frames ™: frames that are set up without direct talk or without being explicit about one’s
own intentions.
Example: rolling one’s eyes to covertly frame someone as “boring”, “weird” or, generally “not good
enough”.
You can see an example of covert frames, as well as strategies on how to handle them, in this forum
topic.
Related to: “show me the hand” technique, surfacing
One-up / one-down / one-across: a basic framework to analyze power dynamics in frames.
One-up means empowering the frame-setter and disempowering the frame accepter, one-down means
accepting the one-up frame and/or giving away power (submitting), while one-acrosses are generally
power-neutral answers to frames, often useful to buy time and/or find out more about the frame
setter’s intentions
Frame control: in power dynamics and frame control, the techniques and strategies to control the
frames that govern social interactions.
Agree and amplify: a technique to control the frame that consists in agreeing with whatever
someone said, and then purposefully exaggerating to the point that it sounds silly or humorous.
It’s the most widely circulating technique for frame control, especially in pick-up and
seduction, but it’s not optimal, and ThePowerMoves.com does not recommend it as your go-to
frame control technique.
Frenemy: in social and power dynamics, an envious friend who prefers to see us fail than succeed.
Schadenfreude: the feeling of happiness for other people’s misfortune. Frenemies experience
Schadenfreude with their friends
Opposite: vicarious happiness, such as the feeling of happiness for other people’s happiness
Similar: passive-aggressive, undermining, Schadenfreude
Games of chicken: in power dynamics, social gambits where one player binds the victim into a 2
options outcome: accepting their requests, or incurring a lose-lose outcome.
The victim of games of chicken feels like it’s either they give in, or they will bear the costs and
responsibility for everyone’s losses.
Example: Break-up threats are an example of games of chicken. The victim either accepts what the
threatener asks, or he will set off the lose-lose outcome of the relationship loss
Games: in social and power dynamics, games are patterns of behavior that repeat over time.
Ganging up, social ™: in social and power dynamics, to join forces and form alliances with other
individuals in an effort to isolate, mute, ridicule, or generally overpower someone.
Ganging up is most obvious when physical, as well with official voting systems, when several people
with voting rights can block or override someone’s initiative.
It can be more subtle in free-flowing social dynamics though, and it can be used strategically to
achieve social goals and forge alliances.
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Value-adding ganging-up: albeit the term “ganging up” conjures thoughts of abuse, ganging up
can be used strategically to isolate troublemakers or value-taking individuals. You can see an
example of value-adding social ganging up in this entry in my journal.
Giving Rope: In social and power dynamics, as well as in manipulation, a technique to covertly prod
and invite people to ruin their own reputation, by themselves.
Example: to ask a bragging man for more details about his story, so he brags even more, taking too
much time from the group (value-taking behavior), and while looking like a lying, hot air status
inflater.
A similar technique is to show skepticism someone is able to do something, so they will try even
harder to convince everyone of their prowess.
Godfather, style: in power dynamics, a style of dominance that is calm and understated. The
Godfather style talks little, uses lots of pauses, and remains calm and unreactive when under attack,
pondering his next move in total emotional detachment.
Can seem similar to the icy man, but contrary to the icy man, the Godfather feels and cares about the
people around him. But he switches on when getting down to business.
Godfather, the: a landmark movie on mafia dons with much to learn from.
Goodwill: in social and power dynamics, as well as in social exchanges, it refers to the positive
predisposition people have towards an individual.
In leadership dynamics, it refers to the willingness of followers to following a leader independently
of his rank and official authority.
Similar: social capital
Hot potato, social: in social and power dynamics, hot potatoeing consists of introducing a new
controversial topic and asking someone to answer it.
Similar: bag passing.
Hypergamy: in social and sexual marketplaces, it refers to the attraction, pursuit, and preference of
lower status individuals for higher status and/or higher-income individuals.
Female hypergamy: Female hypergamy is the pursuit and/or attraction felt for males of a higher
class, income or social status
Men are equally as hypergamous as women, but their hypergamy is of a different nature (looking for
better looks rather than better socio-economic classes).
Honest exchange talk: in social and power dynamics, as well as in value exchanges, it refers to
openly talk about the size of each social bank accounts, and who owes how much to whom.
Example: to openly and candidly state that you expect a favor back after you provide a favor. For
example “you owe me”, or “can you do this quick for me? I’m calling a favor on what I did for you
last week” or, in negotiations, “if I do this for you, it will cost me. Can you make a 20% discount if I
agree?”.
Honest exchange talk can also be in the positive, acknowledging one’s debt and the willingness to
repay. For example: “I will remember this and make it up to you one day”.
Explanation: The law of social exchange postulates that people who give, are entitled to ask for
something back. But since some people like to take without giving, open exchange talk can help to
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remind them that they will have to give back eventually.
It’s out of place in close friendships, and some people find it annoying. Furthermore, you shouldn’t
use it with fair players who do give back. But in some situations, it can be useful to deploy honest
exchange talk.
Covert exchange talk: to use indirect language to tell people that they “owe you”. For example
“I know you’d do the same for me”.
Iconoclasm, social ™: it’s the drive to attack, undermine, and destroy those who have more power
and success than we have.
Iconoclasts are driven by resentment, envy, or hidden feelings of personal inadequacies, and it makes
them feel better about themselves when they see those above them fail.
Iconoclasm is stronger when a leader seems “too good”, unavailable, or when he is acting too
entitled.
Iconoclasm is a force that leaders need to keep in mind.
Similar: frenemies, freudenschade, rebels without a cause
Icy men (AKA: cold-blooded): in power dynamics, a dominance style based on removing most or all
nonverbal expressions, including signs of warmth and friendliness. Dealing with icy men is difficult
because you don’t know whether to slot them as friends or enemies, and the fact that they give you no
signs of being friends can make people edgy.
They also never alleviate tension and speak little, forcing others to fill the gaps and to look try-hard.
Vladimir Putin, an example of icy style of dominance
Identity projection ™: in psychology and social psychology, to project and merge one’s own sense
of identity with a larger social group or, alternatively, with a specific individual.
Albeit some identity projection can be normal and healty, too much identity projection, or identity
projection onto the wrong groups and causes, can be toxic and disempowering.
Examples: some men feel good when other men “put women in their place” because they project
their identity onto the “men’s collective” (see example below):
NateSim finds it satisfying to watch a man overtake a woman because he is a closeted misogynist and
an ego-leecher. Meaning, he projects and merges his identity with the whole male group. Then when
men “beat” women, he piggy-backs on other men’s success to feel better about himself
Identity leecher (AKA: ego leecher) (group): someone with a rather mediocre life who derives
pride and self-esteem not from what he does, but from what his group of reference does
Example: some football fans tie their identity to that of a football club, thus that a win of the
club means a boost in self-esteem, while a loss of the club means a loss of self-esteem.
Identity leechers (ideal): identity leeching towards an ideal, a flag, or an institution
Example: “I’m great and better than you because I’m from X country”
Fanboy identity leecher (individual gurus): identity leeching from an individual “guru”, leader,
or thought leader. The identity leecher buys into whatever the guru says, and the guru’s success
becomes his success.
The most fanatic and manipulative thought leaders want their followers to project their
identities onto them
Identity projection manipulation: keep in mind the possibility of manipulation and personal
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disempowerment here: most group leaders and gurus want their members and followers to give
up their identity and individualism to merge with the group, since that gives the leaders more
power
Indirect talk: in communication and social dynamics, a style of communication that uses lots of
preambles, circumlocutions, and hinting. Very indirect cultures sometimes have a whole system of
unwritten rules around communication that can feel like “acting out”.
Inflater, status ™: in social and power dynamics, status inflaters use as lies and exaggerations to
artificially increase their social status and personal value.
When they use others as social pegs to inflate their social status, which they often do, then they also
are social climbers. The combination of inflaters and climbers give rise to hostile climbers, since they
climb by pushing others down.
Similar: social climber, social manipulator, hostile climbers
Influence, The Psychology of Persuasion: one of the most popular books on influence and
persuasion, by Robert Cialdini.
Weapons of influence, for Cialdini:
Reciprocation
Commitment & Consistency
Social Proof
Liking
Authority
Scarcity
Investment, social: in social dynamics and social exchanges, a measure of an individual’s effort into
a relationship or social exchange.
Ben Franklin Effect: in social dynamics and persuasion, the tendency for a person who has
already performed a favor for another to be more well-disposed towards someone, including
more likely to do another successive favor, than if they had received a favor from that person.
Explanation: An explanation for the Ben Franklin effect is cognitive dissonance. People reason
that they help others because they like them, even if they do not, because their minds struggle
to maintain logical consistency between their actions and perceptions (this also sounds like a
case of backward rationalization)
Note: the Ben Fraklin effect works in specific cases and circumstances. Also read here
“reciprocation VS Ben Franklin effect“.

Judge
Judge, the ™: in social and power dynamics the individual who assesses other people’s worthiness,
dispenses emotional punishments and rewards, and exercises power and influence over others
through emotional control. The judge is the individual who has power and influence within a
relationship or social exchange. He derives much of his power from assessing others, who in turn
seek to prove themselves to the judge, and gain the judge’s approval.
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Covert judge power move: a covert power move with elements of both judge role, and
tasking/requests.
Example: “I greatly appreciate your response” means that you are supposed to respond (power
move), plus the implied disapproval if you don’t reply (critical judge)
Judge power move: a power move delivered from a judge position
Positive judge: a judge who delivers praise
Negative judge: (AKA: “critical judge”): a judge who delivers criticism
Value-adding judge (good judge): individuals who use their judge role and position in ways
that add value
Value-taking judge (bad judges): individuals who use their judge role and position in ways that
takes value
Sadist judge: individuals who use their judge role and position in ways that takes value, but
without necessarily gaining anything themselves. They simply enjoy the effects of their power,
especially the destructive effects of their power
Judge frames ™: any compliment or emotional reward, as well as any criticism or emotional
punishment, that sets the giver as “judging” the receiver.
Dismantling judge frames: to undo a judge frame. It’s often a good idea to dismantle strong
judge frames because otherwise you lose lots of power.
Example 1: -“great job man, you seem like a smart guy” -“yeah, it was alright (refuses to fully
accept the positive judge frame),
Example 2: -“great job man, you seem like a smart guy” -“thanks! I’m dum as f*ck though”
(refuses the positive judge frame with a joke)
Lateral-first mobility: in life strategies, a strategy of seeking easier markets. It’s often far quicker,
and sometimes far more effective, than working on upward mobility in more difficult markets.
Leadership: in social and power dynamics, the act of leading and/or heavily influencing a group or
another individual.
Abusive leadership: the worst case of win-lose “leadership”, whereby the leader uses his
power to abuse, demean, restrict other people’s freedom, and generally disempower and
handicap others
Narcissistic leadership (AKA: “me, me, me leadership” & “WIIFM leadership): a form of
leadership where the leader only cares about what’s in it for him, his personal power, and what
makes him look good.
Power Over / Power Through: in leadership and persuasion strategies, two different and
opposite approaches to persuasion and leadership.
Power over: to have power on others by virtue of your ability to enforce your will, either
through raw dominance, or by controlling punishments and rewards.
Power through: the ability to mobilize others by “higher” appeals such as admiration and
respect for the leader, inspiration, and group identification.
Value-adding leadership (AKA: win-win leadership): leadership that benefits the leader, as
well as the group and/or the individual that is being led. In case of organizations, value-adding
leadership also adds value to the beneficiaries of the group’s services or products.
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Value-adding leadership can be considered the final goal of any self-development effort, and
it’s this website’s ultimate goal for its users.
Value-taking leadership (AKA: win-lose leadership): leadership that benefits the leader on or,
in the case of groups, a small portion of the leaders’ cronies, while coming at a cost for
everyone else.
Leecher strategy: in power dynamics, the leecher strategy is either a sycophant to a powerful man,
or someone who seeks to climb power hierarchies by becoming the right-hand man of a more
powerful individual.
Similar: power aligning, piggyback and run
Less dominance is more power: in social and power dynamics and in persuasion, a saying that
serves to remind people that the less raw dominance you use, the more you allow for people’s buy-in
to emerge, and the more you will make people want to follow you, and to follow up on the
agreements you have reached.
Similar: power through, self-agency effect
Leverage: in negotiation and power dynamics, it’s another term for power. Having leverage means
that you have the power to persuade or force others to accept your terms. Having no leverage instead
means you have no power to convince, influence, or force others to accept your terms.
Life Strategies: strategies that allow an individual to reach a major life goal in a manner that is
quicker, more efficient, or yielding far better results.
Little princess and the pea games: in social and power dynamics, a woman who pretends to be
more refined than she really is.
She often uses fake shock to pretend she is used to a high-class way of living.
Example: My father was about to flyswat a fly, when our lovely guest jumped in shock and
shouted: “oh my God Franco, no!!”. To her, it was disgusting to swat a fly. She grew up next to
a small animal farm.
Similar: relationship prizing
Little Virgin feints: in dating and seduction, a woman who pretends to be less sexual and less
sexually experienced than she really is.
Loyalty tests: in power dynamics and dominance hierarchies, these are tests delivered by higher-ups
to their underlings to make sure the underlings accepts the higher-up’s authority.
Sometimes, loyalty tests can seem like pointless work, but that’s the whole point. To make sure the
underling honors their hierarchical authority and they are obedient and willing to sacrifice for them,
the boss purposefully chooses pointless tasks.
Autocratic personalities, men, narcissists and individuals high in power are more likely to administer
loyalty tests
Lover: in seduction and dating strategies, a lover is a man who is not available or for a relationship,
but can be good for sex and short-term dating.
Women lust after high-quality lovers but know that they cannot turn them into boyfriends, so they
have no reason to play Madonna games, and will sleep with him very quickly.
Note: Most people reading on lover strategies focus on high-quality lovers only. They forget that
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there are also low-quality lovers and average-quality lovers who don’t get that much sex or are only
able to get average quality girls from bars and clubs.
Before worrying about becoming a lover, it can make sense to worry about becoming a high-quality
individual.
Boyfriend disqualifiers: to disqualify oneself as a boyfriend candidate with the intent of
becoming a lover

Manipulation
Manipulation: in social and power dynamics, the act of influencing and convincing others to
embrace beliefs or behaviors that advance the interests of the manipulator, while coming at a cost for
the manipulator’s targets(s)
Guilt-tripping: in manipulation and power dynamics, a manipulation attempt where the aggressor
seeks to make others act out of guilt.
Guilt-tripping can also be triggered in combination with pity plays.
Covert guilt-tripping: to make people feel guilty in covert and disguised ways.
For example, to tell someone who had to cancel an appointment “oh, too bad, I was so looking
forward to it” (notice the social credit scalping as well).
Or to frame oneself poorly for something that the receiver is guilty of, or equally guilty of. For
example:
Since I didn’t keep in touch, it’s the equivalent of saying “you’re also bad for not writing”. I’m sure
he didn’t mean it as a power move, but it can still break rapport, so avoid it
Privileged guilt-tripping: The hostility or outright aggression, either overt or covert, directed
towards certain groups of people who are accused of enjoying or exploiting an unfair advantage
to the detriment of others.
Male-shaming: shaming men for being overly aggressive and supposedly preying on
and/or harassing women
White-shaming: shaming white men for supposedly taking advantage of minorities
Beauty-shaming: this is an old one. Less attractive people seek to diminish attractive
people’s achievements and to impair their life-effectiveness by ascribing their success to
an unfair advantage
Guilt-culture: when guilt-tripping become pervasive, then we get a guilt-culture. Our current
culture of around 2020 is replete with high-level guilt-tripping, most of it being “privileged
guilt-tripping”. Also read: don’t fall for the guilt-tripping culture
Manipulation techniques: abusive techniques are recurring methods and patterns (“games”), that
people use to manipulate or control others.
Olive branch trap: in social exchanges and debates, to feign a friendly overture to relax the
opponent and make him drop his guard, but then to leverage the opponent’s lowered guard to revert
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straight back to full attack mode.
Explanation: an olive branch trap can be used to make people open up and share something personal,
but then to use their personal information against them.
“Good cop – bad cop” strategies leverage one or many olive branches traps.
Example: See Tucker Carlson quickly switching from “God bless you for that” to full attack mode
right after.
Paradox of practice: in self-help, to teach one thing while the teacher enriches himself not through
the material being taught but through the money collected with the coaching time or material.
Explanation: MJ De Marco coined this term in his book “The Millionaire Fastlane“, where he says
that “gurus” like Kiyosaki sell get rich schemes based on real estate investment, while they
themselves got rich selling real estate advice.
Pyramid schemes and multilevel marketing are examples of paradox of practices, since the founders
don’t get rich through selling the products, but by recruiting others to sell their products.
Example: In self-help, Brandon Burchard might be one example: see here.
Piggyback and run ™: in manipulative strategies, it consists of associating with someone to acquire
something of value the victim posses, and then dropping the victim once the value has been acquired,
or once it’s safe doing so
Seductive piggyback and run: pretending to be in love with someone until a specific goal can
be achieved, then dumping them, breaking up, or suing them
Examples: visa scams, marrying up and then divorcing.
Pity Play: in manipulative strategies, it consists of purposefully looking dejected and hopeless to
manipulate others into supporting, helping, or acting in the way that the pity player wants.
Playing the victim: it consists of framing oneself as a victim to frame the opponent as a mean
bully
Playing the victimized: it consists of framing oneself as the victim of the target’s wrongdoings,
or purposefully exaggerating the extent of the damage.
Similar: guilt-tripping, social credit scalping
Self-disclosure, manipulative: in manipulation strategies, to open up with unrequested or fake
information with the only intent of gaining the victim’s trust.
Tit-for-tat self-disclosure: a specific type of manipulative self-disclosure. It consists of
providing fake or unrequested personal information that puts pressure on the victim to later
answer truthfully to the manipulator’s information request
Self-manipulation: in self-development and manipulation strategies, it consists of self-denial,
minimizations, and “coloring” reality in a way that makes us feel good instead of helping us develop
and achieve our goals.
There are countless examples of self-manipulation.
Standard manipulation ™: in manipulative strategies, the daily manipulation the majority of people
engage in.
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Explanation: They can be very Machiavellian, but most of them are mostly harmless since everyone
does it, so they are already “factored in” in social exchanges.
Example: Some daily manipulations can be harmful though. Think for example on denying the
importance of having money in life, or denying the importance of taking care of one’s own
appearance. When people buy into that, they might start acting it out in their lives, and lose a lot of
their value.
Strawmanning: in power dynamics and manipulative strategies, fabricating an enemy or distorting
reality to make an individual or a group seem meaner.
In debates, it consists of distorting someone’s argument, often making it more extreme than it really
is, to score an easy win.
In manipulative strategies, strawmanning justifies the perpetrator’s attacks and anger, and is designed
to fan the flames of hatred. In the worst cases, straw-manning is about de-humanizing a victim to
make all kinds of abuse seem fair.
Similar: dehumanizing, moralizing, shame attacks
Triangulation: triangulation happens when communication does not happen directly between two
individuals, but goes through an intermediary (“messenger”).
Sometimes triangulation is meant without harm, but in many circumstances, it can be used for
manipulative, win-lose, or value-taking ends.
Explanation: the receiver can be disempowered with a one-up frame, judge frame, or undue criticism,
without recourse to the originator. The messenger can deliver hurtful criticism while hiding behind
the “don’t shoot the messenger” cover (it becomes an act of covert aggression). Both originator and
third party gain power vis-a-vis the victim. See here for solutions.
Meta, going meta: in power dynamics and frame control, it means to handle the game, power move,
or manipulation attempt by explaining what they are doing, and why they are doing it and, directly or
indirectly, also stating why it’s not working and why you’re not falling for it.
Going meta requires a good understanding of power dynamics, and the ability to explain them in
simple terms.
Going meta is very effective with covert aggression, since explaining their game blows off the covert
aggressor’s protective cover.
Micro-aggression: verbal or behavioral aggressions that are lower down in the aggression scale but
that still do derogate, marginalize, and generally disempower and decrease the victim’s status.
Explanation: often but not always, micro-aggressions overlap with covert aggression, since they use
humor or indirect talk to aggress.
Unchecked micro-aggression results in a loss of power and social status for the victim.
Mindsets: mindsets are deep-seated beliefs, as well as recurrent patterns of thoughts and frames wich
which people look at themselves as well as the world.
Growth / fixed mindsets: a growth mindset beleives you can improve your skills and traits. A
fixed mindset believes that whatever you are born with, you are stuck with.
Value adding / value subtracting mindsets: a value-adding mindset sees it as a personal duty
and/or as the best most effective road to success, to add value to others (for example: to become
a billionaire, help a billion people). A value-taking mindset seeks to give as little as possible
while taking as much as possible, either because the value-takier thinks it’s the best way to
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succeed, or because it makes him feel good.
Defensive / vulnerable: a defensive mindset focuses on the risks of loss, be it physical,
financial, or emotional. A vulnerable mindset forges ahead in spite of the risk, by focusing on
the potential for gains and win-win.
Internal locus of control / external locus of control (vicim mindset): and internal locus mindset
believes that the individual is responsible for what happens to him, and that he can chages his
mood and life circumstances. An external locus mindset believes that external forces he has no
control over determine what happens.
Extreme ownership: an extreme version of external locus of control where the indiivdual
takes responsibility for everything in his life, including events for which he apparently
had little control over.
Learned helplessness: when people learn they cannot control external events, they enter
into a state called “learned helplessness”, and they stop trying. Depression is also similar
to learned helplessness.
Stoic mindset: the stoic mindset takes ownership of whatever is his control, while
accepting and being at peace with the fact that it’s impossible to contorl everything, and
that the ultimate result is also somewhat up to fate and chance.
My Bitch (My Bitch Power Moves): power moves designed to totally dominate someone. If done in
public, they can be highly embarrassing to the victim.
You only need to look at this thumbnail of Trump with Macron to see what “my bitch” power moves
are all about:
Moralist: an individual who engages in moralizing and attacks others for not following the moral
framework upheld by the moralist.
Moralists often have a self-righteous attitude and seek a judge power position to deliver their attacks.
More often than not, the moralist seeks to frame his moral framework as the one upheld by the
majority of people or, at least, by those whom he deems the “sensible” ones (ie. the “morally
superior” ones).
Some moralists truly believe in the superiority and goodness of their moral standards, but some
others are immature individuals oblivious to human nature and their own dark side. Yet some others,
of course, are just out for power, manipulation (pro-social feints), or to ruin someone’s reputation.
Similar: purist, firestarter, guilt-tripping. SJWs can also engage in moralizations
Moralizing: in social and power dynamics, the act of framing others as “not good enough” for not
following a certain moral framework.
Moralizing is delivered from a judge role, and can be a power move to acquire power or ruin
someone’s reputation.
Similar: shaming, virtue signaling
Moral police (AKA: PC police): a group of moralists who bands together to enforce norms of
morality.
Often based on guilt-tripping such as male-shaming or white-shaming.
Similar: SJWs, Guilt-trippers
Naive self-help: in self-development literature, it’s a type of advice that fails to consider the darker,
more selfish, and more manipulative nature of human beings.
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Examples: give, give, give, and you will be rewarded
Utopian workplace: the utopian, non-existent workplace of some naive career advice in which
team, company, and self-interest all perfectly overlap and/or where people put the team’s and
company’s needs above their own.
In the utopian workplace, people advance only based on skills and merit, and never on politics
and Machiavellian strategies.

Negotiation
A negotiation is a social exchange to reach an agreement on conflicting interests (conflict resolution),
or to reach an agreement on how to split up the added value (“pie”) that is created by a new deal or
agreement (value-adding negotiation).
Here’s Tit, where’s tat technique: a technique to increase the odds of getting a concession or favor
by giving something before you ask for something back.
It leverages the law of social exchange, whereby by giving you create social credit for yourself, and
social debt for them. This way, people feel compelled to give something back after they have been
given something first.
Example: “I loved staying here, and I will leave the place tidy and clean. Do you think I can check in
a bit later tomorrow?”
Honey deal traps (negotiation): a manipulative technique consisting of a fake offer for a highly
attractive deal to lure the target into a trap.
Example: offering an attractive deal if the victim drops the charges in court, or through a
guarantor/middle man. Then reneging on the deal once the charges are dropped
Minimizing: presenting and framing your requests in a way that makes them sound like small
requests and easy to deliver.
For example: “a small favor before I go”, “just one quick question”
Nudging: a simple technique of applying slight pressure when someone seems teetering between a
“yes or no” and not being sure where to go.
Example: you can see an example from this real-life persuasion.
Positive display of leverage: to remind people of your leverage and power by stating or hinting that
you intend to use it positively.
Explanation: it can accomplish the same goals of a threat, because you remind people that you still
have leverage and power over them. But it maintains the relationship positive and value-adding.
Example: “hey man, thanks for the lovely stay. I think this place deserves a good review. Is it
possible to leave my luggage here for a few hours?” (remind him that you will leave a review, which
is leverage). See an example here.
Warning: don’t overdo it. If you had a positive relationship, even positive displays of leverage can be
annoying.
Similar: negative display of leverage (threat)
Silver medal technique: a technique aimed at lowering the incentives for lying and cheating, and
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increasing the chances of getting truthful information and more collaborative behavior.
Example: if you want to know whether the salmon is fresh, tell the server that you are not sure
between the salmon and the chicken. This way, the server knows that he will sell something anyway,
so he has no incentive to lie about the salmon.
NLP (neuro-linguistic programming): in persuasion and manipulation strategies, NLP is a
pseudoscientific approach to communication, personal development, and psychotherapy created by
Richard Bandler and John Grinder in the 1970s. NLP became popular in the seduction and pick-up
community, sometimes leading to some eccentric strategies and techniques.
Albeit the “pseudo-science”, there are good and proven techniques in NLP.
The name “neuro language programming” contributed to the hype around NLP, as well as to the
misunderstanding of NLP principles, hypnosis, as well as general persuasion techniques. To keep it
simple: you cannot program a brain as if it were a computer, and you can much less do so with
language alone. Programming would entail that the brain is a blank slate with nothing pre-recorded
into it, which is obviously not the case (Pinker, 2002).
Office politics (AKA: workplace politics): in office and workplace environments, it refers to the
human element of business operations, including formal and informal status negotiation, as well as
decisions and choices for personnel deployment and advancement. Office politics also includes, but is
not limited to, the darker and more selfish human motives that people usually hide, deny, or pretend
that they don’t exist.
Opening gambits, social ™: opening a new conversation with a power move as a way of testing
someone’s mettle, or to assert early dominance.
Example: “what are you selling” / “and who are you” /
Passive-aggressive: in social and power dynamics, a type of behavior where resistance, criticism,
anger, hostility, or resentment are hidden or verbally denied.
Similar: covert aggression, submissive behavior, frenemies.
Peg, Social ™: in power dynamics, a social peg is the victim of a win-lose attempt at social climbing.
The social climber uses the victim, the social peg, to look better by contrast.
If you’re learning on ThePowerMoves.com, you don’t like being made a social peg (and you
shouldn’t ?
Persuasion: the act of convincing someone to adopt certain opinions or frames of mind, or to
perform certain actions
Push: to make others act through commands, force, or threats.
Pull: to make others want to act through their own volition (“buy-in”)
Note: The same concept also applies to self-motivation, with the “push-approach” being
harsher towards the self (stick), and the pull approach being kinder and using rewards (carrot)
Plausible deniability (social): in social dynamics, the possibility and personal feeling of being able
to deny one’s direct involvement in a certain course of action even when the help or silence of the
plausible denier was essential.
Pop-psychology: in general, the bastardization, willful misinterpretation, or ignorant
misunderstanding of proper social science.
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In self-help and self-development circles, the misinterpretation of proper psychology to give more
authority to the pop-psychologist, who can sound more credible and convincing if he can (mis)quote
a scientist or scientific paper.
Pop-evo psych: the act of storytelling and making up credible-sounding stories to provide a
semblance of credibility to personal conjectures. Very common in the dating advice literature.
To paraphrase Tversky: “Listen to pop-evo psych long enough, and you’ll stop believing in
evolution”
Bro-science: the lowest level of pop-psychology
Populist: in politics and power dynamics, a politician, often purposefully manipulative, who appeals
to emotions instead of rationality, and panders to the masses of disenfranchised.
Populists also pander to the iconoclastic and sadistic tendencies of the human psyche who like to see
those in power fail.
Example: Trump was a populist, and pandered to the iconoclastic desires of hurting the political
class.

Power
Power: power is the measure of an individual’s to influence or dictate decitions, influence or dictate
other people’s behavior and, ultimately, to achieve goals and get what he wants.
Balance of power: in social and power dynamics, how the power is split between two individuals, or
within a group.
The balance of power is especially relevant in close relationships such as friendships, families,
business partners, and intimate partners. Good relationships among high-quality, driven individuals,
tend to be well balanced.
Power aligning™: see “alining”.
A very effective strategy in the animal kingdom, as well. Look for example at the animal species who
are thriving, like dogs and cats, and those who are dying, like tigers and elephants. The thriving ones
power-aligned with the apex predators: humans.
Power Dynamics: the study and analysis of social dynamics and social strategies from the point of
view power.
Dating power dynamics: the study and analysis of intersexual dynamics and sexual strategies
from the point of view power
Relationship power dynamics: the study and analysis of intersexual dynamics and sexual
strategies from the point of view power
Albeit the term “power dynamics” applied to the different realms of human socialization existed
before, this website was the first to address it in a more systematic fashion.
Power Move: in social dynamics and in general terms, any action that affects the power dynamics of
interaction.
In more lay terms and in more common parlance, it’s an action or verbal expressions that abruptly
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and sometimes unexpectedly changes the power dynamics of an interaction.
A well-placed power move can turn an individual who was previously defensive or under assault into
the one with power.
Power moves are one-off actions, while power moves that repeat over time are “games”.
Covert power move: a power move that is delivered with a mix of friendliness, professionalism
and, sometimes, even submissiveness, but that in truth empowers the agent and disempowers or
shames the receiver.
Micro-power move: small scale, daily power moves that impact the power dynamics and social
status. Many people fail to see and properly address the micro-power moves, which can leave
them down in power and status.
Power-up techniques: in power dynamics, power-up techniques are recurring methods and patterns
(“games”), that people use to gain power over others.
Power techniques, covert: in power dynamics, covert power-up techniques are recurring methods
and patterns (“games”), that people use to gain power over others.
Messenger power move: an individual sets up a “triangulation” by making up or playing up his
role as the conveyor of information (messenger) from a third party (originator). The “don’t
shoot the messenger” cover allows the messenger to take a judge role and/or to disempower the
victim with reprimands or criticisms while making himself immune to power-rebalancing
counter-attacks.
Power With Warmth™, mix: in social strategies and power dynamics, a social strategy designed to
maximize social success.
It consists of displaying behavior and body language that is at the same time powerful and warm.
It’s based on the availability principle™ and the stereotype content model. The SCM, in turn, is
based on a body of research showing that people first assess others based on competence (power) and
warmth (friendliness).
Power showdowns (AKA: “domination showdowns”, “showdowns”)™: in social and power
dynamics, it refers to an escalating confrontation, a battle of wills, and/or a frame battle.
The individual who wins the showdown gains a lot of power, while the individual who loses it, will
lose a lot of power. Thus, showdowns are crucial moments that will potentially determine the
direction of a relationship.
Showdowns vary in intensity, and can be big and obvious, or understated and seemingly small. But
even the small ones, especially when early in a relationship, will have major impacts on the dynamics
of a relationship.
Social power showdown: showdown as a consequence of social dynamics and social pressure.
There are often social power showdowns in patterns of laughter, eye contact, or holding or
breaking silences.
Power showdown in seduction: showdowns and social power showdowns are often present in
the early stages of seduction, and some men completely fail to recognize them. When men lose
power showdowns, attraction tanks. When men win them, attraction spikes. Simply staring into
a woman’s eyes can be a socia power showdown: the first one who moves or smiles, loses.
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Domination showdowns: these are more obvious instances of power escalations, including
potentially getting to blows.
Prince of darkness / queen of darkness: in power dynamics, life and manipulative strategies, this is
the mantel you don when you decided you are going to wage war on someone.
Pulling rank: In power dynamics, it refers to someone directly referring to his status, authority,
power, or official rank as a way of asserting his power over others.
Analysis:
Depending on the context, pulling rank can be effective to discipline someone and get back in power,
but it can also come across as very weak. It can be weak because great leadership rests not just on
rank, but on personal qualities and follower’s admiration and willingness to follow. Pulling rank
indirectly says “you don’t respect me and you wouldn’t accept me if I didn’t have an official rank”.
Pump and Dump ™, social: in power dynamics, it consists in complimenting and building someone
up in front of them, often in exaggerated terms, and then dumping them with heavy-handed criticism
or with a scathing joke at their expense, as soon as they turn around.
It can also be done in front of the person, in which case it’s a “my bitch power move”.
Example: this skit from Family Guy
Purists: in social and power dynamics, purists are inveterate, more extreme types of moralizers.
Purists routinely deploy moralizations and/or shame attacks to chastise others for their apparent lack
of morals, ethics, or personal value.
While they seek to portray an image of superhuman honesty, some purists buy into their own lies, and
fail to recognize their own darker motives.
Of course, some purists and instead manipulators in search of some followers and some scraps of
power.
The most extreme purists are fanatics.
Similar: moralizers (lighter form of purists), fanatics (most dangerous forms of purists)
Example: Chris Cuomo loves moralizing others, but it feels motivated by his own hidden perversions.
Closeted moralists: The worst purists blame and moralize others on the same things they are
perversely attracted to, but feel guilty about. This is called “reaction formation” in psychology.
Example: the Orlando’s nightclub shooter ahole who massacred people at a gay night club was
supposed to be gay himself.
Pyromaniac™, social: in social and power dynamics, pyromaniacs are more extreme, inveterate
firestarter.
He is the guy who continuously writes angry posts, makes up an enemy, or dramatizes situations. He
strawmans his enemies, framing them as dumb, mean, or manipulative. He seeks to look smarter,
purer, and “better” by comparison.
Similar: firestarters, populists, purists
Pyrrhic victory: a victory that inflicts heavier losses on the winner than on the loser. Winning a
Pyrrhic victory takes a heavy toll that damages long-term progress.
Pyrrhic validation: By extension, validation-achievements can be considered pyrrhic victories,
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since they make us feel enough good to stop action, but only result in time-wasting and
opportunity losses.
Example: to work hard to achieve a high-school grade at the exam, but not to actually
understand the topic; or to seek a positive reaction from a woman/business contact, rather than
getting a date, or a signed contract.
Qualifying: in seduction, social, and power dynamics, it refers to asking questions aimed at positively
assessing an individual.
Qualifying and assessing, both in positive and negative terms, are natural extensions of the judge
role.
Similar: shit tests, judge frames, screening
Rapport break (social): in social and power dynamics, rapport breaks refer to any behavior or
expression with which one person is increasing the social distance from another.
The “distance” can be in negotiating meaning, power, status, or friendship. Typical examples of
rapport breaks include not laughing at someone’s jokes, or contradicting someone. The latter is an
example of increasing the distance in terms of negotiating meaning and, potentially, power.
Rapport break (seduction): in seduction, it refers to an individual purposefully disagreeing with
another to gain power in the interaction and to potentially shit-test the target and see if they will
change their minds and follow. It can work great, but it backfires if the target does not follow
and just take it as a sign of unavailability or of bad chemistry. It originated in pick-up circles.
Confrontational rapport break: to break rapport in an aggressive fashion
Pulling social rank ™: in power dynamics and rapport breaks, it refers to correcting others
and/or demanding to be addressed with a more formal or authoritative title, or with a title that
highlights their
Example: “Hello Mark!” “I’m doctor Schenk”
Counter strategy: see “how to handle rapport breakers” with power
Realpolitik: in politics and power dynamics, an approach of developing political strategies in amoral
terms, while analyzing those power and political strategies as driven by the individuals’ selfishness
and thirst for power.
In many ways, I see thepowermoves.com as a realpolitk approach to self-development.
Rebels Without a Cause ™ (RWC): in social and power dynamics, RWC rebel and throw tantrums
for apparently no reason.
The real reasons are internal: they are either lazy, can’t get along with others, or are entitled, powerhungry narcissists who cannot stand people who have power and authority over them.
Counter strategy: RWC are difficult to be won over since it’s a behavior that stems from a deepseated personality. So leaders are better served by cutting them out as quickly as possible.
If they don’t, RWC might come up with a cause to rebel for, and manipulate others into believing that
it’s a good cause to antagonize those in power.
Rebels with a fake cause: make up an enemy to hide their personal frustration behind anger.
They are purists, moralizers, or narcissists who want power for themselves.
Red Pill: A subset of the manosphere discussing politically incorrect notions and on theories on
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sexual dynamics and self-development.
Alpha bucks ™: an alpha male who commits and/or provides financial support for the
woman/women he has sex and/or children with.
The extreme forms of alpha bucks are men who pay for women’s rents or expenses, in
exchange for the freedom of dropping by and having sex any time they want.
Alpha fucks beta bucks: it’s a popular stock-phrase to describe the sexual dynamics of alpha
males, who gets quick sex without having t commit, while the beta males commits, pays, and
gets little or no sex. The worst form of alpha fucks beta bucks, albeit not as common as the red
pill seems to portray, is a beta man raising the children of a previous alpha.
Beta fucks ™: a non-stereotypically alpha male who gets sex, relationship, and children within
a committed relationship. Most men in a relationship are beta fucks.
Explanation: this is probably far more common than the extreme version of “beta bucks” who
raise other men’s children.
Cads VS dads: two different mating strategies whereby cads sleep around without commitment,
while dads settle down. This is far more realistic than “alpha fucks, beta bucks”
Fearful defector ™: in red pill and MGTOW communities, men who have no hopes whatsoever
in win-win intimate relationships that they decide to either never commit, or to not date at all.
When they do commit, fearful defectors are naturally loath and afraid of giving and adding
value, since they fear future cheating.
Relationship prize: in dating and relationship power dynamics, the relationship prize is the partner
with a judge role and, in the most extreme cases, the partner who invests less while being pampered
and spoiled by their subservient and over-investing partner.
The relationship prize is often the higher value or higher sexual market value, but it’s not always the
case. Sometimes, the relationship prize just acts, pretends, or demands to be treated like royalty and
the partner simply complies.
Usually, it’s the woman who becomes the relationship prize and who actively seeks to be the
relationship prize.
The relationship prize also overlaps with the judge role, since the judge is the individual with
emotional power who dispenses emotional rewards and punishments.
Example: see this pictorial story of how she became the relationship prize by refusing him and
making him chase
Similar: woman on pedestal, pedestalizing, judge
Scalping, Power ™: in social and power dynamics, it consists of exploiting and capitalizing on any
social opportunity to acquire more status or power.
For example, one can capitalize on someone’s mistake to berate them publicly and, as a consequence,
look more effective at work. Or someone might capitalize on someone’s submissive nature to act
aggressively and, thus, look and feel more dominant.
The definition originated thanks to JP’s comment in the forum, where he correctly linked the
similarities between social scalping and “capitalizing on submissive behavior”.
Example: an abusive man doubles down on yelling and offending when his partner stopped arguing.
Or a guy, to look more powerful, tells his colleague who just apologized over a minor slip: “I’m glad
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you realized the mistake, be more careful next time”.
Status scalping: to take advantage of a small mistake, or to feign failure of understanding, to
make someone look sloppy, and look better by comparison
Example: “I’m sorry, in that slide did you mean “you’re, or your”?

Vulnerability exploiters: to make fun, deride, or make a big show out of rejecting an individual
who put himself in a vulnerable position by sharing a personal story, or declaring his feelings
Example: a woman makes a big show of rejecting a man to show the man himself, and
everyone around, that she just rejected someone
Power scalping in absentia: just like social climbing in absentia, it consists of using people who
are not physically present as social pegs to look more powerful and dominant
Example: this skit from family guy
Scalping, social credit ™: in social and power dynamics as well as in manipulation, the act of
inflating one’s own help, support, and contribution in order to accrue more social credit. With social
credit scalping, people try to make you feel more indebted than you truly should be.
Constantly offering unrequested and mostly useless “help” is an (annoying) technique of social credit
scalping
Counter scalping: against a social scalper, to directly or indirectly deflate the usefulness of the
support received in order to avoid undue social debt. It can be used pre-emptively as well
against known social scalpers.
Example: Social scalper: “I pulled all connections I had to make this intro and get you this
interview bro. That job pays a lot, just go there, be confident, do a good job, and I got you in”.
You: “thanks bro. I already have a few interviews lined up, including one with my true dream
company. But one more option is always good, I appreciate your help”

Credit deflecting: to deflect the credit someone has with us towards someone else, so that
someone else shoulders the debt. see example here.

Imaginary generosity (AKA: imaginary social scalping): it refers to providing value, help, or
support in hypothetical situations that have not happened in real life. Most of the times,
imaginary generosity refers to situations that are unlikely to happen in real life, or that cannot
happen since they refer to the past.
Explanation: the social credit scalper can gain some social capital by showing his willingness to
help and support. Whether his stated intentions would have translated in actual value-giving
and effective help and support is a moot point.
Credit: Anon in the forums correctly analyzed and conceptualized this power move
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Example: “man, if I was there when you were jobless and down on your luck, I would have
introduced you to my hiring buddies and got you a good job”

Social credit eraser (or: inverted social scalping): to deflate the true amount and value of the
help received as a way of decreasing one’s own social debt.
Example: you find your friend a new great job that’s a huge improvement upon their previous
job, and they lie: “thanks, it pays about the same as the last one, but it’s a bit better”.
Credit to Stefano.

Romancing: a milder and less manipulative form of social credit scalping. Romancing happens
when someone has indeed done something for you, or something that keeps the exchange winwin, and they exaggerate and embellish their contribution, or the work they had to put in to
make it happen.
Scam: in manipulative strategies, a scam is an elaborate strategy to cheat and swindle the victim.
Affiliate scams: reviewers rate products not based on quality, but based on how much money
they will make from. Keep in mind this might be a majority of online reviews.
Some online review sites allow for users’ reviews to be published to provide a semblance of
truth, but in reality, fake, edit and censor the user reviews to provide.
Examples: See an example here and here (which I personally tested and confirmed).
“Best of” scams: many “best of” lists on the Internet are either affiliate scams, or pay per play,
where those are featured paid the writer
Playing the victimized: the manipulator exaggerates the amount of damage someone has caused
them to unduly increase the targets’ debt and the manipulator’s credit
Scorched earth technique ™ (AKA: giving them enough rope to hang themselves): in social and
power dynamics, it consists of letting the attacker advance without attacking back.
Explanation: The strategy is based on the idea that the more they attack, the angrier they seem, and
the nastier they look. Once the attacker has socially over-extended, the scorched earth player has an
easy time framing them as nasty and uncivilized. And, importantly, the people around will side with
the scorched earth player, giving him the ultimate victory.
Similar to: “giving them rope” (as in “giving them enough rope to hang themselves”)
Example: John used a scorched earth technique here, when he did not attack back a rude and overly
aggressive doctor and instead stated and restated “I’m shocked”.
Screening: in social dynamics as well as in seduction and dating strategies, it means to have certain
criteria and standards with which to screen partners for quality and personal fit.
Explanation: If a person does not meet your screen, then it means they should be rejected, or that you
lose interest in them (“screened out”). If that person meets your screen, then it means they should be
accepted, or that you are more interested in them (“screened in”).
Screening can be accomplished with questions, shit tests, or simply judging them by their behavior.
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Once a person passes your screen, you can also let them know verbally (“qualifying” them). For
example, you can compliment them for answering “yes” to your question about whether they exercise
or not, and say that you are glad they exercise because you like people who take care of themselves (a
positive judge frame).
Similar: shit test, judge frames, qualifying

Seduction / Game
Game: the strategies and techniques to meet, seduce, mate, and potentially enter into relationships
with members of the opposite sex
Seduction: to make people aroused or attracted (sexual seduction), or enchanted and charmed (social
seduction).
The final sexual seduction is to sleep with someone, while the final social seduction is to make
people want to be around you, and willingly be your allies and supporters.
AMOG: “alpha male of the group”
Abundance addiction ™: an aberration of abundance mentality and actually achieving real
abundance. Addicted guys, often “validation players”, always feel the need to chase the next woman
and cannot manage to hold onto a good relationship.
Approach addiction: similar to abundance addiction, but focused on approaching
Explanation: if going out to meet new women feels better than meeting a woman you get along with,
you might be falling into approach addiction.
Abundance apathy ™: getting so used to meeting new women, that one loses interest in women,
together with losing the ability to feel love and romance with a specific individual.
Similar to: reverse one-itis
Abundance mentality: the ability or feeling of being able to meet and date attractive women at will.
Explanation: it can be a freeing mindset that frees men from the pressure of having to be successful
with any specific woman.
It also protects men against manipulative women and value-taking partners by giving them the
courage to drop them at once.
Approach, cold: approaching a woman who is a complete stranger, with no social ties and no social
trust, with the intention of getting sexually and/or romantically involved with her. Cold approaches
tend to have low social trust.
Approach, warm: meeting a woman through a “commonality”. Usually friends, but could also be
playing the same sport, working in the same company, living in the same building, or seeing her often
in osome place you both frequent. Warm approaches tend to have higher social trust.
Approach invitation: a verbal or, more often, nonverbal signal from a woman that she wants to be
approached.
Similar to: indicator of interests (IOIs)
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Attainability: how attainable a woman feels a man is to her. Also see “availability”
Auto-rejection: when a woman rejects herself because she thinks, righteously or not, that the man is
not interested. It is the equivalent of “self-rejection”, but limited to women and dating only
Backward rationalization: to rationalize with logic, often fallaciously, what one has previously
done mostly based on emotions. It is a critcal principle that academic psychology hasn’t stressed
enough in my opinion, partially based on “committment and consistency”.
Example: if a woman was drunk and wanted to sleep with you but the day after feels bad about it, she
might back-rationalize that she was too drunk, or that the man forced her.
Bitch shield: haughty and insufferable exterior some women put up to reject men. Some women do it
because they are tired of being hit on, while some others do it to gain social power.
Boiling point: in sexual escalation, when a woman’s sexual arousal outstrips her logical mind and
willingness to resist.
A great way of reaching it is to finger her before moving to actual penetration.
Chase frames: to frame a woman as chasing the man, or chasing men in general. It’s a consequence
of “prizing game” (see “prizing”)
Compliance: the measure of how willing a woman is to follow through on man’s requests (tasks)
Escalation window: specific and often limited time-specific opportunities during a man can and
should escalate the interaction towards more intimacy. Usually, the woman sends out a signal that she
is ready and willing to move forward, and if the man fails to capitalize, the escalation window closes,
and she might self-reject and/or write the man off
False takeaway: an extreme form of feigning disinterest by leaving the premise or pretending to
leave. The idea is to get the woman to chase.
Originaly developed in the Mystery Method.
Example: see a video example in this article.
Friend zone: the label and grouping women use for men whom they like as friends, but not as lovers.
Going from a dated to being “friend-zoned” means having failed in the seduction
Good guy game: an attractive and high-value man who is honest and kind, but also strong. Contrary
to too nice guys, he is successful with women
Hook point: the moment a woman shows signs of being interested in the man, and investing in the
exchange. For example, by asking questions
Indicators of Interest (IOIs): in seduction, a pick-up term referring to the verbal and mostly
nonverbal signals of interest that a woman sends out.
Men send out IOIs too, of course. Here are the IOIs from men.
Insta-date: going on a date with a woman you have just met via cold approach
Kino: it refers to the act of touching a girl and all the techniques of escalating touch (kino escalation)
Locking in: when talking with someone, to take the most comfortable position that allows you to
expend the least effort possible, while making her expand more effort to talk with you. For example,
to recline against the bar while she is fully standing.
Mating intelligence: in seduction and dating, the set of cognitive and intellectual abilities, as well as
the knowledge and proficiency of power dynamics and sexual strategies that support effective mate
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selection, courtship, reproduction, and relationship management.
Related terms: game, emotional intelligence, social skills, persuasion
Multi-threading: to quickly introduce and talk about new topics. Since friends tend to talk this way,
it gives the feeling that two people who’ve just met are closer than they really are
Neg: abbreviation of “negative hit”, an old pick-up technique designed to lower women’s self-esteem
and get women to chase his validation.
Note: PUAs didn’t know it yet, but what they were trying to go was to take a judge role in the
interaction.
One-itis: the tendency for an individual to pedestalize one woman and feel like she is “the one” and
it’s either he gets her, or he is desperate. Saying that “she is different” is a sign of one-itis.
Oneitis, reverse (AKA: “emotional hibernation”) ™: reverse-oneitis is an aberration of
abundance mentality. It consists of viewing women as interchangeable objects, and the
consequent inability of some men to view women as human beings one can bond with
Similar to: abundance apathy
Orbiter: a man who spends time with an attractive woman, often as a friend, and who’d love
sleeping with the woman he hangs around with
Pacing (from NLP): it consists of mirroring, vibing, and actively showing awareness and
understanding for a person’s emotional states or thoughts.
Pattern-interrupt (from NLP): a sudden or incongruent action or verbal expression that takes
someone off guard and “snaps” them from their current state or pattern
Peacocking: dressing or wearing something flashy and attention-catching. Taking it too far thought
might seem childish. It probably originated with Mystery, who also sometimes took it a bit too far
Plate spinning: in red-pill circles, it means to pursue, text, or have sex with several women at a time.
A “plate” is a woman he is engage in a sexual relationship with.
Plausible deniability: in seduction, it refers to women having an excuse for sex to happen so that
they don’t feel slutty or like they were “too easy”.
Example: “We are just going upstairs for 5 minutes so I can show you that thing I talked to you
about”
Player / Boyfriend scale (AKA: perennial player / doting boyfriend scale) : a scale measuring male’s
varying attitudes towards relationships.
Explanation: On one extreme, there are men seeking new mates right after sex and unable to be
attracted to the same partner. On the other extreme, there are men who only seek stable and
monogamous relationships and are only attracted to their partner.
Different people tend to inhabit different points of the scale.
Preselection: Women find attractive men whom other women also find attractive (also called copy
mating in biology or mimetic desire in philosophy)
Push-Pull: in social dynamics and seduction, a technique of flirting and attraction-building consisting
in making a compliment (pull) and then denying that compliment, or following it up with a more
negative comment (push).
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Prizing: a man framing himself as “the catch” whom the woman has to work for. It seeks to “switch
the table” on the normal seduction dynamic. Developed by a certain Swingcat
Prizing, sexual: to frame oneself as a great lover
Qualifying / disqualifying: see the main entries for the general definitions. For seduction-specific
purposes:
Qualifying: to positively communicate to a woman that he likes her for certain traits she has (ie.: she
is passing his “screens”).
Explanation: it’s a way to gain power by indirectly increasing his value, and by taking the judge role.
Plus, it puts her at ease by communicating that he likes her personality beyond simple looks.
Disqualifying: to directly or indirectly state that he is not pursuing her, or that the two of them have
no future together.
Expalantion: it serves to avoid a power-down frame where he is chasing, and she is assessing him,
and/or playing hard to get. Ideally, she will start chasing him a bit more after he disqualifies himself.
It can backfire though if he goes too far, and she considers him unavailable (ie.: she self-reject).
Boyfriend self-disqualifiers: to actively disqualify oneself a boyfriend candidate by denying or
hiding the qualities that would make a man available for a relationship, or good for a
relationship. It’s a technique to date as a lover (see “lover”) and get to sex more quickly.
Screening: see main entry “screening”. In short, it means to communicate to the woman that you hve
standards, and that you only take women who meet certain criteria (your “screens”)
Similar to: shit test, qualifying/disqualifying, conveying high value
Explanation: screening precedes “qualifying”. With screening, you set up the hoops and criteria you
look for. With “qualifying”, you communicate that you like her because she passed those screens.
Seeding (the pull): to start talking about things you like to do and/or have at home, and then tell the
girl that you’d like to show her that thing
Sex drive (high / low) : the term and definitions didn’t originate with PUA communities, but PUAs
first wrote on how sex drive impacts sexual strategies (and TPM included it in its model on sexual
escalation and timing)
Sexual escalation: the escalation of touch, intimacy, and closeness that moves towards sex
“I’m ready point” ™: in sexual escalation, when a woman who was previously resisting a man
(last-minute resistances) drops all her resistances and lets the man undress her and have sex
with her (or helps him along the way).
Last-minute resistance: the resistance and rejection of a man and his atempts of sexual
escalation when sex seems to be getting closer -for example, once they ended up at his place
after a dateToken resistance: when a woman rejects a man but deep down wants to actually have sex with
him. Token resistances are often weak and easy to overcome
Sexual-prizing: a specific type of sexualization, consisting of the display and parading of love-
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making qualities to get women excited and primed for sex. Alek Rostaldt came up with the term
Shit-tests: social challenges that the woman throws to a man to test his value, experience, or level of
interest
Explanation: the female version of screens.
Social circle game: entering social circles of celebs, rich folks, or very high-value individuals to have
access to tons of attractive women. Connectors are the guys who use social circle game.
Social proof: signs of someone’s social success and social status within certain people or groups.
Women like men who are socially successful. First described by Robert Cialdini in “Influence“
Thread amplifying: going deeper into a topic of conversation, or highlighting/cementing a reaction
to a certain topic, to expand a topic of conversation that is conducive to seduction and bonding
Thread cutting: changing the topic of conversation
Validation player ™: a man who needs women and the feeling of achieving dating success to feel
good about himself. The worst types of validation player get validated by a phone number, or by a
positive reaction. Most validation players waste lots of time getting validated by women and achieve
little in life. Also see: the psychology of PUAs.
Venue change / bouncing: the act of changing locations with a woman as a way of more quickly
building rapport and intimacy
Pick-up Artistry (PUA): in seduction strategies, a movement began in the ’90s focusing on learning
and teaching techniques and strategies to meet and seduce women.
The movement had its advantages and disadvantages, but has described many groundbreaking
concepts and ideas.
Self-rejection ™: in seduction as well as in social and power dynamics, self-rejection refers to an
individual who rejects, dislikes, or undermines a higher-value individual because he feels that the
higher value individual looks down on him.
Preemptive rejection: to reject someone first, often without even knowing the person, based on
the belief that the individual would ignore us, or refuse to enter with us in friendly and/or
value-adding exchange.
Explanation: Preemptive rejection serves to protect one’s ego and to protect one’s own social
status. People with a defensive mindset, big but fragile ego, and people who are high in power
are more likely to preemptively reject others.
Says psychologist Albert Ellis:
the best defense against rejection is a good offense: Get the others before they get you.
Some attackers hide their insecurity by being subtler. They are quietly disapproving,
superior, distant, judgmental, sarcastic, negative, and/or condescending toward people who
may not approve of them. They hold everyone at arm’s length, or further. Their goal is to
keep others off balance in order to protect their own fragile egos. They are just as afraid of
what other people think of them, but they hide behind a wall.
Self-rejection, seduction: in seduction, it describes a woman who writes an otherwise attractive
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man off because she believes she is not interested in her or “too much” for her
Auto-rejection: another name for self-rejection, originally developed by Sebastian Drake in
pick-up circles. I renamed it “self-rejection” as it’s more descriptive, and extended its
application to all social exchanges
Counter strategy: collaborative frames, building people up, and qualifying and rewarding from a
judge role.
The “high-power and high-warmth strategy” is also designed to increase social acceptance,
collaboration, and social support by minimizing the instances of self-rejection.
Similar: availability, value, SMV, frenemies, Rebels Without a Cause
Sexual Marketplace (SMP): In sexual dynamics, the sexual marketplace is the ensemble of people
looking for sex or long-term pair bonding.
In the SMP people offer their sexual value (offer), compete with other members of the same gender,
and seek and assess the sexual market value of potential mates from the opposite gender (demand).
Assortative bartering (AKA: “bottom line assortative pairing): assortative bartering is a
property of sexual exchanges, and describes how couples can match and enter into relationships
even if their values are very different when it comes to a specific trait or quality. That is
because those couples match on overall value, and if one partner has an abundance of value in
one trait, he can satisfy a partner who prioritizes that trait.
Example: an unattractive but very powerful man can still attract and pair up with an attractive
woman since he has an excess of value in status and, possibly, resources.

Risk-averse sexual marketplaces: sexual marketplaces where women are generally fearful of
new men, or fearful of men whom they perceive as too masculine, too aggressive, or potentially
dangerous. They tend to be poorer places for street cold-approaches.
Explanation: there certainly is an overlap between risk-avoidance, sexual options, personal
SMV, as well as self-esteem, but risk-avoidance is also its own variable. Risk-avoidance also
has little to do with how much women like you: a risk-avoidant woman who likes you might
still not come out and meet you if there is not enough “social trust”.
Example: Korea and Japan are examples of risk-avoidant marketplace.

Risk-taking marketplace: sexual marketplaces where women are open to meet and give all men
they find attractive enough a chance.
Example: Philippines and black African countries are places with lots of risk-taking women
Shit-tests: in seduction and dating power dynamics, a test delivered by the choosing individual to the
pursuing individual.
Since women are most often the ones who choose, a shit test originally only referred to a woman
testing a man.
Pick-up artists also receive a lot of tests because they can come across as phony and gamy, or like
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players who are just trying their luck.
However, tests are not a prerogative of women. Choosy men can also test women, especially for their
suitability as long-term partners.
Loyalty tests: they are a form of shit tests
Shit tests for men: just one example from the forum, dig deeper for more of them
Show me the hand strategy ™: in power dynamics and frame control strategies, a strategy of frame
control to “surface” covert aggression and passive-aggressiveness.
It consists to being the covert aggression to the surface and turning into a direct and honest
aggression or criticism. That makes the nasty intentions obvious, so that the attacker must at the very
least attack in the open and give up his covert-position, together with the ability to retreat and play
innocent.
Show me the hand techniques: the techniques to help you bring covert poewr moves onto the
open.
Example:
Read the analysis here
Similar: surfacing, scorched earth technique, covert frames
Slut-shaming: in dating power dynamics, sexual conflict, and manipulation strategies, it consists of
shaming women for apparently displaying loose morals and/or engaging in short-term dating.
Smart Alec ™: in social and power dynamics, a style of dominance centered around intellectual
superiority, and looking down on others as “not smart enough” which, in turn, translates into “not
good enough (for me)”.
The smart-alec takes a negative judge position in social exchanges with an ever-present air of “I
know better than you, there I am better than you”

Social Dynamics
Accounting, social: in the social exchange model, the amounts and balances (positive or negative) of
value-giving transactions (social credit-creating) and value-taking transactions (social debt-creating)
that people keep track of.
Explanation: it’s based on the idea that people naturally keep track of of who is giving and who is
taking.
Albeit few people actually write down a list of value exchanges, social favors, and social or
emotional support, most people do subconsciously keep track of how much value they are giving or
receiving. And most people will have a natural feel for people who are “taking” or “asking too
much”, and people who are “giving”. Most people want to cut off the taker, and keep the giver.
People are also more likely to follow and be influenced by the taker, and they are also like to want to
give back to the giver, thus starting mutually collaborative, win-win relationships.
Related to: social credit scalping, WIIFM.
Capital, social (AKA: “social bank account”): Social capital is a measure of the social credit (or
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debt) you have with other individuals.
Having lots of social capital means you have lots of goodwill, leverage, and influence over someone.
Passive social capital: this is social capital that is created without any action, but by simply
being, or by having a strong reputation.
Explanation: Attractive people and successful people naturally have passive social capital,
since people want them around if they haven’t yet done anything concrete to help others.
Explanation: Social capital is based on the idea that every social transaction can leave people better
off (value-adding, and credit-creating) or worse off (value-taking, and debt-creating).
When you take value from others, you lose social capital. When you give value, you create social
capital.
Explanation 2: As a rule of thumb, social capital increases with the more you know and interact with
someone, the more you have given to someone, and the higher value you are. Being high value gives
you a positive social capital even when you haven’t even met someone, since everyone wants to be
around high-value people.
Balanced requests (AKA: positive balance requests): requests that are fielded with enough
social capital and/or personal value to cover for the effort that is being asked for.
Explanation: it’s a matter of overall balance, and not just a matter of how many favors have
taken place. If the requestor has very high personal value, a series of requests can be balanced
even though the requester has done nothing for the other party.
Example: because in the eyes of many men a very attractive woman has lots of personal value
in the sexual marketplace, she can ask for the man to pick her up, pay for her, and wait for sex
while the man still feels it’s an overall balanced relationship.

Imbalanced requests (AKA: negative balance requests): requests that are fielded without
enough social capital and/or personal value. Imbalanced requests feel off to the receiver and
like the requestor is overstepping boundaries, acting annoyingly entitled, or trying to con them.
Explanation: It’s a matter of overall account, and not a matter “number of favors”. Requests can
be imbalanced even though the requestor has provided a lot of favors already.
Example: a mentee asking a favor to a mentor and a report asking a favor to a boss can both run
afoul of the social exchange rule even if both have already done plenty of favors, since the
mentor has higher personal value (and probably status), while the boss has higher power.
Exchange theory, social: in social and power dynamics, a framework model that looks at
relationships as transactions governed by the laws of economics and individuals’ self-interest.
It starts from the premise that people are rational players who seek relationships that add value to
their lives and make them better off.
Sexual marketplace: the social exchange for dating and sex
Balanced exchanges (AKA: balanced relationships): exchanges between individual who mostly
match each other in terms of value exchange
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Explanation:
Many relationships are more than pure transactions, and a transactional model alone, without
psychology and emotional intelligence, would result in a poor understanding of people and, as a
consequence, in low personal effectiveness and poor relationships.
However, this website maintains that the exchange nature of relationships is fundamental to
understand social and power dynamics. Understanding the laws of the social exchange theory makes
people more effective, while those with low social effectiveness who fail with relationships are often
oblivious to the transactional nature of relationships.
Also read:
What’s In It For Me (WIIFM): micro case studies on failing to address the exchange nature of
some relationships
Status, social: in social and power dynamics, a person’s level within a given hierarchy.
Status symbol: in social dynamics, a prized possession to indicate a person’s superior wealth or high
social status.
Trust, social ™: in social dynamics, social trust refers to trusting and feel comfortable with
someone.
Trust tends to develop over time and over social exposure. When first meeting someone, trust tends
to be low. Meeting people through friends and recommendations though helps “jumpstart” social
trust. A great reputation also increases and jumpstarts trust.
Explanation: Low trust means little leverage over people, while high trust means more leverage.
Low trust also means lost opportunities for win-win, since people don’t enter exchanges when they
fear defection. This is highly relevant in both business as well as seduction. You can have interested
prospects who still don’t deal or meet with you because they can’t (yet) fully trust you.
Social trust fund: the amount of trust you have with someone
Value, social: In social exchanges, social value is an umbrella term for everything that makes people
better off and thus that they want and appreciate (value-positive), or for what makes them worse off
and thus that they dislike and avoid (value-taking)
Passive value: value that exists before an exchange even takes people. Explanation: Attractive
people or people with a good reputation tend to be perceived as value-positive and potential
value-givers even before they even interact with anyone.

Promissory value notes: to promise the delivery of value in the future
Explanation: can be done directly, by stating what you will do after you have received value, or
can be done indirectly
Example: to be grateful, thankful, and/or to provide compliments serve as indirect promissory
notes, since they underline that the receiver of value knows that he has a social debt he needs to
make up for.
For the value giver, today’s thankfu giver can be tomorrow’s ally.
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Explanation: High-value people are generally value-positive people who provide -or who could
provide- what others want.
For the simple fact that they do -or can- give lots of value, high-value people are wanted and sought
after.
Value-taking people instead make others worse off, and for this simple reason, they are shunned and
avoided.
Being high value or providing value creates “social capital”.

Strategies
Strategies: in life strategies and self-development, strategies refer to the plans and approaches to
reach a certain goal.
Life strategies: overarching strategies
Sexual strategies (AKA: dating strategies): strategies that both men and women engage during
the courtship phase and/or around sex
Social strategies: strategies around people and groups, including gaining status, persuading
others, recruiting others
Machiavellian strategies: the most amoral, manipulative and potentially value-taking strategies

Aligning, Power: in power dynamics and life strategies, power aligning is a chameleon-like strategy
of aligning with those who have power.
It consists of adapting the views, values, opinions, and styles of those in power, and it can include in
adding value through social support, or (public) flattery.
In business, it also consists of embracing and supporting whatever strategy or change the top
leadership promoted.
Explanation:
It tends to be a very effective strategy since people want to promote and reward those who are like
them, and those who support them.
So Good They Can’t Ignore You: in life and career strategies, focusing on mastery and providing
the best service or product one could ever provide. Sometimes, it is used as a move value-adding
alternative to politicking or more Machiavellian strategies.
Too Good to Be Fucked With (TGFW): a similar focus on being great, but with a look more on
power dynamics, status, and realpolitik strategies. It means that, together with being good, you
also care about your reputation. When your reputation has reached the higher-ups and they can
be considered allies and mentors of yours, then you’re on your way to becoming TGFW. See
the description in real-life here.

Surfacing ™: in social dynamics, the act of bringing issues to the surface, so that they can be
discussed and addressed in the open.
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Surfacing is an advanced, yet fundamental technique for relationship management. It’s crucial
because many people are not direct and brave enough to discuss their issues and gripes. And issues
that remain below the surface, by remaining unaddressed, can lead to festering, which can eventually
sour a relationship. Surfacing those issues instead allow people to address them, and potentially even
improve the relationship.
Related: festering, direct talk
The 48 Laws of Power: in power dynamics literature, a popular book on tactical-level power
dynamics.
The Prince: in power dynamics literature, the first and most famous book on realpolitik strategies in
the West.
Other books like the Arthashastra of Kautilya, written long before the prince, could also be classified
as “realpolitik”.
Credit: thanks to Stefano for fixing this one!
Time preference: the current relative valuation placed on receiving a good or pleasure at an earlier
date compared with receiving it at a later date.
Explanation: it says a lot about an individual’s psychological makeup if they prefer everything right
now, or if they tend to savor and/or save for the future.
Present preference: a preference for immediate consumption
Future preference: a preference for saving or investing for the future
Trump card: In life strategies and power dynamics, to be confident that if a final escalations were to
happen, you would win it.
Scapegoat: in social and power dynamics, to scapegoat, is the act of blaming someone else for faults
that are not his.
The scapegoat is the person who takes the blame.
Self-agency principle: in social dynamics and persuasion strategies, the tendency for persuasion that
includes the target’s own volution, to be more effective and long-lasting.
In simpler terms: if you make people want to do something, it works better than pushing them.
Self-agency is based on more than one psychological principle. To begin with, people prefer dealing
with those who use pull techniques (persuasion through buy-in) more than push techniques (raw
dominance and hard sales technique).
And people who freely choose to do something develop more intrinsic motivation, as well as being
more likely to follow through the agreement.
Similar: buy-in, less dominance is more power, pull, power through
Sexual Market Value: in dating and sexual power dynamics, the personal value that one has in the
sexual market place.
Sexualization: in dating and sexual strategies, to introduce sexual topics in a conversation to
purposefully excite the dating partner and/or to make sure this is a date for assessing intimacy and
relationship opportunities and not a safe coffee “between friends”.
Similar: sexual prizing, sexual frames, chase frames
Shame attacks in social and power dynamics, to shame people for their behavior or personality.
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The shame attacker is the person who deploys shame attacks. He takes a highly negative and
judgmental judge role, and seeks to frame the victim as an unworthy human being.
Similar: purists, moralizers, firestarters,
Shine up, praise down ™: in Machiavellian strategies, the more effective version of “kiss up, kick
down”, consisting of a boss making his reports feel good with emotional validation, while taking all
the credits for the team or individuals’ effort.
Social justice warrior (SJW): a generally low social status individual who signals his virtues (virtuesignaling) by publicly and conspicuously embracing a set of supposedly prosocial values, norms, and
behaviors.
It’s often an attempt at acquiring social status, sexual options, and enhancing one’s own reputation as
“good” and “trustworthy”. It’s also a technique to signal one’s own belonging to a certain group of
people that the SJW considers “good” or “cool”.
SJWs sometimes embrace causes that have little actual effect on the big issues they pretend they’re
tackling.
Compare: Social justice warriors are mostly followers of trends, while the purists and fanatics of this
world set the agenda for the SJWs to follow.
Social climbing: in social and power dynamics, social climbing is the pursuit of social status,
including all the attempts at increasing one’s ranking within dominance hierarchies.
Social climbing intended in neutral form is what most driven people do, and is not necessarily winlose or negative per se. However, the term is often used in the negative (value-taking or win-lose
social climbing), as in the social climber being too obvious, or using win-lose power moves that push
other people down (social pegs).
Social climbing in absentia ™: a special type of social climbing consisting of talking bad
about others who are not present to look better by contrast.
Hostile climber™ : a social climber that advances exclusively through competition and winlose exchanges. He uses socially aggressive tactics, as well they use blatant power moves to
inflate one’s own status, plus using others as social pegs in win-lose exchanges
Imaginary social climbing: to social climb by making up hypothetical situations where the
social climber would have acted in cool and high-status ways.
Imaginary social climbing can be both neutral, without pushing anyone down, or it can be
value-taking social climbing, when it pushes others down. The name derives from “imaginary
generosity” in social scalping, thanks to Anon in the forum.
Example: man, if you were there yesterday, I would have introduced you to 10 hotshots in your
industry, and sent you home with one of the hotties in my group
Standard games: in social dynamics and manipulative strategies, standard games are games that we
all more or less engage in. For example, in dating it’s hiding in the beginning how much we like a
man or a woman.
In social dynamics, an example is to seek to lower people’s expectations to beat them, or to hide our
weaknesses to present ourselves in the best light we can.
Note: albeit standard games are usually not harmful, extreme forms of standard games can become
harmful to the victim, and/or unhealthy for the perpetrator.
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Tasking ™: in power dynamics, the act of assigning tasks to others.
In power dynamics, tasking empowers the person who tasks others (tasker) and disempowers the
person who is tasked (taskee).
In courtship and seduction, tasking by a man and execution by a woman indicates she accepts his
leadership.
Lateral tasking: when tasking happens from an individual of the same rank and/or from the
same level of social status, experience, or skills
Upward tasking: when tasking happens from an individual of low rank and/or of lower social
status, experience, or skills
Downward tasking: when tasking happens from an individual of higher rank and/or of higher
social status, experience, or skills
Explanation: while tasking is expected and normal when people with higher ranks task people with
lower ranks (downward tasking), it can become a major win-lose power move when tasking happens
from people who are theoretically on the same level (lateral tasking).
That’s how sometimes promotions are decided: a same-rank individual starts tasking another one, and
he becomes the de-facto leader/boss. When it’s promotion time, the tasker becomes the natural choice
for promotion since he is already acting like he’s above the taskee.
The Power Moves: the first website dedicated to advanced social skills and power dynamics.
Threshold Effect ™: in social exchanges, it’s the property of some generally and otherwise
attractive traits to become unattractive above a certain threshold.
Different traits can have different threshold effects depending on the individual, the situation, or the
specific exchange.
Sexual threshold effect: (formally: Male social-sexual threshold disconnect) male qualities
such as beard, low voices, and muscles have no threshold effect in gaining male respect within
social hierarchies. But they do have a threshold effect with women, in dating.
Traumatic one-trial learning: explosive anger, or other intimidating behavior to establish
dominance or superiority to condition or train the victim to avoid upsetting, confronting or
contradicting the manipulator
Trap questions ™: in power dynamics and manipulative strategies, a generic, umbrella term for any
type of questions that intends to harm the victim, or back him into a corner.
Leading questions: the asker asks a question that is designed to lead towards the answer that he
wanted to elicit
Brag for me: a special type of trap question where the aggressor surreptitiously invites the
victim to show off, brag. And bragging and showing off look weak, more often than not
Pull ranks for me: a special type of questions or assertions that nudges people into pulling rank
and tell others “they are the boss” and have “official authority”. Since bosses who rely on
official authority look weak, this can be an effective technique to make bosses look weak
Counter strategy: see “handling trap questions“.
Validation whoring: in social dynamics, validation whores are individuals who seek emotional
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validation and rewards for their personalities, looks, or achievements.
They often have fragile egos and fixed mindsets.
Similar: thirst-traps (sexy pictures), flex accounts (showing off on Instagram)
Example: see this post on validation whoring on FB.
Attention whoring: very similar to validation whoring, but the attention whore is less
discriminating as to the type of attention, and will take both negative and positive feedback as
long as he is in the spotlight.
Virtue signaling: in social and power dynamics, the act of publicly and conspicuously embracing a
set of supposedly prosocial values, norms, and behaviors.
Virtue signalers sometimes use moralizing against others as a way of social-climbing and looking
purer.
Disempowering virtue-signaling: when virtue signaling targets an individual or a specific group
of people, often “minorities”, and gets tinged with a “poor you” hue, and (unwillingly) frames
the target of virtue signaling as inferior, less powerful, or in need of help.
Self-signaling: to attack someone as a way of feeling better about themselves. Ie.: “I attack this
guy, so I must be better”. Often, it’s a way of hiding one’s own shadow and dark side.
See an example here:
Similar: SJW, moralizers, purists
Upcoming young guns: in power dynamics, a style of dominance based on confidence and overdisplay of confidence. The upcoming young gun carries himself with an air of “I am the best, and I’m
on my way to the top”.
Value-adding behavior: in social and power dynamics, behavior that, on net balance, is either winwin, or that removes opportunities for abuse, or win-lose.
ThePowerMoves.com promotes the adoption of value-adding mindsets and behaviors.
Note: that “net balance” is important. Value-adding behavior can be initially aggressive if it serves to
stop abuse or change someone’s mind in a way that leads to win-win. Or it can shame someone into
dropping games if that serves to adopt more collaborative approaches (collaborative shaming).
Value-adding leadership: a type of leadership that adds value to the group, and it’s Lucio’s
main goal for those studying on ThePowerMoves.com
Value-adding dominance: a type of dominance and social power that adds value
Value-adding lover: a type of lover that rejects the most blatant manipulation and seeks to add
value to the women who enter into his life
Value-adding mindset: the mindset of someone who wants to add value to those around him, to
his partner(s), or to society at large. People who seek success by fixing problems or providing
solutions also seek personal success with a value-adding mindset
Utilitarian value-adding: behavior that is negative for one individual if but off-set by far larger
gains by someone else, or by a group, or society
Value-taking behavior (AKA: value-subtracting): in social and power dynamics, behavior that, on
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net balance, is either win-lose, lose-lose, or that removes opportunities for win-win and collaboration.
Disassortative value exchange: when two individuals willingly enter into a social exchange,
while exchanging very different types of values.
Note: the relationship is still overall balanced, it can still be win-win
Example: an extroverted model hangs around a rich man, each providing different types of
value to each other (say, the model talks and attracts beautiful women, while the rich man pays
for all)
Prideful value-taking: the mindset of those who build their ego around their value-taking
approach to life, and their value-taking behavior. Prideful value takers feel “cool” for cheating
and not being caught, as well as feeling cool for their “ability” to destroy, take, or leech onto
others.
A day at work in which he has only taken care of his personal stuff, and still taken home a
salary, is a day to be proud of, for a prideful value-taker.
Small-timer value takers: low-value people in low-status positions who do no make any effort
to give, but are always first in line when it comes to taking and demanding.
These are the people who loaf the whole day, and then, when there are still colleagues needing
his help, he proclaims that it’s 17:30, and he’s exhausted and needs to go.
Pickpockets and small-time criminals are also small-time value takers.
Value-leechers: an extreme and/repeated form of value-taking. For some, it can be a social
strategy or a life strategy
Value-takers: people that, on net balance, take value from others
Value-taking mindset: (AKA: “win-lose mindset): the mindset of those who seek success and
power by taking as much as possible while giving as little as possible. These individuals are
often “prideful value takers” as well. Value-taking mindset in relationships seek power in by
taking away options and instilling fear (dread game, sexual triangulation, breakup threats,
isolation, etc.), rather than by being great partners.
Entitled value-takers: people who feel like they should have access to high-value people to
values they seek and want, but don’t realize they must have or give something back for that
person to want to share their value

Credits
The following people have contributed with various new definitions, ideas, and, improvements:
Anon
John Freeman
JP
Kellvo
Stefano
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10 Nasty Games Women Play (Women, Stop These!)
August 5, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
This article focuses on nasty and manipulative games women play during dating and courtship.
But for a broader understanding, keep in mind we already discussed mind games women play on this
website.
For a quick overview:
Games women play: an overview of some of the major dating games women play
Games women play to get relationships: the games women play when you’ve been dating or
having sex for a while
Manipulative games to control relationships: same as this article, but more focused on
relationship and relationship control
But in a recent forum thread, we made the point that it’s important to differentiate between “fair”
dating games and “nasty” dating games.
Fair games: when male and female strategies and goals diverge and there is no way of
reconciling them, it’s fair to expect women to follow strategies and play games that do not
necessarily benefit the man
Nasty games: when there are win-win, more collaborative approaches, or less win-lose
approaches available, but she deliberately chooses the behaviors that are the most win-lose,
most harmful, or most disempowering for her partner
As a general rule, men should consider nasty games as important red flags for a more serious future
together -or even just for dating-.
And as a general rule, I generally advise women to reduce or eliminate nasty games because they
tend to work on lower-quality men, but drive away mentally healthier men, as well as higher quality
men. Higher quality men generally have the experience and intelligence to spot nasty games, and
generally have more options that they don’t need to put up with them.
So let’s start reviewing these manipulative games women play:
Contents
1. Win-Lose Power Moves
2. “I’m The Prize” Games
3. Manipulative Under-Investing
4. “I’m Better Than You” Games
5. “I’m Your Judge” Power Moves
6. Exploiting Honest Vulnerability (Power Scalping)
7. Sexual One-Upping
8. Passive-Aggressive Attention Seeking
9. Tit for Tat Power Move
10. Standard Games… Taken to the Extreme
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Do Nasty Power Moves Work?
Summary

1. Win-Lose Power Moves
Power moves can be neutral, win-win, or win-lose.
Nasty power moves are only win-lose, or lose-lose (value-subtracting).
Nasty power moves is an umbrella category, and it would be impossible to list them all.
That’s why I advocate for developing emotional intelligence and an awareness of power dynamics.
With power-dynamics awareness, you can assess and appropriately deal with any behavior you
experience, even if you’ve never seen or read it before.
However, to give you an idea, nasty power moves include:
Triangulation: parading, playing up, or pretending she has other attractive suitors. See a text
example here
“My hot exes games”: triangulating with her exes, who all magically seem to be so cool
and attractive. See a video example here
“He is so great games”: using someone else, including a celebrity, to set up an
(unreachable) ideal of how a great man should be
Spurning his advances to make him chase: even after intimacy, she will still rebuff his
advances to increase her power and keep him on edge. See a pictorial example here
Demeaning him: any private or public behavior that embarrasses him, disempowers him, or
decreases his status and self-esteem
Games of chicken / threats: any game with the premise of “either you do this, or this will
happen”, including threats of breaking up
Being purposefully late on the date, without warning: for men, handle it like this
Canceling last minute: for men, handle it like this
But nasty power moves also include extreme forms of common, everyday standard games, which we
will review later (definition of standard games here).
See an example here of extreme forms of hiding interest to make him chase and worry:
Me: are we still on?
Her: “no” (pictures says “I’m not doing anything, just don’t really wanna meet you”)
As you can see, nasty power moves are not necessarily about throwing dishes or destroying his game
console with a sledgehammer. It’s the smaller things like the one above that poison relationships.
And it’s the “small” things like this that women should be cautious about, and that men should
consider as big red flags.

Why It Backfires
Let’s start with the example above.
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I was truly looking forward to seeing the woman of that text exchange.
We had had an amazing first date and, just between you and I, I woke up in the middle of the night
with a big boner.
And I later got to know she was falling for me, too.
That could have gone the unforgettable romance way.
Instead, she chose the power move road.
That one single text doused all my passion. And not only it made me look less forward to our date,
but it truly made me realize she was probably a bad woman, and that I really needed to look for new
ones.
And, as a general principle, win-lose power moves backfire because high-quality people with
options are not going to accept win-lose relationships.
That simple truth is a staple of this website’s dating advice for women. The (invariably) female
dating authors who invite women to play win-lose games teach women techniques to acquire power
that only work with below-average men.

Why it backfires for both
And win-lose games tend to quickly sour relationships.
As a rule of thumb, the longer the relationship is, the more win-lose games tend to turn into loselose.
There are usually three ways a relationship can go with women who play win-lose games:
1. Vicious circles of toxicity: if the man understands anything about life but has no other options,
he will engage in one-upping back and lead to a lose-lose vicious circle
2. High quality men disappear: men who undestand the game and have options will quickly
drop her
3. Low-quality men stay and become doormats: men who do not understand the game and have
no other options are the ones who are most likely to stay. She will lose even more attraction for
him and will find the relationship highly unsatisfying

Better Alternative: Virtuous Circles
Compare the above example to the total opposite approach this other woman had:
Me: are we still on?
Her: yes, and I look forward to it!
Her answer was the total opposite and the effect was the total opposite.
I was working hard those days launching this website, so if she canceled, I would have been happy to
keep on working.
But when I read she was “looking forward to it”, her enthusiasm was contagious, and I immediately
also looked more forward to our date.
This is an example of positive, value-adding vulnerability which leads to virtuous circles.
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2. “I’m The Prize” Games
“I’m the prize” games and power moves include:
Taking without giving back: that’s the core of being the prize, and it’s her way of conveying,
with actions, that she is worth more (the prize)
Entitled attitude to receiving: the “entitled princess”
Little princess games: see a definition here
Demeaning him: by pushing him down, she looks better by comparison. See a video example
here
Ridiculing and looking down on his efforts: a manipulative woman I once dated told them
who picked her up with pink roses: “oh, you brought pink roses?”, with an inflection as if to say
“are you stupid?”
See here one example:
Me: I’m inviting you out and payinig, so I pick the place
Her: No, you’re inviting me out, I also pick the place, plus I talk down to you
Yep, definitely relationship material there (sarcastic).

Why it backfires
There is a place and time for “I’m the prize” games.
And it’s if she wants to milk some poor schmuck out of his money.
See:
Ho Tactics
A Gold Digger Guide
However, if we’re talking about general dating and effective female dating strategies, then “I’m the
prize” power moves are most likely to backfire.
It’s because of the social exchange rule: relationships and requests need to be balanced.
Asking without giving or without providing some value is a negative-balance request. And it’s the
equivalent of withdrawing more than you have.
The haughty attitude of “I’m owed everything” without working for it or without providing value
back: the worst aspect of any wanna-be relationship prize
So, who will submit to “I’m the prize” power moves?
It’s simple, really:
On average, only those men far below her value will be willing or happy to pedesalize her.
And, maybe, inexperienced men whose life goal is to serve a woman. But also those, usually they’re
not the highest value men around.
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Pedestalizing is indeed a way to make up for a value-difference between the partner. So only lowervalue man will do it.
Hence, if she seeks a relationship with a man of similar or higher value, and if she wants a healthy
relationship, then “I’m the prize games” are most likely to backfire.

Better alternative: becoming each other’s prize
If you really wanna shoot for the moon, then the top 1% of the closest relationships pedestalize each
other.
It’s like an extreme version of supporting each other and building each other up.
To some of those watching from outside, it can feel somewhat “corny”, or too “sugary” and “loveydovey”. But deep down, some of those same people are actually a bit jealous of those couples.
Also see:
How to make him invest (the healthy way)
How to Make Him Invest in You (The Healthy Way)

3. Manipulative Under-Investing
This must be one of the most annoying power moves around.
Imagine this:
Man and woman agree on dinner together.
He proposes that both prepare something, and then they will mix. She agrees.
But… She shows up with nothing.
Similar are:
She says “next round is on me”, but she does not volunteer to pay
She talks about Saint Valentine and gifts-giving, but makes no gift of her own
Her goal is to become the prize of the relationship by feigning collaboration in words, but investing
nothing in deeds.

Why it Backfires
Simple:
Who wants to be with someone who says will contribute, and then doesn’t?
Every time a woman showed up and didn’t bring or do what we agreed on, I can’t help but fall out of
love a bit more.
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4. “I’m Better Than You”
Games
“I’m better than you games” are essentially social climbing and power-climbing games within the
relationship.
There are three types of women (and men) who play these games:
1. Low self-esteem: need to re-assert their value to feel worthy
2. Partners who feel lower value: need to advertise their superior value to feel safe in the
relationship
3. Power-hungry partner: they need to have power in the relationship and feel like they are the
relationships leaders (men do it more often than women)
These types of games are also typical of uncollaborative relationships, and it sometimes takes just
one partner to start them.
Such as, when one partner starts them, then the other partner is forced to play ball and attack back as
a way of defending their own value and worth within the relationship.
Her: I have over 37.000 followers, thank you so much
Him: 36.999 of which are mine
Her: (gestures as if to say “there you go, he wants to hear from me”)

Why it backfires
What’s the point of being in a relationship if you’re going to tear each other down?
That’s what most men with options and/or with other life pursuits are going to think.
True, there are some rare exceptions, and a few men can get stimulated by the competition. However,
these men are the exceptions, not the rule. Plus, you’re not going form great bonds if the underlying
theme of the relationship is to “how to beat your partner”.
How To Fix Combative Relationships: Case Study

5. “I’m Your Judge” Power
Moves
Here we come, the judge.
In brief, the judge is the person who evaluates the other, providing emotional rewards -or
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punishment-, against their own evaluation.
Most women naturally take the judge position in relationships. But some women, when they feel they
are not making any headway on the judge position they crave, will “force” their hand to gain judge
power vis-a-vis the man they’re dating.
See an example here:
Me: (describing what I was doing in the company) a graduate talent programme
Her: (completely ignores the opportunity to say something nice) good that you weren’t a
driver!
(keeps on building herself up) I was at headquarters…
Me: (thinking: so cheap… )
When she said “good you weren’t a driver”, she sought to position herself as the demanding judge of
my life/career, and as the dispenser emotional punishments and rewards.

6. Exploiting Honest
Vulnerability (Power Scalping)
We already talked about being vulnerable on this website.
In dating and relationships, almost anything that moves the relationship forward is an act of
vulnerability. From saying hi, to inviting her out, to inviting her home, to initiating intimacy.
Vulnerability, leadership, and power are tightly interlinked.
It’s somewhat of a conundrum, but to lead, one must not be afraid of losing power.
Whenever we take the lead to move the relationship forward, either physically or emotionally, we
open ourselves up to the possibility that someone will reject us. That rejection will hurt us both
emotionally, and from a power dynamics perspective.
In brief, an act of vulnerability opens up the possibility of being rejected, empowering the
rejecter, and disempowering the rejected.
And that’s exactly what nasty power movers exploit.
Manipulative women capitalize on the man’s vulnerable position to gain power.
Some examples of power scalping:
He proposes, she pretends to think about it, then purposefully says “yes” without conviction
He asks her out, she says “wait a second”. Then, little later “what were you saying”?
He says “you know, I really like you”, she says “thanks”

Example: Exploiting a Flirt
The first time a man seeks to go from friendly talk to more couple talk is also an act of vulnerability.
And so is flirting.
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Flirting is sexual. But it’s also two important things more:
1. Flirting is an act of vulnerability
2. Flirting is a collaborative frame
It says “I like you” and “we might be good together”.
If completely unreturned, flirting will leave the flirter down in power.
See this example:
Me: (flirts to potentially lead to a date / meet)
Her: (makes fun of my attempt, spurns me to gain power)
I sought to move the interaction from random chit chat to something more intimate, and sexual.
It’s a sexual flirtation I’m going for, but getting sexual first is also an act vulnerability.
A collaborative woman would have answered more warmly. Flirting back, or laughing. Instead, she
seizes on that opportunity to gain power.
This is what reply says:
Him: It’s too bad we met on your last day (… Or we could have been lovers / a great
couple)
Her: ahaha, that’s how it goes, sweetie (ahah, you like me, joke’s on you)

Why it backfires
Analyzing the example above:
That lady, liked me, somewhat.
That’s why she wrote to me, and that’s why she asked me questions.
However, instead of collaborating and moving the relationship forward, she decided to one-up me
and seek personal short-term gratification.
A burst of power makes some people feel good. And that’s exactly what a nasty power move is all
about: nasty power moves are al about gaining short-term pleasure for the self, while sacrificing
longer-term, bigger gains for both.
In the example above, I thought whether I should reply in a way that shamed her power move -see
definition of “collaborative shaming“-, or simply drop it.
I decided to drop it.

7. Sexual One-Upping
You will see this manipulative game when things start escalating towards intimacy.
Sexual one-upping here is not the rejection per se, but the dramatized, exaggerated feint of disgust
In the fundamentals of frame control, one-upping is a win-lose power move or frame that gives power
to the frame-setter (one-up) and disempowers the victim (one-down).
Sexual one-upping is also often a form of vulnerability-exploiting.
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Initiating sex is a moment of vulnerability for many men (Brown, 2012).
When she spurns his advances while making a show of not being excited, she is pushing him down,
while framing herself as the (sexual) prize.
The basic premise of sexual-one upping is this:
You want me more than I want you.
And I will decide when (and if) we will have sex.

Example: you get horny, I won’t
I once had a small girl home.
Small, but… With huge boobs.
The moment I started touching them, she cautioned me that “it wasn’t good for me”.
What was she doing?
She was implying that since she wasn’t going to have sex that night, me touching her would get me
horny, not her, and ultimately leave me dissatisfied.
That’s sexual one-upping.
More examples of sexual one-upping:
“You can’t touch me”
John: (touches her)
Her: I can touch you, but you can’t touch me
Obvious power move, and obviously win-lose.
See the forum discussion here.
“Don’t be angry with me (if we don’t have sex)”
She sets herself up as the dispenser of sex.
He wants sex, she doesn’t want it as much as him, and she decides when and if sex will happen.
Leaving your place at once when it’s getting hot
They try to leave you home alone at your horniest, in an effort to gain power and make you chase.
A couple of women have done this to me.
One of them is the girl in the video of covert power moves whom I met years later waiting my table
and who still remembered my name and surname.
The other one just texted me a few minutes ago (no kidding).
Women go crazy when they think you should chase them, but you don’t.
Now, repeat after me: never pursue a nasty game player.
And never, ever, get into a relationship with a nasty game player. Not even if she was the last woman
on earth.
“Eeew, not here”
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This is the sad tale of the guy who fell for nasty sexual one-upping games. See the pictures in the
forum.

Why it backfires
Sexual one-upping is based on her not being sexually aroused.
And what’s less arousing than a person who doesn’t want you?
Any self-respecting man would rather masturbate than get together with a woman who plays sexual
one-upping.

Better alternatives
There are few things as arousing as mutual sexual arousal.
And few things bond two people together as the consummation of that arousal.
That is obviously not to say that she should always be aroused, pretend to be aroused, or always be
ready for sex.
However, instead of going for win-lose one-upping, she can deflect his advances without capitalizing
on them for power.
Or, even better, with the following techniques:
How to reject sex effectively: a guide on rejecting sex in a tactful way that preserves sexual
attraction and the potential for a relationship
How To Turn Down Sex & Get A Relationship

8. Passive-Aggressive Attention
Seeking
This is the realm of women who are not confident and assertive enough to state their feelings and
needs clearly.
So, instead of speaking clearly, they seek reassurance, attention, and power, through passiveaggression and covert-aggression.
The idea behind passive-aggressive attention-seeking, is that, if she can create enough problems, he
will have to pay attention and chase her to fix things.

Example
A text example from a woman I had just seen twice:
This is passive-aggressive jealousy. Specifically, hiding her jealousy and true feelings behind the
passive-aggression.
Single instances of this type of behavior are understandable. Especially early on, it can be difficult to
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be assertive and forthcoming about one’s feelings.
But it turns nasty when it’s a repeated game, or when she just cannot manage to state her needs and
feelings clearly, without resorting to manipulative games.
A pattern of passive-aggressive attention-seeking is a value-subtracting game that seeks to
acquire power by making the man chase. Chase her to fix this or that problem, fix the relationship,
or fix her.
Another example:
Him: so let’s meetup one of these days
Her: but why, you have other girls to meet
This one uses insinuation, passive-aggressiveness, and guilt-tripping to make him justify, chase, and
declare his love and devotion.
Extreme examples of this game consist of troubles and self-harm to attract attention.
Also read:
Walking on Eggshells
I Hate You Don’t Leave Me
I Hate You Don’t Leave Me: Summary & Review

Why it backfires
It’s plainly annoying.
Men with goals and options aren’t exactly looking for drama. That’s a time-draining distraction, and
they don’t want distractions.

Better alternatives
Better solution 1: Keep your jealousy for when the relationship is official, or in a more
advanced stage
Better solution 2: Be jealous and say it clearly that you are disappointed. Potentially, you can
use the occasion for the “what are we” talk
Better solution 3: State clearly that you were hurt and disappointed, and say that you lost some
respect and attraction (the truth might just the best way to get him to “win you back over”)

9. Tit for Tat Power Move
The tit for that power move does onto him exactly what he did onto her.
Here is an example:
In this case, it felt odd and out place.
Yes, there was a power component in my first request. But it was a fair request. Confirming dates is
what every sensible person does. And at 3pm, I seek confirmation for a date happening just a few
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hours later.

Why it backfires
It’s not the nastiest power move, but it just feels cheap.
Especially if the first request was fair.
Tit for that power moves feel like she’s getting into a power struggle, and she is more concerned
about power, than about being efficient and/or being good together.

Better alternatives
If the woman feels like he was overly aggressive or brutish, she should not let that slip.
But instead of playing the same back on him, or planning revenge, she should enforce her boundaries
with clear talk.
In the above example, if she felt I was too demanding, a joke would have been a good way of
drawing attention to it.
Something like this:
Her: lol, are you putting a stopwatch on me? I was working :). See you at 7pm
What a high-value reply, that would have been.

10. Standard Games… Taken to
the Extreme
This is probably the most important category.
Keep this in mind:
If the man and woman are roughly matched in terms of personal value, the woman is worth
somewhat more in the dating marketplace.
See “sexual marketplace power dynamics” if you are interested in the reason why.
But the first important corollary of that rule is that when and women are roughly matched, it’s fair
and expected that during courtship the man invests somewhat more than the woman does.
And by that “investing” I don’t necessarily mean “paying” or “writing her first”, albeit those can be
part of that mix. I mean that it’s the man who, on the overall mix of approaching, initiating contact,
making plans, taking her out, and following up, has put in most of the work.
A second important corollary is that it’s normal, expected, and “fair” that some of the women’s
standard games are designed to make sure that the man does invest a bit more, and seeks her out a bit
more.
However, now comes the important difference between “fair games” and “nasty games”.
Albeit standard games are generally fair and expected, those same standard games turn nasty when
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they become extreme.
What’s extreme varies from culture to culture and case to case, but as a rule of thumb:
Waiting too long for intimacy: in the West, longer than 3 dates for a woman who is not a
virgin or very religious begins turning into a nasty power move
Expecting to be chased too much: if during the courtship she never initiates contact, it can be
considered a nasty power move
Demanding too much investment: if during the courtship she never offers to pay for anything
and he is not wealthy and she is not poor, it’s a big red flag of a potentially uncooperative
woman
Hiding interest too much, for too long: it’s sensible behavior not to say “I love you” during
the first date. But hiding interest too much, too long, can become a nasty power move to control
the relationship by keeping him guessing (dread game)

Do Nasty Power Moves Work?
Do nasty power moves “work” sometimes?
To answer that question, we go back to a theme I often described on this website.
These nasty power moves do work, but the real question is who do these power moves work on, and
what type of relationship do they lead to.
This is who they work on:
1. Inexperienced men: are more likely to idolize and pedestalize women, which predisposes them
to accept “I’m the prize” games
2. Very conservative-minded men: they are more likely to see it as their duty to invest, protect,
and “make her happy”, which makes it more likely they will accept win-lose frames and
unbalanced relationships
3. Lower-value men: when men are or feel lower value than the woman, they are more willing to
“pay up” the difference with more chasing, investing, and generally accepting more shitty
behavior
4. Men clueless about power dynamics & relationships: men who just don’t see social and
power dynamics are more likely to fall for nasty power moves simply because they don’t know
any better. This category includes men who grew up with low-power fathers who also had poor
relationships. And they don’t know there are kinder and more cooperative women out there
who would make for better partners and better relationships
That nasty power moves can “work” with some men comes with an important caveat, though.
Unbalanced relationships where one partner takes advantage of the other partner tend to provide
lower overall satisfaction, including for the partner with power, since the attraction and pleasure of
the shared time together will be smaller.

Who they don’t work with
On average:
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nasty power moves don’t work much with high-quality men.
It’s very simple: men with options, driven men, as well as mentally and emotionally healthy men…
These are not the types of men who exactly long for a relationship with an uncollaborative woman.
Yes, even here, there are some exceptions. Men high in power will relish the challenge of possessing
the woman who tries to overpower them. It’s a power and domination thing.
But as we often repeat, you don’t make the rule with the exception. And even these men, if they are
busy with their lives -which they often are-, they are far more likely to end up with women who are
more available, and play no nasty games (also see “common dating mistakes women make“).
Keep in mind that many successful and driven men are quite fine with being single. So it’s either they
take on women who add value to their life, or they will be quick to next and ghost.

Summary
Nasty and manipulative games women play are win-lose, or lose-lose.
And while they can work with the (lower-quality) men who happily jump through her hoops and keep
investing and chasing more and more, those are rarely the best men she can realistically end up with.
That’s why my dating advice for women is, generally, to avoid highly lopsided win-lose games. Not
just out of considerations for morals and ethics, albeit that’s also a plus, but out of pure effectiveness.
Nasty games have the opposite effect that good dating strategies should have.
Nasty games screen lower value men in, and screen same and higher value men out (plus screening
out all the emotionally healthier men who seek a good partner).
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Cold Approach VS Social Circle (VS Tinder): Strategies
September 2, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Cold approach, warm approach via social circle, or Tinder?
Which one should you choose when it comes to meeting and approaching women?
This article shows you the pros and cons, together with techniques to use each one of them the way
we like it: more effectively, and higher in power.
Contents
1. Cold Approach
2. Social Events (Lukewarm)
3. Social Circle (Warm)
4. Online Dating
Which One Should You Go For?
Summary

1. Cold Approach
“Cold approach” is defined as:
walking up to a woman who is a complete stranger, with no social ties and no social trust,
with the intention of getting sexually and/or romantically involved with her.

PROS:
Empowering: the knowledge that you can meet a woman you like (almost) any time you see
one, is empowering both at a mental and inter-personal level. It empowers you to only accept
great and collaborative relationships, to draw your fair boundaries, and to refuse any crap,
abuse, and manipulative games some women play.
Empowering Independence: with cold approach, you can rely on yourself and yourself alone.
It’s great to get all the help you can get, but if you don’t get any, it’s tremendously empowering
to be able to find your own women.
Empowering Freedom: you can go wherever you want, whenever you want, and can meet
some new women just by walking around.
You can leverage the law of large numbers to find a mate: go out for a month straight, coldapproach 5 women a day, and chances are good that you will meet someone you like and who
likes you back. If not, just make it 2 months. Or 3. And… You see where I’m going.
High power (for more average men and women): if the initial approach was well executed, it
sends a strong message of confidence and social power. On the other hand, if he muddled
through, there is no real power-upside.
Exception: This does not apply to more exceptional and/or famous men -who gain more power
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by being approached- and women -who are used to pursuers and various weirdos-.
Can empower men entering LTRs: if they met via cold approach, she knows that he can go
out and meet another woman the same way he has met her. That makes it easier for him to
maintain attraction and power in long-term relationships.
Note: there are no downsides for high-status and/or attractive men if he met her via social
circle, since she also knows he can find other women no matter how they met.
Quantity of options: if you live in any large city, there are tens of thousands, or even hundreds
of thousands of attractive mates within your cold approaching reach.
Higher-end shopping streets and stores are some of my favorite places for cold approaches
Opportunity for personal growth: cold approach can be an opportunity to face your (social)
fears and learn more about people, body language, social dynamics, and nonverbal signals
Note: there is a threshold effect. Once one has overcome the fear and done enough cold
approaches, doing many more can become a time sink (see low-powered PUAs roaming the
streets and doing little with their lives)
Overall, cold approach is a tool of freedom.
And that’s what I love about it the most.

CONS:
Many top women are not in the streets: this the truth that some PUA dating coaches fear the
most. How much this applies to you also depends on the type of city and environment you live
in, but many top-caliber women are rarely out and about in the street. And many of them don’t
do the 9-5 from home to office. They use taxis or private drivers.
As a rule of thumb:
The more dangerous the city, the fewer top-caliber women walking around
The more elitist the city, the more the top calibers women hide in high-society (balls,
galas, country clubs, art exhibitions, etc.)
The more inequality in the city, the more top caliber women are not be seen in certain
areas and districts
A young Melania Trump: you don’t meet these foxy ladies in the street, but at high-society parties
and events
Low power when approaching top caliber women: the act of approaching first inherently
communicates you want something from the woman. Plus, it suggests you probably don’t have
a great abundance and/or ease of meeting women somewhere else. That doesn’t matter with
average, cute, or even attractive but overall “normal” women. But those considerations matter
when we’re talking about the highest-value women.
Inherently flakier: Without social ties, you also have little social capital. And unless you can
have a longer interaction/instant date, you rely on her liking you. Such as, your rely on
emotions and feelings, which are fleeting. Later on, once she’s away from you, she’ll wonder
“do I want to meet this random guy again”? And the answer is not always “yes”.
Can be tough on ego: In cold approach, success is a statistical fluke. A string of rejections can
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sink someone’s confidence and self-esteem.
Note: However, this shouldn’t be the reason to stop you, and only happens to men who haven’t
worked on themselves -see: “growth mindset“, and “antifragile ego“
You can’t easily overcome stereotypes: it’s harder to overcome a negative stereotype by just
walking up to someone cold.
So, for example, a black man cold-approaching in China, will face lots of rejections out of pure
inborn reflex.
You can’t as easily work-around looks and first-impressions: in cold approaching she
knows nothing about you, except how you look, and how you come across in the very first
minutes -or seconds-. Hence, cold approach overplays looks and first impressions, and
downplays all your other qualities.
Potentially low returns on investment: not particularly attractive and/or skilled men will have
to go through a lot of interactions to find some good prospects.
Just look at some of the few honest videos on YB (James Tusk, for example).
Fix: you can mitigate this factor by only going about his life and approaching when he sees an
attractive woman
Opportunity loss: if men spend too much time cold approaching, they might lose out on
opportunities to fix their lives in ways that would make them more attractive. For example,
building careers, businesses, or reaching mastery, status, and/or fame.
Fragile interactions, one mistake and you’re out: early interactions are fragile. And that’s
mostly true for online dating and, to a slightly lesser extent, cold approaches. You get some
more leeway when the girl is very into you from the very first moment.
Reputation risk: cold approach can be a risk to a man’s reputation. Men who don’t care about
it, or who are in professions where they don’t need reputation, can ignore it. Some other men
should take this into account.
Lack of social trust means many women will not follow through: social trust can make the
difference between a girl who likes you and meets you, and a girl who likes you but never
replies to your texts, or never comes out to meet you. The problem is bigger with the following
two categories of women:
Poorer with risk-avoidant women: Many women consider men who cold-approach them as
higher-risk. So, naturally, cold approach works better with risk-taking women. There is an
overlap between risk-taking and “easy”, albeit they’re far from the same:
Slightly poorer with more reserved women: more reserved, shier, or “sexually restricted”
women are more likely to be overwhelmed by cold approach and exit the interaction. Those
who are more likely to stay and ride into the sunset with the cold-approaching men are the more
sexually liberated. This can be a plus or a con, depending on the man’s preferences.
Fix: “tone it down” and put them at ease

The Issue of Risk-Avoidant Culture
This is a new concept in seduction literature.
But as I experienced different places and cultures, I realized that one of the variables that most
impacts sexual dynamics is the risk-appetite of the local women.
And women’s risk-appetite impacts cold approach the most.
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Cold approach works less with more risk-averse women and in more risk-averse societies.
You know you are in a risk-averse society when you see and feel obvious signs of attraction, but
many of those attracted women will still not come out to meet you.
As I write this article I’m staying in Korea, which was for me a great example of a “risk-averse
sexual marketplace ™”.
These are just some of the examples of strong attraction signs where the woman still didn’t come out
to meet me:
Risk-averse women will often either not meet cold-approaching guys, or get cold feet and cancel,
even when they like them
This is not to say that cold approach “doesn’t work”, of course. But cold approaching in risk-averse
cultures you will end up more often with a certain type of woman.
To generalize, in risk-averse sexual markets, cold approaches yield a higher percentage of dates
with more sexually unrestricted or “crazy” women.
It’s not a coincidence that, in my dating experience in Korea, I had a relatively high percentage of
crazy women. It’s because those were the ones most likely to follow through on cold approaches (see
in the forums one example here -psycho girl section-, one more here, and one more here, with heavy
early sexual frames).

Cold Approaches Are Best For:
Overall, cold approach works great for attractive men, and in more risk-taking cultures.
Cold approach works best for:
Attractive men
Well-groomed men
Men who can act confident / high-power
Socially intelligent men: this is about calibration
This is not to say that only those men can get results with cold approach, but it means that they will
get the best results and the biggest bang for the buck.

Cold Approaching Pro Tip:
More than once I’ve seen groups of PUAs.
Most often, they all lined up in the most crowded spot in the city, either a subway exit (Seoul’s
Gangnam Exit 5), a busy crossroad (Shibuya in Tokyo), or a central and touristy square (Berlin’s
Alexanderplatz and surrounding streets).
In crowded places, women have higher defensive shields to climb, and are more likely to reject
strangers as default responses
From a numbers’ point of view, it makes sense: more women are passing by, so there are more
opportunities.
But it doesn’t make sense from a psychological point of view.
People’s instinctive defenses tend to be higher in transition and crowded spots, and women tend to
instinctually exit, or to write men off after the interaction.
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It’s best to pick slightly less crowded places, instead.

Who Needs to Be Careful With Cold-Approaching
As a rule of thumb:
Anyone with a reputation to uphold should be a bit more careful about cold approaches.
There are two myths perpetrated by the pick-up community:
1. Myth 1. Nobody cares about what you’re doing: many people are curious, actually. You can
care little about random folks, but the most curious ones are also those who matter the most to
you: the people you do know.
2. Myth 2. The social fear of cold approach is totally baseless and counterproductive: it’s
true that most overblow the risks. But that doesn’t mean the risks are necessarily zero.
So let’s review a few cases in which cold approaching can pose some risks:
Men who are seeing someone must be careful with cold-approaching
Even when you are simply pursuing a woman, or dating someone but without being committed yet,
her seeing you cold-approach or talk to other women can cause issues.
See here an example:
Even if you’re not “official” yet, cold approaching can still invite drama
Drama can harm or outright break relationships -as it happened to me in that first example-. So men
who are happily dating should be most careful with cold-approaching.
Sometimes it’s not even about your girl directly seeing you, but it’s about her friends as well. And
you know that a jealous guy friend would be SO happy of “reporting” you.
Doing lots of cold approaches in the same spot can also ruin a previous good cold approach you had.
In one instance, a woman I had cold-approached and agreed to meet again saw me doing another cold
approach. She then walked up to me and straight-up told me: “delete my number”.
My respect for that woman shot up. But I had ruined it with overdoing the cold-approaches.
So, as a rule of thumb, if you had some really good interactions, it can be a good idea to either stop
the cold approaching for the day, or to at least change location.
If it’s in a bar or club and it was a really good interaction, you might even consider leaving that place
and go somewhere else.
Men who care to keep an impeccable reputation
I know what you’re thinking.
This is a stupid mindset, there is nothing wrong with cold-approaching!
And I agree with you.
But reputation is not about what you and I agree on, it’s about what most people, and society at large,
thinks.
And men who randomly cold-approach women tend to lose some status in society as you get branded
as a “skirt-chaser”.
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It’s also important not to blow this risk out of proportion: it’s not the worst reputation you can have.
But some of your enemies might use this small quibble as their beachhead to launch their defaming
campaign.
Men who want to control their narrative
Sometimes you just don’t want people to know that you’re cold approaching women, even if you
don’t care about others.
It’s a question of having the power to control your narrative: the more people know -or think they
know- about you, the less you control your narrative and reputation.
Men who want to keep their reputation as “high-power”
“Chasing skirts” is considered low-power in society.
And, in a way, for understandable reasons.
Lots of skirt-chasing is a time-sink, so people think that you “have nothing better to do”, or that you
have no bigger goals or priorities in your life, which is an indicator of low-quality in a man.
If you approach once, and do it low-key and make it look natural, it’s still OK.
But the moment someone sees you approaching twice, then you’re already entering the “skirt-chaser”
category.
Needless to say, you lose even more power and reputation if people see you approach a girl who
ignores you or rejects you.
That’s true in bar and clubs as well. But, in the street, you could easily move from “skirt-chaser” to
“light-harasser”.

Don’t Overblow The Risks, But Minimize Them
If you got a reputation to take care of, do this:
1. Approach only women you really like, which lowers your number of approaches
2. Approach farther away from your home/workplace
3. Make your approaches more natural-sounding and natural-looking

2. Social Events (Lukewarm)
I defined lukewarm approaches as:
Walking up to a woman who is a complete stranger, but in a situation where talking and
meeting to new people is both normal and expected.
Lukewarm approaches often take place in pre-planned social events that are about mingling, talking,
or networking.
They include:
Gala events
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House parties
Churches
Business conferences
Entrepreneurs’ meetups
Seminars and trainings
Language exchanges
Airbnb events
Travelers’ meetups (Couchsurfing, Facebook, etc.)
Meetup events
These events are social in nature, but plenty of people also attend them with dating in mind.
Personally, I love the opportunity to mix dating with socializing.

PROS:
As a mix between cold approach and social circle, you get many advantages of cold approach, plus a
few nice bonuses.
Socially skilled men can showcase social dominance and leadership skills -and women love
leaders–: When groups are forming, it’s a once in a lifetime chance of showing off your
confidence, social skills, self-promotion skills, and power dynamics awareness. Women love
men who can quickly move to the top of the hierarchies, and doing it real-time is the ultimate
honest signal.
Social trust makes shier & sexually restricted women feel safer: if social circles score 10 in
trust and cold approach scores 0, you’re at around a 6 or 7 here, which is often enough to make
even the shier and more reserved type of women feel comfortable.
Great opportunity for self-promotion: smart men can subtly show off and display deeper
SMV values like resources, life achievements, lifestyle, as well as dating success without
bragging to the girl -big difference- (see the course for examples on how to do this)
Great opportunity to become a famous star (“localized fame”): imagine you’re at a training
or presentation. If you speak in front of everyone, even just disagreeing or asking smart
questions to the speaker, people will remember you and you become a “famous” in that
environment”. A friend of mine once volunteered to sing a song at a tourist party. Little later,
two women in quick succession approached him, and he later proceeded to bang one of them
(the story is here).
Easy for introverts: there are no obligations with one-offs events, and you can leave or reenter at any time.
Sexualize from the very beginning: club nights, balls and parties are all lukewarm
environments since it’s expected for people to mingle, flirt and, potentially, find new lovers. So
it’s also possible to sexualize the interaction from the very beginning.
The movie “Eyes Wide Shut” is all based on sexualized lukewarm approaches:

Very attractive ming in high-society & exclusive events: the quality and amount of women
vary widely depending on the event. Normal Meetup events often don’t have the highest quality
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of women, but higher-class events have almost only attractive women.
Can combine dating with socialization: even if your primary goal is to meet women, you can
still meet some cool guys. And who knows, either make a new good friend, or a business
partner.
Social skills training: events are a far better way of learning socialization than cold approach,
so they are also an opportunity to increase your social skills, which will serve you well in all
areas of life.
Men can retain their power: Since you can start talking about anything, you have the
possibility of not showing interest right away. That allows men to retain their power and make
her invest and work for it as well.
You can get women chasing you: if you acquire high status in the group, you can get some
women chasing you.
I remember once sitting at a table, an aspiring actress to my left was talking about Italian food,
so I turned around, joked a bit and then asked if she knew any good place. She said that “maybe
she could take me there”.

CONS:
Limited quantity: you’re limited to the attendees’ list. And if there is none you like, you can’t
do much about it.
Not as time effective: if your goal is only to meet women, except for clubs, then events might
not provide you as many opportunities for quick and successive approaches.
Potential for high competition when men outnumber women: in some events, there might
be far more men than women. When that’s the case, the dynamics help women to “become the
prize“. However, if you come across as cool enough, you can use “strategic ignoring” before
finally making your move and, if she preferred you, you effectively meet her as equals, without
chasing.

Best For:
Socially skilled men
Charming men
Charismatic men
Men who can bond and connect: grab any chance to move to 1:1 and go deeper
Men who know how to gain status and across as socially powerful, but without being too
overbearing: this is the advanced level of social skills, and it’s necessary to have your pick of
women.
Social strategists: this entails the ability to set up and follow through on plans to meet women
and, ideally, make it seem natural.
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3. Social Circle (Warm)
Your social circle includes:
Your old friends
Your current friends
College and university colleagues
The people you go out / party with
Your extended family
Your neighbors -as long as you at least say hi to themYour colleagues and coworkers
Anyone who attends your same activities
Social circle games is defined as:
To meet or pursue women with whom, because of social ties, context, or repeated exposure,
it feels natural and socially normal to start a conversation with
It’s a fuzzy definition, so social circle game includes meeting women whom:
You know yourself
You know through friends or acquaintances
You see often (barista at your favorite bar, for example)
You’re already friends on social media
You share some striking similarities with
Social circles can be differentiated into:
Core circles, with the guys and girls you really know well
Peripheral circles, with friends of friends, acquaintances, and people you see and “know they
exist”, but don’t really talk to.
Core circles dating is more for providers and relationships. Peripheral circles can go both ways.

PROS:
Shier / sexually restricted women feel safest: there is the highest in-built social trust.
Best for relationship-only women: women who swore off hookups respond better to social
circle men.
A potentially endless chain of new people: you can move into new social circles by just
meeting one new person.
With high status you can get women chasing you: women respond powerfully to power and
status (hypergamy). So if you have or acquire high status in the group, you can get women
chasing you.
More rooms for mistakes: women tend to provide more leeway to social circle men they like.
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Attraction has a long expiration date: it’s harder to move fast in social circle, but the other
side of the coin is that you also got far more time to get together with a girl when there is
mutual attraction.
Looks matter less: since people spend time together, you got the chance to show your deeper
qualities and to “grow” on women. My first “serious”, girlfriend wouldn’t have given me the
time of the day if I had stopped her in the street (and she was nice enough to let me know that,
which of course was a “value me more power move“)
You can leverage the “similarity effect”: people like people who are like them, and this is
also true in dating and attraction (Swani, 2015). In social circle, there is that feeling that “we’re
somewhat alike and get along with each other well”.
Social circles = network = power: social circles go beyond dating. People and connections are
power, and that adds value to your whole life, not just dating.
Got professional going places in their industries? Then you have the power to make valuable
introductions to anyone. Are there attractive women in your social circle? Then you can make
an intro, and/or get invited to all cool parties.
Lifestyle approach to seduction: a few men can build a lifestyle around social circles that that
naturally gets attractive women around them. Think of club promoters, movie producers, model
agents, but also model photographers.
This POS forced or cajoled many women, but I’m pretty sure countless also willingly slept with him
because of his power and position.
A cool social circle helps you meet and seduce women: if your friends are cool, that rubs off
of you. And If you have cool and attractive girlfriends, they work as a powerful preselection
tool. Plus, good friends will help you by talking well about you.
Good screening tool: you can get gather intel, get references, and observe well how she
behaves. That helps you avoid low-quality women, jealous boyfriends, drama queens, and
random pushers like this one:
Social circles help you avoid lady-pushers, too ?

Myth-Busting: Social Circles Are Not Necessarily Limited
Some authors scoff at social circles saying they are limited and small.
But that’s not true. Only socially unskilled folks trap themselves within the confines of their circles.
Social circles overlap, with new members periodically coming or going. Socially skilled men can join
new social circles at any given time, just by inviting new people, and/or befriending a single
gatekeeper of a different social circle.
I call these successful social circle guys the “connectors”.

CONS:
Most “normal guys” have poor social circles for dating: social circle dating only work for
guys who have good social circles, or who can create them.
At the extreme, think of a shy a software developer with male colleagues and no friends. His
social circle is useless for dating.
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Poor option for introverts: Introverts are not as effective and willing to develop and tend to
social circles.
Poor option for freedom lovers: social circles must be tended to, and come with social
obligations. If you prefer traveling, doing your own thing, or not owing anything to anyone,
social circles can become a burden.
Risk of being friend-zoned: some women don’t wanna get romantically involved with those
whom they perceive as friends. Explanation: this is a false problem. The problem is about being
a low-value friend, because women are still attracted to their high-value friends.
See here an example of a “high-value” friend who has his pick of women:
That’s a guy who’s taken social circle game a high level
Status and dating will be interrelated: friends and girlfriends overlap and feed into each
other. If you got a high status, that will help you get girls, and if those girls say good things,
that will boost your status. But it cuts both ways. If you chase hard, if you get spurned, if your
relationship tanks, if the girl gets hurt and talks badly about you… Then you will also lose
social status.
Explanation: this does not have to be a bad thing, and worrying about this is an example of
defensive mindset.
Can’t ghost / soft-next them: Ghosting is often the weasel’s way of ending things. But, in
some specific circumstances, avoiding someone instead of having “the conversation” is a valid
option. But you don’t have that in social circles.
You move slower: not always but, on average, women care about their reputation if you know
their friends. And even more so if you are her friend. So they might move slower with you just
to protect their reputation.
Potential for personal details to leak out: when you get in a relationship with someone from
social circle, her girlfriends will hear much of you personal life.
Example: Once a girl I was seeing from social circle saw an embarrassing laptop search of
mine to “improve my oral sex skills“. She immediately told the “funny” story to her friend -and
mutual friend- of ours.
Potential for awkwardness after a breakup: when your exes remain within your social
circles not only your dirty laundry has the potential to leak out, but the dirty laundry stays there.
Seen an example here:

Best For:
High status and high power men
“Cool” guys: who are liked and respected by others
Men with “deeper layers value“: such as, men with attractive traits that are not obviously
visible on first approach

Who Should Be Careful With It
Guys with poor and average social circles should be careful with using only social circle.
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Why?
The problem with doing social circle only within small social circles is that guys with small social
circles and average social skills acquire a defensive mindset.
And they lose power.
Since they only interact with a few women they are attracted to, they tend to tie their fortune on those
women, which makes them defensive and emotionally dependent.
A new guy enters their social circle?
They are defensive and scared.
And you don’t wanna be that guy.

4. Online Dating
You heard these before:
“Online dating doesn’t work”
Or:
“There are only average girls on Tinder”.
If you read around here, you know I can’t f*cking stand generalizations.
I don’t know where the folks who say the above are swiping in, but I see plenty of attractive women
on dating apps.
And because it didn’t work for them, it doesn’t mean it doesn’t work for anyone.
So let’s get down to the advantages of online dating:

PROS
Time-effective: you can swipe while commuting, while waiting for your food, or even on the
toilet -where many women do it-. Since it’s so low effort and looking at profiles can even be
fun, you can swipe as a way of chilling at the end of a long day.
Easy to schedule hookups (if you’re top 20%): many women do online dating to find
boyfriends, but a good chunk do it for sex as well. So IF you’re high enough SMV and are in a
risk-taking sexual marketplace, it’s easy to schedule hookups.
Wide choice: if you’re in a big city, you have near endless profiles to swipe from.
Mo’ money, mo’ matches: premium features and boosts give you the chance to be seen by
more women.
Low investment of time: unless you fall in the trap of perusing profiles for hours and hours,
online dating can be very time efficient.
Low emotional investment: swiping is easy and easy for everyone to do. That can be an
advantage, but also a disadvantage (as we will see)
The travelers’ secret weapon: you can line up dates before you even set foot in a new
location. Hit the ground… Banging.
Market penetration intelligence at the fingertip: dating apps can be used to scout your best
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sexual marketplaces before deciding where to go. The quantity of matches you get, as well as
the “match-score” you get on apps such OkCupid is a good indicator of how successful you
will be in person
Meet women you wouldn’t otherwise meet: some women don’t party, some work night shifts,
and some rarely set foot in the street.
Example:
I once had a good time with one of those girls that today would be referred to as “e-girl” -in this case,
almost literally-.
This lady made a good income broadcasting on camera and collecting gifts from her admirers
(simps). But she avoided being outside to avoid the “fans”, so… She’d never leave home. Hence, you
could only meet her with online dating.

CONS
Many in-demand women are not online: the more real-life options, and the more high-quality
men she has around, the less likely it is she will be online. There might be exceptions, as for
everything, but that’s the general rule.
More sexually promiscuous women are over-represented: as online dating becomes more
normal, the general population will be well-represented on dating apps. But as of today, some
more conservative women with real-life options might still be put off by it.
It’s a winner-take-all game: great news for top of the pyramid guys, but not for all the rest. If
you’re not getting great results, don’t despair, because that’s how it is for the majority of men.
But this is NOT a con:
Some women are there for validation: sure, a few women are there just for the validation. But
in real life, you also meet countless of non-sexually available women. As a matter of fact, the
percentage of available women is far higher in online dating apps.

Works Best For:
Attractive men: online dating is mostly about looks. The good news though is that it’s as much
about your real looks, as it is about the quality and angles of your pictures.
Rich / famous men who can show off their value: pictures with supercars, yachts, jets, or
famous people surely won’t hurt.
Men reaping sexual marketplaces imbalances: ie.: white men in locations where white men
are prized; rich men showing off money in poor locations.
Personally, online dating is highly environment-dependent for me.
It works little in some sexual markets, including in some markets where I didn’t do badly in person.
But it’s worked so well in some other places that I barely needed to meet anyone in person.
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Which One Should You Go For?
There is no general “best” that applies to everyone and in all situations.
When someone is too adamant in recommending one against the other, you should ask yourself:
1. Is he biased because he wasn’t personally successful in any of the other methods?
2. Is he biased because he is selling one specific method?
What’s “best” for you depends on your personal strengths, lifestyle, station in life, as well as your
environment and the type of sexual marketplace you live in.

Cold Approach VS Social Circle
Since most PUAs sell cold approaches systems, social circles have either been shunned, or gotten a
bad rep.
I don’t like generalizations, and what’s best for you depends on your strengths, preferences, as well
as your environment.
In terms of pure power and effectivness, some dating coaches say that cold approachers have an
advantage over guys in her social circle.
But that’s only true if you’re comparing a great cold-approacher VS a poor social circle guy. If the
guy in her social circle takes action on her attraction and knows what he’s doing, it’s the guy in her
social circle who has an advantage instead.
But if we were to pitch two completely identical high-value guys that she both likes the same way and almost impossible proposition, by the way-, then the cold-approacher might have the edge if she
wants a one night stand, while the social circle guy might get the edge if she seeks a relationship.

Summary
We reviewed the different strategies to approach and meet women.
As you can see, there are pros and cons to each.
The healthiest option is always a mix of them all.
And the healthiest options almost always stay away from the extremes. You don’t wanna be the guy
who spends hours and hours every day in streets or clubs, as much as you don’t want to be the guy
who only relies on a small social circle to date a woman.
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Psychopaths’ Sexual Strategy: Marauders of Sex
September 9, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
My goal is to be the modern-day version of Genghis Khan.
-The psychopath’s sexual strategy in a nutshell)
We have already discussed dark triad traits in relation to sexual success, and dating strategies.
For a quick overview:
Types of male seducers: a touch of narcissism is a recurrent feature in that list
What makes psychopaths successful with women: plus, what doesn’t
Casanova memoirs: Machiavellianism and narcissism helped Casanova be a successful
seducer
But in this article, we dig deeper into the psychopath’s sexual strategy, using a psychopath’s own
words and quotes (sources at the bottom).
Contents
1. Quantity Over Quality
2. Fuck raw to impregnate women
3. Give women fake names
4. Use condoms with local women
5. Develop contingency plans: move away, restart afresh
6. Game foreign women, or let foreigners come to you
7. Impregnate married women for maximum effect
8. Revel in your wins: observe your seeds from afar
9. Scrounge off wealthy women with Mack Game
10. Start a harem
11. Turn the harem into a cult -the cult of YOU12. Control women with abuse
The Psychopath Seeks Immortality
Psychopath’s Seduction Techniques & Mindsets
Manipulative Psychopaths, Or Willing Women?
The Cons of The Psychopath’s Strategy
Lessons Learned For Women
Summary

1. Quantity Over Quality
Says our friend:
Psychopath:
I’m going for quantity over quality. My overwhelming quantity will make it impossible for
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them to fail as a whole. Just a couple need to be semi-successful.
He is referring to “quantity of women/children” VS “quality of good parenting”. But, as we will see,
it also refers to the quality of the women.

2. Fuck raw to impregnate women
Here’s a rule of thumb:
Whenever I hear a guy bragging of not using condoms, I know I’m probably dealing with someone
high in psychopathy.
But our psychopath here does so with a precise strategy in mind:
Question:
don’t you use a condom?
Psychopath:
I don’t use condoms on vacation or with tourist chicks. My plan and goal is to knock them
all up.

Psychopaths are undaunted by STDs
Question:
How about STDs?
Psychopath:
STDs are not that scary.
Nothing pills can’t fix. Even aids got pills you can take.
I didn’t ask about the STDs he could pass to her”, because you should know the answer to that: he
doesn’t care.
And actually, to the subcategory of “prideful value-takers“, harming others is a badge of honor. It
says they were very effective in living their lives as marauders.

3. Give women fake names
Psychopath: I have aliases yes.
I tell them I’m a tourist also that lives in Miami or somewhere other than Vegas. Only take
cabs and stay in hotel rooms. Exchange no social media. No pictures and give them burner
phone number. It’s impossible for them to track me. Even if they tried they would start
looking in the wrong place.
Presenting a mask comes naturally to psychopaths anyway. Says the same guy in another
conversation:
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4. Use condoms with local women
Volunteers our psychopathic friend:
Psychopath:
With locals that know my real identity I condom up as much as I can.
Why so?
Because he does not want to pay child support, of course:
Psychopath:
Fuck child support. Literally one of the only reasons I started learning other languages so I
can bail the fuck out of the U.S. if some whore tries to get money out of me.
And:
Psychopath:
The unfair child support laws benefit women to have as many kids as they can but punish
men. I said fuck all that. Nobody controls me. I’m not letting the government control my
reproductive rights.
We men have no parental rights and get treated as just cheap sperm banks anyways.
Obviously he sees no opportunity for win-win exchanges in dating and relationships.

4.1. Or… Do anal
Psychopath:
Anal for the locals and in their pussy when they are tourist chicks. Because they are flying
away. I’ll never see them again.

4.2. If locals get pregnant, persuade them to abort
He has a persuasion system approach to convince women to abort:
Psychopath:
I’m not going to tell you my script word for word, but the following is the format that I use
that has never failed me when I accidentally knock up a local.
But the key is to get them telling you how having a baby will negatively affect her. They
have to feel like it was their choice with no outside influence.

5. Develop contingency plans: move away, restart afresh
In case his abortion persuasive strategy fails, he has contingency plans in place:
Psychopath:
I doubt I will ever get caught but that is why I’m learning all these languages. As a
contingency. Leave this country and start life in another and continue.
I can move to a country where they can’t get any child support out of me and go off the
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mother fucking grid.
I’ll move to a country where the U.S has no international agreements to enforce it. That’s
why I choose Japan.
His whole thought process is geared around taking as much as possible, while giving as little as
possible.
As Robert Hare said about psychopaths: “they all take far more than they give”.

6. Game foreign women, or let foreigners come to you
Question:
So you travel and go meet some of the girls you know?
Psychopath:
I don’t travel to them. They travel to me. My hometown is Vegas. They fly in and fly out
with my cum still in between their legs back to their home states and countries. It saves a
bunch of time and money traveling when they just come to you.
Question:
How do you meet these women
Psychopath:
Meet them just doing day game and night game. Just normal game. I’m just gaming women
that want to let loose on vacation here.

7. Impregnate married women for maximum effect
Psychopath:
Bonus if they are married. The husband is automatically assumed the father and put on the
cert. even if dna proves him not to be the father.
In this case, the quantity strategy also becomes qualitative, as children grow with a father figure and a
provider.

8. Revel in your wins: observe your seeds from afar
Says the psychopath:
Psychopath:
I’m really into eugenics and what that could have been and genes. This is a way I can
practice from a distance sort of. Love seeing the combinations and wondering what they
will look like and become. Watching them develop from a distance on social media on their
moms accounts.
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9. Scrounge off wealthy women with Mack Game
Men very high in psychopathy rarely have stable sources of income: it requires too much dedication.
The shortcut for those psychopaths who are attractive, is to find a wealthy woman and scrounge off.
He says:
Psychopath:
I use women for financial resources like women do men.
I’m the one that moves in with them, instead of how it usually is with the women moving
into the guys place.
Moving in with them rent free is just one of the perks of this game.
Typical value-taker mindset.
Psychopath:
I live my life like Ashton Kutcher in the movie Spread.
Just so you know, this is a segment from the movie “Spread”:
Ashton Kutcher can mack on wealthy, high-quality, and mentally healthy women younger than 40.
But many others… Difficult.

Isn’t scrounging off low power?
A Reddit user asked the psychopath if his game was less dominant than the “daddy style”, since he is
dependent on women.
Since psychopaths have a big ego, that question probably triggered him.
His reply:
Psychopath:
There is nothing more dominant then what I do.
You think macking (ie.: male gold digger) is not dominant? I can turn it into literal pimping
by just saying some words. You think pimps are not dominant?
Fuck being daddy I’m her lord and savior. I own her very soul. Her life essence.
And ended up his message with a power move:
Psychopath:
Power Game is full of contradictions and paradoxes. You need experience to understand all
the nuances
The psychopath also said that he learned how to control relationships from pimps, both in books and
in person -one allegedly took him “under his wing”-.

9.1. Switch the tables: become the prize
The psychopath says that part of his game is to act like a “female 10”.
He says:
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Psychopath:
I’m the one that gets chased, I game in a way that makes her the pursuer. She initiates
everything. She wants to fuck me she has to chase me. In a relationship, if she wants my
dick she has to use foreplay on me.
Part of his “gaming like a female 10” is to refuse responsibility, make excuses if he is caught with
other women, and to create lots of drama (of course, none of that necessarily belong to a “female 10’s
behavior”).

10. Start a harem
Once your game is good, start a harem.
Psychopath:
I will eventually have some that I raise my own. Those ones will be my clones and carry on
my will. Genetically and philosophy.
So I inquired:
Question:
OK, so at a certain point you will also settle down and be a provider, it sounds?
Psychopath:
I’ll have a harem.
Two sister wife’s maybe more. I won’t be the provider. One of them will have bank. I’ll be
a father, not a provider. I have too much game to ever settle for a boring-ass commoner
relationship. (…) My vision of the perfect family and being the best father I can be. All this
game, red pill shit was just a stepping stone.
(…) I also know it’s possible because I have already made it happen multiple times. I just
didn’t knock them up because I’m waiting.
I’m sure someone will see some irony in the line “best father I can be”.

11. Turn the harem into a cult -the cult of YOUOn a Reddit thread, a user said that his goal was to move out of the city, in the wild, living off the
land with a woman who met his criteria.
The psychopath replies:
Psychopath:
Sounds like a good place for me to start my polygamist/cult compound. I have never
actually thought about something like this.
(…)
And of course, the good-old isolation technique (Greene, 2001):
Psychopath:
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In order to form the cult I want, I do need to isolate all of them. This is a major
breakthrough (to live in the wild, Ed.). Can’t believe I never thought of this. I’m going to
need to redo my vision board now and move this cult idea I have been planning into motion
in a new time slot.
He then even advises another guy:
Psychopath:
Start studying cult leaders and using what they did on these women. Run some Jim Jones
game on them.
Nothing gives psychopaths and malignant narcissist a feeling of power like leading a cult

12. Control women with abuse
Psychopaths want total power and control over women.
One, because it makes them feel good about themselves, and two because a woman under their
control can be used -and abused- to better serve his needs.
The techniques he describes are some of the worst, as well as the most notable examples of dark
psychology I’ve ever read:

12.1. Screen for women who respond well to punishment
Psychopath:
They cry and storm out, go to their cars, anger text me and come back up once they realize
it’s only going to get worse for her. That’s the worse a women has ever resisted punishment.
They also agree to these punishments beforehand. Otherwise she can’t become my plate.
Another poster, approved by “our” psychopath says:
As soon as she begins to try and be a bitch or power grab, she starts losing my time and
attention. Either the plate breaks or the bitch changes her tune.
“Plates that break” are women with higher standards who cut contact.
Not good for the psychopath.
Psychopaths resent women who are independent and/or resist their total control. They want doormats
whom they can control.

12.2. Stick to women who get addicted on abuse
Psychopaths like this one only enter relationships with women who accept abusive behavior.
So it’s true when he says:
Psychopath:
Women never call the cops. There are dudes that beat their girlfriends/wife’s for years and
they still dont call the cops. Why? Because women like abuse emotionally and physically.
Of course, it’s not true that “women (in general) like abuse”. But some get addicted to it.
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Relationship researcher Gottman was shocked to hear from abused women that the best sex they had
ever had was right after a beating (Gottman, 2011).
Psychopaths seek and stick with those types of women.
Also read:
How low self-esteem leads to abusive relationships
The judge: explains how abusers can gain control with approval/criticism
Mary McCain emotional trauma bonding: an example

12.3. Create emotional whiplash: break them down, build them back up
Psychopath:
You need to game like a woman with BPD.
Give women emotional whiplash. You need to break these women down like they are
muscles. What happens when you break down muscle over and over? It grows back
stronger, that’s what you want to do with your relationships with them.
Breaking these women down and building them back up over and over is how you build a
stronger relationship with them each time. It’s how you create “love”.
(…)
A women in love will give you everything. Drama to women is emotional heroin.
You do that by creating fake arguments:
Psychopath:
In order to do that you need to start fake arguments, that sadly many guys on here (on the
red pill community, Ed.) think is stupid. They think gaming like a women is beneath them.
They have no idea what they are missing out on.
At the extreme, the “whiplash” is physical beating followed by periods of extreme tenderness.
See an example from Jon Koppenhaver (War Machine):
Narrator: this is known in psychology as “the cycle of abuse”.
In phase 3, after an abusive episode, the abuser will often seek connection. They will act
romantic, apologetic, and remorseful. The abused (…) may begin to feel a stronger
connection to the abuser, due to the abrupt switch of contrasting emotions.
When fear and intimidation are directly followed by affection and warmth, the
intimate nature of the latter can become significantly intensified.
It’s worth noticing that Christy Mack, the psychopath’s girlfriend, was also somewhat “off”. And
they were “off” in similar ways, from the tattoos, to the snake pets, to growing up in toxic
households. Plus, notice her tattoo saying “sick love”.

12.4. Demand the moon, and expect it -or punish themPsychopath:
She needs to repent. They should put you above all else. Your word is god. Disobedience is
harshly punished. She will never blow me off again. I dont give a fuck if her parents are
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dying, if I request her she better be there.
Does it remind you of Charles Manson?

12.5. Use rewards and punishments
Psychopath:
You need to operant condition them with rewards and punishments. You need to be sadistic
and have a 50 shades of gray relationship with all of them because it works and they get
wetter for you over it. It’s all about results.
I doubt women get technically more “wet”. Sex becomes more of a way of seeking confirmation for
the emotional bond, and staving off the fear of abandonment (sex for sexual pleasure and sex for
bonding are two different things).

12.6. Leverage your bottom bitch to control others
Remember that he has a “pimp” approach to dating:
Psychopath:
My primary is my enforcer. She’s the bottom bitch that keeps my other bitches in line for
me so I don’t have to do any work. Most of the times I have my primary dish out
punishment on the other plate. My hands are always clean.
If things go south, your primary will defend you:
Psychopath:
If she wants to get violent my primary can get violent back on her. (…) She calls the cops I
always have a witness that she consented to everything. Again 50 shades type of
relationships.

12.7. Once she’s under your spell, use “dread game”
Psychopath:
She would rather share me than completely lose me. That scares the fuck out of them and
keeps them in line.

12.8. (Mis)treat them like dogs
One man says he does not sleep well when women stay over.
Says the psychopath:
Psychopath:
I had the same problem. My solution was to make them sleep on the ground in a sleeping
bag at first. Than I got soft I guess and let them sleep at the foot of the bed perpendicular
but my yorkie didn’t like that because that was his spot.
:S
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12.9. Use sex for extra-bonding and control
Some psychopaths and abusers use sex as a tool for control (Bancroft, 2002).
Our future sect leader here takes it a noth up, and says he uses sperm as a tool for reward and
punishment:
Psychopath:
Now I use my literal cum as a reward for positive behavior that benefits me.
And comes inside to heighten the emotional bond and personal control:
Psychopath:
Though I prefer to cum in them because it has that extra cocktail of hormones that further
bonds them to me.

12.10. Hack their laptops & phones to use their secrets to your advantage
This one was the most unexpected for me:
Psychopath:
I personally use it to low key hack and have control of all my plates laptops. I know
everything about them. Their browser history, projects they are working on, emails and
twitter accounts because lol everybody just leaves everything on auto sign in.
Also iPhones. Even the ones with Face ID omg that shit is horrible. When they are sleeping
just open one of their eyes and you get access. If they have an older model just put their
thumb on the Touch ID button. A normal password is far safer than biometrics.
How to use that information:
Psychopath:
Knowledge is power.
They always wonder how it seems I can read their minds. It’s because I am. Our phones and
laptops, social media accounts are a peak at our souls.
Let your imagination run wild as to why having that info on them is so powerful. It’s like
the movie what women want when they are around me.
He says he has remote software with which he can switch on their laptop’s camera and microphones
remotely, and he learned it from the book “Social Engineering, The Art of Human Hacking“.
And in another message he explains why it works:
Psychopath:
People are narcissistic, they just want to be around other people like themselves. Same
hobbies, jobs, interest, background etc.
There is no better way to become their mirror than to hack and find out everything about
themselves than use what you find out in conversation with them.
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The Psychopath Seeks Immortality
Robert Hare (Hare, 1993) hypothesized that psychopaths:
1. Follow a conscious reproductive strategy of quantity over quality
2. Seek a way of “living on forever”
In a way, it makes sense: some psychopaths have delusions of omnipotence.
Yet, I was skeptical at first.
Psychopaths are also impulsive, and largely driven by short term pleasures of the here and now.
Hare’s own examples contradicted his hypothesis, with one psychopath literally replying to him “I
just like to fuck”.
This suggested me -and still suggests- that the psychopaths’ sexual strategy of casual sex, no
commitment, and zero investment is not primarily a conscious decision, but mostly a consequence of
the psychopaths’ brain neurology.
But a few psychopaths, like this article illustrates, do indeed consciously plan their sexual strategy.
Let’s go back to our case study.
Psychopath:
I’ll die but my genes will forever live on all over this planet. I made this my life purpose.
If there was a actual god it would be very grateful for all the new life I’m creating. In a way
I am god. I create new life and the women in my life worship me. That’s how I see it. I’m
doing the work of a god.
I even questioned him on the illusion of “forever”:
Question:
“Forever” is an illusion.
Your genes will be so diluted in a just a few generations that nothing of “you” will be there.
And it’s a fair bet that all species will end, eventually. At latest, when the universe wil end.
And this is the answer:
Psychopath:
Everything will end yes. But at least a part of me will still be alive to make it to see the end
of our species. Hundreds of thousands of years from now.
(…)
I’ll make it to infinite. Till the meteor fucking drops.

Psychopath’s Seduction Techniques & Mindsets
This guy’s post history is a crash course on the mindsets and psychology of psychopaths.
Some more information about him:
He writes mostly on Red Pill subreddits
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Which could probably tell you something about The Red Pill. Or, at least, about some of the extremes
of the red pill.
He leverages social circles
On the argument “cold approaches VS social circles“, he prefers social circles:
Psychopath:
You’re supposed the build a pipeline of pussy so you don’t need to cold approach.
I have not cold approached all year. Even before COVID. I simply just hang out and tell
plates/females friends to invite more girls they know. The women in my life do all the pussy
hunting for me now.
He will meet Brad Pitt
Psychopath:
“I’m sure I’ll meet brad at some point. At least an introduction. They all hang out at 1 oak
out in Cali. Just be apart of a VIP table and you can meet these celebs like nothing”.
This tells you about the grandiose thinking.
He hits the gym and injects testosterone
Psychopath:
“Than said fuck all this and jumped on the juice ?”
He parties a lot
Psychopath:
Long after my military career is over I have finally become a morning person. All it took
was bars and night clubs closing
He does not respect any “bro code”
Psychopath:
I never respect the beta bro code under any circumstances.
All the “friends” I would need to uphold this rule around got exiled and purged from my
life. They will only hold you back like the crabs they are. Bro code is mate guarding simp
shit.
Our bro code with my boys is to share everything and if you manage to steal a girl from one
of us it’s cool just explain and detail how you pulled it off so we can all improve our game
together.
To which one guy replies “if that’s how you and your friends operate, then you guys are toxic as
fuck.”
He insists and takes no “no”
Psychopath:
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I never give up on sets till violence or security is called. It’s a rule I have that has lead to
many opportunities like yours.
Reminded me of this guy:
He cares nothing about his family
Psychopath:
I personally give no fucks about my family.
Even if I did owe them something wouldn’t give them shit. Funeral costs don’t care. Bury
me in the back yard for all I care. Don’t even get me a casket.
Of course, God forbid if he didn’t end up being a cost and burden.
He learned seduction and power dynamics for money, resources, and power
Psychopath:
I always learned game from day one for money, resources, social status and power. To have
a harem has been my end game since day one.
And:
I didn’t get into game for sex I’m after something far greater. Power, control and money.
His self-awareness is quite good. Definitely a high-functioning psychopath.
He “plows” through last minute resistances (LMR)
Psychopath:
I don’t really get LMR but my rules to deal with it is to plow. If she really doesn’t want to
have sex she will kick and claw like an actual victim is the only way I’m stopping.
If he’s caught cheating, he denies it
Psychopath:
If I get caught with another woman I make excuses that it was not my fault, I can’t be held
responsible, it just happened, just like women do to men.
And of course, never take responsibility or face the consequences of your actions.

Manipulative Psychopaths, Or Willing Women?
Let’s resist accusing this guy for a second.
I know, it’s hard, but hang with me for a second.
You see, beyond some of the psychopath’s most reprehensible words and actions, we must also come
to this other conclusion: it’s more than likely that some women slept with him knowing what she was
getting.
I don’t believe for a second that all women are stupid and duped. Instead, some women willingly
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enter that transaction. Or, at least, they kinda know what they’re getting, know it’s not good for
them, but kinda go for it anyway.
There are indeed studies suggesting that women pick dad-types for long-term mating, but prefer cads
for short-term mating and when they’re at their most fertile (Aitken et al., 2013).
After all, the psychopath’s sexual strategy is just the extreme and more abusive form of lover
style.
In evolutionary psychology terms, we are talking about “dads VS cads”.
Such as:
Dads are men who invest: your typical family man. They enter long-term, committed
relationships, provides, and helps raise children.
Cads are men who do not invest: your typical playboy/fuckboy. He focuses more on shortterm sex, and less on long-term and committed relationships.
In vernacular seduction, these two categories are sometimes referred to as:
Lovers & Providers
Alphas & Betas: in red-pill circles, alphas are high-quality and dominant men, while beta men
are average men who need to invest to get sex. This dichotomy is also encapsulated in the
generalization of “alpha fucks, beta bucks”
Finally, consider that some women don’t have endless options.
And when she cannot secure a high-quality man who is willing to commit, she might be better off
with an attractive psychopath than with the meek beta males available to her.
This, in a way, also means that while most women have good reasons to hate psychopaths, it also
means that it’s women who are enabling psychopaths to procreate.

Not All Cads (& Psychopaths) Are Successful
Attention though:
Psychopathy predisposes men towards a cad strategy, but it does not guarantee that the
psychopath will turn out to be a successful cad.
Psychopaths seek short-term gratifications and do not develop feelings, but psychopathy does not
make men attractive in and on itself. And it does not guarantee a high sexual market value.
Check out again this article on the myths of psychopath’s game.
Just as an example, take clinical psychopath James Fallon: he is manipulative, feels no bond and
emotional attachment to his children, engages in binge-drinking and eating, but says that he never
cheated (Fallon, 2013).
And I do believe him:

The Cons of The Psychopath’s Strategy
Psychopaths tend to be egotistic and grandiose, so they’d never admit going for lower SMV women.
However, when we tease out information on the psychopath’s predatory sexual strategy, that’s
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exactly what we seem to get:
Academic research: academic research supports that dark triad men, especially for short-term
dating, drop their standards more than neurotypical men do (Jonason et al., 2011)
Victims who chronicled their misadventures with psychopaths:
they were often either not very high sexual market value (Brown, 2008), inexperienced
(MacKenzie, 2015), or mentally troubled (Norwood, 1985)
The dynamics of the sexual marketplace: it’s simple. High-quality women can get total
package men. Why would they accept a leecher? Only if they have some mental issue they’d
take that deal
Personal experience: I met more than one man high in psychopathy. Some had a high notch
count, but I have yet to meet one who was going after, or who successfully dates women I liked
or respected
Let’s go back to the psychopath from this article.
This is what he says about the cocktail waitresses in Vegas:
Psychopath:
They also mostly have degrees and are very smart women, but don’t pursue that because
why would they? Whatever their degree/career pays is way less than simply being a hot
woman who can pour a drink.
That is the typical tendency of inflating the value of those we date.
But I agree more with this other guy who replied:
Lol no. I’ve worked that industry. Sometimes, I’d meet a girl working her way through
college, but that was rare. Most were not “very smart women”.
(…)
Most stable men don’t want a girl who makes her money by wearing skimpy outfits and
flirting with every slob that walks in the door.
(…)
These women are trading a normal/healthy long-term partner, and the option of a
respectable career path or station in life, for a source of short term riches that dries up by the
time they’re 40, if they’re lucky.
(…)
Idk who this guy (the psychopath, Ed.) talked to, but if they told him they had student loans
they needed paying off, it’s because they were trying to sucker him for a fat donation.

Lessons Learned For Women
source: fightgangstalking.com

Smart women can learn some lessons from this post.
Always demand a condom: unless you’re planning to get pregnant, never, ever let anyone
enter you without a condom
If you’re attracted to abusive men, seek therapy: you can start by checking out “Women
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Who Love Too Much” and “how to quit a toxic relationship“
Beware of men who insist upon your first “no”: yes, some of them might be high-value guys
who are more on the dominant side, but some of them are psychopaths. Tread carefully
Run from men who push too hard for sex: up to you what you think is “too hard”, but use it
as an important indicator of his mental makeup
“Operant conditioning” is a red flag: men who seek to mold your behavior in selfish ways
are probably not trying to develop a win-win relationship
Abuse is unacceptable: yes, it’s sometimes hard to leave. But you know as they say: in front of
abuse “fuck excuses”
More resources:
Signs you’re dating a psychopath

Summary
We reviewed the sexual strategy of psychopaths.
Particularly, we reviewed the sexual strategy of a high-functioning, Machiavellian, power craving,
psychopath. And we detailed his manipulative and abusive techniques.
In short, the strategy:
1. Quantity of women & children over quality
2. Impregnate & bail, and always refuse to help with the children
3. Control women with abusive techniques

Sources:
All quotes are from a Reddit user who is obviously high in psychopathy.
The quotes might be extrapolated or abbreviated for ease of comprehension, but they’re all verbatim,
and all reflect the psychopath’s intentions and mindsets.
I also asked him questions, and you can see the discussion here. If canceled, this is one snapshot from
that interaction:
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The Science of “Alpha Fucks Beta Bucks” (Facts VS Myths)
January 24, 2021 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Alpha fucks beta bucks is a red pill maxim that refers to sexual marketplace dynamics whereby alpha
males enjoy free, easy, and abundant sexual access to women, while beta males receive only scant
sexual access in spite of their expensive courtship efforts.
Well, that’s “alpa fucks, beta bucks” in a nutshell.
But… Is it true?
As for many things in the red pill, it’s partly true, and partly misleading because it over-applies blackand-white generalizations to a world that is far more complex.
This post clarifies for you what’s true, and what needs some better analysis.

Contents
Intro
Corollary 1: Alphas fuck more (true)
Corollary 2: Alphas fuck with less investment (true)
Corollary 3: Alphas fuck quicker (true)
Corollary 4: Alphas get better fucks (true)
Correction 1: Bucks = power
Correction 2: Bucks = SMV boost for long-term dating
Correction 3: Bucks = (almost) necessary for top 1% women
Correction 4: Granularity, adding the shades of grey
Beta fucks
Alpha bucks
Alpha providers
Alpha fathers
Blue pill alphas
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Intro
“Alpha fucks, beta bucks” is foundational to red pill philosophy.
We can define this maxim as:
“Alpha fucks beta bucks” means that alpha males can enjoy easy access to sex with little or
no investment, while beta males need to invest, either emotionally or financially, to even
have a shot for the same level of sexual action
Albeit it itself it’s only a maxim, many different corollaries stem from this maxim that are central to
how the red pill describes and understands intersexual dynamics.
Let’s start with the obvious fact that reality is variegated, and that alpha and beta, obviously, are
simplifications of reality that do little justice to the more complex nature of human society.

Even this one is an oversimplification, let alone the beta/male dichotomy
But for the sake of brevity and simplicity let’s imagine the alpha male is the high-value, attractive,
high power, high dominance, confident man, and the beta male is the unattractive, low power,
submissive, self-doubting man.

Corollary 1: Alphas fuck more (true)
The first corollary of the maxim is that alpha males have or can have more sex.
If the alpha male is more attractive, charismatic, confident, higher social status, more of a leader etc.
etc., then this is so obviously true, that we don’t need to waste time on it.
Obviously, at parity of everything else, alpha males have easier access to sex.
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Exception: Variety VS frequency, the “girlfriend effect”
General population-level rules always have individual-level exceptions, of course.
But besides the individual level, there is one important exception here that I’ve seen more than once
in my life.
I’ll give you an example:
As a kind, I remember two older brothers one-upping each other as to who had more sex.
Each one of the them claimed of having more and… They were both right.
How was that possible?
Well, the older of the two brothers, the one who far “cooler” and far more “alpha”, was mostly single
in his life, and sought diversity of sexual partners.
The younger one had a stable girlfriend.
So while the alpha had to go out and face the odds to get a new sexual partner, the younger brother
was getting laid close to 100% of the times every time he’d meet his girlfriend.
So, in some cases and in given periods of times, the single alpha who seeks variety as a single man
might end up with a far higher sexual partners count, but fewer overall sex-session count as
compared to a less alpha guy who is in a relationship.
This particular circumstance does not affect the general rule, though.
Alpha males still have, generally, better odds at having sex with any new woman than a beta male.

Corollary 2: Alphas fuck with less investment (true)
“Alpha fucks beta bucks” also implies that more attractive men can get to sex with less investment
than a beta male, or with no investment at all.
This is also generally true and it deserves a bit more of an explanation.
The sexual marketplace, just like any other social exchange, has an inherent element of bartering and
calculative nature.
And when a man and a woman meet, they assess what they can do for each other, as well as assessing
each other’s overall sexual market value along an array of different traits and characteristics.
Now what happens is that the more personal value one individual possess, the less external value
he needs to bring to that negotiating table to get what he wants – in our case, sexual access to the
female-.
In simpler terms, if a guy is very attractive, and that’s his personal value, then he doesn’t need to add
as many external forms of value.
A guy who is less attractive, might instead have to add some forms of external value before he can
get sexual access to the female.
How does he add external values?
Usually, we can recognize two main categories:
1. Personal investment
2. Financial investment
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Literally, the red pill maxium of “bucks” refers financial investment, but it’s more often interpreted
as any form of investment beside his genes/penis.
However, as we shall see, personal and financial investment are quite different.
Personal investment is displayed for example with kindness, listening, asking questions, caring,
supporting, contacting her often etc. etc.
Very importantly as we shall see, these also serve as promissory notes of future investment, as they
basically say “I care about you, and if you mate with me I’ll keep supporting you and staying by your
side in the future as well”.
The financial investment instead says “If you mate with me, I can support you (and our possible
future children)”.
Most normal guys show financial investment by paying for the dates, picking her up with the best car
they can muster, going to a good restaurant, and maybe talking up their job.
This is a simplification of course, but based on it, we can say that, in general, it’s true that alpha
males need less external value to achieve the same result as compared to a beta male.
Note: this doesn’t mean alphas necessarily invest less, it means alphas can invest less to achieve
the same -or better- results as non-alphas.
As a matter of fact, and as we shall see, alphas who get into relationships or who choose to be
providers, tend to have more resources to invest than betas do.

Beware the “I don’t invest” dickhead trap
I used to be huge into “not investing”.
And that handicapped some of my dating.
If a girl showed up to the date and said she hadn’t eaten yet, I’d insist I had eaten, and still avoid any
food.
I still think there is a place in getting to sex before you invest too much, but as for everything:
balance.
There was a period when I wasn’t very balanced, and often even after sex.
I remember once after I had sex with a poor girl and she pleaded “if we could go get pizza” together.
“Pizza”? I thought. You don’t get free handouts from me, I’m just the sex guy. And I outright,
annoyingly refused.
I could have said “yes”, enjoyed a pizza with this pretty girl, and make it such a better experience for
both of us. Instead, no, I had to “invest zero”, and ended up acting like the worst cheapo dickhead and
sent her packing. Not my highest point, lemme tell you.
Again, this is not an exhortation to swing in the opposite direction.
Don’t let any woman take advantage of you. Don’t invest too much before sex. But a few bucks for a
date are probably fine. And inviting her after sex is rather safe and, if you’re a cool guy, it will only
give you points.

Corollary 3: Alphas fuck quicker (true)
A third corollary is that apha males can get to sex quicker than beta males.
This is also generally true, and now we get into the realm of the lover and the provider as well.
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If you need to refresh your mind please see:
Lovers and providers
Lover and provider strategies
Lover VS Provider: How to Pick Your Best Strategy
Well, let’s make this clear first of all: the alpa male isn’t always a lover, and the beta isn’t always a
provider.
BUT, as for what we said above, alphas are more able to date as lovers, while betas must rely more
on providing.
Some math here: So if you take 1.000 top 10% guys and 1.000 bottom 10% guys, chances are very
high that there are far more lovers among the top 10%, and if we’re talking about successful lovers,
than you can rest assured that there are far more among those 10% men, and probably zero successful
lovers in the bottom 10%.
These two different dating strategies and approaches work at inherently different speeds.
The lover approach is largely based on attraction, and it’s either on or off. Either the two like
each other and we they to it quickly, or nothing.
The provider path instead is more based on proving itself over a period of time.
Why so.
Because providing is based on “sticking around”, and to honestly signal future commitment, you
need to do that over time in the present.
So once we’re into the provider approach to dating, the woman is almost obliged to let him wait in
order to one, make sure that he will stick around, and two, to maintain that aura of a woman who is
worthy of that investment.
Please see the Madonna/whore dichotomy for more or watch this video:
If there is no mutual attraction, paradoxically, the longer courtship period might eventually lead to
sex and a relationship while the lover approach would instead lead nowhere.
So don’t necessarily and always discount the courtship method, which can sometimes be effective for
alphas as well.
However, this is also not to say that one must necessarily engage in courtship when attraction is not
present, or that it’s effective doing so. Sometimes, it’s just best to move on.
Anyway, for our purposes, again, it’s true that, on average, alpha males can get to sex quicker, and
especially so when they date as lovers.

Corollary 4: Alphas get better fucks (true)
There are a few reasons why this might be true:
Physical dexterity: if alphas are more fit and if sex is a physical endevor, then it follows that
alphas’ sex can be
Sexual attraction: if alphas fuck based more on attraction, sex based on attraction rather than
transaction tends to be “hotter” sex
“Whore” sex is hotter than “Madonna” sex: as per the above Madonna-whore dichotomy, if
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the beta is clueless and approaches women expecting to be all prudes, then the woman migt
self-censor in ways that she does not with men who appreciate her for her sexual drives as well
As usual, there are some exceptions and further considerations to this rule:
1. Beta ? fat & prude: To begin with, not all non-top 1% men must necessarily be prudes and/or
overweight.
2. “All about her approach” can yield some results: Dr. Robert Glover explains in “No More
Mr. Nice Guy“, many nice guys make the sex all about satisfying her, rather than themselves,
which sometimes can increase the chances of the woman reaching orgasms -but not always-.
3. Intimacy can increase sexual pleasure: A relationship that grows on intimacy on top of
sexual attraction can also increase the quality and pleasure of sex, especially for her.
Anyway, the general rule applied to large numbers probably stands: take 1.000 alphas, 1.000 betas,
and the alpha groups will probably enjoy wilder and hotter sex.
So albeit we’ve seen a few exceptions already, overall so far the “alpha fucks beta bucks” holds true
and things add up.
So where does this maxim falls short then.
Let’s see:

Correction 1: Bucks = power
One failure of the maxim is in it’s how it’s interpreted.
Beta bucks puts together the worst stereotype of the man who fails at dating, and the bucks, such as
the personal investment and the financial resources.
So some guys wrongly equate the use or display of personal investment or resources to being a
loser/beta, but that is not necessarily true.
Let’s focus on resources first.
The maxim is correct in that there are indeed lower-value ways of deploying resources in your dating
strategies, and it’s true that some lower quality guys are more likely to resort to those than others.
But there are also empowering ways of leveraging resources that can increase your dating success.
Resources by themselves are neither alpha nor beta: resources are an incredible source of power.
Resources offer immense leverage in life, and the sexual marketplace is no exception.

Bucks can be power: example
Lemme re-share a story from “14 power moves“.
Some time ago I was out with a girl.
After the restaurant, we took a walk and then stopped at a bar for a drink.
We were snug comfortably on a couch when the waitress came and said “I’m sorry, here you can
only get drinks if you get food”.
Her expression was as if to say “I’m sorry, we can’t serve you here, you have to go”.
I open the menu, point at one of the first dishes, and say “OK, bring us this, and two vodka martinis”.
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And I passed her back hte menu.
Now that was a high power way of using resources.
Not as a way of saying “if you mate with me, I will feed you, and let me prove it to you over the next
3 dates” but as a way of saying “I get what I want by leveraging my resources”.
We barely touched the food, and we didn’t even finish the drinks.
Back to mine, she was one of the most sexually forward women of 2020, and since I hadn’t left the
AC on, it ended up in a mess of hot sweat.
Great memory.
Was it because of the menu power move?
Difficult to say, that was just one element, yet I’m pretty sure it was a small, yet significant
contribution to her attraction.
Similarly, I had quick sexual encouters with women who came over and me “how much was I paying
for rent”, and to which I replied that “I pay nothing because it’s mine”.
In this case, resources were helpful for short-term sex, as well as making me a great candidate for
long-term as well.

Correction 2: Bucks = SMV boost for long-term dating
In general, resources are more useful for committed and longer-term dating.
And that’s another element that the “alpha fucks beta bucks” tends to leave out, since it’s more
focused on the short term than the long term.
In general, I would say, the red pill is more focused on the short term
Short term and long term are two different modes of dating, with important differences, and with
different rules to achieve success.
So, for example, if you take an attractive alpha male who is broke and jobless and a non-attractive
beta male who is a billionaire, the alpha might do better in the short term, while the beta billionaire
might secure a more attractive partner for the long term.
Case in point, Elon Musk:
Elon Musk is not your typical alpha male, yet, he had no problems finding attractive women
Let me add one note though: don’t make too much of examples like the one above.
They are based on exaggerated stereotypes that rarely even exist in the real world. As a matter of fact,
alpha males tend to have more resources than betas.
However, sometimes, exaggerated examples based on one-dimension stereotypes can help us better
grasp the dynamics at play.
Now back to us:

Bucks for short-term sex success: conspicuous consumption
There is an important exception to the rule of resources as a tool for long term dating.
For example, throwing money around like you couldn’t care less can also serve to attract short-term
sex.
It’s a phenomenon called “conspicuous consumption”, and conspicuous consumption usually frames
you as a lover (Kenrick et al., 2011).
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The world presents many examples that evolution equipped most men with the drive to acquire as
well as to conspicuously display resources.
For example, take that red pill guy who is so into cars:

Alpha
drives beaves, beta rides buses
The sportscars he loves stem from a primordial drive to display resources as a way of attracting status
and women.
Noisy and bright sportscars are a flashy way of communicating “respect me and mate with me,
because I’m successful, and I have so much extra bucks that I can splurge”.
And this is not a criticism, by the way. Resources are power, and displaying resources is an effective
technique to showcase and increase that power.

Correction 3: Bucks = (almost) necessary for top 1% women
Some guys interpte the maxim as displaying resources means you’re not dating well.
But resources can be equally empowering for alphas.
How come so?
Didn’t we say that alphaas can get to sex without resources?
Yes, but hold your horses for a second, because this is important.
The limitation of the alpha dating power is that it mostly goes downward.

Also read
more about hypergamy here
What do I mean by that?
Well, let’s simplify again:
Imagine a man who is an 8 in terms of looks.
If he pursues a woman who is a 5, then it’s likely that he can get to sex with her quicker and without
investment since he’s got so much more personal value compared to her, that she will see him as a
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genetic boom not to let go of -exceptions apply: some lower SMV women might sometimes reject
themselves first, but let’s keep it simple-.
Now picture the same guy who’s an 8, but this time he’s interested in a woman who is a 9.
Now suddenly if he relies on looks or even on his full personal value alone, it’s not going to be a
walk in the park anymore.
One, because she’s around his same level, and two, because he’s also competing with other alphas
and attractive guys.
Top women only consider top men, so being alpha grants no special points anymore.
That is true for the short term and, even more, for relationships.
And that’s where external value and resources can come in handy for alphas as well, especially when
it comes to longer-term.
Let’s make another simplistic example.
Take an attractive Hollywood female star.
Angelina Jolie of the past decades, for example.
Now imagine Angelina Jolie has a hunky personal trainer and he is very willing to dick her because
she’s Angelina Jolie.
The hunky personal trainer might clean it with the girls at the bar, but now he’s in a different
ballgame.
There is also Brad Pitt who wants Angelina, and maybe there is DiCaprio as well, as other attractive
but non famous billionaires.
Angelina might still take that personal trainer for a spin, but it will be more on her terms, and the
power is all on her side.
Angelina might actually actively avoid even been seen with his personal trainer because that would
tarnish her reputation as a classy, unreachable top 0.1% woman.
And whether short or long term, that personal trainer is still outgunned by Brad Pit, who will always
be a higher value mate in Angelina’s eyes.
The next twist is that if Angelina is dating Di Caprio, Gosling, and Pitt but only Pitt is willing to
commit, then she will probably drop di Caprio and Gosling for Pitt, because commitment means
value to a big chunk of women. Exceptions always apply, like some younger women in the partying
phase (Tomassi, 2015), or inveterate female players, but the norm is that when a woman is attracted
to a man, she does value commitment.
The same can be said of top 1% women in general.
This is basic dating power dynamics.
Top women want it all and demand more, including bucks, because they can obtain it.
They want the alpha physically, who is also smart, and who is also financially loaded. If they’re
looking for a relationship, they’ll always also prefer the alpha who commits.
See the point?
Resources and external sources of value are helpful whenever you’re shooting for higher
quality women and/or women above your level.
And that’s true independently of whether you’re a beta, an alpha, or anything in between.
See an example:
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With external values 4, can land a 9,
and it’s a fair, win-win exchange
And the same goes for personal investment, including caring and bonding.
The willingness and ability to empathize, support, and bond with a woman you’re dating, are all
positive traits that do increase your overall value, especially for long term dating.
They help you get the relationship, secure the relationship, as well as empowering you within that
relationship.
Also see:
How to maintain power in relationships
Makes sense?

Using resources to change a woman’s mind
I want to give you on more example of leveraging resources.
And this is to change a woman’s mind.
Now you might say “why should I do that, changing a specific woman’s mind is a form of one-it is”.
And I agree, you might have a point.
But hey, exceptions always apply, and there might be valid reasons why you specifically like one
particular woman, and changing her mind might be worth a shot.
Resources in those cases can be leveraged for that end, and you still do so within a strong, alpha
frame so to speak.
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This is a good example where Michael Franzese, a former mafia boss, does exactly that, check it out:
Yeah, I’m also sure that made an impression.
Again, you don’t necessarily have to do that, but having the possibility of doing it is yet another
powerful tool and whether you use it or not, it’s still empowering to have it.

Correction 4: Granularity, adding the shades of grey
The last issue with the mantra is the black and white generalizations that often go along with it.
Obviously, the world is not just alphas who enjoy quick sex without any investment and simps who
invest a lot and never get sex.
In truth, the world is far more shades of grey, than black and whites.
So let’s add a few more cateogries in between for a better understanding of intersexual dynamics
Let’s start with beta fucks.

Beta fucks
The simp who never, ever gets any sex is actually a minority.
Sure, they might large in numbers, but that’s only because of alpha male posturing, with men sharing
simp examples as a way of social climbing and feeling better about themselves.
In truth, of all the betas who date more traditionally and who chip in their time and resources, a good
chunk of them do get some fucks, sometimes, or manage to get a girlfriend.
I can tell you that from personal experience as well, when I was a certified over-investing chap (sure
as fuck I didn’t wanna go over to hers for Christmas, but guess what I did?):
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She was a rather attractive lady,
and trust me, I was not the highest quality guy around. Still did get the fucks, though.
And since alphas are a minority, and simps who never ever fuck are also a minority, the actual silent
majority are probably the various shades of grey betas who (eventually) fuck.

Alpha bucks
I know, I know.
Given the original mantra, it sounds stupid to put “alpha” and “buck” together.
But hear me out for a second.
Alpha bucks are a few, very few, very, very loaded alpha males who buck a lot, and who have so
much sexual abundance, that they actually fuck the same woman only occasionally, even while he
might “maintains” her, so to speak.
As an example, take Belrusconi.
Berlusconi used to put some of his women in his various real estates around Milan. But he had so
many women, that it’s not like he was visiting any specific one all that often.
And even when he’d invite women over, he was usually pretty lavish with his gift-making.
Financial wise, for Berlusconi it was peanuts and it made for a congenial arrangement, but for a
normal guy, Berlusconi was bucking a lot.

Financial VS Emotional Investment
So this is a very different style of being an alpha, and it shows how financial investment is very
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different from personal investment.
Financial investment is a form of external value that allows a guy not to provide any personal
investment, including emotional closeness.
So the guy who bucks a lot can “keep” a woman around for the sex only, and then move on and do
his thing as soon as he’s done.
Albeit this might sound “cool” to some guys, I don’t necessarily advise you to go down this road.
And not for personal preferences, albeit I’m also not personally a big fan of this style, but because
getting so rich that you can play the alpha bucks is mathematically unlikely.

Alpha providers
They can be equally rich as the loaded alpha bucks, but less of a player, seeking less diversity.
These guys invest in their women, commit, potentially marry, and also provide financially, but do not
get involved with the child-rearing.
Donald Trump is a great example.
Listen to him speak, he makes it very clear:
I don’t think it was cool of trump to say “I might even never see the kid”, but it’s an interesting
category to me.

Alpha fathers
Depending on their stauts, you might also call them:
Alpha husbands
Relationship alphas
Alpha boyfriends
Simply, these are alpha males who prefer relationships to sleeping around.
These alphas, invest, commit, enjoy raising the children, the whole package, and are themselves great
role model for their children.
Exceptions always apply, but women who find them are often lucky women.

Blue pill alphas
Finally, we have clueless alphas, whom in red pill terminology you might call blue bill alphas.
These are guys whom you’d definitely consider them alpha males, but who are nonetheless clueless
of power dynamics, and manipulation dynamics.
It’s a risk, because success without power dynamics knowledge is always precarious.
And if they meet a more Machiavellian, manipulative woman, they can easily be taken for a ride, and
get hooked on the wrong woman.
See for example mike Tyson:
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They are not the most common type of aphas, but it’s a stark reminder that being “alpha” or powerful
is not enough.
Knowledge of power dynamics is also crucial.
We could add more categories and go even deeper, but I think that for now, this has provided some
deeper insights on intersexual dynamics that is not available anywhere else.
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Leadership 101: The Foundations of Good Leadership
January 27, 2021 | by Lucio Buffalmano | Link | Original Link
Everywhere you turn there is someone talking about leadership and how to be a good leader.
And albeit there are indeed some great resources on leadership, sometimes I feel that the
fundamentals of leadership are not stressed enough.
So in this article, you will learn what are the most foundational, basic rules of great leadership.
Contents
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The “We” In Leadership
Learn More

Leadership: Give & Take
Remember the model of social exchange?
It says that social relationships are exchanges where to get something, you need to give something.
Well, the same model that forms the basis of social relationships, also forms the basis of leadership.
After all, Leadership is just another form of social exchange (“service for prestige”, Price & Vugt,
2013).
And in that exchange, there are certainly major benefits for the leader.
But there should be benefits for the followers as well, otherwise many people wouldn’t line up to
follow him, be influenced, and/or execute the leader’s tasks.

Leadership Failure: The Taker’s Approach
Remember the all too common “WIIFT” failure of social exchanges?
“WIIFT failure” refers to people who fail to see that, to receive, you also need to give.
Well, the same basic failure of WIIFT we saw in social exchanges also applies to leadership: poor
leaders focus on what they want -often the leadership position-, and forget about what they must give
to reach that position.
On the other hand, good leaders focus on what to provide their followers in order to earn the
leadership position -and benefits-.
Because there are obvious benefits to leadership.
And it’s al good to want those benefits –especially if one is well-suited for that leadership role-.
Good leaders also want those benefits. But good leaders have a mindset that they must earn the
leadership’s benefits.
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A quick litmus test for leaders’ mindset
Ask yourself:
Does the leader candidate seek leadership for a goal is he pursuing, or for the benefits of the position?
People who put the benefits before the duty tend to make for poor leaders.
Example:
Tracy: And I volunteered for every committee. As long as I can lead it.
That’s the attitude of the benefits’ hunter -in this case, resume’-.
Those tend to make for poor leaders because they put their personal goals first, second, and third.
And if the organization or people around them do badly… Too bad for them.

Value-Giving Leadership: The Only Possible Leadership
Giving is part and parcel of any win-win, healthy, and stable social exchange.
And the same is true for leadership.
As a matter of fact, that’s even more important for leaders.
Why so?
Because, as a rule of thumb:
Leaders who give nothing to their followers struggle to recruit and keep followers.
There are exceptions, of course.
But these exceptions confirm the rule.

The exceptions confirming the rule: value-taking leadership

Some leaders do keep followers in a value-taking leader/follower relationship.
Many of these followers might not see or define the relationship as value-taking, though, or they
wouldn’t follow their leaders in the first place.
That’s why external observers are crucial to assess leadership, and you can’t always only rely on the
followers themselves.
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And sure, there can be a degree of subjectivity in assessing what’s value-taking and what’s not.
But it’s not infinitely subjective.
Enter: cults.
Most people inside of cults see their leaders as Gods on earth.
But most people outside of them see them as dangerous lunatics.
Albeit cults are at the extreme, the same concept applies to the whole spectrum of value-taking or
value-adding leadership.
Now, some of you aspiring cult-leaders might think: “I don’t care about being value-taking or valueadding, I just want to be a leader”.
Well, OK.
But there is still a problem with that approach.
The problem is:
Who are you going to lead with a value-taking leadership?
Let’s see:

The law of the lid: leaders are the upper bound
Who would keep following a leader who is unable to add value?
Or worse, a leader who takes value, or leads people on a self-harming path?
Exactly…
High-quality people don’t often get stuck with value-taking leaders.
People who follow non-value-adding or value-taking leaders tend to be low-quality people.
This principle is similar to what leadership author John Maxwell calls the “law of the lid” (Maxwell,
1998).
For Maxwell, the law of the lid postulates that the effectiveness of the organization is limited by the
effectiveness of the leader.
I expand Maxwell’s “law of the lid” to the type of followers a leader can get.
This expanded law of the lid states that:
The value of the leader is the upper bound of the organization’s effectiveness, as well as the
upper bound of the followers’ value
To understand concepts, sometimes it help to think in extremes.
And in extreme terms, think of it like this: a drug addict homeless would hardly get the movers and
shakers of this world as his followers.
And if Bill Gates wanted to mentor new start-up entrepreneurs, you can bet that he could probably
find the best and most driven entrepreneurs to listen to him.
Makes sense, right?
So, if you want to lead great people, you know what you gotta be: be a great leader.
If you want to lead great people, become a great leader.
The Power Moves
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Below is a very good real-life case study of the dynamics under a value-taking leader.
Check it out as it also includes social dynamics and social strategies among groups of friends with a
poor leader:
Failure of leadership: the real-life story of a group of friends disbanded after poor leadership.
Includes WIIFT failure, and law of the lid (subscribers only)

The Good Leader Starts With Himself First
How exactly do you start on a path of becoming a great leader?
Well, a famous quote from Viktor Frankl springs to mind here:
For success, like happiness, cannot be pursued; it must ensue.
It’s the same for leadership:
Leadership cannot be pursued, it must ensue
In simple terms: you can’t be a great leader if you haven’t worked yourself up to be a great human
being first.
Great leaders start from the inside out, from self-development.
Great leaders develop themselves into high-quality human beings, and then people want them to be
leaders.
When you’re a high-quality human being, it also means that you’re high-value.
And that means that you have a lot to give.
Giving of course must not be exclusively material giving.
As a matter of fact, the best leaders give more than material benefits.
Which leads us to another crucially important axiom of leadership.
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Transcending Material Exchanges
We also said that the exchange model has its limits.
The exchange model, albeit it never stops being relevant, becomes less calculative when relationships
grow closer.
When people grow closer and start liking each other, they also pay less attention to social accounting.
One, because they trust they will probably get something back in the future or when they need
something. And two, because they feel pleasure in giving to people whom they like.
Well, the same is true for leadership.
Leader-follower relationships can also transcend a more pragmatically materialistic mode.
That can happen in many ways, including:
People admire the leader
People believe in the leaders’ goals
People feel a sense of belonging with the group
People make friends with other group members
In psychology, these drivers of states and behavior are called “intrinsic motivators”.
Intrinsic motivation is crucial for leaders.
It’s important because in a purely exchange-based model motivators are based on material benefits
(extrinsic motivators).
And when people are not primed to intrinsic motivators, they only take action if there is something
that materially benefits them.
As we shall see, that is a huge handicap for any leader, and it disempowers them.
To quote psychologist and leadership expert Haslam:
For this reason, as a host of commentators have remarked, evidence of leaders attempting
overtly to manipulate followers by means of either reward or punishment is an indicator not
of their leadership’s success but of its failure.
This is not to say, of course, that environments -or people- that work better under transactional
approaches don’t exist.
They do.
Intrinsic motivation might have little appeal for very cynic or very money-driven folks.
But there are plenty of people and environments that work better when we leaders can add something
more than pure transactions.
We might even say that leaders that go beyond transaction are the only leaders who truly harness the
human potential.

The limits of transactional leaders
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Some leaders never move beyond a transactional model.
It’s, again, a question of mindsets.
Transactional leaders believe that human beings are motivated primarily or only by self-interest.
Acting on their belief, they attempt to influence behavior with mostly or only with material rewards
and punishments (Burns, 1978).
But in their belief, they miss out both on the emotional aspects of human relationships, as well as the
“higher” ideals and drive.
And they are no less real than the more pragmatic and materialistic ones.
And while transactional leadership is valid in some environments, we can generally say that leaders
who never move beyond the transactional nature of leadership tend to be poor leaders.
And this is especially true when they lead people who would also appreciate more emotional rewards
and intrinsic motivations.
We will see examples in the next lessons.
As we shall see, when people access higher ideals, they contribute to the group or to the leader’s
cause even if there is nothing practical in it for them.
Both elements are crucial for effective leadership.
Great leaders make sure to provide material benefits whenever applicable,
while also influencing people to transcend the pragmatic give & take.
The rule of thumb is that, whenever you can afford it, you want to fulfill all needed and basic
extrinsic motivation, and then focus more on intrinsic motivation.
In a business environment, that means that you provide as much salary as it’s needed for a
comfortable life, and then focus less on material benefits, and more on the goals and values of the
team.

Power Dynamics of Leadership
Now we go back to a principle we already discussed:
Exercise your power with as little dominance and coercion as possible.
We might even argue whether or not power based on coercion is even leadership at all.
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To be precise, coercion, force and threats, of course, can work and be effective.
But it’s mostly effective with powerless individuals who need you far more than you need them, who
have no other options, and who are not in a position to ever walk away.
Those are not situations you are very likely to encounter in today’s world.
And especially not when dealing with other high-value folks, who tend to have plenty of personal
power and plenty of options.
The other problem with coercion is that it’s resource-expensive.
It requires you to spend resources in overseeing people, and it erodes goodwill and social capital.
This is the opposite of what happens with value-adding leadership, and intrinsic motivation.
See here:

Also read:
Power over VS power through
And the same can be said for extrinsic motivation only:
To quote Haslam:
As Machiavelli observed, mercenaries make bad followers.
So do slaves.
The naked use of power is neither a badge nor a secret of a leader’s influence.

The Commandments of Great Leadership
The 9 commandments of great leadership:
1. Good leadership starts with my own self-development
2. Win-win is possible, and preferable
3. It’s my duty as a leader to provide value
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4. It’s my duty, as well as moral responsibility as a leader to set the example -and to be a
generally exemplary human being5. Man shall not live by bread alone (Matthew 4:): People are beautiful creatures that want to
matter and do go deeds. It’s my duty as a leader to also address the emotional side of leadership,
make people feel good about being part of this group, make them matter and, as much as possible, to
make them feel good about themselves and about life in general
6. I pull people up: strong leaders know that their group is only as strong as the people in it. And
pulling those people up makes the whole group stronger.
Strong leaders are confident in their top position, and that’s why they avoid social climbing, which
usually happens more around the middle of the pack.
7. Power is best exercised with influence, then coercion (ie.: make people want)
8. Get the job done: Channel higher ideals into positive action, which ultimately lead to
accomplishments. If we’re working towards a specific goal, it’s my duty to make sure we reach that
goal
9. Once I set the example, provided guidance, and helped the team grow, then it’s also fair that
I get the leadership benefits

Leadership Styles
There are different ways of grouping the different leadership styles.
My usual take is not to make too much of groupings.
But they can be helpful to understand larger dynamics, understand your propensities, and where you
need more work.
One of the most popular breakdowns of leadership styles comes from Daniel Goleman (Goleman,
2001).
Goleman describes six different types of leadership:
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Source: https://www.thecolourworks.com/leadership-styles/
See the full picture here.

1. Pacesetting Style
Demands and expects excellence and results.
When: when you are leading a group of highly driven individuals, especially if they are competent
and/or have a learner’s mindset.
When not: when your team is not skilled, or when it’s thin-skinned. In those cases, they can feel
overwhelmed and “not good enough”.
Improve on: you can frame your high demands as “tough love”, so that even when you push or
criticize, people always know that you still care about them. This used to be my style when coaching,
and it helped a lot to minimize the negative impact when I was being a bit too forceful in my
demands.

2. Coaching Style
Helps develop people over the long term.
When: It’s very good when you have the skills and knowledge to help the team grow and the team is
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eager to learn.
I also recommend you do some coaching or seek to advise followers and team members to show that
you care personally. Caring personally has been shown to be a driver for both performance and
increased motivation (Gallup research).
When Not:
1. when the team is more experienced than you are
2. when they don’t yet see you as an authority and/or someone to look up to
3. with unmotivated employees
4. with employees who don’t want to change or don’t care about improving
5. with employees with a fixed mindset (ie.: they don’t believe they can improve)
Improve on: Instead of teaching people make them want to learn, and ask to learn.
How to do it?
There is a very simple way.
Show the positive effects that your mindsets, habits, and skills have on your life. Your upbeat mood,
your passion for work and life, and your results.

3. Visionary Style
This is the leader who rallies the troop behind his grand vision and dreams.
When: Can work well when the business or team is adrift and down in spirits. Then a new vision of
change can be invigorating.
It also works well in professions and fields that are high in intrinsic motivations, such as NGOs or
“change the world” startups.
Finally, you can go for this style when you don’t really have anything concrete to offer, and a
“vision” is the only thing you have.
For example:
William Wallace: Defiance of tyranny (…) Never take our freedom (…)
William Wallace had nothing to offer in terms of extrinsic motivation, so his speech is all about
intrinsic motivation: high ideals, and a vision of future freedom.
When Not: It’s not effective when working with a team of experts who know more about the leader.
In this case, they can become disillusioned and cynical about the leader. Imagine them thinking “this
idiot knows nothing, and he wants to lead us to a promised land?”.
Improve on: You need a touch of vision and some grandeur. People want to aspire to something
bigger and immortal.
Calibrate to the audience though, and never go so overboard that you come across like a dreamer
who’s lost in his own dreams and unmoored from reality. People also need a leader who can make
things happen in the real world, and that sometimes requires some good old realpolitik.

4. Commanding Style
The commander, sometimes also called “authoritative”, bellows order and demands immediate
compliance.
When: It can be effective during disasters where a quick and energetic response is needed. Business
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turnarounds can also require a stronger approach, and difficult or very lazy employees can also
provide more output under a commanding style.
In the army or in army-like environments it’s also OK.
When Not: Any time you’re not in crisis mode it’s best to avoid. And it’s also bad with high-quality
people, since those tend to demand better treatment.
Exceptions apply in some army units, where even high-quality and high-power folks know that it’s
part of the game and not a personal slight against them.

5. Democratic Style
The democratic leader hears everyone and builds consensus.
When:
1. When the team knows more than you do
2. When you will reach a better decision listening to more people
3. When you have no formal authority and need people’s buy in.
4. When you want to strategically increase intrinsic motivation since people take more ownership
when they feel heard and understood (often work even though the decision was not what they
wanted)
When Not: When you need to take quick decisions, or when you realize that meetings and decisions
are taking too long.
Also keep in mind that it’s possible to overdo this style. If there is too much democracy and little
decision making, people can feel like they are in a leaderless organization.
Improve on: You can start with a democratic style, and if decisions take too long, you step in to
reduce the options, call a vote, or guide the team. You can also narrow down to a few decisions you
like, and have the team discuss and vote.

6. Affiliative Style
Leaders focusing on harmony and human connections. They provide encouragement, support, and
lots of praise.
When: after you have delivered criticism that was “too much”, or when the team is exhausted and
down in spirits. Then you can focus on the relationship side of things to mend relationships or rebuild
goodwill.
When Not: when you need laser-focused performance and when you need to push to reach certain
objectives. It’s also poor when you have slackers in the team, as they can take advantage of an
affiliative leader.
Improve on: Use this style to help foster friendships among the team. Friendships have been proven
to be an important driver of performance as well as of intrinsic motivation to show up and do good
work (Gallup research).
I like this style, but in many situations you also need to make sure that people know you’re the leader,
and not just another team member. And you need to provide corrective feedback or criticism as
needed, or people will not improve.
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Best styles
What’s “best” depends on the situation.
And, unsurprisingly, Goleman says that the best leaders are those who can switch from one style to
the other depending on the situation.
However, pacesetting and commanding styles should be limited in time and space or they will poison
the environment and lead to poorer results.
Daniel Goleman calls “resonant leaders” the leaders who understand human nature and leverage that
knowledge to get the most out of people.
Resonant leaders embrace emotions and humanity.
Resonant leaders are: visionary, coaching, affiliative, and democratic.
Dissonant leaders instead don’t understand human nature, ignore it, or actively try to cut it out.
Of course, that doesn’t work too well most of the times.
Dissonant leaders are: pacesetting and commanding.
I now add two more styles which I feel are important but that are missing in Goleman’s overview:

7. Servant Style
Servant leaders focus on the needs of others, be it their followers and/or the organization they serve.
Servant leaders care less about their own personal power, and more about the achievement of their
goals as a team, and/or the success of their organization. So their leadership is rarely top-down and
tends to be more collegial.
Some researcher believes the servant leadership to be one of the most versatile styles (Wong, 2003):

My advice is to develop some aspects of servant leadership.
For example, by making the ultimate goal of the organization the ultimate goal for everyone.
That’s also a great attitude to increase your reputation as a true professional.
On the other hand, make sure you remember this: a servant attitude never means that someone steals
your credit or shortchanges you of your fair share.

8. Bluster Leadership Style
This is a typical “the power moves” addition.
This style is Donald Trump to a T.
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Just some examples here:
Trump: One of them said it was the single greatest meeting I’ve ever had with anybody, it’s
the highlight of my life
Contrary to what some might think, I advise to add some bluster to your leadership.
Too many managers are often too boring or grey, and they fail to motivate and empower.
A touch of bluster can be helpful, in that sense.
Think of it like “fair marketing value” or, exceptionally, think about “romancing” when an extra push
is needed.
Also, as a rule of thumb, use bluster to highlight the wins of the team, not yours.
Bluster used to highlight your wins is narcissistic.
Example from Trump:
Narcissistic Bluster: It’s the largest winery on the East Coast, I own it 100%, no mortgage,
no debt, you can all check, you should have to go check the records folks, in fact the press
I’m asking to please check (…) one of the greatest vineyards of all time, I mean there is
nothing like it
Instead:
Value-adding Bluster: Team, this is a memorable day. What we have achieved is
unbelievable. What you guys have done is unbelievable, nobody ever before has ever
created a better machine. I don’t say this lightly, but I’ve been in many teams in my life, and
I must say… You guys are the best team I’ve ever been in.
I’m proud to be here with you.

The “We” In Leadership
To be a great leader, we must understand leadership from the point of view of the team.
Researcher Haslam says that this is what a team wants from his leader:
1. The leader must be “one of us”
The leader must be similar to the team so that the team can recognize him as “one of us”.
Ideally, the leader is similar in some key features.
And if the leader wants to move the team in new directions, he should positively embody those traits.
For example, in the video we saw above of a warrior wanting to lead his men into a battle, the leader
should embody those values of fearlessness, and love for freedom.
A leader of a team fighting for environmental preservation should himself love and protect the
environment.
2. The leaders should differentiate “us” from “not-us”
The smart leader who wants to strengthen the identity of his team must also differentiate what it
means to being “one of us” from being outside of the group.
Being one of us in the group that fights for environmental preservation is different from people who
don’t care about the environment in many ways.
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For example, they say “no” to an additional shopping bag at the checkout, they drive electric cars,
etc. etc.
3. The leader must do it “for us”
The most beloved leaders act in a way that brings benefits to the team (we go back to the basics:
value-giving).
This is where enlightened collaboration and fair marketing also apply to leadership: the smart leader
will always frame his action as advancing the interests of the team.
3. The leader must craft a “sense of us” (social identity)
This is what Haslam calls “entrepreneurs of identity”.
It’s especially important when a group is forming, or when you are changing directions.
It’s about describing what you stand for, what your values are, and “what it means to be us”.
To leverage the group’s support leaders must work hard to ensure their policies and ideas are aligned
with the group’s identities.
As a matter of fact, if you want to make your policies more popular, always frame them as aligning
with the sense of identity.
At the same time that the social identity enables leadership, it also constrains leaders as they can’t act
in opposition to the social identity and still be legitimized as leaders.
But remember that “entrepreneurship of identity” is somewhat fluid, and you can add or remove
different values. Just make sure you are not too abrupt with it.
Example:
When Bush sought support for his Iraq invasion, he leveraged Americans’ identity as “standing for
world good”, and “having a moral duty” to promote freedom and democracy.
4. The leader must “make us matter”
Haslam calls the leader who excel in this area as “embedders of reality”.
It refers to transforming plans into reality. Vision only carries people so far and eventually, leaders
must show the group they can matter, impact the world, and bring about the changes they seek.
This is also where some bluster can help.
Bluster bridges the gap between vision, motivation, and reality. It promotes the successes, links them
to the vision, and makes the group feel powerful, empowered, and special.

Leaders Must be Similar, But Exceptional
This is a key dichotomy of leadership.
Says Haslam:
Leaders can be ahead of the group, but never so far ahead that they are out there on their
own.
To represent the group, the group wants its leader to be similar to them and, in a way, like them.
Yet, they also want leaders to be exceptional.
In The Power Moves’ parlance, you want to be similar to the team you lead, but you want to be one
of the highest value members of that team.
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In what you want to be high value varies from team to team.
But there are a few evergreen values that matter in almost all teams, and they include personal values,
ethics, ownership, and work ethics.

Learn More
This is a preview from Power University, where you can find more examples, strategies, and
techniques.
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